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A. INTRODUCTION
Opening Comments
Jehovah’s Witnesses respect the right of every individual to decide what religious beliefs he or she may have, if any.
Similarly, each individual has a right to change his religion should he or she decide to do so. We do not force our
beliefs on anyone. The decision to be baptized as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses is entirely voluntary, conditional on the
person meeting basic Scriptural requirements.
We believe that people should be free to acquire knowledge so that they may make an informed choice. That is why
Jehovah’s Witnesses do not practice infant baptism and confer baptism only to a mature individual who has the
capacity to understand his religious commitment. A person who qualifies for baptism as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses
is made fully aware that violating certain Biblical standards without repentance may, in some cases, result in their
expulsion (disfellowshipping) or disassociation. Anyone who does not agree with these teachings can simply choose
not to be one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Jehovah’s Witnesses do not automatically disfellowship someone who breaks the Bible’s moral standards. However,
a baptized Witness who makes a practice of doing so and is unwilling to change will be disfellowshipped. This
practice is based on Bible principles. All Jehovah’s Witnesses agree to live by the Bible’s moral standards when
they make a conscious decision to get baptized.
When a person is disfellowshipped or chooses to disassociate himself, the elders will make a brief announcement at
a religious service informing the congregation that “[Name of person] is no longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.”
Nothing else is said. Individual congregants will then decide, based on their personal religious conscience, whether
to limit or cease their contact with the person, applying the principles contained in the Bible at 1 Corinthians 5:11-13
and 2 John 1:9-11.
Although most who were formerly Jehovah’s Witnesses are individuals who have been disfellowshipped, some
decided to disassociate themselves (resign) of their own will. Jehovah’s Witnesses respect the right of each
individual to make this decision to break with their former beliefs and associates. In like manner, disfellowshipped
and disassociated persons should understand that their former fellow believers may choose to adjust or cease their
contact with them based on their conscience.
It is inaccurate to depict the practice of limiting contact with an expelled or disassociated person as unique to
Jehovah’s Witnesses. Changes in relationships based on choices that individuals make are commonplace in society.
For example, a husband might cheat on his wife and move in with another person. As a result, the betrayed wife
might decide to have nothing more to do with him. His children and other family members might also decide to have
nothing more to do with him. Could the unrepentant husband expect to have the same relationship with his wife and
family that existed before his infidelity? Obviously not. The same phenomenon exists in many other spheres, for
instance, when someone changes his political affiliation, or ideology.
It is important to note, though, that within the family arrangement, while the “religious ties [the disfellowshipped or
disassociated person] had with his family change … blood ties remain. The marriage relationship and normal family
affections and dealings continue.”1 In other words, normal family affection and association continues.
Disfellowshipped and disassociated individuals are free to attend our religious services, share in singing religious
songs during those services, receive our religious publications, and receive spiritual assistance from congregation
elders. The person is not abandoned or considered an apostate as some claim. They are welcomed and encouraged to
return to the congregation at any time. Instead, if a person demonstrates repentance, he may request to be reinstated
as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. This is based on the Witnesses’ understanding of 2 Corinthians 2:6-8, which
commands congregants to “kindly forgive and comfort” the expelled person to “confirm [their] love” for him.
A clear distinction is to be made when a person becomes inactive in the religious community without formally
disassociating herself. Those who stop being actively involved in worship may be suffering from discouragement.
Rather than distancing themselves from such ones, Jehovah’s Witnesses give them consolation and support

1

https://www.jw.org/en/jehovahs-witnesses/faq/shunning
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The experience of people who have been disfellowshipped also shows that the practice has benefits. As noted on
page 4 of the brochure Jehovah’s Witnesses and Disfellowshipping, Jasmine and Matthew express gratitude for
the disfellowshipping arrangement and credit it with helping them spiritually.
A number of scholars have examined this religious practice of Jehovah’s Witnesses. One such scholar, Dr.
Massimo Introvigne, founder and managing director of the Center for Studies on New Religions, wrote: “By
defending the rights of their judicial committees to remain free from state interference when they decide whether
a member should be disfellowshipped or otherwise, and their right to interpret the Bible in the sense that it
mandates shunning those who had been disfellowshipped, the Jehovah’s Witnesses are, once again, defending
the religious liberty of all, precisely in the area where today it is mostly under attack.”—The Journal of CESNUR,
Vol. 5, No. 1, January–February 2021, pp. 54-81 (www.cesnur.org).
Courts have upheld the right to religious freedom in this area. The European Court of Human Rights ruled: “[The
State] should accept the right of such communities to react, in accordance with their own rules and interests, to
any dissident movements emerging within them that might pose a threat to their cohesion, image or unity. It is
therefore not the task of the national authorities to act as the arbiter between religious communities and the various
dissident factions that exist or may emerge within them.”—Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human
Rights, Fernández Martínez v. Spain, 2014.
Regarding Jehovah’s Witnesses’ religious practice of disfellowshipping, the High Court of England and Wales
held: “[I]t is to be expected that a religious body which is guided by and which seeks to apply Scriptural principles
will have the power to procure that in an appropriate case a sinner can be expelled. Among other things, this is
sensible, if not essential, because someone who is unable or unwilling to abide by Scriptural principles not only
does not properly belong as a member of such a body but also, unless removed, may have an undesirable influence
on the faithful.”—Otuo v. Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 1349 (QB) at par. 122.

Brochure on Jehovah’s Witnesses and Disfellowshipping (Brochure prepared by Jehovah’s Witnesses for
meetings with government officials and academics)
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and Disfellowshipping

Jehovah’s Witnesses
and Disfellowshipping

“

Remove the wicked person
from among yourselves.”

Shunning
A principal aim of disciplining and shunning is to bring a
wrongdoer to his senses. All in the congregation show
principled love by avoiding contact and conversation
with the disfellowshipped person. Thus, many
disfellowshipped ones come to realize what they have
lost, change their ways, and return to the congregation.
Jehovah’s Witnesses rejoice when disfellowshipping and
shunning motivate a person to return.

—1 Corinthians 5:13

The decision to become one of Jehovah’s Witnesses
is entirely voluntary, conditional on the person meeting
basic Scriptural standards of morality. Jehovah’s
Witnesses do not automatically disfellowship (expel)
someone who breaks those standards. If, however,
a baptized Witness makes a practice of doing so
and is unwilling to change, he or she will be
disfellowshipped. This practice is based on Bible
principles. Disfellowshipping protects the
congregation from a bad influence.
—See The Watchtower, April 15, 2015

Inactive and Disassociated Ones
Those who for a time slow down or stop in their
worship have not abandoned their faith. They are
considered to be inactive. Rather than shunning
such ones, Jehovah’s Witnesses try to give them
consolation to help them return to the
congregation.
The term “disassociation” applies to the action
taken by a person who is a baptized Witness but
deliberately repudiates his Christian standing by
indicating, either orally or in writing, that he no
longer wants to be one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
When a person chooses to disassociate himself,
a brief announcement is made to inform the
congregation, stating: “[Name of person] is no
longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.” Such a
person is treated in the same way as a
disfellowshipped person.

“[T]he State should accept the right of such
communities to react in accordance with their own
rules and interests to any dissent movement
emerging within them that might pose a threat to
their cohesion, image, or unity. . . . [S]hunning is
perfectly legitimate and permitted basing on the
human rights standard.”
—Dr. Alessandro Amicarelli
Chairperson of the European
Federation for Freedom of Belief

Family Ties Remain

Expert Observations

By his behavior, a disfellowshipped person often causes
suffering to Witness family members. At any rate, for
what concerns life within the immediate family circle,
“normal family affections and dealings can continue,”
since “being disfellowshipped does not end their blood
ties or marriage relationship.”
—The Watchtower, April 15, 1988

If a disfellowshipped parent falls sick or is no longer able
to take care of himself financially or physically, Witness
children would have the Scriptural and moral duty to
assist him. Likewise, in case a disfellowshipped child
feels unwell physically or emotionally, Witness parents
would take care of him.

“It is worth noting that disfellowshipping
does not cancel family relations, as some
dishonest journalists and ‘cult experts’
sometimes try to claim.”
—Professor Artur Artemyev, PhD

“By defending the rights of their judicial
committees to remain free from state interference
when they decide whether a member should be
disfellowshipped or otherwise, and their right to
interpret the Bible in the sense that it mandates
shunning those who had been disfellowshipped, the
Jehovah’s Witnesses are, once again, defending the
religious liberty of all, precisely in the area where
today it is mostly under attack.”
—Massimo Introvigne, PhD
Founder and Managing Director
Center for Studies on New Religions

“It is not the place of the government to intervene
in the choices that consenting adults make. And
the reality is that many religions do have the
standard of no longer maintaining strong ties
with people who have left their faith tradition.”
“[S]ome former members . . . have chosen to
monetize their status as former members, and it is
entirely reasonable for the Jehovah's Witnesses,
like any other faith tradition in that situation, to
want to have no contact with these people who are
basically professional critics of the religion.”
—Professor Holly Folk, PhD
Associate Professor
Western Washington University

Bible Principles
• “If anyone comes to you and does not
bring this teaching, do not receive him
into your homes or say a greeting to him.”

“[I]t is a common feature of many religions
that they determine doctrinal standards of
behaviour by which their followers must
abide in their private lives.”
—European Court of Human Rights
Jehovah’s Witnesses of Moscow v. Russia

—2 John 10
• “Remove the wicked person from among
yourselves.”
—1 Corinthians 5:13
• “Return to me, and I will return to you.”
—Malachi 3:7

Case Law—Disfellowshipping a Religious Practice

“[I]t is to be expected that a religious body
which is guided by and which seeks to apply
Scriptural principles will have the power to
procure that in an appropriate case a sinner
can be expelled. Among other things, this is
sensible, if not essential, because someone
who is unable or unwilling to abide by
Scriptural principles not only does not
properly belong as a member of such a body
but also, unless removed, may have an
undesirable influence on the faithful.”
—High Court of England and Wales
Otuo v. Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society of Britain

“The Court found that the conduct of the
members – who basically refused to have
friendly relationships . . . – was also irrelevant
in terms of civil law. . . . [S]uch behavior does
not interfere with one’s personal rights, but it
simply implies attitudes that . . . cannot be
questioned as to lawfulness, since they
constitute a free choice, despite it being
influenced by a religious belief.”
—Italy Supreme Court of Cassation Sez. I,
No. 9561 (26 October 2016)

“[The State] should accept the right of such
communities to react, in accordance with
their own rules and interests, to any dissident
movements emerging within them that might
pose a threat to their cohesion, image or
unity. It is therefore not the task of the
national authorities to act as the arbiter
between religious communities and the
various dissident factions that exist or may
emerge within them.”
—European Court of Human Rights
Grand Chamber
Fernández Martínez v. Spain

Gratitude for the Arrangement

“During the time I was disfellowshipped,
I had limited contact with my family
and friends in the congregation. Still, I
knew that they loved me very much and
that they did not condemn me. I knew
that they were limiting their association
out of respect for the Bible
commandments that we had each
chosen to live our lives by. When I put
my life back in order, I was warmly
welcomed back by the congregation and
was reinstated as one of Jehovah’s
Witnesses. Although I had sad times
when I was disfellowshipped, I am
convinced from my personal experience
that it is a loving and beneficial form of
spiritual assistance and correction.”
—Jasmine,* one of Jehovah’s Witnesses
“I was disfellowshipped for
approximately 17 years. During those 17
years, I experienced no pressure or
opposition from Jehovah’s Witnesses,
including from my family members. On
the contrary, the religious ministers
(elders) of the congregation I had
attended when I was disfellowshipped
contacted me several times over the years
to inquire about my well-being. In my
view they acted in a loving way. I speak
for myself when I say that the loving
affection of the Witnesses is the main
reason why I decided to return.”
—Matthew,* one of Jehovah’s Witnesses
* Names have been changed.

1. Definitions
a. Disfellowshipping: “We do not automatically disfellowship someone who commits a serious sin. If,
however, a baptized Witness makes a practice of breaking the Bible’s moral code and does not repent,
he or she will be shunned or disfellowshipped. The Bible clearly states: ‘Remove the wicked man from
among yourselves.’—1 Corinthians 5:13.”—Do Jehovah’s Witnesses Shun Those Who Used to Belong
to Their Religion?—jw.org-FAQ.
b. Disassociation: “The term ‘disassociation’ applies to the action taken by a person who is a baptized
Witness but deliberately repudiates his Christian standing by stating that he no longer wants to be
recognized as, or known as, one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Or he might renounce his place in the
Christian congregation by his actions, such as by becoming part of a secular organization that has
objectives contrary to Bible teachings and therefore is under judgment by Jehovah God.—Isa. 2:4; Rev.
19:17-21. … Such a person is treated in the same way as a disfellowshipped person.”—Organized to
Do Jehovah's Will, chapter 14, paragraphs 30-33.
“Can a Person Resign From Being One of Jehovah’s Witnesses? Yes. A person can resign from our
organization in two ways: 1) By formal request. Either orally or in writing, a person can state his
decision that he no longer wants to be known as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. 2) By action. A person
can take an action that places him outside our worldwide brotherhood. (1 Peter 5:9) For example, he
might join another religion and make known his intention to remain part of it. (1 John 2:19) … The
elders are not authorized to coerce or pressure someone to remain as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Each
person makes his own choice regarding religion. (Joshua 24:15) We believe that those who worship
God must do so willingly, from the heart.—Psalm 110:3; Matthew 22:37.”—Can a Person Resign
From Being One of Jehovah’s Witnesses—jw.org-FAQ.
c. Inactivity: “What if a person no longer preaches or attends your meetings? Do you view that person
as having resigned? No, we do not. Resigning, or disassociating oneself, is different from becoming
weak in faith. Often, those who for a time slow down or stop in their worship have not abandoned their
faith but are suffering from discouragement. Rather than shunning such ones, we try to give them
consolation and support. (1 Thessalonians 5: 14; Jude 22) If the person wants help, congregation elders
take the lead in providing spiritual assistance. —Galatians 6:1; 1 Peter 5: 1-3.” —Can a Person Resign
From Being One of Jehovah’s Witnesses?—jw.org-FAQ.
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B. VIEW OF JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES
“As early as 1904, in the book The New Creation, attention was given to the need to take appropriate action
so as not to allow a demoralizing of the congregation. The understanding that the Bible Students then had of
the procedure for dealing with wrongdoers as outlined at Matthew 18:15-17 was discussed. In harmony with
this, there were, on rare occasions, ‘church trials’ in which the evidence of wrongdoing in serious cases was
presented to the entire congregation. Years later, The Watchtower, in its issue of May 15, 1944, reviewed the
matter in the light of the entire Bible and showed that such matters affecting the congregation should be
handled by responsible brothers charged with congregation oversight. (1 Cor. 5:1-13; compare Deuteronomy
21:18-21.) This was followed, in The Watchtower of March 1, 1952, with articles that emphasized not only
proper procedure but the need to take action to keep the organization clean. Repeatedly since then, the subject
has been given consideration. But the objectives have always remained the same: (1) to keep the organization
clean and (2) to impress on the wrongdoer the need for sincere repentance, with a view to recovering him.”—
Jehovah’s Witnesses—Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom, pages186-187.
“Two factors—which must coincide—result in the disfellowshipping of one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. First, a
baptized Witness commits a serious sin. Second, he does not repent of his sin.”—Why Disfellowshipping Is a
Loving Provision – The Watchtower, April 2015, pages 29-31.
1. Purposes of Disfellowshipping
“Is disfellowshipping really an expression of mercy? Yes, it is. To withhold discipline from someone who
needs it is not wise, merciful, or loving. (Prov. 13:24) Can getting disfellowshipped help an unrepentant
sinner change his course? It can. Many who have fallen into serious sin have found that the firm action
the elders took gave them the very jolt they needed to come to their senses, change their course of action,
and return to Jehovah’s warm embrace.”—We Serve the God Who Is “Rich in Mercy” – The Watchtower,
October 2021, page 10, paragraph 9.
“The disfellowshipping arrangement is a loving provision from Jehovah. It keeps the congregation safe
from those who do not care about Jehovah’s standards. (1 Corinthians 5:7; Hebrews 12:15, 16) It helps us
to show love for Jehovah’s holy name, for his high standards, and for Jehovah himself. (1 Peter 1:15, 16)
And the disfellowshipping arrangement shows love for the person who is no longer a member of the
congregation. This strong discipline may help him to realize that what he is doing is wrong and motivate
him to change. Many who were once disfellowshipped later returned to Jehovah and were warmly
welcomed back into the congregation.”—How to Remain in God's Love, chapter 3, paragraph 20.
2. Procedure for Disfellowshipping
“Some serious offenses, such as sexual immorality, adultery, homosexuality, blasphemy, apostasy,
idolatry, and similar gross sins, require more than forgiveness from an offended individual. (1 Cor. 6:9,
10; Gal. 5:19-21) Because the spiritual and moral cleanness of the congregation are threatened, such
serious sins must be reported to the elders and handled by them. (1 Cor. 5:6; Jas. 5:14, 15) Some
individuals may approach the elders either to confess their own sin or to report what they know regarding
the wrongdoing of others. (Lev. 5:1; Jas. 5:16) Regardless of the manner in which the elders first hear
reports of serious wrongdoing on the part of a baptized Witness, an initial investigation will be made by
two elders. If it is established that there is substance to the report and that evidence is available showing
that a serious sin has been committed, the body of elders will assign a judicial committee of at least three
elders to handle the matter.” In some cases, the wrongdoer will have become hardened in his course of
sinful conduct and will thus fail to respond to efforts to help him. Sufficient ;works that befit repentance’
may not be in evidence at the time of the judicial hearing. (Acts 26:20) What then? In such cases, it is
necessary to expel the unrepentant wrongdoer from the congregation, thus denying him fellowship with
Jehovah’s clean people. The bad influence of the wrongdoer is removed from the congregation, thereby
safeguarding its moral and spiritual cleanness and protecting its good name. (Deut. 21:20, 21; 22:23, 24)
Upon becoming aware of the shameful conduct of someone in the Corinthian congregation, the apostle
Paul admonished the elders to ‘hand such a man over to Satan . . . , so that the spirit [of the congregation]
may be saved.’ (1 Cor. 5:5, 11-13) Paul also reported the disfellowshipping of others who had rebelled
against the truth in the first century.—1 Tim. 1:20.
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“When it has been determined that an unrepentant wrongdoer should be disfellowshipped, a judicial
committee should let the person know of the decision, clearly stating the Scriptural reason(s) for the
disfellowshipping. Upon informing the wrongdoer of the decision, the judicial committee will tell him that
if he believes that a serious error in judgment has been made and he wishes to appeal the decision, he
should do so in a letter, clearly stating the reasons for his appeal. Counting from the time he was notified
of the committee’s decision, he will be given seven days for this. If an appeal is received, the body of
elders will contact the circuit overseer, who will select qualified elders to serve on an appeal committee
to rehear the case. They will make every effort to conduct the appeal hearing within one week after the
letter is received. If there is an appeal, announcement of the disfellowshipping will be postponed. In the
meantime, the accused person will be restricted from commenting and praying at meetings and from
special privileges of service.
“An appeal is granted as a kindness to the accused and allows him a further hearing of his concerns. Thus,
if the wrongdoer deliberately fails to appear at the appeal hearing, the disfellowshipping will be announced
after reasonable efforts have been made to contact him.
“If the wrongdoer does not wish to appeal, the judicial committee will explain to him the need for
repentance as well as what steps he can take toward being reinstated in due time. This would be both
helpful and kind and should be done in hopes that he will change his ways and in time qualify to return to
Jehovah’s organization.—2 Cor. 2:6, 7.
“When it is necessary to disfellowship an unrepentant wrongdoer from the congregation, a brief
announcement is made, stating: ‘[Name of person] is no longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.’ This will
alert faithful ones in the congregation to stop associating with that person.—1 Cor. 5:11.”—Organized to
Do Jehovah's Will, chapter 14, paragraphs 21, 25-29.
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C. COMMENTS BY ACADEMICS
1. Jehovah’s Witnesses and Disfellowshipping
Synopsis: Jehovah’s Witnesses and Disfellowshipping – An Introduction
After studying the Bible-based disfellowshipping practice of Jehovah’s Witnesses, several scholars disproved
some clichés and explained why the practice should be respected. Hereafter is a synopsis of the articles that
we selected and that are thereafter enclosed.
In his book Jehovah’s Witnesses in Kazakhstan, Artur Artemyev (PhD in philosophy and renowned religious
scholar whose research papers have been translated into English, German, Japanese, Korean, and Ukrainian)
highlights that “disfellowshipping does not cancel family relations, as some dishonest journalists and ‘cult
experts’ sometimes try to claim. He also explains that the process of affiliation to Jehovah’s Witnesses
“requires a lot of effort,” as a person “will qualify for baptism only if he knows Bible principles well,
understands them, lives according to them, and has proved by his actions that he shows faith and is a part of
the congregation.” For these reasons, observes Artemyev, “saying that someone ‘is dragged in’ to this
organization is incorrect and ignorant.” After thorough examination, Dr. Artemyev concludes that
disfellowshipping does not pose “any danger to society or the state.”
In their expert opinion “Jehovah’s Witnesses/Wachtturm-Gesellschaft: A ‘Pre-Modern’ Religious
Association in a ‘Modern’ Society?”, Gerhard Besier (Dr. theol., Dr. phil., Dipl. Psychologist, Dresden
University) and Renate-Maria Besier (Dipl. Pedagogist, Dipl. Psychologist; psychotherapist) compare the
disfellowshipping arrangement of Jehovah’s Witnesses with the excommunication measures practiced by
larger churches and other similar behaviors that are common—and generally uncontested—in society.
In his scientific article “Dangerous Freedoms: Jehovah’s Witnesses, Religious Liberty, and the Questions of
Sexual Abusers and Disfellowshipped Ex-Members,” Massimo Introvigne, one of the best-known
sociologists of religions worldwide, highlights today’s conflict among three forms of sacralization: the
“religion of God,” the “religion of the state,” and the “religion of the person.” Dr. Introvigne explains that the
disfellowshipping practice of Jehovah’s Witnesses, as an expression of the “religion of God,” is especially
threatened in some modern democracies by the “religion of the person.” Those embracing the “religion of the
person” view with suspicion the fact that certain persons may decide to ‘limit their freedoms’ to join a religion.
“They may even claim that the state should protect them against themselves, or that, if they accept to surrender
their human rights to a religion, they are victims of brainwashing or mind control, a notion debunked by
mainline scholarship (Richardson 1996, 2014, 2015; USCIRF 2020) but still popular with some media and
the anti-cultists,” argues Introvigne. Focusing on the affiliation process to Jehovah’s Witnesses, Dr. Introvigne
stresses that “the adherents are well aware, and the elders make sure this is the case before baptism, of both
the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ moral standards and the consequences for violating them. They are aware that they
may be disfellowshipped and shunned, which may be very unpleasant. If they want to avoid this risk, they
should simply not join the Jehovah’s Witnesses.” By defending their Bible-based disfellowshipping
arrangement, “the Jehovah’s Witnesses are, once again, defending the religious liberty of all.”
Five articles published in Bitter Winter, an online magazine published by the Center for Studies on New
Religions (CESNUR), analyze a much-criticized decision of first instance issued by the Court of Ghent
(Belgium) on March 16, 2021. The Ghent Court condemned the legal entity of Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Belgium to the payment of a fine on the grounds of discrimination and incitement to hatred due to the
“shunning” of a former member.
1. Willy Fautré, director of Human Rights Without Frontiers, traces a history of the case and highlights
some of its peculiarities also to the light of Belgian jurisprudence. In his concluding remarks, Mr. Fautré
states: “This is a dangerous verdict as it breaches the autonomy of religions as guaranteed by the Belgian
Constitution and the European Court of Human Rights. If this decision happened not to be overturned, its
consequences would be incalculable in Belgium and abroad. It would have repercussions on other religious
communities.”
2. Massimo Introvigne, director of the Center for Studies on New Religions (CESNUR) and former OSCE
“Representative on combating racism, xenophobia and discrimination, with a special focus on
discrimination against Christians and members of other religions,” comments that the Ghent Court
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decision is “a perverse re-definition of the notion of liberty, … based on the old totalitarian principle that
the state knows better than we do what of our personal choices are good or bad for our liberty, and compels
us to be free according to its own ideological notion of liberty.” He refers to the consistent international
case law about the disfellowshipping and shunning practices of Jehovah’s Witnesses: “Courts in such
diverse legal environments as the U.S., Canada, the U.K., Germany, Italy, and even Belgium before the
Ghent decision, have consistently concluded that nobody is forced to become a Jehovah’s Witness (even
those born in the faith are not automatically counted as members), everybody is free to leave, and there
are no legal obstacles for those willing to create new rival religious organizations.”
3. George Chryssides, Visiting Research Fellow at York St John University (UK), debunks some common
myths on disfellowshipping. For example, he writes: “One hears stories about a disfellowshipped
Jehovah’s Witness being ordered out of the family home, with only a few belongings such an old van and
no money for petrol, and having to sleep under a bridge as a consequence. It is hard to adjudicate on the
veracity of individual stories, but it is certainly unlikely that this would be the norm in a Kingdom Hall
today.” Interesting comments are made on the kindness that Jehovah’s Witnesses are encouraged to show
also to former members who are in need (“Disfellowshipping is not meant to foster callousness”), and to
the possibility for anyone who desires to leave the religious community to just “fade” from the
congregation.
4. James Richardson, professor emeritus of sociology and judicial studies at University of Nevada (Reno),
highlights many weaknesses of the Ghent Court decision. The Court “ignored explicit statements which
allow exemptions for religious organizations in the European Union’s directive that led to the 2007 law”;
it also “completely ignored the voluminous evidence offered by the defendant in the case, as well as case
law precedents in Belgium, and around the world, which heretofore have ruled in favor of Jehovah’s
Witnesses congregations managing their own internal affairs.” Professor Richardson finally wonders if
this decision could potentially have a negative impact on the freedom of other religious denominations as
well: “If not overturned on appeal in Belgium’s judicial system or won at the ECtHR, does this mean that
courts would henceforth be attempting to manage the internal affairs of religious groups?”
5. Yannick Thiels, an attorney at the Brussels bar specialized in human rights, observes that
“excommunication and shunning are facts of modern-day life” and that in non-religious contexts “no one
would claim such choices are unlawful, much less a ‘crime.’” Dr. Thiels observes that “the Ghent court
does not cite a single decision in Belgium, or anywhere in the world, that supports this breath-taking
contention.” In the article, several references are made to international case law on disfellowshipping or
excommunication practices: “All appellate and Supreme Court decisions that have addressed this issue
have universally upheld the right of the religion to expel and shun the former adherent.” Dr. Thiels
concludes: “The Ghent decision is clearly wrong, and is a serious violation of the Belgium Constitution
and the ECtHR, and needs to be urgently reversed.”
In the White Paper The New Gnomes of Zurich: The Jehovah’s Witnesses, the Spiess Case, and Its
Manipulation by Anti-Cult and Russian Propaganda, Massimo Introvigne and Alessandro Amicarelli
(solicitor of the Senior Courts of England and Wales and chairman of the European Federation for Freedom
of Belief) also explain that the disfellowshipping arrangement of Jehovah’s Witnesses “is not ‘unique,’ and
does not go as far as similar policies in other religious organizations do.” In fact, “expulsions are common in
political parties and trade unions, and they seem to generate less protests than when they occur in a religious
context.” Generally speaking, “human beings have the right to communicate and the parallel right not to
communicate.” People “cannot expect […] to remain in a group created to advocate certain ideas, promote
ideas at the opposite end of the relevant spectrum, and not be disciplined and excluded. This would not assert
their freedom of conscience, but violate the freedom of their former organizations and their members to
manage and police themselves as they deem fit.”
In his article “Excommunication: a controversial religious freedom” (published on the Revue de
Jurisprudence de Liège, Mons et Bruxelles (J.L.M.B.), 678 – 2009/15), Belgian lawyer Yannick Thiels
comments on the need to balance the rights of the excommunicated persons with those of the religious body
that excommunicated him/her and of the other church members who also have the personal right to “choose
their friends.” He notes that “there is a very real danger that an analysis of such a complex notion as
excommunication solely on the basis of the notion of discrimination, without a comprehensive examination
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of the issue and a balancing of all the freedoms involved, would prove to be prejudicial to some of these
freedoms.” By examining the Belgian and International jurisprudence, Dr. Thiels observes that “giving
precedence to the claim of the excommunicated person would in reality restrict the freedom of all the parties
involved: not only the freedom of the excommunicating religious movement and the followers of the
movement but also that of the excommunicated individual, since he would have to renege retroactively on the
decision he made when he entered into religious fellowship with a group that practices excommunication.
Conversely, a solution that respects the religious freedom to excommunicate - the freedom of the movement
and of its followers - will always respect the excommunicated person’s freedom to change religion.”

a. 2021 – Jehovah’s Witnesses in Kazakhstan – Socio-historical and Theological Analysis – Third revised
and enlarged edition, Almaty—Artur Artemyev
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b. 2021-02-02 – The Journal of CESNUR—Dangerous Freedoms: Jehovah’s Witnesses, Religious
Liberty, and the Questions of Sexual Abusers and Disfellowshipped Ex-Members—Massimo Introvigne
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Dangerous Freedoms: Jehovah’s Witnesses, Religious Liberty, and the
Questions of Sexual Abusers and Disfellowshipped Ex-Members
Massimo Introvigne
CESNUR (Center for Studies on New Religions)
maxintrovigne@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: Sociologist Hans Joas sees the coexistence, and sometimes conflict, of three form of
sacralizations in modern history: religious sacralization, and the sacralizations of the nation and the
person. The article argues that today the “religion of God” defends its religious liberty against some
excessive claims both by the “religion of the state” and the “religion of the person.” Like canaries in the
coal mine, Jehovah’s Witnesses are often the first to be hit, both by the “religion of the state” in nondemocratic regimes that deny their individual religious liberty, and by the “religion of the person” in
modern democracies where their corporate religious liberty is under attack. By defending their rights to
be free from interferences of the states when they decide which members should be disfellowshipped
(and as a consequence shunned or “ostracized”), even when these members are accused of sexual abuse
(a different question with respect to whether they should be reported to secular authorities), the
Jehovah’s Witnesses are again today at the cutting edge of the defense of religious liberty against the
most subtle and dangerous forms of assault.
KEYWORDS: Jehovah’s Witnesses, Religious Liberty, Freedom of Religion and Belief, Sexual Abuse
and Religion, Shunning and Religion, Ostracism.

Three Forms of Sacralization and Their Conflicts
The struggle of the Jehovah’s Witnesses for their individual and corporate
religious freedom throughout the world is one of the most relevant issues in the
global scenario of religious liberty and persecution. It is also a mirror reflecting
crucial questions in the contemporary sociology of religion.
Perhaps the issue most frequently discussed by sociologists of religion is
secularization. In his 2017 book, Die Macht des Heiligen, German sociologist
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Hans Joas offered an original answer to the decade-old question whether
secularization is a theory invented by some anti-religious scholars, or a real
phenomenon. Joas believes that the situation of some Western European
countries shows that a society without organized religion, or where organized
religion only interests a small minority, is at least theoretically possible, if not
already present. Building on the early sociology of religion of Émile Durkheim
(1858–1917), but going beyond it, Joas argues that there may be societies
without (organized) religion, but not societies without sacralization. Religion is
not the only possible form of sacralization. History also knows a “sacralization of
the nation” (or the state, or the country), and a “sacralization of the person” (Joas
2017, 475–79).
An alternative to Joas’ terminology would be to see three “religions” at work in
history: the “religion of God” (where “God” can be personal or impersonal, and
there can be one God or many), the “religion of the nation” (or “of the state,”
although state and nation are obviously not the same), and the “religion of the
person.” Other relevant insights by Joas are that the sacralization of the nation, at
least since the late 18th century, is present everywhere, in democratic as well as in
totalitarian states, although in different forms, that modern sacralization of the
person centers on human rights (Joas 2011), and that some conflict between the
three forms of sacralization is unavoidable.
I would argue that here precisely lie the core problems of religious liberty in
the 20th and 21st centuries. The forms of sacralization are different, but the
human individual is one, and inhabits different spheres at the same time. One may
be a member of a particular “religion of God,” yet being subject to the “religion
of the nation” as a citizen, and partaking of the “religion of the person” as a
general cultural climate. This situation may be lived as not conflictual. One
example is Alcide De Gasperi (1881–1954), who was Prime Minister of Italy
between 1945 and 1953. He was such a pious Catholic that he is now being
considered for beatification. At the same time, he certainly regarded himself as an
Italian patriot, and was an enthusiastic apologist of the then newly proclaimed
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Romano 2008).
Conflict, however, is also frequent. Each of the three “religions” may exhibit a
tendency to affirm itself against the others. This is also true for the “religion of
the person” and human rights, which may at first sight look as the more benign
and less dangerous form of sacralization. One problem, here, is that the concept
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of human rights is not uncontested, and there is a continuous tendency to add or
claim new rights. Feminists and the LGBT community, or more recently the Black
Lives Matter movement, for example, claim, and in their own way “sacralize,”
“new” rights that may create conflicts with the “religion of God.” Feminists claim
for women the right to access all positions and offices, while several religions
reserve their priesthood and higher offices to males. LGBT activists may see
religions teaching that homosexuality is a sin as infringing their rights to be
respected and not discriminated. During the Black Lives Matter protests, statues
of saints and other religious figures that the movement accused of having
supported colonialism and racism were vandalized or destroyed, in incidents that
some religionists have in turn perceived as an assault on their religious freedom.
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, later Pope Benedict XVI, whose richness of
analysis of religious liberty is unsurpassed among Catholic theologians, saw new,
growing conflicts between (what I call here) “religion of God” and “religion of the
person,” due to the emergence of “new human rights,” joining old conflicts
between the “religion of God” and the “religion of the nation.” Ratzinger was, of
course, aware that religious liberty is in itself part of human rights, but
distinguished between individual and corporate freedom of religion. In modern
democratic societies, Ratzinger noted, it is generally accepted that individuals
have a freedom to believe or not to believe, but it is less accepted that corporate
religious bodies have rights of their own (see Introvigne 2012).
Ratzinger, however, did not fully elaborate on the question of the limits of
corporate freedom of religion. The latter is limited by other essential human
rights. A religion cannot claim that organizing human sacrifices is part of its
corporate freedom. But what other human rights should be considered essential?
Ratzinger saw something important, that corporate religious liberty is at risk
today because of the sacralization and expansion of the “religion of the person,”
centered on both old and new human rights. But almost all his examples of
corporate religious liberty worth being defended concerned the Catholic Church.
There is, however, a political and legal Vatican document endorsed by Pope
Benedict XVI that was highly significant in this respect. On January 23, 2013,
shortly before he announced his resignation, the Pope authorized the Permanent
Representation of the Holy See to the Council of Europe to publish a note on two
cases then being examined by the European Court of Human Rights, Sindicatul
“Păstorul cel Bun” v. Romania and Fernández-Martínez v. Spain (Permanent
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Representation of the Holy See to the Council of Europe 2013). Both cases
would be eventually decided by the Grand Chamber according to the Holy See’s
recommendations. Fernández-Martínez affirmed the right of the Catholic
Church, who under the Concordat with Spain designates the teachers of religion
and ethics in Spanish public schools, who are then appointed and remunerated by
the government, to ask the Ministry of Education to dismiss an ex-priests whose
teachings were no longer in accordance with the Church’s (European Court of
Human Rights 2014).
While Fernández-Martínez concerned the Catholic Church, Sindicatul
affirmed the right of the Romanian Orthodox Church to prevent his priests from
forming an unauthorized trade union, both by disciplining them and by
persuading the government to de-register the union (European Court of Human
Rights 2013). Although Sindicatul was about a non-Catholic organization, the
Vatican document supporting the Romanian Orthodox Church was still written
with a primary reference to the Catholic Church itself:
A member of the lay faithful or a religious cannot, with regard to the Church, invoke
freedom to contest the faith (for example, by adopting public positions against the
Magisterium) or to damage the Church (for example, by creating a civil trade union of
priests against the will of the Church). It is true that every person is free to contest the
Magisterium or the prescriptions and norms of the Church. In case of disagreement,
everyone may exercise the recourses provided by canon law and even break off his
relations with the Church. Since relations within the Church are, however, essentially
spiritual in nature, it is not the State’s role to enter into this area to settle disputes
(Permanent Representation of the Holy See to the Council of Europe 2013, no. 3).

It was also the case that the ecclesiastical structure of the Romanian Orthodox
Church is not too dissimilar from the Catholic one. We may wonder whether the
Holy See would have taken the same position, had the corporate religious
freedom rights of groups labelled as “cults” and annoying the Catholics with their
proselytization practices been at stake. The Vatican Note, however, affirmed a
general principle that “it is not the State’s role to enter into the area” of internal
church discipline, and that the freedom of the single devotee is guaranteed by his
or her right to leave the church in case of disagreement, not by pretending that
the church adapts to beliefs and practices it regards as unorthodox.
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Canaries in the Coal Mine: Jehovah’s Witnesses and Individual Religious Liberty
The Jehovah’s Witnesses powerfully contributed to the advancement of
religious liberty in the world’s courts. Like the proverbial canaries in the coal
mine, they opened the way, at times through great efforts and suffering, and
obtained decisions that went to the benefit of many other religious groups.
This is not coincidental, and is in fact deeply rooted in the Jehovah’s
Witnesses’ theology. They regard any form of sacralization of the nation as
contrary to the rights of God. They do not vote, do not join political parties,
refuse to serve in the Army, and do not salute flags, precisely because they
interpret all these acts as implicitly denying their exclusive allegiance to the
Kingdom of God.
In the United States, the Jehovah’s Witnesses have been defined as “a catalyst
for the evolution of the Constitutional law” (McAninch 1987), as they obtained
key Supreme Court and other decisions upholding their rights to conscientious
objections, not to vote, not to salute the flag, recite the pledge of allegiance, nor
sing the national anthem (Manwaring 1962).
In all or most of these cases, however, the Jehovah’s Witnesses were insisting
on the rights of individual believers to refuse what Joas calls the “sacralization of
the nation.” Their legal struggles, as Shawn Francis Peters argued in 2000, were
parts of the “rights revolution,” affirming the person’s rights against the
pretenses of the state (Peters 2000).
The Jehovah’s Witnesses’ right to follow the “religion of God” and reject the
“religion of the nation” has been affirmed in the United States and other
democratic countries, but does not prevail everywhere. In South Korea, the
Witnesses are still struggling to see their right to conscientious objection
recognized, notwithstanding a favorable Constitutional Court decision in 2018
(Kwang 2018), and an equally favorable opinion of the United Nations Working
Group on Arbitrary Detention in the same year (Human Rights Council, Working
Group on Arbitrary Detention 2018). The situation in Russia is well-known. In
China, although the Jehovah’s Witnesses are not officially included in the list of
xie jiao (groups banned as “heterodox teachings,” an expression often incorrectly
translated as “evil cults”), on June 30, 2020, the Korla City People’s Court, in
Xinjiang, sentenced 18 of them to heavy jail penalties, applying Article 300 of the
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Chinese Criminal Code, which refers to xie jiao (Korla City People’s Court
2020; Chang 2020).
The Chinese case deserves a short comment. Recent research has evidenced
that the sacralization of the state is a constitutive part of modern China, and
continues in the present-day Communist regime (Walsh 2020). Wu Junqing has
explored the concept of xie jiao through Chinese history, arguing that those who
were banned as xie jiao were movements perceived as offering a competing
sacralization with respect to the state, through “black magic” (opposed to the
state’s “white magic”) and messianism (opposed to the state’s own messianic
role). The contemporary Chinese Communist Party has inherited this concept,
and “black magic” has been secularized into accusations of “brainwashing” and
mind control (Wu 2016, 2017). Whether or not the Jehovah’s Witnesses are
officially listed as xie jiao, they are perceived as living outside the sphere of the
sacralized Chinese state, which is enough to go to jail in contemporary China.
When they struggle to protect their individual religious freedom against the
states, the Jehovah’s Witnesses may find allies in those who do not believe in the
“religion of God,” yet believe in the “religion of the person” and of human rights.
After all, except some extreme anti-cultists, few would not defend the Jehovah’s
Witnesses when they are detained and tortured in China (Chang 2020), or
Russia, for no other reason than peacefully practicing their faith (Rainsford 2019;
The Moscow Times 2020). Indeed, those who promote the sacralization of the
person are glad to cooperate with all those who can help them in “desacralizing
the state” (Joas 2017, 478). However, religionists and libertarians make strange
bedfellows, and their cooperation may turn into conflict when corporate, rather
than individual, religious liberty is at stake.

A Different Freedom: Corporate Religious Liberty, Disfellowshipping Practices,
and “Ostracism”
As the Vatican note of 2013 clarified, new problems arise when some ask the
states to intervene and protect human rights “within the church[es.]” Clearly,
those who join a religion do not intend to abdicate their basic human rights. They
do not authorize their religious leaders to rape or kill them and, should they give
such an authorization, it would be null and void under the secular laws of the
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state. The question, however, is whether when joining a religion, devotees can,
and perhaps should, abdicate some human rights.
The question easily gets emotional when dealing with religions, and scholars
who answer in the affirmative are easily accused of defending abusive religious
leaders. To make it less emotional, we can start by observing that joining any
social formation involves surrendering human rights that would otherwise exist.
By marrying, in a monogamic society, one surrenders the basic human right to
marry—i.e., to marry again, without passing through a divorce, and even in most
polygamic societies the number of wives allowed is limited. By joining a political
party, one surrenders his right to campaign for a rival party (indeed, expulsions
from political parties for this and lesser reasons are common, and not generally
regarded as objectionable). By doing consulting work for a law firm, one often
signs an agreement where the right to work or consult with some rival law firms is
surrendered. And so on.
The European Court of Human Rights in its Sindicatul decision observed that
Article 9 of the [European Human Rights] Convention [which protects freedom of
religion and belief] must be interpreted in the light of Article 11, which safeguards
associations against unjustified State interference. Seen from this perspective, the right
of believers to freedom of religion encompasses the expectation that the community will
be allowed to function peacefully, free from arbitrary State intervention. The
autonomous existence of religious communities is indispensable for pluralism in a
democratic society and is an issue at the very heart of the protection which Article 9
affords. It directly concerns not only the organization of these communities as such but
also the effective enjoyment of the right to freedom of religion by all their active
members. Were the organizational life of the community not protected by Article 9, all
other aspects of the individual’s freedom of religion would become vulnerable (European
Court of Human Rights 2013).

We find here the key statement that, in order to be real, religious freedom should
include corporate religious liberty, i.e. the right of a religious community to
organize itself as it deems fit, which is also a pre-condition for the “effective
enjoyment” of individual religious liberty by its members.
The problem, which is both cultural and legal, is that those embracing some
more radical versions of the “religion of the person” view with suspicion the fact
that certain individuals may decide to surrender some of their human rights to
acquire membership in a corporate body, religious or otherwise. They may even
claim that the state should protect them against themselves, or that, if they accept
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to surrender their human rights to a religion, they are victims of brainwashing or
mind control, a notion debunked by mainline scholarship (Richardson 1996,
2014, 2015; USCIRF 2020) but still popular with some media and the anticultists.
The Jehovah’s Witnesses discovered that they were entering a second phase of
their struggle for religious freedom, one where they should defend their
corporate religious liberty and could not count on the support of non-religious
libertarians defending individual human rights, when they started being sued by
disfellowshipped ex-members. These ex-members claimed that their human
rights had been violated by the Jehovah’s Witnesses, as a corporate body, in two
different ways. First, they claimed they had been disfellowshipped unfairly or
unjustly. Second, after being disfellowshipped, they had been subject to
“ostracism,” i.e. other Jehovah’s Witnesses, including their closest friends, had
started shunning them. They did not sue their former friends, but the Jehovah’s
Witnesses’ corporate organizations for teaching the practice.
It is important to note that an exception to shunning is, however, made for
members of the immediate family, as illustrated in numerous texts published by
the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
What of a man who is disfellowshipped but whose wife and children are still Jehovah’s
Witnesses? The religious ties he had with his family change, but blood ties remain
(Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2020).
Since […] being disfellowshipped does not sever the family ties, normal day-to-day family
activities and dealings may continue. Yet, by his course, the individual has chosen to
break the spiritual bond between him and his believing family. So loyal family members
can no longer have spiritual fellowship with him. For example, if the disfellowshipped
one is present, he would not participate when the family gets together for family worship
(Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2008, 208).
If in a Christian’s household there is a disfellowshipped relative, that one would still be
part of the normal, day-to-day household dealings and activities (“Imitate God’s Mercy
Today” 1991, 22).

This is not a new development. In 1974, The Watchtower explained that,
Since blood and marital relationships are not dissolved by a congregational
disfellowshiping [sic] action, the situation within the family circle requires special
consideration. A woman whose husband is disfellowshiped [sic] is not released from the
Scriptural requirement to respect his husbandly headship over her; only death or
Scriptural divorce from a husband results in such release. (Rom. 7:1–3; Mark
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10:11, 12) A husband likewise is not released from loving his wife as “one flesh” with
him even though she should be disfellowshiped [sic] (Matt. 19:5, 6; Eph. 5:28–31)
(“Maintaining a Balanced Viewpoint Toward Disfellowshiped [sic] Ones” 1974, 470).

In 1981, The Watchtower reiterated that, “if a relative, such as a parent, son or
daughter, is disfellowshiped [sic] or has disassociated himself, blood and family
ties remain,” while “spiritual fellowship” ceases (“If A Relative Is
Disfellowshiped [sic]” 1981, 28).
In 1988, the magazine stated again that,
A man who is disfellowshipped or who disassociates himself may still live at home with his
Christian wife and faithful children. Respect for God’s judgments and the congregation’s
action will move the wife and children to recognize that by his course, he altered the
spiritual bond that existed between them. Yet, since his being disfellowshipped does not
end their blood ties or marriage relationship, normal family affections and dealings can
continue (“Discipline That Can Yield Peaceable Fruit” 1988, 28).

The first substantial discussion of the practice of “shunning” disfellowshipped
members of the Jehovah’s Witnesses is included in the 1987 decision of the
United States Court of Appeal for the Ninth Circuit Paul v. Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society of New York, Inc., which is quoted in all subsequent American
cases. The court acknowledged that the plaintiff has experienced some
unpleasant incidents in being “shunned” by those who were once close friends
who were Jehovah’s Witnesses after she was disfellowshipped. Nonetheless, the
court maintained that,
Shunning is a practice engaged in by Jehovah’s Witnesses pursuant to their
interpretation of canonical text, and we are not free to reinterpret that text. Under both
the United States and Washington Constitutions, the defendants are entitled to the free
exercise of their religious beliefs.

The Jehovah’s Witnesses, the court reported,
argue that their right to exercise their religion freely entitles them to engage in the
practice of shunning. The Church further claims that assessing damages against them for
engaging in that practice would directly burden that right. We agree that the imposition
of tort damages on the Jehovah’s Witnesses for engaging in the religious practice of
shunning would constitute a direct burden on religion.

The court observed that punishing shunning would have dramatic consequences
for the religious freedom of the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Imposing tort liability for shunning on the Church or its members would in the long run
have the same effect as prohibiting the practice, and would compel the Church to
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abandon part of its religious teachings. […] The Church and its members would risk
substantial damages every time a former Church member was shunned. In sum, a state
tort law prohibition against shunning would directly restrict the free exercise of the
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ religious faith (United States Court of Appeal, Ninth Circuit,
1987).

The plaintiff argued that shunning had caused to her emotional distress. This may
well be true, the court answered, but the harm was
clearly not of the type that would justify the imposition of tort liability for religious
conduct. No physical assault or battery occurred. Intangible or emotional harms cannot
ordinarily serve as a basis for maintaining a tort cause of action against a church for its
practices—or against its members. […] Offense to someone’s sensibilities resulting from
religious conduct is simply not actionable in tort. […] Without society’s tolerance of
offenses to sensibility, the protection of religious differences mandated by the first
amendment would be meaningless (United States Court of Appeal, Ninth Circuit,
1987).

In this old decision, we find already a convincing criticism of the anti-cult claims
based on “emotional harm.” While “physical assault or battery” are clearly not
justified by an appeal to freedom of religion, if courts were allowed to sanction
religious groups for inflicting “emotional harm,” that would be the end of
religious liberty as we know it. And perhaps of other liberties, too. One can
imagine a student suing a professor for the “emotional harm” suffered after
failing an exam. The court correctly concluded that,
The members of the Church [Ms.] Paul decided to abandon have concluded that they no
longer want to associate with her. We hold that they are free to make that choice. The
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ practice of shunning is protected under the first amendment of the
United States Constitution (United States Court of Appeal, Ninth Circuit, 1987).

In 2007, the Court of Appeals of Tennessee observed that,
The Church [the congregation of the Jehovah’s Witnesses] argues that the freedom of
religious bodies to determine their own membership is such a fundamentally
ecclesiastical matter that courts are prohibited from adjudicating disputes over
membership or expulsion. We agree. Because religious bodies are free to establish their
own guidelines for membership and a governance system to resolve disputes about
membership without interference from civil authorities, decisions to exclude persons
from membership are not reviewable by civil courts.

Concerning the “shunning” of disfellowshipped ex-members, the court stated
that,
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The doctrines of the Jehovah’s Witnesses and their reading of scripture require that their
members ostracize individuals who have been disfellowshipped. While there is no
question that this practice has resulted in a painful experience for the Andersons [the
plaintiffs in the case], the law does not provide a remedy for such harm. For example, in
other contexts, family members sometimes become estranged from each other for
various reasons on their own volition, and the law does not recognize a basis for suit for
the pain caused by such estrangement. Courts are not empowered to force any individual
to associate with anyone else […]
Shunning is religiously based conduct, a religious practice based on interpretation of
scripture, and is subject to the protection of the First Amendment. […]
Shunning is a part of the Jehovah’s Witnesses belief system. Individuals who choose to
join the Church voluntarily accept the governance of the Church and subject themselves
to being shunned if they are disfellowshipped. The practice is so integrally tied to the
decision to expel a member that it is beyond judicial review for the same reasons as the
membership decision. Conduct that is inextricably tied to the disciplinary process of a
religious organization is subject to the First Amendment’s protection just as the
disciplinary decision itself (Court of Appeal of Tennessee 2007).

Also, in 2007, the Justice Court of Bari, in Italy, in a well-publicized case,
rejected the claims of a disfellowshipped ex-Jehovah’s-Witness who happened to
be a lawyer. The court concluded that, even if the principles governing the
ecclesiastical system of the Jehovah’s Witnesses are different from those of the
Italian law, once they have been correctly followed in disfellowshipping a certain
individual, secular courts cannot interfere with the decision (Tribunale di Bari
2007; see also Tribunale di Bari 2004).
In 2010 the Administrative Court of Berlin examined a complaint by a
disfellowshipped Jehovah’s Witness against the public announcement in
congregational meetings of the measure against him, since “members of the
association should have no social contact with disfellowshipped persons,” and it
would become impossible for him to “to have a picnic, celebrate, do sports, go
shopping, go to the theatre, have a meal at home or in a restaurant” with those
who used to be his friends and remained in the Jehovah’s Witnesses. The court
denied the request, commenting that the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ policy on these
matters “is not subject to state authority” and is protected by “freedom of
religion, the separation of Church and state, and the right of religious
associations to self-determination.” How the Jehovah’s Witnesses decide to
“exercise their constitutionally guaranteed right to self-determination” is
something the state should not interfere with. Disfellowshipping policies and the
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so called “ostracism” are “internal church measures” (Verwaltungsbericht Berlin
2010).
The Italian Supreme Court (Cassazione) in 2017 ruled that the so called
“ostracism” is also protected by the principle of non-interference. The decision
observed that in this case “ostracism” is “a refusal to associate” with the
disfellowshipped ex-member, and “no law requires a person to behave in the
opposite manner.” As a conclusion, “no discrimination took place.” Even if one
would argue that refusing to associate with disfellowshipped members violate
“good manners and civilized behavior,” this would not “constitute a justiciable
crime or civil tort.” Individuals, and even a whole “category,” have a right to
decide to “break off or interrupt personal relations,” and courts have no business
in telling them otherwise (Corte di Cassazione 2017).
In 2018, in Judicial Committee of the Highwood Congregation of Jehovah’s
Witnesses and Highwood Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses v. Randy Wall, a
unanimous Supreme Court of Canada reiterated that “secular judicial
determinations of theological or religious disputes, or of contentious matters of
religious doctrine, unjustifiably entangle the court in the affairs of religion.” It
added that, “even the procedural rules of a particular religious group may involve
the interpretation of religious doctrine,” and concluded that, “these types of
[religious] procedural rules are also not justiciable” (Supreme Court of Canada
2018 [SCC 26]).
More recently, on March 17, 2020, in Otuo v. Morley and Watch Tower Bible
and Tract Society of Britain, the Court of Appeal in London, Queen’s Bench
Division (Court of Appeal [London], Queen’s Bench Division 2020), upheld a
High Court decision of 2019, which found that,
In accordance with Matthew 18:15–17 (the procedural compliance with which is not
itself justiciable) it is to be expected that a [Christian] religious body which is guided by
and which seeks to apply scriptural principles will have the power to procure that in an
appropriate case a sinner can be expelled. Among other things, this is sensible, if not
essential, because someone who is unable or unwilling to abide by scriptural principles
not only does not properly belong as a member of such body but also, unless removed,
may have an undesirable influence on the faithful.

Protecting the faithful from such an “undesirable influence” is thus not a violation
of the disfellowshipped member’s human rights, but a right of the congregation
(High Court of Justice, Queen’s Bench Division 2019). The community’s right
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to articulate and enforce its code of conduct is also part of its corporate religious
liberty.
This body of decisions is now substantial. Critics quote the 2019 Spiess
decision by the District Court of Zurich (Bezirksgericht Zürich 2019), but the
Jehovah’s Witnesses were not the defendants in the case. They had filed a
criminal complaint against an anti-cult activist who had claimed in an interview
that their “ostracism” practices and how they handle cases of sexual abuses are
dangerous practices contrary to human rights. The judge found the activist not
guilty, regarding some statements as true and others as uttered in good faith. As I
and Alessandro Amicarelli have explained elsewhere (Introvigne and Amicarelli
2020), the Jehovah’s Witnesses were not on trial in Zurich, were not
interrogated, and did not have a chance to defend themselves. We regard the
verdict as wrong, but it only establishes that Mr. Spiess did not commit the
criminal offense of defamation.
In fact, everything that needed to be said was already said in 1987 in the Paul
decision. It is true that those who join the Jehovah’s Witnesses surrender some of
their human rights. The adherents are well aware, and the elders make sure this is
the case before baptism, of both the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ moral standards and
the consequences for violating them. They are aware that they may be
disfellowshipped and shunned, which may be very unpleasant. If they want to
avoid this risk, they should simply not join the Jehovah’s Witnesses, or leave them
voluntarily. The human rights involved in being disfellowshipped and shunned
are not imaginary—but, unlike, say, the right to life or to sexual integrity, they
are alienable rights, in the sense that they can be surrendered in a legally valid
matter, and irrespective of the discussion whether there is a general distinction
between unalienable and “ad hoc” human rights, to which I will return in the last
paragraph. Disposing of them may offend certain sensibilities, but “without
society’s tolerance of offenses to sensibility, the protection of religious
differences […] would be meaningless” (United States Court of Appeal, Ninth
Circuit, 1987).
In this respect, the Jehovah’s Witnesses acted as the canaries in the coal mine
again. They came back with the good news that, even at a time when the
sacralization of the person advances at full speed, and new rights are created and
sacralized, in a democratic society the “religion of God” may lawfully maintain
enclaves where it is protected. This protection, as we have argued when
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commenting the Spiess decision (Introvigne and Amicarelli 2020), benefits many
other religions. Several religions have, or had until recent times, practices similar
to the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ disfellowshipping process and “ostracism.” Thanks
to the Jehovah’s Witnesses, they now know that these practices are part of their
protected corporate religious liberty.

Sexual Abuse and Corporate Religious Liberty
The second assault on the corporate religious liberty of the Jehovah’s
Witnesses has been conducted in the area of sexual abuse. There is a growing and
justified societal concern for sexual abuse in general, and religions are often
criticized for protecting their abusive ministers from prosecution by secular
courts (Shupe 1995, 1998, 2000, 2007). Anson D. Shupe’s (1948–2015)
theory of “clergy malfeasance” argued that the risk is maximum when a clergy
presides on closed communities of vulnerable male and female children or
teenagers. This would predict a lower incidence of sexual abuse, with respect to
other religions, among the Jehovah’s Witnesses, which do not operate
“institutions” such as Sunday Schools, catechisms, kindergartens, schools,
boarding schools, or similar.
Nonetheless, official reports and studies commissioned by public authorities,
including one by a Royal Australian Commission in 2017 (Royal Commission
into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse 2017) and a study by
researchers from the University of Utrecht (van den Bos et al. 2019), on which
the Dutch Minister for Legal Protection, Sander Dekker, based some
controversial statements in August 2020 (Pieters 2020), have included the
Jehovah’s Witnesses among the groups where problems of unreported or underreported sexual abuse exist.
I am a co-author of an Expert Report criticizing the Utrecht study (Folk,
Introvigne, and Melton 2020), and we have discussed there some substantive
issues on how sexual abuse is dealt with among the Jehovah’s Witnesses. Here, I
will focus on the connection between criticism of how the Jehovah’s Witnesses
handle cases of sexual abuse and corporate religious liberty.
This is a classical case where the same individuals are part of two different
communities, regulated by two different systems of laws and regulations, which
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are both in their own way sacralized. A Jehovah’s Witness is subject to the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of its congregation and is, at the same time, subject to
the secular jurisdiction of state courts and law enforcement agencies. The two
jurisdictions may operate in parallel without conflicts, but in other cases conflicts
and delicate problems of religious liberty may arise.
A Jehovah’s Witness is suspected of sexual abuse. Very rarely, for the reasons
mentioned above, this would be a case of “institutional” abuse. In most cases, the
abuse would occur in the family. The elders of the congregation are informed, or
hear rumors about the abuse. When this happens, two different chains of events
are set in motion. The first relates to the duty to inform the secular authorities.
This is regulated by national laws, which were somewhat vague decades ago but
are becoming much stricter and more precise as social concern about abuse
grows. The second chain of event will lead to an evaluation of whether and how
the alleged offender should be prosecuted by the internal ecclesiastical
jurisdiction of the Jehovah’s Witnesses, and eventually, if found guilty,
disfellowshipped. It is of crucial importance that these two spheres are carefully
distinguished.
As we have discussed in our criticism of the Dutch report, it is factually false
that the Jehovah’s Witnesses do not inform secular authorities of believable
reports of sexual abuse their elders have received, or worse, disfellowship victims
of sexual abuse, or those who report incidents of sexual abuse to secular
authorities. The current edition of the official handbook for congregation elders,
“Shepherd the Flock of God”—1 Peter 5:2, confirms that a person who reports an
allegation of abuse (or any other crime) to the secular authorities will not be
disfellowshipped or in any other way sanctioned by the Jehovah’s Witnesses:
One who reports an accusation to the police, the court, the elders, or others who have
authority to look into matters and render a judgment would not be viewed by the
congregation as guilty of committing slander […] This is true even if the accusation is not
proved (Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2019, 12:28).

The 2010 edition had a parallel provision:
It is not considered slander to make an accusation to the police, the court, […] or others
who have authority to look into matters and render a judgment […] This is true even if the
accusation is not proved (Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2010, 5:27).

The current handbook adds that,
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Jehovah’s Witnesses abhor child sexual abuse (Rom. 12:9). Thus, the congregation will
not shield any perpetrator of such repugnant acts from the consequences of his [sic] sin.
The congregation’s handling of an accusation of child sexual abuse is not intended to
replace the secular authority’s handling of the matter (Rom. 13:1–4). Therefore, the
victim, her parents, or anyone else who reports such an allegation to the elders should be
clearly informed that they have the right to report the matter to the secular authorities.
Elders do not criticize anyone who chooses to make such a report (Christian
Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2019, 14:4).

The official child safeguarding policy of Jehovah’s Witnesses, published in
dozens of languages on their official website, states at paragraph 4,
In all cases, victims and their parents have the right to report an accusation of child abuse
to the authorities. Therefore, victims, their parents, or anyone else who reports such an
accusation to the elders are clearly informed by the elders that they have the right to
report the matter to the authorities. Elders do not criticize anyone who chooses to make
such a report—Galatians 6:5 (Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2018, no.
4).

As early as 1993, the Awake! magazine recommended that, in case of rape, one
should “call the police as soon as you are able to,” noting also that, “reporting is
not the same as prosecuting, but if you choose to prosecute later, your case will
be weakened by a delayed report” (“How to Cope with Rape” 1993).
In 1997, the same Awake! magazine suggested to Jehovah’s Witnesses that,
“children should also be warned about—and urged to report to authorities—any
person making improper advances toward them, including people they know”
(“Sexual Exploitation of Children—A Worldwide Problem” 1997).
Also, in 1997, The Watchtower asked, ““What if a baptized adult Christian
sexually molests a child?” The answer was that “the molester may well have to
serve a prison term or face other sanctions from the State. The congregation will
not protect him from this” (“Let Us Abhor What Is Wicked” 1997).
The book How to Remain in God’s Love, published in 2017, includes a
discussion of I Corinthians 6:1–8, where Apostle Paul cautions against taking a
fellow Christian to court. While in general, “taking our brother to court could
reflect badly on Jehovah and on the congregation” (Christian Congregation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses 2017, 253), there are exceptions.
If a serious crime is involved, such as rape, child abuse, assault, major theft, or murder,
then a Christian who reports such a crime to the secular authorities does not violate
Paul’s counsel (Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2017, 254).
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Also, in the May 2019 issue of The Watchtower, we read that,
Elders assure victims and their parents and others with knowledge of the matter that they
are free to report an allegation of abuse to the secular authorities. But what if the report
is about someone who is a part of the congregation and the matter then becomes known
in the community? Should the Christian who reported it feel that he has brought
reproach on God’s name? No. The abuser is the one who brings reproach on God’s name
(“Love and Justice in the Face of Wickedness” 2019, 10–1).

After our criticism of the Dutch report, the anti-Jehovah’s-Witnesses
organization Reclaimed Voices objected to us that practice does not always follow
theory, and that it is possible that some local congregation of the Jehovah’s
Witnesses does not follow the indications of the official publications (Hintjes
2020). This is certainly possible in all organizations. However, the fact that in
some cases the policy was not followed does not call into question its soundness.
We cannot blame the policy, and should recognize that no human organization is
composed exclusively of perfect humans, and that even the best of policies does
not guarantee against the reality of human error.
There have been some cases (but much less than those concerning other
religions, including the Catholic Church) in which secular courts have concluded
that the Jehovah’s Witnesses were not quick or effective enough in reporting
sexual abuse cases to secular authorities. However, these cases should be read
and assessed in context. A typical British example, and one quoted by anti-cultists
against the Jehovah’s Witnesses, is A. v. The Trustees of the Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society, The Trustees of the Loughborough Blackbrook Congregation
and Jehovah’s Witnesses, and The Trustees of the Loughborough Southwood
Congregation of the Jehovah’s Witnesses (High Court of Justice, Queen’s Bench
Division 2015). Although it is true that the court found that a local congregation
had some responsibility in not protecting children from a member who was a
sexual abuser, it is important to note that the case, judged in 2015, refers to
events of the 1980s and early 1990s. The judge mentioned that it was a matter of
agreement between the parties that
(1) The level of understanding of child sex abuse in 2015 is very different to the level of
understanding in the late 1980s and early 1990s. (2) In the late 1980s and early 1990s
there was an emerging awareness of child sexual abuse, which was a long way short of a
developed understanding of the complexity of the issue. (3) The Jehovah’s Witness
organisation could be viewed as ahead of its time in terms of its educative publications
addressing the issues of child sexual abuse.
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Concerning the elders of the Loughborough congregations, the judge stated that,
I found them all to be honest, upright, loyal, and devout men for whom being a Jehovah’s
Witness is and has been for many years a way of life for them and their families […] All are
horrified by the sexual abuse that occurred.

Ostensibly, the judge was quite reluctant to find against these “honest and
devout” Jehovah’s Witnesses, although in the end he believed he had to sanction
them based on how he reconstructed both the facts and the British law in force in
the 1980s and 1990s.
There is a consensus that while, as it happened for other religious groups, their
attitudes evolved as society became more concerned about sexual abuse,
particularly of minors, in general Jehovah’s Witnesses complied with the laws
asking them to report instances or credible allegations of abuse to secular
authorities, when and where these laws existed. Their awareness of these issues
compares favorably, and may even be regarded as having been at one stage “ahead
of time,” with respect to other religious organizations. There were some cases
where congregations were found in breach of legal obligations of reporting, but
these cases are rare. They do not warrant the conclusion that there was a general
policy to evade these obligations, nor that the Jehovah’s Witnesses were less
cooperative with secular authorities than most other religious communities.
Jehovah’s Witnesses, however, are vehemently criticized on a different issue,
whether their internal ecclesiastical jurisdiction dealt fairly and effectively with
members accused of sexual abuse or child molestation. In particular, the fact that
they adhere to the Biblical “two-witnesses rule,” requiring the testimony of two
witnesses before a member can be sanctioned, has been criticized, as well as the
weight they attribute to repentance.
Again, the problem here does not concern the Jehovah’s Witnesses only, and it
is not new. Human justice and what religionists regard as divine justice may
follow different paths. Christian theology has often discussed the issue of the
“latro poenitens,” whose story is told in Luke 23:40–3. When Jesus was
crucified, one of the criminals who shared the same fate asked him, “Jesus,
remember me when you come into your kingdom.” The criminal, addressing the
fellow bandit who was cursing Jesus, told him, “We are punished justly, for we are
getting what our deeds deserve. But this man has done nothing wrong.” Jesus
answered him, “Truly I tell you today you will be with me in paradise.”
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As the author of the Gospel of Luke tells it, the story is not about criticism of
the secular justice or the death penalty. The bandits are “punished justly.” It is
about a different justice, where the good thief manages to steal the Kingdom of
God, and becomes a member in good standing of the Church Triumphant. He is
even venerated as a saint, Saint Dismas, by the Roman Catholic Church.
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ internal justice is accused of being too severe in general
in its disfellowshipping process, yet it is at the same time accused of being too
bland in cases of sexual abuse, perhaps because it is administered by men only
and not by women. Both the Australian (Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Responses 2017, I, 53) and the Dutch (van den Bos et
al. 2019, 120) reports “recommended” that women be included in the Jehovah’s
Witnesses’ judicial committees, and that their rules be amended.
The Australian government rightly concluded that these are matters for
internal consideration by the Jehovah’s Witnesses. Indeed, it is part of corporate
religious liberty that religious organizations may organize their canonical courts
or judicial committees as they deem it appropriate. Their judgements may look
wrong in secular eyes, but they do not have effect outside of the religious sphere.
It is a matter for the secular courts to decide whether a defendant accused of
sexual abuse is guilty, and what punishment is appropriate. It is a matter for
religious courts and committees to decide whether the same defendant should be
disciplined, expelled, or not expelled. Religious instances, as the case of the
bandit crucified with Jesus shows, may have a different assessment of the value of
repentance.
It is part of the contemporary sacralization of the state and the person that
states, and media, presume to dictate to religious organizations how they should
deal with their members guilty, or even simply accused, of serious crimes. Laws
can (and perhaps should) compel religious bodies to immediately report to
secular authorities allegations of secular abuse they have received, outside of the
existing safeguards that explicitly protect the confidentiality of the Roman
Catholic confession and similar practices. Once this has been done, states cannot
interfere in the parallel, but independent, ecclesiastical investigation and
sanctioning. The principle is the same with respect to the disfellowshipping
process in general. How the Jehovah’s Witnesses and other religious
organizations conduct their internal affairs is not a matter states should interfere
with.
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Jehovah’s Witnesses are not the only targets of this criticism. Some media, for
instance, immediately request that Catholic priests accused of sexual abuse be
dismissed from their clerical status. The Catholic Church has become more
severe and rapid in enforcing its internal discipline in recent years, but ultimately
whether a priest should be defrocked or not is an internal matter for the church to
decide, not to mention that some of the priests for which the media reclaimed
immediate canonical sanctions were later declared not guilty at trial.
In the case of the Catholic Church and other religious bodies, it has been
argued that internal sanctions are needed to prevent pedophiles from continuing
to be involved in church-operated kindergartens or boarding schools, where their
crimes may be repeated. In fact, such orders can be imposed on the suspects,
even before they are sentenced, by secular courts. At any rate, this does not apply
to the Jehovah’s Witnesses, who do not operate kindergartens or boarding
schools. In addition, according to the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ policy, a pedophile or
sexual abuser who is serving as an elder, when his acts of sexual abuse come to
light, is immediately removed from his position.
The freedom for religious bodies to sanction, or not to sanction, their
members may be an unpopular freedom, particularly in case of sexual abuse,
which is perceived, and with good reasons, as the equivalent of sacrilege against
the “religion of the person.” However, it is an essential part of corporate religious
liberty. Religions should be free to regulate their own internal affairs.

The Perils of Secretary Pompeo: Is There a Hierarchy Among Human Rights?
On July 8, 2019, Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo announced the
formation of a Commission on Unalienable Rights. On July 16, 2020, the
Commission released its draft report to the general public (Commission on
Unalienable Rights 2020). The name of the Commission indicates its aim, to help
the Department of State, in a moment of confusion and controversy about human
rights, to identify the “unalienable human rights,” and to distinguish them from
“ad hoc human rights,” most of which are of recent creation, and are not included
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
The Commission has been seen by critics as a propaganda effort to rubberstamp decisions already taken by the Trump Administration and the Republican
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Party, and to promote, in particular, the idea that religious freedom should prevail
in case of conflict with “ad hoc human rights,” including women’s reproductive
rights and LGBT rights to non-discrimination. Critics also observed that most
members of the Commission, which included a Rabbi and a Muslim scholar, were
conservative experts on freedom of religion, with pro-life Christians in the
majority (Inglis 2020).
The draft report defended the right of the United States, when determining its
foreign policy, to interpret the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in the light
of the American Constitution. It noted that,
Foremost among the unalienable rights that government is established to secure, from
the founders’ [of the U.S.] point of view, are property rights and religious liberty. A
political society that destroys the possibility of either loses its legitimacy (Commission
on Unalienable Rights 2020, 13).

It admits that in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, all rights “have an
integrated character and are not meant to be severed from or pitted against one
another,” yet it claims “it is no departure from that affirmation to recognize that
certain distinctions among rights are inherent in the Universal Declaration itself”
(Commission on Unalienable Rights 2020, 37). “In practice, it concludes,
decisions about the priority of rights are not only inescapable but desirable […] in
many circumstances certain rights have a necessary logical precedence”
(Commission on Unalienable Rights 2020, 38). The report cautions against the
post-UDHR proliferation of “new rights,” and tries to establish a list of
“unalienable” rights, while remaining aware that this is a controversial area and
that no list can be fully satisfactory or complete. Mentioned as “unalienable” are
the right to life, liberty and security of person; protection against slavery and torture;
guarantees of equality before the law and of due process; recognition of the right to
private property; […] freedom of thought, conscience, and religion; freedom of opinion
and expression; freedom of association; freedom to take part in elections by universal
and equal suffrage; freedom of movement and residence; the right to marry and found a
family; and the right to privacy in one’s family, home, and correspondence (Commission
on Unalienable Rights 2020, 30).

Judging from the many negative reactions (see e.g. Human Rights First 2020),
the Commission and its report, which was presented to a deeply divided country
in an electoral year, did not offer an especially noticeable contribution towards
creating a consensus on human rights. Yet, the Pompeo Commission may at least
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have called the attention on one real problem, whether there is a hierarchy of
human rights, and which should prevail in case of conflict.
While it is unlikely that other countries would particularly care about the U.S.
Constitution, as Joas himself noted in his dense book on human rights, it does
make a difference whether a human right is mentioned or not in the Universal
Declaration. Claiming that the Declaration reflects the values of 1948, which are
different from those of the 21st century, or of a small group of nations that were
active in drafting it, plays in the hands of the tyrants of this world, who insist that
the UDHR is not applicable to the “special” situation of their countries (Joas
2013, 181–85). Perhaps a new consensus and a UDHR 2.0 will one day emerge,
but for the time being the text of the 1948 remains a fundamental reference and
standard for the international community, and all countries that have signed it.
In classrooms all over the world, students are told that the UDHR was a
reaction to Nazi tyranny and the Holocaust; that it was mostly an American and
Western European initiative; that it was drafted by former U.S. First Lady
Eleanor Roosevelt (1884–1962) and French jurist René Cassin (1887–1976);
and that it was mostly promoted throughout the world by the United States. These
arguments are now used in Russia, China, and some Arab countries to argue that
the UDHR is not really “universal” but an attempt to impose Western values to
the rest of the world. However, in a seminal article published in 2002, American
political scientist Susan Waltz argued that all four statements are factually false.
The process leading to the UDHR started, and produced significant texts, at the
beginning of the 20th century, well before Nazism and the Holocaust. More
important than Eleanor Roosevelt or Cassin were, in drafting the Declaration,
two delegates coming from Asia, Lebanese academic Charles Malik (1906–
1987), an Orthodox Christian, and Chinese philosopher Chang Pen Chun
(1892–1957), who identified himself as Confucian. Although not as crucial as
Malik and Chang, Indian activist for women’s rights Ms. Hansa Jivraj Mehta
(1897–1995) and Chilean diplomat Hernán Santa Cruz (1906–1999) were also
important. The Canadian secretary of the drafting commission, legal scholar John
Peters Humphrey (1905–1995), was the editor, not the author, of the first draft,
although his editorial role was in no way negligible. In the United States, many
resisted propagating a document that might be used to submit their country to
censorship by international authorities, while the text was enthusiastically
embraced in Europe and by some “Third World” countries (Waltz 2002). The
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UDHR was less “Western” than it may seem, and reading it through the lenses of
an opposition of the West versus the rest makes for ideological, inaccurate
interpretation.
As for the distinguished conservative religious scholars that drafted the
Pompeo Commission report, my personal impression is that they missed one
main problem of the defense of religious liberty, discussed in this paper. They
probably had in mind cases where Christian bakers were sanctioned when they
refused to bake cakes, or florists when they refused to prepare floral
arrangements, for same-sex marriages (for a discussion of some of these cases,
see Introvigne 2017). Understandably, conservative Christians do feel strongly
about these cases, yet they remain within the sphere of individual religious
freedom. It is my argument here that, notwithstanding the advance and the
increasing sacralization of “new rights,” balanced solutions are easier to find
here, at least in democratic countries.
At times, Evangelicals and conservative Catholics who focus on such cases
cannot see the forest for the trees. I do not argue that fights about individual
religious freedom are over. My point, however, is that in most democratic
Western countries the most serious dangers for religious freedom come from
those who deny corporate religious liberty, based on their interpretation of the
modern sacralization of the person. By defending the rights of their judicial
committees to remain free from state interference when they decide whether a
member should be disfellowshipped or otherwise, and their right to interpret the
Bible in the sense that it mandates shunning those who have been
disfellowshipped, the Jehovah’s Witnesses are, once again, defending the
religious liberty of all, precisely in the area where today it is mostly under attack.
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fact start in 2015.
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A timeline
On 19 March 2015, a former Jehovah’ Witness who had freely chosen to recant his faith,
filed a criminal complaint against the Christian Congregation of the Jehovah’s Witnesses
in Belgium (CCJW).
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On 5 January 2016, Substitute Public Prosecutor Isabel de Tandt transmitted the
criminal file to the Federal Judicial Police. She stated in her cover letter that this is “a file
against the Jehovah’s Witnesses regarding defamation and, more specifically, regarding
their defamation policy.”
On 29 January 2016, the Federal Judicial Police issued a Pro-Justitia listing the CCJW and
its Board of Directors as the subjects of the criminal investigation.
On 10 April 2018, after over two years of silence, the Public Prosecutor officially
notified the CCJW of an investigation that had been ongoing since January 2016. Three
CCJW board members were then invited for a hearing.
On 15 May 2018, the CCJW responded to that invitation by a letter to the Federal
Judicial Police of East Flanders in which it requested a number of details about the
criminal investigation: the grounds of the accusation and the author thereof. In its letter,
the CCJW specifically addressed the issue of disfellowshipping and stressed that courts
in Liège, Mons and Brussels had confirmed this practice is protected under Article 9 of
the European Convention on Human Rights.
In that letter, the CCJW indicated its objections to the investigation (due to the little
information provided by the police) and asked the Public Prosecutor to dismiss this
investigation but indicated, “Of course, we are fully prepared to work with you to clarify
this issue”. There was no response whatsoever to this offer.
On 13 May 2020, after two more years of silence by the judicial authorities, the CCJW
received a copy of the 11 May 2020 summons charging it with crimes under Article 22
of the Anti-Discrimination Act.
The main issue raised by the criminal case is the questionable assimilation of the CCJW’s
shunning policy with a form of discrimination and incitement to hatred.
However, Courts in Belgium had already ruled on similar complaints of alleged
discrimination.
On 10 January 2012, the Court of Appeal of Mons rejected J.L.’s discrimination claim.
On 5 November 2018, the Court of Appeal of Brussels confirmed the decision of the
Court of Appeal of Mons and rejected J.L.’s discrimination claim.
Last but not least, on 7 February 2019, the Court of Cassation rejected J.L.’s appeal
against the judgment of the Court of Appeal of Brussels.

The trial
2
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On 16 February 2021, the trial started against the CCJW at the criminal court of Ghent
(East Flanders) on the alleged grounds of discrimination and incitement to hatred with
a particular focus on their shunning (ostracization) practice in cases of
disfellowshipping (excommunication) and disassociation (voluntary resignation).
Four lawyers pleaded for the main plaintiff and over a dozen more former or inactive
Jehovah’s Witnesses who had joined him in the proceedings. They took two hours and a
half for presenting their arguments and the situation of their clients about their alleged
family ostracization. Their plea was supported by the lawyer of UNIA, an inter-federal
independent public institution financed by public money that fights discrimination and
racism and promotes equal opportunities. Finally, the public prosecutor formally asked
that CCJW would be convicted for the alleged crime.
The CCJW was defended by two lawyers, who pleaded for about an hour and a half. They
stressed to the judge that the claimants were in fact asking to have the Bible
condemned, as it is the basis for the religious beliefs and practices adopted by Jehovah’s
Witnesses. This would be the first time since the 16th century that a court in Western
Europe would find the Bible criminally guilty, they said.
Half a dozen journalists were present to cover this unusual trial.

Who are the claimants?
The main plaintiff had not been excluded from Jehovah’s Witnesses but had left of his
own will. His wife and their children were not excluded and did not resign, although
they too joined the case as claimants.
Only two former Jehovah’s Witnesses had been excluded, one of them becoming a civil
party on the very day of the trial.
Six had freely decided to recant their faith.
Five had neither left nor been excluded. They are still considered Jehovah’s Witnesses,
though inactive.

The statements of the claimants
In statements relying more on emotions than on facts, the claimants made various
allegations concerning alleged inhuman ostracization actions by their family members
who are still Jehovah’s Witnesses.
However, in a number of cases, the claimants’ assertions concerning the alleged moral
misbehavior of their family members were contradicted by the latter’s written and
3
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signed testimonies. This was for example the case of the brother-in-law of the main
claimant.
The claimants also relied on statements of three more persons making various
allegations about how their friends and family members who are Jehovah’s Witnesses
have allegedly treated them unfairly. However, strange though it may be, these persons
too were never excluded or resigned of his/her own will, which made their testimonies
rather irrelevant.

The position of the CCJW
In balance, the CCJW provided the Court with nine statements of individuals who had
been excluded and who had since been reinstated as Jehovah’s Witnesses. These
testimonies shed quite a different light on the matter. They explain how they had been
fairly treated by congregation elders, family, and others in the congregation when they
were disfellowshipped.
The cases raised at the Court in Ghent are obviously and exclusively family matters. It
would be reductive to restrict the explanation for perturbated family relationships to
the official policy of the CCJW. So many different situations may that explain difference
of views and values within a family as many of the protagonists have experienced in
their own circumstances.
The CCJW considers it is not legally responsible for the intra-familial relations between
its members and former members, as it is an individual decision.
All organized religions have exclusion or excommunication procedures in their statutes
and Jehovah’s Witnesses are not an exception. Such procedures, rooted in the teachings
of the Bible, have been determined by their Governing Body in the United States, the
highest theological level of their Church. They are applied in all the countries of the
world where they are active, including in Belgium.
In the Belgian case, the decisions of disfellowshipping and of social distancing from
excommunicated and disassociated members raised in the court were taken at the level
of the local congregations, not by the CCJW.
In their conclusions provided to the Court before the trial, the CCJW says that they do
not segregate excluded or resigning members as these can always attend their religious
services. They also point out that baptized Jehovah’s Witnesses who no longer actively
associate with fellow believers, are not shunned.
Clarifying the relations between Jehovah’s Witnesses and disfellowshipped or
disassociated family members, they also say: “In the immediate household, although the
‘religious ties’ the expelled or disassociated person had with his family change, … blood
4
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ties remain. The marriage relationship and normal family affections and dealings
continue.” In other words, normal family affection and association continues.

The verdict and its consequences
The court totally disregarded the arguments of the CCJW and on 16 March 2021
condemned the legal entity to the payment of a fine estimated at 96,000 EUR on the
grounds of discrimination and incitement to hatred. The CCJW has appealed the court
decision.
What the whole case in Ghent is all about is an attempt to oblige the Witnesses to
change their Bible-based religious practices. This is a dangerous verdict as it breaches
the autonomy of religions as guaranteed by the Belgian Constitution and the European
Court of Human Rights.
If this decision happened not to be overturned, its consequences would be incalculable
in Belgium and abroad. It would have repercussions on other religious communities
where conversion, apostasy, and exclusion are followed by family and social
ostracization or worse.
It would also open the door to the prosecution of the Catholic Church in Belgium and
any other country as their priests are forbidden from blessing same-sex couples and
could be accused of discriminating against homosexuals.

Willy Fautré, former chargé de mission at the Cabinet of the Belgian
Ministry of Education and at the Belgian Parliament. He is the director
of Human Rights Without Frontiers, an NGO based in Brussels that he
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He has carried out fact-finding missions on human rights and religious
freedom in more than 25 countries He is a lecturer in universities in
the field of religious freedom and human rights. He has published
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Declaring that shunning “apostates” is a crime implies
accepting the ideology that surrendering our freedom to
an organization is always suspicious.
by Massimo Introvigne*
*A paper presented at the Webinar “Jehovah’s Witnesses, Shunning, and Religious
Liberty: The Ghent Court Decision,” April 9, 2021 [see video of the Webinar].

Where it all started: the first page of the Discourse on Voluntary
Servitude.
The Ghent decision, defining as illegal the practice by the Jehovah’s Witnesses to teach
that current members (with the exception of cohabiting relatives) should shun or
ostracize those who have been disfellowshipped or have left their organization, is the
culminating point of a process that, if left unchecked, will destroy religious liberty and
the very notion of freedom as we know it.
Basically, the Ghent judges affirmed the principle that the freedom of an organization to
self-regulate itself as it deems fit is a lesser right when compared to the freedom of the
individual within the organization. They also imply that a person should enjoy the same
freedoms within the organization that s/he would enjoy in the society in general.
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It is not an exaggeration to argue that this deeply subverts concepts about freedom that
democratic societies have accepted for centuries.
Many have argued that the basic question of Western political philosophy is why we
accept to surrender a part of our liberty to join an organization. Wouldn’t it be better to
remain free?
The question is very old, but a classical if misunderstood formulation was proposed
around 1550 by a young French law student called Étienne de la Boétie (1530–1563) in
his pamphlet Discourse on Voluntary Servitude. La Boétie declared a great mystery the
fact that humans surrender their liberty to political rulers, some of them tyrants, and
that this happens voluntarily. Coercion alone does not explain submission, as not even
the most powerful tyrant would be able to overcome the refuse to obey by all or most of
his subjects. He concluded that this is likely part of human nature, and did not propose
to rebel against the rulers.

Tony Noël (1845–1909), Monument to Étienne de La Boétie (1892),
Sarlat-la-Canéda, Dordogne, France (credits).
La Boétie died at age 32 without having published anything. He left his writings to his
great friend, and great philosopher, Michel de Montaigne (1533–1592), who decided not
to publish the Discourse on Voluntary Servitude, fearing it would be misinterpreted.
However, somebody published it clandestinely in 1577, and it has remained in print
ever since.
Montaigne was right, and the small book was indeed misinterpreted throughout the
centuries. Anarchists and others read it as an indictment of any relations in which we
surrender a part of our liberty to a social formation going beyond the individual, from
the family to the state. In fact, a careful reading of La Boétie evidences that he
distinguished surrendering liberty to tyrants and surrendering a part of our freedom to
somebody we trust, as it happens in a philosophical school or as part of friendship. For
him, there were both a bad and a good voluntary servitude. After all, it had been Plato
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who had coined the expression “voluntary servitude” (ethelodouleia, ἐθελοδουλεία) in
the Symposium,with reference to friendship, and had used it in a positive sense. Plato
would have called ethelodouleia the relationship his disciples in the Academy entered
with him, surrendering a part of their liberty as disciples to master.
One of the reasons La Boétie is still discussed in the 21st century is because of the radical
interpretation of his voluntary servitude by French philosopher Gilles Deleuze (1925–
1995), who was enormously influential on postmodernism, particularly in the
book Anti-Oedipus that he published in 1972 with psychoanalyst Félix Guattari (1930–
1992). One of the arguments of the book is that all forms of voluntary servitude derive
from perversions of our desires, created by a psychic repression whose roots are in the
very nature of a patriarchal, bourgeois, and capitalist society.

Gilles Deleuze (left) with Félix Guattari (from Twitter).
This implies that, if we want to liberate our desires, we should eliminate all forms of
voluntary servitude. Vaste programme, as General de Gaulle used to say sarcastically,
because the voluntary servitude, i.e., the voluntary surrender of a part of our liberty, is
everywhere. If I marry, I surrender my liberty to sleep with other women or men. I can
do it physically, but there would be consequences. If I join a political party, I surrender
my liberty to promote a rival party, and should submit to my party’s discipline. If I want
to play in a professional sport team, I should submit to a number of quite strict rules. As
La Boétie knew before Deleuze, even becoming part of the society or citizen or a state
implies surrendering a part of my liberty. And joining a religion is also a form of
voluntary servitude, as I know I should respect a certain number of rules.
For a Christian, there is nothing wrong about the word “servitude.” Indeed, Jesus taught
in Mark 10:43 that “whoever wants to become great among you must become a
servant.”
There are as many interpretations of Deleuze as there are followers of Deleuze, but one
interesting question is what one scholar has called his “ambiguous relationship” with
democracy. La Boétie knew, and Deleuze did not deny, that no matter how much
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philosophers insist that voluntary servitude is wrong, a significant percentage of human
beings will not listen to them, and will continue to surrender a part of their liberty to
institutions they find desirable to join, from the family to their preferred political party
to the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
While it has been argued that Deleuze personally “anticipated and resisted a Leninist
appropriation of his political theory,” some of his followers didn’t, and the French
philosopher himself, before committing suicide in 1995, struggled with the intractable
problem how those who insist to enter into relations of voluntary servitude may be
stopped and prevented from doing so. The “Leninist” solution is that they should be
forcibly prevented from surrendering their liberty to others by the state. In other
words, voluntary servitude is not abolished, but a monopoly on it is conferred to the
state. We are invited to surrender all our liberty to the state, and the state will protect
us from the temptation of surrendering our liberty to somebody else. Those who want
to see how it works may just buy a ticket to China.
Western democracies work differently. They ask citizens to surrender a part of their
liberty (not all) to the state, and they protect the right of their citizens to voluntarily
surrender other portions of their liberty to institutions and organizations they freely
decide to join, including the family, associations of all kind, and religions. They tell the
citizens that some basic rights cannot be surrendered, such as the right to life and to
physical integrity, but this list is kept short. Modern democracies guarantee the right to
become a cloistered nun, and some cloistered nuns enter into forms of voluntary
servitude where the number of liberties they surrender is highly significant.
Particularly within the field of religion, for which international conventions add specific
guarantees, courts of law in democratic countries jealously protected for decades the
boundaries within which they are free to regulate themselves. For instance, some may
disagree with the fact that the Catholic Church does not ordain women to the
priesthood, or refuses to bless same-sex marriages. However, courts have so far
protected the rights of the Catholic Church to organize freely its internal affairs. The
rights of those who disagree are protected by their liberty not to join the Catholic
Church, to leave it, and to establish a different church, one that would ordain women
and celebrate same-sex marriages.
Nowhere has this principle being more clearly affirmed than in the consistent
international case law about the disfellowshipping and shunning practices of the
Jehovah’s Witnesses. Courts in such diverse legal environments as the U.S., Canada, the
U.K., Germany, Italy, and even Belgium before the Ghent decision, have consistently
concluded that nobody is forced to become a Jehovah’s Witness (even those born in the
faith are not automatically counted as members), everybody is free to leave, and there
are no legal obstacles for those willing to create new rival religious organizations. But, if
one decides to join the Jehovah’s Witnesses, s/he does so knowing in advance that
certain forms of behavior lead to being disfellowshipped. They also know that being
disfellowshipped or leaving the congregation has consequences, including certain forms
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of shunning and ostracism. They cannot plead ignorance, as the elders make sure they
understand the internal rules and discipline before they are baptized.
Enter the postmodernist (and post-Deleuze) approach to voluntary servitude and
claims that you do not have the right to surrender your liberty, particularly not to a
religious organization, as religions are not popular among the followers of these
theories. This is precisely the ideology inspiring the Ghent decision. The paternalistic
state knows better, and decides that teaching that Jehovah’s Witnesses should shun
certain categories of ex-member is not part of the normal negotiation of what liberties
one surrenders when joining a religious organization but is, in fact, a crime.
The implications are far-reaching. In France, a group of senators has proposed an
amendment to the law on “separatism” now being discussed, punishing with a five-year
jail penalty those teaching that apostasy is a crime. This is different from advocating the
use of violence against the apostates, which the amendment considers a different crime,
and punishes with a jail penalty of seven years. It is about criminalizing apostasy in
words only, and without inciting to violence. By the way, the Catholic Code of Canon
Law in force, at Canon 1364, defines apostasy a crime.
By the same postmodernist logic, a priest or other religious leader teaching that a wife
is authorized to shun a husband who cheated on her and left her would also commit a
crime. The question is not whether this priest or pastor would be right or wrong, but
whether giving these instructions to their followers should be sanctioned as a crime.
There would be no end.
What we are witnessing goes well beyond Ghent, and beyond the Jehovah’s Witnesses. It
is a perverse re-definition of the notion of liberty, sold to us under the banner of cuttingedge postmodernism but in fact based on the old totalitarian principle that the state
knows better than we do what of our personal choices are good or bad for our liberty,
and compels us to be free according to its own ideological notion of liberty.
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Jehovah’s Witnesses: Disfellowshipping,
Shunning, and the Ghent Ruling
04/20/2021 GEORGE CHRYSSIDES

Many do not understand how shunning exactly works.
Erroneous representations of the practice may have
influenced the Ghent judges.
by George D. Chryssides*
*A paper presented at the Webinar “Jehovah’s Witnesses, Shunning, and Religious
Liberty: The Ghent Court Decision,” April 9, 2021 [see video of the Webinar].

From the Watchtower, April 15, 2015.
The subject of disfellowshipping among the Jehovah’s Witnesses is seriously
misunderstood. One “renowned expert on cults” asserts that one can be
disfellowshipped for sending someone a birthday card! This of course is absurd.
Disfellowshipping is only for serious offences, for which there must either be two
witnesses or a confession from the wrongdoer, and for which the offender is
unrepentant.
The Society’s sanction of shunning applies to baptized members (adults and minors),
and those who have dissociated themselves—that is to say, those who have formally
expressed in writing a desire to be no longer part of the Watch Tower organization, or
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whose actions plainly demonstrate a desire to leave, such as regularly attending a
mainstream church, joining the army, or voluntarily accepting a blood transfusion.
The elders’ manual “Shepherd the Flock of God” lists 18 types of offence which are
potential grounds for disfellowshipping. The most common is sexual immorality, but the
sanction also applies to celebrating other religious festivals, spreading false teachings,
drunkenness, fraud, and theft. The elders appoint a committee of three men, who will
listen to the witnesses and the offender, and then decide the outcome.
When someone is disfellowshipped or disassociates, a simple announcement is made at
the midweek congregational meeting, which takes the form, “X is no longer one of
Jehovah’s Witnesses.” It is only made once at a single location, and the grounds are not
publicly mentioned. Disfellowshipping is a congregational matter: one cannot be
expelled by the branch office or the Governing Body, and any reinstatement must be
also done at congregational level. If a member believes that the judicial committee’s
decision was unjust, he or she may appeal in writing within seven days, following which
the Circuit Overseer will appoint an appeal committee, normally from a different
congregation.
Disfellowshipped members are encouraged to continue to take part in public worship,
including congregational meetings and conventions. They no longer have to sit at the
back. Their “privileges” are withdrawn. Privileges are assigned tasks such as house-tohouse witnessing, greeting attendees at the door, organizing the literature stand, giving
talks, or taking part in on-stage role-plays. They are so-called because it is considered a
privilege to serve Jehovah.
There are three main reasons for shunning. It is reckoned to be in accordance with
scripture (e.g., 2 John 10); it is intended to keep the congregation free of “bad
associations” (1 Corinthians 15:33); and it aims to give the offender a jolt, providing an
incentive to repent.
Members may not associate with the disfellowshipped or disassociated individual. It is
also worth noting that reinstatement is possible, and indeed encouraged: the elders will
attempt to visit the disfellowshipped member at least once a year to offer counsel and to
determine whether the ex-member might be persuaded to return.
One hears stories about a disfellowshipped Jehovah’s Witness being ordered out of the
family home, with only a few belongings such an old van and no money for petrol, and
having to sleep under a bridge as a consequence. It is hard to adjudicate on the veracity
of individual stories, but it is certainly unlikely that this would be the norm in a
Kingdom Hall today.
However, it is disingenuous to believe that family ties remain intact, and that only
spiritual fellowship is withdrawn. Bitter Winter quoted the statement: “Since […] being
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disfellowshipped does not sever the family ties, normal day-to-day family activities and
dealings may continue. Yet, by his course, the individual has chosen to break the
spiritual bond between him and his believing family…” (“Keep Yourselves in God’s
Love” [2008, 2014]: 208).
This might seem to suggest that family relationships remain the same, but that the
disfellowshipped member may not participate in the weekly Family Worship Evening.
The situation is not quite so simple. So long as the household remains together, normal
family activities take place. If the father of the household has been disfellowshipped, he
will still be permitted to eat with the others, watch television, go on family outings, and
have normal relationships with his wife, including sexual relations. He is still the head of
the household, to whom his wife should be subject, unless his demands are contrary to
Jehovah’s law. If some other member of the family is disfellowshipped, normal familial
relationships are intact, but they will be excluded from the Family Worship Evening.
instead, the father is encouraged to give them one-to-one spiritual counselling. What the
offender may not to do, however is to speak to non-family Witnesses who call.
The offender is not normally required to leave home—certainly not if he or she is a
minor. However, one Watch Tower publication states that it may be necessary for a
householder to ask a disfellowshipped member to leave. This would be considered
appropriate if they continued to engage in unacceptable practices, for instance if they
repeatedly came home drunk, or persistently stayed out late with a non-believing
partner. Once the offender leaves the home, then social interaction discontinues. Two
Watch Tower videos depict parents refusing to open a text message from
disfellowshipped children, since they are no longer allowed to have social contact.
A disfellowshipped member may need to come into contact with Jehovah’s Witnesses at
work. Where this occurs, conversation would be confined to work matters, and no
exchange would take place either socially, or concerning religion. There have been
situations where a disfellowshipped member has been part of a small firm run by a
Witness, for example a company of window cleaners. Disfellowshipped employees
would not be sacked, since a practicing Witness should not want them to lose their
means of livelihood. Dismissal may also be illegal. Discussion might take therefore place
as to how relationships might continue in the course of employment.
The Ghent ruling suggested that plaintiffs suffered loss of business. There is certainly no
instruction to rank and file members to boycott businesses of disfellowshipped people,
and entering a shopkeeper’s premises would not be construed as a violation of
shunning. Members of the congregation may find such contact embarrassing, but it is a
personal decision.
Disfellowshipping is not meant to foster callousness. One Watch Tower publication cites
the example of a disfellowshipped woman whose car is in the Kingdom Hall car park
with a flat tyre. The article recommends that members of the congregation to offer help,
although it implies that congregations had been taking shunning too far.
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As Massimo Introvigne argues, belonging voluntarily to an organization involves
accepting its rules, and in order to undergo baptism Jehovah’s Witnesses receive
detailed instructions which includes acquaintance with the organization’s disciplinary
procedures. Anyone who voluntarily disassociates ought to be aware of the
consequences, and consider whether it might be better simply to fade from the
congregation. One qualification should perhaps be mentioned: although most
candidates for baptism are adults, it is possible to be baptized at quite a young age, and
arguably, even though they can satisfy the elders on their acquaintance with Christian
beliefs and living, perhaps the full impact of the responsibilities of belonging has not yet
dawned. In one of two JW videos dealing with disfellowshipping, the girl who gets
baptized looks very young, perhaps only about ten years old.
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The Ghent Jehovah’s Witness Decision:
Anomaly or a New Reality?
04/21/2021 JAMES RICHARDSON

In an unprecedented ruling, judges turned the long-standing interpretation of
articles 9, 10, 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights on its head.
by James T. Richardson*
* A paper presented at the Webinar “Jehovah’s Witnesses, Shunning, and Religious
Liberty: The Ghent Court Decision,” April 9, 2021 [see video of the Webinar].

From the Watchtower, January 15, 2013: “Hoping that a loved one will
return to Jehovah.”
In 2007, the Belgian government approved a new very substantial anti-discrimination
law in response to a directive from the European Union to establish laws against
discrimination comporting with EU values. The law, which was meant to establish the
primacy of anti-discrimination values over other concerns, contains both criminal and
civil elements, so cases can involve both. Belgium’s Constitutional Court has ruled,
however, that the law has limitations, and that some exemptions are to be allowed in its
application, including the internal affairs of religious groups.
In 2015, a case was brought by the public prosecutor of Ghent on behalf of some former
members against a local congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses for violating the antidiscrimination law because of their practice of shunning those who had left or been
expelled from the congregation. Both criminal and civil elements of the law were
invoked in the legal action. The legal action seemed very coordinated, and a result of an
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organized effort to attack the Jehovah’s Witnesses. Claims were made by plaintiffs and a
number of witnesses that the congregation had “incited discrimination or segregation
against a person” and had “incited hatred or violence against a person,” in violation of
the criminal elements of the anti-discrimination law.
The defendant congregation through its legal counsel explained to the Court in some
detail the theological basis for the practice of shunning. The congregation also initially
claimed a violation of Article 6 (1) of the ECHR (right to a fair and impartial hearing),
but the claim was disallowed, as was a claim that the statute of limitations should bar
the action. Other defenses included citing Article 19 of the Belgian Constitution
guaranteeing “freedom to worship, its free exercise, as well as the freedom to express
one’s opinion in any field” and Article 21 which states, “The State has no right to
interfere in the internal affairs of a religion.” The congregation also cited articles 9, 10,
and 11 of the European Convention, which guarantee freedom of religion, association,
and expression, claiming that if charges were considered proven by the Court, this
would violate the duty of neutrality and impartiality as required by those articles, as
well as the very substance of those articles.
All these ECHR claims were rejected by the Court, stating that they were not absolute,
citing articles 9.2, 10.2, and 11.2. The Court also ignored voluminous defendant’s
witness statements and other evidence, and did not discuss them at all in the judgment.
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The Court’s astounding logic
Article 9.2 ECHR provides: “Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be
subject to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic
society for public order, health or morality or the protection of the rights and freedoms
of others.” Concerning 9.2, the Court said: “A state may well interfere with the autonomy
of religious communities when such interference responds to a compelling social need,
where there must be a reasonable relationship of proportionality between the legal
objective pursued on the one hand and the restriction on those freedoms on the other.”
Concerning Article 10.2, the Court said: “The expression of an opinion is punishable if it
knowingly and intentionally publicly incites discrimination, hatred or violence towards
one or more persons on account of one of the criteria listed in the law. Incitement to
hatred, segregation, discrimination or violence on the basis of one of the criteria listed
in the General Discrimination Act can be made punishable by law, without violating the
freedom of expression.” It also stated: “Article 10.2 ECHR provides that the exercise of
freedom of expression may be subject to certain formalities, conditions, restrictions or
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sanctions, if they are provided for by law, and are necessary in a democratic society,
including for the protection of the good name or rights of others.”
Concerning Article 11.2, the Court said: “Article 11.2 ECHR provides that the exercise of
the freedom of assembly and association may be tested against legal restrictions and
those that are necessary in a democratic society in the interest of, inter alia, the
protection of public order and the prevention of criminal offences or the protection of
the rights and freedoms of others… (I)n light of these restrictions… this court can
indeed interfere and has the power to rule on the crimes charged to the defendant.”

The Court’s quite stunning conclusions
“By teaching the faithful that they should ignore, shun, and socially isolate this category
of persons with the aim of bringing about repentance on the part of these ex-believers
so that they re-join the Jehovah’s Witnesses, the freedoms of belief and to change belief
guaranteed byArticle 9 of the ECHR and Article 19 of the Belgian Constitution are
inadmissibly restricted on the part of this category of persons.”
“By the way the defendant propagates the exclusion policy and teaches it to the local
religious communities, an impermissible restriction is committed on the right to respect
for private and family life of the (former) members of Jehovah’s Witnesses, as
guaranteed by Article 8 ECHR and Article 22 of the Constitution.” “The defendant
impermissibly curtailed several rights guaranteed by the ECHR including the right to
respect for private and family life (Article 8 ECHR), freedom of thought, conscience and
religion (Article 9 ECHR), the right to freedom of expression (Article 10 ECHR) and
finally the prohibition of discrimination (Article 14 ECHR).”
“By covering this criminal special intention under the cloak of the guaranteed rights of
freedom of religion and other rights they cited, the defendants themselves flagrantly
violate the right to respect for private and family life guaranteed by the ECHR (Article 8
ECHR), freedom of religion and freedom to change religion (Article 9), freedom of
association (Article 11 ECHR) on behalf of those who have been excluded and have
withdrawn from the religious community and the prohibition of discrimination (Article
14 ECHR).”
“The discussion of whether or not the exclusionary policy is based on the interpretation of
verses from the Bible or other scriptures is irrelevant” (emphasis mine).
“The conduct of the accused is irresponsible and reprehensible. Incitement to
discrimination and incitement to commit moral violence and hatred because of a
different religious belief cannot be tolerated under any circumstances in our pluralistic
society. The legislature has made such behaviour punishable by law. It is therefore the
task of the judiciary to put a stop to the acts committed by the accused. The accused
must realize that as members of our democratic society they must respect its core
values, which are also protected by criminal law, at all times.”
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“It is also the task of the judiciary to ensure that freedom of religion and expression are
not abused to commit crimes and irreparably harm people morally. In our rule of law,
the primacy of the law applies. Religious rules are not above the law in our society.”
“The court hopes that this criminal case will make the defendants aware of the
seriousness of the acts they have committed for years, and that this criminal case will
prompt them to adjust their exclusion policy without delay so that they will refrain from
committing new crimes in the future.”

The Court’s unprecedented ruling
On March 16, 2021, a judgment was rendered against the congregation for violating this
criminal law, and fines of 96,000 Euros were rendered against the group (plus costs of
the proceedings). Possible civil penalties were deferred until later (after appeals are
exhausted).
This decision is a quite dramatic outliner. The decision also ignored explicit statements
which allow exemptions for religious organizations in the European Union’s directive
that led to the 2007 law. And note that the judgment completely ignored the voluminous
evidence offered by the defendant in the case, as well as case law precedents in Belgium,
and around the world, which heretofore have ruled in favour of Jehovah’s Witnesses
congregations managing their own internal affairs.

Potential implications of the ruling
The use of articles 9.2, 10.2, and 11.2 against the JWs represents a dramatic shift in how
articles 9, 10, and 11 have usually been interpreted in cases involving minority faiths.
Those articles have been very important for protecting minority faiths in the past, but in
the Ghent decision they have been turned on their head and used against a minority
faith, raising a number of questions.
Could this be the beginning of a major shift within judicial systems in how the ECHR
and religious freedom provisions of national constitutions are interpreted in cases
involving minority religions?
Could this decision, if upheld, possibly raise questions about the way JW cases have
been treated within the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)? (They have won
over 60 ECtHR cases since 1993).
If not overturned on appeal in Belgium’s judicial system or won at the ECtHR, does this
mean that courts would henceforth be attempting to manage the internal affairs of
religious groups?
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And finally, how would the Jehovah’s Witnesses handle such matters in the future if
courts did seek to interfere in the internal affairs of the organization?
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Excommunication: Looking for a
Balance of Interests Between Opposite Freedoms
04/23/2021 YANNICK THIELS

The Ghent Court decision declaring shunning as practiced
by Jehovah’s Witnesses illegal ignores European and
Belgian precedents, and is clearly wrong.
by Yannick Thiels*
*A paper presented at the Webinar “Jehovah’s Witnesses, Shunning, and Religious
Liberty: The Ghent Court Decision,” April 9, 2021 [see video of the Webinar].

A Medieval rendering of Catholic excommunication. But excommunication continues today
(credits).
Excommunication and shunning are facts of modern-day life.
Professional associations, such as a lawyers’ or a medical association, routinely expel
members who fail to meet minimum practice standards. The effect of being expelled as a
lawyer or doctor can be profound and life-long. But no one would question the lawful
right of professional associations to do so.
It is also a fact of life in many families (religious or non-religious) that the relationship
may have broken down to the extent that immediate and extended family choose to no
longer speak and associate with one another. The same can be said about neighbors and
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workmates. The “reasons” they choose to stop talking or associating with another family
member, neighbor, or workmate—and encourage others to do the same—can range
from a perceived slight to rivalry about “the best” football team, to intense
disagreement about support for a particular trade union or political party.
But, again, no one would claim such choices are unlawful, much less a “crime.”
The European Court of Human Rights ruled in Associated Society of Locomotive
Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF) v. the United Kingdom, no. 11002/05, 27 February 2007:
“Where associations are formed by people, who, espousing particular values or ideals,
intend to pursue common goals, it would run counter to the very effectiveness of the
freedom at stake if they had no control over their membership.”
Few would argue with that reasoning. It is elementary common sense.
Does the same hold true concerning the decision of a religion to expel an adherent and,
in turn, for adherents to exercise their religious conscience to shun that person? All
appellate and Supreme Court decisions that have addressed this issue have universally
upheld the right of the religion to expel and shun the former adherent.
The 16 March 2021 trial court decision of the Ghent court, however, reached the
opposite conclusion and found that it was a criminal offence for a religion—in this case
Jehovah’s Witnesses—to teach to adherents its Biblical beliefs on excommunication and
shunning. The Ghent court does not cite a single decision in Belgium, or anywhere in the
world, that supports this breath-taking contention.

Ecclesiastical context
To better understand why the Ghent decision is wrong, it is helpful to have a basic
understanding of the beliefs of Jehovah’s Witnesses concerning “shunning.”
Unlike other religions, Jehovah’s Witnesses do not practice infant baptism. An individual
may join the religion of Jehovah’s Witnesses only after a careful study of the Bible and
the beliefs of the religion, a process that takes many months or longer.
What happens if the adherent later commits a serious sin (for example, adultery or
theft)? The elders will meet with the adherent and try to restore her or him to spiritual
health. If they determine s/he is Scripturally unrepentant, s/he will be disfellowshipped
(expelled). The elders will later make a brief announcement during a religious service
that simply says: “[Name of person] is no longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.” Nothing
else is announced or otherwise disclosed to the congregation.
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A similar process if followed in the case of an adherent who informs the elders that s/he
no longer wants to be one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. This is known as disassociation. The
elders will make a brief announcement during a religious service that says: “[Name of
person] is no longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.” Again, nothing else is announced or
otherwise disclosed to the congregation.
In both cases, whether the person is expelled or chooses to disassociate, individual
adherents will then exercise their religious conscience whether to limit or cease their
association with that person based on their understanding of what the Bible commands
in 1 Corinthians 5:11-13 and 2 John 1:9-11. The website of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, www.jw.org, clarifies: “What of a man who is disfellowshipped but whose
wife and children are still Jehovah’s Witnesses? The religious ties he had with his family
change, but blood ties remain. The marriage relationship and normal family affections
and dealings continue.”
An expelled or disassociated person can still attend congregation religious services,
share in singing religious songs during those services, and meet with elders for spiritual
counselling. S/he can also ask to be reinstated as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
The High Court of England and Wales held concerning this religious practice in Otuo v.
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 1349 (QB), at para. 122: “it
is to be expected that a religious body which is guided by and which seeks to apply
Scriptural principles will have the power to procure that in an appropriate case a sinner
can be expelled. Among other things, this is sensible, if not essential, because someone
who is unable or unwilling to abide by Scriptural principles not only does not properly
belong as a member of such a body but also, unless removed, may have an undesirable
influence on the faithful.” (See also the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
in Highwood Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses v. Wall, 2018 SCC 26, [2018] 1 S.C.R.
750 paras. 31, 36, 38).

Is there a legal right?
Does the expelled person have a legal right? S/he does, but not the one identified by the
Ghent court. Over the decades a long line of applicants have brought variations of the
Ghent-type complaints to national courts, and ultimately to the European Court of
Human Rights (ECHR).
For example, in the early cases of X v. Denmark, Spetz v. Sweden, and Karlsson v. Sweden,
the European Commission of Human Rights (Commission) considered applications
brought by adherents against various religious decisions which had a significant impact
on the adherent. In all three cases, the Commission ruled there was no violation of
Article 9, and held that the “ultimate guarantee” of the complainants’ freedom of
religion was their right to “leave” the church.
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The ECHR has continued the same path. The clearest example is the Grand Chamber
decision in Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun” v. Romania [GC], no. 2330/09, 9 July 2013, at
paras. 137 and 165, which held: (1) “the State is prohibited from obliging a religious
community to admit new members or to exclude existing ones;” (2) the right to freedom
of religion “does not guarantee any right to dissent within a religious body … the
individual’s freedom of religion is exercised through his freedom to leave the
community;” and (3) “the State should accept the right of such communities to react, in
accordance with their own rules and interests, to any dissident movements emerging
within them.”
Belgium’s appeal courts have closely followed the ECHR case law on this point.
For example, in 2012, the Court of Appeal of Mons decided a case brought by a former
Jehovah’s Witnesses who claimed the practice of shunning violated Belgium’s antidiscrimination act—the very same arguments made in the Ghent case. The Court of
Appeal of Mons rejected the claim, concluding: “The fact that a religious movement lays
down for its members and publishes in its periodicals rules of conduct to be adopted
vis-a-vis former members who have been properly excluded … which are limited to the
prohibition on associating with them, speaking to them or even greeting them, is not
sufficient to lead to the presumption that any discrimination exists … [The complainant]
is in a similar situation to a person who is properly excluded from a group or an
association. He is free to associate with any and all persons outside this group and to
adopt any other religion of his choice, which, moreover, he has done by becoming a
Protestant.”
But, what of the Ghent court’s central argument that the shunning doctrine “stifles”
religious dissent and places the excluded person in a dilemma, either to persist with his
deviant practices and remain shunned, or renounce those practices and be restored to
the faith (page 51-52 of the judgment)? The simple answer is what the Grand Chamber
ruled in Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun” v. Romania: Article 9 “does not guarantee any right
to dissent within a religious body.” Rather, “in the event of a disagreement over matters
of doctrine or organization between a religious community and one of its members, the
individual’s freedom of religion is exercised through freedom to leave the community.”
This is hardly surprising. The very nature of religion is to discourage dissent. As the
European Court of Human Rights ruled in Jehovah’s Witnesses of Moscow v. Russia (no.
302/02, 10 June 2010) at para. 118: “it is a common feature of many religions that they
determine doctrinal standards of behavior by which their followers must abide in their
private lives.”
So, where does that leave us? The Ghent decision is clearly wrong, and is a serious
violation of the Belgium Constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights,
and needs to be urgently reversed.

Yannick Thiels is an attorney at the Brussels bar, specialized in
international human rights. He has published several articles in scholarly
journals on excommunication practices and human rights.
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3. Defamatory Statements:
(l) Ostracising Apostates

Judge Lehner identified ten dusters of potentially defamatory statements by Spiess about
the Jehovah's Witnesses, and divided them into three groups. The first includes statements
that are not defamatory. If a statement is not defamatory, in a criminal case of defamation
the court should not determine whether it is true or false. For instance, one of the authors
of this White Paper (Introvigne) was identified in an anti-cult book as having been a national leader of the Catholic Action in Italy (Piccinni and Gazzanni 2018, 235). This is false, as
Introvigne had not even ever been a member of that association, but is n o t defamatory, as
the Catholic Action is an honourable official Catholic organization that has counted among
its members Italian Presidents and Prime Ministers. Had Introvigne sued the authors of the
book for defamation, he would have lost, n o t because the statement is true (it is not) b u t
because i t is not defamatory.
In this first category, Judge Lehner included four series of comments by Spiess. The first
was, "Time and again, adherents die after traffic accidents or women die after childbirth."
The Judge admitted that Spiess' intention was to imply that the mortality rate of Jehovah's
Witnesses in case of traffic accidents or childbirth problems is higher than the national
average because of their religion-based refusal of blood transfusions. Rather than investigating whether this is true or false, however, Lehner ruled the statement not defamatory,
based on the rather formalistic argument that, "This statement was not made in an evaluative manner and thus formulated that reader can make up his own mind on the matter.
In particular, i t cannot be concluded from the phrase ‘adherents die after traffic accidents’
that the community is 'fanatical' or 'dangerous.”' While Lehner believed that, "The statement that people die after traffic accidents or childbirth does not lead to the conclusion
that the community is responsible,” we respectfully suggest that, within the context, this is
precisely what Spiess wanted to imply, leading readers to the conclusion that the Jehovah's
Witnesses' actions are unreasonable and extreme.
Parenthetically, we note that the European Court of Human Rights has established the
right of the Jehovah's Witnesses to refuse blood transfusions for reasons of conscience:
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"The abi Lity to conduct one's life in a manner of one's own choosing includes the opportunity to pursue activities perceived to be of a physically harmful or dangerous nature for
the individual concerned. In the sphere of medical assistance, even where the refusal to
accept a particular treatment might lead to a fatal outcome, the imposition of medical
treatment without the consent of a mentally competent adult patient would interfere with
his or her right to physical integrity and impinge on the rights protected under Article 8 of
the [European] Convention [on Human Rights], [...] The freedom to accept or refuse specific
medical treatment, or to select an alternative form of treatment, is vital to the principles of
self-determination and personal autonomy. A competent adult patient is free to decide, for
instance, whether or not to undergo surgery or treatment or, by the same token, to have a
blood transfusion. However, for this freedom to be meaningful, patients must have the right
to make choices that accord with their own views and values, regardless of how irrational,
unwise, or imprudent such choices may appear to others. Many established jurisdictions
have examined the cases of Jehovah's Witnesses who had refused a blood transfusion and
found that, although the public interest in preserving the life or health of a patient was
undoubtedly legitimate and very strong, i t had to yield to the patient's stronger interest
in directing the course of his or her own life [...]. It was emphasized that free choice and
self-determination were themselves fundamental constituents of life and that, absent any
indication of the need to protect third parties—for example, mandatory vaccination during
an epidemic, the State must abstain from interfering with the individual freedom of choice
in the sphere of health care, for such interference can only lessen and not enhance the
value of life” (European Court of Human Rights 2010).
The second statement the judge regarded as not defamatory is, "Young people in the
community of Jehovah's Witnesses can barely develop any life prospects: often they cannot
learn the profession best suited to them because higher education is deemed a waste of
time ..." Again, rather than investigating the truth of the matter, Lehner argued that such a
statement "could also be made about other groupings/classes, for example, 'people from
poorer families cannot learn the profession that best suits them.' The fact that higher education may be viewed as a 'waste of time' is not defamatory. Many people share this opinion. In our society, honourable persons of upstanding character are not required to view
higher education as the greatest asset and [they might view it] as a waste of time." Surely,
there is a possible meaning of Spiess' statement that would make it not defamatory. On
the other hand, the context was not a calm or scholarly discussion of Jehovah's Witnesses.
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Both Stamm and Spiess are "professional opponents" of the Jehovah's Witnesses and were
looking for arguments to attack them.
Lehner adopted a similar reasoning for a third cluster of statements, including "And
they only have a limited knowledge of the world because worldly friends are forbidden, and
they cannot have many societal experiences— ... camps during the school holidays ..." The
judge observed, correctly, that "such a statement could also be made about other religious
communities. That worldly friends are forbidden is not defamatory per se, whether it is
true or not. Also, whether children can participate in camps during school holidays is not
a matter of honour, rather, it is a pure factual assertion without any evaluative elements,
which on its own cannot constitute an offence against honour." Apart from the contextual
elements mentioned earlier, we can agree with the judge here.
The fourth statement regarded as non-defamatory is Spiess' claim that, "There is barely a Jehovah Witness family without a disfellowshipped family member: parents, siblings,
or children with whom no contact can be had.” Given the number of Jehovah's Witnesses
throughout the world compared with the number of disfellowshipped members, the statement is unlikely to be true, and Spiess did not support i t with any statistical data or study.
Lehner, however, believes it "is a purely factual assertion without any evaluation, and the
fact itself is not defamatory. Whether or not a family has disfellowshipped family members
is not a matter of honour. A person is not more honourable when she comes from a family
in which no one has been disfellowshipped.''
In fact, the last statement is not independent from others, which the judge includes
either in his second or third category. The second comprises statements that are clearly
defamatory, but are at the same time, in the judge’s opinion, true. The third category refers
to statements for which there is no conclusive evidence that they are true, but the defendant could have reasonably believed that they are true based on sources she regarded as
reliable, and was thus in good faith. The statements in the second and third category refer
to two main themes, disfellowsh i p pi ng and "ostracising" members, and dealing with cases
of sexual abuse among the Jehovah’s Witnesses. According to Lehner, Spiess' statements
about sexual abuse are all part of the third category, while those on disfellowshipping that
we examine in this chapter are mostly in the second category, but some are in the third.
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The judge believes that these statements about disfellowsh i ppi ng are true:
(1) "We are drawing attention to the practice of ostracising that violates human rights."
"Ostracising is a form of bullying prescribed from on high. It violates human rights and
the Constitution." "Every person has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion—a right that Jehovah's Witnesses demand for themselves, but deny their members.”
(2) "Saying something sweet, asking how the day was, or hugging the child—this is no
longer possible. Children live in perpetual fear."
While for the following additional statements, Spiess may be regarded to having been
in good faith:
(3) "infoSekta judges Jehovah's Witnesses to be a highly problematic group that seeks
to manipulate its members to the point of existential identification. The regulations of the
community violate the physical, mental, and social integrity of its members.”
(4) "Moreover, according to Article 18, every person has the right to freedom of thought,
conscience, and religion—a right that the Watch Tower Society demands for itself, but denies its members.”
Statements 3 and 4 are also deemed to have been presented in good faith because of
questions connected with "ostracism.”
Together with the comments on sexual abuse, this is the most problematic part of
the decision. We believe that there is here a confusion, which is common in the anti-cult
literature but more surprising in a court decision, between three different issues: the facts
about d isfellowshi pping and "ostracism,” whether or not they are a unique feature of Jehovah's Witnesses (or, of groups labelled as "cults”), whether or not states should interfere
with them.
It is factually true that Jehovah's Witnesses have precise and detailed regulations
dealing with excluding from their community members guilty of certain offenses, something that they call "disfellowshipping.” The detailed norms are aimed at guaranteeing that
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nobody is disfellowshipped Lightly or arbitrarily. It is also true that Jehovah's Witnesses
suggest that current members do not associate with disfellowshipped ex-members. An
exception is, however, made for members of the immediate family, as illustrated in
numerous texts published by the Jehovah's Witnesses. "What of a man who is disfellowshipped but whose wife and children are still Jehovah’s Witnesses? The religious ties
he had with his family change, but blood ties remain” (Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses 2020). “Since [...] being disfellowshipped does not sever the family ties,
normal day-to-day family activities and dealings may continue. Yet, by his course, the
individual has chosen to breakthe spiritual bond between him and his believing family.
So loyal family members can no longer have spiritual fellowship with him. For example,
i f the disfellowshipped one is present, he would not participate when the family gets
together for family worship” (Christian Congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses 2008, 208).
"If in a Christian's household there is a disfellowshipped relative, that one would still
be part of the normal, day-to-day household dealings and activities” ("Imitate God's
Mercy Today” 1991, 22).
This is not a new development. In 1974, The Watchtower explained that, "Since
blood and marital relationships are not dissolved by a congregational d isfellowsh i pi ng
[sic] action, the situation within the family circle requires special consideration. A woman whose husband is disfellowshiped is not released from the Scriptural requirement
to respect his husbandly headship over her; only death or Scriptural divorce from a
husband results in such release. (Rom. 7:1-3; Mark 10:11,12) A husband likewise is not
released from loving his wife as 'one flesh’ with him even though she should be disfellowshiped (Matt. 19:5, 6; Eph. 5:28-31)" ("Maintaining a Balanced Viewpoint Toward Disfellowshiped [sic] Ones” 1974, 470). In 1981,The Watchtower reiterated that, " i f a relative,
such as a parent, son or daughter, is disfellowshiped [sic] or has disassociated himself,
blood and family ties remain,” while "spiritual fellowship” ceases (“If A Relative Is Disfellowshiped [sic]” 1981, 28). In 1988, the magazine stated again that, “A man who is
disfellowshipped or who disassociates himself may still live at home with his Christian
wife and faithful children. Respect for God's judgments and the congregation’s action
will move the wife and children to recognize that by his course, he altered the spiritual
bond that existed between them. Yet, since his being disfellowshipped does not end
their blood ties or marriage relationship, normal family affections and dealings can
continue" ("Discipline That Can Yield Peaceable Fruit” 1988, 28).
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Spiess' statements about disfellowshipped members are not totally false, but they
are expressed in a provocative, offensive language. Judge Lehner believes that "bullying"
is a valid description for the practice of shunning the disfellowshipped ex-members, but his
argument is self-contradictory. He quotes a definition of "bullying" as a set of "actions taken
in a systematic manner against certain persons with the aim of excluding them from the
group.” But disfellowshipped members have already been excluded from the community. The
aim of the "ostracism," thus, cannot be excluding them.
Similar comments concern the emotional description of unloved and terrorized children. In part, the judge believes that children are in a state of "fear" because they read
descriptions of the consequences of sin or the end of the world. Apart from the fact that
the Jehovah’s Witnesses' publications intended for children normally present these themes
in a delicate way adapted to their age, the implication here is that the simple exposure to
the Bible is dangerous for children. As a Roman Catholic, the judge is probably familiar with
the motto Initium sapientiae timer Domini, "the fear of God is the beginning of wisdom."
The second point is that what is defamatory, here, is to present the disfellowsh i ppi ng
policy of the Jehovah's Witnesses as unique to them, or to "cults” in general. Those who
read Spiess' comments are induced to believe that Jehovah's Witnesses are a uniquely
"bad” religion, or part of a constellation of "bad” religions identified as "cults,” because their
practice of disfellowshipping is cruel and unusual. Insisting on it betrays a fundamental
ignorance of religious history. Measures against apostates and separation from them exist
in most traditional religions.
Social scientists distinguish between "emic" and "etic" (not to be confused with "ethic")
explanations of the practices of a religious group. "Emic” refers to the self-understanding of
the group, which would normally argue that the practices are based on scripture, theology,
or divine revelation. The "etic" point of view of the scholars does not deny the value of the
"emic" explanations but, since they cannot be proved or disproved with the tools of social
sciences, looks for more mundane or secular causes, which do not exclude the spiritual
ones (Harris 1983; Pike 1999).
Disfellowshipping and shunning practices found among the Jehovah's Witnesses,
seen from their emic point of view, are based on suggestions coming from the Bible
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itself. Seen from the etic point of view of outside observers, who are not members of the
Jehovah's Witnesses but scholars of religion, they are part of a model that followed the
disestablishment of state churches and religions. The pre-disestablishment model was
(and is, since i t has not disappeared), i f anything, much harsher.
In the Abrahamic religions, the apostate is traditionally seen as inherently evil. That
a true believer should not associate with apostates is a matter of course. However, in
societies where religion and state are not separated, there is not so much insistence on
how individuals should "disconnect" from apostates, because the problem is delegated
to the secular arm of the state. It is the state that should punish the apostates and prevent them from associating with good believers, including their relatives. The quickest
and most effective solution is to execute the apostate.
A key text that has influenced all the Abrahamic religions is Deuteronomy 13:6-8: "If
anyone secretly entices you—even i f i t is your brother, your father's son or your mother's son, or your own son or daughter, or the wife you embrace, or your most intimate
friend— saying, ‘Let us go worship other gods,' whom neither you nor your ancestors
have known, any of the gods of the peoples that are around you, whether near you or
far away from you, from one end of the earth to the other, you must not yield to or
heed any such persons. Show them no pity or compassion and do not shield them.”
In ancient Israel, the apostate, who had betrayed the religion and the people, and
those opposed to the faith had to be exterminated. Later, the Jews lost their political
power and became a persecuted minority. The execution of the apostate was replaced
by rituals and practices enacting his or her symbolic "death.” The community, including
the close relatives, regarded the apostate as dead. The apostate was mentioned by using
the language usually reserved for the deceased persons, a highly effective kind of "ostracism.” Talmudic Judaism had the notions of niddui, a less severe form of social isolation,
and herem, which was more radical. The apostate, as well any other subject to herem
"had to live in confinement with his family only, no outsider being allowed to come near
him, eat and drink with him, greet him [...]. After his death, his coffin would be stoned, i f
only symbolically by placing a single stone on it” (Cohn 1996, 351).
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This was a symbolic and posthumous execution. In post-Talmudic Law, the fate of those
subjected to herem became worse, “the Talmudic provisions being regarded as a minimum”
that was often deemed not to be enough. The apostate or banned member of the community was regarded as a non-Jew, which "amounted [...] to civil death; and indeed, i t is said
that a man on whom a herem lies can be regarded as dead.” The dissident Jews known as
Karaites had a similar saying for the person subjected to herem: "In short, we must treat
him [sic] as if he were dead” (Cohn 1965, 354). Forms of this practice survive to this very day
in some ultra-Orthodox Jewish communities (Cohn 1965, 365).
There is a large literature about apostasy in Islam. Although the relevant texts of the
Quran may be subject to different interpretations, and today there are liberals insistingthat
execution is not mandatory (Saeed and Saeed 2017), the opinion that apostates from Islam
should be not only shunned, but killed is still widespread. Several Islamic states maintain
laws considering apostasy from Islam a crime to be punished by the death penalty. Authoritative theologians consider killing an apostate relative a virtuous deed.
Some liberals, and the dissident Ahmadi Muslims (who are themselves regarded as
apostates, and persecuted by mainline Muslims, in Pakistan and elsewhere), try to argue
that death penalty for the apostates was never really taught by Islam. As historian David
Cook noted, their efforts are politically "laudable” and may even save some lives, but are
historically untenable. Cook states that " i t is really amazing [...] to note the ease with which
they ignore the weight of the entire Muslim legal tradition." "The accepted punishment for
apostasy from early stages of Islam was death." It is true that the penalty was not applied
with the same regularity in different times and regions. However, "This attitude has been
strengthened immensely over the centuries to the point where even when modern Arab or
Muslim states abolish the death penalty for apostasy, it is usually enforced by the enraged
populace" (Cook 2006, 276-77).
This is not only a position of the past. On June 16, 2016, in a television interview, Sheikh
Ahmad al-Tayyeb, the current Grand Imam of al-Azhar in Cairo and former president of
al-Azhar University, who is both one of the highest scholarly authorities in Islam and somebody normally described as a "moderate," explained that Islamic and Western "civilizations
are different. Our civilization is based on religion and moral values, whereas their civilization is based more on personal liberties and some moral values. [...] If an apostate has left
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Islam o u t of hatred toward it, and with the purpose of acting against it—this is considered
high treason, because this is a Muslim society, which has had Islam for 1,400 years and
other religions for over 5,000 years. [...] In this case, apostasy is a rebellion against society. It
is a rebellion both against religion and what is held sacrosanct by society. [Contemporary]
jurisprudents concur— and so does ancient jurisprudence—that apostasy is a crime. You
could say t h a t a l l jurisprudents agree. A very few [dissent], b u t you could say that everybody
agrees. The four schools of law a l l concur that apostasy is a crime, and that an apostate
should be asked to repent, and that i f he does not, he should be killed” (al-Tayyeb 2016).
Killing apostates, "infidels," and "heretics" was n o t something only Muslims did. As
Italians, we share the painful memories of two incidents that happened in the 16th century,
the second following only seven years after the first. In 1554, Turkish "pirates" beheaded
hundreds of Christians in Vieste, in the province of Foggia (Giuliani 1768). In 1561, Catholics
killed some 2,000 Waldensian Protestants in Guardia Piemontese, in present-day province
of Cosenza (Musca 2003). If Vieste has its “Chianca Amara” (Bitter Rock), Guardia Piemontese has its "Porta del Sangue" (Bloody Door), where these religiously motivated massacres
happened.
In fact, when Christianity went from persecuted minority to state religion, it quickly obtained from the Roman Emperors laws mandating the execution of those Christians who
would apostatize and return to the pagan rites (Codex Justinianus 1,11:1and 7). Those who
would induce Christians to apostatize should also be executed (Codex Justinianus 1,7:5). If
arrests and executions would be carried o u t timely, there should be no risk that Christians
would put their faith at danger by associating with apostates. However, to be on the safer
side, the Codex Justinianus (1,7:3) also mandated that apostates "shall be separated from
association with all other persons.”
In more recent centuries, apostates from Christianity managed to escape execution, but
still they were harassed in several different ways. Apostates who had been priests were particularly singled out. As late as 1929, in its Concordat with Italy, the Catholic Church obtained
from the government that "apostate” ex-priests would be prevented from teachings in all
kind of state schools or "be hired or maintain any employment or job placing them in direct
contact with the public" (Concordat of February 11,1929, art. 5). This was Fascist Italy, but the
provision remained in the democratic Italian Republic, was successfully defended (if through
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a tech n icality) by the Catholic Church against a challenge before the Constitutional Court in
1962 (Corte Costituzionale 1962), and was finally abolished only in 1984 (Dalia Torre 2014, 84).
The Orthodox practice was similar to its Catholic counterpart, which is not surprising, given the common roots in the post-Constantinian legal tradition of Rome and Byzantium. The
authoritative Russian Orthodox Encyclopedia, discussingthe practice of anathema, compares
it to herem in Judaism, and reminds its readers that anathema is different from excommunication. While the excommunicated person is excluded from certain rituals but is still regarded
as a member of the Church and is not shunned, those anathematized are completely cast off
from the Church and should be "avoided” by all believers. It is by no means a practice of the
past. The Orthodox Encyclopedia mentions the recent cases of dissident priest and human
rights activist Gleb Yakunin (1936-2014) and of Patriarch Filaret of Kiev (b. 1929), very much
in the news in recent years as the head of an autocephalous Ukrainian Orthodox Church
separated from the Patriarchate of Moscow, and of those associating with "cults and sects,"
including Theosophy and Spiritualism (Maksimovich 2008, 274-79).
Originally, Protestants were reluctant to abandon the model delegating the punishment and isolation of the apostates to the state. One can find in the writings of Martin Luther (1483-1546) principles t h a t would later lead to the foundation o f a doctrine of religious
liberty. Yet, as the German Peasants' War of 1524-25 progressed, he asked the princes to
exterminate peasants who had rejected both civil and religious authority, including his own.
Authorities should slay them, Luther said, “just as one must slay a mad dog”: “Therefore,
whosoever can, should smite, strangle, and stab, secretly or publicly, and should remember that there is nothing more poisonous, pernicious, and devilish than a rebellious man"
(Robinson 1906, 107-08).
Some can object that Luther was dealing here with political rebels and his advice to
the princes was n o t particularly unusual in these days. However, these particular rebels
are singled o u t for merciless punishment because they are "blasphemers and violators of
God's holy name," i.e. apostates.
When he ruled Geneva, John Calvin (1509-1564) burned at stake dissidents like Michael
Servetus (15117—1543) he had accused of apostasy, and ostracized their relatives (Bainton
1953). Other reformers in Switzerland did the same, including in Zurich (Gordon 2002).
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Protestant theology, however, included the potential for justifying and even mandating
the autonomy of the individual believers and the separation of religion and state. In fact,
Protestants offered a unique contribution towards creating the modern theory of religious
liberty. This, however, did not imply that Protestants liked apostates. They were aware of
the risk that those consorting with apostates would sow the seeds of doubt and disruption
in religious communities.
Protestant groups advocating the separation of church and state maintained that
apostates should not be punished by the state, which had no business in adjudicating
religious controversies. They did not leave the apostates alone, however, but privatized the
repression of apostasy. Since the state was asked to remain out of the picture, containing
the danger represented by the apostates became the responsibility of individual believers,
first among them the apostate's relatives.
Today, the Amish and other heirs of the so called "Radical Reformation" are criticized
for their practice of Meidung, or shunning (see e.g. Wiser 2014), which "makes some family
gathering awkward. The banned person may attend but will likely be served at a separate
table or at the end of a table covered with a separate tablecloth. In one case, an adult
male who was shunned was excluded from the plans for his father's funeral. (...) A woman,
who persisted in attending a non-Amish Bible study was placed under the ban. Although
continuing to live with her Amish husband, she eats at a separate table and abstains from
sexual relations. Parents must shun her adult children who are excommunicated. Brothers
and sisters are required to shun each other. Members who do not practice shunning will
jeopardize their own standing in the church” (Kraybill 1989,116).
Few realize that Meidung, when it was introduced, was regarded as a progress. The
Radical Reformation championed the separation of church and state, and groups like the
Amish fled to the United States precisely to affirm and enjoy religious liberty. As part of
religious freedom, apostates were no longer executed, and physical violence against them
was forbidden. They were free to go elsewhere and, if inclined to do so, establish new separate religious communities (Kraybill 1989, 115). The only sanction they were subjected to
was shunning, i.e. separation from their friends and relatives, which was perhaps sad but
surely better than being burned at stake or drowned in the icy waters of the Limmat river,
the penalty for apostates in Protestant Zurich (Gordon 2002, 215).
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With exceptions, by the 19th century American Protestantism had embraced separation
of church and state as a quintessential part of the American ethos. Appeals to the state
for punishment or execution of the apostates were regarded as a thing of the past, or the
mark of barbarian religions contrary to the ethos of the United States. That apostates, i f left
unchecked, may undermine the faith of the believers, or destroy the religious communities,
was still acknowledged. But dealing with apostates, and isolating them, was left to individuals and families.
One may argue that, in the late 20th and in the 21st century, some churches and religions
are more tolerant of apostates. This argument should be qualified. It is surely true for the
more liberal form of Protestantism, b u t in many other communities, apostates are still
shunned, including often by their relatives. Even in its Code of Canon Law published after
the Second Vatican Council, the Catholic Church still punishes apostasy with excommunication (c. 1364), and excommunication involves several serious sanctions. Anathema is still
practiced in the Orthodox Church.
The threat represented by apostates and external opponents is more dangerous for
minority religions. A relative tolerance toward apostates may emerge when mainline religions feels safe and well established. I t is rarely a trait of embattled minorities, whose existence is more precarious and subject to potentially lethal attacks and persecutions. It is n o t
surprising that religions established in the 19th century, such as the Jehovah's Witnesses,
and persecuted in several countries, maintain stricter boundaries against apostates than
century-old traditions and churches. As sociologist Armand Mauss (1928-2020) noticed by
studying the history of "Mormonism," new religions may become persuaded at some stage
that they will become more popular i f they soften their harsher policies of boundary maintenance, but this in turn creates problems and they will eventually need a "retrenchment”
(Mauss 1994).
Jehovah's Witnesses believe that their practice of disfellowshipping and controlling
the contacts with apostate ex-members is based on the Bible. They would probably not be
interested in scholarly assessments of it. We, as external observers, may however comment
that i t does not imply any criticism of the post-disestablishment religious liberty tradition.
On the contrary, i t reaffirms it. The d isfellowsh i pped ex-member enjoys the religious liberty
to criticize the congregation, and the Jehovah's Witnesses enjoy the religious liberty to
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separate themselves from those who have been disfellowshi pped. Human beings have the
right to communicate and the parallel right not to communicate. A husband can divorce
and cut any contact with his wife, or ex-wife, because she keeps criticizing the husband
himself, or his dear father, or his preferred political party, or football team— or religion. This
individual freedom is part of modernity. The Jehovah's Witnesses disconnection policy is
not “unique,” and does not go as far as similar policies in other religious organizations do.
Its application, as i t happens with similar policies in other religions, may occasionally be
harsh and painful. But most religions have provisions against associating with disfellowshipped ex-members, and minority or persecuted religions can hardly continue to exist
without clearly marking their boundaries.
Judge Lehner believes that, based
on the (anti-cult) literature she had
read, Spiess was in good faith when
she concluded that disfellowshipped
Jehovah’s Witnesses "without a shared
faith, they are not, or cannot be, part
of the community. Hence, they are implicitly denied freedom of belief and
conscience within the community.” Ac-

One wonders how it is
possible for a judge to
make conclusions about
violations of human rights
without any reference to
human rights law

cordingly, ostracism "at least to some
extent violates human rights.” The judge understands that generalizations may go beyond
what can reasonably be inferred from the facts, but exonerates Spiess based on her alleged
good faith. When good faith is proved, there is no need to pursue the investigation whether
a statement is true or false, since good faith is an exonerating factor even in the case of
false statements.
However, if it was true, or at least reasonable, that d isfellowshi ppi ng members from a
community violate their human rights, this should be commonly regarded as unlawful. On
the contrary, courts of law throughout the world have determined that managing disfellowshipping and similar policies without interference from the state is also a legal right. Obviously, this also apply to non-religious bodies. Let us imagine that a member of the Labour
Party in England will campaign for the Conservatives, or that a member of a club of fans of
Real Madrid would march in the streets hailing the archrival FC Barcelona. Would the dis-
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felLowshipping of such persons from the Labour Party or the Real Madrid fan club violate
theirfreedom of conscience or other human rights? Not at all. Their freedom of conscience
is guaranteed by the fact that they can freely change their mind, leave the organizations
that they had once joined, and join different organizations advocating for opposite points
of view. What they cannot expect is to remain in a group created to advocate certain ideas,
promote ideas at the opposite end ofthe relevant spectrum, and not be disciplined and excluded. This would not assert their freedom of conscience, but violate the freedom of their
former organizations and their members to manage and police themselves as they deem
fit. Indeed, expulsions are common in political parties and trade unions, and they seem to
generate less protests than when they occur in a religious context.
Judge Lehner stated that, "the practice of ostracism proves to be a form of ‘bullying,’
which at least to some extent violates human rights, since bullying violates the personal
integrity of an individual.” However, his judgment contains absolutely no analysis of human rights law—whether under the Swiss Constitution or international human rights law.
Not only that, his conclusion contradicts international human rights law, including the
jurisprudence o f t h e ECHR, which is cited below, and some of which the complainants
submitted to the court (including the judgment in the case o f t h e Moscow Jehovah's Witnesses). One wonders how i t is possible for a judge to make conclusions about violations
of human rights without any reference to human rights law.
Interestingly, a similar opinion was expressed by Professor Heiner Bielefeldt, from
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, who is a former UN Special Rapporteur on Religious
Freedom. Commenting on the Spiess decision, he told the Frankfurter Rundschau that
"he takes a critical view on the passage about religious freedom: this is 'a human rights
claim, primarily addressed to the state. The state should be religiously and ideologically
neutral. Demanding a religious community to be religiously neutral is nonsense.’ A group
must be allowed to decide who belongs to it. The Catholic Church can say as well, 'If a
person becomes a 'Mormon,' she is no longer part of our community.' This is an integral
part of religious freedom”’ (Sieler 2020).
Courts of law agree. In the decision Xv. Denmark of 1976, which declared a complaint by
a Danish Lutheran clergyman non-admissible, the European Commission of Human Rights
(which, until 1998, decided whether complaints submitted by individuals were admissible)
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stated that, "The churches are not obliged to provide religious freedom to their ministers
and members” (Les eglises ne sont pas tenues d'assurer la Liberte de religion de leurs
pretres et de leurs fideles). Religious freedom is guaranteed when "nobody is compelled
to join, nor forced not to quit” a certain religion. Those who join a religion understand that
their religious freedom will be limited by the tenets and practices of that religion. As long
as they remain inside it, they cannot complain that their religious freedom is violated, as
they are always free to quit that religion, or to establish a rival denomination (European
Commission of Human Rights 1976).
The Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) upheld in 2013,
in the Sindicatul case, the position of the Romanian government that secular authorities
cannot be asked to interfere in the internal procedures of the Romanian Orthodox Church,
which had disciplined priests who had joined a non-authorized union. "Disaffected priests,
the Romanian government argued, could leave the Church at any time, but as long as they
chose to remain, they were deemed to have freely consented to abide by its rules and to
waive some of their rights.” The ECHR observed that, "religious communities traditionally
and universally exist in the form of organized structures. Where the organization of the
religious community is at issue, Article 9 of the [European Human Rights] Convention must
be interpreted in the light of Article 11, which safeguards associations against unjustified
State interference. Seen from this perspective, the right of believers to freedom of religion
encompasses the expectation that the community will be allowed to function peacefully,
free from arbitrary State intervention. The autonomous existence of religious communities
is indispensable for pluralism in a democratic society and is an issue at the very heart of
the protection which Article 9 affords. It directly concerns not only the organization of these
communities as such but also the effective enjoyment of the right to freedom of religion
by all their active members. Were the organizational life of the community not protected by
Article 9, all other aspects of the individual's freedom of religion would become vulnerable"
(European Court of Human Rights 2013).
An important aspect of the Sindicatul decision is that Article 9 of the European Human
Rights Convention, which protects freedom of religion and belief, should be interpreted "in
the light of Article 11,” which protects associations and organizations from state interference. Indeed, any organization is free to discipline and expel members according to its own
principlesand by-laws. As mentioned earlier, members are free not to join the organization,
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to Leave it, or to establish a rival organization, b u t they do n o t have a right to remain in
the organization i f the other members believe they are no longer behaving according to
its nature and aims. I t is, on the contrary, the organization that has a right to expel them
according to Article 11.
When the organization has a religious nature, this right becomes even more incontestable, as the states have no right to interfere in the internal activities of religious communities. I t is not even necessary to quote Max Weber (1864-1920), one of the fathers of the
modern sociology of religion, to argue that the organization of a religious community is in
itself theological, and to interfere with its organization is to interfere with its theology and
beliefs, which is forbidden by Article 9 ECHR and Article 18 UDHR and Article 18 of the ICCPR.
The principle that states should not stand in the way of the internal organization of religious bodies, including how affiliation and disaffiliation or excommunication are regulated, is uncontested in the case law of the European Court of Human Rights. I t was affirmed
by the Grand Chamber in 2000 in Hasan and Chaush v. Bulgaria, where the Bulgarian government was prevented from interfering in the internal affairs of the Muslim community in
Bulgaria (in this case, appointing and dismissing a Mufti: European Court of Human Rights
2000b).
The ECHR had gone one step further in another case decided in 2000, Kohn v. Germany, concerning a member of the Jewish Council of Hannover, who was expelled from the
community. As a consequence of the decision, he was told that he was no longer allowed
to enter the Jewish community center in Hannover. He protested by barricading himself
inside the community center, until the local Jewish leaders asked the Regional Court of
Hannover an order directing the police to remove him forcibly from the premises. The court
agreed, the expulsion was performed, and the ex-member was ordered to stay away from
the community center. He complained to the ECHR, who declared his application inadmissible, since "the internal decisions of a religious community (innerkirchliche MaBnahmen)
could not be controlled by the state courts, since the latter should respect the autonomy
of the religious organizations (Autonomie der Religionskorperschaften)" (des mesures i n ternes a une communaute religieuse [innerkirchliche MaBnahmen], [...] ne pouvaient etre
controlees par les tribunaux etatiques, car ces derniers devaient respecter I'autonomie
des corporations religieuses [Autonomie der Religionskorperschaften]). On the other hand,
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states have "the monopoly of the use of the force” (le monopole de I'utilisation de la force),
and the Jewish leaders could not but ask the secular authorities to use the force to evict Mr.
Kohn from the Jewish center's premises (European Court of Human Rights 2000a).
Concerning the d isfellowshi ppi ng policies of the Jehovah's Witnesses, including the so
called "ostracism,” courts in Europe and North America have consistently applied the same
principles. The first substantial discussion of the practice of "shunning” disfellowshipped
members of the Jehovah's Witnesses is included in the 1987 decision of the United States
Court of Appeal for the Ninth Circuit Paul v Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York,
Inc., which is quoted in all subsequent American cases. The court acknowledged that the
plaintiff has experienced some unpleasant incidents in being “shunned” by relatives and
close friends who were Jehovah's Witnesses after she was disfellowshipped. Nonetheless,
the court maintained that, "Shunning is a practice engaged in by Jehovah's Witnesses pursuant to their interpretation of canonical text, and we are not free to reinterpret that text.
Under both the United States and Washington Constitutions, the defendants are entitled to
the free exercise of their religious beliefs.”
"The Jehovah's Witnesses, the court reported, argue that their right to exercise their religion freely entitles them to engage in the practice of shunning. The Church further claims
that assessing damages against them for engaging in that practice would directly burden
that right. We agree that the imposition of tort damages on the Jehovah's Witnesses for
engaging in the religious practice of shunning would constitute a direct burden on religion.” The court observed that punishing shunning would have dramatic consequences
for the religious freedom of the Jehovah's Witnesses. "Imposing tort liability for shunning
on the Church or its members would in the long run have the same effect as prohibiting
the practice, and would compel the Church to abandon part of its religious teachings. [...]
The Church and its members would risk substantial damages every time a former Church
member was shunned. In sum, a state tort law prohibition against shunning would directly
restrict the free exercise of the Jehovah's Witnesses' religious faith” (United States Court of
Appeal, Ninth Circuit, 1987).
The plaintiff argued that shunning had caused to her emotional distress. This may well
be true, the court answered, but the harm was “clearly not of the type that would justify
the imposition of tort liability for religious conduct. No physical assault or battery occurred.
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Intangible or emotional harms cannot ordinarily serve as a basis for maintaining a tort
cause of action against a church for its practices—or against its members. [...] Offense to
someone's sensibilities resulting from religious conduct is simply not actionable in tort. [...]
Without society's tolerance of offenses to sensibility, the protection of religious differences
mandated by the first amendment would be meaningless” (United States Court of Appeal,
Ninth Circuit, 1987).
In this old decision, we find already a convincing criticism of the anti-cult claims based
on "emotional harm." While "physical assault or battery" are clearly not justified by an
appeal to religious liberty, i f courts were allowed to sanction religious groups for inflicting
"emotional harm,” that would be the end of religious liberty as we know it. The court correctly concluded that, "The members of the Church [Ms.] Paul decided to abandon have
concluded that they no longer want to associate with her. We hold that they are free to
make that choice. The Jehovah's Witnesses' practice of shunning is protected under the
first amendment of the United States Constitution” (United States Court of Appeal, Ninth
Circuit, 1987).
In 2007, the Court of Appeals of Tennessee observed that, “The Church [the congregation of the Jehovah's Witnesses] argues that the freedom of religious bodies to determine
their own membership is such a fundamentally ecclesiastical matter that courts are prohibited from adjudicating disputes over membership or expulsion. We agree. Because religious bodies are free to establish their own guidelines for membership and a governance
system to resolve disputes about membership without interference from civil authorities,
decisions to exclude persons from membership are not reviewable by civil courts.” Concerning the "shunning” of disfellowshipped ex-members, the court stated that, "The doctrines of the Jehovah's Witnesses and their reading of scripture require that their members
ostracize individuals who have been disfellowshipped. While there is no question that this
practice has resulted in a painful experience for the Andersons [the plaintiffs in the case],
the law does not provide a remedy for such harm. For example, in other contexts, family
members sometimes become estranged from each other for various reasons on their own
volition, and the law does not recognize a basis for suit for the pain caused by such estrangement. Courts are not empowered to force any individual to associate with anyone
else.” "Shunning is religiously based conduct, a religious practice based on interpretation
of scripture, and is subject to the protection of the First Amendment.” "Shunning is a part
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of the Jehovah's Witnesses belief system. Individuals who choose to join the Church voluntarily accept the governance of the Church and subject themselves to being shunned if they
are disfellowshipped. The practice is so integrally tied to the decision to expel a member
that i t is beyond judicial review for the same reasons as the membership decision. Conduct
that is inextricably tied to the disciplinary process of a religious organization is subject to
the First Amendment's protection just as the disciplinary decision itself” (Court of Appeal
of Tennessee 2007).
Also in 2007, the Justice Court of Bari, in Italy, in a well-publicized case, rejected the
claims of a disfellowshipped ex-Jehovah's-Witness who happened to be a lawyer. The court
concluded that, even i f the principles governing the ecclesiastical system of the Jehovah's
Witnesses are different from those of

Switzerland has signed
and ratified the European
Convention on Human
Rights, and is subject
to the jurisdiction of
the European Court of
Human Rights. The judge
was obliged to take into
consideration the case law
of the European Court of
Human Rights in making
his decision

the Italian law, once they have been
correctly followed in disfellowshipping
a certain individual, secular courts cannot interfere with the decision (Tribunale
di Bari 2007; see also Tribunale di Bari
2004).
In 2010 the Administrative Court of
Berlin examined a complaint by a disfellowshipped Jehovah's Witness against
the public announcement in congregational meetings of the measure against
him, since "members of the association
should have no social contact with disfellowshipped persons" and i t would become impossible for him to “to have a
picnic, celebrate, do sports, go shopping,
go to the theatre, have a meal at home
or in a restaurant” with friends or rela-

tives who remained in the Jehovah's Witnesses. The court denied the request, commenting
that the Jehovah's Witnesses' policy on these matters “is not subject to state authority"
and is protected by "freedom of religion, the separation of Church and state, and the right
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of religious associations to self-determination." How the Jehovah's Witnesses decide to
"exercise their constitutionally guaranteed right to self-determination" is something the
state should not interfere with. Disfellowshi pping policies and the so called "ostracism” are
"internal church measures” (Verwaltungsgericht Berlin 2010).
The Italian Supreme Court (Cassazione) in 2017 ruled that the so called "ostracism” is
also protected by the principle of non-interference. The decision observed that in this case
"ostracism" is "a refusal to associate” with the disfellowshipped ex-member, and "no law
requires a person to behave in the opposite manner.” As a conclusion, "no discrimination
took place.” Even i f one would argue that refusing to associate with disfellowshipped members violate "good manners and civilized behavior,” this would not "constitute a justiciable
crime or civil tort.” Individuals, and even a whole "category," have a right to decide to "break
off or interrupt personal relations,” and courts have no business in telling them otherwise
(Corte di Cassazione 2017).
In 2018, in Highwood Congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses (Judicial Committee) v.
Wall, a unanimous Supreme Court of Canada reiterated that "secular judicial determinations of theological or religious disputes, or of contentious matters of religious
doctrine, unjustifiably entangle the court in the affairs of religion.” It added that, "even
the procedural rules of a particular religious group may involve the interpretation of
religious doctrine,” and concluded that, "these types of [religious] procedural rules are
also not justiciable" (Supreme Court of Canada 2018 [SCC 26]).
More recently, on March 17, 2020, in Otuo v. Morley and Watch Tower Bible and Tract
Society of Britain, the Court of Appeal in London, Queen's Bench Division (Court of
Appeal [London], Queen's Bench Division 2020), upheld a High Court decision of 2019,
which found that " i n accordance with Matthew 18:15-17 (the procedural compliance
with which is not itself justiciable) i t is to be expected that a [Christian] religious body
which is guided by and which seeks to apply scriptural principles will have the power to
procure that in an appropriate case a sinner can be expelled. Among other things, this
is sensible, i f not essential, because someone who is unable or unwilling to abide by
scriptural principles not only does not properly belong as a member of such body but
also, unless removed, may have an undesirable influence on the faithful.” Protecting the
faithful from such an "undesirable influence" is thus not a violation of the disfellow-
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shipped member's human rights, but a right of the congregation (High Court of Justice,
Queen's Bench Division 2019).
We understand that these are not Swiss decisions, and Judge Lehner argued that
non-Swiss cases are irrelevant in Switzerland. However, Switzerland has signed and
ratified the European Convention on Human Rights, and is subject to the jurisdiction of
the European Court of Human Rights. The judge was obliged to take into consideration
the case Law of the European Court of Human Rights in making his decision. The complainants submitted to him a number of judgements by the European Court of Human
Rights, yet they were ignored.
At any rate, we are not acting here as lawyers arguing the case before a Swiss court.
Since the case is used in international anti-cult propaganda against the Jehovah's Witnesses, foreign decisions are relevant to confirm that Judge Lehner’s decision was inherently
wrong.
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JURISPRUDENCE OF LIEGE, MONS AND BRUSSELS

Comments
Excommunication: a controversial religious freedom
Although to many people the concept of excommunication brings to mind an exclusively Catholic form
of religious punitive action that was practiced in the distant past, in actual fact measures of this kind are
still common practice among many denominations and cultural movements. Although such measures 2
are sometimes purely social3, in most cases they are of a religious nature and are practiced in very
different ways by different religious communities: Jews4, Muslims5, Mormons6, Jehovah’s Witnesses7,
Amish8, Hindus9, Mennonites, etc.
Religious disciplinary measures are so common in religious movements for the simple reason that they
give these movements a certain social, doctrinal and religious internal cohesion. While it is the State’s
prerogative to exercise physical coercion on its territory, non-State governing bodies have to find other
means of constraint to ensure respect for their ideals. However, this practice is not by any means
confined to religious governing bodies. In fact, there are many other “legal micro-systems” which have
their own rules and courts. These include, within this legal pluralism, sports governing bodies,
professional orders, prisons, the army and bodies under international law10. As they do not have any
“physical” power of constraint that they might exercise over their members, their only means of
2

It should be noted that these religious disciplinary measures are variously described - depending on the community that
practices them - as excommunication, shunning (a term that can be translated as avoidance but has sometimes been
translated by the word banishment), exclusion, herem, meidung or measures aimed at combating unfaithfulness, apostasy or
riddah. While some have endeavoured to draw a distinction between banishment and excommunication - the two most
commonly used expressions - according to objective criteria, I have chosen to use in this article the most generic term, i.e.
excommunication. For one thing, as these notions encompass very different situations according to the culture or the
religion considered, I felt that to differentiate between them arbitrarily would be Manichaean (see contra: N. MERKIN,
“Getting rid of Sinners May Be Expensive: A suggested Approach to Torts Related to Religious Shunning Under the Free
Exercise Clause”, 34 Colum. J. L. & Soc. Probs., 2001, p. 372, note 12; F. RIGAUX, “La Cour de cassation dans le réseau
des Cours suprêmes”, J.T., 2007, p. 652, note 4).
3
As regards Japanese social rejection, see: T. TANAKA, “The Identity Formation of the Victim of ‘Shunning’”, School
Psychology International, vol. 22, 2001, p. 463-476. For an analysis of exclusion from an Indian caste, see: R. M. HAYDEN,
“Excommunication as Everyday Event and Ultimate Sanction: The Nature of Suspension from an Indian Caste”, Journal of
Asian Studies, 1983, p. 291-307. Note also the relevant example given by YADH BEN ACHOUR, who compared rejection by
“certain denominational societies (…) of free thinking, apostasy or blasphemy” to rejection by “certain secularized and
liberal societies” of a certain form of freedom of expression by the establishment of a “crime of revisionism” (Y. BEN
ACHOUR, “La Cour européenne des droits de l’homme et la liberté de religion”, Paris, A. Pedone, 2005, p. 10).
4
Among the Jewish religious disciplinary measures, see in particular the famous herem pronounced against SPINOZA in
1656: S. NADLER, Spinoza’s Ethics. An Introduction, Cambridge University Press, 2006, p. 4-10. For a recent court decision
in this connection, see: Taylor v. Rabbi M.A. Kurtstag, Beth-Din of Johannesburg and others, High Court of South Africa,
Witwatersrand local division, 15 September 2004, Case No. 24825 (unpublished).
5
A. AMOR, “Constitution et religion dans les Etats musulmans (IV): La condition de l’individu”, Conscience et Liberté, No.
57, 1998, p. 49.
6
K. AUGUSTINE-ADAMS, “The Web of Membership: The Consonance and Conflict of Being American and Latter-Day
Saint”, Journal of Law and Religion, vol. 13, No. 2 (1998-1999), p. 567-602.
7
A. LICASTRO, L’intervento del giudice nelle formazioni sociali religiose a tutela dei diritti del fedele espulso,
(www.olir.it), 2005.
8
A. ESAU, The Amish and Litigation (www.umanitoba.ca/Law/Courses/esau/lr/lr-amish.html).
9
J. DUNCAN M. DERRETT, “Freedom of Religion under the Indian Constitution: Excommunication (Based on Sardar S. T.
Saifuddin Saheb v. State of Bombay)”, The International and Comparative Law Quarterly, vol. 12, No. 2, 1963, p. 693-697.
10
Concerning the system of the European Convention on Human Rights - merely as an example - it has been said that “if a
State refused to apply a judgment issued against it (…) the conflict would likely lead to the withdrawal or exclusion of the
recalcitrant State from the Council of Europe” (V. BERGER, Jurisprudence de la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme,
10th edition, Paris, Dalloz, 2007, p. 735).

pressure often resides in the possibility of excluding members who do not abide by their rules or
ideals11. Generally speaking, the State exercises very limited control over such non-State governing
bodies, although they consider them to be subject to the State. Nonetheless, in view of the
constitutionally autonomous status that is guaranteed to religious movements, the level of control is
even less in this case12. It goes without saying that judges, who are normally very prudent when it
comes to analyzing an ecclesiastical decision taken by a recognized 13 religious movement, should
display equal prudence irrespective of the religious movement that imposes the disciplinary sanctions14.
Nevertheless, although it seems logical to protect such religious excommunication measures given that
they are essential to maintaining a certain social cohesion within such groups, it should be pointed out
that, when taken to extremes, such religious disciplinary measures can pose a problem from the point of
view of the right of the excommunicated person to change his religion. But the problem is anything but
simple! While the excommunicated person has certain rights, this is also the case not only for the
movement that excommunicates him (as it enjoys freedom of non-association and religious freedom)
but also for its followers (who enjoy not only the right of non-association and religious freedom but
also the eminently personal right to “choose their friends”). The problem is further compounded by the
fact that the courts seized of this type of issue are often called upon to decide between opposing
religious views, with all the difficulties that this entails in a secular State!
Whereas in Europe civil proceedings based on excommunication appear to be an unusual form of
jurisprudence, the fact is that U.S. courts have had many opportunities to take a stand on this delicate
issue. It will therefore be useful to examine American jurisprudence in this area. It will also be
interesting to note that in the particular case in which the Belgian Court of Cassation had to hand down
a ruling on 18 December 2008, some of these arguments were reiterated. The present study will focus
on these various issues.
1. U.S. jurisprudence in the area of excommunication
It cannot be said that American jurisprudence has taken a clear and unanimous position on this issue.
Far from it! The courts have not succeeded in establishing any consistent precedents which, under the
system used in Common Law, might serve as the basis for evaluating future cases of
excommunication15. Nonetheless, it will be useful to examine the different jurisprudential solutions that
have been put together in order to draw some lessons that might be transposed into “continental” law.
As we will see, American doctrine has nonetheless identified three major trends amid the disparity of
decisions.
A. A license to excommunicate - the “omnipotence” of freedom of religion?
The case that most epitomizes this first jurisprudential trend is without doubt the case of “Paul v.
Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of New York”, where the Court of Appeal of the ninth circuit stated
that “because the practice of shunning is a part of the faith of [a religion], (…) the [free exercise of
religion] provision of the United States Constitution (…) precludes the plaintiff from prevailing. The

F. RIGAUX, “Hans Kelsen on International Law”, European Journal of International Law, 1999, p. 338; F. RIGAUX, “La
Cour de cassation dans le réseau des Cours suprêmes”, J.T., 2007, p. 652.
12
G. VAN HECKE, “Notes critiques sur la théorie de la non-justiciabilité”, in: X., Nouveaux itinéraires en droit. Hommages
à François Rigaux, Brussels, Bruylant, 1993, p. 525-526.
13
See as an example: Liège (1st ch.), 12 June 2007, J.T., p. 780-781 and comment by M.-F. RIGAUX, “La séparation de
l’Eglise et de l’Etat: une frontière difficile à tracer”; Cass, 3 June 1999, Rec., p. 111-112.
14
C. DUVERT, Les sectes et le droit, Aix-en-Provence, PUAM, 2004, p. 61.
15
N. MERKIN, op. cit., 34 Colum. J.L. & Soc. Probs., 2001, p. 399.
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defendants have a constitutionally protected privilege to engage in the practice of shunning”16. Some
practitioners of the American doctrine were up in arms at this decision as they held the view that it
gave religious movements an unlimited17 license to excommunicate with the sole proviso that the
action had to be religiously motivated18! However, to me such an attitude to this ruling is somewhat
simplistic. In my view, the court was unwilling to grant this right in a general and absolute way, but
following a specific examination of this particular case it found itself limiting the claims of the
excommunicated person.
This is the solution that comes to the fore upon examination of the different statements made by the
court. First and foremost, the judgment specifies that “we find the practice of shunning not to constitute
a sufficient threat to the peace, safety, or morality of the community as to warrant State intervention”19.
It is therefore clear that the court carried out a type of proportionality test - resulting from an
examination of the facts of the case - before rejecting the application of the excommunicated appellant.
The situation of the members of the excommunicating movement was also taken into account by the
court, since it recognized their individual right not to wish to associate with an excommunicated
person. Finally, the Court of Appeal concluded its reasoning by stating that it “[recognized] that the
harms suffered by Janice Paul are real” but that in the absence of societal tolerance of such assaults on
sensitivity, the protection of religious freedom afforded by the First Amendment would have no real
meaning. Focusing still on the situation of the excommunicated person, the court also took into account
- albeit in a contestable manner in casu20 - the consent of the ex-member, who, it was assumed by
virtue of his affiliation to said movement, had agreed to any action which the latter might have taken
concerning him. Far from granting unlimited21 license to excommunicate, the Court of Appeal of the
ninth circuit, based on practical measures aimed at balancing the rights of each party (the
excommunicating movement, its followers, the excommunicated person and the State), ruled that
“imposing tort liability for shunning on the Church or its members would in the long run have the same
effect as prohibiting the practice and would compel the Church to abandon part of its religious
teachings”22 and that the societal tolerance towards the type of harms suffered by Janice Paul was “a
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Paul v. Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of New York, 819 F.2d 875 (9th Cir. 1987) and Burgess v. Rock Creek Baptist
Church, 734 F. Supp. 30 (D.D.C. 1990) (free translation) as cited by M. J. BROYDE, “Forming Religious Communities and
Respecting Dissenter’s Rights: A Jewish Tradition For A Modern Society”, in: X., Religious Human Rights in Global
Perspective. Religious Perspectives, The Hague, Martinus Nijhof, 1996, p. 221, note 80
17
M. J. BROYDE, op. cit., in: X., Religious Human Rights in Global Perspective. Religious Perspectives, The Hague,
Martinus Nijhof, 1996, p. 221-222; see contra: T. HAYDEN, “Religious Motivated ‘Outrageous’ Conduct: Intentional
Infliction of Emotional Distress as a Weapon Against ‘Other People’s Faiths’”, 34 Wm. & Mary L. Rev., 1993, p. 652-653.
18
N. MERKIN, op. cit., 34 Colum. J.L. & Soc. Probs., 2001, p. 386, note 124.
19
Paul v. Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of New York, 819 F.2d at 883 (9th Cir. 1987) (free translation - my emphasis).
20
It appears to me that the notion of contractual acceptance of ecclesiastical decisions by the excommunicated person is
generally an element that is likely to restrict the rights of said person. In this particular case, however, the ecclesiastical
doctrine of the Church on excommunication unilaterally changed - which is a right of the Church that cannot be argued with
- towards a harder attitude in recent years after the plaintiff left said movement; it appears to me that this makes his
acceptance of ecclesiastical doctrine “dubious” in casu. See, in this connection: J. K. MILLER, “Damned If You Do, Damned
If You Don’t: Religious Shunning and the Free Exercise Clause”, 137 Univ. Pennsylvania L.R., 1988, p. 281 and 292.
21
It seems to me that if - quod non - the Court of Appeal for the Ninth Circuit had actually granted such an unlimited
license to excommunicate, the right to change religion would have been flouted, a solution that would be unacceptable in a
democratic society (see: M. J. BROYDE, op. cit., in: X., Religious Human Rights in Global Perspective. Religious
Perspectives, The Hague, Martinus Nijhof, 1996, p. 229). The grounds of the judgment of the court tend to demonstrate that
in spite of the statements made by a certain doctrine, this license to excommunicate was granted in view of the specific
circumstances that prevailed. In point of fact, as we will see, this examination of the circumstances does appear to be the
most efficient way to handle this matter.
22
Imposing liability for excommunication - without going as far as criminalizing it - would in the long term have the same
effect as banning it, since the Church would be forced to choose between giving up this practice or running the risk of
paying substantial damages and costs at each excommunication. C. H. ESBECK, “1987 Survey of Trends and Developments
on Religious Liberty in the Courts”, Journal of Law and Religion, 1988, vol. 6, No. 1, p. 165 and 166.

price well worth paying to safeguard the right of religious difference that all citizens enjoy”23.
Similarly, in another case the United States Supreme Court stressed that this “would lead to the total
subversion of such religious bodies, if anyone aggrieved by one of their decisions could appeal to the
secular courts and have them reversed”24 25.
B. Freedom of religion stymied or the lifting of immunity from excommunication?
The most significant case that typifies this second trend is without any doubt the much-criticized case
of “Bear v. Reformed Mennonite Church”. The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania found that “the
“shunning” practice of the (…) Church and the conduct of the individuals may be an excessive
interference within areas of “paramount State concern,” i.e. the maintenance of marriage and family
relationship, alienation of affection, and the tortious interference with a business relationship...” 26 27 In
this particular case, a member had been excommunicated from his community for having - the height
of irony - criticized his Church’s practice of excommunication... As in practice this shunning resulted
in the excommunicated person being totally cut off from his wife and his children28, the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania decided to use in the case brought before it the “Sherbert” 29 test, which had been used
in cases of infringement of freedom of religion30 since 1963. This proportionality test was intended
mainly to establish a balance of interests between individual freedom and a higher State interest. If this
higher State interest were compromised, individual freedom could be limited. Since in this precise case
this excommunication had exponential consequences for family relationships (despite these
relationships being protected by the Constitution), the religious clauses of the First Amendment were
restricted31.
Nonetheless, there are two remarks that must be made concerning this jurisprudence. Firstly, although
this proportionality test can be very useful when it comes to reconciling the State interest and the
interest of a single individual, its usefulness is greatly diminished when it is applied to contested cases
23

Paul v. Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of New York, 819 F.2d at 881, 883 (9th Cir. 1987) (free translation).
Watson v. Jones, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679, 729; 20 L. Ed. 666, 676-677 (free translation).
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It should be noted that the United States Supreme Court also decided that “it is the essence of religious faith that
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of the involvement of the State in religious controversies: Presbyterian Church v. Hull Church, 393 U.S. 440, 449; 89 S.Ct.
601, 606; 21 L. Ed. 2d 658 (1969).
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Bear v. Reformed Mennonite Church, 341 A.2d 105 (Penn. 1975) (free translation).
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the scope of the secular courts. For more details, see: M. J. BROYDE, op. cit., in: X., Religious Human Rights in Global
Perspective. Religious Perspectives, The Hague, Martinus Nijhof, 1996, p. 223 et seq.
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F. RIGAUX, La protection de la vie privée et des autres biens de la personnalité, Brussels, Bruylant, 1990, p. 540, No. 480
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Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398 (1963).
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of Employment Division v. Smith (494 U.S. 872 (1990)) according to which the right to freedom of religion does not
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Balancing Approach to Religious Torts”, The Yale Law Journal, vol. 105, No. 1 (Oct., 1995), p. 295 to 297.
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For a substantially similar case, see: Carrieri v. Bush, 419 P. 2d 132, 137 (Wash. 1966), which concerns an application for
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of excommunication. This balance of interest is further complicated by the fact that there are three possibly competing - interests involved: the interest of the excommunicated person, the interest of the
excommunicating movement and the interest of the State32. Secondly, according to one school of
American doctrine33, the main characteristic of this “Bear” jurisprudence is that any excommunication
would be bound to entail liability, if the excommunicated person could prove that he was harmed as a
result of his expulsion. Of course, this interpretation would be contestable from the point of view of the
freedom of association of religious communities, since this would be tantamount to denying these
communities the right of non-association.
However, in my view the “Bear” jurisprudence is in practice not as far removed from the “Paul”
jurisprudence as American doctrine34 might believe. In effect, the “Bear” judgement is intended merely
to stress that religious groups do not have immunity as regards excommunication. On the contrary,
according to this judgement, each case should be analyzed individually according to the “Sherbert
proportionality test”. Therefore, it appears to me that these judgments - as conflicting as they may
appear - are based on the postulate that it is the facts of the case that will determine whether an
excommunication is lawful or unlawful; only the significantly different facts of these two cases led
these two courts to quite different solutions.
C. Intermediate solutions
In addition to these two emblematic judgments, various decisions have been taken that add certain
elements that will be useful to our analysis.
Firstly, while it is unanimously accepted that ecclesiastical decisions concerning religious issues cannot
in principle be challenged by secular courts, the issue has been raised as to what to do about
ecclesiastical decisions that have repercussions in terms of civil rights. In this regard also, the
American courts have been anything but unanimous. While some courts have taken the view that they
have jurisdiction in civil matters even in matters relating to ecclesiastical controversies 35, others have
decided that they had to accept ecclesiastical decisions as binding upon them, even though they affect
civil rights36. It must be acknowledged that each of these positions can be problematic. The first
approach raises tough questions from the point of view of secularity, as it is sometimes difficult to draw
a clear distinction between the civil effects and the religious effects of an ecclesiastical decision. For
example, in a case relating to an excommunication, the Court of Appeal of Liège decided that the
decision of the members of a religious group not to associate with an excommunicated person could not
be considered as a “belief” or “method of expression” of the latter, even though the religious
32
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community clearly refute this37. In my view, it is obvious that excommunication is a religious measure
per se38 and that, on the other hand, the State is badly placed to rule on the religious nature or otherwise
of such a measure without violating its duty of neutrality39. Furthermore, it is a well-known fact that all
ecclesiastical decisions can have civil repercussions. Whereas secular courts would conclude from this
that it is possible to challenge ecclesiastical decisions, there is a considerable risk that the power of
such decisions would be whittled away40 41. The second approach is potentially problematic as it would
grant religious communities the benefits of freedom of religion for all its actions, even if they were not
guided by religious considerations. As we will see, the solution to this two-pronged problem lies very
often in analyzing the reason for the action taken by the religious community.
Secondly, in the case of Guinn v. Church of Christ, Marian “Guinn [realizing] that the Elders intended
to denounce her publicly for fornication (...) decided to leave the Church to avoid this denunciation.
The Elders of the Church, however, (...) proceeded to “disfellowship” Guinn by publicly announcing
her sins and reading the biblical passages she had violated”42. In this case, the Supreme Court of
Oklahoma decided that the protection offered by the First Amendment no longer applied once the
member had withdrawn from the religious community. Although in my view it is true that
excommunicating individuals without any connection with the association in question constitutes a
reprehensible form of xenophobia43, I feel the views expressed by the Supreme Court of Oklahoma go
too far. In effect, preventing all excommunications when the member has left the religious community
would practically in every case deprive these communities of their right to excommunicate. The
member can simply “resign” as soon as he senses that he is about to be excommunicated to avoid
excommunication44 and the consequences resulting therefrom. While this measure appears to fit nicely
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in with the right of non-association45, it does not in any way take into account the freedom of religion
of the excommunicating movement46, for which excommunication is considered in most cases as a
religious measure47.
2. Tentative doctrinal solutions
Faced with the disparity of American jurisprudence, some authors have endeavoured to establish a
theory that provides a means of analyzing cases of excommunication in a uniform manner.
A. The contractual theory
The theory most often encountered is designed to respect the doctrinal choices of the religious
movement in question while taking into account the expressed or supposed wish of the
excommunicated person, as it is expected that the latter should accept the risk of excommunication
when he joins the group48. Nonetheless, authors generally recognize the limits of this theory for the
excommunicating group and for the excommunicated individual.
On the one hand, it is doubtful whether a religious relationship can be interpreted from an excessively
contractual angle, bearing in mind that the very purpose of the religious commitment is to withdraw - at
least partially - from the secular world. In addition, even though this is something of a textbook case,
the contract under which an individual limits his fundamental rights - including the right to change
religion49 - for the rest of his life is likely to be invalidated. Finally, it must be acknowledged that,
generally speaking, the right is difficult to reconcile with lifelong religious commitments50.
On the other hand, the collateral effect of accepting this theory would be that the courts would
eventually exercise their jurisdiction with regard to the modalities of and compliance with such
contracts, which consequence would be unacceptable51 given the secular nature of the State. In
addition, the second consequence of accepting this theory would be that it would impede doctrinal
changes to the religion in question, as this would be tantamount to a unilateral breach of contract.
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Consequently, it appears more reasonable not to make this contractual theory the pivotal element but
rather to consider acceptance as a mere indicative element among many that provides a means of
assessing the reasonableness or otherwise of an excommunication52.
Another interesting element of this doctrine is that it takes into consideration the existence or otherwise
of a “way out”. In other words, does the excommunicating movement allow its members to withdraw
voluntarily? If so, it would be easier to conclude that the right to change religion has been respected by
the movement than the contrary. Another approach consists in considering that only members who
have not voluntarily withdrawn accept the consequences of excommunication53, while the others
cannot in any way be excommunicated. However, unfortunately this view does not take into account
the freedom of the individuals who remain affiliated to the community who could legitimately refuse to
associate with their former fellow believer for personal religious reasons. In this situation, as argued
above, making excommunication inefficacious in the event of withdrawal would be tantamount to
stripping ecclesiastical courts of all power, since all the member would have to do to avoid their
decisions54 is to resign, a situation that would be fraught with pitfalls. Finally, it is essential to take into
account the fact that excommunication - beyond the straightforward announcement of the measure often has religious objectives for the movement which are based on imperious needs connected with
internal religious order and which are likely to be covered by freedom of religion55.
B. Application of “religious tort” to excommunication
The second American “Restatement of Tort” states that “tort” consists of three main elements that may
entail liability: firstly, extreme and outrageous conduct; secondly, severe emotional distress caused by
it; and, thirdly, an element of intent or recklessness56. While it is obvious that this type of liability is
likely to be applied for intentional infliction of emotional distress within the framework of an
excommunication, it was nevertheless emphasized that courts tend - erroneously - to apply the
intentional element to the conduct rather than to its consequence. In other words, the courts examine
whether there was intent to engage in extreme and outrageous conduct and not whether there was intent
to cause severe emotional distress57. If the conduct that caused the distress is guided by religious
motives (as would be the case within the framework of an excommunication), there is a strong
likelihood that this conduct would always be intentional! This application of “religious tort” therefore
leads to a situation that makes no sense! It was therefore rightly recommended that taking into account
the intention to cause severe emotional distress was a more relevant element for the assessment of
liability, without which “tort law” would become a means of “mistreating” unpopular views58 and
would prevent all disciplinary measures that involve any “pain”. This decision to take into account the
C. WEISBROD, “Emblems of Federalism”, 25 U. Mich. J.L. Ref., 1992, p. 830 et seq.; other authors have drawn a
distinction between an individual who voluntarily joins the religious movement - moreover, in the knowledge that his
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53
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intent to harm is an element that should be examined in more detail later in order to assess how to
handle cases of excommunication59.
C. Coming to terms with one’s own freedom - the difficulty of making choices
Without going into any form of “contractual theory”, some authors take into consideration the fact that
the excommunicated person - and even the followers in some cases - may or may not have agreed to
comply with the excommunication measures and draw various conclusions from this. For example,
MICHAEL J. BROYDE60 relates the case of an excommunication imposed by the Supreme Rabbinical
Court in Israel to persuade a believer to grant his wife a divorce (which he had previously been
unwilling to do), in accordance with Jewish law and morality. Because of the pressure exerted by the
community, the husband eventually “willingly” gave his wife a divorce to allow her to rejoin the
religious community of Israel61. In other words, it was because of the pressure of excommunication that
this man eventually resigned himself to act according to the wishes of the social group to which he
belonged. One could therefore legitimately ask oneself to what extent this man was given a genuine
choice, since in reality he had to choose between two deliterious situations: on the one hand, to resign
himself to give his wife a divorce (a religious obligation which he was clearly unwilling to comply
with) or, on the other hand, to suffer excommunication and the resulting rejection of the community62.
Nonetheless, he eventually made his choice, and it would be difficult to question this choice any
further. Moreover, the author holds the view that this “freely consented” submission indicates that the
person desires to belong to the community in question, because otherwise the penalty would not have
had any effect.
This remark raises the more delicate issue of what would happen if an excommunicated person wanted
to belong to the social community of a religious group but did not want to belong to the religious
community sensu stricto, in other words without having to respect the religious creed. This could
happen if a person accepted his excommunication from a religious point of view - as he wanted to have
nothing more to do with his former religion - but totally rejected any collateral profane consequences,
which appears to have been the case that was brought before the Belgian Court of Cassation. It would
appear that lending credibility to this type of attitude would in reality be tantamount to allowing the
excommunicated individual to interfere with other people’s freedom of religion. In effect, if the
religious group, which, it should be remembered, has shunned him, were forced to allow him to go on
with his social life within the group, it would ultimately mean that the excommunicated individual
could himself set the boundary between the social life and the religious life of the members of this
group. It must be borne in mind that this is a strictly personal measure which, moreover, is protected by
the members’ freedom of religion63. Religious excommunication runs the risk of becoming social
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excommunication only in a situation where an individual is excommunicated from a religion that
enjoys an extremely large majority whose precepts are firmly held by its followers. It is only in this
type of situation that an excommunicated person might have no real choice. The more the
excommunicating religious movement is a minority and the more lax the followers, the easier the
process of “resocialization”. In this situation, as has been pointed out, the excommunication measure
merely “forces people to choose which community they want to live in”64. The only constraint for the
excommunicated person is the obligation to choose65! And it can be seen that this choice is facilitated
by the very nature of a multicultural society like ours...
JUSTIN K. MILLER takes into consideration the fact that it is the followers who take the decision to cease
to have contact with the excommunicated person but points out that the followers themselves have been
influenced by the threat of exclusion66. Nonetheless, once again the only constraint imposed on these
followers is the obligation to choose. Their freedom of religion is in effect guaranteed by the fact that
they can leave the religious movement whose excommunication measures, let us assume, they do not
accept. Moreover, one could hardly criticize a religious movement for using its doctrinal freedom to
sanction excommunication bearing in mind that the followers retain their right to leave the movement if
they disagree with this doctrine. Claiming the contrary would be tantamount to imposing freedom of
religion within the Churches themselves67.
Accepting the consequences of freedom is in my view a fundamental concept. I believe that accepting
the consequences of one’s choices - on condition of free consent - is all the more essential as, within
the framework of an excommunication, giving precedence to the claim of the excommunicated person
would in reality restrict the freedom of all the parties involved: not only the freedom of the
excommunicating religious movement and the followers of the movement but also that of the
excommunicated individual, since he would have to renege retroactively on the decision he made when
he entered into religious fellowship with a group that practices excommunication 68. Conversely, a
solution that respects the religious freedom to excommunicate - the freedom of the movement and of its
followers - will always respect the excommunicated person’s freedom to change religion.
D. The objective of excommunication
Another key element in the assessment of excommunication measures consists in taking into
consideration the objective of such measures. Although it is impossible to list all the reasons that might
prompt a religious denomination to practice excommunication, it is useful to bear in mind some of the
main reasons that have been put forward in this regard69. Several factors - cumulatively or in isolation70
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- have been regarded as forming the basis for excommunication: the movement’s ideal of purity, the
need for a group to embrace a certain orthodoxy, the need to retain a certain dignity, the need to be able
to distinguish between members and non-members, the desire to avoid losing members, the desire to
shield the flock from dissident influences, the desire to discourage future violations while encouraging
the Church to reflect, the desire to encourage or even to force the excommunicated person to return to
the fold or, finally, the desire to punish him, possibly with an improper objective which is not of a
religious nature71.
Various authors have endeavoured to take into account the objective of the excommunication measure
in order to determine whether the religious movements that practice excommunication should or should
not enjoy the benefits of the First Amendment. Moreover, some have suggested that a distinction
should be drawn between excommunication motivated by the desire to provide the excommunicated
person with “spiritual assistance” and excommunication driven by hostility and resentment towards
him; only the first would warrant immunity under the First Amendment 72. Others have stated that in
their view the First Amendment should not be used to protect an excommunication that is intended to
punish the unfaithful member or to persuade him to return to the fold 73. Finally, others still have
endeavoured to take into consideration the extent to which the objectives of the religious group were
compatible with those of the State, bearing in mind that this compatibility is considered as a criterion
that facilitates the granting of the benefits of the First Amendment 74. What American jurisprudence
appears to condemn is the malevolent intent behind excommunication and its unwarranted impact 75 on
the life of the ex-member76.
In my view, it would be impossible arbitrarily to draw up a list of what should and should not be
protected by freedom of religion. This is particularly the case when it comes to assessing the
underlying objective of an excommunication measure. Nonetheless, this does not in any way justify a
blanket refusal to take this measure into account. Rather than attempting to construct a fixed and
definitive theory on this subject, in my view it is sufficient to draw certain distinctions between the
different effects of an excommunication measure (decreed by the religious movement and applied by
its followers). Differentiating in this way provides a basis for assessing the extent to which the freedom
of religion delimiting the effects of the measure should or should not be subordinate to the rights and
freedoms of the excommunicated person. Prima facie, it appears obvious to me that excommunication
in itself must be fully covered by freedom of religion. But what about the effects that excommunication
can sometimes have in practice? A number of extreme consequences of this excommunication measure
have sometimes been mentioned such as: loss of material possessions, loss of employment77 or
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shunning of the excommunicated person by his children 78. If the consequences of excommunication
become so extreme, they might - in certain particular circumstances - constitute an obstacle to the
freedom of the excommunicated person79 to change his religion. If this were the case, a balance would
have to be struck based on proportionality between, on the one hand, the infringement of the
excommunicated person’s freedom to change religion and, on the other hand, the religious freedom to
excommunicate that is the prerogative of the followers and of the movement to which they belong.
However, in my view it is not enough to draw up a list of the acceptable or unacceptable consequences
of an excommunication decree. To my thinking, it is within the context of this balance of conflicting
freedoms that the initial objective of the measure can play an essential role when it comes to assessing
the fairness of an excommunication measure. It should thus be possible to differentiate between the
religious and civil effects of an excommunication. The religious effects should of course be covered by
freedom of religion (which would mean that the excommunicated person could not take part in the
religious life of the community80, be entrusted with religious duties, etc.). The civil effects of an
excommunication measure - within the framework of a balance of conflicting freedoms - should
operate to the detriment of the excommunicating movement and of its followers only and exclusively if
these effects were in reality the main objective of the excommunication measure (using the term
“excommunication” is in this case merely a ruse designed to conceal the objective, which is anything
but religious, such as reprisals in response to an individual’s decision to change his religion)81.
Conversely, the civil effects which are necessarily the collateral result of excommunication (less
contact with the family or social relations with individuals from the religious movement in question,
etc.) should not be such as to diminish the rights of any persons who wish to apply an
excommunication measure on the basis of their faith. In my view, it is essential to determine to what
extent the excommunicating movement - and its followers - genuinely intended to harm the
excommunicated person, whether it be by punishing him for his change in ideology or by purposely
seeking to prevent him from changing his religion. The question arises: Is this a deliberate intention or
is it simply a consequence?
It must be said that this tentative theory is not beyond criticism. First and foremost, seeking to establish
the objective of an excommunication measure does not necessarily mean impugning anyone’s motives.
For one thing, this type of action could quickly lead to a slippery slide towards a kind of violation of
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the principle of neutrality which the State must observe in religious matters82. Secondly, what might
appear to one person as a deliberate intention to harm could quite easily be regarded by another person
as a strictly religious measure. In this case too, it would be very difficult to draw a distinction. Finally,
caution is needed when applying a preestablished distinction. As any excommunication measure can be
interpreted in part either as a form of punishment83 or as a means of encouraging the excommunicated
person to return to the fold84 85, it is only when the intention to harm the excommunicated person
becomes the mainspring of the excommunication measure that it should be possible to limit it.
Otherwise, this would defeat the purpose of excommunication measures, a consequence which would
not be consistent with freedom of religion.
Consequently, rather than attempt to create an overarching theory of the objective of an
excommunication decree, in my view it would be better simply to take this objective into account along
with the different factual elements that can be marshalled when assessing whether it is well founded.
E. The need for a circumstantial approach: analysis of the factual elements to be taken into
account
What clearly characterizes the analysis of the existing jurisprudence in the area of excommunication is
its disparate nature. However, upon closer inspection it appears that many conflicting decisions have
been guided by the same considerations and the same principles. Very often, it is the differences in
terms of the actual facts of the case that have given rise to conflicting decisions. Although this study
has focused on excommunication in a comprehensive and unitary manner, it goes without saying that,
depending on the group that practices excommunication, this notion covers a multitude of different
characteristics of social and religious practice. Therefore, rather than attempt to put these different
practices into one single category in order to extract an all-inclusive theory, in my view it is better to
identify a number of relevant factual elements that might allow the judge to take an enlightened
decision according to the circumstances of the case. Rather than aim to draw exhaustive conclusions, I
therefore decided - on the basis of the existing doctrine and jurisprudence - to draw up a list of the
factual elements which are most relevant to a legal analysis of cases of excommunication.
The motive behind the measure
As we have stated above, the objective of excommunication is one of the essential elements that allows
us to assess its merits from the point of view of freedom of religion. We must therefore examine the
following questions in practice: Was the excommunication decreed with malevolent intent to harm the
excommunicated person or was it for purely religious purposes? Was the measure deliberately taken
with the intention of having the excommunicated person suffer exponential effects, or are the
consequences that he suffers as a result of this measure an inevitable corollary? Are the effects of the
82
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measure which are perceived by the excommunicated person as harmful and severe meaningless in
terms of the fundamental freedoms of the excommunicating movement and of its followers, or are they
useful in terms of respect for the latter’s rights?
The complainant’s social “readaptation” potential or the extent of the damage incurred
Although this can sometimes be difficult (insofar as religious groups should not be held responsible for
the inadaptability of their (former) followers who, it should be remembered, have willingly made their
religious choices), some have stated that the excommunicated person’s degree of vulnerability or his
capacity for social “reassertion” are factors that the judge must take into account in order to assess the
validity of the excommunication measure. In this regard, NICHOLAS MERKIN holds the view that the
excommunicated person’s personal capacity to change his profession or to become socially reintegrated
is bound to alleviate the harm suffered by the latter86. In the same vein, it has been emphasized that it is
essential to take into account the age of the person concerned by the excommunication measure 87, in
other words whether it involves an adult or a child.88
The minority or majority status of the excommunicating group in relation to the entire population
There is another concept that is in my view more appropriate which is directly linked to this notion of
ease of social reintegration: the size of the group in relation to the population in question. Clearly, the
more a society is multicultural, the easier it will be for the excommunicated person to find his place
once again within a new social group89. Conversely, if the vast majority of the members of the society
in which the excommunicated person is living are members of the excommunicating group, he may
find it more difficult to achieve social reintegration. The excommunication will therefore have very
different consequences depending on whether the religion that decrees the excommunication enjoys or
does not enjoy majority status90. In addition, it must be stressed that excommunication is likely to be
more damaging within marginal religious groups that are totally self-sufficient in relation to society91
92
.
The informed decision of the excommunicated person
Another important element is the need to examine the extent to which the excommunicated person has
agreed in advance, by virtue of his religious choice, to submit to an excommunication decree. Was he a
member of the group by a personal decision or merely by virtue of his birth? Was he aware of the
consequences of excommunication?93
The pivotal and durable religious nature of the measure
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It has also been asserted that more importance must be given to a group that has for some considerable
time94 regarded excommunication as a pivotal element of its faith. Although this element does offer
some advantage insofar as it takes into account any opportunistic doctrinal changes, it must be
remembered that, firstly, doctrinal changes remain the prerogative of every religious community,
secondly, that, when taken to extremes, this element would become a corporatist privilege of
“historical” religions and, lastly, that it is injudicious to allow State courts to decide what is and is not
religious.
Important economic or family measures involved in excommunication
The fact that excommunication has serious consequences for the excommunicated person’s family or
economic life and that these consequences have no legitimate utility from the point of view of respect
for the fundamental rights of the excommunicating group and of its followers is one of the elements
that can be used to assess the legality and fairness of an excommunication measure95.
Conclusion
In the final analysis, none of these elements can on its own form the basis for an analysis of the fairness
of an excommunication measure. Such an analysis will be possible only by combining these different
elements to form a body of evidence.
3. A Belgian approach: the judgment of the Court of Cassation of 18 December 2008 and the
notion of discrimination
In this case96, the appellant had been excluded in 2002 by the ASBL “Congrégation chrétienne des
témoins de Jéhovah d’Esneux”. He complained of the collateral consequences of this
excommunication: firstly, the resulting rejection by his former fellow believers and, secondly, the
minimal contact with the members of his family who remained Jehovah’s Witnesses. Claiming that the
religious teaching of the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses - at national level - was the
source of this rejection and that this violated the law of 25 February 2003 on the fight against
discrimination97, he requested that the court issue an injunction under penalty of a fine.
When the first judge ruled that there was no discrimination within the meaning of the law as all the
persons who are excluded by the community of Jehovah’s Witnesses are in the same situation and that
the excommunicated person was in fact not complaining about his excommunication but about its
consequences, this person took his case to the Court of Appeal of Liège.
On appeal, the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses asserted that the law of 25 February
2003 on the fight against discrimination did not apply to the case in view of its religious freedom to
freely organize the internal functioning of its religious community. After deciding - in a questionable
manner - that an excommunication measure “does not constitute a religious belief or a method of
expression [of a religious belief]” but simply an “organizational measure”, the Court of Appeal of
J. K. MILLER, op. cit., 137 Univ. Pennsylvania L.R., 1988, p. 295-296. The author considers that, conversely, “religious
groups would be free to adopt ad hoc penalties without regard to the circumstances of each case and invoke at a later stage
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Liège agreed to examine this case from the point of view of said law of 25 February 2003 on the fight
against discrimination. The Court of Appeal of Liège thus decided that “there is a risk in abstracto that
the instructions given [by the respondent may], in abstracto, create discrimination”98 but that the
applicant had failed to demonstrate in concreto the absence of the objective and reasonable nature of
the difference in treatment of which he was clearly the object. To this end, the Court of Appeal appears
to have taken into account certain elements that had also been taken into account by American doctrine.
In particular, it took into consideration the fact that the application of the excommunication measure
was first and foremost a matter of the freedom of religion of the followers of the religion and thus
carried out an examination of the proportionality of the different freedoms involved. It also seems to
have taken into account the fact that the excommunicated person had in advance agreed with
excommunication, as it stated that the latter, “who is now complaining of the consequences of his
exclusion, forgets a little too easily that for 15 years he applied the same instructions without thinking
twice about it”. It then considered the extent of the collateral consequences of the excommunication,
emphasizing that “the documents submitted to the Court suggest that the duty of assistance and
education vis-a-vis the other members of the family must be maintained”, even in the case of
excommunication. Furthermore, it evidently took into account the objective of the excommunication,
since it regarded as a relevant reason the fact that “the respondent bases its justification for its
instructions on the need to bring the adherent to a realization of the error of his ways”. On this basis,
the Court of Appeal of Liège dismissed the appeal of the excommunicated person by a judgment of 6
February 2006, which prompted the latter to lodge a petition in cassation.
As the excommunicated person had brought his claim before the Court of Cassation mainly on the basis
of the law of 25 February 2003, the Court of Cassation did not analyze the issue of the
excommunication99. Instead, it confined itself to stating that the Court of Appeal of Liège had
misinterpreted article 19, paragraph 3, which states that:
“When the victim of discrimination or one of the groups referred to in Article 31 produces before the
competent court facts such as statistical data or field trials that lead to the supposition of direct or
indirect discrimination, the burden of proof that no discrimination has been committed shall fall on the
defendant”.
The Court of Cassation specified in this regard that “it is clear from the wording of this provision that
the aforementioned victim and group must only establish facts that lead to the supposition of the
existence of discrimination and that it is for the respondent, when such a supposition exists, to prove
that there is no discrimination. By ruling that “the plaintiff must prove that he has personally been
discriminated against" and that the direct discrimination about which the appellant is complaining “is
based on a justification that is objective and reasonable if [the latter] fails to demonstrate that this is not
true”, the ruling violates the aforementioned article 19, paragraph 3”. Therefore, the debate on the issue

To reach this conclusion, the Court of Appeal of Liège began by considering that “there is a risk that freedom of worship
itself will no longer be respected insofar as, if the pressure is too strong, an adherent who wishes to leave the community is
morally prevented from doing so because he is obliged to choose between two morally harmful situations: either to continue
to adhere to principles in which he no longer believes and continue with his private, family and social life, or to leave the
community and be shunned by his family and his acquaintances”. In my view, in this regard although such considerations
can - in certain specific factual circumstances (see supra in this connection) - undermine or even violate the freedom to
change religion, they are not criteria constituting discrimination, since discrimination is a difference in treatment - based on
one of the criteria protected by the law - which lacks objective and reasonable justification.
99
It should be noted that the appeal also involved a complaint concerning the judgment of the Court of Appeal of Liège that,
“because of [a case of] discrimination that, in particular, undermines [his] family life, it violates articles 8 and 14 of the
European Convention on the Safeguard of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms”. Therefore, it would have been
possible for the Court of Cassation to address the notion of excommunication in its judgment, which it did not do.
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of the excommunication focused, in this case, on the notion of discrimination100.
A. The notion of discrimination
First and foremost, it is essential to remember what is meant by discrimination. According to article 2,
paragraph 1, of the law of 25 February 2003:
“Direct discrimination occurs if a difference in treatment that is not objectively or reasonably justified
is directly based on sex, a so-called race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin, sexual orientation,
marital status, birth, fortune, age, religion or belief, current and future state of health, a disability or
physical characteristic”.
Two elements must therefore be present for there to be discrimination: firstly, a difference in treatment
based on a protected criterion and, secondly, a lack of objective and reasonable justification.
B. The issue of the reversal of the burden of proof
The reversal of the burden of proof occurs when there are factual elements that suggest discrimination.
In order to be able to claim the existence of discrimination (whether it be direct or indirect), the two
elements that constitute discrimination must first be established, even if only in an embryonic and
sufficiently convincing manner101. If this is the case, the burden of proof will be reversed and it will be
up to the defendant to prove either the absence of a difference in treatment or the existence of objective
and reasonable justification to avert the possibility of being found guilty of discrimination102.
For information purposes, it must be said that the Court of Appeal of Liège stipulated that “the alleged discrimination
[was] not direct (…)”. In effect, according to the Court, “the discrimination about which the appellant [complained] [was]
not the direct result of his exclusion (…) but of the instructions connected with said exclusion”. Since this case involved as
protagonists a religious congregation that issues excommunication decrees and an excommunicated person, it is difficult to
imagine how direct discrimination could be possible. Therefore, the debate should rather have focused on the notion of the
“instruction to discriminate”. However, this would mean that the perpetrators of direct discrimination would be the
followers of the excommunicating movement themselves (just as, in a case of discrimination concerning housing, the lessor
will be regarded as the person who issued the instruction to discriminate and the estate agent as the perpetrator of direct
discrimination)! Moreover, this is what the Court of Appeal of Liège appears to have decided when it stated that "the harm
that [the excommunicated person] [complained] about [did] not result directly from the instructions given by the respondent
(…), but from the application of these instructions by the adherents (…)” (Liège, 6 February 2006, this review, 2006, p.
664). In such a hypothesis, in my view the use of the anti-discrimination law would be compromised to the extent that it is
not intended to apply to strictly private matters (this exclusion has in fact been reiterated on many occasions in
parliamentary documents: see the references cited by: S. VAN DROOGHENBROECK, “La loi du 25 février 2003 tendant à
lutter contre la discrimination: les défis d’une ‘horizontalisation’ des droits de l’homme”, A.P.T., 2003, p. 228, note 171).
However, in my view a worshipper’s choice of friends on the basis of religious criteria can be included among such strictly
private matters. Nonetheless, the appeal judgment did not address this issue.
101
Conversely, if a very shortsighted person complained that he had been turned down for a job as a fighter pilot, the
potential employer would find himself facing a reversal of the burden of proof solely on the basis of a presumed difference
in treatment (which is present in such a case). It is obvious that the presumption must also apply to the absence of objective
and reasonable grounds, otherwise the reversal of the burden of proof would be absurd. The situation would be different if a
person were refused a job solely on the basis of his race. In such a case, if this person can invoke - even in an embryonic
form and in a sufficiently convincing manner - the difference in treatment and the absence of objective and reasonable
grounds, there would be a reversal of the burden of proof under the terms of article 19, paragraph 3.
102
By way of indication, it should be noted that article 7 of the law of 10 May 2007 aimed at combating certain forms of
discrimination - a law which replaces the provision contested before the Court of Cassation - provides that: “any direct
distinction based on one of the protected criteria constitutes direct discrimination, with the exception of the case when a
direct distinction is based on an objective and reasonable justification to answer a legitimate goal and the means to reach
that goal are appropriate and necessary”. It appears that these notions of “legitimate goal” and “appropriate and necessary
measures” are helpful in elucidating the old criteria relating to the “objective and reasonable justification”. We can therefore
see quite explicitly in the Belgian law the notions of legitimate goal and improper means or otherwise, notions which have
also been discussed by the American doctrine on excommunication (see supra).
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Nonetheless, as this reversal of the burden of proof is a derogation from the principles that apply in the
area of evidence, the situation calls for a restrictive interpretation. Article 19, paragraph 3, it should be
remembered, requires that “the victim of discrimination (…) [produce] before the competent court facts
(…) that lead to the supposition of (…) discrimination”. Simple allegations are therefore not enough.
As stated by the Council of State in its Opinion No. 32.967/2 on the bill on the fight against
discrimination: “The reversal of the burden of proof consequently results in the defendant having to
prove a negative, namely the absence of discrimination. [However], proving an absence of
discrimination may be particularly difficult”. It is precisely for this reason that “proof of a “negative” is
only required precisely because these facts have been proven”103. In this regard, a certain balance must
therefore be struck since, as pointed out by the Council of State, “it is important that the presumptions
that (...) authorize [this reversal of the burden of proof] need not be serious, precise and corroborating,
which would be tantamount to restoring the general rule, but, at least, they must be sufficiently relevant
and solid”.104
C. The specificities of the religious issue in the light of the law on the fight against discrimination
As stressed by the Council of State, this reversal of the burden of proof “will sometimes be tantamount
to demanding that [the defendant] prove that his intentions are pure” 105. However, within the
framework of the legal analysis of an excommunication, it may be difficult to demand that such
evidence be furnished. As stated above, care must be taken to avoid “impugning motives” or even to
avert the possibility of violation of the State’s obligation of religious neutrality. In addition, the
examination of the parliamentary work that preceded the adoption of said law of 25 February 2003 is
also revealing. For one thing, article 2, paragraph 2, of the proposed legislation initially submitted by
PHILIPPE MAHOUX stipulated that: “the present law does not apply to the internal organization of the
religious communities or philosophical organizations recognized by the King”106. Following many
discussions, this part was dropped from the final text. To do this, “the [competent] minister [drew]
attention to article 3 which provides that the law shall be without prejudice to the protection and
exercise of fundamental rights” considering that “it is therefore impossible to call into question,
through this law, the freedom of worship”107. In other words, this article 3 of said law of 25 February
2003 which stated that “this act shall not prejudice the protection and the exercise of fundamental rights
and liberties guaranteed by the Constitution and international conventions on human rights” should be
interpreted in such a way that neither the rules of internal organization of religions - including those
relating to the excommunication of their members - nor the other fundamental freedoms in question
O. DE SCHUTTER, “Les techniques particulières de preuve dans le cadre de la lutte contre la discrimination”, in: X.,
Prouver la discrimination. La mise en oeuvre de la législation de l’UE sur l’antidiscrimination: le rôle des organismes
spécialisés. Report of the first meeting of experts, 14-15 January 2003, organized by the Center for Equal Opportunities and
Fight against Racism, Migration Policy Group, Brussels, 2003, p. 9.
104
Bill aimed at combating discrimination and amending the law of 15 February 1993 creating a center for equal
opportunities and fight against racism, Opinion of the Council of State No 32.967/2, Doc. parl., Ch. repr., ordinary session
2001-2002, no. 1578/002, p. 8 and 9. This was also the purport of the Court of Cassation when it stated in a judgment of 27
February 1958, that: “(...) while the judge can legally consider that negative proof does not have to be furnished with the
same rigour as is the case for an affirmative fact, he cannot release the plaintiff from the obligation to furnish this proof and
impose on the opposing party the obligation to prove the positive” (Cass., 27 February 1958, R.C.J.B., 1959, p. 42).
105
Bill aimed at combating discrimination and amending the law of 15 February 1993 creating a center for equal
opportunities and fight against racism, Opinion of the Council of State No. 32.967/2, Doc. parl., Ch. repr., ordinary session
2001-2002, no. 1578/002, p. 9.
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Proposed legislation aimed at combating discrimination and amending the law of 15 February 1993 creating a center for
equal opportunities and fight against racism submitted by PHILIPPE MAHOUX et al., Doc. parl., Senate, extraordinary
session, 1999, No. 2-12/1, p. 8.
107
Bill aimed at combating discrimination and amending the law of 15 February 1993 creating a center for equal
opportunities and fight against racism, report on behalf of the justice commission by JOSEPH ARENS and KARINE LALIEUX,
Doc. parl., Ch. repr., ordinary session 2001-2002, no 1578/008, p. 50.
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should be substantially undermined.
D. The difficulties inherent to the case
In this particular case, the reasons given by the Court of Appeal of Liège do not establish a clear link
with the final decision. The court concluded that there was no discrimination, whereas certain
formulations of its reasoning cast doubt on the court’s position on the possible existence of a
presumption of discrimination. This is no doubt the reason why the Court of Cassation focused its
judgment on the existence of a possible presumption of discrimination entailing the reversal of the
burden of proof. This state of affairs will not satisfy the reader, since it does not give any idea of how
the Court of Cassation views the notion of excommunication. Nonetheless, the Court of Appeal of
Liège analyzed the question of the objective and reasonable nature of the excommunication in casu.
The Court of Cassation could therefore have considered that article 19, paragraph 3, had not been
violated, since the Court of Appeal had concluded that, in practice, the objective and reasonable nature
of the difference in treatment was present in the light of the elements mentioned above. While the
Court of Appeal of Liège ruled on the merits of this case as the chamber of last resort by deciding that,
in practice, the difference in treatment was objectively and reasonably justified, a presumption of
discrimination could not be envisaged that might warrant a reversal of the burden of proof, given that
the constituent elements were not present. It will nevertheless be up to the Court of Appeal to analyze,
in essence, whether the facts denote a presumption of difference in treatment which is not objectively
and reasonably justified and constitutes punishable discrimination. If it decided that, in practice, such a
presumption were present, it might then reverse the burden of proof pursuant to article 19, paragraph 3.
Nevertheless, one thing that can be said about the Court of Appeal of Liège is that it struck a balance
between the interests involved, which is another element that is in my opinion essential.
4. Balancing the different freedoms involved
The whole problem involved in the legal assessment of cases of excommunication resides in the need
to decide between the many interests involved. While in normal circumstances cases relating to
freedom of religion involve the interest of the State and the religious freedom of one or more
individuals, contested cases of excommunication involve a confrontation between the interest of the
State and the antagonistic freedoms of at least three different types of stakeholders: firstly, the
excommunicated person and his claims to the freedom to change religion and to the right to privacy;
secondly, the excommunicating movement, which demands respect for its freedom of (collective)
religion and of association; and, thirdly, the individuals who make up this movement, who also demand
their right to (individual) freedom of religion, and, moreover, the right to privacy108.
It is essential to take each of these interests into account. Too often, it appears that the freedom of
religion of the individuals who make up the excommunicating movement is neglected in favour of the
conflict between the religious movement and the former follower. However, this does not appear to
have been the case in the Court of Appeal of Liège which, in its judgment of 6 February 2006, stated
that “these persons could also claim their right to freedom of religion and the need to follow the
instructions given to them [by their religious group] in order to live in harmony with their faith”109.
This notion is paramount if we are to have a complete proportionality analysis. As has been stated,
“cases involving shunning almost systematically involve disputes in good faith concerning religious
doctrines [since] it is the difference of opinion as regards religious issues that forced the ex-member to
leave the Church or the Church to excommunicate him”.110 However, the courts of a secular State could
See in this connection: R. TORFS, op. cit., R.T.D.H., 1995, p. 268-270, who invoked, in this regard, the need “to weigh up
the fundamental rights involved”.
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Liège, 6 February 2006, this review, 2006, p. 664.
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J. K. MILLER, op. cit., 137 Univ. Pennsylvania L.R., 1988, p. 293 (free translation).
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not legitimately decide, whether directly or indirectly, between one or other of these views111.
Therefore, these courts should make an analysis of proportionality between the competing freedoms on
a case-by-case basis according to purely factual criteria (as defined above).
Without going as far as to seek to establish a rigid and definitive examination of proportionality
between these different freedoms, in my view it is useful to consider the opinions expressed by certain
authors as regards the way in which this kind of proportionality examination might be carried out.
It has been said in some quarters that individual freedom of religion and collective freedom of religion
are equally important112, but others have stated that “the rights of the group must never suppress
personal rights”113. Now, if a balance is struck between antagonistic freedoms, the choice between
these freedoms will necessarily restrict the freedoms of one of the two protagonists. If we posit the
postulate that a limitation of one’s freedom would be as damaging to one party as to each member of
the other party114, in my view the number of persons whose freedom is restricted is an element which
may not be decisive but must be taken into consideration in any proportionality examination. FRANÇOIS
RIGAUX stated that “the internal discipline of religious denominations [is] protected under article 9 of
the [European] Convention which (...) prohibits in principle any interference by the State in the internal
functioning of religious denominations”. According to the author, while it is limited by paragraph 2 of
said article 9, this principle of autonomy of religious denominations “results in the suppression of other
freedoms guaranteed by the European Convention”115. In another publication116, however, the same
author stated, in relation to American law, that the constitutional protections of family ties are likely to
constitute an obstacle117 to the religious clauses of the First Amendment in matters concerning
excommunication. It can therefore be seen that it is not easy to strike this balance. As is known,
decisions relating to an excommunication measure will inevitably lead to a situation where one or other
of the competing freedoms will take precedence. If we are to make a proper examination of
proportionality, each of the possible repercussions on the envisaged freedoms must therefore be taken
into account prospectively. In my view and as stated above, within the framework of an
K. MARTENS, “Het Hof van Cassatie en de interpretatie van artikel 21 G.W.: de verhouding tussen Kerk en Staat dan
toch niet op nieuwe wegen”, C.D.P.K., 2000, note under Cass., 3 June 1999; H. VUYE, “Hoe gescheiden zijn Kerk en Staat?
Interpretatiemogelijkheden omtrent art. 21 van de Grondwet”, Rec., 1995, p. 50, note under Cass, 20 October 1994.
112
J. K. MILLER, op. cit., 137 Univ. Pennsylvania L.R., 1988, p. 273, 282 and 302 (free translation).
113
J.-F. RENUCCI, Traité de droit européen des droits de l’homme, Paris, L.G.D.J., 2007, p. 195.
114
In my view, secularism must in most cases impose this kind of postulate, since it prohibits placing one philosophical
belief above another.
115
FRANÇOIS RIGAUX, “Le respect des droits fondamentaux par les institutions non étatiques”, R.C.J.B., 1996, p. 127-128,
note under Cass., 20 October 1994.
116
F. RIGAUX, La protection de la vie privée et des autres biens de la personnalité, Brussels, Bruylant, 1990, p. 89, No. 56
and p. 540, No. 480.
117
It must be pointed out that, with regard to the positive law that applies to ecclesiastical decisions of a disciplinary nature,
the Belgian Court of Cassation has specified that, in order to respect the autonomy of religious movements guaranteed by
article 21 of the Constitution, the State cannot review said decisions in view of the law of the European Convention (Cass.,
20 October 1994, R.W., 1994-1995, p. 1082; R.C.J.B., 1996, p. 119; Cass. (joined chambers), 3 June 1999, C.P.D.K., 2000,
and note of K. MARTENS, “Het Hof van Cassatie en de interpretatie van artikel 21 G.W.: de verhouding tussen Kerk en Staat
dan toch niet op nieuwe wegen?”, p. 217. See also: H. VUYE, “Nogmaals: hoe gescheiden zijn Kerk en Staat? Over de
bevoegdheid van de rechter bij beslissingen tot benoeming of afzetting van benienaren van de eredienst in het licht van
artikel 21 Grondwet”, Rec., 2000, p. 110). However, in my view this jurisprudence is inaccurate, because the European
Convention takes precedence over the Constitution (see: Cass. (2nd ch.), 16 November 2004 (two judgements) and the note
of J. VANMEERBEECK and M. MAHIEU, “Traité international et Constitution nationale”, R.C.J.B., 2007, p. 36 et seq.). In my
opinion, an ecclesiastical decision of a disciplinary nature could therefore be challenged if it were in contravention of the
European Convention on Human Rights. Nevertheless, it must be stressed that the European Convention itself, through
articles 9 and 11, could prevent such an ecclesiastical decision from being challenged (see in this connection: E. TAWIL, “Le
droit interne des religions dans la jurisprudence du Conseil d’Etat”, in: X., Conseil d’Etat. Rapport public 2004.
Jurisprudence et avis de 2003. Un siècle de laïcité, Etudes & Documents, No. 55, La documentation française, p. 461). This
will necessarily result in a balancing of the antagonistic freedoms.
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excommunication giving precedence to the claim of the excommunicated person would restrict the
freedom of all the parties involved: not only the freedom of the excommunicating religious movement
and of the followers who make up the movement, but also the freedom of the excommunicated
individual, since this would be tantamount to retroactively disregarding his religious commitment to a
group that practices excommunication. Conversely, a solution that respects the religious freedom to
excommunicate will also respect the excommunicated person’s freedom to change his religion.
In my view, nonetheless, excommunication can have deliterious and perverse effects on an individual’s
well-being. However, if the society has not developed a certain tolerance for such consequences,
freedom of religion would become very quickly void of any real meaning. If the choice must be made through a form of proportionality test - between leaving things as they are and limiting the religious
freedom to excommunicate in order to prevent effects which are inevitable - but limited - for the
individual, in my view it is in the public interest to uphold freedom of worship. To sum up, the above
deplorable consequences - which, after all, are never merely the result of an individual’s use of his
freedom - must be regarded as the price to pay for a free society.
5. Conclusion
As in any issue that involves contrasting fundamental freedoms, a balance must be struck between the
different freedoms involved. However, there are two problems that are specific to cases of
excommunication.
Firstly, while problems relating to freedom of religion often involve determining to what extent the
interest of the State can be reconciled with the freedom of religion of a group or of an individual,
contested cases of excommunication involve a confrontation between the interest of the State and two
opposing views of religion and freedom of religion. As a secular State cannot legitimately decide
definitively between two opposing religious views, it appears to me, first and foremost, that the State
must be particularly prudent when it comes to this type of issue by steering clear of stating its own
preference118 and, secondly, that the State should adopt a position on such issues119 on a case-by-case
basis. To do this, in my view the most reasonable solution is an analysis by the courts of a body of
evidence that provides a means of determining whether an excommunication was - in casu - fair from
the point of view of the fundamental freedoms of the excommunicated person. Conversely, an analysis
of proportionality between the competing freedoms must be carried out.
Secondly, it must be borne in mind that in addition to the different freedoms enjoyed by religious
movements within the framework of their internal disciplinary measures and the freedoms that
excommunicated persons must also enjoy, individual religious freedom, the freedom of non-association
and the right to privacy of the persons who decide to apply excommunication measures must be
safeguarded. One particularly obvious element is that every case of excommunication that has led to
court action has systematically involved as protagonists only the excommunicating movement and the
excommunicated person. Is this because it seems quite unimaginable to take action against a former
fellow worshipper for the personal philosophical decision that he has taken to avoid a person who has
been excommunicated on the basis of religious criteria? It would in effect be difficult to imagine a

As requested by PAUL MARTENS but in connection with human rights at school: “Can an organized society be completely
circumscribed by law? Are there no areas, be they large or small, that ought to be beyond the reach of legal rationality
(…)?” (P. MARTENS, “Les droits de l’homme: à l’école aussi?”, A.P.T., 1989, p. 225 et seq.). In my view, all this is
primarily a question of balance (see in this connection: L.-L. CHRISTIANS, “Conflit ecclésiastique: entre la Constitution et la
Convention européenne des droits de l’homme”, this review, 1993, p. 251, comment under Mons, 7 January 1993).
119
Moreover, this kind of case by case examination will be consistent with the approach that has always been favored by
Strasbourg.
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situation where the State intervenes in the strictly personal choice of one’s friends120... For my part, I
fail to see on what basis the situation should be different when it comes to the doctrinal counsel given
by a religious community - with the free consent of its members - relating to such a decision.
Therefore, there is a very real danger that an analysis of such a complex notion as excommunication
solely on the basis of the notion of discrimination, without a comprehensive examination of the issue
and a balancing of all the freedoms involved, would prove to be prejudicial to some of these freedoms.
YANNICK THIELS
Lawyer at the Brussels Bar
Assistant at the Free University of Brussels
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It is interesting to note that these statements were made in connection with the law of 25 February 2003 on the fight
against discrimination (J. VELAERS, “De Antidiscriminatiewet en de botsing van grondrechten”, in X., Vrijheid en
Gelijkheid. De horizontale werking van het gelijkheidsbeginsel en de nieuwe antidiscriminatiewet, Antwerp, Maklu, 2003,
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Link states that disfellowshipping serves as punishment for those who participate in the
democratic process of molding the direction of one’s will, who are in touch with other religious
organizations or do “secular” work for these, who take in blood and violate other regulations.
According to testimonies from those concerned and from outsiders, pressure to conformity and
a surveillance system carried out by the overseers and elders mark a situation which seems to
substantiate the “accusation of totalitarianism.” The sociologists Stark and lannaccone, in
contrast, find that “disfellowshipping” is relatively rare since Jehovah’s Witnesses who fail to
comply with the requirements leave the community of their own accord. 240 Apologetic
literature thus turns a procedure that is of little importance in religious practice into a key
argument to prove totalitarian structures.
Again Link leaves unmentioned that persons who leave the official church and who have
been working in a “church-inclined institution” (kindergarten, hospital, old-age home, and
others maintained by the church) also have to expect a special form of “disfellowshipping,”
that is being dismissed. In regions where the church is the dominant employer in that field of
the market without municipal or free alternatives, such a dismissal could in effect be
tantamount to a professional debarment. So for example, an educator at a Protestant
kindergarten in AlbstadtEbingen, Wurttemberg, was dismissed without notice shortly after
Christmas 1995, because she had joined the Baptist Community —that is a Free Church!— in
the neighboring town of Balingen.241 In such cases Link sees fit to practice
“disfellowshipping” in the form of dismissing a person. 242
The measure of “disfellowshipping” can frequently be found in our society and in other
contexts it is almost taken as the normal thing. Companies, for example, are allowed to dismiss
(“disfellowship”) employees who violate their duty of loyalty. It is generally recognized that
parties, which must be organized according to constitutional democratic principles, have the
right to exclude members with a divergent ideological conviction. They are also permitted to
pass so-called “decisions of incompatibility,” thus excluding persons from becoming members
of the party, although this means that it is impossible for the ones concerned to participate in
democratic procedures. Furthermore, each citizen understands that he cannot propagate the
CDU if he wants to be a member of the SPD. Everybody naturally accepts that this will have
consequences for him if he is a member of the SPD.
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Nobody would get the idea that improper pressure was exercised. In these cases and in the case
of dismissal from a company, the measures taken are connected with considerable disruptions,
changes, and strains on the social environment and often even on the professional career of the
one concerned. Such occurrences are accepted because our society assumes that every
individual acts on his own responsibility and, therefore, has to bear the consequences of his
actions.
It is also recognized and accepted that larger churches have the possibility to take disciplinary
measures, extending as far as excommunication. The conditions for pronouncing an
excommunication are stated in paragraph 28 and 29 of the regulations for an examination of
preachers, submitted to the officials by Cardinal Ratzinger in 1997. If a theologian persists in
his error, that is if he does not renounce it “in a satisfying manner and in appropriate public
form,” the religious officials could, as for example in the case of heresy or apostasy,
automatically conclude the excommunication. “It is not permitted to lodge a complaint against
this declaration.” 243 Jehovah’s Witnesses, at least, conduct their “proceedings for
disfellowshipping” with a judicial hearing.

The prohibition of military and alternative military service was relaxed in 1996 as regards
civilian service, indicating a certain ongoing process of adaptation on the part of the State 244
as well as on the part of Jehovah’s Witnesses. 245 According to this, it is up to each Jehovah’s
Witness to make his personal decision based on an informed conscience regarding the matter
of alternative civil service. A similar doctrinal revision, not yet mentioned by Link, was made
in 1 997 246 with regard to “non-political” elections. This now allows Jehovah’s Witnesses to
participate in elections of work committees, class leaders, or parents’ associations and to
exercise their right to stand for election. As members in various associations, they shoulder
communal responsibility also in these fields.
Both, Link and Andreas Fincke, the commissioner of the Evanglische Zentralstellefilr
Weltanschauungsfragen (EZW), see a connection between the doctrinal revisions “and the
procedure for recognition at the Federal Administrative Court,”247 although Link in another
context stated specifically that throughout the history of Jehovah’s Witnesses repeated basic
doctrinal revisions were made. Fincke even writes that the process of doctrinal revisions shows
that the WTS “uses every concession to get to the fleshpot of corporation status.”248 The
magazine for religious science, SPIRITA, sees in such decisions the work of
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2. Estrangement and Isolation in Society
Synopsis: Estrangement and Isolation in Society – An Introduction
“Estrangement”—broadly defined as ‘cutting off all communication with one or more relatives’—is a
common phenomenon in society and occurs for various reasons, both religious and non-religious. A number
of sociological and psychological studies explore this issue. Here are some highlights of a selection of them.
The report “Adult children’s estrangement from parents in Germany” (Journal of Marriage and Family,
2021) shows that in Germany “more than 1 in 10 mothers aged 65–75 reported being estranged from at least
1 of their children.” Scharp and Hall argue that family distancing is not inherently negative but “can also be
a healthy solution to an unhealthy environment,” decreasing conflict or increasing safety in violent or abusive
situations.
The BBC article “Family estrangement: Why adults are cutting off their parents” (BBC Family Trees
Series, 2021) mentions a survey conducted by Karl Andrew Pillemer (professor of human development at
Cornell University, US) showing that “more than one in four Americans reported being estranged from
another relative.” Similar research in Britain suggests “the phenomenon affects one in five families in the
UK.” Value-based disagreements were mentioned by more than one in three mothers of estranged children.
Among these disagreements, many result from “issues such as same sex-preference, religious differences or
adopting alternative lifestyles.” Many people report having fallen out due to value-based disagreements
connected to the pandemic, “from older parents refusing to get vaccinated to rows over conspiracy theories
about the source of the virus,” or to political issues: “A recent UK study found that one in 10 people had fallen
out with a relative over Brexit.” According to the researchers, it is “becoming more socially acceptable” to
cut ties with family members. An interviewee commented: “The whole ‘blood is thicker than water’ … I mean,
that’s great if you have a cool family, but if you’re saddled with toxic people, it’s just not doable.”
In her 2021 article “What is family estrangement? A relationship expert describes the problem and
research agenda,” Kristina Scharp (Assistant professor, Department of Communication, University of
Washington) comments on the dimensions of the phenomenon: “Research suggests that at least 27% of adults
experience family estrangement that either they or another family member initiates. This means that almost
70 million people in the United States report being estranged from a family member.” Dr. Scharp notes that
“estrangement is voluntary.” Among its reasons, the researcher lists “a perceived negative relationship.”
“Often, estrangement can be a productive way for people to eliminate a toxic relationship. Just because people
are biologically related does not guarantee a loving and supportive relationship. Sometimes, gaining distance
is necessary for a person’s emotional and/or physical safety.”
A 2020 study conducted by the University of Cambridge Centre for Family Research (“Family
Estrangement and the COVID-19 Crisis”), although focusing on the COVID-19 crisis, provides also some
general information of the phenomenon: “The reasons behind estrangement in the community are varied,
some are surviving abuse and neglect, others have been distanced for coming out as LGBT+ or for rejecting
cultural, religious and political values.”
The 2020 article “Social sanctions – overview, meaning, examples, types and importance” (Social Capital
Research, 2020) observes that social norms, “which tend to be defined or influenced by law, religion, culture,
and numerous other factors” are “extremely important for the effective functioning of society and social
groups. Society could not exist without social norms and the social sanctions that enforce them. Social norms
regulate and regularize group members’ behaviour and social sanctions are an important part of social control
processes.”
According to the 2017 New York Times “Debunking Myths About Estrangement,” new research challenges
the deeply held notion that family relationships cannot be dissolved and suggests that estrangement is not all
that uncommon and the reasons may be complex.
The article “Parents and Children Who Are Estranged in Adulthood: A Review and Discussion of the
Literature” (Journal of Family Theory & Review, 2017) lists many reasons for estrangement such us “sexual,
physical, and/or psychological abuse and/or neglect (Agllias, 2015, 2016a; Conti, 2015; Scharp & McLaren,
2017; Scharp et al., 2015); poor parenting and betrayal (Agllias, 2016a); traumas surrounding infertility,
miscarriages, and stillbirths (Agllias, 2015); parental incarceration (Padgett, Smith, Henwood, & Tiderington,
Back to Top

2012); drug abuse (Conti, 2015; Davis-Berman, 2011), disagreements, romantic relationships, politics,
homophobia, and issues relating to money, inheritance, or business (Conti, 2015).” The study observes that
some children, besides avoiding their parents, also “ask those in the network not to talk to the estranged parent.”
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Abstract
Objective: To analyze the prevalence and predictors of
children’s estrangement from noncoresident biological
mothers and fathers during young and middle adulthood.
Background: Intergenerational relationships exhibit considerable heterogeneity and need not always be close or
intact. However, despite its potentially far-reaching impact
on the entire family system, only very few quantitative
studies have been conducted yet investigating adult
parent–child estrangement.
Method: This study draws on ten waves of longitudinal
survey data from the German Family Panel (pairfam;
n = 10,228). We estimate two-level random-intercept
logit panel regressions of parent–child estrangement,
defined as noncontact or emotional distance.
Results: Substantially, more children experienced periods
of estrangement from fathers (20%; corresponding to 12%
of person-years of observation) than from mothers (9%;
corresponding to 5% of person-years of observation). We
observed a longitudinal pattern reflecting “modest”
dynamics, that is, neither continuously estranged relationships nor multiple transitions into and out of estrangement
were the rule. Disruptive family events and, particularly,
children’s estrangement from “other” (biological or nonbiological) parental figures turned out to be the most
important predictors of being estranged from the “focal”
biological parent, especially from fathers. Children
expressing stronger familistic attitudes were less likely to
experience estrangement.
Conclusions: Estrangement is a quantitatively relevant phenomenon in adult parent–child relations, where relationships
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with fathers are particularly vulnerable. Crossovers between
children’s relationships with various parental figures indicate
that estrangement is a family matter that is best addressed by
taking a family systems perspective. Estrangement deserves
further attention by both researchers and practitioners in
family counseling and therapy.
KEYWORDS
adult parent–child relations, estrangement, longitudinal, pairfam

INTRODUCTION
Despite evidence of overall high average levels of adult parent–child solidarity in contemporary
Western societies, studies also identified considerable heterogeneity in intergenerational relationship types, showing that family ties need not always be close and intact (e.g., Fingerman
et al., 2020a; Silverstein et al., 2010). Notably, Gilligan et al. (2015), for example, found that
more than 1 in 10 mothers aged 65–75 reported being estranged from at least 1 of their children
(also see Conti, 2015). Against this background, surprisingly little research has been conducted
yet investigating adult parent–child estrangement (for a review, see Blake, 2017).
This gap in the literature seems unfortunate, because estranged parents and children often
report reduced psychological well-being as well as feelings of loss or experiences of stigma and
isolation (e.g., Agllias, 2018; Scharp & Hall, 2019). Estrangement also complicates the
exchange of intergenerational support in families (e.g., Scharp & Curran, 2018). However,
Scharp and Hall (2017, p. 28) argue that family distancing is not inherently negative but “can
also be a healthy solution to an unhealthy environment,” decreasing conflict or increasing safety
in violent or abusive situations. For some, negotiating distance may thus be preferable to close
relationships (e.g., Agllias, 2018). Importantly, estrangement involves not only those directly
engaged in the process, but other family and social network members as well
(e.g., Scharp, 2016, 2020). Improving our knowledge about the prevalence and predictors of
adult parent–child estrangement thus seems highly desirable.
Using ten waves of data from the German Family Panel (pairfam; Huinink et al., 2011), the
present study analyzes children’s estrangement—conceptualized as lack of contact or emotional
closeness (e.g., Conti & Ryan, 2013; Scharp, 2019)—from noncoresident biological parents during young and middle adulthood. Complementing primarily qualitative previous research,
pairfam provides us with the rare opportunity to observe adult children’s estrangement from
both mothers and fathers longitudinally and in a population-based sample. The German example seems particularly well suited for our study, because it represents—in several ways—an
“average” case: considering, for example, the frequency of adult parent–child contacts and conflicts, Germany takes an intermediate position in the US and Continental European continuum
of intergenerational family ties (e.g., Hank, 2007; Silverstein et al., 2010).
Next to providing a descriptive account of the prevalence of adult parent–child estrangement
over a 10-year observation window, we are particularly interested in the predictive role of gender
and family structure (i.e., parents’ relationship status and the potential co-presence of biological
and nonbiological parent–child relationships). Both factors have been shown to be important in
shaping adult intergenerational relationships (e.g., Fingerman et al., 2020b; Kalmijn, 2013;
Kalmijn et al., 2019) and should therefore also be given thorough attention in studies of estrangement. Moreover, based on considerations derived from family systems theory (e.g., Fingerman &
Berman, 2000), we also take into consideration potential crossover effects, where an adult child’s
risk of estrangement from one parent may be linked—through compensating or reinforcing
mechanisms—to its relationships with other parental figures (also see Scharp, 2020).
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BACKGROUND
This section, first, introduces different concepts and definitions of parent–child estrangement;
second, discusses theories and causes of estrangement, from which we derive hypotheses for our
subsequent empirical analysis; and, third, addresses the issue of dynamics in parent–child
estrangement.

Conceptualizing and defining “estrangement”
Even though previous research conceptualized the term “estrangement” in different ways, there
is considerable overlap in the various definitions (see Blake, 2017). Agllias (2016, 2018), for
example, points to the presence of physical distance or lack of affection between family members, often resulting from conflict or disagreement. Accordingly, she distinguishes between
physical and emotional estrangement. Agllias also stresses that estrangement is a choice or decision made by at least one of the involved parties, which is consistent with Scharp’s (2019) definition of estrangement as a process where at least one family member voluntarily and
intentionally establishes or maintains distance from another because of an on-going negative
relationship. Importantly, Scharp does not conceptualize estrangement as a binary state, but as
a continuum and a communicative process comprising several components: (1) communication
quality, (2) communication quantity, (3) physical distance, (4) presence/absence of emotion,
(5) positive/negative affect, (6) reconciliation/desire to be a family, (7) role reciprocity, and
(8) legal action; also see Scharp and Hall (2019).
Quantitative empirical approaches to study parent–child estrangement, however, still tend
to dichotomize (e.g., Conti & Ryan, 2013). Conti (2015), for example, rigidly operationalized
estrangement as communication cut-off between family members (also see Hartnett
et al., 2018). Whereas this—in Agllias’ terminology—only covers “physical estrangement,”
Gilligan et al.’s (2015, p. 909) definition includes “emotional estrangement”: “managing unresolved emotional problems with family members by substantially reducing contact or remaining
in physical contact but maintaining emotional distance.” This more comprehensive conceptualization will therefore also be applied in the present analysis (see further).

Theories and causes of estrangement
Whereas the solidarity-conflict model proposed by Bengtson and colleagues (e.g., Bengtson
et al., 2002; Bengtson & Roberts, 1991) constitutes a firm theoretical basis for much of the
empirical research investigating intergenerational relationship qualities in general, “theory
about family estrangement [still tends] to be found in the clinical rather than in the academic
realm” (Agllias, 2011, p. 107). A noteworthy exception is Bowen family systems theory
(e.g., Bowen, 1982; Titelman, 2003), according to which estrangement is rooted in evolutionary
processes where a person needs to manage the interplay of togetherness and individuality within
the relationship system (“differentiation of self”) and where withdrawal (“emotional cutoff”) is
one way for family members to deal with unresolved emotional issues with one another.
More recently, Scharp and Hall (2019, p. 10) advocated a model of family distancing
accounting for the fact that estrangement (a) may evolve and change over time, taking different
pathways or trajectories, and (b) may involve multiple family members as well as individuals
outside the family. Essential sociodemographic predictors of estrangement (such as gender or
parental divorce; see Blake, 2017) are thus likely to be situated in a longer-term process of disconnection from parents and to be embedded in complex family circumstances (Agllias, 2016).
Accordingly, long-term effects of parental death, divorce, and remarriage have been in the
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center of many studies of intergenerational relationship qualities, indicating that the risk to lose
contact is particularly high in postseparation father–child relationships (e.g., Kalmijn, 2013;
Köppen et al., 2018; also see Hartnett et al., 2018). The role of biological mothers as primary
kinkeepers has been suggested to play an important role here (e.g., Kalmijn et al., 2019). This
underlines, first, the more general observation that gender matters, with both mothers and
daughters being more involved in family ties than their male counterparts (e.g., Fingerman
et al., 2020b), and, second, that adult children’s estrangement from one parent cannot be viewed
in isolation from relations with and between other family members (e.g., Scharp, 2020; also see
Fingerman & Berman, 2000).
From these considerations, we derive three hypotheses: First, the risk of estrangement
should be higher in male parent–child than in female parent–child relations (Hypothesis 1). Second, the risk of being estranged from one’s mother (father) should be positively associated with
the risk of being estranged from one’s father (mother) (Hypothesis 2). Third, the risk of
estrangement should be higher in “nonintact” (e.g., postseparation) families (Hypothesis 3).

Dynamics of estranged parent–child relations
Initiating and maintaining the process of distancing oneself from a close family member is often
difficult, particularly in light of societal expectations of family solidarity, forgiveness, and reconciliation (e.g., Scharp et al., 2015). Continuous estrangement is, thus, not necessarily the rule
and it is important to consider the issue of regaining contact and reuniting estranged family
members (e.g., Dattilio & Nichols, 2011). Whereas Scharp (2019) reports that many children
expressed no desire to reunite with parents, Conti (2015), for example, identified considerable
variation in the duration of estrangement between family members and Agllias (2016) found
that most participants in her study had engaged in “cycles of estrangement and reunification”
(also see Scharp et al., 2015). To the best of our knowledge, such dynamics have not yet been
investigated in quantitative studies.

METHOD
Data and sample
We use 10 waves of longitudinal survey data from the pairfam (Brüderl, Drobnič, et al., 2020),
which is funded as a long-term project by the German Research Foundation. The initial
pairfam sample is nationally representative of three cohorts, born on 1971–1973, 1981–1983,
and 1991–1993. A number of 12,402 computer-assisted personal interviews were conducted in
the survey’s baseline wave 2008–2009, followed by annual reinterviews. A supplemental East
German sample (DemoDiff) comprising 1489 respondents was added in Wave 2 and a new
cohort (born on 2001–2003; not included in our analysis) as well as a sample refreshment of
2545 respondents for the 2 younger initial cohorts were added in the most recently available
round of data collection, resulting in a total of 9435 respondents in Wave 11 (for details, see
Brüderl, Schmiedeberg, et al., 2020).
Because some information relevant for our analysis was not collected in pairfam’s baseline
wave, we derived our analytic sample from all 15,848 respondents who participated in Wave
2 or later, contributing a total of 73,189 person-years of observation to our unbalanced panel.
From these observations, we deleted 2304 person-years, because both biological parents were
deceased at the time of the interview. We furthermore deleted 20,364 person-years in which
respondents co-resided with any biological parent, because noncontact (a core element in our
operationalization of estrangement; see below) is barely possible, if parents and children
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co-reside. Furthermore, we dropped 4515 person-years of respondents aged 14–17 years
because underaged children are legally and socially dependent on their parents. Finally, 250 person-years of observation were dropped due to missing values in 1 or more of our measures. Note
that the only variable with a nontrivial proportion of missings was the one indicating “parental
separation up to respondent’s age 18,” because this biographical information was not initially
collected in the DemoDiff sample (see below); on all other variables, the share of missing values
was smaller than 3%. This leaves us with a final analytic sample comprising 10,228
respondents—aged 18–48—and 45,756 person-years of observation.

Measures
Dependent variable
Following Gilligan et al.’s (2015, p. 912) comprehensive operationalization of estrangement,
which comprises its “physical” and its “emotional” dimension, our time-varying binary dependent variable takes the value 1, if the respondent reported either (a) noncontact (if response to
the question “How often are you in contact with your [mother/father], adding up all visits, letters, phone calls, etc.?” was “never” or “never had contact”) or (b) less than monthly contact of
any kind and emotional distance (if response to the question “How close do you feel to your
[mother/father] today emotionally?” was smaller or equal to 2 on a five-point scale ranging from
1 “not at all close” to 5 “very close”) to the focal biological parent. By questionnaire design, the
items on emotional closeness were only presented if the respondent indicated that s/he ever had
contact to the respective parent.

Explanatory variables
We are particularly interested in the role of gender (e.g., Fingerman et al., 2020b; Kalmijn
et al., 2019) and biological parents’ partnership status (as an indicator of family structure;
e.g., Kalmijn, 2013; Köppen et al., 2018). To account for gender, we run separate regression
models for mother–son, mother–daughter, father–son, and father daughter dyads (see the
more detailed description of our analytic strategy below). Family structure was assessed by a
retrospective—that is, time-invariant—binary indicator of the respondent’s experience of
“parental separation by age 18” (supplemented by a “flag” variable indicating missing information) and a set of time-varying dummy variables capturing parents’ current relationship
status, namely: (1) both biological parents live together as a couple (reference group); (2) biological parents are separated/divorced and both live as singles; (3) only biological mother has
a new partner; (4) only biological father has a new partner and (5) both parents have a new
partner. Moreover, we account for the other biological parent’s death by including a timevarying binary variable indicating whether the respondent’s mother/father was deceased (note
that this information is not available for stepparents). We also considered respondents’ relationship quality—indicated by “estrangement” as operationalized above—to parental figures
(i.e., biological or nonbiological parents) other than the focal parent, thereby accounting for
possible crossovers from one dyadic relationship to other relationships in the family system.

Control variables
To account for the potential role of more general familistic attitudes (see Gilligan et al., 2015),
we included a single item measure of these in our models (respondents’ agreement with the
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statement that “Parents and children should support each other for a lifetime” on a five-point
response scale ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 = “agree completely”). Finally, we considered a set of respondents’ sociodemographic background characteristics commonly controlled
for in studies of intergenerational relationship qualities (e.g., Hank, 2007), namely: age (and its
square), education (current enrollment as well as three binary indicators of the highest degree envisaged or obtained: “up to lower secondary,” “medium to upper secondary” (reference category), and
“tertiary” education), and relationship status (three binary indicators: “single” [reference category],
“nonmarital union,” and “married”). See Table 1 for descriptive sample statistics.

Analytic strategy
We tested associations between our predictors and estrangement using discrete-time eventhistory models for recurring events, specifically, two-level logit regressions (observations nested
in respondents) with random intercepts in Stata 16.1. We estimated separate models for biological mother–child and father–child relations of sons and daughters as well as robust standard
errors to account for dependencies within respondents over time; we tested the significance of
child gender differences in regression coefficients via corresponding interaction effects in pooled
samples across sons and daughters (output not shown). In order to adjust our estimates for
potential within-subject correlation of (repeated) events, we included a control for number of
previous sequences of estrangement with the same focal parent; in addition, by modeling random intercepts on the respondent level we partially control for unobserved heterogeneity—
individual or contextual characteristics shared across all episodes of a respondent—that is
unrelated to the modeled predictors (Andreß et al., 2013, p. 284). In the description of transitions (Table 2), we counted only changes from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 0 as transitions, so we discarded all shifts from missing to either defined state, that is, 0 or 1. However, in the case of unit
nonresponse in a specific wave, we ignored the “gap” and considered previous and subsequent
responses.
For the sake of intuitive interpretability, we report average marginal effects (AME) which,
when multiplied by 100, refer to the average percentage point change in the estimated prevalence of estrangement per 1-unit increase in the respective independent variable (Best &
Wolf, 2015), along with exact p values.

RESULTS
Descriptive findings
As can be seen from Table 1, estrangement from fathers (roughly 12% of all relationship years)
occurs more frequently than estrangement from mothers (5%). The two dimensions of our indicator of estrangement contribute similarly to this finding, that is, both noncontact (7% vs. 2%)
and emotional distance (16% vs. 9%) are clearly more prevalent in father–child than in mother–
child relations (not shown in Table 1). This overrepresentation of relationships with fathers is
consistent with our Hypothesis 1 and also obvious if we look at episodes of estrangement from
“any” biological parent: Roughly 70% of these episodes are due to respondents’ being estranged
only from their father, the remaining 30% being split up equally between estrangement from
both parents and estrangement from the mother only (not shown in Table 1). Moreover,
estrangement is found to be a very common phenomenon in step-relations, where we also
observe marked differences by parents’ gender (Hypothesis 3): in almost one-third of observations, respondents turned out to be estranged from their biological mother’s new partner and
even on more than half of all occasions, respondents reported estrangement from their father’s
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Descriptive sample statistics (person-years; unweighted percentages or means with standard deviations in

Total

Sons

Daughters

Gender
differencea

pdiff

Dependent variables
Estrangement from biological mother

4.7

4.9

4.5

0.41

.235

Estrangement from biological father

11.7

11.1

12.3

1.18

.034

22.6

21.5

23.5

1.95

.019

Explanatory variables
Parental separation by age 18b
Biological parents’ current relationship status
…parents are a couple

76.0

76.6

75.5

1.10

.147

…both are separated and live as singles

3.5

3.5

3.5

0.07

.840

…mother has a new partner

4.4

4.0

4.7

0.67

.067

…father has a new partner

6.8

7.1

6.5

0.63

.157

…both parents have a new partner

9.4

8.8

9.8

1.00

.053

Biological mother deceased

5.3

5.5

5.2

0.25

.491

Biological father deceased

17.0

16.5

17.4

0.83

.164

Quality of relationship to other parental figures
Estrangement from mother’s partner (if applicable)

30.1

30.6

29.8

0.82

.756

Estrangement from father’s new partner (if applicable)

51.9

50.3

53.2

2.89

.320

0.10

.000

0.14

.959

1.31

.001

Control variables
Familistic attitudes (1–5)

4.3

4.3

4.2

(0.85)

(0.82)

(0.87)

34.2

34.3

34.2

(7.13)

(7.05)

(7.20)

6.5

5.8

7.1

Child sociodemographic characteristics
Age (years)
Education (ongoing or completed)
…primary to lower secondary
…medium to upper secondary

53.2

52.3

54.0

1.73

.029

…tertiary

40.2

41.9

38.9

3.04

.000

…currently enrolled

13.6

13.6

13.6

0.04

.939

19.3

22.3

17.0

5.24

.000

Partnership status
…single
…nonmarital union

32.1

32.3

32.0

0.36

.626

…married

48.6

45.4

51.0

5.61

.000

N (respondents)

10,228

4587

5641

10,228

N (person-years)

45,756

19,946

25,810

45,756

Source: German Family Panel (pairfam) (Waves 2–11); own calculations.
a
Tests of gender differences: t/z tests for difference of means/proportions (based on panel robust standard errors for time-varying
variables).
b
Time constant; a flag variable was used for missing information on parental separation by age 18 (9.9% of respondents, predominantly
from the DemoDiff sample).

new partner. The shares of respondents who were ever observed reporting at least one episode
of estrangement across 10 years (not shown in Table 1) were highest for biological fathers’ partners (67%; mothers’ partners: 45%) and lowest for biological mothers (9%; fathers: 20%).
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TABLE 2
percentages)

Dynamics of estrangement from biological parents across 10 years of observation (unweighted
Number of “entries” into periods
of estrangement from…

Number of “exits” from periods
of estrangement from…

…mother
%

…mother
%

…father
%

…father
%

0

94.8

91.1

37.8

56.0

1

4.1

7.1

50.4

36.3

2+

1.0

1.7

11.9

7.7

Total %

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

N

9430

7856

691

1460

Note: Respondents were considered at risk of transitioning into estrangement if they were observed at least once as not being estranged
from the respective parent; they were at risk of transitioning out of estrangement if they were observed at least once as being estranged.
Transitions involving missing values were not counted.
Source: German Family Panel (pairfam) (Waves 2–11); own calculations.

Notably, daughters are somewhat more likely to ever be estranged from paternal figures
(i.e., their biological fathers and their mother’s new partner) than sons.
The panel dimension of our data allows us to describe the intraindividual dynamics of adult
children’s relationships with their biological parents by assessing the numbers of entries into
and exits from periods of estrangement across 10 years of observation (see Table 2). The vast
majority of respondents did not enter any period of estrangement, but about 1 in 10 experienced
this transition once, whereas multiple transitions into estrangement remain a rare phenomenon,
particularly in children’s relationships with mothers (1%). Among those who reported estranged
relationships with parents, we observe substantially greater dynamics, though. Despite a significant share of respondents without any “exit” from estrangement, continuously estranged
parent–child relations are not the rule and a majority experiences estrangement as a temporary
phenomenon only. Gender differences in “exits” from estrangement are more pronounced than
in “entries” and characterized by greater stability (“zero exits”) in children’s estrangement from
fathers (56%) than from mothers (38%). Multiple exits out of periods of estrangement are more
common than multiple entries, but are experienced by roughly 1 in 10 estranged children only
(and slightly less often in father–child than in mother–child relations).

Multivariate findings
In the following, we present results of two-level random-intercept logit regressions run separately for biological mother–child and father–child relations of sons and daughters; see Table 3.
To begin with, our analysis indicates consistently positive correlations between the experience
of parental separation by age 18 as well as the other biological parent’s death and the probability of children’s estrangement from both mothers and, particularly, fathers (Hypothesis 3). Furthermore, parental separation without repartnering increases the odds of estrangement,
particularly in cross-gender (e.g., father–daughter) parent–child dyads. If biological parents are
currently separated, having a new partner (from the respondent’s perspective: a step-relation) to
whom the adult child is connected turned out to be negatively associated with the propensity
to be estranged from the “focal” parent, whereas it is positively associated with the probability
to be estranged from the “other” biological parent (particularly if the focal parent is the respondent’s father). A step-family structure constituted by a relationship with a new partner from
whom the child is not estranged might thus contribute to protecting the focal parent’s

a

0.02 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01)

…tertiary

…currently enrolled

0.02 (0.01)

…married

Previous estrangement episodes from the focal parent observed

0.01 (0.00)
0.01 (0.01)

…nonmarital union

Partnership status (Ref. single)

0.01 (0.01)

…primary to lower secondary

.001

.125

.141

.060

.000

.101

.562

0.02 (0.04)

Education (Ref. medium to upper secondary)

Age squared (/1000)

.002

0.01 (0.00)

.000

.002

Age (years/10)

0.03 (0.01)

…father’s new partner

.000

0.01 (0.00)

0.06 (0.01)

…mother’s new partner

.000

—

.000

—

Familistic attitudes

0.08 (0.01)

—

0.05 (0.01)

—

…biological father

…biological mother

Estrangement from other parental figures

Biological father deceased

Biological mother deceased

.054

0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.02)

…father has new partner

…both parents have a new partner
.444

.000

0.02 (0.01)
0.10 (0.02)

…mother has new partner

.005

.001

…both are separated and live as singles

Parents’ current relationship status (Ref. parents are a couple)

0.02 (0.01)

p value

0.03 (0.01)

0.01 (0.00)

0.01 (0.00)

0.00 (0.00)

0.03 (0.01)

0.01 (0.01)

0.04 (0.03)

0.02 (0.00)

0.01 (0.00)

0.02 (0.01)

0.05 (0.01)

0.08 (0.01)

—

0.04 (0.01)

—

0.04 (0.02)

0.05 (0.01)

0.06 (0.01)

0.00 (0.01)

0.03 (0.01)

.000

.102

.089

.765

.000

.032

.267

.000

.000

.001

.000

.000

—

.000

—

.085

.000

.000

.919

.000

p value

0.03 (0.01)

0.00 (0.01)

0.01 (0.01)

0.02 (0.01)

0.02 (0.01)

0.04 (0.01)

0.11 (0.06)

0.02 (0.01)

0.01 (0.00)

0.11 (0.01)

0.03 (0.01)

—

0.16 (0.01)

—

0.04 (0.01)

0.03 (0.02)

0.15 (0.03)

0.10 (0.02)

0.03 (0.01)

0.13 (0.01)

.000

.635

.222

.040

.006

.000

.051

.000

.005

.000

.031

—

.000

—

.003

.129

.000

.000

.014

.000

p value

0.06 (0.01)

0.01 (0.01)

0.01 (0.01)

0.00 (0.01)

0.03 (0.01)

0.04 (0.01)

0.11 (0.05)

0.02 (0.01)

0.01 (0.00)

0.11 (0.01)

0.01 (0.01)

—

0.16 (0.01)

—

0.10 (0.01)

0.06 (0.02)

0.13 (0.02)

0.09 (0.02)

0.03 (0.01)

0.14 (0.01)

(4)
…daughters
AME (SE)

.000

.072

.085

.827

.000

.000

.045

.000

.000

.000

.586

—

.000

—

.000

.001

.000

.000

.001

.000

p value

(Continues)

(3)
…sons
AME (SE)

(1)
…sons
AME (SE)

(2)
…daughters
AME (SE)

Relationship between biological fathers and…

Relationship between biological mothers and…

Results of two-level random-intercept logit models predicting noncoresident biological parent–child estrangement

Parental separation by age 18
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N (respondents)

Pseudo R

.000

.317

5403

24,463

18.52 (2.31)

0.045

Note: Coefficients in italics are significantly different across sons and daughters with p < .01.
a
A flag variable was used to control for missing values on “parental separation by age 18” (coefficient not shown).
Source: German Family Panel (pairfam) (Waves 2–11); own calculations.

.350

4394

N (person years)

2

18.55 (2.60)
18,856

Random-intercept variance

p value

p value

.000

.325

3983

16,648

17.18 (2.07)

0.114
.000

p value

.346

4892

21,328

22.92 (2.49)

0.126

(4)
…daughters
AME (SE)

(3)
…sons
AME (SE)

(1)
…sons
AME (SE)

(2)
…daughters
AME (SE)

Relationship between biological fathers and…

Relationship between biological mothers and…

0.050

(Continued)

Predicted probability of estrangement with the focal parent

TABLE 3

.000

p value
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relationship to the adult child, but, possibly, at the cost of compromising the child’s relationship
to the other biological parent.
The quality of the adult children’s relationship with other parental figures also matters
(Hypothesis 2): First, estrangement from one biological parent is paralleled by a substantially
greater likelihood of being estranged from the other one as well. Being estranged from one’s
mother appears to be more consequential for children’s relationship to their father than vice
versa, though. Second, estrangement from the focal parent’s new partner is paralleled by a
greater likelihood of being estranged from the focal parent itself. Third, estrangement from the
father’s new partner slightly reduces the likelihood of mother–child estrangement. Also, next to
the actual relationship qualities of adult children and their parental figures, more general familistic attitudes were shown to matter: Daughters and sons expressing stronger agreement with
norms of intergenerational support are less likely to be estranged from their biological parents.
Finally, respondents’ sociodemographic characteristics barely seem to matter. The probability
of parent–child estrangement tends to decrease among highly educated children.

DISCUSSION
Even though adult children’s estrangement from parents has been identified as a relevant phenomenon, only very few quantitative studies addressing this particular aspect of intergenerational family relations have been conducted yet (Blake, 2017; see Gilligan et al., 2015, for
an exception). Using the longitudinal data derived from the pairfam, the present study contributed to filling in this research gap by analyzing the prevalence and predictors of children’s
estrangement from noncoresident biological mothers and fathers during young and middle
adulthood over a 10-year observation period. Three main sets of findings emerged from our
analysis.
First, consistent with our Hypothesis 1, substantially more children experienced periods of
estrangement from fathers (20%; corresponding to 12% of person-years of observation) than
from mothers (9%; corresponding to 5% of person-years of observation). These proportions are
much larger than the 4% of estranged mother–child dyads (corresponding to 1 in 10 mothers
experiencing estrangement from at least 1 child) observed in the study by Gilligan et al. (2015),
indicating that a cross-sectional “snapshot” grossly underestimates the life-time prevalence of
estrangement. From a cross-nationally comparative perspective, our estimates of parent–child
estrangement are likely to be “average” ones, given Germany’s intermediate position in the US
and Continental European continuum of intergenerational contact frequency and conflicts
(e.g., Hank, 2007; Silverstein et al., 2010). Whether societies characterized by “weaker” or
“closer” intergenerational ties exhibit higher or lower proportions of estranged parents and children is difficult to predict, though, because more interaction (i.e., contacts) has been shown to
be associated with both positive (i.e., closeness) as well as negative (i.e., conflicts) aspects of
intergenerational relationships, and often at the same time (e.g., Connidis, 2015).
Our analysis also indicated gendered dynamics of adult children’s estrangement from parent, suggesting not only a higher prevalence but also greater stability in children’s estrangement
from fathers than from mothers. Even though continuous estrangement is clearly not the rule,
our findings concerning multiple transitions into and out of estranged relationships with parents
do not indicate that “cycles of estrangement and reunification” (Agllias, 2016) constitute a very
common pattern. Moreover, in line with our Hypothesis 3, estrangement was shown to be much
more prevalent in step-relations (45%–67% across our 10-year period of observation) than in
biological parent–child relations and somewhat more common in daughters’ than in sons’
relationships with (step)fathers.
Second, disruptive family events—such as parental separation or death (Hypothesis 3)—
and, particularly, children’s estrangement from “other” (biological or nonbiological) parents
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(Hypothesis 2) turned out to be the most important predictors of estrangement from the “focal”
parent, especially from biological fathers. Both results support our hypotheses. Our finding of
an increased risk of estrangement following the death of a parent (and particularly after the
death of the “kinkeeping” mother), is consistent with work by, for example, Umberson (2003),
suggesting that the experience of a parent’s death often triggers an individual’s final transition
into adulthood and a reassessment of existing relationships to surviving family members (also
see Hank, 2021). Moreover, if the biological parents are separated, a new partner appears to
protect adult children and the focal parent from estrangement, whereas the child’s relationship
to the other biological parent becomes more vulnerable. Along similar lines, Hornstra
et al. (2020) found that adult children’s bonds to biological and stepfathers were interrelated
(in the sense that poor ties with one father were partly substituted by closer ties to the other
father). And, third, some of the adult children’s characteristics also turned out to be relevant.
Importantly, children expressing stronger agreement with norms of intergenerational support
were less likely to be estranged from their biological parents (also see Gilligan et al., 2015).
We barely observed any statistically significant differences between sons and daughters in our
multivariate analysis, though.
We derive three main conclusions from these findings: First, estrangement in adult parent–
child relations is a quantitatively relevant phenomenon in the population. It therefore deserves
further attention of both academic researchers as well as practitioners in family counseling and
therapy (e.g., Blake et al., 2020; Dattilio & Nichols, 2011). Second, estrangement is embedded
in a broader set of familistic values and norms—and, rather than being characteristic of a selfcontained dyadic relationship, it is a family matter. It is therefore crucial to consider families as
systems and not merely as sets of seemingly unrelated dyadic relationships (Fingerman &
Berman, 2000). Past and present experiences of family disruption, often resulting in step-family
structures, add another layer of complexity to the family system and experiences of intergenerational estrangement therein. Third, and finally, children’s relationships with biological
fathers are more vulnerable than their relationships to mothers, which is reflected in the
higher prevalence of father–child estrangement as well as its greater dependence on children’s
relationship to their mother (also see Kalmijn et al., 2019).
Inevitably, our study is not without limitations. For example, whereas the analysis by Carr
et al. (2015) is based on the mothers’ perspective, our investigation exclusively relied on reports
of estrangement provided by children, whose perception of intergenerational relationship qualities might be somewhat less positive than that of the parent generation (e.g., Steinbach
et al., 2019). Moreover, parents and children tend to provide different reasons for their
estrangement (e.g., Agllias, 2016; Carr et al., 2015), an issue that we were unable to assess in
our study. Unfortunately, pairfam does not provide information on parents’ sexual orientation.
The number of nonheterosexual parents in our sample should be very small, though, and previous research on adult gay and lesbian children’s relationship with parents in Germany suggests
only modestly lower levels of emotional closeness to both parents and less frequent contacts
with fathers (Hank & Salzburger, 2015). Also, due to data limitations we refrained from considering particularly vulnerable step-parental relations as “focal” intergenerational relationships in
our analysis. Finally, our data neither included information on who initiated the process, nor
how (Scharp & Hall, 2019) or why (Agllias, 2016) estrangement occurred.
There are several promising avenues for future research: Studies should further investigate,
for example, how parent–child estrangement affects other family members (e.g., Scharp, 2020)
and to which extent other family relations—such as siblings (e.g., Jensen & Nielson, 2016) or
grandparents and grandchildren (e.g., Sims & Rofail, 2013)—are also prone to estrangement.
Moreover, next to investigating alternative pathways resulting in a lack of active relationships
with parents (e.g., never having had a parental relationship; see Hartnett et al., 2018), quantitative studies of other processes of family distancing, such as alienation and marginalization
(e.g., Scharp & Hall, 2017, 2019), seem highly desirable. And, last but not least, longitudinal
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studies of the potentially positive and negative consequences of estrangement from close family
members are badly needed (see Blake, 2017).
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Polarised politics and a growing awareness of how difficult relationships can impact our mental health are
fuelling family estrangement, say psychologists.
It was a heated Skype conversation about race relations that led Scott to cut off all contact with his parents in
2019. His mother was angry he’d supported a civil rights activist on social media, he says; she said “a lot of
really awful racist things”, while his seven-year-old son was in earshot.
“There was very much a parental feeling like ‘you can’t say that in front of my child, that's not the way we're
going to raise our kids’,” explains the father-of-two, who lives in Northern Europe. Scott says the final straw
came when his father tried to defend his mother’s viewpoint in an email, which included a link to a white
supremacist video. He was baffled his parents could not comprehend the reality of people being victimised
because of their background, especially given his own family history. “‘This is insane – you're Jewish’, I said.
‘Many people in our family were killed in Auschwitz’.”
It wasn’t the first time Scott had experienced a clash in values with his parents. But it was the last time he
chose to see or speak to them.
Despite a lack of hard data, there is a growing perception among therapists, psychologists and sociologists
that this kind of intentional parent-child ‘break-up’ is on the rise in western countries.
Formally known as ‘estrangement’, experts’ definitions of the concept differ slightly, but the term is broadly
used for situations in which someone cuts off all communication with one or more relatives, a situation that
continues for the long-term, even if those they’ve sought to split from try to re-establish a connection.
“The declaration of ‘I am done’ with a family member is a powerful and distinct phenomenon,” explains Karl
Andrew Pillemer, professor of human development at Cornell University, US. “It is different from family
feuds, from high-conflict situations and from relationships that are emotionally distant but still include contact.”

The declaration of ‘I am done’ with a family member is a powerful and distinct phenomenon
– Karl Andrew Pillemer
After realising there were few major studies of family estrangement, he carried out a nationwide survey for
his 2020 book Fault Lines: Fractured Families and How to Mend Them. The survey showed more than one in
four Americans reported being estranged from another relative. Similar research for British estrangement
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charity Stand Alone suggests the phenomenon affects one in five families in the UK, while academic researchers and therapists in Australia and Canada also say they’re witnessing a “silent epidemic” of family break-ups.
On social media, there’s been a boom in online support groups for adult children who’ve chosen to be estranged, including one Scott is involved in, which has thousands of members. “Our numbers in the group have
been rising steadily,” he says. “I think it’s becoming more and more common.”
The fact that estrangement between parents and their adult children seems to be on the rise – or at least is
increasingly discussed – seems to be down to a complex web of cultural and psychological factors. And the
trend raises plenty of questions about its impact on both individuals and society.
Past experiences and present values
Although research is limited, most break-ups between a parent and a grown-up child tend to be initiated by
the child, says Joshua Coleman, psychologist and author of The Rules of Estrangement: Why Adult Children
Cut Ties and How to Heal the Conflict. One of the most common reasons for this is past or present abuse by
the parent, whether emotional, verbal, physical or sexual. Divorce is another frequent influence, with consequences ranging from the adult child “taking sides”, to new people coming into the family such as stepsiblings
or stepparents, which can fuel divisions over both “financial and emotional resources”.
Clashes in values – as experienced by Scott and his parents – are also increasingly thought to play a role. A
study published in October by Coleman and the University of Wisconsin, US, showed value-based disagreements were mentioned by more than one in three mothers of estranged children. Pillemer’s recent research
has also highlighted value differences as a “major factor” in estrangements, with conflicts resulting from “issues such as same sex-preference, religious differences or adopting alternative lifestyles”.
Both experts believe at least part of the context for this is increased political and cultural polarisation in recent
years. In the US, an Ipsos poll reported a rise in family rifts after the 2016 election, while research by academics at Stanford University in 2012 suggested a larger proportion of parents could be unhappy if their children married someone who supported a rival political party, which was far less true a decade earlier. A recent
UK study found that one in 10 people had fallen out with a relative over Brexit. “These studies highlight the
way that identity has become a far greater determinant of whom we choose to keep close or to let go,” says
Coleman.

Children can also be affected by severed ties, as they lose out on relationships with their grandparents (Credit:
Getty Images)
Scott says he’s never discussed his voting preferences with his parents. But his decision to cut them off was
partly influenced by his and his wife’s heightened awareness of social issues, including the Black Lives Matter
movement and MeToo. He says other adult children in his online support group have fallen out due to valuebased disagreements connected to the pandemic, from older parents refusing to get vaccinated to rows over
conspiracy theories about the source of the virus.
The mental health factor
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Experts believe our growing awareness of mental health, and how toxic or abusive family relationships can
affect our wellbeing, is also impacting on estrangement.
“While there’s nothing especially modern about family conflict or a desire to feel insulated from it, conceptualising the estrangement of a family member as an expression of personal growth, as it is commonly done
today, is almost certainly new,” says Coleman. “Deciding which people to keep in or out of one’s life has
become an important strategy.”
Sam, who’s in her twenties and lives in the UK, says she grew up in a volatile household where both parents
were heavy drinkers. She largely stopped speaking to her parents straight after leaving home for university,
and says she cut ties for good after witnessing her father verbally abusing her six-year-old cousin at a funeral.
Having therapy helped her recognise her own experiences as “more than just bad parenting” and process their
psychological impact. “I came to understand that ‘abuse’ and ‘neglect’ were words that described my childhood. Just because I wasn't hit didn't mean I wasn't harmed.”
She agrees with Coleman it’s “becoming more socially acceptable” to cut ties with family members. “Mental
health is more talked about now so it’s easier to say, ‘These people are bad for my mental health’. I think, as
well, people are getting more confident at drawing their own boundaries and saying ‘no’ to people.”
The rise of individualism
Coleman argues our increased focus on personal wellbeing has happened in parallel with other wider trends,
such as a shift towards a more “individualistic culture”. Many of us are much less reliant on relatives than
previous generations.
“Not needing a family member for support or because you plan to inherit the family farm means that who we
choose to spend time with is based more on our identities and aspirations for growth than survival or necessity,”
he explains. “Today, nothing ties an adult child to a parent beyond that adult child’s desire to have that relationship.”

People are getting more confident at drawing their own boundaries and saying ‘no’ to people
– Sam
Increased opportunities to live and work in different cities or even countries from our adult families can also
help facilitate a parental break-up, simply by adding physical distance.
“It’s been much easier for me to move around than it would have been probably 20 years ago,” agrees Faizah,
who is British with a South Asian background, and has avoided living in the same area as her family since
2014.
She says she cut ties with her parents because of “controlling” behaviours like preventing her from going to
job interviews, wanting an influence on her friendships and putting pressure on her to get married straight
after her studies. “They didn’t respect my boundaries,” she says. “I just want to have ownership over my own
life and make my own choices.”
The impact of estrangement
There are strong positives for many estranged adult children who’ve detached themselves from what they
believe are damaging parental relationships. “The research shows that the majority of adult children say it was
for the best,” says Coleman.
But while improved mental health and perceived increased freedom are common outcomes of estrangement,
Pillemer argues the decision can also create feelings of instability, humiliation and stress.
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“The intentional, active severing of personal ties differs from other kinds of loss,” he explains. “In addition,
people lose the practical benefits of being part of a family: material support, for example, and the sense of
belonging to a stable group of people who know one another well.”
Feelings of loneliness and stigma seem to have been exacerbated for many estranged people during the pandemic. While the ‘Zoom boom’ enabled some families to feel closer and stay in touch more regularly, recent
UK research suggests that adults with severed ties felt even more aware of missing out on family life during
lockdown. Other studies point to Christmas and religious festivals being especially challenging periods for
estranged relatives.
“I have my own family and my partner and my close friends, but nothing replaces those traditions you have
with your parents,” agrees Faizah. Now in her thirties, she still finds the Muslim holiday Eid al-Fitr particularly
tricky, even though she’s distanced herself from her parents’ religion. “It’s so tough. It’s so lonely... and I do
miss my mum’s cooking.”

Estrangement, though difficult to navigate, may not be permanent as people can successfully reconcile
(Credit: Getty Images)
Choosing not to stay in touch with parents can have a knock-on effect on future family bonds and traditions,
too. “For me, the biggest regret is my kids growing up without grandparents,” says Scott . “It’s preferable to
[my parents] saying – gosh, I don’t know what – to them [but] I feel like my kids are missing out.”
Of course, all of this also has an impact on the parents who have, often unwillingly, been cut out of their
children’s – and potentially grandchildren’s – lives. “Most parents are made miserable by it,” says Coleman.
As well as losing their own footing in the traditional family unit, they typically “describe profound feelings
of loss, shame and regret”.
Scott says his mother recently tried calling him. But he texted her saying he’d only consider re-establishing
contact with his children if she recognised her comments had been “horribly racist” and apologised. So far, he
says she hasn’t done that. “Even if all those things happened, I would always limit what I tell them about my
life and certainly supervise any visits with the kids. Unfortunately, I don’t see any of that happening.”
Attempting to bridge rifts?
With political divisions centre-stage in many nations, as well as increasing individualism in cultures around
the world, many experts believe the parent-child ‘break-up’ trend will stick around.
“My prediction is that it's either going to get worse or stay the same,” says Coleman. “Family relationships
are going to be based much more on pursuing happiness and personal growth, and less on emphasising duty,
obligation or responsibility.”
Pillemer argues that we shouldn’t rule out attempting to bridge rifts, however, particularly those stemming
from opposing politics or values (as opposed to abusive or damaging behaviours).
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“If the prior relationship was relatively close (or at least not conflictual), I think there is evidence that many
family members can restore the relationship. It does involve, however, agreeing on a ‘demilitarised zone’ in
which politics cannot be discussed,” he says.

It’s so tough. It’s so lonely... and I do miss my mum’s cooking – Faizah
For his book, he interviewed over 100 estranged people who had successfully reconciled, and found the process was actually framed by many as “an engine for personal growth”. “It is of course not for everyone, but
for a number of people, bridging a rift, even if the relationship was imperfect, was a source of self-esteem and
personal pride.”
He argues that both more detailed longitudinal studies and clinical attention are needed to get the topic of
estrangement further “out of the shadows and into the clear light of open discussion”. “We need researchers
to find better solutions – both for people who want to reconcile, and for help in coping with people in permanent estrangements.”
Scott welcomes the growing interest in adult break-ups. “I think it will help lots of people,” he says. “There
is still a big stigma around estrangement. We see these questions in the group a lot: ‘What do you tell people?’
or ‘How do you bring it up when dating?".
But he’s unlikely to reconcile with his own parents, unless they recognise they’ve been racist. “The whole
‘blood is thicker than water’ - I mean, that's great if you have a cool family, but if you're saddled with toxic
people, it's just not doable.”
Scott, Sam and Faizah are all using one name to protect their and their families’ privacy
FAMILY TREE
This story is part of BBC's Family Tree series, which examines the issues and opportunities parents, children
and families face today – and how they'll shape the world tomorrow. Coverage continues on BBC Future.
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Holidays are often a time of strengthening family bonds and relationships.
But for those who have difficult relationships with siblings, parents and
extended family, it can be a stressful and upsetting time. We asked Kristina
Scharp to explain why family relationships sometimes break down – and
some things to consider when talking to those in this situation.

What is family estrangement?
Family estrangement occurs when at least one family member intentionally
distances themselves from at least one other family member because of a
negative relationship – or the perception of one.
Research suggests that at least 27% of adults experience family
estrangement that either they or another family member initiates. This
means that almost 70 million people in the United States report being
estranged from a family member.

What family estrangement is not
As a researcher dedicated to understanding relational distancing, one of the
most common questions people ask me is, “What counts as family
estrangement?”
The Conversation is a charity. Your support means the world to us

Donate now

Perhaps the confusion comes from a common misconception that
estrangement is a particular event or outcome. My research shows
that family estrangement is a process, one that is ongoing and varies in
degree. Put simply, family estrangement is a continuum where it is more
accurate to characterize people as more or less estranged, as opposed to
estranged or not estranged.
Estrangement is voluntary. This means that at least one person desired the
distance as opposed to a situation where a third party intervened, like the
foster care system or criminal justice system.

Estrangement is intentional. The distance between family members was not
an accident or an instance of people losing touch.
Estrangement is often based on ongoing issues. It is less likely that family
members suddenly decide they want distance. Rather, people report a long
history of conflict and negativity.
Nevertheless, there are some instances when estrangement can be more
sudden. For example, sometimes parents might reject a child if they come
out as LBGTQ.
Estrangement occurs because of a perceived negative relationship. People
do not simply desire distance without reason. Research suggests that
reasons are typically severe – abuse, neglect and substance issues, for
example. Even if the family members disagree about what has happened or
the state of their relationship, at least one person perceives the relationship
as negative.
Taken together, estrangement is a distinct process from other instances
when family members might find themselves distanced, as is the case with
adoption, military deployment and migration.
One related but distinct concept is parental alienation. Although the
outcome of estrangement and alienation looks similar, the reasons for
distance are different.
Parental alienation occurs after divorce, when one parent intentionally
harms the relationship their child has with the other parent. Nevertheless,
both estrangement and alienation are major family disruptions.

Parental alienation occurs when one parent intentionally harms the relationship their child has with the other parent. fizkes/Getty
Images

How do people accomplish and maintain
distance?

When I began researching family estrangement, my primary question
pertained not only to what estrangement was but also how people made it
happen. Based on my research, adult children who distanced themselves
from their parents described eight characteristics of estrangement:
• Communication quantity: The extent to which adult children
communicate with their parents.
• Communication quality: The extent to which that communication is
meaningful.
• Physical distance: The extent to which parents and children physically
distance from one another.
• Presence/absence of emotion: The extent to which adult children feel
emotion when thinking about their parent/estrangement.
• Positive/negative effect: The extent to which those emotions are
positive and/or negative.

• Reconciliation/desire to be a family: The extent to which adult
children hope to reconcile.
• Role reciprocity: The extent to which family members behave and care
for one another in expected ways.
• Legal action: The extent to which adult children have taken any legal
action against their parents, like emancipation, name change or changes to
legal documents.
When considering these questions, one of the most important things to
remember is that not everyone wants the same amount of communication,
proximity and emotion. Thus, I like to think about estrangement as the gap
between a person’s lived reality, as it pertains to the eight characteristics,
and what their preferences would be if they had an ideal relationship.

Lessons learned
Although research into family estrangement is still burgeoning, here are
some of the most important takeaways from my systematic research
program:
• Estrangement is stressful and stigmatizing.
Many people discuss not wanting to talk about their estrangement because
they fear negative reactions from others. If an estranged person decides to
disclose the circumstances surrounding their estranged relationship, I
encourage people wanting to provide support to refrain from immediately
expressing sorrow or recommending a reconciliation. Rather, consider
asking them how they feel about the distance.
• Estrangement can be a healthy solution to an unhealthy environment.
Often, estrangement can be a productive way for people to eliminate a toxic
relationship. Just because people are biologically related does not
guarantee a loving and supportive relationship. Sometimes, gaining
distance is necessary for a person’s emotional and/or physical safety.
• Maintaining distance can be even harder than accomplishing it.
Because we live in a culture where “families are forever,” people not only
have to accomplish distance but also maintain it. This maintenance is often
a heavy burden, not only because people consistently recommend
unwanted reconciliations but also because of both media representations of
family and internalized feelings about familial obligation. Thus, even
though estrangement can be a positive change for someone, it is
nevertheless a difficult one.

Despite what scholars have begun to learn about family estrangement,
there is an incredible amount of research still to be done. In conducting it,
we might learn more about different perspectives, different catalysts for
distance and the outcomes associated with it.
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Foreword
During the COVID-19 pandemic, headlines have given us some strong messages
about family and its place and purpose in our lives. As a global pandemic takes
hold, the notion of who is there to look out for us and care for us becomes more
acute. It is these biological ties that take the spotlight.
As our lives turned upside down in the
first days of the lockdown, the media have
suggested that family members rushed to
share time together before social distancing
measures separated them. They told us that
family members will be lovingly dropping
groceries on each other’s doorsteps
and phoning frequently during periods
of isolation and distancing. The notion
of ‘happy Monday’ appeared: the day,
according to the headlines, when families
would be reunited and able to meet in
groups of six as lockdown has eased.
Whilst these headlines will ring true for
many, they do not ring true for all.
Although family relationships are often
assumed to be life-long, loving and
supportive, and shelter from a global
pandemic, some are challenging, distant
and inactive, and can make a pandemic more
difficult. Some people might have no contact
with their estranged family member, whereas
others have minimal or limited contact.
The charity Stand Alone supports people
who have more challenging experiences
of family, and who are estranged from
their entire family or a key family member.
The reasons behind estrangement in
the community are varied, some are
surviving abuse and neglect, others have
been distanced for coming out as LGBT+
or for rejecting cultural, religious and
political values.

During the COVID-19 crisis, we asked the
Stand Alone community to tell us about
their experiences of being estranged from
family in the crisis and how it had impacted
them and their relationships. 801 participants
bravely talked to us.
If the Hollywood ending were to be true,
this report would find that the crisis
prompted large amounts of contact,
forgiveness and reconciliation between
family members. However, this report works
to combat the mythology that a time of
global emergency will bring estranged
families closer together. In fact, this report
finds that very little has changed for
estranged family relationships.
However, and perhaps expectedly, people
who were estranged from family felt an
amplified sense of social and personal
isolation, particularly when others talked
about supportive families.
Despite the assumption that family members
will be a source of support during the
COVID-19 crisis, this is not always the case.
These assumptions need to be called out
for what they are – assumptions, not facts –
and there needs to be a wider recognition
that family relationships vary in quality.
Headlines which assume all families function
in one way are not only inaccurate but add
to feelings of stigma and social isolation for
those who are experiencing estrangement
from a family member.
Dr Becca Bland & Dr Lucy Blake
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Executive Summary
This survey set out to explore the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
estranged family relationships that are distant or inactive. The survey was
disseminated to members of the Stand Alone community during May 2020.

The survey was completed
by 801 individuals aged
between 18-85 years old.

During the pandemic, 55% of
respondents felt more alone and less
connected 33% reported no impact
on their feelings of loneliness and 12%
felt less alone and more connected.
Those who felt more alone described
feeling a heightened sense of isolation
when they heard others talk about
their families, how much they missed
them and how frequently they were
keeping in contact. Some compared
this to the sense of isolation they felt
during annual festivals / special events
(e.g. Christmas).

Family Estrangement and the COVID-19 crisis

45% agreed that the COVID-19

pandemic changed or influenced
feelings of stigma that you feel
around family estrangement.
Many described how the focus on
family during the COVID-19 pandemic
on television, social media and in
advertising, led to feelings of being
different, or like they were the only
ones in this situation.

In terms of contact with estranged
family members, most respondents
(78%) had maintained the same
amount of contact or non-contact
with their estranged family member/s
during the COVID-19 pandemic,
16% had experienced an increase in
contact and 6% had experienced
less contact.
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Who took part?
801 people took part
18–29

Age

30–39
40–49
50–59
60+
UK

Country

of
Residence

USA
Canada
Australia
Other

11%
19%
25%
25%
20%
75%
14%
2%
1%
8%

Female

Gender
Identity

Male
Trans
Other

92%
7%
1%
1%

Heterosexual

Sexual

orientation

Bisexual
Lesbian
Gay
Other

91%
4%
3%
1%
1%

White

Ethnicity

Mixed
Asian
Black
Other

85%
8%
3%
1%
3%

34%
Retired/Not working 27%
Part-time
16%
Self-employed 15%
Student
8%
Full-time

Employment

Respondents were estranged from:

51%
25%
17%
9%

A parent
All related
family
An aunt/
uncle
A grandchild or
grandchildren

41%
22%
15%
5%

A sibling

A child

A niece/
nephew

A grandparent

During this period of lockdown / social distancing, respondents were living in
the following arrangements:
With a partner I usually live with
Alone

31%

With a family member

51%

13%

3%
With a new partner 1%
With housemates

Other (e.g., with a friend who I don’t usually live with)

1%

Length of time respondents had experienced estrangement:
Estrangement varied in length from

6 months to over 30 years.

2 years was the most common length of time respondents had been estranged (12%).
Family Estrangement and the COVID-19 crisis
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Social Isolation
During the COVID-19 pandemic:

55% felt more alone and less connected
33% reported no impact on their feelings of loneliness
12% felt less alone and more connected
We asked how the COVID-19 pandemic changed or influenced feelings of social
isolation around family estrangement. The most commonly occurring responses

1

Comparison
to others

2

Family
talk

3

No one
cares

4

More time
to think

5

Worry about
family

6

Lacking
support

were:
1. Comparison to others: Many

respondents described feeling more alone
and more aware that they had fewer social
connections and opportunities for social
interaction than other people. Not being
able to see friends also contributed to
feeling alone.
I feel much more isolated. I felt isolated
before when a lot of my human contact
was occasional friends, the postman, etc.
Now its been cut down to zero. It has
been over two months since I’ve heard
another human’s voice speaking to me.
I feel more alone because I can’t see my
friends or go to work and both of these
things help enormously with my family
situation.

2. Family talk: Respondents also

described feeling a heightened sense of
loneliness when they heard others talk about
their families, how much they missed them
and how frequently they were keeping in

Family Estrangement and the COVID-19 crisis

contact. The focus in the media on families
connecting and supporting each other
also added to these feelings, with some
respondents comparing this to the sense
of isolation they felt at Christmas time.
I feel the isolation of family estrangement
more keenly. I am very aware of friends
and others talking about Zoom calls with
their families. There is always coverage on
the news etc about what families would
usually be doing, and the compromises
they are all making, and the painfulness
of my situation is heightened.
Everyone is now focusing on their support
networks more than ever, including
family – it is painful to hear about other
people’s parents and wider family
networks, when you don’t have a similar
network to belong to. Every single advert
is also enforcing over and over again
the message of family being the most
important thing, much like Christmas.
I’m feeling much of the same loneliness
I do every December, perhaps more
exacerbated by the additional stress of
the situation, and the enforced social
isolation.
6

3. No one cares: Some felt more isolated
because the crisis had emphasised to them
that their family members did not want a
relationship, with some feeling that their
family did not care how they were faring.

5. Worry about family. Some felt more
isolated during the crisis because they
were worried about their estranged family
member(s) but were not able to find out
how they were.

When adult children don’t contact you
during a pandemic, it certainly feels as if
they don’t care whether you live or die.

My concerns are for my granddaughters.
My isolation is unbearable. How do
they feel?

For my sister to maintain our
estrangement during a pandemic really
forces me to face that my well-being, my
life, is not important to them.

I would like to be able to look after my
mum or at least be in touch so that I am
aware of how she is doing.

4. More time to think. For others,

feelings of social isolation had increased
because the crisis had prompted older
feelings about estrangement to re-emerge.
Being in lockdown meant that they had more
time to think about their estrangement and
family relationships.
I have so much more time to think. It’s
provides time for hurt and pain to grow.
The sadness of having no family is often
unbearable.
I had a huge amount of emotions come to
the surface again and I thought that I had
already processed them . . . I don’t want
to go back as I’ve come such a long way
but Covid-19 has made me wobble.

Family Estrangement and the COVID-19 crisis

6. Lacking support. Some also described

feeling more isolated during the crisis
because they were aware that they had less
practical support than others, and that they
would have no one to help them should they
become ill.
It has made me feel unloved and uncared
for, as I am vulnerable. Without the family
help and support enjoyed by many others,
I depend on one friend 20 miles away to
shop for me.
It has made me extremely conscious
of the fact that I do not have family
support and that if I become ill and/or
quarantined, I do not have family who
could collect groceries, medications, etc
or care for or support me during this time.
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Stigma
We asked, has the COVID-19 pandemic changed or influenced
feelings of stigma that you feel around family estrangement?

45% said yes
45% said no
8% said don’t know
The most common themes in respondents’ answers are presented below:

1

Family
focus

2

Difficult
questions

3

More
judgement

1. Family focus: Many described how

the focus on family during the COVID-19
pandemic on television, social media and in
advertising, led to feelings of being different,
or like they were the only ones in this
situation:
I feel that everyone else has all this
wonderful family support and I don’t.
I’m surrounded by images of ‘good
families’ who are sticking together,
helping each other. Everywhere I look
there are reinforcements to ‘families
coming through the situation together.’
I’m going it quite alone. This notion that
there’s one kind of family unit, and it
involves moms, dads, kids, and grandkids
is as inaccurate as it is insensitive.

Family Estrangement and the COVID-19 crisis
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Shame and

embarrassment

5

Pressure to
reconcile

6

All in the
same boat

2. Difficult questions: Others described
how the topic of family was raised more
often in conversation, which was often
experienced as being difficult to navigate,
or anxiety-inducing:

I have been asked a lot if I’ve heard from
my family. It’s a hard question to keep
answering no as it brings those difficult
feelings to the forefront. It’s harder to
shut them out of your mind.
People at work talking about missing
their parents and other family members
due to the lockdown/ social distancing–I
cannot join in the conversation and feel
more embarrassed. Conversations around
family seem to be coming up more and
not all my colleagues know my situation.
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3. More judgement: Others described

how during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
expectations and assumptions about families
were stronger than ever, and that they felt
more judged:
There’s an enormous expectation to ‘let
bygones be bygones’ and for the crisis
to provide some perspective. I would
agree, if there are minor issues, that
differences could be put aside. That’s not
the situation I’m in though, and probably
true for anyone who’s made the decision
to be estranged–it’s not something
that you undertake lightly, or without
serious impact to your mental health–in
other words, you wouldn’t do it unless
absolutely necessary.
I definitely do not feel like I can talk to
anyone about my estrangement during
Covid-19 as people will be judgemental
that I am not making contact with
my family during a crisis. During
“normal” times, I have had people not
understanding my estrangement despite
explaining the abuse I went through etc. I
have no faith they will understand it now.

4. Shame and embarrassment: Some

described how they had experienced
feelings of shame and embarrassment about
their estrangement during the COVID-19
pandemic:

5. Pressure to reconcile: Others

described feeling that the COVID-19
pandemic bought with it a pressure to
reconcile with estranged family members,
or that life is short:
I feel more pressure to be in contact with
them and checking up on them.
People have said you should sort it out in
times like this, not knowing the situation.

6. All in the same boat: For some, the

COVID-19 pandemic has been experienced
more as an equaliser between people, or that
they were aware that they were not alone
in their lack of contact with their family, as
others were experiencing this too:
I feel less stigma. It has also highlighted
how much progress I have made in coming
to terms with my family estrangement and
grateful for my resilience and those caring
non-family relationships I enjoy where we
have supported each other during Covid 19.
Because everyone is separated from
some of their family, so it doesn’t feel
so different.
now as I am lucky to be surrounded by
many open minded and self-educated
people who understand many people
have tricky home lives.

I feel like it’s a massively awkward topic
that people in normal life tend to avoid,
but during Covid–it’s even more taboo.
Friends and contacts seem to ignore my
estrangement – it is silenced.

Family Estrangement and the COVID-19 crisis
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Contact between
estranged family members
During the pandemic, respondents had
thought about their estranged family
member(s):

56% more often
41% the same
3% less often
The respondents had thought about
making contact with their estranged family
member(s):

48% the same as usual
40% more than usual
12% less than usual.

As for the amount of contact with their
estranged family member(s):

78% maintained the same amount
16% increased contact
6% reduced contact
As for receiving unwanted contact:

60% said that this was not applicable
19% received the same amount of
unwanted contact

16% received more unwanted contact
5% received less unwanted contact

We asked respondents whether the COVID-19 pandemic had influenced their
thoughts about reconciling with an estranged family member/s and if so, how.
The six most common themes are presented below:

1

Confirmation of
estrangement

2

Thinking about
reconciliation

3

Made
contact

1. Confirmation of estrangement:

Some explained how the crisis had led
them to reflect on their estrangement,
and confirmed that this was the best way
forward for the relationship:
I have thought and come to understand
that I will never have contact or any
relationship with them.
I’ve thought about it more but ultimately
it has not changed my views to have
no contact.
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4

Always wanted
reconciliation

5

What happens
if I die?

6

Are they
ok?

2. Thinking about reconciliation:

Others explained that the COVID-19
pandemic led them to think about
reconciliation, but did not actually lead
to any changes in behaviour:
I have been thinking of making contact
even though I know this is only because
of the lockdown as I do not normally think
and feel this way.
I have reconsidered reaching out at least
to check on them.
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3. Made contact: Some described having
made contact with their estranged family
member/s, but that this had changed little
about the estranged relationship:

With all the talk of family etc I’ve tried to
make contact, not that I really wanted to,
but was ignored.
I had hoped that some day there would
be a reconciliation but I have now had to
accept that this will probably not happen.
I have sent text messages to estranged
family members to let them know I am
thinking of them and hoping they are
staying safe and well but have received
no response.

4. Always wanted reconciliation:

Others had consistently wanted
reconciliation with their estranged family
member/s before the COVID-19 pandemic
had begun:
I have always been keen to reconcile,
but this has made me want to reconcile
more – if only because the arguments
we had don’t seem very important in
comparison with what is going on now.
I want reconciliation more than ever,
and am desperate to know how my son
is doing, whether he is well, how he is
coping. I hoped against hope that maybe
he would realise there is not infinite time
left to meet with me again. I love him
more than ever.

Family Estrangement and the COVID-19 crisis

5. What happens if I die? Some

described how the COVID-19 pandemic had
led them to wonder what would happen if
their estranged family member died, or they
themselves were to die:
I realised that were I to die, they probably
would not want to attend my funeral.
I also next had the thought that if one of
them were to die, I possibly would not be
welcome at their funeral by other family
members.
There’s more a greater morbidity factor.
For example, I often think perhaps I
should contact them because they may
be ill or I may regret it if they pass away
tomorrow.

6. Are they ok? Others described

worrying about their estranged family
member and being concerned about them,
wondering how they were doing and if they
were ok:
I wonder if my parents are safe and well.
I feel let down and do not wish them to be
a part of my life. But I still love my mum
and hope she is safe and well. It’s tough
not knowing how she is.

11
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Social sanctions – overview, meaning,
examples, types and importance
A social sanction is a social reaction of approval or disapproval in response to someone’s actions.
Social sanctions enforce a standard of behaviour that is deemed socially acceptable and this is
essential for society to regulate itself and maintain order. Social cohesion and cooperation depend
on social sanctions and they are essential for organisations, social groups and society to work
together effectively.
A sanction is any reaction from others to the behaviour of an individual or group.

Social sanctions encourage behaviours that are considered to be appropriate and deter behaviours
that are not. These representative or typical patterns and rules of behaviour are called social
norms[1]. Therefore, a sanction is any reaction from others to the behaviour of an individual or
group which has the aim of ensuring that a given social norm is complied with.
Social norms are extremely important for the effective functioning of society and social groups.
Society could not exist without social norms and the social sanctions that enforce them[2]. Social
norms regulate and regularize group members’ behaviour[3] and social sanctions are an important
part of social control processes[4]. Norms and sanctions provide behavioural expectations and
standards that make social interaction and exchange possible.
Society could not exist without social norms and the social sanctions that enforce them

Social sanctions are the enforcement mechanisms for social norms. They are the tools for shaping
and maintaining social norms. Social sanctions are an important method of communicating the
nature of social norms, so they have an important role in the creation and maintenance of social
norms.
Norms and enforcement through social sanctioning creates a “stickiness” or viscosity that tends to
slow the rate of cultural change[5]. This creates cultural stability that makes human behaviour more
predictable that reduces the risk that would otherwise be inherent in interaction and exchange.

Examples of social sanctions
Social sanctions are social reactions that represent judgement on others behaviour and can be as
subtle as a nod or smile for conformity or a shake of the head or a look of disapproval for
nonconformity. Social sanctions are often considered to be punishments, like legal sanctions.
However, social sanctions can also be positive for adherence to normative standards.
Social sanctions can be as subtle as a nod or smile for conformity or a shake of the head or
a look of disapproval for nonconformity

There are a very wide range of examples of social sanctioning, as well as a range of severity. Not
all norms carry the same sanctions because not all norms are of equal importance in a culture.
Negative sanctions can include embarrassment, shame, ridicule, sarcasm, criticism, disapproval,
social discrimination, and exclusion as well as more formal sanctions such as penalties and fines.
read://https_www.socialcapitalresearch.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.socialcapitalresearch.com%2Fsocial-sanctions%2F
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Positive sanctions can include celebration, congratulation, praise, social recognition, social
promotion, and approval, as well as formal sanctions such as awards, bonuses, prizes, and titles.
Sanctions do not have to be activated to be effective. Often the possibility of reward or punishment
is enough to encourage conformity. The mere anticipation of probable sanctions is often sufficient
to restrain the behaviour in question[6]. When people perceive that social sanctions exist for
noncompliance, they are more likely to conform if they also perceive that the behaviour is
widespread among their peers[7].

Social sanctions are normative
Some social sanctions are considered normal and appropriate and others are not.

Norms are supported by social sanctions, which are norms in themselves. In any social group there
are social sanctions that are considered normal and appropriate and others that are not. For
example, in Australia criticism is typical even when it is done openly for relatively low-level
infringements of social norms, however, in Japan this would not typically be acceptable, or it
would be reserved for only high-level or extreme violations of norms.
Since sanctions are also normative, enforcement and failure to enforce is also sanctionable[8].
Deviance from, or conformance with, social norms can carry normative expectations on third
parties to either sanction or not sanction. So sanctioning actions can also be sanctioned, and
presumably those sanctioning actions could be sanctioned, and so on as deemed appropriate and
required.

This has led some authors to call sanctions metanorms since they are upper-level norms that tell
people to reward or punish transgressors of lower-level norms (for example see Axelrod, 1986[9]).
In game theory sanctioning of norms is effectively a second-order social dilemma[9].
Although sanctioning is normative, the likelihood and strength of sanctions is likely to relate the
perceived importance of the norm related to both moral conviction and the potential for individual
or group consequences. The likelihood and severity of sanctions also relates to whether it facilitates
read://https_www.socialcapitalresearch.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.socialcapitalresearch.com%2Fsocial-sanctions%2F
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group wellbeing and survival, perceived risks and costs of sanctioning, and helps avoid
interpersonal conflict[3].
For example, if someone is late to work should their boss order a public flogging? The nature of the
sanction for deviation from the group norm is normative, which is based on a range of factors as
outlined above.

Types of social sanctions
There are many different sociological interpretations of sanctions and their functioning[6]. As with
many other social phenomena, there have been numerous attempts to classify or categorise
different types of social sanctions.
Social sanctions can be informal or formal and can be internal or external.

Informal social sanctions
Informal sanctions are enacted by individuals or groups upon other individuals or groups without
the use of formal systems. There is a very wide array of different types of informal sanctions and
they are the workhorse for the creation and maintenance of social norms.
Informal social sanctions are present in virtually every social exchange, even if they are very
subtle. This is especially true considering sanctions don’t need to be enacted to be effective.
Just as social norms are the everyday workhorse of social control and law is generally for
endgames[10], informal sanctions are the everyday workhorse of maintaining the social control
structures and formal sanctions are generally infrequently applied (although their possibility is a
constant influence).

Formal social sanctions
Formal sanctions are imposed through formal means by an institution (or representative) upon an
individual or group. They are normally clearly defined and can include fines for deviation or
rewards for compliance. They are often documented in policy, rules or regulations.
Formal sanctions tend to also have informal consequences. For example, a criminal conviction
tends to create a stigma and potential social exclusion.

Internal social sanctions
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Internal sanctions are consequences imposed by the individual on themselves, based upon
compliance with social norms. So, for example, an individual might suffer from embarrassment,
shame or depression as a result of noncompliance and associated exclusion from social groups.
One of the key differences between internal and external sanctions is that while internal sanctions
such as guilt requires only one’s own knowledge of one’s behaviour, external sanctions require
knowledge by others of one’s behaviour[11].

External social sanctions
External sanctions, on the other hand, are consequences imposed by others and include things like
expulsion from a group, public humiliation, punishment by management, and arrest and
imprisonment, among others.

Social sanctions for injunctive norms and descriptive norms
Another potentially relevant distinction is between types of norms, since social sanctions are the
enforcement mechanism for social norms. The commonly accepted types of norms are descriptive
and injunctive.
Descriptive norms are what most people do in a given situation, i.e., what is typical or normal in a
given situation can be understood by observing others’ behaviour. Injunctive norms describe what
ought to be done in a situation so is what a group considers appropriate, moral, or necessary[12].
They relate to rules or beliefs as to what constitutes morally approved and disapproved conduct[12].
This distinction may suggest that social sanctions would only relate to injunctive norms, since these
norms represent what is considered right and wrong. However, in reality there can be little
difference between how people view injunctive norms and descriptive norms in terms of
sanctioning.

Some have suggested that sanctioning relates to injunctive norms and not to descriptive norms[7],
however descriptive norms often take on an ought character even if it is simply to maintain social
order. For example, at a popular local café the norm is to move to the right side of the counter after
ordering. This is a descriptive norm since there is no moral imperative, it is simply what everyone
does. Not observing this norm may still result in sanctioning (both internal [embarrassment] and
external [disapproving looks]) despite the lack of moral imperative, since it is what one ought to do
to maintain efficiency and social order.

How do we learn what to sanction?
Social sanctioning is learned over time and relates to social values that are internalised through
socialisation. Individuals may not be consciously aware of these societal values since they provide
read://https_www.socialcapitalresearch.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.socialcapitalresearch.com%2Fsocial-sanctions%2F
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the background context for all thought and action. People just ‘know’ what is appropriate and not
appropriate, how to sanction, and what actions are likely to be sanctioned and in what ways.
Social norms and sanctions represent shared understandings that are present in a group or society.
They are the understanding of what is good, proper, appropriate, and right. They are based on
values (what is right and wrong), which tend to be defined or influenced by law, religion, culture,
and numerous other factors.

Who does the social sanctioning?

All members of a social group or society tend to sanction and responsibility for sanctioning is
jointly shared by all members. However, some individuals tend to sanction more, and their
sanctions tend to carry more influence. For example, people who are in positions of higher social
status and people who have assigned roles that make them responsible or feel more responsible for
social control.
Deviations from social norms may or may not impact (positively or negatively) another person or
persons. Where it does, typically a third-party would involve themselves in sanctioning. But what
would induce a third-party to get involved, considering the risks and costs?
For most people there are several reasons to sanction. There are often norms that call for
sanctioning of certain actions, so failure to sanction may result in themselves being sanctioned.
People also often feel belonging and loyalty to the social group or society and perceive deviation
from norms to threaten the wellbeing of the group. They may also feel that it is the good or right
thing to do, for the common or group good, so they may be prepared to sanction despite personal
costs and risks. Third-party sanctioning is very important and is the essence of social norms[13].

Does social sanctioning carry costs or risks?
Social sanctioning can involve costs and risks

For the individuals engaging in sanctions, the costs of sanctioning may be greater than the
benefits[14]. There can be a danger associated with sanctioning since there is a risk the deviant will
retaliate. There is also the risk that person doing the sanctioning may misinterpret the established
sanctioning norms or overstep the mark, leaving themselves open to sanctioning, including internal
sanctions of shame or guilt.
Social structures typically reduce the costs of sanctioning by moving the responsibility to certain
roles, for example police. This can also be true in organisations where management roles may
assume these responsibilities, therefore reducing the burden on other members of the organisation.
Formal sanctioning (and therefore the threat of formal sanctions) can reduce the costs of
sanctioning for individuals by passing it to authorities.
read://https_www.socialcapitalresearch.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.socialcapitalresearch.com%2Fsocial-sanctions%2F
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When is social sanctioning likely to happen?

Social sanctions are most likely to occur in groups or societies where social norms are clearly
established and widely understood. This gives people confidence in how people ought to act, and
therefore confidence of whether any give act contradicts the norm.
The norms of sanctioning will also impact whether sanctioning occurs since in some groups
sanctioning is normatively rare or considered inappropriate. People observe whether people are
sanctioned or rewarded for their behaviours and this influences their sanctioning behaviour[15].
Therefore, sanctioning is most likely to happen when it is normatively prudent.
It may seem that highly cohesive groups would have the conditions for high rates of sanctioning
however high group cohesion tends to reduce sanctioning because cohesion increases the costs of
sanctioning and therefore decreases the sanctioning frequency[16].
Social sanctioning typically occurs when it is socially valuable to members of the community[17].
Social sanctions play an important role in the creation and maintenance of social order, which is a
desirable state for members of the community since it provides confidence and order. It encourages
interaction and exchange that is the foundation of social capital and the functioning of society.
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Family estrangement a ‘silent epidemic’
There is no easy fix for fractured families — and Canada is lacking in resources for those seeking
help

(Illustration: Steven P. Hughes)

When my family moved from Alberta to Ontario 26 years ago, they did so in two trips. First, my
father and three older siblings drove across the Prairies in a grey minivan littered with McDonald’s
wrappers. A moving truck followed behind them. Then, a week later, my mother flew from Calgary
to Toronto with me in her arms. She says all she did during that flight was hold me and cry. Alberta
was her home, and moving meant putting two entire provinces between herself and one of the most
important people in her life: her father.
During the first year of our new life in Ontario, my mother told my siblings continuously: “We are
all we have here.” In a sense, that was true, and our family was very close as I was growing up. I
adored my parents and idolized my siblings. When I heard classmates talk about not getting along
with their sisters or hating their mother, my heart broke. I couldn’t imagine living in a house that
didn’t feel like home. And I could never have predicted that as adults we would become estranged
from my brother, that he would separate himself from us entirely for years.
My brother’s estrangement was a slow, painful process. There was no big blowout that we could
point to as the catalyst. Even today, I can’t give a straightforward answer as to why my brother
estranged himself, and I doubt he could either. There were too many variables, too many people
involved and too many unaddressed arguments for me to say with confidence what caused the
separation. What I do know is that for nearly five years, communication quieted a little each day,
the ties holding my family together fraying with each monosyllabic text or unanswered phone call.
Eventually, my brother was gone entirely, and for years it was as if a cold front passed through my
parents’ house whenever someone mentioned his name. During my brother’s absence, I fell in love,
earned a master’s degree and visited two new continents. But all along, I couldn’t escape the
terrifying, recurring question: will I ever see my brother again?

More on Broadview: When friends decide to co-parent

Mine is one of countless families that has experienced the heartbreaking loss of estrangement,
which the English researcher Lucy Blake defines as “the breakdown of a supportive relationship
between family members.” According to one British study, approximately one in five families in
the United Kingdom will experience estrangement at some point in their lives.
It’s hard to say what the corresponding numbers are in Canada; there haven’t been any similar
studies looking into the issue here. In my experience, however, I’ve yet to meet a family that hasn’t
been touched by estrangement. I have friends who haven’t spoken to their mothers in years; a
classmate who didn’t know where her uncle was living; and a confidant who admitted his life
would be much easier if the sibling causing his mother such pain would just disappear.
Families like mine are common, it seems, but despite the relative prevalence of estrangement,
people suffering through it often describe feeling judged, stigmatized and misunderstood. As a
result, they tend not to talk about their experiences, a reticence that has led to what some experts
have called a “silent epidemic” affecting many of today’s families: a wave of strained relationships
and estrangements that are going unacknowledged, and thus without any semblance of support.
Estrangement is a loss, no matter which way you look at it. But for some, that loss brings muchneeded separation from relationships that were abusive, either physically, sexually or emotionally.
For others, estrangement just brings pain, and may lead to agonized ruminations over what turned a
relationship sour, and how that might have been avoided.
Regardless, anyone experiencing estrangement may find themselves looking for supportive
communities to help them work through their pain, or for guidance on how to navigate their
relationships. And right now, there aren’t a lot of Canadian options outside of private therapy,
perhaps because we are still afraid to acknowledge just how messy and complicated family life
really is.

Article met tsunami of support
In the fall of 2018, I walked into a weathered brick building down the street from King’s Cross
Station in London. The building had been repurposed as a workspace for small companies and
startups, and it was the home of Stand Alone, a grassroots charity dedicated to supporting
individuals who are estranged from their family or a key family member. Founded in 2013 by
Becca Bland, who is estranged from her parents, Stand Alone was the first organization of its kind
in Europe, if not the world. I met with Bland in the building’s busy lobby, and we huddled together
in the corner swapping family hurts as she sipped her tea.
People used to tell Bland that she only gets one mom, but she never had the kind of relationship
with her mother that she saw on TV. She prefers not to share details of her early family life, but
divulges that it was plagued by incessant arguing. For much of her childhood, Bland was raised by
her grandmother. Her parents weren’t interested in mediation. Bland lost contact with them at the
age of 25 and hasn’t spoken to them since, 11 years and counting.
“I would say that ultimately I estranged myself to really help my self-esteem and to get out of a
cycle that was very toxic for me in terms of how much criticism and negativity I was around,”
Bland told me.
Despite the positive aspects of her newfound independence, Bland still felt shame and
embarrassment about her family situation, and she kept it a secret to avoid the judgment she
expected to face if she shared her story.
Lynda Ashbourne, a couple and family therapist who teaches at the University of Guelph in
Ontario, says the common expectation that family is an unfailing source of support in people’s lives
contributes to the stigma and lack of understanding around estrangement. “We still carry this sort of

ideal that a family looks a certain way and that family relationships are supposed to be kind of
unilaterally positive,” she says. “And they aren’t.”
As a therapist, Ashbourne knows well that family members can become destructive toward each
other, but she says a continuing attachment to idealized notions of family makes it difficult for
people to empathize with anyone who is experiencing estrangement.
That forces many estranged family members into a place of isolation and silence. In Bland’s case,
she even went so far as lying about her situation. One Christmas, when visiting her thenboyfriend’s family, she invented a story about her parents living in Australia to explain why she
wouldn’t be seeing them during the holidays.
As she would later write in a column for the Guardian about the experience, Bland spent the visit
side-stepping questions about her parents and tormenting herself over the lies she was burrowing
into. She even caught herself momentarily envying her boyfriend’s relationship with his mother,
wishing she could have something similar.
“But the thought of seeing my parents was, and is, much more anxiety-provoking,” she wrote in the
Guardian article. “I would pay money to avoid them, really. And I definitely couldn’t have said that
at the table.”
Bland wrote her Guardian column because she wanted to open up more dialogue about
estrangement. “If people were more relaxed about using the word estrangement, it would not only
be helpful for those who are already estranged but might also help those who need to walk away
but are held back by fear of stigma,” she wrote. “Indeed, I didn’t [walk] away from my own
situation at a younger age than I did, for fear of being judged. I didn’t dare.”
The article was met with a tsunami of support. Emails rushed in from all over the United Kingdom,
flooding Bland’s inbox with messages of gratitude and understanding from people who spoke of
feeling liberated by knowing they weren’t the only ones suffering an estrangement.
“I realized that my article had unintentionally forwarded a narrative that was missing when it
comes to family — the untidy part, the upsetting part and the part that we often fear,” Bland later
wrote in a study Stand Alone helped to produce.
The unexpected response to her article led Bland to realize that there was a large, mostly silent,
community of people experiencing estrangement in the United Kingdom, and that they needed a
formal voice and source of support. So she founded Stand Alone.
“Alongside the guilt and doubt that I’d made the right decision, my reaction for a long time
was fear.”
Amie Key

Operating in London and two other U.K. locations, Stand Alone works to reduce the stigma and
isolation that come with family estrangement. Since 2013, the staff of one has expanded to five in
London and nine in total. The organization offers workshops, recommends counsellors and hosts
social events. It also provides online resources and advocates for the rights of estranged
individuals.
One population that Stand Alone focuses on in particular is university students. Beginning postsecondary education is a significant transitional period for any young adult, but it can be especially
difficult for those experiencing estrangement. Research published in 2015 by Bland and the Unite
Foundation revealed that estranged university students experience significantly more financial
pressure than students who are still connected to their family. University also tends to be a time
when the wounds are fresh — according to the report, estranged students generally remove
themselves from damaging situations between the ages of 16 and 19.

Amie Key, a 22-year-old student at Durham University in England, cut off contact with her mother
nearly four years ago, and last spoke to her father when she was 13. While Key is “not entirely sure
why” she is disconnected from her father, she writes in an email that childhood abuse, and the
depression and anxiety that have stayed with her as a result, led to her estranging herself from her
mother.
“Living at home and being in contact with my mother was hugely damaging to my mental health,
affecting my academic work and other relationships,” she writes. When she went to university at
the age of 18, “experiencing independence for the first time ever,” Key says she realized she had to
terminate her relationship with her mother.
“It was an incredibly difficult decision,” she writes. “Alongside the guilt and doubt that I’d made
the right decision, my reaction for a long time was fear — fear that I’d be judged for ending a
relationship that is usually considered unbreakable.”
Key’s mental health deteriorated after she sent her mother an “estrangement email.” She was
diagnosed with depression and anxiety, was prescribed antidepressants and began cognitive
behavioural therapy and counselling. She writes that there was also a brief period around exam
time at the end of the academic year when she became suicidal.
It was shortly after this, while she was arranging her finances for her second year of university, that
Key found Stand Alone. In the United Kingdom, estranged students have to provide proof that they
don’t have a relationship with their parents in order to access student loans. Stand Alone has
produced a finance guide for estranged students that is posted on its website, which Key used while
preparing her loan application.
“Beyond allowing me to get the money to stay in university and complete my degree, Stand Alone
has also offered me a lot of other support. It was through them that I discovered the term
‘estranged’, which I have been able to use to explain my situation to others and to realize I’m not
alone in experiencing it.”
Key became a fixture in Stand Alone support groups and has since done a great deal of advocacy of
her own at Durham University. “Being involved with Stand Alone has honestly changed my life,”
she writes.
In Canada, incoming students who are estranged are also often required to provide “proof” of their
family breakdown in order to qualify for student loans. But a general Google search into financial
assistance for estranged students in the country renders few Canadian-specific programs — the
majority are from the United Kingdom. Bland says her charity frequently receives messages from
Canadians saying there isn’t really anything there for them in Canada; they’ve been forgotten. She
says she would love to expand her services across the Atlantic, but that’s a work in progress.

‘Like a nuclear bomb’
In situations such as Key’s, estrangement is the direct result of issues like abuse or neglect. But in
other cases, according to Stand Alone’s research, estrangement comes as a result of more
complicated factors, like mismatched expectations of the relationship or a clash of personalities and
values.
Recently, I spoke with someone who has experienced estrangement with three separate members of
his family over the last 20 years. At different times, Roger* has been shut out by his father and his
middle son, and he is currently no longer speaking to his half-brother. But Roger, who lives in
Ontario, says his estrangement from his son was by far the most difficult to endure.
When Roger’s son was 19, the family had a female exchange student living with them. The son
began a romantic relationship with her, despite Roger making it clear that she was off limits. After

speaking with numerous family counsellors, Roger and his wife decided to send the exchange
student back to Europe. Roger wasn’t sure that was the right way to resolve things, but his wife was
adamant that it was. The day Roger’s son learned what happened, he packed up his things and left.
“It was like a nuclear bomb had gone off in our house,” Roger remembers. “Everybody — like
literally everybody — left the house that day, and it was myself and my cat. And it was like, ‘Okay
so what just happened to our family?’”
Roger felt frustration, sadness and guilt, and his pain was exacerbated by watching the rest of his
family become ensnared in the conflict. He was caught between his wife and his son, and his other
children were caught between their brother and their parents.
“Neither of [his siblings] agreed with what he had done. They supported him as a brother but not
what he did,” Roger says. “It had a devastating impact on everyone.”
The collateral damage suffered by Roger’s other two children is common in estranged families,
Ashbourne says. Alliances, or what she calls “loyalty binds,” come into play when relationships
between individual family members are tested in this way, and they often contribute greatly to the
unrest in an estranged home.
“Everybody — like literally everybody — left the house that day, and it was myself and my
cat. And it was like, ‘Okay so what just happened to our family?’”
Roger

To this day, Roger believes the whole conflict could have been avoided, but he isn’t entirely sure
how. “I had this belief that there weren’t just two choices,” he recalls. “There must have been a
third alternative that we [hadn’t] explored.”
Eventually, through therapy and time, Roger’s family did reconnect. And Roger’s son married the
exchange student, though the marriage didn’t last, Roger says.
“Fast-forward to today,” he says, “and I would say we have a good relationship. We do
communicate openly, frequently, and I think part of it is that he’s mature now.”
Roger’s experience illustrates other patterns. Nataxja Cini, an Ottawa-based social worker who has
handled many cases of family estrangement, has noticed that cutting off contact with one’s family
is often a learned behaviour.
“If [one of] your parents was estranged from their family, you would be more likely to use that type
of coping mechanism in dealing with conflict and unresolved issues between you and your siblings,
and you and your parents, or you and anybody,” she says.
Previous experience of estrangement might be more of a risk factor than a direct cause, but
consider Roger’s family history. He had already been estranged once before: his father had cut him
off after taking offence to some of the religious elements in Roger and his wife’s wedding
ceremony. That rift lasted about two years and was mended shortly before Roger’s father died.
Then, there was the exchange student incident. Now, Roger isn’t speaking with his half-brother, a
decision he made after decades of what he describes as unreciprocated emotional and financial
support.
“I believe that kids don’t do what you say they should do, they… copy what you do. And this is
something I don’t want them to copy,” Roger says. He doesn’t think severing contact is an
acceptable way to handle conflict, “yet here I am defending having done it,” referring to his
estrangement from his half-brother. And although he’s had a lot of experiences of estrangement,
Roger remains stumped by its complexity.
Indeed, no one interviewed for this story could provide me with a quick fix for estrangement. “In
my professional and personal experience, families are messy,” Ashbourne says. And messiness
read://https_broadview.org/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbroadview.org%2Ffamily-estrangement%2F
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‘We’re all a little scared’
Once Bland and I finished our conversation back in the autumn of 2018, I began to put on my coat
and tuck away my tape recorder and notepad. About a month earlier, my brother had offered an
olive branch to the family, a chance to move forward. Everyone in the family had received a text
asking to meet in small groups, instead of diving into a full-fledged family reunion. I still don’t
know what prompted this outreach. Just as I don’t know what it was that made him want to remove
himself from our family in the first place.
Bland gently inquired about my brother as she walked me to the door. I explained that my family
and I were all fairly hesitant, nervous even, as to what his seemingly random outreach meant. “I
think we’re all a little scared and not entirely sure what to do,” I admitted. What would this new
reality look like? Would my parents have any input on the terms of this newfound relationship?
Would I? It felt a lot like walking back across a suspension bridge that barely held us up the first
time we tried to cross.
She looked back at me with listening eyes and nodded compassionately, undoubtedly a reflex after
several years of being on the receiving end of similar stories.
“Keep yourself safe,” she told me.
And with that, I walked out of that brick building and onto the streets of London, armed with the
knowledge that it’s up to me to decide what my definition of family looks like.
This article first appeared in the October 2019 issue of Broadview with the title “Fractured
families.” For more of Broadview’s award-winning content, subscribe to the magazine today.
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Debunking Myths About
Estrangement
New research challenges the deeply held notion that family relationships can’t be
dissolved and suggests that estrangement is not all that uncommon.
By Catherine Saint Louis
Dec. 20, 2017

It’s the classic image of the holidays: Parents, siblings and their children gather around
the family table to feast and catch up on one another’s lives. But it doesn’t always work
that way.
After years of discontent, some adults choose to stop talking to their parents or returning
home for family gatherings, and parents may disapprove of a child so intensely that he
or she is no longer welcome home.
In the past five years, a clearer picture of estrangement has been emerging as more
researchers have turned their attention to this kind of family rupture. Their findings
challenge the deeply held notion that family relationships can’t be dissolved and suggest
that estrangement is not all that uncommon.
Broadly speaking, estrangement is defined as one or more relatives intentionally
choosing to end contact because of an ongoing negative relationship. (Relatives who go
long stretches without a phone call because of external circumstances like a military
deployment or incarceration don’t fit the bill.)
“To the extent you are actively trying to distance yourself and maintain that distance,
that makes you estranged,” said Kristina Scharp, an assistant professor of
communication studies at Utah State University in Logan.
Last month, Lucy Blake, a lecturer at Edge Hill University in England, published a
systematic review of 51 articles about estrangement in the Journal of Family Theory &
Review. This body of literature, Dr. Blake wrote, gives family scholars an opportunity to
“understand family relationships as they are, rather than how they could or should be.”

Estrangement is widely misunderstood, but as more and more people share their
experiences publicly, some misconceptions are being overturned. Assuming that every
relationship between a parent and child will last a lifetime is as simplistic as assuming
every couple will never split up.

Myth: Estrangement Happens Suddenly
It’s usually a long, drawn-out process rather than a single blowout. A parent and child’s
relationship erodes over time, not overnight.
Kylie Agllias, a social worker in Australia who wrote a 2016 book called “Family
Estrangement,” has found that estrangement “occurs across years and decades. All the
hurt and betrayals, all the things that accumulate, undermine a person’s sense of trust.”
For a study published in June, Dr. Scharp spoke to 52 adult children and found they
distanced themselves from their parents in various ways over time.
Some adult children, for example, moved away. Others no longer made an effort to fulfill
expectations of the daughter-son role, such as a 48-year-old woman who, after 33 years
with no contact with her father, declined to visit him in the hospital or to attend his
funeral.
Still others chose to limit conversations with a family member to superficial small talk or
reduce the amount of contact. One 21-year-old man described how he called and texted
his mother, but not his father, after leaving for college. “They still live together so
obviously he noticed and that bothered him,” he said.
Estrangement is a “continual process,” Dr. Scharp said. “In our culture, there’s a ton of
guilt around not forgiving your family,” she explained. So “achieving distance is hard,
but maintaining distance is harder.”
A complete rupture can be years in the making. It’s been three years since Nikolaus
Maack, 47, has had contact with most of his family. But he started distancing himself
from his parents and siblings a decade before. “I was staying away,” said Mr. Maack, a
civil servant in Ottawa. His father’s temper had always kept him on edge, he said, and he
felt that holiday meals were particularly uncomfortable and demeaning. Eventually, Mr.
Maack stopped attending Christmas festivities altogether.
Reached by email, Mr. Maack’s father declined to be interviewed but insulted Mr. Maack
and said he no longer considered him a son.

Myth: Estrangement Is Rare
In 2014, 8 percent of roughly 2,000 British adults said that they had cut off a family
member, which translates to more than five million people, according to a nationally
representative survey commissioned by Stand Alone, a charity that supports estranged
people.
And 19 percent of respondents reported that another relative or they themselves were no
longer in contact with family.

Myth: There’s a Clear Reason People Become Estranged
Multiple factors appear to come into play. In a 2015 study, Dr. Agllias interviewed 25
Australian parents, each of whom had been cut off by at least one child. The reasons for
the rupture fell into three main categories. In some cases, the son or daughter chose
between the parent and someone or something else, such as a partner. In others, the
adult child was punishing the parent for “perceived wrongdoing” or a difference in
values. Most parents also flagged additional ongoing stressors like domestic violence,
divorce and failing health.
A woman once insisted to Dr. Agllias that she had not spoken to her son and his wife in
seven years because she asked her daughter-in-law to bring a specific dessert to a family
gathering, and the daughter-in-law had deliberately brought the same one she had
baked. The mother-in-law saw it as “a symbol of total disrespect,” Dr. Agllias said, yet
she revealed other factors that had undermined their relationship, including that she felt
her son’s wife sometimes kept the grandchildren from her and didn’t properly take care
of her son. The dessert, Dr. Agllias said, became a symbol of the “cumulative disrespect”
she felt.

Myth: Estrangement Happens on a Whim
In a study published in the journal Australian Social Work, 26 adults reported being
estranged from parents for three main reasons: abuse (everything from belittling to
physical or sexual abuse), betrayal (keeping secrets or sabotaging them) and poor
parenting (being overly critical, shaming children or making them scapegoats). The
three were not mutually exclusive, and often overlapped, said Dr. Agllias, a lecturer at
the University of Newcastle in Australia.

Most of the participants said that their estrangements followed childhoods in which they
had already had poor connections with parents who were physically or emotionally
unavailable.
For instance, Mr. Maack resented that he was routinely left in charge of his two younger
siblings, so much so that he decided never to have children of his own.
After years of growing apart, the final straw was his wedding day.
In 2014, he and his longtime girlfriend decided to marry at City Hall for practical
reasons: They realized she wouldn’t be able to inherit his pension, otherwise. He didn’t
invite his family, in part because it was an informal gathering. But also because a
brother had recently married in a traditional ceremony, during which his father had
backed out of giving his speech. He worried that his father might do something similarly
disruptive. He did not want to invite him and said he didn’t think anyone else would
come without him.
“I agonized over inviting them or not, for a long time,” he said, “but in the end, decided, ʻI
can’t have them there.’”
His family found out he was married through Facebook. One brother told him he was
hurt he wasn’t even told. And his sister and father made it clear they would no longer
talk to him, according to Mr. Maack and his wife. Two other relatives confirmed their
account.
These days, one brother still talks to Mr. Maack, mostly through Facebook messenger,
but they don’t talk about the others.
A version of this article appears in print on Dec. 26, 2017, on Page D1 of the New York edition with the headline: When Families Fall
Out
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Parents and Children Who Are Estranged in
Adulthood: A Review and Discussion of the
Literature

This review article examines what is known
about estrangement between parents and adult
children in terms of definition, prevalence,
causes, and consequences. Estrangement has
been defined and conceptualized in different
ways, although most definitions have focused
on the negative quality of the relationship and
the voluntarily or intentional decision of at
least one family member to initiate and maintain distance. A diverse range of factors that
are often interlinked has been found to contribute to estrangement. The consequences of
estrangement from a parent or child include
experiencing reduced levels of psychological
well-being, feelings of loss, and experiences
and/or perceptions of stigma. The estrangement
literature has the potential to reveal variation
in the quality of parent–child relationships in
adulthood so that family scholars can move
beyond our assumptions and understand family
relationships as they are, rather than how they
could or should be.
Relationships between family members are
often assumed to look and function in a certain
way. Parents and children are typically expected
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to be unconditionally loving and close to one
another (Scharp & McLaren, 2017), and those
families in which family members openly communicate with one another are “natural” and how
families “should” be (Allen & Moore, 2017).
For example, family scholars have described
relationships between family members as being
inherently different from those with neighbors,
colleagues, or friends (Troll, 1987). Unlike
these other kinds of relationships, relationships
between family members have been described
as “generally permanent and to a great extent,
involuntary” (Umberson, 1992, p. 665) “virtually indissoluble” (Pillemer et al., 2007, p. 786)
or “difficult, if not impossible, to dissolve”
(Vangelisti, 1993, p. 42).
These assumptions persist despite evidence
to the contrary. Studies examining intergenerational family relationships have found that
relationships between parents and children in
adulthood are complex and diverse. Whereas
some relationships are characterized by frequent
contact and the exchange of support, others are
ambivalent (in which both positive and negative
feelings, attitudes, and emotions exist alongside
one another), and others are discordant, with
a high likelihood of conflict (Brannen, 2003;
Eisenhandler, 1992; Ferring, Michels, Boll, &
Filipp, 2009; Pillemer et al., 2007; Pillemer,
Munsch, Fuller-Rowell, Riffin, & Suitor, 2012;
Silverstein & Giarrusso, 2010; Van Gaalen &
Dykstra, 2006).
Alongside this research, a literature has
emerged in the past 10 years that has focused
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specifically on parents and adult children who
are “estranged” (Agllias, 2011a, 2013, 2015,
2016a, 2016b, 2017; Agllias & Gray, 2013;
Allen & Moore, 2017; Carr, Holman, Abetz,
Kellas, & Vagnoni, 2015; Conti, 2015; Conti &
Ryan 2013; Dattilio & Nichols, 2011; Gilligan,
Suitor, & Pillemer, 2015; Jerrome, 1994; Kim,
2006; Scharp, 2014, 2016; Scharp & Dorrance
Hall, 2017; Scharp & McLaren, 2017; Scharp
& Thomas, 2016; Scharp, Thomas, & Paxman,
2015). This literature confirms that contrary
to dominant expectations and assumptions
about the involuntary, ever-lasting nature of
family relationships, some parents and children
have a distant and/or inactive relationship.
It is this aspect of family functioning that is
explored in this review. A broad conceptualization of estrangement has been used in
conducting the review to account for the fact
that the word estrangement has been used and
defined in different ways (Scharp & Dorrance
Hall, 2017). The authors of this emerging
estrangement literature have also conducted
their research in different disciplines, such as
psychology, communication studies, and social
work. Given the diversity of definitions and
disciplinary dispersion, the goal of this review
is to bring coherence to this rapidly developing
estrangement literature.
Although empirical research exploring
estrangement is relatively recent, this topic has
been of interest to clinicians for many decades.
In the 1960s, Murray Bowen described individuals as varying in “differentiation of self,”
or the ability to preserve a sense of autonomy
in intimate relationships and to distinguish
between thoughts and feelings. On the opposite end of the spectrum is “fusion,” whereby
individuals get overwhelmed by their emotions
and have difficulty maintaining a sense of self
in their relationships (Bowen, 1966, 1976;
Skowron, Holmes, & Sabatelli, 2003). Bowen
considered “emotional cutoff,” the creation of
distance from a family member, to be indicator
of fusion; although the individuals might be
physically distant from one another, they are
fused psychologically. Another clinical concept
that identifies estranged family members as
physically absent but psychologically present
or psychologically absent but physical present
is that of ambiguous loss (Boss, 2007; see also
Boss, 2016). The lack of clarity and closure
in experiencing ambiguous loss from a family
member has the potential to be distressing, with
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the lack of a resolution blocking the grieving
process (Boss, 2007).
Clinical concepts such as emotional cutoff
and ambiguous loss have been reviewed elsewhere (Agllias, 2011a). This review therefore
focuses on the empirical research, with the intention of bringing coherence to the rapidly developing estrangement literature and to situate it
within the broader context of family research.
The review seeks to answer the following question: What is known about parents and adult children who have a distant and/or inactive relationship with one another in terms of contact, communication, and quality?
Method
This systematic review examines empirical
research that focuses on or has relevance to parents and adult children who have a distant and/or
inactive relationship with one another in terms of
contact, communication, and quality, but it does
not assume that parents and children are genetically or gestationally related to one another or
have lived in the same household or geographic
location. To capture literature across a broad
diversity of disciplines in which researchers
may have defined estrangement in different
ways, an intentionally broad approach was
taken in the conceptualization of estrangement,
taking into account contact, communication,
and relationship quality.
In May 2017 a selection of social science
databases (PubMed, APA PsycNET, Web of
Science, and SCOPUS) were searched using
search terms and subject headings that are
related and had been used in prominent publications on estrangement: family or family relations
or intergenerational relations or parent–child
relations and estrangement or breakdown or
rift. The same search terms were also used to
search Google Scholar and the reference lists
of journal articles to locate additional studies
of interest. As the estrangement literature has
grown rapidly in the past 5 years, the objective of the review was to capture the breadth
and depth of literature relevant to this issue.
Therefore, key fields and areas of study were
also identified through discussions with family
researchers who had worked in the field of
developmental psychology for several decades.
Included articles were peer-reviewed empirical
research and literature reviews published in
English.

Review and Discussion of the Estrangement Literature
Empirical research focused on social or cultural estrangement was not included, since the
focus of this review is familial estrangement
(Conti & Ryan, 2013). Therefore, studies were
included that had the potential to further our
understanding of parents and adult children who
have who have a distant and/or inactive relationship with one another. The studies described
here are also focused on what has been described
as voluntary estrangement: one or more family members intentionally or voluntarily choosing to end contact or communication (Dattilio &
Nichols, 2011; Scharp & Dorrance Hall, 2017).
Situations and scenarios in which genetic or biologically connected parents and children are no
longer in relationship with one another as a result
of fostering or adoption are described as involuntary (Cassidy, 2013; Dattilio & Nichols, 2011)
and not explored in this review. A total of 51 articles were identified in the review process, which
are summarized in Table 1.
Parent–Child Estrangement Research
Results of the systematic review are organized around five questions of interest: How
is parent–child estrangement described and
understood? How prevalent is parent–child
estrangement? Which factors contribute to
parent–child estrangement? How is parent–child
estrangement maintained? And, what are
the consequences of parent–child estrangement? The review is followed by a discussion of key gaps in the literature and the
numerous challenges and opportunities that
researchers face in conducting research on this
topic.
How Parent–Child Estrangement Is Described
and Understood
The number of studies that have examined
estrangement between parents and adult children has grown rapidly in the past 5 years.
These studies have mostly been qualitative, with
a minority having adopted quantitative, mixed
(in methodology and/or analytical approach),
or case-study approaches. The definitions and
recruitment processes used in these studies are
described in the following sections.
Qualitative approaches. Qualitative studies of
parent–child estrangement in adulthood have
typically focused on the negative quality of
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the relationship between two or more family members. For example, estrangement has
been defined as physical distance or a lack of
affection between family members “often due
to intense conflict or ongoing disagreement”
(Agllias, 2011a, p. 107). The following indictors
of estranged relationships have been identified:
physical distance, a lack of emotional intimacy,
one or both parties considering the relationship
to be unsatisfactory, intermittent conflict and
avoidance, and family members holding a belief
that there is no possible resolution. Agllias
(2013, 2015, 2017) has also distinguished
between physical estrangement, where family
members have no contact with one another, and
emotional estrangement, where family members
might have contact that is characterized by
infrequency, discomfort, and dissatisfaction.
Individuals might also be considered estranged
from relatives who are no longer alive, with
a minority of participants having described
relationships with parents who were deceased
at the time of data collection (Agllias, 2016a).
More recently, the definitions of estrangement
provided by Agllias (2017) have included an
explicit reference to estrangement being a choice
or initiated and/or maintained as a result of the
decision of one of the family members involved.
In line with this definition, Scharp et al.
(2015) defined estrangement as a distance
(“decreasing interdependence”) between two
family members due to a negative relationship,
which is intentional or voluntarily created by
one family member. Scharp’s definition differs
from that of Agllias (2011a) in its emphasis
on estrangement as a communicative process
(i.e., one that is established, maintained, and
disclosed to others through communication).
Rather than distinguishing between physical and
emotional estrangement, Scharp and Dorrance
Hall (2017) described estrangement as a process that exists along a continuum, taking into
account the following different components,
which can fluctuate: communication quality,
communication quantity, physical distance,
presence or absence of emotion, positive or
negative affect, reconciliation or desire to be a
family, role reciprocity, and taking legal action.
In terms of recruiting participants into studies
of estrangement, the most popular approach
in the qualitative literature has been identity
based (Agllias, 2013, 2014, 2016a, 2017; Allen
& Moore, 2017; Scharp & McLaren, 2017;
Scharp & Thomas, 2016; Scharp et al., 2015).
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Table 1. Articles Included in the Review of the Estrangement Literature
Study

Design

Sample

Method

Agllias (2011a)
Agllias (2013)

Review
Qualitative

NA
Interview

Agllias (2015)

Qualitative

Agllias (2016a)

Qualitative

Agllias (2017)

Qualitative

Ahrons (2006)

Mixed

Albertini & Garriga
(2011)
Allen & Moore (2017)

Quantitative
Qualitative

Brannen (2003)

Qualitative

Brannen (2006)

Qualitative

Burholt & Wenger
(1998)
Carr, Holman, Abetz,
Kellas, & Vagnoni
(2015)
Carrera & Wei (2014)
Cayleff (2008)
Conti (2015)
Conti & Ryan (2013)
Dattilio & Nichols
(2011)
Davis-Berman (2011)

Quantitative

NA
N = 25, parents estranged from adult child,
18 W, 7 M, aged 61–80
N = 25, parents estranged from adult child,
18 W, 7 M, aged 61–80
N = 26, adult children estranged from parent,
20 W, 6 M, aged 30–55
N = 26, adult children estranged from parent,
20 W, 6 M, aged 30–55
N = 173, children whose parents had divorced,
84 W, 89 M, aged 21–52
N = 21,654 parent–child dyads, average parent
age 64.6, average child age 36.1
N = 16, individuals with at least one estranged
family member, 11 W, 5 M, average age 26
N = 71, family members in 12 families, 24
parents, 24 grandparents, 23
great-grandparents
N = 71, family members in 12 families, 24
parents, 24 grandparents, 23
great-grandparents
N = 131 adult child–parent dyads, 85 mothers,
46 fathers
N = 898, 546 parents (93% W, mean age 56) and
352 adult children (82% W, mean age 40)
N = 241 students, 165 W, 67 M, aged 18–48
NA
N = 254 students, 283 W, 71 M, aged 18–56
NA
A family seen in a therapeutic context (married
couple, 2 daughters, a son-in-law)
N = 10 M residing in a homeless shelter, aged
55–70
N = 57 parents: 40 mothers, 17 fathers
N = 1,208 middle-aged adult children, 482 M,
726 W, mean age 44.95

Survey
NA
Questionnaire
NA
NA

N = 561 mothers, mean age 81, 64 families with
at least one estranged child
N = 2,928, 1,581 mothers, 1,347 fathers, aged
61–69
NA
N = 2 parents: 1 mother, 1 father
N = 1,978; median age 39; 183 had divorced
parents (9.3%)
N = 38,962 parent–adult child dyads
N = 10,021 adults with at least one living parent;
5,760 adult children report on relationship
with mothers, 4,261 adults report on
relationships with fathers

Interview

Mixed

Quantitative
Review
Quantitative
Review
Case study
Qualitative

Eisenhandler (1992)
Ferring, Michels,
Boll, & Filipp
(2009)
Gilligan, Suitor, &
Pillemer (2015)
Glaser, Tomassini, &
Stuchbury (2008)
Hwang (2006)
Jerrome (1994)
Kalmijn (2015)

Qualitative
Quantitative

Kalmijn (2016)
Kaufman &
Uhlenberg (1998)

Quantitative
Quantitative

Mixed
Quantitative
Review
Case study
Quantitative

Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Survey and interview
Interview
Interview

Interview

Survey
Survey

Interview
Interview
Survey

Survey
NA
Interview
Survey
Survey
Survey
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Table 1. Continued
Study

Design

Sample

Method

Kim (2006)

Quantitative

Interview and questionnaire

Lee & Friedlander
(2014)

Quantitative

Lye (1996)
McConnell, Savage,
& Breitkreuz
(2014)
Mitrani & Czaja
(2000)
Padgett, Smith,
Henwood, &
Tiderington (2012)
Pillemer, Munsch,
Fuller-Rowell,
Riffin, & Suitor
(2012)
Pillemer et al. (2007)
Scharp (2016)

Review
Quantitative

N = 11,321 adolescents at 3 points; data
obtained from adolescents’ parents at 2 points
N = 68 Taiwanese adults who had immigrated to
U.S. or Canada between ages of 10 and 18,
44 W, 21 M, aged 18–36
NA
N = 475 parents raising a child with a disability,
57 fathers, 418 mothers, average age 42

Scharp & Thomas
(2016)
Scharp & Dorrance
Hall (2017)
Scharp & McLaren
(2017)
Scharp, Thomas, &
Paxman (2015)
Schwartzman (2006)
Shapiro (2004)
Silverstein &
Giarrusso (2010)
Smart (2005)
Suitor, Pillemer, &
Sechrist (2007)
Swartz (2009)
Titlestad & Pooley
(2014)
Van Gaalen &
Dykstra (2006)
Ward (2008)
Ward, Deane, &
Spitze (2014)
Watson (2014)

Questionnaire

NA
Survey

Qualitative

NA

NA

Qualitative

N = 38 formerly homeless adults, 8 W, 30 M,
mean age 50

Interview

Quantitative

N = 129 mothers (average age 69.6) and 129
fathers (average age 70.6)

Interview

Quantitative
Qualitative

N = 566 mothers, aged 65–75
N = 52 adult children estranged from parent,
36 W, 16 M, aged 20–66
N = 52 adult children estranged from parent,
36 W, 16 M, aged 20–66
NA

Interview
Interview

Qualitative
Review
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Review
Qualitative
Mixed
Review
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative

Note. M = men, W = women.

N = 52 adult children estranged from parent,
36 W, 16 M, aged 20–66
N = 52 adult children estranged from parent,
36 W, 16 M, aged 20–66
A mother seen in a therapeutic context
N = 2,590 adult-child/older-parent dyads
NA

Interview
NA
Interview
Interview
NA
Survey
NA

N = 43, 30 divorced parents (aged 36–45) and 13
grandparents (aged 65–78)
N = 556 mothers (aged 65–78)

Interview

NA
N = 8 adult children with parent who identified
as GLB; 6 W, 2 M, aged 18–46
N = 4,990 child–parent dyads

NA
Interview

N = 2,414 parents and 6,045 adult children at 2
points
N = 2,270 individuals aged 50 with at least one
child aged 19 or older
N = 47, 15 M, 15 W, 17 sex- or gender-diverse
persons, aged 19–67

Interview

Interview
Survey
Survey
Interview
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In these studies, participants responded to an
advertisement of the study that appealed to an
aspect of their identity. For example, participants were recruited through advertisements
placed in radio and print media, appealing to
those with “daily experience” of estrangement
from a parent (Agllias, 2013, 2014) or a child
(Agllias, 2016a). Similarly, Allen and Moore
(2017) appealed to university students and those
in “personal and professional networks” who
“identified as estranged and willing to share
the story of [their] estrangement” (p. 284).
Using a similar approach but without using the
word estrangement (and eliciting the stigma
that can be associated with that word), Scharp
(2016) recruited adult children from a Listserv announcement made to all employees at
an American university “who had a negative
relationship with at least one parent, and who
distanced themselves from their parents because
of that negative relationship” (p. 36). Scharp
noted that although the word estrangement was
not used to appeal to participants, most of the
participants she interviewed identified with it.
Mixed approaches. A study conducted by Gilligan et al. (2015) explored the processes that lead
to estrangement between mothers and their adult
children. The authors defined estrangement as
a way of managing emotional problems with
family members through substantially reducing
contact or remaining in contact but maintaining emotional distance. Drawing from an existing data set of 556 mother–child relationships
in adulthood, the authors categorized a subset
of adult children as estranged (n = 76) according
to mothers’ reports of the mother–child relationship. Specifically, relationships were classified
as estranged using mother’s reports of the frequency of contact with their child (having no
phone or face-to-face contact in the previous
year), or according to a measure of both the frequency of contact and a measure of relationship
quality (less than monthly contact and scoring 4
or lower on a scale of relationship quality ranging from 1 to 7).
Another study of estrangement that used both
quantitative and qualitative approaches to data
analysis explored the reasons for estrangement
in a sample of 546 parents and 352 adult children
(Carr et al., 2015). In this study, estrangement
was defined as the decision to discontinue
communication by either parent or child when
the parent–child bond has been significantly
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damaged. This definition is similar to that of
Scharp, in that the communicative aspect of
estrangement is emphasized, as are the negative
quality of the parent–child relationship and the
element of a choice or decision to discontinue
communication.
Researchers who have utilized mixedmethods approaches to study estrangement also
have used different approaches to recruitment.
Whereas the participants in Gilligan et al.’s
(2015) study were categorized as estranged
according to researcher-led criteria, participants
in Carr et al.’s (2015) study were recruited from
“various websites associated with estrangement” (p. 132). The wording used to invite
participants to complete the online survey was
not provided, but one can assume that participants in this study identified with the word
estrangement and had joined communities for
those who were experiencing estrangement.
It is possible that participants recruited from
support organizations could be more likely
to be experiencing difficulty or challenges in
their experiences of estrangement than those
who do not join such organizations. It is also
possible that for some parents and children
who are recruited from support organizations
or websites, the direction of estrangement (i.e.,
a clear distinction between an initiator and a
recipient) is not clear cut but rather is complex
and ambiguous.
Quantitative approaches. Definitions of estrangement used in quantitative research studies have tended to focus on the presence or
absence of contact between family members.
For example, in a questionnaire administered
to students in the United States, Conti (2015)
defined estrangement as “communication cut-off
between family members.” The students who
met the following criteria were categorized as
having experienced estrangement: (a) There
was no direct communication between family
members for more than 30 days, (b) the communication cutoff was deliberately or intentionally
maintained by one person, (c) the family members involved knew how to contact one another
(no one is missing), and (d) persons involved
justify the cutoff by transgressions of the
other person (Conti, 2015). As can be found in
Agllias’s 2016 study, some participants provided
information about a family member who had
died without a resolution having been reached,
which he referred to as “terminal estrangement.”
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Other researchers have not provided a definition of estrangement but have clearly stated their
approach to operationalizing estrangement. In
a longitudinal study of 11,321 individuals who
were followed over 7 years, participants were
asked in early adulthood whether they were still
in touch with the parents they were living with
at Phase 2 of the study, conducted 6 years earlier
(Kim, 2006). Those who were no longer in touch
were categorized as “no contact” and considered estranged. This definition has not included
any statement regarding the voluntary, chosen, or
deliberate nature of one or both parties to cease
having contact with one another.
Rather than self-selecting to take part in
a study, the participants in quantitative studies have been administered a questionnaire
for which they received course credit (Conti,
2015) or taken part in larger studies exploring the parent–child relationship (Kim, 2006).
Their relationships have been labeled “estranged” according to criteria determined by
the researcher (a researcher-led approach). The
participant’s own identification as estranged or
experiencing a negative relationship is unknown.
The studies by Conti (2015) and Kim (2006)
considered communication between parents and
children to be a binary (contact or no contact).
This binary categorization is in direct contrast to
the fluidity captured by qualitative approaches
(e.g., distinctions between physical and emotional estrangement, or as estrangement existing on a continuum). In fact, Conti and Ryan
(2013) referred to family members who have
intermittent, dissatisfying contact as “so-called
estrangements” (p. 58).
Case-study approaches. Finally, in studies
that have explored estrangement between parents and adult children though a case-study
approach, researchers have drawn on their clinical work with individuals whom they consider
to be experiencing estrangement (Dattilio &
Nichols, 2011; Schwartzman, 2006) or in-depth
life-history interviews with elderly parents
(Jerrome, 1994).
In one of the earliest empirical studies to
reference estrangement between adult children
and their elderly parents, Jerrome (1994) did not
provide a definition of estrangement. However,
she did distinguish between parents and adult
children who have a lack of contact with one
another lasting for several years, which she
identified as deeply distressing compared to
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parents and children who have infrequent and
unsatisfactory contact with one another, which
is experienced as disturbing and disappointing.
Similarly, Dattilio and Nichols (2011) did not
provide an exact definition of estrangement but
distinguished between feuds (characterized by
bitterness and blame, triggered by betrayal family members think of little else) and emotional
cutoff (characterized by distance, indifference,
avoidance, and family members not thinking
about each other). These distinctions could
be considered to parallel Agllias’s (2013)
distinction between physical and emotional
estrangement.
As with the researcher-led approaches used
in quantitative studies of estrangement, it is
unknown whether the individuals whose family
relationships are being described in these case
studies consider themselves estranged. It is also
unclear as to whether participants have sought
professional help specifically for family issues
alone or for a variety of issues. It is also uncertain of whether the individuals in these case studies voluntarily and intentionally sought to maintain distance from a family member, or whether
their family members intentionally or voluntarily sought distance from them.
Broader Conceptualization: Estrangement
as Functional or Dysfunctional
Several words have been used to describe the
absence or lack of a relationship between parents
and children in adulthood, such as detachment,
termination, and rupture (e.g., Kim, 2006;
Schwartzman, 2006). These words reflect that
estrangement is typically framed as a disruption
of normal functioning or a discontinuation of
a relationship (Allen & Moore, 2017). However, most researchers have stated that although
estrangement most likely occurs as a result of
a negative relationship, estrangement in and
of itself is not always a negative occurrence.
For example, estrangement has been described
as a healthy response to an unhealthy situation (Agllias, 2011a; Scharp & Dorrance Hall,
2017; Scharp & McLaren, 2017) or an adaptive
response that has the potential to reduce conflict,
and increase psychological well-being, safety
and survival, especially in violent or abusive
situations (Agllias & Gray, 2013). Allen and
Moore (2017) have used the term functional
family estrangement to capture the reality that,
for some, estranged relationships might not be
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ruptured or broken but rather negotiated and
preferable to a close relationship.
The Prevalence of Parent–Child Estrangement
It has been stated that estrangement is an
“epidemic” (Allen & Moore, 2017). However,
determining the prevalence of estrangement is
complex, given that there is little consensus as
to what estrangement is, and it has been defined
and conceptualized in different ways. Of the
peer-reviewed empirical studies included in this
review, only one explicitly set out to explore
the prevalence of estrangement between adult
family members in a student population. Using
a convenience-sample approach, Conti (2015)
administered questionnaires to 354 students in
an American university (of whom the majority
were Caucasian, younger than age 27, and not
married). Estrangement was found to be more
common between students and their father (8%)
than between students and their mother (1%).
Convenience-sampling techniques are limited in their suitability to produce findings
that can be generalized to the general population. Therefore, other studies that have been
broader in their design might be of interest
to those trying to determine the prevalence of
estrangement. For example, in Gilligan’s (2015)
study of parent–child relationships in later life,
interviews were conducted with 556 mothers
in the United States, of whom 64 (11.5%) were
categorized as estranged from a child or children. Likewise, in her study of aging and family
life, Jerrome (1994) conducted interviews with
parents in 27 families, and parents and adult
children in seven of those families (28%) were
identified as having no contact or infrequent
and unsatisfactory contact. These studies did
not attempt to produce generalizable findings
on the prevalence of estrangement and did not
therefore select a sampling approach to do so,
but they might nonetheless be of interest to
policy makers and practitioners.
Sociological studies have examined the nature
and quality of family relationships in adulthood more broadly. Although there is no one
accepted measure of the quality of relationships between parents and children in adulthood
(Lye, 1996), researchers have measured multiple
aspects of the parent–child relationship, including frequency of contact between family members, perceptions of emotional closeness, and
accounts of the giving and receiving of support
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in the relationship. The findings of large-scale
surveys indicate that most adult children have
close relationships with their parents, yet for
a minority of adults, relationships with family
members are distant and unsatisfactory (Ferring,
Michels, Boll, & Filipp, 2009; Swartz, 2009;
Ward, 2008).
Several factors are important to consider
when examining the nature and quality of
parent–child relationships in adulthood. For
example, family relationships have been
found to vary according to gender (Swartz,
2009; Van Gaalen & Dykstra, 2006), with
the mother–daughter bond being considered
the strongest of relationships between family
members throughout the life course (Burholt &
Wenger, 1998; Ward, Deane, & Spitze, 2014)
and mothers being more likely to provide support to daughters than sons (Suitor, Pillemer,
& Sechrist, 2007). The closer bonds between
women in the family compared to men are often
explained with reference to women’s role in
the family, typically assuming responsibility for
maintaining relationships with family members
(Lye, 1996; Ward et al., 2014).
Another factor that has been found to affect
the nature and quality of parent–child relationship in adulthood is divorce. Following parental
divorce, relationships between adult children
and parents (and fathers in particular) have been
found to be weaker, in terms of frequency of
contact, emotional closeness, and exchanges
of assistance (Kaufman & Uhlenberg, 1998;
Shapiro, 2004; Swartz, 2009; Van Gaalen &
Dykstra, 2006; Ward et al., 2014). The divorce
of adult children can likewise have a negative impact on the quality of the parent–child
relationship (Albertini & Garriga, 2011), with
divorced children having less frequent contact
with parents than their never-married siblings
(Kalmijn, 2016).
Rather than the presence or occurrence of
divorce itself, the quality and nature of divorce
seems to be what influences the quality and
nature of family relationships over time. For
example, in a study of families in which parents
had been divorced for 20 years, adult children
had stronger relationships with their parents,
grandparents, stepparents, and siblings when
their parents were cooperative with one another
than when parents were uncooperative (Ahrons,
2006). However, as divorce has become more
commonplace and levels of stigma decline,
divorce might be less significant in shaping
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relationships between older parents and adult
children than in previous decades (Glaser,
Tomassini, & Stuchbury, 2008). More recent
studies have shed light on the complexity
of factors involved in shaping intergenerational relationships after divorce. For example,
fathers’ involvement in their children’s lives
has also been found to be important in shaping father–child relationships after divorce,
with those who are more involved having
a better-quality relationship with their adult
children (Kalmijn, 2015).
Other factors that are important to consider
include stage of the life course of the family
members involved (Burholt & Wenger, 1998;
Van Gaalen & Dykstra, 2006) and the historical context in which different generations have
grown up (Brannen, 2006). Estrangement is also
likely to be more common in communities that
are marginalized and stigmatized. For example,
in the literature on the lesbian, gay, and bisexual community, there is frequent reference to
estrangement from family of origin (Cayleff,
2008; Titlestad & Pooley, 2014; Watson, 2014),
although prevalence rates are unknown.
Factors That Contribute to Parent–Child
Estrangement
Several studies have explored the factors that
contribute to estrangement between parents and
adult children. These studies have explored the
experiences of parents who are estranged from
an adult son and/or daughter (Agllias, 2015;
Carr et al., 2015; Dattilio & Nichols, 2011; Gilligan et al., 2015; Jerrome, 1994; Schwartzman,
2006) and adult children estranged from a parent (Agllias, 2016a; Scharp & McLaren, 2017;
Scharp & Thomas, 2016; Scharp et al., 2015).
This literature has identified that the factors
that contribute to estrangement are diverse and
include feeling a lack of support, acceptance,
and/or love from the estranged family member(s); feeling like their parent or child’s behavior has been unacceptable or toxic in the past
and/or present; a family member choosing one
relationship over another; and having different
values from one another.
Parents and children describe the causes or
factors contributing to estrangement in different
ways (Carr et al., 2015). Whereas parents are
likely to attribute estrangement to external factors (e.g., a child maintaining an objectionable
relationship outside of the family), children are
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more likely to identify estrangement as driven
by the personal, negative characteristics of their
parents (e.g., a mother being self-centered).
However, both mothers and adult children in
this study understood estrangement as resulting
from, or being driven by, the parents’ behavior.
The authors surmise that this belief might be
driven by an expectation that parents, not children, are primarily responsible for maintaining
the parent–child relationship.
In the studies outlined here and in the wider
psychological and sociological literature on
family relationships in adulthood, stressful
experiences and circumstances in the family have been identified as contributing to
parent–child estrangement. These include but
are not limited to sexual, physical, and/or psychological abuse and/or neglect (Agllias, 2015,
2016a; Conti, 2015; Scharp & McLaren, 2017;
Scharp et al., 2015); poor parenting and betrayal
(Agllias, 2016a); traumas surrounding infertility, miscarriages, and stillbirths (Agllias, 2015);
parental incarceration (Padgett, Smith, Henwood, & Tiderington, 2012); drug abuse (Conti,
2015; Davis-Berman, 2011), disagreements,
romantic relationships, politics, homophobia,
and issues relating to money, inheritance, or
business (Conti, 2015).
Distance between parents and adult children may also be initiated or exacerbated by
physical and/or mental health problems in the
family (Agllias, 2015; Conti, 2015; Mitrani &
Czaja, 2000; Scharp et al., 2015). The quality
of parent–child relationships has been found
to be affected by the poor health of one of the
family members (Kaufman & Uhlenberg, 1998;
Pillemer et al., 2007). For example, family
relationships might become strained when a
family member receives a diagnosis of dementia
(Mitrani & Czaja, 2000). These experiences
could result in inequality in caregiving duties
and responsibilities between family members,
with women typically doing more care work
than men (Silverstein & Giarrusso, 2010), and/or
might lead to reduced contact or distant family
relationships, with challenges being exacerbated
by financial hardship and low levels of social
support (McConnell, Savage, & Breitkreuz,
2014).
Factors that contribute to estrangement are
unlikely to exist in isolation (Agllias, 2016a).
Complex family circumstances or experiences
are most likely exacerbated by poverty, family
size, or geographical distance (Agllias, 2015;
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Carr et al., 2015; Kim, 2006). Relationships
between family members might also be more
likely to be distant in families in which relationships in the extended family network are
strained or nonexistent (Agllias, 2015; Brannen, 2003). Family members could also inherit
an estrangement with family members whom
they have never met before or be estranged
from family members with whom they have not
had conflict. For example, in Watson’s (2014)
study of bisexual men, women, and gender- or
sex-diverse persons, some described how their
families responded to their coming out with
silence, denial, and prohibition of access to family members, such as nieces and nephews.
Longitudinal research is particularly valuable
in exploring the trajectory of family relationships. For example, the quality of the relationship between parent and child over time has been
found to be an accurate predictor of the likelihood of estrangement in adulthood (Kim, 2006).
Adolescents who reported emotional closeness
to a parent during adolescence were more likely
to maintain a relationship with that parent in
adulthood, whereas high levels of conflict was a
risk factor for later estrangement from parents.
In a study exploring the experiences of adult
children estranged from a parent, the roots of
estrangement were often identified as grounded
in disconnection and/or physical separation during childhood, rather than a one-off incident of
abuse, betrayal, or conflict (Agllias, 2016a).
At a broader, societal level, the balance
among autonomy, independence, and obligation
has been identified as a challenging aspect
of the relationship between parents and adult
children (Brannen, 2006; Eisenhandler, 1992;
Jerrome, 1994; Lye, 1996; Silverstein & Giarrusso, 2010). Elderly parents might value their
own independence and wish to avoid interfering
in their children’s lives. However, the loneliness
that can result from this independence might be
detrimental to their psychological well-being
and the quality of the parent–child relationship,
especially when communication between family
members is poor. The generation gap could
also be problematic for immigrant families if
parents and children become comfortable at
different rates in the new culture in which they
live (Hwang, 2006). For example, when children
and parents do not share similar cultural values
and communicate poorly, children are more
likely to experience family dysfunction and
depression, especially when levels of family
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conflict are high (Carrera & Wei, 2014; Lee &
Friedlander, 2014).
Maintenance of Parent–Child Estrangement
Several qualitative studies have explored the
trajectory of estrangement between adult family members. These studies have explored the
perspectives of parents who are estranged from
an adult child (Agllias, 2013; Schwartzman,
2006), and more recently, research has examined the perspectives of adult children estranged
from their parents (Agllias, 2016a; Scharp
& McLaren, 2017; Scharp & Thomas, 2016;
Scharp et al., 2015).
Relationships between parents and adult children become estranged in different ways. Some
parents have described how their adult children
explicitly told them they no longer wanted to
have contact, via a letter, a conversation over the
phone, or a face-to-face meeting (Agllias, 2013).
For other parents, contact from their child just
stopped one day without explanation, or contact
became less frequent over time until it eventually stopped. For others, the estrangement was
established in childhood or adolescence and continued into adulthood.
Research exploring the perspectives of children who are estranged from a parent highlights the complexities and ambiguities inherent
in establishing and maintaining distance from a
parent (Scharp et al., 2015). The adult children
in this study described feeling pressure from
members of their family to reconcile, or a more
general pressure to act like a child “should”
toward a parent. This pressure led some to establish and maintain distance from a parent in an
“on again, off again” pattern, whereas others
maintained a continuous distance from their parent, despite feeling pressured to reconcile.
Family members have been found to use
different strategies to either maintain or break
estrangement. For example, parents who do
not wish to be estranged might continue to
try to maintain contact with their children,
making phone calls and sending birthday and
Christmas cards, and/or letters, emails, and
texts (Agllias, 2013). These cards and gifts are
typically returned unopened and messages and
phone calls not acknowledged (Agllias, 2013;
Schwartzman, 2006). Parents have described
accidentally meeting or seeing their estranged
children in public, who then ignored them or
disappeared into the crowd (Agllias, 2013).
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Adult children who have chosen to maintain
distance from a family member sometimes make
it hard for parents to find them, by choosing not
to answer the phone or changing their phone
number and/or or choosing not to notify parents
if they change their address (Agllias, 2017;
Scharp & McLaren, 2017).
Once an estrangement is established, it might
last for a long time, during which family members will likely encounter events such as weddings, birthdays, and graduations. In a study of
adult children whose parents had been divorced
for 20 years and had a conflictual or hostile relationship, participants described the distress and
confusion surrounding family events (Ahrons,
2006). The men and women in this study used
different coping mechanisms, from not inviting
parents to events, inviting one parent but not the
other, or inviting both and instructing parents
to be civil and hoping that their parents would
not spoil the occasion. To avoid awkward decisions and interactions, some sons and daughters who are estranged from a parent choose to
forgo all family obligations and interactions and
avoid any contact with nuclear or extended family members (Agllias, 2017; Scharp & Thomas,
2016) or ask those in the network not to talk to
the estranged parent (Scharp & McLaren, 2017).
For adult children who had intentionally cut contact with a parent, managing the emotions relating to this decision (e.g., anxiety, uncertainty)
and maintaining estrangement is an effort that
requires energy and effort over time (Agllias,
2017; Scharp & McLaren, 2017).
Consequences of Parent–Child Estrangement
Various qualitative studies have explored the
experiences of parents who are estranged from
their children (Agllias, 2013; Jerrome, 1994;
Schwartzman, 2006). These studies have found
that parents experience feelings of sadness,
shock, anger, and disappointment, with some
ruminating on the causes of estrangement, thus
leading to feelings of self-blame, remorse, and
bitterness. Some also experience disturbed sleep
patterns and/or contemplated self-harm. More
recent studies have likewise found that experiences of anger, shock, sadness, crying, and
frustration are common for adult children who
are estranged from a parent or parents (Agllias,
2017).
In addition to reduced psychological
well-being, a common theme in the accounts of
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both parents who are estranged from an adult
child and adult children who have initiated or
maintained estrangement from a parent, is that
of loss (Agllias, 2013, 2017; Schwartzman,
2006; Watson, 2014). Parents describe losing
their role in the family and their identity, which
is particularly challenging for mothers when
that role was central to their identity (Agllias,
2013; Schwartzman, 2006). Parents who have
attempted and failed to contact their estranged
children describe feeling like they have lost
their voice, as they cannot apologize, make
things right, or find out why the estrangement
happened in the first place (Agllias, 2013).
Adult children who are estranged from a parent
feel the loss of a family, missing the emotional,
financial, and practical support that family
members can provide to one another (Agllias,
2017).
Those who are estranged from a parent or
adult child also experience stigma and isolation (Agllias, 2013; Scharp & Thomas, 2016).
Parents describe feeling ashamed and embarrassed about estrangement and feeling like they
are not “normal” (Agllias, 2013; Jerrome, 1994;
Schwartzman, 2006). Women in particular have
been found to feel guarded in social situations, changing the topic of conversation if children or grandchildren are mentioned, choosing
instead to refer to children from whom they
are not estranged (Agllias, 2013). Parents also
report feeling awkward discussing the issue with
other family members. Adult children who are
estranged from a parent go to great lengths to
keep this information private, and when they do
disclose estrangement to those in their social
networks, most feel unsupported (Agllias, 2017;
Scharp, 2016). Estrangement might therefore
have a negative impact on relationships within
the family as well as with friends, colleagues,
and acquaintances.
Feelings about being estranged from a family
member might change over time. For some, the
initial symptoms of grief subside and shift to
feelings of exhaustion, caused by the ongoing
tension and exertion of being pulled toward
their children while simultaneously being
pushed away (Agllias, 2013). The process of
grieving is cyclical for some, with certain events
or anniversaries bringing back feelings of grief
that might reduce in magnitude as time passes
(Agllias, 2015). Family occasions like weddings, deaths in the family, and illness can be
particularly painful, as hopes and expectations
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of reconciliation are ultimately not met (Agllias,
2013).
Adult children who have voluntarily or intentionally cut contact with a parent have been
found to experience uncertainty as to whether
they have made the right decision. Individuals
have also been found to feel uncertain as to
whether they will continue the cycle of abuse if
they start their own families (Scharp & McLaren,
2017), with some actively choosing to avoid, or
not to pursue, romantic relationships with potential partners. In contrast, becoming estranged
from a parent or a child might have the potential
to provide individuals with an opportunity for
growth and development. For example, recent
studies have indicated that adult children who
have chosen to initiate and/or maintain estrangement from a parent have acknowledged that
doing so has led to personal growth, healing, and
happiness (Agllias, 2017).
Discussion
The empirical literature exploring and examining estrangement between parents and their adult
children is relatively new and sparse. It is, however, growing rapidly. In the past 5 years there
has been a proliferation of empirical research on
estrangement from the perspectives of parents
and adult children. Despite this growth, several
important questions remain unanswered. For
example, there is thus far little agreement as to
what estrangement is (Scharp & Dorrance Hall,
2017), or precisely how prevalent it is, as each
researcher has defined and/or operationalized
estrangement in a different way. Some definitions emphasize the importance of the voluntary
or intentional nature of estrangement from at
least one family member (e.g., Agllias, 2017;
Scharp & Dorrance Hall, 2017), whereas others
do not (Agllias, 2011a; Jerrome, 1994; Kim,
2006). There is likewise little consensus as to
whether emotional and physical estrangement
are distinct experiences (e.g., Agllias, 2017),
or whether estrangement is more accurately
conceptualized as existing on a continuum (e.g.,
Scharp & Thomas, 2016). More studies employing qualitative and mixed-methods approaches
are needed to answer these questions and capture
a broader spectrum of relationships (in terms of
frequency of contact and relationship quality).
In contrast, quantitative researchers have typically explored estrangement between parents
and adult children who have had no face-to-face

or phone contact. The rigid definitions and operationalizations used in quantitative designs have
captured only those relationships in which parents and adult children have no contact with one
another at all. However, the diversity of ways
family members might maintain contact with
one another, such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and
Skype, are increasingly relevant to family life
given the demand for flexible and mobile labor,
which can result in greater distance between
family members (Haberkern & Szydlik, 2010).
Researchers face the challenge of studying family relationships at a time in which family members are more likely than ever to live in different
countries and cultures, and to belong to different
ethnicities and cultural backgrounds (e.g., Beck
& Beck-Gernsheim, 2013).
Given the lack of consensus as to what
estrangement is, overly simplistic statements
that describe estrangement as an “epidemic”
should be treated with caution. Although
family scholars know more than ever before
about estrangement between parents and adult
children, a number of important voices or perspectives still are missing from the literature.
Structural definitions of family tend to dominate
the social sciences, family policy, and individuals’ understandings of what family is and
means (Baxter et al., 2009; Braithwaite et al.,
2010; Floyd, Mikkelson, & Judd, 2006). We
therefore know little about the estrangement of
mothers, fathers, sons, and daughters who lack
genetic relationships with one another or shared
histories and childhoods (e.g., stepfamilies,
adoptive families, families created by assisted
reproduction). We also know little from the
perspective of parents who have voluntarily or
intentionally cut contact with a child, or of sons
and daughters whose parents have intentionally
or voluntarily cut contact with them.
There is also a lack of diversity in the
estrangement literature in terms of gender,
race, and ethnicity. The studies described in
this review have mostly drawn on samples of
women; we know little about fathers’ or sons’
experiences of estrangement. Findings relating
to estrangement between mothers and their children might not be equivalent to that of fathers
and their children, and sons might experience
estrangement differently than daughters. The
difficulties of engaging men in talking about
family matters have been acknowledged (Smart,
2005), and the recruitment of more diverse
samples is generally challenging given that
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those experiencing estrangement experience
or perceive a high level of stigma (Agllias,
2013). Participants in family research might be
reluctant to focus on the negative or challenging
aspects of their family relationships (Burholt &
Wenger, 1998), particularly in those cultures and
environments in which the traditional family is
highly valued. Given that research on this topic
is likely to elicit complex emotions like guilt,
shame, pain, loss, anxiety, regret, sadness, and
longing (Agllias & Gray, 2013), researchers
face the challenge of appealing to a diversity of potential participants and conducting
high-quality research on such a complex topic
in an ethical, sensitive manner (e.g., Agllias,
2011b).
Although this review did not set out to assess
the quality of studies, it is clear from the results
that researchers need to provide their definition
of estrangement, the rationale for the chosen
sampling approach, as well specific information
regarding their recruitment strategy (e.g., specific wording on recruitment posters, details of
websites used) to allow for future researchers,
practitioners, and policy makers to determine
how findings fit with the field as a whole. In
a similar vein, clear and specific acknowledgments of the limitations of sampling approaches
and the generalizability of study findings are
required.
Most empirical evidence focusing on
estrangement between parents and their adult
children has been cross-sectional. Longitudinal
quantitative research designs are needed to
answer particular questions, given that relationships between family members in adulthood
are not static but continue to change over time
(Van Gaalen & Dykstra, 2006), with some
improving and others deteriorating (Kaufman
& Uhlenberg, 1998), and with family members
cycling in and out of estrangement (Agllias,
2016a). There are also gaps in the literature as
to whether and how estranged family members
approach or become reconciled, or how individuals who are estranged from parents and/or
adult children might adapt to or learn to cope
with this experience.
Finally, given that articles are dispersed
throughout academic disciplines and use a
range of terminologies and methodological
approaches, it is possible that relevant articles
might have been missed. For example, estrangement is not a Medical Subject Heading (MeSH)
search word used for indexing articles in
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Medline by the U.S. National Library of
Medicine. Additionally, numerous bodies of
literature relevant to the study of estrangement
do not use this word at all (e.g., literatures
exploring family ostracism, intergenerational
ambivalence and solidarity, clinical literatures
exploring relationships between emotional
cutoff, differentiation of self and attachment).
In the future, it is important that researchers
whose work is relevant to this issue include
estrangement as a key word when publishing
articles in academic journals.
Conclusion
The goal of this review, to summarize what is
known about the parents and adult children who
have a distant and/or inactive relationship with
one another in terms of contact, communication, and quality, was inherently broad. I also
acknowledged that the word estrangement has
different meanings depending on the context in
which it is being used. In examining estrangement between parents and children in adulthood,
the question is inevitably raised as to what family relationships “should” look like. Research
focusing on estrangement can potentially untangle family myths from reality, transform how
we think of family and what it should be (Allen
& Moore, 2017; Eisenhandler, 1992; Scharp &
Dorrance Hall, 2017), and raise awareness about
and normalize the experience of estrangement
(Agllias & Gray, 2013). This growing body of
research therefore has the potential to allow us
to acknowledge and appreciate family relationships as they are rather than continuing to fixate
on how they could or should be.
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Foreword
This report is the result of a collaboration between Stand Alone and the
Centre for Family Research at University of Cambridge.
Stand Alone is a young charity with a focus on supporting adults who are
experiencing family estrangement. I founded the charity after I wrote about
my own experience of family estrangement in the national press, detailing
the moments where my lack of family network made me feel isolated. I was
astounded by how many responses I received to these articles – letters
and e-mails from every region of the UK seemed to appear in the
weeks and months following.
After reading these unexpected and often very thankful
communications, I began to see how cathartic it had been for
people to read an account of the struggles associated with
adult family breakdown. I realised that my articles had
unintentionally forwarded a narrative that was missing
when it comes to family – the untidy part, the upsetting
part, and the part that we often fear. But it was also
a part of family that huge numbers of people could
really relate to. Our first piece of research showed 1 in 5
families in the UK will be touched by estrangement.
This study aims to build this dialogue further and
give platform to the experiences of the people who
subsequently joined the charity in its first year of
operation, who felt that they too were estranged from
their adult family or a key family member.
It shows commonalities in the experience of family
estrangement – the perceptions of stigma, the times of the
year that bring the most acute struggles, as well as a sense of
what was missing from these broken adult family relationships.
However the breadth of family experience is also very much
present, and the variance in this report shows that each family
breakdown and estrangement is almost as unique as each family.
I’m sure this report will be challenging to read at times, but I’m hopeful
that as a society we have the strength to keep listening, with the view to
eventually understanding why our adult family relationships are not always as
unconditionally close and supportive as we might wish and imagine them to be.

Becca Bland
Chief Executive
Stand Alone Charity
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The study
This research was conducted by Dr Lucy Blake from
the Centre for Family Research at the University
of Cambridge in collaboration with Stand Alone
Charity and its beneficiaries. An online
survey was created with the aim of
examining the experiences and
psychological consequences of
estrangement from a family
member.
The survey

was disseminated
via personal invite to
1,629 members of the
Stand Alone community
in January 2015. The
study was left open
for four months.

Stand Alone
beneficiaries
all self identify as
estranged from
their family or
a key family
member.

807
responded

The
Howstudy
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A summary of findings
807 people took part in an online survey about family estrangement. All
participants had self-identified as being estranged from their whole family
or key family member such as their mother, father, siblings or children.

What do we know about family estrangement in adulthood?
Common factors that contribute
to relationship breakdown with
parents, siblings and children
include emotional abuse, clashes
of personality and values, and
mismatched expectations about
family roles and relationships.

54%

agreed with the statement
‘estrangement or
relationship breakdown
is common in our family’.

Most who were estranged
from a parent strongly
agreed with the idea that
they could never have a
functional relationship again.

A summary of findings

Those who wished their
estranged relationships
could be different
wanted a
relationship
that was
more positive,
unconditionally
loving, warm
and emotionally close.
Family estrangements are
not always stable and
cycling in and
out of estrangement
is common, particularly
for respondents who
were estranged
from their mothers.

6

How do people experience estrangement?

96%

Around

80%



felt there had been
some positive
outcomes of their
experiences of
estrangement, such
as greater feelings of
freedom and
independence.

of participants who were
married, co-habiting or in
a civil partnership had told
their partner about their
estrangement.

1 in 4
participants who had turned
to their GP for support found
them not at all helpful.

90%

found the
Christmas period
challenging.

68%
felt that there
was stigma

around the topic of estrangement
and described feeling judged,
feeling as if they were contradicting
societal expectations and
felt there was a general lack
of understanding about
estrangement.

A summary of findings
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Family Estrangement:
Simple words with
complex meanings
Adult family relationships are
complex and diverse. Our
expectations of relationships may
change over time. For example,
we might expect a relationship
between mother and child to have
different qualities when children
are in early childhood compared
to when children are in adulthood
and have children of their own.
Our expectations may also differ
according to the nature of the
relationship. For example, we might

expect relationships between siblings
who have grown up together in
one household to look and feel
differently to relationships between
step-siblings who have become a
family unit following divorce and
re-marriage. Finally, our expectations
of family roles and relationships are
intrinsically influenced by factors
such as gender, culture and religion.
With this complexity and diversity in
mind, a definition of estrangement at
this stage is challenging.

However, at its most simple,
adult family estrangement can be
understood as the breakdown of
a supportive relationship between
family members. We asked the
members of the Stand Alone
community to tell us about their
experiences of estrangement and
adult family relationship breakdown.
The aim of this report is to summarise
what we have learnt about family
relationship breakdown and how this
is experienced.

Overview of the survey
Who took part?
807 individuals responded to the survey and basic
demographic information is summarised below:

Age

11%
20%
30%
24%
15%

Gender identity

60+
51 to 60
41 to 50
31 to 40
18 to 30

Country of residence

6.5%
4.5%
8%
36%
45%

Other
Australia
Canada
USA
UK

1%
1%
9%
89%

Other
Transgender
Male
Female

Religious affiliation

15% Other
38% Christian
47% None

Sexual orientation

2%
2%
2%
8%
86%

Other
Lesbian
Gay
Bisexual
Heterosexual

25%
33%
26%
16%

Post grad
University
College
High school

Marital status

Ethnicity

2%
3%
5%
2%
88%

Highest level of education

Other
Mixed
Asian
Black
White

Family Estrangement: Simple words with complex meanings / Overview of the survey | Who took part?

3%
Other
23% 	Divorced/
separated
11%
Cohabiting
44% 	Married Civil
partnership
19% 	Single/never
married
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Breakdown of data

Parents
	455 respondents were estranged from a mother.
	Most (96%) were estranged from a mother to whom they were
genetically related; 4% were estranged from an adoptive mother and
1 respondent (less than 1%) was estranged from a birth mother and an
adoptive mother.

	350 respondents were estranged from a father.
	Most (90%) referred to a father to whom they were genetically
related; 6% to an adoptive father; 4% to a step-father; One respondent
(less than 1%) from a social father and 2 respondents (less than 1%)
from 2 different kinds of fathers (e.g. social and genetic).

	277 respondents were estranged from a mother and a father.

Siblings

	361 were estranged from one or more sisters.
	Most (77%) were referring to a full genetic sibling; 17% to half–sister/s;
2% to adoptive sister/s; 1% to a step-sister/s. For 4 respondents (1%) the
nature of the connection to siblings was mixed (e.g. one genetic sister
and one adoptive sister) and for 2 respondents (less than 1%) the nature
of their relationship was unknown/ unspecified.

	362 were estranged from one or more brothers.
	Most (75%) were referring to a full genetic sibling; 16% to a half–brother;
4% to an adoptive brother; 3% to a step brother and for 2% the nature of
the connection to siblings was mixed

	118 were estranged from a sister/s and a brother

Children

	152 were estranged from one daughter.
	Most (98%) were estranged from a daughter to whom they
were genetically related; 2% were estranged from an adoptive
daughter and 1 respondent (less than 1%) was estranged from
daughters to whom they had different kinds of connections.

	138 were estranged from one or more sons.
	Most (96%) were estranged from a son to whom they
were genetically related; 3% from an adoptive son and 1%
from a step-son.

	48 were estranged from a daughter/s and a son/s

Overview of the survey | Breakdown of data
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Part 1
What do we know about family
estrangement in adulthood?
Some respondents were estranged from multiple individuals to whom they
were related in different ways, for example from a genetic brother and
step–brother. For simplicity and brevity, the first half of this report presents
data from respondents who were estranged from one individual in each
category, for example we present data from respondents estranged from
one brother, rather than two or three brothers.

How do
What
dopeople
we know
experience
about family
family
estrangement
relationship in
breakdown?
adulthood?| Talking to others about estrangement
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Why do relationships
between family members
breakdown?
For mothers and fathers,
the most commonly cited
factors are similar, with
the most commonly cited
factor being identified as
emotional abuse.

To explore why relationships between family members breakdown, we
provided respondents with a list of possible factors that might have
contributed to their estrangement. We asked respondents to clarify whether
these factors were ‘very relevant’, ‘somewhat relevant’ or ‘not at all relevant’
to their estrangements. Respondents were given the opportunity to add their
own factors and causes to this list.
A great range and diversity of factors were identified as contributing to the
breakdown of relationships. The five factors that were most commonly cited
as being ‘very relevant’ to relationship breakdown with mothers and fathers
separately are listed below.

Respondents estranged from their parents

Mothers

77%

Emotional abuse

59%

65%

Mismatched expectations about
family roles and relationships

55%

53%

Clash of personality or values

44%

45%

Neglect

38%

47%

Issues relating to
mental health problems
Traumatic family event

36%

Separate from the classifications above, we gave respondents the option
to describe their relationships with their mothers and fathers in their own
words. Below are some examples of responses which illustrate why their
relationship with their mother or father had broken down.

“I never had
a close relationship
with my mother. My
father was an alcoholic and
I think that was all she could
handle. I don’t remember
being hugged or told I love
you. I don’t remember her
reading books to me or
helping me with my
homework.”

My father
doesn’t reach out
to me. He doesn’t
show much interest
in the real me. I
think he doesn’t
know how.

Fathers

“My mother was
never interested in me.
She was emotionally absent
throughout my life. She knew
my father (her husband) was
sexually abusing me and
turned her head. She never
was there to protect me
or teach me.”

“I was
removed from my
mother’s care when I
was 4 years old due to
neglect and her severe
mental health issues. She
tried to visit me when I was
little but my father and
grandmother would not
let her near me.”

How do
What
dopeople
we know
experience
about family
family
estrangement
relationship in
breakdown?
adulthood?| |Talking
Talking
Why
do
toto
relationships
others
othersabout
about
between
estrangement
estrangement
family members breakdown?
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Respondents estranged from siblings
The five most commonly cited factors leading to sibling relationship
breakdown are similar for brothers and sisters. Unlike relationship breakdown
with parents, favouritism and traumatic events are identified in playing a role
in estrangement between siblings.

Sisters

57%

Mismatched expectations about
family roles and relationships

48%

50%

Clash of personality or values

41%

39%

Emotional abuse

39%

34%

Favouritism

37%

38%

Traumatic family event

35%

Traumatic event

35%

Brothers

“My sister abused me
sexually after it was done to
her. She is an alcoholic. I have
had to take her in to my home
when she was homeless. I also
fostered her kids.”

“My sister and
I have very different
lives and we don’t talk
much. We have been there for
each other in times of need and
offered support and I guess we
could be again - but she has let me
down badly and I don’t know why.
She has depression and anxiety
which I feel are related to
our upbringing but I don’t
think she would ever
see it that way.”

“We are far apart
in our social/political
values. I am progressive
and he is a right-wing
libertarian. I feel like he’s
quite racist and I’m trying
not to be. I am younger
and he used to beat me
up when we were
children.”

What do we know about family estrangement in adulthood? | Why do relationships between family members breakdown?
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Respondents estranged from adult children
There are differences in the factors identified as being ‘very relevant’ to the
breakdown of relationships between daughters and sons. For daughters, we
see that mental health problems and emotional abuse are commonly cited,
whereas for relationship breakdown with sons, issues relating to divorce, inlaws and marriage are more common.

33%

Mismatched expectations about
family roles and relationships

30%

50%

Issues relating to divorce

37%

39%

Traumatic event

28%

34%

Mental health problems
Issues relating to In-laws

Daughters

26%

Sons

Emotional abuse
Issues relating to marriage

Since my divorce from
her father my daughter sees
me as the bad parent.
I divorced her father due
to abuse, both emotional
and physical

My son and I had
a very strong loving
relationship for 25 years. He
met his soon-to-be wife and our
relationship and his relationships
with everyone on his side slowly
went away. Everyone that knew him
including friends and family saw this
and felt this. He disowned anyone
that does not like his now wife.
My relationship with him was
the last one.

25%

25%

“We have until
recently had strong
communication, contact
and a relationship. I pulled
back as she is abusing alcohol
and is now being coercively
controlled by a boyfriend. When
she’s drinking she abuses me emotionally and financially and
psychologically - he is unsafe.
I don’t want that behaviour
in my life.”

“My daughter was
accused of sexually abusing
her siblings by them. She refused
to have anything to do with
the whole family after this
disclosure.”

What do we know about family estrangement in adulthood? | Why do relationships between family members breakdown?
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What do relationships
look like?
What was the longest period of time family
members had not spoken to one another?

Average number of years

8

7.9

7.7

7.4

7

5.5

6

5.2

5

3.8

4
3
2

There was variation in the length
of estrangements, ranging from
less than 6 months to over 30
years. Estrangements between
respondents and their fathers had
gone on for the longest period
of time (average=7.9 years)
and estrangements between
respondents and their daughters
had lasted the least amount of time
(average=3.8 years).

1
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Father

Brother

Sister

Mother
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Daughter

How much contact do estranged family
members have with one another?
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75%

71%

75%

74%

67%

66%
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%

50
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34%

29%

25%

26%

33%

24%
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No contact
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Minimal contact
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Estrangement does not
necessarily mean there is no
contact between family members.
Although most had no contact
whatsoever with the family
member from whom they were
estranged, some had contact that
was minimal.

Minimal contact
was most
common between
respondents and
their daughters
or sons.
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How stable are estranged relationships?
47%

We asked respondents whether they
cycled in and out of estrangement.
We found that estrangements were
not always set in stone and that
cycling in and out of estrangement
was common, particularly between
respondents and their mothers.

37%

36%

Mother

No cycles
3 cycles

1 cycle
4 cycles

Son

Daughter

11%
4%

6%
3%

7%

11%

11%

17%

21%

22%

10%
5%

Sister

14%
14%

15%

16%

7%
4%

0

20%

22%
10%
4%

Father

5%

10

16%

20%

9%

20

15%

18%
19%

%

30

21%

29%

36%

40

41%

50

Brother

2 cycles
5 or more

Cycling in
and out of
estrangement
is common

80

We asked respondents who had cut
of contact with whom. Approximately
10% of respondents gave 2 or more
responses, indicating the direction
of estrangement is not always easy
to identify.

73%

74.5%

Who initiated the estrangement?

0

Mother

Father

Sister

Brother

I cut contact with them
We cut contact with one another

14%

Daughter

8%

6%

13%

7.5%

24%

25%

26%
25%

28%
20%

17%

18%

5%

10

15%

20

10%

30

14%

29%

40
20%

%

50

23%

51%

60

55%

70

Son

They cut contact with me
I’m not sure

The results of those who gave one
clear response to this question
are shown to the left. Those
estranged from parents were more
likely to report having initiated
the estrangement, whereas those
estranged from children were more
likely to report that their son or
daughter had cut contact with them.

At what age does estrangement typically begin?
30

29%

25

%

20

24%

26%

25%

Respondents who had cut contact
with a parent reported doing so at
various ages across the lifespan, with
most having done so in their late 20s
and early 30s.

27%
20%

18%

18%
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25 to 34
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Reconciliation
How do respondents feel about the
future of their estranged relationships?

We asked respondents to what extent they agreed
with the following statement:

50%

60

56%

We could never have a functional relationship in the future.

43%

50

28%

17%

4%

6%

9%

0%
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4%
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6%

8%

9%

12%

14%
9%

10

25%

21%

18%

21%

21%
16%
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25%

26%

30
23%
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26%

35%

36%

40

0

Mother

Father

Strongly agree

Sister
Agree

Brother

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Daughter

Son

I don’t know

Most respondents who were
estranged from a parent answered
‘strongly agree’ to this statement.
Whereas for those respondents
estranged from an adult child, most
respondents answered ‘I don’t know’
or ‘strongly disagree’
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What do people wish
was different?
We asked if respondents wished their relationship with their family members
could be different. We then asked for respondents to describe in their own
words what they wished could be different.

Mothers
Of those who expanded on what
aspects of the relationship they
wished was different, the most
commonly cited themes were as
follows:
A relationship that was:

	More positive,
unconditionally loving,
warm and emotionally
close.
	More accepting
and respectful,
and less critical
and judgemental.
	In which there was a
greater recognition of
hurtful behaviour.


“I wish I
had a mother
that loved me and
wanted the best for
me. I wish my mother
was my best friend
and someone I
could trust.”

“I wish
she could accept
me for who I am, not
who she wishes I was. It
will never happen as I am
finally at peace with myself
and she has made it clear
that she does not want
to accept any of the
changes I have
made.”

“I wish that she would be
willing to own up to her
mistakes, so we could work
on things together and have
a functional and healthy
connection. I love her, but I am
just not comfortable talking
with her anymore since she
refuses to move forward.”

Fathers
Respondents described
wanting a relationship
that was:
	
More

positive,
unconditionally
loving, warm and
emotionally close.

	In which their father
would stand up to
their partner, spouse
or other family
member.
	In which their father
took more interest
in them.

“I wish he could
see how he enables
my mother and how
it hurts me when he
doesn’t stand up for
me or what is right in
our family.”

“I wish that he had not lived a hard life
and come from a family who also lived
hard lives and who all learned to be
negative people. Instead I wish he had
been a more loving, caring, touching and
encouraging father.”



“I wish he
had wanted to
know me and I could
have experienced
having a father.”

What do we know about family estrangement in adulthood? | What do people wish was different?
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Sisters
Those estranged from their
sisters who wished their
relationship could be different
wanted a relationship that was:
	
More positive,
unconditionally loving,
warm and emotionally
close.

“I wish I had
a close relationship,
so we could be friends,
and support each other,
with trust, warmth, mutual
support and intimacy
between us.”

	In which there was more
contact – to know how
they are.
	In which there was more
understanding from the
respondent’s point of
view/a relationship with
more respect and less
criticism and judgement.

“I wish we were
able to set aside
our differences and
have a functional
relationship. I wish they
would accept
my sexuality.”

“I’ve told her that
I don’t need her
to be upset with
my parents but
I do need her
to understand
why I’m upset
with my parents
and respect
my decisions
regarding them.”

Brothers
51% of those estranged
from a brother wished
that their relationship
could be different.
Those estranged from
their sisters wanted a
relationship that was:
	More positive,
unconditionally
loving, warm and
emotionally close.

“I’d like
to have some
contact to see
how he is”

	In which there was
more contact – to
know how they are.
	In which there was
better communication.

“I wish we
were closer.
He makes me
laugh. He is
so funny and
warm.”

“I wish that he were
more willing to have
in-depth conversations
with me about issues
with the family, and
in general. He just
does not seem to care
very much, although
I believe that he is
more caring and
understanding than
either of our parents.”

What do we know about family estrangement in adulthood? | What do people wish was different?
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Daughters
Those who wish their
relationship with their
mother could be
different wanted a
relationship that was:
	More positive,
unconditionally loving,
warm and emotionally
close.
	In which there was
more contact – to
know how they are.
	In which they are
given access to seeing
grandchildren.

“I wish we could
have a relationship where
we would be allowed to see
our granddaughter. Perhaps
start back on a low contact level
where we just talked to each other
a few times a year or so. I would
love to see it be a normal loving
relationship like we have with our
younger daughter, but so many
things have happened and she has
been so filled with hate toward
us, I don’t see how that
is possible.”

“I want to be in her
life like we used to - to
share fun times and problems. I
want to be her mum - have supper,
share family events (happy and
sad) and see her enjoy a relationship
again with her brother, her aging
grandparents and her young cousins. I
want to hug her, apologise, talk, explain
none of which is possible with cruel,
deafening silence. I want her in my
life and to be in hers - whatever
form and however little that is.
Anything would be better
than this.”

“I wish we could still have contact and a
relationship. I wish I could be there for her and
support her. I wish we could talk about any issues
that led to her cutting all contact.
I wish I had the opportunity to ‘make amends’ for
anything that has gone wrong in the past.
I wish I could have been a better mother to her.”

Sons
Those who wish their
relationship with their
sons could be different
wanted a relationship
that was:
	More positive,
unconditionally
loving, warm and
emotionally close.
	In which there was
more contact – to
know how they are.
	In which they
had a greater
understanding
of their son’s point
of view.

“I wish he
would just keep in
contact and be on
good terms. I don’t
want him in my
pocket, I just want
to know he is
OK.”

“I wish I had a
close relationship.
I still love my son
and it breaks my
heart that we do not
have a relationship.”

“I wish we could talk about why we are angry
with each other and to be able to explain
how I feel and he could say how and why
he feels the way he does. I want to move on
past all this and have a relationship again.”

What do we know about family estrangement in adulthood? | What do people wish was different?
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Part 2
How do people experience family
relationship breakdown?
This section of the report includes data from all respondents to the
survey, regardless of the nature or complexity of their family situations.

How do people experience family relationship breakdown? 

20

Talking to others
about estrangement
Talking to others: Sharing their experiences
60

57%

57%
52%

50
42%
40
%

37%

37%

30

Of those respondents who were
married/in a civil partnership or
cohabiting, 96% had told their
partner/spouse the full story, 4% had
told some details, and 1 respondent
(less than 1%) had shared no details.
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0

6%

Close friends
Told full story

6%

6%

Acquaintances
Told some details

We asked with whom respondents
had shared the details of their
estrangement experiences. Most
respondents shared details of their
estrangement with close friends. Few
had done so with acquaintances or
colleagues.

Colleagues
No details

96%
had told their
spouse the
full story

Talking to others: How helpful is it?
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10%

Close friends

Acquaintances

Very helpful

Somewhat helpful

13%

We asked how helpful respondents
had found talking to these people.
Most respondents found talking
to close friends very or somewhat
helpful and most found that talking
to acquaintances and colleagues was
somewhat helpful.
Of those respondents who were
married/in a civil partnership or
cohabiting, 73% reported talking
to their spouse/partner to be very
helpful, 20% found this somewhat
helpful and 7% found this not helpful.

Colleagues
Not helpful

73%

Reported talking
to their spouse/
partner to be
very helpful
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people experience
experience family
family relationship
relationship breakdown?
breakdown? || Talking
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We asked respondents what kind of support family, friends or colleagues had given them
that they had found particularly helpful. Themes in respondents answers included:

Emotional and practical support

“They try to
empathise but can’t
really understand unless
they too have experienced
it... and some have. This is
good because then I don’t feel
like I am strange and we even
have made arrangements on
holidays to get together
or talk when it gets
tough.”

“My best
friend made me part
of the family. I often visit
her and on holidays I mostly
sleep over at her house. We
don’t do anything special just
a normal day with the family.
I really don’t feel like a guest
and I enjoy the experience
of normal family life
together.”

Listening

Just being
listened to and
believed.

“My partner
and a close friend
have been incredibly
supportive - letting me
talk, cry, etc., without
judgement, validating my
feelings and perspective.
Also recommending
books and groups.”

“My best
friends listen to me
and give me examples of
other’s situations and possible
actions to take. They, however,
have not experienced alienation
from their children. I go to the
support group, which is helpful
but at the same time, depressing.
There just doesn’t seem to be
any proven plan to help
this situation.”

Reassurance and understanding

“I am lucky
that I have people
in my life who will
listen and support me
and help me reaffirm that
I am an OK person. At times,
I have experienced profound
depression around this
situation; it is so nice to
know that I am loved
and valued.”

My boss has
been particularly
understanding, she
says her brother went
through something
similar when he
was young.

How do people experience family relationship breakdown? | Talking to others about estrangement

“They listen,
they care, they
love me. I am seen
as a normal wonderful
human being. They tell
me none of it was my
fault, they try to help
me get rid of the
guilt.”
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We asked respondents what kind of support family, friends or colleagues had given them
that they found particularly unhelpful. Themes included:

Blame and judgement

“Being judged
as if I am doing
something wrong
by cutting ties with
people who have
deeply hurt me.”

“People
who say I’m
being selfish and
that I should love
my mother no
matter what.”

Unspoken
intimation that I
must have done
something truly
awful…

Dismissal and disbelief

I’m sure things
will get better

“Remarks
to the effect
that “everybody has
problems with their kids”
or remarks to the effect
that “it shouldn’t bother you
so much”. Like hell! I was very
close to both my grandsons
and my daughter and this
is a nightmare with no
closure.”

“Being
dismissive of my
experiences and feelings
is incredibly hurtful. Not
understanding that I suffer
from several mental health
disorders that were in part
created by my unstable
upbringing is hurtful…I just
want to be heard and
accepted.”

Avoidance

“Ignoring.
Reacting in silence.
Treating me like I am
weird. Acting like it’s my
fault. Acting like it’s so terribly
confusing that they can’t
comment. Pretending there
is a relationship when there
isn’t, and then expecting me
to do things like attend
functions.”

Sometimes
people avoid
me because I
have so many
problems.
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“Tension,
awkwardness,
distance--treating
me as though I’m
odd or broken, and
should be kept at
arm’s length.”
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Stigma
The majority of respondents (68%)
felt that there is stigma surrounding
estrangement. Perceptions of stigma
were similar across genders, ages
and the nature of estrangement
experienced (from parents, siblings
and children).

There is stigma about
family estrangement
42%
26%
12%
2%
18%

We asked participants why
they thought there was stigma
surrounding estrangement. Some key
themes emerged.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Judgement and the assumptions of fault/ blame

“I feel as the mother it must be my fault,
I am older and wiser than them and I
should be able to hold my family together
but I have failed. People wonder why your
children do not visit you.”

“I feel that people assume
that I come from a “broken
home” and “have less to
offer” when I disclose this
to them.”

“That I
must be an awful
person to not talk
to my family, or to be
rejected by my family
or be rejecting of my
family.”

A contradiction of expectations of family life
“Because the saying blood is thicker than water seems to be the
view. Never mind you’re being abused and destroyed it’s somehow
your responsibility or duty to take it because it’s family.”
“There is an expectation to have an intact family. In certain
conversations with colleagues and acquaintances, I just fake
it. I pretend everything is okay and even tell fun stories.”

“Honour
your mother
and father,” in one
phrase. People tend
to minimise things,
too, “all families have
difficulties.”

A lack of understanding or experience
“I think when people come from loving
environments they really just don’t have
the capacity to truly understand why one
would ever have to make that choice.
We are taught the importance of family
from day one that no matter what those
are the people who love you and are
there for you. People think you’re just
upset, having a tantrum, because they
just cannot understand how it could ever
come to that.”
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“If I had been seriously physically or
sexually abused by my family, I feel
people would be more accepting of the
estrangement. But emotional abuse and
neglect is more ambiguous. I feel that in
the opinion of others, this is not a valid
reason to cut contact with parents.”
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A silent issue
“I think it’s not universally talked about or understood in the way
other forms of diversity are. We talk about disability, differences
in sexuality and religion etc. but not about differences in family
situations. Instead we are all just bombarded with what is apparently
normal. I think people are really afraid of the idea of estrangement.”

“The deepest
taboo. We are all
looking for a sense of
belonging and connection.
When we are rejected it
has the most fundamental
impact on sense of
self, worthiness and
relationships
with others.”

A contradiction of expectations
regarding holidays, festivals and events
“I find Christmas challenging, especially now I am attending
university, everyone seems to ask me when I’m going home, when in
reality, my university halls is my home now. I only go to my cousin’s
for a few days so not to be a burden. We have yet to have any births,
deaths or marriages in the family.
However, I imagine they will be difficult because the thought of being
around my father makes me anxious. The anniversary of when the
breakdown happened is bittersweet, because it was traumatic but it
was the beginning of my freedom. It depends on how I’m feeling that
day with how I will take it being the anniversary”

“Everyone
always says “what
family plans do you
have for holidays?” and
look at you funny when
you say none. It’s hard to
explain to people why
you don’t want to be
with your own
parents.”

Religious and/or cultural values
“In the middle class, privileged community that my parents belong to
there is a significant lack of awareness of complex emotional issues that
underpin family relationships, and a presumption that if you question or
express anything opposing that culture you are the problem.”
“…I’m an ex Muslim who refused to live the way I
was taught - that’s where the stigma comes from in
my case. I brought ‘shame’ on the family”

“I’m of
the generation
where the notion was
families stay together
no matter what. Married
women were told to stay
in abusive relationships.
Till death do us part.”

Fear
“I think people find it hard to admit they and their families
are less than perfect. I think people are also afraid that they
may lose contact with children and grandchildren. They don’t
want to imagine it, they don’t want to consider the reasons
why there may be an estrangement.”
“People think “If your own kids hate you that much, there must
be something wrong with you.” Now, if the question comes up,
I say “I have a son and a daughter and I don’t see them nearly
enough.” I try to avoid any more discussion. Before, if I said
anything about my kids not talking to me or that I don’t see my
grandkids, it usually killed the conversation.”
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“As a mum
myself I worry
constantly that ‘Karma’
will bring the same
situation to me with my
children. I think the stigma
is that if you don’t ‘honour’
your parents you can’t
be a good parent
yourself.”
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90%

Challenging times

of the sample finding
the holiday season
challenging

We wanted to explore whether there were times or events at which family
estrangement was more challenging. We gave respondents a list of 12
times of years/events and the percentage of respondents who found these
challenging is displayed in the graph below.

The Holiday Season
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We asked respondents why and in what ways these experiences had been
challenging. With 90% of the sample finding the holiday season challenging,
we have selected the quotes below to shed light on the ways in which this
time of year can be hard:

“People like
to ask about what
I do for the holiday
season, and usually I’m
not going home. And that
makes me the weirdo,
basically I just have to
lie about it.”

Memories
of happier
times come
flooding
back.

I miss my
family very
much.

“During
the holidays
the media would
have you believe that
everybody is a member
of a large loving family.
If you’re not then
something is wrong
with you.”

“I have
nothing to do
and no one to see.
I invite friends but
they are busy with
own extended
families.”

It makes
me feel very
alone and sad.

Nostalgia
has the ability
to feed into
melancholy and
sadness.
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“Feeling
sad I do not have
the typical happy
close family. If an
advertiser would show
family estrangement
at Christmas, I would
run out and buy
product.”
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Sources of support
Sources of support
We asked respondents whether
they had turned to certain
services for help and support
with estrangement/relationship
breakdown with a family member.
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How helpful was the support sought
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We then asked respondents how
helpful they had found this support.
Counselling and therapy were most
frequently rated as being ‘very helpful’
and the police were most frequently
rated as being ‘not at all helpful’.

16%
12%

10
0

Counsellors/
Therapists
Very

GPs
Somewhat

Religious
leaders

Social
workers

Police

Not at all

78%
of respondents had
turned to councelors or
therapist for support
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54%
of these found their
support very helpful
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We asked respondents what kind of reactions from support services were
particularly helpful and examples of respondents responses are as follows:

Helpful reactions
Counsellors/therapists
“The most
important person in my
support network has been a
therapist. She was my crutch,
my rock, my candle lighting the
way simply by her continual and
unwavering belief in who I am.
For I have never experienced
that before. Now I know what
it feels like, I can use this
to build upon.”

I found a brilliant private
therapist, who actually
believed me when I
reported child abuse, at
long last, aged 37.

GPs

“I have recently
suffered from depression
and anxiety and have had
three months off work. Although
estrangement wasn’t the only factor
contributing to this, it was the main
factor. My first point of contact was
with my GP who was excellent and
took the time to hear the whole
‘saga’. He said I might benefit
from counselling, which I am
currently taking.”

Religious leaders

“I recently
started going to church
and found myself in an
environment I’ve never been
in before where people are very
loving and welcoming and I feel
so much at home and have
got a really strong support
network. The pastors are
really helpful with
everything.”

“Our GP has been amazing. Hardly know
the man, yet he has spent hours with us,
both in person and on the phone…. His
belief that current science sees the nurture/
nature debate as being 80%/20% meant
that I stopped beating myself up about
how I could have done things differently.
He calmly told me that I probably couldn’t
have changed a thing.”

Social workers

“What I like best
about her form of
counselling is that she
gives me small assignments
to work on for next time.
It focuses my attention
on something positive,
therefore, less ruminating
and wallowing, helps
me move forward.”
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Police

“The police
removed a family
member after
he assaulted me.
Charges were
pressed and he was
sentenced.”
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Unhelpful reactions
Counsellors/therapists

“Counsellor - extremely
dismissive and
minimising of how hurtful
estrangement was for
me, basically said I
should be able to deal
with it, lots of people
were estranged - implied
what’s the big deal.”

“I saw a therapist
for a while, who was
very unhelpful. She was
more sympathetic of my
mother because she herself
is a mother, and she kept
accusing me of “wanting to
punish” my parents - she
mentioned this all
the time.”

“Once I saw a
psychiatrist who was
rude and dismissive of my
issues. I left the session crying
and it put me off therapy for a
long time. Another displayed a
homophobic reaction when I told
him I had a male partner and
ended the session abruptly
after 10 minutes, when I had
waited months to see
someone.”

GPs

“A presumption
from a GP that
I must have done
‘something’ to trigger
the estrangement rather
than appreciating that
family dysfunction
has deep roots.”

Religious leaders

“The church was the worst.
They said that everything
about me was the result of
demons. They made me feel
small, horrible and disgusting
for simply existing.”

“Clergy reminding me
to be forgiving. I don’t
want to hear it.”

“The GP
automatically just
wanting to brush
you aside with
antidepressants.”

Social workers

“Social Services
were useless - they
seemed ‘powerless’ or
as though they might
offend Asian culture if they
intervened, rather than
judging the situation on
the facts.”

How do people experience family relationship breakdown? | Sources of Support

“The GP
once said I
should just get
over it. That
hurt a lot.”

Police

“….encouragement to
return to contact, as well
as assumptions that I’m
over reacting.”
“I feel the justice system
has failed me and certain
police officers were
very dismissive and
judgemental.”
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The role of Stand Alone
Stand Alone Support Groups
21% of UK respondents
had sought help from a
Stand Alone support group.

93%

found the
support
groups helpful.

Helpful

Unhelpful

“Knowing that there are other people
out there in a similar situation, who can
honestly say they understand, means
so much. It gives you the platform
to talk openly and safely about your
estrangement, without fear of judgement.”

“The Stand Alone services are
very helpful as it has given me the
opportunity to communicate to and
meet with others in a similar situation.”

“I don’t like the suggestion on Stand
Alone’s website saying that you should
make sure you speak to someone
on the phone if you are alone at
Christmas. I think Stand Alone should
acknowledge that some people are
TOTALLY alone some of the time.”

Stand Alone Facebook groups
35% of UK respondents
had sought help from a
Stand Alone Facebook group..

91%

reported
these groups
to be helpful.

Helpful

Unhelpful

“I have just found out about the
Facebook group and feel comforted just
knowing it exists and there are others
who can relate. No one I know in my daily
life has experienced this so I’ve felt quite
isolated and alone in this.”

“Online people understand your feelings.
Some try to force healing on you too soon
though. We all progress at our own pace.”

“Stand Alone Facebook group has been
great because you can dip in and out of
conversations about this when you have the
energy. Sometimes the discussion brings
about more turmoil but it is about finding a
way through the muddle of it that counts.”

“One or two other people in the Stand
Alone Facebook group are ‘on the other
side of the divide’ as it were (parents
whose children have been estranged
from them) and I felt that some of their
responses to my posts were pushing me
the other way, i.e. towards my mother
while I was not ready for this.”

“… feels too public for me!”

How do people experience family relationship breakdown? | The role of Stand Alone
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Positive outcomes
We asked respondents if there were any ways in which estrangement has had
a positive effect on their lives. 80% said that it had and the most common
themes in their responses are illustrated by the quotes below.

Feeling freer, more independent, and stronger
“I am here! Alive. Every day is an opportunity
to live a happy fulfilled life and that is what I
strive for every day. To be the best person I
can be. To not let my experiences affect me
in a negative way but to turn into a positive
and driving force is what I work towards. It is
hard and sometimes I feel like giving up, like
I am going to collapse. But I must keep going.
I feel happier, less stress, more at peace.”

“I feel
like it has
made me a
stronger more
independent
person.”

“I have my
freedom mostly
to do what I like
and be the person I
want to be. I have my
own space - physical,
emotional and
psychological.”

Feeling happier, less stressed and more at peace
“It saved my
life. I was severely
depressed and
attempted suicide…
Estrangement has been
nothing but a blessing
for me. I will take the
stigma any day over
being dead.”

“I have more
self-respect. I am
more relaxed. My
children are more
relaxed. My husband is
more relaxed. I have
lost weight.”

“It’s been a great relief. Especially
in finding other people who have
come to it as well. I’ve realised
that it isn’t all my fault and I’m not
a terrible person. I’ve realised I
can live a life that puts my wants
and needs at the front. It’s been
wonderful and I’ve been able to
achieve a lot.”

Gaining greater insight or understanding

“I’ve learned

a lot about myself
and reflected on
things I might not
have otherwise.”

“It has been positive in that I have
great empathy for hurting people
even if I haven’t been in their situation.
I realize that pain is real whether
someone understands it or not and
that person suffering deserves love
and compassion. I try to give that if I
have the opportunity.”

How do people experience family relationship breakdown? | Positive outcomes

“Most definitely.
Actually it has been
mostly positive. I am able
to be myself, accept and
love myself unconditionally.
I will admit it was extremely
difficult at first but I feel
that at 43 I finally am
living my life.”
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For further information please contact:
Becca Bland: b.bland@standalone.org.uk
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The Prevalence of Family Estrangement

‘Building knowledge and understanding about estranged adults and the
impact of estrangement on the individual, families and society.’
Family estrangement is commonly explored in fiction, and tales of triumph often feature a
family-deprived protaganist, bravely stepping out into the world, rejecting an upsetting and
abusive past. We only have to look at the popularity of Harry Potter, who rejected his difficult
foster family for the joys of a magical life at Hogwarts, to see that this sense of longing for a
loving and functional family can foster our sympathies.
During my short time as Chief Executive of Stand Alone, I have met many people that have distanced themselves from a challenging past, who dearly wish they were as well received as their
fictional representations. In reality, leading psychologists such as Dr Joshua Coleman, tell us that
there is a huge stigma associated with family estrangement that prevents people from talking
about it with others. And that the idea of leaving behind a difficult or dysfuctional family is not in
adherance to notions that society posesses towards forgiving and healing with family
relationships. Much as we may like to entertain the notion of leaving the past behind in a film
or a book, when it comes to reality, our collective morality indicates that families are better off
together, whatever the circumstances.
Societal awareness behind the reasons for family estrangement is currently low, and substantive
quantitative and qualitative research into those that walk away from their families, the families
they come from, and the situation they leave behind doesn’t currently exist. Since its inception,
the charity has been slowly building a picture from its own service users and why they have
become estranged from their family or children. The most common theme is childhood abuse,
alongside key differences in morals values and religious beliefs. We work with survivors of forced
marriage and honour based violence as well as families that cannot sustain a dialogue around
major incidents or betrayals of trust. But whatever the background of our beneficiaries, there is
one phrase that has always re-occured when people get in touch:
‘I thought I was the only one in this position...’
This preliminary stage in our research was made with the intention of giving a firmer
understanding of the extent of family estrangement in the UK, and forms the first stage of
exploration in this field. Not only do the following figures start to make clear the need for our
work and further qualitative research, but they give a strong message to all those people who
may feel they are living with this issue alone. These intial findings are a huge stepping stone
in helping society to understand that people who are estranged from their family do exist, in
greater numbers than we may think, and need much more support and acknowledgement.
Many thanks for reading,

Becca Bland
Chief Executive
Stand Alone
b.bland@standalone.org.uk

Stand Alone commissioned Ipsos MORI as part of their
nationally representative omnibus survey, asking 2,082 GB adults
if they know somebody that has become estranged from a family
member. By estranged we indicated that they had ceased
communication with that family member due to a breakdown in
that relationship.

Three key findings:
8% of people surveyed referenced that they themselves had cut contact with a family member, implying at least 5 million people in the UK have made the choice to
no-longer be in contact with a member of their family.
19% of people surveyed stated that either they themselves, or another family member were no-longer in contact. This indicates that around 1 in 5 UK families will be
touched by family estrangement and its consequences. That implies that around 12
million family members may be affected by estrangement.
27% of people surveyed said they know a friend, a work colleague, or someone else
in their family that has cut contact with their family.

This indicates that family estrangement is not uncommon: almost
a third of the UK population are familiar with the concept of
cutting contact with a family member, or know someone that has
experienced it.
*The figures are representative of the GB population. However, the survey was conducted
amongst households in Britain, but excluded more transient populations such as those
that may live in hospitals, hostel accommodation or homeless shelters. Thus the figures
may well be under-representative, as it is commonly thought there is a higher instance of
estrangement within these populations.

The regional breakdown showed little significant variation, but
with marginally higher figures in Northern England,
the Midlands and Scotland in comparison to London and the
South of England.
12% of people surveyed in Scotland referenced that they themselves were

no-longer in contact with a family member due to a breakdown in that relationship
The North of England had higher percentage, with 16% of people indicating they
know a family member who was no-longer in contact with another family member.
Alongside this, a higher percentage of survey respondents indicated they knew a
friend that had cut contact with a family member.

32% of respondents in the North of England indicated that either themselves or
someone they know no-longer had a relationship with a family member. This is
nearly 5% higher than the national average of 27%.

This preliminary research points to the fact that family
estrangement permeates all types of families, including those
who consider themselves highly educated and earning well
above the national average wage.
35% of those earning £30,000 per annum or above are either themselves

no-longer in touch with a family member or know someone that is no-longer in
touch with a family member. This is 8% higher than the average of 27%.
The top income bracket also registered much higher statistics for those that knew
a family member who had cut contact another family member, at 17%, this is 5%
higher than the average of 12% and notably higher than those earning less per
annum.

People aged 35-54 registered slightly higher figures in all areas,
demonstrating that family estrangement may be more common for those people in this age bracket.
There was little variation in how people responded when
looking at gender. Showing that family estrangement affects
people of all ages and stages of life.

About Stand Alone
Stand Alone is a new charity supporting adults and young people that are
estranged from their family or a key family member. We run support
services to connect people that have cut contact, generate research and
raise awareness within the general public and government bodies to help
people live lives that are less isolated.
Stand Alone will be building on these facts with more comprehensive
qualitative research around the impact of family estrangement on the
individual, family and society. This will include hard to reach groups, such
as those living in hospitals, hostels
of homeless shelters as well as ethnic minority groups.

Notes:
For further information or for case study material contact
b.bland@standalone.org.uk or phone 07531548636

About Capibus:
The survey was conducted on Capibus, Ipsos MORI’s weekly face-to-face
Omnibus survey. Interviews were conducted in-home using CAPI
(computer-aided personal interviewing) method, among a sample of 2,082
adults aged 15+. Interviewing took place between 12th – 18th September
2014. Data were weighted to known population figures for age, region,
social grade and working status within gender and non-inter-

D. COURT DECISIONS (Supreme courts in many countries have consistently held that disfellowshipping and
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[page 2] J

L

, residing at 4122 ,

appellant,
present in person,
v.
The A.S.B.L1. CONGREGATION CHRETIENNE DES TEMOINS JEHOVAH,
with registered offices at 1950 KRAAINEM, rue d'Argile 60,
appellee,
represented by Maître Benjamin Pierard, lawyer at 1050 BRUSSELS, Avenue Louise
522, boîte 14

Having regard to the exhibits of the proceedings, in particular:
-

the order handed down on 27 September 2004 by the President of the Court of First
Instance of Liège in summary proceedings;
the appeal application filed with the clerk's office of the Court of Appeal of Liège on
19 November 2004;
the ruling handed down on 6 February 2006 by the Court of Appeal of Liège;
the ruling handed down on 18 December 2008 by the Court of Cassation setting aside the
ruling of the Court of Appeal of Liège and referring the case to the Court of Appeal of
Mons;
the ruling handed down on 10 January 2012 by the Court of Appeal of Mons;
the ruling handed down on 21 March 2013 by the Court of Cassation dismissing the
appeal lodged by Mr L
;
the ruling of the Court of Appeal of Mons of 30 June 2014 referring the case to the Court
of Appeal of Brussels;

I. Background to the dispute and procedure:
Mr L
, who had been a Witness of Jehovah since 1985, was disfellowshipped from the
movement on 20 November 2002.
[page 3] Believing himself to be a victim of discrimination, on 23 August 2004 Mr L
filed with the President of the Court of First Instance of Liège in summary proceedings a
motion based on article 19 of the law of 25 February 2003 combating discrimination.
By an order of 27 September 2004, the President of the Court of First Instance of Liège held
that Mr L
had failed to establish the existence of discrimination against him and declared
his claim to be unfounded.
This decision was confirmed on 6 February 2006 by the Court of Appeal of Liège.
By a ruling of 18 December 2008, the Court of Cassation set aside the ruling of the Court of
Appeal of Liège of 6 February 2006 and referred the case to the Court of Appeal of Mons.
By a ruling handed down on 10 January 2012, the Court of Appeal of Mons:
1
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- declared the claim to be unfounded on the grounds that it was based on the law of 10 May
2007 combating certain forms of discrimination;
- reserved judgment on the new bases of the claim put forward by Mr L
: violation of the
law of 24 May 1921 guaranteeing freedom of association, violation of the fundamental rights
guaranteed by the ECHR and violation of articles 1382, 1383 and 1384, paragraph 3, of the
Civil Code and on the request for the annulment of baptism submitted in the alternative.
By a ruling handed down on 30 June 2014, the Court of Appeal of Mons held that it was not
competent to rule on the claim for damages and, pursuant to article 643 of the Judicial Code,
referred the case to the Court of Appeal of Brussels.
In his final briefs, Mr L
requested that the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins
de Jéhovah be ordered to pay him a provisional sum of €2,500 as damages and that an expert
be appointed before deciding on the remainder of the harm suffered by him.
He also requested that a communiqué be printed in the next French edition for Belgium of
Our Kingdom Ministry and of The Watchtower, as well as the publication of the ruling to be
handed down in various magazines and daily newspapers, all under penalty of a fine.
In the further alternative, he requested the annulment of his baptism.
[page 4] The a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah requested that the
claim be found inadmissible and, at the very least, unfounded.
II. Discussion:
The request for exclusion of the exhibits:
Following the ruling handed down by the Court of Appeal of Mons on 30 June 2014, Mr L
requested that the case be dealt with by this court on the basis of the briefs filed before the
Court of Appeal of Mons.
On 3 March 2015, he filed a motion based on article 748 §2 of the Judicial Code with a view
to obtaining a new time limit for pleading the case. In support of his claim, he relied on four
new exhibits.
After requesting that the pre-trial be opened before this court, by an order of 13 April 2015
the Court declared the motion to be founded and set the following time limits for briefs:
- for Mr L

: 30 September 2015;

- for the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah: 30 June 2015 and
30 December 2015;
The a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah complained that, in addition to
the four new exhibits referred to in his motion based on article 748 §2 of the Judicial Code,
Mr L
had submitted 30 new exhibits at the same time as his briefs of 30 September 2015
and requested that they be excluded from the proceedings (exhibits listed as 71 to 100).
If in principle a party must, within the context of a pre-trial on the basis of article 748 §2 of
the Judicial Code, confine itself to pleading on the new exhibits submitted or evidence
adduced, the order of 13 April 2015 did not contain such a restriction and specified time
limits so that the parties could prepare the case to be brought before this court.
3

Mr L
could thus submit new exhibits at the same time as his briefs of 30 September
2015. Therefore, there is no reason to exclude them from the proceedings.
[page 5] Admissibility:
The a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah argues, without adducing any
other reasons, that Mr L
's application against it is inadmissible.
Insofar as Mr L
considers that he has a right in respect of the a.s.b.l. Congrégation
chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah, the existence of the right that he claims to hold in respect
of the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah is based on the merits of the
application and not on admissibility.
The merits of the case:
Mr L
is suing for compensation for the harm he suffered as a result of his exclusion from
the movement on 20 November 2002 because of the instructions issued by the a.s.b.l.
Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah to its members not to associate with
excluded persons under penalty of various disciplinary measures.
He does not challenge the decision of his excommunication as such but considers that the
injunctions of the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah concerning the
attitude to be adopted towards disfellowshipped persons violate the freedom of association
guaranteed by the law of 24 May 1921 as well as numerous fundamental rights guaranteed by
the ECHR and by articles 1382, 1383 and 1384, paragraph 3, of the Civil Code.
It was definitively decided by the Court of Appeal of Mons in its ruling of 10 January 2012
that the very existence of “instructions that invite Jehovah's Witnesses to adopt certain rules
of conduct with regard to ‘excluded persons’ to protect the ‘purity’ of the movement from
former members who have shown disrespect for the rules cannot be reasonably challenged”.
These instructions are general in scope, and there is no evidence that any particular
instructions were issued concerning Mr L
.
Of course, moral pressures may be exerted on followers so that they distance themselves
from “excommunicated” persons. However, as emphasized by the Court of Appeal of Mons
in its aforementioned ruling, all individuals are free to decide whether or not to follow the
precepts of the religion of their choice, including with regard to their own family.
[page 6] Mr L
, with whom the burden of proof lies, does not offer concrete evidence of
any isolation and/or harassment he may have suffered as a result of his exclusion.
His claim that he was deprived “for life of his relations with the members of his family, his
friends, his acquaintances and his Jehovah's Witness clients” is not corroborated by any
documentary evidence.
The many testimonies of former adherents that he has submitted do not concern him, and the
written statement drawn up on 6 February 2004 by Dr Casul states only that he suffered from
depression from December 2002 and that in 2004 he was very preoccupied with his dispute
with the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah.
As for the medical report of Dr Graber of 16 December 2010, it confirms that Mr L
suffered from depression, but this report merely reiterates the unilateral statements made by
Mr L
as to the causes of his depression.
4

The circumstances considered by the Court of Appeal of Mons that Mr L
was not invited
to the wedding of a nephew in 2004 and 2011 are isolated events that are not necessarily
connected with the instructions issued by the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de
Jéhovah.
There is no exhibit that reveals that any members of his family or friends refused to see him
after his excommunication because of the instructions of the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne
des témoins de Jéhovah. Nor is there any evidence that he lost customers for that reason.
Insofar as Mr L
has failed to establish a causal link between any harm he may have
suffered and the alleged behavior of the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de
Jéhovah, his motion that the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah be
ordered to cease its behaviour and to pay him damages is unfounded.
Mr L
's motion that the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah be
ordered to publish a communiqué in the next French edition of Our Kingdom Ministry and of
The Watchtower “in order to re-establish contact with his lost relations” is equally unfounded
given that no loss of contact has been established.
[page 7] As Mr L
's motion is unfounded, there is no reason to order the a.s.b.l.
Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah to publish the ruling to be handed down.
In the further alternative, Mr L
seeks the annulment of his baptism by having his name
removed from the register of baptisms or from the register of excommunicated persons.
However, the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah argues that it does not
keep a register.
It cannot be deduced per se from the fact that the religious disciplinary committee is required
to inform the branch office of excommunications using the forms provided for this purpose
that the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah keeps a register of baptisms
or of excommunications.
There is therefore no reason to grant Mr L

's alternative claim.

Taking into account the matter at issue, the amount of the procedural indemnity for the
present appeal procedure is €1,440 (basic amount). It must be pointed out that if a claim can
be estimated in cash (€2,500 provisionally) while another cannot (court expert’s report and
publication), the higher compensation should be granted.
FOR THESE REASONS,
THE COURT,
Ruling in the presence of both parties,
Having regard to article 24 of the law of 15 June 1935 on the use of languages in court
matters,
Declares the appeal and the new claims of Mr L

to be unfounded;

Orders Mr L
to pay the appeal costs of the a.s.b.l. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins
de Jéhovah, settled at €237.98 + €1,440 and orders that he pays his own costs for the two
proceedings.
5

Thus judged and pronounced at the public civil hearing of the 4th chamber of the Court of
Appeal of Brussels on 15 January 2018.
[page 8] With in attendance:
M. FIASSE

Counselor

A. MAGERMAN

Counselor

PH. SURY

Deputy Magistrate

N. VANHASSEL

Clerk

[signature]

[signature]

N. VANHASSEL

PH. SURY

[signature]

[signature]

A. MAGERMAN

M. FIASSE

15 January 2018
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Unofficial translation from French
REPERTOIRE NO.
212/135
COURT OF APPEAL OF MONS
Second Chamber
NUMBER: 2010/RG/206

IN THE CASE OF:
J
L
, resident at 4122 Plainevaux, rue Linette, 29,
Appellant appearing personally at the hearing,
assisted by Maître Cédric Eyben, lawyer at1030 Brussels, Boulevard Lambermont, 360;

V.
ASBL CONGRÉGATION CHRÉTIENNE DES TÉMOINS DE JÉHOVAH, with
registered offices in 1950 Kraainem, rue d’Argile 60, inscribed in the BCE trade register under
number 411.002361,
respondent,
represented by Maître Albert-Dominique Lejeune and Maître Vanessa Veriter, lawyers in 4000
Liège, rue Simonon, 13.
After consultations, the Court issues the following judgment:
Having regard to the exhibits of the proceedings prescribed by the law, in particular:
- the summons after cassation served by J
L
upon the A.S.B.L.
Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah on 10 February 2010 filed with the clerk of
this Court on 25 February 2010;
- the certified true copy of the judgment handed down on 18 December 2008 C.06.0351.F/1 by
the Court of Cassation
- the summary submissions and files of exhibits of the appellant and respondent;
Having heard the parties at the hearing of 18 October 2011 at which the debates were declared
to be closed and the decision reserved;
[page 2] I. Facts of the case and procedural antecedents
The dispute concerns the discrimination of which J
L
, a former one of
Jehovah’s Witnesses, claims to be a victim. He was excluded from the movement on
20 November 2002 following instructions formally forbidding his former fellow worshippers,
under penalty of exclusion, to continue to associate with him, which, in his view, caused him
great harm equivalent to social death for which he seeks compensation.
The case was brought by an application filed by Mr J
L
against the
non-profit association A.S.B.L. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah on 23 August
2004 before the President of the Court of First Instance of Liège in summary proceedings,
pursuant to article 19 of the law of 25 February 2003 relating to the fight against

1

discrimination, with the request:
●
That it be ruled that the attitude encouraged by the A.S.B.L. Congrégation chrétienne
des témoins de Jéhovah constitutes a discriminating instruction as stipulated in article
2, §§ 1, 2 and 7, of said law.
●
That it be ordered that the following information be published in the main text of the
next issue for Belgium of Our Kingdom Ministry and of The Watchtower: “The attitude
encouraged by the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses vis-a-vis excluded
persons and those who disassociate themselves constitutes discrimination forbidden by
the law of 25 February 2003 relating to the fight against discrimination. The fact that
Mr J
L
is no longer a member of the Christian Congregation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses may not result in any discrimination or any change in behaviour
towards him.”
●
That the defendant be ordered to pay a fine of 250 EUR per day if this information is not
published within a period of three months following the service of the order to be
handed down.
●
That the order to be handed down be published in The Watchtower (French edition for
Belgium) and in the daily newspapers LE SOIR and LA MEUSE within ten days of the
service of the order to be handed down (within three months in the case of The
Watchtower), failing which a fine of 250 EUR per day of delay shall be payable.
By an order handed down on 27 September 2004 (RG 04/3646/A), the President of the Court of
First Instance of Liège in summary proceedings concluded that the case was admissible but
unfounded and dismissed the plaintiff’s claims on the grounds that the instructions are not
specific to J
L
but are the same for all excluded persons, so that he cannot
claim to be a victim of discrimination and that therefore the law of 25 February 2003 does not
apply.
J
L
appealed against this order by an application filed with the clerk of the
Court of Appeal of Liège on 19 November 2004.
[page 3] By a judgment handed down on 6 February 2006, the Court of Appeal of Liège
accepted the appeal and confirmed the operative part of the decision.
J
L
challenged this decision before the Court of Cassation by an application
filed on 2 July 2006.
By a judgment of 18 December 2008, the Court of Cassation reversed the decision under
appeal, reserved the decision as regards costs, referring this to the trial judge and referred the
case to the Court of Appeal of Mons.
II. COMPLAINTS
- The appellant, J
L
, requests that his appeal be declared admissible and
founded and that the order be quashed.
He believes that the court was wrong to decide that he failed to explain what discrimination he
is complaining of.
He argues that in reality the behaviour of the respondent falls within the scope of application of
articles 4, 7° and 9°, of the law of 10 May 2007, which repealed and replaced the law of

2

25 February 2003 relating to the fight against discrimination, and constitutes discrimination
justifying the application of the law of 10 May 2007 and the obligation for the judge to bring an
end to such behaviour.
He claims that the situation of discrimination of which he believes he is the victim continued
after the entry into force of the law of 10 May 2007, which can therefore be relied on in the
present case.
Consequently, he modifies, before the court, the legal basis and the subject of his original
claim, requesting in his summary submissions:
●

●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

To state that the attitude encouraged by the A.S.B.L. Congrégation chrétienne des
témoins de Jéhovah towards excluded persons in general and J
L
in
particular constitutes direct or indirect discrimination, harassment or incitement to
discriminate in violation of article 14 of the law of 10 May 2007 on the fight against
certain forms of discrimination.
To state that the attitude encouraged by the respondent constitutes a violation of the law
of 24 May 1921 guaranteeing freedom of association.
To state that the attitude encouraged by the respondent violates the fundamental rights
of J
L
.
To state that the attitude encouraged by the respondent vis-a-vis J
L
constitutes a wrongful and harmful practice that leads to responsibility towards him.
To designate, as an interim order, an expert physician with the task of assessing the
consequences suffered by him following his exclusion from the Christian Congregation
of Jehovah’s Witnesses on 20 November 2002 [page 4] and carrying out a more
in-depth investigation to determine, as far as possible, the consequences at that time.
To order the respondent to pay a provision of 2,500 EUR as part of compensation for
damages estimated, subject to all reservations, at 25,000 EUR.
To order the publication of the following information in the actual body of the next
issue for Belgium of Our Kingdom Ministry and The Watchtower: “The attitude
encouraged by the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses vis-a-vis excluded
persons and those who disassociate themselves constitutes a wrongful and harmful
practice. The right to exclude cannot go beyond the activities organized by the
congregation. It cannot justify any instruction relating to private life that undermines
human dignity, such as the incitement no longer to greet or to associate with a former
member. Such a measure is illegal, whether the exclusion or withdrawal be temporary
or definitive.”
To order the defendant to pay a fine of 250 EUR per day in the event that this
information is not published within three months of the service of the judgment to be
handed down.
To order the publication of the judgment to be handed down in The Watchtower
(French edition distributed in Belgium), possibly in the form of an inserted box, and in
the daily newspapers LE SOIR and LA MEUSE within ten days – three months as
regards The Watchtower – of the service of the judgment to be handed down, failing
which a fine of 250 EUR per day of delay will be payable.
To order the respondent to pay all the costs incurred until now, assessed provisionally at
the sum of 9,302.84 EUR.
To reserve judgment concerning the harm suffered by J
L
.
Further in the alternative: to annul Mr L. ’s baptism.
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At the hearing of 18 October 2011, the parties agreed to limit the debates to the application of
the laws of 25 February 2003 and of 10 May 2007, with the exception of the claim for damages
and interest and the expert medical examination and the application relating to the annulment
of the appellant’s baptism.
- The respondent, the A.S.B.L. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah, requests that
J
L
’s case be declared inadmissible and, at least, unfounded, that the
judgement under appeal be confirmed and that the appellant be ordered to pay all the costs
determined against him amounting to 2,554.49 EUR.
In submissions, it files a cross-appeal as regards the inadmissibility of the original claim.
[page 5] III. DISCUSSION
1. Scope of the judgment of the Court of Cassation of 14 September 2009
The Court of Cassation reverses the judgment of the Court of Appeal of Liège of 6 February
2006 for the following reasons:
According to article 19 § 3 of the law of 25 February 2003 cited above, where the victim of
discrimination (…) produces before the competent court facts (…) that lead to the supposition
of the existence of direct or indirect discrimination, the burden of proof that no discrimination
has been committed shall fall on the defendant.
It is clear from the terms of this provision that the victim and (…) are obliged only to establish
facts that lead to the presumption of the existence of discrimination and that, where such a
presumption exists, it is up to the defendant to prove that there is no discrimination.
By deciding that “the accused must prove that there was discrimination against him” and that
the direct discrimination of which the plaintiff complains is “based on a justification of which
the objective and reasonable nature exists unless (the latter) demonstrates the contrary”, the
judgment violates the aforementioned article 19 § 3.”
As the quashing of the decision is total and not partial, the court must rule, de facto and de jure,
on all the merits of the main appeal filed by J
L
in the application of
19 November 2004 and on the cross-appeal filed in submissions by the A.S.B.L. Congrégation
chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah as regards the inadmissibility of the original claim filed
pursuant to article 19 of the law of 25 February 2003 relating to the fight against
discrimination.
2. Admissibility of the appeals
The main appeal, which was regular in its form and filed within the prescribed legal period
failing the production of a record of service, is admissible, which, moreover, the respondent
does not contest.
The cross-appeal filed in submissions as regards the inadmissibility of the original claim is also
admissible.
3. Admissibility of the original claim
The A.S.B.L. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah alleges that the claim made
against it is inadmissible on the grounds that it is not a party to the dispute.
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It alleges that the congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses of Esneux, to which J
belonged, bears sole responsibility for his exclusion and the consequences thereof.

L

It states that it did not give its members the instructions of which the appellant complains,
which, in its view, would justify the inadmissibility of the claim.
[page 6] It must be pointed out that the respondent is mistaken concerning the conditions for
admissibility of the claim, which must be assessed in respect of the plaintiff and not the
defendant.
If, as the respondent claims, the plaintiff has taken action against the wrong defendant, his
claim would have to be declared unfounded and not inadmissible, as this argument relates to
the very basis of the claim.
This argument will therefore be addressed in the context of the examination of the merits of the
dispute.
No inadmissibility argument has been validly put forward by the respondent in respect of J
L
, the original plaintiff, who manifestly has the quality and interest to take action to
assert his rights.
Therefore, the first judge was right to declare the case to be admissible.
4. The temporal application of the law
J
L
currently bases his claim on the law of 10 May 2007 on the fight against
certain forms of discrimination, which came into force on 9 June 2007, repealing the law of
25 February 2003 relating to the fight against discrimination, whereas his claim was filed on
23 August 2004.
Article 2 of the Civil Code states: The law rules only for the future; it has no retroactive
effect.
This provision specifically lays down not only the principle of non-retroactivity of the new law
but also implicitly the principle of its immediate effect.
This means that, as regards transitional law, the new law applies immediately to the future
effects of situations that arose under the previous law.
Assuming that they are established, J
L
’s complaints relating to the
consequences of his exclusion in 2002 from Jehovah’s Witnesses and the discriminatory nature
of the instructions given to their members, which, it is claimed, caused him harm, extend over
time and he continues, in his opinion, to suffer the effects at the present time, so that the dispute
must be examined in the light of the law of 10 May 2007.
[page 7] 5. The existence of discrimination having regard to the law of 10 May 2007 on the
fight against certain forms of discrimination
The appellant states that the actual issue of his exclusion from Jehovah’s Witnesses is not
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called into question by the present proceedings, whether as regards its causes or the regularity
of the procedure, but that, on the other hand, he seeks condemnation of the discriminatory
behaviour of which he believes he has been a victim as a result of the excessive instructions
issued to his former fellow worshippers no longer to associate with him, to speak to him or
even to greet him, including within his own family.
The actual existence of these instructions that invite Jehovah’s Witness to adopt certain rules of
conduct towards “excluded persons” in order to protect the “purity” of the movement from
former members who have not complied with the rules cannot be reasonably contested.
Similarly, the fact that these instructions are indeed attributable to the non-profit association
A.S.B.L. Congrégation chrétienne des témoins de Jéhovah, which must bear responsibility for
such instructions, cannot be seriously challenged, as the respondent is the official
representative of the religion of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Belgium, irrespective of the identity of
the publisher responsible for the different periodicals published by the movement in Belgium
and abroad and the location of the regional community to which J
L
belonged.
Freedom of worship does not impede the application of the law of 10 May 2007 where
behaviour adopted within the context of or under the pretext of the exercise of such worship
may create unlawful discrimination.
However, it remains to be examined whether the present case involves discrimination which
falls within the definition of the law of 10 May 2007 on the fight against certain forms of
discrimination and which will therefore be punishable.
The law of 10 May 2007 states in particular:
Art. 4. For the application of the present law, the following definitions apply:
(...)
3° provisions: administrative instruments, clauses appearing in individual or collective
agreements and collective rules and clauses appearing in documents drawn up
unilaterally;
4° protected criteria : age, sexual orientation, civil status, birth, wealth, religious or
philosophical conviction, political conviction, [trade union conviction], language, current
or future state of health, a handicap, a physical or genetic characteristic or social origin;
5° Centre: the Centre for Equal Opportunities and the fight against racism, created by
the law of 15 February 1993;
6° direct distinction: the situation that arises when on the basis of one of the protected
criteria a person is treated less favourably than another person is, has been or would be
in a comparable situation;
[page 8] 7° direct discrimination: direct distinction based on one of the protected criteria
that cannot be justified on the basis of the provisions of title II;
8° indirect distinction: the situation that arises when an apparently neutral provision,
criterion or practice may result, in relation to other persons, in a particular disadvantage
for persons characterized by one of the protected criteria;
9° indirect discrimination: indirect distinction based on one of the protected criteria that
cannot be justified on the basis of the provisions of title II;
10° harassment: undesirable behaviour that is connected with one of the protected
criteria and that has as its aim or as its effect an impairment of the dignity of the person
or the creation of an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive
environment; (...)
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Art. 5. § 1. With the exception of the matters falling within the scope of competence of the
Communities or of the Regions, the present law applies to all persons, both for the public
sector and for the private sector, including public organizations, as regards:
(...)
8° access to, participation in and any other exercise of an economic, social, cultural or
political activity that is accessible to the public.
Art. 14. Among the matters falling within the scope of application of the present law, all
forms of discrimination are forbidden. In the meaning of the present title, discrimination
is defined as:
- direct discrimination;
- indirect discrimination;
- incitement to discriminate;
- harassment; (...)
Art. 28. § 1. When a person who believes he/she is a victim of discrimination, the Centre
or one of the interest groups adduces before the competent court facts constituting
grounds for presuming the existence of discrimination based on one of the protected
criteria, it is up to the defendant to prove that there was no discrimination.
§ 2. The facts constituting grounds for presuming the existence of direct discrimination
based on a protected criterion include, inter alia:
1° evidence revealing a certain recurrence of unfavourable treatment of the persons who
share a protected criterion; inter alia, different isolated reports made to the Centre or
one of the interest groups; or
2° evidence revealing that the situation of the victim of the more unfavourable treatment
is comparable with the situation of the reference person.
[page 9] § 3. Facts constituting grounds for presuming the existence of indirect
discrimination based on a protected criterion include, inter alia:
1° general statistics concerning the situation of the group to which the victim of the
discrimination belongs or general information; or
2° the use of an intrinsically suspect distinction criterion; or
3° elementary statistical material revealing unfavourable treatment.
The reversal of the burden of proof applies only in the eventuality referred to in article 28 and is
not automatic.
It is therefore essential to establish whether J
L
adduces before the court facts
that are sufficient to presume the existence of direct or indirect discrimination, harassment or
incitement to discriminate.
This is not the case.
The testimonies adduced (which are merely statements made by former members, most of
which do not concern J
L
) and the concrete personal facts adduced (isolated
facts of a strictly private nature, such as the fact that he was not invited to the wedding of a
nephew in 2004 and 2011) are not sufficiently pertinent or relevant to establish a possibility of
discrimination or to constitute grounds for such an assumption.
The fact that a religious movement lays down for its members and publishes in its periodicals
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rules of conduct to be adopted vis-a-vis former members who have been properly excluded (the
propriety of said exclusion is not under discussion here), which are limited to the prohibition on
associating with them, speaking to them or even greeting them, is not sufficient to lead to the
presumption that any discrimination exists.
Provided the limits of legality are not exceeded, any person is free to follow or otherwise the
precepts of the religion of his choice, including with regard to the members of his own family.
Article 9 of the ECHR guarantees the free exercise of the right to freedom of religion.
The obligation as to neutrality and impartiality prevents the State from making any assessment
of the legitimacy of religious beliefs or the manner in which they are manifested within the
framework of the principle of the personal autonomy of believers.
Even if the religious movement of Jehovah’s Witnesses has been on the receiving end of
certain criticisms or caveats (see in particular the report of the C.I.A.O.S.N. Centre
d’Information et d’Avis sur les Organisations Sectaires Nuisibles - exhibit 44 of the appellant’s
file), in Belgium it does not appear on the list of sects.
[page 10] It is not up to the court to judge on the basis of the law of 10 May 2007 on the fight
against certain forms of discrimination in the absence of sufficiently precise and concrete
evidence adduced in the debates constituting grounds for presuming the existence of any
discrimination against J
L
.
Even if it is likely that J
L
was hurt by his exclusion from Jehovah’s
Witnesses and shunned by his former fellow worshippers, it cannot ipso facto be concluded
that there was a recurrence of unfavourable treatment or a presumption of discrimination.
J
L
is in a similar situation to a person who is properly excluded from a
group or an association.
He is free to associate with any and all persons outside this group and to adopt any other
religion of his choice, which, moreover, he has done by becoming a Protestant.
As no pertinent facts have been adduced by the appellant to constitute grounds for presuming
the existence of discrimination, the burden of proof has not been reversed, so that it is not up to
the respondent to prove that there was no discrimination.
No violation of the legal prohibition on discrimination is established by the evidence submitted
by the appellant.
Therefore, his claim must be declared unfounded insofar as it is based on the law of 10 May
2007 on the fight against certain forms of discrimination (or on the previous law of 25 February
2003 relating to the fight against discrimination, of which the provisions were largely similar),
which cannot apply.
6. Other bases of the claim
Following the quashing of the decision, J
L
also relied on other legal bases
for his claim: violation of the law of 24 May 1921 guaranteeing freedom of association,
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violation of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the ECHR, and violation of articles 1382,
1383 and 1384, paragraph 3, of the Civil Code.
In the further alternative, he filed a request for his baptism to be annulled.
With the agreement of the parties, a decision on this issue is to be reserved.
NOW, THEREFORE,
[page 11] The Court,
Deciding in adversary proceedings, at the appeal level, within the limits of its referral, after
referral from the Court of Cassation,
Having regard to article 24 of the law of 15 June 1935 on the use of languages in legal matters,
Whilst taking note of the parties’ statements, denials and reservations, rejecting as unfounded
any and all submissions which are broader or to a contrary effect,
Admits the main appeal and the cross-appeal;
Declares that the cross-appeal is unfounded;
Upholds the order under appeal insofar as it has been so requested;
Ruling by means of new provisions for the remainder;
Declares the claim to be unfounded and dismisses the claim of J
L
insofar as
it is based on the law of 10 May 2007 on the fight against certain forms of discrimination;
Reserves judgment on the remainder of the claim and on the costs;
Reopens the debates as regards this matter and refers the case to the particular schedule.
Thus signed by Mrs Béatrice Compagnion, counsel presiding over the debates, Mrs Françoise
Thonet and Mrs Catherine Knoops, counsels, who deliberated on the case, and Mrs Béatrice
Branteghem, clerk of the court.
[signatures]
BRANTEGHEM

KNOOPS

COMPAGNION

THONET

And pronounced at a public hearing by the second chamber of the Court of Appeal of Mons
on 10 January 2012 by and in the presence of Mrs Béatrice Compagnion, counsel presiding
over the debates, and Mrs Béatrice Branteghem, clerk of the court.

[signatures]
BRANTEGHEM

COMPAGNION
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Courts

Jurisdiction

Judicial review

Private parties

Whether

superior court can review decision by religious organization regarding membership
Availability of judicial review to resolve disputes between private parties
Whether right to procedural fairness arises absent underlying legal right

Whether

ecclesiastical issues justiciable.

is a voluntary,
religious association. A member must live according to accepted standards of conduct
and morality. A member who deviates and does not repent may be asked to appear
before a Judicial Committee of elders and may be disfellowshipped. In 2014, W was
disfellowshipped after he engaged in sinful behaviour and was considered to be
insufficiently repentant. The decision was confirmed by an Appeal Committee. W
filed an originating application for judicial review pursuant to Rule 3.15 of the
Alberta Rules of Court seeking an order of certiorari quashing the Judicial
decision on the basis that it was procedurally unfair. The Court of
dealt with the issue of jurisdiction in a separate hearing. Both the

chambers judge and a majority of the Court of Appeal concluded that the courts had
jurisdiction to consider the merits of the application.

Held: The appeal should be allowed and the originating application for
judicial review should be quashed.

Review of the decisions of voluntary associations, including religious
groups, on the basis of procedural fairness is limited for three reasons. First, judicial
review is limited to public decision makers, which the Judicial Committee is not. Not

review is only available where there is an exercise of state authority and where that
exercise is of a sufficiently public character. Judicial review is a public law concept
that allows courts to ensure that lower tribunals respect the rule of law. Private parties
cannot seek judicial review to solve disputes between them and public law remedies
such as certiorari may not be granted in litigation relating to contractual or property
rights between private parties. Simply because a decision impacts a broad segment of
the public does not mean that it is public in the administrative law sense of the term
nor would incorporation by a private Act operate as a statutory grant of authority to
churches so constituted. The present case raises no issues about the rule of law. The
Congregation in no way is exercising state authority.

Second, there is no free-standing right to procedural fairness absent an
underlying legal right. Courts may only interfere to address procedural fairness
concerns related to the decisions of religious groups or other voluntary associations if

legal rights are at stake and the claim is founded on a valid cause of action, for
example, contract, tort or restitution. Jurisdiction cannot be established on the sole
basis that there is an alleged breach of natural justice or that the complainant has
esses. It is not enough that a matter be of
importance in some abstract sense. W has no cause of action. No basis has been
shown that W and the Congregation intended to create legal relations. No contractual
right exists. The Congregation does not have a written constitution, by-laws or rules
to be enforced. The negative impact of the disfellowship decision
as a realtor does not give rise to an actionable claim. The matters in issue fall outside

Third, even where review is available, the courts will consider only those
issues that are justiciable. The ecclesiastical issues raised by W are not justiciable.
Justiciability relates to whether the subject matter of a dispute is appropriate for a
court to decide. There is no single set of rules delineating the scope of justiciability.
The court should ask whether it has the institutional capacity and legitimacy to
adjudicate the matter. Even the procedural rules of a particular religious group may
involve the interpretation of religious doctrine, such as in this case. The courts have
neither legitimacy nor institutional capacity to deal with contentious matters of
religious doctrine.
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ROWE J.

I.

Overview

[1]

The central question in this appeal is when, if ever, courts have

jurisdiction to review the decisions of religious organizations where there are
concerns about procedural fairness. In 2014, the appellant, the Judicial Committee of
the Highwood Congregatio
respondent, Randy Wall, after he admitted that he had engaged in sinful behaviour

was confirmed by an Appeal Committee. Mr. Wall brought an originating application
for judicial review of the decision to disfellowship him before the Alberta Court of

decide the matter. Both the chambers judge and a majority of the Court of Appeal
concluded that the courts had jurisdiction and could proceed to consider the merits of

[2]

For the reasons that follow, I would allow the appeal. Mr. Wall sought to

procedurally unfair. There are several reasons why this argument must fail. First,
judicial review is limited to public decision makers, which the Judicial Committee is
not. Second, there is no free-standing right to have such decisions reviewed on the
basis of procedural fairness. In light of the foregoing, Mr. Wall has no cause of
o set aside

raised by Mr. Wall are not justiciable.

II.

Facts and Judicial History

[3]
an association of about on
The Congregation is a voluntary association. It is not incorporated and has no articles
of association or by-laws. It has no statutory foundation. It does not own property. No
member of the Congregation receives any salary or pecuniary benefit from
membership. Congregational activities and spiritual guidance are provided on a
volunteer basis by a group of elders.

[4]

To become a member of the Congregation, a person must be baptized and

must satisfy the elders that he or she possesses a sufficient understanding of relevant
scriptural teachings and is living according to accepted standards of conduct and
morality. Where a member deviates from these scriptural standards, elders meet and
encourage the member to repent. If the member persists in the behaviour, he or she is
asked to appear before a committee of at least three elders of the Congregation.

[5]

The committee proceedings are not adversarial, but are meant to restore

the member to the Congregation. If the elders determine that the member does not

the Congregation. Disfellowshipped members may still attend congregational
meetings, but within the Congregation they may speak only to their immediate family
and limit discussions to non-spiritual matters.

[6]

Randy Wall became a member of the Congregation in 1980. He remained

a member of the Congregation until he was disfellowshipped by the Judicial
Committee.

[7]

Mr. Wall unsuccessfu

elders of neighbouring congregations (Appeal Committee) and to the Watch Tower
Bible and Tract Society of Canada. After the Congregation was informed that the
disfellowship was confirmed, Mr. Wall filed an originating application for judicial
review pursuant to Rule 3.15 of the Alberta Rules of Court, Alta. Reg. 124/2010,
seeking an order of certiorari
decision. In his application, Mr. Wall claimed that the Judicial Committee breached
the principles of natural justice and the duty of fairness, and that the decision to

declined to work with him.

[8]

An initial hearing was held to

Bench had jurisdiction. The chambers judge found that the court did have jurisdiction

decision: File No. 1401-10225, April 16, 2015. The judge also noted that expert

Christian scripture as to what is sinful and the scriptural criteria used by elders to
determine whether someone said to have sinned has sufficiently repented.

[9]

The majority of the Court of Appeal of Alberta dismissed the

L.R. (6th) 33. The majority held that the courts may intervene in decisions of
voluntary organizations concerning membership where property or civil rights are at
issue. The majority also held that even where no property or civil rights are engaged,
courts may intervene in the decisions of voluntary associations where there is a
breach of the rules of natural justice or where the complainant has exhausted internal
dispute resolution processes.

[10]
the basis that the Judicial Committee is a private actor, and as such is not subject to

III.

[11]

Question on Appeal

This appeal requires the Court to determine whether it has jurisdiction to

judicially review the disfellowship decision for procedural fairness concerns.

IV.

[12]

Analysis

Courts are not strangers to the review of decision making on the basis of

procedural fairness. However, the ability of courts to conduct such a review is subject

to certain limits. These reasons address three ways in which the review on the basis of
procedural fairness is limited. First, judicial review is reserved for state action. In this
dicial Committee was not exercising statutory authority.
Second, there is no free-standing right to procedural fairness. Courts may only
interfere to address the procedural fairness concerns related to the decisions of
religious groups or other voluntary associations if legal rights are at stake. Third, even
where review is available, the courts will consider only those issues that are
justiciable. Issues of theology are not justiciable.

A.

[13]

The Availability of Judicial Review

The purpose of judicial review is to ensure the legality of state decision

making: see Canada (Attorney General) v. TeleZone Inc., 2010 SCC 62, [2010] 3
S.C.R. 585, at paras. 24 and 26; Crevier v. Attorney General of Quebec, [1981] 2
S.C.R. 220, at pp. 237-38; Knox v. Conservative Party of Canada, 2007 ABCA 295,
422 A.R. 29, at paras. 14-15. Judicial review is a public law concept that allows s. 96

tribunals respect the rule of law: Knox, at para. 14; Constitution Act, 1867, s. 96. The

substance. The parties in this appeal appropriately conceded that judicial review
primarily concerns the relationship between the administrative state and the courts.
Private parties cannot seek judicial review to solve disputes that may arise between

them; rather, their claims must be founded on a valid cause of action, for example,
contract, tort or restitution.

[14]

Not all decisions are amenable t

supervisory jurisdiction. Judicial review is only available where there is an exercise
of state authority and where that exercise is of a sufficiently public character. Even
public bodies make some decisions that are private in nature
premises and hiring staff

such as renting

and such decisions are not subject to judicial review: Air

Canada v. Toronto Port Authority, 2011 FCA 347, [2013] 3 F.C.R. 605, at para. 52.
In making these contractual decisions, the publ

exercising a private power (ibid.). Such decisions do not involve concerns about the
rule of law insofar as this refers to the exercise of delegated authority.

[15]

Further, while the private law remedies of declaration or injunction may

be sought in an application for judicial review (see, for example, Judicial Review
Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 241, s. 2(2)(b); Judicial Review Procedure Act,
R.S.O. 1990, c. J.1., s. 2(1)(2); Judicial Review Act, R.S.P.E.I. 1988, c. J-3, ss. 2 and
3(3)), this does not make the reverse true. Public law remedies such as certiorari may
not be granted in litigation relating to contractual or property rights between private
parties: Knox, at para. 17. Certiorari is only available where the decision-making
power at issue has a sufficiently public character: D. J. M. Brown and J. M. Evans,

with the assistance of D. Fairlie, Judicial Review of Administrative Action in Canada
(loose-leaf), at topic 1:2252.

[16]

The Attorney General has a right to be heard on an originating

application for judicial review, and must be served notice where an application has
been filed: Alberta Rules of Court, Rules 3.15 and 3.17. Other originating
applications have no such requirements: ibid., Rule 3.9. This suggests that judicial
review is properly directed at public decision making.

[17]

Although the public law remedy of judicial review is aimed at

government decision makers, some Canadian courts, including the courts below, have
continued to find that judicial review is available with respect to decisions by
churches and other voluntary associations. These decisions can be grouped in two
categories according to the arguments relied on in support of the availability of
judicial review. Neither line of argument should be taken as authority for the broad
proposition that private bodies are subject to judicial review. Both lines of cases fail
to recognize that judicial review is about the legality of state decision making.

[18]

The first line of cases relies on the misconception that incorporation by a

private Act operates as a statutory grant of authority to churches so constituted:
Lindenburger v. United Church of Canada (1985), 10 O.A.C. 191 (Div. Ct.), at para.
21; Davis v. United Church of Canada (1992), 8 O.R. (3d) 75 (Gen. Div.), at p. 78.

more persons or body of persons, or to exclude one or more persons or body of

p
Commons, House of Commons Procedure and Practice (2nd ed. 2009), by A.

general application and its effect can be quite limited. The federal Interpretation Act,
R.S.C. 1985, c. IThe
United Church of Canada Act (1924), 14 & 15 Geo. 5, c. 100, gives effect to an
agreement regarding the transfer of property rights (from the Methodist,
Congregationalist and certain Presbyterian churches) upon the creation of the United
Church of Canada; it is not a grant of statutory authority.

[19]

A second line of cases that allows for judicial review of the decisions of

voluntary associations that are not incorporated by any Act (public or private) looks
only at whether the association or the decision in question is sufficiently public in
nature: Graff v. New Democratic Party, 2017 ONSC 3578, at para. 18 (CanLII); Erin
Mills Soccer Club v. Ontario Soccer Assn., 2016 ONSC 7718, 15 Admin. L.R. (6th)
138, at para. 60; West Toronto United Football Club v. Ontario Soccer Association,
2014 ONSC 5881, 327 O.A.C. 29, at paras. 17-18. These cases find their basis in the
Setia v. Appleby College, 2013 ONCA 753,
118 O.R. (3d) 481. The court in Setia found that judicial review was not available
since the matter did not have a sufficient public dimension despite some indicators to
the contrary (such as the existence of a private Act setting up the school) (para. 41).

[20]

In my view, these cases do not make judicial review available for private

bodies. Courts have questioned how a private Act
of Canada

like that for the United Church

that does not confer statutory authority can attract judicial review: see

Greaves v. United Church of God Canada, 2003 BCSC 1365, 27 C.C.E.L. (3d) 46, at
para. 29; Setia, at para. 36. The problem with the cases that rely on Setia is that they
hold that where a decision has a broad public impact, the decision is of a sufficient
public character and is therefore reviewable: Graff, at para. 18; West Toronto United
Football Club

considered to be public where it involves questions about the rule of law and the
limits of an admini
decision impacts a broad segment of the public does not mean that it is public in the
administrative law sense of the term. Again, judicial review is about the legality of
state decision making.

[21]
Air Canada

Air

Canada actually dealt with was the question of whether certain public entities were
acting as a federal board, commission or tribunal such that the judicial review
jurisdiction of the Federal Court was engaged. The proposition that private decisions
of a public body will not be subject to judicial review does not make the inverse true.
in the sense that

they have some broad import

will be reviewable. The relevant inquiry is whether

the legality of state decision making is at issue.

[22]

The present case raises no issues about the rule of law. The Congregation

has no constating private Act and the Congregation in no way is exercising state
authority.

[23]

Finally, Mr. Wall submitted before this Court that he was not seeking

judicial review, but in his originating application for judicial review this is what he
does. In his application, he seeks an order of certiorari that would quash the
disfellowship decision. I recognize that Mr. Wall was unrepresented at the time he
filed his application. These comments do not reflect that the basis for my disposition
of the appeal is a matter of form alone or is related to semantic errors in the
application. However, the implications of granting an appeal must still be considered.
This appeal considers o

Bench for a hearing on the merits. However, as I indicate above, judicial review is
not available.

B.

[24]

The Ability of Courts to Review Decisions of Voluntary Associations for
Procedural Fairness

Even if Mr. Wall had filed a standard action by way of statement of

claim, his mere membership in a religious organization

where no civil or property

right is granted by virtue of such membership

should remain free from court

intervention. Indeed, there is no free standing right to procedural fairness with respect
to decisions taken by voluntary associations. Jurisdiction cannot be established on the
sole basis that there is an alleged breach of natural justice or that the complainant has

of a legal right which a party seeks to have vindicated. Only where this is so can the
courts consid
circumstances) the fairness of those procedures.

[25]

The majority in the Court of Appeal held that there was such a free

standing right to procedural fairness. However, the cases on which they relied on do
not stand for such a proposition. Almost all of them were cases involving an
underlying legal right, such as wrongful dismissal (McCaw v. United Church of
Canada (1991), 4 O.R. (3d) 481 (C.A.); Pederson v. Fulton, 1994 CanLII 7483 (Ont.
S.C. (Gen. Div.)), or a statutory cause of action (Lutz v. Faith Lutheran Church of
Kelowna, 2009 BCSC 59). Another claim was dismissed on the basis that it was not
justiciable as the dispute was ecclesiastical in nature: Hart v. Roman Catholic
Episcopal Corp. of the Diocese of Kingston, 2011 ONCA 728, 285 O.A.C. 354.

[26]

In addition, it is clear that the English jurisprudence cited by Mr. Wall

similarly requires the presence of an underlying legal right. In Shergill v. Khaira,
[2014] UKSC 33, [2015] A.C. 359, at paras. 46-48, and
Great Britain, [1952] 1 All E.R. 1175 (C.A.), the English courts found that the

voluntary associations at issue were governed by contract. I do not view Shergill as
standing for the proposition that there is a free-standing right to procedural fairness as
regards the decisions of religious or other voluntary organizations in the absence of
an underlying legal right. Rather, in Shergill, requiring procedural fairness is simply
a way of enforcing a contract (para. 48). Similarly, in Lee, Lord Denning held that

[27]

Mr. Wall argued before this Court that Lakeside Colony of Hutterian

Brethren v. Hofer, [1992] 3 S.C.R. 165, could be read as permitting courts to review
the decisions of voluntary organizations for procedural fairness concerns where the
ctual
right is in issue. This is a misreading of Lakeside Colony. What is required is that a
legal right of sufficient importance

such as a property or contractual right

be at

stake: see also Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada v. Trustees of the
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Cathedral of St. Mary the Protectress, [1940] S.C.R. 586.

Gonthier J. pointed out in Lakeside Colony, the legal right at issue was of a different

impor
the determination of legal rights.

[28]

Mr. Wall argues that a contractual right (or something resembling a

contractual right) exists between himself and the Congregation. There was no such
finding by the chambers judge. No basis has been shown that Mr. Wall and the
Congregation intended to create legal relations. Unlike many other organizations,
such as professional associations, the Congregation does not have a written
constitution, by-laws or rules that would entitle members to have those agreements
enforced in accordance with their terms. In

(1988),

87 A.R. 229, at paras. 22-25, the Court of Appeal of Alberta ruled that membership in
a similarly constituted congregation did not grant any contractual right in and of
itself. The appeal can therefore be distinguished from Hofer v. Hofer, [1970] S.C.R.
958, at pp. 961 and 963, Senez v. Montreal Real Estate Board, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 555, at
pp. 566 and 568, and Lakeside Colony, at p. 174. In all of these cases, the Court
concluded that the terms of these voluntary associations were contractually binding.

[29]

Moreover, mere membership in a religious organization, where no civil

or property right is formally granted by virtue of membership, should remain outside
the scope of the Lakeside Colony criteria. Otherwise, it would be devoid of its
meaning and purpose. In fact, members of a congregation may not think of
themselves as entering into a legally enforceable contract by merely adhering to a

faith-

Bruker v. Marcovitz: Divorce and the
S.C.L.R. (2d) 37, at p. 45. Where one party

alleges that a contract exists, they would have to show that there was an intention to

form contractual relations. While this may be more difficult to show in the religious
context, the general principles of contract law would apply.

[30]

Before the chambers judge, Mr. Wall also argued his rights are at stake

interfering with his client base. On this point, I would again part ways with the courts
below. Mr. Wall had no property right in maintaining his client base. As Justice
Wakeling held in dissent in the court below, Mr. Wall does not have a right to the
business of the members of the Congregation: Court of Appeal reasons, at para. 139.
For an illustration of this, see Mott-Trille v. Steed, [1998] O.J. No. 3583 (C.J. (Gen.

[31]

Had Mr. Wall been able to show that he suffered some detriment or

prejudice to his legal rights arising fr
could have sought redress under appropriate private law remedies. This is not to say

that it did. Rather, the point is that in the circumstances of this case, the negative
impact does not give rise to an actionable claim. As such there is no basis for the
-making process; in other words,
jurisdiction.

C.

Justiciability

[32]

This appeal may be allowed for the reasons given above. However, I also

offer some supplementary comments on justiciability, given that it was an issue raised
by the parties and dealt with at the Court of Appeal. In addition to questions of
jurisdiction, justiciability limits the extent to which courts may engage with decisions
by voluntary associations even when the intervention is sought only on the basis of
procedural fairness. Justiciability relates to the subject matter of a dispute. The
general question is this: Is the issue one that is appropriate for a court to decide?

[33]

Lorne M. Sossin defines justiciability as

a set of judge-made rules, norms and principles delineating the scope of
judicial intervention in social, political and economic life. In short, if a
subject-matter is held to be suitable for judicial determination, it is said to
be justiciable; if a subject-matter is held not to be suitable for judicial
determination, it is said to be non-justiciable.
(Boundaries of Judicial Review: The Law of Justiciability in Canada (2nd
ed. 2012) at p. 7)

ibid., at p. 1.

[34]

There is no single set of rules delineating the scope of justiciability.

Indeed, justiciability depends to some degree on context, and the proper approach to
determining justiciability must be flexible. The court should ask whether it has the
institutional capacity and legitimacy to adjudicate the matter: see Sossin, at p. 294. In

economical and efficient investment of judicial resources to resolve, that there is a
sufficient factual and evidentiary basis for the claim, that there would be an adequate

(ibid.).

[35]

By way of example, the courts may not have the legitimacy to assist in

resolving a dispute about the greatest hockey player of all time, about a bridge player
who is left out of his regular weekly game night, or about a cousin who thinks she
should have been invited to a wedding: Court of Appeal reasons, at paras. 82-84, per
Wakeling J.A.

[36]

This Court has considered the relevance of religion to the question of

justiciability. In Bruker v. Marcovitz, 2007 SCC 54, [2007] 3 S.C.R. 607, at para. 41,
Justice Abel
make it nonreligious dogma. As this Court noted in Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem, 2004 SCC
47, [2004] 2 S.C.R
religious disputes, or of contentious matters of religious doctrine, unjustifiably
The courts have neither legitimacy nor
institutional capacity to deal with such issues, and have repeatedly declined to
consider them: see Demiris v. Hellenic Community of Vancouver, 2000 BCSC 733, at
para. 33 (CanLII); Amselem, at paras. 49-51.

[37]

In Lakeside Colony, this Court held (at p. 175 (emphasis added)):

In deciding the membership or residence status of the defendants, the
court must determine whether they have been validly expelled from the
colony. It is not incumbent on the court to review the merits of the
decision to expel. It is, however, called upon to determine whether the
purported expulsion was carried out according to the applicable rules,
with regard to the principles of natural justice, and without mala fides.
This standard goes back at least to this statement by Stirling J. in Baird v.
Wells (1890), 44 Ch. D. 661, at p. 670:
The only questions which this Court can entertain are: first, whether
the rules of the club have been observed; secondly, whether anything
has been done contrary to natural justice; and, thirdly, whether the
decision complained of has been come to bona fide.

The foregoing passage makes clear that the courts will not consider the merits of a
religious tenet; such matters are not justiciable.

[38]

In addition, sometimes even the procedural rules of a particular religious

group may involve the interpretation of religious doctrine. For instance, the
handbook (2005) outlines the procedure to be

18:15, 16, some individual brothers or sisters may report to the elders cases of

institutional capacity to determine whether the steps outlined in Matthew have been
followed. These types of procedural issues are also not justiciable. That being said,
courts may still review procedural rules where they are based on a contract between
two parties, even where the contract is meant to give effect to doctrinal religious
principles: Marcovitz, at para. 47. But here, Mr. Wall has not shown that his legal
rights were at stake.

[39]

Justiciability was raised in another way. Both the Congregation and Mr.

Wall argued that their freedom of religion and freedom of association should inform
ade comments
on this basis and suggested that religious matters were not justiciable due in part to
the protection of freedom of religion in s. 2(a) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. As this Court held in RWDSU v. Dolphin Delivery Ltd., [1986] 2 S.C.R.
573, at p. 603, the Charter does not apply to private litigation. Section 32 specifies
that the Charter applies to the legislative, executive and administrative branches of
government: ibid., at pp. 603-4. The Charter does not directly apply to this dispute as
no state action is being challenged, although the Charter may inform the development
of the common law: ibid., at p. 603. In the end, religious groups are free to determine
their own membership and rules; courts will not intervene in such matters save where
it is necessary to resolve an underlying legal dispute.

V.

[40]

Disposition

I would allow the appeal and quash the originating application for judicial

review filed by Mr. Wall. As the appellants requested that no costs be awarded, I
award none.

Appeal allowed.
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The Claimant appeared in person.
Mr Shane Brady (instructed by Legal Department, Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of
Britain) appeared on behalf of the Defendant.
Hearing dates: 11, 12, 13, 14, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 March 2019, 15 April 2019
__________
JUDGMENT
RICHARD SPEARMAN Q.C.:

The dispute in outline
1.

This is the trial of two claims for slander, brought by Frank Kofi Otuo. Mr Otuo is
intelligent and articulate. He is also a very experienced litigant, having appeared in
person throughout this long-running litigation, as he did before me, as well as in other
proceedings to which I was referred in passing in the course of the trial. Mr Otuo
argued his case ably and persuasively, as, for his part, did Mr Brady on behalf of the
Defendants in both claims. However, Mr Otuo has no formal legal qualifications; and
the Defendants’ lawyers are not defamation specialists. The trial bundles comprised 4
bundles produced by the Defendants and 2 further bundles produced by Mr Otuo, but
they included neither a core bundle nor any bundle of documents arranged in
chronological order. In addition, I was referred to literally dozens of authorities, many
of which transpired to be of little, if any, relevance to the issues that I have to decide.
These factors have resulted in additional challenges for the Court.

2.

The first claim (“Claim 1”) is brought against the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
of Britain (“Watch Tower Britain”), a company limited by guarantee and a registered
charity with the objects of advancing in various ways the Christian religion “as
practised by the body of Christian persons known as Jehovah’s Witnesses”, in respect
of an announcement made on 19 July 2012 at a meeting of the Wimbledon
Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses (“the Announcement”). The Announcement was
made by Mark Lewis, a member of that congregation who had been appointed as an
Elder, and consisted of the following words: “Frank Otuo is no longer one of Jehovah’s
Witnesses”. The Announcement had the effect that Mr Otuo was “disfellowshipped”.
Claim 1 was commenced by a claim form which was issued on 19 July 2013. In a
judgment handed down on 9 March 2017, the Court of Appeal held that Claim 1 had
been brought marginally within the time limit specified by section 4A of the Limitation
Act 1980, rather than marginally outside it, and allowed Mr Otuo’s appeal against
orders made by the Courts below which had the effect of ruling that it was time barred:
see Otuo v Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2017] EWCA Civ 136.

3

3.

The second claim (“Claim 2”) is brought against Watch Tower Britain and Jonathan
Morley, the coordinator of the body of Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation, in
respect of words spoken by Mr Morley at a meeting on 22 July 2013. Claim 2 was
commenced by a claim form dated 18 July 2014. That meeting was attended by Mr
Otuo and by four Elders: Mr Morley, Mr Lewis, Andrew Sutton (all of whom were
from the Wimbledon Congregation) and Colin Smith (who was from the Banstead
Congregation). It was triggered by a letter from Mr Otuo to the Elders of the
Wimbledon Congregation dated 17 June 2013, in which he sought reinstatement “to the
congregation of Jehovah’s Witness forthwith”. It has therefore been referred to as “the
reinstatement meeting” at times in this litigation. No one else was present, or heard the
words complained of. The precise nature of those words is not in dispute, because Mr
Otuo surreptitiously tape recorded the meeting. They are as follows:
“So just going back to July of last year when you were disfellowshipped, I
think it was July 19 that it was announced to the congregation, is that correct? I
think it was … do you… how do [you] view then what you were
disfellowshipped for? Do you understand what you were disfellowshipped for?
… Just to summarise what I thought you have said, is that even today you
would not accept it was fraud … That is what you seem to be saying?”

4.

The principal issues raised by the parties’ arguments in these claims are as follows:
(1)

Whether there is any difference between “Scriptural fraud” and “fraud” in other
contexts which is material in the particular circumstances of either of these
Claims.

(2)

Whether the slanders complained of are actionable per se (i.e. without proof of
special damage), or in other words whether they impute a crime for which Mr
Otuo could be made to suffer physically by way of punishment (i.e. be
imprisoned).

(3)

Whether Mr Otuo consented to publication of the words complained of.

(4)

Whether the publications were made on occasions of qualified privilege.

(5)

If so, whether the defence of qualified privilege is defeated by malice.

(6)

Whether it is true that Mr Otuo had been disfellowshipped for fraud.

(7)

Whether the decision to disfellowship Mr Otuo was ultra vires.

(8)

Whether Watch Tower Britain authorised or is vicariously liable for the
publications.

(9)

Whether the Claims unjustifiably interfere with the Defendants’ rights guaranteed
by Articles 9, 10 and 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights.

(10) Whether Mr Otuo is entitled to any, and, if so, what, relief.

4

Meaning
5.

In a judgment handed down on 5 December 2013, HH Judge Moloney QC, sitting as a
Judge of the High Court, ruled that the words comprising the Announcement were not
capable of being defamatory in their natural and ordinary meaning. He therefore
ordered that in so far as Claim 1 was based on natural and ordinary meaning it should
be struck out. However, Mr Otuo also pleaded that the Announcement was defamatory
in a true innuendo meaning.

6.

In one of a series of judgments that he handed down arising from what he described as
the “prolonged” Pre-Trial Review in these claims, Warby J said, that, on analysis, Mr
Otuo’s pleaded case suggested two distinct innuendo meanings: first, the meaning
which would have been conveyed to all those who were familiar with the general
principles regarding disfellowshipping (“the Informed Audience”); and, second, the
meaning which would have been conveyed to the sub-group who knew not only those
matters but also that there had been a fraud investigation involving Mr Otuo (“the
Insiders”). Warby J pointed out that there could be a third material group if, as alleged
by Mr Otuo, members of the general public were present when the Announcement was
made, but that it was hard to see how any of them could have drawn any defamatory
meaning from the neutral wording adopted, as demonstrated by the judgment of HH
Judge Moloney QC. Against the background that Mr Otuo’s pleaded case alleged that
10 Insiders were present when the Announcement was made and Watch Tower Britain
admitted that 6 Insiders were present (comprising 6 Elders who knew that there had
been a fraud investigation involving Mr Otuo), Warby J concluded that he could, to a
limited extent, decide the actual innuendo meaning of the words.

7.

Warby J accordingly ruled that to an Insider, considered objectively, the words
complained of will have conveyed the following true innuendo meanings: (1) that Mr
Otuo had been disfellowshipped on the ground of fraud, and (2) that Mr Otuo was
guilty of fraud. Warby J further determined that the words complained of were not
capable of conveying any defamatory innuendo meaning to the Informed Audience. See
Otuo v Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 571 (QB) at [32][59]. Before me, neither party sought to go beyond those rulings. In these
circumstances, one issue for trial in this context is how many of the following 4
individuals pleaded by Mr Otuo and relied on in his evidence (see [137] of his witness
statement dated 5 February 2019) were in fact Insiders: Anna Newitt, Richard Newitt,
Sonia Greenidge, Olivier Da Silva. Once that factual issue has been resolved, it will be
possible to say whether the Announcement bore a defamatory meaning to only the 6
Elders who already knew that there had been a fraud investigation involving Mr Otuo
(one of whom was Mr Lewis, who made the Announcement, and was thus not a
publishee), or to as many as 10 persons in total who already had that knowledge.
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8.

As set out in his Order dated 13 May 2016, following a hearing before him on the same
date, Sir David Eady, sitting as a Judge of the High Court, ruled that the words
complained of in Claim 2 bear the following natural and ordinary meanings: (1) that Mr
Otuo had been disfellowshipped a year before the reinstatement meeting on the ground
of fraud; (2) that Mr Otuo was guilty of fraud; and (3) that Mr Otuo was unrepentant.

9.

In Otuo v Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 571 (QB),
relying on a case summary prepared by the Defendants pursuant to an Order of HH
Judge Parkes QC (sitting as a Judge of the High Court) dated 17 September 2018,
Warby J stated at [24] that in relation to Claim 1 the following facts are not in dispute:

10.

(1)

Mr Otuo was baptised as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses on 26 December 1992. By
virtue of his baptism he voluntarily accepted certain Bible-based beliefs and
practices of Jehovah’s Witnesses.

(2)

On or around 30 March 2012, Mr Otuo was disfellowshipped (excommunicated)
as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses, for the Biblical sin of fraud, by an Ecclesiastical
Judicial Committee.

(3)

The disfellowshipping decision was upheld by an Ecclesiastical Appeal
Committee in or around May 2012.

(4)

The Britain branch office of Jehovah’s Witnesses, acting through the Christian
Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses (“CCJW”), subsequently reviewed the
decision and on 11 July 2012 confirmed that the decision should stand.

(5)

Thus it was that on 19 July 2012, in accordance with the religious beliefs and
practices of Jehovah’s Witnesses, the Announcement was made by Mr Lewis.

In relation to Claim 2, the words spoken at the meeting on 22 July 2013 referred back to
the disfellowshipping of Mr Otuo on 19 July 2012 and to the ground on which he had
been disfellowshipped, namely “fraud”. Moreover, those words were spoken by Mr
Morley, who was the Chairman of the Judicial Committee which made the decision that
Mr Otuo ought to be disfellowshipped, to Messrs Lewis, Sutton and Smith, who were
the other 3 members of that Judicial Committee. Their decision was upheld by the
Appeal Committee, also on the ground of “fraud”. It was in issue before me whether the
Appeal Committee’s finding of “fraud” was made on the same basis as the finding of
the Judicial Committee. If there was any difference, I consider that the Announcement
must have reflected the finding of the Appeal Committee, as it was the decision of that
Committee which led to the making of the Announcement. However, if there was some
difference between the findings of the two Committees, on the evidence before me that
difference was plainly known to Messrs Morley, Lewis, Sutton and Smith. In these
circumstances, it seems to me that at the meeting Mr Morley must have used the word
“fraud” in the same sense as he and Messrs Lewis, Sutton and Smith and indeed all
Insiders (a group which knew about the fraud investigation involving Mr Otuo which
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had taken place) would have understood from the making of the Announcement. I did
not understand either Mr Otuo or the Defendants to suggest the contrary before me.
11.

The parties referred at trial to various publications of Jehovah’s Witnesses (some of
which are written or published in the USA, and therefore use some American spellings):
(1)

“Insight on the Scriptures” states that fraud is “The intentional use of deception,
trickery, or perversion of truth for the purpose of inducing another to part with
some valuable right or thing belonging to him or to give up a legal right” (“the
Primary Definition”). That definition goes on to state: “Fraud, as dealt with in the
Bible, is generally associated with business relationships. Dishonest business
dealings are forbidden by God’s law”. It also states (among other things) that
“False forms of religion likewise are considered fraudulent in the Scriptures” and
that Paul had stated that Christians who took one another to court were “wronging
and defrauding their brothers by this action of going to court before unrighteous
men and not before the holy ones in the congregation”. According to these later
references, expressions which relate to “fraud”, such as “fraudulent” and
“defrauding” have wider meanings in the Scriptures than apply in other contexts.

(2)

“Shepherd the Flock of God” is a publication which states that it “has been
designed as a handbook for elders to supply vital information that will help them
care for congregation matters”. It contains detailed guidance on topics such as
“Determining Whether a Judicial Committee Should be Formed”, “Preparing for
the Judicial Hearing”, “Judicial Hearing Procedure”, and “Appeal Hearing
Procedure”. Under the sub-heading “Offenses Requiring Judicial Decisions” it
defines fraud in terms of the Primary Definition. It appears on the evidence before
me to have been used as the basis for the procedure which was followed by the
Elders who were involved in the material decisions concerning Mr Otuo.

(3)

By a letter addressed to Watch Tower Britain dated 15 December 2011, Messrs
Morley, Lewis, Sutton and Smith asked for “some guidance in handling a judicial
matter concerning an allegation of fraud on the part of Brother Otuo by Brother
Wee”. Under the heading “Refusal to pay – a judicial offence?” this letter referred
to a statement in “Organised To Do Jehovah’s Will” (“OJW”) that the sins
considered at Matthew 18 include “those involving financial and property matters
– failure to make proper payment for something or some action involving a
measure of fraud”, and, further, suggested that, in accordance with a particular
edition of “Watchtower”, the non-payment of a loan or “a degree of deceit, fraud
or trickery in business or financial matters” are sins.

(4)

By letter to the Body of Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation dated 4 January
2012, CCJW (as opposed to Watch Tower Britain) replied that “You believe that
fraud as defined in ks10 5:23 has taken place”. Later, in response to a letter from
the Body of Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation dated 16 February 2012
which was not in evidence, CCJW stated in a letter dated 16 March 2012:
“Concerning the definition of fraud, we cannot go beyond what is referred to in
7

ks10 5:23”. These two references to ks10 5:23 are to the Primary Definition. Mr
Morley accepted in evidence that the Judicial Committee followed this guidance
from CCJW, and there is no reason to doubt that the Appeal Committee also acted
in accordance with it.
12.

Section 1 of the Fraud Act 2006 provides as follows:
“1 Fraud
(1)

A person is guilty of fraud if he is in breach of any of the sections listed
in subsection (2) (which provide for different ways of committing the
offence).

(2)

The sections are—

(3)

13.

(a)

section 2 (fraud by false representation),

(b)

section 3 (fraud by failing to disclose information), and

(c)

section 4 (fraud by abuse of position).

A person who is guilty of fraud is liable—
(a)

on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
12 months or to a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum (or to
both);

(b)

on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 10 years or to a fine (or to both) …”

Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the Fraud Act 2006 provide:
“2
(1)

(2)

(3)

Fraud by false representation
A person is in breach of this section if he—
(a)

dishonestly makes a false representation, and

(b)

intends, by making the representation—
(i)

to make a gain for himself or another, or

(ii)

to cause loss to another or to expose another to a risk of loss.

A representation is false if—
(a)

it is untrue or misleading, and

(b)

the person making it knows that it is, or might be, untrue or
misleading.

“Representation” means any representation as to fact or law, including a
representation as to the state of mind of—
(a)

the person making the representation, or

(b)

any other person.
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(4)

A representation may be express or implied …

3

Fraud by failing to disclose information

A person is in breach of this section if he—
dishonestly fails to disclose to another person information which
he is under a legal duty to disclose, and

(b)

intends, by failing to disclose the information—
(i)

to make a gain for himself or another, or

(ii)

to cause loss to another or to expose another to a risk of loss.

4

Fraud by abuse of position

(1)

A person is in breach of this section if he—

(2)

14.

(a)

(a)

occupies a position in which he is expected to safeguard, or not to
act against, the financial interests of another person,

(b)

dishonestly abuses that position, and

(c)

intends, by means of the abuse of that position—
(i)

to make a gain for himself or another, or

(ii)

to cause loss to another or to expose another to a risk of loss.

A person may be regarded as having abused his position even though his
conduct consisted of an omission rather than an act.”

In these circumstances, it seems to me that for the purposes of both Claim 1 and Claim
2, the words complained of made reference to fraud within the scope of section 1 of the
Fraud Act 2006. In my judgment, the Primary Definition plainly connotes dishonesty.
Further, the Primary Definition falls within or overlaps with “making a false
representation, and intending, by making that representation, to make a gain for the
person making the representation or another, or to cause loss to another or to expose
another to a risk of loss” (to paraphrase section 2(1) of the Fraud Act 2006). In reaching
this conclusion, I find myself in agreement with Sir David Eady, when dealing with one
of the numerous interlocutory hearings in this case. Sir David responded to a
submission that the notion of “fraud” in the context of the present case was not such as
to entail criminality, but rather bore a specific religious connotation, encapsulated in the
Primary Definition, by observing that “I confess to some puzzlement, as it seems to be a
distinction without a significant difference”. Sir David further remarked with regard to
the suggested distinction between “criminal” fraud and the type of fraud encapsulated in
the Primary Definition that “I find it a difficult boundary to draw”. See Otuo v Morley
& Anor [2015] EWHC 1839 (QB) at [3], [4], and [9].
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15.

In Otuo v Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 571 (QB),
Warby J also made reference to these observations of Sir David Eady when considering
the meaning of “fraud” in the context of the true innuendo meanings which Warby J
held that the Announcement would have conveyed to an Insider. Warby J stated at [52]:
“As to the argument that fraud in this context bears some special meaning, nothing is
pleaded to justify any special interpretation of the term in this context”. Warby J thus
rejected a submission that the words complained of in Claim 1 are not and cannot be
defamatory: see [53].

16.

It seems to me that, on the one hand, Warby J’s rulings on meaning did not preclude the
possibility of further argument at trial as to whether “fraud” bears some special
meaning in the context of the present claims, but, on the other hand, they are consonant
with the conclusion that it does not. If Warby J had considered for the purposes of the
two true innuendo meanings that he found that “fraud” bore the wider meaning
(extending beyond the Primary Definition) that is suggested by “Insight on the
Scriptures”, I do not consider that he would have reached the conclusions that he did.
The reason for this is that not everything falling within the wider meaning suggested by
“Insight on the Scriptures” would be likely to impute some conduct which is contrary to
values which are shared by society in general (as opposed to only some part of society,
such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, or indeed Christians more generally). Therefore, if the
words complained of in one or other or both of the present Claims referred to “fraud” in
that wider sense, they would not be defamatory in accordance with the common law test
discussed by Warby J in [53]. In other words, I consider that Warby J’s rulings on true
innuendo meaning are based on the premise that Insiders understood that the fraud
investigation involving Mr Otuo related to fraud within the meaning of the Primary
Definition (and not, for example, “false forms of religion”). This is understandable,
because that investigation did, in fact, relate to financial dealings involving Mr Otuo.

17.

For the purposes of the present Claims, I do not consider that the meaning of “fraud” is
affected by the fact that the words complained of were spoken by Elders of the
Wimbledon Congregation in the context of the outcome of an investigation as to
whether Mr Otuo was guilty of the Biblical sin of fraud, and a discussion about whether
he had shown repentance. Although there may be circumstances in which references to
“Scriptural fraud” would fall outside the concept of “fraud” as used in the criminal law
(or, for that matter, in civil law claims concerning deceit, fraudulent misrepresentation,
and so forth), those circumstances do not arise on the facts of these particular Claims.

18.

However, that context may be highly relevant to the state of mind of the individuals
who spoke the words complained of or who were responsible for those words being
spoken, and in particular to the issue of whether those individuals did or did not
honestly believe that Mr Otuo was guilty of the sin of fraud and was unrepentant of it.
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Slanders actionable per se
19.

For these reasons, I hold that both the Announcement and the words complained of in
Claim 2 that were spoken by Mr Morley at the meeting on 22 July 2013 are slanders
actionable per se. Each imputed a crime for which Mr Otuo could be imprisoned.

20.

This conclusion accords with the provisional view of Warby J, who, like Sir David
Eady before him, has vast experience of this area of the law (although the fact that
Warby J’s view was only provisional also supports the view that his limited rulings on
meaning were not intended to preclude further argument at trial as to whether “fraud”
bears some special meaning in the context of (at least) Claim 2). In Otuo v Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 571 (QB), Warby J said at [59]:
“I have not addressed the question of whether the defamatory meanings I have
found are actionable per se without proof of special damage, which is not
raised for decision on this application, but my provisional view would be that
the imputation of fraud is actionable per se on the simple footing that it
imputes a crime for which a person may be imprisoned.”

The threshold of seriousness
21.

The law of defamation is concerned with damage to reputation. For a publication to be
actionable as a libel or a slander, it is a requirement that the words complained of
convey a defamatory imputation. In addition, it is a requirement that the publication of
the words complained of occasioned sufficient harm to the reputation of the claimant. In
some cases, these requirements are not met because the imputation is not sufficiently
serious. Gatley on Libel and Slander, 12th edn., (“Gatley”) states at para 2.4:
“In addition to the requirement that the imputation conveyed must have an
effect identified in one of the definitions discussed above, the imputation
must meet the necessary level of seriousness. As Tugendhat J explained in
Thornton v Telegraph Media Group Ltd [2011] 1 WLR 1985: ‘Whatever
definition of ‘defamatory’ is adopted, it must include a qualification or
threshold of seriousness, so as to exclude trivial claims.’”

22.

However, that is not the only basis on which the threshold of seriousness may not be
met: “seriousness is a multi-factorial question” (Cammish v Hughes [2013] EMLR 13,
Arden LJ at [40]). Decided cases illustrate some of the factors which may be material.

23.

In Jameel (Yousef) v Dow Jones & Co Inc [2005] QB 946 (“Jameel”), Lord Phillips
MR said at [68]-[70]:
“… At the end of the day the trial will determine whether the publications
made to the five subscribers were protected by qualified privilege. If they
were not, it does not seem to us that the jury can properly be directed to
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award other than very modest damages indeed. These should reflect the
fact that the publications can have done minimal damage to the claimant’s
reputation. Certainly this will be the case if the three subscribers who were
in the claimant’s camp prove to have accessed the Golden Chain list in the
knowledge of what they would find on it and the other two had never heard
of the claimant.
If the claimant succeeds in this action and is awarded a small amount of
damages, it can perhaps be said that he will have achieved vindication for
the damage done to his reputation in this country, but both the damage and
the vindication will be minimal. The cost of the exercise will have been
out of all proportion to what has been achieved. The game will not merely
not have been worth the candle, it will not have been worth the wick.
If we were considering an application to set aside permission to serve these
proceedings out of the jurisdiction we would allow that application on the
basis that the five publications that had taken place in this jurisdiction did
not, individually or collectively, amount to a real and substantial tort.”
24.

In Lachaux v Independent Print Ltd [2018] QB 594 (“Lachaux”) the Court of Appeal
considered the requirement of serious harm contained in section 1 of the Defamation
Act 2013. That provision is not applicable to either Claim 1 or Claim 2 due to their
antiquity. However, some of the matters discussed by the Court of Appeal are of
relevance to the position at common law, which has been discussed in cases such as
Thornton v Telegraph Media Group Ltd [2011] 1 WLR 1985. In Lachaux, Davis LJ said
at [79]:
“There may, for instance, be cases where the evidence shows that no
serious reputational harm has been caused or is likely for reasons unrelated
to the meaning conveyed by the defamatory statement complained of. One
example could, for instance, perhaps be where the defendant considers that
he has irrefutable evidence that the number of publishees was very limited,
that there has been no grapevine percolation and that there is firm evidence
that no one thought any the less of the claimant by reason of the
publication. Whether such evidence is in truth unanswerable and whether
such matters are best resolved on a summary judgment application or best
left to trial is then for the court to determine.”

25.

In the present case, at earlier stages of the litigation both Sir David Eady and Warby J
declined to dismiss either Claim 1 or Claim 2 on the footing that they could be said to
represent an abuse of the process of the court on the basis explained in Jameel at [55]:
“Keeping a proper balance between the Article 10 right of freedom of
expression and the protection of individual reputation must, so it seems to
us, require the court to bring to a stop as an abuse of process defamation
proceedings that are not serving the legitimate purpose of protecting the
claimant’s reputation, which includes compensating the claimant only if
that reputation has been unlawfully damaged.”
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26.

However, the fact that matters like those referred to in Jameel and Lachaux are left to
trial does not mean that they cannot properly be revisited at trial. The contrary is true.

27.

Besides Mr Otuo, who is irrelevant for these purposes, the only persons present when
the words complained of in Claim 2 were spoken by Mr Morley were Messrs Lewis,
Sutton and Smith. Together with Mr Morley, Messrs Lewis, Sutton and Smith were the
members of the Judicial Committee which, in 2011-2012, had considered the grievance
against Mr Otuo of Robert Wee, who had made a loan of all or most of his life savings
at a time when both of those men were members of the Wimbledon Congregation, and
had reached the decision that Mr Otuo should be disfellowshipped. In addition, Messrs
Lewis, Sutton and Smith were well aware of subsequent events: specifically, the later
findings of the Appeal Committee, Mr Otuo’s application for a review of the decision of
the Appeal Committee, and the making of the Announcement. Moreover, those 3 men
(as well as Mr Morley) were also the recipients, or among the recipients, of Mr Otuo’s
two requests for reinstatement contained in his letters addressed to “The Body of Elders,
Wimbledon Congregation” dated 29 October 2012 and 17 June 2013, the first of which
they had turned down on the basis that it had been made too soon and the second of
which (at least so far as all 4 of those Elders attending the reinstatement meeting were
concerned) they were meeting with Mr Otuo to consider at the reinstatement meeting.

28.

When Mr Morley spoke the words complained of, I have absolutely no doubt that
Messrs Lewis, Sutton and Smith and each of them had already formed their own views
about Mr Otuo, the decision to disfellowship him, and whether he was guilty of fraud. It
is equally clear that they had also made their own assessment of whether he appeared
repentant. Indeed, it was Mr Otuo’s own case before me that he was demonstrably
unrepentant, as was plain from both of his letters seeking reinstatement and from what
he said at the reinstatement meeting before Mr Morley spoke the words complained of.
In referring in brief and essentially clarifying terms to the events and findings of the
previous year, and to whether Mr Otuo was unrepentant, those words said nothing
harmful to Mr Otuo’s reputation that was not already well known to Messrs Lewis,
Sutton and Smith, and in respect of which they had not already formed their own views.

29.

Mr Lewis gave evidence at the trial, although Messrs Sutton and Smith did not. Mr
Otuo did not suggest, and it is hard to see how he could have suggested, to Mr Lewis
that the words complained of caused Mr Lewis to think any less well of Mr Otuo than
he did before those words were spoken. Nor was it suggested, or could it realistically
have been suggested, that different considerations apply to Messrs Sutton and Smith. To
put the words complained of in Claim 2 in context, the relevant part of the reinstatement
meeting followed a lengthy statement by Mr Otuo of all the antecedent material events
as he saw them. The relevant part reads as follows (“JM” refers to Mr Morley, “FO”
refers to Mr Otuo, and the underlining identifies the words complained of in Claim 2):
JM: “Alright. So just going back to July of last year when you were
disfellowshipped and it was, I think it was the 19th, but it (inaudible), is
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that correct? Yeah, I think it was. Yeah. Do you, how do you view then
what you were disfellowshipped for? Do you understand what you were
disfellowshipped for?”
FO: “Well the, you know, the allegation before me, before what you alleged
was that I defrauded Robert.”
JM: “Right.”
FO: “I think my position at the time was that, you know, I think there’s a
misunderstanding and, you know, hence I wouldn’t put it in that respect
… And I still cannot, you know, pray to Jehovah many times, I can’t find
where, you know, the issue of fraud fits into the situation which is the
business arrangement with Robert … So if you what you are asking me
is that the reason why I was disfellowshipped, which [is] the accusation
of fraud, then after a year I feel very strongly about it.”
JM: “Strongly in what regard?”
…
FO: “… But as far as, you know, fraud is concerned, it’s an extremely heavy
allegation which has to be dealt with lots of care. And I’ve been trying to
find out, you know, I don’t think we ever got to the bottom for me to
really understand why this was classified as fraud, even within the
definitions of our own guidelines. So, yes, I would accept that the
business arrangement has put Robert through a lot, which I’m very, you
know, disappointed and sorry about what has happened. But as far as the
fraud situation is concerned, I think that is too heavy to carry.”
JM: “Okay. So, I mean, just to summarise what I thought you said, is that
even today you wouldn’t accept that it was fraud? That’s what you seem
to be saying. Is that your position?”
FO: “I think, John, that’s my position … And I don’t want to sit here … and
lie to any of you.”
…
JM: “Okay. That’s alright. And we respect that and appreciate, we wouldn’t
want you to lie to us, that would be counterproductive anyway …
I guess the other question I would like to ask you, Frank, though is
you’ve got four brothers here who’ve spent a lot of time on this matter as
you know. You had three other brothers on the appeal committee who
spent a lot of time on it. And after that, the branch had a look at all of it,
yeah? So do you, have you not considered that with that process that was
gone through, and that the conclusion was, on the part of the original
committee, the appeal committee and the branch, that it was a fraudery
situation, do you not feel you ought to really reflect on whether you’ve
understood the matter correctly?”
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30.

In these circumstances, I am unable to accept that the utterance of the words complained
of in Claim 2 occasioned any, let alone more than trivial, harm to Mr Otuo’s reputation.
In my judgment, from the perspective of the Defendants, the facts of Claim 2 are plainly
and markedly stronger than those contemplated in Jameel and Lachaux: it is not in
dispute that the number of publishees was limited to 3 individuals; those 3 individuals
cannot have been remotely surprised to hear Mr Morley speak the words complained of
(not least because, so far as Mr Morley and they were concerned, the essential purpose
of the reinstatement meeting was to explore the extent to which Mr Otuo had
demonstrated repentance); those words told those 3 individuals nothing they did not
already know; those words referred to matters in respect of which they had already
formed their own views, which those words did not influence in any way, let alone in a
manner that was harmful to their perception of Mr Otuo’s reputation; there is no
suggestion of any wider publication whether by means of grapevine percolation or at
all; and, overall, no suggestion was made and nor could any such suggestion credibly
have been made that anyone thought any the less of Mr Otuo by reason of the
publication. I put this latter point to Mr Otuo during the course of the trial, so as to
afford him an opportunity to answer it, but he was unable to provide a cogent answer.

31.

For these reasons, I would dismiss Claim 2 on the simple basis that I am not satisfied
that publication of the words complained of caused any harm to Mr Otuo’s reputation.

32.

Turning from Claim 2 to Claim 1, the same reasoning leads to the conclusion that the
publication of the Announcement to the 6 Elders who are admitted to have been present
in the Wimbledon Congregation on 19 July 2012 caused no harm to Mr Otuo’s
reputation. With regard to 3 of those Elders – Messrs Morley, Lewis and Sutton – the
same considerations apply as apply with regard to the words complained of in Claim 2,
save only that the true innuendo meanings of the Announcement as found by Warby J
contain no imputation that Mr Otuo was unrepentant. With regard to the other 3 Elders –
Mani Rahmani, William Dallas and Ken Gracias – there were no more than 6 Elders in
the Wimbledon Congregation at that time. Further, disfellowshipping was a rare
occurrence. In addition, all the Elders, or at least all the Elders who were available from
time to time to take part, would have had some role in the investigation involving Mr
Otuo, and, in any event, I have no doubt that they would all have taken an interest in,
and been informed about, the various stages of that investigation. In this regard:
(1)

Mr Gracias (who gave evidence in response to a witness summons which was
served on him by Mr Otuo) told me that he believes that he was party to the
decision to appoint Messrs Lewis and Sutton (i.e. to carry out an initial
investigation of Mr Wee’s then complaint against Mr Otuo) in 2010; that he
recollects them reporting back to the other Elders of the Wimbledon
Congregation, he believes at a meeting; that the process of appointing a
Judicial Committee would only have been justified if there was material
before the Elders that raised a serious question; that in selecting the Elders to
serve on the Judicial Committee the Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation
would “try for the most appropriate brothers”; and that (for various reasons
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which he explained) that left Messrs Lewis, Sutton, Morley and him, out of
which Messrs Lewis, Sutton and Morley were chosen, with the decision to
appoint Mr Morley as chairman being made by “the body of Elders”.
(2)

Further, it is Mr Otuo’s own case, contained in Further Information dated 31
May 2014 concerning his Particulars of Claim in Claim 1, that Mr Dallas
“knew of the specific allegation of fraud” and that Mr Otuo had spoken to Mr
Rahmani about the allegation after the Judicial Committee had decided to
disfellowship him and that Mr Rahmani “was thus in full knowledge prior to
[the Announcement being made]”.

33.

It can readily be inferred, and I find, that, before the Announcement was made, Messrs
Rahmani, Dallas and Gracias had also formed their own views about the subject matter
of the investigation, and accordingly about whether Mr Otuo was guilty of fraud and
whether he ought to be disfellowshipped on that ground. There was no suggestion that
they disagreed with, or indeed had any reason why they might have disagreed with, the
decision of the Judicial Committee, which had been upheld by the Appeal Committee,
and endorsed by CCJW. There is no basis in logic or reason or on the evidence that was
before me to support the conclusion that the Announcement caused any of them to think
any less well of Mr Otuo than they did before the Announcement was made.

34.

This is especially so because, as would have been known to all the Elders in the
Wimbledon Congregation (and indeed, according to Mr Otuo’s evidence in his witness
statement dated 5 February 2019, this was “inarguably common knowledge to at least
the seventy-five members who were present [on 19 July 2012]”), the fact and form of
the Announcement were prescribed as the culmination of a disfellowshipping process.
In this regard, OJW (which was pleaded by Watch Tower Britain in its Amended
Defence, but which was in fact deployed at trial by Mr Otuo) provides as follows:
“ANNOUNCEMENT OF DISFELLOWSHIPPING
When it is necessary to disfellowship an unrepentant wrongdoer from the
congregation, a brief announcement is made, simply stating: “[Name of
person] is no longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses”. There is no need to
elaborate. This will alert faithful members of the congregation to stop
associating with that person.(1 Cor. 5:11) The presiding overseer should
approve this announcement.”

35.

In fact, it forms part of Mr Otuo’s pleaded case that all 6 of the Elders who were present
when the Announcement were made had come to know of the allegation of fraud
against him because “they were “Elders” of the congregation who allegedly formed a
judicial committee of four persons to hear the case”. Even in the absence of the
evidence of Mr Gracias and the above Further Information, it could readily have been
extrapolated from this that all 6 of them also knew the outcome of the investigation, and
that it had resulted in a decision upholding that allegation which would result in the
Announcement being made, before the Announcement was made on 19 July 2012. I am
unable to accept that, so far as any of those 6 Elders were concerned, the Announcement
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caused any harm to Mr Otuo’s reputation. It alleged nothing against him that was not
already known to them, and in respect of which they had not already formed their own
views, which views would not have been affected by the making of the Announcement.
36.

So far as concerns the other individuals who Mr Otuo relies on in support of his case on
innuendo meaning, his pleaded case is that Mr and Mrs Newitt “had picked up the
information [i.e. that the investigation of Mr Otuo concerned an allegation of fraud] in
the chatter rooms of the elders at the time”. His pleaded case concerning Ms Greenidge
and Mr Da Silva is that they were friends with his wife and “she had confided in them
regarding the enormity of the allegation that was being levied against [him]”.

37.

Mrs Otuo, a midwife, attended to give evidence in response to a witness summons
which had been served on her by Mr Otuo. With regard to Mr Da Silva and Ms
Greenidge (who is also known as Mrs Da Silva), Mrs Otuo said that she spoke to them
to find solace, and told them in conversations before the Announcement was made but
“after the decision” that Mr Otuo was being investigated for fraud. With regard to Mr
and Mrs Newitt, Mrs Otuo said that they had heard on the grapevine that an
investigation was going on with regard to Mr Otuo and that he was being
disfellowshipped for fraud, that they approached her, and that she provided details of
the problem, and specifically that Mr Otuo was facing an allegation of fraud. Under
cross-examination, Mrs Otuo said that, before she discussed matters with them, all these
individuals already knew that allegations of fraud were being made against Mr Otuo.

38.

When asked by Mr Otuo “Anyone else [i.e. in addition to Mr Da Silva, Ms Greenidge,
and Mr and Mrs Newitt]?”, Mrs Otuo replied “Mrs Donoghue was also aware”.
However, Mr Otuo’s pleaded case concerning innuendo meaning makes no mention of
Mrs Donoghue. Indeed, no one of that name is mentioned anywhere in his pleaded case,
whether in the Particulars of Claim or in the Further Information dated 31 May 2014 in
which he listed, as far as he was able, all those present when the Announcement was
made. Nevertheless, during the course of closing arguments, Mr Otuo told me that Mrs
Donoghue is included under another name as being one of the persons he pleads to have
been present in the Wimbledon Congregation when the Announcement was made.

39.

In these circumstances, I am unable to treat Mrs Donoghue as an additional Insider to
the 4 individuals pleaded by Mr Otuo. There is no evidence that she and any individual
included under another name in Mr Otuo’s pleaded case as being present when the
Announcement was made are one and the same person. Further, Mrs Otuo’s evidence as
to what Mrs Donoghue knew was both terse and vague. In addition, Mr Otuo’s question
had the appearance of expecting an affirmative answer, although it was not preceded by
any intimation of an intention to add to the 4 individuals relied upon in support of his
case on innuendo meaning. In particular, there was no witness statement from Mrs
Otuo, because, although Mr and Mrs Otuo are married and live together as part of a
family with children, she did not provide a witness statement, and only attended to give
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evidence in response to a witness summons which he served on her; and nor was any
summary of her evidence provided by Mr Otuo. It is therefore unsurprising that Mrs
Otuo’s brief reference to Mrs Donoghue was not pursued any further by either Mr Otuo
or Mr Brady. For these reasons, I propose to say nothing further about Mrs Donoghue.
40.

Neither Mrs Otuo’s evidence nor any evidence given by Mr Otuo either in his witness
statement or orally sheds any light on what Mr Da Silva, Ms Greenidge and Mr and Mrs
Newitt made of the allegations against Mr Otuo, and whether in fact they thought any
the less of Mr Otuo after the Announcement was made than they did before it was
made. If (as seems to be true of Mr Da Silva and Ms Greenidge at least) they knew in
advance of the Announcement that a decision to disfellowship Mr Otuo had been taken,
following an investigation for fraud, and especially if (as suggested by Mr Otuo’s
evidence) they knew that the Announcement was no more and no less than a
consequence of that decision, I find it difficult to see that the making of the
Announcement had any or any significant adverse effect on his reputation so far as they
were concerned. Borrowing from the judgment in Jameel, all or some of them may have
been “in the claimant’s camp” and may have attended meetings of the Wimbledon
Congregation in the knowledge that sooner or later they would access the
Announcement if they did so. On the other hand, if and to the extent that they knew
nothing more than that Mr Otuo was being investigated for fraud, and they only learned
of the outcome of that investigation for the first time due to the Announcement being
made, I can see force in the argument that the publication of the Announcement caused
more than trivial harm to his reputation. In those circumstances, the Announcement
converted the defamatory imputation that they knew to be levelled against him from one
that there were grounds to investigate him for fraud to the much more serious one that
he was guilty of fraud: see Chase v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2003] EMLR 218.

41.

The points discussed above can be illustrated by the following examples:
(1)

If someone complains about the conduct of a candidate in an examination, and a
board of examiners meets to consider the complaint and decides that the candidate
has cheated and should be disqualified for that reason, the posting of a notice of
the examination results in which the candidate’s name is either omitted or listed
together with some neutral expression such as “Not placed” will not harm the
candidate’s reputation when published to the members of the board. If the
members of the board inform other examiners about their decision before the
results are posted, the notice will not harm the candidate’s reputation when
published to those other examiners. If the candidate or the candidate’s spouse or
partner decides to tell a number of friends about the decision and the basis for it
after the decision has been made and before the results are posted, the notice will
not harm the candidate’s reputation when published to those friends. In contrast, if
friends learn of an allegation of cheating against the candidate and that it is being
considered by the board of examiners, and learn for the first time as a result of the
publication of the notice that the board of examiners has decided that the
candidate has cheated, then the publication of the notice to them will probably
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cause appreciable harm to the candidate’s reputation. An allegation of cheating
(and, similarly, of fraud) is very serious, and whether any publication causes more
than trivial harm to reputation is not a “numbers game”. As was said by Davis LJ
in Lachaux at [82(3)], for example: “If the meaning ... is evaluated as seriously
defamatory it will ordinarily … be proper to draw an inference of serious
reputational harm”. However, if the friends take the side of the candidate, and do
not in fact believe that the candidate has cheated in spite of the decision of the
board of examiners, that inference may be negated in part or even entirely.
(2)

42.

If A receives and reads an email from B which accuses C of fraud, that
publication will cause harm to C’s reputation for which, on the face of it, C will
be entitled to compensation. If A reads the email twice, or for that matter a
number of times, that will not increase the harm that B’s single accusation of
fraud occasions to C’s reputation, or C’s entitlement to compensation. If A is sent
emails by B in identical terms at two different email addresses, and reads both of
them, I consider that the better view is that the same applies; at least, the
additional harm to C’s reputation occasioned by the second email would be trivial,
and C’s entitlement to additional compensation would be minimal. The same
applies if B sends an email to A’s secretary saying that B has sent the accusatory
email to A’s home email address and asking the secretary to make sure that A
reads it because it contains important information about C, and the secretary
passes that information on to A after A has already read the accusatory email,
such that the secretary’s message reminds A of what A has already read.

In the present case, the decision of the Judicial Committee to disfellowship Mr Otuo on
the ground that he was guilty of fraud was made in March 2012, the decision of the
Appeal Committee to uphold that decision was made in May 2012, and the
Announcement was not made until July 2012, and about a week after the CCJW had
reviewed the latter decision and decided that it should stand. CCJW’s decision was
communicated to Mr Otuo, although no material letter was before me. It is clear from
the evidence of Mr and Mrs Otuo, and I would readily infer in any event, that they
found these decisions distressing, and that they had a profound and dramatic effect on
their lives. As a practising Jehovah’s Witness, Mrs Otuo is likely to have attended many
meetings of the Jehovah’s Witnesses during those months. Mr Da Silva, Ms Greenidge
and Mr and Mrs Newitt were all members of the Wimbledon Congregation, who Mrs
Otuo had turned to for support, or who had approached her to provide support in
connection with her predicament resulting from Mr Otuo being investigated for fraud. I
consider that it is far more likely than not that Mr Da Silva, Ms Greenidge and Mr and
Mrs Newitt learned from Mrs Otuo at least the major events as that investigation
unfolded, including that the Judicial Committee and later the Appeal Committee had
decided that the allegation of fraud against Mr Otuo had been made out and that he
should be disfellowshipped for that reason. In my view, it is improbable that Mrs Otuo
would have told them the nature of the allegation against Mr Otuo and not also have
told them how the investigation was progressing, and specifically with what results as
far as Mr Otuo and she were concerned. I consider Mrs Otuo’s evidence that she spoke
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to Mr Da Silva and Ms Greenidge “after the decision” and that she provided Mr and
Mrs Newitt “with details of the problem” accords with, and supports, this conclusion.
43.

Therefore, before the Announcement was made these 4 individuals already knew about
these decisions and the basis for them, and harm had already been caused to Mr Otuo’s
reputation by Mrs Otuo’s publication to them of findings that he was guilty of fraud and
should be disfellowshipped for fraud. I am unable to see how the publication of the
Announcement to these 4 individuals caused any additional harm to his reputation. The
Announcement itself was in neutral terms, and, moreover, on Mr Otuo’s own evidence,
was something that all 4 of these individuals would expect to follow inexorably from
the decision that he should be disfellowshipped for fraud. In these circumstances,
although I consider the position is more complicated than with regard to Claim 2, I have
reached the conclusion that Claim 1, also, does not cross the threshold of seriousness.

44.

These findings are sufficient to dispose of both claims. However, as all the other issues
were argued in full, and in case these claims go further, I will consider them as well.

What the documents show
45.

The Memorandum of Constitution of the London Wimbledon Congregation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses is dated 29 May 1997. It is in standard form: the words “London
Wimbledon” and the address of the Wimbledon Congregation have been inserted in
manuscript in an otherwise printed text; and the papers before me include a resolution
dated 29 May 1997 to adopt the “Model Constitution for the use of Congregations of
Jehovah’s Witnesses in England and Wales as approved by the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society of Pennsylvania [which I will refer to as “Watch Tower Pennsylvania”]
and the Charity Commissioners”. It defines “the Body of Elders” as “The Congregation
Members from time to time appointed by the Society as Elders of the Congregation”. It
defines “Ministerial Servants” as “The Congregation Members from time to time
appointed by the Society to serve the Congregation as Ministerial Servants”. It defines
“the Society” as “The incorporated body known as [Watch Tower Pennsylvania] … in
association with the incorporated body known as International Bible Students
Association [which I will refer to as “IBSA”] … (or such incorporated or
unincorporated body as may be used by or succeed to the Society in respect of the
organisation of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Great Britain)”. Both Watch Tower
Pennsylvania and IBSA were registered charities, and in keeping with the terms of the
resolution to adopt the Model Constitution, it appears that the requirements of the
Charity Commissioners were the driver, or one of the drivers, behind this form of
Constitution coming into existence.

46.

Mr Otuo relied on the Constitution for two principal points. First, the statement that it
was “the Society” (which he argued to be Watch Tower Britain as the successor of
Watch Tower Pennsylvania) which appointed the Elders of the Wimbledon
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Congregation. This is relevant to Mr Otuo’s case on vicarious liability. Second, the fact
that the Constitution makes no mention of disfellowshipping. This is at the heart of his
case that the decision to disfellowship him was ultra vires. I shall return to these points.
47.

The Articles of Association of Watch Tower Britain are dated 25 October 1999. The
version before me states that they have been altered by Special Resolutions passed on
19 April 2000, 21 November 2013, and 13 April 2016, but it does not reveal what
alterations were made or when they were made. Article 10 provides: “In the
Memorandum and in these Articles … ‘elder’ means a person appointed by the
Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses to serve in that capacity”. Mr Brady relied on
these Articles in support of his case that, whatever may have been correct or may have
been envisaged in May 1997, from at least October 1999 the appointment of Elders was
not the responsibility of Watch Tower Britain. This was part of a wider submission that
Watch Tower Britain “had no role whatsoever in the events in either of these claims”.

48.

Mr Brady also relied on Article 1.5.4 of the Articles of Association of Watch Tower
Britain, which provides: “Membership is terminated if the member concerned … ceases
to be one of Jehovah’s Witnesses, on the date on which a determination is made that he
is no longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses ([OJW] pages 154, 155)”. Pages 154 and 155
in OJW refer to the processes of disfellowshipping and “disassociation” respectively.
Mr Brady relied on this Article as illustrating and supporting a wider proposition,
namely that becoming or ceasing to be one of Jehovah’s Witnesses is a matter of
religious process which is not addressed, and which one would not expect to be
addressed, in the
Memorandum of Constitution of the London Wimbledon
Congregation, which (1) proceeds on the footing that “Congregation Members” are
“Persons belonging to the beliefs and practices of the denomination known as Jehovah’s
Witnesses … as shown in the records of the Congregation” (see the definitions in
Article 1 of the Constitution), and (2) does not purport to be a complete code of the
religious rules and procedures of Jehovah’s Witnesses, but is instead drawn up for the
limited purpose of complying with charity registration requirements. Mr Brady
submitted that such a distinction, between religious powers on the one hand and
instruments which operate in the discrete area of the law of charities on the other, is not
unique, but, on the contrary, was recognised and applied by Simon Brown J (as he then
was) in R v Chief Rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregation of Great Britain and the
Commonwealth [1992] 1 WLR 1036 at 1043:
“… the United Synagogues Act 1870 … as its long title states, it is no
more than an Act to confirm a scheme of the Charity Commissioners to
enable the synagogues encompassed within it to enjoy charitable status,
assuming always they organise their affairs in accordance with its
provisions. The subsequent deed of foundation and trust is merely an
instrument amending the scheme. In short, the Act operates in the discrete
area of the law of charities. Unsurprisingly, it recognises the existence and
essential role of the Chief Rabbi. It cannot, however, be construed either as
conferring upon him disciplinary powers that he would not otherwise have
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had or as indicating Parliament’s interest in, and concern to underpin, such
powers.”
49.

On 22 June 2008, a loan agreement (“the Loan Agreement”) was signed by Mr Otuo
and Mr Wee. It was witnessed by Mr Dallas, an Elder of the Wimbledon Congregation
who attended to give evidence before me in response to a witness summons that was
served on him by Mr Otuo. Mr Dallas is 85 years old (he was born on 3 April 1934),
and he could not remember most of the matters which he was asked about by Mr Otuo.
However, Mr Dallas did feel able to confirm that Mr Wee “gave the loan voluntarily”.

50.

The Loan Agreement is expressed to be made “Further to the agreement entered into on
the 22nd of June 2008 by Messrs Frank Otuo … and David Raymond Brierley … and
‘The Company’ Brierley and Otuo Ltd [which I will refer to as “the Company”]”. That
further agreement is headed “Declaration of Assets for Purpose of Loan Guarantee” and
it is signed by Mr Otuo, Mr Brierley, and by Mr Otuo a second time “For & On behalf
of” the Company (“the Further Agreement”). The Loan Agreement states that, further to
the Further Agreement, Mr Otuo as the “Executive Director” of the Company “is
authorised to proceed as follows”, that is to say (among other things):
“To receive into the bank accounts of The Company … £175,000 from [Mr
Wee] … to finance various business of The Company …
[Mr Wee] will receive gross interest … based on an annual interest rate of
7.75% …
The loan is repayment (sic) in full on 30th of June 2009.
Consequently the amount payable to [Mr Wee] … shall be [£188,562.50]
which is due on 30th June 2009.
This contract shall be interpreted in conjunction with the earlier contract
entered into, copies of which are held by [Mr Wee].”

51.

The Further Agreement begins by confirming that Mr Otuo and Mr Brierley are
directors of the Company, which is in the business of property development. It then
acknowledges that Mr Otuo “has secured a loan of £175,000 from [Mr Wee] … to
finance various business transactions on behalf of the Company”. It then states that “All
parties have agreed that interest will be paid at 7.75% per annum”, that the loan shall be
redeemed on 30 June 2009, and that £188,562.50 (defined as “the payment”) shall be
payable on 30 June 2009. Before listing the assets “mentioned hereunder” which
comprise 7 London properties in SE27, SW11 and SW2, it then provides as follows:
“In the event that the payment has not been made [Mr Otuo and Mr
Brierley] and ‘the Company’ will have by virtue of this agreement
authorised the sale at current market values of all their assets mentioned
hereunder to pay the debt owed to [Mr Wee].”
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52.

Mr Otuo’s case is that Mr Wee’s loan was made to the Company, that the Company
alone assumed any obligation to pay £188,562.50 to Mr Wee, and that the Loan
Agreement and the Further Agreement gave rise to no personal obligations on his part
(or on the part of Mr Brierley) towards Mr Wee. Although it is unnecessary for me to
decide whether that case is right, I do not consider that it is. More importantly, in my
judgment Mr Morley and the other Elders who were involved in considering Mr Otuo’s
dealings with Mr Wee could, and as I find on the evidence before me in fact did, both
honestly and reasonably take the view that the Loan Agreement and the Further
Agreement gave rise to obligations in favour of Mr Wee not only on the part of the
Company but also on the part of Mr Otuo (and for that matter Mr Brierley) personally.

53.

Although the Loan Agreement makes clear that Mr Wee’s loan is to be received by the
Company, it does not state that Mr Otuo signed it “for and on behalf” of the Company.
Further, it refers to the Further Agreement, and would appear to fall to be interpreted in
conjunction with the Further Agreement. The statement in the Further Agreement that
Mr Otuo “has secured a loan of £175,000 from [Mr Wee]” to provide finance for the
Company may reflect either (i) that Mr Otuo borrowed the money personally (albeit for
the purposes of the Company), which is consistent with Mr Otuo’s signature on the
Loan Agreement not being expressed to be “for and on behalf of the Company”, or (ii)
that although Mr Otuo had secured the loan he had done so only for and on behalf of the
Company. In any event, it is clear not only from the language used but also from the
fact that they signed it personally as well as for and on behalf of the Company, that Mr
Otuo and Mr Brierley assumed personal obligations under the Further Agreement. As
the Further Agreement is to be read together with the Loan Agreement, it is apparent
that those obligations were assumed towards Mr Wee. Those obligations appear to
extend to an obligation to sell the 7 properties listed in the Further Agreement (whether
owned by Mr Otuo, Mr Brierley, or the Company) to pay £188,562.50 to Mr Wee if it
was not otherwise paid on 30 June 2009. That is the effect of the “Loan Guarantee”.

54.

In fact, it appears from an agreement dated 11 January 2011 (“the Partnership
Dissolution Agreement”) that Mr Brierley and Mr Otuo were partners pursuant to an
agreement dated 22 July 2008, that Mr Brierley was the registered proprietor of (among
others) the properties listed in Schedule 1 to the Partnership Dissolution Agreement
(which included all 7 of the properties listed in the Further Agreement), and that Mr
Brierley held some of the properties listed in Schedule 1 to the Partnership Dissolution
Agreement on trust for himself and Mr Otuo as tenants in common in equal shares. All
this accords with the conclusion that the Further Agreement contained personal
obligations on the part of Mr Brierley and Mr Otuo to sell the 7 properties listed in the
Further Agreement to pay £188,562.50 to Mr Wee if it was not paid on 30 June 2009.

55.

In a document entitled “Overview of judicial matter” which he prepared in late 2011 for
the purposes of briefing Mr Smith after the decision to set up a Judicial Committee had
been taken (“the Overview”), Mr Morley stated that Mr Wee had been paid nothing by
30 June 2009, that Mr Wee initially agreed to wait for a further 6 months (until about 1
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January 2010) for payment, and that Mr Wee then followed “the Matthew 18
procedure”. This is a reference to the steps to be followed where “your brother commits
a sin” extracted from Matthew 18: 15-17, comprising (1) laying bare the fault to the
sinner alone, (2) if the sinner does not listen, taking along one or two witnesses to
establish the matter, (3) if the sinner still does not listen, speaking to the congregation,
and (4) following which, if the sinner does not listen even to the congregation “let him
be to you just as a man of the nations and a tax collector”. On the evidence before me,
for the Jehovah’s Witnesses compliance with step 3 is achieved by referring matters to
the Elders, and compliance with step 4 by the process of “disfellowshipping”.
56.

The Overview states that, in these circumstances, Messrs Lewis and Sutton “were
involved in March 2010 and after meeting with both parties determined that the matter
was not fraud but rather the failure to repay a loan … Bro[ther] Otuo was urged on
several occasions to find a way to resolve this matter with Bro[ther] Wee satisfactorily.
He promised to do so.” The evidence at trial clarified that Messrs Lewis and Sutton
were also of the view that Mr Wee had not yet properly followed steps 1 and 2 of
Matthew 18:15-17. At the trial, Mr Otuo suggested that Mr Wee did not approach the
Elders until June 2010. However, the precise date of the approach is immaterial. In any
event, I consider it more likely than not that the date given in the Overview is correct.

57.

Mr Otuo further contended that Mr Morley’s suggestion in the Overview that there were
grounds for considering the issue of fraud at the time when Mr Wee approached the
Elders in 2010 was untrue, and that this was evidence of malice on the part of Mr
Morley. I consider that much of Mr Otuo’s argument on this issue depended on his
contentions that (1) no suggestion was made to the Elders that Mr Wee was subjected to
any form of fraud at the time the Loan Agreement was made, (2) this was the only time
at which Mr Otuo could have been guilty of the sin of fraud in accordance with the
Primary Definition, and (3) therefore Mr Morley (and other Elders) could not honestly
have formed the belief that Mr Wee’s complaint involved an allegation of fraud against
Mr Otuo. In my opinion, however, as discussed further below, the second and third of
these contentions are unsound. In fact, I do not consider that it is clear that Mr Morley’s
words should be read as suggesting that an allegation of fraud had been made in 2010.
Mr Morley wrote the Overview in late 2011, and after the receipt of Mr Wee’s letter
dated 23 September 2011 which is discussed below, and I consider that his words could
be read as intended to convey the message that Messrs Lewis and Sutton “determined
that the matter was not (in contrast to what has subsequently been suggested) fraud but
rather the failure to repay a loan”. In any event, I reject the suggestion that Mr Morley’s
summary is evidence of malice: if Mr Morley had been motivated to skew the narrative
adversely to Mr Otuo, it would have made no sense for him to fabricate that Mr Wee’s
complaint provided grounds for considering the issue of fraud only to say (as he did)
that Messrs Lewis and Mr Sutton did not find fraud but only a failure to repay a loan. It
was their conclusion which mattered most for purposes of the Overview. To state or
suggest that they had considered and rejected an allegation of fraud which Mr Morley
knew that Mr Wee had not made would reflect badly on Mr Wee, and not on Mr Otuo.
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58.

There is no doubt that (whatever the exact trigger for it may have been) an investigation
was carried out by Messrs Lewis and Sutton. This was in accordance with the
procedures of Jehovah’s Witnesses at the time. As set out above, it would seem that the
Elders in the present case took their guidance from “Shepherd the Flock of God”.
However, the same procedures are set out in OJW, a book which Mr Otuo relied upon
and which describes itself as “the basic procedure manual for members of the religion
Jehovah’s Witnesses” and as being “only provided to members”. OJW was published in
2005 by Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York Inc (“Watchtower NY”),
although the copyright is owned by Watch Tower Pennsylvania. Under the heading
“Handling Serious Wrongdoing”, OJW states:
“Regardless of the manner in which the elders first hear reports of serious
wrongdoing on the part of a baptized member of the congregation, an
initial investigation will be made by two elders”.

59.

At the time of these events, Mr Otuo was a ministerial servant. OJW states that
ministerial servants render practical services, and that their work generally involves
non-teaching responsibilities, but that in time they may be recommended to serve as
elders. In the meantime, they are “expected to lead a wholesome Christian life, be
responsible men, and give proof that they are able to care for assignments properly”. Mr
Wee’s complaint resulted in Mr Otuo being deleted as a ministerial servant. According
to OJW, whenever a branch office is established, local congregations under each branch
are organised into circuits and “A circuit overseer is appointed to serve the
congregations in each circuit”. The circuit overseer for the Wimbledon Congregation
was Justin Shaw, and he explained the reasons for Mr Otuo’s deletion in a letter dated 7
May 2011, which was signed by Messrs Shaw, Morley, Gracias and Lewis. That letter
stated that Mr Otuo had taken out a business loan for £175,000 from Mr Wee,
promising to repay the loan plus interest on 30 June 2009 and offering 7 properties that
he owned as a guarantee, which were to be sold if the loan was not repaid on the given
date. It then stated that, although Mr Wee had tried various approaches, almost 2 years
had passed since the agreed repayment date, and no repayment had been made, and no
properties had been sold. It then stated: “The elders unanimously recommend that Frank
be deleted as a ministerial servant, and I agree. They feel he does not qualify on the
basis … He is no longer ‘irreprehensible’ and lacks ‘great freeness of speech’ (1 Tim
3:2, 13)”. It concluded by saying that, after repeated meetings with the elders, Mr
Morley and Mr Shaw had met with Mr Otuo and explained the reason for the
recommendation, and that he had agreed that he did not qualify as a ministerial servant.

60.

It was Mr Otuo’s case that the matter came to be raised with Mr Shaw because when Mr
Morley suggested that he no longer qualified as a ministerial servant he did not agree. It
was also Mr Otuo’s case that when he met with Mr Shaw he did not agree that he was
not qualified to continue as a ministerial servant, but nevertheless agreed to stand aside
because he was persuaded that he could not easily continue in a working relationship
with Mr Morley and the other Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation once Mr Morley
had expressed an adverse view about him. Mr Otuo’s version of the reason he was
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deleted is contradicted not only by the evidence of Mr Morley but also by the terms of
this letter from Mr Shaw, who Mr Otuo did not suggest to be unreliable or biased
against him, and I reject it. However, the terms of the letter do not assist as to whether
Mr Morley became hostile towards Mr Otuo because he did not bow down to Mr
Morley’s perception of his conduct and his suitability to continue as a ministerial
servant. According to Mr Otuo, this incident and the antipathy towards him that it
engendered, which Mr Morley denies, explains why Mr Morley was thereafter actuated
by malice towards him, and I shall have to return to it when I consider malice below.
61.

The formal recommendation that Mr Otuo should be deleted as a ministerial servant was
contained in a form dated 3-8 May 2011 that was signed by Messrs Shaw, Morley,
Gracias and Lewis. This form states that Mr Otuo “No longer qualifies (see attached
letter)”, and that Mr Otuo agreed with this. It also contains (i) a section for “New Elder
Recommendations”, (ii) a recommendation for the appointment of a new ministerial
servant, and (iii) the names and other details of the individuals who were at that time
appointed as Elders and ministerial servants of the Wimbledon Congregation. It is
addressed to “Branch Office Jehovah’s Witnesses”. Mr Brady relied upon it in support
of a submission that (contrary to Mr Otuo’s case, based primarily on the Constitution of
the Wimbledon Congregation) by May 2011 at least the responsibility for the
appointment of Elders lay not with Watch Tower Britain but with the Branch Office.

62.

In the meantime, Mr Wee had moved to the Blackheath Congregation and had been
pursuing attempts to resolve matters with Mr Otuo, assisted by an Elder of that
congregation, Andrew Davidson. These events were summarised in the Overview as
follows: “Bro[ther] Wee assisted by Bro[ther] Davidson (elder from Blackheath) has
followed Matthew 18 procedure in an attempt to resolve the matter. They have also
been in contact with Bro[ther] Brierley in Dubai (the other party to the loan agreement).
They have had no success.” It formed part of Mr Otuo’s case on malice that Mr Morley
involved himself in these events by corresponding with Mr Davidson, without Mr
Otuo’s knowledge, and in a way that gave rise to Mr Morley seeing his private emails.

63.

On 19 July 2011, CCJW was formed. It is a non-profit unincorporated association.
According to its Constitution dated 19 July 2011 its purpose is to “provide spiritual
guidance and direction emanating from the ecclesiastical Governing Body of Jehovah’s
Witnesses to the body of Christian persons known as Jehovah’s Witnesses …
specifically by … administering the congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses, including
the appointment of elders and ministerial servants”. That Constitution also provides that
the CCJW shall consist of members “who shall be only dedicated and baptized
Jehovah’s Witnesses who are serving as elders appointed by the ecclesiastical
Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses and who are members of the Worldwide Order
… who are assigned to the Britain branch … that serves the United Kingdom and
Ireland.” Those provisions are consistent with the conclusion that the appointment of
elders had been the responsibility of the Governing Body and would in future be the
responsibility of CCJW, although they do not exclude either (1) the possibility that both
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the Governing Body and CCJW continued to be responsible for appointing different
elders or (2) the possibility that some other body (such as Watch Tower Britain) also
previously had, or would continue to have, that responsibility. According to a later
Constitution, dated 8 March 2017, which is all that was originally in evidence before
me, the purpose of CCJW is “to communicate spiritual guidance and advice to elders,
congregations, groups and individual members of Jehovah’s Witnesses”. According to
the unchallenged evidence of Liam Paul Trythall, a Jehovah’s Witness who works with
corporate matters in the legal department of the Britain Branch Office of Jehovah’s
Witnesses in London, in 2011 to 2013 (1) the primary functions of CCJW included (i)
communicating spiritual guidance and advice to congregation elders to assist them to
care for their congregation responsibilities and (ii) making appointments of elders and
ministerial servants (assistants to the elders) in local congregations and (2) the primary
functions of Watch Tower Britain included (i) printing and distributing Bible-based
literature and (ii) financing matters such as the construction of places of worship and
(iii) purchasing goods and literature and donating/exporting to countries outside the EU.
Further, although both Watch Tower Britain and CCJW are used by the Britain Branch
Office of Jehovah’s Witnesses (which oversees and supports the religious activities of
Jehovah’s Witnesses in the UK, and which is overseen by 12 Elders appointed by the
Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses, an unincorporated body with offices in the
USA) they are separate legal entities, with distinct constitutions, personnel and
functions.
64.

The Constitution of CCJW dated 19 July 2011 is signed by both members of a
coordinating committee and founder members. However, the letters emanating from
CCJW which are referred to below bear references which do not match the initials of
any of these individuals. Mr Otuo sought to rely upon this to argue that those letters
were not sent by anyone acting on behalf of CCJW, and that this supports the
conclusion that CCJW was no more than a branch or agency of Watch Tower Britain,
the entity which he has chosen to sue. That argument was met by evidence from Mr
Trythall, which I accept, first, that letters from CCJW could have been written by
volunteers who were recruited to assist in dispensing advice, and, second, that
references in letters of this type relate to “desk symbols” rather than the initials of the
writer. Mr Trythall explained that his own desk symbol is LEF, although he did not
know why these particular initials had been allocated to him. In any event, it was clear
from Mr Trythall’s evidence, which again I accept, that CCJW is one of a number of
unincorporated associations which were set up by the Branch Office to perform various
functions, and that CCJW is and was not a department of the Branch Office and is and
was separate from both the Branch Office and Watch Tower Britain. In these
circumstances, this point does not assist Mr Otuo.

65.

The decision of the Governing Body to approve the formation of CCJW as one of a
number of additional corporations formed “to care for certain needs of Jehovah’s
witnesses” was communicated to all bodies of Elders by a letter from Watch Tower
Britain dated 12 August 2011. Among other things, the letter asked Elders to direct all
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future correspondence concerning “spiritual direction dealing with congregations” to
CCJW. It also stated that other activities “such as providing Bible-based literature and
any financial matters” would continue to be handled by Watch Tower Britain or IBSA.
66.

On 23 September 2011, Mr Wee wrote to Mr Morley requesting assistance from the
body of Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation to resolve what he described as “a longstanding issue with Brother Frank Otuo”. The letter stated (among other things):
“In line with the scriptural principle at Matthew 18 I repeatedly attempted to
resolve this issue with Brother Outo [sic] over a sixteen month period (i.e.
August 2009 to November 2010). I then ‘took along a witness’ (Brother
Andrew Davidson) and have continued in my attempts to regain my brother.
However, as the situation now appears to be getting worse, I feel it is necessary
to ‘speak to the congregation’ in the hope of a resolution.
…
Unfortunately, although more than £210,000 is now outstanding no attempts
have been made by either party to repay any of this money.
…
A number of contradictory statements were made by Frank during this
discussion [in December 2010] and it became apparent, as Brother Davidson
can confirm, that Frank and David conducted their business dealings through a
complex web of transactions and Frank was unwilling to bring any
transparency to such matters or to broker a meeting where all four of us could
discuss the best way forward.
At the time Frank did suggest that he could transfer one particular property
into my name which could be sold be me to settle the debt. However, our
discussion later revealed that this property was mortgaged and, without the
bank’s approval, had been subdivided into two flats and let to tenants without
the necessary building certificates or warrants being sought (i.e. it was
unsellable and may not have sufficient equity to repay the debt).
…
In early 2011 Frank had received a substantial sum of money—acknowledged
by both parties to be approximately £165,000—to transfer full ownership of
the properties listed as collateral in my agreement to David Brierley.
Unbeknown to me this transaction appeared to be the true focus on Frank’s
efforts to obtain building certificates etc. on the property referred to above.
…
I am also concerned that recent actions may have been intended to take
advantage of me further or even defraud me i.e. in the last week, Frank has
sent me legal papers to sign indicating that this is the only way to get David to
repay the debt via a court action. However, I do not want to drag brothers
through the courts and I have since discovered that these papers (which I did
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not sign on advice from Brother Davidson) would have assigned my full
outstanding debt to Frank removing any obligation to repay me.
Given the deteriorating state of affairs and the pressure on my own finances I
would like to follow the next step when Jesus said: ‘If he does not listen to
them, speak to the congregation.’”
67.

In short, the letter stated that Mr Wee had complied with Matthew 18, steps 1 and 2, and
was now invoking step 3. Mr Otuo’s case at trial focussed on the nature of the
complaint that was being made in the letter. It was his case that it did not allege fraud
against him, and indeed could not honestly have been read by Mr Morley (or any of the
Elders) as alleging fraud. He argued that most of the letter is concerned with a failure to
repay, which is different from fraud, and that the most that is alleged in the penultimate
paragraph is a possible (and unsuccessful) attempt at fraud. In my view, that is not a
correct reading of the letter, not least because the references to contradictory statements,
lack of transparency, unwillingness to broker a meeting, and the suggestion that Mr
Wee was invited to take an assignment of a property which would not be a satisfactory
substitute for the obligation to repay the debt, all seem to me to be capable of
constituting or being indicative of “The intentional use of deception, trickery, or
perversion of truth for the purpose of inducing another to part with some valuable right
or thing belonging to him or to give up a legal right”. In my judgment, Mr Otuo’s
argument that there could be no parting with a valuable right or thing and no giving up
of a legal right save at the time the Loan Agreement was made is simply not correct. For
example, if, after the Loan Agreement was made, Mr Wee had been induced to refrain
from demanding the sale of the 7 properties which had been offered as collateral for his
loan, or from enquiring into what was happening with those properties, so that those
properties or the proceeds of sale of those properties could be disposed of or diverted
instead of being used to repay Mr Wee, this might well constitute “The intentional use
of deception, trickery, or perversion of truth for the purpose of inducing another to part
with some valuable right or thing belonging to him or to give up a legal right”.

68.

In addition, the words “for the purpose of inducing” are, in my view, wide enough to
cover not only deception, trickery and perversion of the truth which succeeds but also
the like behaviour which does not. The distinction between fraud and attempted fraud is,
in any event, an unattractive one for Mr Otuo to rely upon. The central concern of Mr
Wee, as it was of the Elders, was that Mr Otuo should act towards a fellow Jehovah’s
Witness in accordance with Christian principles – in the language of Mr Wee’s letter
dated 23 September 2011, that he should act so as to enable Mr Wee to “regain my
brother”. The considerations that Mr Wee had entered into a business transaction, that
the Company was involved, and that there was no intention at the outset that Mr Wee
should be defrauded, did not mean that there was no room for dishonesty, and no
grounds for asserting the commission of a sin, in Mr Otuo’s later dealings with him.

69.

In any event, I consider that someone reading the letter and viewing the concept of fraud
through a Biblical lens and from a Scriptural perspective could readily have formed an
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honest belief that it did allege fraud against Mr Otuo. It was the evidence of both Mr
Morley and Mr Lewis, which I accept, that they did in fact view the letter in that way. In
this regard, it is important to bear in mind that they (and, for that matter, each of the
Elders who were involved in considering Mr Wee’s complaint against Mr Otuo) were
not looking at matters as a lawyer would do. Instead, as appears from the contemporary
documents as well as their evidence before me, they were seeking to apply Scriptural
principles. For this reason, they prayed for guidance at various stages of the
investigation concerning Mr Otuo, and had regard, for example, to Matthew 5:37: “But
let your ‘Yes’ be ‘Yes’ and your ‘No’ be ‘No’. Whatever is more than these is of the
evil one”. As Jehovah’s Witnesses who were considering a complaint between
“brothers”, they also applied strict moral standards based on the Scriptures (or, perhaps
more accurately, on their personal understanding of the Scriptures, as interpreted by
various publications of the Jehovah’s Witnesses). The boundaries of what constitutes
fraud, which may be unclear even in the context of prosecutions under the Fraud Act
2006 or civil claims for the tort of deceit or fraudulent misrepresentation, are even more
difficult to define with certainty when considerations of this kind are factored in.
70.

In light of Mr Wee’s letter, the Elders decided to form a Judicial Committee. This was
in accordance with OJW, which states under “Handling Serious Wrongdoing”:
“If it is established that there is substance to the report [of serious
wrongdoing] and that evidence is available showing that a serious sin has
actually been committed, the body of elders will assign a judicial
committee of at least three elders to handle the matter.”

71.

The Elders who were appointed comprised Messrs Lewis and Sutton (who had
conducted the initial investigation into Mr Wee’s complaint), Mr Morley, and Mr
Smith. After Mr Smith had received the Overview, a decision was taken to seek
guidance before proceeding further with the matter. Guidance was sought by a letter
dated 15 December 2011 from all 4 members of the Judicial Committee. A postscript to
that letter records, and I find, that the Circuit Overseer had invited Mr Smith to assist in
handling the matter at the request of the Wimbledon body of Elders. The letter was
addressed to Watch Tower Britain because the Judicial Committee appears not to have
taken on board the message that with effect from 12 August 2011 all future
correspondence concerning “spiritual direction dealing with congregations” should be
directed to CCJW.

72.

It appears from the documents, and I accept, that the letter was drafted primarily, if not
exclusively, by Mr Morley and Mr Smith. I do not regard this as sinister. Mr Morley
was the chairman of the Judicial Committee, and Mr Smith had been brought in from
another congregation to assist in handling the matter. It made sense for them to take the
lead. In addition, whether or not he was unfairly tainted in his approach towards Mr
Otuo by the Overview that he had received from Mr Morley, Mr Smith was taking a
keen interest in the matter. It was Mr Morley’s evidence, which I accept, that Mr Smith
was particularly interested in a previous transaction involving Mr Otuo and Mr Wee,
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which Mr Smith was concerned might have been used as a “lure” to persuade Mr Wee
to lend the £175,000 which was in issue. It is apparent from a consideration of the draft
of the letter which travelled between Mr Morley and Mr Smith, and accords with Mr
Morley’s evidence, that this is the explanation for the wording of the following item out
of a total of 6 items of “evidence of Brother Otuo using deception” listed in the letter:
“(i) Obtaining this huge loan in the first place, having shortly before
obtained an even larger loan from Brother Wee and paid spectacular
interest for this seven day loan, which was repaid on time.”
73.

Among other things, the letter expressed the view that, although the Loan Agreement
“is very poorly constructed”, nevertheless “it seems that each of the parties to whom the
money was loaned are jointly and severally responsible for its repayment”. As I have
already indicated, I consider that this interpretation of the Loan Agreement is at least
arguable, and certainly was one which the Elders could honestly have believed was
right. The letter further stated “Most recently Brother Otuo has claimed that he is no
longer responsible for the debt since he has an agreement with Brother Brierley which
makes Brother Brierley 100% responsible for its repayment”. In this regard, Mr Otuo’s
case at trial was that that he never accepted that he was personally liable for the debt
and that the true position was set out in the Partnership Dissolution Agreement, namely
that (among other things) (1) he relinquished to Mr Brierley any interest that he had in
the 7 properties listed in the Further Agreement and (2) Mr Brierley agreed to pay him
£160,000 on or before 31 January 2011 and a further £60,000 within the 12 months of
the date of the Partnership Dissolution Agreement. In my opinion, however, so far as
material to the present case, the net effect of the Partnership Dissolution Agreement is
the same, namely that it purported to place the obligation to repay Mr Wee (who was
one of the “Creditors” listed in Schedule 2 to the Partnership Dissolution Agreement) on
Mr Brierley alone (although Mr Otuo retained an entitlement to pay such Creditors
under Clause 4.3, and to seek an indemnity from Mr Brierley if he did so).

74.

In addition, in my view, the Partnership Dissolution Agreement placed Mr Otuo in
breach of the Further Agreement, because, in the event that Mr Wee had not been repaid
on 30 June 2009, it included personal obligations on the part of both Mr Otuo and Mr
Brierley to authorise the sale of the 7 properties listed in it in order to pay Mr Wee, but
Mr Otuo did not perform that personal obligation. Instead, Mr Otuo relinquished any
interest he had in those properties to Mr Brierley in exchange for payments adding up to
£220,000, and, further, disabled himself from performing that personal obligation. Even
if Mr Otuo believed that Mr Brierley would repay Mr Wee sooner or later, Mr Otuo
thereby, in effect, realised his interest in those properties for his own benefit, and not, as
he had promised in the Further Agreement would be done, for benefit of Mr Wee.

75.

On the footing that, in light of those personal obligations, Mr Otuo ought not to have
acted in this way without informing Mr Wee, it could be said that he failed to disclose to
Mr Wee information that he was under a legal duty to disclose. Further, if that is right,
the question whether Mr Otuo’s conduct was dishonest is to be determined by applying
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to that conduct the (objective) standards of ordinary decent people (see Ivey v Genting
Casinos (UK) Ltd (t/a Crockfords) [2018] AC 391, Lord Hughes at [74]). In these
circumstances, if Mr Otuo had been charged with fraud contrary to section 3 of the
Fraud Act 2006, it is far from obvious that he would have had no case to answer.
76.

The letter also stated “It is also of considerable concern to us that Brother Otuo has
continued to enjoy what appears to be a comfortable lifestyle throughout the period
since the loan became due. However, he has failed to offer or make any repayments of
the loan.” Mr Otuo contended that his lifestyle was beside the point, and suggested that
Mr Morley’s focus on this topic was a further indicator of malice towards him.
However, whether Mr Otuo spent money on himself which he could have used to make
payment to Mr Wee was a relevant consideration in accordance with the discussion
concerning a true Christian attitude towards the repayment of debts contained in the
April 1999 edition of “Awake!” (a religious publication of Jehovah’s Witnesses which
Mr Morley had consulted and refers to in his evidence). That guidance includes express
references to the borrower’s spending patterns and to those who allow their “desires and
wishes [to] come first”, and also the statement: “A Christian who deliberately and
knowingly refuses to pay his debts endangers his standing before God”. Accordingly, in
my judgment, it cannot be said that the Elders were wrong to have regard to this factor.

77.

The Data Summary Sheet prepared by CCJW covering correspondence between 15
December 2011 and 11 July 2012 summarises the guidance that was sought in this letter
as follows: “Ask advice on: Is it judicial? Does his ability to repay affect his standing?
How can he show works that befit repentance – does he need to repay or start to repay
the money?” It seems clear from this that this is how CCJW understood that letter.

78.

The reply to that letter came from CCJW, not Watch Tower Britain. It was dated 4
January 2012. The reply letter stated “At the outset, can we say that based on what you
tell us, we are quite happy with the way that you are handling this matter”. The thrust of
the guidance that was provided in it was that, on the basis that the members of the
Judicial Committee considered that fraud as defined in ks10 5:23 had taken place, their
“focus should now be on whether Brother Otuo is repentant”. The letter suggested
various questions which might be asked in that context, and, with regard to Mr Otuo’s
ability to make repayment, advised that “It is not his ability to provide full restitution
but his evident desire to make restitution, which can determine repentance”. I interpret
this advice as meaning that a willingness to make restitution could demonstrate
repentance even if there was, in fact, no means of making restitution. Conversely, a
failure to make restitution in spite of having the means to do so – which might be
demonstrated by a high level of personal expenditure – would tend to show the reverse.
In cautioning the Judicial Committee not to become involved in the dispute between Mr
Otuo and Mr Brierley, the letter stated “As shepherds your role is to discuss Bible
principles”. The letter ended, referring to James 3:17, with a prayer that Jehovah would
give the Judicial Committee “wisdom from above” as “you seek to keep the
congregation clean”.
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79.

Following that exchange, the Judicial Committee met with Mr Otuo on 13 January
2012, after which it again sought guidance from CCJW by letter dated 16 February
2012. That letter was not in evidence, but the Data Summary Sheet contains a summary
of its contents which includes the following:
“Committee explained Scriptural reasons why situation is very serious. FO
feels he has done nothing wrong. Ask about definition of fraud, since FO
says he did not deliberately deceive RW [i.e. Mr Wee] - just a deal that
went wrong. Committee concerned that FO cannot show repentance since
he feels he is innocent. Ask advice before concluding case.”

80.

CCJW replied by letter dated 16 March 2012. As set out above, with regard to the topic
of fraud CCJW stated: “Concerning the definition of fraud, we cannot go beyond what
is referred to in ks10 5:23”. The letter further stated: “You explain that you have no
reason to suggest it was the intention of Brother Otuo, when initiating the transaction, to
deprive Brother Wee of his money. However, you believe his actions since that time led
the judicial committee to believe that fraud has occurred. If that is the decision of the
judicial committee who have all the facts before them, then they have the responsibility
to continue with the judicial hearing”. It was part of Mr Otuo’s case that in truth and in
fact (i) the Judicial Committee purported to proceed on the basis that he had committed
fraud at the outset, but (ii) they could not honestly have considered or believed that this
was so, and (iii) realising this, and realising that their actions would be exposed as being
actuated by malice towards him if these matters were subjected to scrutiny, they had
subsequently come up with the excuse or pretext that they had not proceeded on that
basis but had instead proceeded on the basis that their finding of fraud related to his
later conduct. That case is contradicted not only by the evidence of Mr Morley and Mr
Lewis but also by this contemporary letter, which was sent at the time that the Judicial
Committee proceedings were ongoing, and I reject it. There is no reason to suppose that
CCJW misunderstood the position of the Judicial Committee, or that the Judicial
Committee thought to misrepresent its own true position to CCJW at the time.

81.

The Data Summary Sheet records that the next event occurred on 30 March 2012:
“Judicial committee decided to disfellowship, FO appealed”. The Judicial Committee
completed and signed a “Notification of Disfellowshipping or Disassociation” form (“S77”) setting out the reasons for their decision. This form is date stamped 31 July 2012,
and the date of Mr Otuo’s disfellowshipping has been typed in to it. It also states that
Mr Otuo has appealed the decision. It therefore seems that it was not fully completed
until sometime after 30 March 2012, although the section which includes “the reasons
why you judged the person to be unrepentant” may have been completed earlier. That
section states: “The testimony of Brother Wee and his witness, Brother Davidson along
with the testimony of Brother Otuo himself provided the committee with ten examples
of “deception, trickery or perversion of truth” on Brother Otuo’s part over this matter.
… During the hearing, despite repeated highlighting of relevant scriptural principles by
the committee, Brother Otuo failed to acknowledge any wrongdoing or fault on his part.
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He blamed his accuser and his business partner. No repentance or works that benefit
repentance were evident”. Those “ten examples” were set out on a separate sheet.
82.

According to the oral evidence at trial, the two hearings before the Judicial Committee
lasted roughly 10 hours in all, and Mr Otuo spoke for much of that time, perhaps as
much as 70%. Mr Otuo took a number of points about the fairness of the Judicial
Committee’s procedures. These included the contention that he wanted to rely on the
evidence of Mr Brierley, but was refused an opportunity to call him as a witness, and
that an attempt to enable Mr Brierley to give evidence over the telephone was also
frustrated. However, I did not understand Mr Otuo to dispute that he did not accept that
he was guilty of any wrongdoing, and, in consequence (as it is effectively impossible to
show repentance without accepting fault) that he did not demonstrate repentance. His
main contention was that the “ten examples” went back to the inception of the Loan
Agreement, and that this was inconsistent with the Defendants’ case that the Judicial
Committee had never asserted fraud at the beginning but only as matters progressed.

83.

In advancing this contention, Mr Otuo pointed out, correctly, that the first three
examples refer back to events at the time the Loan Agreement was made. However, in
my view importantly, item 1 includes the words “We accept that Brother Otuo did not
believe this debt to be at risk when the money was taken”. Moreover, when referring to
initial matters, the text shows that the writer(s) were concerned not only with those
matters but also with later events. For example, item 3 reads “A “guarantee” attached to
the agreement turned out to be illusionary, i.e. collateral has not been realised – Matt
5:37 “yes means yes””. In any event, it is clear, and Mr Otuo accepted, that a large part
of the ten examples relates to his conduct after the Loan Agreement was made. Item 8
stated, in my view accurately, and certainly reflecting a view that could honestly and
reasonably have been held by the members of the Judicial Committee: “The repayment
of Brother Wee was not adequately addressed in the dissolution of the Partnership”.

84.

OJW makes provision for an appeal against a decision of a Judicial Committee to
disfellowship which is “granted as a kindness to the accused and allows him a further
hearing of his concerns”. Mr Otuo duly appealed against the decision of the Judicial
Committee. OJW provides that upon receipt of a written appeal, the Elders should
contact the Circuit Overseer, who should then designate “experienced and qualified”
Elders “to serve on the appeal committee and rehear the case”. In this instance, Mr
Shaw asked Peter Davey, Timothy Eagles, and Mark Greenway, who were all Elders
from other congregations, to serve on an Appeal Committee to deal with Mr Otuo’s
appeal.

85.

According to an email from Mr Davey to Mr Shaw dated 29 May 2012: “… the AC did
not meet until 19th May. The decision was to uphold the JC conclusion … the JC …
spent 10 hours with FO in addition to which the AC hearing was four hours”.
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86.

Mr Otuo made clear that he did not accept the Appeal Committee’s decision, and he
sought a review of that decision by a letter addressed to “The Service Desk, The
Watchtower Society” dated 20 May 2012, which is 40 pages long. It is clear from this
letter that, by this time at least, Mr Otuo was familiar with the contents of OJW: the
letter (using the term “OD”) makes extensive reference to it. It is also clear from this
letter that Mr Otuo understood and accepted that his reinstatement would depend upon
accepting whatever sin he had committed. One of the points made in it is that while Mr
Otuo had been disfellowshipped “on the grounds of being found fraudulent in a
commercial arrangement” this finding was insupportable, such that it was wrong that
“My reinstatement will hinge on accepting to have defrauded my Brother and being
genuinely contrite about it”. Mr Brady relied on this in support of the Defendants’ case
that Mr Otuo consented to the publication of the words complained of in Claim 2 (the
argument being that, although in May 2012 Mr Otuo was complaining about the
findings against him, it is apparent from the letter that Mr Otuo was well aware that if
he sought reinstatement, as he did for a second time in 2013, it would be necessary to
explore whether he accepted that he had defrauded Mr Wee and was contrite about it).

87.

Mr Otuo also wrote a shorter letter to Mr Davey dated 25 May 2012 on the subject of a
review. In this letter Mr Otuo stated that he was “unable to conclude how the panel felt
that the charge of fraud should be upheld” in circumstances where “the appeal panel,
again, [was] unanimously agreeing that there was no malice aforethought”. This
suggests that it was Mr Otuo’s understanding at the time that both the Judicial
Committee and the Appeal Committee had found fraud, but not at the inception of the
loan transaction. This letter also refers to “Insight on the Scriptures”, which contains
very similar provisions concerning disfellowshipping, reinstatement and so forth as are
contained in OJW, all of which is of relevance to Mr Otuo’s knowledge of, and indeed
to his apparent acceptance of and reliance on, those procedures well in advance of the
publication of both the Announcement and the words complained of in Claim 2.

88.

Mr Davey had already sent an email to Messrs Eagles and Greenway dated 20 May
2012 asking for “your observations during the next week which will help me formulate
a report to send to the Society along with the necessary forms”. Mr Otuo’s letters
prompted a fuller exchange of emails between the members of the Appeal Committee.

89.

Mr Otuo was critical of the contents of those emails (which he did not see at the time)
and cross-examined Mr Davey and Mr Eagles about them. In my judgment, however,
having regard to both the contents of the contemporary documents and the evidence of
Mr Davey and Mr Eagles, who were honest and reliable witnesses, that criticism is
misplaced. The main features of these email exchanges may be summarised as follows:
(1)

On 21 May 2012, Mr Davey wrote to Mr Eagles and Mr Greenway, noting
that Mr Otuo “has appealed” and asking them to let him have their comments
“which you feel highlight Frank’s deception (Fraud) in his dispute with Bro.
Wee”.
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(2)

Mr Eagles replied setting out his reasons for agreeing “with the original JC”.
These included that Mr Otuo’s actions “do not meet the standard of honesty
and concern for his brother R[obert] that reflect the viewpoint of someone
applying scriptural council in his life. There is no doubt that FO found himself
in a difficult position due to the state of the property market, but … He
allowed the problems with his business partner and a desire to protect his own
financial situation to cloud the issue” and that “while [Mr Otuo] has a love of
Jehovah, he has not applied basic principles … rather than a technical
rationale … The simple fact is that he borrowed money and has not paid it
back and not done all that he could to remedy the situation whilst he has
protected his own interest as best he could over the period. The sum total of
his actions over nearly a four year period are sufficient for the original JC to
reach the conclusion that they did”. In my view, it is clear from this that Mr
Eagles was not focussing on the inception of the dealings with Mr Wee, but
rather on Mr Otuo’s actions subsequently, when problems about making
repayment arose. Moreover, in assessing what honesty required, Mr Eagles
took into account the particular circumstances of the case, drew a distinction
between what might be expected of someone who had been instrumental in
borrowing a large sum from a less financially astute and more vulnerable
member of the same congregation and reliance on technical arguments, and,
in essence, thought that Mr Otuo had engaged in sharp practice. That does not
necessarily involve dishonesty, or fraud, but it may well do so.

(3)

Mr Eagles sent a longer reply later on 21 May 2012. This fleshes out his
reasoning in some detail over 8 numbered paragraphs. It then concludes: “Due
to the above, the original decision of the JC that the prolonged actions of FO
have deprived RW of his money amount to fraud over the period of time, is in
my opinion supported although I do not think that the intent to defraud was
there at the time that the loan was requested by FO. His subsequent actions
are not open and honest, information has been withheld, blame and
responsibility have been shifted, personal interests have been taken care of
whilst RW has been left entirely without redress. This is not in harmony with
the requirement to conduct ourselves in line with Jehovah’s standards which
require that our words and our actions are in harmony … To keep the
congregation clean before Jehovah, it is necessary to demonstrate that his
actions are not those of an approved servant of Jehovah, hence the original
decision of the JC and my support of that action”. The like observations apply
as apply to Mr Eagles’ earlier email of that date.

(4)

Also on 21 May 2012, Mr Greenway sent an email which concentrated on the
issues of “Fraud Definition” and “Repentance”. Under the first heading, Mr
Greenway referred to not only the Primary Definition but also part of the
extended definition contained in one of the Jehovah’s Witnesses’
publications, including the following: “The Hebrew term rendered “defraud”
… has the basic sense of misusing one’s strength, power, or authority over
others”. Mr Greenway then wrote: “Whilst it would seem there is no evidence
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that FO set out with the deliberate intention to defraud RW, I believe that his
subsequent actions do constitute fraud on the basis of the above definition”. In
providing reasons for this belief, Mr Greenway made clear that he considered
(among other things) that Mr Otuo had “misused his position of ‘strength,
power or authority’”, had “deprived RW of vital information relevant to the
loan” and had “demonstrated no desire to repay even when he had the ability
to repay, at least in part”. Under the second heading, Mr Greenway recorded
that Mr Otuo had provided “no evidence of repentance or heartfelt regret”. In
my judgment, there is a close similarity between Mr Greenway’s reasoning
and the definition of “fraud” in the Fraud Act 2006, which, as set out above,
extends not only to the dishonest making of false representations but also to
the dishonest failure to disclose information and the dishonest abuse of certain
positions. Because there is no defence of justification to the allegation that Mr
Otuo was guilty of fraud (but only to the allegation that Mr Otuo had been
disfellowshipped for fraud), it forms no part of my task to determine whether
the reasoning of Mr Greenway (or, for that matter, any of the other Elders
who were involved in dealing with Mr Wee’s complaint) was correct. In my
view, however, there is nothing in Mr Greenway’s email to suggest that he did
not honestly hold the beliefs that he sets out in it. Further, I consider not only
that Mr Greenway provides a rational basis for those beliefs but also that it is
at least arguable that they are right. These points support the conclusion that
they were honestly held. It is also clear that, like Mr Eagles, Mr Greenway
based his views on Mr Otuo’s conduct after the loan was made.
(5)

On 28 May 2012, Mr Eagles sent a further email in which he clarified 4
points. Under the heading “Was there a scriptural basis for the
disfellowshipping”, Mr Eagles stated: “The basis for disfellowshipping that
the original JC gave was Fraud. The JC gave us a list of actions on the part of
FO that over a period of time constitute[d] Fraud in their opinion. We gave
consideration to each of these points and the actions of FO over a three year
period since the loan should have been repaid. It was felt that all bar one, the
points could be upheld. The action of Fraud deprives the defrauded one of
something that they have a right to and involves trickery and deception. It was
felt that this had occurred in the ongoing treatment of RW by FO”. Under the
heading “Was there acceptable evidence of the wrongdoing”, Mr Eagles
stated (among other things, and repeating points made in the earlier emails
from himself and Mr Greenway that I have not already quoted above): “Part
of [Mr Otuo’s] evidence clearly shows that he withheld a large sum of money
(£80k) for his personal use after the date that the loan should have been repaid
and after specific request to pay any amount that he could to reduce the
balance of the loan … He hid major changes to his business set up from RW
and once these had been made expressed in writing that he was no longer
responsible for the loan in any way”. Under the heading “Was the wrongdoer
unrepentant at the time of the original JC hearing”, Mr Eagles stated: “At the
time of the original JC hearing and at the AC hearing, FO stated that he had
not had the intent to defraud when the original loan was taken and therefore
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he could not be guilty of anything other than unsuccessful business and
therefore had nothing to be repentant of and could not be disfellowshipped”.
Under the heading “What convinces the AC of this”, Mr Eagles stated (among
other things): “The properties offered as security are still owned and rental
income is still derived from them but as FO has dissolved the business
partnership that offered the guarantees, he maintains that he is unable to make
repayment via the portfolio as they are not under his control”. It is apparent
from this email that Mr Otuo based his case before the Appeal Committee on
the same or similar propositions, in particular as to whether fraud could be
perpetrated other than at the inception of the loan and as to the legal effect of
the material agreements, to those which he relies upon in support of his case
on malice in the present proceedings. As indicated above, I consider those
propositions are wrong. However, even if they were right, I am in no doubt
that the Elders who were involved in considering Mr Wee’s could honestly
have taken the view that Mr Otuo’s stance was ill founded, and there is
nothing in this (or any other) email from Mr Eagles to suggest that he did not
honestly hold the views expressed.
(6)

90.

These matters were confirmed by Mr Davey and Mr Eagles in oral evidence at
the trial. In answer to questions from Mr Otuo, Mr Davey said: “Well, you felt
that there had been a misjudgement in terms of the thought of being
fraudulent. You had said and suggested that you had never set out to be
fraudulent, which we appreciated and recognised, but clearly it was a matter
we could see that had gone through a situation where we felt that no attempt
had been made to make restitution to the person [from] whom you borrowed
money … There were promises made … an agreement was drawn up, and you
didn’t keep to that agreement … we’re here today because you didn’t honour
that agreement.” Further, according to my note, when Mr Otuo referred Mr
Davey to the Primary Definition and asked him whether he concluded that
this is what had happened he said “Yes”. Mr Eagles said: “What we found is
that a course had been entered into which over a protracted period of time did
not meet with scriptural standards of a Jehovah’s Witness acting towards his
brother in Christ and that fraud had taken place over a period of time … I had
absolutely no doubt whatsoever that after having discussed the situation with
Mr Otuo over a long time that it was fraudulent towards Mr Wee. My email
dated 21 May 2012 contains an exact statement of my position. I am
categorical that his subsequent actions amounted to fraudulent behaviour.”

On 29 May 2012, the Appeal Committee sent a letter explaining its reasoning. That
letter was not in evidence, but the Data Summary Sheet summarises it as follows: “AC
upheld disfellowshipping because: There was Scriptural wrongdoing – no fraud in
initial agreement, but deception and trickery in later failure to repay debt over several
years. Evidence provided, no sign of works befitting repentance. FO justifies actions,
denies any wrongdoing, but AC agree with JC that he has defrauded RW”. This
supports the view that the Appeal Committee found fraud to have been made out. The
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Data Summary Sheet also refers to, and summarises, Mr Otuo’s letter to Mr Davey
dated 25 May 2012. It further records receipt of the 40 page letter from Mr Otuo
“explaining his side of the affair”.
91.

On 15 June 2012, CCJW wrote to the Appeal Committee asking for clarification on a
number of points “before concluding the matter”. These points arose from Mr Otuo’s
letters. They comprised, in summary: (1) whether the procedure in Matthew 18 had
been followed correctly (as Mr Otuo had alleged that it had not been, essentially on the
grounds that no compliance had occurred with steps 1 and 2 in relation to a charge of
fraud); (2) a request for clarification of what the Appeal Committee meant by
“trickery”; (3) in light of the “difficulty in the past” between Mr Otuo and Mr Morley,
whether the Appeal Committee had enquired why Mr Morley had sat on the Judicial
Committee; and (4) a request for clarification concerning Mr Brierley, and, specifically,
whether he had not been telephoned during the original hearing as Mr Otuo said he had
expected to happen, or whether Mr Otuo had just thought of this request with hindsight,
and whether there was a reason why Mr Brierley had not been called as a witness.

92.

These questions were answered by a letter from the Appeal Committee dated 3 July
2012. In sum, the letter stated (1) that Matthew 18 had been followed; (2) that trickery
had occurred for, in essence, the reasons rehearsed in the emails that had been
exchanged between the members of the Appeal Committee in May 2012 (this section of
the letter concludes: “A trick is often designed to make it appear that something that has
not happened, has happened. FO, in a word, has tried to make it appear that he has done
all that he could to repay the loan when in fact he has not. Several of the attempts would
have improved his situation, removed his responsibility to repay the loan, or placed RW
in a worse situation while none of them would have returned RW his outstanding
loan”); (3) that the Appeal Committee were unaware of any problems between Mr Otuo
and Mr Morley, that no point about Mr Morley’s involvement in the Judicial Committee
had been raised by Mr Otuo before the Appeal Committee, that when forming the
Judicial Committee some 10 months after Mr Otuo had raised issues concerning his
removal as a ministerial servant the Board of Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation
did not think that there would be an issue about having Mr Morley on the Judicial
Committee, and that Mr Otuo had raised no objection when he was told who would be
handling his case; and (4) that the onus to present witnesses rested on Mr Otuo, that Mr
Otuo had not made any arrangements for Mr Brierley to be present at either the original
or the adjourned hearings before the Judicial Committee (on 13 January 2012 and 30
March 2012 respectively), that Mr Otuo could have provided a written statement from
Mr Brierley if he had chosen to do so, and that at the time of the hearing before the
Appeal Committee they understood from Mr Morley that Mr Brierley had returned to
the UK but could not come to the hearing but might be prepared to discuss the situation
by telephone, but that Mr Otuo had not requested that a call be made to Mr Brierley and
they did not feel that it formed part of their role to pursue that matter if Mr Otuo did not
make any such request.
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93.

On 11 July 2012, CCJW wrote to the Judicial Committee saying that it had carefully
considered all the correspondence that it had received, including “correspondence from
the judicial committee, appeal committee, and lengthy and detailed correspondence
from Frank Otuo”, and that: “Based on the evidence before us, we believe that the
decision by both committees to disfellowship Frank Otuo is correct. In view of this, the
original judicial committee should inform Frank Otuo of this and arrange to make an
appropriate announcement to the congregation at the earliest opportunity”.

94.

On 29 October 2012, and again on 17 June 2013 in terms that were not materially
different, Mr Otuo wrote to the Body of Elders of the Wimbledon Congregation seeking
reinstatement to the congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses “forthwith”.

Authorisation and vicarious liability
95.

Mr Otuo contends that Watch Tower Britain authorised or is vicariously liable for both
(a) the Announcement and (b) the words complained of that were spoken by Mr Morley
at the meeting on 22 July 2013. The Defendants plead in answer to these allegations
that:
(1)

Watch Tower Britain did not authorise the Announcement or the decision to
disfellowship Mr Otuo. (Claim 1)

(2)

Watch Tower Britain was not involved in providing spiritual guidance to the
Elders in the Wimbledon Congregation in relation to their dealings with Mr Otuo.
(Claim 1)

(3)

The Judicial Committee sought the advice of the CCJW, “an unincorporated
association used by Jehovah’s Witnesses to provide ecclesiastical support and
guidance to congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses in the United Kingdom and the
Republic of Ireland”, with regard to the decision to disfellowship Mr Otuo, and
did so in advance of the Announcement being made. (Claim 1)

(4)

As one of the body of Elders for the Wimbledon Congregation, Mr Morley was
responsible for the oversight of the spiritual activities of the Wimbledon
Congregation, which was an independent charity with its own trustees. (Claim 2)

(5)

At the material time Mr Morley acted within the scope of his duties and role as an
Elder of the Wimbledon Congregation. (Claim 2)

(6)

After the disfellowshipping decision had been upheld by the Appeal Committee,
“an independent committee of elders from outside the Wimbledon Congregation”
on 29 May 2012, and following a further request for a review by Mr Otuo, the
CCJW, “an unincorporated association used by Jehovah’s Witnesses to provide
ecclesiastical support and guidance to congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses in
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the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland”, agreed with the decision to
disfellowship on 11 July 2012. (Claim 2)
96.

In response to those pleaded contentions, Mr Otuo pleads, in summary, as follows:
(1)

Following the Appeal Committee’s decision to uphold the disfellowshipping by
the Judicial Committee, Mr Otuo “appealed directly to [Watch Tower Britain] in
accordance with the directions as provided by [it] in its publication to the Elders
of various congregations” in “Shepherd the Flock of God” at page 107, paragraph
14. (Claim 1)

(2)

Watch Tower Britain authorised the publication of the Announcement writing
“under the guise of” CCJW on 11 July 2012. (Claim 1)

(3)

The final authorisation needed before publication of the Announcement was given
by Mr Morley and the Announcement was published by Mr Lewis “who were
both appointed by [Watch Tower Britain] as its agents within the Wimbledon
Congregation”. (Claim 1)

(4)

In an earlier version of its Amended Defence dated 19 June 2014, Watch Tower
Britain admitted it was responsible for the appointment of Elders of the
Wimbledon Congregation and that “it is ultimately liable to indemnify them
against valid claims made arising out of such of their lawful acts as properly fall
within the area of responsibilities delegated to them as elders and attract legal
liability”. (Claim 1)

(5)

“Considering the above statement … [the] letter dated 15 December 2011
purportedly seeking directions in the matter that led to the publication of [the
Announcement] was addressed to [Watch Tower Britain], not to CCJW”. (Claim
1)

(6)

The relationship between Watch Tower Britain and the Elders of the various
congregations in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland was expounded
by Globe J in A v Trustee of Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Britain &
Others [2015] EWHC 1722 (QB) at [67]-[71]. (Claim 1)

(7)

Accordingly, Watch Tower Britain is vicariously liable for the actions of its elders
in the various congregations in the United Kingdom including the Wimbledon
Congregation. (Claim 1)

(8)

The letters from the Judicial Committee dated 15 December 2011 and 16
February 2012 did not seek the advice of CCJW but that of Watch Tower Britain.
(Claim 1)

(9)

Mr Morley was appointed to oversee Watch Tower Britain’s organisation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Wimbledon. (Claim 2)
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(10) Mr Otuo made a request to Watch Tower Britain for a review of the decision to
disfellowship him, any suggestion that Mr Otuo appealed to CCJW is denied, and
Mr Morley and Watch Tower Britain are put to strict proof that Mr Otuo’s request
was made to CCJW instead of Watch Tower Britain. (Claim 2)
97.

As is apparent from the above summary of both sides’ statements of case, the issue of
vicarious liability is raised more clearly and in greater detail in Claim 1. Nevertheless, I
can discern no difference of substance in the case of either side as to the basis on which
Watch Tower Britain either should, in accordance with the contentions of Mr Otuo, or
should not, in accordance with its contentions, be held liable for the alleged slanders
spoken by Mr Lewis in Claim 1 and by Mr Morley in Claim 2 respectively. In
particular, the words complained of in Claim 2 referred back to the same matters as
were referred to in the Announcement, and there is no suggestion on the part of either
side that the entity under the authorisation of which or on behalf of which the Elders of
the Wimbledon Congregation were acting changed between 19 July 2012 (when the
Announcement was made by Mr Lewis) and 22 July 2013 (when Mr Morley spoke the
words complained of in Claim 2). Claims 1 and 2 are being tried together, and it would
be unrealistic and could lead to anomalous results to approach the issue of vicarious
liability differently in the two claims.

98.

Clerk & Lindsell on Torts, 22nd edn., (“Clerk & Lindsell”) states the general position as
follows at para 6-01:
“A person is liable not only for torts committed by himself, but also,
classically for those torts he has authorised or subsequently ratified.
Authorising a tort involves instigating or procuring another to commit a tort.
While this classical understanding of vicarious liability tends to relate simply
to the commission of a common law tort by an employee, it is clear that
vicarious liability is neither limited to the commission of common law torts,
nor the commission of torts by those who are employees in the strict sense.”

99.

In Various Claimants v Catholic Child Welfare Society (“Christian Brothers”) [2013]
2 AC 1, Lord Phillips PSC, speaking for the Supreme Court, said at [20] (citation
omitted):
“[T]he courts have developed the law of vicarious liability by establishing the
following propositions. (i) It is possible for an unincorporated association to be
vicariously liable for the tortious acts of one or more of its members. (ii) D2
may be vicariously liable for the tortious act of D1 even though the act in
question constitutes a violation of the duty owed to D2 by D1 and even if the
act in question is a criminal offence. (iii) Vicarious liability can even extend to
liability for a criminal act of sexual assault. (iv) It is possible for two different
defendants, D2 and D3, each to be vicariously liable for the single tortious act
of D1.”
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100.

At [21], Lord Phillips stated that the question of whether D2 can be held liable for the
torts of D1 involves a two-stage test. Stage 1 is to consider the relationship of D1 and
D2 to see whether it is one that is capable of giving rise to vicarious liability. Stage 2
requires there to be a sufficient connection between the relationship between D1 and D2
and the act or omission of D1.

101. In Armes v Nottinghamshire County Council [2018] AC 355, Lord Reed JSC, speaking
for the Supreme Court, referred to Christian Brothers and Cox v Ministry of Justice
[2016] AC 660 (“Cox”) and said at [54]-[58]:
“Under the doctrine of vicarious liability, the law holds a defendant liable for a
tort committed by another person. Plainly, the doctrine can only apply where
the relationship between the defendant and the tortfeasor has particular
characteristics justifying the imposition of such liability. The classic example
of such a relationship is that between employer and employee. As was
explained in Cox's case and in the earlier case of the Christian Brothers [2013]
2 AC 1, however, the doctrine can also apply where the relationship has
certain characteristics similar to those found in employment, subject to there
being a sufficient connection between that relationship and the commission of
the tort in question.
In Cox's case [2016] AC 660 reference was made to five incidents of the
relationship between employer and employee which had been identified by
Lord Phillips in the Christian Brothers case as usually making it fair, just and
reasonable to impose vicarious liability, and which could properly give rise to
vicarious liability where other relationships had the same incidents and could
therefore be treated as akin to employment. They were: (i) the employer is
more likely to have the means to compensate the victim than the employee and
can be expected to have insured against that liability; (ii) the tort will have
been committed as a result of activity being taken by the employee on behalf
of the employer; (iii) the employee’s activity is likely to be part of the business
activity of the employer; (iv) the employer, by employing the employee to
carry on the activity will have created the risk of the tort committed by the
employee; and (v) the employee will, to a greater or lesser degree, have been
under the control of the employer.
… In relation to the fifth factor … the significance of control is that the
defendant can direct what the tortfeasor does, not how he does it.
[As to factors (ii), (iii) and (iv)] … It was explained in Cox's case that those
factors are inter-related, and reflect the principal justifications which have
been put forward in our law for the imposition of vicarious liability, at para 23:
“23. … The first has been reflected historically in explanations of the
vicarious liability of employers based on deemed authorisation or
delegation, as for example in Turberville v Stampe (1697) 1 Ld Raym
264, 265, per Holt CJ and Bartonshill Coal Co v McGuire (1858) 3 Macq
300, 306, per Lord Chelmsford LC. The second, that the tortfeasor’s
activity is likely to be an integral part of the business activity of the
defendant, has long been regarded as a justification for the imposition of
vicarious liability on employers, on the basis that, since the employee’s
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activities are undertaken as part of the activities of the employer and for
its benefit, it is appropriate that the employer should bear the cost of
harm wrongfully done by the employee within the field of activities
assigned to him: see, for example, Duncan v Findlater (1839) 6 Cl & Fin
894, 909–910; MacL & Rob 911, 940, per Lord Brougham and Broom v
Morgan [1953] 1 QB 597, 607–608, per Denning LJ … The essential
idea [of the third factor] is that the defendant should be liable for torts
that may fairly be regarded as risks of his business activities, whether
they are committed for the purpose of furthering those activities or not.”
… The resultant position was summarised in Cox's case as follows:
“24. … The result of this approach is that a relationship other than one of
employment is in principle capable of giving rise to vicarious liability
where harm is wrongfully done by an individual who carries on activities
as an integral part of the business activities carried on by a defendant and
for its benefit (rather than his activities being entirely attributable to the
conduct of a recognisably independent business of his own or of a third
party), and where the commission of the wrongful act is a risk created by
the defendant by assigning those activities to the individual in question.”
As was explained, words such as “business” do not confine vicarious liability
to activities of a commercial nature: para 30. That is apparent from Cox's case
itself, which concerned a prison operated by the prison service, and from the
Christian Brothers case, which concerned a religious organisation, as well as
from many other cases concerned with hospitals and public authorities.”
102. So far as concerns ratification, Clerk & Lindsell states at paras 6-02, 6-86 and 6-87
(omitting citation):
“Ratification of a tort involves, in effect, its subsequent authorisation. The act
of authorisation or ratification renders the tort the act of the authoriser or
ratifier, so that he becomes vicariously liable.”
“An act done for another, though unauthorised by him, becomes his act if he
subsequently ratifies it.”
“‘Ratification must be evidenced by clear adoptive acts, which must be
accompanied by full knowledge of all the essential facts’, and there can be no
ratification unless the party on whose behalf the acts complained of were done
‘ratified the acts of the agents with knowledge that they did them not
according to authority, or unless he meant to take upon himself, without
inquiry, the risk of any irregularity which they might have committed, and to
adopt all their acts’.
… where a railway company’s inspector arrested a passenger on a charge of
travelling without a ticket and took him before a magistrate, the mere fact of
the company’s attorney appearing to support the charge was, in the absence of
any evidence that he or the company knew that the inspector had proceeded by
arrest instead of summons as he should have done, held to be no evidence of
ratification by the company of the arrest.”
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103. In A v The Trustees of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, The Trustees of the
Loughborough Blackbrook Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, The Trustees of the
Loughborough Southwood Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses [2015] EWHC 1722
(QB), Globe J had to consider a case that was presented in two ways: (1) that the
defendants were vicariously liable for the sexual assaults committed by Peter Stewart
when he was or had been a Jehovah’s Witness ministerial servant (“the assault claim”)
(see [6]) and (2) that the defendants were vicariously liable for the actions of the
Limehurst Elders who, in 1990, negligently failed to take reasonable steps to protect the
claimant from Peter Stewart once they knew he had sexually assaulted AM, another
child in the congregation (“the safeguarding claim”) (see [7]). With regard to the
differing roles of the defendants in that case, Globe J explained at [4]:
“The first defendants are the over-arching body of the second and third
defendants. It is common ground that, if the second and/or third defendants are
liable, then the first defendants will satisfy the judgment on behalf of the other
defendants. The Blackbrook and Southwood Jehovah’s Witness Congregations
are the direct or indirect successors of the congregation that was originally
known as the Loughborough Limehurst Jehovah’s Witness Congregation, then
split into two congregations known as the Limehurst Jehovah’s Witness
Congregation and the Garendon Park Jehovah’s Witness Congregation, which
congregations are central to the factual matrix of the case.”
104. Applying the two stage test identified by Lord Phillips in Christian Brothers, Globe J
held that “the defendants” were vicariously liable in respect of the assault claim and that
the second and third defendants were vicariously liable for the breach of the elders in
respect of the safeguarding claim, as appears from [90] and [123]-[124]:
“My conclusion in relation to the second stage is that, on the facts as I find
them to be, the sexual abuse of the claimant by Peter Stewart was not as a
result of the mere opportunity of his presence in the claimant’s company for
reasons outside any role he was playing as a Jehovah’s Witness. Whether the
abuse took place at or after book study at whoever's home, on field service, at
Kingdom Hall or at the Convention, he was ostensibly performing his duties as
a Jehovah’s Witness ministerial servant. I am satisfied that the progressive acts
of intimacy were only possible because he had the actual or ostensible status of
a ministerial servant that meant no one who saw him questioned his being
alone with the claimant … it is that that provides the close connection between
the abuse and what he was authorised to do. In the words of Lord Steyn, they
were “inextricably interwoven” with the carrying out of his duties. In such
circumstances, in my judgment, it is fair and just to hold the defendants to be
vicariously liable for his acts.
… As such, I find that there was a breach of the duty properly assumed by
elders on the particular facts of Peter Stewart’s case.
That leaves the issue of vicarious liability for the elders. As summarised earlier
in paragraphs 10-18, the elders had additional responsibilities to those held by
ministerial servants. They were even closer and more integrated with
congregational issues than were ministerial servants. They had a spiritual role
and partly exercised that role, via the judicial committee, and decisions of the
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body consequent upon decisions of the judicial committee. The decisions that
emanated from the judicial committee and thereafter from the body of elders
were a fundamental part of the role of the elders within the organisation. The
second and third defendants are the trustees and successors of the Garendon
Park and Limehurst Congregations. They are unincorporated associations who
have taken over the responsibility of the congregations. In circumstances
where, having applied the two-stage test, I have already found they are
vicariously liable for the actions of Peter Stewart, I also find they are
vicariously liable for the actions of the elders in relation to the above breach of
duty arising from the findings of the judicial committee in 1990.” (emphasis
added)
105. It is not entirely clear whether Globe J’s finding that “the defendants” were vicariously
liable in respect of the assault claim was a finding that related to all three of the
defendants, or whether it related to only the second and third defendants. His reference
to having “already found” the second and third defendants vicariously liable in respect
of the assault claim could be read as meaning either (i) that he had found them alone
vicariously liable or (ii) that he had found them vicariously liable together with the first
defendant. What is clear, however, is that if and in so far as Globe J’s judgment was
concerned with vicarious liability for the actions of the elders (and, moreover, for their
actions arising from the findings of a judicial committee), the entities that he held to be
vicariously liable were the second and third defendants, and not the first defendant.
106. Accordingly, this decision does not assist Mr Otuo. On the contrary, applying the same
approach in the present case would lead to the conclusions that (1) the trustees of the
Wimbledon Congregation (further or alternatively, in view of the involvement of Elders
from the Banstead Congregation at the Appeal Committee stage, the trustees of the
Banstead Congregation) would be vicariously liability for the Announcement, and (2)
the trustees of the Wimbledon Congregation would be vicariously liable for the words
complained of in Claim 2, spoken by Mr Morley at the meeting on 22 July 2013.
107. Globe J reached the conclusions that he did after giving detailed consideration to the
structure and governance of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Globe J’s analysis was as follows:
“11 The organisational structure of Jehovah’s Witnesses is modelled on first
century Christianity as described in the bible. Jehovah’s Witnesses rely
on passages from the bible to set their policy and religious practices. This
distinguishes them from other religious denominations who use the bible
to shape thinking, guide behaviour and teach lessons, but do not use it
directly to set policy and religious practices. As a result, written
documents, including worldwide monthly Jehovah's Witness publications
such as Watchtower and Awake!, that describe the policy and religious
practices of Jehovah’s Witnesses, often quote biblical references.
12

Worldwide Jehovah’s Witnesses now comprise about 8 million
people who live in many different countries. There is a hierarchical
organisational structure. A Governing Body coordinates
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organisational arrangements and doctrinal matters (Acts 15). The
Governing Body supervises over 100 branch offices worldwide, each
of which is supervised by a branch committee. One of the branch
offices is the United Kingdom office based in London. The branch
office has a branch committee. The committee oversees districts
within the branch and assigns a district overseer to oversee each
district. Within each district, there are about 12 circuits. A circuit
overseer is assigned to oversee each circuit. Within each circuit, there
are about 20 congregations. Within each congregation, there are
elders, ministerial servants and members of the congregation.
13

Notwithstanding its hierarchical organisational structure, in
accordance with the model of the early Christian communities as
described in the bible, there is no hierarchical structure of setting
apart a clergy class from the laity. All members are expected to teach
and can lead bible study. Congregational responsibilities are split
between “overseers and ministerial servants” (Philippians 1:1).
Overseers are also referred to as elders. Generally, there are a
number of elders and ministerial servants in each congregation.
Members of the congregation are called “publishers” and call each
other “brother” and “sister” (Matthew 23:8-12).

14

Elders are selected for appointment based on scriptural qualifications
and will be mature spiritual men who have been baptised for many
years, will be viewed as good examples in Christian living and
previously will have served as ministerial servants (1 Timothy 3:1-7
and Titus 1:5-9). However, elders are not considered to be closer to
God or superior persons (Job 32:21,22). They do not adopt an
elevating title, such as Father, Reverend or Pastor, or take a superior
position with reference to other members because there is only one
leader who is Christ (Matthew 23:8-11). As such, they are not
required to make any particular pledge or promise of obedience or
loyalty to others within the governing structure of the organisation
and there is therefore no relationship between an elder and a circuit
overseer in the way that there is, for example, between a pastor and a
bishop. They are not to be viewed as masters over others, but as
fellow workers (Romans 12:8; 1 Corinthians 3:5; 4:1-2) who are
appointed to shepherd the congregation of God (Acts 20:28). They
therefore have no unique or advanced academic background and are
volunteers of the congregation who are appointed to do the work of
shepherding and overseeing spiritual matters (Watchtower 1 October
1977). Their primary role is to guide and protect the congregation
spiritually, including taking the lead in evangelising and presiding
over all types of congregational meetings.

15

Ministerial servants are members of the congregation who are also
selected for appointment based on scriptural qualifications which
require them to be serious individuals who hold the secret of the faith
with a clean conscience (Timothy 3:8-12; 12:13). They provide
voluntary practical assistance to the elders and service to the
congregation. They care for organisational and physical tasks that
must be handled in the congregation. Tasks include keeping the
Kingdom Hall clean and tidy, arranging the platform and
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microphones as circumstances require, manning and controlling the
sound system and microphones for the use of the congregation,
organising and making available literature for the congregation,
serving as attendants at meetings, assisting in emptying collections
boxes, keeping accounting records for the money, managing records
to help to co-ordinate field service and any other tasks to which the
elders may assign them from time to time (The Organised Book:
Organised to Accomplish Our Ministry, chapter 6 p.55-59 ).
16

… Whether or not a ministerial servant is supposed to have any
independent pastoral or shepherding role is an issue in the case …

17

Jehovah’s Witness meetings are generally held in a place of worship
called “Kingdom Hall”. They are open to the public. Meetings are
held twice each week, once on a weeknight and once on a Saturday
or Sunday. On a weeknight, the programme consists of the
congregational bible study, the theocratic ministry school and the
field service meeting. In the 1980s and early 1990s, the
congregational bible study was called the congregational book study
and normally occurred in small groups, either at Kingdom Hall or in
members’ private homes. The format for that activity was a one hour
question and answer discussion of a bible topic using a printed
publication of Jehovah’s Witnesses. The theocratic ministry school
includes talks from the elders with contributions from members
about various bible readings. The field service meeting relates to
house to house activities. At a weekend, the programme consists of
the public meeting and the Watchtower study. The Watchtower study
is a one hour question and answer discussion of a bible subject using
an article in the Watchtower magazine. Generally, an elder takes the
lead in teaching at congregational meetings. Members have the
opportunity to give comments and to speak for a few minutes during
the meetings. Families remain together. There are no separate
arrangements for children. Parents are primarily responsible for their
own children’s secular and spiritual education (1Timothy 5:8;
Deuteronomy 6:6-7). There is no bar, though, on parents seeking
additional help from others.

18

Bible study is conducted in a variety of ways, including group bible
study, family bible study, individual study and the door to door
ministry of field service. Regular door to door ministry is expected to
be the life of all Jehovah’s Witnesses (Acts 20:2). It is not limited to
religious leaders or a chosen few, but should be carried out by all
(Acts 5:4 ). Members are instructed to go and make disciples of all
people (Matthew 28:18-20). It is performed voluntarily and without
pay (Matthew 10:7-10).
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Jehovah’s Witnesses strive to live by a strict code of moral conduct
based on the scriptures. However, when a member of the
congregation is accused of committing a sin, the body of elders will
assign two elders to investigate if there is evidence that the sin was
committed. If there is, the body of elders will appoint a judicial
committee of three or more elders to provide spiritual assistance to
the person who committed the sin. If they find the individual
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genuinely repentant they will provide spiritual counsel and reproof to
help avoid recurrence of the sin and may restrict the individual from
full participation in meetings (Acts 26:20; Watchtower 1976, 1
December 1981, 15 September 1994, 15 July 2007). There may be an
announcement to the congregation during a regular scheduled
meeting that the individual has been “reproved”, but the sin itself
should not be mentioned (Shepherd the Flock of God p.98;
Watchtower 1 December 1976). If the reproved individual is an elder
or ministerial servant, he will be “deleted”, that is removed, from that
position and an announcement of the deletion should also be made to
the congregation at a meeting (Shepherd the Flock of God p.42;
Watchtower 1 December 1976). If the judicial committee finds an
individual is not repentant, he or she may be “disfellowshipped”, that
is excommunicated, from the congregation. In that case, an
announcement should be made to the congregation that the individual
is no longer one of the Jehovah's Witnesses, but again the sin itself
would not be mentioned (Shepherd for The Flock of God p.101). The
information received by and the deliberations of a judicial committee
are supposed to remain confidential (Proverbs 25:9). Those who are
disfellowshipped should be “shunned” by all those who wish to have
a good relationship with Jehovah (Pay Attention to Yourselves and to
All The Flock 1991 p.103).”
108. That analysis contains no mention of CCJW, as CCJW was not in existence when the
events that were material to either the assault claim or the safeguarding claim took
place. Moreover, Globe J was not concerned with the Elders’ implementation of
spiritual guidance, which is of relevance in the present case. On the face of it, however,
the considerations that (1) CCJW was in existence by the time of the events which form
the subject of Claim 1 and Claim 2, (2) CCJW provided spiritual guidance to the Elders
and approved the steps that they took in response to Mr Wee’s complaint against Mr
Otuo, and (3) on the evidence before me, by the time of the events which are material to
these Claims (which occurred long after the time with which Globe J was concerned)
Watch Tower Britain had become, in essence, a publishing and capital financing
operation, can only serve to strengthen the argument that if any entity is vicariously
liable for the slanders that Mr Otuo complains of that entity is not Watch Tower Britain.
109. On the evidence before me, it is clear that Watch Tower Britain played no role in
authorising or directing the actions of any of the Elders who were involved in the
material events. On the contrary, so far as Claim 1 is concerned that role was performed
by CCJW, including and in particular by the sending of the letter dated 11 July 2012, in
which CCJW directed or approved the making of the Announcement “at the earliest
opportunity”. CCJW appears to have had no involvement in the Judicial Committee’s
responses to Mr Otuo’s requests for reinstatement, the second of which led to the
reinstatement meeting at which Mr Morley spoke the words complained of in Claim 2.
However, neither did Watch Tower Britain have any involvement in, or indeed any
knowledge of, Mr Morley’s utterance of those words or any material antecedent events.
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110. Mr Otuo’s contention that the letter dated 11 July 2012 was in fact a letter from, or
represented the authorisation of, Watch Tower Britain writing “under the guise of”
CCJW is unsupported by the evidence. In particular, this allegation is contrary not only
to the evidence of the Defendants’ witnesses, but also to the contents of the
contemporary documents, which tell a clear (and clearly different) story. Although Mr
Otuo is right in saying that the letter from the Judicial Committee dated 15 December
2011 was addressed to “Watch Tower Society of Britain”, in my judgment what matters
is that the reply to that letter, dated 4 January 2012, came from CCJW. There is no
evidence that the letter from the Judicial Committee dated 16 February 2012 was
addressed to anyone other than CCJW, and I infer that it was addressed to CCJW in
light of both the fact that CCJW had written to the Judicial Committee on 4 January
2012 and the fact that CCJW replied to the letter dated 16 February 2012 on 16 March
2012. In any event, not only those letters but all the subsequent material correspondence
emanated from CCJW, and in that way CCJW authorised or ratified all the actions of
the Elders from both the Wimbledon Congregation and the Banstead Congregation
which led to the decision to disfellowship Mr Otuo and the upholding of that decision
on appeal. Moreover, although Mr Otuo is right in saying that he did not address his
request for a review of those decisions to CCJW, it was CCJW which dealt with that
request and decided to reject it, and it was that rejection which resulted in the
Announcement.
111. In accordance with the authorities, the fact that CCJW may be vicariously liable for the
making of the Announcement does not preclude the possibility that Watch Tower
Britain is also vicariously liable for that act. In any event, Mr Otuo also contends that
Watch Tower Britain is vicariously liable for the publication of the words complained
of in Claim 2. In this connection, there are three main strands to Mr Otuo’s case:
(1)

First, Mr Otuo relies on A v The Trustees of the Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society, The Trustees of the Loughborough Blackbrook Congregation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses, The Trustees of the Loughborough Southwood
Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses [2015] EWHC 1722 (QB). In my view,
however, as set out above, that decision does not support Mr Otuo’s case, and
indeed suggests that, regardless of the creation of CCJW, Watch Tower
Britain would not be vicariously liable for the actions of the Elders of any
congregation.

(2)

Second, Mr Otuo contends that Mr Morley (and, in respect of Claim 1, Mr
Lewis as well) was appointed by and/or was an agent of Watch Tower Britain.
In this regard, Mr Otuo placed considerable reliance on the Memorandum of
Constitution of the Wimbledon Congregation, whereas Mr Brady relied not
only on the evidence of the Defendants’ witnesses but also on documents such
as the Articles of Association of Watch Tower Britain and the form dated 3-8
May 2011 relating to the deletion of Mr Otuo as a ministerial servant. I have
already summarised their respective arguments when discussing those
documents above. I prefer the submissions of the Defendants on this issue.
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Whatever may have been the position, or in contemplation, when the
Constitution was drawn up, it seems to me that by May 2011 at least, and
therefore well before the events which are material to either Claim 1 or Claim
2, Watch Tower Britain had no responsibility for the appointment of elders,
and that responsibility lay instead either with the Governing Body of
Jehovah’s Witnesses, which operated through the medium of the Branch
Office, or with CCJW. On the evidence before me, and in keeping with the
detailed analysis of Globe J which I have quoted above, the Governing Body
and its Branch Offices are separate and distinct from Watch Tower Britain;
and on the evidence before me the same applies to CCJW.
(3)

Third, Mr Otuo relies on an admission made in an earlier version of Watch
Tower Britain’s Amended Defence in Claim 1. In so far as that is a forensic
point, I have taken it into account when reaching my conclusions on the
second strand to Mr Otuo’s case under this heading. In so far as that is
advanced as a point of substance, to the effect that Watch Tower Britain has
made an admission from which it cannot or should not be permitted to resile, I
do not consider that it can prevail. It is not easy to track the history of
amendments in this case, because as the litigation has progressed (including
after Warby J ordered substantial parts of Mr Otuo’s Replies to be struck out
at the PTR) the parties have adopted the course of lodging clean fresh copies
of the statements of case, without showing the previous text and what has
been added or deleted. However, it appears that by Order dated 20 May 2014
Master Leslie granted Mr Otuo permission to amend his Particulars of Claim,
and granted Watch Tower Britain permission to serve a consequentially
amended Defence, but Watch Tower Britain went beyond the permission
granted and served an Amended Defence which removed the admission in
question. At that stage, albeit as a result of a change of pleaded case for which
permission had not been granted, authorisation and vicarious liability became
an issue on the face of the statements of case in Claim 1, and it was treated as
a substantive issue thereafter. For example, in Otuo v Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 571 (QB), Warby J said at [26]: “A
fundamental issue in Claim 1 is whether the defendant authorised or was
otherwise responsible for the publication of the Announcement. Its case is
that it bears no responsibility, vicarious or otherwise, for the conduct of Mark
Lewis”. In these circumstances, on the first day of the trial I granted an
application that was made by Watch Tower Britain by notice dated 5 March
2019 for permission to withdraw the admission in question. I did so on the
basis that this was merely formalising what had long been treated by the
parties and the Court as setting out the issues for trial, and having regard to
the overriding objective and the very well-known case law concerning late
amendments.

112. Applying the guidance that is provided by the authorities, the relationship between, on
the one hand, Watch Tower Britain and, on the other hand, Mr Morley, Mr Lewis, and
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for that matter any of the individuals who were involved in the material events
(comprising Elders of the Wimbledon and Banstead Congregations and the Circuit
Overseer) was not, at the time of any of those events, one that was capable of giving rise
to vicarious liability. Nor was there a sufficient connection between the relationship (if
any) between Watch Tower Britain and Mr Morley, Mr Lewis or any of those
individuals and the actions of Mr Morley, Mr Lewis (or, if relevant, any of those
individuals) complained of in either of the Claims.
113. In particular, the actions complained of in both Claims were not part of the activities
(business or otherwise) of Watch Tower Britain carried on by it and for its benefit; and
neither was the commission of those actions a risk created by Watch Tower Britain by
assigning those activities to Mr Morley, Mr Lewis, or any of those individuals.
114. I do not consider that a case of authorisation or vicarious liability against Watch Tower
Britain has been made out in respect of either Claim 1 or Claim 2. I would therefore
dismiss Claim 1, and Claim 2 as against Watch Tower Britain, on that further basis.
The ultra vires issue
115. In his Reply in Claim 1, in response to Watch Tower Britain’s “Particulars of Qualified
Privilege”, Mr Otuo pleads as follows:
“It is ultra vires for the Defendant’s agent (First Defendant) to embark on any
action with the intention of expelling or disfellowshipping a member. It is not
disputed that congregation elders have a responsibility to investigate an
allegation of Scriptural wrongdoing for the purpose of assisting such ones to
readjust. However, they are not to make up an allegation of serious
wrongdoing against a congregant in order to advance their own resentful
agenda. It is not disputed that qualified privilege may be extended to elders
who seek to discharge a legitimate moral, religious or social duty.”
116. In his Reply in Claim 2, in response to the Defendants’ claim that he consented to the
publication of the words spoken by Mr Morley at the reinstatement meeting, Mr Otuo
pleads as follows:
“The Constitution [i.e. the Memorandum of Constitution of the Wimbledon
Congregation] makes no provision for members to be expelled or
disfellowshipped and therefore no reinstatement needed. Therefore, the actions
of the Defendants were ultra vires.”
117. Mr Otuo concentrated on the second of these contentions at the trial. Although only
pleaded in Claim 2, it seems to me that as a matter of logic this second contention, if
right, would apply not only to the words complained of in Claim 2 but also to the
Announcement. Moreover, it seems to me that, logically, it relates not only to the issue
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of consent but also to the issue of qualified privilege: if there is no power to
disfellowship an individual, it is difficult to see how there can be a duty to communicate
to anyone the fact that the individual has been disfellowshipped, let alone the reasons
for that ultra vires disfellowshipping.
118. As to the first of these pleaded contentions, it seems to me that (consistently with the
heading under which the contention appears) although the words “ultra vires” are used
in Mr Otuo’s Reply, the pleading in truth relates not so much to whether there is a
power to expel or disfellowship an individual but rather to issues of misuse of a
privileged occasion and malice. As such it falls for consideration under those headings.
In any event, I do not consider that it would be appropriate to allow the pleading of this
first contention to lead to an exploration of whether the material decision-making
process was procedurally proper, as Warby J expressly ruled that this was not an issue
which ought to be tried when striking out other parts of the same paragraph of the Reply
in Claim 1. See the Appendix to the judgment of Warby J in Otuo v Watch Tower Bible
and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 344 (QB), and his reasoning at [74(3)].
“… There is a dispute here, about the propriety of the procedural steps taken
by the defendants … As the Supreme Court of Canada observed in Judicial
Committee of the Highwood Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses v Wall
[2018] SCC 26 [38], “The courts lack the legitimacy and institutional capacity
to determine whether the steps outlined in Matthew have been followed. These
types of procedural issues are also not justiciable”. But this inquiry would in
any event plainly take up considerable resources, and seems to me to be
incapable of adding much if anything of value to Mr Otuo’s case. Ruling out
such an enquiry not only eliminates needless prolixity, but also avoids the
waste of time on what would be an unnecessary and disproportionate
examination of the intricacies of procedural rules based on Biblical teaching.”
119. Mr Otuo’s pleaded case does not identify any particular entity or entities which is or are
said to have lacked the power to disfellowship him (and, thus, according to his case, to
lack the power to consider his reinstatement). However, the thrust of his case as argued
at trial, which appears consistent with his pleaded case, is as follows: (1) on being
baptised, an individual becomes a member of a congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses,
(2) thereafter, if the individual moves from one place to another, the individual’s papers
may be transferred from one congregation to another, and in this way the individual
may become a member of a different congregation, (3) all matters concerning the
individual’s membership of the congregation (and thus, if I understand Mr Otuo’s case
correctly, of the body of persons known as Jehovah’s Witnesses) are set out in the
constitution of the congregation to which the individual belongs, and (4) the
Constitution of the Wimbledon Congregation contained no power to disfellowship him,
and accordingly there was no power to disfellowship him.
120. As the Constitution of the Wimbledon Congregation is in a form that is standard within
this jurisdiction, Mr Otuo accepted that, if right, this line of argument would produce
the result that there is no power to disfellowship any member of any congregation in
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this country (no matter how venal the sin(s) committed by that individual, and in spite
of the extensive references in the materials of the Jehovah’s Witnesses to which I was
referred to disfellowshipping, the circumstances in which disfellowshipping may take
place, and the procedures which should be followed before disfellowshipping occurs).
Mr Otuo was also undeterred from advancing this line of argument by the
considerations that before and at the time of the slanders complained of in Claims 1 and
2 he made no complaint about powers to disfellowship and to consider reinstatement
being invoked against him, and instead had raised complaints about the propriety of
various procedural steps which assumed the existence of those powers. He explained
that he did not realise that these steps were ultra vires until the Constitution of the
Wimbledon Congregation was disclosed in these claims.
121. In my judgment, Mr Otuo’s contentions are flawed, and cannot succeed. I consider that
the correct analysis is as follows: (1) on being baptised, an individual becomes a
member of the body of Christian persons having the beliefs and practices of the
denomination known as Jehovah’s Witnesses (which means that, in essence, as stated by
Globe J, they will “strive to live by a strict code of moral conduct based on the
scriptures”), (2) typically, all such individuals will become members of a congregation,
and if they move from one place to another they may move from one congregation to
another, but whether or not they continue to be Jehovah’s Witnesses does not depend on
whether, at any given time, they are a member of a congregation, (3) the Constitution of
the Wimbledon Congregation did not set out, and there was no reason to expect that it
would set out, all matters concerning the individual’s membership of the body of
persons known as Jehovah’s Witnesses, but, on the contrary, as discussed above, it
covered discrete matters relating to the law of charities, (4) the fact that the Constitution
of the Wimbledon Congregation contained no power to disfellowship Mr Otuo does not
mean that there was no such power, (5) on the contrary, on the materials before me,
there is such a power and it is exercised by the elders, whose appointment is not
governed by the Constitution (although the trustees of their congregation may be
vicariously liable for their actions, as I consider was found by Globe J), and (6) the
suggestion that no such power exists would produce extremely surprising and farreaching results for members of congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses in this
jurisdiction, such that although “members of a religious association who are dismissed
or otherwise subjected to disciplinary procedure may invoke the jurisdiction of the civil
courts if the association acts ultra vires or breaches in a fundamental way the rules of
fair procedure” (see Shergill v Khaira [2015] AC 359, Lords Neuberger, Sumption and
Hodge at [48]) it is a conclusion that I consider the Court should be very slow to reach
in the absence of compelling reasons.
122. There are no such reasons. On the contrary, in accordance with Matthew 18: 15-17 (the
procedural compliance with which is not itself justiciable), it is to be expected that a
religious body which is guided by and which seeks to apply scriptural principles will
have the power to procure that in an appropriate case a sinner can be expelled. Among
other things, this is sensible, if not essential, because someone who is unable or
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unwilling to abide by scriptural principles not only does not properly belong as a
member of such a body but also, unless removed, may have an undesirable influence on
the faithful. Accordingly, in my judgment, Mr Otuo’s ultra vires arguments are without
substance and must be rejected.
The issue of consent
123. The availability of a defence of consent for the purposes of the law of defamation is
recognised in the case law. See, for example, Chapman v Ellesmere [1932] 2 KB 431
(Lord Hanworth MR at pp11-12, Slesser LJ at pp18-19, Romer LJ at pp 23-24), Friend
v Civil Aviation Authority [1998] IRLR 253 (Hirst LJ at [40-42] and [45], Brooke LJ at
[69-71]), Spencer v Sillitoe [2003] EWHC 1651 (QB) and Crossland v Wilkinson
Hardware Stores Ltd [2005] EWHC 481(QB) (Tugendhat J at [70]). Because in this
area of the law each case turns upon its own particular facts, those decisions are of
limited assistance. However, it is also right to note that in Tesla Motors Ltd & Anor v
British Broadcasting Corporation [2011] EWHC 2760 (QB), Tugendhat J observed at
[84] that “it is most unusual for a defence of consent to be raised in the context of libel
or a related cause of action. One reason for this is that the law on consent generally
requires that the person alleged to have given the consent should have done so freely
and with full information”.
124. The general principle is stated in Gatley at para 19.10 as follows:
“It is a defence to an action for defamation that the claimant consented to the
publication of which he now complains by participating in or authorising it.
Thus, if the claimant has consented, expressly or impliedly or by conduct, to
the publication of the words substantially as they were used … there is a good
defence to the action; but the proof of consent must be clear and unequivocal.”
125. Dealing first with Claim 2, the procedure for reinstatement is described as follows in
OJW:
“A disfellowshipped person may be reinstated when he gives clear evidence of
repentance, demonstrating over a reasonable period of time that he has
abandoned his sinful course and is desirous of having a good relationship with
Jehovah and His organization. The elders are careful to allow sufficient time,
perhaps many months, a year, or even longer, for the disfellowshipped person
to prove that his repentance is genuine. When the body of elders receives a
written plea for reinstatement, the judicial committee that disfellowshipped the
person should, if possible, be the committee that speaks with the individual.
The committee will evaluate the evidence of works of godly repentance on his
part and decide whether to reinstate him at that time or not.”

126. As set out above, OJW is “the basic procedure manual” for members of the Jehovah’s
Witnesses, which is “provided to members”, and the contents of which Mr Otuo
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contends to have been “inarguably common knowledge” to Wimbledon congregants. In
any event, as appears from his letter of 20 May 2012, he knew about them by that date.
127. Further, when making submissions in relation to timing and limitation issues with
regard to Claim 1, Mr Otuo told HH Judge Parkes QC that “after he learned of the cause
of action on 29 June 2013 [and therefore after he had sent his second letter seeking
reinstatement dated 17 June 2013], he waited for a meeting to take place, in the hope
that the outcome would make it unnecessary to issue a claim form” (see Otuo v The
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2015] EWHC 509 at [26]). This
supports the Defendants’ case that Mr Otuo expected whoever was considering his
reinstatement to speak with him at a meeting. Also, the contents of his letters dated 20
May 2012 and 25 May 2012 (referred to above) are hard to reconcile with the
suggestion that any request for reinstatement that he might make would or could be
considered without consideration of the ground on which he had been disfellowshipped,
and consideration of whether he had demonstrated contrition in relation to that ground.
128. In his evidence and submissions at trial, it was Mr Otuo’s primary stance that he did not
expect either of his requests for reinstatement to be dealt with at a meeting. He accepted
that his first request was dealt with face to face, but only briefly, and he contended that
he did not expect his second request to be deal with any differently. However, as a result
of the transcript of the tape recording which Mr Otuo himself surreptitiously made, it is
not in issue that (1) a meeting in fact took place on 22 July 2013 between him and the
members of the Judicial Committee who had been involved with the disfellowshipping
decision concerning him the previous year, (2) very near the outset of that meeting Mr
Morley said: “… thank you for making yourself available to us … We’ve had your
letter dated the 17th of the 6th which we received by post … the purpose of tonight’s
meeting is obviously you’ve put in a request for reinstatement … obviously we’ve had
your letter, but we’d like to hear from you personally as to why you think you should be
reinstated”, and (3) Mr Otuo not only expressed no surprise at, or objection to, these
observations, but also proceeded exactly as Mr Morley had suggested, by explaining
why, in Mr Otuo’s own words spoken at the meeting: “I just feel that the time’s right,
you know, for me to be back in the congregation”.
129. In these circumstances, I am unable to accept Mr Otuo’s evidence that he did not
consent to his request for reinstatement being discussed at a meeting. I consider that Mr
Otuo was an unreliable witness, who was prepared at times to say whatever he
considered helpful to his case. It is hard to say, and unnecessary for me to decide,
whether this is because he was being deliberately untruthful or because he has a
capacity for persuading himself of matters in a way which favour his interests, which
has burgeoned during the course of this protracted litigation. However, the fact that I
found his evidence on the topic of the reinstatement meeting to be incredible is one of
the main reasons why I consider that he was an unreliable witness. Another significant
reason was his propensity, which manifested itself a number of times, to gloss over
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documents or parts of documents which did not suit his case, and to rely on partial
versions of both documents and events when the full picture favoured him less.
130. In this regard, Mr Otuo focussed on the statement in OJW that the Judicial Committee
considering a request for reinstatement “will evaluate the evidence of “works of godly
repentance” on [the applicant’s] part”. As part of his primary stance, Mr Otuo
contended that it was obvious on the face of his letter dated 17 June 2013 that he was
putting forward no evidence of “works of godly repentance”, and that the Judicial
Committee ought not to have allowed his request for reinstatement to be taken any
further for this reason. As part of his secondary stance (which, if right, would meet the
difficulties arising from the fact that he attended the meeting and participated in it), Mr
Otuo contended that any consent on his part to his request for reinstatement being
considered at a meeting went no further than consenting to the Judicial Committee
evaluating whatever evidence of “works of godly repentance” he sought to put forward,
and that after they had heard him explain why he considered that he should be reinstated
they should have said nothing further. In particular, this secondary stance, if right,
would enable Mr Otuo to avoid the suggestion that he consented to the allegation of
fraud being discussed at the meeting. In this context, Mr Otuo relied on the fact that he
did not mention the word “fraud” at any time before Mr Morley spoke the words “just
going back to July of last year when you were disfellowshipped”. Mr Otuo’s evidence
in [147] and [148] of his witness statement dated 5 February 2019 is as follows:
“… It [is] worth noting that he [i.e. Mr Morley] did not say that they will like
to hear from me and interrogate me thereafter …
… I took up the offer to set out why I wanted to be reinstated. I carefully gave
my reasons without traversing the allegation of fraud … [Mr Morley] then
attempts to lure me to talk about the fraud charge by asking if I understood
what I was disfellowshipped for? It must be borne in mind that those present
knew of the allegation of fraud and did not need the words fraud to be spelt out
to know where Jon wanted to take the conversation. I responded by saying that
it was alleged I had defrauded Robert. I immediately felt that I was under
attack again for a matter that I did not want to repeat in my application for
reinstatement. I needed to reply in defence of my reputation. He then went on
to publish the words complained of.”
131. In my view, which was confirmed by Mr Otuo’s oral evidence and his demeanour under
cross-examination, this narrative is tailored to meet the argument that, by attending the
meeting on 22 July 2013 and participating as he did in the dialogue which is set out in
the transcript of that meeting, Mr Otuo consented to the publication of the words
complained of in Claim 2. Mr Otuo made no objection at the time to the course that was
taken at the meeting. He expressed no concern that the words spoken by Mr Morley
were harmful to his reputation. Further, although the words complained of in Claim 2
were spoken between pages 3 and 5 of the transcript, the conversation continues for a
further 15 pages. All this is more consistent with consent than with its absence.
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132. In circumstances where the initial exposition of an applicant for reinstatement does not
satisfy the Judicial Committee that the applicant ought to be reinstated, I consider that it
is fair and reasonable and entirely unsurprising that the Judicial Committee should
afford the applicant an opportunity to make good a case for reinstatement. Indeed,
unless perhaps the applicant’s exposition reveals that the applicant is clearly beyond
redemption, I consider that a Judicial Committee which does not afford the applicant
that opportunity might well be criticised for not carrying out its role fairly or justly, such
that it may be said that it needs to act in that way. On the basis of both Mr Morley’s
evidence, which I accept, and the contents of the transcript, that was the essential
purpose and effect of the questions which Mr Morley asked. Accordingly, in my
judgment for Mr Morley to ask Mr Otuo questions in terms of the words complained of
in Claim 2 was entirely proper and in no way unexpected, and indeed was probably
necessary. Moreover, and in particular judging by his reaction as appears from the
transcript, I consider that this is how Mr Otuo viewed matters at the time. In my view,
having regard to the requirements for reinstatement contained in OJW, the contents of
his letters dated 20 May 2012 and 25 May 2012 which are referred to above, his letter
dated 17 June 2013, and the words spoken near the outset of the meeting on 22 July
2013, Mr Otuo consented to this process, including that publication, in advance of that
meeting. However, even if that is not correct, it is clear from the transcript that Mr Otuo
consented at the time.
133. I consider that Mr Otuo’s case that, because his letter made no mention of fraud and
contained no admission and displayed no contrition, he either made clear to the Judicial
Committee that he was not prepared to discuss the issue of fraud at the meeting or, by
attending, “was daring [Mr Morley] to publish [in the knowledge that he] was likely to
face a suit on publication, and [Mr Morley] accepted the risk” is not only, on the face of
it, far-fetched and contrived, but also entirely inconsistent with what occurred at the
meeting. I have no doubt that the members of the Judicial Committee convened the
meeting in good faith, in order to consider to the best of their abilities and in accordance
with their religious beliefs and their duties as Elders whether Mr Otuo ought to be
reinstated as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses in light of the time that had elapsed since they
had rejected his first request for reinstatement and in all the circumstances as they
appeared to them in light of what Mr Otuo had to say. They could not be expected to
detect, whether from the terms of his letter or from his conduct at the meeting, that Mr
Otuo was making a request which, in accordance with their guidelines, had no prospect
of success; and nor do I consider that this was, in fact, the true position. On the contrary,
I consider that, viewed both objectively and subjectively having regard to his state of
mind at the time, Mr Otuo’s application for reinstatement was genuine, and one that he
hoped might succeed. For his part, he adopted the stance that although his business
dealings with Mr Wee might have taken an unfortunate course he had not acted in
breach of any legal or moral obligation, and that there was nothing he should be
reproached about, and he adhered to that stance during the meeting. But that does not
mean he did not expect there to be an exploration of the different view which he knew
to have been taken by the Elders who had considered Mr Wee’s complaint and to have
resulted in his disfellowshipping; and the transcript shows that he did expect this.
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134. Mr Otuo submitted that, even if the ground for his disfellowshipping had to be traversed
in order to assess his repentance on the matter, this afforded no basis for Mr Morley to
make reference to the accusation of fraud, because fraud was not the basis upon which
the decision to disfellowship Mr Otuo had been upheld by the Appellate Committee
(whose decision Mr Otuo had failed to have reviewed). In my judgment, that argument
is wrong. Both the Judicial Committee and the Appellate Committee decided that Mr
Otuo should be disfellowshipped on the ground of fraud, albeit fraud arising after the
inception of the loan from Mr Wee. This is reflected in Mr Morley’s words on the
transcript that “the conclusion was, on the part of the original committee, the appeal
committee and the branch, that it was a fraudery situation”. Moreover: (1) it was Mr
Otuo, not Mr Morley, who first used the word “fraud” in the reinstatement meeting; and
(2) the word “fraud” was used by Mr Otuo in answer to a question from Mr Morley
about what Mr Otuo had been disfellowshipped for. In my opinion, these matters do not
sit well with complaints by Mr Otuo that, without his consent, the ground for his
disfellowshipping which was stated at the meeting (a) was wrong or (b) did not reflect
the decision of the Appeal Committee which resulted in him being disfellowshipped.
135. Mr Otuo further submitted that he could not be taken to have consented to the
procedures that the Defendants were implementing if those procedures were carried out
unfairly or if they were implemented maliciously. I am prepared to accept, without
deciding, that this is correct. However, as appears from the discussion above, and in any
event, I do not consider that there was anything unfair about the procedure that was
adopted with regard to Mr Otuo’s request for reinstatement and the conduct of the
reinstatement meeting. In addition, as discussed further below, I reject the allegation
that Mr Morley was actuated by malice in publishing the words complained of in Claim
2 (or at all). In particular, there is no evidence that Mr Morley lacked an honest belief in
the truth of those words, which essentially comprised a very brief rehearsal of what had
in fact transpired in the previous year, including, as I find, an accurate reference to the
ground on which Mr Otuo had, in the result, been disfellowshipped. Further, neither the
contents of the transcript nor any other evidence before me warrants a finding of any
misuse of the occasion of the reinstatement meeting or of any dominant improper
motive on the part of Mr Morley on that occasion, and nor do I consider that Mr Otuo
had any genuine concern about these matters at the time.
136. If and to the extent that the implementation of the procedures which led to the decision
that he should be disfellowshipped provided Mr Otuo with grounds for complaint, that
matter either was or was not justiciable. If it was justiciable, it was open to Mr Otuo to
seek a remedy from the courts. If it was not justiciable, he was unable to seek a remedy
for sound legal reasons. For purposes of determining the issue of consent, whether Mr
Otuo chose not to seek a remedy or whether he was unable to seek a remedy, his request
for reinstatement falls to be approached on the basis that it is a request that he chose to
make, and that his decision to engage with that procedure cannot be said to be vitiated
by any unfairness or malice that may have affected his prior disfellowshipping.
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137. The like points apply to Mr Otuo’s contention that he cannot have consented to the
reinstatement procedure because that procedure only applies to Jehovah’s Witnesses,
and, at the time he made his request for reinstatement, he was no longer a Jehovah’s
Witness because he had been disfellowshipped. The short answer to this argument is
that Mr Otuo knew that the Jehovah’s Witnesses operated a procedure to deal with
requests for reinstatement, he chose to make such a request, and he therefore agreed to
that procedure – indeed, it is clear from the materials before me that he knew the details
of that procedure, and, further, that he took care in invoking it accordingly.
138. For these reasons, in my judgment the defence of consent is made out in Claim 2.
139. Turning to Claim 1, Mr Otuo produced draft amended Particulars of Claim on 8
November 2015, verified by a statement of truth signed by him, upon which he relied
when seeking permission (in the event, unsuccessfully) to amend his pleaded case in
Claim 2 to add a claim for breach of contract. That draft statement of case alleged that,
when (after being associated, as he pleads, with Watch Tower Britain for over 20 years)
Mr Otuo applied to be baptised in 1992 he was admitted (as he pleads, to Watch Tower
Britain) on a list of terms. Those terms included, in short, that the procedures set out in
OJW (and, for that matter, in “Shepherd the Flock of God”) would be followed,
including that in the event that an allegation of serious wrongdoing was made against
him and was properly investigated and upheld his membership could be revoked by
disfellowshipping if he was found guilty and remained unrepentant of the act of which
he had been found guilty. In his answers in cross-examination, Mr Otuo took the point
that these procedures did not apply to him because no provision was made for any of
these matters in the Constitution of the Wimbledon Congregation. Subject to that point,
Mr Otuo accepted that: (1) certain sins are serious enough to merit disfellowshipping,
(2) if an individual is disfellowshipped, the congregation needs to be informed of this,
because, according to the Bible, such a person should be shunned, and Jehovah’s
Witnesses believe that there is a duty to shun such a person; and (3) the elders have a
duty to provide that information, and the members of the congregation have an interest
in receiving it. Mr Otuo further accepted that when he wrote his letter dated 20 May
2012 he was conversant with these procedures to the extent set out in that letter, and that
he understood that a person could be disfellowshipped for serious wrongdoing.
140. Based on these matters, and the fact that Mr Otuo participated in the process which
resulted in the decision that he should be disfellowshipped and the making of the
Announcement, Mr Brady submitted that Watch Tower Britain had made out a defence
of consent in Claim 1.
141. While I can see the force of that submission, I am concerned that it is only well-founded
if these procedures were applied properly and fairly in Mr Otuo’s particular case.
However, and although I consider that on proper analysis a large part of Mr Otuo’s case
before me related to that very issue, that is an issue which Warby J was concerned to
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remove from the issues to be tried, and, indeed, is an issue which (in light of the
religious features which are involved) may well not be justiciable in any event. Even if
those obstacles could be overcome, the determination of that issue would, in line with
Warby J’s concerns, involve the examination and determination of a great number of
sub-issues, which would inevitably be both detailed and lengthy. Those problems do not
apply to the reinstatement meeting, where the relevant history is brief, and where what
occurred can be gleaned from the documents, and not least the transcript. The
proportionality of such an exercise has to be viewed in the context of the amount of
Court time and resources which these Claims have already occupied, and against the
background that I have decided both Claims in favour of the Defendants on a number of
other grounds, as appears from the rest of this judgment.
142. For these reasons, I decline to explore this issue any further with regard to Claim 1.
Partial truth
143. As set out above, Sir David Eady ruled that the words complained of by Mr Otuo in
Claim 2 bear the following natural and ordinary defamatory meanings: (1) that Mr Otuo
had been disfellowshipped a year before the reinstatement meeting on the ground of
fraud; (2) that Mr Otuo was guilty of fraud; and (3) that Mr Otuo was unrepentant. In
that Claim, the Defendants plead a defence of truth in relation to the first of those 3
meanings. It is no part of their case in Claim 2, or indeed in Claim 1, that Mr Otuo was
in fact guilty of fraud. Although the Defendants’ reasons for adopting this course may
not matter, it appears from [34] of the judgment of Warby J in Otuo v The Watch Tower
Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 344 (QB) that they are as follows:
“The Defendants would have wanted to plead a full defence of justification, asserting
the truth of the imputation of fraud, but they have not done so because the issue thus
raised would not have been justiciable. That is because the plea would have asserted
that, as a matter of religious doctrine, Mr Otuo was guilty of fraud. The Court could not
have adjudicated on the question.”
144. In response, Mr Otuo denies that the ground for the decision to disfellowship him was
“the sin of fraud (according to the religious practices and beliefs of Jehovah’s
Witnesses)”.
145. This issue did not play a major part in the proceedings. It is not mentioned at all in Mr
Brady’s closing submissions, and is only mentioned in Mr Otuo’s submissions in the
context of an Order of Sir David Eady dated 18 March 2016, which is said to state that
the Defendants’ plea of truth does not meet the defamatory sting of the words
complained of in Claim 2. This slight attention is unsurprising in light of the ambit of all
other issues which arise. Those other issues appear to me to have the consequence that
the plea of partial truth only assumes significance if the Defendants fail on all their
other defences in Claim 2, and then only to the extent that if they succeed on this plea
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alone that will or may reduce to some extent the damages to which Mr Otuo would
otherwise be entitled.
146. In these circumstances, I consider it is possible to deal with this issue briefly. Having
regard to the findings that I have made above, I decide it in favour of the Defendants.
Qualified privilege
147. In Otuo v The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 344 (QB),
Warby J helpfully summarised this aspect of the Claims as follows at [22], [26] and
[51]:
“… The privilege relied on is the common law privilege that protects
statements made in good faith by a person with a duty to communicate on a
given topic or legitimate interest in doing so, to others with a common or
corresponding interest in receiving information on that topic. The pleaded case
is that the elders in the Congregation had a legitimate religious and moral
interest and duty to inform members of the Congregation and other interested
parties of their decision to disfellowship the claimant; and the Congregation
and interested persons had a reciprocal legitimate religious and moral interest
to be informed of the decision.
…. [Claim 2 contains] a plea of qualified privilege on similar lines to the plea
in Claim 1
… Putting it very broadly, there seem to be two central issues in these two
claims: first, (assuming, for this purpose that the process was undertaken in
good faith), is the defence of qualified privilege defeated by reason of some
procedural irregularity or impropriety of such gravity as to undermine the
validity of the conclusions arrived at, so that the publishers and publishees did
not have the reciprocal duties and interests relied on; secondly, if not, were the
publishers malicious, that is to say did they have some improper collateral
motive which was the dominant reason for making the statements complained
of? This question, in this case, is essentially a question of honesty. It may be
that in that context the Court will have to assess whether Mr Lewis and Mr
Morley genuinely believed that Mr Otuo had committed the sin of fraud.”
148. The classic statements of this form of qualified privilege are to be found in older cases.
149. In Toogood v Spyring (1834) 1 CM & R 181, Parke B said at 193:
“In general, an action lies for the malicious publication of statements which
are false in fact, and injurious to the character of another, and the law considers
such publication as malicious, unless it is fairly made by a person in the
discharge of some public or private duty, whether legal or moral, or in the
conduct of his own affairs, in matters where his interest is concerned. In such
cases, the occasion prevents the inference of malice, which the law draws from
unauthorised communications, and affords a qualified defence depending upon
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the absence of actual malice. If fairly warranted by any reasonable occasion or
exigency, and honestly made, such communications are protected for the
common convenience and welfare of society; and the law has not restricted the
right to make them within any narrow limits.”
150. In Adam v Ward [1917] AC 309, Lord Atkinson said at 334:
“a privileged occasion is … an occasion where the person who makes a
communication has an interest or a duty, legal, social, or moral, to make it to
the person to whom it is made, and the person to whom it is so made has a
corresponding interest or duty to receive it. This reciprocity is essential.”
151. In Watt v Longsdon [1930] 1 KB 130, Scrutton LJ, having cited that passage from Adam
v Ward, continued at 147–148:
“With slight modifications in particular circumstances, this appears to me to be
well established law, but, except in the case of communications based on
common interest, the principle is that either there must be interest in the
recipient and a duty to communicate in the speaker, or an interest to be
protected in the speaker and a duty to protect it in the recipient. Except in the
case of common interest justifying intercommunication, the correspondence
must be between duty and interest. There may, in the common interest cases,
be also a common or reciprocal duty. It is not every interest which will create a
duty in a stranger or volunteer. This appears to fit in with the two statements of
Parke B already referred to [including that in Toogood v Spyring], and with the
language of Erle CJ in Whiteley v Adams, that the communication was made in
the discharge of some social or moral duty, or on the ground of an interest in
the party making or receiving it. This is approved by Lindley LJ in Stuart v
Bell, but I think should be expanded into ‘either (1) a duty to communicate
information believed to be true to a person who has a material interest in
receiving the information, or (2) an interest in the speaker to be protected by
communicating information, if true, relevant to that interest, to a person
honestly believed to have a duty to protect that interest, or (3) a common
interest in and reciprocal duty in respect of the subject matter of the
communication between speaker and recipient’.”
152. These and other cases were considered by the Court of Appeal in Kearns v General
Council of the Bar [2003] 1WLR 1357. In that case, a firm of solicitors brought
proceedings for defamation in respect of a communication between the defendant and
the heads, senior clerks and practice managers of barristers’ chambers which stated,
inaccurately and as a result of a mistake, that the claimants, who had been instructing
counsel, were not solicitors and entitled to instruct counsel. The Court of Appeal upheld
the decision of Eady J to grant summary judgment to the defendant on the ground that
the claimant had no real prospect of defeating the pleaded defence of qualified privilege.
In support of his submission that both of the material occasions were protected by
qualified privilege, Mr Brady argued that the present Claims fell within the category
discussed by Simon Brown LJ (as he then was) at [30] and [39]:
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“The argument, as it seems to me, has been much bedevilled by the use of the
terms “common interest” and “duty-interest”, for all the world as if these are
clear-cut categories and any particular case is instantly recognisable as falling
within one or other of them … To my mind an altogether more helpful
categorisation is to be found by distinguishing between on the one hand cases
where the communicator and the communicatee are in an existing and
established relationship (irrespective of whether within that relationship the
communications between them relate to reciprocal interests or reciprocal duties
or a mixture of both) and on the other hand cases where no such relationship
has been established and the communication is between strangers (or at any
rate is volunteered otherwise than by reference to their relationship) … Once
the distinction is made in this way, moreover, it becomes to my mind
understandable that the law should attach privilege more readily to
communications within an existing relationship than to those between
strangers.
… What matters is that the relationship … is an established one which plainly
requires the flow of free and frank communications in both directions …”
153. In Chapman v Ellesmere [1932] 2 KB 431 the plaintiff was a trainer who was licensed
by the Jockey Club on terms which included a provision that his licence might be
withdrawn or suspended by the stewards of the Jockey Club in their absolute discretion,
and that such withdrawal or suspension might be published in the Racing Calendar for
any reason which might seem proper to them. Following an inquiry into a race run by a
horse which the plaintiff had trained, the stewards of the Jockey Club reached a decision
which their agents communicated to the Press agencies and the Times, and which was
published by them as well as in the Racing Calendar. The decision included the words
“The stewards of the Jockey Club .... after further investigation, satisfied themselves
that a drug had been administered to the horse for the purpose of the race in question.
They disqualified the horse for this race and for all future races under their rules and
warned C. C. Chapman the trainer of the horse off Newmarket Heath.” The plaintiff’s
claim for libel succeeded at first instance, but on appeal the Court of Appeal (1) the
claim in respect of the publication in the Racing Calendar was held to be privileged and
(2) a new trial was ordered with regard to the claims in respect of the publication in
other newspapers. The Court of Appeal addressed issues of consent as well as issues of
qualified privilege, but on the latter topic Lord Hanworth MR and Romer LJ said at 449
and 473 respectively:
“It was of deep importance to persons interested in horse-racing - and they are
many - to know that a certain horse had been found to be doped, and that the
responsibility in respect of this had been visited upon the trainer.”
“In my opinion the stewards of the Jockey Club and Messrs. Weatherby are
protected from liability in respect of the publication in the Racing Calendar
upon the ground that it was made upon a privileged occasion. I cannot myself
doubt that the stewards owe a duty to all persons interested in racing under the
Rules of the Jockey Club to keep them informed of their decisions arrived at
upon the matters that from time to time are brought before them in accordance
with those rules.”
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154. So far as concerns Claim 1, as set out in the materials to which I have referred, and as
Mr Otuo accepted subject only to his point about the meaning and effect of the
Constitution of the Wimbledon Congregation, and adopting for this purpose the words
of OJW, in the event that it was “necessary to disfellowship an unrepentant wrongdoer
from the congregation” there was clearly a need to communicate that information in
order to “alert faithful members of the congregation to stop associating with that
person”. The persons tasked with the duty of communicating that information were the
Elders, and the persons who had a corresponding interest in receiving it were the
members of the Wimbledon Congregation. For reasons which are apparent from the
contemporary documents above, there was no procedural irregularity or impropriety of
such gravity as to undermine the validity of the decision that Mr Otuo should be
disfellowshipped, such that these reciprocal duties and interests did not arise. On the
contrary, the Jehovah’s Witnesses operate a relatively refined procedure for considering
grievances like those raised by Mr Wee, all of the stages of that procedure were gone
through, and the final decision was the product of consideration by the Appeal
Committee and CCJW, against which any allegations of impropriety are hollow.
155. So far as concerns Claim 2, again adopting the words of OJW for this purpose, when
considering Mr Otuo’s request for reinstatement it was essential to ascertain whether
there was “clear evidence of repentance, demonstrating over a reasonable period of time
that he [had] abandoned his sinful course” and also to “evaluate the evidence of works
of godly repentance on his part and decide whether to reinstate him at that time or not.”
The persons tasked with the duty of ascertaining and evaluating that evidence and of
making that decision were the Elders who were present at the reinstatement meeting,
and Mr Otuo had a corresponding interest in providing that evidence and in having that
decision made. It was reasonable, and indeed probably necessary, for Mr Morley to
speak the words complained of to all those present at the reinstatement meeting both in
order to carry out that duty, and to satisfy the interest of Mr Otuo in having his request
for reinstatement properly considered by the Elders who were present at that meeting.
Nor were that duty and interest vitiated by any procedural irregularity or impropriety.
156. In these circumstances, applying the guidance contained in the authorities to the facts of
the present case, I consider that both the Announcement and the words complained of in
Claim 2 are protected by qualified privilege on the basis succinctly outlined by Warby J.
Malice
157. Both sides relied on passages in the classic exposition of malice in the present context,
contained in the speech of Lord Diplock in Horrocks v Lowe [1975] AC 135 at 149-151:
“… So [the maker] is entitled to be protected by the privilege unless some
other dominant and improper motive on his part is proved. ‘Express malice’ is
the term of art descriptive of such a motive. Broadly speaking, it means malice
in the popular sense of a desire to injure the person who is defamed and this is
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generally the motive which the plaintiff sets out to prove. But to destroy the
privilege the desire to injure must be the dominant motive for the defamatory
publication; knowledge that it will have that effect is not enough if the
defendant is nevertheless acting in accordance with a sense of duty or in bona
fide protection of his own legitimate interests.
The motive with which a person published defamatory matter can only be
inferred from what he did or said or knew. If it be proved that he did not
believe that what he published was true this is generally conclusive evidence of
express malice, for no sense of duty or desire to protect his own legitimate
interests can justify a man in telling deliberate and injurious falsehoods about
another, save in the exceptional case where a person may be under a duty to
pass on, without endorsing, defamatory reports made by some other person.
Apart from those exceptional cases, what is required on the part of the defamer
to entitle him to the protection of the privilege is positive belief in the truth of
what he published or, as it is generally though tautologously termed, ‘honest
belief’. If he publishes untrue defamatory matter recklessly, without
considering or caring whether it be true or not, he is in this, as in other
branches of the law, treated as if he knew it to be false. But indifference to the
truth of what he publishes is not to be equated with carelessness, impulsiveness
or irrationality in arriving at a positive belief that it is true. The freedom of
speech protected by the law of qualified privilege may be availed of by all
sorts and conditions of men. In affording to them immunity from suit if they
have acted in good faith in compliance with a legal or moral duty or in
protection of a legitimate interest the law must take them as it finds them. In
ordinary life it is rare indeed for people to form their beliefs by a process of
logical deduction from facts ascertained by a rigorous search for all available
evidence and a judicious assessment of its probative value. In greater or in less
degree according to their temperaments, their training, their intelligence, they
are swayed by prejudice, rely on intuition instead of reasoning, leap to
conclusions on inadequate evidence and fail to recognise the cogency of
material which might cast doubt on the validity of the conclusions they reach.
But despite the imperfection of the mental process by which the belief is
arrived at it may still be ‘honest’, that is, a positive belief that the conclusions
they have reached are true. The law demands no more.
Even a positive belief in the truth of what is published on a privileged occasion
- which is presumed unless the contrary is proved - may not be sufficient to
negative express malice if it can be proved that the defendant misused the
occasion for some purpose other than that for which the privilege is accorded
by the law. The commonest case is where the dominant motive which actuates
the defendant is not a desire to perform the relevant duty or to protect the
relevant interest, but to give vent to his personal spite or ill will towards the
person he defames. If this be proved, then even positive belief in the truth of
what is published will not enable the defamer to avail himself of the protection
of the privilege to which he would otherwise have been entitled …
Judges and juries should, however, be very slow to draw the inference that a
defendant was so far actuated by improper motives as to deprive him of the
protection of the privilege unless they are satisfied that he did not believe that
what he said or wrote was true or that he was indifferent to its truth or falsity.
The motives with which human beings act are mixed. They find it difficult to
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hate the sin but love the sinner. Qualified privilege would be illusory, and the
public interest that it is meant to serve defeated, if the protection which it
affords were lost merely because a person, although acting in compliance with
a duty or in protection of a legitimate interest, disliked the person whom he
defamed or was indignant at what he believed to be that person’s conduct and
welcomed the opportunity of exposing it. It is only where his desire to comply
with the relevant duty or to protect the relevant interest plays no significant
part in his motives for publishing what he believes to be true that ‘express
malice’ can properly be found.
There may be evidence of the defendant’s conduct upon occasions other than
that protected by the privilege which justify the inference that upon the
privileged occasion too his dominant motive in publishing what he did was
personal spite or some other improper motive, even although he believed it to
be true.”
158. In Bartholomew Umeyor v Innocent Ibe [2016] EWHC 862 (QB), Warby J said at [89]:
“The following, however, is a list of characteristics or behaviour which have
been held over the years not to amount to malice: forming a belief not based on
any reasonable grounds, or on inadequate research, or conduct which is hasty,
credulous, foolish, involves jumping to conclusions, or is irrational, stupid,
pig-headed, obstinate, or the product of ‘gross and unreasoning prejudice’.”
159. In Henderson v London Borough of Hackney [2010] EWHC 1651 (QB), Eady J said at
[33]:
“It has been confirmed by the Court of Appeal in Telnikoff v Matusevitch
[1991] 1 QB 102 and in Alexander v Arts Council of Wales [2001] 1 WLR
1840 that, in order for a claimant to succeed in proving malice, it is necessary
both to plead and prove facts which are more consistent with the presence of
malice than with its absence. This is one of the reasons why, in practice,
findings of malice are extremely rare.”
160. With regard to the assessment of the credibility of the individuals who he accuses of
malice in the present case, Mr Otuo referred me to what Tugendhat J said in Cambridge
v Makin [2011] EWHC 12 (QB) at [211]: “The most important tests of credibility are
the consistency of a witness’s evidence with what can be shown to have occurred, and
with what he has said or done previously”. In the present case, as is so often true, the
most reliable evidence as to what occurred and as to what the witnesses said or did
previously is to be found in the contemporary documents. The documents in the present
case are reasonably extensive. I have analysed many of those documents in some detail
above in large part for these reasons.
161. Mr Otuo invoked each of the ways of establishing malice to which Lord Diplock made
reference, alleging (1) knowledge that the Announcement and the words complained of
in Claim 2 were untrue, (2) reckless publication, and (3) dominant improper motive.
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Further, Mr Otuo relied on conduct on occasions other than the occasion when the
Announcement was made and the occasion of the reinstatement meeting as justifying
the inference that on each of those privileged occasions publication was driven by a
dominant improper motive. These allegations are made against Messrs Morley, Lewis,
Sutton and Smith in Claim 1 and against Mr Morley in Claim 2, and are set out in
paragraphs 28-66 of the latest version of Mr Otuo’s Reply in Claim 1 and paragraphs
16-42 of the latest version of his Reply in Claim 2.
162. Those versions are the product of substantial pruning down as a result of Warby J’s
rulings at the PTR. Warby J went through Mr Otuo’s pleaded case on malice with
meticulous care and “refashioned the Replies so as to focus on what Mr Lewis and Mr
Morley knew and believed in relation to the facts relating to the alleged fraud, which
seems to me to be at the heart of the case”: see Otuo v The Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society of Britain [2019] EWHC 344 (QB) at [74]. In the detailed Appendix to
that judgment, Warby J addressed what should and should not be retained in those
Replies almost line by line. In the few instances where Warby J referred to text by
reference to its location on the page, this provided a basis for argument before me
(which he could not have foreseen) about the layout of the printed versions of the
Replies which were before him, which, regrettably, was utilised. The parties’ points of
difference were eventually reduced to a number of discrete issues, which I was required
to rule on during the course of the trial. In the result, although the final shape of Mr
Otuo’s pleaded case was only determined after the commencement of the trial, it is a
pleaded case which has been subjected to no shortage of careful judicial scrutiny.
163. Nevertheless, Mr Otuo’s case on malice is far from narrowly confined, and, as
expounded at trial, it also involves allegations that he was the victim of a conspiracy or
conspiracies of a kind which are often at the boundaries of what can credibly be argued.
164. At the same time, Mr Otuo advances no case of malice against Messrs Davey, Eagles
and Greenway (the members of the Appeal Committee who, in May 2012, upheld the
decision of the Judicial Committee that Mr Otuo should be disfellowshipped) or against
CCJW (which considered Mr Otuo’s request for a review of the decision of the Appeal
Committee, decided on the basis of what it was told by the Appeal Committee that “the
decisions of both committees to disfellowship Frank Otuo is correct” and, on those
grounds, directed the Judicial Committee to make the Announcement to the Wimbledon
Congregation).
165. In my opinion, this presents a fatal difficulty for Mr Otuo’s case on malice in Claim 1.
Although the Announcement was read out by one of the individuals against whom
allegations of malice are made, namely Mr Lewis, it is clear from the contemporary
documents that, in reading out the Announcement, Mr Lewis was acting in accordance
with the decision of the Appeal Committee, and was implementing a direction from
CCJW. Even if one or more of he and Messrs Morley, Sutton and Smith were actuated
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by malice, in the events which happened there was in fact no causal connection between
that malice and the making of the Announcement. Indeed, even if, in principle, it might
be possible to characterise the actions and decisions of the Appeal Committee and,
beyond them, CCJW, as dishonest or reckless or driven by a dominant improper motive
due to the alleged malice of one or more of Messrs Morley, Lewis, Sutton and Smith,
Mr Otuo has not pleaded any such case. Although Mr Otuo is appearing in person, it is
right to hold him to his pleaded case, in light of the number of interlocutory hearings
which have occurred in these proceedings and the rulings of Warby J in particular.
166. I consider that Mr Otuo also faces formidable threshold difficulties with regard to his
case on malice in Claim 2. As set out above, Mr Otuo had in fact been disfellowshipped
in the previous year, and on the ground of fraud; and it is his own case that he was
unrepentant. Any suggestion that Mr Morley was dishonest in publishing the words
complained of in Claim 2 must therefore rest on the contention that he was dishonest in
saying that Mr Otuo was guilty of fraud. However, the finding of fraud which had
resulted in Mr Otuo being disfellowshipped arose from the decision of the Appeal
Committee, which CCJW considered to be correct. In light of that finding by the Appeal
Committee and CCJW’s endorsement of the same (among other things, having
considered a 40 page letter from Mr Otuo, and having asked the Appeal Committee for
its explanation of a number of matters) I consider that any allegation that Mr Morley
was dishonest in stating that Mr Otuo had been guilty of fraud is unsustainable. Whether
or not Mr Otuo was in fact guilty of fraud, it is hard to see why anyone knowing those
matters should not honestly think he was guilty. Looking at the contents of the Data
Summary Sheet by way of a single example, while it may be open to argument as to
whether “deception and trickery in later failure to repay debt over several years” is
necessarily “fraud”, the upshot as stated in that document is that “AC agree with JC that
[FO] has defrauded RW”. The same considerations apply to the suggestion that in
publishing the words complained of in Claim 2, Mr Morley was publishing untrue
defamatory matter recklessly. Much of what Mr Morley published was true, but if and
to the extent that it was untrue it is extremely hard to see how he was reckless, when, in
essence, he was merely repeating the outcome of a process which included an appeal to
the Appeal Committee and an unsuccessful request for review by CCJW. As to the
suggestion that Mr Morley had a dominant improper motive, this is substantially
covered by my findings in relation to the defence of consent above. By affording Mr
Otuo an opportunity to demonstrate repentance, which Mr Otuo needed to do if he was
to succeed in his request for reinstatement, Mr Morley was only doing what was
required of him in order to perform his function and duty as an Elder in the
circumstances. It is difficult, if not impossible, to see how he could have avoided saying
what he did in light of the need to deal with Mr Otuo’s request appropriately.
167. I consider these points are sufficient by themselves to dispose of Mr Otuo’s case on
malice. In addition, I have considered a number of his more detailed allegations in the
course of discussing the contemporary documents above. I will nevertheless consider
these allegations further. In carrying out that task, due to the fact that Mr Otuo’s pleaded
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case on malice includes allegations of procedural impropriety, it will be relevant to
consider a number of procedural points, but only if and to the extent that they bear on
the state of mind of the individuals who he alleges to have been actuated by malice.
Before doing that, it is important to make some general points.
168. First, in not holding back from making extremely serious allegations against others, it
seems to me that Mr Otuo has not paused to ask himself whether there is another side to
the story, and more innocent explanations for the matters he relies on as evidence of
malice. He impressed me as being self-absorbed, self-righteous and lacking in insight.
169. As Mr Eagles explained: “The process is not adversarial”. As Mr Davey stated: “We are
not judgmental. We are balanced and reasonable people… In no way would we be
saying that he was going to use the money for a luxurious lifestyle. The transaction and
what occurred afterwards concerned us. It was not reasonable. We proceeded on what
the scriptures say: that you do not owe anyone a single thing except love. It is very
simple, not complicated”.
170. Mr Otuo does not appear to have seriously entertained the possibility, either during the
course of the investigation which led up to his disfellowshipping or during the course of
these proceedings, that the Elders who looked into Mr Wee’s grievance were genuinely
dismayed by what they learned of his conduct and the attitude that he displayed before
them. Mr Otuo is critical of the Elders for (as he contends) misunderstanding key
elements of his dealings with Mr Wee and not being open and fair with him, when at the
same time he has not given proper weight to other, and in my view more important,
aspects of those dealings, in respect of which their understanding was right and their
concerns about his failure to honour his obligations were not without foundation. Mr
Otuo has focussed either on arguing that the Elders could not properly look into his
actions, or on justifying his actions, without asking himself whether they were honestly
trying to apply Scriptural principles in assisting Mr Wee, and without grappling with the
substance of their concerns. Finally, Mr Otuo has demanded of the Elders a level of
analytical sophistication which was beyond the reach of at least some of them, and a
degree of legal and textual analysis which was not reasonably to be expected of them in
all the circumstances. Using the words of Lord Diplock, he has required from them
something akin to “a process of logical deduction from facts ascertained by a rigorous
search for all available evidence and a judicious assessment of its probative value”,
when they were not sitting as a court of law and were partly guided by faith and prayers.
171. Second, and allied to this first point, in spite of his obvious intelligence, and in spite of
the fact that he relied upon the passages from Lord Diplock’s speech cited above,
having identified what appeared to him to be valid grounds of criticism, Mr Otuo did
not seek in his own mind or in his arguments to distinguish between instances which
evidence or may evidence (1) being “swayed by prejudice, rely[ing] on intuition instead
of reasoning, leap[ing] to conclusions on inadequate evidence and fail[ing] to recognise
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the cogency of material which might cast doubt on the validity of the conclusions …
reach[ed]” and (2) in contrast, dishonesty or recklessness. This is particularly striking
because, as his case unfolded, Mr Otuo’s allegations of malice extended so widely.
172. Third, and before descending into the detail of the allegations, I can say straightaway
that all the witnesses who were called by the Defendants (and, for that matter, all the
witnesses who attended to give evidence at the instigation of Mr Otuo, and who were
summoned by him although in each instance he had no idea what they were going to
say) struck me as both honest and earnestly religious. Nothing that was put to them or
elicited from them in cross-examination persuaded me that they were in fact actuated by
malice as alleged by Mr Otuo. The points relied on by Mr Otuo, whether viewed
separately or cumulatively, were not more consistent with malice than with its absence.
173. Mr Lewis is a taxi driver who left school with 2 GCSEs. He struck me as an essentially
simple soul, a devout Jehovah’s Witness, and a dedicated and trusting believer in the
Scriptures. Mr Otuo’s suggestions to the effect that Mr Lewis was playing dumb, did
not care about how he carried out his religious duties, and merely fell in with the views
dictated by the others fell on stony ground as far as I was concerned. I accept his
evidence, including answers to the following effect that he gave in cross-examination:
“I took from Mr Wee’s letter that it was an allegation of Biblical fraud.”
“Whether failure to repay is the same as fraud is probably a judgment call
really. It would depend on the reasons that were given for failing to repay.”
“I tried to care. We should have love for each other. The time I spent looking
at this situation shows that I did care. I try to treat people with care and
kindness.”
“I feel that I investigated to the best of my abilities. I tried my best, and it was
honest at the time. I felt from my point of view I was thorough.”
“We listened to Mr Wee regarding the allegations that he had made as to the
reasons why the money had not been repaid. Going back to his letter, he
indicated some interesting facts and observations, and we felt that fraud had
taken place.”
“I can only give you how I perceived it at the time … It was my view … As
far as I can remember it was my view all along that there was no fraud at the
beginning … The letter [drafted by Messrs Morley and Smith] is a reflection
of my position …”
“Mr Sutton was a very spiritual man. He was raised in the truth. He had an
excellent knowledge of the Scriptures. As a Christian and in his Christian life I
found him to be experienced … He was a window cleaner … He was not that
inexperienced in business and financial matters.”
“The suggestion that Mr Morley and Mr Smith dictated suggests to me that
they were dominant over us. I am my own man. I will make decisions I think
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necessary even if more quietly. I feel I have a contribution to make, maybe a
small one in some people’s minds. I was appointed by the body of Elders to sit
on this matter, and I felt I contributed to it.”
“I did attend the Appeal Committee hearing … [At the end of the hearing] the
Appeal Committee went off separately… I did not go with the Appeal
Committee and neither did the other members of the Judicial Committee.”
“I was not dishonest in following the ruling [of the Judicial Committee] and
alleging fraud. I am not one of a number of co-conspirators and not thoroughly
dishonest.”
174. With the benefit of having seen him being cross-examined by Mr Otuo over the course
of two days, I consider that Mr Morley, also, was an honest and reliable witness.
Among other things, Mr Morley confirmed that Mr Otuo had been disfellowshipped on
the ground of fraud by the Judicial Committee, and that it was Mr Morley’s
understanding that the Appeal Committee “upheld the decision on the same basis.”
When asked by Mr Otuo whether, on any view, Mr Wee’s letter dated 23 September
2011 did not comprise an accusation of fraud, Mr Morley answered: “We took that to be
an allegation of fraud. When the body of Elders considered the letter we felt that it was
an accusation of fraud.” When I sought to summarise some important aspects of Mr
Otuo’s case, Mr Morley answered as follows:
Q:

“Is the central allegation that you want to put to him that he did not
honestly believe that there was fraud?”

A:

“I clearly disagree with that. This was an onerous activity. We would
not have got into it unless it was warranted.”

Q:

“You were looking to portray Mr Otuo in a bad light, skewing the
interpretation and steering the whole exercise to ‘get a conviction’?”

A:

“Of course, the purpose is not to exclude. It is trying to help a sinner. If
they are repentant, they wouldn’t be excluded. Our motive in holding
the judicial committee is to deal with a serious sin that we believed was
committed and to restore the sinner so he could remain. This was not a
case of us seeking to exclude him at all.”

Q:

“Mr Otuo is putting to you, based on KS [i.e. “Shepherd the Flock of
God”], paragraph 38, that it would seem during the investigation there
was no discussion with Mr Otuo and that this was because you didn’t
care whether it was true or not.”

A:

“Who [Messrs Sutton and Lewis] spoke to [during their investigation]
is a matter for them … As far as I understand they interviewed those
concerned.”
[Clarifying that evidence and other answers the following day in these
terms: “I would maintain that [Messrs Sutton and Lewis] were not
under an obligation to interview Mr Otuo as we had two witnesses in
line with KS, paragraph 37.”]
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175. It is necessary to refer to two further specific points concerning Mr Morley. First, in
support of his case that Mr Morley was motivated by spite or ill will towards him, Mr
Otuo placed reliance on Mr Morley’s description of him as “tricky” in the Overview. In
response, Mr Morley said that this was an accurate statement, and also reflected his
honest opinion. I accept that evidence. I also accept Mr Brady’s submission that the
credibility of this evidence is corroborated by Mr Otuo’s conduct during the trial,
which, as indicated above, included both asking questions in cross-examination and
making submissions in reliance on selective extracts from documents which were
contradicted by other parts of the same documents or other materials in the trial bundles.
Second, Mr Otuo submitted that Mr Eagles had admitted that (contrary to the evidence
of Mr Lewis and Mr Morley, and for that matter Mr Davey, but in accordance with the
evidence of Mr Otuo, supported, as he submitted, by the evidence of Mrs Otuo) the
members of the Judicial Committee (including Mr Morley) had remained with the
Appeal Committee when they deliberated over their decision at the conclusion of the
appeal hearing. However, although Mr Eagles did appear at one time to accept this, he
later clarified that this was not what happened. I find that this did not in fact occur.
176. Because the Defendants did not call Messrs Sutton and Smith to give evidence, Mr Otuo
suggested that his allegations of malice against them had not been answered and had to
be upheld. I do not consider that this correct. These are allegations in respect of which
Mr Otuo bears the burden of proof. Moreover, it is a burden which is not readily
discharged. In deciding whether these allegations are made out, the Court is not only
entitled but required to have regard to all the evidence, which includes not only the
evidence of Mr Otuo and the witnesses he summoned but also the contemporary
documents and the evidence of Messrs Lewis and Morley and the other witnesses who
were called by the Defendant. These materials provide ample grounds for acquitting
Messrs Sutton and Smith of that charge.
177. Mr Davey and Mr Eagles were also patently honest and, in my view, reliable witnesses.
I have cited some important passages from their evidence above, and I do not propose to
add to those citations here.
178. The evidence of all these witnesses was consistent in all major and important respects.
In the absence of a conspiracy to act towards Mr Otuo with ill will and/or to give untrue
evidence in these proceedings, all of which I reject, this supports their credibility.
179. Mr Otuo placed particular reliance on part of Mr Davey’s evidence, from which he
sought to extract the propositions that (1) Mr Davey accepted that it was his view that
Mr Otuo had obtained the loan from Mr Wee by false pretences, (2) this contradicted
the explanation for finding “fraud” which had been put forward by Mr Eagles (and
others) and (3) this inconsistency supported Mr Otuo’s case on malice. I do not consider
that this is a fair or accurate interpretation of Mr Davey’s evidence, but, even if it was, I
would not regard it as supportive of an allegation of malice. Mr Davey is 70 years old,
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and not in the best of health (his evidence had to be interrupted to accommodate a
hospital appointment), and he was being asked about events which occurred almost 7
years ago. I consider that the contemporary documents tell a clear story, and, in the
event of a conflict between Mr Davey’s evidence (or recollection) and the contents of
those documents, I would have been strongly inclined to prefer the latter.
180. This point was regarded as of sufficient importance by Mr Otuo to warrant obtaining a
transcript of the evidence of Mr Davey. The delay while that transcript was obtained has
meant that this judgment could not be finalised or handed down for a number of weeks.
When the transcript became available, Mr Otuo focussed on the following exchange:
“Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

And the issue was fraud?
Scriptural fraud.
Yes.
Yes.
What do you say scriptural fraud is, Mr Davey?
Well, I wrote it down. I mean this puts it quite succinctly. It is
deception, trickery, or a perversion of truth for the purpose of inducing
anyone to part with some valuable thing, using one’s power or
authority over others. So it’s inducing someone to part with something,
for example money, on false pretences.
Q:
So you concluded that that was what had happened?
(Silent pause follows – no audible answer).”

181. In an email which accompanied the provision of this transcript, Mr Otuo stated “…my
notes, as recorded, have him as saying “Yes” … There are only two possible answers …
to the question: he either said “Yes” or “No”, both of which go against the Defendant’s
case. If he said “No”, then I was not disfellowshipped for fraud as he had just defined
… it and if he said “Yes”, then he contradicts the evidence of Messrs Morley, Lewis and
Eagles that they do not believe I obtained the money from Mr Wee on false pretences”.
182. My own note of Mr Davey’s evidence (to which I have already made reference above)
accords with the note made by Mr Otuo. I consider that Mr Davey answered “Yes” to
the question of whether he had “concluded that that was what happened”. However, I do
not attach to this answer the significance that Mr Otuo considers it bears. As set out
above, Mr Davey gave evidence that “[Mr Otuo] had said and suggested that [he] had
never set out to be fraudulent, which we appreciated and recognised”, and he then went
on to say “but clearly it was a matter we could see that had gone through a situation
where we felt that no attempt had been made to make restitution”. It is clear to me that,
properly understood, Mr Davey was saying that the Appeal Committee accepted that Mr
Otuo had not perpetrated fraud at the outset, but they considered that Mr Otuo’s
subsequent words and deeds did amount to fraud. This is also consistent with the
contemporary documents. Mr Otuo may say that “no attempt … to make restitution” is
not the same as “inducing someone to part with … money … on false pretences”, but
the evidence, not only of Mr Davey but also more generally, has to be viewed more
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broadly than that. I have no real doubt that at the time the Appeal Committee honestly
considered that Mr Otuo’s treatment of Mr Wee could properly be regarded as “fraud”.
Mr Otuo’s reliance on this single answer from Mr Davey illustrates his approach more
broadly, which was to view bits of material in isolation from their broader context, and
to argue with some ingenuity that they favoured his case however they were read.
183. Mr Otuo’s central Particulars of Malice in Claim 1 are, in sum: (1) the members of the
Judicial Committee could not have had an honest belief in the innuendo meanings of the
Announcement because Messrs Lewis and Sutton had previously investigated the nature
of the business transaction between the Company and Mr Wee in 2010 and had
determined that there was no fraud; (2) the members of the Judicial Committee were
indifferent to the truth or falsity of the allegation of fraud; and (3) Mr Morley was
motivated by personal spite for Mr Otuo, following Mr Otuo’s earlier refusal to be
removed as a ministerial servant “upon the say so of Mr Morley”. The first of these
allegations is illogical: there is no reason why the outcome of the initial investigation
should be the same as the outcome of the process triggered by the complaint contained
in Mr Wee’s letter dated 23 September 2011. More than 12 months had elapsed in the
intervening period, and the two processes were conducted differently in any event. The
second allegation is a bare assertion. The third allegation is also no more than an
assertion, although it attributes an improper motive to Mr Morley.
184. Mr Otuo’s Particulars of Malice are then arranged under a number of headings. I do not
propose to deal with each and every allegation he makes, but I would summarise what
seem to me the most important allegations, together with my conclusions, as follows.
185. Under “Background”, Mr Otuo rehearses that Mr Morley took strong exception to his
refusal to comply with the suggestion that he should resign as a ministerial servant and
had declined to do so, and thereafter, “[having] covertly engaged in prying into the
business affairs of Mr Wee and [Mr Otuo] even though [there was] no [live] complaint
to the Body of Elders … was lying in wait for the relationship between Mr Wee and [Mr
Otuo] to deteriorate to the point where he could find the excuse to make it a ‘Judicial’
matter, thereby giving him the opportunity to harm [Mr Otuo] through
disfellowshipping, to avenge [Mr Otuo’s] failure to resign”. The allegations under this
heading proceed along the lines that the procedure following Mr Wee’s complaint in
September 2011 was unfair and contained inconsistencies, including that: Mr Morley
poisoned Mr Smith against Mr Otuo (among other things by calling him “tricky”); the
hearings before the Judicial Committee were conducted in a manner that was unfair to
Mr Otuo (in particular, by denying Mr Otuo the opportunity to adduce evidence from
Mr Brierley); Mr Smith was brought in to do Mr Morley’s bidding, and, thereafter, Mr
Morley and Mr Smith controlled the entire process, without effective input from Mr
Lewis and Mr Sutton; the letters dated 15 December 2011 and 16 February 2012 that
were answered by CCJW only “purportedly” sought guidance, and the first of these
letters “knowingly and dishonestly assert[ed] that an allegation of fraud against [Mr
Otuo] had been received from Mr Wee”; and that there was no basis for the Judicial
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Committee’s decision to disfellowship Mr Otuo on the grounds of fraud, or for the
Appeal Committee and CCJW to uphold that decision, essentially because it was
accepted that Mr Otuo did “not set out to defraud” Mr Wee. I have already dealt with
the majority of these matters, and rejected the suggestion that they support a case of
malice. As to the allegation that Mr Morley was wrong to “pry” into Mr Otuo’s affairs
between 2010 and 2011 and was “lying in wait” for Mr Wee’s complaint, I consider that
this is a very one-sided view of what truly happened. In brief, Mr Wee enlisted the help
of Mr Davidson, an Elder from his then current Congregation, in his endeavours to get
Mr Otuo to procure repayment of his loan, and only when those endeavours failed did
Mr Wee (with the assistance of Mr Davidson) write his letter of complaint in September
2011. I do not consider that Mr Morley acted improperly, still less maliciously, in
offering input on those endeavours from the side-lines (in essence, through email
communication between him and Mr Davidson), or that Mr Morley “lay in wait” as
alleged. The simple fact is that if Mr Otuo had behaved towards Mr Wee better, and
with greater candour, there would have been no need for Mr Wee to complain; and,
when Mr Wee finally complained, he did so in his own way, at a time of his choosing,
and in keeping with the guidance of Mr Davidson, whose integrity is not in issue.
186. Under the heading “Conspiracy to levy allegation of fraud”, Mr Otuo alleges that the
email communications between Mr Morley and Mr Smith reveal that Mr Morley was
concerned that an allegation of fraud should be pursued against Mr Otuo for fear that a
lesser charge of “failure to repay” might allow Mr Otuo to avoid being
disfellowshipped, and that “Mr Morley was so determined to ensure that he charged
[Mr Otuo] with fraud, that, in his purported letter … dated 15 December 2011, he stated
that Mr Wee was the one who had in fact accused [Mr Otuo] of fraud”. I have dealt with
the second of these allegations above. Not only did Mr Morley summarise Mr Wee’s
complaint honestly, he also included Mr Wee’s letter with the letter dated 15 December
2011, such that CCJW was able to see for itself the nature of Mr Wee’s complaint. This
is inconsistent with the alleged dominant improper motive. As to the first of these
allegations, it appears from the contemporary emails that Mr Morley was concerned that
an allegation of “failure to repay” might readily be answered by Mr Otuo, but I am
unable to conclude that Mr Morley’s dominant motive was to harm Mr Otuo rather than
to ensure that Mr Wee’s complaint was considered in a manner appropriate to both men.
187. Under the heading “Evidence and Witness suppression at ‘Judicial’ hearing”, Mr Otuo
relies on three matters: first, Mr Morley’s refusal to allow him to call Mr Brierley as a
witness at the hearings on 13 January 2012 and 30 March 2012; second, Mr Morley’s
prior contact with Mr Brierley, as a result of which Mr Morley “collected witness
statements from him and relied on them privately to come to his conclusions … [and]
prevented the cross-examination [on] these witness statements and likely shared them
with the rest of the [Judicial Committee]”; and, third, that Mr Morley telephoned Mr
Brierley to discourage him from attending. As to the first of those matters, although Mr
Otuo may have attached importance to what Mr Brierley might have been able and
willing to say, the issues which the Judicial Committee had to consider revolved around
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what Mr Otuo had said and done in his dealings with Mr Wee (assisted by Mr
Davidson). Accordingly, I am entirely unsatisfied that Mr Morley was actuated by
malice (as opposed to an honest belief that Mr Brierley’s evidence was not significant)
even assuming (without finding) that the issue about Mr Brierley’s availability was
raised by Mr Otuo along the lines that Mr Otuo contends. As to the second and third
matters, there is no evidence that Mr Brierley provided any witness statement(s), and I
am satisfied that neither Mr Morley’s brief contact with Mr Brierley nor any reliance
that Mr Morley or the Judicial Committee may have been placed on anything derived
therefrom supports a case of malice against Mr Morley (or at all).
188. Under the heading “Interfering with the ‘Judicial’ review”, Mr Otuo alleges that Mr
Morley lied (a) in stating that “an investigation was commissioned which involved all
those concerned in the dispute and concluded that there was evidence to support the
allegation of fraud … [when in] fact [Mr Otuo] had not been involved in any such
investigation prior to the ‘Judicial’ hearings” and (b) in giving Mr Davey an account of
Mr Wee’s complaint in 2010 which “contradict[ed] Mr Morley’s own account in
December 2011 of the 2010 complaint from Mr Wee, where he stated that Mr Wee had
alleged fraud, followed Matthew 18 procedure in 2010, but investigation by Messrs
Lewis and Sutton found there was no fraud but a failure to repay”. Mr Otuo alleges
“This was a desperate attempt by Mr Morley to ensure that [Mr Otuo’s] ‘Judicial
review’ failed and the disfellowshipping of [Mr Otuo] [was] upheld. There is no other
reason to ascribe to this flagrant dishonesty other than Mr Morley’s dominant motive to
cause harm to [Mr Otuo]”. In my judgment, Mr Otuo’s resort to detailed analysis of the
wording of documents emanating from Mr Morley provides a classic instance of not
seeing (or of professing not to be able to see) the wood for the trees. I do not consider
that Mr Morley “lied” in either of these instances – in particular, I have dealt above with
Mr Morley’s evidence as to whether the investigation in fact “involved all those
concerned” - and Mr Otuo’s allegations of “flagrant dishonesty” are without foundation.
189. Under the heading “Labelling [Mr Otuo] ‘tricky’”, Mr Otuo alleges that there was no
proper basis for Mr Morley to describe him in these terms “except for his disdain and
ill-will toward [him]”. I have already dealt with, and rejected, that allegation above. Mr
Otuo further alleges that Mr Morley lied to Mr Smith with regard to the facts
concerning an earlier transaction between Mr Otuo and a certain Mr Preston (a building
contractor), describing this as a failure to repay a loan when it was nothing of the sort
and was “immaterial to the issues in Mr Wee’s case”, and that Mr Morley decided to
communicate these matters to Mr Smith “with the sole purpose of damaging [his]
reputation … so that Mr Smith [would] form a dim view of [him]”. Having heard Mr
Morley give evidence, and without deciding the rights and wrongs of that historic
transaction which is not one of the issues that are before me for trial, I am satisfied that
Mr Morley did not lie and that this was not his motivation. Mr Otuo further alleges that
Mr Morley prevented him from calling Mr Brierley as a witness “whilst dishonestly
failing to disclose that he had in fact been in secret contact with Mr Brierley in order to
obtain a witness statement against [Mr Otuo] which he failed to disclose”, that Mr
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Smith “was also in support of Mr Morley despite being aware that they were in receipt
of witness statements from Mr Brierley”, that Mr Morley denied that he had
communicated with Mr Brierley prior to the hearing before the Appeal Committee
“knowing well that he was in fact lying, and that Mr Morley’s persistent dishonesty
before and after the ‘Judicial’ hearing is a clear indicator that his dominant improper
motive was to ensure that [Mr Otuo] was disfellowshipped”. In fact, however, as set out
above, there were no witness statements from Mr Brierley. Further, whatever
shortcomings there may or may not have been with regard to the way in which Mr
Otuo’s desire to call Mr Brierley as a witness was dealt with and with regard to
disclosing to Mr Otuo the extent to which Mr Morley had been in contact with Mr
Brierley, I acquit Mr Morley of dishonesty, and I consider the allegation that he had any
such dominant improper motive is baseless. I accept his evidence as to these matters.
190. Under the heading “[The Judicial Committee] could not have had honest belief in the
innuendo meaning/s of the words complained of”, Mr Otuo alleges that Messrs Lewis
and Sutton found no fraud or serious wrongdoing but merely a “failure to repay”, that
this was known to Messrs Morley and Smith, that Mr Wee’s letter of September 2011
contained no allegation of fraud, and that each of the members of the Judicial
Committee therefore could not have had an honest belief that Mr Otuo had defrauded
Mr Wee, not least because “the loan in question was not to [Mr Otuo] personally but
was made to [the Company], [and] the monies were advanced to the Company account
and not [Mr Otuo’s] personal accounts”. These allegations repeat points which I have
already considered and answered when discussing the documents. Mr Otuo further
alleges that Mr Morley “further lied” to Mr Davey that “an investigation was first
carried out by Messrs Lewis and Sutton which involved all parties in the dispute” and
that Mr Morley “was so desperate to see that [Mr Otuo’s] ‘Judicial review’ [should] fail
that he met with Mr Davey at least on one occasion (which he should not have done) to
ensure that he had sight of [Mr Otuo’s] letter of application for the ‘Judicial review’”.
The first of these allegations involves repetition of a point that I have already dealt with
above. As to the second allegation, I am not persuaded that anything that passed
between Mr Morley and Mr Davey (who I regarded as a man of conspicuous integrity)
provides any basis for a finding of dishonesty or dominant improper motive, or that any
involvement that Mr Morley had or sought to have in fact had any influence, let alone
an improper influence, on the conduct of the Appeal Committee or on CCJW’s review.
191. Under the heading “[The Judicial Committee] were indifferent to the truth or falsity of
the allegations”, Mr Otuo alleges that the members of the Judicial Committee “failed to
investigate the real issues that were before them and further failed to follow laid down
procedures for forming a ‘judicial committee’”, and that “no investigation was carried
[out] at all into purported allegation of fraud because there was no such allegation and if
there was [the members of the Judicial Committee] were indifferent to the truth or
falsity of the allegation”. As appears from the discussion of contemporary events above,
these allegations are entirely unfounded. In my view, the contrary is true on each count.
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192. Under the heading “Mr Morley’s refusal to disclose Mr Wee’s letter of 23 September
2011 to [Mr Otuo] as evidence of the purported allegation, knowing very well that no
such allegation was made” Mr Otuo repeats various contentions which I have already
considered and rejected above. In my view, Mr Otuo’s reliance on Mr Morley’s failure
or refusal to provide a copy of Mr Wee’s letter to Mr Otuo does not take matters any
further. It certainly cannot outweigh or displace the other matters that I have taken into
account in arriving at the conclusions that I have reached. Mr Otuo further pleads that in
one of his communications with Mr Wee he expressly suggested that Mr Wee should
seek legal advice before signing documents, that Mr Morley knew this, and that “No
fraudster will ask the potential victim to seek legal advice before engaging in the
transaction [in] which he intends to defraud his victim”, such that it was or should have
been “patently clear that no attempt to defraud Mr Wee had been made by [Mr Otuo]”.
Mr Morley did not agree with these points when they were put to him in crossexamination. He suggested that someone dishonest might make such a suggestion in the
belief that the person who was being invited to obtain legal advice would be unlikely to
do so, and indeed might not be able to afford to do so. I consider that this is a view
which Mr Morley could reasonably and honestly have formed. In any event, the
contents of this communication formed only a small part of a bigger picture, and taking
into account that bigger picture there was, in my judgment, ample and sufficient basis
for Mr Morley and others to reach the views that, on their evidence, they honestly did.
Interference with Convention rights
193. As expounded by Mr Brady at trial, the arguments under this heading involved the
following principal steps: (1) these Claims for slander in respect of words spoken by
Messrs Lewis and Morley respectively in the course of “making two congregation
membership decisions” interfere with the Defendants’ freedom of religion under Article
9 of the European Convention on Human Rights, read in light of Articles 10 and 11 of
the Convention, (2) the threat of an award of damages is an additional interference, (3)
the Defendants do not dispute that defamation law is “prescribed by law” and generally
pursues a “legitimate aim”, (4) however, the interference which arises in the present
case is not “necessary in a democratic society” as it does not pursue a “pressing social
need” and it is not proportionate to a legitimate aim, (5) in particular, the
Announcement “was Biblically necessary so [that] the Congregation knew [that] [Mr
Otuo] was no longer recognised as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Congregation members
would then know it was up to them to exercise their individual religious consciences to
avoid associating with [Mr Otuo] as commanded by the Bible in 1 Corinthians 5:11,
13”, (6) further, the words complained of in Claim 2 spoken by Mr Morley “were heard
only by [Mr Otuo] and the three other elders of the ecclesiastical judicial committee
during the reinstatement meeting convened at Mr Otuo’s request. Those elders already
knew that [Mr Otuo] had been disfellowshipped for unrepentantly committing the
Biblical sin of fraud. The purpose of the meeting was to determine whether [Mr Otuo]
was repentant for that sin so that he should be reinstated”, (7) the Defendants “took the
least intrusive measures available while still exercising their Convention rights to decide
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the congregation membership within their religious community”, and (8) any
interference with Mr Otuo’s right to reputation under Article 8 of the Convention is
“minimal or non-existent”. Reliance was placed on Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun” v.
Romania No 2330/09, 9 July 2013, Izzettin Doğan and Others v Turkey No 62649/10,
26 April 2016, Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy and Satamedia Oy v Finland No
931/13, ECHR [2017], Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers & Firemen
(ASLEF) v United Kingdom, No 11002/05, 27 February 2017, and Lee v Ashers Baking
Company Ltd and Others [2018] 3 WLR 1294.
194. I am far from clear that it is open to the Defendants to advance these arguments, in light
of the decision of Warby J in Otuo v The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of
Britain [2019] EWHC 344 (QB). Warby J summarised some of the submissions that
were made before him at [44], and stated his conclusions at [48] and [49], in the
following terms:
“Mr Brady’s overarching submission is that the application of defamation law
in this unique case to Watch Tower’s two membership decisions is an obvious
interference with the defendants’ rights to freedom of religion, freedom of
expression, and freedom of association guaranteed by Articles 9, 10, and 11 of
the Convention, which cannot be justified as prescribed by law, pursuing a
legitimate aim, and necessary in a democratic society. The claims are said to
represent an interference with Watch Tower’s membership decisions, under
the guise of defamation law, which cannot be justified. They are … a collateral
attack on those decisions …
I regard the claims in these two actions as, in themselves, falling clearly
outside the prohibited zones identified in the domestic jurisprudence. It is not
suggested, nor could it be, that the English authorities afford religious bodies a
privilege akin to Parliamentary Privilege, such that whatever is said within the
context of an official meeting or ceremony of a church or other religious
institution is absolutely immune from suit in defamation, or any other tort. The
thrust of the domestic authorities is quite different. It is that claims to enforce
civil rights should generally be entertained by the Courts, even if they involve
some determination of the internal rules or practices of a religious institution,
unless that process necessitates an investigation of some matter that is, by its
nature, incapable of being objectively assessed. The validity of religious
beliefs or rites is such a question, at least as a general rule …
To characterise these claims as a collateral attack on religious decisions is, in
my judgment, unjustified. The claims seek to vindicate the civil right to the
protection of reputation. That, in a case such as this, engages Article 8 of the
Convention. There is a clearly pleaded case that Mr Otuo’s ordinary
enjoyment of his private and family life have been materially interfered with
as a result of the publications complained of. The merits of that case remain to
be determined. But it would require strong grounds to justify denying Mr Otuo
the right to a determination of his civil rights in that context. I do not consider
that, objectively analysed, the pleaded case makes it inescapable for the Court
to determine matters of religious doctrine, still less (to quote the Convention
jurisprudence relied on) “whether religious beliefs or the means used to
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express such beliefs are legitimate”. Put another way, I do not believe the
claims represent an interference with the Article 9(1) right.”
195. A ruling on an interlocutory hearing does not necessarily preclude arguments to similar
effect being revisited at trial. In the present case, however, it seems to me that nothing
has changed since the Claims were before Warby J which would justify reaching a
different conclusion. The evidence adduced at trial does not affect these points of
principle. In any event, I am not persuaded that my consideration of, and my rulings on,
any of the issues which I have decided above by applying entirely orthodox principles
of the law of defamation has resulted in any unjustified interference with any of the
Defendants’ Convention rights, or would have done so if I had decided matters in Mr
Otuo’s favour. If and in so far as Mr Brady’s submissions under this head are directed
not so much at contending that the bringing of the Claims constitutes an unjustified
interference with the Defendants’ Convention rights, but instead at contending that a
decision in favour of Mr Otuo would have that consequence, Mr Brady has not, in the
result, needed these arguments to obtain an outcome in favour of his clients. To that
extent, these arguments add nothing.
196. In these circumstances, I do not consider that it is necessary or appropriate to say
anything more about these contentions. It remains open to the Defendants to seek to
revive them, if so advised, in the event that this case goes further.
What relief is appropriate
197. For all these reasons, these Claims must be dismissed, and so this issue does not arise.
198. If it did arise, I would be hard-pressed to determine the appropriate level of damages,
having regard to the findings of fact that I have made. Not least in light of the evidence
of Mrs Otuo, which described in sincere and touching terms the effects on their family
life, I accept that the history of Mr Otuo’s disfellowshipping, including his profound
and lingering feelings that he has always been in the right and that he has been treated in
a manner that he did not deserve, has caused enormous upset and distress. However,
these Claims are concerned solely with remedies for defamation. They are not
concerned with providing compensation for such (if any) justifiable complaints or
grievances as Mr Otuo may have arising from the fact that he was disfellowshipped, or
the manner in which the disfellowshipping procedure was carried out. Separating one
from the other may not be entirely straightforward, but it seems to me that much of Mr
Otuo’s case on damages is properly referable to the latter rather than the former. I would
also reject Mr Otuo’s claim based on the contention that the Defendants are liable to
compensate him for publication in the print media of reports identifying Mr Otuo as the
claimant in the present proceedings and summarising his claims. Finally, in
circumstances where the words complained of were spoken about 6 or 7 years ago,
where Mr Otuo makes no complaint of repetition in the intervening period, and where
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the factual matrix which resulted in the words which are complained of being spoken no
longer exists and seems unlikely to be replicated (in that Mr Otuo has long been
disfellowshipped, and appears to have no desire to seek reinstatement) I am doubtful
that it would be appropriate to grant an injunction even if the Claims succeeded.
Conclusion
199. In summary, I hold that:
(1)

There is no difference between “Scriptural fraud” and “fraud” in other contexts
which is material in the particular circumstances of either of these Claims.

(2)

The slanders complained of are actionable per se.

(3)

Mr Otuo consented to publication of the words complained of in Claim 2.

(4)

The publications were made on occasions of qualified privilege.

(5)

The defence of qualified privilege is not defeated by malice in either Claim.

(6)

It is true that Mr Otuo had been disfellowshipped for fraud.

(7)

The decision to disfellowship Mr Otuo was not ultra vires.

(8)

Watch Tower Britain did not authorise and is not vicariously liable for the
publications.

(9)

The Claims do not give rise to unjustifiable interference with Convention rights.

(10) Mr Otuo is not entitled to any relief, and both Claims must be dismissed (not least
because neither Claim 1 nor Claim 2 crosses the threshold of seriousness).
200. I ask the parties to try to agree an order which reflects these rulings. I will hear
argument on any points which remain in dispute, and on any other issues such as costs
and permission to appeal, either when judgment is handed down, or at some other
convenient date.
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4. Germany
a. 2012-12-11 – Berlin Administrative Court Judgment—Plaintiff v Jehovah’s Witnesses in Germany
Back to Top

Translation from German
VG 27 K 79.10
Pronounced on 11 December 2012
Valentin/Clerk of the Court
BERLIN ADMINISTRATIVE COURT
JUDGMENT
In the Name of the People
In the administrative lawsuit
of …, born on …
Plaintiff,
Represented by:
Lawyers: …
Versus
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Germany,
Public Corporation,
…,
Defendant,
Represented by:
Lawyers …,
Berlin Administrative Court, 27th Chamber, based
on the oral proceedings of 11 December 2012, by
Administrative Court Judge …
acting as the sole judge
decrees that:
The action is rejected.
The plaintiff must bear the costs of proceedings.
The judgment is provisionally enforceable due to the costs. The defendant can avoid
enforcement by providing security in the amount of 110 % of the sum to be recovered,
unless the plaintiff provides security to the same amount beforehand. [Page 2]
Facts
The plaintiff challenges his being disfellowshipped from the religious association of Jehovah’s
Witnesses.

1

The plaintiff, born on … and an insurance broker by occupation, had been a member of the
religious association of Jehovah’s Witnesses since his baptism on … He belonged to the …
Congregation of this religious association.
According to the plaintiff, on 25 November 2007 an argument arose with another member of the
religious association in front of the congregation building of the religious association in …,
known as the Kingdom Hall. According to the plaintiff, the incident escalated to the point that
the other member of the religious association stated: “If we weren’t standing outside the
Kingdom Hall, I would do something very different.” Because the plaintiff felt that he had been
threatened in an unchristian manner, he first wrote a letter dated 26 November 2007 to the body
of elders in the … Congregation to protest against this and against other conduct displayed by
this member of the congregation preceding this incident, and to protest that this person
nevertheless occupied a privileged position in the local congregation. In another letter dated
1 January 2008, the plaintiff contacted the Branch Committee of Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Germany, the highest national body of the association, concerning the same matter. This led to
active correspondence between the plaintiff and representatives of the Branch Committee as well
as between the plaintiff and the body of elders of the … Congregation until September 2008, yet
the plaintiff failed to have his concerns addressed, which now included tangible sanctions
including the disfellowshipping of the other member of the association. Therefore, in a letter
dated 6 July 2008, he went on to contact the international administrative body of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, the “Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses”, about the same matter. However, he
received no reply.
In a letter dated 23 November 2008, the plaintiff finally notified the body of elders in the …
Congregation that on 21 November 2008 he had offered to discuss the incident of 25 November
2007 with the other congregation member involved. However, this person rejected the offer,
saying that for him the matter was settled and if the plaintiff had any complaints then he would
have to approach the body of elders. [Page 3]
In an identical letter dated 13 February 2009, the plaintiff then addresses individual members of
the … Congregation, therein repeating the accusation against the other member and contesting
what was from his standpoint the inadequate punishment of his [the other member’s] conduct by
the body of elders of the … Congregation. In this letter, he also made accusations against the
conduct of the son of this other congregation member.
On 28 March 2009, three members of the religious association informed the plaintiff that a
“judicial committee” had been formed against him because his letter dated 13 February 2009
fulfilled the conditions for the offence of “causing divisions.” On 3 April 2009, the plaintiff was
verbally invited to a judicial committee scheduled for 8 April 2009.
In the letter dated 7 April 2009, the plaintiff requested the judicial committee be dismissed. He
emphasised that his letter of 13 February 2009 had not described the conditions in the …
Congregation any differently from the way the Branch Committee had also viewed them in
September 2008 and he protested the accusation of “causing divisions”, thereby referring to a
Branch Committee letter dated 17 June 2008 which certified that he “upholds Jehovah’s
righteous standards in the … Congregation”. At the same time, the plaintiff refused to personally
attend the meeting with the judicial committee. He availed himself of his right to state his
position in accordance with the defendant’s statutes by means of the letter and requested written
notification of the decision reached by the judicial committee in this regard.
2

In identical letters dated 12 April 2009, the plaintiff informed the three members of the judicial
committee that he forbade them to come to his home or to call him on the telephone.
In response to the plaintiff’s request on 14 April 2009 to have all his personal data deleted, the
Branch Committee replied to the defendant with a notification dated 8 February 2010, in which it
also notified the plaintiff of his stored personal data and that he had been disfellowshipped and
that this had been announced on 5 June 2009.
The plaintiff contested the disfellowshipping in an action he filed on 5 March 2010.
He essentially argued that access to the state courts is open for the plaintiff’s demands. It is
absolutely wrong that churches and [page 4] religious associations could claim a legal vacuum or
court vacuum within the scope of application of the Basic Law. The right to have recourse to a
court, which is enshrined in the constitution, does not depend on whether an internal
ecclesiastical decision has effects under “state law.” The state also has jurisdiction over internal
ecclesiastical disputes even when these disputes in no way impact the external sphere, have no
effects, but are merely limited to producing an internal effect. Churches are also subject to the
judicial sovereignty of the state in relation to internal ecclesiastical disputes and the state’s duty
to ensure access to courts. Even when ecclesiastical courts are available, according to prevailing
opinion, this does not completely rule out the state’s duty to ensure access to courts. However, if
a church or religious association does not have a suitable means of legal protection at its
disposal, then the state’s duty to ensure access to courts will take full effect; the examination
standards are thereby not limited to arbitrariness or other particularly important legal guarantees,
but rather a complete examination in every respect takes place, and the state judge also must
apply the internal ecclesiastical law and has the authority to reverse decisions of the religious
association or to declare them invalid.
Besides, the contested decision has effects under state law. The defendant made the order
regarding disfellowshipped persons for the secular sphere outside of the church so that all church
members worldwide are not even allowed to treat a disfellowshipped person as a worldly fellow
human being, neighbour or workmate outside of the ecclesiastical or religious domain, must not
have any civilian or business contacts with the disfellowshipped person, and existing civilian,
that is to say, business relationships and contracts must be terminated as quickly as possible;
furthermore, no secular business transactions are to be conducted with him. Moreover, church
members are not allowed to have civil contact on a social level with the disfellowshipped one,
not even at a wedding celebration or at his funeral outside of the ecclesiastical domain. Anyone
who does not follow this order will also be disfellowshipped. Even the constitutionally protected
marriage or small family is interfered with when in the defendant’s publications it states: “We
ought to be especially supportive of the family members who are faithful Christians. They may
already face pain and obstacles because of living at home with an expelled person who may
actually discourage their spiritual pursuits. He may prefer not to have Christians visit the home;
or if they do come to see the loyal family members, he may not [page 5] have the courtesy to
keep away from the visitors.”1 Also the plaintiff’s constitutional and civil rights in the
extrajudicial domain have been violated due to the public announcement of the disfellowshipping
in two congregations that are also attended by outsiders. The defendant’s legal orders also have
1
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significant consequences for the plaintiff’s professional life since after the disfellowshipping
announcement several of the defendant’s members cancelled long-standing insurance brokerage
contracts, thereby resulting in considerable financial damage for the plaintiff.
In addition, the defendant’s right to conduct disfellowshipping proceedings violates fundamental
legal principles because the proceedings are have insufficient legal organisation, the decisionmaking committee does not have competent expertise and is not independent since it is made up
of elders appointed by the supervisory organ of the defendant and could be dismissed at any
time. Further, the means by which accusations are made are not regulated, there is no separation
between accuser and the decision-making committee, the accused is not informed of the reason
for the accusation and the evidence before the proceedings, for which reason they cannot prepare
their defence. The accused cannot receive any legal assistance and the proceedings are not
publicly, meaning not independently, documented. Further, in the plaintiff’s case the committee
was comprised of incompetent members since the three members of the judicial committee were
not appointed elders in the congregation’s body of elders and, what is more, one of the members
was not even an elder at the time of the disfellowshipping decision because of a change in
congregation. Contrary to the defendant’s legal regulations, the plaintiff was neither notified of
the decision reached, nor informed of the reasons therefore, nor had he been given instructions
about the permissible right to appeal which he was arbitrarily denied. After the public
announcement of the decision to disfellowship, a possible right of appeal no longer existed. Also
the content of the decision was not substantiated, for which reason it was arbitrary. The divisions
with which the plaintiff is charged did not in fact take place since his local congregation still
exists. The plaintiff neither founded his own congregation nor invited church members to leave
the local congregation, in other words, to end their membership therein. [Page 6]
He did not wish to pursue the option of making a counterstatement to the branch office that he
had been offered during the course of proceedings, which was unknown to him even after
39 years of affiliation with the defendant.
The plaintiff petitioned that:
1. The disfellowshipping imposed upon the plaintiff by the defendant, announced before the
… Congregation on 5 June 2009 must be declared invalid,
2. The defendant must be obligated to publicly announce the invalidity of the
disfellowshipping in the same manner as was the disfellowshipping.
The defendant petitioned that:
The complaint must be rejected.
Essentially, [the defendant] argued that the action is inadmissible. The claim asserted by means
of this lawsuit does not fall under state jurisdiction since its underlying question of membership
rights — including the entry conditions, entry types, resignation, and expulsion, as well as the
details of membership rights and obligations — is counted among the religious association’s own
affairs which can be organised in accordance with its respective theological self-concept as laid
down in Article 140 GG2 in conjunction with Article 137(3) WRV.3 The court could not rule on
2
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the claims asserted in the action without unlawfully encroaching on the defendant’s right to selfdetermination. In his action the plaintiff pointed out no effects from the disfellowshipping that
could be designated under state law. The reference to detrimental effects to family and
occupation are completely vague and undefinable. Thereby, he also does not assert any legal
consequences, only actual consequences — insofar as the plaintiff’s statements are correct
beyond his subjective perception. The plaintiff cited no basis for a claim that would be actionable
in a state court, or on which it could even be connected. Hence it lacks — from the standpoint of
state law — actionable subject matter.
Over and above this, the defendant also has a regulated, legally structured, written procedure for
disfellowshipping. This procedure also takes constitutional principles into consideration. It
contains directions regarding the appointment of a panel of judges, as well as the right of appeal.
When ecclesiastical courts are available, their decision within the domain of [page 7] matters
subject to the religious association’s right to self-determination are binding for state courts, even
when state interests are affected. The plaintiff’s intention to replace the administration of justice
provided by the religious association with an assessment from a secular court is inadmissible and
reveals a lack of respect for the church’s right to self-administration and the jurisdiction provided
by the defendant.
Moreover, such a judicial ecclesiastical procedure was carried out in the case of the plaintiff. The
plaintiff had been invited to the oral hearing and been informed of the accusations upon which
the proceedings were based. He remained absent from the proceedings without providing any
reason. The proceedings had thus been conducted and decided upon in his absence in accordance
with the facts and legal situation position. The decision of the judicial committee could not be
delivered to the plaintiff because the plaintiff had forbidden the elders of the respective
congregation from contacting him in any form whatsoever. The disfellowshipping was therefore
announced to the congregation in line with the plaintiff’s right of appeal. At the latest in the data
disclosure notice dated 8 February 2010, the plaintiff had also been formally made aware of the
disfellowshipping by means of this letter from the defendant. Even after receiving this letter, the
plaintiff failed to exhaust the legal means provided by the religion — submit an appeal within
seven days after obtaining knowledge of the decision — in order for him to exercise the rights he
asserted in the action. It also applies under state law that one who avoids participating in
proceedings, and does not make use of the possibilities to state his position or submit an appeal,
clearly accepts the possible legal consequences and cannot later criticise the legal outcome of his
actions. Additionally, the plaintiff was also offered the opportunity to present a counterstatement
to the branch office, even during the ongoing court proceedings. Attention was called to the fact
that this procedure — as with all of the defendant’s judicial procedures — was subject to the
principle of orality, which means that the invitation to the meeting as well as notification of the
decision would only be delivered verbally.
For further details of the facts of the matter and the status of the dispute, reference is made to the
court files as it was presented and was the subject of the court’s decision-making. [Page 8]
Reasons for the Decision

5

Based on the assignment decision of 10 March 2010, the complaint could be decided by one sole
judge who is assigned in accordance with § 6(1) VwGO.4
1. An action for a declaratory judgment in petition 1 is inadmissible according to § 43 VwGO.
a. Firstly, legal recourse to state courts is not open for this (Article 19[4] GG, § 40 VwGO).
According to Article 137(3) WRV, which is an integral part of the Basic Law owing to
Article 140 GG, every religious association organises and administers its affairs independently
within the limits of the laws which are applicable to everyone. Hereby, churches are
constitutionally guaranteed the right to independently organise and structure their internal affairs.
This guarantee adds to the freedom of religion (Article 4[1, 2] GG) the — additional — freedom
for churches to determine their organisation, standards and administration, which is essential for
this free activity. The right to self-determination of religious associations is, in addition to
freedom of religion and the separation of church and state, the fundamental principal of the legal
state-church arrangement under the Basic Law. It applies to all religious associations, regardless
of whether they are a public corporation, as is the defendant, or an association registered under
private law.
Where the churches have the right to self-determination, they are not subject to state jurisdiction.
This does not conflict with Article 19(4) GG and § 40 VwGO. Both provisions open up the
possibility for legal protection against acts of state authority. Ecclesiastical authority is public
authority, not government authority, as a result of the public impact of churches which they
derive from their special commission and by means of which they fundamentally distinguish
themselves from other social entities. Disputes relating to measures taken by the church in the
course of exercising its constitutionally guaranteed self-determination are also not public-law
disputes as referred to in § 40 VwGO if the religious association has the status of a public
corporation (Article 140 GG in conjunction with Article 137[5] WRV). This status is a means to
develop freedom of religion; it should support the autonomy and independence of the religious
association but not empower it in the organisation of its internal affairs to act according to the
form and with the funds of public law. [Page 9]
Religious associations are entitled to the right to self-determination on purely internal
ecclesiastical measures, protected against any state influence. These are measures which,
according to the nature of the issue or purposive relationship, are viewed as the churches’ or
religious associations’ own affairs. Even if the measure “crosses over” into the public sphere, the
socio-political sphere and has a direct effect there, this does not eliminate its character as an
internal ecclesiastical measure. Only when ecclesiastical measures have a direct impact in the
domain organised by the state does the unlimited right to self-determination of churches not
apply. (See BVerwG, Judgment of 30 October 2002, 2 C 23.01, with numerous further
references, quoted in Juris.)
Thus, the state’s duty to ensure access to courts, which is constitutionally anchored in
Article 19(4) GG, can only intervene when the ecclesiastical measures have the described direct
impact on the sphere regulated by the state. The state’s duty to ensure access to courts only
applies outside the area assigned to the church right to self-determination; where this does not
exist, the State is not permitted to interfere in its affairs due to the separation of church and state
and the required denominational neutrality of the State resulting from Article 4(1), sentence 2
4
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GG. “Whether” the legal protection of the state [intervenes] does not depend upon the existence
or non-existence of ecclesiastical jurisdiction (see Ehlers in Schoch/Schneider/Bier,
Verwaltungsgerichtsordnung, § 40, paragraph 86, 117 with further references), but solely upon
the question of whether an ecclesiastical measure is assigned only within the realm of its right to
self-determination, or whether it oversteps this and produces an external effect in the sphere
under state protection.
The plaintiff’s first petition relates to a purely internal ecclesiastical matter since by means of
this the plaintiff seeks the disfellowshipping imposed upon him to be found invalid. The
defendant understands the word disfellowshipping to mean expulsion from the religious
association based on a decision from a competent judicial committee (§ 15[1], subparagraph 6
Statute StRG5). According to the defendant’s legal principles which, according to the Preamble,
paragraph 4, sentence 3 StRG, include the publications of its Governing Body,
[disfellowshipping] comes under consideration when: “In some cases the wrongdoer may
become hardened in his course of sinful conduct and thus fail to respond to efforts to help him.
Fruitage, or works, befitting repentance may not be in evidence, nor may genuine repentance be
apparent at the time of the judicial hearing. … In such cases, it is necessary to expel the
unrepentant wrongdoer from the congregation, thus [page 10] denying him fellowship with
Jehovah’s clean congregation.” (Publication: Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will, p. 153.) The
measure of disfellowshipping involves expulsion from the defendant’s association for reasons of
ecclesiastical discipline, as understood by the defendant. However, questions about membership
in a religious community as well as questions about disciplinary and doctrinal laws are subject
only to the regulations of the respective religious association within the framework of its right to
self-determination (von Campenhausen/de Wall, Staatskirchenrecht [State-Church Law], 4th
edition, p. 105). This internal sphere of disciplinary and doctrinal laws, which is exempt from
state influence, also includes the sanction imposed on a person affected thereby, which,
according to the defendant’s understanding of 1 Corinthians 5:11, consists of exclusion from the
community and deprivation of any social interaction with the members; such forms of
excommunication are also practiced by other churches and religious associations (see
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Excommunication). It is used by other religious associations as well
as by the defendant — as can be seen from § 16 StRG — as a coercive penalty and a
reinstatement of the person affected is permitted after a change in conduct.
It is not apparent that the defendant’s disciplinary measures extend beyond the designated
spiritual sphere and could violate the plaintiff’s fundamental rights entrusted to state protection.
This applies first of all, insofar as the plaintiff contends, when the recommended social conduct
towards disfellowshipped members displayed by the remaining members of defendant violates
Article 6[1] GG because of their understanding of 1 Corinthians 5:11, namely “to stop keeping
company” with such ones … “not even eating with such a man.” When this issue was referred
back to the Federal Administrative Court for clarification (BVerwG, Judgment of 16 May 2001,
7 C 1.01, quoted in Juris) in the context of the long-standing procedure to recognise the
defendant as a public corporation, Berlin-Brandenburg Higher Administrative Court had already
established that the instructions in question — which the defendant does not dispute — cannot be
used as evidence of an “active striving towards separating marriage mates and families.” On the
contrary, with its instructions in this regard, the defendant merely stipulates that, when living
5
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with a disfellowshipped person, “spiritual association” may no longer be enjoyed with such a
person, in the sense of worshipping together; however, as regards the matters of daily life, to
continue “dealing loyally with one another in love” within the framework of the constitutional
order (Berlin Higher Administrative Court, Judgment of 2 December 2004, 5 B 12.01, quoted in
Juris, paragraph 38ff.) Specific indications that the [page 11] defendant’s conduct in connection
with the disfellowshipping overstepped these limits in the plaintiff’s case are neither proven nor
apparent. Accordingly, a violation of the constitutionally protected positions of the plaintiff by
the defendant’s instructions also does not appear possible with respect to Articles 12 and 14 GG.
As far as the plaintiff complains of an adverse impact on his activities as an insurance broker, the
aforementioned instructions from the defendant fail to have the required indirect effect on the
occupation (berufsregelnde Tendenz) with a view to Article 12 GG — [the instructions] could at
most lead to an indirect infringement on fundamental rights, with regard to which the
intentionality of the fundamental rights is questionable. As regards Article 14, an established and
operating business enterprise has until now not been included within the Supreme Court’s scope
of protection.
Insofar as the defendant’s instructions regarding contact with disfellowshipped persons result in
consequences for the plaintiff’s general social interactions, this does not affect — without
wishing to trivialise any such consequences — any of the plaintiff’s constitutionally protected
interests.
Ultimately, a violation of the fundamental rights entrusted to state protection does not appear
possible by means of the defendant’s measures, even if when taking Article 19(4) GG into
consideration, because the jurisdiction of the defendant does not have the high density of
controls and the judicial characteristics comparable with state legal protection. The fundamental
right in Article 19(4) GG, granting a minimum of procedural standards in order to guarantee
legal protection, is only directed against the state as the bearer of state authority with regard to
the (fundamental) rights incumbent upon it to protect. In contrast, Article 140 GG in conjunction
with Article 137(3) WRV allows churches the right to organise their own affairs, also by means
of ecclesiastical courts. Organising its own ecclesiastical jurisdiction — at the discretion of the
religious association — is part of its own affairs as defined in the constitutional provisions
mentioned. This also includes procedural law (von Campenhausen/de Wall, op. cit., p. 314).
Therefore, a right to a minimum procedural standard in internal ecclesiastical affairs, such as the
present one, cannot be derived for the plaintiff from the fundamental right in Article 19(4) GG;
also compensation cannot be achieved through state legal protection simply because the internal
ecclesiastical legal protection lags behind the procedural principles applicable to government
measures (Chamber decision of 20 October 2011 — VG 27 L 173.11).
However, the fundamental issue of whether the establishment of ecclesiastical jurisdiction at the
discretion of the religious association and part of its own internal [page 12] ecclesiastical affairs,
inaccessible to government review — all of this a religious association could also completely
forgo. In the case of the defendant’s being behind government standards, for instance concerning
the valid and unrestricted orality principle, which the defendant outlined would be effectual from
the time of the decision to take measures regarding the plaintiff — the application of this from
the defendants point of view has pastoral grounds without the question of lagging behind
[government standards ever being an issue]. Also, the way [ecclesiastical jurisdiction] is
organised cannot, as the plaintiff suggests, be constituted as arbitrary or in violation of
fundamental legal principles for this sole reason. (For more on these criteria, see von
8

Campenhausen/de Wall, op. cit., p. 316; Federal Court of Justice judgment of 11 February 2000,
V ZR 271/99, quoted in Juris, paragraph 19.)
b. On the other hand, the action is also inadmissible with regard to petition 1 because that it lacks
a legitimate interest to take legal action. This is the case if ecclesiastical legal recourse was
available and the person involved failed to avail thereof (von Campenhausen/de Wall, op. cit.,
p. 312). Because if and to the extent that churches create the opportunity to have legal disputes
decided by an ecclesiastical court and hence there exists the chance to settle disputes in harmony
with the church’s self-concept, the constitutionally required consideration for this self-concept
demands that state courts do not rule on issues of (official) ecclesiastical law, according to
general law and fulfilling the right to have justice administered, at least until the legal recourse
established by the church has been exhausted (BVerfG, decision of 18 September 1998, 2 BvR
1476/94, quoted from Juris).
In this instance, the plaintiff had been invited verbally by the defendant’s judicial committee to
the ecclesiastical court proceedings of 8 April 2009. Such proceedings are specified in the
statutes [of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Germany] and, with reference to disfellowshipping, more
clearly described in the publication Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will, p. 153ff.
In a letter dated 7 April 2009, he stated his position on the accusation of causing “divisions”
which was made against him in the course of the oral summons, at the same time stating that he
had not wished to take part in the oral hearing scheduled by the judicial committee. In a letter
dated 12 April 2009, he informed the three members of the judicial committee that he forbade
them to come to his home or call him on the telephone. [Page 12] Due to the principle of orality
that still applied to the defendant alone during the internal ecclesiastical proceedings against the
plaintiff, the plaintiff thereby completely and knowingly prevented the decision of the
ecclesiastical court from being communicated to him through the official channel. Based on this
ignorance of the judicial committee’s decision, which was of his own making, it was not possible
for him to lodge an appeal. In the ongoing proceedings the plaintiff likewise expressly rejected
the course offered to him by the defendant in a letter dated 13 October 2010, that of making an
informal counterstatement to the branch office. Because the plaintiff forewent the defendant’s
ecclesiastical legal protection church in this way — even if it is understandable in the light of his
personal feelings towards the defendant’s approach — he also missed the opportunity to be able
to add his objections regarding, in his opinion, the proceedings not being conducted in
accordance with the appropriate ecclesiastical principles, as well as the composition of the
judicial committee, which included a member of the defendant that was not serving as an elder in
the plaintiff’s local congregation.
2. The relief sought through petition 2 is also inadmissible. The legal recourse to state courts,
which he pursues with his request, is likewise not open. In this regard, according to Article 140
GG in conjunction with Article 137(3) WRV, the protected sphere of self-determination within
the church is also affected.
In line with the publication Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will (p. 154f.) which, according to no. 4
of the Preamble to the Statutes, forms part of the internal ecclesiastical law of the defendant,
disfellowshipping must be announced to the congregation. This happens during the service
meeting at the local congregation of the member affected by the defendant’s internal
ecclesiastical measure, and so included in a church service, in other words, at a meeting for the
defendant’s worship. An announcement of the invalidity of this internal ecclesiastical measure,
9

according to the intention of petition 2, should also take place in this same manner. However, the
format of ecclesiastical services and worship belong to the central core of the church’s own
affairs and, based on the aforementioned standards, must be kept free of state influence.
Therefore the state judiciary cannot rule that the defendant has an obligation to act in this
protected area, which is why access to state courts remains closed for requests of this nature.
[Page 14]
Moreover, this petition, which presupposes a positive decision regarding petition 1, could have
no success due to its aforementioned lack of justiciability.
The appeal was not permitted because none of the grounds listed in § 124(2) VwGO exist.
The decision regarding costs follows § 154(1) VwGO, and the decision about provisional
enforceability follows §§ 167 VwGO in conjunction with §§ 711, 708(11) ZPO.6

6

Translator’s note: Code of Civil Procedure (ZPO).
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for the
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in the
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in the
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THE SUPREME COURT
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Geoghegan J.

Macken J.

Finnegan J.

LOWTHER
V.

WATCHTOWER BIBLE AND
TRACT SOCIETY OF IRELAND

IiilUﬁCMENT oftlie Court (ex ramps”) delivered the 19*‘1 October 2007 in? I.

GEOGHEGAN J._..

I i

I

.

'

-. The court is in a position “it give judgment in this matterbecause,

amongother thirigs, the courthas ho douht whatsoever as to What the

'

result should be; The court is quite satisﬁed that the appeal should he:
disn‘iissed and that theiiieu‘l of Mr Justice O’Neill that these-claims -_ ,1
should be struck out was quite correct. But this court would, perhaps,

prefer to put it on a slightly simpler basis than was done in the High
Court. First of all, if one takes the alleged slander claim, it seems to us

that that is clearly statute barred. Mr. Lowther, whether he likes it or not,

is faced with this August 1995 date and the court agrees with the
submissions of Mr. Daniel that that is the relevant date on which the

failure commenced. The court is unable to discern any legitimate
argument that a later date can be adopted. We follow the argumentation,
if I might put it that way, that is put by Mr. Lowther, but we reject any
idea that that date can, on some basis, be brought forward so that the
action in relation to the slander claim is clearly statute barred. In relation
to the rest of the claim, the court would be prepared, at least, to concede

the possibility that if there was such a claim, which we are satisﬁed there
is not, there might, at least, be an argument that it was not statute barred

on the basis that the wrong being alleged would be a continuous Wrong
audit-hombre, there might bearéuments "ias to what the relevant date V. ;»

W9uld be for’the Purposes ofl‘theI-statute. 'j‘Th‘at is neither here “not therein

the eYem._b¢l¢ause. the court isiquite satisiied’thatt’here i'si‘no' 'stateable »

’

cause ofaction. ‘ MT Lowther’s complaint is, essentially, that he is not I.

allowed to participate properly. I I think different eXpr'essions have been. ‘

used, and he, at some stage, referred to not beingiallowed‘t’opreach, Mr
Daniel says that the restriction is that he is not allowed to participate in.

certain question and answer Sessions that take place. But his complaint,
ﬁmdamentally, is that he is not entitled fully to participate, as he would
see it his right, in the affairs of the branch. The problem about this is
that from time immemorial at common law and ignoring the Constitution
altogether, it has not been permissible for the courts to interfere with

either theological or disciplinary matters within the religious voluntary

associations. That has always been the case.
The court does not really think it necessary to invoke the Article in
the Constitution which was invoked by Mr. Justice O’Neil]. If the matter

was ever argued out, he is probably correct, but it is not necessary to go

that far. We are quite satisﬁed that at common law, this cause of action
is, no matter how you put it, different words have been used, gross

neglect, coercion and so on, but it all comes to the same thing, is
impermissible. This invalidity is not Cured-by the "factthat the defendant

is a company which-seems to be a pointi that-ML-Lowther finds very

’ I

attractive. Thecourt finds it vvholly unattractiVe. The 'Cbur't must look '

at the Substance and not the fomi. The mereji'factthat'thereimey b'eia- . I
company involved in Ithelbaokground, as' 'itl'w‘ere, does not, in any Iway'y

alter the ﬁmdamental principle thatithecourts will not interfere with a

religion such as in. this case .leh'o-v‘ah’s Witnesses in relation to/either ‘

theological or disciplinary matters. That has always been the position.

Mr. Daniel has produced very helpful case law that ire—establishes that
quite clearly.
The court has no hesitation in dismissing the appeal.

g/Wr

Lowther v. Watchtower Bible and Tract Soc.

SUﬁﬁE’i‘ﬁE CQEE Ft“?

(at;

fuesday the 19‘h day, of October 2007

NO. 95/2006

BEFORE
MR JUSTICE GEOGHEGAN

MRS JUSTICE MACKEN
MR JUSTICE FINNEGAN

2001 NO 156861)

BETWEEN

TREVOR LOWTHER
PLAINTIFF

AND
THE WATCHTOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY OF IRELAND

DEFENDANT

The Motion on behalf of the Plaintiff pursuant to Notice of Appeal

dated the 13Ih day of March 2006 by way of appeal from the Judgment and Order

of the High Court (Mr Justice O’Neill) given and made on the 23rd day of
February 2006 ﬁnding that the proceedings disclose no Cause of Action known to

the law and that they are Statute barred and for an Order setting aside the said

Judgment and Order on the grounds and as set forth in the said Notice of Appeal

coming on for hearing before this Court this day

Whereupon and on reading the said Notice of Appeal the said Order of

the High Court the documents therein referred to the report of the learned trial
Judge and the written submissions on behalf of the respective parties and on

hearing the Plaintiff in person and Counsel for the Defendant

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDG
ED

SUPREFﬁE CGURT >,

that this appeal be dismissed and

that the said Ordei of the High COUII do stan
d afﬁmied aCCOIdine

And on hearing said Counsel for the
Defendant and the Plaintiff in i 7

person

IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant d0 recover
against thé Plaintiff the
costs of this appeal when taxed and ascertained
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Unofficial translation from Italian
REPUBLIC OF ITALY
IN THE NAME OF THE ITALIAN PEOPLE
The Court of Teramo, in the person of Judge Maria Laura Pasca, acting as single presiding judge,
pronounced the following:
RULING
For the civil action registered under General Register No. 2127 of civil litigation affairs for the year
2015 and
BROUGHT BY
[…], represented and defended, as per power of attorney in the summons, with address for service at
his office in Silvi, Via Verona No. 7/c
Claimant
AGAINST
The Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, in the person of the legal representative,
represented and defended, as per power of attorney in the defense brief and reply statements, by
Lawyer Pietro Referza, with address for service at his office located in Teramo, Corso Cerulli No. 31
Defendant
SUBJECT: Action for non-contractual liability
CONCLUSIONS OF THE PARTIES’ ATTORNEYS:
For the claimant:
“May the Honorable Court, subject to more appropriate declarations:
1) Verify and declare that the provision of removal, expulsion and/or disassociation of Mr. […] from
the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses is unlawful and therefore invalid, because it was
made in violation of law for not respecting the measures outlined in art. 5 of the Charter of the same
Congregation, and for having violated articles 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14 of the European Convention on
Human Rights.
2) Verify and declare that the removal, expulsion and/or disassociation resulted directly and indirectly
in […]’s mental and physical illnesses, which led to his having serious difficulties in his relationship
with family members and in society.
3) Accordingly, sentence the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses to compensate Mr. […]
for the direct and indirect consequences caused by this unlawful removal, damages of both economic
and non-economic nature, which are currently hard to quantify, and which we therefore ask the court
to settle on an equitable basis.
4) Assign the payment of legal fees to the defendant.
For the defendant Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses:
“We ask the Court to decline its own territorial jurisdiction, confirming that of the Court of Rome;
alternatively declare the claim inadmissible due to expiry or, in any event, reject the claim in all its
aspects, ordering the claimant to reimburse the costs and legal fees.”
GROUNDS FOR THE DECISION
The proceedings:
1.
With summons duly served on June 19, 2015, […] summoned the Christian Congregation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses in order for the court to declare that the measures with which he had been
expelled from the Congregation were unlawful and to that effect sentence the defendant for the
damages suffered.

2.
The Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses entered an appearance and after having
objected to the lack of territorial jurisdiction as well as to the inadmissibility of the claim as having
expired, requested the rejection of the adverse claims as unfounded in fact and in law.
3.
With the order issued on February 7, 2017, shared by this Court and to which reference is
made, the Court previously assigned to the case declared the objection of lack of jurisdiction claimed
by the defendant as inadmissible.
4.
The case, investigated by the producing of documents, reached this Court on November 25,
2020, and was decided on at the hearing of November 4, 2021, with the parties being granted the
terms pursuant to art. 190 of the Italian Criminal Code.
Reconstruction of the facts of the case:
5.
That being said, the facts, as shown by the case records and from the undisputed allegations
of the parties, can be summarized as follows:
- […], member of the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, sent four letters to the
national president of Jehovah’s Witnesses from the month of April 2008, requesting clarification
with regard to his religious membership profiles (see Document No. 15 attached to the summons);
- on August 9, 2008, […] was contacted by representatives of the Congregation […] and […], who
informed him that on August 13, 2008, he should appear at the meeting hall to be judged by a
judicial committee;
- as the claimant failed to attend the requested meeting of August 13, 2008, on August 17, 2008
[…] and […] went to the home of the claimant inviting him “rethink his course again” and after
4 to 5 days from that date, they would announce his effective expulsion as disfellowshipping (see
page 2 of the summons);
- on September 4, 2008, the expulsion was announced to the religious community of […] to which
the defendant belonged.
Considering the facts of the case, the claimant alleges, on one hand, the unlawful expulsion measure
for not respecting the procedure set out in art. 5 of the Charter of the Christian Congregation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses, as well as the violation of the right to defense pursuant to art. 24 of the
Constitution and, on the other hand, invokes compensation for damages suffered as a result of that
expulsion.
The judicial authority’s review of the expulsion measure taken by the Christian Congregation
of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
6.
The starting point in the analysis of the limits of jurisdictional review of the expulsion measure
taken by the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses is art. 8 of the Constitutional Charter,
which, after having ratified the equality of all religions before the law, states in par. 2 that “religious
denominations other than the Catholic religion have the right to organize themselves according to
their own charters, insofar as they do not conflict with the Italian legal system” and in par. 3 that
“their relationship with the State is regulated by law on the basis of agreements with the relevant
representatives.”
The Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses is legally recognized pursuant to Law No.
1159/1920 art. 2 and Royal Decree No. 289/1930 art. 10, of the Italian State as a religious
denomination and, in line with Presidential Decree No. 783/1986 it is recognized as a moral entity
with legal representatives along with its own Charter (see Document No. 2 attached to the statement
of defense and reply).

On November 18, 1998, an Intesa1 was agreed between the Italian Republic and the Congregation
pursuant to art. 8 of the Constitution, which however has not yet received parliamentary approval,
with the result that it cannot take immediate effect in the national legal system.
With reference to the review of the expulsion measures taken by religious denominations other than
the Catholic religion, the en banc decision of the Court of Cassation emphasized the authority
recognized to religious denominations, implicating a total prohibition of interference by the State.
(See Court of Cassation Civil Section en banc decision No. 5213 of January 27, 1994, with reference
to the Italian Union of the Seventh-Day Adventist Christian church, recognized by Law No.
516/1988.)
If this is true however, it is also true that, besides entering into an Intesa with the Italian state and the
issuing of the subsequent approved laws, the autonomy granted to religious denominations is not
absolute and unconditional; it must, in fact, be reconciled with other values held by the Constitution,
among which, as far as is relevant here, is the right to defense pursuant to art. 24 of the Constitution.
Said right, however, as rightly stated by the relevant case law, does not necessarily have to be realized
by use of the same procedural guarantees provided for by the Italian Law and the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights, the respect of its main essence centered on the
guarantee of the adversarial process being sufficient (see Court of Bari Ruling of February 22, 2007).
The appealed Court agrees with this conclusion, specifying that the intervention of the Court is limited
to cases where expulsion measures have been taken with evident violation of the right to defense, or
other fundamental rights of human dignity; to this end, the verification of compliance with the
procedural rules laid down in the Charter of the religious denomination is important, excluding any
possible review of the reasons that led to the decision.
6.1 Art. 5 of the Charter of the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses states, as far as is
relevant, that “active and adherent members will be expelled for serious failure to fulfill the
obligations set forth in the present Charter, as well as for conduct contrary to the teaching of the Holy
Scriptures from a moral point of view and other conduct liable to damage the Confession and its
members, or cause serious perturbation amongst the same” and that “loss of status or expulsion of
adherent members is deliberated by the Assembly on the proposal of the body of elders of the local
Congregation concerned that has been ratified by the Executive Committee”. Following that, art. 8
(e) indeed acknowledges that the Assembly has the duty to “decide, when called upon by the bodies
of elders of the local Congregations the admission, loss of status or expulsion of adherent members”
(see Document No. 2 attached to the defense brief and reply statements).
The documents produced show that prior to the request for access to records made by the claimant on
April 14, 2015, the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses had confirmed the disassociation
in their archive, ratified on September 3, 2008, announced on September 4, 2008, on the grounds of
“disassociation, 2 John 1:7,9,10” (see Document No. 4 attached to the summons).
The claimant states that, having never received a copy of the records regarding his disassociation, the
defendant had infringed his fundamental right of defense, which consequently makes the measure of
disassociation unlawful.
6.2 The claimant’s argument cannot be accepted since, in the absence of the production of documents
with specific rules to be followed in order to issue a disassociation measure, there was no infringement
of the rights of the defendant pursuant to art. 24 of the Constitution. Said rights, as shown above,
should center on the guarantee of the adversarial approach and, considering the religious nature of
the organization under examination and what is laid out in art. 8 of the Constitution, not as the need
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Translator’s note: a bilateral agreement between the religious denomination and the State; the highest level of
religious recognition.

for compliance with all the procedural safeguards provided for by domestic law and the European
Convention of Human Rights for the purposes of so-called fair trial.
Therefore, in view of the unquestionable failure to appear at the meeting on August 13, 2008, […]
cannot complain about the violation of his right to defense, having decided to avoid the measure
foreseen by the Congregation for the evaluation of his expulsion, with the consequence that the
measure that announced the disassociation was not injurious to his fundamental right pursuant to art.
24 of the Constitution.
The claim for damages made by the claimant.
7. The claimant has also requested that the defendant be ordered to pay compensation for damages
due to the result of issuing the disassociation measure, considering that, because of the ostracism
caused by the Congregation following that measure, he was alienated from his family and his
whole community, also resulting in numerous criminal proceedings against him (see Doc. No.’s
13, 14, 16, 17 and 19 attached to the summons) and deterioration of his state of health.
8. The Court holds that – notwithstanding the need to strike a balance between the freedom given to
the association and the right of the individual member, in the sense that, in view of the principle
of non-interference, the judicial review should be agreed and limited to the protection of
fundamental personal rights (see Court of Cassation Ruling No. 9561, Division 1, April 13, 2017)
– the claim, to be qualified as a claim for damages pursuant to art. 2043 of the Civil Code, cannot
be accepted in the absence of proof of damages and relevance to the case.
In fact, even if one were to consider the defendant, in accordance with the dictates of their
religious beliefs, as having promoted the alienation and exclusion of […] from the community,
since that process is not aimed at establishing the lawfulness of the religious denominations under
consideration (nor could it be), the claimant has not given any proof in relation to the actual
existence (and quantification) of damages suffered due to his removal from the Congregation.
In particular, with reference to the deterioration of family relationships, from the deeds of the case
only the divorce proceedings proposed by […] are found, in which the mutual consent is
acknowledged and from which it can be deduced that the divorce was a result of the irremediable
rift in the marriage, also due to the religious reasons explained above (see Document No. 7
attached to the summons); these grounds involve religious freedom and the sharing of material
and spiritual things between the couple, which cannot thus be questioned by this court and,
consequently, be a source of damage by the Congregation that can be compensated pursuant to
art. 2043 of the Civil Code. Nor can the criminal proceedings instituted as a result of the lawsuits
filed by the claimant’s ex-spouse against the claimant be relevant for this purpose, having as their
object the offences mentioned in art.’s 570, 572, 582 of the Italian Criminal Code, with reference
to which there is no connection with the measure of expulsion measure issued by the Congregation.
(see Document No.’s 13, 14, 16, 17 and 19 attached to the summons).
Similarly, there is also no evidence of a causal link between the deteriorating health conditions of
[…] and the facts of the case.
Indeed: 1) the declaration of civil disability to the amount of 85% established by means of Ruling
No. 303/2006, rising to 100% following Ruling No. 414 of May 9, 2008, was prior to the facts of
the case; 2) the medical certificate of September 28, 2010 attached to the summons only shows
the total loss of working ability, as recognized in the L’Aquila Court of Appeal ruling; 3) the
additional medical certificates are attached to the requests to bring forward the date of the hearing
for the final arguments, and therefore they were produced after the evidence preclusions were
stated, so they cannot be used. Hence, the expert witness report is rejected, as it is merely
exploratory.
8.1 If, therefore, it is true that the non-economic damage complained of by the claimant may be
hypothetically compensated on an equitable basis pursuant to art. 1226 of the Civil Code (referred

to, in terms on non-contractual liability, by art. 2056 of the Civil Code), it is also true that such
equitable evaluation can only be made if the damaged party, on whom the burden of proving the
damage lies, could not demonstrate the extent of the damage, but not if he has not even provided
proof of its existence, as in the case at hand. This burden of proof would not have been met if the
evidence requested in the pleadings had been admitted pursuant to art. 183 par. 6 No. 2 of the
Italian Criminal Code, insofar as these pleadings are essentially aimed at ascertaining the extent
and quality of the information provided by the Congregation for members of the association, and
are not aimed at ascertaining the damages suffered by the latter as a result of the expulsion
measure.
9. The other claims are incorporated by virtue of the principle of law consolidated in the Court of
Cassation case-law. According to this principle, the type of incorporation that does not render the
decision null – due to failure to rule on a matter – occurs, in the proper sense, when the decision
on the so-called incorporated claim becomes irrelevant, as the party no longer has an interest in
the claim once the decision is issued and they have achieved the sought out protection in the
fullest sense; a claim can also be considered as incorporated in a decision when the judgment rules out
the need or possibility to address the other issues, i.e. it entails the rejection of the other claims.

Litigation expenses
10. The litigation expenses are assigned to the losing party pursuant to art. 91 of the Italian Criminal
Code and are assigned to the claimant. The claimant, considering the provisions in the table
attached to the decree of the Minister of Justice No. 55 of March 10, 2014, and regarding the
nature and the value of the claim (indeterminable – low complexity), the facts in question and the
legal issues addressed and the value of the professional activity carried out, amounts to EUR
6,783.00 (EUR 1,620.00 for the study phase; EUR 1,147.00 for the introductory phase; EUR
1,204.00 for the investigative/handling phase, reduced pursuant to art. 4 of Ministerial Decree No.
55/2014 due to the lack of investigative activities, and EUR 2,767.00 for the concluding phase.)
FOR THESE REASONS
The Court of Teramo, definitively ruling on the case brought by […] against the Christian
Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, all other requests and objections disregarded or incorporated
herein:
1)
rejects the claim submitted by […];
2)
sentences […] to the payment of legal fees in favor of the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s
Witnesses that amounts to EUR 6,738.00 in addition to reimbursement of flat-rate expenses in the
measure of 15% VAT and Lawyers Provident Fund (CPA) as by law.
Teramo, January 26, 2022
Presiding Judge
Judge Maria Laura Pasca
(digitally signed document)
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Religious freedom.
Ostracism against ex member.
Compensation.
Comprised of the following honourable judges:
Salvatore Di Palma

Presiding Judge

Massimo Dogliotti

Associate Judge

Pietro Campanile

Reporting Judge

Maria Acierno

Associate Judge

Antonio P. Lamorgese

Associate Judge

has rendered the following:
JUDGMENT
On the appeal filed by:
[…]
Electing his address for service at the law office of […]
Represented and defended, pursuant to the deed of attorney at the bottom of this brief, by
Attorney […]
appellant
against
[…][…] and […] […]
Electing his address for service at the law office of […] represented and defended, pursuant
to the deed of attorney at the bottom of this brief, by Attorney […]
respondents
and against
[…], […], […], […], […], […]
cross-petitioners
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against the decree issued pursuant to art. 348 (b) of the Criminal Procedure Code by the
Appeal Court of Bari, filed on 11 November 2014, and also against ruling no. 4231, issued by
the trial Court of Bari and filed on 6 December 2013.
Having heard a full report of the case given by Associate Judge Pietro Campanile during the
public hearing of 26 October 2016;
Having heard Attys […] and […] for the appellant.
Having heard the Prosecutor General, in the person of the deputy Prosecutor, Ms. Francesca
Ceroni, who requested that the appeal against the decree be deemed inadmissible or,
alternatively, that it be rejected, and that the appeal against the first-instance ruling be
deemed inadmissible.
The Case
1. Mr. […] summoned the […] before the Court of Bari, stating that he had been baptized at
the age of 15, had regularly attended this religious organization, and that in July 2005 he
notified in writing his intention to resign from the organization, at the same time clarifying
that his faith remained unchanged.
1.1. In referring to the circumstances in which one loses his status as a member of the […]
(resignation, loss of status, and expulsion), Mr. […] clarified – as confirmed by the cited
publications used by […] – that loss of status and expulsion entail that the members of the
congregation cease every kind of relationship with the ex member, not even greeting him, and
that such conduct follows a formal announcement, given to the assembly, that the person
concerned “is no longer one of […]”.
[…] stated that in July 2006 an announcement that concerned him was made by the president
of the local association, in spite of the fact that […] had warned the local association against
doing so.
1.2. A series of damaging consequences followed the announcement. […] claimed he
suffered a kind of ostracism (which was particularly damaging, since the majority of his
friends were members of the […]). Therefore, he requested that the announcement be
declared illegitimate (which, also in view of the wording used, and considering that no further
explanation was given, did not specify whether it was a case of resignation, as in the case at
hand, or of disfellowshipping – a term that corresponds to an expulsion – with all the negative
2

consequences that the latter measure entailed) and that the defendants be sentenced to pay
compensation for the damages he suffered.
1.3. In its decision filed on 6 December 2016 the Court of Bari rejected […]'s claims.
After having reconstructed the facts and having referred to the provisions set out in the […]
[…]’s] charter, the Court of Bari observed that despite the fact that the charter does not
provide for such announcement in case of resignation, the announcement could not be
considered unlawful. The reason was that the announcement did not damage […]’s religious
identity, since he himself stated that he had developed a critical attitude towards the […], and
also, his deductions on the negative consequences of the announcement were not based so
much on other people’s opinion on his religious beliefs, but rather on the ostracism that
ensued.
1.4. The Court therefore observed that the aspects that concerned the charter were to be
distinguished from the ones that strictly pertained to the […] religion. Therefore, […]'s
conclusions could not be considered criminal acts of religious discrimination. Also, the Court
found that the conduct of the members – who basically refused to have friendly relationships,
or any kind of relationship, with him – was also irrelevant in terms of civil law. In fact,
according to the Court such behaviour does not interfere with one’s personal rights, but it
simply implies attitudes that, although socially reprehensible, cannot be questioned as to
lawfulness, since they constitute a free choice, despite it being influenced by a religious
belief.
1.5. Moreover, the plaintiff had not brought action against the persons to whom he ascribed
the ostracism, who were free to follow the precepts of their own religion, as already noted.
For such reason, the evidence brought by the plaintiff was considered irrelevant.
1.6. The Appeal Court of Bari issued a decree, pursuant to art. 348 (3) of the Civil Procedure
Code, ruling that the appeal filed by […] against the first-instance decision was inadmissible.
[…] filed an appeal before the Court of Cassation, in which he challenged both the decree,
with three grounds for appeal, and the ruling of the trial Court, with eight grounds.
The respondents filed a counter appeal against the appellant.
Both parties filed their briefs, pursuant to art. 378 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Grounds for the Decision
3

2. First of all, the single appeal against both the first-instance decision and the decree is
admissible, pursuant to art. 348 (3) of the Civil Procedure Code. (See Court of Cassation,
rulings no. 8942 of 17 April 2014, and no. 25208 of 15 December 2015.)
3. The appeal against the decree issued by the Appeal Court of Bari, pursuant to art. 348 (3)
of the Civil Procedure Code.
3.1. The first ground for appeal, in connection with art. 360 (1) (4) of the Civil Procedure
Code, is the nullity of the decree, as it failed to state the reason for not having examined the
whole set of claims regarding the trial Court’s rejection of the appellant's requests.
3.2. The second reason is violation of art. 112 of the Civil Procedure Code, as the Appeal
Court did not examine certain grounds for appeal against the first-instance ruling.
3.3. The third reason for appeal is failure to consider one decisive fact in connection with art.
360 (1) (5) of the Civil Procedure Code, again with reference to the grounds for appeal,
which were not examined adequately by the Appeal Court.
4. The appeal against the above-mentioned decree is partly inadmissible and partly
groundless.
4.1. In ruling on the admissibility of an appeal filed before the Court of Cassation for
procedural errors against a decree issued by an appeal court pursuant to art. 348 (3) of the
Civil Procedure Code, this Court’s full bench has clarified that what must be taken into
consideration is the fact that a ruling stating the inadmissibility of an appeal for lack of
reasonable chances that it be granted can be issued only with reference to all the grounds for
appeal against the first-instance decision. Within this overall evaluation, it follows that the
alleged failure to issue a ruling on each individual reason for appeal is not compatible with
the overall nature of an a priori judgment, which necessarily applies to all the appeals
concerning the same ruling as well as to all the grounds of each appeal. (See the ruling of the
Court of Cassation, no. 1914 issued on 2 February 2016.)
4.2. In the same manner, the appeal is inadmissible also in connection with the second and
third grounds for appeal, since they concern the alleged failure to rule on or examine specific
claims regarding certain procedural or factual aspects. This is incompatible with the overall
nature of the decree issued pursuant to art. 348 (3) of the Civil Procedure Code.
4.3. As to the first ground for appeal, this Court observes that the a priori judgment issued in
4

the decree under discussion constitutes an overall yet extensive and in-depth assessment of
the key aspects of the matter as they were addressed by the trial Court and reintroduced by
the appellant. Particularly, the crucial questions of the matter were analyzed synthetically yet
effectively, as were the consequences of the so-called “announcement”. Specifically, the
matters pertaining to the charter, to whether we are dealing with discriminatory activities or
not, to the lawfulness of the questioned behaviour and to whether the respondents are
responsible for it or not, were evaluated by means of a consistent reasoning. In any case, this
Court finds no objection concerning the type of provision and the applicability of art. 360 (1)
(5), according to the new wording introduced through Legislative Decree no. 134/2012,
which reduced the judiciary’s control on the grounds of the decree to the bare minimum, this
Court has already clarified (ruling no. 8053/2014).
5. The appeal against ruling no. 4231/2013 of the trial Court of Bari.
5.1. With the first ground for appeal, the appellant claimed the nullity of the decision for
failure to state the reasons, or for contradictory reasons, pursuant to art. 360 (1) (4) of the
Civil Procedure Code, since the Court acknowledged that neither the charter nor the religious
publications provide for the announcement, yet it rejected the appellant’s claim regarding its
legitimacy.
5.2. By means of the second ground for appeal, the decision was challenged, still in
connection with art. 360 (1) (4) of the Civil Procedure Code, for failure to state reasons
regarding incitement to ostracism on the part of the […] and the other defendants.
5.3 The third ground for appeal, pursuant to art. 360 (1) (5) of the Civil Procedure Code, is
failure to state the reason for the decision, as the aspect concerning incitement to ostracism
was completely ignored.
5.4. With the fourth ground for appeal, the appellant pointed out an infringement of arts. 18
and 19 of the Constitution, as well as of art. 9 of the ECHR, claiming that the religious
freedom of an individual who is part of a certain religion is seriously compromised if,
following his resignation, he suffers a series of negative consequences on a personal level.
5.5. The fifth ground for appeal pertains to the alleged nullity of the decision because of
“inconsistency and clear illogicality”, as well as for violation of art. 115 of the Civil
Procedure Code, as the Court ruled that the conclusions had been contested, yet it did not
accept the evidence produced by the appellant's defence.
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5.6. With the sixth ground for appeal, the appellant pointed out an infringement of art. 116 of
the Civil Procedure Code, for failure to examine the documentation pertaining to the actuality
of the precepts relating to ostracism.
5.7. The seventh ground pertains to the violation of arts. 183, 187, 209 and 210 of the Civil
Code Procedure, in relation to the rejection of the evidence produced by the appellant’s
defence.
5.8. Finally, the appellant claims the infringement of art. 2043 of the Civil Code in relation to
the affirmed non-existence of compensable damages.
6. Before each ground for appeal is examined, it is worth highlighting that this matter pertains
to the delicate topic of religious freedom, in terms of having the possibility of withdrawing
from an association built around a certain faith without undergoing any constraints of any sort
or suffering the negative consequences ensuing from a behaviour, on the part of the members
of the association, that infringes personal rights.
6.1. The first reason for appeal, concerning the possibility of withdrawal, is in reality the
background of the trial matter, in the terms in which it was reconstructed in the challenged
decision and presented in the appeal, in the sense that – as there is no doubt that Mr. […]
faced no restrictions before handing in his resignation, and that it was accepted without
reserve – even if a certain type of penalty, i.e., ostracism on the part of the members, is not
provided for in the charter, it is certainly the result of the implementation of the religion’s
principles, and is therefore the basis for the request for compensation that is addressed not to
the members who are responsible for such conduct, but rather to the […] and its
representatives.
6.2. In this respect, it must be highlighted that the way in which the appellant’s argument is
developed is perplexing, as it is not supported by a consistent and unambiguous reasoning. In
fact, on the one hand the appellant claims that the fateful announcement was unlawful in
connection with a resignation, which allegedly brought about the effects of a real
excommunication, in view of the fact that it is against the rules and principles that operate in
the religion. Yet, on the other hand the […] is held responsible for the negative consequences
of the announcement, although it should know nothing about it, since its rules do not provide
for it.
6.3. It is worth emphasizing that the freedom that individuals enjoy when it comes to
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associations, stated in art. 18 of the Constitution, also entails not being forced to join an
association or to remain in it, as set out in art. 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights ("La Iiberté d'association implique la liberté de ne pas s'associer"; see ECHR,
30 June 1993, Sigardur Sicurjonsson v. Iceland; 29 April 1999, Chassagnou v. France), and
that principle certainly extends to all religious associations, given that, as clearly provided by
art. 19 of the Constitution, all have the right to freely practice their religion, in any form,
individually or in association. With regards to membership, the rules that a religion follows,
in the case at hand a non-recognized association, are subject to the state's control and
therefore, to the judiciary's control, especially before an alleged violation of rights that
concern freedom of religion and other fundamental aspects relating to the human person.
There can be some contrasts in this area between the individual and the rules on membership
that are glanced at in the light of the principles of the set of rules that regulate the matter.
Such rules can only be subject to control by the judiciary. The case under examination is
quite a meaningful case, since […] expressed his wish to resign from the […], yet he clarified
that “his faith […] had not changed, nor had his adhesion to the values and beliefs of the
religion professed by […]”.
6.4. The issue of the distinction between formal rules and strictly religious matters extends
from the member who resigned—in which a sort of split occurs, since he is no longer bound
to the rules of the charter yet he has an attachment to the religion’s fundamental values—to
the other observant members of the religion, who, according to the challenged ruling (p. 29),
behaved in conformity with the directions of the religion, not of the charter.
6.4.1. The first-instance Court also highlighted that on the basis of the religious precepts,
which were reconstructed on the basis of internal publications and cannot in any manner
affect the charter, not even in terms of procedure, the matter that could be problematic
pertains exclusively to "disfellowshipping" and not to a mere "disassociation". With reference
to the latter, the announcement that the member who resigned "is no longer one of […]" is
neutral and, despite it not being provided for in the charter, it does not damage the person
who resigned, nor is it discriminatory.
6.5. In consideration of the aspects highlighted above, it is clear that to solve the matter,
which is conditional to solving factual matters that cannot be questioned in this instance, one
must first carry out an arduous and hard process. First of all the obstacles that must be
overcome are assessing whether the rules of the charter were followed and evaluating the
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conduct, whether spontaneous or not, of the other members, which was carried out because,
or allegedly because, of the religion's principles. Following this process, the reality and the
damaging effects of so-called "ostracism" can be assessed.
6.6. Regarding such evaluations, as well as a religion’s right to practice its worship freely,
even regarding matters pertaining to membership, as art. 19 of the Constitution sets out, a
fundamental aspect for ruling on the matter is the principle of non-interference stated in art.
8 (2) of the Constitution, which provides for the associations to be autonomous in setting up
their charter and regulating organizational matters, with due regard for the legal system's
basic principles (see Constitutional Court, ruling no. 43/1988), as well as the need to balance
the association’s religious freedom and individual fundamental rights. (See the Court of
Cassation ruling, en banc sitting, nos. 5213/1994, 10300/1993, 3127/1997.)
7.

Having stated the above, the appeal is partly inadmissible and partly groundless.

8.

As it is presented, the first ground for appeal misses the mark. The fact that there is no

provision for the announcement in case of resignation or “disassociation” does not make the
announcement unlawful. After having stated the "religious" nature of the announcement
"valid both in case of disassociation and disfellowshipping", the Court ruled out that, in the
case at hand, the announcement could be damaging in religious terms and in terms of
personal identity, since the sentence stating that the person who resigned or was expelled "is
no longer one of […]" reflects the reality of the situation. It does not constitute a
stigmatization, especially considering that, as stated in the counter-appeal, a person who
resigns, and even a disfellowshipped person, can participate in assemblies with a view to
reinstatement. This highlights that there are no grounds to state that […] was discredited.
On the other hand, we must consider that the appeal does not state the sources of the claimed
prohibition to give the announcement in case of resignation, whether it is found in the charter
or is a mere practice.
9. In reality, the appellant did not challenge the neutral nature of the announcement, since the
basis of the complaint is the “announcement-ostracism” combination, that is, what the
announcement triggered with respect to the members behaviour—although it is unlikely that
the announcement constituted a novelty among such a small community.
10. At this point, the second, third and fourth ground for appeal can be addressed together,
since they are tightly related to one another.
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10.1. The matter of incitement to ostracism, which the first-instance Court allegedly failed to
assess, has on the one hand been implicitly addressed, in the sense that, as the unlawful
nature of the members’ behaviour was ruled out, which was a sort of implementation of
religious precepts, the Court noted that the people – who had not been summoned to trial –
were “free to choose to follow the precepts of that religion or not” (page 37). On the other
hand, this matter was not considered crucial.
10.2. Indeed, the challenged ruling accurately assessed the behaviour that […] denounced,
and the Court reached the conclusion that, since the alleged ostracism was a refusal to
associate with him, as there is no law that requires a person to behave in the opposite manner,
no discrimination took place, whereas the overall conduct pertained to a violation of norms
concerning good manners and civilized behaviour, and does not constitute a crime or a civil
wrong that merits judicial protection. Such consideration, which is crucial and was not
adequately challenged, gains more importance when we consider the need, highlighted above,
to balance religious freedom that is guaranteed to the association – even if we chose to
ascribe the above-mentioned conduct to the religion – and the rights of the individual
believer, in the sense that, in front of the principle of non-interference (which seems to be
applied also in the intesa, art. 1, comma 2, reached between the […] and the Italian State,
though not yet approved), the judge’s control must be intended as a protection of fundamental
human rights. These rights are certainly not undermined by the free choice of some
individuals, or even of a category of people, to break off or interrupt personal relations, which
merits no legal protection.
It is worth noting that, apart from the general limit of common decency, set out in art. 19 of
the Constitution, intended as activities that conform to ethical principles that constitute social
morality, the free practice of a religion must show “respect for the human person in terms of
so-called ‘very personal rights’, which are constitutionally protected as inviolable human
rights for personal development and equal social dignity. Also, for the protection of ‘health’,
clearly set out in art. 32 of the Constitution, as well as for the prohibitions pertaining to the
principles that are part of the supreme values upon which the Italian Constitution is founded,
to which even the rules that enjoy a specific constitutional protection, such as the Concordat,
must conform.” (Court of Cassation, ruling no. 5838/1995; see also Constitutional Court,
ruling no. 1146/1988.)
11. The fifth ground is inadmissible. On the one hand we cannot see how the fact that the
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evidence was rejected could have been useful for ruling on the matter, considering that the
facts were not contested and the evidence was therefore not considered particularly
significant. Also, the appellant failed to list the evidence separately, so as to allow it to be
scrutinized by the judge as to whether it was conclusive. (Court of Cassation, ruling nos.
9748/2010 and 6023/2009.)
12. The sixth ground for appeal, which was encompassed by the general claims regarding

ostracism, as discussed above, is also inadmissible, since it constitutes a general claim on
failure to examine certain documentary evidence, the content of which was not even
reproduced.
13. The seventh ground, concerning compensation, is clearly conditional upon granting the

second and the third ones, as well as the last one, and has therefore been addressed.
14. In view of the complexity and the newness of the matter, the costs of the Supreme Court

instance of the trial are apportioned among the parties.
FOR THESE REASONS
The Court rejects the appeal, apportioning the costs of the present instance of the trial among
the parties.
The Court observes that the conditions are met for the appellant to pay the additional amount
for the docketing fee, of the same amount of the appeal fee, in compliance with art. 13 (1) (b).
In case this judgment is circulated, the persons' particulars and other significant data must be
redacted.
Decided in Rome, hearing in chambers of the first civil division, on 26 October 2016.
The drafting Judge
(Signature)
The Presiding Judge
(Signature)
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JUDGMENT

Niigata Prefecture, Sado City, […]
Plaintiff
Attorney-at-Law for above
Same as above

[Plaintiff A]
Shuji Nakamura
Akihiko Kondo

Kanagawa Prefecture, Ebina City, Nakashinden 4-7-1
Defendant
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society
(hereinafter referred to as “defendant Society”).
Official Representative
[D]
Maehashi City, […]
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Attorney-at-Law for the above two
Same as above

Takashi Ishihara
Toshihisa Suzuki

Niigata Prefecture, Sado City, […]
Defendant

Niigata Prefecture Sado Congregation
of Jehovah’s Witnesses
(hereinafter referred to as “defendant Sado Congregation”).
Official Representative
[E]

Niigata City, […]
Defendant
[Defendant B]
(hereinafter referred to as “defendant [B]”).
Niigata Prefecture, Sado City, […]
Defendant

[Defendant C].

[Page 2] (hereinafter referred to as “defendant [C]”).

Attorney-at-Law for the above three Nobuaki Ito
Same as above
Akira Hamasaki
Same as above
Tetsuya Masamura

MAIN TEXT
1 Each claim of this case is dismissed without determination on the merits.
2 Court costs shall be borne by the plaintiff.
FACTS AND REASONS
1.

Claims
I.

Defendants shall not deal with the plaintiff as a believer disfellowshipped in July
2006 by “Niigata Prefecture Sado Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses,” which is
the former organisation of defendant Sado Congregation.

II. Defendants shall jointly pay to the plaintiff a sum of JPY 3,300,0001 together with
an amount thereon at the rate of 5% per annum from the next day after the service of
the complaint (for the defendant Sado Congregation, from 18 March 2018, for the
other defendants, from 16 March 2018) until full payment of such sum shall have
been made.
2.

Summary of the Case

This case is about the plaintiff, who belonged to of the “Niigata Prefecture Sado Congregation
of Jehovah’s Witnesses” (the former organisation of the defendant Sado Congregation before
incorporation. Hereinafter simply referred to as “Sado Congregation). The Sado Congregation
implemented a “disfellowshipping measure” (hereinafter referred to as “disfellowshipping of
this case”) upon the plaintiff, allegedly without a proper reason and without offering her a
proper opportunity to justify herself. In addition, according to the plaintiff, for approximately
ten years thereafter, the plaintiff’s requests for reinstatement from her illegal disfellowshipping
and requests for the cancellation of such illegal disfellowshipping were denied, thereby limiting
her religious activities and association with her daughters and other believers. This was said to
have brought mental suffering to the plaintiff, who is demanding damages of JPY 3,300,000
(composed of compensation of JPY 3,000,000 and attorneys’ fee of JPY 300,000) from the
defendant [B], defendant [C] and defendant [A], who were the concerned parties of the
1

Translator’s note: Around USD 31,000 as of 6 May 2020.
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disfellowshipping of this case, based on tort (Civil Code, Article 709) and; from defendant
Sado Congregation and defendant Society, based on [Page 3] employer’s liability to the
tortious acts of the above defendants [B] et al. (Civil Code, Article 715). The plaintiff also
demands the joint payment of delayed damages based on the rules set in the Civil Code at 5%
annum starting from the next day after the service of the complaint until full payment of such
sum. The plaintiff also demands, based on personal rights 2 , that as the measure of a
discontinuance of (an injunction against) the disfellowshipping of this case, the defendants stop
treating her as a disfellowshipped believer.
The defendants contest the claims of the plaintiff, stating as a non-issuable plea, that these
claims of the plaintiff are not legal disputes, and, as issuable pleas, that tort does not exist and
that the rights to the claims have already expired due to extinctive prescription.
I.

Presupposed Facts (Undisputed facts, and facts that are easily identifiable from the
quoted evidence and from the entire import of oral arguments)
(1) Parties Concerned
A) The plaintiff is active as a believer of “Jehovah’s Witnesses,” a denomination
of Christianity (hereinafter referred to as simply “Jehovah’s Witnesses”) and
has two daughters who are also believers. The plaintiff belonged to Sado
Congregation from 1 August 1992, and received the disfellowshipping of this
case by Sado Congregation in July 2006 (entire import of oral arguments).
B) The defendant Society is a religious corporation set up by Jehovah’s
Witnesses for their religious activities (undisputed fact).
C) The defendant [A] was the Circuit Overseer for the “Koshinetsu No. 1 Circuit”
of Jehovah’s Witnesses at the time of July 2006 (undisputed fact).
As Jehovah’s Witnesses are concerned, they refer to the group of believers in
a certain location as a “congregation,” and male believers who play a leading
role in it as “elders”. Circuit Overseers are chosen from these elders, and as
part of their service, they visit 20 or so congregations that make up their
“circuit” twice in a year for a week each (entire import of oral arguments).
D) The defendant Sado Congregation is a religious corporation that was set up
on 17 December 2008. [Page 4] Its purpose is worship of the God Jehovah

Translator’s note: A Japanese legal term. “Personal rights” is a general term of the rights or legal interests of
an individual as a being having a personality, which includes the rights to his life, body, freedom, reputation,
name, chastity and trust. Some translations render this as “personality rights”, but the Supreme Court of Japan
has previously translated this as “personal rights” in its official translations, so we shall stick to this term.
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using the Bible as the holy text, spreading the doctrine of Jehovah’s Witnesses,
performing religious ceremonies, and teaching and training of its believers.
Sado Congregation is the organisation before incorporation (entire import of
oral arguments).
The religious activities of Sado Congregation and defendant Sado
Congregation belong to the “Koshinetsu No. 1 Circuit” of Jehovah’s
Witnesses (entire import of oral arguments).
E) The defendant [C] was a member of the “judicial committee” in the
disfellowshipping of this case (hereinafter referred to as “judicial committee
of this case”), and has been in Sado Congregation and defendant Sado
Congregation since the time of the disfellowshipping of this case until now
(undisputed fact).
F) The defendant [B] was a member of the “appeal committee” in the
disfellowshipping of this case (hereinafter referred to as “appeal committee
of this case”), and was in Niigata Prefecture Uchino Congregation at the time
of the disfellowshipping of this case (undisputed fact).
(2) The Abstract of the Disfellowshipping Procedure in Sado Congregation and
Defendant Sado Congregation (Exhibit A8 3, entire import of oral arguments)
A) When a believer of Jehovah’s Witnesses who has undergone the religious
ceremony called “baptism” 1) commits a “serious sin” against its doctrine;
and 2) does not show “repentance” of the said sin, a “disfellowshipping
action,” which is a religious measure of Jehovah’s Witnesses, may be taken.
The disfellowshipping action of Jehovah’s Witnesses is said to be a
disciplinary action based on the Bible, and a few examples of “serious sins”
are “sexual immorality,” “fornication,” “homosexual acts,” “blasphemy,”
“apostasy,” “idolatry” and other extreme sins of the sort.
B) If a believer of Jehovah’s Witnesses who has undergone baptism commits a
“serious sin,” two elders conduct a “preliminary investigation” of the said
believer.
C) Based on the preliminary investigation, if the elders have identified that the
Translators note: For your reference, Plaintiff’s Exhibit No. 123 is written as Exhibit A123, Defendant Society
and Defendant [A]’s Exhibit No. 123 is written as Exhibit B123, and finally Defendant [B], Defendant [C] and
Defendant Sado Congregation’s Exhibit No. 123 is written as Exhibit C123.
3
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said believer has indeed committed a “serious sin,” the body of elders will
assign a “judicial committee” comprised of at least three elders and conduct
a hearing from the said believer. If, during the process of the judicial
committee, the said believer is [Page 5] confirmed to have committed the
“serious sin,” the elders approach the said believer from a religious standpoint.
D) If, during the judicial committee hearing, the said believer does not fully
show “works that befit repentance,” the said believer may receive the
disfellowshipping action. In that case, the decision to disfellowship and the
“Biblical” reason of the disfellowshipping are notified to the said believer, as
well as that he or she may appeal this decision in writing within seven days.
E) If the body of elders receives a letter of appeal against the disfellowshipping
action from the said believer, they will contact the circuit overseer to choose
qualified elders to take part in the review hearing. The “appeal committee”
comprised of elders endeavour to hold a hearing with the said believer within
a week of receiving the written letter.
F) If the appeal committee also judges that there was a need to disfellowship the
said believer, a short announcement saying, “so-and-so (name of believer) is
no longer one of Jehovah’s Witnesses” (where “Jehovah’s Witnesses” points
to the individual believers, so this announcement means that they are no
longer regarded as a believer of Jehovah’s Witnesses) is made. After the
disfellowshipping action, the religious connection between the said believer
and the congregation constituents is greatly reduced. However, it is still
possible to attend a meeting of Jehovah’s Witnesses even when one is
disfellowshipped.
G) A believer who received the disfellowshipping procedure may be approved
to be reinstated if he or she shows “clear evidence of repentance” and has
abstained from a “sinful path” for a “reasonable period of time”. The elders
cautiously wait for sufficient time for the disfellowshipped person to “show
evidence of their true repentance”. This period may be a year or even longer.
(3) The Disfellowshipping of this case against the Plaintiff (entire import of oral
arguments)
The plaintiff, after going through the hearing held by defendant [C] and two others,
who were all judicial committee members of this case on 3 July 2006, received
the decision to be disfellowshipped from Sado Congregation. [Page 6] The
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plaintiff appealed this decision, but in the appeal committee of this case held on
the 15th of the same month, by the hearing held by the appeal committee members
consisting of defendant [B] and two others, the decision was yet made to
disfellowship the plaintiff (disfellowshipping of this case).
(4) The Filing of this Lawsuit (obvious facts)
The plaintiff filed this lawsuit on 27 February 2018.
(5) Invoking of Extinctive Prescription by Defendants (obvious facts)
A) The defendant Sado Congregation, defendant [B] and defendant [C] showed
their intent to invoke extinctive prescription for each of the claims in this case
by their Written Answer dated 17 April 2018 (statement in the 1st date for oral
arguments held on the 24th of the same month).
B) The defendant Society and defendant [A] showed their intent to invoke
extinctive prescription for each of the claims in this case by their Written
Answer dated 17 April 2018 (constructive statement in the 1st date for oral
arguments held on the 24th of the same month).
II. Issues
(1) Whether each of the claims in this case are legal disputes or not
(2) Whether the personal rights of the plaintiff were violated or not, and the amount
of damages thereof
(3) Whether extinctive prescription has been completed or not
III. The Parties’ Arguments for the Issues
(1) Regarding Issue (1): the eligibility as a (legal dispute)
(Argument of the Defendants)
None of the plaintiff’s claims meets the criteria for a legal dispute, so they cannot
avoid being dismissed without determination on the merits.
A) The standing a believer of Jehovah’s Witnesses has is purely religious. It has
absolutely no relationship with whether any specific right, obligation or legal
relationship exists. In addition, the disfellowshipping measure of Jehovah’s
Witnesses is only a religious measure, where the disfellowshipped person is
6

dealt with as someone who is not a believer of Jehovah’s Witnesses and
his/her religious activities are limited. Though the object of claim 1 of the
plaintiff is not clear, its substance is that of simply confirming a religious
standing or the contesting of the invalidity of a purely religious disciplinary
action, so it should be dismissed without determination on the merits.
[Page 7]
B) Regarding claim 2 of the plaintiff, even if it is a claim that is based on specific
rights and obligations or legal relationship of the parties involved as
compensation for damages based on a tort, due to the following, namely, that
the validity of the disfellowshipping inside the religious group is a
prerequisite to judging whether the claim stands or not, and that there is no
way to judge the validity of the disfellowshipping measure in this case
without delving into the content of religious doctrine and faith, this claim
should be dismissed without determination on the merits as not fit to be
ultimately resolved by application of law.
Similarly, say if the object of claim 1 of the plaintiff is not understood to be
a confirmation of a spiritual standing or the confirmation of the invalidity of
a religious disciplinary action, in order to define what acts are to be forbidden,
one needs to define what the handling as a believer is to be. This cannot be
done without judging the religious beliefs and practices of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, so therefore, it is impossible to ultimately resolve with the
application of law, and therefore cannot avoid being dismissed without
determination on the merits.
C) A disfellowshipping action is a disciplinary action which is based on the
accounts of the Bible. Its conditions are: 1) to have committed a serious sin
(wrongdoing); and 2) not to repent of that sin.
Considering 1), the “serious sins” that the plaintiff committed in this case
were “malicious, intentional lying” and “slander”. These are both mentioned
in the Bible as sins. So, for Jehovah’s Witnesses, these are not just moral
issues but a sin in the religious sense, and therefore these terms need to be
interpreted in the way and meaning they are used in the Bible, not through
the Japanese meaning of the term in everyday usage. Concerning 2) also,
“true” “repentance” needs to be seen in the individual, but this too has to be
judged through the usage of the terms in the Bible along with its religious
connotations, so judging the existence of “repentance” too is purely a
7

religious judgment.
Therefore, it is not possible to reason about the appropriateness of the
disfellowshipping measure while bypassing religious judgment, and so this
is not in the scope of judicial review.
D) The actions of the plaintiff that were the basis of the reasons for the
disfellowshipping measure of this case are as follows.
[Page 8]
a) From around April 2004, the plaintiff claimed to the defendant Society
and Sado Congregation and others that […] (hereinafter referred to as
“[F]”), an elder of Sado Congregation at that time, was being used in an
important role in the organisation of Jehovah’s Witnesses because he was
giving out monetary gifts to […] (hereinafter referred to as “[G]”), the
circuit overseer at that time and that this falls under the religious sin of
“simony” (a Biblical term meaning the selling of church offices and
bribes). The plaintiff asked that an inquiry be made. The plaintiff also
reported around October of the same year that defendant [A] and another
elder in Sado Congregation at that time, […] (hereinafter referred to as
“[H]”) were also committing simony and asked that an inquiry be made.
In addition, from around July 2005, the plaintiff alleged that [H] was
evading taxes.
Since the plaintiff did not show any actual evidence of simony or tax
evasion in any of her allegations, and because [F] and the others denied
the allegation of simony and tax evasion, the other elders, after
investigation, decided there was no proof of simony or tax evasion.
b) After the investigation results showed that there was no proof of simony
between [F] and [G], the plaintiff was not satisfied with the result and
sent a letter to [I], who was in the religious role of district overseer at that
time. He sent a reply to the plaintiff dated 8 May 2005. On the margins
of that letter, though she actually had not received such direction from
the defendant Society, the plaintiff wrote, “This is to notify that I was
instructed by the Watch Tower Society to write to Brother [J], a member
of the branch committee, if decision of disfellowshipping of Brother [F]
is not made at this time.” (Here, “brother” refers to the honorific title
used that Jehovah’s Witnesses call each other). The plaintiff then
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submitted this letter to defendant [A].
c) The above actions fall under “malicious, intentional lying” and “slander”.
[Page 9] The elders continued to give Bible-based counsel to the plaintiff
to ask her to alter her actions, but the plaintiff did not change her actions
and therefore became the subject of a judicial committee.
d) In the judicial committee of this case, the plaintiff admitted her actions,
but kept insisting on her rightfulness without showing any specific
evidence as to the alleged simony and tax evasion by [F] and the others.
Also, at the appeal committee of this case, the plaintiff admitted that she
had done acts which fall under the sin of “malicious, intentional lying”
and “slander” but it was not evident from the speech of the plaintiff that
she had genuinely repented. Therefore, it was decided that the plaintiff’s
actions and her subsequent behaviour fulfilled the requirements of
committing a serious sin and not repenting, and the disfellowshipping of
this case was executed. Moreover, in both committees, the procedures
for disfellowshippings such as the explanation of the Biblical reasons for
them were followed.
(Argument of the Plaintiff)
A) The claim of the plaintiff is not just simply the confirming of a religious
standing or the contesting of the invalidity of a religious disciplinary action.
Since the defendant’s chain of actions against the plaintiff in the
disfellowshipping of this case and the unwillingness to admit the plaintiff’s
requests for reinstatement and cancellation of the disfellowshipping is illegal
and over the bounds of social appropriateness, these actions violated the
personal rights of the plaintiff. Therefore, based on the reason that these
actions constitute a tort against the plaintiff, the plaintiff is asking for the
illegal conditions which violate her personal rights to be discontinued
(injunction) and compensation for damages, which are claims that are related
to the specific rights and obligations and legal relationship between the
parties. Moreover, each of the claims in this case is based on the fact that the
disfellowshipping of this case was illegal.
To begin with, in this disfellowshipping case of the plaintiff, in neither the
judicial committee nor the appeal committee of this case was there any
explanation as to the reasons for the disfellowshipping and neither were the
Scriptural reasons for it made clear. Neither was the plaintiff given an
9

appropriate opportunity to defend herself, so there are major substantial
[Page 10] and procedural defects. In addition to this disfellowshipping in this
case, though it may have been done as part of a religious act, the chain of
actions of the defendants in not admitting the plaintiff’s requests for
reinstatement and cancellation of disfellowshipping are illegal and
significantly over the bounds of social appropriateness, thereby violating the
plaintiff’s personal rights, and constitute a tort.
B) The Religious Corporation Act does not have any articles that directly make
the rights, obligations and legal relationships between the believers and the
religious corporation clear. Therefore, in order to determine whether the
believer’s standing may be construed as a legal standing that includes specific
rights, obligations or legal relationship, one must investigate how the
religious corporation in question places the believer. (Supreme Court decision,
18 July 1995, Minshu Vol. 49 No. 7 page 2717).
According to the rules in the defendant Sado Congregation’s statute, a
believer can attend the believers’ general meeting and discuss and vote on
important matters concerning the religious activities of the corporation as a
member. Therefore, it is appropriate to understand that the standing of the
believer is a legal one that includes specific rights, obligations and legal
relationship. Also, a claim for compensation of damages based on tort, by its
subject matter, is a claim about legal standing concerning specific rights,
obligations or legal relationships.
C) The defendants claim that deciding the validity of the disfellowshipping
measure inside the religious group is a prerequisite to judging whether each
of the claims stands or not, and that this is vital to determining the outcome
of the lawsuit so it is not fit to be ultimately resolved by application of law
and should be dismissed without determination on the merits. However, as
mentioned before, the plaintiff had not been given any explanation as to the
reason for her disfellowshipping or the Biblical reasons for it up to her
disfellowshipping of this case. Though it seems like the plaintiff regretted and
was repentant of her actions in her letters she sent to Sado Congregation and
others, those letters were written in a state of mental weakness due to being
depressed and suffering from insomnia due to the disfellowshipping of this
case. Therefore, the “lie” and “slander” that she [Page 11] wrote of in her
letter were just the assumptions of the plaintiff as to the reasons why she was
disfellowshipped in this case, and is not proof that she had been explained the
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reasons for the disfellowshipping of this case.
If, the “serious sin” that was the basis of the disfellowshipping of this case
was “malicious, intentional lying” and “slander” as the defendant alleges,
even though these terms are from the Bible, these words have been translated
into simple language that everyone can understand. Therefore, its meaning is
the same as what has been defined in a common dictionary and does not need
religious judgment as to its interpretation. What needs to be judged in this
case is, concerning the disfellowshipping of this case, how the facts that form
the basis for the disfellowshipping of the plaintiff were identified, through
what process and by what criteria it was judged by, and then judging whether
this chain of actions by the defendant and others form tort against the plaintiff
or not. There is no need to go into the doctrine and faith of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, and the courts can judge this.
Therefore, considering the validity of the disfellowshipping of this case, the
courts possess the power to make judicial review and should judge on the
merits concerning it.
(2) Concerning Issue (2) (whether there was a violation of personal rights and the
amount of damages)
(Argument of the Plaintiff)
A) a) Whether a disfellowshipping is valid or not “should be determined
by whether it was followed with the proper procedures, based on the
standards as set autonomously by the religious group in question
except for special cases that the standards are against public order
and morality; or based on reason if there are no such standards.”
(decision of Tokyo High Court, 30 May 2018).
Whether “malicious, intentional lying” and “slander” that the
defendants bring up as the reason for the disfellowshipping of this
case fall under “serious sins” that form the basis for
disfellowshipping or not is unclear because there is no clear mention
of this in any writings. Therefore, in our case, it can be said that there
is no standard within the religious group. As we have stated, the
disfellowshipping of this case against the plaintiff was decided
without any explanation in both the judicial committee of this case
and appeal committee of this case as to what wrongdoing was the
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basis, [Page 12] neither was the Biblical reason or proof of facts
shown, and neither was there any appropriate opportunity for
defending oneself. Also, the “three steps shown by Jesus” in the
Gospel of Matthew Chapter 18 of the New Testament was not
followed as a prerequisite to holding a judicial committee. Therefore,
the disfellowshipping of this case has a major procedural defect.
b) Substantially speaking as well, there is no reason for the plaintiff
to receive the disfellowshipping measure. The plaintiff was never
asked to show specific evidence as to the simony and tax evasion she
alleged. Though the defendants should have investigated the motive
as to why the plaintiff claimed these issues, there is no trace that an
adequate investigation was made. The disfellowshipping of this case
seems to have been executed as retaliation for the plaintiff consulting
with and reporting to the circuit overseer about the approximately
ten years of harassment she had received from [F], and for her
reporting about the wrongdoing of the elders of Sado Congregation,
such as power harassment and excessive drinking.
c) Also, the allegations of simony etc. of the plaintiff were acts of
self-preservation, protest and resistance against the power
harassment of [F] and the body of elders because the elders and
circuit overseers did not sincerely respond to her claims that [F] was
harassing her. Therefore, her actions cannot be strongly criticised.
Therefore, though these motives and extenuating circumstances
should have been considered, the defendants carried out the
disfellowshipping of this case without consideration of these factors.
d) The disfellowshipping of this case by the defendants was done
without there being a clear or set practice in the religious
organisation, without adequate investigation, giving out a one-sided,
extremely disadvantageous measure of disfellowshipping to the
plaintiff. This is against public order and morality, a deviation and
abuse of disciplinary power and should be understood as invalid.
B) Due to the defendants’ chain of actions in the disfellowshipping of
this case and the subsequent ten years of not acceding to the
plaintiff’s requests for reinstatement and cancellation of
disfellowshipping, [Page 13] the plaintiff was not regarded as a
believer in Sado Congregation and defendant Sado Congregation,
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and her association and greeting with believers of Jehovah’s
Witnesses including her two daughters were limited, and she had no
other way but to live apart from her daughters. In addition, because
her rights as a believer were stripped from her, her deep association
with other believers has been blocked and there is a limit on the
meetings she can attend. Therefore, she has been severely limited in
her religious activities.
C) Defendant [C], defendant [B] and defendant [A] were involved in
the disfellowshipping of this case as members of the judicial
committee, appeal committee, and the circuit overseer. The
defendants’ chain of actions in the disfellowshipping of this case and
the subsequent denial of the plaintiff’s requests for reinstatement and
cancellation of disfellowshipping for over ten years are illegal and
significantly over the bounds of social appropriateness for an action
by a religious organisation. This violated the personal rights of the
plaintiff and constitutes a tort against the plaintiff. Defendant Sado
Congregation and defendant Society which are religious
corporations have employer’s liability for the actions of individuals,
namely, defendant [B], defendant [C] and defendant [A].
Therefore, the plaintiff, based on personal rights, asks for the
measure to forbid being treated as a disfellowshipped believer from
the disfellowshipping of this case, as a measure of discontinuance of
(an injunction against) the disfellowshipping in this case. The
plaintiff also demands JPY 3,300,000 (composed of compensation
of JPY 3,000,000 and attorney fees of JPY 300,000), as
compensation for damages based on tortious acts, from defendant
[B], defendant [C] and defendant [A], based on Article 709 of the
Civil Code, and from defendant Sado Congregation and defendant
Society, based on Article 715 of the Civil Code, for their chain of
actions in the disfellowshipping of this case and the subsequent
denial in accepting the plaintiff’s requests for reinstatement and
cancellation of disfellowshipping. The plaintiff also demands the
payment of delayed damages based on the rules set in the Civil Code
at 5 percent per annum starting from the next day after the service of
the complaint until full payment of such sum.
(Argument of the Defendants)
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A) Concerning the reason for the disfellowshipping of this case, the
plaintiff was advised multiple times that if she did not change her
actions they would amount to “malicious, intentional lying” and
“slander”, the plaintiff was given an opportunity to defend herself
both at the judicial committee and appeal committee, [Page 14] and
this was also stated to the plaintiff as the reasons for her
disfellowshipping. As apparent from the plaintiff’s own letters she
sent to defendant [C] and others that she understood the reason for
the disfellowshipping and was trying hard to repent, there was no
procedural defect in the disfellowshipping of this case. We also
contest the claim that the disfellowshipping of this case lacks a
substantial reason.
B) The plaintiff claims that her association and greeting of Jehovah’s
Witness believers including her two daughters was limited and she
had no way but to live separately from them. However, avoiding
association with disfellowshipped believers is a choice made by
each believer based on his religious conscience. In a family, the
religious ties may change, but it does not change the fact that they
are still a family. The plaintiff’s daughters moving out was based on
their voluntary will to do so, and there is no legal causality with the
disfellowshipping action.
We contest the other claims for damages.
(3) Regarding Issue (3) (Extinctive prescription)
(Argument of the Defendants)
The plaintiff received the disfellowshipping measure of this case in July 2006.
At that time, the plaintiff was able to know of the damage and the perpetrator
on the same day. Therefore, for each of the claims, the prescription has been
completed. The plaintiff also had requested the help of her attorney-at-law
around 2012. Even if prescription is calculated from that time, it has also
expired. Up until that time, the plaintiff notified the defendants multiple times
of her intent to file a lawsuit, so she had the opportunity to take action for an
interruption of prescription, so therefore this does not amount to an abuse of
right to cite extinctive prescription.
The defendants cited extinctive prescription by their written reply of 17 April
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2018, and in the statement and constructive statement at the first date for oral
arguments held on 24 April 2018.
(Argument of the Plaintiff)
A) The plaintiff is considering the defendants’ chain of actions in the
disfellowshipping of this case and the subsequent denial of the plaintiff’s
requests for reinstatement and cancellation of disfellowshipping for over
ten years as tort, so one cannot claim extinctive prescription by the
[Page 15] mere passing of three years from July 2006.
B) If though, the disfellowshipping of this case on July 2006 is the start time
to calculate extinctive prescription, the reason why it took more than ten
years to file a suit was because the plaintiff, as a believer of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, was trying to find ways to reach a resolution that was in line
with the Bible’s teachings with the defendants by following the
description in the doctrinal writings of Jehovah’s Witnesses on “matters
needing attention” and asking for the proper investigation and response
by the circuit overseer, etc. Therefore, the defendants invoking extinctive
prescription in this case is against fair and equitable principle and
unacceptable as an abuse of rights.
3.

Judgment of this Court
I.

Found facts
By comprehending the Presupposed Facts mentioned previously with the evidence
mentioned in brackets and the entire import of oral arguments, the following facts can
be found.
(1) Around April 2004, the plaintiff claimed that [F] was being used in important
roles within the organisation of Jehovah’s Witnesses because he was sending
monetary gifts etc. to [G], committing simony. The plaintiff asked the elders of
Sado Congregation to investigate. Therefore, the elders questioned [F] if he had
committed the sin of simony. [F] denied the fact. Around October of the same year
the plaintiff started to claim that defendant [A] and [H] were also suspected of
committing the sin of simony, and around July 2005 started to also allege that [H]
was evading taxes. However, for all allegations, the plaintiff did not show specific
evidence concerning the simony and tax evasion. Therefore, before the judicial
committee was opened for this case, [G], and other circuit overseers apart from
[G]. and the elders pointed out to the plaintiff that if she continued to claim these
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it could be judged as “slander”. The plaintiff claimed that she was stating the truth
and that her actions did not constitute “slander”. Further, in the examination of
the plaintiff in this lawsuit, the plaintiff stated that she did not directly witness [F]
and others handing out bribes, and she said she was [Page 16] unsure as to what
the bribes handed out were. When questioned about the details of the tax evasion
by [H], such as the amount and how it was accomplished, the plaintiff did not give
any specific statements either (Exhibit B20, C7,10,13-1,14,24, Examination of
Plaintiff, Examination of Defendant [C], Examination of Defendant [B]).
(2) The plaintiff was not satisfied with the response of Sado Congregation to her
request to investigate [F] and others. Therefore, she sent a letter around 2005 to
[I], the district overseer (a religious position of Jehovah’s Witnesses) at the time
to again request an investigation. In response, she received a reply letter from him
dated 8 May 2005 along with her original letter she sent. In the margins of the
reply letter (Exhibit C6), the plaintiff wrote in a memo of false content, saying,
“This is to notify that I was instructed by Watch Tower Society to write to brother
[J], a member of the branch committee, if decision of disfellowshipping of brother
[F] is not made at this time.” In actuality, the plaintiff had not received any such
direction from the defendant Society. The plaintiff then submitted the letter to
defendant [A] (Exhibit C6,10,11, Examination of Plaintiff).
(3) On 3 July 2006, the judicial committee of this case concerning the
disfellowshipping of the plaintiff was heard. Defendant [C] and two others who
were in the judicial committee, after going through the hearing procedure with the
plaintiff, told her that her actions amounted to “serious sin” and that since they
could see no “repentance” on the part of the plaintiff, she would be
disfellowshipped (Exhibit C1,2,24, Examination of Defendant [C]).
(4) The plaintiff, after the hearing of the judicial committee of this case, sent a letter
to the defendant Society dated 8 July 2006 (Exhibit B7-1) stating: “By attending
this judicial committee meeting, I was able to understand I was spiritually and
mentally sick. I appreciate this, and I am sorry for the many rude actions on my
part.” The plaintiff also sent a letter to defendant [A] dated the same day
(Exhibit B7-2) saying, “I am sorry for the many rude things I repeated to you, and
I regret them.” “I have finally come to notice my spiritual illness and mental
illness.” The plaintiff also wrote to defendant [C] dated the 9th of the same month
(Exhibit C1), saying, “I feel ashamed of what I have done and have genuinely
repented and do believe that I am producing works befitting repentance.” “I would
like to make an appeal, and make request thereof.” [Page 17] In these letters, there
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was no indication that the plaintiff was claiming the reasons for disfellowshipping
were not clear. (Exhibit B7-1,7-2, C1)
(5) In response to the plaintiff’s request for appeal, on 15 July 2006, the appeal
committee of this case was held. In the hearing of the appeal committee of this
case, defendant [B] told the plaintiff that insisting that other believers were
committing simony in the absence of evidence would be slander. Then, the appeal
committee of this case upheld the decision of the judicial committee of this case,
decided on the disfellowshipping of the plaintiff, and informed the plaintiff. Next,
defendant [B] advised the plaintiff to do zealous personal study and prayer, told
her not to forget the Bible scripture of Isaiah chapter 54 verses 7 and 8 and showed
her the verses. (Exhibit C3,10,11, Examination of Plaintiff, Examination of
Defendant [B])
(6) After the decision to disfellowship by the appeal committee of this case, the
plaintiff wrote to the members of the appeal committee saying: “I painfully feel
the deep mercy of God’s decisions, wherein he is helping disfellowshipped ones
gain many teachings and encouragement from assemblies and meetings and are
helped to live within the truth,” and “I am not continuing any of the actions that
were the basis of my disfellowshipping,” in her letter dated 10 September 2006,
titled “petition” (Exhibit C2). Also, the plaintiff wrote to [K], the presiding
overseer (a religious position of Jehovah’s Witnesses) at the time saying, “I will
take care not to repeat the same mistakes again,” and “I would like to continue to
show my repentance,” in her letter titled “petition” dated 25 December of the
same year (Exhibit C3). Both these letters were about the plaintiff’s petition to be
reinstated back into Sado Congregation. Further, the plaintiff sent a letter to the
presiding overseer around August or September 2007 imploring to be reinstated
to Sado Congregation, wherein she said, “My attitude and manner of speech were
not appropriate. Therefore, I was rude to many people and it developed into
slander.” (Exhibit C8) The plaintiff again sent a letter to the circuit overseer dated
14 April 2008 requesting to be reinstated to Sado Congregation (Exhibit C4). In
each of these letters, the plaintiff [Page 18] did not claim that the reasons for her
disfellowshipping were unclear (Exhibit C2,3,4,8).
(7) In October 2008, the plaintiff sent a letter titled “Petition” dated the 6th of the same
month to [L], the circuit overseer of Koshinetsu No. 1 circuit at that time. In it,
the plaintiff stated that her actions did not amount to slander, that the
disfellowshipping of this case was unreasonable, and that she requested a
cancellation of the disfellowshipping of this case. In this letter as well, the plaintiff
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did not claim that the reason for the disfellowshipping was unclear. (Exhibit C9)
(8) At an unknown time, later than 22 February 2009, the plaintiff wrote to the
judicial committee and appeal committee members (Exhibit C10). In her letter
she said, “In my letter that I wrote to Mr [Defendant A] where I ‘lied’ using the
name of a branch committee member … that is an issue to be handled between
the individuals and not something for the organisation to take up and judge.” The
plaintiff claimed the disfellowshipping of this case was invalid, and stated that
there was a possibility she would file a civil action. In the beginning of the same
letter, she stated that the “simony issue” had been handled in the judicial
committee and appeal committee. Also, at an unknown time after the
disfellowshipping of this case, the plaintiff wrote a report (Exhibit C11), wherein
she stated: “I wrote a lie in the letter I wrote to the circuit overseer brother
[Defendant A], saying ‘a brother in the society told me to write to the branch
committee member,’” and “This was the reason for my disfellowshipping by the
judicial committee and appeal committee.” This report made its way to the hands
of Sado Congregation or defendant Sado Congregation in one way or another.
Further, in neither of the documents did the plaintiff claim that the reason for the
disfellowshipping was unclear (Exhibit C10,11).
(9) The plaintiff’s husband sent a letter to [H] and others, dated 7 January 2010
(Exhibit C18-1,18-2), wherein it was stated that the plaintiff was not notified of
the reason for the disfellowshipping of this case. Also, the plaintiff sent a letter to
defendant [B] dated 16 February 2011 (Exhibit C14), wherein she asked for the
invalidation or cancellation of the disfellowshipping of this case and said that she
did not hear of the reason of her disfellowshipping in the appeal committee
[Page 19] (Exhibit C14, 18-1,18-2).
(10) The plaintiff stated in the examination of the plaintiff in this lawsuit that her
statements in the appeal document dated 9 July 2006 (Exhibit C1) and petition
dated 10 September of the same year (Exhibit C2) etc. were not from her heart.
The plaintiff had written that she was repentant of the sins she had committed, but
she claimed that she had done so because she thought there was no other way to
go back to Sado Congregation without writing against her real feelings. She stated
that when she had written those documents, she had not “repented”. (Examination
of Plaintiff)
II. Judgment
(1) Regarding Issue (1) of (legal dispute)
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A) The defendants claim that for each claim there is no basis for a legal dispute.
The plaintiff, on the other hand, contests this and says it is a legal dispute.
On this note, even if a litigation itself may be about specific rights and duties
or legal relationship of the parties, it cannot be construed as the “legal dispute”
referred to in Article 3 of the Court Act in a case where the validity of a
disciplinary action taken within the religious organisation is a prerequisite for
determining whether the claim is proper or not, and the validity or lack
thereof is the essential issue of the conflict between the parties, whereas the
validity of the action cannot be judged without stepping into the content of
the religious doctrine or faith since it is deeply involved in the content of its
doctrines or faith, and, moreover, the judgment on it is essential and
inevitably affects the outcome of litigation. Such litigation does not fall under
“legal dispute” as being suitable for ultimate solution by the application of
laws and regulations. (Refer to the Judgment of the Supreme Court of Japan
of 8 September 1989, Minshu Vol. 43 No. 8 page 889)
B) Applying this in this case, among the claims of this case by the plaintiff as
listed in 1. above, Claim 1 is an injunction of an illegal condition (to handle
her as a believer who was disfellowshipped) based on violation of personal
rights, and Claim 2 is compensation for damages by tortious actions of the
violation of personal rights. Regarding Claim 1, [Page 20] it remains
questionable if this can be said as a litigation based on specific rights, duties
or legal relationship; however, even if it was hypothesised as a litigation
based on specific rights, duties or legal relationship, it is based on the
prerequisite that the disfellowshipping of this case by Sado Congregation to
the plaintiff was illegal. Accordingly, as for each of the claims of this case,
we may at least say as follows: The validity of the disciplinary action
(disfellowshipping of this case) which was taken inside the religious
organisation (Sado Congregation) is a prerequisite in deciding the outcome
of the claim. The validity or lack thereof is the substantial issue of this dispute
between the parties. In addition, its judgment inevitably affects the outcome
of the litigation and is therefore essential.
C) Therefore, we shall next consider if the judgment of the validity of the
disfellowshipping of this case is something that cannot be judged without
stepping into the content of religious doctrine and faith due to it being deeply
related to the said doctrine and faith.
a) As stated in the Presupposed Facts before, the substantial requirements
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in the disfellowshipping of this case are that the plaintiff’s actions fall
under “serious sin” and that the plaintiff is not “repentant” of the actions.
The plaintiff disputes that her actions fall under these requirements.
Therefore, to judge the substantial requirements of the validity of the
disfellowshipping of this case, one must judge whether the requirements
were met, namely, whether the plaintiff’s actions fall under “serious sin”
and whether the plaintiff did not “repent” of them.
Of this, according to the Presupposed Facts above and the Found Facts
above, the “serious sin” stated above should be understood as the generic
term of serious sins outlined in the Bible as interpreted by Jehovah’s
Witnesses, a Christian denomination, according to their doctrine.
Therefore, it is clear that regarding its interpretation, without
investigating the meaning and content of the term “serious sin” in the
Bible, one cannot state decisively whether it means the same “serious sin”
as in common Japanese. Also, [Page 21] “repentance” too is clearly an
expression derived from the Bible. Therefore, regarding its interpretation,
without investigating the meaning and content of the term “repentance”
in the Bible, one cannot state decisively whether it means the same
“repentance” as in common Japanese. This being the case, the substantial
requirements of the disfellowshipping of this case are clearly, deeply
related to the content of religious doctrine and faith and judging its
fulfilment cannot be done without stepping into the content of doctrine
and faith.
Also, as a more specified “serious sin”, the “malicious, intentional lying”
and “slander” as claimed by the defendants are both sins mentioned in
the Bible (according to the interpretation of Jehovah’s Witnesses).
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that these are deeply related to the
content of religious doctrine and faith, and it is not reasonable to interpret
them simply in the Japanese common meaning of the terms. Therefore,
whether they meet the terms too cannot be judged without stepping into
the content of religious doctrine and faith. Further, even if it was possible
to judge the existence or absence of these sins without stepping into the
content of doctrine and faith, in order to judge the “weight of the sins”
(committed by the plaintiff) to see if they fall under “serious sin” or not,
one would not be able but to step into the content of doctrine and faith.
From the above, in conclusion, it can be said that in order to judge the
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substantial requirements for the validity of the disfellowshipping action
of this case, one cannot but step into the content of the religious doctrine
and faith of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
In contrast, the plaintiff claims that the disfellowshipping of this case can
be assumed as a retaliation for the plaintiff’s actions of discussing and
reporting the harassment and power harassment under [F] to the circuit
overseer, and reporting the “wrongdoing” of the elders in Sado
Congregation, namely power harassment and excessive drinking.
However, there is at least not enough evidence to be able to identify that
the disfellowshipping of this case was just an act of retaliation to the
extent that it makes the judgment of the substantial requirements
[Page 22] for the validity of the disfellowshipping of this case
unnecessary. Rather, as the Found Facts mentioned above show, the facts
reveal that it was the plaintiff who, without sufficient grounds, claimed
against Sado Congregation that [F], defendant [A], [H] and others were
allegedly committing simony and tax evasion. It was the plaintiff who,
though not being given any instruction by the defendant Society,
submitted a document to defendant [A] where she wrote that she had
received instructions. In view of the fact that these actions form “lies”
and “slander” in the common Japanese meaning of these terms, it is clear
that the disfellowshipping of this case was at least not done without a
trace of substantial reason for it, as the plaintiff claims was the case.
Therefore, the above claim of the plaintiff cannot be adopted.
b) As stated previously, to judge the substantial requirements for the
validity of the disfellowshipping of this case, one cannot but step into the
content of the doctrine and faith of Jehovah’s Witnesses. However, it can
be reasoned that if the procedural defects of the disfellowshipping of this
case were so major that there would be no need to judge the substantial
requirements of the disfellowshipping, there would be no need to step
into the content of doctrine and faith.
In this respect, the plaintiff claims that in the hearing procedure of the
disfellowshipping of this case, it was not made apparent at all to her what
“wrongdoing” was the basis for the disfellowshipping measure. The
plaintiff also claims that neither the “Biblical” reason nor the evidence to
back up the facts were shown, and that she had no opportunity to properly
defend herself. However, as the term “Biblical” distinctly shows, even in
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judging how major a procedural defect was, one still would need to step
into the content of doctrine and faith, and there is no specific evidence
that would allow [the court to] accept the claim of the plaintiff without
stepping into the content of doctrine and faith. Rather, as the Found Facts
mentioned above show, the judicial committee of this case and the appeal
committee of this case were held in July 2006, and decided on the
disfellowshipping of this case. The plaintiff herself, [Page 23] at least up
until April 2008, repeatedly sent letters to concerned parties that she was
repentant of her actions that were the basis of the disfellowshipping of
this case. Even though around October of the same year the plaintiff
started sending letters stating that the disfellowshipping of this case was
unreasonable, there was no indication in her letters until three years after
the disfellowshipping of this case, around January 2010, that she started
to claim that the reason for the disfellowshipping of this case was unclear.
In light of these circumstances, it cannot be found that there was a major
procedural defect in the hearing process of the disfellowshipping of this
case, such as none of the procedures for judging whether to disfellowship
had been taken etc., making it unnecessary to judge the substantial
requirements for the validity of a disfellowshipping measure.
D) Therefore, judging the validity of the disfellowshipping of this case is deeply
related to the content of religious doctrine and faith, and it is impossible to
judge the validity or lack thereof unless one steps into the content of said
doctrine and faith.
(2) Since it is as above, none of the claims of the plaintiff are suited to be ultimately
resolved by application of law, and are not a “legal dispute” as put in Article 3 of
the Court Act.
Therefore, the other remaining issues on the merits do not need to be judged.
III. According to the above, all of the claims of the plaintiff are unlawful. Therefore, they
are dismissed without determination on the merits, and the judgment is as the main
text.
Niigata District Court, 2nd Civil Case Division
Presiding Judge, Judge Shojiro Kanno
Judge Fumihiko Takakura
Judge Tsukushi Idutsu
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that is
the art
23 of
the Civil
be
understood as
as the
freedom e.g.
e.g. to
to choose
choose aa religion
as well
as to
such religion
either
understood
the freedom
religion as
well as
to profess
profess such
religion either
individually or
or collectively
collectively with
other believers.
The personal
interests mentioned
mentioned and
and
individually
with other
believers. The
personal interests
protected
that article
article include
include freedom
freedom to
accept any
any religion
of personal
choice, to
protected by
by that
to accept
religion of
personal choice,
to manifest
manifest
one’s convictions
convictions and
and freedom
freedom to
to perform
certain practices.
The violation
of the
discussed
one’s
perform certain
practices. The
violation of
the discussed
personal
good would
involve enforcing
enforcing on
on others
others certain
certain beliefs
or practices
or undertaking
personal good
would involve
beliefs or
practices or
undertaking
actions that
that would
anyone from
from the
freedoms (compare
(compare the
actions
would hinder
hinder anyone
the mentioned
mentioned religious
religious freedoms
the verdict
verdict
th
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court dated
dated of
of June
June 12
12th,, 2002,
2002, III
III CKN
CKN 618/00,
618/00, OSNC
OSNC No.
of 2003,
84).
of
No. 66 of
2003, 84).

As the
the District
District Court
Court rightly
noticed the
expulsion of
of someone
someone from
from the
As
rightly noticed
the expulsion
the religious
religious
community does
does not
constitute deprivation
deprivation or
or limitation
limitation of
of one’s
one’s freedom
freedom to
accept any
any
community
not constitute
to accept

religion
and to
express one’s
one’s religious
religious beliefs.
There is
is no
doubt, however,
such decision
decision
religion and
to express
beliefs. There
no doubt,
however, that
that such
limits freedom
freedom of
of worshipping,
teaching as
as well
as performing
and other
other religious
limits
worshipping, teaching
well as
performing practices
practices and
religious
expulsion
activities together
together with
the former
former fellow
fellow believers.
From this
this point
of view,
activities
with the
believers. From
point of
view, the
the expulsion

4
could
be in
violation of
religion. However,
However, accepting
could theoretically
theoretically be
in violation
of freedom
freedom of
of conscience
conscience and
and religion.
accepting
such
would be
be against
the Constitution
which is
based on
the autonomy
religions
such an
an idea
idea would
against the
Constitution which
is based
on the
autonomy of
of religions
and
which does
the decisions
and religious
religious denominations
denominations and
and which
does not
not allow
allow interference
interference in
in the
decisions
concerning
particular religious
religious community.
under
concerning affiliation
afﬁliation to
to any
any particular
community. Such
Such decisions
decisions do
do not
not fall
fall under
aa court’s
jurisdiction. A
to verify
verify attitudes
religion
court’s jurisdiction.
A court
court is
is not
not authorized
authorized to
attitudes of
of members
members of
of any
any religion
regarding
principles accepted
by that
well as
to judge
judge sanctions
on
regarding principles
accepted by
that denomination
denomination as
as well
as to
sanctions imposed
imposed on
an
who encroached
that principles.
principles. Moreover,
to the
the rules
rules expressed
an individual
individual who
encroached that
Moreover, aa court,
court, due
due to
expressed in
in
the
to judge
judge if
the board
board of
the
the art.
art. 25
25 item
item 3
3 of
of the
the Constitution,
Constitution, is
is not
not authorized
authorized to
if the
of directors
directors of
of the
Watchtower
because this
this would
would involve
Watchtower Society
Society carries
carries out
out accepted
accepted theocratic
theocratic order,
order, because
involve
evaluation
value system
moral) which
which in
this does
under
evaluation of
of value
system (religious,
(religious, moral)
in case
case like
like this
does not
not fall
fall under
jurisdiction of
Anyone who
who decides
to join
join any
religious denomination
jurisdiction
of courts.
courts. Anyone
decides to
any religious
denomination should
should accept
accept
its moral
its
principles. The
role of
however, is
to judge
judge those
principles neither
neither how
how
moral principles.
The role
of aa court,
court, however,
is not
not to
those principles

any
to the
the following
by its
any of
of its
its members
members or
or its
its authorities
authorities obey
obey them.
them. This
This also
also applies
applies to
following by
its
members
toward expelled
members. If
If any
the
members the
the obligation
obligation concerning
concerning certain
certain conduct
conduct toward
expelled members.
any of
of the
former
believers because
because of
behavior did
violate the
the plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s personal
personal rights,
rights,
former fellow
fellow believers
of one’s
one’s behavior
did violate
The later
later
the
be directed
that person,
person, not
not against
the religious
religious denomination.
the suit
suit must
must be
directed against
against that
against the
denomination. The

can
responsibility for
the negligence
negligence on
the part
part of
can only
only take
take responsibility
for its
its own
own actions
actions or
or the
on the
of its
its authorities,
authorities,
not for
for behavior
of its
its members.
not
behavior of
members.
Contrary to
to the
the claims,
claims, the
Court has
considered the
in connection
connection with
Contrary
the District
District Court
has considered
the matter
matter in
with
the plaintiffs
desire to
to be
Jehovah’s Witnesses
(see page
of the
the
plaintiffs desire
be reinstated
reinstated to
to Jehovah’s
Witnesses (see
page 33 of
the Justiﬁcation).
Justification).
The Appeal
Appeal Court
Court shares
shares the
the same
same view
as the
Court that
the refusal
of his
The
view as
the District
District Court
that the
refusal of
his being
being
reinstated to
to aa particular
denomination, as
as his
expulsion, does
does not
fall under
of aa
reinstated
particular denomination,
his expulsion,
not fall
under jurisdiction
jurisdiction of

court.
The above
above mentioned
mentioned reasons
do not
allow the
the court
court to
the defendant’s
defendant’s actions
actions
The
reasons do
not allow
to judge
judge the

concerning the
the plaintiff’s
expulsion from
from the
the community
community of
of Jehovah’s
Jehovah’s Witnesses
and his
concerning
plaintiff’s expulsion
Witnesses and
his
acts. When
When the
refusal of
of being
reinstated in
in the
the context
context of
of legitimate
legitimate or
or illegitimate
illegitimate acts.
refusal
being reinstated
the plaintiff
plaintiff
joined
Jehovah’s Witnesses
he accepted
accepted their
code, including
including the
fact that
that the
expulsion is
is
joined Jehovah’s
Witnesses he
their code,
the fact
the expulsion
ﬁnal and
and that
there exists
exists aa particular
conduct (according
(according to
to the
description it
it could
could
final
that there
particular conduct
the plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s description
be called
called ‘indifference’)
‘indifference’) toward
the expelled
expelled ones,
ones, which
could be
as unpleasant,
be
toward the
which could
be perceived
perceived as
unpleasant,

but not
not violent
existing laws.
laws.
but
violent toward
toward existing
Summing up,
the expulsion
expulsion from
from the
denomination as
as well
as his
Summing
up, both
both the
the denomination
well as
his rejection
rejection do
do not
not

consist of
of infringement
infringement of
of his
his personal
interests which
are the
freedom of
of conscience
conscience and
and
consist
personal interests
which are
the freedom
religion, since
since the
decisions of
of the
denominations in
in their
do not
not fall
fall under
religion,
the decisions
the religious
religious denominations
their nature
nature do
under the
the
jurisdiction
of the
the court
court and
and it
it does
does not
constitute aa damage
damage according
according to
Civil Code.
Code.
jurisdiction of
not constitute
to the
the Civil

5
The
not specifically
the defendant
violated the
the plaintiffs
plaintiff’s
The appeal
appeal does
does not
speciﬁcally state
state how
how the
defendant violated
dignity,
which gives
no possibility
possibility to
to respond
respond to
to the
the
dignity, self-respect
self-respect and
and good
good name,
name, which
gives the
the court
court no
charge
violation of
47 of
the Constitution.
Neither of
the collected
charge of
of violation
of articles
articles 30
30 and
and 47
of the
Constitution. Neither
of the
collected
evidences
prove that
that the
those personal
personal interests
took place
place in
that
evidences prove
the infringements
infringements of
of those
interests took
in aa situation
situation that
gives
right to
request compensation.
the plaintiff
plaintiff did
not provide
provide any
gives aa right
to request
compensation. Moreover,
Moreover, the
did not
any evidence
evidence
that
the defendant
was subjecting
him to
to practices
practices forbidden
by the
the article
40 of
the
that the
defendant was
subjecting him
forbidden by
article 40
of the
Constitution
behavior, tortures).
tortures).
Constitution (e.g.
(e. g. degrading
degrading behavior,
Taking
Appeal Court
based on
the article
the Civil
Taking the
the above
above into
into account,
account, the
the Appeal
Court based
on the
article 385
385 of
of the
Civil
Procedure
ruled that
that the
the proceedings
proceedings
Procedure Code
Code dismissed
dismissed the
the appeal
appeal as
as groundless.
groundless. The
The court
court ruled
costs
representation in
proceedings at
be covered
to
costs (the
(the costs
costs of
of representation
in the
the proceedings
at law)
law) should
should be
covered according
according to
the
principle of
responsibility for
the result
result based
based on
the Civil
the principle
of lawsuit
lawsuit responsibility
for the
on article
article 98
98 of
of the
Civil Procedure
Procedure
Code.
Code.
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J . :
In this matter the applicant claims certain
t---;t:-..1 ! l
relief against the respondent being The Trustees of the

i I
~

t

1 .
Congregation
of Jehovah's Witnesses of Sunnyside, Pretoria.
"J

-:::: I.
:.:''"")

- --~---------

The notice of motion in paragraph one sets out the relief

claimed by Mr Wall.

It says:

"TAKE NOTICE that ALGIE BERNARD WALL (hereinafter called
the Applicant) intends to make application to this Court
for an order to restrain the Trustees of the said
Congregation or any other Congregation of Jehovah ' s
Witnesses in the Pretoria area (hereinafter called the

(20

Respondent) to allow to worship his God in the manner to
which he has be e n accustomed.''
There is certain further relie f

in regard to costs which are

pray ed .
The initiating affidavits of the applicant are short and
to the point.

He sets out that he was a Jehovah Witness , th at

he wa s interested in the teachings of the J e hovah's Witn esses
in about 1969 and that in due course,
J e hov a h's Witn ess .

in 1971, h e became a

He says that during the latter p art of

J. 97 3 h e was excornmuni e a ted by the Bulawayo Congregations of
J chovah ' s/ . .. .

( 30

T.3/66

-

JUDGMENT

2 -

Jehovah's Witnesses for what is termed unchristian conduct.
The word that was used in this Court in regard to what took
place was the word "disfellowship".

He says that in due

course (in fact in November 1979) when he was in Pretoria,
presumably having moved to South Africa from Rhodesia, he came
to associate

with the Sunnyside Congregation of Jehovah's

Witnesses at Pretoria.

He says he attended normally until,

as he states in paragraph 5 at page 5 of the papers,

"until the

Congregation became aware that I had been previously disfellowshiped".

Thereafter h e says and in fact on 6 April 1980 he

was prevented from attending at this
building.

p~rticular

(10

church or

The building I may say is the Kingdon hall at 623,

Reitz ?treet , Sunnyside, Pretoria.
He says in his application further that it is not competent
for the Respondent to prohibit him from attending at the place
of worship, providing that he behaved him self properly, and
he suggests in paragraph 8 that the Trustee, that is the respondents , h a v e acted ultra vires.
I h ave a lre ad y se t

And he prays the relief

out.

There is a notice of int e ntion to defend and then a some-(20
what substantial replying affidavit on b e half of the respondents
which run s fro m page 9 to p age 65.

I may say that the respon-

dents a nn exed the con s titution of their Congr egat ion and v ar ious
other documents which in my vi e w at the moment are not really
r e lev ant .

Th e r e is a replying aff idavit by the applicant

which run s fro m page 66 to pag e 86 and inc ludes a numbe~ of
letters and other documents.
In th e view I take of the ma tter tho se documents are not
r eal ly of a ny particul a r relevance .
Th e point 11 klde

by

th e r es pondent s ;::ind ind eed in this
Co urt/.

( 30

T.3/160

-

3

JUDGMENT

-

Court by their counsel is the following:

They say in the

first place they have th e right as an owner of private property
to exclude anyone they think fit from that property.

In the

second place they say the conduct of the applicant was such
that he was causing a nuisance and causing embarrassment and
they are in any event entitled on that ground to exclude him
from coming on to their property.
The point made by applicant, that is Mr Wall, who appeared
in person and has in fact conducted this whole litigation in
person, the point made by Mr Wall is that there is nothing in (10
the constitution as he sees it which entitles the respondents
to take up the attitude they have.
I

thi~k

I am not certain but

that he conceded as a matter of good principle that

if in fact he had been behaving improperly then they might
very well have the right on that ground to keep him out of the
However, that is clearly not a matter on which I

building.

could come to any decision on the papers as I made clear to Mr
He a ppr e ciated it is not possible for me on the papers

Wall.

to say eith e r th a t

he is lying or that the r e spondents are

lying when they say that his conduct was in fact a nuisance;
causing an e mb a rras s me nt.

( 20

It would requir e evidence to b e give n

so that th e a ll e g a tions on both s id e s could b e tested by crossexam i n a tion.
But th e point that i s ma d e by counsel for respondent is
that in any e v e nt they a r e e nt i tl e d as a matter of law to pre clude Mr Wa ll from coming into the property in terms of th e constitution and their own e r s hop of the prop e rty .
Now Mr Wa ll h a s cont es t e d thi s a nd h e h as r e f e rred to
c e rt a in c ases , in p a rticul a r to NOnDIEN v MOSLEN COMMUNITY
1965

(4)

174.

!le

has a l s o r e :fe rr e d to c e rt a in p a g e s and
p ass a g es/ ... .

(30

-

T .]/251

JUDGMENT

4 -

He has contended that as long as he

passages in BAMFORD.

is a Jehovah Witness in his own mind then as a person who wishes
to worship he is entitled to this right and has a right to go
into the hall and do so.

He . says that it is of no consequen ce
I

that they do not consider him a Jehovah Witness or whatever
other allegation they make about him.

He is in his own

mind a Jehovah Witness and consequen tly he is entitled to the
right of worshippin g as he puts it.
This is understan dable as a matter of human nature;
is understan dable th a t

he should feel so.

it

A man's beliefs

(10

are important to him and I can well understan d why Mr Wall
feels that he should be entitled to go and obtain the succour
and assistanc e that such worship would give him.
ly the La w is against him on that matt e r.
property;

Unfortun a te-

Thi s is private

th e constituti on is perfectly clear;

it is that

the responden ts should maintain inter a lia this particula r hall
f or the b e n ef it o f the Congreg a tion.
the me mb e rs of th e Congr ega tion.

The Congrega tion a r e

Th e constituti on cle a rly

at page 26 giv es the right to the respond e nt to admit or refuse
admi ss ion, a nd i n fact to e xp e l thos e a lre a dy admitted to the ( 2 0
Congregat ion.
Mr Wa ll, it is common cause , i s not a memb e r of thi s p a rticular Congrega tion;

consequen tly he does not e njoy th e ri g ht

of atte nda nc e at this particu la r h a ll.
In the r es u lt th e r esp ond e nt s were entitled as a mat t er of
La w to exc lud e Mr Wa ll fr om e nterin g their prop e rty and there
is no assistance that I can g ive him at all in term s either of
t h e not ice of motion or of a l a t er s u ggestion ma d e in hi s replying affi d a vit.
with costs .

SV/1981 -0 4 - 21

I n the r es ult th e a pplic at ion i s di s mi sse d
(3 0
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ANDERSON
⇒∇⇔∨⊆⊂∠∇ ♥〉
∪⇒⊄⇐⋅⊄∠∪∨⊆⌠
V. WATCHTOWER,
∫∫⇐∠⇒∫⊆∫⇐⊃
M2004—01066-COA-R9—CV
⊄≡±±〉⇐↑∂″〉⇒↓↓〉
(Tenn. Crim.App. ∫∫
1- 19-2007)

⇑↑↑ ∏〉
Barbara
J. ⇒∇⇔∨⊆⊂∠∇⌠
ANDERSON, ≡↔
et ≥〉
al.
♥〉
V.
∪⇒⊄⇐⋅⊄∠∪∨⊆ ⇑√⇑∨
WATCHTOWER
BIBLE ⇒∇⇔
AND ⊄⊆⇒⇐⊄
TIUXCT ⊂∠⇐√∨⊄∅
SOCIETY ∠∧
OF
∇∨∪
NEW
∅∠⊆⌠
YORK, √∇⇐〉⌠
al.
INC., ≡↔
et ≥〉
∇°〉 M2004-01066-COA—R9—CV.
∫∫⇐∠⇒∫⊆∫⇐⊃〉
No.
⇐°♠↑↔
of ⇒↓↓≡≥←
Appeals °≠
of ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡〉
Tennessee.
Court °≠
∧∂≥≡≈
Filed °±
on ∏±♠↑ƒ
January ⌠
19, 〉
2007.
⊗∨⇔√⊄∠⊆⊂
∇∠⊄∨∑ ⊄•∂←
♠±↓♠≥∂←•≡≈ ←
[EDITOR'S NOTE:
This …←≡
case ∂←
is unpublished
as
∂±≈∂…↔≡≈
↔•≡ ∂←←♠∂±÷
indicated ƒ
by the
issuing …°♠↑↔〉ℜ
court.]
⇒↓↓≡≥
∇°〉
Appeal ≠↑°″
from ↔•≡
the ⇐∂↑…♠∂↔
Circuit ⇐°♠↑↔
Court ≠°↑
for ⇐°≠≠≡≡
Coffee ⇐°♠±↔ƒ
County No.

∏°•± W.
∪〉 ⊆°≥≥∂±←⌠
Rollins, ∏♠≈÷≡〉
Judge.
32382 John
Paul ⇔〉
D. ∉°≥∂≈°↑°⌠
Polidoro, ∉↔↔≡↑←°±⌠
Patterson, New
York; ⊆°
∉♠≥
∇≡♦ ∅°↑×
Robb ⊂〉
S.
Harvey, ∨∂≥≡≡±
Eileen ⇑♠↑×•≥↔≡↑
Burkhalter ⊂″∂↔•⌠
Smith, Nashville,
Tennessee,
⋅↑♥≡ƒ⌠
∇←•♥∂≥≥≡⌠ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡⌠
for ↔•≡
the ↓↓≡≥≥±↔←⌠
appellants, ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
Watchtower ⇑∂≥≡
Bible ±≈
and ⊄↑…↔
Tract ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ
Society
≠°↑
Inc., ≡↔
et ≥〉
al.
°≠
∇≡♦ York,
∅°↑×⌠ √±…〉⌠
of New
Jerre
M. ⋅°°≈⌠
Hood, ∪∂±…•≡←↔≡↑⌠
Winchester, ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
Tennessee; J.
Edward ⇑≡≥≥⌠
Bell,
∏≡↑↑≡ 〉
∏〉 ∨≈♦↑≈
III, ¬≡°↑÷≡↔°♦±⌠
Georgetown, ⊂°♠↔•
South ⇐↑°≥∂±⌠
Carolina, ≠°↑
for the
appellees
√√√⌠
↔•≡ ↓↓≡≥≥≡≡←
Barbara ∏〉
J. ⇒±≈≡↑←°±⌠
Anderson, ≡↔
et ≥〉
al.
⇑↑↑

PATRICIA
J. ⇐∠⊄⊄⊆∨⌠
COTTRELL, ∏〉⌠
J ., ≈≡≥∂♥≡↑≡≈
delivered the
opinion °≠
of
∉⇒⊄⊆√⇐√⇒ ∏〉
↔•≡ °↓∂±∂°±
the
court, ∂±
in which
G. ⇐∨∨∇⊄⌠
CLEMENT, ∏⊆〉⌠
JR., ∏〉⌠
J ., ±≈
and
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔⌠
♦•∂…• FRANK
∧⊆⇒∇ ¬〉
DONALD P.
HARRIS, ⊂∨∇√∠⊆
SENIOR ∏〉⌠
J ., joined.
⇔∠∇⇒⇔
∉〉 ⋅⇒⊆⊆√⊂⌠
∝°∂±≡≈〉

∠∉√∇√∠∇
OPINION
PATRICIA ∏〉
J. ⇐∠⊄⊄⊆∨⌠
COTTRELL, JUDGE
∉⇒⊄⊆√⇐√⇒
∏⊇⇔¬∨
Two ≠°↑″≡↑
former ″≡″≡↑←
members °≠
of the
Congregation °≠
of ∏≡•°♥•←
Jehovah's
⊄♦°
↔•≡ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
Witnesses
ﬁled ←♠∂↔
suit ÷∂±←↔
against ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•
church ±≈
and ∂↔←
its ≥≡≈≡↑←
leaders
∪∂↔±≡←←≡← ≠∂≥≡≈
for ≈″÷≡←
damages ←←°…∂↔≡≈
associated ♦∂↔•
with ↔•≡∂↑
their ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from the
≠°↑
↔•≡
organization. ⊄•≡
The ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
defendants ≠∂≥≡≈
ﬁled a ⊄≡±±〉
Tenn. ⊆〉
R. ⇐∂♥〉
Civ. P.
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±〉
∉〉
12.02(1) ″°↔∂°±
motion ↔°
to ≈∂←″∂←←
dismiss ↔•≡∂↑
their …°″↓≥∂±↔
complaint °±
on the
〉
↔•≡
ground ↔•↔
that …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ≈°
do ±°↔
not ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡
exercise jurisdiction
over
÷↑°♠±≈
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
internal …•♠↑…•
church ″↔↔≡↑←〉
matters. ⊄•≡
The ↔↑∂≥
trial …°♠↑↔
court ≈≡±∂≡≈
denied the
∂±↔≡↑±≥
↔•≡
motion.
On ∂±↔≡↑≥°…♠↔°↑ƒ
interlocutory ↓↓≡≥⌠
appeal, we
hold that
″°↔∂°±〉 ∠±
♦≡ •°≥≈
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ trial
↔↑∂≥
court ←•°♠≥≈
should •♥≡
have ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈
dismissed ≥≥
all °≠
of the
claims
…°♠↑↔
↔•≡ plaintiffs’
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″←
because
they ↑≡
are ↑↑≡≈
barred by
Amendment's
≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ƒ
ƒ the
↔•≡ M
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔←
protection
of purely
religious ″↔↔≡↑←
matters ≠↑°″
from ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
interference
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± °≠
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
secular …°♠↑↔←〉
courts.
ƒ ←≡…♠≥↑
by

∉≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ⇑↑↑
⇒±≈≡↑←°± was
♦← a ≥∂≠≡≥°±÷
∏≡•°♥•←
Plaintiff
Barbara ∏〉
J. Anderson
lifelong Jehovah's
∪∂↔±≡←←〉
⇒〉 ∏°←≡↓•
⇒±≈≡↑←°±⌠ ≥←°
Witness. ⋅≡↑
Her •♠←±≈⌠
husband, A.
Joseph Anderson,
also 
a
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠⌠ was
♦← ±
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉
♦≡↑≡
plaintiff,
an ≡≥≈≡↑
elder °≠
of the
church. ⇑°↔•
Both were
″≡″≡↑←
↔•≡ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
members °≠
of the
Congregation °≠
of ∏≡•°♥•←
Jehovah's ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←
Witnesses ∂±
in
±…•≡←↔≡↑⌠
♠↔ were
♦≡↑≡ ≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈
Manchester, ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡⌠
Tennessee, but
expelled °↑
or
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•⌠
↔° this
↔•∂←
"disfellowshipped" ≠↑°″
from the
church, ≥≡≈∂±÷
leading to
≥∂↔∂÷↔∂°±〉
litigation.
↑〉 ±≈
⇒±≈≡↑←°± ≠∂≥≡≈
♥↑∂°♠←
Mr.
and ←〉
Ms. Anderson
ﬁled ←♠∂↔
suit ÷∂±←↔
against various
…°″↓°±≡±↔←
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
components °≠
of the
church •∂≡↑↑…•ƒ
hierarchy ±≈
and ←°″≡
some ←↓≡…∂≠∂…
speciﬁc
…•♠↑…•
church ≥≡≈≡↑←⊗≠±ℜ
leadersjgl …°≥≥≡…↔∂♥≡≥ƒ
(collectively ⇐•♠↑…•
"Church") ±≈
and
asserted ≡∂÷•↔
eight …≥∂″←
claims ∂±
in their
(1) defamation;
←←≡↑↔≡≈
↔•≡∂↑ complaint:
…°″↓≥∂±↔∑ 
≈≡≠″↔∂°±

↔° the
↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
(2) ≈≡≠″↔∂°±
defamation to
congregation; 
(3) ≠≥←≡
false ≥∂÷•↔
light
∂±♥←∂°±
↓↑∂♥…ƒ 
♦∂↔• prospective
↓↑°←↓≡…↔∂♥≡
invasion °≠
of privacy;
(4) ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
interference with
≡…°±°″∂…
↑≡…• °≠
economic ≈♥±↔÷≡
advantage; 
(5) breach
of ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
ﬁduciary ≈♠↔ƒ
duty; 
(6)
≠↑♠≈
fraud; 
(7) ∂±↔≡±↔∂°±≥
intentional ∂±≠≥∂…↔∂°±
inﬂiction °≠
of ≡″°↔∂°±≥
emotional ≈∂←↔↑≡←←
distress;
±≈
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷〉
⊄•≡ƒ ←×≡≈
≠°↑ 
and 
(8) wrongful
disfellowshipping. They
asked for
$20
″∂≥≥∂°± ∂±
↓♠±∂↔∂♥≡ ≈″÷≡←〉
million
in …°″↓≡±←↔°↑ƒ
compensatory ±≈
and punitive
damages.
⊄•≡
↑≡←↓°±≈≡≈ to
↔° the
↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔
♦∂↔• a
The ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
defendants responded
complaint with
″°↔∂°± to
↔° ≈∂←″∂←←
♠±≈≡↑ ⊆♠≥≡
↔•≡ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
motion
dismiss under
Rule 
12 °≠
of the
Tennessee
⊆♠≥≡← °≠
⊄•≡ƒ argued
↑÷♠≡≈ that
↔•↔ under
♠±≈≡↑ ⊄≡±±〉
Rules
of ⇐∂♥∂≥
Civil ∉↑°…≡≈♠↑≡〉
Procedure. They
Tenn.
⊆〉 ⇐∂♥〉
↔•≡ trial
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔
↔•≡
R.
Civ. ∉〉
P. 〉⌠
l2.02(l), the
court ″♠←↔
must ≈∂←″∂←←
dismiss ≥≥
all the
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″←
″↔↔≡↑ jurisdiction,
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±⌠
plaintiffs’
claims ≠°↑
for ≥…×
lack °≠
of ←♠∝≡…↔
subject matter
because the
doctrine °≠
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical abstention
≡…♠←≡
↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
←↔≡±↔∂°± bars
↑←
the …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from interfering
in the
internal ≠≠∂↑←
affairs °≠
of
↔•≡
∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑∂±÷ ∂±
↔•≡ ∂±↔≡↑±≥
religious bodies.
They ≥←°
also moved
for ≈∂←″∂←←≥
dismissal under
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
°≈∂≡←〉 ⊄•≡ƒ
″°♥≡≈ ≠°↑
♠±≈≡↑
Tenn. ⊆〉
R. ⇐∂♥〉
Civ. P.
12.02(6) ↑÷♠∂±÷
arguing the
complaint ≠∂≥≡≈
failed
⊄≡±±〉
∉〉 〉
↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔
to ←↔↔≡
state a …≥∂″
claim ≠°↑
for relief.
The trial
court ≈≡±∂≡≈
denied the
↔°
↑≡≥∂≡≠〉 ⊄•≡
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔
↔•≡
motion to
dismiss.
″°↔∂°±
↔° ≈∂←″∂←←〉
STANDARD ∠∧
OF ⊆∨⊃√∨∪
REVIEW
√〉 ⊂⊄⇒∇⇔⇒⊆⇔
I.
The ″°↔∂°±
motion ↔
at ∂←←♠≡
issue •≡↑≡∂±
herein was
in part
Tenn. ⊆〉
R. ⇐∂♥〉
Civ.
⊄•≡
♦← ∂±
↓↑↔ a ⊄≡±±〉
P. 〉
l2.02(l) ″°↔∂°±⌠
motion, ≥≥≡÷∂±÷
alleging ≥…×
lack °≠
of ←♠∝≡…↔
subject matter
∉〉
″↔↔≡↑
jurisdiction.
Subject ″↔↔≡↑
matter jurisdiction
involves a
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±〉 ⊂♠∝≡…↔
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ∂±♥°≥♥≡←
court's ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
authority to
adjudicate a …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←ƒ
controversy brought
…°♠↑↔←
↔° ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡
↑°♠÷•↔
before
Cawood ♥〉
v. State,
134 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.3d ⌠
≡≠°↑≡ it.
∂↔〉 ⇐♦°°≈
⊂↔↔≡⌠ 
159, m
(Tenn.
 ⊄≡±±〉
2004); Northland
Co. ♥〉
v. State,
33 ⊂〉∪〉≈

∇°↑↔•≥±≈ Ins.
√±←〉 ⇐°〉
⊂↔↔≡⌠ 
S.W.3d ⌠
727, E

(Tenn. 〉
2000). ⊄•≡
The →♠≡←↔∂°±
question °≠
of whether
court has
⊄≡±±〉
♦•≡↔•≡↑ a …°♠↑↔
•←
subject ″↔↔≡↑
matter jurisdiction
over a particular
dispute is
←♠∝≡…↔
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
∂← a
question °≠
of ≥♦〉
law. Heard
v. Johnson,
810 A.2d
871, E
→♠≡←↔∂°±
⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉
∏°•±←°±⌠ 
⇒〉≈ ⌠

2002). ⇐°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠
Consequently, this
court must
(D.D.C. 〉
⇔〉⇔〉⇐〉
↔•∂← …°♠↑↔
″♠←↔ review
↑≡♥∂≡♦
the trial
court's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision °±
on that
issue under
de ±°♥°
novo
↔•≡
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔←
↔•↔ ∂←←♠≡
♠±≈≡↑ a ≈≡
standard, without
of …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←〉
correctness.
←↔±≈↑≈⌠
♦∂↔•°♠↔ a presumption
↓↑≡←♠″↓↔∂°± °≠
134 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.3d ↔
at 
163; Letellier
v. Letellier,
⇐♦°°≈⌠
Cawood, 
≡↔≡≥≥∂≡↑ ♥〉
≡↔≡≥≥∂≡↑⌠ ﬂ

(Tenn. 
2001); Northland
Co., Q
S.W.3d ⌠
490, 1
⊂〉∪〉≈
 ⊄≡±±〉
∇°↑↔•≥±≈ Ins.
√±←〉 ⇐°〉⌠

S.W.3d ↔
at 〉
729.
⊂〉∪〉≈

In
determining whether
action ←•°♠≥≈
should have
√± ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷
♦•≡↔•≡↑ this
↔•∂← …↔∂°±
•♥≡ been
≡≡±
dismissed ≠°↑
for ≥…×
lack °≠
of ←♠∝≡…↔
subject matter
≈∂←″∂←←≡≈
″↔↔≡↑ jurisdiction,
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±⌠ we
♦≡
must …°±←∂≈≡↑
consider whether
court •≈
"had the
″♠←↔
♦•≡↔•≡↑ the
↔•≡ trial
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔
↔•≡ power
↓°♦≡↑ to
↔°
enter upon
inquiry; ±°↔
not whether
its …°±…≥♠←∂°±
conclusion ∂±
in the
≡±↔≡↑
♠↓°± the
↔•≡ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
♦•≡↔•≡↑ ∂↔←
↔•≡
course °≠
of ∂↔
it was
or wrong."
v. State,
…°♠↑←≡
♦← right
↑∂÷•↔ °↑
♦↑°±÷〉 Stinson
⊂↔∂±←°± ♥〉
⊂↔↔≡⌠ 1

(Tenn. ⌠
1961), →♠°↔∂±÷
quoting Aladdin
S.W.2d ⌠
369, ﬂ
⊂〉∪〉≈
 ⊄≡±±〉
⇒≥≈≈∂±
Industries,
v. Associated
Transport, Inc.,
√±≈♠←↔↑∂≡←⌠ Inc.
√±…〉 ♥〉
⇒←←°…∂↔≡≈ ⊄↑±←↓°↑↔⌠
√±…〉⌠ E
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⊂〉∪〉≈
(1958). ⊂♠∝≡…↔
Subject ″↔↔≡↑
matter jurisdiction
is
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ∂←
S.W.2d ⌠
222, 
E 〉
≈≡↓≡±≈≡±↔
dependent ♠↓°±
upon ↔•≡
the ±↔♠↑≡
nature °≠
of ↔•≡
the …♠←≡
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±
action ±≈
and
↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂≡≠
∇°↑↔•≥±≈ Ins.
√±←〉 ⇐°〉⌠
the
relief ←°♠÷•↔〉
sought. Northland
Co., 
33 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.3d ↔
at ⌠
729,
…∂↔∂±÷
±≈≡↑← ♥〉
∏°±≡←⌠ 
citing Landers
v. Jones,
872 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ⌠
674, 6g
(Tenn.
 ⊄≡±±〉
〉
Thus, ∂±
in °↑≈≡↑
order ↔°
to ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine ∂≠
if a …°♠↑↔
court •←
has
1994). ⊄•♠←⌠
♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←ƒ⌠
authority ↔°
to •≡↑
hear ±≈
and ≈≡…∂≈≡
decide a particular
controversy, ∂↔
it
∂←
is ±≡…≡←←↑ƒ
necessary ↔°
to ∂≈≡±↔∂≠ƒ
identify ±≈
and ≡♣″∂±≡
examine ↔•≡
the ±↔♠↑≡
nature °↑
or
÷↑♥″≡±
gravamen °≠
of ↔•≡
the …←≡〉
case.

←←≡↑↔
±°↔ …°±←↔∂↔♠↔≡
assert ↔•↔
that ←♠…•
such ≠…↔←
facts ≈°
do not
constitute a …♠←≡
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±〉
action.
⊂↔≡∂±
⇔♥∂≈←°± Hotel
⋅°↔≡≥ ⇐°〉⌠

Stein ♥〉
v. Davidson
Co., 
945 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ⌠
714, L16
1997); Davis
v. ⊄•≡
The ⊄≡±±≡←←≡±⌠
Tennessean, 
83 ⊂〉∪〉≈
⊄≡±±〉
⇔♥∂← ♥〉
(Tenn. 
S.W.3d
12i,
(Tenn.Ct.App. 〉
2001). ⊂≡…°±≈⌠
Second, we
should
⌠ m
 ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
♦≡ ←•°♠≥≈
…°±←↔↑♠≡
↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔
↔•≡ plaintiff,
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠⌠
construe the
complaint ≥∂≡↑≥≥ƒ
liberally ∂±
in ≠♥°↑
favor °≠
of the
↔×∂±÷ ≥≥
↔↑♠≡〉 ⇐°°×
taking
all ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
allegations °≠
of ≠…↔
fact ←
as true.
Cook ♥〉
v.
⊂↓∂±±×≡↑← °≠
⊆∂♥≡↑÷↔≡⌠ Inc.,
√±…〉⌠ 878
 ⊂〉∪〉≈

Spinnaker's
of Rivergate,
S.W.2d ⌠
934, 9f'J
⊄≡±±〉
(Tenn. 〉
1994).

∨♥≡±
Even ↔•°♠÷•
though ♦≡
we ↑≡♥∂≡♦
review ↔•≡
the ↔↑∂≥
trial …°♠↑↔←
court's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision °±
on
←♠∝≡…↔
″↔↔≡↑ jurisdiction
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ←
♦≡ must
″♠←↔
subject matter
as a →♠≡←↔∂°±
question °≠
of ≥♦⌠
law, we
↓↓↑°…•
↔•↔ ±≥ƒ←∂←
↔•≡ …←≡
≡≠°↑≡ us
♠← ∂±
↔•≡
approach that
analysis ∂±
in the
case before
in ″♠…•
much the
←″≡
∉〉 〉
″°↔∂°± to
↔°
same ♦ƒ
way ←
as a ⊄≡±±〉
Tenn. ⊆〉
R. ⇐∂♥〉
Civ. P.
12.02(6) motion
≈∂←″∂←←
↔° ←↔↔≡
∂← because
≡…♠←≡ a
dismiss ≠°↑
for ≠∂≥♠↑≡
failure to
state a …≥∂″〉
claim. ⊄•↔
That is
≠…∂≥
↔° ↔•≡
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±
facial …•≥≥≡±÷≡
challenge to
the …°♠↑↔←
court's ←♠∝≡…↔
subject ″↔↔≡↑
matter jurisdiction
∂←
↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔
↔°
is ←≡≈
based °±
on ↔•≡
the ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±
allegation ↔•↔
that the
complaint ≠∂≥←
fails to
≥≥≡÷≡
↓°♦≡↑ to
↔° •≡↑
allege ≠…↔←
facts ↔•↔
that ←•°♦
show ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔
court •←
has power
hear
↔•≡ …←≡〉⊗≠±ℜ
the
casejﬁl ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United ⊂↔↔≡←
States ♥〉
v. Ritchie,
15 ∧〉≈
F.3d ⌠
⊆∂↔…•∂≡⌠ 
592
 ↔•
E
(6th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1994) ≡♣↓≥∂±∂±÷
(explaining ↔•≡
the ↔♦°
two ↔ƒ↓≡←
types °≠
of ↔↔…×←
attacks
←≡≈ °±
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±⌠ ≠…∂≥
based
on ←♠∝≡…↔
subject ″↔↔≡↑
matter jurisdiction,
facial ±≈
and ≠…↔♠≥
factual);
≡±…•… ♥〉
Menchaca
v. ⇐•↑ƒ←≥≡↑
Chrysler ⇐↑≡≈∂↔
Credit ⇐°↑↓〉⌠
Corp., 
613 ∧〉≈

F.2d ⌠
507, E
(5th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1980); Heard
v. Johnson,
810 A.2d.
at 〉
↔•
⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉
∏°•±←°±⌠ 
⇒〉≈〉 ↔
877.

⊄•≡
♦•≡↔•≡↑⌠ viewing
♥∂≡♦∂±÷ the
↔•≡ ≠…↔♠≥
The →♠≡←↔∂°±
question ∂←
is whether,
factual
≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
↓↑≡←…↑∂≡≈⌠ the
↔•≡ plaintiffs
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← •♥≡
allegations ←
as prescribed,
have ←↔↔≡≈
stated a
…≥∂″
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
↔° hear,
•≡↑⌠ °↑⌠
claim ↔•↔
that the
courts •♥≡
have ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
authority to
or, ←↔↔≡≈
stated
≈∂≠≠≡↑≡±↔≥ƒ⌠
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± to
↔°
differently, •♥≡
have ←♠∝≡…↔
subject ″↔↔≡↑
matter jurisdiction
≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡〉⊗≠±ℜ
adjudicatejil

√±
↔•≡
In ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
deciding a ≠…∂≥
facial …•≥≥≡±÷≡⌠
challenge, ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔
court …°±←∂≈≡↑←
considers the
∂″↓♠÷±≡≈
↓≥≡≈∂±÷ ±≈
impugned pleading
and ±°↔•∂±÷
nothing ≡≥←≡〉
else. √≠
If a …°″↓≥∂±↔
complaint
↔↔…×≡≈
attacked °±
on ∂↔←
its ≠…≡
face …°″↓≡↔≡±↔≥ƒ
competently ≥≥≡÷≡←
alleges ±ƒ
any ≠…↔←
facts
♦•∂…•⌠
which, ∂≠
if ↔↑♠≡⌠
true, ♦°♠≥≈
would ≡←↔≥∂←•
establish ÷↑°♠±≈←
grounds ≠°↑
for ←♠∝≡…↔
subject
matter jurisdiction,
the …°♠↑↔
court ″♠←↔
must uncritically
accept
″↔↔≡↑
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±⌠ ↔•≡
♠±…↑∂↔∂…≥≥ƒ ……≡↓↔
those ≠…↔←⌠
facts, ≡±≈
end ∂↔←
its ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ⌠
inquiry, ±≈
and ≈≡±ƒ
deny the
dismissal
↔•°←≡
↔•≡ ≈∂←″∂←←≥
motion.
″°↔∂°±〉
Staats ♥〉
v. …∂±±°±⌠
McKinnon, No.
M2005-01631-COA-R9-CV,
⊂↔↔←
∇°〉 ∫∫⇐∠⇒∫⊆∫⇐⊃⌠
2006 ∪
WL 
1168826 ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
(Tenn.Ct.App. 
2006) …∂↔↔∂°±←
(citations

omitted); ←≡≡
see ≥←°
also Holt
v. ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United ⊂↔↔≡←⌠
States, 
46 ∧〉≈
F.3d ⌠
°″∂↔↔≡≈
⋅°≥↔ ♥〉
1000,
E
(10th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1995); Hiles
v. Episcopal
of
 ↔•
⋅∂≥≡← ♥〉
∨↓∂←…°↓≥ Diocese
⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠
Massachusetts, 
773 ∇〉∨〉≈
13 ←←〉
(Mass.
←←…•♠←≡↔↔←⌠
N.E.2d ⌠
929, 
9.34 ±〉
11. 
2002).
〉

In the
case before
us, ↔•≡
the ⇐•♠↑…•
Church ↑÷♠≡≈
argued ↔•↔
that the
√±
↔•≡ …←≡
≡≠°↑≡ ♠←⌠
↔•≡
complaint ←←≡↑↔≡≈
asserted …♠←≡←
causes °≠
of …↔∂°±
action based
on ±
an
…°″↓≥∂±↔
←≡≈ °±
intrachurch ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
dispute ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔←
courts •≈
had ±°
no ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
authority to
∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
↔°
adjudicate, ↔•♠←
thus ″×∂±÷
making a ≠…∂≥
facial …•≥≥≡±÷≡
challenge ↔°
to the
court's
≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡⌠
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
jurisdiction
based °±
on ↔•≡
the ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
allegations °≠
of the
complaint.
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ←≡≈
↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔〉
Accordingly,
we ♦∂≥≥
will ↓↓≥ƒ
apply ↔•≡
the principles
governing
⇒……°↑≈∂±÷≥ƒ⌠ ♦≡
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← ÷°♥≡↑±∂±÷
Tenn. ⊆〉
R. ⇐∂♥〉
Civ. ∉〉
P. 〉
12.02(6) ″°↔∂°±←〉
motions. Petruska
v. ¬±±°±
Gannon
⊄≡±±〉
∉≡↔↑♠←× ♥〉
University, 462
F.3d 
294 ↑≈
(3rd ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
2006); ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United ⊂↔↔≡←
States
⊇±∂♥≡↑←∂↔ƒ⌠
 ∧〉≈
v. Ritchie,
15 ∧〉≈
F.3d ↔
at ⌠
598, …∂↔∂±÷
citing ⊂…•≡♠≡↑
Scheuer ♥〉
v. Rhodes,
♥〉
⊆∂↔…•∂≡⌠ 
⊆•°≈≡←⌠
416 ⊇〉⊂〉
(holding ↔•↔
that ∂±
in a ≠…∂≥
facial

∫ 
U.S. ⌠
232, 235-37
(1974) •°≥≈∂±÷
attack, the
court ″♠←↔
must ↔×≡
take ≥≥
all °≠
of ↔•≡
the ″↔≡↑∂≥
material ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
allegations
↔↔…×⌠
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
in ↔•≡
the …°″↓≥∂±↔
complaint ←
as ↔↑♠≡
true ±≈
and …°±←↔↑♠≡
construe them
in the
lights
∂±
↔•≡″ ∂±
↔•≡ ≥∂÷•↔←
most
favorable ↔°
to ↔•≡
the ±°±″°♥∂±÷
nonmoving party);
Menchaca ♥〉
v.
″°←↔ ≠♥°↑≥≡
↓↑↔ƒ ≡±…•…
Chrysler ⇐↑≡≈∂↔
Credit ⇐°↑↓〉⌠
Corp., 
613 F.2d
at 〉
511.
⇐•↑ƒ←≥≡↑
∧〉≈ ↔
The ≠∂↑←↔
first principle
is ↔•↔⌠
that, ≠°↑
for the
of the
⊄•≡
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡ ∂←
↔•≡ purposes
↓♠↑↓°←≡← °≠
↔•≡
motion,
the ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
defendants ≈″∂↔
admit the
of ≥≥
all relevant
″°↔∂°±⌠ ↔•≡
↔•≡ truth
↔↑♠↔• °≠
↑≡≥≡♥±↔
and ″↔≡↑∂≥
material ♥≡↑″≡±↔←
averments …°±↔∂±≡≈
contained ∂±
in ↔•≡
the …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠
complaint, but
±≈
♠↔

√√〉
∧⇒⇐⊄⊇⇒ ALLEGATIONS
⇒∨¬⇒⊄√∠∇⊂
II. FACTUAL
⊄•≡
↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
The ≠°≥≥°♦∂±÷
following ……°♠±↔
account ∂←
is ≈≡↑∂♥≡≈
derived ≠↑°″
from the
allegations
∂±
↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠
♦•∂…• we
♦≡ ″♠←↔
↔↑♠≡〉
in the
complaint, which
must ←←♠″≡
assume ↑≡
are true.
⇑↑↑
⇒±≈≡↑←°± worked
♦°↑×≡≈ ←
♥°≥♠±↔≡≡↑ researcher
↑≡←≡↑…•≡↑ ↔
Barbara Anderson
as a volunteer
at
↔•≡
↔•≡ Jehovah's
∏≡•°♥•←
the ∂±↔≡↑±↔∂°±≥
international •≡≈→♠↑↔≡↑←
headquarters °≠
of the
∪∂↔±≡←←≡←
∇≡♦ York
∅°↑× ≠↑°″
↔° 〉
Witnesses ∂±
in ⇑↑°°×≥ƒ±⌠
Brooklyn, New
from 
1982 to
1992.
←〉
⇒±≈≡↑←°± ≥≥≡÷≡≈
↔•↔ ≈♠↑∂±÷
↔•≡ ≥←↔
ƒ≡↑← °≠
•≡↑
Ms. Anderson
alleged that
during the
last years
of her
♦°↑×
≡…″≡
work ↔
at ∂±↔≡↑±↔∂°±≥
international •≡≈→♠↑↔≡↑←
headquarters ←•≡
she became
…°±…≡↑±≡≈
↔•≡ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
concerned °♠↔
about the
organization's •±≈≥∂±÷
handling °≠
of …•∂≥≈
child
sexual ♠←≡
abuse ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←〉
allegations. ⊂•≡
She was
of the
opinion that
←≡♣♠≥
♦← °≠
↔•≡ °↓∂±∂°±
↔•↔
Church policies
and procedures
"operated to
⇐•♠↑…•
↓°≥∂…∂≡← ±≈
↓↑°…≡≈♠↑≡← °↓≡↑↔≡≈
↔° the
↔•≡
detriment °≠
of the
and ≥←°
also to
detriment °≠
of the
≈≡↔↑∂″≡±↔
↔•≡ victim
♥∂…↔∂″ ±≈
↔° the
↔•≡ ≈≡↔↑∂″≡±↔
↔•≡
general …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
congregation where
alleged molester
or
÷≡±≡↑≥
♦•≡↑≡ the
↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷≡≈
″°≥≡←↔≡↑ °↑
an …↔∂♥≡
active ″≡″≡↑〉
member. 〉. 〉. 〉
♠←≡↑
♦← ±
abuser was
."
After
she ≥≡≠↔
left •≡↑
her •≡≈→♠↑↔≡↑←
headquarters position,
⇒≠↔≡↑ ←•≡
↓°←∂↔∂°±⌠ Ms.
←〉 Anderson
⇒±≈≡↑←°±
continued ≈°∂±÷
doing research
for the
organization ≠↑°″
from her
…°±↔∂±♠≡≈
↑≡←≡↑…• ≠°↑
↔•≡ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
•≡↑
home. ⊂•≡
She was
also →♠∂≡↔≥ƒ
quietly ←←∂←↔∂±÷
assisting Jehovah's
•°″≡〉
♦← ≥←°
∏≡•°♥•← Witness
∪∂↔±≡←←
abuse ♥∂…↔∂″←
victims ±≈
and ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔≡≈
interested parties
information
♠←≡
↓↑↔∂≡← with
♦∂↔• ∂±≠°↑″↔∂°±
and ≈♥∂…≡〉
advice. √±
In the
2000, ←•≡
she began
±≈
↔•≡ year
ƒ≡↑ ⌠
≡÷± working
♦°↑×∂±÷ with
♦∂↔•
an ≡≥≈≡↑
elder ≠↑°″
from a …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
congregation ∂±
in Kentucky
in a joint
±
≡±↔♠…×ƒ ∂±
∝°∂±↔
effort ↔°
to …•±÷≡
change the
of the
church.
≡≠≠°↑↔
↔•≡ policies
↓°≥∂…∂≡← °≠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉
When ↔•≡←≡
these ≡≠≠°↑↔←
efforts proved
fruitless, the
elder
∪•≡±
↓↑°♥≡≈ to
↔° be
≡ ≠↑♠∂↔≥≡←←⌠
↔•≡ ≡≥≈≡↑
resigned •∂←
his position
and ≈≡…∂≈≡≈
decided to
go public
↑≡←∂÷±≡≈
↓°←∂↔∂°± ±≈
↔° ÷°
↓♠≥∂… with
♦∂↔• his
•∂←
concerns. Producers
of Dateline,
an NBC
…°±…≡↑±←〉
∉↑°≈♠…≡↑← °≠
⇔↔≡≥∂±≡⌠ ±
∇⇑⇐ news
±≡♦←
television program,
invited the
elder ±≈
and Ms.
↔≡≥≡♥∂←∂°±
↓↑°÷↑″⌠ ∂±♥∂↔≡≈
↔•≡ ≡≥≈≡↑
←〉 Anderson
⇒±≈≡↑←°±
to ≡
be ∂±↔≡↑♥∂≡♦≡≈
interviewed °±
on the
↔°
↔•≡ program.
↓↑°÷↑″〉 According
⇒……°↑≈∂±÷ to
↔° the
↔•≡
complaint, °≠≠∂…∂≥←
ofﬁcials °≠
of the
of the
church
…°″↓≥∂±↔⌠
↔•≡ governing
÷°♥≡↑±∂±÷ body
°≈ƒ °≠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
learned °♠↔
about the
and told
≥≡↑±≡≈
↔•≡ planned
↓≥±±≡≈ broadcast
↑°≈…←↔ ±≈
↔°≥≈ Joseph
∏°←≡↓•
Anderson •≡
he …°♠≥≈
could be
as ±
an ≡≥≈≡↑
elder if
did not
⇒±≈≡↑←°±
≡ removed
↑≡″°♥≡≈ ←
∂≠ he
•≡ ≈∂≈
±°↔
prevent
his wife
from ↓↓≡↑∂±÷
appearing °±
on the
show. When
↓↑≡♥≡±↔ •∂←
♦∂≠≡ ≠↑°″
↔•≡ ←•°♦〉
∪•≡±
that warning
did not
achieve the
desired result,
↔•↔
♦↑±∂±÷ ≈∂≈
±°↔ …•∂≡♥≡
↔•≡ ≈≡←∂↑≡≈
↑≡←♠≥↔⌠ they
↔•≡ƒ
allegedly ∂±≈♠…≡≈
induced the
elders °≠
of the
≥≥≡÷≡≈≥ƒ
↔•≡ ≡≥≈≡↑←
↔•≡ Manchester
±…•≡←↔≡↑
congregation to
charge Barbara
apostasy
…°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
↔° …•↑÷≡
⇑↑↑ Anderson
⇒±≈≡↑←°± with
♦∂↔• ↓°←↔←ƒ
and ↔°
to begin
disciplinary proceedings
against her.
±≈
≡÷∂± ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ÷∂±←↔
•≡↑〉
According ↔°
to the
complaint, ↓°←↔←ƒ
apostasy ∂←
is
⇒……°↑≈∂±÷
↔•≡ Andersons'
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠
deﬁned ∂±
in ∨±÷≥∂←•
English …°″″°±
common ≥♦
law ←
as turning
away ≠↑°″
from
≈≡≠∂±≡≈
↔♠↑±∂±÷ ♦ƒ
one's ≠∂↔•⌠
faith, ±≈
and the
Witnesses ≈≡≠∂±≡
deﬁne ↓°←↔←ƒ
apostasy
°±≡←
↔•≡ Jehovah's
∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←
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←
as ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷
including ←↔∂↑↑∂±÷
stirring up
♠↓ unrest
♠±↑≡←↔ °↑
or …♠←∂±÷
causing ≈∂♥∂←∂°±←
divisions
♦∂↔•∂± their
↔•≡∂↑ …•♠↑…•〉
within
church.

∂±↔≡↑…↔∂°±
♦∂↔• them.
↔•≡″〉 For
∧°↑ the
↔•≡ Andersons,
⇒±≈≡↑←°±←⌠ this
↔•∂← meant
″≡±↔
interaction with
≥°←∂±÷
♦∂↔• their
↔•≡∂↑ °±≥ƒ
losing …°±↔…↔
contact with
only …•∂≥≈
child ±≈
and ÷↑±≈…•∂≥≈〉
grandchild.

∠±
⇒±≈≡↑←°± ↓↓≡↑≡≈
≡≠°↑≡ a
On ƒ
May ⌠
10, ⌠
2002, ←〉
Ms. Anderson
appeared before
∝♠≈∂…∂≥ …°″″∂↔↔≡≡
judicial
committee °≠
of ↔•≡
the ±…•≡←↔≡↑
Manchester …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
congregation ≠°↑
for
↔↑∂≥
↔° ±
trial °±
on ↔•≡
the …•↑÷≡←
charges °≠
of ←♠″∂↔↔∂±÷
submitting ±
an ↑↔∂…≥≡
article to
an
↓°←↔↔≡
∝°♠↑±≥ ±≈
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉
apostate journal
and …♠←∂±÷
causing ≈∂♥∂←∂°±
division ∂±
in the
church.
∇≡♦ …•↑÷≡←
⇒±≈≡↑←°± the
↔•≡
New
charges ♦≡↑≡
were ≥≡♥≡≥≡≈
leveled ÷∂±←↔
against ←〉
Ms. Anderson
≠°≥≥°♦∂±÷
♠±∂↔ƒ °≠
↔•≡
following ♦≡≡×∑
week: ≈∂←↑♠↓↔∂±÷
disrupting ↔•≡
the unity
of the
…°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
∂± ∏≡•°♥•←
congregation ±≈
and ♠±≈≡↑″∂±∂±÷
"undermining …°±≠∂≈≡±…≡
confidence in
Jehovah's
↑↑±÷≡″≡±↔←〉
arrangements."

⇒← ←↔↔≡≈
↑〉 ±≈
←〉 Anderson
⇒±≈≡↑←°± recited
↑≡…∂↔≡≈ ≡∂÷•↔
As
stated ≡↑≥∂≡↑⌠
earlier, Mr.
and Ms.
eight
…≥∂″←
↔•≡∂↑ …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠
claims °↑
or …♠←≡←
causes °≠
of …↔∂°±
action ∂±
in their
complaint, ≥≥
all °≠
of
♦•∂…• related
↑≡≥↔≡≈ to
↔° °↑
↑≡←♠≥↔≡≈ from
≠↑°″ the
↔•≡ …↔∂°±←
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
which
or resulted
actions the
Church
↔°°×
↔•≡″〉 √±
″°↔∂°± to
↔° ≈∂←″∂←←⌠
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
took ÷∂±←↔
against them.
In ∂↔←
its motion
dismiss, the
Church
↑÷♠≡≈
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ trial
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔
♦← required
↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ to
↔° ≈∂←″∂←←
↔•≡
argued that
court was
dismiss ≥≥
all the
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″←
″↔↔≡↑ jurisdiction
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±
plaintiffs’
claims ≠°↑
for ≥…×
lack °≠
of ←♠∝≡…↔
subject matter
≡…♠←≡ …∂♥∂≥
±° jurisdiction
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± to
↔° review
↑≡♥∂≡♦
because
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts •♥≡
have no
≈≡…∂←∂°±←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← bodies
°≈∂≡← °±
″↔↔≡↑← °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
decisions °≠
of religious
on matters
of religious
≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠
doctrine, ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠
discipline, °↑
or ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡〉
governance.

←〉
Ms. ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
Anderson ≈≡…≥∂±≡≈
declined ↔°
to ↔↔≡±≈
attend ↔•≡
the ←≡…°±≈
second •≡↑∂±÷〉
hearing.
∠±
↔•≡ ±…•≡←↔≡↑
On ƒ
May ⌠
19, ⌠
2002, ↔•≡
the ≡≥≈≡↑←
elders °≠
of the
Manchester
…°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
congregation ≠°♠±≈
found ←〉
Ms. ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
Anderson ÷♠∂≥↔ƒ
guilty °≠
of …♠←∂±÷
causing
≈∂♥∂←∂°±←
↔•↔ ←•≡
≡
divisions ∂±
in ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•
church ±≈
and °↑≈≡↑≡≈
ordered that
she be
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈
disfellowshipped ≠↑°″
from ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•〉
church.
⊄•≡
⇔↔≡≥∂±≡ ↑°≈…←↔
♦← ∂↑≡≈
⌠ 〉
The Dateline
broadcast was
aired °±
on ƒ
May 28,
2002. ∠±
On
∏♠±≡
↑≡←∂÷±↔∂°± ≥≡↔↔≡↑
↔°
5, ∏°←≡↓•
Joseph ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
Anderson ←≡±↔
sent a resignation
letter to
June ⌠
∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
⋅≡≈→♠↑↔≡↑←〉
⋅≡
↔°°
♦←
Watchtower
Headquarters.
He
too
was
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈〉
↔•≡ Dateline
⇔↔≡≥∂±≡ program
↓↑°÷↑″ was
♦←
disfellowshipped. ∠±
On ∏♠±≡
June ⌠
8, the
↑°≈…←↔
↔•≡ Dateline
⇔↔≡≥∂±≡
broadcast a ←≡…°±≈
second ↔∂″≡〉
time. ⊂↔°↑∂≡←
Stories °♠↔
about the
broadcasts ♦≡↑≡
were published
in ↔•≡
the New
York Post,
the
↑°≈…←↔←
↓♠≥∂←•≡≈ ∂±
∇≡♦ ∅°↑×
∉°←↔⌠ ↔•≡
Washington Post,
and ↔•≡
the ⊄≡±±≡←←≡±⌠
Tennessean, °↔•
both before
and
∪←•∂±÷↔°±
∉°←↔⌠ ±≈
≡≠°↑≡ ±≈
after ↔•≡ƒ
they ♦≡↑≡
were ∂↑≡≈〉
aired. ⊆≡↓°↑↔≡↑←
Reporters ≠°↑
for these
≠↔≡↑
↔•≡←≡ publications
↓♠≥∂…↔∂°±←
interviewed ±↔∂°±≥
national ±≈
and ≥°…≥
local °≠≠∂…∂≥←
ofﬁcials °≠
of the
Jehovah's
∂±↔≡↑♥∂≡♦≡≈
↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•←
Witnesses °♠↔
about ↔•≡
the ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
disciplinary proceedings
against
∪∂↔±≡←←≡←
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ÷∂±←↔
Ms. ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
Anderson ±≈
and ↔•≡
the ≡±↔♠…×ƒ
Kentucky ≡≥≈≡↑〉
elder. ⊄•≡
The ←↓°×≡←″≡±
spokesmen
←〉
(all °≠
of whom
have ≡≡±
been ±″≡≈
named ←
as ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
defendants ∂±
in ↔•∂←
this
≥≥
♦•°″ •♥≡
lawsuit) ←∂≈
said ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the proceedings
involved ♥↑∂°♠←
"various
≥♦←♠∂↔
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈
spiritual ♥∂°≥↔∂°±←〉
violations."
←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥
III. ⇐∠⊇⊆⊄
COURT ∉⊆∠⇐∨∨⇔√∇¬⊂
PROCEEDINGS
√√√〉
Barbara ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
Anderson ≠∂≥≡≈
ﬁled a …°″↓≥∂±↔
complaint ∂±
in the
Circuit
⇑↑↑
↔•≡ ⇐∂↑…♠∂↔
County, ±≈
and ±
an ″≡±≈≡≈
amended …°″↓≥∂±↔
complaint
⇐°♠↑↔
Court °≠
of ⇐°≠≠≡≡
Coffee ⇐°♠±↔ƒ⌠
was ≠∂≥≡≈
ﬁled °±
on ∏♠±≡
June ⌠
2, ⌠
2003, with
Mr. Anderson
♦←
♦∂↔• ↑〉
⇒±≈≡↑←°± joining
∝°∂±∂±÷
as ±
an ≈≈∂↔∂°±≥
additional plaintiff.
The …°″↓≥∂±↔
complaint ≈≡←…↑∂≡≈
described ∂±
in
←
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠〉 ⊄•≡
detail ↔•≡
the •∂≡↑↑…•∂…≥
hierarchical ←↔↑♠…↔♠↑≡
structure °≠
of the
Jehovah's
≈≡↔∂≥
↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•←
Witnesses °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
organization ±≈
and ←←≡↑↔≡≈
asserted that
all the
∪∂↔±≡←←≡←
↔•↔ ≥≥
↔•≡
individuals ±≈
and ≡±↔∂↔∂≡←
entities ♦•°←≡
whose …↔←
acts were
complained °≠
of
∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥←
♦≡↑≡ …°″↓≥∂±≡≈
performed those
acts ←
as ÷≡±↔←
agents °≠
of ↔•≡
the ÷°♥≡↑±∂±÷
governing body
of
↓≡↑≠°↑″≡≈
↔•°←≡ …↔←
°≈ƒ °≠
the ⇐•♠↑…•
Church ±≈
and °≠
of ↔•≡
the ⇐•♠↑…•
Church ∂↔←≡≥≠
itself ±≈⌠
and, thus,
↔•≡
↔•♠←⌠ that
↔•↔ the
↔•≡
Church ♦←
was ♥∂…↑∂°♠←≥ƒ
vicariously ≥∂≥≡
liable ≠°↑
for the
conduct °≠
of those
⇐•♠↑…•
↔•≡ …°±≈♠…↔
↔•°←≡
acting ∂±
in ∂↔←
its ±″≡〉
name.
…↔∂±÷
Mr. ±≈
and ←〉
Ms. ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
Anderson ↑≡…°♠±↔≡≈
recounted the
events recited
↑〉
↔•≡ ≡♥≡±↔←
↑≡…∂↔≡≈
above ±≈
and ≈≡←…↑∂≡≈
described ↔•≡
the ≡≠≠≡…↔
effect ↔•≡∂↑
their ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from the
°♥≡
↔•≡
church •≈
had °±
on ↔•≡∂↑
their ≥∂♥≡←〉
lives. ⇑≡…♠←≡
Because °≠
of the
doctrines °≠
of
…•♠↑…•
↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡←
Jehovah's ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←⌠
Witnesses, ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓
disfellowship …↑↑∂≡←
carries with
it
∏≡•°♥•←
♦∂↔• ∂↔
serious …°±←≡→♠≡±…≡←〉
consequences. ⇒≥≥
All ″≡″≡↑←
members °≠
of the
church ↑≡
are
←≡↑∂°♠←
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
instructed
to
shun
those
who
have
been
∂±←↔↑♠…↔≡≈
↔°
←•♠±
↔•°←≡
♦•° •♥≡
≡≡±
disfellowshipped. ⊂•♠±±∂±÷
Shunning ∂±♥°≥♥≡←
involves °←↔↑…∂∞∂±÷
ostracizing those
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈〉
↔•°←≡
individuals ±≈
and ♥°∂≈∂±÷
avoiding ≡♥≡↑ƒ
every ×∂±≈
kind °≠
of ←°…∂≥
social
∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥←

The trial
court ≈≡±∂≡≈
denied the
Church's motion
dismiss,
⊄•≡
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•←
″°↔∂°± to
↔° ≈∂←″∂←←⌠
holding that
doctrine °≠
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention ≈∂≈
did
•°≥≈∂±÷
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
not preclude
over the
claims.
±°↔
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡ jurisdiction
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
↔•≡ plaintiffs’
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″←〉
While the
court ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈
determined that
it was
appropriate to
∪•∂≥≡
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
↔•↔ ∂↔
♦← ↓↓↑°↓↑∂↔≡
↔°
allow the
lawsuit to
go ≠°↑♦↑≈⌠
forward, ∂↔
it …°±…≥♠≈≡≈
concluded its
order
≥≥°♦
↔•≡ ≥♦←♠∂↔
↔° ÷°
∂↔← °↑≈≡↑
with
these words:
♦∂↔• ↔•≡←≡
♦°↑≈←∑
Even
in the
absence °≠
of the
doctrine °≠
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
'ecclesiastical
∨♥≡± ∂±
↔•≡ ←≡±…≡
↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
abstention‘ which
embraces,
←↔≡±↔∂°±
♦•∂…• this
↔•∂← writer
♦↑∂↔≡↑ wholeheartedly
♦•°≥≡•≡↑↔≡≈≥ƒ ≡″↑…≡←⌠
the ≥∂↔∂÷±↔←
litigants …±
can rest
soul of
↔•≡
↑≡←↔ assured
←←♠↑≡≈ that
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ troubled
↔↑°♠≥≡≈ ←°♠≥
°≠
this trial
has no
desire to
sit ∂±
in judgment
on
↔•∂←
↔↑∂≥ judge
∝♠≈÷≡ •←
±° ≈≡←∂↑≡
↔° ←∂↔
∝♠≈÷″≡±↔ °±
matters °≠
of ∂±↔≡↑±≥
internal ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠
discipline, ≠∂↔•⌠
faith, …•♠↑…•
church …♠←↔°″←⌠
customs, ±≈
and
″↔↔≡↑←
church ÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔
government °≠
of •∂←
his ≠≡≥≥°♦
fellow human
…•♠↑…•
•♠″± beings.
≡∂±÷←〉 Nor
∇°↑ to
↔°
permit
do ≥∂×≡♦∂←≡〉
likewise.
↓≡↑″∂↔ a jury
∝♠↑ƒ to
↔° ≈°
REVIEW ∠∧
OF ∨⇐⇐∨⊂√⇒⊂⊄√⇐⇒
ECCLESIASTICAL
√⊃〉
∏⊇⇔√⇐√⇒ ⊆∨⊃√∨∪
IV. JUDICIAL
MATTERS
⇒⊄⊄∨⊆⊂
The
Church ↑÷♠≡←
argues that
court ≥…×←
lacks ←♠∝≡…↔
subject
⊄•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ trial
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔
matter jurisdiction
over this
action because
it ∂±♥°≥♥≡←
involves
″↔↔≡↑
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
↔•∂← …↔∂°±
≡…♠←≡ ∂↔
ecclesiastical matters.
That ↑÷♠″≡±↔
argument rests
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
″↔↔≡↑←〉 ⊄•↔
↑≡←↔← upon
♠↓°± a
principle
long a part
of American
law, which
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡ ≥°±÷
↓↑↔ °≠
⇒″≡↑∂…± ≥♦⌠
♦•∂…• is
∂← that
↔•↔
courts ∂±
in this
country ≈°
do not
exercise jurisdiction
over
…°♠↑↔←
↔•∂← …°♠±↔↑ƒ
±°↔ ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
purely
ecclesiastical, religious,
or theological
disputes.
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥⌠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←⌠ °↑
↔•≡°≥°÷∂…≥ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←〉
have ±°
no ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…
ecclesiastic jurisdiction,
and ≈°
do not
⊗⇐ℜ°♠↑↔←
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±⌠ ±≈
±°↔
"[C]ourts •♥≡
pass
questions °≠
of ≠∂↔•⌠
faith, religion,
or …°±←…∂≡±…≡〉
conscience."
↓←← upon
♠↓°± →♠≡←↔∂°±←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°±⌠ °↑
Bentley
v. Shanks,
348 ⊂〉∪〉≈
⇑≡±↔≥≡ƒ ♥〉
⊂•±×←⌠ 
S.W.2d ⌠
900, E
(Tenn.Ct.App.
 ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
1960); see
also Nance
v. Busby,
18 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ⌠

←≡≡ ≥←°
∇±…≡ ♥〉
⇑♠←ƒ⌠ 
874, 
879
(Tenn. 〉
1891).
⊄≡±±〉
This ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ←°″≡↔∂″≡←
(sometimes
⊄•∂←
called ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•
church ♠↔°±°″ƒ
autonomy ≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠
doctrine, see,
e.g., Bryce
v.
…≥≥≡≈
←≡≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠
⇑↑ƒ…≡ ♥〉
Episcopal
Church ∂±
in ↔•≡
the Diocese
of ⇐°≥°↑≈°⌠
Colorado, 289
∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇐•♠↑…•
⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠
 F.3d
∧〉≈
64:8
(10th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. ⌠
2002)), ∂←
is rooted
in the
 ↔•
↑°°↔≡≈ ∂±
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔
Amendment to
States ⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±⌠
Constitution, ±≈
and its
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
↔° the
↔•≡ United
⊇±∂↔≡≈ ⊂↔↔≡←
∂↔←
purpose
is to
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from ≡±÷÷∂±÷
engaging ∂±
in
↓♠↑↓°←≡ ∂←
↔° prevent
↓↑≡♥≡±↔ the
↔•≡ …∂♥∂≥
unwarranted
interference with
internal
♠±♦↑↑±↔≡≈ ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ practices,
↓↑…↔∂…≡←⌠ ∂±↔≡↑±≥
affairs,
and
management
of
religious
≠≠∂↑←⌠
±≈
″±÷≡″≡±↔
°≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
organizationsjll Kedroﬂ
v. St.
Cathedral,
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←〉⊗≠±ℜ
≡≈↑°≠≠ ♥〉
⊂↔〉 Nicholas
∇∂…•°≥← ⇐↔•≡≈↑≥⌠
(1952); Murrell
V. Bentley,
 ⊇〉⊂〉
344
U.S. ⌠
94, E
 
♠↑↑≡≥≥ ♥〉
⇑≡±↔≥≡ƒ⌠ M

1954). ⇐∂♥∂≥
Civil …°♠↑↔←
courts
S.W.2d ⌠
359, E
(Tenn.Ct.App. 〉
⊂〉∪〉≈
 ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
cannot ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡
adjudicate ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes tur11ing
on …•♠↑…•
church policy
and
…±±°↔
↔♠↑±∂±÷ °±
↓°≥∂…ƒ ±≈
administration °↑
or °±
on religious
doctrine ±≈
and practice.
≈″∂±∂←↔↑↔∂°±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉
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Serbian Eastern
⊂≡↑∂±
∨←↔≡↑± ∠↑↔•°≈°♣
Orthodox Diocese
⇔∂°…≡←≡ ♥〉
v. lllilivojevich,
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ Q

(1976); Presbyterian
Church ♥〉
v. Mary
⊇〉⊂〉
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•
↑ƒ
U.S. ⌠
696, ∫
708-09 
∨≥∂∞≡↔• Hull
⋅♠≥≥ ≡″°↑∂≥
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠

Elizabeth
Memorial Presbyterian
Church, E
446-47 
(1969); Kedroﬂ
v. ⊂↔〉
St. Nicholas
⊇〉⊂〉
≡≈↑°≠≠ ♥〉
∇∂…•°≥←
U.S. ⌠
440, ∫
Cathedral, 344
U.S. ↔
at 
116; ¬°±∞≥≡∞
Gonzalez ♥〉
v. Roman
⇐↔•≡≈↑≥⌠
 ⊇〉⊂〉
⊆°″±
Catholic Archbishop,
280 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ⌠
⇐↔•°≥∂…
⇒↑…•∂←•°↓⌠ 
 〉
1, Q
(1929).

"A …°±←≡→♠≡±…≡
consequence °≠
of ↔•∂←
this Nation's
fundamental belief
in
⇒
∇↔∂°±← ≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥
≡≥∂≡≠ ∂±
↔•≡ ←≡↓↑↔∂°±
↔•↔⌠ under
♠±≈≡↑ ″°←↔
the
separation °≠
of …•♠↑…•
church ±≈
and ←↔↔≡
state ∂←
is that,
most
…∂↑…♠″←↔±…≡←⌠
∧∂↑←↔ ±≈
circumstances, ↔•≡
the 1
and ∧°♠↑↔≡≡±↔•
Fourteenth ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔←
Amendments
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡ …∂♥∂≥
preclude
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂±÷
adjudicating …•♠↑…•
church ≠∂÷•↔←
ﬁghts
↔•↔ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡
that
require ≡♣↔≡±←∂♥≡
extensive ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into ″↔↔≡↑←
matters °≠
of
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
⇑♠↑÷≡←← ♥〉
⊆°…× ⇐↑≡≡×
‘ecclesiastical …°÷±∂∞±…≡〉
cognizance.” Burgess
v. Rock
Creek
⇑↓↔∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
Baptist
Church, 
734 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
 ⇔〉⇔〉⇐〉
F.Supy. ⌠
30, Q
(D.D.C. ⌠
1990),
…∂↔∂±÷
∨←↔≡↑± ∠↑↔•°≈°♣
⇔∂°…≡←≡ ♥〉
citing ⊂≡↑∂±
Serbian Eastern
Orthodox Diocese
v.
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
Milivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
The underlying
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷
U.S. ↔
at ∫〉
709-10. ⊄•≡
premise
is ↔•↔
that °♠↑
our ←ƒ←↔≡″
system °≠
of ÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔⌠
government, through
↓↑≡″∂←≡ ∂←
↔•↑°♠÷• the
↔•≡
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔⌠
1
Amendment, •←
"has ←≡…♠↑≡≈
secured ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≥∂≡↑↔ƒ
liberty ≠↑°″
from
the
invasion °≠
of ↔•≡
the …∂♥∂≥
civil ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ〉
authority." ∪↔←°±
Watson ♥〉
v. Jones,
↔•≡ ∂±♥←∂°±
∏°±≡←⌠ Q

(13 ∪≥≥〉〉
Wall.)(l872).
⊇〉⊂〉
 
U.S. ⌠
679, E

⊄•≡
↔•↔
The ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United ⊂↔↔≡←
States ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
Court •←
has ≥°±÷
long •≡≥≈
held that
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
the
Amendment ↑≡→♠∂↑≡←
requires …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ↔°
to refrain
↑≡≠↑∂±
≠↑°″
ƒ a
from ↑≡♥∂≡♦∂±÷
reviewing °↑
or ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑∂±÷
interfering ♦∂↔•
with ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions ″≈≡
made by
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °≈ƒ
religious
body °±
on ″↔↔≡↑←
matters °≠
of …•♠↑…•
church ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠
discipline, ≠∂↔•⌠
faith, °↑
or
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉 Lewis
≡♦∂← ♥〉
⇔ƒ Adventists
⇒≈♥≡±↔∂←↔← Lake
×≡ Region
⊆≡÷∂°±
practice.
v. ⊂≡♥≡±↔•
Seventh Day
⇐°±≠≡↑≡±…≡⌠
Conference, 
978 ∧〉≈
F.2d ⌠
940, ∫
941-42 ↔•
(6th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 〉
1992).
one •♠±≈↑≡≈
hundred ±≈
and ↔•∂↑↔ƒ
thirty years
ago, the
∠♥≡↑
ƒ≡↑← ÷°⌠
↔•≡ ⇐°♠↑↔
Over °±≡
Court
described the
that …°♠↑↔←
courts ″♠←↔
must °←≡↑♥≡
observe when
≈≡←…↑∂≡≈
↔•≡ boundaries
°♠±≈↑∂≡← ↔•↔
♦•≡±
presented
with ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes ≡↔♦≡≡±
between ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious °≈∂≡←
bodies ±≈
and
↓↑≡←≡±↔≡≈ ♦∂↔•
their
members:
↔•≡∂↑ ″≡″≡↑←∑
The rule
of …↔∂°±
action which
should ÷°♥≡↑±
govern ↔•≡
the …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←⌠
courts,
⊄•≡
↑♠≥≡ °≠
♦•∂…• ←•°♠≥≈
founded ∂±
in a ↑°≈
broad ±≈
and ←°♠±≈
sound ♥∂≡♦
view °≠
of the
of
≠°♠±≈≡≈
↔•≡ relations
↑≡≥↔∂°±← °≠
church ±≈
and ←↔↔≡
state ♠±≈≡↑
under °♠↑
our ←ƒ←↔≡″
system °≠
of ≥♦←⌠
laws, ±≈
and
…•♠↑…•
supported ƒ
by a preponderating
of judicial
←♠↓↓°↑↔≡≈
↓↑≡↓°±≈≡↑↔∂±÷ weight
♦≡∂÷•↔ °≠
∝♠≈∂…∂≥
authority ∂←⌠
is, ↔•↔⌠
that, ♦•≡±≡♥≡↑
whenever ↔•≡
the →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions °≠
of ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠
discipline,
♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
or °≠
of ≠∂↔•⌠
faith, °↑
or ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical rule,
or …♠←↔°″⌠
custom, °↑
or ≥♦
law •♥≡
have
°↑
↑♠≥≡⌠ °↑
been
decided by
the •∂÷•≡←↔
highest °≠
of these
church judicatories
≡≡± ≈≡…∂≈≡≈
ƒ ↔•≡
↔•≡←≡ …•♠↑…•
∝♠≈∂…↔°↑∂≡←
to
which ↔•≡
the ″↔↔≡↑
matter •←
has ≡≡±
been …↑↑∂≡≈⌠
carried, the
legal tribunals
↔° ♦•∂…•
↔•≡ ≥≡÷≥
↔↑∂♠±≥←
must
accept ←♠…•
such ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions ←
as ≠∂±≥⌠
ﬁnal, ±≈
and ←
as binding
on
″♠←↔ ……≡↓↔
∂±≈∂±÷ °±
them,
in ↔•≡∂↑
their ↓↓≥∂…↔∂°±
application ↔°
to ↔•≡
the …←≡
case before
↔•≡″⌠ ∂±
≡≠°↑≡ them.
↔•≡″〉
Watson ♥〉
v. Jones,
80 ⊇〉⊂〉
∪↔←°±
∏°±≡←⌠ 
U.S. 
679 ↔
at 〉
727. ⊄•≡
The ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
Tennessee
Court ←∂″∂≥↑≥ƒ
similarly •≡≥≈
held ≥°±÷
long ÷°
ago that
courts °≠
of
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
↔•↔ …°♠↑↔←
this
State ↑≡
are ♦∂↔•°♠↔
without jurisdiction
to ∂±→♠∂↑≡
inquire ∂±↔°
into °↑
or
↔•∂← ⊂↔↔≡
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ↔°
supervise ↔•≡
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions °≠
of ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←〉⊗≠±ℜ
organizations.]f1i]_
←♠↓≡↑♥∂←≡
Nance
v. Busby,
18 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ↔
at ⌠
881, …∂↔∂±÷
citing ∪↔←°±⌠
Watson, 
80 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S.
∇±…≡ ♥〉
⇑♠←ƒ⌠ 
at 〉
727. ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
Tennessee …°♠↑↔←
courts •♥≡
have …°±↔∂±♠≡≈
continued ↔°
to refuse
↔
↑≡≠♠←≡ to
↔°
hear
disputes ↔•↔
that ↑≡
are perceived
to be
•≡↑ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
↓≡↑…≡∂♥≡≈ ↔°
≡ purely
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ
ecclesiastical ∂±
in ±↔♠↑≡〉
nature. ⊄↑♥≡↑←
Travers ♥〉
v. Abbey,
58 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ⌠
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
⇒≡ƒ⌠ 
247,
247-48
(Tenn. 
1900) •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding ↔•↔
that ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
dispute °♥≡↑
over ↑≡″°♥≥
removal
∫ ⊄≡±±〉
of pastor
did ±°↔
not ∂±♥°≥♥≡
involve property
or personal
°≠
↓←↔°↑ ≈∂≈
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ °↑
↓≡↑←°±≥ rights,
↑∂÷•↔←⌠
related
to ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
governance °≠
of ±≈
and ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡
discipline by
church, ±≈
and
↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔°
ƒ …•♠↑…•⌠
would ±°↔
not ↑≡♥∂≡♦
review ↔•≡
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions °≠
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical
…°♠↑↔←
courts ♦°♠≥≈

∝♠≈∂…↔♠↑≡← Martin
↑↔∂± ♥〉
≡♦∂←⌠ 
judicatures);
v. Lewis,
688 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ⌠

72, 7_3
(Tenn.Ct.App. 〉
⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
1985).

Thus, ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions by
governing bodies
of religious
⊄•♠←⌠
ƒ the
↔•≡ ÷°♥≡↑±∂±÷
°≈∂≡← °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
↑≡≥↔≡≈ to
↔° ≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠
organizations °±
on ″↔↔≡↑←
matters related
doctrine, ≠∂↔•⌠
faith, °↑
or
…•♠↑…•
±°↔ reviewable
↑≡♥∂≡♦≥≡ by
ƒ
church ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
governance ±≈
and ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡
discipline ↑≡
are not
…∂♥∂≥
←°± ♥〉
civil …°♠↑↔←〉
courts. Mason
v. ∪∂±←↔≡≈⌠
Winstead, 
265 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ⌠

561, E
(Tenn. 
1954) •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding that
in ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical matters,
⊄≡±±〉
↔•↔ ∂±
″↔↔≡↑←⌠
…•♠↑…•
♦∂↔•°♠↔
church ↔↑∂♠±≥←
tribunals •♥≡
have ≡♣…≥♠←∂♥≡
exclusive ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
authority without
∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
↔•≡ …∂♥∂≥
interference ≠↑°″
from the
civil …°♠↑↔←〉
courts). ⊂↔↔≡≈
Stated ≈∂≠≠≡↑≡±↔≥ƒ⌠
differently,
…°♠↑↔←
♦∂≥≥ ≈≡≠≡↑
↔° the
↔•≡ •∂÷•≡←↔
↔↑∂♠±≥ ∂±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
courts will
defer to
highest tribunal
in a religious
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±⊗≠±ℜ
organizationjll °±
on →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions °≠
of ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠
discipline, ≠∂↔•⌠
faith, °↑
or
ecclesiastical rule,
custom, °↑
or ≥♦
law ±≈
and will
interfere
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
↑♠≥≡⌠ …♠←↔°″⌠
♦∂≥≥ not
±°↔ ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡
♦∂↔•
with ←♠…•
such ≈≡…∂←∂°±←〉
decisions. ⊄•≡
The ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention
≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↓↑°•∂∂↔← ←≡…♠≥↑
↑≡≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷ the
↔•≡
doctrine prohibits
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from redetermining
…°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
ƒ a religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← tribunal
↔↑∂♠±≥ °±
correctness °≠
of a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision by
on
∂←←♠≡←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠
issues °≠
of …±°±
canon ≥♦⌠
law, religious
doctrine, °↑
or …•♠↑…•
church
÷°♥≡↑±±…≡〉
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
governance. Milivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
710. ⊄•≡
"The
Constitution ≠°↑∂≈←
forbids ←≡…♠≥↑
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
deciding
⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±
♦•≡↔•≡↑ religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
whether
doctrine °↑
or ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≥♦
law ←♠↓↓°↑↔←
supports
a particular
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
ƒ …•♠↑…•
decision ″≈≡
made by
church ♠↔•°↑∂↔∂≡←〉
authorities."
⇔↑≡♥≥°♦ ♥〉
♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
∂←←°♠↑∂ Synod,
⊂ƒ±°≈⌠ 991
 F.2d
∧〉≈
Drevlow
v. Lutheran
Church, ll/Iissouri
E,
(8th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1993); Scharon
v. St.
⌠ 470-71
∫ ↔•
⊂…•↑°± ♥〉
⊂↔〉 Luke's
♠×≡←
∨↓∂←…°↓≥ Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± Hosp.,
⋅°←↓〉⌠ 929
 ∧〉≈
⌠ E
Episcopal
F.2d 360,
(8th
 ↔•
1991).
⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 〉
Because °≠
of the
freedom °≠
of religion
guaranteed ∂±
in the
⇑≡…♠←≡
↔•≡ ≠↑≡≡≈°″
↑≡≥∂÷∂°± ÷♠↑±↔≡≡≈
↔•≡
⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±⌠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
↔•≡∂↑
Constitution, religious
organizations ″ƒ
may ≡←↔≥∂←•
establish their
and regulations
for ∂±↔≡↑±≥
internal ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡
discipline ±≈
and
°♦±
↑♠≥≡← ±≈
↑≡÷♠≥↔∂°±← ≠°↑
own rules
government ±≈
and …↑≡↔≡
create tribunals
for ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂±÷
adjudicating
÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔
↔↑∂♠±≥← ≠°↑
disputes °♥≡↑
over these
matters. Milivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
↔•≡←≡ ″↔↔≡↑←〉
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
at
When this
choice ∂←
is ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡≈⌠
exercised, the
Constitution
1.
〉 ∪•≡±
↔•∂← …•°∂…≡
↔•≡ ⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±
requires
that …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ……≡↓↔
accept ←♠…•
such tribunals‘
decisions
↑≡→♠∂↑≡← ↔•↔
↔↑∂♠±≥← ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
as ∂±≈∂±÷〉
binding. Id.,
426 ⊇⊂〉
US. ↔
Decisions °≠
of the
←
√≈〉⌠ 
at 〉⊗≠±ℜ
709.]fJ7]_ ⇔≡…∂←∂°±←
↔•≡
highest
church tribunal
are binding
on …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ∂±
in
•∂÷•≡←↔ …•♠↑…•
↔↑∂♠±≥ ↑≡
∂±≈∂±÷ °±
"all …←≡←
cases °≠
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical …°÷±∂∞±…≡〉
cognizance." ∪↔←°±⌠
Watson, Q
≥≥

Claims that
or
U.S. ↔
at 〉
729. ⇐≥∂″←
⊇〉⊂〉
↔•↔ a religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← tribunal
↔↑∂♠±≥ °↑
organization ♥∂°≥↔≡≈
violated ∂↔←
its °♦±
own rules
are not
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
↑♠≥≡← ↑≡
±°↔ reviewable
↑≡♥∂≡♦≥≡
by
courts. Drevlow,
F.2d ↔
at ∫
470-71; ⊄↑♥≡↑←
Travers ♥〉
v.
ƒ …°♠↑↔←〉
⇔↑≡♥≥°♦⌠ 991
 ∧〉≈
Abbey,
58 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ↔
at 
248 ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating that
⇒≡ƒ⌠ 
↔•↔ whether
♦•≡↔•≡↑ the
↔•≡
proceedings
irregularly …°±≈♠…↔≡≈
conducted was
question
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← were
♦≡↑≡ ∂↑↑≡÷♠≥↑≥ƒ
♦← a →♠≡←↔∂°±
for …•♠↑…•
church ♠↔•°↑∂↔∂≡←⌠
authorities, not
courts).
≠°↑
±°↔ the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←〉
Non-intervention
in ∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
intrachurch ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes ∂←
is ≥←°
also based
∇°±∫∂±↔≡↑♥≡±↔∂°± ∂±
←≡≈
on ↔•≡
the ♥°≥♠±↔↑ƒ
voluntary nature
of membership
in religious
°±
±↔♠↑≡ °≠
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ∂±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
organizations. √±
In the
States people
an
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←〉
↔•≡ United
⊇±∂↔≡≈ ⊂↔↔≡←
↓≡°↓≥≡ have
•♥≡ ±
unquestioned
form voluntary
♠±→♠≡←↔∂°±≡≈ right
↑∂÷•↔ to
↔° ≠°↑″
♥°≥♠±↔↑ƒ religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
associations ±≈
and to
organize the
governance °≠
of their
←←°…∂↔∂°±←
↔° °↑÷±∂∞≡
↔•≡ ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
↔•≡∂↑
congregations ∂±
in whatever
deem ↓↓↑°↓↑∂↔≡〉
appropriate.
…°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±←
♦•↔≡♥≡↑ way
♦ƒ they
↔•≡ƒ ≈≡≡″
Watson, 80
U.S. ↔
By joining
such
∪↔←°±⌠
 ⊇〉⊂〉
at ∫〉
728-29. ⇑ƒ
∝°∂±∂±÷ ←♠…•
organizations, ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥←
individuals …°±←≡±↔
consent to
governing
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←⌠
↔° their
↔•≡∂↑ ÷°♥≡↑±∂±÷
structures ±≈
and bind
submit to
←↔↑♠…↔♠↑≡←
∂±≈ themselves
↔•≡″←≡≥♥≡← to
↔° ←♠″∂↔
↔° the
↔•≡
organization's ↑♠≥≡←〉
rules. Id.
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
√≈〉
But ∂↔
it would
consent ±≈
and would
lead to
⇑♠↔
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡ a vain
♥∂± …°±←≡±↔
♦°♠≥≈ ≥≡≈
↔° the
↔•≡
total
subversion °≠
of ←♠…•
such religious
if ±ƒ
any °±≡
one
↔°↔≥ ←♠♥≡↑←∂°±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← bodies,
°≈∂≡←⌠ ∂≠
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÷÷↑∂≡♥≡≈
aggrieved ƒ
by °±≡
one °≠
of ↔•≡∂↑
their ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions …°♠≥≈
could ↓↓≡≥
appeal to
↔° the
↔•≡
←≡…♠≥↑
↔•≡
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ±≈
and •♥≡
have ↔•≡″
them ↑≡♥≡↑←≡≈〉
reversed. √↔
It ∂←
is °≠
of the
≡←←≡±…≡
♠±∂°±←⌠ ±≈
↔•≡∂↑ right
↑∂÷•↔ to
↔°
essence °≠
of ↔•≡←≡
these ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious unions,
and °≠
of their
≡←↔≥∂←•
establish ↔↑∂♠±≥←
tribunals ≠°↑
for ↔•≡
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision °≠
of →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions ↑∂←∂±÷
arising
″°±÷
≡
among ↔•≡″←≡≥♥≡←⌠
themselves, ↔•↔
that ↔•°←≡
those ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions ←•°♠≥≈
should be
∂±≈∂±÷ ∂±
binding
in ≥≥
all …←≡←
cases °≠
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical …°÷±∂∞±…≡⌠
cognizance, ←♠∝≡…↔
subject
°±≥ƒ
↔•≡ °↑÷±∂←″
↓↑°♥∂≈≡← ≠°↑〉
only ↔°
to ←♠…•
such ↓↓≡≥←
appeals ←
as the
organism ∂↔←≡≥≠
itself provides
for.
∪↔←°±⌠
Watson, 
80 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
729. √≠
If ←≡…♠≥↑
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ♦≡↑≡
were ↔°
to

≡…°″≡ ≡″↑°∂≥≡≈
♦∂↔•∂±
become
embroiled ∂±
in ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←
controversies within
a ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡ ≥≥°♦≡≈⌠
religious °≈ƒ⌠
body, ↔•°←≡
those …°♠↑↔←
courts would
allowed, °↑
or
↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈⌠ ↔°
∝♠≈÷″≡±↔ ≠°↑
↔•↔ °≠
required,
to ←♠←↔∂↔♠↔≡
substitute ↔•≡∂↑
their judgment
for that
of …•♠↑…•
church
÷°♥≡↑±∂±÷
≡≥∂≡≠⌠ °↑
governing °≈∂≡←
bodies °±
on ∂←←♠≡←
issues °≠
of ≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠
doctrine, belief,
or
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉
practice.
∪•∂≥≡
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔←
While ↔•≡
the 1
Amendment's prohibition
on …∂♥∂≥
civil °↑
or
↓↑°•∂∂↔∂°± °±
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
deciding ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←⌠
religious, ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥⌠
ecclesiastical, °↑
or
←≡…♠≥↑
≈°…↔↑∂±≥
↔•↔ ≈°≡←
±°↔ mean
″≡± that
↔•↔
doctrinal ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes ∂←
is ←°≥♠↔≡⌠
absolute, that
does not
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
organizations ↑≡
are ∂″″♠±≡
immune ≠↑°″
from ≥≥
all ←♠∂↔←〉
suits. ⊄•≡
The
←↔≡±↔∂°±
↔° ∂←←♠≡←
↔•↔
abstention ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ∂↔←≡≥≠
itself ↓↓≥∂≡←
applies °±≥ƒ
only to
issues that
♦°♠≥≈
require ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔←
courts ↔°
to ≡♣″∂±≡
examine °↑
or ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine
would ↑≡→♠∂↑≡
→♠≡←↔∂°±←
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉 ⊗∇ℜ°↔
questions °≠
of ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≡≥∂≡≠
belief °↑
or practice.
"[N]ot ≡♥≡↑ƒ
every
…∂♥∂≥
∝≡°↓↑≈∂∞≡← ♥≥♠≡←
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ by
ƒ
civil …°♠↑↔
court ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision 〉. 〉. 〉. jeopardizes
values protected
↔•≡
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
the 1
Amendment." Presbyterian
Church ♥〉
v. Mary
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•
↑ƒ
Elizabeth
Church,
∨≥∂∞≡↔• Blue
⇑≥♠≡ Hull
⋅♠≥≥ Memorial
≡″°↑∂≥ Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠

Consequently, ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
organizations
393 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
449. ⇐°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠
↑≡
↔•≡∂↑ …↔∂♥∂↔∂≡←
↔•≡
are ←♠∝≡…↔
subject ↔°
to ←♠∂↔
suit ≠°↑
for ″±ƒ
many °≠
of their
activities ∂±
in the
secular ♦°↑≥≈⌠
world, ←♠…•
such ←
as …°±↔↑…↔←
contracts with
outside parties.
←≡…♠≥↑
♦∂↔• °♠↔←∂≈≡
↓↑↔∂≡←〉
Such ←♠∂↔←
suits ≈°
do ±°↔
not ∂±♥°≥♥≡
involve →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions °≠
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical
⊂♠…•
…°÷±∂∞±…≡〉
cognizance.
Even
where ∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
intrachurch ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes °……♠↑⌠
occur, ←
as ∂±
in the
case
∨♥≡± ♦•≡↑≡
↔•≡ …←≡
before
us, …°♠↑↔←
courts ←↔∂≥≥
still •♥≡
have jurisdiction
decide ←°″≡
some
≡≠°↑≡ ♠←⌠
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± to
↔° ≈≡…∂≈≡
issues, ←
as ≥°±÷
long ←
as ↔•↔
that ↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°±
resolution will
not require
∂←←♠≡←⌠
♦∂≥≥ ±°↔
↑≡→♠∂↑≡ the
↔•≡
court ↔°
to ≡±÷÷≡
engage ∂±
in ≡♣↔≡±←∂♥≡
extensive ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into religious
law
…°♠↑↔
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≥♦
or ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
doctrine. Burgess
v. Rock
Creek Baptist
Church, M
°↑
⇑♠↑÷≡←← ♥〉
⊆°…× ⇐↑≡≡×
⇑↓↔∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠

at 
32 ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating that
courts …±
can ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡
adjudicate …•♠↑…•
church
F.Supp. ↔
∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
↔•↔ …°♠↑↔←
disputes ♠±≈≡↑
"under ±↑↑°♦
narrow …∂↑…♠″←↔±…≡←〉
circumstances.") ∪•≡↑≡
Where a …°♠↑↔
court
≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
can ≈≡…∂≈≡
decide a ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
dispute ♦∂↔•∂±
within a …•♠↑…•
church without
…±
♦∂↔•°♠↔ unduly
♠±≈♠≥ƒ
entangling ∂↔←≡≥≠
itself ∂±
in ″↔↔≡↑←
matters °≠
of ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine °↑
or ≡←←≡±↔∂≥≥ƒ
essentially
≡±↔±÷≥∂±÷
religious
questions, ↔•≡
the 1
Amendment ″ƒ
may permit
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← →♠≡←↔∂°±←⌠
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
↓≡↑″∂↔ a
to ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡
adjudicate the
matter. ∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠
Illilivojevich, 
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
court ↔°
at
…°♠↑↔
↔•≡ ″↔↔≡↑〉
710.
〉
For ≡♣″↓≥≡⌠
example, ♦•≡↑≡
where ↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°±
resolution °≠
of ±
an ∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
intrachurch
∧°↑
property
dispute ≈°≡←
does ±°↔
not ↑∂←×
risk the
court
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
↔•≡ prohibited
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ …°♠↑↔
entanglement ±≈
and ∂±♥°≥♥≡←
involves °±≥ƒ
only ±°±≈°…↔↑∂±≥
nondoctrinal ″↔↔≡↑←⌠
matters,
≡±↔±÷≥≡″≡±↔
courts ″ƒ
may ≈≡…∂≈≡
decide ←♠…•
such …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←〉
controversies. √±
In ≈°∂±÷
doing ←°⌠
so, they
…°♠↑↔←
↔•≡ƒ
apply ±≡♠↔↑≥
"neutral principles
of ≥♦
law" ≈≡♥≡≥°↓≡≈
developed ≠°↑
for use
in
↓↓≥ƒ
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← °≠
♠←≡ ∂±
all ↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ
property ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←〉
disputes. Jones
v. ∪°≥≠⌠
Wolf, 
≥≥
∏°±≡← ♥〉
443 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ⌠
595, E

(holding ↔•↔
that a ←↔↔≡
state ∂←
is …°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥≥ƒ
constitutionally ≡±↔∂↔≥≡≈
entitled to
(1979) •°≥≈∂±÷

↔°
adopt ±≡♠↔↑≥
neutral principles
of ≥♦
law ←
as a ″≡±←
means °≠
of
≈°↓↔
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← °≠
adjudicating a …•♠↑…•
church property
dispute ←°
so ≥°±÷
long ←
as there
≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂±÷
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
↔•≡↑≡
no
need ↔°
to ≡♣″∂±≡
examine a …•♠↑…•←
church's ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical polity
or
±° ±≡≡≈
↓°≥∂↔ƒ °↑
doctrine); Presbyterian
Church ♥〉
v. Mary
≈°…↔↑∂±≡
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•
↑ƒ Elizabeth
∨≥∂∞≡↔• Hull
⋅♠≥≥
Memorial
Church, 393
≡″°↑∂≥ Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 
449

(holding that
state •←
has a ≥≡÷∂↔∂″↔≡
legitimate ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔
interest ∂±
in
•°≥≈∂±÷
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ←↔↔≡
adjudicating ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes °♥≡↑
over …•♠↑…•
church property
≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂±÷
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ but
♠↔ may
″ƒ
°±≥ƒ
♠←≡ ±≡♠↔↑≥
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← °≠
neutral principles
of ≥♦〉
law).
only use

⊄•≡
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← ↓↓↑°…•⌠
↔°
The ±≡♠↔↑≥
neutral principles
approach, …↑≡↔≡≈
created °↑∂÷∂±≥≥ƒ
originally to
≈≡≥
♦∂↔• …•♠↑…•
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←⌠
≡≡± used
♠←≡≈ by
ƒ
deal with
church property
disputes, •←
has been
…°♠↑↔←
↔ƒ↓≡← °≠
↑∂÷•↔←〉
courts ∂±
in °↔•≡↑
other types
of …←≡←
cases ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
involving …∂♥∂≥
civil rights.
⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
Tennessee …°♠↑↔←
courts •♥≡
have ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡≈
exercised jurisdiction
over
…↔∂°±←
♦•≡± °↔•≡↑
actions ↑∂←∂±÷
arising ≠↑°″
from ∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
intrachurch ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes when
other
…∂♥∂≥
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ rights
↑∂÷•↔← ↑≡

civil °↑
or property
are ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈〉
involved. ∪↑≈
Ward ♥〉
v. ⇐↑∂←↓⌠
Crisp, 1
(Tenn. 
1949) ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
(involving …°±←↔↑♠…↔∂°±
construction
⊂〉∪〉≈
 ⊄≡±±〉
S.W.2d ⌠
273, 1
of trust
on …•♠↑…•
church property);
Crenshaw v.
°≠
↔↑♠←↔ °±
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ ⇐↑≡±←•♦
♥〉 Barbour,
⇑↑°♠↑⌠ E

Tenn. ⌠
235, 1,
(1931); Rodgers
v.
⊄≡±±〉
⌠ 
⊆°≈÷≡↑← ♥〉
365 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ⌠
87, 
90 
Burnett,
65 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. 408,
(1910). Nonetheless,
⇑♠↑±≡↔↔⌠ 
⌠ 410
 〉
∇°±≡↔•≡≥≡←←⌠ they
↔•≡ƒ
•♥≡ been
≡≡± …↑≡≠♠≥
↔•°←≡ …←≡←
↔° ≈≡…∂≈≡
↔•≡
have
careful ∂±
in those
cases to
decide °±≥ƒ
only the
∂←←♠≡← ≈≡≥∂±÷
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ …∂♥∂≥
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ right
↑∂÷•↔ ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈
issues
dealing with
civil °↑
or property
involved
♠←∂±÷ ±≡♠↔↑≥
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← °≠
±≈↑∂↔• ♥〉
⋅♠≈÷∂±←⌠
using
neutral principles
of ≥♦〉
law. Landrith
v. Hudgins,

∇±…≡ ♥〉
⇑♠←ƒ⌠ 
783, 
807 ⊄≡±±〉
(Tenn. 
1908); Nance
v. Busby,
18
120 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ⌠
⊂〉∪〉
∧∂↑″°±↔ Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
√±…〉 ♥〉
879; Fairmont
Church, Inc.
v.
S.W. ↔
at 
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑ƒ °≠
⋅°≥←↔°± °≠
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•
Presbytery
of ↔•≡
the Holston
of ↔•≡
the Presbyterian
Church °≠
of
↔•≡
⊂↔↔≡←⌠ 
⌠ E
the ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United States,
531 ⊂〉∪〉≈
 ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
S.W.2d 301,
(Tenn.Ct.App.
1975)
〉
⊆≡÷↑≈≥≡←← °≠
↔•≡ …♠←≡
↔•≡ ≥≡≥
Regardless
of the
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±
action ←←≡↑↔≡≈⌠
asserted, °↑
or the
label
÷∂♥≡± ∂↔
ƒ a plaintiff,
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠⌠ the
↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°±
♦•≡↔•≡↑ resolution
↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°±
given
it by
question ∂←
is whether
°≠
♦°♠≥≈ require
↑≡→♠∂↑≡ that
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
≡…°″≡
of ↔•≡
the …≥∂″←
claims would
courts become
∂±♥°≥♥≡≈ ∂±
±≡♠↔↑≥
involved
in ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ″↔↔≡↑←〉
matters. ⊄•≡
The neutral
principles
doctrine •←
"has never
extended to
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
±≡♥≡↑ been
≡≡± ≡♣↔≡±≈≡≈
↔°
religious
controversies ∂±
in the
areas °≠
of …•♠↑…•
church
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←
↔•≡ ↑≡←
government,
order ±≈
and ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠
discipline, nor
should ∂↔
it be."
÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔⌠ °↑≈≡↑
±°↑ ←•°♠≥≈
≡〉
Hutchison
v. ⊄•°″←⌠
Thomas, 
789 ∧〉≈
F.2d 392,
(6th
⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉
⌠ E
 ↔•
Courts presiding
over …•♠↑…•
church ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes must
⇐∂↑〉〉
↓↑≡←∂≈∂±÷ °♥≡↑
″♠←↔
Cir.1986). ⇐°♠↑↔←
be …↑≡≠♠≥
careful ±°↔
not to
of the
≡
↔° violate
♥∂°≥↔≡ the
↔•≡ protections
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°±← °≠
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔
Amendment by
deciding who
on the
of
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
ƒ ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
♦•° prevails
↓↑≡♥∂≥← °±
↔•≡ basis
←∂← °≠
resolution °≠
of the
controversy °♥≡↑
over religious
↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°±
↔•≡ underlying
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←ƒ
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
doctrine ±≈
and practice.
Church ♥〉
v. Mary
≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉 Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•
↑ƒ
Elizabeth
Church,
∨≥∂∞≡↔• Blue
⇑≥♠≡ Hull
⋅♠≥≥ Memorial
≡″°↑∂≥ Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
(holding that
if ∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
intrachurch property

393 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. 
440 •°≥≈∂±÷
↔•↔ ∂≠
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ
dispute
interpreting ±≈
and weighing
church
≈∂←↓♠↔≡ required
↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔∂±÷
♦≡∂÷•∂±÷ …•♠↑…•
doctrine,
court …°♠≥≈
could not
intervene; ∂≠⌠
if, however,
≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠ a …°♠↑↔
±°↔ ∂±↔≡↑♥≡±≡
•°♦≡♥≡↑⌠
neutral
of ≥♦
law …°♠≥≈
could be
applied without
±≡♠↔↑≥ principles
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← °≠
≡ ↓↓≥∂≡≈
♦∂↔•°♠↔
determining
question °≠
of religious
doctrine
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷ underlying
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ →♠≡←↔∂°±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
and practice,
court …°♠≥≈
could ∂±↔≡↑♥≡±≡
intervene); Burgess
v. Rock
±≈
↓↑…↔∂…≡⌠ a …°♠↑↔
⇑♠↑÷≡←← ♥〉
⊆°…×
Creek Baptist
Church, 734
F.Supp. ↔
⇐↑≡≡×
⇑↓↔∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
〉
at 31.
For
example, ≡♥≡±
even ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes °♥≡↑
over …•♠↑…•
church property
∧°↑ ≡♣″↓≥≡⌠
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ
between
factions within
organization
≡↔♦≡≡± rival
↑∂♥≥ ≠…↔∂°±←
♦∂↔•∂± a religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
may
create the
danger that
State, through
court,
″ƒ …↑≡↔≡
↔•≡ ≈±÷≡↑
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ⊂↔↔≡⌠
↔•↑°♠÷• the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔⌠
will
determine the
on the
♦∂≥≥ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
↔•≡ rights
↑∂÷•↔← to
↔° the
↔•≡ property
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ °±
↔•≡ basis
←∂← of
°≠
the
doctrinal beliefs
or ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔↔∂°±←
interpretations ≡←↓°♠←≡≈
espoused by
each
↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≥
≡≥∂≡≠← °↑
ƒ ≡…•
party.
See Milivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
709. ∨♥≡±
Even where
↓↑↔ƒ〉 ⊂≡≡
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
♦•≡↑≡
property
rights ↑≡
are ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈⌠
involved, judicial
intervention ∂←
is ←↔∂≥≥
still
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ ↑∂÷•↔←
∝♠≈∂…∂≥ ∂±↔≡↑♥≡±↔∂°±
prohibited
courts would
called upon
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ where
♦•≡↑≡ …°♠↑↔←
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡ …≥≥≡≈
♠↓°± to
↔° resolve
↑≡←°≥♥≡
underlying
disputes °♥≡↑
over religious
doctrine °↑
or practice.
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉
Id.,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at ∫
709-10 •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding that
√≈〉⌠ 
↔•↔ because
≡…♠←≡ rights
↑∂÷•↔← to
↔°
church property
decisions °♥≡↑
over bishop
…•♠↑…•
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ were
♦≡↑≡ tied
↔∂≡≈ to
↔° ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
∂←•°↓
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defrocking, …°♠↑↔←
courts …°♠≥≈
could ±°↔
not ≈≡…∂≈≡
decide property
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ rights
↑∂÷•↔←
♦∂↔•°♠↔ ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
without
deciding ↔•≡
the underlying
religious ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←⌠
disputes,
♦•∂…• ♦←
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ Natal
∇↔≥ ♥〉
which
was prohibited);
v. ⇐•↑∂←↔∂±
Christian ±≈
and
∂←←∂°±↑ƒ
⇒≥≥∂±…≡⌠ 
ll/[issionary Alliance,
878 ∧〉≈
F.2d ⌠
1575, ll
(1st ⇐∂↑〉
Cir.
 ←↔
1989); Hutchison
v. ⊄•°″←⌠
Thomas, 
789 ∧〉≈
F.2d ↔
at 〉
396. ⊂≡≡
See ≥←°
also

⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉

Jones
v. ∪°≥≠⌠
Wolf, 
443 ⊇〉⊂〉
(1979) ↔•≡
("the ∧∂↑←↔
∏°±≡← ♥〉
U.S. ↔
at 
602 
Amendment
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from resolving
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ prohibits
↓↑°•∂∂↔← …∂♥∂≥
↑≡←°≥♥∂±÷
…•♠↑…•
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
←∂← °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
church property
disputes °±
on ↔•≡
the basis
of religious
≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉 ⊄•≡
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
doctrine ±≈
and practice").
The 1
Amendment
…°″″±≈←
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ
"commands …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ↔°
to ≈≡…∂≈≡
decide …•♠↑…•
church property
≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←
disputes ♦∂↔•°♠↔
without ↑≡←°≥♥∂±÷
resolving underlying
controversies
°♥≡↑
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•
↑ƒ
over ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
doctrine." Presbyterian
Church ♥〉
v. Mary
∨≥∂∞≡↔• Blue
⇑≥♠≡ Hull
⋅♠≥≥ Mem.
≡″〉 Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠

Elizabeth
Church, E
at 〉
449.
⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
In a …←≡
case ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
involving °↔•
both °♦±≡↑←•∂↓
ownership °≠
of …•♠↑…•
church property
√±
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ
±≈
ƒ
and ↔•≡
the ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔∂°±
excommunication °≠
of °±≡
one ≠…↔∂°±
faction °≠
of a …•♠↑…•
church by
±°↔•≡↑⌠
↔•≡
another, ↔•≡
the ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
Tennessee ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
Court ≡♣↓≥∂±≡≈
explained the
≈∂≠≠∂…♠≥↔∂≡←
↔•≡ƒ were
♦≡↑≡ to
↔° ≈≡≥
difﬁculties …°♠↑↔←
courts ♦°♠≥≈
would …°±≠↑°±↔
confront ∂≠
if they
deal
♦∂↔• ″↔↔≡↑←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
with
matters °≠
of religious
doctrine °↑
or …•♠↑…•
church ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
governance
∂±
↔•≡ ±″≡
in the
name °≠
of ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
deciding °↔•≡↑
other ↑∂÷•↔←∑
rights:

〉. 〉. 〉. ↔•≡
↔•≡°≥°÷ƒ⌠ the
↔•≡
whole ←♠∝≡…↔
subject °≠
of ↔•≡
the ≈°…↔↑∂±≥
doctrinal theology,
the ♦•°≥≡
♠←÷≡← ±≈
usages
and …♠←↔°″←⌠
customs, ↔•≡
the ♦↑∂↔↔≡±
written ≥♦←
laws ±≈
and ≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥
fundamental
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
≡
organization °≠
of ≡♥≡↑ƒ
every ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≈≡±°″∂±↔∂°±
denomination ″♠←↔
must be
examined ∂±↔°
into with
minuteness ±≈
and …↑≡⌠
care, ≠°↑
for ↔•≡ƒ
they would
≡♣″∂±≡≈
♦∂↔• ″∂±♠↔≡±≡←←
♦°♠≥≈
become,
in ≥″°←↔
almost ≡♥≡↑ƒ
every …←≡⌠
case, the
criteria by
which the
≡…°″≡⌠ ∂±
↔•≡ …↑∂↔≡↑∂
ƒ ♦•∂…•
↔•≡
validity
of ↔•≡
the ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≈≡…↑≡≡
decree would
♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ °≠
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡
determined ∂±
in ↔•≡
the …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔〉
court. ⊄•∂←
This principle
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡ would
♦°♠≥≈
deprive these
bodies °≠
of ↔•≡
the right
of …°±←↔↑♠∂±÷
construing ↔•≡∂↑
their °♦±
own
≈≡↓↑∂♥≡
↔•≡←≡ °≈∂≡←
↑∂÷•↔ °≠
church ≥♦←
laws 〉. 〉. 〉. ±≈
and would
in ≡≠≠≡…↔⌠
effect, ↔↑±←≠≡↑
transfer to
the …∂♥∂≥
civil
…•♠↑…•
♦°♠≥≈ ∂±
↔° ↔•≡
courts, ♦•≡↑≡
where property
rights were
concerned, the
…°♠↑↔←⌠
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ ↑∂÷•↔←
♦≡↑≡ …°±…≡↑±≡≈⌠
↔•≡
decision °≠
of ≥≥
all ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical →♠≡←↔∂°±←〉
questions.
≈≡…∂←∂°±

clearly ↔×≡
take the
case °♠↔←∂≈≡
outside the
constitutional bar."
…≥≡↑≥ƒ
↔•≡ …←≡
↔•≡ …°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥
↑〉
⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉
∏°•±←°±⌠ 
⇒〉≈ ↔
Heard
v. Johnson,
810 A.2d
at ⌠
882, quoting
Way
→♠°↔∂±÷ Bible
⇑∂≥≡ ∪ƒ
⇐•♠↑…•
°↑≈ Jesus
∏≡←♠← ⇐•↑∂←↔
⇒↓°←↔°≥∂… Faith
∧∂↔•
Church °≠
of ∠♠↑
Our Lord
Christ °≠
of ↔•≡
the Apostolic
♥〉 Beards,
⇑≡↑≈←⌠ 
⇒〉≈ ⌠
v.
680 A.2d
 ⇔〉⇐〉
…≡↑↔〉
419, ﬂ
(D.C. ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. ⌠
1996), cert.
denied,
520 U.S.
1155 
(1997); see
also Litica
Corp. ♥〉
v.
≈≡±∂≡≈⌠ 
⊇〉⊂〉 
←≡≡ ≥←°
∂↔∂… ⇐°↑↓〉
⊂♦≡≡↔•≡↑↔
Sweetheart ⇐♠↓
Cup ⇐°〉⌠
Co., 
(E.D. Mich.
 ∨〉⇔〉
∂…•〉
790 ∧〉
F. ⊂♠↓↓
Supp ⌠
702, M
("courts •♥≡
have required
greater ←↓≡…∂≠∂…∂↔ƒ
speciﬁcity ∂±
in

↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ ÷↑≡↔≡↑
1992) …°♠↑↔←
↓≥≡≈∂±÷ where
♦•≡↑≡ the
↔•≡ …←≡
♦•∂…• ∂←
pleading
case ∂″↓≥∂…↔≡←
implicates …°±≈♠…↔
conduct which
is
↓↑∂″ ≠…∂≡ protected
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ by
ƒ the
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment").
primafacie
Once
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉〉 ∠±…≡
…•≥≥≡±÷≡≈⌠
♠↑≈≡± °≠
″↔↔≡↑
challenged, ↔•≡
the burden
of ≡←↔≥∂←•∂±÷
establishing ←♠∝≡…↔
subject matter
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ↑≡←↔←
↔•≡ party
↓↑↔ƒ ←←≡↑↔∂±÷
↔•≡ jurisdiction.
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±〉
jurisdiction
rests °±
on the
asserting the
⊄•°″←°±
⊇〉⊂〉 442
 〉
Thomason ♥〉
v. ¬←×∂≥≥⌠
Gaskill, 
315 U.S.
(1942).

⊃〉 ⇐⋅⊇⊆⇐⋅
∨⇑∨⊆⊂⋅√∉ DISPUTES
⇔√⊂∉⊇⊄∨⊂
V.
CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
Most °≠
of the
claims ←↔≡″
stem ≠↑°″
from their
°←↔
↔•≡ Andersons'
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″←
↔•≡∂↑
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
↔•≡ ″±±≡↑
♦•∂…• they
↔•≡ƒ were
♦≡↑≡
disfellowshipping ±≈
and the
manner ∂±
in which
≈≡↓↑∂♥≡≈
↔•≡∂↑ ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓←
↔•≡ Jehovah's
∏≡•°♥•←
deprived °≠
of their
memberships ∂±
in the
∪∂↔±≡←←≡←〉
↔•≡ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
♦←
Witnesses. ⊄•≡ƒ
They ≥≥≡÷≡
allege the
disfellowshipping ∂↔←≡≥≠
itself was
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥⌠
↔•≡∂↑ °↔•≡↑
←≡≈ °±
and ″°←↔
most °≠
of their
other …≥∂″←
claims ↑≡
are based
on
wrongful, ±≈
…°±←≡→♠≡±…≡←
↑≡≥↔≡≈ to
↔° °↑
↔•↔
consequences ≈∂↑≡…↔≥ƒ
directly related
or ≠≥°♦∂±÷
ﬂowing ≠↑°″
from that
…↔∂°±〉
≡÷∂± with
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ ≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥
↔•≡
action. ∪≡
We begin
fundamental ∂←←♠≡
issue °≠
of the
⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
↔•≡ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
↔•≡∂↑
Andersons' ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from the
Congregation ±≈
and their
…≥∂″←
♦← wrongful.
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥〉
claims ↔•↔
that ↔•∂←
this ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion was
The ⇐•♠↑…•
Church ↑÷♠≡←
argues that
freedom °≠
of religious
⊄•≡
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ≠↑≡≡≈°″
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← bodies
°≈∂≡←
to ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine their
own membership
is ←♠…•
such a
↔°
↔•≡∂↑ °♦±
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ∂←
fundamentally ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ″↔↔≡↑
matter that
courts ↑≡
are
≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥≥ƒ
↔•↔ …°♠↑↔←
prohibited
from ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂±÷
adjudicating ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes °♥≡↑
over membership
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ ≠↑°″
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
or ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±〉
expulsion. We
agree.
°↑
∪≡ ÷↑≡≡〉

Based °±
on ↔•≡
the ≠°↑≡÷°∂±÷⌠
foregoing, ∂↔
it ∂←
is …≥≡↑
clear ↔•↔
that the
ﬁrst →♠≡←↔∂°±
question
⇑←≡≈
↔•≡ ≠∂↑←↔
in ↔•≡
the …←≡
case ≡≠°↑≡
before us
is whether
claims raised
∂±
♠← ∂←
♦•≡↔•≡↑ the
↔•≡ …≥∂″←
↑∂←≡≈ by
ƒ Mr.
↑〉
and ↑←〉
Mrs. ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
Anderson …±
can ≡
be ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡≈
adjudicated without
inquiry
±≈
♦∂↔•°♠↔ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
into ↔•≡
the ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ±≈
and practice
of the
Jehovah's
∂±↔°
↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠
↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•←
Witnesses
and ♦∂↔•°♠↔
without ↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°±
resolution °≠
of underlying
∪∂↔±≡←←≡← ±≈
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷
religious
controversies. Abrams
v. ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
Watchtower Bible
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←〉
⇒↑″← ♥〉
⇑∂≥≡
and
Tract ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ
Society °≠
of New
York, Inc.,
±≈ ⊄↑…↔
∇≡♦ ∅°↑×⌠
√±…〉⌠ 
715 ∇〉∨〉≈
N.E.2d ⌠
798
Q
(Ill.Ct.App. 
1999); ∠⇐°±±°↑
O'Connor ♥〉
v. Diocese
of
 √≥≥〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠
Honolulu,
885 ∉〉≈
P.2d ⌠
361, E
(Haw. 〉
1994).
⋅°±°≥♠≥♠⌠ 
 ⋅♦〉

Because religious
are ≠↑≡≡
free to
establish their
own
⇑≡…♠←≡
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← bodies
°≈∂≡← ↑≡
↔° ≡←↔≥∂←•
↔•≡∂↑ °♦±
guidelines ≠°↑
for ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership ±≈
and a ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
governance ←ƒ←↔≡″
system to
÷♠∂≈≡≥∂±≡←
↔°
resolve ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes °♠↔
about ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership without
interference
↑≡←°≥♥≡
♦∂↔•°♠↔ ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
from …∂♥∂≥
civil ♠↔•°↑∂↔∂≡←⌠
authorities, ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions to
exclude persons
≠↑°″
↔° ≡♣…≥♠≈≡
↓≡↑←°±←
from ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership ↑≡
are not
civil …°♠↑↔←〉
courts.
≠↑°″
±°↔ reviewable
↑≡♥∂≡♦≥≡ by
ƒ …∂♥∂≥
not ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡
interfere with
"fundamental
⇐°♠↑↔←
♦∂≥≥ ±°↔
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ ≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥
Courts will
ecclesiastical …°±…≡↑±
concern °≠
of ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷
determining who
is ±≈
and who
is
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
♦•° ∂←
♦•° ∂←
member. " Burgess
v. Rock
Creek Baptist
±°↔
⇑♠↑÷≡←← ♥〉
⊆°…× ⇐↑≡≡×
⇑↓↔∂←↔
not a 〉. 〉. 〉. ″≡″≡↑〉
Church, 
734 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
F.Supp. ↔
at 33.
is necessarily
⇐•♠↑…•⌠
〉 Membership
≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ∂←
±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ
ecclesiastical ∂±
in ±↔♠↑≡
nature because
it ≈≡≠∂±≡←
deﬁnes the
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
≡…♠←≡ ∂↔
↔•≡
centralizing beliefs
of the
organization, ±≈
and the
…≡±↔↑≥∂∞∂±÷
≡≥∂≡≠← °≠
↔•≡ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±⌠
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔
Amendment bars
courts ≠↑°″
from reviewing
decisions by
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
↑← …°♠↑↔←
↑≡♥∂≡♦∂±÷ ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
ƒ
church ↔↑∂♠±≥←
tribunals °±
on whether
should
…•♠↑…•
♦•≡↔•≡↑ a particular
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ person
↓≡↑←°± ←•°♠≥≈
be ≈″∂↔↔≡≈⌠
admitted, ≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈⌠
expelled, °↑
or ≈≡±∂≡≈
denied membership.
≡
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓〉 Abrams
⇒↑″←
v. ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
Watchtower Society,
at 〉
803. ⊄•↔
That •←
has
♥〉
⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ⌠ 
∇〉∨〉≈ ↔
715 N.E.2d
long been
"We …±±°↔
cannot ≈≡…∂≈≡
decide who
ought to
≥°±÷
≡≡± the
↔•≡ rule.
↑♠≥≡〉 ∪≡
♦•° °♠÷•↔
↔° be
≡
members
of the
church,
nor
″≡″≡↑←
°≠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•⌠
±°↑ whether
♦•≡↔•≡↑ the
↔•≡
excommunicated •♥≡
have been
or unjustly,
≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡≈
≡≡± justly
∝♠←↔≥ƒ °↑
♠±∝♠←↔≥ƒ⌠ regularly
↑≡÷♠≥↑≥ƒ
or ∂↑↑≡÷♠≥↑≥ƒ
irregularly …♠↔
cut °≠≠
off ≠↑°″
from the
of the
church."
°↑
↔•≡ body
°≈ƒ °≠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉
Shannon ♥〉
v. Frost,
(3 ⇑〉
B. Mon.)
253, 258
(1842).
⊂•±±°±
∧↑°←↔⌠ 42
 Ky.
ƒ〉 
°±〉 ⌠
 〉

We ♠±≈≡↑↔×≡
undertake °♠↑
our ≡♣″∂±↔∂°±
examination ♦∂↔•
with ↔•≡
the understanding
∪≡
♠±≈≡↑←↔±≈∂±÷
that
"when ↔•≡
the ∧∂↑←↔
First ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
Amendment …←↔←
casts a ←•≈°♦
shadow °♥≡↑
over
↔•↔ ♦•≡±
the …°♠↑↔←
court's ←♠∝≡…↔
subject ″↔↔≡↑
matter jurisdiction,
is
↔•≡
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±⌠ the
↔•≡ plaintiff
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ∂←
obliged ↔°
to plead
unqualiﬁed jurisdictional
facts that
°≥∂÷≡≈
↓≥≡≈ ♠±→♠≥∂≠∂≡≈
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±≥ ≠…↔←
↔•↔

In ∪↔←°±
Watson ♥〉
v. Jones,
States ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme
√±
∏°±≡←⌠ supra,
←♠↓↑⌠ the
↔•≡ United
⊇±∂↔≡≈ ⊂↔↔≡←
Court ≥∂←↔≡≈
listed ←°″≡
some ≡♣″↓≥≡←
examples °≠
of matters
over which
⇐°♠↑↔
″↔↔≡↑← °♥≡↑
♦•∂…• the
↔•≡
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡
exercise no
and which
are
…∂♥∂≥
±° jurisdiction
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ±≈
♦•∂…• ↑≡
exclusively within
of a …•♠↑…•
church body
≡♣…≥♠←∂♥≡≥ƒ
♦∂↔•∂± the
↔•≡ power
↓°♦≡↑ °≠
°≈ƒ to
↔°

Nance,
18 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ↔
at 〉
880. ∪•∂≥≡⌠
While, ←
as a practical
it
∇±…≡⌠ 
↓↑…↔∂…≥ matter,
″↔↔≡↑⌠ ∂↔
can ←°″≡↔∂″≡←
sometimes prove
difﬁcult ↔°
to ≈∂←↔∂±÷♠∂←•
distinguish between
…±
↓↑°♥≡ ≈∂≠≠∂…♠≥↔
≡↔♦≡≡±
disputes ↔•↔
that …±
can ≡
be ↑≡←°≥♥≡≈
resolved by
neutral principles
of
≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
ƒ ±≡♠↔↑≥
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← °≠
law ±≈
and ↔•°←≡
those ↔•↔
that ″ƒ
may ∂±♥°≥♥≡
involve the
court ∂±
in ≡♣…≡←←∂♥≡
"excessive
≥♦
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
entanglement" ♦∂↔•
with ″↔↔≡↑←
matters °≠
of ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ±≈
and
≡±↔±÷≥≡″≡±↔
organization, …°♠↑↔←
courts ″♠←↔
must ″×≡
make ↔•↔
that ≈∂←↔∂±…↔∂°±
distinction ←°
so ←
as to
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±⌠
↔°
avoid ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry prohibited
the 1
♥°∂≈
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ by
ƒ ↔•≡
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment.
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
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∉÷≡ 6 of
°≠ 

≈≡…∂≈≡⌠
decide, ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷
including ↔•≡
"the …°±≠°↑″∂↔ƒ
conformity °≠
of ↔•≡
the members
″≡″≡↑← °≠
of ↔•≡
the
…•♠↑…•
↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ °≠
↔•≡″〉
church ↔°
to ↔•≡
the ←↔±≈↑≈
standard °≠
of ″°↑≥←
morals required
of them."
∪↔←°±
∏°±≡←⌠ 
Watson ♥〉
v. Jones,
Court …≥≡↑≥ƒ
clearly
80 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
733. ⊄•≡
The ⇐°♠↑↔
↑≡♠≠≠≡≈ ±ƒ
rebuffed
any ∂≈≡
idea ↔•↔
that …∂♥∂≥
civil °↑
or ←≡…♠≥↑
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ←•°♠≥≈
should
•≡↑ ↔↔…×←
hear
attacks °±
on a …•♠↑…•
church ↔↑∂♠±≥←
tribunal's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ∂±
in ←♠…•
such
″↔↔≡↑←〉 Id.,
√≈〉⌠ 
matters.
80 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
courts ♦≡↑≡
were ↔°
to
√≠ ↔•≡
at ∫〉
733-34. If
the …°♠↑↔←
inquire ∂±↔°
into ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
allegations ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•
church tribunal
∂±→♠∂↑≡
↔↑∂♠±≥
≡♣…≡≡≈≡≈
exceeded ∂↔←
its ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
authority °↑
or ≈∂≈
did ±°↔
not ≠°≥≥°♦
follow …•♠↑…•
church ≥♦
law °↑
or
←∂″∂≥↑
similar …≥∂″←⌠
claims, ↔•≡±
then
↔•≡ ♦•°≥≡
↔•≡°≥°÷ƒ⌠ the
↔•≡ usages
♠←÷≡←
the
whole ←♠∝≡…↔
subject °≠
of ↔•≡
the ≈°…↔↑∂±≥
doctrinal theology,
±≈
and …♠←↔°″←⌠
customs, ↔•≡
the ♦↑∂↔↔≡±
written ≥♦←⌠
laws, ±≈
and ≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥
fundamental
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
organization °≠
of ≡♥≡↑ƒ
every ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≈≡±°″∂±↔∂°±
denomination ″ƒ⌠
may, ±≈
and
″♠←↔⌠ ≡
must,
be ≡♣″∂±≡≈
examined ∂±↔°
into ♦∂↔•
with ″∂±♠↔≡±≡←←
minuteness ±≈
and …↑≡⌠
care, ≠°↑
for
↔•≡ƒ ♦°♠≥≈
↔•≡ …↑∂↔≡↑∂
would ≡…°″≡⌠
become, ∂±
in ≥″°←↔
almost ≡♥≡↑ƒ
every …←≡⌠
case, the
criteria
they
ƒ ♦•∂…•
♦°♠≥≈
which ↔•≡
the ♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ
validity °≠
of ↔•≡
the ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≈≡…↑≡≡
decree would
by
≡ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡ would
♦°♠≥≈
be
determined ∂±
in ↔•≡
the …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔〉
court. ⊄•∂←
This principle
≈≡↓↑∂♥≡
↔•≡←≡ °≈∂≡←
↑∂÷•↔ °≠
↔•≡∂↑ °♦±
deprive these
bodies °≠
of ↔•≡
the right
of …°±←↔↑♠∂±÷
construing their
own
…•♠↑…•
church ≥♦←〉
laws. 〉. 〉. 〉.
√≈〉⌠ 
Id.,
so ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
733.
The 1
Amendment prohibits
court review
of a
⊄•≡
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
↓↑°•∂∂↔← …°♠↑↔
↑≡♥∂≡♦ °≠
…•♠↑…•←
⊂≡≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ↔°
to ≡♣↓≡≥
expel a ″≡″≡↑〉
member. See,
e.g., ¬≥←←
Glass ♥〉
v.
∧∂↑←↔ ⊇±∂↔≡≈
∉≡±↔≡…°←↔≥ ⇐•♠↑…•
⇔≡⊆∂≈≈≡↑⌠ 
First
United Pentecostal
Church °≠
ofDeRidder,
676 ⊂〉≈
S.2d
1,
(La.App. 
1996) •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding ↔•↔
that …°♠↑↔
court •≈
had no
⌠ 72:8
 〉⇒↓↓〉
±°
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
←≡≈ °±
↔≡±≡↔
jurisdiction
over ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from …•♠↑…•
church based
on tenet
against ←♠∂↔←
suits ″°±÷
among ″≡″≡↑←
members); ⇐↑°←ƒ
Crosby ♥〉
v. Lee,
÷∂±←↔
≡≡⌠ 7_6

(Ga.App. 
1953) •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding ↔•↔
that →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions
S.E.2d ⌠
856, E
⊂〉∨〉≈
 ¬〉⇒↓↓〉
relating
to ↔•≡
the ≠∂↔•
faith ±≈
and practice
of ″≡″≡↑←
members belong
↑≡≥↔∂±÷ ↔°
↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠
≡≥°±÷ to
↔°
the
church judicatories,
to whose
ecclesiastical
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
∝♠≈∂…↔°↑∂≡←⌠ ↔°
♦•°←≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
jurisdiction
members •♥≡
have ♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ
voluntarily ←♠∝≡…↔≡≈
subjected
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ″≡″≡↑←
themselves).
A …•♠↑…•
church ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ←
as to
status °≠
of a
↔•≡″←≡≥♥≡←〉 ⇒
↔° the
↔•≡ ←↔↔♠←
person's
church ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership ∂←
is binding
and ±°↔
not ←♠∝≡…↔
subject
↓≡↑←°±← …•♠↑…•
∂±≈∂±÷ ±≈
to
review, ↑≡…°±←∂≈≡↑↔∂°±⌠
reconsideration, °↑
or ↑≡♥≡↑←≥
reversal by
court.
↔° ↑≡♥∂≡♦⌠
ƒ a …°♠↑↔〉
Fowler
v. Bailey,
844 ∉〉≈
P.2d ⌠
141, i
(Okla. 〉
∧°♦≥≡↑ ♥〉
⇑∂≥≡ƒ⌠ 
1992).
 ∠×≥〉
In Serbian
Orthodox Diocese
v. A/Iilivojevich,
√±
⊂≡↑∂± Eastern
∨←↔≡↑± ∠↑↔•°≈°♣
⇔∂°…≡←≡ ♥〉
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠
supra,
the ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United ⊂↔↔≡←
States ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
Court reversed
←♠↓↑⌠ ↔•≡
↑≡♥≡↑←≡≈ a
lower …°♠↑↔←
court's ←≡↔↔∂±÷
setting ←∂≈≡
aside a …•♠↑…•
church ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision to
defrock
≥°♦≡↑
↔° ≈≡≠↑°…×
the ≥°♦≡↑
lower …°♠↑↔←
court's judgment
a bishop
∂←•°↓ because
≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡
∝♠≈÷″≡±↔
rest[ed] ♠↓°±
upon ±
an ∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡
impermissible rejection
of the
↑≡←↔⊗≡≈ℜ
↑≡∝≡…↔∂°± °≠
↔•≡
decisions °≠
of ↔•≡
the •∂÷•≡←↔
highest ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical tribunals
of this
≈≡…∂←∂°±←
↔↑∂♠±≥← °≠
↔•∂←
hierarchical
church ♠↓°±
upon ↔•≡
the ∂←←♠≡←
issues ∂±
in ≈∂←↓♠↔≡⌠
dispute, ±≈
and
•∂≡↑↑…•∂…≥ …•♠↑…•
impermissibly ←♠←↔∂↔♠↔⊗≡≈ℜ
substitut[ed] ∂↔←
its °♦±
own ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into …•♠↑…•
church
∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥ƒ
policy
and ↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°±←
resolutions based
thereon °≠
of ↔•°←≡
those ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←〉
disputes.
↓°≥∂…ƒ ±≈
←≡≈ ↔•≡↑≡°±
Milivojevich,
U.S. ↔
at 〉
708. ⊄•≡
The ←″≡
same would
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 426
 ⊇〉⊂〉
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡ true
↔↑♠≡
of a …°♠↑↔
court ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂°±
adjudication °≠
of a ≠°↑″≡↑
former ″≡″≡↑←
member's ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion
°≠
from ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•〉
church.
≠↑°″
Stated ±°↔•≡↑
another ♦ƒ⌠
way, ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from a religious
society
⊂↔↔≡≈
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ←°…∂≡↔ƒ
is ±°↔
not a harm
for which
courts …±
can ÷↑±↔
grant a remedy.
∂←
•↑″ ≠°↑
♦•∂…• …°♠↑↔←
↑≡″≡≈ƒ〉
Grunwald ♥〉
v. Bornfreund,
696 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
F.Supg. ⌠
838, ∫
840-41
¬↑♠±♦≥≈
⇑°↑±≠↑≡♠±≈⌠ 
Church ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
disciplinary °↑
or ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion
(E.D.N.Y.l988). ⇐•♠↑…•
∨〉⇔〉∇〉∅〉〉

proceedings
cannot be
courts ≠°↑
for the
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← …±±°↔
≡ reviewed
↑≡♥∂≡♦≡≈ by
ƒ …°♠↑↔←
↔•≡
of ÷↑±↔∂±÷
granting reinstatement
or °↔•≡↑
other relief.
↓♠↑↓°←≡ °≠
↑≡∂±←↔↔≡″≡±↔ °↑
↑≡≥∂≡≠〉
purpose
∧°♦≥≡↑ ♥〉
⇑∂≥≡ƒ⌠ 
Fowler
v. Bailey,
844 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at 〉
144. ⊄•≡
The ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
Tennessee
⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
↔•↔ a member
″≡″≡↑ °≠
Court ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈
determined ≥°±÷
long ÷°
ago that
of a
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
♦•° •≈
≡≡± ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡≈
religious
organization who
had been
excommunicated
♦← without
♦∂↔•°♠↔ remedy
↑≡″≡≈ƒ ∂±
↔•≡ ⊂↔↔≡
∇±…≡ v.
♥〉 Busby,
⇑♠←ƒ⌠
was
in the
State …°♠↑↔←〉
courts. Nance

↔° hold
•°≥≈ that
↔•↔
18 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ↔
at 〉
881. ∠♠↑
Our …°♠↑↔←
courts •♥≡
have …°±↔∂±♠≡≈
continued to
a …•♠↑…•←
↔° who
♦•° ←•°♠≥≈
≡ ÷↑±↔≡≈
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ←
as to
should be
granted °↑
or
≥≥°♦≡≈
↔° ″∂±↔∂±
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ∂←
±°↔ ←♠∝≡…↔
↔°
allowed to
maintain membership
is not
subject to
↑≡♥∂≡♦
ƒ the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←〉
⊂≡≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠
↑↔∂± ♥〉
≡♦∂←⌠ 6i

review by
courts. See,
e.g., Martin
v. Lewis,
at 
74; Bentley
v. Shanks,
348 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ↔
⊂〉∪〉≈
⇑≡±↔≥≡ƒ ♥〉
⊂•±×←⌠ 
S.W.2d ↔
at 〉
904.
The
long-established rule
is that
courts ♦∂≥≥
"will not
⊄•≡ ≥°±÷∫≡←↔≥∂←•≡≈
↑♠≥≡ ∂←
↔•↔ …°♠↑↔←
±°↔
∂±↔≡↑″≡≈≈≥≡ °↑
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ ∂±↔≡↑±≥
intermeddle
or ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡
interfere with
internal ≈″∂±∂←↔↑↔∂°±
administration
°≠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•⌠
of ↔•≡
the ≠≠∂↑←
affairs °≠
of the
church, ←♠…•
such ←
as ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
disciplinary …←≡←⌠
cases,
…←≡←
↔•≡ ≡♣←…∂±≈∂±÷
″≡″≡↑←⌠ ±≈
↔•≡
cases ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
involving the
exscinding °≠
of members,
and the
≈″∂±∂←↔↑↔∂°±
↑♠≥≡← ±≈
↔•≡ ≥∂×≡⌠
administration °≠
of rules
and °↑≈∂±±…≡←
ordinances ±≈
and the
like,
♦•≡↑≡ the
↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
°≈ƒ …↔∂±÷⌠
♠±≈≡↑↔×∂±÷ to
↔°
where
ecclesiastical body
acting, °↑
or undertaking
≈° ←°⌠
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ power
↓°♦≡↑ ±≈
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± to
↔° …↔
do
so, ∂←
is …≥°↔•≡≈
clothed with
and jurisdiction
act
∂± ↔•≡
⋅∂…×″±⌠ 4 ⊄≡±±〉
⇒↓↓〉
in
the ″↔↔≡↑
matter 〉. 〉. 〉
." ⇐±±°±
Cannon ♥〉
v. Hickman,
Tenn. App.
E,
(Tenn.Ct.App. ⌠
1927), …∂↔∂±÷
citing Landrith
v.
⌠ 1
 ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
±≈↑∂↔• ♥〉
⋅♠≈÷∂±←⌠ 
Hudgins,
120 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ↔
at 〉
807.

⇒←
″≈≡ …≥≡↑
As ↔•≡
the ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United ⊂↔↔≡←
States ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
Court •←
has made
clear ∂±
in
∪↔←°±
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ those
↔•°←≡ who
♦•° voluntarily
♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ join
∝°∂± a
Watson ±≈
and Milivojevich,
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
↔° ∂↔←
↑♠≥≡← ±≈
religious °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
organization …°±←≡±↔
consent to
its rules
and
÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
↔° ≥≥°♦
↓≡↑←°±← to
↔°
governance ←↔↑♠…↔♠↑≡⌠
structure, ±≈
and to
allow ←♠…•
such persons
appeal to
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts would
subvert religious
↓↓≡≥
↔° ←≡…♠≥↑
♦°♠≥≈ ←♠♥≡↑↔
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← bodies
°≈∂≡←
and ↑≡±≈≡↑
render the
consent °≠
of members
±≈
↔•≡ …°±←≡±↔
″≡″≡↑← meaningless.
″≡±∂±÷≥≡←←〉 By
⇑ƒ
deferring to
highest judicatory
of a religious
≈≡≠≡↑↑∂±÷
↔° the
↔•≡ •∂÷•≡←↔
∝♠≈∂…↔°↑ƒ °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← body,
°≈ƒ⌠
courts ≥←°
also ≈≡≠≡↑
defer to
choice made
church
…°♠↑↔←
↔° the
↔•≡ …•°∂…≡
″≈≡ by
ƒ …•♠↑…•
members who
and ÷↑≡≡≈
agreed to
″≡″≡↑←
♦•° voluntarily
♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ joined
∝°∂±≡≈ the
↔•≡ body
°≈ƒ ±≈
↔°
its rules
and ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡〉
governance.
∂↔←
↑♠≥≡← ±≈
Because
of the
inherently ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical nature
of
⇑≡…♠←≡ °≠
↔•≡ ∂±•≡↑≡±↔≥ƒ
±↔♠↑≡ °≠
membership ≈≡…∂←∂°±←⌠
decisions, ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
disputes °♥≡↑
over membership
are
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ↑≡
not ←♠∝≡…↔
subject to
"neutral principles"
doctrine. Burgess
±°↔
↔° the
↔•≡ ±≡♠↔↑≥
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
⇑♠↑÷≡←←
v. Rock
Creek Baptist
Church, 
734 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
F.Supp. ↔
♥〉
⊆°…× ⇐↑≡≡×
⇑↓↔∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
〉 ⊄•≡
at 32.
The
neutral principles
doctrine •←
"has never
extended to
±≡♠↔↑≥
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
±≡♥≡↑ been
≡≡± ≡♣↔≡±≈≡≈
↔°
religious …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←
controversies ∂±
in the
areas °≠
of …•♠↑…•
church
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
↔•≡ ↑≡←
government, °↑≈≡↑
order ±≈
and ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠
discipline, nor
should ∂↔
it be."
÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔⌠
±°↑ ←•°♠≥≈
≡〉
Hutchison
v. ⊄•°″←⌠
Thomas, 
789 ∧〉≈
F.2d ↔
at 396.
⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉
〉 Further,
∧♠↑↔•≡↑⌠
membership
in a …•♠↑…•
church °↑
or religious
organization ∂←
is not
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ∂±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
±°↔
or …∂♥∂≥
civil right
available use
a property
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ °↑
↑∂÷•↔ that
↔•↔ would
♦°♠≥≈ make
″×≡ ♥∂≥≥≡
♠←≡
of neutral
of ≥♦〉
law. Fowler
V. Bailey,
P.2d
°≠
±≡♠↔↑≥ principles
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← °≠
∧°♦≥≡↑ ♥〉
⇑∂≥≡ƒ⌠ 844
 ∉〉≈
at ∫〉
144-45.
↔
Tennessee recognizes
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±
action ≠°↑
for wrongful
⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡← no
±° …♠←≡
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥
expulsion ≠↑°″
from a religious
organization. ∠♠↑
Our …°♠↑↔←
courts will
≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±〉
♦∂≥≥
not
review ←♠…•
such ≈≡…∂←∂°±←⌠
decisions, but
as binding
±°↔ ↑≡♥∂≡♦
♠↔ will
♦∂≥≥ take
↔×≡ ←
∂±≈∂±÷ the
↔•≡
decision
of the
church. A
aggrieved by
such
≈≡…∂←∂°± °≠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉
⇒ party
↓↑↔ƒ ÷÷↑∂≡♥≡≈
ƒ ←♠…•
action •←
has ±°
no redress
in the
courts, but
look
…↔∂°±
↑≡≈↑≡←← ∂±
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←⌠
♠↔ must
″♠←↔ ≥°°×
instead
organization ∂↔←≡≥≠〉
itself. Martin
V. Lewis,
∂±←↔≡≈ to
↔° the
↔•≡ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
↑↔∂± ♥〉
≡♦∂←⌠ 6i

at 
74; Bentley
v. Shanks,
348 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ↔
S.W.2d ↔
at 〉
904.
⊂〉∪〉≈
⇑≡±↔≥≡ƒ ♥〉
⊂•±×←⌠ 
Otherwise, …°♠↑↔←
courts would
called upon
determine
∠↔•≡↑♦∂←≡⌠
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡ …≥≥≡≈
♠↓°± to
↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
the
correctness °≠
of a …•♠↑…•←
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision °♠↔
about whether
↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
♦•≡↔•≡↑ a
person
had …°″↓≥∂≡≈
complied with
doctrine ±≈
and
↓≡↑←°± •≈
♦∂↔• religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
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practices. ⊄•↔
↓↑…↔∂…≡←〉
That ∂←
is ≡♣…↔≥ƒ
exactly ↔•≡
the ×∂±≈
kind °≠
of ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry the
↔•≡ E
∧∂↑←↔
Amendment
Alilivojevich, 
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ prohibits.
↓↑°•∂∂↔←〉 ∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠
at 〉
710.
⇑ƒ
↔•≡ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
↔° the
↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
By ∂↔←
its ♥≡↑ƒ
very ±↔♠↑≡⌠
nature, the
inquiry ←
as to
correctness °≠
of °↑
or
…∂↑…♠″←↔±…≡←
circumstances ←♠↑↑°♠±≈∂±÷
surrounding a …•♠↑…•←
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision °±
on
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ↓≥♠±÷≡←
membership
"plunges ±
an ∂±→♠∂←∂↔°↑
inquisitor ∂±↔°
into a ″≡≥←↔↑°″
maelstrom °≠
of
⇐•♠↑…•
↓°≥∂…ƒ⌠ ≈″∂±∂←↔↑↔∂°±⌠
Church policy,
administration, ±≈
and ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
governance" ±≈
and ∂←
is
↑↑≡≈ ƒ
barred
by ↔•≡
the ∧∂↑←↔
1 ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
Amendment. Natal
v. ⇐•↑∂←↔∂±
Christian 
&
∇↔≥ ♥〉
∂←←∂°±↑ƒ
⇒≥≥∂±…≡⌠ 
ll/[issionary Alliance,
878 ∧〉≈
F.2d ↔
at 〉
1578.

⇐°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠
we ≠∂±≈
ﬁnd ↔•≡↑≡
there ∂←
is …≥≡↑
clear ±≈
and …°±↔↑°≥≥∂±÷
controlling
Consequently, ♦≡
♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
↔°
authority ↔•↔
that ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
Tennessee …°♠↑↔←
courts •♥≡
have ±°
no ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
authority to
≈≡…∂≈≡
decide →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions °≠
of ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership °↑
or ↔•≡
the …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
correctness °≠
of
≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓〉
membership. √±
In ⌠
1892, °♠↑
our ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme
⇐°♠↑↔
↑≡↓°↑↔≡≈ …←≡
♦•≡↑≡ ±ƒ
Court ←↔↔≡≈
stated ∂↔
it •≈
had ≠°♠±≈
found ±°
"no reported
case where
any
…∂♥∂≥
↔•∂← …°♠±↔↑ƒ
♠±≈≡↑↔×≡± ↔°
↔•≡
civil …°♠↑↔
court ∂±
in this
country •←
has undertaken
to °♥≡↑↑♠≥≡
overrule the
≠…↔
♠↓°± ±ƒ
♦•↔≡♥≡↑〉
fact °≠
of ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔∂°±
excommunication upon
any ÷↑°♠±≈
ground whatever."
∇±…≡ ♥〉
⇑♠←ƒ⌠ 
∪≡ •♥≡
±°
Nance
v. Busby,
18 ⊂〉∪〉
S.W. ↔
at 〉
879. We
have ≥←°
also ≠°♠±≈
found no
…←≡←⌠
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °↑
♦•≡↑≡ a …°♠↑↔
cases, ∂±
in ↔•∂←
this jurisdiction
or ≡≥←≡♦•≡↑≡⌠
elsewhere, where
court
≡♣≡↑…∂←≡≈
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ↔°
♦•≡↔•≡↑ a …•♠↑…•
exercised jurisdiction
to ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡
adjudicate whether
church
″≡″≡↑
♦← ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥≥ƒ
member was
wrongfully ≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈〉
expelled.
⊃√〉
⇒⊆¬⊇∨∇⊄⊂
⊄⋅⇒⊄
⇒⇑⊂⊄∨∇⊄√∠∇
THAT
ABSTENTION
VI.
ARGUMENTS
⇔∠⇐⊄⊆√∇∨
∇∠⊄ APPLY
⇒∉∉∅
DOCTRINE ⊂⋅∠⊇⇔
SHOULD NOT
While …×±°♦≥≡≈÷∂±÷
acknowledging ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention
∪•∂≥≡
doctrine ≥∂″∂↔←
limits ↔•≡
the power
of ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔←
courts to
adjudicate
≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↓°♦≡↑ °≠
↔° ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡
intrachurch ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←⌠
disputes, ↔•≡
the ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
Andersons ↑÷♠≡
argue that
∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
↔•↔ they
↔•≡ƒ
have …↑≡≠♠≥≥ƒ
carefully worded
allegations ∂±
in their
complaint
•♥≡
♦°↑≈≡≈ the
↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
↔•≡∂↑ …°″↓≥∂±↔
so ←
as ↔°
to ♥°∂≈
avoid ↓↓≥∂…↔∂°±
application °≠
of the
doctrine ∂±
in this
case.
←°
↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↔•∂← …←≡〉
They
assert
that
Church's
actions
in
⊄•≡ƒ
←←≡↑↔
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•←
…↔∂°±←
∂±
disfellowshipping ↔•≡″
them ♦≡↑≡
were ≠↑♠≈♠≥≡±↔
fraudulent ±≈
and taken
for
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
↔×≡± ≠°↑
secular ↑≡←°±←
reasons ±≈
and ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ∂←
is
←≡…♠≥↑
subject ↔°
to ±
an ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception ≠°↑
for ≠↑♠≈〉
fraud. Additionally,
←♠∝≡…↔
⇒≈≈∂↔∂°±≥≥ƒ⌠ they
↔•≡ƒ
argue ↔•↔
that ↔•≡ƒ
they ↑≡
are ±°↔
not …•≥≥≡±÷∂±÷
challenging the
of ±ƒ
any
↑÷♠≡
↔•≡ validity
♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ °≠
Jehovah's ∪∂↔±≡←←
Witness ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine °↑
or practice,
are
∏≡•°♥•←
↓↑…↔∂…≡⌠ but,
♠↔⌠ rather,
↑↔•≡↑⌠ ↑≡
asking ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔←
courts ↔°
to ≈≡…∂≈≡
decide whether
Church's
←×∂±÷
♦•≡↔•≡↑ the
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•←
proffered ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ↑≡←°±
reason …↔♠≥≥ƒ
actually ″°↔∂♥↔≡≈
motivated their
↓↑°≠≠≡↑≡≈
↔•≡∂↑
disfellowshipping °↑
or ♦←
was ″≡↑≡≥ƒ
merely a pretext.
We begin
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔〉 ∪≡
≡÷∂±
with the
second ↑÷♠″≡±↔〉
argument.
♦∂↔•
↔•≡ ←≡…°±≈
A. ∉↑≡↔≡♣↔
Pretext
⇒〉

To ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine ♦•≡↔•≡↑
whether ↔•≡
the ↑≡←°±←
reasons ÷∂♥≡±
given by
Church
⊄°
ƒ the
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
for ↔•≡
the ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ♦≡↑≡
were pretextual,
court would
≠°↑
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔♠≥⌠ a …°♠↑↔
♦°♠≥≈
necessarily •♥≡
have ↔°
to ∂±→♠∂↑≡
inquire ∂±↔°
into ↔•≡
the …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
correctness °≠
of the
±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ
↔•≡
disfellowshipping ±≈
and ♦•≡↔•≡↑
whether ∂↔
it was
consistent with
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
♦← …°±←∂←↔≡±↔
♦∂↔•
the ⇐•♠↑…•←
Church's ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ±≈
and ∂±↔≡↑±≥
internal policies.
↔•≡
↓°≥∂…∂≡←〉
This ∂←
is ±
an ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔←
courts …±±°↔
cannot ″×≡
make because
it
⊄•∂←
≡…♠←≡ ∂↔
result ∂±
in ≡♣…≡←←∂♥≡
excessive ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical
♦°♠≥≈
would ↑≡←♠≥↔
matters ∂±
in …°±↔↑♥≡±↔∂°±
contravention °≠
of ↔•≡
the 1
Amendment.
″↔↔≡↑←
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
Where ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•
church ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ↔
at ∂←←♠≡
issue ∂←
is purely
and
∪•≡↑≡
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ±≈
fundamentally ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ∂±
in ±↔♠↑≡⌠
nature, ↔↔≡″↓↔←
"attempts to
≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥≥ƒ
↔°
separate ↑÷♠≥ƒ
arguably ∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡
impermissible ≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔°↑ƒ
discriminatory ÷↑°♠±≈←
grounds
←≡↓↑↔≡
for a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ≠↑°″
from ÷↑°♠±≈←
grounds ←↔≡″″∂±÷
stemming ≠↑°″
from …•♠↑…•
church
≠°↑
beliefs ≡♣…≡←←∂♥≡≥ƒ
excessively ≡±↔±÷≥≡←
entangles a …°♠↑↔
court with
religion." ⊃±
Van
≡≥∂≡≠←
♦∂↔• ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±〉
Osdol ♥〉
v. ⊃°÷↔⌠
Vogt, 
908 ∉〉≈
P.2d ⌠
1122, 
1132 ⇐°≥°〉
∠←≈°≥
(Colo. 〉
1996).

Regardless
of the
of the
attack, …°♠↑↔←
courts …±±°↔
cannot
⊆≡÷↑≈≥≡←← °≠
↔•≡ basis
←∂← °≠
↔•≡ ↔↔…×⌠
examine the
correctness °≠
of a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision to
expel a
≡♣″∂±≡
↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
↔° ≡♣↓≡≥
″≡″≡↑〉
↔↑♠≡ when
♦•≡± the
↔•≡ …≥∂″
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
member. ⊄•∂←
This ∂←
is true
claim ∂←
is that
church
♥∂°≥↔≡≈
↑♠≥≡← °↑
ƒ≥♦←〉 See
⊂≡≡ Drevlow
⇔↑≡♥≥°♦ ♥〉
violated ∂↔←
its °♦±
own rules
or bylaws.
v.
♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
∂←←°♠↑∂ Synod,
⊂ƒ±°≈⌠ 
Lutheran
Church, Missouri
991 ∧〉≈
F.2d ↔
at ∫
470-71;
Natal
v. ⇐•↑∂←↔∂±
Christian ±≈
and Missionary
F.2d
∇↔≥ ♥〉
∂←←∂°±↑ƒ Alliance,
⇒≥≥∂±…≡⌠ 878
 ∧〉≈
at 
1577 •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding that
an ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±
allegation that
church ≈∂≈
did not
↔
↔•↔ ±
↔•↔ …•♠↑…•
±°↔
≠°≥≥°♦
↑♠≥≡← ∂±
″∂±∂←↔≡↑ ≠↑°″
its °♦±
own rules
in ≈∂←…•↑÷∂±÷
discharging minister
from
follow ∂↔←
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
♦← unavailing);
♠±♥∂≥∂±÷ Martin
↑↔∂± ♥〉
≡♦∂←⌠ 6i

employment was
v. Lewis,
at 
72 ↑≡♥≡↑←∂±÷
(reversing a trial
court's judgment
⊂〉∪〉≈
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔←
∝♠≈÷″≡±↔
S.W.2d ↔
invalidating
vote °±
on ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership that
∂±♥≥∂≈↔∂±÷ a ♥°↔≡
↔•↔ had
•≈ been
≡≡± based
←≡≈
°±
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ vote
♥°↔≡ had
•≈ been
≡≡± taken
↔×≡± not
±°↔ in
∂±
on a ≠∂±≈∂±÷
ﬁnding that
…°″↓≥∂±…≡
♦∂↔• …•♠↑…•
♦← ↑∂↔↑↑ƒ〉
compliance with
church ≥♦
law ±≈
and was
arbitrary). ⊄•♠←⌠
Thus,
≡♥≡±
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷ ∂←
even ∂≠
if ±
an ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion °↑
or ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
disciplinary proceeding
is
∂↑↑≡÷♠≥↑⌠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•←
±°↔ reviewable.
↑≡♥∂≡♦≥≡〉
irregular, the
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ∂←
is not
∧°♦≥≡↑ ♥〉
⇑∂≥≡ƒ⌠ 
Fowler
v. Bailey,
844 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at 〉
145.
Similarly, …°♠↑↔←
courts …±±°↔
cannot review
fairness °↑
or
⊂∂″∂≥↑≥ƒ⌠
↑≡♥∂≡♦ the
↔•≡ ≠∂↑±≡←←
…°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
↔° ≡♣↓≡≥
correctness °≠
of a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision to
expel ←°″≡°±≡
someone ≠↑°″
from …•♠↑…•
church
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓〉
⇑♠↑÷≡←← ♥〉
⊆°…× ⇐↑≡≡×
⇑↓↔∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
membership. Burgess
v. Rock
Creek Baptist
Church,

〉 ⊄•≡
at 33.
The ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention
734 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
F.Supp. ↔
doctrine prohibits
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from redetermining
≈°…↔↑∂±≡
↓↑°•∂∂↔← ←≡…♠≥↑
↑≡≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷ the
↔•≡
…°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
ƒ a religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← tribunal
↔↑∂♠±≥ °±
correctness °≠
of a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision by
on
∂←←♠≡←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠
issues °≠
of …±°±
canon ≥♦⌠
law, religious
doctrine, °↑
or …•♠↑…•
church
÷°♥≡↑±±…≡〉
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
governance. Milivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
710. ⊄•≡
"The
⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±
Constitution ≠°↑∂≈←
forbids ←≡…♠≥↑
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ≠↑°″
from ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
deciding
whether religious
doctrine °↑
or ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≥♦
law ←♠↓↓°↑↔←
supports
♦•≡↔•≡↑
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
decision ″≈≡
made by
church ♠↔•°↑∂↔∂≡←〉
authorities."
a particular
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
ƒ …•♠↑…•
Drevlow
v. Lutheran
Church, Illissouri
991 F.2d
⇔↑≡♥≥°♦ ♥〉
♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
∂←←°♠↑∂ Synod,
⊂ƒ±°≈⌠ 
∧〉≈
at 470-71.
↔
∫〉
An
argument that
given were
⇒± ↑÷♠″≡±↔
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← reasons
↑≡←°±← ÷∂♥≡±
♦≡↑≡ a
mere
for ←°″≡
some °↔•≡↑
other reason
asks that
court
″≡↑≡ pretext
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ ≠°↑
↑≡←°± ←×←
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
determine
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡ that
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ proffered
↓↑°≠≠≡↑≡≈ religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← reasons
↑≡←°±← have
•♥≡ no
±°
basis.
It ∂←
is …≥≡↑
clear that
courts ↑≡
are precluded
from making
←∂←〉 √↔
↔•↔ …°♠↑↔←
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈ ≠↑°″
″×∂±÷
an ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry that
lead to
such a determination.
The
±
↔•↔ would
♦°♠≥≈ ≥≡≈
↔° ←♠…•
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°±〉 ⊄•≡
church ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ↔
at ∂←←♠≡
issue ∂±
in this
case ∂←
is the
decision to
…•♠↑…•
↔•∂← …←≡
↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
↔°
expel ″≡″≡↑←⌠
members, a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision protected
from …°♠↑↔
court review.
≡♣↓≡≥
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ≠↑°″
↑≡♥∂≡♦〉
The
charges brought
church ÷∂±←↔
against Ms.
⊄•≡ …•↑÷≡←
↑°♠÷•↔ by
ƒ the
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
←〉
Anderson
included ↓°←↔←ƒ⌠
apostasy, ≈∂←↑♠↓↔∂±÷
disrupting the
of the
⇒±≈≡↑←°± ∂±…≥♠≈≡≈
↔•≡ unity
♠±∂↔ƒ °≠
↔•≡
congregation, ±≈
and undermining
confidence ∂±
in the
…°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±⌠
♠±≈≡↑″∂±∂±÷ …°±≠∂≈≡±…≡
↔•≡
church's ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡〉
governance. ⊄•≡
The Andersons
argue these
…•♠↑…•←
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← do
≈° not
±°↔ ↑÷♠≡
↔•≡←≡
allegations, ∂≠
if true,
are not
for
≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←⌠
↔↑♠≡⌠ ↑≡
±°↔ a reason
↑≡←°± ≠°↑
disfellowshipping.
Whether °↑
or not
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷〉 ∪•≡↔•≡↑
±°↔ Ms.
←〉 Anderson's
⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
conduct ″≡↑∂↔≡≈
merited ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ∂←
is a →♠≡←↔∂°±
question to
answered
…°±≈♠…↔
↔° be
≡ ±←♦≡↑≡≈
by
the …•♠↑…•
church to
governance ←•≡
she voluntarily
ƒ ↔•≡
↔° whose
♦•°←≡ ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ
submitted •≡↑←≡≥≠〉
herself. ⇐°♠↑↔←
Courts …±±°↔
cannot review
church's
←♠″∂↔↔≡≈
↑≡♥∂≡♦ the
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•←
decision.
≈≡…∂←∂°±〉
Where purely
ecclesiastical ±≈
and protected
actions ↑≡
are
∪•≡↑≡
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ …↔∂°±←
involved,
inquiring ∂±↔°
into pretext
"inevitably ≡±…°♠↑÷≡←
encourages
∂±♥°≥♥≡≈⌠ ∂±→♠∂↑∂±÷
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ ∂±≡♥∂↔≥ƒ
sophistry ±≈
and ≥≡≈←
leads a …°♠↑↔
court nowhere.
Once the
church
←°↓•∂←↔↑ƒ
±°♦•≡↑≡〉 ∠±…≡
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
states that
decision was,
even ∂±
in part,
doctrinal, then
←↔↔≡←
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
♦←⌠ ≡♥≡±
↓↑↔⌠ ≈°…↔↑∂±≥⌠
↔•≡±
the
court would
either •♥≡
have to
invoke the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
♦°♠≥≈ ≡∂↔•≡↑
↔° ∂±♥°×≡
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔
Amendment ±≈
and …≡←≡
cease ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry °↑
or ≡±↔≡↑
enter into
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
∂±↔° the
↔•≡
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∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡
impermissible …↔∂♥∂↔ƒ
activity °≠
of ±≥ƒ∞∂±÷
analyzing …•♠↑…•
church ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ±≈
and
↓≡↑•↓← ♦≡∂÷•∂±÷
↔•≡ ∂″↓°↑↔±…≡
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ ↑≡
perhaps
weighing the
importance °≠
of a particular
area °≠
of
↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
the
doctrine." ⊃±
Van ∠←≈°≥⌠
Osdol, 
908 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at 〉
1128. ⊄•♠←⌠
Thus, ±°
no
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
↓≡↑″∂↔↔≡≈〉
pretext
inquiry ∂←
is permitted.
√±
⇔♥∂← ♥〉
∏≡←♠← ⇐•↑∂←↔
↔↔≡↑ Day
⇔ƒ
In Davis
v. ⇐•♠↑…•
Church °≠
of Jesus
Christ °≠
of Latter
⊂∂±↔←⌠ 
Saints,
852 ∉〉≈
P.2d 
640 °±↔〉
(Mont. ⌠
1993), °♥≡↑↑♠≥≡≈
overruled °±
on °↔•≡↑
other

÷↑°♠±≈←⌠ ¬∂×°
∉≡↑″±±⌠ 
grounds,
Giko ♥〉
v. Permann,
130 ∉〉≈
P.3d 
155 °±↔〉
(Mont. ⌠
2006),
↔•≡ plaintiff
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ←←≡↑↔≡≈
↔° pressure
↓↑≡←←♠↑≡
the
asserted ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•
church ↔↔≡″↓↔≡≈
attempted to
•≡↑ ∂±↔°
↔•≡
her
into ≈∂←≈♥±↔÷≡°♠←≥ƒ
disadvantageously ←≡↔↔≥∂±÷
settling a …≥∂″
claim ÷∂±←↔
against the
…•♠↑…•
↓≡↑←°±≥ ∂±∝♠↑ƒ
←≡≈ °±
↓↑≡″∂←≡
church ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
(involving personal
injury based
on premise
≥∂∂≥∂↔ƒ
liability) ƒ⌠
by, ∂±↔≡↑
inter ≥∂⌠
alia, ↔•↑≡↔≡±∂±÷
threatening ↔°
to ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡
excommunicate
•≡↑ ±≈
her
and ≈≡±ƒ∂±÷
denying •≡↑
her ⊄≡″↓≥≡
Temple ⊆≡…°″″≡±≈
Recommend ±≈
and °↔•≡↑
other
≈≡±°″∂±↔∂°±≥
↔•↔ those
↔•°←≡ ″↔↔≡↑←
denominational ←↔↔♠←〉
status. ⊄•≡
The …°♠↑↔
court •≡≥≈
held that
matters
…°♠≥≈
↔•≡ beliefs
≡≥∂≡≠←
could ±°↔
not ≡
be ≡♥≥♠↔≡≈
evaluated ♦∂↔•°♠↔
without ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into the
±≈
↓↑…↔∂…≡← °≠
√≈〉 ↔
and practices
of ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•〉
church. Id.
at ∫〉
647-48. ⊄•≡
The …°♠↑↔
court
≠°♠±≈
↔•≡ ≈≡±∂≥←
♦≡↑≡
found ↔•↔
that ∂±
in °↑≈≡↑
order ↔°
to ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine ∂≠
if the
denials were
↓↓↑°↓↑∂↔≡⌠
♦•≡↔•≡↑ there
↔•≡↑≡
appropriate, ∂↔
it ♦°♠≥≈
would •♥≡
have ↔°
to ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine whether
•≈ ≡≡±
♦•≡↔•≡↑
had
been a ≈≡♥∂↔∂°±
deviation ≠↑°″
from …•♠↑…•
church ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine ±≈
and whether
↔•≡ ≈≡±∂≥
♦← ↑°°↔≡≈
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← belief."
≡≥∂≡≠〉 √±
↔•≡ ≥←↔
the
denial was
"rooted ∂±
in religious
In the
last
±≥ƒ←∂←⌠
↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
analysis, ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔
court ♦←
was ≡∂±÷
being …≥≥≡≈
called °±
on to
"determine
↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
the
religious ←∂←
basis ≠°↑
for ±
an ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠
decision," ±≈
and
≠°♠±≈
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ″↔↔≡↑←
found ↔•↔
that ↔°
to ≡
be ±
an ∂±↔↑♠←∂°±
intrusion ∂±↔°
into religious
matters
prohibited
by ↔•≡
the 1
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ ƒ
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
Amendment. 
852 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at 〉
648.
We
agree ♦∂↔•
with ↔•≡
the ↑≡←°±∂±÷
reasoning ∂±
in both
and ⊃±
Van
∪≡ ÷↑≡≡
°↔• Davis
⇔♥∂← ±≈
∠←≈°≥〉
↔•≡ reasons
↑≡←°±← ≠°↑
Osdol. ⇒……°↑≈∂±÷≥ƒ⌠
Accordingly, ±
an ≡♣″∂±↔∂°±
examination °≠
of the
for
↔•≡ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ by
ƒ the
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment.
the
expulsion ∂←
is prohibited
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
The ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
Andersons ↑≡≥ƒ
rely °±
on ←≡♥≡↑≥
several …←≡←
cases to
support their
⊄•≡
↔° ←♠↓↓°↑↔
↔•≡∂↑
argument ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔←
courts …±
can ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine whether
↑÷♠″≡±↔
♦•≡↔•≡↑ the
↔•≡
reasons
given by
Church ≠°↑
for ↔•≡∂↑
their ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
disfellowshipping
↑≡←°±← ÷∂♥≡±
ƒ the
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
were
The …←≡←
cases …∂↔≡≈⌠
cited, however,
are
♦≡↑≡ pretextual.
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔♠≥〉 ⊄•≡
•°♦≡♥≡↑⌠ ↑≡
inapplicable. ⊄•≡ƒ
They ↑≡
are ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment …←≡←
cases ↔•↔
that ≈≡≥
deal with
∂±↓↓≥∂…≥≡〉
♦∂↔•
claims °≠
of ∂≥≥≡÷≥
illegal ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment ≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±
discrimination by
…≥∂″←
ƒ
religious
organizations. ⊂≡≡
See ¬≡↑ƒ
Geary ♥〉
v. ⊃∂←∂↔↔∂°±
Visitation °≠
of ↔•≡
the
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←〉
Blessed
Virgin ↑ƒ
Mary Parish
School, 
7 ∧〉≈
F.3d 
324 ↑≈
(3rd
⇑≥≡←←≡≈ ⊃∂↑÷∂±
∉↑∂←• ⊂…•°°≥⌠
Circuit 
1993) ↓↑°…•∂≥
(parochial ←…•°°≥←
school's ←←≡↑↔∂°±
assertion that
it •≈
had
⇐∂↑…♠∂↔
↔•↔ ∂↔
terminated
employment °≠
of ≥ƒ
lay ↔≡…•≡↑
teacher ≠°↑
for religious
↔≡↑″∂±↔≡≈ ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
reasons
did ±°↔
not ∂±←♠≥↔≡
insulate ∂↔
it ≠↑°″
from …°♠↑↔
court ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into
↑≡←°±← ≈∂≈
whether
the purported
religious ↑≡←°±←
reasons were
merely a
♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡
↓♠↑↓°↑↔≡≈ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
♦≡↑≡ ″≡↑≡≥ƒ
pretext
for ÷≡
age ≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±
discrimination); ∠•∂°
Ohio ⇐∂♥∂≥
Civil Rights
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ ≠°↑
⊆∂÷•↔←
Commission ♥〉
v. Dayton
Christian ⊂…•°°≥←⌠
Schools, 477
⇐°″″∂←←∂°±
⇔ƒ↔°± ⇐•↑∂←↔∂±
 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S.
E,
(1986) ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
(involving ↔≡…•≡↑←
teacher's ≈∂←…•↑÷≡
discharge by
⌠ E
 
ƒ a
religious
school ±≈
and ↔•≡
the ←↔↔≡
state …∂♥∂≥
civil ↑∂÷•↔←
rights …°″″∂←←∂°±←
commission's
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ←…•°°≥
authority ↔°
to ∂±♥≡←↔∂÷↔≡
investigate ↔•≡
the teacher's
claim °≠
of ←≡♣
sex
♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
↔≡…•≡↑← …≥∂″
discrimination); DeMarco
v. Holy
Cross High
≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±
⇔≡↑…° ♥〉
⋅°≥ƒ ⇐↑°←←
⋅∂÷• School,
⊂…•°°≥⌠ 4

166 ≈
(2d ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1993) ≥≥°♦∂±÷
(allowing a pretext
hearing ≠°↑
for
F.3d 
∧〉≈
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ •≡↑∂±÷
lay ↔≡…•≡↑←
teacher's …≥∂″
claim °≠
of ≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±
discrimination); Basinger
v.
a ≥ƒ
⇑←∂±÷≡↑ ♥〉
Pilarczyk,
707 ∇〉∨〉≈
court
∉∂≥↑…∞ƒ×⌠ 
N.E.2d 
1149 
(1997) •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding …°♠↑↔
could ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine ≠…↔♠≥
factual →♠≡←↔∂°±
question °≠
of whether
…°♠≥≈
♦•≡↔•≡↑ proffered
↓↑°≠≠≡↑≡≈
religious
reason ≠°↑
for ↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°±
termination °≠
of ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment °≠
of
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ↑≡←°±
teacher
for ÷≡
age ≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±〉
discrimination).
↔≡…•≡↑ was
♦← pretext
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ ≠°↑
The ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
Andersons’ …≥∂″←
claims ≈°
do ±°↔
not ∂±♥°≥♥≡
involve ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment
⊄•≡
action ƒ
by ↔•≡
the ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
Church, ±°↑
nor ≈°
do ↔•≡ƒ
they ∂±♥°≥♥≡
involve ←↔↔♠↔°↑∂≥ƒ
statutorily
…↔∂°±
protected
employment rights,
such
as
non↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
↑∂÷•↔←⌠ ←♠…•
←
±°±∫

≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±
↔•≡ basis
←∂← °≠
↑…≡〉⊗≠±ℜ
discrimination °±
on the
of ÷≡⌠
age, ÷≡±≈≡↑
gender °↑
or racejflil
Consequently, ″♠…•
much °≠
of the
analysis ∂±
in the
cited …←≡←
cases
⇐°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠
↔•≡ ±≥ƒ←∂←
↔•≡ …∂↔≡≈
←∂″↓≥ƒ
↔° the
↔•≡ …←≡
≡≠°↑≡ us.
♠←〉 In
√±
simply ≈°≡←
does ±°↔
not ↓↓≥ƒ
apply to
case before
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
↔•≡ burden-shifting
♠↑≈≡±∫←•∂≠↔∂±÷
employment ≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±
discrimination …←≡←⌠
cases, the
±≥ƒ←∂←
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ …°″↓°±≡±↔〉
⊂≡≡ McDonnell
…⇔°±±≡≥≥
analysis ∂±…≥♠≈≡←
includes a pretext
component. See
⇔°♠÷≥← ⇐°↑↓〉
Douglas
Corp. ♥〉
v. ¬↑≡≡±⌠
Green, 
411 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. 
792 〉
(1973). ⊄•♠←⌠
Thus,
where
the ←↔↔♠↔≡
statute …°♠≥≈
could be
applied without
♦•≡↑≡ ↔•≡
≡ ↓↓≥∂≡≈
♦∂↔•°♠↔ violating
♥∂°≥↔∂±÷
⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°±←⌠ the
↔•≡ ∂←←♠≡
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ was
♦←
Constitutional protections,
issue °≠
of pretext
≡≠°↑≡ the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
↔•≡ …∂↔≡≈
before
courts ∂±
in the
cited …←≡←〉
cases. ⊄•↔
That ±≥ƒ↔∂…≥
analytical
≠↑″≡♦°↑×
±°↔ ↓↓≥ƒ
framework ≈°≡←
does not
apply •≡↑≡∂±〉
herein.
∧♠↑↔•≡↑⌠ the
↔•≡ …←≡←
↑≡≥∂≡≈ °±
ƒ the
↔•≡ Andersons
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ≈≡≥↔
Further,
cases relied
on by
dealt
♦∂↔• ≥ƒ
↔•≡ ←↔↔♠↔≡←
↔•°←≡
with
lay ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≡←⌠
employees, ±≈
and the
statutes ↔
at ∂←←♠≡
issue ∂±
in those
…←≡←
≡≡± ↓↓≥∂≡≈
↔° religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
cases •♥≡
have been
applied to
organizations °±≥ƒ
only
♦•≡± ≈≡≥∂±÷
♦∂↔• ≥ƒ
⇒← ÷≡±≡↑≥
↑♠≥≡⌠
when
dealing with
lay ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≡←〉
employees. As
general rule,
↑≡≥∂÷∂°±∫±≡♠↔↑≥ ←↔↔♠↔≡←
↓↑°•∂∂↔∂±÷ ←↓≡…∂≠∂…
↔ƒ↓≡← °≠
religion-neutral
statutes prohibiting
specific types
of
≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°± …±
≡ ↓↓≥∂≡≈
↔° religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← organizations
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
discrimination
can be
applied to
♦•≡↑≡ the
↔•≡ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
±°±∫↓←↔°↑≥
where
dispute ∂←
is °♠↔
about ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≡←
employees ∂±
in non-pastoral
∝°←〉 Heard
⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉
∏°•±←°±⌠ 
⇒〉≈ ↔
jobs.
v. Johnson,
801 A.2d
at 〉
880. ⊄•≡
The …←≡←
cases
…∂↔≡≈
ƒ the
↔•≡ Andersons
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ↑≡
↔° ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←
cited by
are ∂±↓↓°←∂↔≡
inapposite to
disputes
↑∂←∂±÷
⊂≡≡ Minker
∂±×≡↑
arising ≠↑°″
from …≥≡↑≥ƒ
clearly ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≈≡…∂←∂°±←〉
decisions. See
♥〉 Baltimore
⇑≥↔∂″°↑≡ ⊇±∂↔≡≈
≡↔•°≈∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
v.
United Methodist
Church, 
894 ∧〉≈
F.2d ⌠
1354,
 ⇔〉⇐〉
M
(D.C. ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 〉
1990).
⇐°♠↑↔←
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ the
↔•≡ ≈∂←↔∂±…↔∂°±
≡↔♦≡≡± the
↔•≡
have recognized
distinction between
Courts •♥≡
…°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥≥ƒ∫↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈
constitutionally-protected ↑≡
area °≠
of ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment °≠
of
″∂±∂←↔≡↑←⌠ which
♦•∂…• is
∂← purely
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥⌠
±≈ the
↔•≡ ←≡…♠≥↑
ministers,
ecclesiastical, and
secular
activities °≠
of religious
organizations ←
as ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡↑←
employers °≠
of
…↔∂♥∂↔∂≡←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
other types
of ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≡←〉
employees. √±
In the
situation °≠
of ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≡←
employees
°↔•≡↑
↔ƒ↓≡← °≠
↔•≡ ←∂↔♠↔∂°±
without
or religious
duties, ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment
♦∂↔•°♠↔ pastoral
↓←↔°↑≥ °↑
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈♠↔∂≡←⌠
disputes
can be
decided without
intrusion ∂±↔°
into matters
≈∂←↓♠↔≡← …±
≡ ≈≡…∂≈≡≈
♦∂↔•°♠↔ ∂±↔↑♠←∂°±
″↔↔≡↑←
of ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious belief
or practice.
Young ♥〉
v. ⊄•≡
The
°≠
≡≥∂≡≠ °↑
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉 See
⊂≡≡ ∅°♠±÷
Northern
Conference °≠
of ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United Methodist
∇°↑↔•≡↑± Illinois
√≥≥∂±°∂← ⇐°±≠≡↑≡±…≡
≡↔•°≈∂←↔
Church, 
21 ∧〉≈
F.3d ⌠
184, 1
(7th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1994) •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding that
⇐•♠↑…•⌠
 ↔•
↔•↔
Title VII
may ↓↓≥ƒ
apply to
organizations, but
⊄∂↔≥≡
⊃√√ ″ƒ
↔° religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←⌠
♠↔ not
±°↔
to ″↔↔≡↑←
matters touching
church
↔°
↔°♠…•∂±÷ the
↔•≡ relationship
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ between
≡↔♦≡≡± a …•♠↑…•
and ∂↔←
its ministers).
±≈
″∂±∂←↔≡↑←〉
There ∂←
is a ≈∂≠≠≡↑≡±↔
different rule
for ministers,
and ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment
⊄•≡↑≡
↑♠≥≡ ≠°↑
″∂±∂←↔≡↑←⌠ ±≈
decisions ≠≠≡…↔∂±÷
affecting those
≈≡…∂←∂°±←
↔•°←≡ with
♦∂↔• pastoral
↓←↔°↑≥ responsibilities
↑≡←↓°±←∂∂≥∂↔∂≡←
are ±°↔
not ←♠∝≡…↔
subject to
court review.
v.
↑≡
↔° …°♠↑↔
↑≡♥∂≡♦〉 See
⊂≡≡ Dolquist
⇔°≥→♠∂←↔ ♥〉
Heartland
342 ∧〉
F. ⊂♠↓↓〉≈
SuQp.2d ⌠
⋅≡↑↔≥±≈ Presbytery,
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑ƒ⌠ 
996, E
(D.
 ⇔〉
Kansas
(listing the
federal …∂↑…♠∂↔←
circuits that
found
±←← 2004)
 ≥∂←↔∂±÷
↔•≡ ≠≡≈≡↑≥
↔•↔ had
•≈ ≠°♠±≈
that
churches ≠↑°″
from
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ protects
↓↑°↔≡…↔← …•♠↑…•≡←
employment …≥∂″←
claims by
ministers). √↔
It •←
has been
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
ƒ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑←〉
≡≡± uniformly
♠±∂≠°↑″≥ƒ
held
decisions ←
as to
hiring °↑
or ≠∂↑∂±÷
ﬁring °≠
of pastors,
as
•≡≥≈ that
↔•↔ ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
↔° •∂↑∂±÷
↓←↔°↑←⌠ ←
well
as °↔•≡↑
other ∂←←♠≡←
issues regarding
employment, ↑≡
are
♦≡≥≥ ←
↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ minister
″∂±∂←↔≡↑ ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔⌠
protected
from …°♠↑↔
court ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry because
such ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ≠↑°″
≡…♠←≡ ←♠…•
necessarily
involve →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions °≠
of religious
or
±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ ∂±♥°≥♥≡
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← practice
↓↑…↔∂…≡ °↑
governance.
v. St.
Cathedral °≠
of ↔•≡
the
÷°♥≡↑±±…≡〉 Kedroﬂ
≡≈↑°≠≠ ♥〉
⊂↔〉 Nicholas
∇∂…•°≥← ⇐↔•≡≈↑≥
Russian
Orthodox ⇐•♠↑…•
Church ∂±
in North
⊆♠←←∂± ∠↑↔•°≈°♣
∇°↑↔• America,
⇒″≡↑∂…⌠ 344
 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S.
at 
116 ∧↑≡≡≈°″
("Freedom to
select the
clergy 〉. 〉. 〉. ″♠←↔
must now
↔
↔° ←≡≥≡…↔
↔•≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ
±°♦ be
≡
said ↔°
to •♥≡
have ≠≡≈≡↑≥
federal …°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥
constitutional protection
as a part
of
←∂≈
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± ←
↓↑↔ °≠
the ≠↑≡≡
free ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡
exercise °≠
of religion
against ←↔↔≡
state ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
interference");
↔•≡
↑≡≥∂÷∂°± ÷∂±←↔
Werft ♥〉
v. Desert
Southwest Annual
Conference °≠
of ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United
∪≡↑≠↔
⇔≡←≡↑↔ ⊂°♠↔•♦≡←↔
⇒±±♠≥ ⇐°±≠≡↑≡±…≡
Methodist
Church, 
Cir. 2004)
≡↔•°≈∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
377 ∧〉≈
F.3d ⌠
1099, 
1104 ↔•
(9th ⇐∂↑〉
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∉÷≡ 9 of
°≠ 

•°≥≈∂±÷
(holding ↔•↔
that a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑←
minister's ⊄∂↔≥≡
Title VII
⊃√√ …≥∂″←
claims based
←≡≈ °±
on
≠∂≥♠↑≡
↔•≡
failure ↔°
to ……°″″°≈↔≡
accommodate •∂←
his ≈∂←∂≥∂↔ƒ
disability ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈
involved the
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
relationship ≡↔♦≡≡±
between …•♠↑…•
church ±≈
and ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister
±≈
⇑≡≥≥ ♥v Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
and ∂←
is ↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡
therefore ↑↑≡≈
barred); Bell
Church,

126 ∧〉≈
F.3d ⌠
328, ↔•
331(4th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1997) √↔
("It •←
has thus
↔•♠← become
≡…°″≡
established ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions °≠
of ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious ≡±↔∂↔∂≡←
entities °♠↔
about
≡←↔≥∂←•≡≈
↔•≡ ↓↓°∂±↔″≡±↔
↓≡↑←°±←
the
appointment ±≈
and ↑≡″°♥≥
removal °≠
of ″∂±∂←↔≡↑←
ministers ±≈
and persons
∂±
↓°←∂↔∂°±← °≠
↔•≡°≥°÷∂…≥ ←∂÷±∂≠∂…±…≡
in °↔•≡↑
other positions
of ←∂″∂≥↑
similar theological
signiﬁcance ↑≡
are
≡ƒ°±≈ ↔•≡
∂±×≡↑ ♥〉
⇑≥↔∂″°↑≡
beyond
the ×≡±
ken °≠
of …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔←
courts"); Alinker
v. Baltimore
⇒±±♠≥ ⇐°±≠≡↑≡±…≡
≡↔•°≈∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠

Annual
Conference °≠
of ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United Methodist
Church, 1
F.2d ↔
at 
1356 ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating ♦•°←≡
"whose ♥°∂…≡
voice ←↓≡×←
speaks ≠°↑
for the
∧〉≈
↔•≡
church ∂←
is per
religious ″↔↔≡↑
matter" ±≈
and ≠∂±≈∂±÷
ﬁnding that
…•♠↑…•
↓≡↑ se
←≡ a ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
↔•↔
≡♥≡↑ƒ
every …°♠↑↔
court …°±≠↑°±↔∂±÷
confronting a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
dispute
•← •≡≥≈
≡ ≥≡≠↔
↔°
has
held ↔•↔
that ←♠…•
such ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions ″♠←↔
must be
left to
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉

ecclesiastical ∂±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±←
institutions); Hutchison
v. ⊄•°″←⌠
Thomas, 1
F.2d ↔
at 
396 ≈≡…≥∂±∂±÷
(declining ↔°
to ←←≡↑↔
assert jurisdiction
over
∧〉≈
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °♥≡↑
dispute °♠↔
about plaintiffs
employment ←
as a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister);
≈∂←↓♠↔≡
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
…⇐≥♠↑≡ ♥〉
⇒↑″ƒ⌠ 
McClure
v. ⊂≥♥↔∂°±
Salvation Army,
460 ∧〉≈
F.2d ⌠
553, ∫
558-60 ↔•
(5th
1972) ←•°♦∂±÷
(showing ↔•↔
that ″∂±∂←↔≡↑←
minister's ←←∂÷±″≡±↔
assignment ∂←
is a
⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
″↔↔≡↑ °≠
↔° …°♠↑↔
matter
of …•♠↑…•
church ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
governance ±≈
and ±°↔
not ←♠∝≡…↔
subject to
court
↑≡♥∂≡♦ ≡…♠←≡
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
review
because ⊗″ℜ↔↔≡↑←
"[m]atters ↔°♠…•∂±÷
touching ⊗↔•≡
[the relationship
≡↔♦≡≡± a …•♠↑…•
±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ be
≡
between
church ±≈
and ∂↔←
its ″∂±∂←↔≡↑←ℜ
ministers] ″♠←↔
must necessarily
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ ←
↓↑∂″≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
recognized
as °≠
of prime
ecclesiastical …°±…≡↑±
concern");
♠≠″±± ♥〉
Kaufmann
v. ⊂•≡≡•±⌠
Sheehan, 
Cir.
707 ∧〉≈
F.2d ⌠
355, ∫
358-59 ↔•
(8th ⇐∂↑〉
v. ∪≡≥≥←
Wells Lamont
Corp., 494
F.2d ⌠

⊂∂″↓←°± ♥〉
″°±↔ ⇐°↑↓〉⌠
 ∧〉≈
1983); Simpson
490
1
(5th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1974); ⊃±
Van ∠←≈°≥
Osdol ♥〉
v. ⊃°÷↔⌠
Vogt, 
908 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at
 ↔•
L26
(holding ↔•↔
that ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister …•°∂…≡
choice ∂←
is ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ
inextricably
 •°≥≈∂±÷
related ↔°
to religious
and ⊗↔ℜ•≡
"[t]he …•°∂…≡
choice °≠
of a minister
↑≡≥↔≡≈
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← belief
≡≥∂≡≠ ±≈
″∂±∂←↔≡↑
is a ♠±∂→♠≡
unique ≈∂←↔∂≥≥↔∂°±
distillation °≠
of a belief
system." Natal
v. ⊄•≡
The
∂←
≡≥∂≡≠ ←ƒ←↔≡″〉
∇↔≥ ♥〉
Christian ±≈
and ∂←←∂°±↑ƒ
Missionary Alliance,
878 ∧〉≈
F.2d ↔
at 
1578;
⇐•↑∂←↔∂±
⇒≥≥∂±…≡⌠ 
Mason
v. ∪∂±←↔≡≈⌠
Winstead, 
265 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ↔
at 〉
563.
←°± ♥〉
Because °≠
of ↔•≡
the ∧∂↑←↔
1 ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔⌠
Amendment, …°♠↑↔←
courts ↑≡
are precluded
⇑≡…♠←≡
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈
from ∂±→♠∂↑∂±÷
inquiring ∂±↔°
into ↔•≡
the ↑≡←°±←
reasons behind
≠↑°″
≡•∂±≈ pastoral
↓←↔°↑≥
employment ≈≡…∂←∂°±←〉
decisions. See
v. Heartland
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
⊂≡≡ Dolquist
⇔°≥→♠∂←↔ ♥〉
⋅≡↑↔≥±≈
Presbytery,
342 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
F.Supp. ↔
at ∫
1002-1003 ≥∂←↔∂±÷
(listing
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑ƒ⌠ 
decisions). √±
In ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister …•°∂…≡
choice …←≡←⌠
cases, ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷
including those
≈≡…∂←∂°±←〉
↔•°←≡
as ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment ≈∂←…↑∂″∂±↔∂°±
discrimination …≥∂″←⌠
claims, …°♠↑↔←
courts
↑°♠÷•↔ ←
brought
have
declined ↔°
to ♠±≈≡↑↔×≡
undertake ±
an ≡♣″∂±↔∂°±
examination °≠
of the
•♥≡ ≈≡…≥∂±≡≈
↔•≡
proffered
reasons ≠°↑
for ↔•≡
the …•≥≥≡±÷≡≈
challenged …•♠↑…•
church …↔∂°±〉
action. See,
↓↑°≠≠≡↑≡≈ ↑≡←°±←
⊂≡≡⌠
e.g., EEOC
v. ⇐↔•°≥∂…
Catholic ⊇±∂♥≡↑←∂↔ƒ
University °≠
of America,
83 ∧〉≈
≡〉÷〉⌠
∨∨∠⇐ ♥〉
⇒″≡↑∂…⌠ 
F.3d
4;,
461-64 ⇔〉⇐〉
(D.C. ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1996) •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding ↔•↔
that ∂±
in ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister
⌠ ∫
employment, ↑≡←°±←
reasons ≠°↑
for ↔•≡
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ±≡≡≈
need ±°↔
not be
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔⌠
≡
ecclesiastical ∂±
in ±↔♠↑≡
nature ♠↔
but °±≥ƒ
only related
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
↑≡≥↔≡≈ to
↔° pastoral
↓←↔°↑≥
employment ±≈
and ∂±→♠∂↑∂±÷
inquiring ∂±↔°
into reasons
involve
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
↑≡←°±← would
♦°♠≥≈ ∂±♥°≥♥≡
excessive ≡±↔±÷≥≡″≡±↔
entanglement ♦∂↔•
with ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±〉
religion). √±
In lllinker
v.
≡♣…≡←←∂♥≡
∂±×≡↑ ♥〉
Baltimore
Conf °≠
of ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United Methodist
Church,
⇑≥↔∂″°↑≡ Annual
⇒±±♠≥ ⇐°±≠〉
≡↔•°≈∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
supra,
the …°♠↑↔
court •≡≥≈
held ↔•↔
that ∂↔
it ±≡≡≈
need ±°↔
not ≠∂±≈
ﬁnd that
←♠↓↑⌠ ↔•≡
↔•↔ the
↔•≡
factors ↑≡≥∂≡≈
relied °±
on ƒ
by ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•
church were
ecclesiastical ∂±
in
≠…↔°↑←
♦≡↑≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
nature,
only ±≡≡≈
need ≠∂±≈
ﬁnd ↔•↔
that they
±↔♠↑≡⌠ but
♠↔ °±≥ƒ
↔•≡ƒ were
♦≡↑≡ related
↑≡≥↔≡≈ to
↔° a
pastoral
appointment ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°±〉
determination. ∂±×≡↑⌠
Alinker, 
894 ∧〉≈
F.2d
↓←↔°↑≥ ↓↓°∂±↔″≡±↔
at 〉
1357. ⇒
A …•♠↑…•
church ″ƒ
may ≈°↓↔
"adopt ∂↔←
its °♦±
own ∂≈∂°←ƒ±…↑↔∂…
idiosyncratic
↔
reasons
for ↓↓°∂±↔∂±÷
appointing pastors."
See ≥←°⌠
also, Bollard
v.
↑≡←°±← ≠°↑
↓←↔°↑←〉 Id.
√≈〉 ⊂≡≡
⇑°≥≥↑≈ ♥〉
California Province
of ↔•≡
the ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ
Society °≠
of Jesus,
196 ∧〉≈
⇐≥∂≠°↑±∂
∉↑°♥∂±…≡ °≠
∏≡←♠←⌠ 
F.3d
Cir. 
1999) ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating that
church
E,
(9th ⇐∂↑〉
⌠ E
 ↔•
↔•↔ requiring
↑≡→♠∂↑∂±÷ a …•♠↑…•
to
articulate a religious
for a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister
↔° ↑↔∂…♠≥↔≡
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← reason
↑≡←°± ≠°↑

employment ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ∂←
is ±
an unconstitutional
interference
≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
♠±…°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥ ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
♦∂↔•
↑≡≥∂÷∂°±〉
with religion).

⇒ …•♠↑…•
↓↑°≠≠≡↑ ±ƒ
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← justiﬁcation
∝♠←↔∂≠∂…↔∂°±
A
church ±≡≡≈
need ±°↔
not proffer
any religious
≠°↑
↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ministers
″∂±∂←↔≡↑←
for ∂↔←
its ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔
employment ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions regarding
≡…♠←≡
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment
because the
"protects the
act °≠
of a
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ↓↑°↔≡…↔←
↔•≡ …↔
decision
motivation." Rayburn
v.
≈≡…∂←∂°± rather
↑↔•≡↑ than
↔•± the
↔•≡ ″°↔∂♥↔∂°±〉
⊆ƒ♠↑± ♥〉
¬≡±≡↑≥
⊂≡♥≡±↔•∫⇔ƒ Adventists,
⇒≈♥≡±↔∂←↔←⌠ E

General ⇐°±≠≡↑≡±…≡
Conference °≠
of Seventh-Day
F.2d ⌠
1164, E
(4th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir. 
1985); see
also Rosati
v.
∧〉≈
 ↔•
←≡≡ ≥←°
⊆°←↔∂ ♥〉
⊄°≥≡≈°
⇔∂°…≡←≡⌠ 
Toledo ⇐↔•°≥∂…
Catholic Diocese,
233 ∧〉
F. ⊂♠↓↓〉≈

Supp.2d ⌠
917, E
2002); ∅°♠±÷
Young ♥〉
v. ⊄•≡
The Northern
∇〉⇔〉
∇°↑↔•≡↑± Illinois
√≥≥∂±°∂←
(N.D. ∠•∂°
Ohio 
Conference °≠
of ⊇±∂↔≡≈
United Methodist
Church, 
21 ∧〉≈
F.3d ↔
at
⇐°±≠≡↑≡±…≡
≡↔•°≈∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
1.
Once ∂↔
it ∂←
is ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈
determined that
decision ↔
at ∂←←♠≡
issue is
〉 ∠±…≡
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
∂←
protected
from …°♠↑↔
court review,
of the
claim
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ≠↑°″
↑≡♥∂≡♦⌠ the
↔•≡ nature
±↔♠↑≡ °≠
↔•≡ …≥∂″
↔↔…×∂±÷
↔•↔ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
⇒≥∂…≡∫⋅≡↑±±≈≡∞
attacking that
decision ∂←
is ∂↑↑≡≥≡♥±↔〉
irrelevant. Alicea-Hernandez
♥〉 ⇐↔•°≥∂…
⇑∂←•°↓ °≠
 ∧〉≈
v.
Catholic Bishop
of ⇐•∂…÷°⌠
Chicago, 320
F.3d ⌠
698, E
(7th
 ↔•
⇐∂↑〉
〉
Cir. 2003).
⊄•≡ basis
←∂← ≠°↑
↔•≡ Andersons'
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← claims
…≥∂″← is
∂← the
↔•≡ decision
≈≡…∂←∂°±
The
for ≥≥
all the
°≠
↔° ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓
↔•≡″⌠ which,
♦•∂…•⌠ ←
of ↔•≡
the ⇐•♠↑…•
Church to
disfellowship them,
as
≡♣↓≥∂±≡≈
″↔↔≡↑〉
explained ≡↑≥∂≡↑⌠
earlier, ∂←
is …≥≡↑≥ƒ
clearly ±
an ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical matter.
⊄•≡↑≡≠°↑≡⌠ their
↔•≡∂↑ …←≡
↔° the
↔•≡ …←≡←
Therefore,
case ∂←
is ←∂″∂≥↑
sirr1ilar to
cases ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
involving
…•♠↑…•
±°↔ to
↔°
church ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions °♠↔
about ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔⌠
employment, not
…←≡←
↔≡↑″← °≠
↔•≡∂↑
cases ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
involving ≥ƒ
lay ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≡←〉
employees. √±
In terms
of their
≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥⌠
±↔♠↑≡⌠ …•♠↑…•
fundamental, …°↑≡⌠
core, ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical nature,
church
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
↔° ±≈
membership
decisions ↑≡
are ≡→♠∂♥≥≡±↔
equivalent to
and ←
as
important
as minister
choice.
∂″↓°↑↔±↔ ←
″∂±∂←↔≡↑ …•°∂…≡〉
While ↔•≡
the religious
church ≡←↓°♠←≡←
espouses
∪•∂≥≡
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← principles
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← that
↔•↔ a …•♠↑…•
and the
minister °↑
or priest
and °↔•≡↑
other °≠≠∂…∂≥←
ofﬁcials who
±≈
↔•≡ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
↓↑∂≡←↔ ±≈
♦•°
"govern" ↑≡
are …≡↑↔∂±≥ƒ
certainly ∂″↓°↑↔±↔⌠
important, ±
an ∂±≈∂←↓≡±←≥≡
indispensable part
÷°♥≡↑±
↓↑↔
of ±ƒ
any …•♠↑…•
church ∂←
is the
collection °≠
of individuals
°≠
↔•≡ …°≥≥≡…↔∂°±
∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥← who
♦•° have
•♥≡
joined
in worship
and …°±←↔∂↔♠↔≡
constitute the
church's
∝°∂±≡≈ together
↔°÷≡↔•≡↑ ∂±
♦°↑←•∂↓ ±≈
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•←
membership.
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓〉
Burgess
Creek Baptist
Church, 734
F. ⊂♠↓↓〉
Supp. ↔
at
⇑♠↑÷≡←← Rock
⊆°…× ⇐↑≡≡×
⇑↓↔∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
 ∧〉
Q
(holding that,
for the
same reasons
courts ≈°
do not
 •°≥≈∂±÷
↔•↔⌠ ≠°↑
↔•≡ ←″≡
↑≡←°±← …°♠↑↔←
±°↔
interfere ∂±
in ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister …•°∂…≡
choice ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←⌠
disputes, ∂↔
it would
∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡
♦°♠≥≈ not
±°↔
interfere with
decision °±
on who
is °↑
or ∂←
is not
∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡
♦∂↔• a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
♦•° ∂←
±°↔ a member
″≡″≡↑
of the
church). ⊂≡≡
See ≥←°⌠
also, Kyritsis
v. ⊃∂≡↑°±⌠
Vieron, 382
°≠
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉
ƒ↑∂↔←∂← ♥〉
 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d
1,
(Tenn.Ct.App. 
1964) ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating that
⌠ 5:59
 ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
↔•↔ the
↔•≡
plaintiffs
defrocking was
"completely ±≥°÷°♠←
analogous to
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← ≈≡≠↑°…×∂±÷
♦← …°″↓≥≡↔≡≥ƒ
↔° that
↔•↔
of a member
excommunicated").
°≠
″≡″≡↑ having
•♥∂±÷ been
≡≡± ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡≈〉
Just ←
as in
the …°±↔≡♣↔
context of
minister …•°∂…≡⌠
choice, …°♠↑↔←
courts …±±°↔
cannot
∏♠←↔
∂± ↔•≡
°≠ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
examine the
for ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion
≡♣″∂±≡
↔•≡ proffered
↓↑°≠≠≡↑≡≈ religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← reason
↑≡←°± ≠°↑
from …•♠↑…•
church ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership ∂±
in °↑≈≡↑
order to
determine whether
≠↑°″
↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
♦•≡↔•≡↑
it
is pretextual.
of decision,
"[r]eligious
∂↔ ∂←
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔♠≥〉 With
∪∂↔• either
≡∂↔•≡↑ type
↔ƒ↓≡ °≠
≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠ ⊗↑ℜ≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
bodies
must be
free to
decide ≠°↑
for themselves,
free ≠↑°″
from
°≈∂≡← ″♠←↔
≡ ≠↑≡≡
↔° ≈≡…∂≈≡
↔•≡″←≡≥♥≡←⌠ ≠↑≡≡
state ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡⌠
interference, ″↔↔≡↑←
matters which
church
←↔↔≡
♦•∂…• pertain
↓≡↑↔∂± to
↔° …•♠↑…•
government,
faith ±≈
and ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
doctrine." Natal
v. ⇐•↑∂←↔∂±
Christian ±≈
and
÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔⌠ ≠∂↔•
∇↔≥ ♥〉
lllissionary
F.2d ↔
at ⌠
1577, quoting
∂←←∂°±↑ƒ Alliance,
⇒≥≥∂±…≡⌠ 878
 ∧〉≈
→♠°↔∂±÷ Dowd
⇔°♦≈
v.
ofSt.
Columbans, 861
F.2d 761,
(1st ⇐∂↑〉
Cir.
♥〉 Society
⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ °≠
⊂↔〉 ⇐°≥♠″±←⌠
 ∧〉≈
⌠ L64
 ←↔
1988). ⊄•≡
The …•♠↑…•←
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision °±
on who
〉
♦•° may
″ƒ be
≡ a member
″≡″≡↑
necessarily
involves religious
and …•♠↑…•
church
±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ ∂±♥°≥♥≡←
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← belief
≡≥∂≡≠ ±≈
discipline.
Even ∂≠
if non-religious
≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡〉 ∨♥≡±
±°±∫↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← reasons
↑≡←°±← may
″ƒ be
≡
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∂±♥°≥♥≡≈
involved ∂±
in ↔•≡
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠
decision, ↔•°←≡
those …±±°↔
cannot be
≡ ←≡↓↑↔≡≈
separated
≠↑°″
↓≡↑←°± ±°
↔°
from a ←∂…
basic ≡≥∂≡≠
belief ↔•↔
that a person
no ≥°±÷≡↑
longer →♠≥∂≠∂≡←
qualiﬁes to
≡
be a ″≡″≡↑〉
member. ⊂≡≡
See ⊃±
Van ∠←≈°≥
Osdol ♥〉
v. ⊃°÷↔⌠
Vogt, 
908 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at ∫
11282 ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
(involving ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister …•°∂…≡
choice ≈≡…∂←∂°±〉
decision).

Regardless °≠
of ↔•≡
the ←≡←
bases ≠°↑
for a …≥∂″
claim that
membership
⊆≡÷↑≈≥≡←←
↔•↔ a ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
≈≡…∂←∂°±
↓≡↑←°±← ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡≈
decision ♦←
was ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥⌠
wrongful, persons
excommunicated ≠↑°″
from
↔•≡∂↑
↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
their …•♠↑…•
church ″♠←↔
must ←≡≡×
seek ↑≡≈↑≡←←
redress ∂±
"in the
congregation
∂↔←≡≥≠
⇑≡±↔≥≡ƒ ♥〉

itself ±≈
and ±°↔
not ∂±
in ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔〉
court." Bentley
v. ⊂•±×←⌠
Shanks, E
904. ⊂∂±…≡
Since ↔•≡↑≡
there ∂←
is ±°
no …♠←≡
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±
action ∂±
in
⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ↔
at 〉
⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
≠°↑
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥
≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔∂°±
°↑
Tennessee
for
wrongful
excommunication
or
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷⌠
←∂← upon
♠↓°± which
♦•∂…• to
↔°
disfellowshipping, …°♠↑↔←
courts •♥≡
have ±°
no basis
≡♣″∂±≡
⇒≥≥°♦∂±÷ a
examine ↔•≡
the ↑≡←°±←
reasons ≠°↑
for ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔∂°±〉
excommunication. Allowing
≠°↑″≡↑
∝°∂±≡≈ a religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
former ″≡″≡↑⌠
member, ♦•°
who ♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ
voluntarily joined
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±⌠
organization, ↔°
to ↔↔…×
attack ↔•≡
the …•♠↑…•←
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision °±
on ←♠…•
such a
…≥≡↑≥ƒ
↔•↑°♠÷• ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
clearly ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ″↔↔≡↑
matter through
allegations ←♠…•
such ←
as
↔•°←≡
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
those ″≈≡
made •≡↑≡∂±
herein ♦°♠≥≈
would ∂±♥°≥♥≡
involve the
court ∂±
in religious
″↔↔≡↑←
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±〉 ⊄•♠←⌠
matters °♥≡↑
over ♦•∂…•
which ∂↔
it •←
has ±°
no jurisdiction.
Thus, ±≡∂↔•≡↑
neither
↔•∂←
↔•≡ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°±
this …°♠↑↔
court ±°↑
nor ↔•≡
the ↔↑∂≥
trial …°♠↑↔
court …±
can ″×≡
make the
determination
°≠
↔•≡ Andersons
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ↑≡→♠≡←↔〉
of ↓↑≡↔≡♣↔
pretext ↔•↔
that the
request.

⇑〉
Fraud
B. ∧↑♠≈
⊄•≡
The ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
Andersons’ ≠↑♠≈
fraud ↑÷♠″≡±↔
argument •←
has ∂↔←
its ÷≡±≡←∂←
genesis ∂±
in
≈∂…↔♠″
⊆°″± ⇐↔•°≥∂…
⇒↑…•∂←•°↓
dictum ≠↑°″
from ¬°±∞≥≡∞
Gonzalez ♥〉
v. Roman
Catholic Archbishop
of ±∂≥⌠
Manila, 
280 ⊇〉⊂〉
°≠
U.S. 1 ⌠
(1929), ♦•≡↑≡∂±
wherein ↔•≡
the ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme
⇐°♠↑↔⌠
∏°±≡← ↑♠≥≡
in ≡♣↓↑≡←←∂±÷
expressing ↔•≡
the ∪↔←°±
Watson ♥〉
v. Jones
rule ←↔↔≡≈⌠
stated,
Court, ∂±
"[i]n ↔•≡
the ←≡±…≡
absence °≠
of ≠↑♠≈⌠
fraud, …°≥≥♠←∂°±⌠
collusion, °↑
or ↑∂↔↑↑∂±≡←←⌠
arbitrariness,
⊗∂ℜ±
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions °≠
of ↔•≡
the proper
church tribunals
on ″↔↔≡↑←
matters
↔•≡
↓↑°↓≡↑ …•♠↑…•
↔↑∂♠±≥← °±
purely ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥⌠
ecclesiastical, ≥↔•°♠÷•
although ≠≠≡…↔∂±÷
affecting …∂♥∂≥
civil rights,
are
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ
↑∂÷•↔←⌠ ↑≡
accepted ∂±
in ≥∂↔∂÷↔∂°±
litigation ≡≠°↑≡
before ↔•≡
the ←≡…♠≥↑
secular …°♠↑↔←
courts ←
as
……≡↓↔≡≈
conclusive." 
280 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
16. ⊄•≡
The ⇐°♠↑↔
Court •←
has
…°±…≥♠←∂♥≡〉
at 〉
subsequently ≡≥∂″∂±↔≡≈
eliminated °±≡
one °≠
of ↔•≡
the ≥∂←↔≡≈
listed ÷↑°♠±≈←
grounds ≠°↑
for ±
an
←♠←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ
"exception," ←≡↑∂°♠←≥ƒ
seriously …≥≥≡≈
called ↔•≡
the °↔•≡↑
other two
into
≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±⌠
↔♦° ∂±↔°
question, ±≈
and •←
has yet
apply ±ƒ
any °≠
of ↔•≡″〉
them.
→♠≡←↔∂°±⌠
ƒ≡↔ to
↔° ↓↓≥ƒ
In ⊂≡↑∂±
Serbian Eastern
Orthodox Diocese
v. ll/Iilivojevich,
√±
∨←↔≡↑± ∠↑↔•°≈°♣
⇔∂°…≡←≡ ♥〉
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠
supra,
the ⇐°♠↑↔
Court ←↔↔≡≈
stated ↔•↔
that the
"fraud, …°≥≥♠←∂°±⌠
collusion, °↑
or
←♠↓↑⌠ ↔•≡
↔•≡ ≠↑♠≈⌠
arbitrariness" ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception ↔°
to ↔•≡
the ∪↔←°±
Watson ↑♠≥≡
rule ♦←
was ≈∂…↔♠″
dictum
↑∂↔↑↑∂±≡←←
only ±≈
and ↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈
recognized ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the ∂″↓≥∂≡≈
implied ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception •≈
had
°±≥ƒ
never
been ≠♠≥≥ƒ
fully ……≡↓↔≡≈
accepted ƒ
by ↔•≡
the ⇐°♠↑↔⌠
Court, ←↔↔∂±÷⌠
stating, ±°
"no
±≡♥≡↑ ≡≡±
decision °≠
of ↔•∂←
this ⇐°♠↑↔
Court •←
has ÷∂♥≡±
given …°±…↑≡↔≡
concrete …°±↔≡±↔
content to
or
≈≡…∂←∂°±
↔° °↑
applied ↔•≡
the ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±〉
'exception'." lllilivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
712.
↓↓≥∂≡≈
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
The ⇐°♠↑↔
Court ←↓≡…∂≠∂…≥≥ƒ
speciﬁcally ↑≡↓♠≈∂↔≡≈
repudiated ↔•≡
the ↑∂↔↑↑∂±≡←←
arbitrariness
⊄•≡
ground ≡…♠←≡
because ↑≡…°÷±∂↔∂°±
"recognition °≠
of 〉. 〉. 〉. ±
an ⊗↑∂↔↑↑∂±≡←←ℜ
[arbitrariness]
÷↑°♠±≈
exception ♦°♠≥≈
would ♠±≈≡↑″∂±≡
undermine ↔•≡
the ÷≡±≡↑≥
general rule
≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
↑♠≥≡ that
↔•↔
religious
controversies ↑≡
are ±°↔
not ↔•≡
the proper
subject °≠
of
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←
↓↑°↓≡↑ ←♠∝≡…↔
civil …°♠↑↔
court ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ〉
inquiry." ∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠
Milivojevich, 
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at ∫〉
712-13.
…∂♥∂≥
Indeed, ∂↔
it ∂←
is ↔•≡
the ≡←←≡±…≡
essence °≠
of religious
faith that
√±≈≡≡≈⌠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≠∂↔•
↔•↔
ecclesiastical ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions ↑≡
are ↑≡…•≡≈
reached ±≈
and ↑≡
are to
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
↔° be
≡
accepted ←
as ″↔↔≡↑←
matters °≠
of ≠∂↔•
faith whether
or ±°↔
not rational
or
……≡↓↔≡≈
♦•≡↔•≡↑ °↑
↑↔∂°±≥ °↑
measurable ƒ
by °∝≡…↔∂♥≡
objective …↑∂↔≡↑∂〉
criteria. ⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥
Constitutional
″≡←♠↑≥≡
concepts °≠
of ≈♠≡
due process,
involving ←≡…♠≥↑
secular ±°↔∂°±←
notions °≠
of
…°±…≡↓↔←
↓↑°…≡←←⌠ ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷
‘fundamental ≠∂↑±≡←←
faimess' °↑
or ∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡
impermissible °∝≡…↔∂♥≡←⌠
objectives, ↑≡
are
≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥

↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡
↑≡≥≡♥±↔
therefore •↑≈≥ƒ
hardly relevant
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical …°÷±∂∞±…≡〉
cognizance.

↔°
to

←♠…•
such

″↔↔≡↑←
matters

°≠
of

∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
lllilivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at ∫
714-15 ≡″↓•←∂←
(emphasis ≈≈≡≈〉
added).
Arbitrariness was
only ÷↑°♠±≈
ground ≠°↑
for ±
an ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception ↔
at
⇒↑∂↔↑↑∂±≡←←
♦← the
↔•≡ °±≥ƒ
∂←←♠≡
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•〉
issue ∂±
in Milivojevich.
∪∂↔• regard
↑≡÷↑≈ to
↔° the
↔•≡ °↔•≡↑
↓↑↔← °≠
↔•≡ ∂±
↔•≡ absence
←≡±…≡
With
other parts
of the
"in the
°≠≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±⌠
↔•≡ ⇐°♠↑↔
±°↔ ≈≡…∂≈≡
±°↔
of"exception, the
Court ≈∂≈
did not
decide ♦•≡↔•≡↑
"whether °↑
or not
↔•≡↑≡
↑°°″ ≠°↑
↑≡♥∂≡♦ under
♠±≈≡↑ the
↔•≡
there ∂←
is room
for ″↑÷∂±≥
‘marginal …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔
court review‘
±↑↑°♦
↑♠↑∂…← °≠
♦•≡± …•♠↑…•
narrow rubrics
of ≠↑♠≈
'fraud' °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
'collusion' when
church
↔↑∂♠±≥←
≈ ≠∂↔•
↓♠↑↓°←≡←〉
tribunals …↔
act ∂±
in bad
faith ≠°↑
for ←≡…♠≥↑
secular purposes."
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 
lllilivojevich,
426 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ↔
at 〉
713. ⊄•♠←⌠
Thus, the
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
Court
↔•≡ ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
has ±≡♥≡↑
never ≈≡≠∂±∂↔∂♥≡≥ƒ
deﬁnitively ≡±≈°↑←≡≈
endorsed a ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion
•←
≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±⌠
♠↔ •←
↔•≡ ∂←←♠≡
exception, but
has ″≡↑≡≥ƒ
merely ≥≡≠↔
leﬁ the
issue °↓≡±
open ≠°↑
for
↓°←←∂≥≡ ≥↔≡↑
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•
possible
later …°±←∂≈≡↑↔∂°±〉
consideration. Presbyterian
Church ♥〉
V.
↑ƒ E.
∨〉 B.
⇑〉 Hull
⋅♠≥≥ Memorial
≡″°↑∂≥ Presbyterian
∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠

Mary
Church, Q
447 ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating that
Court may
left the
⊇〉⊂〉
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ⇐°♠↑↔
″ƒ have
•♥≡ ≥≡≠↔
↔•≡
U.S. ↔
at 
open ≠°↑
for ←°″≡
some ″↑÷∂±≥
"marginal …∂♥∂≥
civil …°♠↑↔
court review
of
≈°°↑ °↓≡±
↑≡♥∂≡♦ °≠
door
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉
ecclesiastical ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°±←
determinations"); Hutchison
v. ⊄•°″←⌠
Thomas,

at 
395 ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating that
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
Court ≈∂≈
did not
↔•↔ ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
±°↔
789 ∧〉≈
F.2d ↔
endorse but
merely ≥≡≠↔
"left ≠°↑
for ≥↔≡↑
later …°±←∂≈≡↑↔∂°±
consideration" ±ƒ
any
≡±≈°↑←≡
♠↔ ″≡↑≡≥ƒ
″↑÷∂±≥
↑≡♥∂≡♦ ≠°↑
⇒↑″← ♥〉
"marginal review"
for ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion); Abrams
v.
∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ⌠ 
∇〉∨〉 ↔
Watchtower Society,
at 
803 ←↔↔∂±÷
(stating that
↔•↔
715 N.E.
lllilivojevich
merely ≥≡≠↔
left °↓≡±
open the
limited
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…• ″≡↑≡≥ƒ
↔•≡ possibility
↓°←←∂∂≥∂↔ƒ that
↔•↔ ≥∂″∂↔≡≈
↑≡♥∂≡♦
≡ ♥∂≥≥≡
review ″∂÷•↔
might be
available ∂±
in …←≡←
cases °≠
of ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or
…°≥≥♠←∂°±〉
collusion).
Other plaintiffs
have ↔↔≡″↓↔≡≈
attempted to
avoid the
∠↔•≡↑
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← •♥≡
↔° ♥°∂≈
↔•≡
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention ≈°…↔↑∂±≡
doctrine by
alleging their
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ƒ ≥≥≡÷∂±÷
↔•≡∂↑
claims ≠≡≥≥
fell within
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±〉
exception. We
…≥∂″←
♦∂↔•∂± the
↔•≡ ≠↑♠≈
∪≡
have ≠°♠±≈
found ±°
no …←≡
case ∂±
in which
court has
attempted to
•♥≡
♦•∂…• a …°♠↑↔
•← ↔↔≡″↓↔≡≈
↔°
adjudicate a religious
dispute °±
on the
of that
≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
↔•≡ basis
←∂← °≠
↔•↔
exception. ⊄°
To the
contrary, …°♠↑↔←
courts have
ﬁnd
≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±〉
↔•≡ …°±↔↑↑ƒ⌠
•♥≡ reﬁ1sed
↑≡≠♠←≡≈ to
↔° ≠∂±≈
such ±
an ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception ≡∂↔•≡↑
either viable
or ↓↓≥∂…≥≡〉
applicable. For
←♠…•
♥∂≥≡ °↑
∧°↑
example, ∂±
in Hutchison
v. ⊄•°″←⌠
Thomas, supra,
case ∂±
in
≡♣″↓≥≡⌠
⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉
←♠↓↑⌠ a …←≡
which
minister …•≥≥≡±÷≡≈
challenged •∂←
his ≠°↑…≡≈
forced retirement,
♦•∂…• a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
↑≡↔∂↑≡″≡±↔⌠ the
↔•≡
Sixth ⇐∂↑…♠∂↔
Circuit →♠≡←↔∂°±≡≈
questioned whether
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion
⊂∂♣↔•
♦•≡↔•≡↑ a ≠↑♠≈
basis
for ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑∂±÷
interfering ∂±
in religious
decisions ≡♥≡±
even ≡♣∂←↔≡≈〉
existed.
←∂← ≠°↑
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
395. Assuming
deciding that
did,

789 ∧〉≈
F.2d ↔
at 〉
⇒←←♠″∂±÷ without
♦∂↔•°♠↔ ≈≡…∂≈∂±÷
↔•↔ it
∂↔ ≈∂≈⌠
the
court •≡≥≈
held that
such ±
an ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception would
allow …°♠↑↔
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
↔•↔ ←♠…•
♦°♠≥≈ ≥≥°♦
court
review
"only 〉. 〉. 〉. ≠°↑
for ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion °≠
of the
↑≡♥∂≡♦ °±≥ƒ
↔•≡ most
″°←↔
serious ±↔♠↑≡
nature undermining
authority °≠
of the
←≡↑∂°♠←
♠±≈≡↑″∂±∂±÷ the
↔•≡ very
♥≡↑ƒ ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
↔•≡
decision-making
The …°♠↑↔
court ≠°♠±≈
found there
≈≡…∂←∂°±∫″×∂±÷ body."
°≈ƒ〉 Id.
√≈〉 ⊄•≡
↔•≡↑≡ was
♦←
no
showing °≠
of ←♠…•
such ≡÷↑≡÷∂°♠←
"egregious" …↔∂°±
action by
church
±° ←•°♦∂±÷
ƒ …•♠↑…•
authorities ←
as to
court ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡〉
interference. Id.
also
♠↔•°↑∂↔∂≡←
↔° justify
∝♠←↔∂≠ƒ …°♠↑↔
√≈〉 See
⊂≡≡ ≥←°
Heard
v. Johnson,
810 A.2d
at 
881 ≠∂±≈∂±÷
(ﬁnding no
⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉
∏°•±←°±⌠ 
⇒〉≈ ↔
±°
extraordinary …∂↑…♠″←↔±…≡←
circumstances to
application °≠
of a
≡♣↔↑°↑≈∂±↑ƒ
↔° warrant
♦↑↑±↔ ↓↓≥∂…↔∂°±
exception).
↓°←←∂≥≡ ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±〉
possible
Where a …≥∂″
claim ∂←
is made
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion justiﬁes
∪•≡↑≡
″≈≡ that
↔•↔ ≠↑♠≈
∝♠←↔∂≠∂≡←
ignoring
on …°♠↑↔
court
∂÷±°↑∂±÷ the
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment's
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← prohibition
↓↑°•∂∂↔∂°± °±
interference
in °↑
or review
of religious
decisions, the
fact
∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡ ∂±
↑≡♥∂≡♦ °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈≡…∂←∂°±←⌠
↔•≡ ≠…↔
that
decision being
attacked ∂←
is …≥≡↑≥ƒ
clearly ±≈
and purely
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
≡∂±÷ ↔↔…×≡≈
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ
ecclesiastical ↑÷♠≡←
argues ÷∂±←↔
against ←♠…•
such ±
an exception,
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±⌠ because
≡…♠←≡
it
necessarily ∂±♥°≥♥≡
involve the
court ∂±
in the
same type
∂↔ would
♦°♠≥≈ ±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
↔•≡ ←″≡
↔ƒ↓≡
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°≠
of ±≥ƒ←∂←
analysis ↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈
required ↔°
to ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine pretext,
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔⌠ ←
as ≈∂←…♠←←≡≈
discussed
≡↑≥∂≡↑〉
↔•≡ …←≡
♠←⌠ the
↔•≡ Andersons
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″
earlier. √±
In the
case ≡≠°↑≡
before us,
claim °≠
of
≠↑♠≈
↔°
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion ↔↔…×←
attacks ↔•≡
the ⇐•♠↑…•←
Church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision to
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓
♦ƒ °≠
disfellowship ↔•≡″〉
them. √↔
It ∂←
is ←∂″↓≥ƒ
simply ±°↔•≡↑
another way
of
…≥∂″∂±÷
♦←
claiming ↔•≡∂↑
their ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership was
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥〉
We ≠∂±≈
ﬁnd ↔•≡
the ↑≡←°±∂±÷
reasoning °≠
of ⊃±
Van ∠←≈°≥
Osdol ♥〉
v. ⊃°÷↔⌠
Vogt,
wrongful. ∪≡
←♠↓↑⌠ ↓↓≥∂…≥≡
↓≡↑←♠←∂♥≡〉 √±
↔•↔ …←≡
″∂±∂←↔≡↑
supra,
applicable ±≈
and persuasive.
In that
case a minister
←♠≡≈
↑≡↔≥∂↔∂°± ∂±
sued a …•♠↑…•
church °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
organization ≥≥≡÷∂±÷
alleging ∂≥≥≡÷≥
illegal retaliation
in
♥∂°≥↔∂°±
⊃√√ ∂±
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•←
↔° •∂↑≡
violation °≠
of ⊄∂↔≥≡
Title VII
in the
church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ±°↔
not to
hire
•≡↑〉
↑≡←°±∂±÷ °≠
her. ⊄•≡
The …°♠↑↔
court ≠°♠±≈
found ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the reasoning
of ∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•
[Milivojevich
↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷
regarding ↔•≡
the ∂″↓↑°↓↑∂≡↔ƒ
impropriety °≠
of ±
an ↑∂↔↑↑∂±≡←←
arbitrariness ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception
↓↓≥∂≡≈
applied ≡→♠≥≥ƒ
equally ↔°
to a ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception ±≈
and
≡♣↓≥∂±≡≈∑
explained:
√±
In °↑≈≡↑
order ↔°
to ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine ♦•≡↔•≡↑
whether a …•♠↑…•
church ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≈
employed
≠↑♠≈♠≥≡±↔
fraudulent °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂♥≡
collusive ↔…↔∂…←
tactics ∂±
in …•°°←∂±÷
choosing a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑⌠
minister, a
…°♠↑↔
↔° ∂±→♠∂↑≡
↔•≡
would ±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ
necessarily ≡
be ≠°↑…≡≈
forced to
inquire ∂±↔°
into the
court ♦°♠≥≈
…•♠↑…•←
church's ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ↑≡→♠∂↑≡″≡±↔←
requirements ≠°↑
for a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑〉
minister. ⊄•≡
The
∧∂↑←↔
1 ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
Amendment ″×≡←
makes ←♠…•
such ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
≡≥∂≡≠← ∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡〉
⊂≡≡ Kaufmann
♠≠″±± ♥〉

beliefs
impermissible. See
v. ⊂•≡≡•±⌠
Sheehan, M
Cir. 
1983) ≠∂±≈∂±÷
(ﬁnding that
even
∧〉≈
↔•↔ ≡♥≡±
F.2d ⌠
355, ∫
358-9 ↔•
(8th ⇐∂↑〉
though ↔•≡↑≡
there ″ƒ
may ≡
be ←°″≡
some ←≡…♠≥↑
secular ←↓≡…↔←
aspects to
↔•°♠÷•
↔° the
↔•≡
↓↑∂≡←↔•°°≈⌠
↔•↔ relate
↑≡≥↔≡ to
↔° a
priesthood, …≥∂″←
claims ≠°↑
for ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion that
↓≡↑←°±←
↓↑∂≡←↔ ↑≡
♠±↑≡≥↔≡≈ to
↔° ←≡…♠≥↑
person's ←↔↔♠←
status ←
as a priest
are unrelated
secular
↓♠↑↓°←≡←
purposes ♠↔
but ∂±←↔≡≈
instead ÷°
go ↔°
to ↔•≡
the •≡↑↔
heart °≠
of ∂±↔≡↑±≥
internal ″↔↔≡↑←
matters
°≠
of ≠∂↔•
faith ±≈
and ↔•♠←⌠
thus, ±°
no ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception ∂←
is
available); ←≡≡
see ≥←°
also Hutchison
v. ⊄•°″←⌠
Thomas, 
789 ∧〉≈
F.2d ⌠
♥∂≥≥≡
⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉
392,
E
(6th ⇐∂↑〉
Cir.) ↑≡≠♠←∂±÷
(refusing ↔°
to ≠∂±≈
ﬁnd a ≠↑♠≈
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion
 ↔•
exception ←≡≈
based °±
on ↔•≡
the ≠∂↑″
ﬁrm policy
≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
↓°≥∂…ƒ protecting
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂±÷ 1
∧∂↑←↔
Amendment
rights ↔•↔
that prohibits
inquiry ∂±↔°
into
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ↑∂÷•↔←
↓↑°•∂∂↔← ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
ecclesiastical ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions ←≡±↔
absent ↔•≡
the ″°←↔
most unusual
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
♠±♠←♠≥
circumstances.)
…∂↑…♠″←↔±…≡←〉
Van ∠←≈°≥
Osdol ♥〉
v. ⊃°÷↔⌠
Vogt, 
908 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at 〉
1133. ⊄•∂←
This ↑≡←°±∂±÷
reasoning
⊃±
applies ♦∂↔•
with ≡→♠≥
equal ≠°↑…≡
force ↔°
to a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision to
expel a
↓↓≥∂≡←
↔° ≡♣↓≡≥
member.
Evaluation °≠
of ↔•≡
the ←↔↔≡≈
stated reasons
for ±
an
″≡″≡↑〉 ∨♥≥♠↔∂°±
↑≡←°±← ≠°↑
ecclesiastical ≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠
decision, ←♠…•
such ←
as …•°°←∂±÷
choosing a ″∂±∂←↔≡↑
minister °↑
or
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
expelling a ″≡″≡↑⌠
member, ♦°♠≥≈
would ↑≡→♠∂↑≡
require the
courts to
≡♣↓≡≥≥∂±÷
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
↔° inquire
∂±→♠∂↑≡
into ↔•≡
the ″°↔∂♥≡←
motives °≠
of the
defendants ↔°
to ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
determine whether
∂±↔°
↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
♦•≡↔•≡↑
the
decision ♦←
was properly
made. ⊄•∂←
This type
of
↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
↓↑°↓≡↑≥ƒ ″≈≡〉
↔ƒ↓≡ °≠
evaluation, ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ⌠
inquiry, °↑
or ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°±
determination ∂←
is prohibited.
≡♥≥♠↔∂°±⌠
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈〉
Callahan ♥〉
v. First
Congregational ⇐•♠↑…•
Church °≠
of Haverhill,
⇐≥≥•±
∧∂↑←↔ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥
⋅♥≡↑•∂≥≥⌠
1 ←←〉
(Mass. 〉
2004).

∇〉∨〉≈ 301,
⌠ 
808 N.E.2d
The ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
allegations ″≈≡
made ƒ
by ↔•≡
the Andersons
are ←∂″∂≥↑
similar to
⊄•≡
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ↑≡
↔°
those presented
in Abrams
v. ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
Watchtower ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ⌠
Society,
↔•°←≡
↓↑≡←≡±↔≡≈ ∂±
⇒↑″← ♥〉
supra.
In ↔•↔
that …←≡⌠
case, a ≠°↑″≡↑
former ″≡″≡↑
member °≠
of a ∏≡•°♥•←
Jehovah's
←♠↓↑〉 √±
Witness
congregation ……♠←≡≈
accused ↔♦°
two °≠
of ∂↔←
its ≡≥≈≡↑←
elders °≠
of
∪∂↔±≡←← …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
conspiring ↔°
to ↑≡″°♥≡
remove •∂″
him ≠↑°″
from the
congregation ±≈
and
…°±←↓∂↑∂±÷
↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
prevent
his ≡…°″∂±÷
becoming a ≡≥≈≡↑
elder by
false
↓↑≡♥≡±↔ •∂←
ƒ procuring
↓↑°…♠↑∂±÷ ≠≥←≡
testimony
against •∂″
him ±≈
and by
telling •∂″
him •≡
he •≈
had no
↔≡←↔∂″°±ƒ ÷∂±←↔
ƒ ↔≡≥≥∂±÷
±°
avenue °≠
of ↓↓≡≥〉
appeal. ↑〉
Mr. ⇒↑″←
Abrams ∂±♥°×≡≈
invoked the
language °≠
of
♥≡±♠≡
↔•≡ ≥±÷♠÷≡
Gonzalez ±≈
and …≥∂″≡≈
claimed ↔•↔
that the
defendants were
guilty °≠
of
¬°±∞≥≡∞
↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
♦≡↑≡ ÷♠∂≥↔ƒ
"a …°±←↓∂↑…ƒ
conspiracy ↔°
to ≈≡≠↑♠≈〉
defraud." ⊄•≡
The …°♠↑↔
court ruled
"review

↑♠≥≡≈ that
↔•↔ ↑≡♥∂≡♦
of ↔•≡
the ≥≥≡÷≡≈
alleged ≠↑♠≈
‘fraud’ ∂±
in the
instant …←≡
case would
°≠
↔•≡ ∂±←↔±↔
♦°♠≥≈ I'l1I1
↑♠±
counter ↔°
to ↔•≡
the principle
of ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±〉
abstention."
…°♠±↔≡↑
↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡ °≠

⇒↑″← ♥〉
⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ⌠ 
∇〉∨〉 ↔
Abrams
v. ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
Watchtower Society,
at 〉
803. ⊄•≡
The
715 N.E.
court ↑≡←°±≡≈
reasoned that
of the
suit would
entail
…°♠↑↔
↔•↔ maintenance
″∂±↔≡±±…≡ °≠
↔•≡ ←♠∂↔
♦°♠≥≈ ≡±↔∂≥
±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≥♦
an ≡♣↔≡±←∂♥≡
extensive ±≈
and ≠°↑∂≈≈≡±
forbidden ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into religious
law
±≈
↓↑…↔∂…≡⌠ °↑
and practice,
or ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≈″∂±∂←↔↑↔∂°±
administration ±≈
and
÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔⌠
↔° the
↔•≡ prohibitions
↓↑°•∂∂↔∂°±← °≠
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔
government, …°±↔↑↑ƒ
contrary to
of the
Amendment. ⇐°♠↑↔
Court review
of a …•♠↑…•
church membership
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
↑≡♥∂≡♦ °≠
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
decision ∂←⌠
is, ∂±
in ±≈
and °≠
of ∂↔←≡≥≠⌠
itself, ±
an ≡♣↔≡±←∂♥≡
"extensive ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ∂±↔°
inquiry"into
≈≡…∂←∂°±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
↓↑…↔∂…≡⌠ ±≈⌠
religious ≥♦
law ±≈
and practice,
and, …°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠
consequently,
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈〉 ⊂♠…•
↓↑°≈♠…≡⌠ ƒ
prohibited.
Such ±
an ≡♣″∂±↔∂°±
examination …°♠≥≈
could produce,
"by ∂↔←
its
…°≡↑…∂♥≡
↔•≡ very
♥≡↑ƒ °↓↓°←∂↔≡
↔•↔
coercive ≡≠≠≡…↔⌠
effect, °±≥ƒ
only the
opposite °≠
of that
…°±↔≡″↓≥↔≡≈
ƒ the
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment."
contemplated by
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉 Id.
√≈〉
We ÷↑≡≡
agree with
of the
Illinois …°♠↑↔〉
court. In
∪≡
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ reasoning
↑≡←°±∂±÷ °≠
↔•≡ √≥≥∂±°∂←
√±
°↑≈≡↑
↔° ≡≠≠≡…↔∂♥≡≥ƒ
↑≡♥∂≡♦ the
↔•≡ Andersons’
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″
order to
effectively review
claim °≠
of
≠↑♠≈⌠
♦≡ would
♦°♠≥≈ •♥≡
↔° ≈≡…∂≈≡
±°↔ °±≥ƒ
♦•≡↔•≡↑ ≠≥←≡
fraud, we
have to
decide not
only whether
false
∂±≠°↑″↔∂°± was
♦← used
♠←≡≈ to
↔° procure
↓↑°…♠↑≡ their
↔•≡∂↑ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
information
expulsion ≠↑°″
from
↔•≡ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±⌠
♠↔ whether
♦•≡↔•≡↑ they
↔•≡ƒ would
♦°♠≥≈ have
•♥≡ been
≡≡±
the
organization, but
≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈
↔•≡ ←≡±…≡
↔•≡
expelled ∂±
in the
absence °≠
of ←♠…•
such ∂±≠°↑″↔∂°±〉
information. √±
In the
↓↑°…≡←←⌠ we
♦≡ would
♦°♠≥≈ •♥≡
↔° ≡♣″∂±≡
↔•≡ reasons
↑≡←°±← ≠°↑
process,
have to
examine the
for
♦•∂…• ∏≡•°♥•←
″∂÷•↔ ≥≡÷∂↔∂″↔≡≥ƒ
which
Jehovah's ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←
Witnesses might
legitimately ≡♣↓≡≥
expel a
″≡″≡↑⌠ ±≈
♦•∂…• reasons
↑≡←°±← would
♦°♠≥≈ not
±°↔ be
≡ ≥≡÷∂↔∂″↔≡⌠
member,
and which
legitimate, ←
as
♦≡≥≥ ←
↔•≡ ♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ
↔•≡ reasons
↑≡←°±← ÷∂♥≡±〉
well
as the
validity °≠
of the
given. ⊂♠…•
Such ±
an
∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ∂←
↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ ±≈
♦°♠≥≈ ∂±♥°≥♥≡
♠←
inquiry
is prohibited
and would
involve us
∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥ƒ ∂±
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
‰
impermissibly
in a purely
ecclesiastical ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision —
or ″ƒ
may not
of this
♦•° ″ƒ
±°↔ be
≡ a member
″≡″≡↑ °≠
↔•∂← religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
who
may °↑
organization. ∪≡
We ≥←°
also ÷↑≡≡
agree with
statement °≠
of the
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±〉
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔
↔•≡
court ∂±
in ⊃±
Van ∠←≈°≥
Osdol that
inherently ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical
…°♠↑↔
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ∂±•≡↑≡±↔≥ƒ
nature °≠
of the
dispute ∂←
"is ≥°÷∂…≥≥ƒ
logically ∂±…°±←∂←↔≡±↔
inconsistent with
±↔♠↑≡
↔•≡ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡
♦∂↔• a
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception to
≠↑♠≈
↔° the
↔•≡ E
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment's
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔←
bar °±
on judicial
of the
Church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision to
↑
∝♠≈∂…∂≥ review"
↑≡♥∂≡♦ °≠
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•←
↔°
disfellowship ←〉
Ms. Anderson.
908 ∉〉≈
P.2d ↔
at 〉
1134.
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓
⇒±≈≡↑←°±〉 
The Andersons
assert that,
of the
approach
⊄•≡
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ←←≡↑↔
↔•↔⌠ regardless
↑≡÷↑≈≥≡←← °≠
↔•≡ ↓↓↑°…•
of °↔•≡↑
other jurisdictions,
Tennessee …°♠↑↔←
courts have
°≠
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±←⌠ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
•♥≡ recognized
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈
the
fraud °↑
or …°≥≥♠←∂°±
collusion ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±〉
exception. In
↔•≡ ≠↑♠≈
√± actuality,
…↔♠≥∂↔ƒ⌠ Tennessee
⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
courts •♥≡
have ←∂″↓≥ƒ
simply →♠°↔≡≈
quoted the
language ≠↑°″
from ¬°±∞≥≡∞
Gonzalez
…°♠↑↔←
↔•≡ ≥±÷♠÷≡
or Milivojevich
in …←≡←
cases where
such ≡♣≡″↓↔∂°±
exemption was
°↑
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…• ∂±
♦•≡↑≡ no
±° ←♠…•
♦←
even ≥≥≡÷≡≈〉
alleged. ⊄•≡ƒ
They •♥≡
have never
attempted to
further
≡♥≡±
±≡♥≡↑ ↔↔≡″↓↔≡≈
↔° ≠♠↑↔•≡↑
deﬁne
it °↑
or ↓↓≥∂≡≈
applied ∂↔
it to
allow ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
inquiry ∂±↔°
into ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical
≈≡≠∂±≡ ∂↔
↔° ≥≥°♦
matters.
″↔↔≡↑←〉
Whether °↑
or ±°↔
not a ≠↑♠≈
fraud ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±
exception …↔♠≥≥ƒ
actually ≡♣∂←↔←⌠
exists, the
∪•≡↔•≡↑
↔•≡
mere
of the
"fraud" ∂±
in ±
an ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±
allegation ∂←
is not
″≡↑≡ use
♠←≡ °≠
↔•≡ word
♦°↑≈ ≠↑♠≈
±°↔
sufﬁcient to
avoid the
ecclesiastical ←↔≡±↔∂°±
abstention ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
doctrine.
←♠≠≠∂…∂≡±↔
↔° ♥°∂≈
↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
In
Tennessee, the
common ≥♦
law tort
of ≠↑♠≈
fraud …°±←∂←↔←
consists °≠
of
√± ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡⌠
↔•≡ …°″″°±
↔°↑↔ °≠
an ∂±↔≡±↔∂°±≥
intentional ″∂←↑≡↓↑≡←≡±↔↔∂°±
misrepresentation °≠
of a material
fact °↑
or
±
″↔≡↑∂≥ ≠…↔
producing
false ∂″↓↑≡←←∂°±
impression ∂±
in °↑≈≡↑
order to
↓↑°≈♠…∂±÷ a ≠≥←≡
↔° mislead
″∂←≥≡≈
another °↑
or to
obtain ±
an undue
advantage °♥≡↑
over him;
and,
±°↔•≡↑
↔° °↔∂±
♠±≈♠≡ ≈♥±↔÷≡
•∂″ ±≈⌠
the
misrepresentation ″♠←↔
must •♥≡
have been
↔•≡ ″∂←↑≡↓↑≡←≡±↔↔∂°±
≡≡± made
″≈≡ with
♦∂↔•
knowledge
of ∂↔←
its ≠≥←∂↔ƒ
falsity ±≈
and with
fraudulent ∂±↔≡±↔⌠
intent,
×±°♦≥≡≈÷≡ °≠
♦∂↔• a ≠↑♠≈♠≥≡±↔
must
an ≡♣∂←↔∂±÷
existing ≠…↔
fact which
is material,
″♠←↔ be
≡ related
↑≡≥↔≡≈ to
↔° ±
♦•∂…• ∂←
″↔≡↑∂≥⌠
and ↔•≡
the plaintiff
must •♥≡
have reasonably
on the
±≈
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ″♠←↔
↑≡←°±≥ƒ relied
↑≡≥∂≡≈ °±
↔•≡
misrepresentation
his ∂±∝♠↑ƒ〉
injury. Brown
v. Birman
″∂←↑≡↓↑≡←≡±↔↔∂°± to
↔° •∂←
⇑↑°♦± ♥〉
⇑∂↑″±
Managed
Care, Inc.,
66-67 ⊄≡±±〉
(Tenn.
±÷≡≈ ⇐↑≡⌠
√±…〉⌠ 42
 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.3d ⌠
62, ∫
2001).
The Andersons‘
allegations ≈°
do not
〉 ⊄•≡
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←
±°↔ meet
″≡≡↔ these
↔•≡←≡
elements.
≡≥≡″≡±↔←〉
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∉÷≡ 
°≠ 

√±
ƒ
In ≠…↔⌠
fact, ↔•≡∂↑
their …≥∂″
claim ↔↔…×←
attacks a ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision by
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•←
∇° property
↓↑°↓≡↑↔ƒ rights
↑∂÷•↔← ↑≡
the
church's ÷°♥≡↑±∂±÷
governing °≈∂≡←〉
bodies. No
are
∂″↓≥∂…↔≡≈
↔° belong
≡≥°±÷ to
↔° a
implicated ←∂±…≡
since ↔•≡↑≡
there ∂←
is ±°
no ↑∂÷•↔
right to
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
↔•↔
particular
religious °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
organization ∂±
in ≈∂←↑≡÷↑≈
disregard °≠
of that
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
∇° °↔•≡↑
organization's ↑♠≥≡←⌠
rules, ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡⌠
governance, °↑
or ≈≡←∂↑≡〉
desire. No
other
←≡…♠≥↑
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″
secular …°±…≡↑±←
concerns ↑≡
are ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈〉
involved. ⊄•≡
The Andersons'
claim
↔•↔ ≠↑♠≈♠≥≡±↔
♠←≡≈ to
↔° •♥≡
↔•≡″ ≡♣…≥♠≈≡≈
that
fraudulent ″≡±←
means ♦≡↑≡
were used
have them
excluded
≠↑°″
↑≡←↔↔≡″≡±↔ °≠
from …•♠↑…•
church ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership ∂←
is ←∂″↓≥ƒ
simply a restatement
of
↔•≡∂↑ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±
↑≡←°±← ÷∂♥≡±
ƒ the
↔•≡
their
allegation ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious reasons
given by
⇐•♠↑…•
↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ ±≈
↔•≡ real
↑≡≥ reasons.
↑≡←°±←〉 ⊄•♠←⌠
Church ♦≡↑≡
were a pretext
and ±°↔
not the
Thus,
↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
the
Andersons' …≥∂″
claim ∂←
is ↔•↔
that ⇐•♠↑…•
Church °≠≠∂…∂≥←
officials
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈
↔•± their
↔•≡∂↑
disfellowshipped ↔•≡″
them ≠°↑
for ↑≡←°±←
reasons °↔•≡↑
other than
♥∂°≥↔∂°± °≠
↔≡±≡↔← °≠
↔•≡ ←″≡
violation
of ↔•≡
the tenets
of ↔•≡
the ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
Church, ♦•∂…•
which ∂←
is the
same
←
as ←ƒ∂±÷
saying ↔•≡
the ⇐•♠↑…•
Church •≈
had ≈
"bad ″°↔∂♥≡←
motives" °↑
or
∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡
↔•≡
"impermissible °∝≡…↔∂♥≡←
objectives" ⇒←
As ≈≡″°±←↔↑↔≡≈
demonstrated ∂±
in the
≡↑≥∂≡↑
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ ↔•↔
earlier →♠°↔↔∂°±
quotation ≠↑°″
from lllilivojevich,
that ↔ƒ↓≡
type °≠
of
↑÷♠″≡±↔
↓↑°♥∂≈≡ a basis
←∂← ≠°↑
∝♠≈∂…∂≥ review.
↑≡♥∂≡♦〉
argument ≈°≡←
does ±°↔
not provide
for judicial
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠ 426
 U.S.
⊇〉⊂〉 ↔
ll/Iilivojevich,
at 〉
715.
⇐•♠↑…•
↔°
Church ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
decisions ↑≡
are ←∂″↓≥ƒ
simply ±°↔
not ←♠∝≡…↔
subject to
↑≡♥∂≡♦ ƒ
↔°
review
by ←≡…♠≥↑
secular …°♠↑↔←〉
courts. ∏♠←↔
Just ←
as a ≈∂↑≡…↔
direct …•≥≥≡±÷≡
challenge to
↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
≡ƒ°±≈ the
↔•≡
the
correctness °≠
of ←♠…•
such a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ∂←
is beyond
♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
↔° •≡↑⌠
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈
authority °≠
of the
courts to
hear, …°♠↑↔←
courts ↑≡
are ≥←°
also precluded
≠↑°″
↔•↔ the
↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°±
from …°±←∂≈≡↑∂±÷
considering ∂±≈∂↑≡…↔
indirect ↑÷♠″≡±↔←
arguments that
decision
♦← °↔•≡↑♦∂←≡
⇒……°↑≈∂±÷≥ƒ⌠ we
♦≡ …°±…≥♠≈≡
was
otherwise ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥〉
"wrongful." Accordingly,
conclude
that
the ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
Andersons •♥≡
have ≠∂≥≡≈
failed ↔°
to ≥≥≡÷≡
allege ±ƒ
any basis
for
↔•↔ ↔•≡
←∂← ≠°↑
the
court ↔°
to ∂÷±°↑≡
ignore ↔•≡
the 1
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔
Amendment protections
of
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°±← °≠
the ⇐•♠↑…•←
Church's ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision
↔•≡
membership. |fn9|
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓〉⊗≠±ℜ

to
↔°

remove
↑≡″°♥≡

them
↔•≡″

CLAIMS
RELATED
VII.
⊃√√〉
⇐⇒√⊂
⊆∨⇒⊄∨⇔
DISFELLOWSHIPPING
⇔√⊂∧∨∠∪⊂⋅√∉∉√∇¬ AND
⇒∇⇔ ⊂⋅⊇∇∇√∇¬
SHUNNING

from
≠↑°″

TO
⊄∠

Several °≠
of ↔•≡
the ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
Andersons' …≥∂″←
claims ↑≡
are based
on ≈∂↑≡…↔
direct
⊂≡♥≡↑≥
←≡≈ °±
results
of ↔•≡∂↑
their •♥∂±÷
having ≡≡±
been ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈
disfellowshipped ±≈
and
↑≡←♠≥↔← °≠
shunned. ⊄•≡
The ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
Andersons ←↔↔≡
state ↔•↔
that they
do not
←•♠±±≡≈〉
↔•≡ƒ ≈°
±°↔
challenge ↔•≡
the ♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ
validity °≠
of ±ƒ
any ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious practice
of the
…•≥≥≡±÷≡
↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠
↔•≡
However, ↔•≡ƒ
they ←←≡↑↔
assert ↔•↔
that …•♠↑…•
church °≠≠∂…∂≥←
ofﬁcials
⇐•♠↑…•〉
Church. ⋅°♦≡♥≡↑⌠
committed ♥↑∂°♠←
various ←↔↔≡
state ≥♦
law ↔°↑↔←
torts ∂±
"in the
of‘
…°″″∂↔↔≡≈
↔•≡ process
↓↑°…≡←← °≠
wrongfully
disfellowshipping ↔•≡″〉
them. ∠♥∂°♠←≥ƒ⌠
Obviously, ←
as ≡♥≡±
even
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥≥ƒ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
the
Andersons …×±°♦≥≡≈÷≡⌠
acknowledge, ″°←↔
most °≠
of their
claims ↑≡
are
↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
↔•≡∂↑ …≥∂″←
closely ≥∂±×≡≈
linked ↔°
to ↔•≡
the ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
disfellowshipping that
claim
…≥°←≡≥ƒ
↔•↔ they
↔•≡ƒ …≥∂″
wrongful ±≈
and ↔•↔
that ♦≡
we •♥≡
have ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈
determined we
cannot
♦← ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥
♦≡ …±±°↔
was
review.
That ≥∂±×÷≡
linkage ∂←
is …↑∂↔∂…≥
critical ↔°
to °♠↑
our ±≥ƒ←∂←
analysis °≠
of the
↑≡♥∂≡♦〉 ⊄•↔
↔•≡
subject matter
question.
←♠∝≡…↔
″↔↔≡↑ jurisdiction
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± →♠≡←↔∂°±〉
As
we ←↔↔≡≈
stated °♥≡⌠
above, ↔•≡
the ≈°…↔↑∂±≡←
doctrines °≠
of the
Jehovah's
⇒← ♦≡
↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•←
Witnesses
and ↔•≡∂↑
their ↑≡≈∂±÷
reading °≠
of ←…↑∂↓↔♠↑≡
scripture require
∪∂↔±≡←←≡← ±≈
↑≡→♠∂↑≡ that
↔•↔
their
members °←↔↑…∂∞≡
ostracize ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥←
individuals who
have been
↔•≡∂↑ ″≡″≡↑←
♦•° •♥≡
≡≡±
disfellowshipped. ∪•∂≥≡
While ↔•≡↑≡
there ∂←
is ±°
no →♠≡←↔∂°±
question that
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈〉
↔•↔ this
↔•∂←
practice
has ↑≡←♠≥↔≡≈
resulted ∂±
in a painful
experience ≠°↑
for ↔•≡
the
↓↑…↔∂…≡ •←
↓∂±≠♠≥ ≡♣↓≡↑∂≡±…≡
Andersons,
the ≥♦
law ≈°≡←
does ±°↔
not provide
for ←♠…•
such
⇒±≈≡↑←°±←⌠ ↔•≡
↓↑°♥∂≈≡ a remedy
↑≡″≡≈ƒ ≠°↑
harm.
For ≡♣″↓≥≡⌠
example, ∂±
in °↔•≡↑
other …°±↔≡♣↔←⌠
contexts, ≠″∂≥ƒ
family ″≡″≡↑←
members
•↑″〉 ∧°↑
sometimes ≡…°″≡
become ≡←↔↑±÷≡≈
estranged ≠↑°″
from ≡…•
each °↔•≡↑
other ≠°↑
for
←°″≡↔∂″≡←
various
on ↔•≡∂↑
their °♦±
own ♥°≥∂↔∂°±⌠
volition, ±≈
and the
law ≈°≡←
does
♥↑∂°♠← reasons
↑≡←°±← °±
↔•≡ ≥♦

±°↔ recognize
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡ a basis
←∂← ≠°↑
↔•≡ pain
↓∂± …♠←≡≈
ƒ
not
for ←♠∂↔
suit ≠°↑
for the
caused by
←♠…•
±°↔ ≡″↓°♦≡↑≡≈
↔° ≠°↑…≡
such ≡←↔↑±÷≡″≡±↔〉
estrangement. ⇐°♠↑↔←
Courts ↑≡
are not
empowered to
force
±ƒ
↔° ←←°…∂↔≡
♦∂↔• ±ƒ°±≡
↔°
any ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥
individual to
associate with
anyone ≡≥←≡〉
else. ⊂♠∝≡…↔
Subject to
←°″≡
↔•≡ ⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥
some ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°±←
exceptions ±°↔
not ↓↓≥∂…≥≡
applicable •≡↑≡⌠
here, the
Constitutional
↑∂÷•↔ °≠
↓≡↑″∂↔← ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥←
↔°
right
of ≠↑≡≡≈°″
freedom °≠
of ←←°…∂↔∂°±
association permits
individuals to
←←°…∂↔≡
♦∂↔•⌠ °↑
↔° ←←°…∂↔≡
♦∂↔•⌠ whomever
♦•°″≡♥≡↑ they
↔•≡ƒ
associate with,
or ±°↔
not to
associate with,
″ƒ wish.
♦∂←•〉 ⊂≡≡
⊆°≡↑↔← ♥〉
∏ƒ…≡≡←⌠ 
may
See Roberts
V. ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. Jaycees,
468 ⊇〉⊂〉
U.S. ⌠
609,
 〉
61:8
(1984).
⊄•≡
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ≈°
±°↔ ≈∂↑≡…↔≥ƒ
↔•≡ practice
↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠
The Andersons
do not
directly …•≥≥≡±÷≡
challenge the
of
←•♠±±∂±÷
±°↔ ←↓≡…∂≠∂…≥≥ƒ
↑≡←↔ ±ƒ
shunning ±≈
and ≈°
do not
speciﬁcally rest
any …♠←≡
cause °≠
of
…↔∂°±
↔•↔ practice.
↓↑…↔∂…≡〉 ⋅°♦≡♥≡↑⌠
″±ƒ °≠
↔•≡ ∂±∝♠↑∂≡←
action °±
on that
However, many
of the
injuries
≠°↑
♦•∂…• ↔•≡ƒ
↑≡≥∂≡≠ ↑≡
↑≡←♠≥↔ °≠
↔•≡
for which
they ←≡≡×
seek relief
are a ≈∂↑≡…↔
direct result
of the
←•♠±±∂±÷〉
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←≥ƒ based
←≡≈ …°±≈♠…↔⌠
shunning. ⊂•♠±±∂±÷
Shunning ∂←
is religiously
conduct, a
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← practice
↓↑…↔∂…≡ based
←≡≈ °±
religious
on ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔↔∂°±
interpretation °≠
of ←…↑∂↓↔♠↑≡⌠
scripture,
±≈
↔° the
↔•≡ protection
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± °≠
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔
and ∂←
is ←♠∝≡…↔
subject to
of the
Amendment. Paul
v. ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
Watchtower Bible
and ⊄↑…↔
Tract
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
∉♠≥ ♥〉
⇑∂≥≡ ±≈
Society °≠
ofNew
York, 
819 ∧〉≈
F.2d 
875 
(9"‘↔• ⇐∂↑…♠∂↔
Circuit ⌠
1987),
⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ
∇≡♦ ∅°↑×⌠
cert.
denied, 
484 U.S.
926 
(1987); Sands
v. Living
…≡↑↔〉 ≈≡±∂≡≈⌠
⊇〉⊂〉 
⊂±≈← ♥〉
∂♥∂±÷
∪°↑≈
∧≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓⌠ 
Word Fellowship,
34 ∉〉≈
P.3d 
955 ⇒≥←×
(Alaska 〉
2001). No
∇° tort
↔°↑↔
≥∂∂≥∂↔ƒ
≡ ∂″↓°←≡≈
liability …±
can be
imposed ≠°↑
for ←•♠±±∂±÷
shunning ≥°±≡〉⊗≠±ℜ
alone.|fn10| Id
√≈〉
The ≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥
fundamental reason
claims ↑∂←∂±÷
arising ≠↑°″
from
⊄•≡
↑≡←°± why
♦•ƒ the
↔•≡ …≥∂″←
←•♠±±∂±÷
↔° judicial
∝♠≈∂…∂≥ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
↔•↔
shunning ↑≡
are ±°↔
not ←♠∝≡…↔
subject to
inquiry ∂←
is that
←•♠±±∂±÷
↓↑↔ °≠
↔•≡ Jehovah's
∏≡•°♥•← Witnesses
∪∂↔±≡←←≡← belief
≡≥∂≡≠
shunning ∂←
is a part
of the
←ƒ←↔≡″〉
♦•° …•°°←≡
↔° join
∝°∂± the
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
system. √±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥←
Individuals who
choose to
Church
♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ
↔•≡ ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
voluntarily ……≡↓↔
accept the
governance °≠
of the
Church ±≈
and
subject themselves
shunned ∂≠
if they
are
←♠∝≡…↔
↔•≡″←≡≥♥≡← to
↔° being
≡∂±÷ ←•♠±±≡≈
↔•≡ƒ ↑≡
disfellowshipped. ⊄•≡
The practice
is ←°
so ∂±↔≡÷↑≥≥ƒ
integrally tied
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈〉
↓↑…↔∂…≡ ∂←
↔∂≡≈ to
↔°
the ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision to
expel a member
it is
↔•≡
↔° ≡♣↓≡≥
″≡″≡↑ that
↔•↔ ∂↔
∂← beyond
≡ƒ°±≈ judicial
∝♠≈∂…∂≥
review ≠°↑
for the
same reasons
as the
↑≡♥∂≡♦
↔•≡ ←″≡
↑≡←°±← ←
↔•≡ membership
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
decision. ⇐°±≈♠…↔
Conduct that
is ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ
inextricably tied
≈≡…∂←∂°±〉
↔•↔ ∂←
↔∂≡≈ to
↔° the
↔•≡
disciplinary process
of a religious
organization is
≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡←← °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
∂←
subject to
as the
←♠∝≡…↔
↔° the
↔•≡ 1
∧∂↑←↔ Amendment's
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← protection
↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± just
∝♠←↔ ←
↔•≡
disciplinary ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision ∂↔←≡≥≠〉
itself. ⇐≥≥•±
Callahan ♥〉
v. First
≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
∧∂↑←↔
Congregational ⇐•♠↑…•
Church °≠
of Haverhill,
808 N.E.2d
at
⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥
⋅♥≡↑•∂≥≥⌠ 
∇〉∨〉≈ ↔
313-14. ⊄•♠←⌠
Thus, the
of ←•♠±±∂±÷
shunning ≈°≡←
does
∫〉
↔•≡ religious
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← practice
↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠
not, ∂±
in ±≈
and °≠
of ∂↔←≡≥≠⌠
itself, ←♠↓↓°↑↔
support a …♠←≡
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±
action that
±°↔⌠
↔•↔ is
∂←
recognized by
courts.
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈
ƒ the
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←〉
The Andersons'
claims °≠
of ∂±↔≡±↔∂°±≥
intentional ∂±≠≥∂…↔∂°±
inﬂiction °≠
of
⊄•≡
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″←
emotional ≈∂←↔↑≡←←
distress ±≈
and ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
interference with
≡″°↔∂°±≥
♦∂↔• business
♠←∂±≡←←
relationships
arise ≈∂↑≡…↔≥ƒ
directly ≠↑°″
from °↑
or ↑≡
are a ≈∂↑≡…↔
direct result
of
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓← ↑∂←≡
↑≡←♠≥↔ °≠
the
shunning. ⊄•≡
The bar
of the
ecclesiastical
↔•≡ ←•♠±±∂±÷〉
↑ to
↔° review
↑≡♥∂≡♦ °≠
↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
decision
in a …•♠↑…•
church
≈≡…∂←∂°± to
↔° terminate
↔≡↑″∂±↔≡ a person's
↓≡↑←°±← membership
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ∂±
extends to
additional …≥∂″←
claims that
derive ≠↑°″
from that
≡♣↔≡±≈←
↔° ≈≈∂↔∂°±≥
↔•↔ ≈≡↑∂♥≡
↔•↔
decision
or ↑≡
are ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ
inextricably ≥∂±×≡≈
linked to
734 ∧〉
F.
≈≡…∂←∂°± °↑
↔° it.
∂↔〉 Burgess,
⇑♠↑÷≡←←⌠ 
at 
34 •°≥≈∂±÷
(holding that
claims °≠
of
Supp. ↔
⊂♠↓↓〉
↔•↔ plaintiff's
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″←
conduct based
on …•♠↑…•←
church's …↔∂°±←
actions ∂±
in
°♠↔↑÷≡°♠←
←≡≈ °±
outrageous …°±≈♠…↔
preventing
from ≡♣≡↑…∂←∂±÷
exercising rights
of
↓↑≡♥≡±↔∂±÷ the
↔•≡ plaintiff
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ≠↑°″
↑∂÷•↔← °≠
members
she was
longer a member
″≡″≡↑← when
♦•≡± ←•≡
♦← no
±° ≥°±÷≡↑
″≡″≡↑ were
♦≡↑≡
inextricably
linked to
claims that
∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ≥∂±×≡≈
↔° the
↔•≡ …≥∂″←
↔•↔ her
•≡↑ membership
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
and thus
♦← wrongfully
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥≥ƒ terminated
↔≡↑″∂±↔≡≈ ±≈
↔•♠← not
±°↔ justiciable).
∝♠←↔∂…∂≥≡〉
was
Regardless °≠
of the
label ÷∂♥≡±
given the
claim by
⊆≡÷↑≈≥≡←←
↔•≡ ≥≡≥
↔•≡ …≥∂″
ƒ the
↔•≡
plaintiffs,
question ∂←
is whether
court must
delve
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠←⌠ the
↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°±
♦•≡↔•≡↑ a …°♠↑↔
″♠←↔ ≈≡≥♥≡
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∂±↔°
into ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical →♠≡←↔∂°±←
questions ∂±
in °↑≈≡↑
order ↔°
to ↑≡←°≥♥≡
resolve ∂↔〉
it. Natal,
∇↔≥⌠

F.2d ↔
at 〉
1577. √≠
If ↔•≡
the •↑″
harm ≥≥≡÷≡≈
alleged ∂←
is the
direct ↑≡←♠≥↔
result
↔•≡ ≈∂↑≡…↔
878 ∧〉≈
°≠
↓↑…↔∂…≡ °↑
↔•↔ …°♠↑↔←
of a ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
religious practice
or ≈≡…∂←∂°±
decision that
courts …±±°↔
cannot
≡♣″∂±≡⌠
↔•≡↑≡ ∂←
±° remedy
↑≡″≡≈ƒ ♥∂≥≥≡
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
examine, there
is no
available ∂±
in the
courts ≠°↑
for
←♠…•
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡ two
↔♦°
such •↑″〉
harm. ∪≡
We ↔•∂±×
think ↔•↔
that ∂←
is ↔•≡
the ←∂↔♠↔∂°±
situation with
…≥∂″←
ƒ the
↔•≡
claims ≥≥≡÷∂±÷
alleging •↑″
harm ≈∂↑≡…↔≥ƒ
directly …♠←≡≈
caused by
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
↔•≡ practice
↓↑…↔∂…≡
disfellowshipping ±≈
and ←•♠±±∂±÷〉
shunning. ⇑≡…♠←≡
Because the
°≠
of ←•♠±±∂±÷
shunning ∂←
is ±°↔
not …↔∂°±≥≡
actionable ∂±
in ±≈
and °≠
of ∂↔←≡≥≠⌠
itself, ∂↔←
its
…°±←≡→♠≡±…≡←
↓↑°♥∂≈≡ a basis
←∂← ≠°↑
↑≡″≡≈ƒ⌠
consequences ≈°
do ±°↔
not provide
for a ≥≡÷≥
legal remedy,
±° ″↔↔≡↑
♦•↔ …♠←≡
no
matter what
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±
action ″ƒ
may ≡
be ←←≡↑↔≡≈〉
asserted.
√±
In ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡⌠
Tennessee, ∂±↔≡±↔∂°±≥
intentional ∂±≠≥∂…↔∂°±
inﬂiction °≠
of ≡″°↔∂°±≥
emotional
≈∂←↔↑≡←←
ƒ°±← ♥〉
distress ∂←
is ≥←°
also …≥≥≡≈
called °♠↔↑÷≡°♠←
outrageous …°±≈♠…↔〉
conduct. Lyons
v.
∧↑″≡↑← Insurance
√±←♠↑±…≡ Exchange,
∨♣…•±÷≡⌠ 26
 ⊂〉∪〉≈
Farmers
S.W.3d 
888
(Tenn.Ct.App. 〉
2000). ⊄°
To prevail
on ←♠…•
such a …≥∂″⌠
claim, the
⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
↓↑≡♥∂≥ °±
↔•≡
≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
↔•↔ ∂←
defendant's …°±≈♠…↔
conduct ″♠←↔
must °≠
of a ↔ƒ↓≡
type that
is ←°
so °♠↔↑÷≡°♠←
outrageous
±≈
≡ tolerated
↔°≥≡↑↔≡≈ by
ƒ …∂♥∂≥∂∞≡≈
and ≡♣↔↑≡″≡
extreme ↔•↔
that ∂↔
it …±±°↔
cannot be
civilized
←°…∂≡↔ƒ
⇑∂±
society ±≈
and ∂↔
it ″♠←↔
must ↑≡←♠≥↔
result ∂±
in ←≡↑∂°♠←
serious ″≡±↔≥
mental ∂±∝♠↑ƒ〉
injury. Bain
♥〉
v. ∪≡≥≥←⌠
Wells, 
936 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ⌠
(Tenn. 
1997); Medlin
v.
 ⊄≡±±〉
≡≈≥∂± ♥〉
618, Q
⇒≥≥∂≡≈ Investment
√±♥≡←↔″≡±↔ ⇐°〉⌠
Allied
Co., 
(Tenn.
398 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ⌠
270, 
Zﬁ ⊄≡±±〉
〉
1966).
⇑≡…♠←≡
↔•∂← …←≡
Because ↔•≡
the ≡″°↔∂°±≥
emotional ≈∂←↔↑≡←←
distress ≥≥≡÷≡≈
alleged ∂±
in this
case
↑°←≡
arose ≠↑°″
from ↔•≡
the ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
disfellowshipping ±≈
and …°±…°″″∂↔±↔
concommitant
←•♠±±∂±÷⌠
♦°♠≥≈ need
±≡≡≈ to
↔°
shunning, ↔°
to ↑≡←°≥♥≡
resolve ↔•∂←
this …≥∂″
claim a …°♠↑↔
court would
≡♣″∂±≡
examine ↔•≡
the …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
correctness °≠
of ↔•≡
the ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷〉
disfellowshipping. ⊄•∂←
This
we
cannot ≈°〉
do. ⊂∂±…≡
Since ↔•≡
the …°±≈♠…↔
conduct °≠
of ⇐•♠↑…•
Church °≠≠∂…∂≥←
ofﬁcials ∂±
in
♦≡ …±±°↔
this
case ∂±
in ≠…↔
fact ↑°←≡
arose ≠↑°″
from a …°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥≥ƒ∫↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈
constitutionally-protected
↔•∂← …←≡
religious
and ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
ecclesiastical ≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠
decision, the
courts
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← practice
↓↑…↔∂…≡ ±≈
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
cannot ≈≈↑≡←←
address ↔•≡
the …≥∂″
claim ♦∂↔•°♠↔
without ♥∂°≥↔∂±÷
violating the
…±±°↔
↔•≡ E
∧∂↑←↔
Amendment.
See DeCorso
v. ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
Watchtower Bible
and
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉 ⊂≡≡
⇔≡⇐°↑←° ♥〉
⇑∂≥≡ ±≈
Tract ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ
Society °≠
of New
York, 
829 A.2d
38 ⇐°±±〉⇒↓↓〉
(Conn.App.
⊄↑…↔
∇≡♦ ∅°↑×⌠
⇒〉≈ 
2003)
(when …•♠↑…•
church ≡≥≈≡↑←
elders …°±♥∂±…≡≈
convinced ♦°″±
woman to
 ♦•≡±
↔° remain
↑≡″∂±
in ♠←∂♥≡
abusive ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
relationship ♦∂↔•
with •≡↑
her •♠←±≈⌠
husband, they
did not
∂±
↔•≡ƒ ≈∂≈
±°↔
commit ≡∂↔•≡↑
either ±≡÷≥∂÷≡±↔
negligent °↑
or ∂±↔≡±↔∂°±≥
intentional ∂±≠≥∂…↔∂°±
inﬂiction °≠
of
…°″″∂↔
emotional ≈∂←↔↑≡←←〉⊗≠±ℜ
distress).|fn11| ⊂∂±…≡
Since ↔•≡
the ≥≥≡÷≡≈
alleged ≈∂←↔↑≡←←
distress
≡″°↔∂°±≥
was
result °≠
of …↔∂°±←
actions ↔•↔
that ↑≡
are ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ
inextricably part
of the
♦← a ↑≡←♠≥↔
↓↑↔ °≠
↔•≡
church's ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
membership proceedings,
adjudication °≠
of this
…•♠↑…•←
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←⌠ ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂°±
↔•∂←
claim ∂←
is precluded.
Callahan ♥〉
v. First
Congregational
…≥∂″
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈〉 ⇐≥≥•±
∧∂↑←↔ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥
Church °≠
ofHaverhill,
808 N.E.2d
⇐•♠↑…•
⋅♥≡↑•∂≥≥⌠ 
∇〉∨〉≈ ↔
at 〉
313.
According ↔°
to ↔•≡
the ⇒″≡±≈≡≈
Amended ⇐°″↓≥∂±↔⌠
Complaint, ∏°←≡↓•
Joseph
⇒……°↑≈∂±÷
Anderson
operated a plumbing
⇒±≈≡↑←°± °↓≡↑↔≡≈
↓≥♠″∂±÷ business
♠←∂±≡←← that
↔•↔ was
♦←
heavily
dependent °±
on ↑≡↓≡↔
repeat …♠←↔°″≡↑←⌠
customers, ″±ƒ
many °≠
of whom
•≡♥∂≥ƒ ≈≡↓≡±≈≡±↔
♦•°″
were
Jehovah's ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←⌠
Witnesses, ±≈
and •≡
he ≥←°
also •≈
had prospective
♦≡↑≡ ∏≡•°♥•←
↓↑°←↓≡…↔∂♥≡
business
relationships ♦∂↔•
with °↔•≡↑
other ″≡″≡↑←〉
members. ⇑≡∂±÷
Being
♠←∂±≡←← ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓←
disfellowshipped •≈
had a ≈≡↔↑∂″≡±↔≥
detrimental ∂″↓…↔
impact °±
on •∂←
his
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈
business.
He …≥∂″≡≈
claimed ↔•↔
that ↔•≡
the ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
defendants barred
all
♠←∂±≡←←〉 ⋅≡
↑↑≡≈ ≥≥
Jehovah's
Witnesses ≠↑°″
from patronizing
his business
out
∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←
↓↔↑°±∂∞∂±÷ •∂←
♠←∂±≡←← °♠↔
of ±
an ∂″↓↑°↓≡↑
improper ″°↔∂♥≡⌠
motive, ↑≡←♠≥↔∂±÷
resulting ∂±
in a ≥°←←
loss °≠
of ∂±…°″≡⌠
income,
°≠
and ↔•♠←
thus ↔•↔
that ↔•≡ƒ
they ♦≡↑≡
were ÷♠∂≥↔ƒ
guilty °≠
of the
of ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
interference
±≈
↔•≡ tort
↔°↑↔ °≠
with
advantage.
♦∂↔• prospective
↓↑°←↓≡…↔∂♥≡ business
♠←∂±≡←← ≈♥±↔÷≡〉
The ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡
Supreme ⇐°♠↑↔
Court •←
has °±≥ƒ
only recently
⊄•≡
↑≡…≡±↔≥ƒ recognized
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ a
cause °≠
of …↔∂°±
action ≠°↑
for ↔°↑↔∂°♠←
tortious ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
interference with
…♠←≡
♦∂↔• business
♠←∂±≡←←
relationships.
Trau-Med °≠
of America,
v. Allstate
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓←〉 ⊄↑♠∫≡≈
⇒″≡↑∂…⌠ Inc.
√±…〉 ♥〉
⇒≥≥←↔↔≡

√±←♠↑±…≡ ⇐°〉⌠
Insurance
Co., 
71 ⊂〉∪〉≈
(overruling
 °♥≡↑↑♠≥∂±÷
S.W.3d 
691 ⊄≡±±〉
(Tenn. 2002)
Nelson
v. Martin,
958 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d 
1997)). ⊄•≡
The
∇≡≥←°± ♥〉
↑↔∂±⌠ 
643 ⊄≡±±〉
(Tenn. 〉
…°♠↑↔
↔•≡ ≡≥≡″≡±↔←
↔•≡ tort
↔°↑↔ ←
court ≈≡←…↑∂≡≈
described the
elements °≠
of the
as ≠°≥≥°♦←∑
follows:

♠←∂±≡←← relationship
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ with
♦∂↔• ←↓≡…∂≠∂…
↔•∂↑≈
(1) ±
an ≡♣∂←↔∂±÷
existing business
speciﬁc third
↓↑↔∂≡← °↑
↓↑°←↓≡…↔∂♥≡ relationship
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ with
♦∂↔• ±
parties
or a prospective
an ∂≈≡±↔∂≠∂≥≡
identiﬁable
…≥←←
↔•∂↑≈ persons;
↓≡↑←°±← 
↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
×±°♦≥≡≈÷≡ °≠
class °≠
of third
(2) the
defendant's knowledge
of
↔•↔
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ±≈
±°↔ a mere
″≡↑≡ ♦↑≡±≡←←
↔•≡
that relationship
and not
awareness °≠
of the
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← business
♠←∂±≡←← ≈≡≥∂±÷←
♦∂↔• °↔•≡↑←
plaintiffs
dealings with
others ∂±
in ÷≡±≡↑≥
general; 
(3)
↔•≡
↔° …♠←≡
↔•≡ breach
↑≡…• °↑
↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°±
the ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
defendant's ∂±↔≡±↔
intent to
cause the
or termination
°≠
♠←∂±≡←← relationship;
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ 
↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←
of ↔•≡
the business
(4) the
defendant's
∂″↓↑°↓≡↑
″°↔∂♥≡ °↑
improper motive
or ∂″↓↑°↓≡↑
improper ″≡±←〉
means.

701
958 ⊂〉∪〉≈
S.W.2d ↔
at 
court …°♠≥≈
could not
determine whether
∠♥∂°♠←≥ƒ⌠
±°↔ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡
♦•≡↔•≡↑ the
↔•≡
Obviously, a …°♠↑↔
element °≠
of ∂″↓↑°↓≡↑
improper ″°↔∂♥≡
motive °↑
or means
≡≥≡″≡±↔
″≡±← was
♦← present
↓↑≡←≡±↔
♦∂↔•°♠↔
↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ °≠
↔•≡
without ≡♣″∂±∂±÷
examining the
correctness °↑
or validity
of the
≈≡…∂←∂°±
↔° ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓
↔•≡ Andersons.
⇒±≈≡↑←°±←〉 As
⇒← ≡♣↓≥∂±≡≈
decision to
disfellowship the
explained
≡↑≥∂≡↑⌠
↔•≡ jurisdiction
∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±
earlier, ←♠…•
such ±
an ≡♣″∂±↔∂°±
examination ∂←
is °♠↔←∂≈≡
outside the
°≠
∧♠↑↔•≡↑⌠ the
↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•←
∪∂↔±≡←←≡← ≡±∝°ƒ
of ↔•≡
the …°♠↑↔←〉
courts. Further,
Jehovah's Witnesses
enjoy a
…°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥≥ƒ∫↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈
↑∂÷•↔ to
↔° ≈∂↑≡…↔
↔•≡∂↑ members
″≡″≡↑←
constitutionally-protected right
direct their
↔°
ƒ ∂↔←
±↔♠↑≡
to ←•♠±
shun ≠°↑″≡↑
former ″≡″≡↑←⌠
members, ±≈
and ←•♠±±∂±÷
shunning by
its nature
±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡← most
″°←↔ business
♠←∂±≡←← relationships
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓←
necessarily precludes
≡↔♦≡≡±
↔•°←≡ who
♦•° ↑≡
♦∂↔• the
↔•≡
between those
are ∂±
in ÷°°≈
good ←↔±≈∂±÷
standing with
church ±≈
and those
are not.
Thus, ∂≠
if the
courts were
…•♠↑…•
↔•°←≡ who
♦•° ↑≡
±°↔〉 ⊄•♠←⌠
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←
♦≡↑≡
allowed to
enforce a remedy
for ≡…°±°″∂…
economic damages
≥≥°♦≡≈
↔° ≡±≠°↑…≡
↑≡″≡≈ƒ ≠°↑
≈″÷≡← that
↔•↔
inevitably °……♠↑
occur ≠↑°″
from ←•♠±±∂±÷⌠
shunning, they
∂±≡♥∂↔≥ƒ
↔•≡ƒ would
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡ placing
↓≥…∂±÷
an impermissible
activity.
±
∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡ burden
♠↑≈≡± upon
♠↓°± a protected
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ …↔∂♥∂↔ƒ〉
The Andersons'
claims °≠
of ≡″°↔∂°±≥
emotional ≈∂←↔↑≡←←
distress ±≈
and
⊄•≡
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″←
interference with
derive ≠↑°″
from the
∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡
♦∂↔• business
♠←∂±≡←← relationships
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓← ≈≡↑∂♥≡
↔•≡
decision to
expel them
from membership
and ↑≡
are
≈≡…∂←∂°±
↔° ≡♣↓≡≥
↔•≡″ ≠↑°″
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ±≈
inextricably ≥∂±×≡≈
linked to
decision. ⊄•≡ƒ
They ↑≡
are therefore,
∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ
↔° that
↔•↔ ≈≡…∂←∂°±〉
↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡⌠
subject to
ecclesiastical absention
←♠∝≡…↔
↔° the
↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
←≡±↔∂°± doctrine's
≈°…↔↑∂±≡← bar.
↑〉
VIII.
BREACH ∠∧
OF FIDUCIARY
⊃√√√〉 ⇑⊆∨⇒⇐⋅
∧√⇔⊇⇐√⇒⊆∅ DUTY
⇔⊇⊄∅
Ms.
of ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
ﬁduciary ≈♠↔ƒ
duty …≥∂″
claim ≥≥≡÷≡←
alleges
←〉 Anderson's
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← breach
↑≡…• °≠
that, prior
her ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
expulsion ≠↑°″
from the
Church, ←•≡
she had
↔•↔⌠
↓↑∂°↑ to
↔° •≡↑
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠
•≈
reposed ÷↑≡↔
great trust
and …°±≠∂≈≡±…≡
conﬁdence ∂±
in the
Church's
↑≡↓°←≡≈
↔↑♠←↔ ±≈
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•←
leaders ↔°
"to provide
advice °±
on ←≡…♠≥↑
secular matters
as
≥≡≈≡↑←
↓↑°♥∂≈≡ ≈♥∂…≡
″↔↔≡↑← as
← well
♦≡≥≥ ←
spiritual ÷♠∂≈±…≡
guidance that
interest ±≈
and
←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥
↔•↔ would
♦°♠≥≈ be
≡ in
∂± her
•≡↑ best
≡←↔ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔
the best
interest of
faith" ±≈
and that
created a
↔•≡
≡←↔ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔
°≠ the
↔•≡ ≠∂↔•
↔•↔ this
↔•∂← trust
↔↑♠←↔ …↑≡↔≡≈
ﬁduciary ≈♠↔ƒ
duty °±
on the
of those
leaders. ⊂•≡
She ≠♠↑↔•≡↑
further
≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
↔•≡ part
↓↑↔ °≠
↔•°←≡ ≥≡≈≡↑←〉
alleges ↔•≡ƒ
they breached
duty by
failing to
≥≥≡÷≡←
↑≡…•≡≈ this
↔•∂← ≈♠↔ƒ
ƒ ≠∂≥∂±÷
↔° provide
↓↑°♥∂≈≡
advice ±≈
and …°♠±←≡≥∂±÷
counseling ±≈⌠
and, ∂±←↔≡≈⌠
instead, taking
action
≈♥∂…≡
↔×∂±÷ …↔∂°±
against •≡↑
her ≠°↑
for the
÷∂±←↔
↔•≡ wrong
♦↑°±÷ reasons.|fn12|
↑≡←°±←〉⊗≠±ℜ As
⇒← a
consequence, ←•≡
she ←ƒ←⌠
says, ←•≡
she ←♠≠≠≡↑≡≈
suffered ÷↑≡↔
great ≡″°↔∂°±≥
emotional
…°±←≡→♠≡±…≡⌠
distress.
≈∂←↔↑≡←←〉
Analyzing
speciﬁc ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←⌠
allegations, ∂↔
it ∂←
is …≥≡↑
clear that
⇒±≥ƒ∞∂±÷ the
↔•≡ ←↓≡…∂≠∂…
↔•↔ they
↔•≡ƒ
are ←∂″↓≥ƒ
simply ±°↔•≡↑
another ↔↔…×
attack °±
on the
disfellowshipping. ⊄•≡
The
↑≡
↔•≡ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷〉
alleged breach
of ≈♠↔ƒ
duty was
"wrongful"
≥≥≡÷≡≈
↑≡…• °≠
♦← the
↔•≡ ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥
disfellowshipping.
Essentially, Ms.
asks us
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷〉 ∨←←≡±↔∂≥≥ƒ⌠
←〉 Anderson
⇒±≈≡↑←°± ←×←
♠← to
↔°
hold
decision to
expel ←°″≡°±≡
someone ≠↑°″
from a …•♠↑…•
church
•°≥≈ that
↔•↔ a ≈≡…∂←∂°±
↔° ≡♣↓≡≥
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…± …°±←↔∂↔♠↔≡  ↑≡…• °≠ ←°″≡ ≥≡÷≥ ≈♠↔ƒ °♦≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡
≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈ ″≡″≡↑⌠ ↑≡÷↑≈≥≡←← °≠ …•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥← ≈♠↔ƒ °≠
≥°ƒ≥↔ƒ ↔° ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• °↑ °≥∂÷↔∂°± ↔° ≠°≥≥°♦ ↔•≡ ↔≡±≡↔←
°≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉 √± ↔•≡ …∂↑…♠″←↔±…≡← °≠ ↔•∂← …←≡⌠ ♦≡
≈≡…≥∂±≡ ↔° ≈° ←° ±≈⌠ ∂± ≠…↔⌠ ↑≡ ↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈ ≠↑°″
↑≡…•∂±÷ ←♠…•  …°±…≥♠←∂°±〉 √± °↑≈≡↑ ↔° ≡♣″∂±≡ ♦•≡↑≡
↔•≡ °≠≠∂…∂≥← ≈♠↔ƒ ≥∂≡←⌠ ♦≡ ♦°♠≥≈ ≡ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ ↔° ↑≡←°≥♥≡
∂←←♠≡← °≠ …•♠↑…• ≥♦ ±≈ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
⇑≡…♠←≡ …°♠↑↔← …±±°↔ ↑≡♥∂≡♦  …•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠ ♦•∂…• ∂← ∂±•≡↑≡±↔≥ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥⌠ ↔•≡ƒ …±±°↔
∂″↓°←≡  ↑≡″≡≈ƒ ←♠…• ← ≈″÷≡← ≠°↑ ↔°↑↔∂°♠← …°±≈♠…↔
°± ↔•↔ ≈≡…∂←∂°±〉 ⇒≈≈∂↔∂°±≥≥ƒ⌠ ♦≡ …±±°↔ ←≡…°±≈ ÷♠≡←←
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•← ≈≡…∂←∂°± °↑ ∂±→♠∂↑≡ ∂±↔° ∂↔← …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←←
♠±≈≡↑ …•♠↑…• ≥♦〉 ⊄•↔ ↓↑°•∂∂↔∂°± ↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡←
≡♣″∂±↔∂°± °≠  …≥∂″ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•← ≥≡≈≡↑← ♦≡↑≡
♠±≈≡↑  ≈♠↔ƒ ±°↔ ↔° ≡♣↓≡≥  ″≡″≡↑ ♦•≡± ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
←←≡↑↔← ↔•≡ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ♦← ←≡≈ °± ∂↔← ≡≥∂≡≠← ±≈
↓↑…↔∂…≡←〉 ∧∂±≥≥ƒ⌠ ♦•≡± ≡♣″∂±≡≈ …≥°←≡≥ƒ⌠ ←〉
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ ←←≡↑↔∂°± ∂← ↔•↔ •≡↑
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ♦← ±°↔ ∂± •≡↑ ≡←↔ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔ °↑ ↔•↔ °≠
↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•〉 ⇒÷∂±⌠ ↔•∂← ∂← ± ∂←←♠≡ ±°↔ ←♠∝≡…↔ ↔°
↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°± ƒ …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔←〉 ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ↑≡…• °≠
≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ …≥∂″ ″♠←↔ ≡ ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈ ≠°↑ ↔•≡ ←″≡
↑≡←°±← ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷
…≥∂″← ″♠←↔ ≡ ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈〉
←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± ↑÷♠≡← °± ↓↓≡≥ ↔•↔ ↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
≈♠↔ƒ ∂← …°″″°±≥ƒ ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ÷∂±←↔ …•♠↑…• …≥≡↑÷ƒ ♦•°
↔×≡ ↔°↑↔∂°♠← …↔∂°± ÷∂±←↔ ↔•≡∂↑ ″≡″≡↑← ≠°↑ ↓≡↑←°±≥
±≈ ←≡…♠≥↑ ↓♠↑↓°←≡← ±≈ ÷∂±←↔ …•♠↑…•≡← ♦•° ↔↑ƒ ↔°
…°♥≡↑ ♠↓ ↔•≡ ↔°↑↔∂°♠← …°±≈♠…↔〉 √± …↔♠≥∂↔ƒ⌠ ≠≡♦ ←♠…•
…≥∂″← •♥≡ ←♠↑♥∂♥≡≈ ≈∂←″∂←←≥⌠ ±≈ ″°←↔ ↑°←≡ ∂± ↔•≡
…°±↔≡♣↔ °≠ ± ∂″↓↑°↓≡↑ ←≡♣♠≥ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷ 
↓←↔°↑〉⊗≠±ℜ ∇°±≡ ↑°←≡ ≠↑°″  ≈≡…∂←∂°± ↔° ≡♣↓≡≥
←°″≡°±≡ ≠↑°″  …•♠↑…•〉
←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± …∂↔≡← °±≥ƒ °±≡ …←≡ ∂± ♦•∂…•  …≥∂″ ≠°↑
↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ ÷∂±←↔ …•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥← •←
←♠↑♥∂♥≡≈ ≡↑≥ƒ ≈∂←″∂←←≥⌠ °←≡← ♥〉 ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ⇐°≥°↑≈°⌠
 ∉〉≈  ⇐°≥°〉 〉 ⊄•↔ …←≡ ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈  ←≡♣♠≥
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ≡↔♦≡≡±  ↓↑∂≡←↔ ±≈  ″↑↑∂≡≈ ♦°″± ♦•°
♦← ×±°♦± ↔° ≡ ↓←ƒ…•°≥°÷∂…≥≥ƒ ≠↑÷∂≥≡〉 ⊄•≡ ∂←•°↓
≥≡↑±≡≈ °≠ ↔•≡ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓⌠ ″≡↔ ♦∂↔• ↔•≡ ♦°″±⌠ ÷♥≡
•≡↑ ←°≥♠↔∂°±⌠ ±≈ ∂±←↔↑♠…↔≡≈ •≡↑ ↔° ↔≡≥≥ ±° °±≡ °≠ ↔•≡
≠≠∂↑ ≡♣…≡↓↔ •≡↑ •♠←±≈〉 ⊄•≡ ♦°″± ≥↔≡↑ ≠∂≥≡≈  ←♠∂↔
♦•∂…• ∂±…≥♠≈≡≈ …≥∂″← ≠°↑ ↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ ±≈
±≡÷≥∂÷≡±↔ •∂↑∂±÷ ±≈ ←♠↓≡↑♥∂←∂°±〉 ⊂•≡ …≥∂″≡≈ ↔•↔
♠±≈≡↑ ↔•≡ ↓↑≡↔≡♣↔ °≠ …°♠±←≡≥∂±÷ •≡↑⌠ ↔•≡ ∂←•°↓ ♦←
…↔♠≥≥ƒ …↔∂±÷ ↔° ↓↑°↔≡…↔ ↔•≡ …↑≡≡↑ °≠ ↔•≡ ↓↑∂≡←↔⌠ ≈∂≈
±°↔•∂±÷ ↔° •≡≥↓ •≡↑⌠ ±≈ …♠←≡≈ •≡↑ ↔° ←♠≠≠≡↑ ←≡♥≡↑≡
↓←ƒ…•°≥°÷∂…≥ ←ƒ″↓↔°″← ±≈ ↔•≡ ≈∂←←°≥♠↔∂°± °≠ •≡↑
″↑↑∂÷≡〉
√↔ ∂← …≥≡↑ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ …°±≈♠…↔ ∂±♥°≥♥≡≈ ∂± °←≡← •≈
±°↔•∂±÷ ↔° ≈° ♦∂↔• ≡♣↓≡≥≥∂±÷  …•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑〉 ⊄•≡

°←≡← …°♠↑↔← ≈∂←…♠←←∂°± °≠ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ∂←•°↓ °♦≡≈ 
≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ ↔° ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ∂← ±°±≡↔•≡≥≡←← •≡≥↓≠♠≥ ↔°
°♠↑ ≈∂←…♠←←∂°±〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔ ∂± °←≡← ≠∂↑←↔ ↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ ↔•↔
↔•≡ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ≡↔♦≡≡±  …≥≡↑÷ƒ″± ±≈ ↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑
♦← ±°↑″≥≥ƒ °±≡ ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷ ↔↑♠←↔ ±≈ ↑≡≥∂±…≡⌠ ♠↔
≠♠↑↔•≡↑ •≡≥≈ ↔•↔ ∂± °↑≈≡↑ ↔° ≡ ≥∂≥≡ ≠°↑  ↑≡…• °≠
≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ ←♠↓≡↑∂°↑ ↓↑↔ƒ ″♠←↔ ←←♠″≡  ≈♠↔ƒ
↔° …↔ ∂± ↔•≡ ≈≡↓≡±≈≡±↔ ↓↑↔ƒ← ≡←↔ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔⌠ °←≡←⌠ 
∉〉≈ ↔ ⌠ ≥±÷♠÷≡ ♦•∂…• ∂← ↓↑↑°↔≡≈ ∂± ←〉
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←〉 ⊄•≡ °←≡← …°♠↑↔ ≥←° ≠°♠±≈⌠
•°♦≡♥≡↑⌠ ↔•↔ ↔•≡↑≡ ″♠←↔ ≡ ± ←←♠″↓↔∂°± °≠ ≈♠↔ƒ ±≈
↔•↔ ⊗°ℜ±…≡  ″≡″≡↑ °≠ ↔•≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ ……≡↓↔← ↔•≡
↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑← ↔↑♠←↔ ±≈ ……≡↓↔← ↔•≡ ↑°≥≡ °≠ …°♠±←≡≥°↑⌠ 
≈♠↔ƒ ≡♣∂←↔← ↔° …↔ ♦∂↔• ↔•≡ ♠↔″°←↔ ÷°°≈ ≠∂↔• ≠°↑ ↔•≡
≡±≡≠∂↔ °≠ ↔•≡ ↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑〉 °←≡←⌠  ∉〉≈ ↔ 
≡″↓•←∂← ≈≈≡≈〉
⇐←≡← ≡♣″∂±∂±÷  ↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ …≥∂″ ∂±
↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠  ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←≥ƒ∫←≡≈ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ •♥≡
″≈≡ ∂↔ …≥≡↑ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ∫↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
≥°±≡ ∂← ±°↔ ←♠≠≠∂…∂≡±↔ ↔° ≡←↔≥∂←•  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
≈♠↔ƒ〉⊗≠±ℜ ⊂≡≡ ⇒•≡↑± ♥〉 ↓↓≥♠″××≡≥⌠  ⇒〉≈
⌠ ∫ ⇐°±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉  ≥∂←↔∂±÷ ±≈
↑≡♥∂≡♦∂±÷ •°≥≈∂±÷← °± ↔•≡ ∂←←♠≡〉 ⊂∂″↓≥ƒ ≡∂±÷ 
″≡″≡↑ °≠  …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ≈°≡← ±°↔ …↑≡↔≡  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ♦∂↔• ↔•≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ °↑ °↔•≡↑ °≠≠∂…∂≥← °≠ ↔•↔
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±〉 ⇑≡↑↑ƒ ♥〉 ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑ ⇑∂≥≡ ±≈
⊄↑…↔ ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ °≠ ∇≡♦ ∅°↑×⌠ √±…〉⌠  ⇒〉≈ ⌠ 
∇〉⋅〉 〉 ⊄•≡↑≡ ″♠←↔ ≡♣∂←↔ ←°″≡↔•∂±÷ ″°↑≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠
± ≈≈∂↔∂°±≥ °↑ ←↓≡…∂≥ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓⌠ ♠←♠≥≥ƒ ↔•↔ ↑∂←∂±÷
≠↑°″ ≠°↑″≥ …°♠±←≡≥∂±÷〉 ⇒•≡↑±⌠  ⇒〉≈ ↔ ∫
≈≡…≥∂±∂±÷ ↔° ≠∂±≈  ↓≡↑ ←≡ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
≡↔♦≡≡± ≥≥ …≥≡↑÷ƒ ±≈ ↔•≡∂↑ …°±÷↑≡÷±↔← ±≈ ↑≡→♠∂↑∂±÷
←°″≡↔•∂±÷ ″°↑≡ ↔° ≈≡″°±←↔↑↔≡  ∝♠←↔∂≠∂≥≡ ↔↑♠←↔ °±
°±≡ ←∂≈≡ ±≈ ↑≡←♠≥↔∂±÷ ←♠↓≡↑∂°↑∂↔ƒ ±≈ ∂±≠≥♠≡±…≡ °± ↔•≡
°↔•≡↑〉
√± ⇔°≡ ♥〉 ⋅↑↔∞⌠  ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉≈  ∇〉⇔〉 √°♦⌠ ↔•≡
…°♠↑↔ ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈ ↔•≡ ↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ …≥∂″
≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ←∂″↓≥ƒ ≥≥≡÷≡≈  …≥≡↑÷ƒ∫↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓⌠ ±°↔  …°♠±←≡≥∂±÷ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔
←↔↔≡≈ ↔•↔ …°♠↑↔← ↓≡↑″∂↔↔∂±÷ ↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ
…≥∂″← ÷∂±←↔ ″≡″≡↑← °≠ ↔•≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ •♥≡ 〉 〉 〉 ↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈
←°″≡↔•∂±÷ ″°↑≡ ↔•±  ↓↑∂≡←↔∫↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓〉
 ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉 ↔ 〉 ⊄•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ∂± ⇔°≡ ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡
↓↑∂←• ↓↑∂≡←↔ ←  ″≡″≡↑ °≠ ↔•≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ⌠ •≈ 
⊗≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒℜ ≈♠↔ƒ ↔° …↔ ∂± •≡↑ ≡←↔ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔←〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔
…°±…≥♠≈≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ↓↑∂≡←↔← ←↔↔♠← ←  …≥≡↑÷ƒ″± ♦←
∂±←♠≠≠∂…∂≡±↔ ∂± ±≈ °≠ ∂↔←≡≥≠ ↔° ≡←↔≥∂←•  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓〉
∠↔•≡↑ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡ ≠°♠±≈  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ↔°
≡♣∂←↔⌠ ♠↔ °±≥ƒ ≡…♠←≡  …°♠±←≡≥∂±÷ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ♦←
←•°♦± ↔° ≡♣∂←↔〉 ⊂≡≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠ ⊂±≈≡↑← ♥〉 ⇐← ⊃∂≡♦ ⇑↓↔∂←↔
⇐•♠↑…•⌠  ∧〉≈ ⌠  ↔• ⇐∂↑〉 ↓≡↑″∂↔↔∂±÷
↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ …≥∂″ ÷∂±←↔ …≥≡↑÷ƒ″±

∉÷≡  °≠ 

≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ …≥∂″← ↑°←≡ °♠↔ °≠  …°♠±←≡≥∂±÷
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓⌠ ±°↔ ∝♠←↔  …≥≡↑÷ƒ∫↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓〉
⊄•≡ …°♠±←≡≥∂±÷ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ↔•↔ •← ≡≡± ≠°♠±≈ ↔° ≡ 
↓↑≡∫↑≡→♠∂←∂↔≡ ″♠←↔ ∂±♥°≥♥≡ ←°″≡↔•∂±÷ °↔•≡↑ ↔•±⌠ °↑
≈≈∂↔∂°±≥ ↔°⌠ ←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥ ≈♥∂…≡ ±≈ …°♠±←≡≥〉 ⊄•↔ ∂←
≡…♠←≡ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡ ≈≡…≥∂±≡≈ ↔° ∂″↓°←≡  ≈♠↔ƒ °≠ …↑≡
°± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑ ←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥ ≈♥∂←°↑← ∂± ♥∂≡♦ °≠ ↔•≡
↓↑°≥≡″← ±≈ …°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥ °←↔…≥≡← ∂± ≡←↔≥∂←•∂±÷ 
←↔±≈↑≈ °≠ …↑≡ ±≈ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷ ↑≡…•≡← °≠ ↔•↔
←↔±≈↑≈〉 ⊂♠…• ± ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡ ♦°♠≥≈ ±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ ∂±♥°≥♥≡
∝♠≈∂…∂≥ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ∂±↔° ↔•≡ ↔↑∂±∂±÷⌠ ←×∂≥≥←⌠ ±≈ ←↔±≈↑≈←⌠
∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷ ≈•≡↑≡±…≡ ↔° ±≈ ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔↔∂°± °≠ ←∂…
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠← ±≈ ↓↑…↔∂…≡←⌠ °≠ ″±ƒ ≈∂≠≠≡↑≡±↔
↑≡≥∂÷∂°±← ±≈ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←〉 ⊆∂…•≡≥≥≡ 〉 ♥〉
⊆°″± ⇐↔•°≥∂… ⇒↑…•∂←•°↓⌠  ⇐≥〉 ⊆↓↔↑〉 ↔ ∫〉
⇑≡…♠←≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ≈∂≠≠≡↑∂±÷ ↔•≡°≥°÷∂…≥ ♥∂≡♦← ≡←↓°♠←≡≈ ƒ
↔•≡ ″ƒ↑∂≈ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±← ∂± °♠↑ ←↔↔≡ ±≈ ↓↑…↔∂…≡≈ ƒ
…•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑←⌠ ∂↔ ♦°♠≥≈ …≡↑↔∂±≥ƒ ≡ ∂″↓↑…↔∂…≥⌠ ±≈
→♠∂↔≡ ↓°←←∂≥ƒ ♠±…°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥ ↔° ∂″↓°←≡  ≈♠↔ƒ °≠ …↑≡
°± ↓←↔°↑≥ …°♠±←≡≥°↑←〉 ⊂♠…•  ≈♠↔ƒ ♦°♠≥≈ ±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ
≡ ∂±↔≡↑↔♦∂±≡≈ ♦∂↔• ↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ↓•∂≥°←°↓•ƒ °≠ 
↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ ≈≡±°″∂±↔∂°± °↑ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ↔≡…•∂±÷← °≠
↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡±↔∂↔ƒ〉
∇≥≥ƒ ♥〉 ¬↑…≡ ⇐°″″♠±∂↔ƒ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠  ∉≈ ⌠ 
⇐≥〉 〉 √↔ ∂← ≠°↑ ↔•≡←≡ ↑≡←°±← ↔•↔ ±° …°♠↑↔ •←
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈  …°″″°± ≥♦ ↔°↑↔ …♠←≡ °≠ …↔∂°± ≠°↑
…≥≡↑÷ƒ ″≥↓↑…↔∂…≡〉⊗≠±ℜ ∧°↑ ↔•≡ ←″≡ ↑≡←°±←⌠ ← ♦≡≥≥
← °↔•≡↑←⌠ ↔•≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ∫↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ≈°≡← ±°↔⌠
∂± ±≈ °≠ ∂↔←≡≥≠ ∂±♥°≥♥≡  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ↔•↔
…↑≡↔≡←  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ ↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ ∂± ≥♦〉 ←〉
⇒±≈≡↑←°± •← ±°↔ ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ±ƒ ←↓≡…∂≥ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
≡ƒ°±≈ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ″≡″≡↑ ±≈ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ≥≡≈≡↑←〉
⇒ ←∂″∂≥↑ ≥∂±≡ °≠ ↑≡←°±∂±÷ •← ↑≡…•≡≈ ↔•≡ ←″≡ ↑≡←♠≥↔
↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← ↔•↔ …•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥← ↑≡…•≡≈ 
≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ≈♠↔ƒ ↔°  ″≡″≡↑〉 ⊄•↔ ↑≡←°±∂±÷ ♦← …≥≡↑≥ƒ
←≡↔ °♠↔ ∂± ⊄≡≈↔ ♥〉 ♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…• ∂←←°♠↑∂ ⊂ƒ±°≈⌠
 ∇〉∪〉≈ ⌠ ∫ ⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉∂…•〉 
∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷ ♥↑∂°♠← ↔°↑↔ …≥∂″← ↑∂←∂±÷ °♠↔ °≠ ←≡♣♠≥
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ≡↔♦≡≡± ↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑ ±≈ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑⌠ ♦•≡↑≡∂±
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ →♠°↔≡≈ ≠↑°″ ±÷≠°↑≈ ♥〉 ⊆°″± ⇐↔•°≥∂…
⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ⇑↑°°×≥ƒ±⌠  ∇〉∅〉⊂〉≈  ⌠ ←
≠°≥≥°♦←∑
⊗√ℜ± °↑≈≡↑ ≠°↑ ⊗↔•≡ℜ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …♠←≡ °≠ …↔∂°± ↔° ″≡≡↔
…°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥ ″♠←↔≡↑⌠ ↔•≡ ∝♠↑ƒ ♦°♠≥≈ •♥≡ ↔° ≡ ≥≡ ↔°
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡ ↔•↔  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ≡♣∂←↔≡≈ ±≈
↓↑≡″∂←≡ ↔•∂← ≠∂±≈∂±÷ °± ±≡♠↔↑≥ ≠…↔←〉 ⊄•≡
∂±←♠↑″°♠±↔≥≡ ≈∂≠≠∂…♠≥↔ƒ ≠…∂±÷ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠⌠ ↔•∂← …°♠↑↔
•°≥≈←⌠ ≥∂≡← ∂± ↔•≡ ≠…↔ ↔•↔ ∂↔ ∂← ∂″↓°←←∂≥≡ ↔° ←•°♦ ↔•≡
≡♣∂←↔≡±…≡ °≠  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↑≡←°↑↔ ↔°
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≠…↔←〉 √± °↑≈≡↑ ↔° …°±←∂≈≡↑ ↔•≡ ♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ °≠ ⊗↔•≡ℜ
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″← °≠ ≈≡↓≡±≈≡±…ƒ ±≈ ♥♠≥±≡↑∂≥∂↔ƒ⌠ ↔•≡
∝♠↑ƒ ♦°♠≥≈ •♥≡ ↔° ♦≡∂÷• ±≈ ≡♥≥♠↔≡⌠ ∂±↔≡↑ ≥∂⌠ ↔•≡

≥≡÷∂↔∂″…ƒ °≠ ⊗↔•≡ℜ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← ≡≥∂≡≠←⌠ ↔•≡ ↔≡±≡↔← °≠ ↔•≡
≠∂↔• ∂±←°≠↑ ← ↔•≡ƒ ↑≡≠≥≡…↔ ♠↓°±  ↓↑∂≡←↔← ∂≥∂↔ƒ ↔° …↔
← ¬°≈← ≡″∂←←↑ƒ ±≈ ↔•≡ ±↔♠↑≡ °≠ ↔•≡ •≡≥∂±÷ ↓°♦≡↑←
°≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉 ⊄° ∂±←↔↑♠…↔  ∝♠↑ƒ °± ←♠…• ″↔↔≡↑← ∂← ↔°
♥≡±↔♠↑≡ ∂±↔° ≠°↑∂≈≈≡± ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ↔≡↑↑∂±〉
 ∇〉∅〉⊂〉≈ ↔ 〉
⊄•≡ ⊄≡≈↔ …°♠↑↔ ≠°♠±≈⌠ ←∂″∂≥↑≥ƒ⌠ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ∂±
↔•↔ …←≡ …°♠≥≈ ±°↔ ≡←↔≥∂←• ↔•≡ ≡≥≡″≡±↔← °≠  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↑≡←°↑↔∂±÷ ↔° ↔•≡ ↓←↔°↑∫↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓〉 ⊆≡≥∂÷∂°± ♦← ↔•≡ ≠°♠±≈↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ±≈⌠ …°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠ •≡↑ …≥∂″← ♦≡↑≡
≡←←≡±↔∂≥≥ƒ …≥∂″← °≠ …≥≡↑÷ƒ ″≥↓↑…↔∂…≡⌠ ♦•∂…•
±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ ∂±♥°×≡ ≠↑≡≡ ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°±〉 ⊄≡≈↔⌠ 
∇〉∪〉≈ ↔ ∫〉 ⊂∂″∂≥↑≥ƒ⌠ ∂± ⊆∂…•≡≥≥≡ 〉 ♥〉 ⊆°″±
⇐↔•°≥∂… ⇒↑…•∂←•°↓⌠ ←♠↓↑⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≠°♠±≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″ ↔•↔  …°±≠∂≈≡±↔∂≥ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ≡♣∂←↔≡≈
♦∂↔•  ↓←↔°↑ ♦← ←≡≈ ≡±↔∂↑≡≥ƒ °± •≡↑ ↓∂≡↔ƒ ±≈ •≡↑
←←≡↑↔∂°± ↔•↔ ←•≡ ♦←  ≈≡≡↓≥ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ″≡″≡↑ °≠ ↔•≡
↓←↔°↑← …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±⌠ ↔•≡↑≡ƒ ↑≡±≈≡↑∂±÷ •≡↑ ♥♠≥±≡↑≥≡
↔° •∂″〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔ •≡≥≈ ↔•↔ ←♠…• …≥∂″← …°♠≥≈ ±°↔ ≡
≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡≈ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↑≡≠≡↑≡±…≡ ↔° ↔•≡ ±↔♠↑≡ °≠ •≡↑
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠← ±≈ ↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ °≠ •≡↑ …•♠↑…•〉 
⇐≥〉 ⊆↓↔↑〉≈ ↔ 〉 ⊂≡≡ ≥←° ±÷≠°↑≈ ♥〉 ⊆°″±
⇐↔•°≥∂… ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ⇑↑°°×≥ƒ±⌠ ←♠↓↑ •°≥≈∂±÷ ↔•↔ ∂↔
♦← ∂″↓°←←∂≥≡ ↔° ←•°♦  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
≡↔♦≡≡± ↔•≡ ↓↑∂≡←↔ ±≈ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ °± ↔•≡ ←∂← ≥≥≡÷≡≈
♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↑≡←°↑↔∂±÷ ↔° ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← →♠≡←↔∂°±←〉
←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ↑÷♠″≡±↔ ♦°♠≥≈ ∂″↓≥ƒ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
≥≡≈≡↑← •≈  ≈♠↔ƒ ±°↔ ↔° ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡ ∂↔← ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡ ÷∂±←↔
•≡↑⌠ ≡♥≡± ↔•°♠÷• ←•≡ •≈ ♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ ÷↑≡≡≈ ↔° ≡ 
″≡″≡↑ °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•⌠ ∂≈≡ ƒ ∂↔← ↑♠≥≡←⌠ ±≈ ≡ ←♠∝≡…↔
↔° ∂↔← ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡〉 √≠ ♦≡ ……≡↓↔≡≈ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°±←
↑÷♠″≡±↔⌠ ♦≡ ♦°♠≥≈ •♥≡ ↔° •°≥≈ ↔•↔ ≡♥≡↑ƒ ←∂±…≡↑≡≥ƒ
≡≥∂≡♥∂±÷ ∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←← ∂← ∂±  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ♦∂↔• ↔•°←≡ ♦•° ↑±× °♥≡ ↔•≡″ ∂± ↔•≡
…•♠↑…• •∂≡↑↑…•ƒ ±≈⌠ ↔•♠←⌠ ↔•↔ ≡♥≡↑ƒ ≈≡…∂←∂°± ↔°
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓  ″≡″≡↑ ♦°♠≥≈ ≡ ←♠∝≡…↔ ↔° ↔↔…× °±
↔•≡ ←∂← °≠ ↑≡…• °≠ ↔•↔ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓〉 ∧°↑ ↔•≡ ↑≡←°±←
←≡↔ °♠↔ ≡↑≥∂≡↑⌠ ←♠…• ± ↔↔…× ♦°♠≥≈ ∂±♥°≥♥≡ ±
∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡ ∂±↔↑♠←∂°± ƒ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔← ∂±↔° ↔•≡
÷♠↑±↔≡≡← °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≠↑≡≡≈°″ ≠°♠±≈ ∂± ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉 ⊄•≡ ↑≡…• °≠ ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ …≥∂″ ← ≥≥≡÷≡≈
∂± ↔•∂← …←≡ ∂← ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ≥∂±×≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
≈≡…∂←∂°± ±≈ ∂←⌠ ↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡⌠ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ≠↑°″ …°♠↑↔ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ
ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
√∩〉 ⇔∨∧⇒⇒⊄√∠∇ ⇐⇒√⊂
⊄•↑≡≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″← ←°♠±≈ ∂± ≈≡≠″↔∂°±
±≈ ≥≥≡÷≡ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥≥ƒ ≈∂←←≡″∂±↔≡≈
∂±≠°↑″↔∂°± °♠↔ ↔•≡″⌠ ↑≡←♠≥↔∂±÷ ∂± ♠±♦↑↑±↔≡≈
≈″÷≡ ↔° ↔•≡∂↑ ↑≡↓♠↔↔∂°±←〉 ∧∂↑←↔⌠ ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ″×≡
 …≥∂″ ≠°↑ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ↔° ↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ±≈ ←≡ ↔•∂←
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…≥∂″ ←°≥≡≥ƒ °± ↔•≡ ≠…↔ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≡≥≈≡↑← °≠ ↔•≡
±…•≡←↔≡↑ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ←↔↔≡≈ ↔° ∂↔← ″≡″≡↑← ↔•↔
⇑↑↑ ⇒±≈≡↑←°± ±≈ ∏°←≡↓• ⇒±≈≡↑←°± •≈ ≡≡±
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈〉 ∠≠ …°♠↑←≡⌠ ↔•°←≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ♦≡↑≡
↔↑♠≡⌠ ♠↔ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …°±↔≡±≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ⇔≡≠≡±≈±↔←
×±≡♦ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ♦°♠≥≈ ♠±≈≡↑←↔±≈ ↔•∂←
←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ← ↔±↔″°♠±↔ ↔°  ←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ↔•↔ ∉≥∂±↔∂≠≠←
•≈ …°″″∂↔↔≡≈ ←≡↑∂°♠← ←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥ ♥∂°≥↔∂°±← ↔•↔
♦↑↑±↔≡≈ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ±≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ƒ ♦≡↑≡
♠±↑≡↓≡±↔±↔ ←∂±±≡↑← ↔•≡ƒ ≥←° ×±≡♦ ↔•↔⌠ ♠±≈≡↑←↔°°≈ ∂±
↔•∂← ″±±≡↑⌠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ♦≡↑≡ ≠≥←≡ ±≈ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ〉
⊄•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← °↔•≡↑ …≥∂″← ≠°↑ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ±≈ ≠°↑
≠≥←≡ ≥∂÷•↔ ∂±♥←∂°± °≠ ↓↑∂♥…ƒ ↑≡ °↔• ←≡≈ ♠↓°±
↓♠≥∂…↔∂°± °≠ ∂±≠°↑″↔∂°± ↔° ↔•≡ ÷≡±≡↑≥ ↓♠≥∂…〉 ⊄•≡ƒ
…°±↔≡±≈ ↔•↔ ↑≡″↑×← ″≈≡ ƒ ←≡±∂°↑ °≠≠∂…∂≥← °≠ ↔•≡
…•♠↑…• ↔° ↔•≡ ″≡≈∂ ≠≥←≡≥ƒ ∂″↓≥∂≡≈ ↔•↔ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°±
♦← ÷♠∂≥↔ƒ °≠ ∂″″°↑≥ …↔←⌠ ↔•≡↑≡ƒ ≈″÷∂±÷ •≡↑
↑≡↓♠↔↔∂°±〉
⊄•≡ ⇐•♠↑…• …°±↔≡±≈← ↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←↔≡±↔∂°±
≈°…↔↑∂±≡ °↑ ↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡ ←•∂≡≥≈≡≈ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← ≠↑°″ ±ƒ
≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″←〉 ⊄•≡ƒ ↑÷♠≡ ∂± ↔•≡ ≥↔≡↑±↔∂♥≡ ↔•↔
≡♥≡± ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↔•≡ ←•∂≡≥≈ °≠ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡⌠ ↔•≡
↔↑∂≥ …°♠↑↔ ←•°♠≥≈ •♥≡ ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″
♠±≈≡↑ ⊄≡±±〉 ⊆〉 ⇐∂♥〉 ∉〉 〉 ≠°↑ ≠∂≥♠↑≡ ↔° ←↔↔≡ 
…≥∂″〉
⇒〉 ≡÷≥ ∉↑∂±…∂↓≥≡←
⇐°♠↑↔← ≠…≡≈ ♦∂↔• ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ƒ  …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑ °↑ ≠°↑″≡↑ ″≡″≡↑ ÷∂±←↔ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• °↑ ∂↔←
°≠≠∂…∂≥← •♥≡ ↔×≡± ♥↑ƒ∂±÷ ↓↓↑°…•≡← ∂± ±≥ƒ∞∂±÷
↔•≡ …≥∂″←〉⊗≠±ℜ ⊆≡÷↑≈≥≡←← °≠ ↔•≡ ±≥ƒ←∂← ♠←≡≈⌠
•°♦≡♥≡↑⌠  ″∝°↑∂↔ƒ °≠ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡ •≡≥≈ ↔•↔ ≈≡≠″↔∂°±
…≥∂″← ƒ …•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑← ÷∂±←↔ ↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°± ∂↔←≡≥≠ ±≈ ∂↔← °≠≠∂…∂≥← ↑≡ ±°↔ ∝♠←↔∂…∂≥≡
♠±≈≡↑ ↔•≡ ∧↑≡≡ ∨♣↓↑≡←←∂°± ±≈ ∨←↔≥∂←•″≡±↔ ⇐≥♠←≡←〉
 ⇒〉〉⊆〉↔•  ξ 〉 ⊂≡≡ ≥←°⌠ ∅÷÷∂≡ ♥〉 √±≈∂±∫
≡±↔♠…×ƒ ⊂ƒ±°≈ ∨♥±÷≡≥∂…≥ ♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…• ∂±
⇒″≡↑∂…⌠  〉  ∪〉⇔〉 ƒ〉  ±°↔∂±÷
←♠←↔±↔∂≥ ≠≡≈≡↑≥ ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ ≠°↑ ≈≡…≥∂±∂±÷ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±
°♥≡↑ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ÷∂±←↔ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←〉
√± ↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠ ↔•≡ ″°↔∂°± ↔° ≈∂←″∂←← ≠°↑ ≥…× °≠
←♠∝≡…↔ ″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ←≡≈ °± ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± °≠ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ≈≡…∂←∂°±←⌠ ↔•≡
″°←↔ ↓≡↑↔∂±≡±↔ ±≥ƒ←∂← ∂← °±≡ ↔•↔ ≠°…♠←≡← °± ↔•≡ ±↔♠↑≡
°≠ ↔•≡ …≥∂″ ∂± ≥∂÷•↔ °≠ ↔•≡ ↓↑°•∂∂↔∂°± °± …°♠↑↔
≡±↔±÷≥≡″≡±↔ ∂± °↑ ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡ ♦∂↔• ≈∂←↓♠↔≡← ↔•↔ ↑≡
≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥≥ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←〉 ∪•≡↑≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠ °↑
↓↑…↔∂…≡ ∂← ∂″↓≥∂…↔≡≈⌠ ←°″≡ …≥∂″← ↔•↔ …°♠≥≈ ≡
≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡≈ ∂≠ ↔•≡ƒ ↑°←≡ ∂±  ←≡…♠≥↑ …°±↔≡♣↔ ↑≡ ±°↔
←♠∝≡…↔ ↔° …°♠↑↔ ∂±↔≡↑♥≡±↔∂°± ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ƒ ≈° ±°↔
↓↑≡←≡±↔ ↔•≡ ×∂±≈ °≠ …°″↓≡≥≥∂±÷ ←↔↔≡ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔ ↔°
°♥≡↑…°″≡ ≠↑≡≡≈°″ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°± …°±…≡↑±←〉 ∂±×≡↑⌠ 

∧〉≈ ↔ ⌠ …∂↔∂±÷ ¬°±∞≥≡∞⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ↔  ⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉
∏°•±←°±⌠  ⇒〉≈ ↔ 〉 √″↓°←∂±÷ ↔•≡ ♠↑≈≡± °≠ ↔°↑↔
≥∂∂≥∂↔ƒ ≠°↑ ≡±÷÷∂±÷ ∂± …•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←
″♠←↔ ≡ ≥±…≡≈ ♦∂↔• ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡← ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔ ∂± ≥≥°♦∂±÷
↔•≡ …∂♥∂≥ …≥∂″〉 ∉♠≥ ♥〉 ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑ ⇑∂≥≡ ±≈ ⊄↑…↔
⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ °≠ ∇≡♦ ∅°↑×⌠ √±…〉⌠  ∧〉≈ ↔ ∫〉
⇒≥↔•°♠÷• ←°″≡ ←↔↔≡ ↑≡←↔↑∂…↔∂°± °≠ …↔∂♥∂↔ƒ ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
°≈∂≡←⌠ ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷ …°♠↑↔ ∂±↔≡↑≠≡↑≡±…≡⌠ ∂← ≥≥°♦≡≈⌠ °±≥ƒ
↔•°←≡ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔← °≠ ↔•≡ •∂÷•≡←↔ °↑≈≡↑ ±≈ ↔•°←≡ ±°↔
°↔•≡↑♦∂←≡ ←≡↑♥≡≈ …± °♥≡↑≥±…≡ ≥≡÷∂↔∂″↔≡ …≥∂″← ↔°
↔•≡ ≠↑≡≡ ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±〉 ∪∂←…°±←∂± ♥〉 ∅°≈≡↑⌠ 
⊇〉⊂〉 ⌠  〉
⊇±≈≡↑ ″°←↔ …∂↑…♠″←↔±…≡←⌠ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ∂← °±≡ °≠ ↔•°←≡
…°″″°± ≥♦ …≥∂″← ↔•↔ ∂← ±°↔ …°″↓≡≥≥∂±÷ ≡±°♠÷• ↔°
°♥≡↑…°″≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± ←♠↑↑°♠±≈∂±÷ 
…•♠↑…•← …•°∂…≡ °≠ ↓←↔°↑≥ ≥≡≈≡↑〉 ∪•≡±  ≈≡≠″↔∂°±
…≥∂″ ↑∂←≡← ≡±↔∂↑≡≥ƒ °♠↔ °≠  …•♠↑…•← ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ♦∂↔•
∂↔← ↓←↔°↑⌠ ↔•≡ …≥∂″ ∂← ≥″°←↔ ≥♦ƒ← ≈≡≡″≡≈ ↔° ≡
≡ƒ°±≈ ↔•≡ ↑≡…• °≠ …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔← ≡…♠←≡ ↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°± °≠
↔•≡ …≥∂″ ♦°♠≥≈ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡ ∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥≡ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ∂±↔° ↔•≡
…•♠↑…•← ←≡← ≠°↑ ∂↔← …↔∂°±〉
⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉 ∏°•±←°±⌠  ⇒〉≈ ↔ 〉 ⊄•≡ ←″≡
↑≡←°±∂±÷ ↓↓≥∂≡← ↔° °↔•≡↑ ↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
≈≡…∂←∂°±←〉
⊄•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°± °≠ ♦•° ∂← °↑ ∂← ±°↔  ″≡″≡↑ °≠ 
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°± ∂←⌠ ≥∂×≡ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ …•°∂…≡⌠
≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥≥ƒ  ↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈≡…∂←∂°± ±≈ ≡±∝°ƒ←
↔•≡ ←″≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± ≠↑°″ …°♠↑↔ ↑≡♥∂≡♦ °↑ ∂±↔≡↑♥≡±↔∂°±〉
⇐°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ±≈ °↔•≡↑ ↔°↑↔ …≥∂″← ↑∂←∂±÷
≡±↔∂↑≡≥ƒ °♠↔ °≠  ≈≡…∂←∂°± ↔° ≡♣↓≡≥  ″≡″≡↑ ↑≡
÷≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ ≡ƒ°±≈ ↔•≡ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °≠ …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔←〉 ⋅≈±°↔
♥〉 ⊂•♦⌠  ∉〉≈ ⌠  ∠×≥〉   •°≥≈∂±÷ ↔•↔
…•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ °↑ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ↑≡ ±°↔
←♠∝≡…↔ ↔° …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔ ↑≡♥∂≡♦⌠ ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷ …≥∂″← °≠
≈≡≠″↔∂°±
↑∂←∂±÷
≠↑°″
↔•°←≡
≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←〉
∪•∂≥≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±← ±≈ ↔•≡∂↑ °≠≠∂…∂≥← ↑≡ ±°↔
↔°↔≥≥ƒ ∂″″♠±≡ ≠↑°″ ≥∂∂≥∂↔ƒ ≠°↑ ↔°↑↔← ←♠…• ≈≡≠″↔∂°±⌠
←≈≡± ♥〉 ∨↑♦∂±⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈  ←←〉 
∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷  ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″ ↑∂←∂±÷ °♠↔ °≠
↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°± °≠ ± ≡″↓≥°ƒ≡≡ ♦•° •≈ ±° ↓←↔°↑≥
≈♠↔∂≡←⌠ ∂≈≡±↔∂≠∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ↓↑≡…∂←≡ ±↔♠↑≡ °≠ ↔•≡
∂±↔≡↑≡←↔← ↔ ←↔×≡ ±≈ °≠ ↔•≡ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔← ♦°♠≥≈
•♥≡ ↔° ♠±≈≡↑↔×≡ ∂← ±≡…≡←←↑ƒ〉
⇒ ±♠″≡↑ °≠ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡ •≡≥≈ ↔•↔ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″←
↑∂←∂±÷ °♠↔ °≠ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔ °↑ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡
≈∂←↓♠↔≡← ↑≡ °♠↔←∂≈≡ ↔•≡ ←♠∝≡…↔ ″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °≠
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔← ≡…♠←≡ ≥≥ ″↔↔≡↑← ↔°♠…•∂±÷ ↔•≡ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓
≡↔♦≡≡± ↓←↔°↑ ±≈ …•♠↑…• ↑≡ °≠ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ …°±…≡↑±
±≈ ±°↔ ←♠∝≡…↔ ↔° …°♠↑↔ ↑≡♥∂≡♦⌠ ↑≡÷↑≈≥≡←← °≠ ←←≡↑↔∂°±←
↔•↔ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔ ∂←←♠≡ ↑≡ ±°↔ ←≡≈ °± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
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≈°…↔↑∂±≡ °↑ ↓↑…↔∂…≡〉⊗≠±ℜ ⋅♠↔…•∂←°± ♥〉 ⊄•°″←⌠ 
∧〉≈ ↔  ∅÷÷∂≡ ♥〉 √±≈∂±∫≡±↔♠…×ƒ ⊂ƒ±°≈
∨♥±÷≡≥∂…≥ ♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…• ∂± ⇒″≡↑∂…⌠  ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉
↔ ∧↑≥≡ƒ ♥〉 ∪∂←…°±←∂± ∨♥±÷≡≥∂…≥ ♠↔•≡↑±
⊂ƒ±°≈⌠  ∧〉 ⊂♠↓↓〉  ⇔〉 ∂±±〉 〉 ⊄•≡ ∧∂↑←↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ↓↑°↔≡…↔← ″↔↔≡↑← ↑∂←∂±÷ ≠↑°″ ↔•≡ ↓←↔°↑∫
…•♠↑…• ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ≠↑°″ ←≡…♠≥↑ …°♠↑↔ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ±≈
↑≡♥∂≡♦⌠ ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔°
≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ °↑ ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔ ≈≡…∂←∂°±←〉 ⋅∂≥≡← ♥〉
∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ←←…•♠←≡↔↔←⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈ ⌠
 ←←〉 〉 ⊄•≡ ←″≡ ↑≡←°±∂±÷ ↓↓≥∂≡← ↔°
≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ↑∂←∂±÷ °♠↔ °≠ …•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ °↑
≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷  ″≡″≡↑⌠ ←∂±…≡ ↔•≡
…•♠↑…•∫″≡″≡↑ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ∂←  ≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥≥ƒ
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ″↔↔≡↑〉

√±  ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ←∂↔♠↔∂°±⌠ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡
♦∂↔•∂± ↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ±≈ ←≡≈ °± ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ↑≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ ÷♠↑±↔≡≡ °≠ ≠↑≡≡ ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡
°≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±〉 ⊆←″♠←←≡± ♥〉 ⇑≡±±≡↔↔⌠  ∉〉≈ ⌠ ∫
 °±↔〉  ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ƒ
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈ ″≡″≡↑← ←≡≈ °± ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡ ←
↓↑↔ °≠ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ♦•∂…• ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ≈≡≠≡±≈≡≈ ← ↔↑♠≡
……°↑≈∂±÷ ↔° …•♠↑…• ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉 ∪∂↔•∂± ↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠ …•♠↑…•≡← ≡±∝°ƒ ± ←°≥♠↔≡
↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡ ≠↑°″ ←…↑♠↔∂±ƒ ƒ ↔•≡ ←≡…♠≥↑ ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ⌠
∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷ …≥∂″← °≠ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ≈♠↑∂±÷ °↑ ↑∂←∂±÷ ≠↑°″
↔•°←≡ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←〉 ⋅≈±°↔ ♥〉 ⊂•♦⌠ 
∉〉≈ ↔  ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷ ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡≈ ″≡″≡↑←
…≥∂″← ↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ …°″″♠±∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ≠…↔ ±≈ …♠←≡
°≠ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ≠↑°″ ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓〉

⇒← ↔•≡ ≈∂←↔∂±…↔∂°±← ″°±÷ ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← …≥∂″← ♦°♠≥≈
←♠÷÷≡←↔⌠ ←°″≡ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡ ≡♣″∂±≡≈ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″←
↑∂←∂±÷ °♠↔ °≠ …•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ °↑ ←∂″∂≥↑ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←
≈≡↓≡±≈∂±÷⌠ ∂± ↓↑↔⌠ °± ↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠ ↔•≡ …•≥≥≡±÷≡≈
←↔↔≡″≡±↔←〉 √± …←≡← ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ↔°↑↔← ƒ
…•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥←⌠ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡ …°♠↑↔← ″♠←↔ ≥°°× ↔ ♦•≡↔•≡↑
↔•≡ ←≥±≈≡↑°♠← °↑ ≥∂≡≥°♠← ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ♦≡↑≡ ″≈≡ ≈♠↑∂±÷
↔•≡ …°♠↑←≡ °≠ ± ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ♠±≈≡↑↔×∂±÷〉 ⇒♠←≥≡ƒ ♥〉
⊂•♦⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠  ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉 〉
¬≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ⌠ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡← ←≡≈ °± °↔•≡↑♦∂←≡ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡ ∂± ↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠  ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷ ↑≡ ±°↔ ↑≡←°≥♥≥≡ ƒ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←〉
⇒♠←≥≡ƒ ♥〉 ⊂•♦⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ↔  ⋅∂≥≡← ♥〉 ∨↓∂←…°↓≥
⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ←←…•♠←≡↔↔←⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈ ↔  •°≥≈∂±÷
↔•↔ ≥≡↔↔≡↑ ……♠←∂±÷ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ °≠ ″∂←…°±≈♠…↔ ←↔↑↔≡≈ ±≈
♦← ± ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥≡ ↓↑↔ °≠ …•♠↑…•← ∂±↔≡↑±≥ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡≈♠↑≡ ±≈⌠ ↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡⌠ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉

⊄•≡ ↑∂÷•↔ ↔° ≡♣↓↑≡←← ≈∂←←↔∂←≠…↔∂°± ♦∂↔• ↔•≡
≈∂←°≡≈∂≡±…≡ °≠ ↔•°←≡ ♦•° •♥≡ ↓↑°″∂←≡≈ ↔° ≈•≡↑≡ ↔°
≈°…↔↑∂±≥ ↓↑≡…≡↓↔← ±≈ ↔° ↔×≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥≥ƒ∫″±≈↔≡≈
″≡←♠↑≡← ↔° ↑∂±÷ ♦ƒ♦↑≈ ″≡″≡↑← …× ♦∂↔•∂± ↔•≡
°♠±≈← °≠ ……≡↓↔≡≈ ≡•♥∂°↑⌠ ↑≡ ≠°↑″← °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
≡♣↓↑≡←←∂°± ±≈ ←←°…∂↔∂°± ♦•∂…• ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← ∧↑≡≡ ∨♣≡↑…∂←≡ ⇐≥♠←≡ ♦← ≈≡←∂÷±≡≈ ↔°
↓↑°↔≡…↔ ±≈ ↓↑≡←≡↑♥≡〉

√± ⇑↑ƒ…≡ ♥〉 ∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇐•♠↑…• ∂± ↔•≡ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠
⇐°≥°↑≈°⌠  ∧〉≈  ↔• ⇐∂↑〉 ⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ •≡≥≈
↔•↔ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←⌠ ≥↔•°♠÷• ↓≡↑•↓← °≠≠≡±←∂♥≡ ±≈
∂±…°↑↑≡…↔⌠ ″≈≡ ↔ …•♠↑…• ″≡≡↔∂±÷← ±≈ ∂± ≥≡↔↔≡↑← ↔°
…•♠↑…• ≥≡≈≡↑← ≈∂←…♠←←∂±÷ ± ∂±↔≡↑±≥ …•♠↑…• ↓≡↑←°±±≡≥
″↔↔≡↑ ±≈ ÷∂♥∂±÷ ≈°…↔↑∂±≥ ↑≡←°±←⌠ ≠≡≥≥ ←→♠↑≡≥ƒ ♦∂↔•∂±
↔•≡ ↑≡← °≠ …•♠↑…• ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡ ±≈ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈
ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡ ♦← ±
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡ °♠↔ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡⌠ ≠∂↔•⌠ ∂±↔≡↑±≥
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±⌠ °↑ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ↑♠≥≡⌠ …♠←↔°″ °↑ ≥♦ ±≈
±°↔  ↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ←≡…♠≥↑ °±≡〉 √≈〉⌠  ∧〉≈ ↔ ⌠ →♠°↔∂±÷
⇑≡≥≥ ♥〉 ∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑∂± ⇐•♠↑…•⌠  ∧〉≈ ⌠  ↔•
⇐∂↑〉 〉 ⊂≡≡ ≥←° ⇐≥≥•± ♥〉 ∧∂↑←↔ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥
⇐•♠↑…• °≠ ⋅♥≡↑•∂≥≥⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈ ↔ ∫ •°≥≈∂±÷
↔•↔ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡ ∂± ± ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠
∂±♥≡←↔∂÷↔∂°±⌠ ±≈ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷ ↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠
♦•° ♦← ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡≈ ≈≡↑∂♥≡≈ ←°≥≡≥ƒ ≠↑°″ …↔∂°±←
↔•↔ ↑≡ ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ↓↑↔ °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡←← ±≈ …≥∂″← ←≡≈ °± ↔•°←≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ♦≡↑≡
°♠↔←∂≈≡ ↔•≡ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←〉

¬♠∂±± ♥〉 ⇐•♠↑…• °≠ ⇐•↑∂←↔ °≠ ⇐°≥≥∂±←♥∂≥≥≡⌠  ∉〉≈
⌠  ∠×≥〉 〉 ⇒← ↔° ∂±↔≡↑±≥ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←⌠ …°♠↑↔← ♦∂≥≥ ±°↔ ≈∂…↔↔≡ ↔°  …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± °↑
…•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥← ↔•↔ ↔•≡ƒ ″ƒ ±°↔ ≠↑≡≡≥ƒ ←↓≡× ↔•≡∂↑
″∂±≈←〉 ∅÷÷∂≡ ♥〉 √±≈∂±∫≡±↔♠…×ƒ ⊂ƒ±°≈ ∨♥±÷≡≥∂…≥
♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…• ∂± ⇒″≡↑∂…⌠  ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉 ↔ 〉
∪•≡±  ↓≡↑←°± ♥°≥♠±↔↑∂≥ƒ ∝°∂±←  ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°± ±≈ ←♠″∂↔← ↔° ∂↔← ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡⌠ ↔•↔ ↓≡↑←°±
…°±←≡±↔← ↔° ↔•≡ ≠∂±≥ ≈≡…∂←∂°± ƒ ↔•↔ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←
↔↑∂♠±≥← ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↑≡…°♠↑←≡ ↔° …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔←〉 ⊄•↔ …°±←≡±↔
∂±…≥♠≈≡← …°±←≡→♠≡±…≡← °≠ …•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±≡ ↔•↔ ≠≥°♦
≠↑°″ ↔•≡ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ↓↑°…≡←←〉 ⋅≈±°↔ ♥〉 ⊂•♦⌠  ∉〉≈
↔ ∫〉 ⇑♠↔⌠ ⊗↔ℜ•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± °≠
∂±↔≡↑±≥ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ♦°♠≥≈ ≡ ″≡±∂±÷≥≡←←
∂≠  ↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑← ……♠←↔∂°± ↔•↔ ♦← ♠←≡≈ ↔° ∂±∂↔∂↔≡
↔•°←≡ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← …°♠≥≈ ≡ ↔≡←↔≡≈ ∂±  …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔〉
⋅∂≥≡← ♥〉 ∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ←←…•♠←≡↔↔←⌠ 
∇〉∨〉≈ ↔ 〉 √± °↔•≡↑ ♦°↑≈←⌠ ♦•≡↑≡  ≥♦←♠∂↔ ≥≥≡÷∂±÷
≈≡≠″↔∂°± ♦°♠≥≈ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡ …°♠↑↔ ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡
←″≡ ∂←←♠≡← ≈≡…∂≈≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ↔↑∂♠±≥⌠ ±≈
↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡  ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←← °≠ ↔•≡
…•♠↑…•← ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ °↑ ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠ ↔•≡
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←↔≡±↔∂°± ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡← ≈∂←″∂←←≥ ≠°↑
≥…× °≠ ←♠∝≡…↔ ″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±〉
⊄•≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± ≠≠°↑≈≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ↔°
…•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ↓↓≥∂≡← ↔° ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←
″≈≡ ≠↔≡↑ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•← ≈≡…∂←∂°± ∂≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °↑
…↔∂°±← ↑≡ ″≡↑≡≥ƒ ∂″↓≥≡″≡±↔↔∂°± °≠⌠ ←↔∂≥≥ ↓↑↔ °≠⌠
∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔°⌠ °↑  …°±←≡→♠≡±…≡ °≠ ↔•≡

∉÷≡  °≠ 

≈≡…∂←∂°±〉 ∪∂↔•∂± ↔•≡ …°±…≡↓↔ °≠ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈
∂″↓≥≡″≡±↔↔∂°± ↑≡ ±°↔ °±≥ƒ ↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ″≡↑∂↔← ±≈ ↓↑°…≡≈♠↑≡ ♠↔ ≥←° ∂↔← ≡±≈
↓↑°≈♠…↔ ‰ ↔•≡ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ←±…↔∂°±〉 ⋅≈±°↔ ♥〉 ⊂•♦⌠
 ∉〉≈ ↔ ∫〉 ⊄•♠←⌠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•← …°″″♠±∂…↔∂°±
°≠ ↔•≡ ≠…↔ ±≈ ↑≡←°± ≠°↑ ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔∂°± ↑≡
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ≠↑°″ ∝♠≈∂…∂≥ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ±≈ ↑≡♥∂≡♦〉 √≈〉
⇒±±°♠±…∂±÷ ± ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± °↑ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ↔° ↔•≡
″≡″≡↑← °≠  …•♠↑…• ∂← ↓↑↔ °≠ ↔•≡ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←⌠ ↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑≥ƒ ♦•≡↑≡ ∂±←↔↑♠…↔∂°± ↔° …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑← ↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ↔•≡ ≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈ ↓↑↔ƒ ∂← ↓↑↔ °≠ ↔•≡
…•♠↑…•← ≡≥∂≡≠ ±≈ ↓↑…↔∂…≡〉
√± ƒ↑∂↔←∂← ♥〉 ⊃∂≡↑°±⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈  ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉
⌠ ↔•∂← …°♠↑↔ ↑♠≥≡≈ °±  …≥∂″ ↑°♠÷•↔ ƒ  ≠°↑″≡↑
¬↑≡≡× ∠↑↔•°≈°♣ ↓↑∂≡←↔ ♦•° •≈ ≡≡± ♠±≠↑°…×≡≈⌠ ♦•°
≥≥≡÷≡≈ ≥∂≡≥ ←≡≈ °±  ≥≡↔↔≡↑ ƒ ↔•≡ ⇒↑…•∂←•°↓⌠ ↔° ≡
↑≡≈ ∂± ≥≥ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•≡← ∂± ↔•≡ ¬↑≡≡× ⇒↑…•≈∂°…≡←≡ °≠
∇°↑↔• ±≈ ⊂°♠↔• ⇒″≡↑∂…⌠ ±±°♠±…∂±÷ ↔•≡ …↔∂°±
÷∂±←↔ ↔•≡ ↓↑∂≡←↔〉 ⊄•≡ ≥≡↔↔≡↑⌠ ♦•∂…• ♦← …°↓∂≡≈
♥≡↑↔∂″ ∂± ↔•≡ °↓∂±∂°±⌠ …°±…≥♠≈≡≈ ⊗♦ℜ≡ •≡↑≡ƒ ≈∂↑≡…↔⌠
↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡⌠ ↔•↔ ƒ°♠ •♥≡ ±° ←←°…∂↔∂°± ♦∂↔• ↔•≡
♠±≠↑°…×≡≈ ⊄•≡°≈°↑≡ ƒ↑∂↔←∂←⌠ ♦•° ∂← …°±←∂≈≡↑≡≈ ≥∂≡± ↔°
°♠↑ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠ ±≈  ≈±÷≡↑ ↔° ↔•≡ ←≥♥↔∂°± °≠ °♠↑ ←°♠≥←〉
⊄•∂← …°♠↑↔ ↑♠≥≡≈ ↔•↔ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ♦← ♦∂↔•∂± ∂↔←
↑∂÷•↔← ∂± ♠±≠↑°…×∂±÷ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ♦←  →♠≡←↔∂°± ↔•↔
♦°♠≥≈ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ↔° ∂″↓≡↑″∂←←∂≥ƒ ∝♠≈÷≡ ↔•≡
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ …↔∂°±← ±≈ ≈≡…∂←∂°±← °≠ ↔•≡ ¬↑≡≡×
∠↑↔•°≈°♣ ⇐•♠↑…• ±≈⌠ ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″
♦← ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ≥∂±×≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡
≈≡≠↑°…×∂±÷⌠ ∂↔ ♦← ≥←° ±°↔ ←♠∝≡…↔ ↔° ∝♠≈∂…∂≥ ↑≡♥∂≡♦〉
√≈〉⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ↔ 〉
⊄•♠←⌠ ↔•≡ …↔ °≠ ∂±≠°↑″∂±÷ ↔•≡ ″≡″≡↑← °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
°≠ ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ °↑ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± …↔∂°±← ∂← ← ″♠…• ♦∂↔•∂±
↔•≡ ↑∂÷•↔← ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←↔≡±↔∂°± ← ∂← ↔•≡
…•♠↑…•← ↑∂÷•↔ ↔° ↔×≡ ←♠…• …↔∂°±←⌠ ≡♥≡± ↔•°♠÷• ∂↔ ″ƒ
…↑↑ƒ ←°″≡ ×∂±≈ °≠ ±≡÷↔∂♥≡ ∂″↓≥∂…↔∂°± °♠↔ ↔•≡
≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈ ″≡″≡↑〉 ⊂↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔° …•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑← ∂±
↑≡÷↑≈ ↔° ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ …↔∂°±← ÷∂±←↔ °↔•≡↑ ″≡″≡↑← ↑≡
↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡≈ ≠°↑ ↔•≡ ←″≡ ↑≡←°±← ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓
≈≡…∂←∂°± ∂← ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈〉 ⊂≡≡ ≥∂≡≡±←↔≡∂± ♥〉 √°♦
⇐°±≠≡↑≡±…≡ °≠ ≡↔•°≈∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•≡←⌠  ∇〉∪〉≈ ⌠
 √°♦〉  ⊆←″♠←←≡± ♥〉 ⇑≡±±≡↔↔⌠  ∉〉≈ ↔
〉 ⇒……°↑≈∂±÷≥ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ↔° ↔•≡
…°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± …≥∂″← ″♠←↔ ≡ ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈〉
∪∂↔• ↑≡÷↑≈ ↔° ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡ °♠↔←∂≈≡ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓⌠ ↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°± ∂← ←↔∂≥≥ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ←↓≡…∂≠∂…
≥≥≡÷≡≈≥ƒ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↑∂←≡ ≠↑°″ °↑ ↑≡
∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈≡…∂←∂°±〉
⊂↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡ °↑ ↑≡↓≡↔≡≈ °♠↔←∂≈≡ ↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠ ↔•≡
…↔♠≥ …•♠↑…• ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷ °↑ ≡ƒ°±≈ ↔•≡
…•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ °↑ ♠↔•°↑∂↔∂≡← ≈° ±°↔ ±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ
≡±∝°ƒ ↔•≡ ≠♠≥≥ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± ≠≠°↑≈≡≈ ↔•°←≡ ↔•↔ ↑≡
…°±≠∂±≡≈ ♦∂↔•∂± ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• …°″″♠±∂↔ƒ〉 ⋅∂≥≡← ♥〉

∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ←←…•♠←≡↔↔←⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈ ↔ 
±〉  ←≡≡ ≥←° ⇐≥≥•± ♥〉 ∧∂↑←↔ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥
⇐•♠↑…• °≠ ⋅♥≡↑•∂≥≥⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈ ↔ ⌠ →♠°↔∂±÷ ⋅∂≥≡←〉
⇒← °±≡ …°♠↑↔ ↓♠↔ ↔•≡ ″↔↔≡↑⌠ …°♠↑↔← …°♠≥≈ ±°↔ ≡±↔≡↑↔∂±
± ≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔≡≈ …•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑← ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″
∂≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡ ∂± ↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠  ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷ ∂± ♦•∂…• ←•≡ ♦← ……♠←≡≈ °≠ …♠←∂±÷
≈∂←←≡±←∂°± ∂± ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• •≈ ≡≡± ≈∂♥♠≥÷≡≈ ←°≥≡≥ƒ ↔°
°↔•≡↑ ″≡″≡↑← °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉 ≥∂≡≡±←↔≡∂±⌠ 
∇〉∪〉≈ ↔ 〉 ⊄•≡ ≠…↔ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≥≡↔↔≡↑ …°±↔∂±∂±÷ ↔•≡
≥≥≡÷≡≈≥ƒ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ♦← ↓♠≥∂←•≡≈ °♠↔←∂≈≡
↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ♦≡×≡±⊗≡≈ℜ ↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←•∂≡≥≈〉
√≈〉⌠  ∇〉∪〉≈ ↔ 〉 ⊂≡≡ ≥←° ⇒♠←≥≡ƒ ♥〉 ⊂•♦⌠ 
⊂〉∪〉≈ ↔  •°≥≈∂±÷ ↔•↔ ≥≥≡÷≡≈≥ƒ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↑≡≠≡↑↑∂±÷ ↔° ↔•≡ ≠°↑″≡↑ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ ←  ♦∂↔…•
≈°…↔°↑⌠  ♥°°≈°° ↓↑≡…•≡↑⌠ ±≈  ≈°÷ ″≈≡ °♠↔←∂≈≡
↔•≡ …°±≠∂±≡← °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ±≈ ∂± ≠↑°±↔ °≠ ↓≡°↓≥≡ ≠↑°″
↔•≡ …°″″♠±∂↔ƒ ♦•° ♦≡↑≡ ±°↔ …•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑← ♦≡↑≡ ±°↔
←° …≥°←≡≥ƒ ≡±↔±÷≥≡≈ ♦∂↔• ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•← ≈≡…∂←∂°± ↔° ≠∂↑≡
↔•≡ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ ← ↔° ↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡ …°♠↑↔ ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ〉
⇐°♠↑↔← •♥≡ ↔×≡± ≈∂≠≠≡↑∂±÷ ↓↓↑°…•≡← ↔° ↓♠≥∂…
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °♠↔ ↔•≡ ↑≡←°±← ≠°↑  ↓≡↑←°±← ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±
≠↑°″  ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±〉 ⊄•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°± ∂← °≠↔≡±
♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ↓♠≥∂… ←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ♦← ↓↑↔ °≠⌠ ↑∂←∂±÷ ≠↑°″⌠
°↑ ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←〉
⊂°″≡ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡ ≡♣″∂±≡≈ ↔•≡ ±↔♠↑≡ °≠ ↔•≡
♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡ ±≈ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈ ↔•↔ ∂≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←
↔ ∂←←♠≡ ↑°←≡ ∂± ± ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ …°±↔≡♣↔ °↑ ♦≡↑≡ ↓↑↔ °≠
 ⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥≥ƒ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈≡…∂←∂°± ←♠…• ←
↓←↔°↑≥ …•°∂…≡ °↑ ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ≈≡…∂←∂°±←⌠ ↔•≡ƒ ♦≡↑≡
↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉 ⊂≡≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠ ⇑↑ƒ…≡ ♥〉
∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇐•♠↑…• ∂± ↔•≡ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ⇐°≥°↑≈°⌠  ∧〉≈
↔ ∫ •°≥≈∂±÷ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈∂←↓♠↔≡ ↔ ↔•≡ …°↑≡ °≠ ↔•≡
…←≡ ♦← ± ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ °±≡ ±≈ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
⇒ ″≡↑≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ↔•↔  ↓≡↑←°± •← ≡≡± ≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈ ≠↑°″
…•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓⌠ ≡♥≡± ↔•°♠÷• ≈∂←←≡″∂±↔≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡
↓♠≥∂…⌠ ∂← ÷≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ ±°↔ …↔∂°±≥≡⌠ ≡∂↔•≡↑ ≡…♠←≡ ∂↔ ∂← 
↔↑♠≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔⌠ °↑ ≡…♠←≡  ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …↔∂°± ←≡≈ °±
←♠…•  ←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ↑∂←≡← ≠↑°″ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•← ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ
≈≡…∂←∂°±〉 ⊂≡≡ ¬≥←← ♥〉 ∧∂↑←↔ ⊇±∂↔≡≈ ∉≡±↔≡…°←↔≥ ⇐•♠↑…•
°≠ ⇔≡⊆∂≈≈≡↑⌠  ⊂°〉≈ ⌠  ⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉〉 
↓↓≥ƒ∂±÷ ←↔↔≡ ≥♦ ↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡ ±≈ ↑≡≥ƒ∂±÷ °± ↔•≡ ÷≡±≡↑≥
↑♠≥≡ ↔•↔ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ≠≠∂↑″∂±÷ ↔•↔ ± ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥ •≈
≡≡± ≡♣↓≡≥≥≡≈ ≠↑°″ ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ∂±  …•♠↑…• ♦≡↑≡ ±°↔
≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ←≡±↔  …•↑÷≡ °≠ ≡♣↔↑♥÷±↔ ♦°↑≈← °≠
∂↑↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑ ∂″″°↑≥ …°±≈♠…↔〉 ⊂°″≡ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡
↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ ↔•≡ …°″″°± ≥♦ …°±≈∂↔∂°±≥ ↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡ ↔•↔
↔↔…•≡← ↔° …°″″♠±∂…↔∂°±← ≡↔♦≡≡± …•♠↑…• ″≡″≡↑←
±≈ …•♠↑…• ♠↔•°↑∂↔∂≡← ↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ …•♠↑…• ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡ ±≈
∂↔← ≡♣↔≡±←∂°± ↔° ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ∂″↓≥∂…↔∂°±← ↔•↔ ↑≡
↓♠≥∂←•≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡ ↓♠≥∂… ÷≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ⌠ ←≡±↔ ″≥∂…≡⌠

∉÷≡  °≠ 

∂″↓↑°↓≡↑ ″°↔∂♥≡⌠ °↑ ±° ↑≡←°±≥≡ ≡≥∂≡≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←
♦≡↑≡ ↔↑♠≡〉 ⊂≡≡ ⇒″〉∏♠↑〉≈ ξ 〉
√± ⋅∂≥≡← ♥〉 ∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ←←…•♠←≡↔↔←⌠ ←♠↓↑⌠
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≡♣″∂±≡≈  …≥∂″ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥ •≈
↑≡↓♠≥∂←•≡≈ ↔•≡ ≈≡↔∂≥← °≠ ± ≥≥≡÷≡≈≥ƒ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ
≥≡↔↔≡↑ ↔•↔ ↑≡←♠≥↔≡≈ ∂± ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ …↔∂°± ÷∂±←↔ 
″∂±∂←↔≡↑ ∂±  ↓↑≡←← ↑≡≥≡←≡〉⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≠°♠±≈ ↔•↔
↔•≡ ↑≡…°↑≈ ≈∂≈ ±°↔ …°±↔∂± ↔•≡ ↓↑≡←← ↑≡≥≡←≡⌠ ↔•↔ ↔•≡
…•♠↑…•← ƒ≥♦← ≥≥°♦≡≈ ♦∂♥≡↑ °≠ …°±≠∂≈≡±↔∂≥∂↔ƒ °≠
≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ ″↔↔≡↑← ← ↓←↔°↑≥≥ƒ ↓↓↑°↓↑∂↔≡⌠ ±≈
↔•↔ ↔•≡↑≡ ♦← ±° ←•°♦∂±÷ ƒ ↔•≡ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ ↔•↔ ↔•≡
…•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥ ♦•° ∂←←♠≡≈ ↔•≡ ↓↑≡←← ↑≡≥≡←≡ ♦← …↔∂±÷
°♠↔←∂≈≡ ↔•≡ ↓♠↑♥∂≡♦ °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•← ↓↑°…≡≈♠↑≡←⌠ ↔°
♦•∂…• ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ •≈ ÷↑≡≡≈ ♦•≡± °↑≈∂±≡≈
±≈ ƒ ♦•∂…• •≡ ♦← °♠±≈〉
⊄•≡↑≡ ″ƒ ≡ ±ƒ ±♠″≡↑ °≠ ↑≡←°±← ♦•ƒ ⊗↔•≡
≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ …•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥←ℜ ″∂÷•↔ •♥≡ ±°↔∂≠∂≡≈ ↔•≡
″≡≈∂ ƒ ↓↑°♥∂≈∂±÷ ↔° ↔•≡″ ♦•↔ ↓↓≡↑← ↔° •♥≡ ≡≡±
↔•≡ ≥≡←↔ ″°♠±↔ °≠ ∂±≠°↑″↔∂°± °♠↔ ⊗↔•≡ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑←ℜ
↔≡″↓°↑↑ƒ ∂±•∂∂↔∂°±〉 〉 〉 〉 ⇑≡…♠←≡ ↔•∂← ♦←  ″↔↔≡↑ ↔•↔
↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ ↔•≡ ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡ °≠ ≈∂←…↑≡↔∂°± ∂± ↔•≡ ≈″∂±∂←↔↑↔∂°±
°≠ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•← ≈∂←…∂↓≥∂±↑ƒ ↓↑°…≡←←⌠ ↔•≡ ⊂♠↓≡↑∂°↑ ⇐°♠↑↔
∝♠≈÷≡ …°↑↑≡…↔≥ƒ ≈≡…≥∂±≡≈ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ±≡÷≥∂÷≡±…≡
…≥∂″←〉
⋅∂≥≡←⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈ ↔ 〉⊗≠±ℜ
⋅♥∂±÷ ↑≡♥∂≡♦≡≈ ♥↑∂°♠← ±≥ƒ↔∂…≥ ↓↓↑°…•≡← ↔°
…≥∂″← ←♠…• ← ↔•≡ °±≡← ≡≠°↑≡ ♠←⌠ ♦≡ …°±…≥♠≈≡ ↔•↔ ↔•≡
″°←↔ ↓↓↑°↓↑∂↔≡ ↓↓↑°…• ∂← ↔° ≠°…♠← °± ↔•≡ …≡±↔↑≥
→♠≡←↔∂°± ↔•↔ ∂← ≥♦ƒ← ↔ ↔•≡ …°↑≡ °≠ ± ∂±↔↑…•♠↑…•
≈∂←↓♠↔≡ ♦•≡↑≡ ↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←↔≡±↔∂°± ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ∂←
↑∂←≡≈〉 ⊆≡÷↑≈≥≡←← °≠ •°♦ ←↔↔≡≈ °↑ ↓↓≥∂≡≈⌠ ↔•≡
°♥≡↑↑∂≈∂±÷ ↑♠≥≡ ↑≡″∂±← ↔•↔ …°♠↑↔← …±±°↔ ∂±↔↑♠≈≡ ∂±↔°
↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈≡…∂←∂°±←〉 ⊄•♠←⌠ ← ♦∂↔• ±ƒ °↔•≡↑
…≥∂″ ↑°♠÷•↔ ∂± ↔•≡ …°±↔≡♣↔ °≠ ± ∂±↔↑…•♠↑…• ≈∂←↓♠↔≡⌠
↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°± ∂← ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← …± ≡
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↑♠±±∂±÷ ≠°♠≥ °≠ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉 ⊄•↔ ″≡±←⌠ …± ↔•≡ ←↓≡…∂≠∂… ≈≡≠″↔∂°±
…≥∂″ ≥≥≡÷≡≈ •≡↑≡∂± ≡ ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡≈ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ≡♣↔≡±←∂♥≡
∂±→♠∂↑ƒ 〉 〉 〉 ∂±↔° ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≥♦ ±≈ ↓°≥∂↔ƒ ±≈ ♦∂↔•°♠↔
↑≡←°≥♥∂±÷ ♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡← °♥≡↑ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠ ∠⇐°±±°↑ ♥〉 ⊄•≡ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ⋅°±°≥♠≥♠⌠ 
∉〉≈ ↔ ⌠ →♠°↔∂±÷ ∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ↔ ∫〉
⊄•↔ ∂±…≥♠≈≡← ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ∂±↔° ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≥♦⌠ …°♠↑↔
≡♣″∂±↔∂°± °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠⌠ °↑ …°♠↑↔ ↑≡♥∂≡♦ °≠ ↔•≡
…°↑↑≡…↔±≡←← °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ↔↑∂♠±≥← ≈≡…∂←∂°±〉 √≠⌠ ↔°
↑≡←°≥♥≡ ↔•≡ ↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑ …≥∂″ ↑°♠÷•↔⌠  …°♠↑↔ ♦°♠≥≈ ±≡≡≈
↔° ↑≡←°≥♥≡ ♠±≈≡↑≥ƒ∂±÷ …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡← °♥≡↑ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠ ↔•≡± ↔•≡ …≥∂″ ∂← ↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈〉⊗≠±ℜ
∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ↔ ∫〉
∪•≡↑≡ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷≡≈≥ƒ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↑≡≠≡↑ ↔° °↑
↑≡ ←≡≈ ♠↓°± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ °↑ …•♠↑…• ÷°♥≡↑±±…≡⌠

↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ↔↑♠↔• °↑ ≠≥←∂↔ƒ °≠ ↔•°←≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←⌠ 
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°± …↑∂↔∂…≥ ↔°  ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …↔∂°±⌠ ♦°♠≥≈
↑≡→♠∂↑≡ …°♠↑↔← ↔° ∂±→♠∂↑≡ ∂±↔° ±≈ ↑≡←°≥♥≡ ∂←←♠≡← °≠
…•♠↑…• ↔≡…•∂±÷← ±≈ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠ …≥≡↑≥ƒ ″↔↔≡↑← °≠
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ …°÷±∂∞±…≡〉 ∠⇐°±±°↑ ♥〉 ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠
⋅°±°≥♠≥♠⌠  ∉〉≈ ↔ 〉 √± ∠⇐°±±°↑⌠ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠
≥≥≡÷≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• …°±↔∂±♠≡≈⌠ ≠↔≡↑ •∂←
≡♣…°″″♠±∂…↔∂°±⌠ ↔° ↓♠≥∂←• ≠≥←≡ ±≈ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ
″↔≡↑∂≥ °♠↔ •∂″ ∂±  ≈∂°…≡←± ±≡♦←↓↓≡↑⌠ ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷
……♠←∂±÷ •∂″ °≠ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ♥∂°≥↔∂°±←⌠ ←…•∂←″⌠ ±≈ °≠
″∂←↑≡↓↑≡←≡±↔∂±÷ ↔•≡ ⇐↔•°≥∂… ≠∂↔• ∂± •∂← °♦±
↓♠≥∂…↔∂°±← ±≈ ↑≈∂° ←•°♦〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈ ↔•↔
↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°± °≠ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ♦≡↑≡
≠≥←≡ …°♠≥≈ °±≥ƒ ≡ ±←♦≡↑≡≈ ƒ ≡♣″∂±∂±÷ …•♠↑…•
↔≡…•∂±÷← ±≈ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉 √≈〉 ⊂∂±…≡ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← ♦°♠≥≈
↑≡→♠∂↑≡ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°± °≠ ″↔↔≡↑← °♥∂°♠←≥ƒ ♦∂↔•∂± ↔•≡
↑≡≥″ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ±≈ ↓°≥∂…ƒ⌠ ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂°± °≠
↔•≡″ ♦← ≡ƒ°±≈ ↔•≡ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔←〉 √≈〉
√± ≡♣″∂±∂±÷  ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″ ↑∂←∂±÷ ≠↑°″ ↔•≡
↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°± °≠  ″∂±∂←↔≡↑← ≡″↓≥°ƒ″≡±↔⌠ °±≡ …°♠↑↔
≡♣↓≥∂±≡≈∑
∈♠≡←↔∂°±← °≠ ↔↑♠↔•⌠ ≠≥←∂↔ƒ⌠ ″≥∂…≡⌠ ±≈ ↔•≡ ♥↑∂°♠←
↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡← ↔•↔ ≡♣∂←↔ °≠↔≡± ↔×≡ °±  ≈∂≠≠≡↑≡±↔ •♠≡ ♦•≡±
≡♣″∂±≡≈ ∂± ↔•≡ ≥∂÷•↔ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ↓↑≡…≡↓↔← ±≈
↓↑°…≡≈♠↑≡← ↔•↔ ÷≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ ↓≡↑″≡↔≡ …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡← °♥≡↑
♦•° ∂← ≠∂↔ ↔° ↑≡↓↑≡←≡±↔ ±≈ ←↓≡× ≠°↑ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉 〉 〉 〉
∨♣″∂±∂±÷ ←♠…• …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡← ∂← ↓↑≡…∂←≡≥ƒ ↔•≡ ×∂±≈ °≠
∂±→♠∂↑ƒ ↔•↔ ∂← ≠°↑∂≈≈≡± ↔° …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔←〉 〉 〉 〉
⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉 ∏°•±←°±⌠  ⇒〉≈ ↔ ⌠ →♠°↔∂±÷ ⇔°♦±←⌠
 ⇒〉≈ ↔ 〉 ⊄•≡ ←″≡ ≥∂÷•↔ ∂≥≥♠″∂±↔≡← …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←∂≡←〉 ⊂∂″∂≥↑≥ƒ⌠  ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡ …°♠↑↔
•← ←↔↔≡≈∑
√± °↑≈≡↑ ↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ °↑ ±°↔ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ ♦←
♦∂↔•∂± •∂← ↑∂÷•↔← ±≈ ∝♠←↔∂≠∂≡≈ ∂± ↓♠≥∂←•∂±÷ ±≈
…∂↑…♠≥↔∂±÷ ↔•≡ ≥≡↔↔≡↑ ±±°♠±…∂±÷ ↔•↔ ⊗↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ℜ •≈
≡≡± ♠±≠↑°…×≡≈⌠ ±≈⌠ ↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡⌠ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ °↑ ±°↔
≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ ∂← °↑ ♦← ÷♠∂≥↔ƒ °≠ ±ƒ ≥∂≡≥ °↑ ←≥±≈≡↑ °≠
…°″↓≥∂±±↔⌠ ∂↔ ♦°♠≥≈ ≡ ±≡…≡←←↑ƒ ↔° ↓←← °± ↔•≡
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ …↔∂°±← ±≈ ≈≡…∂←∂°±← °≠ ↔•≡ ¬↑≡≡×
∠↑↔•°≈°♣ ⇐•♠↑…• ±≈ ↔•∂← ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔← °≠ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡ ↑≡
♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↓°♦≡↑ ↔° ≈°〉 √± ↓↑↔∂…♠≥↑⌠ ↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°±← °≠
♦•≡↔•≡↑ °↑ ±°↔ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ″≈≡ ƒ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ ↑≡
↔↑♠≡ ±≈ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ °↑ ±°↔ ←♠…• ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↑≡ ↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡≈
″♠←↔⌠ ∂± ↔•≡ ≥←↔ ±≥ƒ←∂←⌠ ≈≡↓≡±≈ °± ↔•≡ ♥≥∂≈∂↔ƒ °↑
…°↑↑≡…↔±≡←← °≠ ≈≡…∂←∂°±← °≠ ↔•≡ ¬↑≡≡× ∠↑↔•°≈°♣ ⇐•♠↑…•〉
ƒ↑∂↔←∂← ♥〉 ⊃∂≡↑°±⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ↔ 〉
∠±≡ …°♠↑↔ ≥∂×≡±≡≈  ←↔↔≡″≡±↔ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠ ↔°
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °≠ °↓∂±∂°±⌠ ♦•∂…• ↑≡ ±°↔ …↔∂°±≥≡ ←
≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← ≠↑≡≡≈°″ °≠
←↓≡≡…• ↓↑°♥∂←∂°± ↑← ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ←≡≈ °±

∉÷≡  °≠ 

←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔•↔ ↑≡ ≡♣↓↑≡←←∂°±← °≠ ∂≈≡← °↑ °↓∂±∂°±← ±≈
↔•↔ …±±°↔ ≡ ↑≡←°±≥ƒ ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔≡≈ ← ←↔↔∂±÷ …↔♠≥
≠…↔← °♠↔ ± ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥〉 ∂≥×°♥∂…• ♥〉 °↑∂± ∏°♠↑±≥
⇐°〉⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ⌠  〉 √± ⊂±≈← ♥〉 ∂♥∂±÷ ∪°↑≈
∧≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓⌠  ∉〉≈  ⇒≥←× ⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ •≡≥≈
↔•↔ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ♦←  …♠≥↔ ↑≡…↑♠∂↔≡↑
±≈ ↔•↔ •∂← …•♠↑…• ♦←  …♠≥↔ ♦≡↑≡ ±°↔ …↔∂°±≥≡ ∂±
≈≡≠″↔∂°± ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ƒ ♦≡↑≡ ↓↑°±°♠±…≡″≡±↔← °≠ 
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠ ±≈ °↓∂±∂°± ±°↔ ≠…↔♠≥≥ƒ ♥≡↑∂≠∂≥≡〉 √≈〉
↔ 〉 ∠↔•≡↑ …°♠↑↔← ∂± ←∂″∂≥↑ …°±↔≡♣↔← •♥≡ ≥←°
↑≡≠♠←≡≈ ↔° ≈≡…∂≈≡ ↔•≡ ″≡±∂±÷ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ↔≡↑″← ∂±
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈∂←↓♠↔≡←〉 ⊂≡≡ ⋅↑↔♦∂÷ ♥〉 ⇒≥≡↑↔♠← ÷±♠←
⇐°≥≥≡÷≡⌠  ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉≈ ⌠ ∫ ⇔〉 ⇐°±±〉 
≈≡…≥∂±∂±÷ ↔° ≈≡…∂≈≡ ↔•≡ ″≡±∂±÷ °≠ ↓↑∂≡←↔ ≥÷←↑♠±
♥〉 ⊃≈ ⋅↑°±∂″⌠  ∧〉 ⊂♠↓↓〉≈ ⌠  ⇔〉∇〉∏〉
 ≈≡…≥∂±∂±÷ ↔° ≈≡…∂≈≡ ↔•≡ ″≡±∂±÷ °≠ ∂÷″∂←↔〉
⊂±≈←⌠  ∉〉≈ ↔  ±〉 〉
⊆≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠⌠ °↓∂±∂°±⌠ ±≈ ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔↔∂°± ↑≡ ←♠∝≡…↔
↔° ± ≈≈∂↔∂°±≥ …°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±≥ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°±〉 ∪•∂≥≡
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °≠ °↓∂±∂°± ∂± ÷≡±≡↑≥⌠ ←♠…•  ↓°≥∂↔∂…≥
°↓∂±∂°±⌠ ↑≡ ±°↔ …↔∂°±≥≡⌠⊗≠±ℜ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↓∂±∂°± ↑≡ ≈°♠≥ƒ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔
⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉 ⊄•≡ƒ ↑≡ ±°↔ ″≡±≥≡ ↔° ↓↑°°≠ °≠ ↔•≡∂↑
↔↑♠↔• °↑ ≠≥←∂↔ƒ⌠ ±≈ ←≡…♠≥↑ …°♠↑↔← •♥≡ ±° ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±
↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡ ↔•≡∂↑ ↔↑♠↔• °↑ ≠≥←∂↔ƒ〉
⊄•≡ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±≥ →♠≡←↔∂°± ∂± ↔•≡ …←≡ ≡≠°↑≡ ♠←⌠ ↔•≡±⌠
″♠←↔ ≡ ≈≡…∂≈≡≈ ƒ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ←↓≡…∂≠∂…
≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← °≠ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ″≈≡ •≡↑≡∂± …± ≡
≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡≈ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≡…°″∂±÷ ≡♣…≡←←∂♥≡≥ƒ
≡±↔±÷≥≡≈ ∂± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡⌠ ≡∂±÷ ↔•≡ ↑∂↔≡↑ °≠
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠⌠ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷ ↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←← °≠
←…↑∂↓↔♠↑≥ ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔↔∂°±⌠ °↑ °↔•≡↑♦∂←≡ ″×∂±÷  …≥≡↑≥ƒ
≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ≈≡…∂←∂°±〉

×±°♦≥≡≈÷≡ °≠ °↑ …↔ ∂± ↑≡…×≥≡←← ≈∂←↑≡÷↑≈ ← ↔° ↔•≡
≠≥←∂↔ƒ °≠ ↔•≡ ↓♠≥∂…∂∞≡≈ ″↔↔≡↑ ±≈ ↔•≡ ≠≥←≡ ≥∂÷•↔ ∂±
♦•∂…• ↔•≡ °↔•≡↑ ♦°♠≥≈ ≡ ↓≥…≡≈〉 ∪≡←↔ ♥〉 ≡≈∂
¬≡±≡↑≥ ⇐°±♥≡↑÷≡±…≡⌠ √±…〉⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈  ⊄≡±±〉

≈°↓↔∂±÷
↔•≡
≈≡≠∂±∂↔∂°±
≠°♠±≈
∂±
⊆∨⊂⊄⇒⊄∨∨∇⊄ ⊂∨⇐∠∇⇔ ∠∧ ⊄∠⊆⊄⊂ ξ
∨〉⊗≠±ℜ ∧°↑ ↓♠↑↓°←≡← °≠ ↑≡←°≥♥∂±÷ ↔•≡ ←♠∝≡…↔
″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ∂←←♠≡⌠ ↔•≡ ≈∂←↔∂±…↔∂°±← ″°±÷ ↔•≡
↔°↑↔← ∂← ±°↔ ↑≡≥≡♥±↔⌠ ♠↔ ↔•≡ ♠±∂≠°↑″ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡″≡±↔ °≠
≠≥←∂↔ƒ ∂←〉
⊄•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ←←≡↑↔ ↔•↔ ←°″≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔
…•♠↑…• °≠≠∂…∂≥← ″≈≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔° ↔•≡ ÷≡±≡↑≥ ↓♠≥∂…
↔•↑°♠÷• ↔•≡ ″←← ″≡≈∂ ↔•↔ ≈≡≠″≡≈ ⇑↑↑
⇒±≈≡↑←°±〉 ⊄•♠←⌠ ƒ …≥∂″∂±÷ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•←
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °♠↔ ↔•≡∂↑ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ♦≡↑≡
≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ±≡…≡←←↑∂≥ƒ …≥∂″ ↔•↔ ↔•≡
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ♦≡↑≡ ≠≥←≡〉 ⋅°♦≡♥≡↑⌠ ↔•≡∂↑ …°″↓≥∂±↔ ≈°≡←
±°↔ →♠°↔≡ ∂± ≠♠≥≥ ±ƒ °≠ ↔•≡ ↓♠≥∂… ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔•↔
∂±…≥♠≈≡ ≥±÷♠÷≡ ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ↔° ≡ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ⌠ ±°↑ ♦≡↑≡
…°↓∂≡← °≠ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷≡≈≥ƒ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ↑↔∂…≥≡← °↑ ↔↓≡← °≠
↔•≡ ↑°≈…←↔← ↔↔…•≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡∂↑ …°″↓≥∂±↔〉⊗≠±ℜ
⊂°″≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±←⌠ •°♦≡♥≡↑⌠ ≈° ∂±…≥♠≈≡ ←°″≡ °≠
↔•≡ ←↓≡…∂≠∂… ♦°↑≈← ♠←≡≈〉 ∠±≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°± ←↔↔≡← ↔•↔ °±≡
°≠ ↔•≡ ±″≡≈ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← ←↔↔≡≈ ↔°  ±≡♦←↓↓≡↑ ↑≡↓°↑↔≡↑
↔•↔ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°±⌠ ≥°±÷ ♦∂↔• ↔•↑≡≡ °↔•≡↑ …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑←⌠ ♦≡↑≡ ↔° ≡ ←♠″″°±≡≈ ≡≠°↑≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±
↔↑∂♠±≥← °± …•↑÷≡← °≠ ♥↑∂°♠← ←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥ ♥∂°≥↔∂°±← ≠°↑
↔•≡ ↓♠↑↓°←≡ °≠ ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±∂±÷ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ƒ ←•°♠≥≈ ≡
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈ ≠°↑ ←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥ ♥∂°≥↔∂°±←〉 ⇒±°↔•≡↑
≥≥≡÷↔∂°± ←↔↔≡← ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ±″≡≈ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ ←↔↔≡≈ ↔°
±°↔•≡↑ ↑≡↓°↑↔≡↑ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≥°…≥ ∝♠≈∂…∂≥ ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷←
÷∂±←↔ ↔•≡←≡ ″≡″≡↑← ″ƒ ≠°…♠← °± ←∂±← ♠±↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔°
↓♠≥∂… …°″″≡±↔← °± ←≡♣♠≥ ♠←≡ ♦∂↔•∂± ↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•←
∪∂↔±≡←←≡← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±〉

⇑〉 ⊄•≡ ⇐≥∂″← ⋅≡↑≡∂±
⊄° ≡←↔≥∂←•  …≥∂″ ≠°↑ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ∂± ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡⌠ 
↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ″♠←↔ ≡←↔≥∂←• ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ ↓♠≥∂←•≡≈ 
←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ♦∂↔• ×±°♦≥≡≈÷≡ ↔•↔ ∂↔ ♦← ≠≥←≡ ±≈
≈≡≠″∂±÷ ↔° ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠⌠ ♦∂↔• ↑≡…×≥≡←← ≈∂←↑≡÷↑≈ ≠°↑ ↔•≡
↔↑♠↔• °≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔⌠ °↑ ♦∂↔• ±≡÷≥∂÷≡±…≡ ∂± ≠∂≥∂±÷ ↔°
←…≡↑↔∂± ↔•≡ ↔↑♠↔• °≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔〉 ⊂♠≥≥∂♥± ♥〉 ⇑↓↔∂←↔
≡″°↑∂≥ ⋅°←↓∂↔≥⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠  ⊄≡±±〉 
∉↑≡←←⌠ √±…〉 ♥〉 ⊃≡↑↑±⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠  ⊄≡±±〉
〉 ⇔≡≠″↔∂°± ″ƒ ≥←° ≡♣∂←↔ ♦•≡↑≡ ∂±…°″↓≥≡↔≡
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °≠ ↔↑♠≡ ≠…↔ …↑≡↔≡  ≠≥←≡ ±≈ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ
∂″↓↑≡←←∂°± ↔•↑°♠÷• ∂±±♠≡±≈°⌠ °↑ ♦•≡↑≡ ♦°↑≈← ±°↔
≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ °± ↔•≡∂↑ ≠…≡ ↑≡ ←•°♦± ↔° ≡ ←° ∂± ≥∂÷•↔ °≠
≡♣↔↑∂±←∂… ≡♥∂≈≡±…≡〉 ⊂≡≡ ∉↔≡ ♥〉 ⊂≡↑♥∂…≡ ≡↑…•±≈∂←≡
⇐°〉⌠ √±…〉⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠  ⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉 
≡″↓•∂← ∉♠≥∂←•∂±÷ ⇐°〉 ♥〉 ∇∂…•°≥←⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠
 ⊄≡±±〉 〉 ⊂∂″∂≥↑≥ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ ↑≡…≡±↔≥ƒ∫↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈
↔°↑↔ °≠ ≠≥←≡ ≥∂÷•↔ ∂±♥←∂°± °≠ ↓↑∂♥…ƒ ∂±…≥♠≈≡← ±
≡≥≡″≡±↔ °≠ ≠≥←∂↔ƒ ±≈ ↑≡→♠∂↑≡← ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ •♥≡

⊄•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔ ≠♠↑↔•≡↑ ≥≥≡÷≡← ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ ♦•°
″≈≡ ↔•≡←≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ×±≡♦ ↔•↔ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± •≈
±°↔ …°″″∂↔↔≡≈ ±ƒ ←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥ ♥∂°≥↔∂°±← ±≈ ↔•↔ ±°
÷↑°♠±≈← ≠°↑ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ≡♣∂←↔≡≈ ±≈ ↔•↔ •≡ ≥←°
×±≡♦ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥ ↔↑∂♠±≥← ♦≡↑≡ ≡∂±÷
…°±≈♠…↔≡≈ ← ↓↑↔ °≠ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•← ↓≥± ↔° ≈≡←↔↑°ƒ ↔•≡
…↑≡≈∂∂≥∂↔ƒ °≠ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± ←° ← ↔° ≠↑♠←↔↑↔≡ •≡↑ ≡≠≠°↑↔←
↔° ↓↑≡♥≡±↔ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ≠↑°″ ←•≡≥↔≡↑∂±÷ …•∂≥≈ ♠←≡↑←〉
⇒±°↔•≡↑ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°± …≥∂″← ↔•↔  ⇐•♠↑…• ←↓°×≡←″± ∂±
± ∂±↔≡↑♥∂≡♦ ♦∂↔•  ±≡♦←↓↓≡↑ ↑≡↓°↑↔≡↑ ≡♣↓≥∂±≡≈ ↔•↔ 
⇐°↑∂±↔•∂±←⌠ …•↓↔≡↑ ⌠ ♥≡↑←≡← ∫⌠ ↓↑°♥∂≈≡≈ ↔•≡
←…↑∂↓↔♠↑≥ ←∂← ≠°↑ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•← ↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ″≡″≡↑← ←♠…• ← ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± ♦•°
↑≡ ♠±↑≡↓≡±↔±↔ °♠↔ …≡↑↔∂± ←∂±←〉 ⊄•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔
≠♠↑↔•≡↑ ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ↔•↔  ≥°…≥ ↔≡≥≡♥∂←∂°± ↑≡↓°↑↔≡↑ ←↔↔≡≈ °±
∂↑ ↔•↔ °±≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ±″≡≈ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← •≈ ↔°≥≈ •≡↑≡ ↔•↔
↔•≡ ←…↑∂↓↔♠↑≡← ♠←≡≈ ↔° ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓ ♦≡↑≡ ≠°♠±≈ ∂± ∧∂↑←↔
⇐°↑∂±↔•∂±←⌠ ↔• …•↓↔≡↑〉 ⊄•≡ ↑≡↓°↑↔≡↑ ←•°♦≡≈ °± ⊄⊃

∉÷≡  °≠ 

↔•≡ ≥≡↔↔≡↑ ↔•↔ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± ↑≡…≡∂♥≡≈ ≠↑°″ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•
←↔↔∂±÷ ↔•↔ ←•≡ ♦← ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓≡≈ ≠°↑ …♠←∂±÷
≈∂♥∂←∂°±←〉 √± ↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± …°±↔≡±≈≡≈
↔•↔ ƒ ↓↓≥ƒ∂±÷ ↔•≡ ⇒↓°←↔≥≡ ∉♠≥← ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←
↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ←•♠±±∂±÷ ↔•≡ ♦∂…×≡≈ ″± ≡…♠←≡ °≠ •∂← ←∂±←
← ≠°♠±≈ ∂±  ⇐°↑∂±↔•∂±← ⌠ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← ≠≥←≡≥ƒ
≥≡≥≡≈ •≡↑ ← ♦∂…×≡≈〉 ⊗≠±ℜ
⊄•♠←⌠ ……°↑≈∂±÷ ↔° ↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔ ∂↔←≡≥≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←
≥≥≡÷≡≈ ↔° ≡ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ↑≡≠≡↑ ↔° ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ↑≡←°±← ≠°↑
≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ±≈ ←•♠±±∂±÷ ∂± ÷≡±≡↑≥⌠ ±≈
↑≡≠≡↑≡±…≡ ♦← ″≈≡ ↔° ←∂±← ±≈ ←↓∂↑∂↔♠≥ ♥∂°≥↔∂°±← ↔•↔
…°♠≥≈ •♥≡ ↑≡≠≡↑↑≡≈ ←↓≡…∂≠∂…≥≥ƒ ↔° ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°±〉
⇒……°↑≈∂±÷ ↔° ↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠ ∂± ↔•≡ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± °≠
∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←⌠ ←♠…• ♥∂°≥↔∂°±← ∂±…≥♠≈≡ ←↔∂↑↑∂±÷ ♠↓
♠±↑≡←↔⌠ …↑≡↔∂±÷ ≈∂←←≡±←∂°±⌠ °↑ …♠←∂±÷ ≈°♠↔ °♠↔ ↔•≡
⇐•♠↑…•〉 ⊄•≡←≡ ♦≡↑≡ ↔•≡ …•↑÷≡← ↑°♠÷•↔ ÷∂±←↔ ←〉
⇒±≈≡↑←°± ±≈ ↔•≡ ↑≡←°± ÷∂♥≡± ≠°↑ •≡↑ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ≠↑°″
↔•≡ …•♠↑…•〉 √± °↑≈≡↑ ↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔ ∂←←♠≡ ♦≡↑≡ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ⌠  …°♠↑↔ ♦°♠≥≈ ≡
↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ ↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡⌠ ″°±÷ °↔•≡↑ ↔•∂±÷←⌠ ∂≠ ↔•≡ƒ ♦≡↑≡
≠≥←≡〉 ∪≡ …±±°↔ ←≡≡ •°♦ ←♠…• ± ∂±→♠∂↑ƒ …°♠≥≈ ≡
…°±≈♠…↔≡≈ ±≈ ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂°± ″≈≡ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ≡±…↑°…•∂±÷
°± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ″↔↔≡↑←〉 ⇒≈≈∂↔∂°±≥≥ƒ⌠ ↔° ≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡ ↔•≡
≠≥←∂↔ƒ °≠ ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔←⌠  …°♠↑↔ ♦°♠≥≈ ±≡≡≈ ↔° ≡♣″∂±≡
↔•≡ …°↑↑≡…↔±≡←← °≠ ↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…• ↔↑∂♠±≥
↔•↔ ←•≡ •≈ …°″″∂↔↔≡≈ ♥∂°≥↔∂°±← ″≡↑∂↔∂±÷ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°±〉
⊄•∂← ♦≡ …±±°↔ ≈°〉
⊄•≡ ≥←↔ ↔♦° ↓↑÷↑↓•← °≠ ↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔← ←≡…↔∂°± °±
↔•≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ↑≡ ↑≡♥≡≥∂±÷〉 ⊄•≡ƒ ∂±…≥♠≈≡
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔•↔ ∉≥∂±↔∂≠≠ •← ±°↔ •≈  ≠≥≥∂±÷ ♦ƒ °≠
•≡↑ ≠∂↔•⌠ ♠↔ ∂← ″°←↔ …°±…≡↑±≡≈ °♠↔ ↔•≡ ♦≡≥≠↑≡ °≠ •≡↑
↑≡≥∂÷∂°± ±≈ ↔•≡ ↓↑°≥≡″← ←•≡ ↓≡↑…≡∂♥≡← ∂± ↔•≡
⇐•♠↑…•← •±≈≥∂±÷ °≠ …•∂≥≈ ←≡♣♠≥ ♠←≡ ↑≡↓°↑↔←〉
∧♠↑↔•≡↑⌠ ←•≡ ←↔↔≡← ↔•↔ ←•≡ ∂← ±°↔ ↔×∂±÷ ∂←←♠≡ ♦∂↔• •≡↑
…•♠↑…•← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ♦∂↔•
↑≡←♠≥↔±↔ ←•♠±±∂±÷⌠ 〉 〉 〉 ♠↔ ∂← ←×∂±÷ ≠°↑ ↑≡≥∂≡≠ ≠°↑
♦↑°±÷≠♠≥ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ 〉 〉 〉 ≈♠≡ ↔° ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•←
•∂≡↑↑…•ƒ ≡∂±÷ ″°↔∂♥↔≡≈ ↔° ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓ ∉≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ƒ
↑≡←°±← ♠±↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡ ≈∂…↔↔≡← °≠ ↔•≡∂↑ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±〉
⊄•≡←≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ″×≡ …≥≡↑ ↔•↔⌠ ∂± ≡←←≡±…≡⌠ ↔•≡
≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← ↑≡ ←∂″↓≥ƒ  ↑≡←↔↔≡″≡±↔ °≠ ↔•≡
⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ←∂… …≥∂″ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ °≠
←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± ♦← ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥ ±≈ ±°↔ ≡…♠←≡ °≠ •≡↑
♥∂°≥↔∂°± °≠ ±ƒ ⇐•♠↑…• ↔≡±≡↔←⌠ ♠↔⌠ ∂±←↔≡≈⌠ ≠°↑ °↔•≡↑
↑≡←°±← ↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔° •≡↑ …↔∂♥∂↔∂≡←〉 ∪≡ •♥≡ ≥↑≡≈ƒ
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ♦↑°±÷≠♠≥ ≈∂←≠≡≥≥°♦←•∂↓↓∂±÷ ±≈
↑≡≥↔≡≈ …≥∂″← ←≡≈ °± ↔•≡ ←″≡ ↑÷♠″≡±↔ ↑≡
↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈ ≠↑°″ …°♠↑↔ ≈∝♠≈∂…↔∂°±〉 ⊄•≡ ←″≡ ↑≡←°±←
±≈ ≥≡÷≥ ↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← ≈∂…↔↔≡ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″←
↑≡ ≥∂×≡♦∂←≡ °♠↔←∂≈≡ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔← ♠↔•°↑∂↔ƒ ↔° ≈∝♠≈∂…↔≡〉
∩〉 ⇐∠∇⇐⊇⊂√∠∇

⇑←≡≈ °± ↔•≡ ↑≡←°±← ←≡↔ °♠↔⌠ ♦≡ ↑≡♥≡↑←≡ ↔•≡ ↔↑∂≥
…°♠↑↔← …↔∂°±← ∂± ≈≡±ƒ∂±÷ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← ″°↔∂°± ↔°
≈∂←″∂←← ≠°↑ ≥…× °≠ ←♠∝≡…↔ ″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ←≡≈
♠↓°± ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± °≠ ≈≡…∂←∂°± °≠
…•♠↑…• ↔↑∂♠±≥← °± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← →♠≡←↔∂°±←〉 ∪≡ •°≥≈ ↔•↔ ≥≥
°≠ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠← …≥∂″←⌠ ← ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ∂± ↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔⌠ ↑≡
↑↑≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←↔≡±↔∂°± ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉
⇒……°↑≈∂±÷≥ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ ″≡±≈≡≈ …°″↓≥∂±↔ ∂← ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈〉
⇐°←↔← °± ↓↓≡≥ ↑≡ ↔♣≡≈ ↔° ↔•≡ ↓↓≡≥≥≡≡←⌠ ↑〉 ±≈ ↑←〉
⇒±≈≡↑←°±〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡ ⇐°″↓≥∂±↔ ±″≡≈ ← ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← ↔•≡ ⊆≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
∠↑≈≡↑ °≠ ∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←⌠ ↔•≡ ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑ ⇑∂≥≡
±≈ ⊄↑…↔ ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ °≠ ∇≡♦ ∅°↑×⌠ √±…〉⌠ ↔•≡ ±…•≡←↔≡↑
⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± °≠ ∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡←⌠ ±≈ ±♠″≡↑°♠←
°↔•≡↑ ≈∂♥∂←∂°±← °≠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•⌠ ← ♦≡≥≥ ← ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥
≡≥≈≡↑← °≠ ↔•≡ ±…•≡←↔≡↑ …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°± ±≈ ←↓°×≡←″≡±
≠°↑ ↔•≡ ±↔∂°±≥ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°± ⊄•≡ ↓↓≡≥≥±↔← ↑∂≡≠
←←≡↑↔← ↔•↔ ←°″≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ±″≡≈ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← ↑≡ ±°↔
↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔° ∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡← ∂± ±ƒ ♦ƒ⌠ ∂±…≥♠≈∂±÷
∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑ ∨±↔≡↑↓↑∂←≡←⌠ ⇐〉 ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑ ∧°♠±≈↔∂°±⌠
√±…〉⌠ ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑ ⇒←←°…∂↔≡←⌠ ↔≈〉⌠ ±≈ ↔•≡ ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑
¬↑°♠↓⌠ √±…〉 ∪≡ ±≡≡≈ ±°↔ ≈≡…∂≈≡ ↔•°←≡ ∂←←♠≡← ∂± ↔•∂←
↓↓≡≥〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⇒ …°♠↑↔ ″♠←↔ ≈∂←↔∂±÷♠∂←• ≡↔♦≡≡± ″°↔∂°±← ↔°
≈∂←″∂←← ≠°↑ ≥…× °≠ ←♠∝≡…↔ ″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ♦•∂…•
↔↔…× ↔•≡ …°″↓≥∂±↔ °± ∂↔← ≠…≡ ±≈ ↔•°←≡ ♦•∂…• ↔↔…×
↔•≡ ≡♣∂←↔≡±…≡ °≠ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ∂± ≠…↔〉 ⊆√ ⊄∂↔±∂♠″ ⇐°〉
♥〉 ∪≡←↔∂±÷•°♠←≡ ∨≥≡…〉 ⇐°↑↓〉⌠  ∧〉≈ ⌠  ↔•
⇐∂↑〉 〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⇒↓↓↑≡±↔≥ƒ ←°″≡ …°♠↑↔← ♦°♠≥≈ ♥∂≡♦ ↔•≡ ↔↔…× °±
←♠∝≡…↔ ″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°± ″≈≡ ∂± ↔•∂← …←≡ ←  ⊄≡±±〉
⊆〉 ⇐∂♥〉 ∉〉 〉 ″°↔∂°± ↔° ≈∂←″∂←← ≠°↑ ≠∂≥♠↑≡ ↔° ←↔↔≡
 …≥∂″⌠ …•↑…↔≡↑∂∞∂±÷ ↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←↔≡±↔∂°±
≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ←  ≈≡≠≡±←≡ ↔° ±ƒ ↑≡≥∂≡≠〉 ⊂≡≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠ ⇑↑ƒ…≡ ♥〉
∨↓∂←…°↓≥ ⇐•♠↑…• ∂± ↔•≡ ⇔∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ⇐°≥°↑≈°⌠  ∧〉≈
⌠  ↔• ⇐∂↑〉 〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← ≠↑≡≡ ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡ ÷♠↑±↔≡≡
±≈ ∂↔← ↓↑°•∂∂↔∂°± ÷∂±←↔ ≥♦← ↑≡←↓≡…↔∂±÷ ↔•≡
≡←↔≥∂←•″≡±↔ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°± •♥≡ ≡≡± ″≈≡ ♦•°≥≥ƒ
↓↓≥∂…≥≡ ↔° ↔•≡ ←↔↔≡← ƒ ↔•≡ ∧°♠↑↔≡≡±↔• ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
⊂…•°°≥ ⇔∂←↔↑∂…↔ °≠ ⇒∂±÷↔°± ⊄°♦±←•∂↓ ♥〉 ⊂…•≡″↓↓⌠ 
⊇〉⊂〉 ⌠ ∫  ⇐±↔♦≡≥≥ ♥〉 ⇐°±±≡…↔∂…♠↔⌠ 
⊇〉⊂〉 ⌠  〉 ⇐°♠↑↔← •♥≡ ↔ ↔∂″≡← ♥↑∂≡≈ ∂±
↔•≡∂↑ ∂≈≡±↔∂≠∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ←°♠↑…≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
←↔≡±↔∂°± ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ← ↔•≡ ∧↑≡≡ ∨♣≡↑…∂←≡ ⇐≥♠←≡ °↑ ↔•≡
∨←↔≥∂←•″≡±↔ ⇐≥♠←≡⌠ °↑ °↔•〉 ⊂≡≡ ⊆°←↔∂ ♥〉 ⊄°≥≡≈°
⇐↔•°≥∂… ⇔∂°…≡←≡⌠  ∧〉 ⊂♠↓↓ ≈ ⌠  ∇〉⇔〉 ∠•∂°
 ←↔↔∂±÷ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ″∝°↑∂↔ƒ •°≥≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ∂←
≠°♠±≈≡≈ ∂± ↔•≡ ∧↑≡≡ ∨♣≡↑…∂←≡ ⇐≥♠←≡〉〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⇑≡…♠←≡ °≠ ∂↔← ♦°↑≈∂±÷⌠ ↔•≡ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡
⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±← ≠↑≡≡≈°″ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°± ↓↑°♥∂←∂°± •← ≡≡±

∉÷≡  °≠ 

∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔≡≈ ← ↓°←←∂≥ƒ ↓↑°♥∂≈∂±÷ ÷↑≡↔≡↑ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± ↔•±
↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ↔° ↔•≡ ⊇±∂↔≡≈ ⊂↔↔≡← ⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°±〉
⊂↔↔≡ ≡♣ ↑≡≥〉 ⊂♦±± ♥〉 ∉…×⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠  ⊄≡±±〉
 ←↔↔∂±÷ ↔•↔ ⊄≡±±〉 ⇐°±←↔〉 ↑↔〉 √⌠ ξ  …°±↔∂±← 
←♠←↔±↔∂≥≥ƒ ←↔↑°±÷≡↑ ÷♠↑±↔ƒ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≠↑≡≡≈°″←
⇐↑≈≡± ♥〉 ⇑≥±≈⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠  ⊄≡±±〉 
←↔↔∂±÷ ↔•↔ ↑↔〉 √⌠ ξ  °≠ ↔•≡ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡ ⇐°±←↔∂↔♠↔∂°± ∂←
↑°≈≡↑ ±≈ ″°↑≡ …°″↓↑≡•≡±←∂♥≡ ∂± ∂↔← ÷♠↑±↔≡≡ °≠
≠↑≡≡≈°″ °≠ ♦°↑←•∂↓ ±≈ ≠↑≡≡≈°″ °≠ …°±←…∂≡±…≡〉
∇°±≡↔•≡≥≡←←⌠ ↔•≡ ⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡ ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡ ⇐°♠↑↔ •← ±≡♥≡↑
↑↔∂…♠≥↔≡≈  •∂÷•≡↑ ≈≡÷↑≡≡ °≠ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± °↑ ″°↑≡
≡♣↓±←∂♥≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔∂°± ↔•± ↔•↔ °≠ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔〉
⇐°″″∂←←∂°±≡↑ °≠ ⊄↑±←↓°↑↔↔∂°± ♥〉 ≡≈∂…∂±≡ ⇑∂↑≈
⇑≥…× ⇑≡↑ ∪•∂↔≡ ∨÷≥≡⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠ 
⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉 〉 √±←↔≡≈⌠ ↔•≡ ⇐°♠↑↔ •← ↓↓≥∂≡≈ ↔•≡
←″≡ ←↔±≈↑≈← ±≈ ♠←≡≈ ↔•≡ ←″≡ ↓↑∂±…∂↓≥≡← ← ↔•°←≡
♠←≡≈ ↔° ∂±↔≡↑↓↑≡↔ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔← ∧↑≡≡ ∨♣≡↑…∂←≡
⇐≥♠←≡〉 √≈〉 ∪≡ ♦∂≥≥ ≈° ↔•≡ ←″≡〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⇒≥↔•°♠÷• ↔•≡ ⊇±∂↔≡≈ ⊂↔↔≡← ⊂♠↓↑≡″≡ ⇐°♠↑↔←
←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ←↔≡±↔∂°± ←↓≡× ∂±
↔≡↑″← °≠ •∂≡↑↑…•∂…≥ …•♠↑…• °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←⌠ ↔•≡↑≡ ∂← ±°
↑≡←°± ↔° ↑≡≠♠←≡ ↔° ↓↓≥ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ±≥ƒ←∂←
↔° …°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥ …•♠↑…•≡← °↑ ↔•°←≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
°↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±← ±°↔ •∂≡↑↑…•∂…≥ ∂± ←↔↑♠…↔♠↑≡〉 ⊂≡≡ ⋅≡↑≈ ♥〉
∏°•±←°±⌠  ⇒〉≈ ⌠  ±〉  ⇔〉⇐〉 ⇐∂↑…〉 
⇑♠↑÷≡←← ♥〉 ⊆°…× ⇐↑≡≡× ⇑↓↔∂←↔ ⇐•♠↑…•⌠  ∧〉⊂♠↓↓〉 ↔
 ±〉  ⇐≥≥•± ♥〉 ∧∂↑←↔ ⇐°±÷↑≡÷↔∂°±≥ ⇐•♠↑…• °≠
⋅♥≡↑•∂≥≥⌠  ∇〉∨〉≈ ⌠  ←←〉  ¬♠∂±± ♥〉
⊄•≡ ⇐•♠↑…• °≠ ⇐•↑∂←↔ °≠ ⇐°≥≥∂±←♥∂≥≥≡⌠  ∉〉≈ ⌠ 
±〉  ∠×≥〉 〉 ∪•≡↑≡⌠ ← ∂± ↔•≡ …←≡ ≡≠°↑≡ ♠←⌠ ↔•≡
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °≈ƒ •← ≈°↓↔≡≈  •∂≡↑↑…•∂…≥ ↓°≥∂↔ƒ⌠ ∂↔ ∂← ±°↔
±≡…≡←←↑ƒ ↔° ≡♣″∂±≡ ↔•≡ ↓↓≥∂…↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ ∂±
°↔•≡↑ ↔ƒ↓≡← °≠ °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±←〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊗⊄ℜ•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ±≈ ∧°♠↑↔≡≡±↔• ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔←
″±≈↔≡ ↔•↔ …∂♥∂≥ …°♠↑↔← ←•≥≥ ±°↔ ≈∂←↔♠↑ ↔•≡ ≈≡…∂←∂°±←
°≠ ↔•≡ •∂÷•≡←↔ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ↔↑∂♠±≥ ♦∂↔•∂±  …•♠↑…• °≠
•∂≡↑↑…•∂…≥ ↓°≥∂↔ƒ⌠ ♠↔ ″♠←↔ ……≡↓↔ ←♠…• ≈≡…∂←∂°±← ←
∂±≈∂±÷ °± ↔•≡″⌠ ∂± ↔•≡∂↑ ↓↓≥∂…↔∂°± ↔° ↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
∂←←♠≡← °≠ ≈°…↔↑∂±≡ °↑ ↓°≥∂↔ƒ ≡≠°↑≡ ↔•≡″〉 ∂≥∂♥°∝≡♥∂…•⌠
 ⊇〉⊂〉 ↔ 〉
⊗≠±ℜ √± …←≡← ∂±♥°≥♥∂±÷ ↔•≡ ↓↓≥∂…↔∂°± °≠  ←↔↔♠↔≡ ↔° 
↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±⌠ …°♠↑↔← ÷≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ ±≥ƒ∞≡ ♦•≡↔•≡↑
↔•≡ ←↔↔♠↔≡ ″ƒ ≡ ↓↓≥∂≡≈ ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ♥∂°≥↔∂±÷ ↔•≡
∨←↔≥∂←•″≡±↔ ⇐≥♠←≡ ƒ ♠←∂±÷  ↔•↑≡≡∫↓↑°±÷ ↔≡←↔∑ 
♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ←↔↔♠↔≡ •←  ←≡…♠≥↑ ↓♠↑↓°←≡⌠  ♦•≡↔•≡↑
∂↔← ↓♠↑↓°←≡ °↑ ↓↑∂″↑ƒ ≡≠≠≡…↔ ±≡∂↔•≡↑ ≈♥±…≡← ±°↑
∂±•∂∂↔← ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±⌠ ±≈  ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ∂↔ ≠°←↔≡↑← ± ≡♣…≡←←∂♥≡
÷°♥≡↑±″≡±↔ ≡±↔±÷≥≡″≡±↔ ♦∂↔• ↑≡≥∂÷∂°±〉 ≡″°± ♥〉
♠↑↔∞″±⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ⌠ ∫  ⇔≡↑…° ♥〉
⋅°≥ƒ ⇐↑°←← ⋅∂÷• ⊂…•°°≥⌠  ∧〉≈ ↔  ¬≡↑ƒ ♥〉
⊃∂←∂↔↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ⇑≥≡←←≡≈ ⊃∂↑÷∂± ↑ƒ ∉↑∂←• ⊂…•°°≥⌠ 
∧〉≈ ↔  ⇔°≥→♠∂←↔ ♥〉 ⋅≡↑↔≥±≈ ∉↑≡←ƒ↔≡↑ƒ⌠  ∧〉
⊂♠↓↓〉 ≈ ⌠  ⇔〉 ±←← 〉

⊗≠±ℜ ∧°↑ ↔•≡ ←″≡ ↑≡←°±← ±° ≠↑♠≈ ≡♣…≡↓↔∂°± ↓↓≥∂≡←
•≡↑≡∂±⌠ ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ←≡↓↑↔≡ …≥∂″ °≠ …°″″°± ≥♦
≠↑♠≈ ″♠←↔ ≡ ≈∂←″∂←←≡≈〉
⊗≠±ℜ √± ∉♠≥⌠ ↔•≡ ∇∂±↔• ⇐∂↑…♠∂↔ ↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ ↔•↔⌠
♦•≡↔•≡↑ °↑ ±°↔ ↔•≡ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← …°±≈♠…↔ …°″↓≥∂±≡≈ °≠
♦°♠≥≈ ≡ °↔•≡↑♦∂←≡ ↔°↑↔∂°♠←⌠ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← •≈
± ≠≠∂↑″↔∂♥≡ ≈≡≠≡±←≡ °≠ ↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡ ‰  ≈≡≠≡±←≡ ↔•↔
↓≡↑″∂↔← ↔•≡″ ↔° ≡±÷÷≡ ∂± ↔•≡ ↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠ ←•♠±±∂±÷
↓♠↑←♠±↔ ↔° ↔•≡∂↑ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠← ♦∂↔•°♠↔ ∂±…♠↑↑∂±÷ ↔°↑↔
≥∂∂≥∂↔ƒ〉  ∧〉≈ ↔ 〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≠∂↑←↔ ≡♣″∂±≡≈ ↔•≡
•∂←↔°↑ƒ °≠ ←•♠±±∂±÷ ″°±÷ ↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡← ±≈
←°″≡ ≡↑≥∂≡↑ ⇐•↑∂←↔∂± ÷↑°♠↓← ±≈ ↔•≡ ←…↑∂↓↔♠↑≥
↑↔∂°±≥≡ ≠°↑ °←↔↑…∂∞∂±÷ ≠°↑″≡↑ ″≡″≡↑←〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔
≠°♠±≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠ ←•♠±±∂±÷ ♦← ± ∂″↓°↑↔±↔
↓↑↔ °≠ ↔•≡ ≡≥∂≡≠ ←ƒ←↔≡″ °≠ ↔•≡ ∏≡•°♥•← ∪∂↔±≡←←≡← ±≈
♦← ↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡≈ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡♣↓↑≡←←∂°± ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡
∧↑≡≡ ∨♣≡↑…∂←≡ ⇐≥♠←≡〉 √≈〉⌠  ∧〉≈ ↔ 〉 ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔
↔•≡± •≡≥≈ ↔•↔ ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ↓↑…↔∂…≡ °≠
←•♠±±∂±÷ ≈∂≈ ±°↔ ↓↑≡←≡±↔  ↔•↑≡↔ ↔° ↓♠≥∂… ↓≡…≡⌠ ←≠≡↔ƒ
°↑ ″°↑≥∂↔ƒ⌠ ←↔↔≡ ∂±↔≡↑♥≡±↔∂°± ƒ ↓≥…∂±÷  ≈∂↑≡…↔
♠↑≈≡± °± ↔•≡ ≠↑≡≡ ≡♣≡↑…∂←≡ °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°± ♦← ±°↔ ≥≥°♦≡≈〉
√≈〉 √± ⊂±≈←⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≥←° ↓↓≥∂≡≈ ↔•≡ ↔≡←↔ ≠°↑ ♦•≡↔•≡↑
…°±≈♠…↔ ∂← ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡ ∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ±≈
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ↓↑…↔∂…≡ ↔ ∂←←♠≡ ♦← ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←≥ƒ
←≡≈ ↔•↔ ∂↔ ≈∂≈ ±°↔ ↓°←≡  ←♠←↔±↔∂≥ ↔•↑≡↔ ↔° ↓♠≥∂…
←≠≡↔ƒ⌠ ↓≡…≡ °↑ °↑≈≡↑ ±≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡↑≡ ♦← ±° …°″↓≡↔∂±÷
←↔↔≡ ∂±↔≡↑≡←↔ °≠ ↔•≡ •∂÷•≡←↔ °↑≈≡↑ ↔ ←↔×≡〉
⇐°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ ←•♠±±∂±÷ ↔•↔ ♦← ↔•≡ ←∂← °≠ ↔•≡
←♠∂↔ ♦← ↓↑°↔≡…↔≡≈⌠ ±≈ ≈∂←″∂←←≥ °≠ ↔•≡ ≡″°↔∂°±≥
≈∂←↔↑≡←← …≥∂″ ♦← ↓↑°↓≡↑〉  ∉〉≈ ↔ 〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡↑≡ ∂←  ←≡↑∂°♠← →♠≡←↔∂°± ← ↔° ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡
…°±≈♠…↔ …°″↓≥∂±≡≈ °≠ ∂± ↔•∂← …←≡ ↑∂←≡← ↔° ↔•≡ ≥≡♥≡≥
↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈ ↔° ≡←↔≥∂←• °♠↔↑÷≡°♠← …°±≈♠…↔〉 ⊂∂±…≡ ♦≡ •♥≡
≈≡…∂≈≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•∂← …≥∂″ ∂← ±°↔ ←♠∝≡…↔ ↔° …°♠↑↔
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°± ≡…♠←≡ ∂↔ ∂← ∂±≡♣↔↑∂…≥ƒ ↑≡≥↔≡≈ ↔° ±≈ 
…°±←≡→♠≡±…≡ °≠ ↔•≡ ″≡″≡↑←•∂↓ ≈≡…∂←∂°±⌠ ♦≡ ±≡≡≈ ±°↔
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← ←↔↔≡  …≥∂″ ≠°↑
↑≡≥∂≡≠〉
⊗≠±ℜ ←〉 ⇒±≈≡↑←°± •← ≥≥≡÷≡≈ ↑≡…• °≠  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
≈♠↔ƒ⌠ ±≈ ↔•↔ ↔ƒ↓≡ °≠ ≈♠↔ƒ ″♠←↔ ↑∂←≡ ≠↑°″  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ
↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ← ↑≡…°÷±∂∞≡≈ ∂± ≥♦〉 ∧°↑  ≈∂←…♠←←∂°± °≠
↔•≡ ≈∂≠≠≡↑≡±…≡← ≡↔♦≡≡± ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓⌠
…°±≠∂≈≡±↔∂≥ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓⌠ ±≈ ←↓≡…∂≥ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓⌠
♦•∂…• ≥←° ↔↑∂÷÷≡↑ ←°″≡ ≥≡÷≥ …°±←≡→♠≡±…≡←⌠ ←≡≡ ⇑≡↑↑ƒ
♥〉 ∪↔…•↔°♦≡↑ ⇑∂≥≡ ±≈ ⊄↑…↔ ⊂°…∂≡↔ƒ °≠ ∇≡♦ ∅°↑×⌠
√±…〉⌠  ⇒〉≈ ⌠ ∫ ∇〉⋅〉  ⊆∂…•≡≥≥≡ 〉
♥〉 ⊆°″± ⇐↔•°≥∂… ⇒↑…•∂←•°↓⌠  ⇐≥〉 ⊆↓↔↑〉≈ ⌠
∫ ⇐≥∂≠〉 ⇐↔〉 ⇒↓↓〉 〉 ⇑≡…♠←≡ ♦≡ ↑≡←°≥♥≡ ↔•∂←
∂←←♠≡ °± ↔•≡ ←∂← °≠ ←♠∝≡…↔ ″↔↔≡↑ ∝♠↑∂←≈∂…↔∂°±⌠ ♦≡
±≡≡≈ ±°↔ ≡♣″∂±≡ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← ″≈≡ ∂± ↔•≡
…°″↓≥∂±↔ ≡←↔≥∂←•  ≠∂≈♠…∂↑ƒ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ♠±≈≡↑
⊄≡±±≡←←≡≡ ≥♦〉

∉÷≡  °≠ 

⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡ ≠…↔ ↔•↔  ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← °↑÷±∂∞↔∂°±
≈∂≈ ±°↔ ±≈ …°♠≥≈ ±°↔ ←←≡↑↔ ↔•↔ ←♠…• ∂″↓↑°↓≡↑ ←≡♣♠≥
…°±≈♠…↔ ♦← ↓↑↔ °≠ ∂↔← ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠← °↑ ↓↑…↔∂…≡← ≥←°
≈∂←↔∂±÷♠∂←•≡← ↔•≡←≡ …←≡← ≠↑°″  ≈∂←↓♠↔≡ °♥≡↑ ←♠…•
≠♠±≈″≡±↔≥≥ƒ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ″↔↔≡↑← ← …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓〉 ⊂≡≡⌠ ≡〉÷〉⌠ ⇔°≡ ♥〉 ∨♥±←⌠  ⊂°〉≈ 
∧≥〉  ∧〉¬〉 ♥〉 …⇔°±±≡≥≥⌠  ⇒〉≈  ∇〉∏〉
 ⇔≡⊂↔≡≠±° ♥〉 ¬↑↑∂±⌠  ∉〉≈  ⇐°≥°〉
 •°≥≈∂±÷ ↔•↔ …≥∂″← …°♠≥≈ ≡ …°±←∂≈≡↑≡≈ ≡…♠←≡
↔•≡ƒ ↑°←≡ ≠↑°″ ↓♠↑≡≥ƒ ←≡…♠≥↑ …°±≈♠…↔ ±≈ ♦≡↑≡ ±°↔
≈≡≠≡±≈≡≈ °± ↔•≡ ←∂← °≠  ←∂±…≡↑≡≥ƒ •≡≥≈ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
≡≥∂≡≠ °↑ ↓↑…↔∂…≡〉 √± ↔•≡ …←≡ ≡≠°↑≡ ♠←⌠ ↔•≡ ⇐•♠↑…•←
≈≡…∂←∂°± ↔° ≡♣↓≡≥ ↔•≡ ⇒±≈≡↑←°±← ∂← ≈≡≠≡±≈≡≈ °± ↔•≡
←∂← °≠ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ↔≡±≡↔← ±≈ ∂← ± ≡←←≡±↔∂≥≥ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠←
≈≡…∂←∂°±〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⇑≡…♠←≡ °≠ °♠↑ ↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ∂←←♠≡⌠ ♦≡ ±≡≡≈
±°↔ ≡♣″∂±≡ ♦•≡↔•≡↑ ↔•≡ ≡≥≈≡↑← ±≈ °↔•≡↑ …•♠↑…•
°≠≠∂…∂≥← ±″≡≈ ← ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔← •≡↑≡∂± ↑≡ …≥≡↑÷ƒ ≠°↑
↓♠↑↓°←≡← °≠ …≥≡↑÷ƒ∫↓↑∂←•∂°±≡↑ ↑≡≥↔∂°±←•∂↓ ∂←←♠≡←〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊂≡≡ ⇔♠←…• ♥〉 ⊆ƒ←×≡⌠  ∧〉≈ ⌠  ±〉 
↔• ⇐∂↑〉  ≥∂←↔∂±÷ ←↔↔≡ …←≡← ↑≡∝≡…↔∂±÷ ←♠…•  …♠←≡
°≠ …↔∂°± ∏…→♠≡≥∂±≡ ⊆〉 ♥〉 ⋅°♠←≡•°≥≈ °≠ ∧∂↔• ∧″∂≥ƒ
⇐•♠↑…•⌠ √±…〉⌠  ⇐≥〉 ⊆↓↔↑〉  ⇐≥〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉 
∧〉¬〉 ♥〉 …⇔°±±≡≥≥⌠  ⇒〉≈ ⌠  ∇〉∏〉 
⊂…•∂≡≠≠≡↑ ♥〉 ⇐↔•°≥∂… ⇒↑…•≈∂°…≡←≡ °≠ ∠″•⌠ 
∇〉∪〉≈ ⌠  ∇≡〉 〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊂°″≡ •♥≡ ↓↓≥∂≡≈ …°″″°± ≥♦ °↑ ←↔↔♠↔°↑ƒ
↓↑∂♥∂≥≡÷≡← ←°″≡ •♥≡ ≡♣″∂±≡≈ ↔•≡ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← ≠°↑
≠∂≥♠↑≡ ↔° ←↔↔≡  …≥∂″ ♠±≈≡↑ ←↔↔≡ ≥♦ ±≈ ←°″≡ •♥≡
↓↓≥∂≡≈ ♥≡↑←∂°±← °≠ ↔•≡ ∨←↔≥∂←•″≡±↔ ⇐≥♠←≡ ↔≡←↔⌠ ↔•≡
∧↑≡≡ ∨♣≡↑…∂←≡ ↔≡←↔⌠ °↑  …°″∂±↔∂°±〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡ ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ↔ ∂←←♠≡ ∂± ↔•≡ …←≡ ≡≠°↑≡ ♠← ≈°
…°±↔∂± ↑≡≠≡↑≡±…≡← ↔° ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠← ±≈ ←…↑∂↓↔♠↑≡⌠ ←°
↔•≡↑≡ ∂← ±° →♠≡←↔∂°± ↔•↔ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥ ″↔↔≡↑← ↑≡ ↔
∂←←♠≡〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⇒≥↔•°♠÷• ↔•∂← ≈∂←…♠←←∂°± ↔°°× ↓≥…≡ ∂± ↔•≡
…°±↔≡♣↔ °≠  ±≡÷≥∂÷≡±…≡ …≥∂″⌠ ∂↔ ∂← ±°±≡↔•≡≥≡←←
↑≡≥≡♥±↔ ↔°  ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⇒≈≈∂↔∂°±≥≥ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ±°↔≡≈ ↔•↔ ←≡♥≡↑≥
±≡♦←↓↓≡↑ ↑↔∂…≥≡← ↓↓≡↑≡≈ ∂± ↔•≡ ↑≡…°↑≈⌠ ♠↔ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ƒ
←∂≈ ±°↔•∂±÷ ≡♣…≡↓↔ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ″∂±∂←↔≡↑ •≈ ≡≡±
←♠←↓≡±≈≡≈ ≠↑°″ •∂← ↓↑∂≡←↔≥ƒ ≈♠↔∂≡← ↓≡±≈∂±÷ ±
∂±♥≡←↔∂÷↔∂°± °≠ ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← °≠ ←≡♣♠≥ ″∂←…°±≈♠…↔〉 ⊄•≡
…°♠↑↔ ″≈≡ ±° ↑♠≥∂±÷ ♦∂↔• ↑≡÷↑≈ ↔° ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← ∂± ↔•≡←≡
↑↔∂…≥≡←〉
⊗≠±ℜ ∪•≡↑≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″← •♥≡ ←♠↑♥∂♥≡≈
≈∂←″∂←←≥ ♦•≡± ≠…≡≈ ♦∂↔• …≥∂″← °≠ ≡……≥≡←∂←↔∂…≥
←↔≡±↔∂°±⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ •← ÷≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ ″≈≡ 

≈≡↔≡↑″∂±↔∂°± ↔•↔ ↑≡←°≥♠↔∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ ←↓≡…∂≠∂… ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±
♦°♠≥≈ ±°↔ ↑∂←× ↓↑°•∂∂↔≡≈ ≡±↔±÷≥≡″≡±↔〉 ∧°↑ ≡♣″↓≥≡⌠
⇔↑≡♥≥°♦ ♥〉 ♠↔•≡↑± ⇐•♠↑…• ∂←←°♠↑∂ ⊂ƒ±°≈⌠ ←♠↓↑⌠
↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ≠°♠±≈ ↔•↔  ″∂±∂←↔≡↑← ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″ ←≡≈
°± ≥≥≡÷↔∂°±← ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• …∂↑…♠≥↔≡≈  ↓≡↑←°±≥
∂±≠°↑″↔∂°± ≠∂≥≡ °♠↔ •∂″ ↔•↔ …°±↔∂±≡≈ ≠≥←≡
∂±≠°↑″↔∂°± °♠↔ •∂← ♦∂≠≡ ♦← ±°↔ ↓↑≡…≥♠≈≡≈ ƒ ↔•≡
∧∂↑←↔ ⇒″≡±≈″≡±↔ ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…• •≈ ±°↔ °≠≠≡↑≡≈
±ƒ ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ↑≡←°± ≠°↑ ∂↔← …↔∂°±← ↑≡÷↑≈∂±÷ ↔•≡ ≠∂≥≡
±≈⌠ …°±←≡→♠≡±↔≥ƒ⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔ ♦°♠≥≈ ±°↔ ≡…°″≡
≡±↔±÷≥≡≈ ∂± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← …°±↔↑°♥≡↑←ƒ〉 ⇔↑≡♥≥°♦⌠  ∧〉≈
↔ 〉 ⊂∂″∂≥↑≥ƒ⌠ ∂± ≥∂≡≡±←↔≡∂±⌠ ←♠↓↑⌠ ↔•≡ …°♠↑↔
≥≥°♦≡≈ ↔•≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± …≥∂″ ↔° ÷° ≠°↑♦↑≈⌠ ↑≡♥≡↑←∂±÷
←♠″″↑ƒ ∝♠≈÷″≡±↔ ≠°↑ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•⌠ °±≥ƒ ≡…♠←≡ ∂↔
≈≡↔≡↑″∂±≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ →♠≡←↔∂°± °≠ ♦•≡↔•≡↑  ↔≡↑″ ♠←≡≈ ∂± 
≥≡↔↔≡↑ ∂±∂↔∂↔∂±÷ ≡♣↓♠≥←∂°± ↓↑°…≡≡≈∂±÷← ÷∂±←↔  …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑⌠ ♠↔ ≈∂←←≡″∂±↔≡≈ ≡ƒ°±≈ ↔•≡ …•♠↑…•
″≡″≡↑←•∂↓⌠ ♦← ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ …°♠≥≈ ≡ ≈≡…∂≈≡≈ ♦∂↔•°♠↔
∂±↔↑♠≈∂±÷ ∂±↔° ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≈°…↔↑∂±≡〉 ≥∂≡≡±←↔≡∂±⌠ 
∇〉∪〉≈ ↔ 〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡ ≥♦ °≠ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ÷≡±≡↑≥≥ƒ ≡♣≡″↓↔←
°↓∂±∂°±←⌠ ≡♥≡± ♦•≡± ±°↔ ←≡≈ °± ↑≡≥∂÷∂°♠← ≡≥∂≡≠〉
∂≥×°♥∂…• ♥〉 °↑∂± ∏°♠↑±≥⌠ √±…〉⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ↔  ←≡≡
≥←° ¬↑≡≡±≡≥↔ ⇐°°↓≡↑↔∂♥≡ ∉♠≥∂←•∂±÷ ⇒←←°…∂↔∂°± ♥〉
⇑↑≡←≥≡↑⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ⌠   ≠∂±≈∂±÷ ↔•↔ ↔•≡ ♠←≡ °≠
↔•≡ ↔≡↑″ ≥…×″∂≥ ↔° ≈≡←…↑∂≡ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠←
±≡÷°↔∂↔∂±÷ ↔…↔∂…← ♦← ±°↔ ←≥±≈≡↑ ♦•≡± ←↓°×≡± ∂± 
•≡↔≡≈ …∂↔ƒ …°♠±…∂≥ ″≡≡↔∂±÷⌠ ±≈ ±°↔ ≥∂≡≥ ♦•≡±
↓♠≥∂←•≡≈ ∂± ±≡♦←↓↓≡↑ ↑↔∂…≥≡← ……♠↑↔≡≥ƒ ↑≡↓°↑↔∂±÷ ↔•≡
↓♠≥∂… ≈≡↔≡ ≡…♠←≡ ↔•≡ ♦°↑≈ ♦← ±° ″°↑≡ ↔•±
↑•≡↔°↑∂…≥ •ƒ↓≡↑°≥≡⌠  ♥∂÷°↑°♠← ≡↓∂↔•≡↔ ƒ ↔•°←≡ ♦•°
…°±←∂≈≡↑≡≈ ⊗↔•≡ ≈≡≠≡±≈±↔←ℜ ±≡÷°↔∂↔∂±÷ ↓°←∂↔∂°±
≡♣↔↑≡″≡≥ƒ ♠±↑≡←°±≥≡ ∠≥≈ ⇔°″∂±∂°± ⇑↑±…• ∇°〉
 ♥〉 ⇒♠←↔∂±⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ⌠   •°≥≈∂±÷ ↔•↔ 
♠±∂°± ↓♠≥∂…↔∂°± ≈≡←…↑∂∂±÷ ↔•≡ ↓≥∂±↔∂≠≠ ±°±∫♠±∂°±
″≡″≡↑ ←  ←…⌠ ±≈ ↔•≡↑≡≠°↑≡  ↔↑∂↔°↑ ↔° •∂← ¬°≈⌠
•∂← …°♠±↔↑ƒ⌠ •∂← ≠″∂≥ƒ⌠ ±≈ •∂← …≥←← ♦← ±°↔
…↔∂°±≥≡ ≡…♠←≡ ♠←≡ °≠ ♦°↑≈← ≥∂×≡ ↔↑∂↔°↑ ∂± ↔•↔
…←≡ …°♠≥≈ ±°↔ ≡ …°±←↔↑♠≡≈ ← ↑≡↓↑≡←≡±↔↔∂°±← °≠ ≠…↔⌠
♠↔ ↑↔•≡↑ ← ″≡↑≡≥ƒ ↑•≡↔°↑∂…≥ •ƒ↓≡↑°≥≡⌠  ≥♠←↔ƒ ±≈
∂″÷∂±↔∂♥≡ ≡♣↓↑≡←←∂°± °≠ ↔•≡ …°±↔≡″↓↔ ≠≡≥↔ ƒ ♠±∂°±
″≡″≡↑← ↔°♦↑≈← ↔•°←≡ ♦•° ↑≡≠♠←≡ ↔° ∝°∂±〉 ∪•∂≥≡
↔•≡↑≡ ∂← ±° ♦•°≥≡←≥≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ≡♣≡″↓↔∂°± ↔° ≡♥≡↑ƒ
←↔↔≡″≡±↔ ↔•↔ ″∂÷•↔ ↓°←←∂≥ƒ ≡ ≥≡≥≡≈ °↓∂±∂°±⌠
∂≥×°♥∂…• ♥〉 °↑∂± ∏°♠↑±≥⌠ √±…〉⌠  ⊇〉⊂〉 ↔ ⌠ 
←↔↔≡″≡±↔ °≠ °↓∂±∂°± ∂← …↔∂°±≥≡ °±≥ƒ ∂≠ ∂↔ ∂″↓≥∂≡← ↔•≡
≥≥≡÷↔∂°± °≠ ♠±≈∂←…≥°←≡≈ ≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ≠…↔← ← ↔•≡ ←∂←
≠°↑ ↔•≡ °↓∂±∂°±〉 ⊆≡♥∂← ♥〉 …⇐≥≡±⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠ 
⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉

…∂↔∂±÷
⊆∨⊂⊄⇒⊄∨∨∇⊄
⊂∨⇐∠∇⇔ ∠∧ ⊄∠⊆⊄⊂ ξ  〉 ⇐°±♥≡↑←≡≥ƒ⌠
♦•≡↑≡ ↔•≡↑≡ ∂← ±° ≠≥←≡ ↑≡↓↑≡←≡±↔↔∂°± °≠ ≠…↔⌠ °±≡ ″ƒ
±°↔ ↑≡…°♥≡↑ ∂± …↔∂°±← ≠°↑ ≈≡≠″↔∂°± ″≡↑≡≥ƒ ♠↓°± ↔•≡
≡♣↓↑≡←←∂°± °≠ ± °↓∂±∂°± ♦•∂…• ∂← ←≡≈ ♠↓°± ≈∂←…≥°←≡≈⌠
±°±≈≡≠″↔°↑ƒ ≠…↔←⌠ ±° ″↔↔≡↑ •°♦ ≈≡↑°÷↔°↑ƒ ∂↔ ″ƒ
≡〉 ∪∂±≈←°↑ ♥〉 ⊄≡±±≡←←≡±⌠  ⊂〉∪〉≈ ⌠ 

∉÷≡  °≠ 

⊄≡±±〉⇐↔〉⇒↓↓〉 〉 ⊂♠…• ←↔↔≡″≡±↔← °≠ °↓∂±∂°± ↑≡
±°↔ ↓↑°♥≥≡ ← ≡∂↔•≡↑ ↔↑♠≡ °↑ ≠≥←≡〉
⊗≠±ℜ ⊄•≡ …°♠↑↔ ±°↔≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡↑≡ ♦←  ÷↑≡↔ ≈≡≥ °≠
°♥≡↑≥↓ ≡↔♦≡≡± ↔•↔ ↔°↑↔ ±≈ ←∂″↓≥≡ ≈≡≠″↔∂°±⌠ ♠↔
…°±…≥♠≈≡≈ ↔•↔ ↔•≡↑≡ ♦≡↑≡ ←∂↔♠↔∂°±← ↔•↔ ≈∂≈ ±°↔ …♠←≡
↔•≡ ←°↑↔ °≠ ≈″÷≡ ↔° ± ∂±≈∂♥∂≈♠≥← ↑≡↓♠↔↔∂°± ↑≡→♠∂↑≡≈
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Janice PAUL, a/k/a/ Janice Perez,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.
WATCHTOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY
OF NEW YORK, INC., Defendants-Appellee.

Ecclesiastical abstention was not relevant as to
former church member who was not alleging
that new rules of church governing
“disassociation” were improper under church
law and who was not seeking relief for having
been “wrongfully” “disfellowshipped,” but who
was instead seeking relief for harm she suffered
as a result of conduct engaged in by church
members that was presumably consistent with
governing law of church.

No. 85–4012.
|
Argued and Submitted March 7, 1986.
|
Decided June 10, 1987.
Disassociated member of Jehovah’s Witnesses brought
action alleging common-law torts of defamation, invasion
of privacy, fraud, and outrageous conduct arising from
church’s requirement that its members “shun” her. The
United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Washington, Robert J. McNichols, Chief Judge, granted
defendants’ motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff
appealed. The Court of Appeals, Reinhardt, Circuit Judge,
held that Jehovah’s Witnesses’ practice of shunning is
protected under First Amendment of United States
Constitution and therefore under provisions of
Washington State Constitution.
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West Headnotes (7)
Religious Societies
Operation and effect of decisions, laws, and
proceedings
Religious Societies
Judicial supervision in general
“Ecclesiastical abstention” provides that civil
courts may not redetermine correctness of
interpretation of canonical text or some decision
relating to government of religious polity;
rather, civil courts must accept as given

Religious Societies
Torts
For purpose of determining whether cause of
action in tort arises from religious practice of
“shunning,” although shunning is intentional,
activity is not malum in se; state is legitimately
concerned with its regulation only to extent that
individuals are directly harmed.

Affirmed.

[1]

Religious Societies
Judicial supervision in general

[4]

Federal Courts
Unsettled or Undecided Questions
Federal courts are not precluded from affording
relief simply because neither state Supreme
Court nor state legislature has enunciated clear
policy governing particular type of controversy.
14 Cases that cite this headnote
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Gregory J. Arpin,
defendant/appellee.
[5]

Constitutional Law
Religious Organizations in General
Religious Societies
Membership in general
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ practice of shunning is
protected under First Amendment of United
States Constitution and therefore under
provisions of Washington State Constitution.
U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 1.
23 Cases that cite this headnote

[6]

Constitutional Law
Particular Issues and Applications
When imposition of liability would result in
abridgment of right to free exercise of religious
beliefs, recovery in tort is barred. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 1.

Spokane,

Wash.,

for

the

Before WRIGHT, TANG and REINHARDT, Circuit
Judges.
Opinion
REINHARDT, Circuit Judge:
Janice Paul, a former member of the Jehovah’s Witness
Church, appeals from the grant of summary judgment in
favor of defendants, the corporate arms of the Governing
Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Paul contends that she is
being “shunned” by adherents of the Jehovah’s Witness
faith. She initially filed suit in state court, setting forth
various tort claims. Defendants removed the action on the
ground of diversity. Because the practice of shunning is a
part of the faith of the Jehovah’s Witness, we find that the
“free exercise” provision of the United States Constitution
and thus of the Washington State Constitution precludes
the plaintiff from prevailing. The defendants have a
constitutionally protected privilege to engage in the
practice of shunning. Accordingly, we affirm the grant of
summary judgment, although for reasons different from
those of the district court. See generally Anderson v.
Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91
L.Ed.2d 202 (1986).

11 Cases that cite this headnote
I. Facts
[7]

Damages
Clergy and religious societies
Religious Societies
Torts
Intangible or emotional harms cannot ordinarily
serve as basis for maintaining tort cause of
action against church for its practices. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 1.
6 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms
*876 Robert A. Castrodale, Coulee, Wash., for the
plaintiff/appellant.

Janice Paul was raised as a Jehovah’s Witness. Her
mother was very active in the Church and, from the age of
four, Paul attended church meetings. In 1962, when Paul
was 11 years old, her mother married the overseer of the
Ephrata, Washington congregation of Jehovah’s
Witnesses. In 1967, Paul officially joined the Witnesses
and was baptized.
According to Paul, she was an active member of the
congregation, devoting an average of 40 hours per month
in door-to-door distribution of the Witnesses’
publications. In addition to engaging in evening home
bible study, she attended church with her family
approximately 20 hours per month. She eventually
married another member of the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
In 1975, Paul’s parents were “disfellowshiped” from the
Church. According to Paul, her parents’ expulsion
resulted from internal discord within their congregation.
The Elders of the Lower Valley Congregation told Paul
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that she and her husband should not discuss with other
members their feeling that her parents had been unjustly
disfellowshiped. That advice was underscored by the
potential sanction of her own disfellowship were she to
challenge the decision.
Sometime after the Elders’ warning, Paul decided that she
no longer wished to belong to the congregation, or to
remain affiliated with the Jehovah’s Witnesses. In
November 1975, Paul wrote a letter to the congregation
withdrawing from the Church.
The Witnesses are a very close community and have
developed an elaborate set of rules governing
membership. The Church has four basic categories of
membership, non-membership or former membership
status; they are: members, non-members, disfellowshiped
persons, and disassociated persons. “Disfellowshiped
persons” are former members who have been
excommunicated from the Church. One consequence of
disfellowship is “shunning,” a form of ostracism.
Members of the Jehovah’s Witness community are
prohibited—under
threat
of
their
own
disfellowship—from
having
any
contact
with
disfellowshiped persons and may not even greet them.
Family members who do not live in the same house may
conduct necessary family business with disfellowshiped
relatives but may not communicate with them *877 on
any other subject. Shunning purportedly has its roots in
early Christianity and various religious groups in our
country engage in the practice including the Amish, the
Mennonites, and, of course, the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
“Disassociated persons” are former members who have
voluntarily left the Jehovah’s Witness faith. At the time
Paul disassociated, there was no express sanction for
withdrawing from membership. In fact, because of the
close nature of many Jehovah’s Witness communities,
disassociated persons were still consulted in secular
matters, e.g. legal or business advice, although they were
no longer members of the Church. In Paul’s case, for
example, after having moved from the area, she returned
for a visit in 1980, saw Church members and was warmly
greeted.
In September 1981, the Governing Body of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, acting through the defendants—Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society of Pennsylvania, Inc., and the
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York,
Inc.—issued a new interpretation of the rules governing
disassociated persons. The distinction between
disfellowshiped and disassociated persons was, for all
practical purposes, abolished and disassociated persons
were to be treated in the same manner as the

disfellowshiped. The September 15, 1981 issue of The
Watchtower, an official publication of the Church,
contained an article entitled “Disfellowshiping—how to
view it.” The article included the following discussion:
THOSE WHO DISASSOCIATE THEMSELVES
... Persons who make themselves ‘not of our sort’ by
deliberately rejecting the faith and beliefs of
Jehovah’s Witnesses should appropriately be viewed
and treated as are those who have been
disfellowshiped for wrongdoing.
The Watchtower article based its announcement on a
reading of various passages of the Bible, including 1 John
2:19 and Revelations 19:17–21. The article noted further
that “[a]s distinct from some personal ‘enemy’ or worldly
man in authority who opposed Christians, a ...
disassociated person who is trying to promote or justify
his apostate thinking or is continuing in his ungodly
conduct is certainly not one to whom to wish ‘Peace’
[understood as a greeting]. (1 Tim. 2:1, 2).” Finally, the
article stated that if “a Christian were to throw in his lot
with a wrongdoer who ... has disassociated himself, ... the
Elders ... would admonish him and, if necessary, ‘reprove
him with severity.’ ” (citing, inter alia, Matt. 18:18, Gal.
6:1, Titus 1:13).
Three years after this announcement in The Watchtower,
Paul visited her parents, who at that time lived in Soap
Lake, Washington. There, she approached a Witness who
had been a close childhood friend and was told by this
person: “I can’t speak to you. You are disfellowshiped.”
Similarly, in August 1984, Paul returned to the area of her
former congregation. She tried to call on some of her
friends. These people told Paul that she was to be treated
as if she had been disfellowshiped and that they could not
speak with her. At one point, she attempted to attend a
Tupperware party at the home of a Witness. Paul was
informed by the Church members present that the Elders
had instructed them not to speak with her.
Upset by her shunning by her former friends and
co-religionists, Paul, a resident of Alaska, brought suit in
Washington State Superior Court alleging common law
torts of defamation, invasion of privacy, fraud, and
outrageous conduct. Defendants, Watchtower Bible and
Tract Associations, removed the action to federal court
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441 (1982). Watchtower moved
to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and for
failure to state a claim under Washington law.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(1) & (6). In the alternative,
Watchtower sought summary judgment. Fed.R.Civ.P.
56(b).
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[1] [2]
The district court denied the 12(b)(1) motion to
dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and the
12(b)(6) motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, but
granted the motion for summary judgment. The court
ruled that it had jurisdiction over the case because the
state court properly had jurisdiction originally. See *878
Salveson v. Western States Bankcard Ass’n, 731 F.2d
1423, 1431 (9th Cir.1984). The court also held that Paul’s
affidavits did not set forth facts that would establish a
prima facie case for relief. Moreover, the court ruled that
even if the practice of shunning was actionable, the court
was prohibited from ruling on the issue on the ground of
ecclesiastical abstention. That doctrine prohibits courts
from determining issues of canon law. See generally
Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426
U.S. 696, 96 S.Ct. 2372, 49 L.Ed.2d 151 (1976).1

individuals are directly harmed.
One state has recently recognized a cause of action in tort
arising from the practice of shunning. Although it did not
purport to create a new tort, the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, in Bear v. Reformed Mennonite Church,
462 Pa. 330, 341 A.2d 105 (1975), noted that certain
interests protected by the state may be invaded when
shunning occurs. As the Court stated:
the “shunning” practice of appellee
church and the conduct of the
individuals *879 may be an
excessive interference within areas
of “paramount state concern,” i.e.
the maintenance of marriage and
family relationship, alienation of
affection,
and
the
tortious
interference with a business
relationship....

II. The Plaintiff’s Cause of Action
Janice Paul seeks relief against the Church and several
Church officials under Washington state law and pleads
various causes of action in tort. She claims in essence that
the practice of shunning invades interests that the state
does or should protect through its tort law.
The case is properly before the federal courts because of
our diversity jurisdiction. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332 & 1447.
When federal courts sit in diversity, we apply state law.
Erie R.R. v. Thompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 817, 82
L.Ed. 1188 (1938). Our task is complicated by the fact
that there are no Washington cases considering whether a
cause of action in tort exists against a church for
“shunning” a former member or for engaging in
comparable religious practices, although the applicability
of state tort law to church practices has been the subject
of recent litigation in other jurisdictions. See Annotation,
Liability of Religious Association for Damages for
Intentionally Tortious Conduct in Recruitment,
Indoctrination, or Related Activity, 40 ALR 4th 1062
(1985); Miller v. Catholic Diocese of Great Falls, 728
P.2d 794 (Mont.1986).
[3]

We note at the outset that in this case the actions of
Church officials and members were clearly taken pursuant
to Church policy. Cf. Van Schaick v. Church of
Scientology of California, 535 F.Supp. 1125, 1142
(D.Mass.1982) (noting plaintiff’s “burden to show that
the actions taken against her by individual church
members were taken pursuant to some Church policy,
practice or directive”). Although shunning is intentional,
the activity is not malum in se. The state is legitimately
concerned with its regulation only to the extent that

Id. at 107.
Under Washington tort law there are at least three basic
categories of intentional conduct that are relevant here:
conduct causing emotional distress, conduct causing
alienation of affections, and conduct causing harm to
reputation. Paul claims to have suffered injuries in all
three categories as a result of the intentional actions of the
Jehovah’s
Witnesses.
Under
Washington
law,
“intangible-emotional” harm is, at least in some
circumstances, sufficient to support a claim in tort. See
Wilson v. Lund, 80 Wash.2d 91, 98, 491 P.2d 1287, 1291
(1971) (“ ‘intangible-emotional’ injuries can and do
constitute real and significant harms ”) (emphasis in
original) (permitting damages for loss of love and
companionship of dead child and for injury to or
destruction of parent-child relationship); cf. Baugh v.
Thomas, 56 N.J. 203, 265 A.2d 675, 677 (N.J.1970) (“We
believe that expulsion from a church or other religious
organization can constitute a serious emotional
deprivation which, when compared to some losses of
property or contract rights, can be far more damaging to
an individual.”).
[4]

Federal courts are not precluded from affording relief
simply because neither the state Supreme Court nor the
state legislature has enunciated a clear rule governing a
particular type of controversy. Were we able to invoke
only clearly established state law, litigants seeking to
protect their rights in federal courts by availing
themselves of our diversity jurisdiction would face an
inhospitable forum for claims not identical to those
resolved in prior cases. Equally important, a policy by the
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federal courts never to advance beyond existing state
court precedent would vest in defendants the power to bar
the successful adjudication of plaintiffs’ claims in cases
with novel issues; defendants could ensure a decision in
their favor simply by removing the case to federal court.
Congress, in providing for removal, certainly did not
intend to provide such a weapon to defendants.
[5]

Nonetheless, we need not decide here whether
Washington courts would ultimately rule that Paul has set
forth a prima facie claim for relief in tort because the
defendants, in any event, possess an affirmative defense
of privilege—a defense that permits them to engage in the
practice of shunning pursuant to their religious beliefs
without incurring tort liability. Were shunning considered
to be tortious conduct, the guarantee of the free exercise
of religion would provide that it is, nonetheless,
privileged conduct. In theory, we could examine the
question whether the shunning of a former member of a
church is, in itself, tortious; however, we will follow the
practice of Washington courts which safeguard the free
exercise of religion through the recognition of substantive
defenses to torts, rather than by negating the plaintiff’s
cause of action itself (i.e. ruling that the conduct in
question is not tortious). See Carrieri v. Bush, 69
Wash.2d 536, 419 P.2d 132, 137 (1966). The Washington
practice, in addition to being the governing rule here is, in
our view, the most sensible juridical approach. See New
York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 84 S.Ct. 710, 11
L.Ed.2d 686 (1964).

III. The Defendants’ Privilege
Shunning is a practice engaged in by Jehovah’s Witnesses
pursuant to their interpretation of canonical text, and we
are not free to reinterpret that text.2 Under both the United
States and Washington Constitutions, the defendants are
entitled to the free exercise of their religious beliefs. As
the Washington Supreme Court has stated, “[t]here is no
question that our state constitution protects the free
exercise of religious beliefs (Const. art. 1, § 11
(amendment 34)).” Carrieri v. Bush, 69 Wash.2d 536,
419 P.2d 132, 137 (1966).
*880 The free exercise protections of the Washington
Constitution are at least as generous as those of the
federal constitution. Indeed, in a decision rendered last
year, the Washington Supreme Court relied exclusively
on federal precedent in interpreting the scope of the free
exercise protections of its constitution, noting that the
“parties have not argued persuasively for a different
application of the provisions of the First Amendment and

Const. art. 1, § 11 (amend. 34) of the State Constitution as
they pertain to the [free] exercise of religion.” Backlund v.
Board of Comm’rs of King County Hosp., 106 Wash.2d
632, 639 n. 3, 724 P.2d 981, 985 n. 3 (1986). The parties
here also do not suggest any dissimilarity between the
free exercise provisions of the two constitutions.
Accordingly, we too will assume that they are identical
and will base our conclusion as to the meaning of the
Washington
Constitutional
provisions
on
our
understanding of the parallel provision of the First
Amendment. Cf. Examining Bd. of Eng’s v. Flores de
Otero, 426 U.S. 572, 597–98, 96 S.Ct. 2264, 2278–79, 49
L.Ed.2d 65 (1976).3
[6]

State laws whether statutory or common law, including
tort rules, constitute state action. In New York Times Co.
v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 84 S.Ct. 710, 11 L.Ed.2d 686
(1964), the Supreme Court ruled that state libel laws are
subject to the constraints of the first amendment. “The
test,” according to the Court, “is not the form in which
state power has been applied but, whatever the form,
whether such power has in fact been exercised.” 376 U.S.
at 265, 84 S.Ct. at 718. See also Lugar v. Edmondson Oil
Co., Inc., 457 U.S. 922, 936–40, 102 S.Ct. 2744,
2753–55, 73 L.Ed.2d 482 (1982); Shelley v. Kraemer, 334
U.S. 1, 68 S.Ct. 836, 92 L.Ed. 1161 (1948); American
Fed’n of Labor v. Swing, 312 U.S. 321, 61 S.Ct. 568, 85
L.Ed. 855 (1941). For purposes of this test, we see no
difference between libel and other forms of torts. Clearly,
the application of tort law to activities of a church or its
adherents in their furtherance of their religious belief is an
exercise of state power. When the imposition of liability
would result in the abridgement of the right to free
exercise of religious beliefs, recovery in tort is barred.
The Jehovah’s Witnesses argue that their right to exercise
their religion freely entitles them to engage in the practice
of shunning. The Church further claims that assessing
damages against them for engaging in that practice would
directly burden that right.
We agree that the imposition of tort damages on the
Jehovah’s Witnesses for engaging in the religious practice
of shunning would constitute a direct burden on religion.
The free exercise claim here is unlike the one in *881
Braunfeld v. Brown, 366 U.S. 599, 81 S.Ct. 1144, 6
L.Ed.2d 563 (1960). In Braunfeld, the United States
Supreme Court upheld Sunday closing laws even though
it acknowledged that Sunday closings made the practice
of their religious beliefs more expensive for Saturday
Sabbatarians, by forcing them to close their businesses
two days a week—Saturday (per religious compulsion)
and Sunday (per state compulsion). In upholding the
Pennsylvania statute, the Court stated that “to strike down
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... legislation which imposes only an indirect burden on
the exercise of religion, i.e. legislation which does not
make unlawful the religious practice itself, would
radically restrict the operating latitude of the legislature.”
Id. at 606, 81 S.Ct. at 1147.
As the Court analyzed the issues in Braunfeld, the direct
burden imposed by the statute—Sunday closing and the
financial losses attributable thereto—fell equally on all
persons. That the closing, in the end, had a greater
adverse impact on Saturday Sabbartarians was, in the
Court’s view, an indirect result of the fact that members
of those religions closed their places of business on
Saturdays as well. In the Court’s view, the law did not
regulate or prohibit Saturday closings, (in which case it
would have constituted a direct burden on Saturday
Sabbatarians) but only Sunday operations. From this, the
Court concluded that the statute did not directly regulate
or prohibit a religious practice (Saturday closings) but
merely regulated a non-religious one (Sunday business
operations); accordingly, any effect on the religious
practice was, in the Court’s view, “indirect.”4
Here, by contrast, shunning is an actual practice of the
Church itself, and the burden of tort damages is direct.
Permitting prosecution of a cause of action in tort, while
not criminalizing the conduct at issue, would make
shunning an “unlawful act.” Langford v. United States,
101 U.S. (11 Otto) 341, 345, 25 L.Ed. 1010 (1879)
(“[T]he very essence of a tort is that it is an unlawful
act.”). Imposing tort liability for shunning on the Church
or its members would in the long run have the same effect
as prohibiting the practice and would compel the Church
to abandon part of its religious teachings. Were we to
permit recovery, “ ‘the pressure ... to forego that practice
[would be] unmistakeable,’ ” Thomas v. Review Board,
450 U.S. 707, 717, 101 S.Ct. 1425, 1431, 67 L.Ed.2d 624
(1981) (quoting Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 404, 83
S.Ct. 1790, 1794, 10 L.Ed.2d 965 (1963)). The Church
and its members would risk substantial damages every
time a former Church member was shunned. In sum, a
state tort law prohibition against shunning would directly
restrict the free exercise of the Jehovah’s Witnesses’
religious faith.5
In Cantwell v. Connecticut, the Supreme Court faced a
claim of a direct burden on religion. 310 U.S. 296, 60
S.Ct. 900, 84 L.Ed. 1213 (1940). There, the appellant,
also a Jehovah’s Witness, was convicted of inciting a
breach of the peace. Cantwell had stopped two men on the
street and asked their permission to play a phonograph
record entitled “Enemies.” The record was a general
attack on organized *882 religions, in particular the
Roman Catholic Church. Upon listening, the two men

were highly offended: “one of them said he felt like
hitting Cantwell and the other that he was tempted to
throw Cantwell off the street.” Id. at 309, 60 S.Ct. at 905.
Although Cantwell’s conduct did not in itself breach the
peace, the reaction it produced—and had been likely to
produce—was a violation of the law.
In finding the conviction of Cantwell to be barred by the
first amendment, the Court recognized that “[i]n every
case the power to regulate [religious conduct] must be so
exercised as not, in attaining a permissible end, unduly to
infringe the protected freedom [of the exercise of
religion].” Id. at 304, 60 S.Ct. at 903. The Supreme Court
noted that there had been “no assault or threatening of
bodily harm.” Id. at 310, 60 S.Ct. at 906. It held that the
intangible harms caused by the exercise of Cantwell’s
religious belief were insufficient to justify the imposition
of civil or criminal liability. The Court ruled that the state
had failed to demonstrate that there was a “clear and
present menace to public peace and order as to render
[Cantwell] liable to conviction of the common law
offense in question.” Id. at 311, 60 S.Ct. at 906.
In Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 83 S.Ct. 1790, 10
L.Ed.2d 965 (1963), the Supreme Court once again struck
down a burden on the free exercise of religion. The Court
began its analysis by noting that in previous cases where
it had upheld the imposition of burdens on the right to
exercise religious beliefs freely the “conduct or actions so
regulated have invariably posed some substantial threat to
public safety, peace, or order.” Id. at 403, 83 S.Ct. at
1793. Similarly, the Supreme Court reiterated its view
that “[o]nly the gravest abuses, endangering paramount
interests, give occasion for permissible limitation.” Id. at
406, 83 S.Ct. at 1795 (quoting Thomas v. Collins, 323
U.S. 516, 530, 65 S.Ct. 315, 322, 89 L.Ed. 430 (1945)).
More directly, the Court expressed its disapproval of state
action similar to that which the plaintiff seeks here: “a
fine imposed against appellant for her Saturday worship.”
Id. at 404, 83 S.Ct. at 1794. In Sherbert, what the Court
termed a “fine” was only a denial of public benefits; here,
the “fine” is actual money damages.6
*883 [7] We find the practice of shunning not to constitute
a sufficient threat to the peace, safety, or morality of the
community as to warrant state intervention. The test for
upholding a direct burden on religious practices is as
stringent as any imposed under our Constitution. Only in
extreme and unusual cases has the imposition of a direct
burden on religion been upheld. See, e.g., Reynolds v.
United States, 98 U.S. (8 Otto) 145, 25 L.Ed. 244 (1878)
(polygamy); Hill v. State, 38 Ala.App. 404, 88 So.2d 880
(1956) (snake handling). The harms suffered by Paul as a
result of her shunning by the Jehovah’s Witnesses are
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clearly not of the type that would justify the imposition of
tort liability for religious conduct. No physical assault or
battery occurred. Intangible or emotional harms cannot
ordinarily serve as a basis for maintaining a tort cause of
action against a church for its practices—or against its
members. Cf. West Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v.
Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 646, 63 S.Ct. 1178, 1189, 87
L.Ed. 1628 (1943) (Murphy, J., concurring) (“[T]he
benefits that may accrue to society from the compulsory
flag salute are [not] sufficiently definite and tangible to
justify the invasion of freedom and privacy that is
entailed.”). Offense to someone’s sensibilities resulting
from religious conduct is simply not actionable in tort.
See Cantwell, 310 U.S. 296, 60 S.Ct. 900; cf. Cohen v.
California, 403 U.S. 15, 91 S.Ct. 1780, 29 L.Ed.2d 284
(1971). Without society’s tolerance of offenses to
sensibility, the protection of religious differences
mandated by the first amendment would be meaningless.
A religious organization has a defense of constitutional
privilege to claims that it has caused intangible harms—in
most, if not all, circumstances.7 As the United States
Supreme Court has observed, “[t]he values underlying
these two provisions [of the first amendment] relating to
religion have been zealously protected, sometimes even at
the expense of others interests.” Yoder, 406 U.S. at 214,
92 S.Ct. at 1532.
Providing the Church with a defense to tort is particularly
appropriate here because Paul is a former Church
member. Courts generally do not scrutinize closely the
relationship among members (or former members) of a
church. Churches are afforded great latitude when they
impose discipline on members or former members. We
agree with Justice Jackson’s view that “[r]eligious
activities which concern only members of the faith are
and ought to be free—as nearly absolutely free as
anything can be.” Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158,
177, 64 S.Ct. 438, 445, 88 L.Ed. 645 (1944) (concurring).

The members of the Church Paul decided to abandon
have concluded that they no longer want to associate with
her. We hold that they are free to make that choice. The
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ practice of shunning is protected
under the first amendment of the United States
Constitution and therefore under the provisions of the
Washington state constitution.

IV. Conclusion
We affirm the district court’s grant of summary judgment
in favor of the defendants, Watchtower Bible Societies of
New York and Philadelphia. Although we recognize that
the harms suffered by Janice Paul are real and not
insubstantial, permitting her to recover for intangible or
emotional injuries would unconstitutionally restrict the
Jehovah’s Witnesses free exercise of religion. The First
Amendment of the United States Constitution and
therefore the protections of the Washington Constitution
provide the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ with a defense to the
plaintiff’s *884 cause of action—the defense of privilege.
The constitutional guarantee of the free exercise of
religion requires that society tolerate the type of harms
suffered by Paul as a price well worth paying to safeguard
the right of religious difference that all citizens enjoy.
AFFIRMED.

All Citations
819 F.2d 875, 93 A.L.R. Fed. 737, 56 USLW 2007

Footnotes
1

The doctrine of ecclesiastical abstention is not pertinent here. As Justice Brennan noted for the Court in Serbian
Orthodox Diocese:
[W]here resolution of the disputes cannot be made without extensive inquiry by civil courts into religious law and
polity, the First and Fourteenth Amendments mandate that civil courts shall not disturb the decisions of the highest
ecclesiastical tribunal within a church of hierarchical polity, but must accept such decisions as binding on them, in
their application to the religious issues of doctrine or polity before them.
426 U.S. at 709, 96 S.Ct. at 2380. Ecclesiastical abstention thus provides that civil courts may not redetermine the
correctness of an interpretation of canonical text or some decision relating to government of the religious polity.
Rather, we must accept as a given whatever the entity decides. See id. at 710 96 S.Ct. at 2381 (Courts “must accept
such decisions as final, and as binding on [us], in their application to the case before [us].”) (quoting Watson v.
Jones, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679, 727, 20 L.Ed. 666 (1872)). Cf. United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78, 64 S.Ct. 882, 88
L.Ed. 1148 (1944) (courts will not inquire as to the truth or sincerity of religious beliefs).
This limited abstention doctrine is not relevant here because Paul is not alleging that the new rules governing
disassociation are improper under Church law. (Paul has dropped her fraud claim, cf. id. at 713, 96 S.Ct. at 2382.)
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Nor does she seek relief for having been “wrongfully” disfellowshiped. Rather, she seeks relief for the harms she has
suffered as a result of conduct engaged in by the Jehovah’s Witnesses that is presumably consistent with the
governing law of the Church. Accordingly, the doctrine of Serbian Orthodox Diocese does not apply.
2

See supra. note 1.

3

We note that some Washington state constitutional protections are more strict than their federal counterparts. For
example, Washington applies a much more stringent standard in determining whether a state regulation violates the
state’s “establishment clause.” See Witters v. State Comm’n for the Blind, 102 Wash.2d 624, 689 P.2d 53, 55 (1984)
(“our state constitution requires a far stricter separation of church and state than the federal constitution); cf. Bering v.
SHARE, 106 Wash.2d 212, 721 P.2d 918, 931 (1986) (requiring higher standard to justify state restriction of time,
place, and manner restrictions on free speech). As we note in the text, the parties here have not argued for a stricter
interpretation of the scope of the state protections of the free exercise of religion. See, e.g., Sumner v. First Baptist
Church, 97 Wash.2d 1, 639 P.2d 1358 (1982); Bolling v. Superior Court. 16 Wash.2d 373, 133 P.2d 803 (1943) (ruling
after Minersville School Dist. v. Gobitis, 310 U.S. 586, 60 S.Ct. 1010, 84 L.Ed. 1375 (1940) but before West Virginia
State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 63 S.Ct. 1178, 87 L.Ed. 1628 (1943), that the free exercise protections of
the Washington Constitution preclude conditioning attendance at public school on flag salutation).
States are, of course, free to interpret the provisions of their constitutions as being more protective of individual
rights than are the comparable provisions of the federal constitution. The California Supreme Court has done so for a
number of years. See, e.g., Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal.3d 584, 487 P.2d 1241, 96 Cal.Rptr. 601, 41 ALR 3d 1187
(Cal.1971). Most recently, the Oregon Supreme Court held that all speech is protected under the state constitution
including speech that would be considered obscene for purposes of the first amendment of the United States
Constitution. State v. Henry, 302 Or. 510, 732 P.2d 9 (Or.1987).

4

The reasoning of Braunfeld has been substantially undermined by subsequent cases. See, e.g., Hobbie v.
Unemployment Comm’n, –––U.S. ––––, 107 S.Ct. 1046, 94 L.Ed.2d 190 (1987); Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707,
101 S.Ct. 1425, 67 L.Ed.2d 624 (1981); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 92 S.Ct. 1526, 32 L.Ed.2d 15 (1972);
Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 83 S.Ct. 1790, 10 L.Ed.2d 965 (1963). In any event, for reasons set forth in the text
immediately following, Braunfeld is not controlling.

5

At oral argument, both counsel seem to agree on the principle that if the behavior of the religious organization in
question were criminal, the state would have a sufficient interest to overcome first amendment protections. This
position is clearly incorrect. Whether a state labels a particular type of behavior criminal or whether it enables private
citizens to enforce substantive rules of behavior through tort laws is not dispositive of the constitutional question. As
the Supreme Court noted in New York Times v. Sullivan, “we are compelled by neither precedent nor policy to given
any ... weight to ... ‘mere labels’ of state law.” 376 U.S. at 269, 84 S.Ct. at 720. See also McDaniel v. Paty, 435 U.S.
618, 627 n. 5, 98 S.Ct. 1322, 1328 n. 5, 55 L.Ed.2d 593 (1978) (noting that the Court will “consider” the state’s
application of a label, although “we are not bound by it”). The constitutional analysis always entails an examination of
the interest behind the state regulation—whether criminal, administrative, or tort.

6

We note that doctrinal development after Sherbert has been premised on the fact that the direct/indirect distinction is
not controlling; rather, courts have looked to the effect of the regulation on the free exercise of religious beliefs in order
to determine whether a burden exists. Professor Nowak and his collegues state the rule as follows: “Conditioning a
significant benefit upon conduct prohibited by a religious belief places a substantial burden on the individual regardless
of whether the burden can be labeled direct or indirect.” J. Nowak, R. Rotunda, & J. Young, Constitutional Law 1062
(2d ed. 1983). The emergence of this analytic approach has substantially undermined the vitality of the Court’s analysis
in Braunfeld.
Many courts have read Sherbert and subsequent cases as requiring the creation of an exemption to rules governing
eligibility for public benefits where a religious person cannot, consistent with his religion, qualify for public assistance.
According to this view, where an otherwise valid state regulation creates a burden on the free exercise of religion,
the state is required to demonstrate both that the regulation serves an unusually important interest and that granting
an exemption for the religious objector (and his coreligionists) would “do substantial harm to that interest.” L. Tribe,
American Constitutional Law § 14–10, at 851–59. See EEOC v. Pacific Press Publishing Ass’n, 676 F.2d 1272, 1279
(9th Cir.1982); cf. Bucklund, 724 P.2d at 986 (formulating similar standard). See also Goldman v. Weinberger, 475
U.S. 503, 106 S.Ct. 1310, 1325, 89 L.Ed.2d 478 (1986) (O’Connor, J., dissenting) (“[G]overnment must show that
the opposing interest it asserts is of especial importance before there is any chance that its claim can prevail [and] ...
that the interest asserted will in fact be substantially harmed by granting the type of exemption requested by the
individual.”). The state must show that uniform application of its rule is the least drastic means available for the
regulation’s enforcement. See, e.g., Callahan v. Woods, 736 F.2d 1269, 1272 (9th Cir.1984) (“the ‘least drastic
means’ inquiry ... is the critical aspect of the free exercise analysis.”). Cf. Hobbie, 107 S.Ct. at 1049 (“[I]nfringement
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[on free exercise] must be subjected to strict scrutiny and could be justified only by proof by the State of a compelling
interest.”).
We do not think the exemption inquiry undertaken in benefits cases is particularly appropriate for claims that the
state is directly burdening religion by prohibiting a practice of a religious organization through the creation of
substantive rules of law—be they statutory or common law. However, were we to follow the exemption approach in
Paul’s case, we would make the same analysis and reach the same result we do in the text. From a practical
standpoint, in most free exercise cases it is of no significance which of the two methods of inquiry is employed.
7

We also note that Paul has not presented evidence of actual malice sufficient to overcome the constitutional privilege
afforded the defendants. While the privilege is a qualified one, the only evidence Paul has presented is that Church
members have shunned her at the direction of the Church; she has neither alleged nor shown that members of the
Church hierarchy were motivated by reasons unrelated to their interpretation of the dictates of their religion. Cf. Jones
v. Wolf, 443 U.S. 595, 99 S.Ct. 3020, 61 L.Ed.2d 775 (1979); Turner v. Unification Church, 473 F.Supp. 367
(D.R.I.1978), aff’d, 602 F.2d 458 (1st Cir.1979).

End of Document
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E. EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS CASE LAW ON STATE INTERFERENCE WITH
RELIGIOUS PRACTICES (The European Court of Human Rights has consistently held that States cannot
interfere with internal policies and procedures of religious organizations, including concerning the admitting
or excluding of members)
1. 2014-06-12 – European Court of Human Rights (par. 127)—Fernández Martínez v Spain
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1

In the case of Fernández Martínez v. Spain,
The European Court of Human Rights, sitting as a Grand Chamber
composed of:
Dean Spielmann, President,
Guido Raimondi,
Mark Villiger,
Isabelle Berro-Lefèvre,
Ján Šikuta,
George Nicolaou,
András Sajó,
Ann Power-Forde,
Işıl Karakaş,
Angelika Nußberger,
André Potocki,
Paul Lemmens,
Helena Jäderblom,
Valeriu Griţco,
Faris Vehabović,
Dmitry Dedov, judges,
Alejandro Saiz Arnaiz, ad hoc judge,
and Johan Callewaert, Deputy Grand Chamber Registrar,
Having deliberated in private on 30 January 2013 and 2 April 2014,
Delivers the following judgment, which was adopted on the lastmentioned date:

PROCEDURE
1. The case originated in an application (no. 56030/07) against the
Kingdom of Spain lodged with the Court under Article 34 of the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
(“the Convention”) by a Spanish national, Mr José Antonio Fernández
Martínez (“the applicant”), on 11 December 2007.
1. The applicant, who had been granted legal aid, was represented by
Mr J.L. Mazón Costa, a lawyer practising in Murcia. The Spanish
Government (“the Government”) were represented by their Agents,
Mr I. Blasco Lozano, Mr F. Irurzun Montoro and Mr F. Sanz Gandásegui,
State Counsel.
2. Relying on Article 8 of the Convention, taken separately and in
conjunction with Article 14, the applicant submitted that the non-renewal of
his contract of employment as a teacher of Catholic religion and ethics in a
State secondary school had constituted an unjustified interference with the
exercise of his right to private life. He alleged that the publicity given to his
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family and personal situation as a married priest had been the cause of the
non-renewal and that this was incompatible with his rights to freedom of
thought and freedom of expression under Articles 9 and 10 of the
Convention.
3. On 13 October 2009 notice of the application was given to the
Government.
4. Luis López Guerra, the judge elected in respect of Spain, withdrew
from sitting in the case. The Government accordingly appointed Alejandro
Saiz Arnaiz to sit as an ad hoc judge (Article 27 § 2 of the Convention, as
then in force, and Rule 29 § 1 of the Rules of Court).
5. A hearing took place in public in the Human Rights Building,
Strasbourg, on 22 November 2011 (Rule 59 § 3).
6. On 15 May 2012 a Chamber of the Third Section composed of Josep
Casadevall, President, Corneliu Bîrsan, Alvina Gyulumyan, Egbert Myjer,
Ineta Ziemele, Mihai Poalelungi, judges, and Alejandro Saiz Arnaiz, ad hoc
judge, and Santiago Quesada, Section Registrar, delivered a judgment in
which it held, by six votes to one, that there had been no violation of
Article 8 § 1 of the Convention.
7. On 18 July 2012 the applicant requested, in accordance with
Article 43 of the Convention and Rule 73, that the case be referred to the
Grand Chamber, arguing that there had been a violation of Article 8 § 1. On
24 September 2012 a panel of the Grand Chamber granted the request.
8. The composition of the Grand Chamber was determined according to
the provisions of Article 26 §§ 4 and 5 of the Convention and Rule 24.
9. The applicant and the Government each filed further observations
before the Grand Chamber. In addition, third-party comments were received
from the Spanish Episcopal Conference, the European Centre for Law and
Justice, and the Chair for Law and Religions of the Université catholique de
Louvain and the American Religious Freedom Program of the Ethics and
Public Policy Center, which had been given leave by the President to
intervene in the written procedure (Article 36 § 2 of the Convention and
Rule 44 § 3).
10. A hearing took place in public in the Human Rights Building,
Strasbourg, on 30 January 2013 (Rule 59 § 3).
There appeared before the Court:
(a) for the Government
Mr F. SANZ GANDÁSEGUI,

Agent;

(b) for the applicant
Mr J.L. MAZÓN COSTA,
Ms E. MARTÍNEZ SEGADO,

Counsel.
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The applicant was also present at the hearing.
The Court heard addresses by Mr Mazón Costa and Ms Martínez Segado,
and by Mr Sanz Gandásegui, and also their replies to questions from judges.

THE FACTS
I. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE
A. The applicant’s situation, his employment and the non-renewal of
his contract
11. The applicant was born in 1937 and lives in Cieza. He is married and
the father of five children.
12. He was ordained as a priest in 1961. In 1984 he applied to the
Vatican for dispensation from the obligation of celibacy. At that time he did
not receive any answer. The following year he was married in a civil
ceremony. He has had five children with his wife, to whom he is still
married. The parties have not submitted any details concerning his status as
a priest not having received a dispensation.
13. From October 1991 onwards, the applicant was employed as a
teacher of Catholic religion and ethics in a State-run secondary school of the
region of Murcia under a renewable one-year contract. In accordance with
the provisions of a 1979 Agreement between Spain and the Holy See,
“religious education shall be taught by the persons who, every school year,
are appointed by the administrative authority from among those proposed
by the Ordinary of the diocese” (see paragraph 50, below). In accordance
with a Ministerial Order of 1982, “the appointment is to be made annually
and renewed automatically, unless an opinion to the contrary is given by the
Ordinary before the start of the school year, or unless the public authority,
for serious academic or disciplinary reasons, considers it necessary to annul
the appointment, in which case the Church authority shall be heard ...” (see
paragraph 51, below). Furthermore, Article VII of the Agreement provides
that “at all levels of education, the remuneration of teachers of Catholic
religion who do not belong to the State teaching staff shall be decided
jointly by the central administration and the Spanish Episcopal Conference,
such that it will be applicable from the entry into force of the present
agreement” (see paragraph 50, below).
14. In November 1996 the Murcian newspaper La Verdad printed an
article about the Movement for Optional Celibacy of priests (MOCEOP),
which read as follows:
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“La Luz monastery bars married priests from using its premises for mass
A representative of the diocese explained that the protest-oriented nature of the
gathering might disturb the peace of the monastery.
M. DE LA VIEJA – MURCIA

Father Francisco Tomás, head of the community of the Brothers of La Luz, in
Murcia, has refused to allow access to the monastery to about a hundred married
priests who wished to celebrate mass and spend the day there with their wives and
children. Francisco Tomás stated that the monastery was a place of private worship
and that the priests had not applied for the necessary authorisation. He added that,
because of the advanced age of Brother Manuel (80 years old), the only monk residing
at La Luz, he did not feel it was appropriate to hold a meeting that might disturb the
peace of the monastery as a result of the publicity given to the event and the protestoriented intentions of the Movement for Optional Celibacy.
Yesterday, the diocesan delegate for cultural heritage, Francisco Tomás, refused to
allow the members of the Movement for Optional Celibacy (MOCEOP) to celebrate
mass inside the monastery of La Luz, in El Valle. Father Tomás explained that the
married priests had not sought permission to use the monastery’s church. In addition,
the movement had intended to make the most of the day to hold an information
meeting about the IVth International Congress of married priests held in Brasilia last
July on the theme ‘Ministries of the third millennium’.
Francisco Tomás also explained that only one 80-year-old monk lived in the
monastery and that it was not desirable to disturb the peace of this brother with
protests that would attract media attention to this place of private worship.
For his part, the regional coordinator of MOCEOP, Pedro Sánchez González, stated
that the requisite authorisation had certainly been applied for but the Movement had
not received a reply and he did not think that such a permit would be indispensable for
the celebration of mass in a hermitage.
The publicity given to the event in the press had dissuaded a large number of the
Movement’s members from attending the gathering in La Luz. Others, seeing the
monastery’s doors closed, merely waved to their colleagues without getting out of
their cars and turned round. Only about ten secularised priests stayed there with their
families to explain their situation to the media and those present. Some of their
children even held up a banner. They eventually went away to have lunch together,
intending to celebrate mass amongst themselves.
Lorenzo Vicente, Pedro Hernández Cano, Crisanto Hernández and José Antonio
Fernández – a former seminary director – are among the married priests who gathered
at La Luz yesterday to advocate optional celibacy and a democratic rather than a
theocratic Church in which laymen would take part in electing their parish priest and
their bishop. The rule of celibacy is Church-made and not divinely inspired. They also
expressed their disagreement about certain economic issues: ‘Those of us who paid
contributions to the clergy’s mutual insurance fund, which was subsequently
incorporated into the social security system, lost all our rights when we became
secularised. Moreover, nuns are in an even worse situation than priests because they
donate their property to the community and lose everything’, they declared.”
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The article also contained a separate part, under a different heading:
“Even the Pope does not believe that we will rot in hell because of sex
On issues such as abortion, birth control, divorce or sex, Pedro Hernández Cano and
his friends from the MOCEOP said that they were in favour of responsible paternity.
They added that abortion was ‘a personal problem which should not be prohibited
by law, but [that] a social structure is needed to support women facing maternity. To
castigate a woman as a sinner if she gets pregnant out of wedlock just encourages
abortion’. The married priests emphasised that birth control was clearly necessary
‘and that, consequently, everyone should be free to choose the means that they find
most appropriate’.
‘Sex is a gift from God and not a scourge, and even the Pope does not believe that it
leads to damnation. If that were the case, he would not have put on hold the current
6,000 requests for secularisation’, they concluded.”

15. By a “rescript” of 20 August 1997, the Pope granted the request for
dispensation from celibacy that the applicant had submitted thirteen years
earlier, stipulating that the applicant was dispensed from celibacy and lost
his clerical “state”. He forfeited the rights related to that “state”, as well as
the ecclesiastical honours and functions (dignitates et officia ecclesiastica in
Latin). He no longer had the obligations associated with the clerical “state”.
The rescript further noted that the applicant was barred from teaching the
Catholic religion in public institutions, unless the local bishop decided
otherwise, for lower-level schools (in institutis autem studiorum gradus
inferioris), “according to his own prudent judgment [prudenti iudicio] and
provided that there [was] no scandal [remoto scandalo]”. The applicant was
notified of the rescript on 15 September 1997.
16. On 29 September 1997 the Diocese of Cartagena informed the
Ministry of Education in a written memorandum about the applicant’s
termination of service as a teacher in the school where he was working.
17. The Ministry informed the applicant on 9 October 1997 that his
employment had been terminated with effect from 29 September 1997.
18. In an official memorandum of 11 November 1997 the Diocese
observed as follows:
“[The applicant], a secularised priest, taught classes in Catholic religion and ethics
... by virtue of the powers conferred on bishops by the rescripts ...
Those powers ... may be exercised for the teaching of subjects related to Catholic
religion, provided there is no ‘risk of scandal’.
When the [applicant’s] situation became a matter of public and common knowledge,
it was no longer possible for the bishop of the diocese to make use of the powers
conferred upon him by the rescript; accordingly, the document authorising [the
applicant] to teach Catholic religion and ethics was not signed, with effect from the
current academic year. [The applicant]’s personal and employment situation has also
been taken into account, since [he] is entitled to receive unemployment benefit for at
least a year and a half.
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The Diocese of Cartagena regrets this situation, while pointing out that the decision
was taken also out of respect for the sensitivity of many parents who might be upset to
learn of the situation of [the applicant], who was teaching Catholic religion and ethics
in an education centre.
Lastly, the Diocese trusts that Christian people and society in general will
understand that the circumstances surrounding these facts cannot be assessed solely
from an employment or professional standpoint. For the Catholic Church, the
sacrament of the priesthood is of a nature that surpasses the strictly employment or
professional context.”

19. The director of the secondary-education centre where the applicant
had been teaching sent a note to the Bishop of Murcia in which the centre’s
board of teachers expressed its support for the applicant and stated that he
had given his classes during the school year 1996/97 to the full satisfaction
of the teachers, the pupils and their parents, and the centre’s management.
20. Initially, the applicant lived on unemployment benefit. In 1999 he
found a job in a museum, where he worked until his retirement in 2003.
B. Judicial proceedings
21. Having been unsuccessful in his administrative complaint against the
decision of the Ministry to terminate his employment, the applicant filed an
appeal against that decision with an administrative court. The appeal was
dismissed on 30 June 2000 on the ground that the decision to formalise the
termination of the applicant’s employment was “the only course of action
open to the administrative authorities” once the Diocese had decided not to
propose the applicant for appointment.
22. The applicant then brought proceedings for unfair dismissal before
Murcia Employment Tribunal no. 3. The Employment Tribunal gave its
judgment on 28 September 2000.
23. The tribunal began by examining the facts as established and noted
that the applicant had held various posts within the Catholic Church, such as
director of the seminary of Murcia or that of episcopal vicar of the region of
Cieza and Yecla. It further observed that the applicant was a member of
MOCEOP.
24. The tribunal then referred to the arguments used by the Diocese to
justify the non-renewal of the applicant’s contract, namely the fact that he
had made public his situation as a “married priest” (he had not received a
dispensation from the Vatican until 1997) and father, together with the need
to avoid scandal and to respect the sensitivity of the parents of the school’s
pupils, as they might be offended if the applicant continued to teach
Catholic religion and ethics. In this connection the tribunal took the
following view:
“[I]n the light of the facts thus presented, Mr Fernández Martínez was discriminated
against because of his marital status and his membership of the Movement for
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Optional Celibacy, his appearance in the press having been the cause of his
dismissal.”

25. The tribunal further pointed out:
“The principle of non-discrimination at work encompasses the prohibition of
discrimination on account of belonging to a trade union and union activity, and this
applies to membership of any other association.”

26. Lastly, the tribunal noted that the applicant’s situation as a “married
priest” and father had been known to the pupils and their parents and to the
directors of the two schools where he had worked.
27. Consequently, the tribunal upheld the applicant’s appeal, declared
his dismissal (as it was described in the judgment) null and void, ordered
the Region of Murcia to reinstate him to his former position, and ordered
the State to pay him the outstanding salary. It dismissed the applicant’s
claim in so far as it was directed against the Diocese of Cartagena.
28. The Ministry of Education, the Education Authority for the Region
of Murcia and the Diocese of Cartagena lodged an appeal (suplicación). In a
judgment of 26 February 2001, the Murcia High Court of Justice allowed
the appeal, finding as follows:
“... The teaching [of Catholic religion and ethics] is associated with the doctrine of
the Catholic religion ... Accordingly, the bond created [between the teacher and the
bishop] is based on trust. [As a result,] it is not a neutral legal relationship, such as
that which exists between citizens in general and public authorities. It falls on the
borderline between the purely ecclesiastical dimension and a nascent employment
relationship.”

29. Moreover, the court referred to the bishop’s prerogatives in such
matters and took the view that in the present case there had not been a
violation of Articles 14 (prohibition of discrimination), 16 (freedom of
thought and religion), 18 (right to respect for private and family life) or 20
(freedom of expression) of the Spanish Constitution, since the applicant had
taught religion since 1991, the Bishop of Murcia having extended his
employment from year to year even though his personal situation had been
identical. The court concluded that, when the applicant had decided to
reveal that situation publicly, the Bishop of Murcia had merely used his
prerogative in accordance with the Code of Canon Law, that is to say,
ensuring that the applicant, like any other person in that situation, carried
out his duties with discretion and without his personal circumstances
causing any scandal. In the court’s view, if such a situation became public
knowledge, it was the bishop’s duty to cease proposing the person
concerned for a post of that nature, in accordance with the requirements of
the rescript granting dispensation from celibacy.
30. In addition, as regards Article 20 of the Constitution in particular,
the court noted that for the purposes of Article 10 § 2 of the European
Convention on Human Rights, the restrictions imposed on the applicant’s
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rights had to be considered legitimate and proportionate to the aim pursued,
namely the avoidance of scandal.
31. Furthermore, the court analysed the question of the bond of trust and
concluded as follows:
“... Where such a bond of trust is broken (and in the present case there are
circumstances that reasonably allow such a conclusion to be reached), the bishop is no
longer obliged to propose the person in question for the post of teacher of Catholic
religion.”

32. Lastly, as to the nature of the contract, the court took the view that,
since its renewal was subject to annual approval by the bishop for the
following school year, it was a temporary contract, which in the present case
had simply expired. It was thus not possible to consider that the applicant
had been dismissed.
33. Relying on Articles 14 (prohibition of discrimination), 18 (right to
respect for private and family life) and 20 (freedom of expression) of the
Constitution, the applicant lodged an amparo appeal with the Constitutional
Court. He alleged in particular that the decision not to renew his contract on
the ground that he had made public his membership of MOCEOP and his
dissenting opinions on the celibacy of Catholic priests constituted an
unjustified interference with his private life and was incompatible with his
right to freedom of religion.
34. By a decision of 30 January 2003, the chamber to which the case had
been allocated declared the amparo appeal admissible and, in accordance
with sections 50 to 52 of the Organic Law on the Constitutional Court,
notified the decision to the parties and requested a copy of the case file from
the courts below.
35. In its mandatory intervention before the Constitutional Court, the
public prosecutor’s office (Ministerio Fiscal) argued in favour of granting
the applicant’s amparo appeal. In this connection, it criticised the reasons
given by the High Court of Justice, which had considered the non-renewal
of the contract justified in so far as the applicant had acted in a manner that
was contrary to the rescript of dispensation when he had agreed to make his
family situation public. The public prosecutor’s office noted that the
applicant’s public appearance had taken place well before the dispensation
from celibacy was granted to him, and therefore before the existence of that
rescript. It further pointed out that the applicant’s membership of the
movement in question had been known to the Church authorities. It took the
view that since the applicant’s conduct which had served as the justification
for the non-renewal of his employment – namely, his attendance at an event
organised by the movement – came within the scope of his freedom of
thought, the dismissal amounted to a violation of his right to equality
(Article 14 of the Constitution), read in conjunction with his right to
freedom of thought (Article 16 of the Constitution).
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36. In a judgment of 4 June 2007, served on 18 June 2007, the
Constitutional Court dismissed the amparo appeal.
37. The Constitutional Court first examined the alleged violations of
Articles 14 (right to equality) and 18 (right to respect for private and family
life) of the Constitution and dismissed those complaints, the first because
the decision not to propose the applicant for appointment as a teacher was
not based on any intention to discriminate against him on account of his
marital status, and the second on the ground that he himself, of his own free
will, had made public both his personal and family situation and the fact
that he was a member of MOCEOP.
38. The Constitutional Court then addressed what it regarded as the main
question in the amparo appeal, namely, the alleged violation of Articles 16
and 20 of the Constitution. It thus sought to ascertain whether the facts in
issue could be justified by the religious freedom of the Catholic Church
(Article 16 § 1 of the Constitution) in conjunction with the State’s duty of
religious neutrality (Article 16 § 3 of the Constitution), or whether, by
contrast, they constituted a breach of the applicant’s right to freedom of
thought and religion (Article 16 § 1 of the Constitution) in conjunction with
his right to freedom of expression (Article 20 § 1 (a) of the Constitution).
For that purpose, the court relied on the criteria laid down in its judgment
no. 38/2007 of 15 February 2007 concerning the constitutionality of the
system of selection and recruitment of Catholic religion teachers in State
schools. In this connection it emphasised the special status of teachers of
religious education in Spain and took the view that this status justified the
fact that the religious beliefs of such teachers would be taken into account in
the selection process.
39. At this point, the Constitutional Court explained as follows:
“... the task of the Constitutional Court in the present case, as in other cases where
there is a conflict between fundamental rights of a substantive nature, is to ascertain
whether the courts [below] weighed up the competing rights at stake in a manner that
reflected their constitutional definition ... In doing so, it is not bound by the
assessment already made by those courts. In other words, the assessment of this Court
is not confined to an external review of the adequacy and consistency of the reasons
given for the decision or decisions ...; rather, in its capacity as the ultimate guarantor
of fundamental rights, it must resolve any conflict that exists between the affected
rights and determine whether those rights have indeed been infringed in terms of their
individual constitutional content. However, for this purpose it is necessary to apply
different criteria from those applied by the courts [below], as the reasons given by the
latter are not binding on this Court nor do they limit its jurisdiction to merely
reviewing the grounds of their decisions. ...”

40. As regards the facts of the case, the Constitutional Court began by
noting that the reason for the non-renewal had been the article in a regional
newspaper, which had caused a scandal according to the arguments put
forward by the Diocese of Cartagena in its official memorandum of
11 November 1997. That article had made public two personal
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characteristics of the applicant already known to the Diocese, namely his
family situation as a married priest and father, and the fact that he was a
member of a movement that challenged certain precepts of the Catholic
Church. That publicity had formed the factual basis of what the Diocese had
referred to in its memorandum as constituting a scandal.
41. Noting that the High Court of Justice had effectively reviewed the
Bishop’s decision, in particular concerning the latter’s inability to propose
candidates who did not have the requisite professional qualifications for the
post and the obligation to respect fundamental rights and civil liberties, the
Constitutional Court found as follows:
“The extensive passages cited from the judgment appealed against demonstrate that
it neither rejects the possibility of judicial review of the ecclesiastical authority’s
decision nor does it shy away from weighing up the fundamental rights competing in
this particular case with the right to religious freedom (Article 16 § 1 of the
Constitution), which it does in an unequivocal manner.”

42. The Constitutional Court then engaged in its own balancing of the
competing fundamental rights:
“Having dealt with the balancing of the rights at stake in the impugned judgment,
this Court must now assess, above and beyond the reasoning of that judgment, the
conclusions reached by it after weighing up the conflicting fundamental rights. In
doing so the Court must consider not just the rights contemplated in that judgment,
but also the right to freedom of thought and religion, an issue which it submitted, of
its own motion, for the consideration of the parties...
The actions and opinions which resulted in the appellant in the present case not
being proposed by the Diocese as a teacher of Catholic religion and ethics were his
public disclosure, firstly, of his situation as a priest who was married and the father of
five children and, secondly, of his membership of the Movement for Optional
Celibacy (as made clear by the judgments of the courts below and expressly conceded
by the amparo appellant himself). It is clear that, from the State’s (secular)
perspective, these actions and opinions must be considered in terms of a possible
infringement of the right to freedom of thought and religion (Article 16 § 1 of the
Constitution) in conjunction with the right to freedom of expression (Article 20 § 1 (a)
of the Constitution), relied on in the application for amparo relief.
In order to resolve this issue it must be borne in mind that no rights, not even
fundamental rights, are absolute or unlimited. In some instances the provision of the
Constitution recognising a right expressly limits that right; in other cases, the
limitation stems from the need to preserve other constitutional rights or values which
warrant protection. In that connection this Court has repeatedly held that the
fundamental rights recognised by the Constitution can yield only to the limitations
expressly laid down by the Constitution itself or those which can be indirectly inferred
from the Constitution as being justified in order to preserve other rights or values
protected by the law. In any case, the limitations imposed may not impede the
exercise of the fundamental right in question to an unreasonable degree (see
Constitutional Court judgments no. 11/1981 of 8 April 1981, legal ground 7;
no. 2/1982 of 29 January 1982, legal ground 5; no. 53/1986 of 5 May 1986, legal
ground 3; no. 49/1995 of 19 June 1995, legal ground 4; no. 154/2002 of 18 July 2002,
legal ground 8; no. 14/2003 of 28 January 2003, legal ground 5; and no. 336/2005 of
20 December 2005, legal ground 7).
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In the present case the interference with the appellant’s right to freedom of religion,
in its individual dimension, and his right to freedom of thought (Article 16 § 1 of the
Constitution) taken in conjunction with the right to freedom of expression (Article 20
§ 1 (a) of the Constitution), as a result of his not being proposed by the Diocese for
appointment as a teacher of Catholic religion and education for the 1997/98 school
year – in the context, therefore, of his claim to continue teaching the creed of a
particular religious faith in a public educational establishment – was neither
disproportionate nor unconstitutional, since it was justified by respect for the lawful
exercise of the Catholic Church’s fundamental right to religious freedom in its
collective or community dimension (Article 16 § 1 of the Constitution), in conjunction
with the right of parents to choose their children’s religious education (Article 27 § 3
of the Constitution). The reasons determining the decision not to propose the appellant
as a teacher of Catholic religion and ethics were of an exclusively religious nature,
related to the rules of the faith to which he freely adheres and whose beliefs he sought
to teach in a public educational establishment.”

43. The Constitutional Court referred to its judgment no. 38/2007 of
15 February 2007, observing as follows:
“As this Court held in judgment no. 38/2007 of 15 February 2007, and reiterated in
point 5 of the legal grounds of the present judgment, ‘it would be quite simply
unreasonable, as regards the teaching of religion in schools, if the religious beliefs of
those who decide of their own free will to apply for such teaching posts were not
taken into account in the selection process, on the basis of guaranteeing the right to
religious freedom in its external and collective dimension’ ...
It should certainly be reiterated, as regards the justification and constitutionality of
the impact on or modification of the appellant’s fundamental right to freedom of
religion and thought (Article 16 § 1 of the Constitution) taken in conjunction with the
right to freedom of expression (Article 20 § 1 (a) of the Constitution) that, as this
Court held in the aforementioned judgment no. 38/2007 of 15 February 2007, ‘the
relationship between religious-education teachers and the Church is not entirely the
same as that found in organisations which pursue ideological aims, as examined on a
number of occasions by this Court, but represents a specific and distinctive category
which, while it presents certain similarities, is also different in some respects’. In that
connection the Court stated in the same judgment, referring to one of the factors
which distinguished the relationship between religious-education teachers and the
Church from the relationship within an organisation pursuing ideological aims, and
allowed teachers’ rights to be modified in line with the educational ethos of private
educational establishments, that the requirement imposed by the ecclesiastical
declaration of suitability ‘does not merely consist in a duty to refrain from actions
contrary to the religious ethos but extends in a more profound manner to a
determination of the individual’s capacity to impart Catholic doctrine, understood as a
set of faith-based religious convictions. Since the object of religious instruction is the
transmission not only of specific knowledge but of the religious faith of the person
who teaches it, this will in all probability imply a series of requirements that transcend
the limits of an organisation pursuing ideological aims, beginning with the implicit
requirement that persons who seek to transmit a religious faith must likewise profess
that faith’ ...”

44. Finally, the Constitutional Court turned to an argument made by the
appellant, based on the fact that he advocated changing the rules of the
Catholic faith itself, and concluded as follows:
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“The conclusion reached in the present case as a result of the balancing of the
conflicting fundamental rights – on the one hand the Catholic Church’s fundamental
right to freedom of religion in its collective or community dimension (Article 16 § 1
of the Constitution) read in conjunction with the State’s duty of religious neutrality
(Article 16 § 3 of the Constitution), and on the other hand the appellant’s fundamental
right to freedom of thought and religion (Article 16 § 1 of the Constitution) read in
conjunction with the right to freedom of expression (Article 20 § 1 (a) of the
Constitution) – is in no way altered by the appellant’s claim that through his
reforming views on celibacy for Catholic priests he sought to defend evolutionary
change to rules of the Catholic faith which he considered to have become outdated
with the passage of time. As pointed out in the Government law officer’s submissions,
the State is debarred by its duty of religious neutrality (Article 16 § 3 of the
Constitution) from entering into or determining possible disputes within the Church,
in this specific case between proponents and opponents of celibacy for priests. Nor is
it for the Court, in more general terms, to pass judgment on the suitability or
compatibility of the actions, opinions and conduct of persons appointed to teach a
particular religion vis-à-vis the orthodoxy of the religious faith in question. As a State
body exercising public authority, the Court must confine itself in the present amparo
appeal, in accordance with its duty of neutrality, to finding established the strictly
religious nature of the reasons given by the religious authority for its decision not to
propose the appellant as a teacher of Catholic religion and ethics. It further finds that
the appellant’s fundamental rights to freedom of thought and religion and freedom of
expression, within the ambit of which his actions, opinions and choices in this regard
might in principle fall, were affected and modified only to the extent strictly necessary
in order to ensure their compatibility with the freedom of religion of the Catholic
Church. Accordingly, the present amparo appeal must be dismissed.”

45. Two judges appended a dissenting opinion to the majority judgment.
They criticised the fact that the balancing of the rights by the Constitutional
Court had been confined to a reference to the religious grounds given in the
decision to discontinue the applicant’s employment. In their view, the
publicity given to a form of conduct that was already known beforehand
could not justify the non-renewal of the contract.
46. The applicant subsequently submitted an application requesting that
the Constitutional Court’s judgment be declared null and void, on the
ground that two of the judges of the Chamber which had given the judgment
were known for their affinities with the Catholic Church, one of them being
a member of the International Secretariat of Catholic Jurists.
47. In a decision of 23 July 2007, the Constitutional Court rejected the
application on the ground that, under section 93(1) of the Organic Law on
the Constitutional Court, the only possible remedy against a judgment of
that court was a request for clarification.
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II. RELEVANT DOMESTIC, EUROPEAN, INTERNATIONAL AND
COMPARATIVE LAW AND PRACTICE
A. The Constitution
48. The relevant provisions of the Spanish Constitution read as follows:
Article 14
“Spaniards are equal before the law; they may not be discriminated against in any
way on grounds of birth, race, sex, religion, opinions or any other condition or
personal or social circumstance.”
Article 16
“1. Freedom of thought, religion and worship shall be guaranteed to individuals and
communities, without any restrictions on its expression other than those necessary to
maintain public order as protected by law.
2. No one may be compelled to make statements regarding his or her ideas, religion
or beliefs.
3. No religion shall have the nature of State religion. The public authorities shall
take account of all religious beliefs within Spanish society and consequently maintain
appropriate relations of cooperation with the Catholic Church and other faiths.”
Article 18
“1. The right to respect for honour, for private and family life and for one’s image
shall be guaranteed.
...”
Article 20
“1. The following rights shall be recognised and protected:
(a) the right to free expression and dissemination of thoughts, ideas and opinions
through words, in writing or by any other means of reproduction;
...
2. The exercise of such rights may not be restricted by any form of prior censorship.
...
4. The said freedoms shall be limited by respect for the rights recognised in the
present Title, by the laws implementing the same, and in particular by the right to
respect for honour, private life and one’s image and to the protection of youth and
childhood.
...”
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B. Agreement of 3 January 1979 between Spain and the Holy See on
education and cultural affairs
49. The relevant provisions of this Agreement read as follows:
Article III
“... Religious education shall be taught by the persons who, every school year, are
appointed by the administrative authority from among those proposed by the Ordinary
of the diocese. The latter shall notify sufficiently in advance the names of persons
who are considered competent ...”
Article VII
“At all levels of education, the remuneration of teachers of Catholic religion who do
not belong to the State teaching staff shall be decided jointly by the central
administration and the Spanish Episcopal Conference, such that it will be applicable
from the entry into force of the present agreement.”

C. Ministerial Order of 11 October 1982 on teachers of Catholic
religion and ethics in secondary educational centres
50. This order, which was in force at the material time, supplemented
the 1979 Agreement between Spain and the Holy See, providing as follows:
Third point
“... Teachers of ‘Catholic Religion and Ethics’ shall be appointed by the competent
authority upon the proposal of the Ordinary of the diocese. The appointment is to be
made annually and renewed automatically, unless an opinion to the contrary is given
by the Ordinary before the start of the school year, or unless the public authority, for
serious academic or disciplinary reasons, considers it necessary to annul the
appointment, in which case the Church authority shall be heard ...”

D. Organic Law no. 7/1980 of 5 July 1980 on freedom of religion
51. Article 6(1) of this Law reads as follows:
“Registered churches, faiths and religious communities shall be fully autonomous
and may establish their own principles of organisation, internal rules and staff
regulations. In such principles ..., they may include clauses for the purpose of
safeguarding their religious identity ... and ensuring respect for their beliefs, without
prejudice to respect for the rights and freedoms enshrined in the Constitution, and in
particular [rights to] freedom, equality and non-discrimination ...”
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E. Organic Law no. 1/1990 of 3 October 1990 on the general
organisation of the education system, replaced by Organic
Law no. 2/2006 of 3 May 2006 on education
52. In its second additional provision, Organic Law no.1/1990, in force
at the material time, provided as follows:
“The teaching of religion shall be adapted in line with the provisions of the
Agreement on education and cultural affairs between the Holy See and the State of
Spain ... Religious education shall be proposed systematically by [education] centres
and shall be voluntary in nature for the pupils.”

53. The second and third additional provision of Organic Law no.2/2006
now read as follows:
Second additional provision
“1. The teaching of Catholic religion shall be adapted in line with the provisions of
the Agreement on education and cultural affairs between the Holy See and the State of
Spain ... Religious education shall be included as a subject in the relevant educational
levels; it will be proposed systematically by [education] centres and will be voluntary
for the pupils.
...”
Third additional provision
“...
2. Teachers who, without having the status of public servant, give religious
education classes in public education institutions, shall perform their duties in a
contractual framework, in accordance with the Labour Code. ... They shall receive the
same level of remuneration as temporary teaching staff.
It shall be incumbent in all cases on the religious entities to propose a candidate for
the said teaching of religious education; such proposal shall be renewed automatically
from year to year ...”

F. Status of religious education teachers in Spain
54. At the time of the events in the present case, the teaching of Catholic
religion in public education centres was organised in accordance with
Organic Law no. 1/1990 of 3 October 1990 on the general organisation of
the education system, which, in its second additional provision, referred to
the Agreement of 3 January 1979 on education and cultural affairs between
Spain and the Holy See.
55. The Catholic religion in Spain has the same status as the other faith
groups which have also entered into cooperation agreements with the State,
namely the Evangelical, Jewish and Muslim communities.
56. Parents have the right to ensure that their children receive religious
education at school and if appropriate to choose the faith that they are
taught. In all cases the State covers the cost of such education, as provided
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for in the relevant agreements, which also stipulate that teachers are
appointed after a declaration of suitability has been issued by the competent
religious authority. That principle was developed in the Constitutional
Court’s judgment no. 38/2007 of 15 February 2007 (see paragraphs 60
and 61, below).
G. Code of Canon Law
57. The relevant canons of the Code of Canon Law, promulgated on
25 January 1983, provide as follows:
Canon 59
“§ 1. A rescript is an administrative act issued in writing by the competent
executive authority; of its very nature, a rescript confers a privilege, dispensation, or
other favour at a person’s request.
...”
Canon 290
“Once validly received, sacred ordination never becomes invalid. A cleric shall,
nevertheless, lose clerical status:
(1) by a judicial sentence or administrative decree, which declares the invalidity of
sacred ordination;
(2) by the penalty of dismissal lawfully imposed;
(3) by a rescript of the Apostolic See, which issues it to deacons only for serious
causes and to priests only for most serious causes”.
Canon 291
“Apart from the case mentioned in Canon 290, paragraph 1, loss of clerical status
shall not entail a dispensation from the obligation of celibacy, which is granted only
by the Roman Pontiff.”
Canon 292
“A cleric who loses clerical status according to the provisions of law shall lose with
it the rights attached to such status and shall no longer be bound by any obligations of
clerical status, without prejudice to the prescript of Canon 291. He shall be prohibited
from exercising the power of orders, without prejudice to the prescript of Canon 976.
By the loss of clerical status, he shall be deprived of all offices, functions, and any
delegated power.”
Canon 804
“...
§ 2. The Ordinary [of the diocese] shall be careful that those who are appointed as
teachers of religion in schools, even in non-Catholic ones, are outstanding in true
doctrine, in the witness of their Christian life, and in their teaching ability.”
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Canon 805
“The Ordinary [of the diocese] has the right to appoint or approve teachers of
religion and, if religious or moral considerations so require, the right to remove them
or to demand that they be removed.”
Canon 1314
“Generally, a penalty is ferendae sententiae, so that it does not bind the guilty party
until after it has been imposed; if the law or precept expressly establishes it, however,
a penalty is latae sententiae, so that it is incurred ipso facto when the delict is
committed.”
Canon 1394
“§ 1. ... a cleric who attempts marriage, even if only civilly, incurs a latae
sententiae suspension. If he does not repent after being warned and continues to cause
a scandal, he may be punished gradually by privations or even by dismissal from
clerical status.
§ 2. A member of a religious order who is not a cleric and who attempts marriage,
even if only civilly, incurs a latae sententiae interdict, without prejudice to the
prescript of Canon 694.”

H. Case-law of the Spanish courts
1. Supreme Court judgment of 19 June 1996
58. In this judgment, which concerned the nature of the contracts entered
into by religious education teachers, the Supreme Court found as follows:
“The present case displays the characteristics provided for in Article 1 § 1 of the
Labour Code, capable of classifying the legal relationship between the parties as
‘contractual’ in nature: [an activity] carried on voluntarily for another, being
remunerated and under a form of management. No rule grants such teachers [of
religious education] the status of public servant. [In addition], the relationship is not
administrative in nature, this being an imperative condition [for classification as a
public servant].”

2. Constitutional Court judgment no. 38/2007 of 15 February 2007
59. This judgment relates to constitutional review proceedings initiated
by the Superior Court of Justice of the Canary Islands. The latter court
questioned, among other things, the constitutionality of the Spanish
employment system concerning teachers of religion, in so far as, though not
being civil servants as such, they are employed by the public administration
and not by the Church and are thus integrated into the public employment
system. In its judgment, the Constitutional Court confirmed the
compatibility of this system with the Constitution.
60. In addition, the Constitutional Court recalled that such appointments
could be reviewed by the State courts. The relevant passages of the
judgment read as follows:
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“The fact that teachers of religious education must be appointed from among
persons previously proposed by the bishop and that this proposal requires a prior
declaration of suitability based on moral and religious considerations, does not in any
way mean that such appointments cannot be reviewed by the State courts, with a view
to determining whether they are in accordance with the law, as is the case with all
discretionary acts of authorities when they have effects vis-à-vis third parties ...
...
... Firstly, the courts must verify whether the administrative decision [of
appointment] has been adopted in accordance with the applicable legal provisions,
that is, in substance, whether the appointment was made from among the persons
proposed by the bishop to provide religious instruction and, among the persons
proposed, in conditions of equality and with respect for the principles of merit and
capacity. ... [T]he reasons for not appointing a given person must be considered [by
the courts] and, specifically, whether it is a result of the person not being included
among those nominated by the ecclesiastical authority, or of other grounds that may
likewise be subject to review. ... The competent courts must also determine whether
the person’s not being included among those proposed by the bishop of the diocese is
the result of applying criteria of a religious or moral nature to determine the person’s
suitability to provide religious instruction, criteria that the religious authorities are
empowered to define by virtue of the right to freedom of religion and the principle of
the religious neutrality of the State, or whether, to the contrary, it is based on grounds
that do not stem from the fundamental right of religious freedom and are not protected
thereby. Lastly, once the strictly ‘religious’ grounds for the decision have been
determined, the court will have to weigh up any competing fundamental rights in
order to determine to what extent the right to freedom of religion, exercised through
the teaching of religion in schools, may affect the employees’ fundamental rights in
their employment relationships.
...
The authority granted to the ecclesiastical authorities in determining the persons
qualified to teach their religious creed constitutes a guarantee of the freedom of
churches to organise the teaching of their doctrines without interference from the
public authorities. That being the case, and with the corresponding cooperation in that
regard (Article 16.3 of the Constitution) being realised through the appointment of the
corresponding teachers by the public authorities, we must conclude that the
declaration of suitability is only one of the requisites of capacity necessary for
appointment. This requirement is in conformity with the right to equal treatment and
non-discrimination (Article 14 of the Constitution) ...”

3. Constitutional Court judgment no. 51/2011 of 14 April 2011
61. In this judgment, which concerned the non-renewal of the contract of
a religious education teacher on account of her civil marriage to a divorced
man, the Constitutional Court stated as follows:
“The [applicant’s] complaints must necessarily be examined in the light of the
principles established in judgment no. 38/2007 of 15 February 2007 ...
...
... One cannot share the affirmation in the judgment of the lower court according to
which ... the local bishop’s proposals to the education authority for the appointments
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of teachers of the Catholic religion in each school year are not subjected to any
control by the Spanish State...
Rather, on the contrary, ... there is nothing [in the relevant legal norms] that entails
any exclusion of the jurisdictional power of the Spanish judges and courts ... The
premise upon which the judgment of the lower court is based, namely that the
proposals made by the bishop to the education authority for the appointments of
teachers of Catholic religion are not subject to any control by the Spanish State,
therefore proves not to be compatible with this requirement of full jurisdiction with
respect to the civil effects of an ecclesiastical decision ...
... The decision of the Bishop of Almería not to propose the applicant as a teacher of
Catholic religion and ethics for the year 2001/2002 corresponds to a reason of which
the characterisation as being of a religious and moral nature cannot be denied...
... The strictly religious grounds for the decision not to propose the applicant as a
teacher of Catholic religion and ethics having been determined ... it is necessary to
continue ... to weigh up the competing fundamental rights...
... The reason given by the Bishop of Almería for the justification of his decision not
to propose the applicant for a contract with the education authority as a teacher of
Catholic religion and ethics in 2001/2002, that is, the fact of having entered into a
civil marriage with a divorced person, is not related to the teaching activity of the
applicant...
... It does not appear at any moment ... that in exercising her activities as a teacher of
religion the applicant called into question the doctrine of the Catholic Church
concerning marriage or defended civil marriage; neither does it appear in any way that
she publicly exhibited her situation as a woman married to a divorced person...
The decision of the applicant to enter into a civil marriage, as provided for by law,
with the person of her choice ... belongs in principle to the sphere of her personal and
family intimacy, such that the religious reasons put forward in the decision of the
Bishop of Almería not to propose her as a teacher of religion for the following school
year (namely the fact of having married without following the rules of canon law)
cannot justify, by themselves, the ensuing unsuitability of the applicant to teach
Catholic religion and ethics ...
...
The amparo is therefore granted, on account of the violation of the right not to
suffer discrimination on the basis of personal circumstances, of the right to freedom of
thought in connection with the right to marry in the legally established form, and the
right to personal and family intimacy.”

62. On 3 May 2011 Almeria Employment Tribunal no. 3 declared the
dismissal null and void and requested the immediate reinstatement of the
teacher to her post, as well as the payment of her salary arrears. This
decision was upheld by the judgment of 22 December 2011 of the
Andalucía High Court of Justice.
63. Finally, on 16 November 2012 the Constitutional Court declared
inadmissible the amparo appeal submitted by the Church against the latter
decision, on the ground that there was manifestly no violation of any of the
Church’s fundamental rights.
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64. Litigation as to the implementation of the judgment is still
continuing, in particular as regards the teacher’s reinstatement and the
question whether it should be for a limited or an unlimited duration.
I. Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a
general framework for equal treatment in employment and
occupation
65. The relevant provisions of this European Union Directive read as
follows:
Preamble, Recital 24
“The European Union in its Declaration No 11 on the status of churches and nonconfessional organisations, annexed to the Final Act of the Amsterdam Treaty, has
explicitly recognised that it respects and does not prejudice the status under national
law of churches and religious associations or communities in the Member States and
that it equally respects the status of philosophical and non-confessional organisations.
With this in view, Member States may maintain or lay down specific provisions on
genuine, legitimate and justified occupational requirements which might be required
for carrying out an occupational activity.”
Article 4
Occupational requirements
“1. ... Member States may provide that a difference of treatment which is based on a
characteristic related to [among other things, religion or belief] shall not constitute
discrimination where, by reason of the nature of the particular occupational activities
concerned or of the context in which they are carried out, such a characteristic
constitutes a genuine and determining occupational requirement, provided that the
objective is legitimate and the requirement is proportionate.
2. Member States may maintain national legislation in force ... or provide for future
legislation incorporating national practices existing at the date of adoption of this
Directive pursuant to which, in the case of occupational activities within churches and
other public or private organisations the ethos of which is based on religion or belief,
a difference of treatment based on a person’s religion or belief shall not constitute
discrimination where, by reason of the nature of these activities or of the context in
which they are carried out, a person’s religion or belief constitute a genuine,
legitimate and justified occupational requirement, having regard to the organisation’s
ethos. ...
Provided that its provisions are otherwise complied with, this Directive shall thus
not prejudice the right of churches and other public or private organisations, the ethos
of which is based on religion or belief, acting in conformity with national
constitutions and laws, to require individuals working for them to act in good faith
and with loyalty to the organisation’s ethos.”

J. Comparative law material
66. According to the material obtained by the Court, a significant
majority of the Council of Europe Member States provide religious
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education, both denominational and non-denominational, in State schools.
In a large number of States making up this majority, the religious authorities
concerned have either a co-decision role or an exclusive role in the
appointment and dismissal of religious education teachers. As a general
rule, in addition to pedagogical qualifications, the teachers must have the
authorisation of the religious community in question (the missio canonica,
the Vokation of the Protestant Church, the Orthodox canonical mandate, the
Jewish teaching certificate, the certificate delivered by the Islamic
community, etc.). The withdrawal of such authorisation by the competent
religious authority, for reasons pertaining to religious matters, leads to the
loss of the religious education teaching post. In a small minority of States
where religion is taught as part of the ordinary curriculum, the State has an
exclusive role in the appointment and dismissal of religious education
teachers, who are required to have a degree in either human sciences or
theology.

THE LAW
I. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 8 OF THE CONVENTION
67. The applicant complained about the non-renewal of his contract of
employment. He alleged that it had breached his right to respect for his
private and family life and relied on Article 8 of the Convention, which
reads as follows:
“1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and
his correspondence.
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right
except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society
in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals,
or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

A. The Chamber’s findings
68. In its judgment of 15 May 2012, the Chamber noted that in Spanish
law the notion of autonomy of religious communities was complemented by
the principle of the State’s religious neutrality, as recognised in the
Constitution, which precluded the State from ruling on questions such as the
celibacy of priests. Admittedly, the duty of neutrality was not unlimited.
The Constitutional Court’s judgment had confirmed that it did not preclude
the possibility for the courts to review the bishop’s decision to verify its
respect for fundamental rights and civil liberties. The definition of the
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religious or moral criteria underlying the non-renewal decision was
nevertheless the exclusive prerogative of the religious authorities. The
domestic courts were entitled to weigh up the competing fundamental rights
and to examine whether grounds other than those of a strictly religious
nature played a part in the decision not to appoint a candidate, because
religious grounds alone were protected by the principle of freedom of
religion.
69. The Chamber observed that the applicant had been able to take his
case to the Employment Tribunal and the Murcia High Court of Justice,
then at last instance to lodge an amparo appeal with the Constitutional
Court. Moreover, the dispensation from celibacy granted to him had
provided that recipients of such dispensation could not teach Catholic
religion in public institutions unless authorised by the bishop.
70. The Chamber took the view that the circumstances used to justify the
non-renewal of the applicant’s contract were of a strictly religious nature
and that the requirements of the principles of religious freedom and
neutrality precluded it from carrying out any further examination of the
necessity and proportionality of the decision not to renew his teaching
contract.
71. In conclusion, the Court found that the competent courts had struck a
fair balance between various private interests and that there had been no
violation of Article 8 of the Convention.
B. The parties’ submissions and third-party comments
1. The applicant
72. In the applicant’s submission, the Chamber judgment had sacrificed
the applicant’s right to respect for his private and family life in favour of a
new absolute right of the Catholic Church, namely the right to dismiss
freely or on derisory or trivial grounds. The applicant thus referred
throughout his observations to his “dismissal” rather than to non-renewal.
73. The applicant referred to the Court’s case-law in Hasan and Chaush
v. Bulgaria ([GC], no. 30985/96, § 60, ECHR 2000-XI), in which it was
stated that the right to freedom of religion did not protect every act
motivated or inspired by a religion or belief. In the present case, the nonrenewal decision following the publicity given to the applicant’s situation
had clearly been disproportionate.
74. The applicant further noted that the Chamber judgment had not taken
into account the fact that it was the State which paid his salary, a fact which
should have attributed more weight to his fundamental rights such as respect
for his private life.
75. This factor distinguished the case from previous cases examined by
the Court such as Obst v. Germany (no. 425/03, 23 September 2010),
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Schüth v. Germany (no. 1620/03, ECHR 2010) and Siebenhaar v. Germany
(no. 18136/02, 3 February 2011). In those German cases, the recruitment of
staff by religious communities had been carried out directly by the Churches
or faith organisations themselves, without any intervention by a public
authority in the appointment procedure. Moreover, unlike the situation in
the present case, it was not even a public authority which had paid the
salaries of the employees in those cases.
76. The applicant pointed out that the “scandal” argument given by the
Bishop had been based on the appearance in the press of a photograph
showing the applicant and his family. In this connection he noted that he
had never spoken in his religious -education classes against the teachings of
the Church, including the celibacy of priests. He mentioned the note of
support from the director of the secondary -education institution where he
had been teaching.
77. The applicant complained that, even though he had not given any
statement to the press, the criticism of the Church’s policies had been
attributed to him. The remarks in question had been made by other members
of MOCEOP who were present at the gathering.
78. On that point, the applicant complained that the Chamber judgment,
in paragraphs 84 and 86, had introduced a new ground for the non-renewal
decision, namely the criticisms allegedly made by the applicant, whereas the
Bishop’s memorandum had mentioned only the publicity given to the
applicant’s personal situation.
79. In view of the foregoing, the applicant submitted that the Chamber
judgment had modified the facts that had been declared established by
Murcia Employment Tribunal no. 3, which had considered that the ground
for non-renewal was the “scandal”, and had instead espoused the findings of
the Constitutional Court judgment.
2. The Government
80. In the Government’s submission, it was essential to determine the
central question, namely what facts constituted the grounds for the decision
of the Diocese of Cartagena not to renew the applicant’s certificate of
suitability for the teaching of the Catholic religion. In their view, the nonrenewal could be explained by events that had been triggered by the
applicant himself: his voluntary disclosure in the media of the fact that he
was a married priest and that he belonged to MOCEOP, and of his opinions
that were at odds with the Catholic Church’s position on a number of
subjects. Those public statements had clearly broken the bond of trust,
essential as it was, between the applicant and the Church.
81. The Government agreed as a whole with the approach adopted by
the Chamber as to the relevant Convention provision in the present case and
noted that the result would have been the same if the case had been
examined under Article 9.
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82. The Government further took the view that, as the Chamber had
found in paragraph 78 of its judgment, the present case had to be examined
from the perspective of the State’s positive obligations (in the light of
Rommelfanger v. Germany, no. 12242/86, Commission decision of
6 September 1989, Decisions and Reports 62). The Government argued that
the State had fulfilled its obligations in the present case.
83. The Government pointed out that, at the material time, the
Ministerial Order of 11 October 1982 had been applicable, supplementing
the 1979 Agreement between Spain and the Holy See.
84. The Government noted moreover that, at the material time, teachers
of religious education received their pay directly from the Catholic Church,
to which the State paid the necessary funds in the form of grants. Even
though the legal regime of religious-education teaching had changed and
salaries were now paid directly by the public authority, one essential factor
had not changed, namely the need for a certificate of suitability issued by
the Church, without which the teacher could not be appointed to a post. The
Government were of the view that this was merely a feature of the way in
which the State organised the financing of the teaching of various religions
in Spain and also that a wide margin of appreciation should be afforded to
States in the organisation of their education systems.
85. The Government thus submitted that, even though the non-renewal
decision in the present case had been taken by the public authority, it
constituted a “mandatory decision”. The public authority could not ignore
the failure to fulfil one of the prerequisites for renewal, namely the Catholic
Church’s nomination and declaration of suitability. The public authority’s
decision had therefore been a mere formality.
86. The certificate of suitability did not simply attest to the candidate’s
technical skills. In accordance with Canon 804 § 2 of the Code of Canon
Law, the professional qualification of religious-education teachers lay in
their morality, exemplary Christian life and teaching ability. This showed
the essential nature of the bond of trust between the Church and the teacher,
referred to by the Government as a “juridical-canonical relationship”. In the
present case that bond of trust had been broken by the applicant’s
statements.
87. However, the bond of trust did not exclude all review by the courts
of the Church’s decision or the balancing of competing fundamental rights.
88. Therefore, once it had been verified in a given case that the grounds
for non-renewal were strictly religious, the courts had to weigh up any
competing fundamental rights.
89. The Government submitted that in the present case the reasons had
been strictly religious and concerned the duty of loyalty and coherence
which had to be observed by the applicant in work that he had freely chosen
and which, moreover, differed from the teaching of another subject such as
mathematics or history. The Government thus requested the Court to bear in
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mind that the relationship of loyalty in the present case was on a higher
plane than that existing in a case concerning a church organist (as in Schüth,
cited above), a child-minder in a Church school (as in Siebenhaar, cited
above), or a Church public-relations manager (as in Obst, cited above).
90. For the Government, the question to be addressed was not whether
the relevant remarks were legitimate and could be expressed in public. The
issue for them was whether a religious organisation was obliged to appoint
and continue to employ as a religious-education teacher a person who had
publicly expressed views that were inconsistent with its doctrine. Whilst
such remarks fell within the applicant’s right to freedom of expression, it
was also true that they were at odds with the Church’s doctrine and with the
prerequisites for the canonical suitability of its teachers.
91. The Government then returned to the subject of the applicant’s legal
situation vis-à-vis the Catholic Church. The dispensation from celibacy had
had the effect of limiting the possibility of teaching Catholic religion,
entitling the Bishop, however, to give his authorisation provided there was
no risk of scandal. Consequently, the Bishop had merely been exercising his
prerogatives.
92. The Government further noted that the applicant had had the
opportunity to submit his arguments to courts at various levels of
jurisdiction, which had examined the lawfulness of the impugned measure
in the light of ordinary labour law, taking ecclesiastical law into account,
and had weighed up the competing interests of the applicant and the Church,
thus applying the Court’s doctrine in that respect.
93. Finally, the Government noted that teachers of religious education
were recruited on the basis of criteria which differed essentially from those
relevant for teachers of other subjects. Whereas the latter had to take part in
open and public competitions, teachers of religious education were
nominated by the Catholic Church, who chose them freely and proposed
them to the civil authority if they were considered to be suitable for teaching
religion.
3. Observations of the third-party interveners
(a) Spanish Episcopal Conference (Conferencia Episcopal Española – “the
CEE”)

94. In its observations the CEE stated that the requirement for teachers
to have an ecclesiastical certificate of suitability and the possibility for the
Church to withdraw or revoke that accreditation on religious or moral
grounds was adapted to the very nature of the post, and to the right of
parents and pupils to require that Catholic doctrine or values be imparted
properly.
95. The CEE drew attention to the specific system for the recruitment of
religious-education teachers in Spain, which differed from the recruitment
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of other teachers, and noted that they were proposed to the public authority
by the various faith groups, after being chosen from among persons who
had an academic qualification that was deemed equivalent to those of the
other teachers recruited by the public authority. After the proposal in
principle of teachers of religion by the corresponding faith groups, the
teachers were appointed by the public authority.
96. This specific system had an objective and reasonable justification
and was proportionate to the aims pursued by the legislature, namely to
guarantee the religious neutrality of the State, the right of parents to their
children’s education and the autonomy of faith groups in the recruitment of
their teaching staff. In the present case, the non-renewal of the contract had
not been related to the applicant’s status as a married priest, but to the fact
that he had acted publicly against the Church.
(b) European Centre for Law and Justice (ECLJ)

97. The ECLJ emphasised at the outset the importance of the principle
of the institutional autonomy of faith groups, in conformity with the State’s
duty of neutrality and impartiality. It mattered little whether the status of
religious-education teachers was assimilated to that of public servants or of
contractual employees, as this had no bearing on the religious nature of their
employment. The crucial point for the third party was the possibility of
review by the ordinary courts. Such review would vary in scope depending
on the degree to which the reasoning behind the non-renewal decision was
purely religious.
98. The ECLJ referred to the notion of the heightened duty of loyalty, as
recognised by international and European law: Directive 2000/78/EC,
International Labour Organization Convention no. 111 concerning
Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation, the Guidelines
for Review of Legislation Pertaining to Religion or Belief adopted by the
OSCE/ODIHR and the Venice Commission, and the work of the United
Nations Human Rights Committee (see Ross v. Canada, Communication
No. 736/1997). That obligation of loyalty was based on the manifestation of
the personal wishes of the employee, who would thus agree to waive the
exercise of certain guaranteed rights.
(c) Chair in Law and Religions of the Université catholique de Louvain and
the American Religious Freedom Program of the Ethics & Public Policy
Center

99. This third party argued that the principle of religious communities’
autonomy was widely recognised in international law. It referred in
particular to Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It
further noted that the right to choose “religious leaders, priests and teachers”
was expressly recognised by the United Nations Human Rights Committee
as a guarantee of the autonomy of religious communities in dealing with
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teachers who did not conform to religious requirements (see Delgado Páez
v. Colombia, Communication No. 195/1985, concerning a teacher of
religion at a secondary school in Colombia).
100. The third party also cited the United States Supreme Court’s
judgment of 11 January 2012 in Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran
Church and School v. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission et al.,
which expressly recognised for the first time the so-called “ministerial
exception”, a doctrine according to which otherwise applicable laws
prohibiting employment discrimination could not be applied to “ministerial
employees” (a category that included religious-education teachers).
C. The Court’s assessment
1. Alleged modification of facts by the Constitutional Court and the
Chamber
101. The Court notes that the parties disagreed as to the facts which had
led to the non-renewal of the applicant’s contract of employment. The
applicant complained that the Chamber’s judgment had followed that of the
Constitutional Court in introducing new facts that had not been declared
established by Murcia Employment Tribunal no. 3. In particular, both the
Constitutional Court and the Chamber had presented the applicant’s
criticisms of the Church as the ground for non-renewal, whilst the Bishop’s
memorandum had mentioned only the publicity that the applicant had given
to his personal situation. In the Government’s submission, the event giving
rise to the Bishop’s decision had been the applicant’s public statements,
publicising both his family situation and his criticism of the Church.
102. The Court notes that in its judgment of 28 September 2000 Murcia
Employment Tribunal no. 3 took the view that the applicant had suffered
discrimination on account of his marital status and his membership of the
association MOCEOP, with his appearance in the press having been the
underlying ground for what he described as his dismissal (see paragraph 25
above). Accordingly, his membership of the movement was already part of
the facts that had been declared established. On the basis of those same
facts, the High Court of Justice arrived at the opposite conclusion.
103. Moreover, the Court observes that, in his amparo appeal before the
Constitutional Court, the applicant himself argued that his position as a
member of MOCEOP and his dissenting opinions about the celibacy of
Catholic priests had been the cause of the non-renewal of his contract and
took the view that this constituted a breach of his right to private life and
religious freedom. The Constitutional Court based its findings on those two
points (see paragraph 41 above).
104. This is not contradicted by the content of the Bishop’s
memorandum relating to the non-renewal decision. The expression
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“applicant’s situation” may reasonably be understood to refer both to his
marital status and to his membership of MOCEOP. Those two elements
taken together could thus be regarded as constituting a situation likely to
give rise to the “scandal” referred to by the Bishop.
105. Lastly, as to the public statements that the applicant is said to have
made (see paragraph 139 below), the Court finds that there is no indication
in any domestic decision that they were taken into account by the national
courts.
106. In conclusion, it does not appear that the Constitutional Court or the
Chamber relied on any facts other than those that had been declared
established by the domestic courts’ ruling on the merits. The Grand
Chamber will take this into account.
2. Relevant Convention provisions in the present case
107. It should be noted at the outset that various Convention Articles, in
particular Articles 8, 9, 10 and 11, are relevant for the assessment of the
present case. Article 8 is relevant in so far as it encompasses the applicant’s
right to continue his professional life, his right to respect for his family life
and his right to live his family life in an open manner. Article 9 is relevant
in so far as it protects the applicant’s right to freedom of thought and
religion. Article 10 is relevant in so far as it protects the applicant’s right to
express his opinions about official Church doctrines, and Article 11 in so far
as it guarantees his right to be a member of an organisation holding specific
views on issues concerning religion. In the Court’s view, however, the main
issue in the present application lies in the non-renewal of the applicant’s
contract. The applicant did not complain about being prevented from
holding and disseminating certain views or from being a member of
MOCEOP, or about having to endure interference with his family life. The
gist of his complaint is that he was not able to remain a teacher of the
Catholic religion as a direct consequence of the publicity given to his family
situation and of the fact that he was a member of MOCEOP. For that reason
the Grand Chamber takes the view, like the Chamber, that the application
should be examined under Article 8 of the Convention.
3. Whether Article 8 is applicable
108. Whereas no general right to employment or to the renewal of a
fixed-term contract can be derived from Article 8, the Court has previously
had occasion to address the question of the applicability of Article 8 to the
sphere of employment. It thus reiterates that “private life” is a broad term
not susceptible to exhaustive definition (see, among other authorities,
Schüth, cited above, § 53). It would be too restrictive to limit the notion of
“private life” to an “inner circle” in which the individual may live his own
personal life as he chooses and to exclude therefrom entirely the outside
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world not encompassed within that circle (see Niemietz v. Germany,
16 December 1992, § 29, Series A no. 251-B).
109. According to the Court’s case-law, there is no reason of principle
why the notion of “private life” should be taken to exclude professional
activities (see Bigaeva v. Greece, no. 26713/05, § 23, 28 May 2009, and
Oleksandr Volkov v. Ukraine, no. 21722/11, §§ 165-67, ECHR 2013).
Restrictions on an individual’s professional life may fall within Article 8
where they have repercussions on the manner in which he or she constructs
his or her social identity by developing relationships with others. In
addition, professional life is often intricately linked to private life, especially
if factors relating to private life, in the strict sense of the term, are regarded
as qualifying criteria for a given profession (see Özpınar v. Turkey,
no. 20999/04, §§ 43-48, 19 October 2010). Professional life is therefore part
of the zone of interaction between a person and others which, even in a
public context, may fall within the scope of “private life” (see Mółka
v. Poland (dec.), no. 56550/00, ECHR 2006-IV).
110. In the present case the interaction between private life stricto sensu
and professional life is especially striking as the requirements for this kind
of specific employment were not only technical skills, but also the ability to
be “outstanding in true doctrine, the witness of Christian life, and teaching
ability” (see paragraph 58 above), thus establishing a direct link between the
person’s conduct in private life and his or her professional activities.
111. The Court further notes that the applicant, who was not a civil
servant but was nonetheless employed and remunerated by the State, had
been a religious-education teacher since 1991 on the basis of fixed-term
contracts which provided for annual renewal at the beginning of each
academic year subject to the Bishop’s approval of his suitability. Thus,
whilst it is true that the applicant had never had a permanent contract, a
presumption of renewal had given him good reason to believe that his
contract would be renewed for as long as he fulfilled those conditions and
there were no circumstances that might justify its non-renewal under canon
law. In the Court’s opinion, the facts of the case bear some resemblance,
mutatis mutandis, to those of Lombardi Vallauri v. Italy (no. 39128/05,
§ 38, 20 October 2009). In the present case, the applicant had been a
religious-education teacher continuously for seven years and had been
appreciated both by his colleagues and by the management of the centres
where he taught, thus attesting to the stability of his professional situation.
112. In those circumstances, the Court takes the view that as a
consequence of the non-renewal of the applicant’s contract his chances of
carrying on his specific professional activity were seriously affected on
account of events mainly relating to personal choices he had made in the
context of his private and family life. It follows that, in the circumstances of
the present case, Article 8 of the Convention is applicable.
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4. Compliance with Article 8
(a) Whether there has been an interference

113. The Court would first reiterate that, although the object of Article 8
is essentially that of protecting the individual against arbitrary interference
by the public authorities, it does not merely compel the State to abstain from
such interference: in addition to this primarily negative undertaking, there
may be positive obligations inherent in an effective respect for private life.
These obligations may involve the adoption of measures designed to secure
respect for private life even in the sphere of the relations of individuals
between themselves. The boundaries between the State’s positive and
negative obligations under Article 8 do not lend themselves to precise
definition. The applicable principles are nonetheless similar. In particular, in
both instances regard must be had to the fair balance which has to be struck
between the general interest and the interests of the individual; and in both
contexts the State enjoys a certain margin of appreciation (see Evans v. the
United Kingdom [GC], no. 6339/05, §§ 75-76, ECHR 2007-I;
Rommelfanger, cited above; and Fuentes Bobo v. Spain, no. 39293/98, § 38,
29 February 2000).
114. Unlike the Chamber, the Grand Chamber takes the view that the
question in the present case is not whether the State was bound, in the
context of its positive obligations under Article 8, to ensure that the
applicant’s right to respect for his private life prevailed over the Catholic
Church’s right to refuse to renew his contract (contrast, mutatis mutandis,
the above-cited judgments in Obst, § 43, Schüth, § 57, and Siebenhaar,
§ 38). The Court thus accepts the position of the Constitutional Court,
which, in its judgment of 4 June 2007, took the view that, even though it
was not a public authority which had actually taken the non-renewal
decision, it sufficed, as in the present case, for such an authority to intervene
at a later stage for the decision to be regarded as an act of a public authority.
The Court is thus of the opinion that the crux of the issue lies in the action
of the State authority which, as the applicant’s employer, and being directly
involved in the decision-making process, enforced the Bishop’s nonrenewal decision. Whilst the Court recognises that the State had limited
possibilities of action in the present case, it is noteworthy that if the
Bishop’s decision had not been enforced by the Ministry of Education, the
applicant’s contract would certainly have been renewed.
115. In view of the foregoing, the Court finds that, in the circumstances
of the case, the conduct of the public authorities constituted an interference
with the applicant’s right to respect for his private life.
(b) “In accordance with the law”

116. The expression “in accordance with the law” requires, firstly, that
the impugned measure should have some basis in domestic law. Secondly, it
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refers to the quality of the law in question, requiring that it should be
accessible to the person concerned, who must moreover be able to foresee
its consequences for him, and compatible with the rule of law (see, among
other authorities, Kopp v. Switzerland, 25 March 1998, § 55, Reports of
Judgments and Decisions 1998-II). The phrase thus implies, inter alia, that
domestic law must be sufficiently foreseeable in its terms to give
individuals an adequate indication as to the circumstances in which and the
conditions on which the authorities are entitled to resort to measures
affecting their rights under the Convention (see C.G. and Others v.
Bulgaria, no. 1365/07, § 39, 24 April 2008).
117. The Court notes that the Ministry of Education acted in accordance
with the provisions of Article III of the 1979 Agreement between Spain and
the Holy See, supplemented by the Ministerial Order of 11 October 1982,
pursuant to which an appointment is not renewed if an opinion to the
contrary is given by the bishop (see paragraph 51 above). This Agreement is
an international treaty, integrated as such in Spanish law in conformity with
the Spanish Constitution (see, mutatis mutandis, Neulinger and Shuruk
v. Switzerland [GC], no. 41615/07, § 99, ECHR 2010). The non-renewal of
the applicant’s contract was thus based on valid Spanish law.
118. It remains to be examined to what extent the non-renewal of the
contract was foreseeable by the applicant. The decisive question is the
extent to which he could have anticipated that his personal conduct was
likely to entail the consequence that the Bishop would no longer consider
him a suitable candidate and that his contract would therefore not be
renewed. In this context the Court notes that the Diocese of Cartagena relied
in particular on the notion of “scandal” to refuse the extension of the
applicant’s contract (see paragraph 19 above). Even though the notion of
scandal is not expressly provided for in Canons 804 and 805 of the Code of
Canon Law (see paragraph 58 above), concerning religious-education
teachers, it may be considered to refer to – and is thus clarified by – notions
that are themselves in those canons such as “true doctrine”, “witness of
Christian life” or “religious or moral considerations”. In this connection, the
Court is of the view that the applicable provisions in the present case
fulfilled the requirements concerning the foreseeability of their effects. In
particular, since the applicant had been the director of a seminary, it is
reasonable to presume that he was aware of the heightened duty of loyalty
imposed on him by ecclesiastical law and could thus have foreseen that,
despite the fact that his situation had been tolerated for many years, the
public display of his militant stance on certain precepts of the Church would
be at odds with the applicable provisions of canon law and would not be
without consequence. On the basis of the clear wording of the Agreement
between Spain and the Holy See, he could also have reasonably foreseen
that in the absence of a certificate of suitability from the Church his contract
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would not be renewed (see, mutatis mutandis, Sindicatul “Păstorul cel
Bun” v. Romania [GC], no. 2330/09, § 155, ECHR 2013).
119. Accordingly, the Court is prepared to accept, as the national courts
did, that the interference complained of had a legal basis in the relevant
provisions of the 1979 Agreement between Spain and the Holy See,
supplemented by the Ministerial Order of 11 October 1982, and that these
provisions satisfied the “lawfulness” requirements established in its caselaw (see, mutatis mutandis, Miroļubovs and Others v. Latvia, no. 798/05,
§ 78, 15 September 2009).
120. In conclusion, the impugned interference was in accordance with
the law.
(c) Legitimate aim

121. The Court agrees with the parties and finds that the non-renewal
decision in issue in the present case pursued the legitimate aim of protecting
the rights and freedoms of others, namely those of the Catholic Church, and
in particular its autonomy in respect of the choice of persons accredited to
teach religious doctrine.
(d) Necessary in a democratic society
(i) General principles
(α) Balancing of rights

122. The Court reiterates that when it is called upon to rule on a conflict
between two rights that are equally protected by the Convention, it must
weigh up the interests at stake (see Siebenhaar, Schüth and Obst, all cited
above). In the present case, this balancing exercise concerns the applicant’s
right to his private and family life, on the one hand, and the right of
religious organisations to autonomy, on the other. The State is called upon
to guarantee both rights and if the protection of one leads to an interference
with the other, to choose adequate means to make this interference
proportionate to the aim pursued. In this context, the Court accepts that the
State has a wide margin of appreciation (see, mutatis mutandis, Sindicatul
“Păstorul cel Bun”, cited above, § 160, and, mutatis mutandis, Von
Hannover v. Germany (no. 2) [GC], nos. 40660/08 and 60641/08,
§§ 104-07, ECHR 2012).
123. An interference will be considered “necessary in a democratic
society” for a legitimate aim if it answers a “pressing social need” and, in
particular, if it is proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued and if the
reasons adduced by the national authorities to justify it are “relevant and
sufficient” (see, for example, Coster v. the United Kingdom [GC],
no. 24876/94, § 104, 18 January 2001, and S. and Marper v. the United
Kingdom [GC], nos. 30562/04 and 30566/04, § 101, ECHR 2008).
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124. While it is for the national authorities to make the initial assessment
in all these respects, the final evaluation of whether the interference is
necessary remains subject to review by the Court for conformity with the
requirements of the Convention. A margin of appreciation must be left to
the competent national authorities in this assessment. The breadth of this
margin varies and depends on a number of factors including the nature of
the Convention right in issue, its importance for the individual, the nature of
the interference and the object pursued by the interference. The margin will
tend to be narrower where the right at stake is crucial to the individual’s
effective enjoyment of “intimate” or key rights. Where a particularly
important facet of an individual’s existence or identity is at stake, the
margin allowed to the State will be restricted. Where, however, there is no
consensus within the member States of the Council of Europe, either as to
the relative importance of the interest at stake or as to how best to protect it,
the margin will be wider (see S. and Marper, cited above, §§ 101-02). There
will also usually be a wide margin if the State is required to strike a balance
between competing private and public interests or different Convention
rights (see Obst, cited above, § 42).
(β) Right to enjoy private and family life

125. As regards the right to private and family life, the Court stresses the
importance for individuals to be able to decide freely how to conduct their
private and family life. In this connection, it reiterates that Article 8 also
protects the right to self-fulfilment, whether in the form of personal
development (see Christine Goodwin v. the United Kingdom [GC],
no. 28957/95, § 90, ECHR 2002-VI), or from the point of view of the right
to establish and develop relationships with other human beings and the
outside world, the notion of personal autonomy being an important principle
underlying the interpretation of the guarantees laid down in that provision
(see Pretty v. the United Kingdom, no. 2346/02, § 61, ECHR 2002-III).
Thus, it is self-evident that an individual’s right to marry and to make that
choice known to the public is protected by the Convention and in particular
by Article 8, read in the light of other relevant Articles (see paragraph 108
above).
(γ) State’s duty to protect the autonomy of the Church
Scope of autonomy of religious communities

126. As regards the autonomy of faith groups, the Court notes that
religious communities traditionally and universally exist in the form of
organised structures. Where the organisation of the religious community is
in issue, Article 9 of the Convention must be interpreted in the light of
Article 11, which safeguards associative life against unjustified State
interference. Seen in that perspective, the right of believers to freedom of
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religion encompasses the expectation that they will be allowed to associate
freely, without arbitrary State intervention. The autonomous existence of
religious communities is indispensable for pluralism in a democratic society
and is thus an issue at the very heart of the protection which Article 9 of the
Convention affords. It has a direct interest, not only for the actual
organisation of those communities but also for the effective enjoyment by
all their active members of the right to freedom of religion. Were the
organisational life of the community not protected by Article 9 of the
Convention, all other aspects of the individual’s freedom of religion would
become vulnerable (see Hasan and Chaush, cited above, § 62; Metropolitan
Church of Bessarabia and Others v. Moldova, no. 45701/99, § 118, ECHR
2001-XII; and Holy Synod of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church (Metropolitan
Inokentiy) and Others v. Bulgaria, nos. 412/03 and 35677/04, § 103,
22 January 2009).
127. Concerning more specifically the internal autonomy of religious
groups, Article 9 of the Convention does not enshrine a right of dissent
within a religious community; in the event of any doctrinal or organisational
disagreement between a religious community and one of its members, the
individual’s freedom of religion is exercised by the option of freely leaving
the community (see Miroļubovs and Others, cited above, § 80). Moreover,
in this context, the Court has frequently emphasised the State’s role as the
neutral and impartial organiser of the exercise of various religions, faiths
and beliefs, and has stated that this role is conducive to public order,
religious harmony and tolerance in a democratic society, particularly
between opposing groups (see, among other authorities, Hasan and Chaush,
cited above, § 78, and Leyla Şahin v. Turkey [GC], no. 44774/98, § 107,
ECHR 2005-XI). Respect for the autonomy of religious communities
recognised by the State implies, in particular, that the State should accept
the right of such communities to react, in accordance with their own rules
and interests, to any dissident movements emerging within them that might
pose a threat to their cohesion, image or unity. It is therefore not the task of
the national authorities to act as the arbiter between religious communities
and the various dissident factions that exist or may emerge within them (see
Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun”, cited above, § 165).
128. The Court further reiterates that, but for very exceptional cases, the
right to freedom of religion as guaranteed under the Convention excludes
any discretion on the part of the State to determine whether religious beliefs
or the means used to express such beliefs are legitimate (see Hasan and
Chaush, cited above, §§ 62 and 78). Moreover, the principle of religious
autonomy prevents the State from obliging a religious community to admit
or exclude an individual or to entrust someone with a particular religious
duty (see, mutatis mutandis, Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya v. Ukraine,
no. 77703/01, § 146, 14 June 2007).
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129. Lastly, where questions concerning the relationship between State
and religions, on which opinion in a democratic society may reasonably
differ widely, are at stake, the role of the national decision-making body
must be given special importance (see Leyla Şahin, cited above, § 109).
This will be the case in particular where practice in European States is
characterised by a wide variety of constitutional models governing relations
between the State and religious denominations (see Sindicatul “Păstorul cel
Bun”, cited above, § 138).
Duty of loyalty

130. The Court acknowledges that as a consequence of their autonomy
religious communities can demand a certain degree of loyalty from those
working for them or representing them. In this context the Court has already
considered that the nature of the post occupied by those persons is an
important element to be taken into account when assessing the
proportionality of a restrictive measure taken by the State or the religious
organisation concerned (see Obst, cited above, §§ 48-51, and Schüth, cited
above, § 69). In particular, the specific mission assigned to the person
concerned in a religious organisation is a relevant consideration in
determining whether that person should be subject to a heightened duty of
loyalty.
Limits to the autonomy

131. That being said, a mere allegation by a religious community that
there is an actual or potential threat to its autonomy is not sufficient to
render any interference with its members’ rights to respect for their private
or family life compatible with Article 8 of the Convention. In addition, the
religious community in question must also show, in the light of the
circumstances of the individual case, that the risk alleged is probable and
substantial and that the impugned interference with the right to respect for
private life does not go beyond what is necessary to eliminate that risk and
does not serve any other purpose unrelated to the exercise of the religious
community’s autonomy. Neither should it affect the substance of the right to
private and family life. The national courts must ensure that these conditions
are satisfied, by conducting an in-depth examination of the circumstances of
the case and a thorough balancing exercise between the competing interests
at stake (see, mutatis mutandis, Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun”, cited above,
§ 159).
(ii) Application of the above-mentioned principles to the present case

132. In applying those principles to the present case, the Court considers
that it has to take account of the following factors.
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(α) Status of the applicant

133. The Court notes, firstly, that the applicant received the dispensation
from the obligation of celibacy from the Vatican after the publication of the
article in the newspaper. Thus, being both a married man and a priest, his
status at the relevant time was unclear. On the one hand, his status as an
ordained priest had not changed from the point of view of the Church – at
least not officially – and from the outside perspective he could still be
considered a representative of the Catholic Church as he was still teaching
Catholic religion. On the other hand, he was married and known to be a
former priest. Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that his salary as
a teacher was paid by the State, albeit indirectly, in so far as the
Government noted that, at the material time, teachers of religious education
received their pay directly from the Catholic Church to which the State paid
the necessary funds in the form of grants.
134. Be that as it may, the Court takes the view that, by signing his
successive employment contracts, the applicant knowingly and voluntarily
accepted a heightened duty of loyalty towards the Catholic Church, which
limited the scope of his right to respect for his private and family life to a
certain degree. Such contractual limitations are permissible under the
Convention where they are freely accepted (see Rommelfanger, cited
above). Indeed, from the point of view of the Church’s interest in upholding
the coherence of its precepts, teaching Catholic religion to adolescents can
be considered a crucial function requiring special allegiance. The Court is
not convinced that at the time of the publication of the article in La Verdad,
this contractual duty of loyalty had ceased to exist. Even if the applicant’s
status as a married priest was unclear, a duty of loyalty could still be
expected on the basis that the Bishop had accepted him as a suitable
representative to teach Catholic religion.
(β) Publicity given by the applicant to his situation as a married priest

135. The Court notes , firstly, that it was not the applicant himself who
published an article about his views or his family life, but a journalist who
wrote about the meeting of MOCEOP and included both a photograph of
the applicant and his family and a description of the views held by a group
of former priests including the applicant. It is relevant, however, that, unlike
the applicant, most of the other participants at the meeting avoided contact
with the press. As to the question whether the applicant deliberately posed
for the impugned photograph, a point also disputed by the parties, the Court
considers the answer not to be essential. Even assuming that the photograph
was taken without his consent, it can be noted that there is no evidence in
the file to show that the applicant complained of his appearance in the press
by means of the mechanisms available to him under domestic law. The
Court finds that in choosing to accept a publication about his family
circumstances and his association with what the Bishop considered to be a
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protest-oriented meeting, he severed the special bond of trust that was
necessary for the fulfilment of the tasks entrusted to him. Having regard to
the importance of religious -education teachers for all faith groups, it was
hardly surprising that this severance would entail certain consequences. The
Court thus sees the granting of dispensation, thirteen years after the
applicant had requested it and shortly after the publication of the press
article, as part of the sanction imposed on the applicant as a result of his
conduct.
136. In the Court’s view, it is not unreasonable for a Church or religious
community to expect particular loyalty of religious-education teachers in so
far as they may be regarded as its representatives. The existence of a
discrepancy between the ideas that have to be taught and the teacher’s
personal beliefs may raise an issue of credibility if the teacher actively and
publicly campaigns against the ideas in question (see, mutatis mutandis,
Siebenhaar, cited above, § 46). Thus, in the present case the problem lies in
the fact that the applicant could be understood to have been campaigning in
favour of his way of life to bring about a change in the Church’s rules, and
in his open criticism of those rules.
(γ) Publicity given by the applicant to his membership of MOCEOP; remarks
attributed to him

137. While the parties agreed that it was generally known that the
applicant was married and had five children, it is not clear to what extent his
membership of an organisation with aims incompatible with the official
Church doctrine was also known to the general public before the publication
of the article. In this context, in the Court’s view, it is necessary to take into
account the specific content of the applicant’s teaching. A teacher of
religious education who belongs to and publicly promotes an organisation
advocating ideas that run counter to the teaching of that religion has to be
distinguished from, for example, a language teacher who is at the same time
a member of the Communist Party (see Vogt v. Germany, 26 September
1995, Series A no. 323). In the former case, the heightened duty of loyalty
is justified by the fact that, in order to remain credible, religion must be
taught by a person whose way of life and public statements are not
flagrantly at odds with the religion in question, especially where the religion
is supposed to govern the private life and personal beliefs of its followers
(see Directive 2000/78/EC; Schüth, cited above, § 40; Obst, cited above,
§ 27; and Lombardi Vallauri, cited above, § 41). For this reason, the sole
fact that there is no evidence to suggest that the applicant, in his class,
taught anything incompatible with the Catholic Church’s doctrine does not
suffice for it to be concluded that he fulfilled his heightened duty of loyalty
(see Vogt, cited above).
138. As regards the statements attributed to the applicant following the
publication of the press article, it is noteworthy that the article indicated that
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the remarks in question had been made by four named participants in the
event, one of whom was the applicant, incidentally referred to in the article
as the former director of a seminary. According to the article, those four
participants, including the applicant, had expressed their support for
contraception and their disagreement with the Catholic Church’s positions
on other subjects such as abortion, birth control and the optional celibacy of
priests.
139. In the Court’s view, it is self-evident that this kind of remark falls
within the freedom of expression protected by Article 10 of the Convention.
Nevertheless, and even though the remarks were not taken into account by
the domestic courts (see paragraph 106 above), that does not mean that the
Catholic Church was precluded from acting on them, in the enjoyment of its
autonomy, which is also protected by the Convention under Article 9. In
this connection, the Court observes that in assessing the seriousness of the
conduct of an individual employed by the Church it is necessary to take into
account the proximity between the person’s activity and the Church’s
proclamatory mission (see Schüth, cited above, § 69). In the present case,
that proximity is clearly very close.
140. Consequently, the applicant was voluntarily part of the circle of
individuals who were bound, for reasons of credibility, by a duty of loyalty
towards the Catholic Church, thus limiting his right to respect for his private
life to a certain degree. In the Court’s view, the fact of being seen as
campaigning publicly in movements opposed to Catholic doctrine clearly
runs counter to that duty. In addition, there is little doubt that the applicant,
as a former priest and director of a seminary, was or must have been aware
of the substance and significance of that duty (see, mutatis mutandis, Obst,
cited above, § 50).
141. In addition, the Court takes the view that the changes brought about
by the publicity given to the applicant’s membership of MOCEOP and by
the remarks appearing in the article were all the more important as the
applicant had been teaching adolescents, who were not mature enough to
make a distinction between information that was part of the Catholic
Church’s doctrine and that which corresponded to the applicant’s own
personal opinion.
(δ) State’s responsibility as employer

142. The Court further notes that, unlike the situation in the three
German cases cited above, Siebenhaar, Schüth and Obst, where the
applicants were employed by their respective Churches, the applicant in the
present case, like all religious-education teachers in Spain, was employed
and remunerated by the State. That aspect, however, is not such as to affect
the extent of the duty of loyalty imposed on the applicant vis-à-vis the
Catholic Church or the measures that the latter is entitled to adopt if that
duty is breached. This analysis is confirmed by the fact that, in the majority
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of Council of Europe member States, the Churches and
communities concerned have a power of co-decision or even an
role in the appointment and dismissal of religious-education
regardless of which institution finances such teaching, directly or
(see paragraph 67 above).
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teachers,
indirectly

(ε) Severity of the sanction

143. The Court has previously found it to be of particular importance,
albeit in a somewhat different context, that an employee who has been
dismissed by an ecclesiastical employer will have limited opportunities of
finding another job. This is especially true where the employer has a
predominant position in a given sector of activity and enjoys certain
derogations from the ordinary law, or where the dismissed employee has
specific qualifications that make it difficult, if not impossible, to find a new
job outside the employing Church, as was the case for the present applicant
(see, mutatis mutandis, Schüth, cited above, § 73).
144. As to the consequences for the applicant of the non-renewal of his
contract of employment, there is no doubt that this decision constituted a
sanction entailing serious consequences for his private and family life.
However, in his memorandum, the Bishop took those difficulties into
account, pointing out that the applicant would be entitled to unemployment
benefit (see paragraph 19 above). It must be noted in this connection that
after the non-renewal of his contract the applicant did receive such benefit.
145. The consequences for the applicant must also be seen in the light of
the fact that he had knowingly placed himself in a situation that was
incompatible with the Church’s precepts. As a result of his former
responsibilities within the Church, the applicant was aware of its rules and
knew that his conduct placed him in a situation of precariousness vis-à-vis
the Bishop and made the renewal of his contract dependent upon the latter’s
discretion. He should therefore have expected that the voluntary publicity of
his membership of MOCEOP would not be devoid of consequences for his
contract. The Court notes that, even though the applicant had not received
any prior warning before the decision not to renew his contract, he knew
that his contract was subject to annual renewal if approved by the Bishop,
thus involving the possibility for the latter to assess, on a regular basis, the
applicant’s fulfilment of his heightened duty of loyalty. Lastly, the applicant
knew that, in this connection, the Church had already shown tolerance in
allowing him to teach Catholic religion for six years, that is, for as long as
his personal situation which was incompatible with the precepts of that
religion was not promoted publicly. Moreover, it should be noted that, for
the purposes of the present case, a less restrictive measure for the applicant
would certainly not have had the same effectiveness in terms of preserving
the credibility of the Church. It thus does not appear that the consequences
of the decision not to renew his contract were excessive in the
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circumstances of the case, having regard in particular to the fact that the
applicant had knowingly placed himself in a situation that was completely
in opposition to the Church’s precepts.
(ζ) Review by domestic courts

146. As regards, lastly, the review carried out by the domestic courts, it
should be pointed out that, whilst Article 8 contains no explicit procedural
requirements, the Court cannot satisfactorily assess whether the reasons
adduced by national authorities to justify their decisions were “sufficient”
for the purposes of Article 8 § 2 without at the same time determining
whether the decision-making process, seen as a whole, provided the
applicant with the requisite protection of his interests (see W. v. the United
Kingdom, 8 July 1987, §§ 62 and 64, Series A no. 121; Elsholz v. Germany
[GC], no. 25735/94, § 52, ECHR 2000-VIII; and Sahin v. Germany [GC],
no. 30943/96, § 68, ECHR 2003-VIII).
147. In the present case, the Court observes at the outset that the
applicant was able to complain about the non-renewal of his contract before
the Employment Tribunal and then before the Murcia High Court of Justice,
which examined the lawfulness of the impugned measure under ordinary
labour law, taking ecclesiastical law into account, and weighed up the
competing interests of the applicant and the Catholic Church (see, mutatis
mutandis, Siebenhaar, cited above; Schüth, cited above, § 59; and Obst,
cited above, § 45). At last instance the applicant was able to lodge an
amparo appeal with the Constitutional Court.
148. In this connection the Court notes that under Spanish law the notion
of autonomy of religious communities is supplemented by the principle of
the State’s religious neutrality, as recognised in Article 16 § 3 of the
Constitution. This principle precludes the national authorities from ruling on
the substance of religious notions such as “scandal” or the celibacy of
priests. Admittedly, the duty of neutrality is not unlimited, as the
Constitutional Court itself has indicated in finding that the issue in such
cases is to reconcile the requirements of religious freedom and the State’s
religious neutrality with the judicial protection of teachers’ fundamental
rights and employment relationships. Thus, in a case concerning a decision
not to renew the contract of a religious-education teacher on account of her
civil marriage to a divorced man, the Constitutional Court found that there
had been a violation of the complainant’s right not to suffer discrimination
and of her right to respect for her freedom of opinion concerning marriage
and for her personal and family privacy (see paragraph 62 above).
149. In the present case, which is similar, but can be distinguished in
important aspects from the other case, the domestic courts found that, in so
far as the reasoning for the non-renewal decision had been strictly religious,
they had to confine themselves to verifying respect for the fundamental
rights at stake in the present case. In particular, after carefully examining the
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facts, the Constitutional Court took the view that the State’s duty of
neutrality precluded it from ruling on the notion of “scandal” used by the
Bishop to refuse the renewal of the applicant’s contract, or on the merits of
the optional celibacy of priests advocated by the applicant. However, it
examined the extent of the interference with the applicant’s rights and took
the view that it was neither disproportionate nor unconstitutional, but that it
could be justified in terms of respect for the lawful exercise by the Catholic
Church of its religious freedom in its collective or community dimension, in
conjunction with the right of parents to choose their children’s religious
education (see paragraph 43 above). Even though the parents of children
who attended the applicant’s classes showed their support after the publicity
given to his situation, the Court is of the view that the Diocese’s argument
was not unreasonable, since it sought to protect the integrity of the teaching.
150. In the light of the foregoing, the Court finds that the domestic
courts took into account all the relevant factors and, even though they
emphasised the applicant’s right to freedom of expression (see paragraph 45
above), they weighed up the interests at stake in detail and in depth (see,
mutatis mutandis, Obst, cited above, § 49), within the limits imposed on
them by the necessary respect for the autonomy of the Catholic Church. The
conclusions thus reached do not appear unreasonable to the Court,
particularly in the light of the fact that the applicant, as he had been a priest
and the director of a seminary, was or must have been aware, in accepting
the task of teaching Catholic religion, of the potential consequences of the
heightened duty of loyalty vis-à-vis the Catholic Church by which he thus
became bound, for the purpose, in particular, of preserving the credibility of
his teaching (see, mutatis mutandis, Obst, cited above, § 50). The fact that
the Constitutional Court carried out a thorough analysis is all the more
evident as two dissenting opinions were appended to its judgment, thus
showing that the court examined the issue from various perspectives, whilst
refraining from ruling on the substance of the principles to which the
Church adhered. As to the Church’s autonomy, it does not appear, in the
light of the review exercised by the national courts, that it was improperly
invoked in the present case, that is to say that the Bishop’s decision not to
propose the renewal of the applicant’s contract cannot be said to have
contained insufficient reasoning, to have been arbitrary, or to have been
taken for a purpose that was unrelated to the exercise of the Catholic
Church’s autonomy.
(e) Conclusion

151. In conclusion, having regard to the State’s margin of appreciation
in the present case, the Court is of the view that the interference with the
applicant’s right to respect for his private life was not disproportionate.
152. Accordingly, there has been no violation of Article 8 of the
Convention.
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II. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 14 TAKEN TOGETHER
WITH ARTICLE 8 OF THE CONVENTION AND OF ARTICLES 9
AND 10, TAKEN SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER WITH
ARTICLE 14 OF THE CONVENTION
153. The applicant complained that the decision not to renew his
contract had unjustifiably given precedence to the Church’s rights to
religious autonomy and to freedom of association over his right to respect
for his private life. In his view, a new “right to dismiss”, of a discriminatory
nature, had thus been created in favour of religious entities.
154. The Court is of the view that these complaints are related to the
complaint under Article 8 examined above. Having regard to its finding on
that provision (see paragraphs 152 and 153 above), it does not need to
examine them separately (see, among other authorities, Martínez Martínez
v. Spain, no. 21532/08, § 57, 18 October 2011).

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT,
1. Holds, by nine votes to eight, that there has been no violation of Article 8
of the Convention;
2. Holds, by fourteen votes to three, that there is no need to examine
separately the complaints under Article 14 taken together with Article 8
of the Convention and under Articles 9 and 10, taken separately or
together with Article 14 of the Convention.
Done in English and in French, and delivered at a public hearing in the
Human Rights Building, Strasbourg, on 12 June 2014.

Johan Callewaert
Deputy to the Registrar

Dean Spielmann
President

In accordance with Article 45 § 2 of the Convention and Rule 74 § 2 of
the Rules of Court, the following separate opinions are annexed to this
judgment:
(a) joint dissenting opinion of Judges Spielmann, Sajó, Karakaş,
Lemmens, Jäderblom, Vehabović, Dedov and Saiz Arnaiz;
...
(c) dissenting opinion of Judge Sajó;
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(d) dissenting opinion of Judge Dedov.

D.S.
J.C.
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JOINT DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGES SPIELMANN,
SAJÓ, KARAKAŞ, LEMMENS, JÄDERBLOM, VEHABOVIĆ,
DEDOV AND SAIZ ARNAIZ
1. We regret that we cannot share the view of the majority that there has
been no violation of Article 8 of the Convention in this case.
We have points of disagreement on almost every aspect of the case: the
establishment of the facts; the characterisation of the facts in the light of
Article 8; and the application of Article 8 to the facts of the case.
A. The facts
2. In paragraph 104 of the judgment, the majority state that the applicant
had argued before the Constitutional Court that the cause of the non-renewal
of his contract lay in “his position as a member of MOCEOP and his
dissenting opinions about the celibacy of Catholic priests”. We have a
slightly different understanding of the applicant’s argument. In our view, he
argued that the termination of his employment was due, firstly, to the fact of
having made public his position as a member of MOCEOP, and secondly, to
his public appearance as a married priest. The Constitutional Court, for its
part, noted that the lower courts had linked the termination of the
applicant’s employment to the newspaper article that disclosed the fact that
he was married and had five children, on the one hand, and his membership
of and participation in a movement that challenged certain precepts of the
Catholic Church, on the other, and it based its findings on those two points
(see paragraph 41 of the present judgment).
3. We agree with the majority that there is no indication in any of the
domestic decisions that the statements allegedly made to the journalist by
four members of the movement, including the applicant, in favour of the
optional celibacy of priests, or the critical statements made by unnamed
members of the movement about abortion, birth control, divorce and sex,
were taken into account by the domestic courts as a basis for the nonrenewal of the applicant’s contract (see paragraph 106 of the judgment). We
conclude from this that the termination of the contract was not based on any
criticism publicly voiced by the applicant, but merely on his family situation
and his membership of an association of married priests.
4. Elsewhere in the judgment the majority conclude that “the applicant
could be understood to have been campaigning in favour of his way of life
to bring about a change in the Church’s rules”, referring to “his open
criticism of those rules” (see paragraph 137 of the judgment, emphasis
added; see also paragraph 141 of the judgment: “being seen as campaigning
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publicly”). We do not think that such a conclusion can be drawn from the
facts of the case.
B. The State’s responsibility for the non-renewal of the applicant’s
appointment
5. While none of the parties disputed the State’s responsibility for the
non-renewal of the applicant’s appointment, we think that it may be useful
to clarify how we see that responsibility.
6. It is obvious that the responsibility of a State is engaged if a violation
of one of the rights and freedoms defined in the Convention is the result of
non-observance by that State of its obligation under Article 1 to secure those
rights and freedoms in its domestic law to everyone within its jurisdiction
(see Costello-Roberts v. the United Kingdom, 25 March 1993, § 26, Series
A no. 247-C; Woś v. Poland (dec.), no. 22860/02, § 60, ECHR 2005-IV;
and Storck v. Germany, no. 61603/00, § 101, ECHR 2005-V).
7. As has been emphasised by the Court, a State cannot absolve itself of
its obligations under the Convention by delegating powers relating to these
obligations to non-State bodies. The exercise of State powers which affects
Convention rights and freedoms raises an issue of State responsibility
regardless of the form in which these powers happen to be exercised. This is
the case, for instance, where the State delegates some of its powers to a
body whose activities are regulated by private law (see Woś, cited above, §
72; Storck, cited above, § 103; Kotov v. Russia [GC], no. 54522/00, § 92, 3
April 2012; and O’Keeffe v. Ireland [GC], no. 35810/09, § 150, ECHR
2014). Likewise, the Convention does not exclude the transfer of
competences under an international agreement to an international
organisation provided that Convention rights continue to be secured. The
responsibility of the State continues even after such a transfer (see Matthews
v. the United Kingdom [GC], no. 24833/94, § 32, ECHR 1999-I).
8. Turning to the facts of the present case, we note that the appointment
of teachers of Catholic religion in State schools is the object of Article III of
the 1979 Agreement between Spain and the Holy See. According to that
treaty provision, teachers are appointed by the competent State authority.
However, this authority has a limited choice, as it can appoint a candidate
only from among those who have been proposed by the Ordinary of the
diocese. Moreover, it follows from the same provision that the appointment
of a teacher cannot be renewed if he or she is no longer proposed by the
Church authority. The State has thus agreed to delegate part of its powers
with respect to the appointment of teachers in State schools to a body that is
not a public authority. It should be noted that this is an option freely chosen
by the Spanish State. While there are many member States of the Council of
Europe that have chosen the same option, it is by no means an option that
reflects a consensus in Europe (see paragraph 67 of the judgment). In any
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event, the delegation of part of the State’s powers does not take away the
fact that the act about which the applicant complains, the non-renewal of his
appointment, is a decision made by the Ministry of Education, not by the
Bishop of Cartagena. The alleged violation of the Convention is fully
attributable to Spain, notwithstanding the fact that the Spanish Ministry was
bound by the Bishop’s decision not to propose the applicant for
reappointment (see, mutatis mutandis, Bosphorus Hava Yolları Turizm ve
Ticaret Anonim Şirketi v. Ireland [GC], no. 45036/98, § 137, ECHR 2005VI, and Nada v. Switzerland [GC], no. 10593/08, § 121, ECHR 2012).
Moreover, as mentioned above, the fact that the Ministry was bound by that
decision results from the legal framework set up by the Spanish authorities
themselves.
C. The applicability of Article 8
9. The majority hold that Article 8 of the Convention is applicable,
mainly because the non-renewal of the applicant’s contract had
repercussions on his professional life (see paragraphs 109-13 of the
judgment). We respectfully disagree, being of the opinion that the
applicability of Article 8 is triggered, not by the effects of the decision not
to renew the contract, but by the reasons that led to that decision.
10. In our opinion, the non-renewal of the applicant’s employment
contract was a direct consequence of the publicity given to his situation as a
married priest and his membership of the MOCEOP. We find that this
situation formed part of the applicant’s private and family life. The
Ministry’s decision was based on the Bishop’s disapproval of these aspects
of the applicant’s private and family life, or at least on the Bishop’s
disapproval of the fact that these aspects had received publicity. The
publicity given to the applicant’s situation does not, in our opinion, alter the
fact that it is part of his private and family life. On the contrary, we consider
that a person’s manifestation of his or her private and family life is covered
by the right to respect for private and family life.
It is because of this underlying ground for the Ministry’s decision that we
consider that the applicant’s right to respect for his private life and his
family life was interfered with (compare, with respect to an interference
with the exercise of freedom of expression, in the form of, respectively, an
actual dismissal and an announced intention not to reappoint, because of the
applicant’s opinions, Vogt v. Germany, 26 September 1995, § 44, Series A
no. 323, and Wille v. Liechtenstein [GC], no. 28396/95, § 50,
ECHR 1999-VII).
11. The fact that the Ministry’s decision had repercussions, even serious
ones, on the applicant’s professional situation as a teacher is not decisive for
us, as far as the issue of the applicability of Article 8 is concerned. We do
not need to have recourse to the wide interpretation of the notion of “private
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life” as adopted by the majority. In our opinion, the case before our Court is
not about the applicant’s employment rights, seen as elements of his right to
respect for his private life. It is more fundamentally about the way the
applicant wants to live his private life and his family life, and about a
decision prompted by his personal choices in these areas. The fact that the
decision had repercussions on the applicant’s professional situation does not
change the nature of his human rights complaint.
D. The interference by the State with the applicant’s fundamental
rights
12. We agree with the majority that the Ministry’s decision not to
reappoint the applicant should be characterised as an interference by the
State with the applicant’s human rights, not as an alleged failure by the State
to take positive measures to protect the applicant against an interference by
the Church (see paragraphs 114-16 of the judgment). It is that interference
by the State that is the direct object of the Court’s scrutiny.
13. We would like to add that the foregoing does not necessarily prevent
the Court from examining whether the Bishop’s decision not to propose the
applicant for appointment violated his human rights. This was indeed the
approach adopted by the Constitutional Court, which stated that if the
decision of the Diocese were to be found to violate the applicant’s
fundamental rights, the ensuing act of the Ministry would as a consequence
have to be annulled. However, attention should not be diverted from what is
the main question in this case: did the State’s reaction to the Church’s
decision respect the applicant’s fundamental rights? It is State action that
our Court has to review.
E. Justification for the interference
1. “In accordance with the law”
14. The majority accept that the impugned interference was
“foreseeable”, having regard to the applicable provisions of canon law, as
far as the Bishop’s reaction is concerned, and of the Agreement between
Spain and the Holy See, as far as the Ministry’s subsequent decision is
concerned (see paragraph 119 of the judgment).
15. We are not so sure about the first point. It is true that the applicant, as
a priest, must have been aware of the duty of loyalty imposed on him by
canon law. However, there are some disturbing elements that make the
foreseeability of the Bishop’s reaction much less evident than it may seem
at first sight. In this context we first note, like the majority, that the Bishop
relied in particular on the notion of “scandal” to refuse the renewal of the
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applicant’s appointment. However, it was only in the rescript of 20 August
1997, that is, after the publication of the article rendering public the
applicant’s situation, that the absence of a scandal was explicitly mentioned
as a condition for his ability to continue to teach Catholic religion. Should
the applicant have anticipated the rescript? We further note that
Canon 804 § 2 of the Code of Canon Law provides, as a general rule, that
the local Ordinary must ensure that those who teach Catholic religion are
“outstanding in true doctrine, in the witness of their Christian life, and in
their teaching ability”. When the applicant participated in the meeting of
MOCEOP that was the subject of the article in La Verdad, his personal and
family situation and his membership of MOCEOP had remained the same
for the past six years and he had never received any warning on that subject
from the Church authorities. Should the applicant have expected such a
reaction from the Bishop after so many years of tolerance?
16. We do not have to come to a firm conclusion on this point. We are of
the opinion that the interference was in any event unjustified for another
reason, as we will explain below.
2. Legitimate aim
17. We agree with the majority that the Ministry’s decision pursued a
legitimate aim (see paragraph 122 of the judgment).
3. Necessary in a democratic society
(a) General principles
(i) Balancing of rights and proportionality

18. We agree with the principles recalled in paragraphs 123-25 of the
judgment. We would like to stress, in particular, the need for the public
authorities, when faced with a conflict between two competing fundamental
rights, to make sure that in the case of a restriction of one (or both) of those
rights, the interference remains proportionate to the aim pursued (see
paragraph 123). Domestic courts in particular, when they are reviewing the
compatibility of administrative acts with human rights standards, must
conduct an in-depth examination of the circumstances of the case and a
thorough balancing exercise to weigh up the competing interests, in
accordance with the principle of proportionality (see Sindicatul “Păstorul
cel Bun” v. Romania [GC], no. 2330/09, § 159, ECHR 2013, referring to
Schüth v. Germany, no. 1620/03, § 67, ECHR 2010, and Siebenhaar
v. Germany, no. 18136/02, § 45, 3 February 2011).
19. We would further like to emphasise the importance of a review
principle that was stated by the Court in Nada: in order to address the
question whether the measures taken against an individual were
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proportionate to the legitimate aim that they were supposed to pursue, and
whether the reasons given by the domestic authorities were “relevant and
sufficient”, the Court had to examine, among other things, whether the
authorities took sufficient account of the particular nature of the individual’s
case and whether they adopted, in the context of their margin of
appreciation, the measures that were called for in order to adapt the
applicable legal regime to the individual’s situation (see Nada, cited above,
§ 185). This is a principle that lies at the heart of the Court’s review of the
conduct of the domestic authorities in the present case.
(ii) Autonomy of religious communities

20. The present case raises the question of the extent to which the State
has to respect the autonomy of a religious community like the Catholic
Church. The majority refer to a number of principles (paragraphs 127-30 of
the judgment), with which we do not disagree. We would, however, like to
mention some other principles which seem particularly relevant in the
present case.
21. When a dispute about an act of a religious community is brought
before a secular court, it is for that court to ensure that the autonomy of the
community can be observed in accordance with the applicable law,
including the Convention. The autonomy of religious communities is not
absolute. The courts should not therefore confine themselves, for instance,
to merely verifying the existence of a decision taken by the competent
religious authority and then attach civil consequences to that decision (see
Lombardi Vallauri v. Italy, no. 39128/05, § 51, 20 October 2009). On the
contrary, the principle of autonomy does not prevent courts from reviewing,
from a formal point of view, whether the decision of the religious
community is duly reasoned, is not arbitrary and has been taken for a
purpose that is not unrelated to the exercise of autonomy by the faith group
concerned (compare ibid., §§ 52-54). From a more substantive point of
view, while it is not for the courts to examine the religious grounds of a
decision taken by a religious community (see, mutatis mutandis, ibid., § 50),
they must verify that such a decision does not produce effects that constitute
a disproportionate interference with the fundamental rights of those affected
by the decision (see paragraph 18 above).
22. These principles apply in particular where an individual is dismissed
following a decision by an ecclesiastical authority based on events that
relate to the individual’s exercise of human rights. While it is true that,
under the Convention, an employer whose ethos is based on religion or on a
philosophical belief may impose specific duties of loyalty on its employees,
a decision to dismiss based on a breach of such duty, especially when
prompted by events relating to the exercise of Convention rights, must be
subjected to a form of judicial scrutiny that involves a proper balancing of
the right of the religious community to respect for its autonomy against the
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individual’s human rights, in accordance with the principle of
proportionality (see, mutatis mutandis, Obst v. Germany, no. 425/03, § 43,
23 September 2010; Schüth, cited above, §§ 57 and 69; and Siebenhaar,
cited above, § 40). These principles are all the more relevant when the
dismissal is decided by a State authority on the basis of a binding proposal
or opinion of an ecclesiastical authority.
(b) The necessity of the interference in the present case

23. In paragraphs 133-52 of the judgment the majority set out the reasons
leading them to the conclusion that the interference with the applicant’s
right to respect for his private life was not disproportionate. There are a
number of statements in that part of the judgment with which we disagree.
In fact, we would follow a very different reasoning. Rather than criticising
the majority opinion, we prefer to set out our own reasoning, including here
and there a critical comment on the majority’s reasoning. We would like to
begin with an analysis of the conduct of the domestic authorities, in
particular in the light of their duty to respect the principle of proportionality.
We will then turn to the review we would have liked to have seen
undertaken by the Court. We will end with our conclusions on the
requirement of “necessity in a democratic society”.
(i) The domestic authorities’ reaction to the decision of the Bishop of Cartagena

24. The Ministry of Education accepted the decision of the Bishop of
Cartagena not to propose the applicant for renewal of his appointment as a
legal obstacle to such renewal. The Ministry thus applied the 1979
Agreement between Spain and the Holy See, which made the appointment
of teachers of Catholic religion dependent upon a proposal by the Ordinary
of the diocese. In so far as the Bishop’s decision indicated that, according to
the Catholic Church, the applicant was no longer deemed suitable to teach
Catholic religion, this was a matter that could legitimately be left to the
exclusive discretion of the Bishop. Indeed, by recognising the binding force
of the Bishop’s decision, the Ministry gave full effect to the principle of the
State’s religious neutrality, as recognised in Article 16 § 3 of the Spanish
Constitution, a principle that also flows from freedom of religion as
guaranteed by Article 9 of the Convention (see paragraph 128 of the
judgment). The decision not to renew the applicant’s contract, as a teacher
of Catholic religion and ethics, is therefore not per se incompatible with the
Convention. In other words, the State’s interference with the applicant’s
right to respect for his private and family life is, in our opinion, based on
relevant reasons. We would like to add that, for that reason, we do not need
to examine whether the applicant can legitimately be considered to have
breached his duty of loyalty to the Church, an element that plays a central
role in the majority’s reasoning. In our opinion, this is a matter that could be
debated before an ecclesiastical court. For us it is sufficient to note that the
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Bishop considered that the applicant was no longer suitable to teach
Catholic religion and ethics, on whatever ground he reached that
conclusion: that assessment was not one to be reviewed by the domestic
authorities, and should likewise not be scrutinised by our Court.
25. The fact that, in line with the applicable legal framework, the
Ministry gave effect to the Bishop’s decision, did not absolve the domestic
authorities of the obligation to respect the principle of proportionality in
their relationship vis-à-vis the applicant (see paragraph 19 above).
26. In this connection, we note that the Ministry simply endorsed the
Bishop’s decision, without more. It did not provide reasons for its refusal to
renew the applicant’s appointment, apart from referring to that decision
(compare Lombardi Vallauri, cited above, § 49). It did not take any action
other than not renewing the applicant’s contract. There is thus no evidence
that the Ministry took into account the applicant’s right to respect for his
private and family life or the effects of its own decision on that right.
27. The decision of the Ministry was, however, the subject of
proceedings before the domestic courts. The applicant complained about the
non-renewal of his contract before the Employment Tribunal and then
before the Murcia High Court of Justice, which examined the lawfulness of
the impugned decision under ordinary labour law. The applicant lodged a
further amparo appeal with the Constitutional Court, and that court
explicitly weighed up the competing rights and interests of the applicant and
of the Catholic Church. The applicant was thus able to obtain a review of
the Ministry’s decision and thereby, indirectly, also of the Bishop’s decision
(see, mutatis mutandis, Obst, cited above, § 45; Schüth, cited above, § 59;
and Siebenhaar, cited above, § 42). It would not have been impossible
under domestic law for the courts to conclude that, by giving effect to the
Bishop’s decision and by not renewing the applicant’s contract, the Ministry
had violated the applicant’s human rights. Accordingly, they could have
ordered his reinstatement (see the decision of the Constitutional Court of
14 April 2011 in case no. 51/2011, and its follow-up, mentioned in
paragraphs 62-65 of the judgment). However, this did not happen in the case
of the applicant.
28. It remains to be seen whether the domestic courts arrived at
conclusions that effectively struck a fair balance between the competing
rights and interests. This is a matter for review by our Court, bearing in
mind that the domestic authorities have a wide margin of appreciation in
cases such as the present one (see paragraph 19 above).
(ii) Review of the conduct of the domestic authorities

29. It seems to us that for the purposes of the Court’s review of the
conduct of the domestic authorities in the present case, a number of factors
are relevant.
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30. The first factor is the nature of the applicant’s position. As far as his
position within the Catholic Church was concerned, we note that the
applicant received dispensation from the obligation of celibacy from the
Vatican only after the publication of the article in La Verdad and thirteen
years after having requested it. It appears that, from that moment on, he lost
his clerical status, as was stipulated in the rescript. This would mean that
from the point of view of canon law he was still a cleric at the time of the
“scandal”, albeit a suspended cleric. Whatever the applicant’s situation
might have been under canon law, from an outside perspective he was in
any event to be regarded as mandated by the Catholic Church to teach
Catholic religion. As far as his secular position was concerned, he was a
teacher appointed by the Ministry and had entered into a contract with it. He
was therefore an employee of the public education authority (see the
Constitutional Court’s decision of 14 April 2011, no. 51/2011, quoted in
paragraph 62 of the judgment). The fact that his salary was paid by the
Catholic Church, as noted by the Government, would not seem to change
that status. Besides, the State provided the Catholic Church with the
necessary funds, in the form of grants. The applicant thus had a double
status: he was an employee of the public education authority, and at the
same time owed a specific loyalty to the Catholic Church.
31. The second factor is the decision-making process, within both the
Catholic Church’s structures and the State administration. It seems that the
Bishop’s decision not to propose the applicant for renewal of his
appointment was taken without any prior warning and without any
opportunity for the applicant to be heard by the Church hierarchy. Neither is
there any indication that the applicant was heard by the Ministry before it
decided to follow the Bishop’s decision. These are features that make it
difficult to ensure a fair balancing of the relevant rights and interests. The
judicial review by the domestic courts can compensate for this lack of
hearing in part, but not fully.
32. The third factor is the nature of the interference with the applicant’s
fundamental rights. The decision not to renew his appointment was based
on his situation as a married priest and his membership of MOCEOP. We
consider that in the given circumstances these were important elements of
the applicant’s private and family life.
33. The fourth factor consists of the specific circumstances surrounding
the Bishop’s decision not to propose the applicant for reappointment.
In this connection we first note that the applicant’s situation had been
known for many years to the Church authorities and had apparently not as
such constituted a reason for considering the applicant unsuitable to teach
Catholic religion and ethics.
Furthermore, it was not the applicant himself who published an article
about his situation, but a journalist who wrote about the meeting of
MOCEOP and included both a photograph of the applicant and his family
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and a description of the views held by a group of former priests including
the applicant. The majority describe the applicant as having “accepted” the
publication (see paragraph 136 of the judgment) and the publicity given to
his membership of MOCEOP as being “voluntary” (see paragraph 146 of
the judgment). We do not find that there is sufficient evidence to come to
such conclusions.
Another point to be noted is that when the applicant took part in that
meeting and his situation was subsequently made public, he had not yet
received the dispensation from celibacy and therefore could not be bound by
any conditions pertaining to such dispensation, in particular the obligation
to avoid a “scandal”, within the meaning of this term under canon law. That
point was in fact emphasised by the public prosecutor’s office before the
Constitutional Court (see paragraph 36 of the judgment) when it submitted
that the applicant’s amparo appeal should be allowed.
We lastly note that the dispensation was granted thirteen years after the
applicant had requested it and nine months after the publication of the press
article. It would appear from this timing that, while a rescript normally
grants a privilege, dispensation or other favour (see Canon 59 § 1 of the
Code of Canon Law), it was used in the applicant’s case to create the basis
for the Bishop’s withdrawal of the certificate attesting to the applicant’s
suitability to teach Catholic religion and ethics. The majority go even
further than we would, and see the dispensation itself “as part of the
sanction imposed on the applicant as a result of his conduct” (see paragraph
136 of the judgment, emphasis added).
34. The fifth factor lies in the repercussions of the applicant’s situation,
or the public disclosure thereof, on his teaching ability. This is an element
referred to by the Diocese of Cartagena in its memorandum of 11 November
1997. It indicated that the decision not to renew the applicant’s appointment
was taken partly out of respect for the sensitivity of many parents who
might be upset when they found out about that situation. It should be
observed, however, that there is no evidence to suggest that the applicant’s
teaching was at odds with the doctrine of the Catholic Church (see, mutatis
mutandis, Vogt, cited above, § 60). In addition, the applicant’s situation had
as such been known to the parents of pupils attending the education centres
in which the applicant had been teaching. There is no evidence that the
publicity about that situation had given rise to any protest on their part. On
the contrary, the applicant’s teaching had received the parents’ express
support, and also that of the other teachers.
35. Finally, in order to assess the proportionality of the decision not to
renew the applicant’s employment within the State education system, the
effects of that measure for the applicant are a most important factor. As the
majority observe, the Court has previously noted, albeit in a somewhat
different context, that an employee who had been dismissed by an
ecclesiastical employer had limited opportunities of finding another job (see
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paragraph 144 of the judgment, referring to Schüth, cited above, § 73). We
consider that the same might be said in the case of the applicant, even
though he was employed by the State, not by the Catholic Church. While his
appointment was not renewed for reasons that were relevant in the context
of his teaching of Catholic religion and ethics, there was no assessment at
all of whether it would have been possible to renew his employment in
another position, not involving any teaching of Catholic religion and ethics
(compare United Nations Human Rights Committee, Ross v. Canada,
Communication No. 736/1997, § 11.6, views of 18 October 2000). More
generally, the Ministry did not consider any alternative measure, and instead
barred the applicant entirely from continuing to work within the State
education system.
We note that the majority consider whether a less restrictive measure
could have been envisaged in the present case. However, they raise this
question with respect to the measure taken by the Bishop. Whether or not it
is correct to state that “a less restrictive measure for the applicant would
certainly not have had the same effectiveness in terms of preserving the
credibility of the Church”, as the majority do (paragraph 146 of the
judgment), this is not, in our opinion, a relevant issue. It is not the Bishop’s
decision that should be scrutinised, but the Ministry’s reaction to that
decision. The majority do not attach any real importance to the fact that the
Ministry had the possibility, under Spanish law, of taking another decision
rather than simply refusing to renew the applicant’s contract, and that the
domestic courts had the power to force the Ministry to take such other
decision (see paragraph 149 of the judgment, where the existence of the
above-mentioned decision of the Constitutional Court of 14 April 2011,
no. 51/2011, is merely used as an argument to illustrate the general point
that the Constitutional Court can offer judicial protection of the fundamental
rights of teachers in an employment relationship).
There is no indication in the present case that the Ministry took – or even
attempted to take – an alternative measure, in order to adapt its decision to
the applicant’s situation and the seriousness of the interference with his
private and family life. As a result of the Ministry’s decision, the applicant
was obliged, with little notice, to give up the professional activity he had
carried on for several years. He had to live on unemployment benefit and
later found an apparently not so attractive job in a museum.
(c) Conclusion

36. To sum up, the basis of the non-renewal of the applicant’s
appointment lay in the publicity given to his situation as a married priest
and his membership of MOCEOP. It may well be that under canon law this
publicity amounted to a “scandal”, which made it necessary for the Bishop
of Cartagena to withdraw his certificate attesting to the applicant’s
suitability to teach Catholic religion and ethics. However, whatever the
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consequences under canon law, it was for the Ministry, and later for the
domestic courts, to make sure that the secular reaction to the Bishop’s
decision was adapted to the applicant’s situation and in particular that it did
not interfere disproportionately with his right to respect for his private and
family life. In this connection we have noted a number of factors which are
of relevance in assessing the proportionality of the measure complained of.
Following this analysis, we can now say that some of these factors appear to
be particularly relevant. Firstly, it was not the applicant’s situation as such –
which had been tolerated for many years by the Church – but the publicity
given to it, that led to the non-renewal of his contract. While such publicity
could be problematic for the Church, it is difficult to conceive how it could
be so for the State. Secondly, as far as the applicant’s teaching ability was
concerned, there is no evidence that he had taught religion in a manner that
contradicted the doctrine of the Church, or that the publicity given to his
situation had resulted in disapproval by his pupils’ parents or by his school.
Thirdly, and most importantly, the State’s reaction was a drastic one: the
applicant was not reappointed and no other measure was taken, with the
result that he was in fact dismissed.
37. Having regard to all the circumstances of the present case, we find
that the reasons put forward by the domestic authorities to justify the nonrenewal of the applicant’s employment, that is to say, ultimately, certain
events relating to his personal and family situation, are not sufficient for it
to be established that the interference with his right to respect for his private
and family life was proportionate. In our opinion, it has therefore not been
demonstrated that the interference was necessary in a democratic society to
achieve the legitimate aim pursued, namely to respect the autonomy of the
Catholic Church in relation to the authenticity and credibility of education
in Catholic religion and ethics.
38. We therefore conclude that there has been a violation of Article 8 of
the Convention.
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JOINT DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGES SPIELMANN,
SAJÒ AND LEMMENS
To our regret, we do not share the view of the majority that there is no
need to examine separately the complaints under Article 14 of the
Convention, taken together with Article 8, or under Articles 9 and 10 of the
Convention, taken separately or together with Article 14.
Such a view might have been justified if the Court had found a violation
of Article 8. However, since that is not the case, we are of the opinion that
the Court should have pursued its examination of the applicant’s
complaints. The applicant has the right to obtain an answer to the question
whether any of his rights have been violated.
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DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGE SAJÓ
I agree with the dissenting opinion of my colleagues but I find it
necessary to emphasise certain additional points which are relevant for a
finding of a violation of Article 8 read in conjunction with Articles 10 and
11 of the Convention.
1. The contract of a teacher of religion employed by the State in a State
school was not renewed upon the request of the competent Bishop. Such
non-renewal is to be understood as a dismissal1. Even seen as a mere nonrenewal, it was an interference with the applicant’s Convention rights. The
State, accepting the Bishop’s perspective, sanctioned an individual on the
grounds of his private and family life (and his right to marriage, as
confirmed by the Vatican’s dispensation) and for beliefs that he manifested
publicly and as part of a movement, notwithstanding that “the protection of
Article 10 of the Convention extends ... to the professional sphere of
teachers”2. The applicant has suffered a disadvantage because of the
exercise of core elements of these rights. The rights thus affected, especially
the right to live with one’s family without the threat of being dismissed for
that reason, go to the heart of the right to respect for private life3. The State
as employer4, in collaboration with and on behalf of a particular private
1. In Lombardi Vallauri v. Italy (no. 39128/05, § 38, 20 October 2009) the repeated
renewal resulted in a situation where non-renewal was considered as termination and the
Vogt [v. Germany, 26 September 1995, Series A no. 323] jurisprudence was found to be
applicable: “While it is true that the applicant always worked under temporary contracts,
the fact that they were renewed for over twenty years and that his academic qualities were
recognised by his colleagues attests to the solidity of his professional situation.”
2. See Lombardi Vallauri, cited above, § 30.
3. “A duty of loyalty towards the Catholic Church [may limit an employee’s] right to
respect for his private life [only] to a certain degree”. Imposing a sanction on conduct
regarded as adultery under the “Catholic Church’s Code of Canon Law” would be
tantamount for the European Court to interpreting “the applicant’s signature on the contract
... as a personal unequivocal undertaking to live a life of abstinence in the event of
separation or divorce [and] an interpretation of that kind would affect the very heart of the
right to respect for the private life of the person concerned” (see Schüth v. Germany, no.
1620/03, §§ 71 et seq., ECHR 2010). Likewise, in Özpınar v. Turkey (no. 20999/04, § 48,
19 October 2010) it was not the dismissal that was central to the finding of an interference
with private life but the actual investigative process and the fact that the dismissal was
based on facts of private life: “... the Court is of the opinion that the inspector’s
investigation into the applicant’s private and professional life, which included interviews
with witnesses on a particular aspect of the applicant’s life, together with the resulting
administrative dismissal, mainly on grounds related to her conduct, may be regarded as
constituting a direct interference with the applicants’ right to respect for her private life (see
mutatis mutandis, Vogt, cited above, § 44, and Smith and Grady v. the United Kingdom,
nos. 33985/96 and 33986/96, § 71, ECHR 1999-VI).”
4. In the Spanish legal system, as authoritatively determined by the Spanish Constitutional
Court, “religion teachers are employees of the public education authorities and, as such,
they receive the protection of the Constitution and Spanish labour laws, and have the same
rights to seek relief from the Spanish courts.” (Spanish Constitutional Court judgment
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entity, namely the Church, interfered in the private and family life of the
applicant by imposing certain duties affecting his Article 8, 10 and 11
rights, under the potential threat of loss of employment (compare Schüth v.
Germany, no. 1620/03, § 40, ECHR 2010, as regards the positive
obligations of the State). Moreover, he ultimately lost his job and this per se
affected his private and professional social relations. However, I do not
believe that our jurisprudence requires us to construe employment as such
as a Convention right within the meaning of private life5. Loss of
employment as a matter of social private life is not the key issue here and
the impact of the loss of employment on the applicant’s social private life is
secondary6.
2. The reasons for the applicant’s dismissal remain opaque. The formal
explanation was that the Bishop informed the State authority that the
applicant’s contract should not be renewed. The official Memorandum of
the Bishop of Cartagena (11 November 1997) that was submitted to the
public authority after the dismissal refers to the fact that the earlier proposal
had been based on the Bishop’s obligation to disqualify the teacher once his
“situation” had become public knowledge in order to avoid causing further
“scandal” in view of “his personal and employment situation”. According to
the Memorandum, the power of the Bishop originated in the Pope’s rescript
of 20 August 1997 (dispensation of celibacy). The applicant was notified of
the rescript on 15 September 1997. The applicant’s “situation” had become
“publicly known” through the publication of an article in November 1996.
The Murcia court expressly referred to the publication as being the origin of
the public knowledge of the “situation”: “his appearance in the press having
been the cause of his dismissal” (Murcia Employment Tribunal no. 3,
judgment of 28 September 2000). In the press publication the applicant was

no. 38/2007, 15 February 2007, point 7).
5. See Vogt, cited above, and Larissis and Others v. Greece, 24 February 1998, Reports of
Judgments and Decisions 1998‑I, or in the context of termination of employment, most
recently Eweida and Others v. the United Kingdom, nos. 48420/10, 59842/10, 51671/10
and 36516/10, ECHR 2013, and Redfearn v. the United Kingdom, no. 47335/06, 6
November 2012. Even in Obst v. Germany (no. 425/03, § 40, 23 September 2010), with its
wide-ranging concept of the positive obligation to protect private life against private
intrusion by a private religious organisation, it was traditional private life (marriage and,
perhaps living in a community) that was to be protected, not employment as a feature of
private social life: “In the present case the Court first observes that the applicant did not
complain about an action on the part of the State, but about a failure thereby to protect his
private sphere against interference by his employer.” Schüth follows the same approach in
the construction of the applicant’s Article 8 right, referring to extramarital relations and the
right to have a child from those relations.
6. It is, however, an element of the bundle of Convention rights interfered with by the
dismissal. It is for this reason that I am among the judges expressing a joint dissenting
opinion on the Article 8 issues (Opinion of Judges Spielmann, Sajó, Karakaş, Lemmens,
Jäderblom, Vehabović, Dedov and Saiz Arnaiz).
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presented not only as a married priest but also as a supporter of specific
ideas.
It is primarily for the fact-finding court to determine the facts, including
the grounds of the dismissal, even though on appeal and in the amparo
process there was some confusion in this connection. The recapitulation of
the grounds for the dismissal as presented by the Murcia court cannot be
disregarded. Accordingly, the family status, as publicly displayed, and the
“opinions” of the applicant were part of the “situation” as understood by the
Bishop and therefore served as grounds for dismissal.
3. A teacher of religion in Spain operates in a State school within a
scheme that is intended to enable freedom of religion, and more specifically
the collective exercise of religion through a religious organisation, in the
present case the Catholic Church. In order to ensure the autonomy of the
Church, which stems from the needs and rights of such free exercise, the
State chose to cooperate with the Church in the form of an Agreement. This
was intended to provide adequate Church control over the teaching of
religion, and consequently those who taught religion on behalf of the
Church. It is uncontested that the teaching of religion has to be in
conformity with principles as understood by the Church (in the context of
the Catholic religion), and that the teacher must be credible, as determined
by the Church. The religion teacher has specific obligations of loyalty to the
Church. The bishop supervises the professional aptitude of such teachers,
which goes beyond formal qualification and faithful presentation of the
religious position, that is to say, the teachings of the Church. This does not
mean that, just because the bishop finds a teacher’s lessons appropriate, the
public authorities cannot object to the teachings if they contravene public
policy (or the national curriculum), or if the public employee’s behaviour is
contrary to pedagogical or other professional expectations.
4. As the Court stated in Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun” v. Romania
([GC], no. 2330/09, ECHR 2013), the autonomy of religious organisations
is not absolute. This is true even when it comes to clergy members’ work,
which pursues a spiritual purpose and is “carried out within a Church
enjoying a certain degree of autonomy” (ibid., § 144). The Court has thus
set certain limits on Church autonomy. It cannot undermine the legal order
that safeguards fundamental rights (see also Refah Partisi (the Welfare
Party) and Others v. Turkey [GC], nos. 41340/98, 41342/98, 41343/98 and
41344/98, § 119, ECHR 2003-II). Unfortunately, that important
consideration is omitted from the present judgment.
Church autonomy requires a positive and respectful approach by the
State, which stems from the State’s obligations to respect freedom of
religion, and which is also applicable to the rules and regulations of the
religious organisation in question. However, Church autonomy does not
mean public recognition of a sovereign religious legal regime. The Court is
not ready to accept any absolute immunity when it comes to fundamental
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human rights even in regard to State “sovereign immunity” (see Cudak
v. Lithuania [GC], no. 15869/02, ECHR 2010, in the “access to court”
context).
In Refah Partisi (the Welfare Party) and Others (cited above), it was held
that the autonomy of a religious community was a matter to be respected but
that it did not entail legal pluralism and did not require domestic courts to
become the enforcers of autonomous religious decisions which fell short of
their requirements of adequate justification. Without such reasons, legal
evaluation becomes arbitrary and there can be no effective rights protection.
Courts do often consider semi-autonomous and “alien” legal regimes;
they do so with respect to comity but within the requirements of “ordre
public”. Such non-State legal regimes remain on the “radar” of the
Convention. Even if, to some extent, the present case is about relations
between the applicant and the Church, and therefore a matter outside the
sphere ordinarily controlled by the State, the Convention guarantees still
apply and arbitrariness cannot be tolerated in case it results in the restriction
of rights7.
The duty of the State to respect autonomy is a matter of degree. It is
certainly greater in matters concerning the internal organisation of the life of
a religious group and absolute when it comes to defining a religion’s
doctrines. But not even internal relations and acts within the religious
organisation or community are exempt from State obligations to protect
Convention rights. Where the State intervenes to punish incitement to
imminent violence advocated by an office holder of a religious organisation
and stemming from a religious precept, that intervention will not be barred
by considerations of Church autonomy. Moreover, the internal affairs of a
religious organisation have effects that transgress the borders of autonomy
which can be considered without contravening the principle of autonomy.
Consider the following hypothetical example of a priest (or pastor, etc.)
“employed” by a religious organisation such as the Catholic Church. The
priest teaches religion to children on the premises of a State school, as
permitted by school management or as enabled by law. It is up to the
Church to conclude that the teachings of that teacher are not acceptable. As
a rule it is not the business of the State to ask for the reasons of the Church
behind a decision which results in the discontinuance of the teaching
activity, except perhaps in a case where the reason is clearly racist in nature.
7. See Negrepontis-Giannisis v. Greece, no. 56759/08, § 101, 3 May 2011: “The Court
reiterates that it is not in theory required to settle disputes of a purely private nature. That
being said, in exercising the European supervision incumbent on it, it cannot remain
passive where a national court’s interpretation of a legal act, be it a testamentary
disposition, a private contract, a public document, a statutory provision or an administrative
practice appears unreasonable, arbitrary or, as in the present case, blatantly inconsistent
with the principles underlying the Convention (see Larkos v. Cyprus [GC], no. 29515/95,
§§ 30-31, ECHR 1999-I, and Pla and Puncernau v. Andorra, no. 69498/01, § 59, ECHR
2004-VIII ).”
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However, as soon as the priest loses financial benefits as a consequence
of the above decision, the State is entitled to consider the situation. Where
the impact of a decision that originates in the autonomous activities and
decision-making of a religious organisation concerns relations outside that
organisation, the weight of the religious organisation’s autonomy
diminishes. This is the situation in the present case: the decision of the
Bishop, which is protected to a very great extent within the Church, falls
under the ordinary balancing scrutiny that the Court applies where two
Convention rights collide. The internal reasons for the Bishop’s decision are
not subject to the review of public authorities or domestic courts, nor of this
Court; however, the effects of the decision are. Autonomy of religious
organisations cannot entail violation of other Convention rights.
While the Court shies away from considering the implications of limited
autonomy, the judgment contains another important reference to its
functional limits. In paragraph 132, the Court refers to the duties of the State
as determined in Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun” (cited above). In particular,
it considers that Church autonomy does not exempt domestic courts from
the duty to scrutinise the appropriateness of an autonomy-serving
interference with a Convention right. Like domestic courts, the Court
accepts that the religious organisation has to show that it is not violating the
Convention. This means that while its internal reasons are beyond the reach
of the State, the religious organisation must provide a “translation” of those
arguments in a form that is understandable to the public. In other words, the
explanation has to be accessible for normal comprehension, as determined
judicially.
The difficulty in the present case is that, in its Agreement with the Holy
See, the State accepted a specific arrangement that could not result in proper
“translation” in the domestic courts. The Bishop was not party to the
procedure, as the State was the formal employer, and hence it was the State
which had to provide reasons on behalf of the Church as its proxy under the
Agreement. The State was satisfied that the Bishop’s references to
“scandal” were sufficient for judicial comprehension and not arbitrary by
the judicial standards of public discourse. The State, however, could only
second-guess the reasons for the dismissal – a second-guessing which was
forced upon all the judicial bodies dealing with the matter. Consequently,
the question of which rights were interfered with and the subsequent
balancing of those rights became arbitrary.
The State also failed to provide grounds which would have made the
dismissal understandable as non-arbitrary. Speculation about a “scandal”
cannot provide sufficient reasons for interference with the rights of the
applicant. In this context the undeniable duties of loyalty of the (former)
priest cannot be properly evaluated. It is hard to accept a dismissal that is
applied as a result of the exercise of Convention-protected rights where it
has not been proved that the decision was not arbitrary, given that for a long
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time the same issue had not been a problem and was tolerated even after a
report in the press. The undeniable right of the Church to determine who
qualifies to teach religion under various religion-based criteria is duly taken
into consideration by the Court; however, here the domestic judicial process
was deprived of proper consideration of the genuine grounds for the
dismissal and their weight in terms of the impact on the applicant’s rights.
It was well known in the local community that the applicant was married
and had children. The same facts were also well known to the religious
authorities. The priest’s views and involvement in a movement that
challenged certain teachings of the Catholic Church (but was not prohibited
by the Church authorities) were also known. For eleven years none of this
constituted a scandal. According to domestic speculation, the situation only
became a “scandal” once it was reported in a newspaper article. Once again,
it is not for a State court to enquire what amounts to a “scandal” for the
Church. But when the issue has consequences for public employment, it is
necessary to make this comprehensible in order to be able to determine
whether the resulting disadvantage is an ex-post interference with
Convention rights. In the interpretation provided by the State and accepted
both by the domestic courts and in the understanding of the Court, the
publication of an article in which the known facts were displayed
constituted the scandal. According to the Court, while this “going public”
was not the applicant’s initiative, he should have objected to it. Was he thus
expected not to walk in public with his family? Was he expected to make a
statement saying that he did not share the views of the movement, when he
was known to share those views? One cannot enjoy one’s family and private
life if one has to hide it, or live in the knowledge that unemployment might
be the consequence of one’s family relationships. Is a teacher of religion
expected to be able to hold and express certain views and at the same time
be particularly careful in preventing those views from becoming known?
These expectations, contradictory as they may be, are the uncontested
meaning and effect of the non-renewal.
The sequence of events contributes to the lack of a demonstration that the
grounds for the interference were proportionate and not arbitrary. The
applicant was employed as a priest after having been married and having
five children. The Bishop found that the applicant had caused a scandal, and
was therefore disqualified, ten months after the article in question. He relied
on the “scandal” clause of the papal rescript that was communicated nine
months after the events and which referred to the marriage that had taken
place many years earlier.
In the absence of proper reasons (which the State authority, as a proxy of
the Church, failed to give), the legal process intended to provide adequate
protection of fundamental rights cannot be considered appropriate in the
sense of providing relevant and sufficient reasons. In the absence of proper
information it cannot be determined – as required by the rule of law – why
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the applicant’s exercise of his right to free expression, which was critical
but clearly permitted within the Church, constituted a scandal. Nor is it clear
why the fact of having a family became a scandal after more than a decade
of the situation being known.
5. The standards of judicial scrutiny applicable to a review of public acts
which originate in a decision falling within the ambit of Church autonomy,
where those acts affect Convention rights, have been set out in an
exemplary manner by the Spanish Constitutional Court (see judgment
no. 38/2007), which has reiterated that “[t]he civil effects of ecclesiastical
decisions, regulated by civil law, are the exclusive jurisdiction of the civil
judges and courts, as a consequence of the principles of a nondenominational State with no official religion (Article 16.3 of the Spanish
Constitution)”.
Adequate judicial supervision cannot be provided unless religious
considerations which affect civil or public law can be made legally
cognisable for the benefit of the judicial authority. This is often referred to
as the requirement of “translation”. This principle does not call into question
the veracity of a Church’s positions, but rather concerns their applicability
in civil and public relations. The position of a Church regarding the teaching
of religion is translated into the language of the Convention through
reference to Article 9 and Article 2 of Protocol No. 1. Further, as stated by
the Spanish Constitutional Court (judgment no. 38/2007):
“[O]nce the strictly ‘religious’ grounds for the decision have been determined, the
court will have to weigh up any competing fundamental rights in order to determine to
what extent the right to freedom of religion, exercised through the teaching of religion
in schools, may affect the employees’ fundamental rights in their employment
relationships.”

It is a pity that in this specific case the highest Spanish court and this
Court have failed to apply these sound principles consistently. The
“scandal” was not convincingly translated to meet the requisite judicial
standards. Or better put, it was accepted that it was above and beyond the
need for such translation. For this reason I could not agree with the
majority.
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DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGE DEDOV
In the present case the Grand Chamber has divided almost in the middle.
Both the majority and the minority of judges (I joined the latter) used the
same proportionality test, but they have come to opposite conclusions. This
unfortunate and discouraging result forces me to present a principal
argument in favour of a violation of Article 8 of the Convention.
Does the Church’s autonomy constitute a legitimate aim in the present
case? Although the proportionality test is always objective and justified,
mistakes could be made owing to a subjective understanding of the
legitimate aim. The issue was raised by the Grand Chamber as to whether
the protection of the autonomy of a religious organisation prevailed over the
right to family life. But it is easy to see that, while the autonomy concept
has been considered as the legitimate aim, at the same time it has been
regarded as one of competing rights in paragraphs 122 and 123 of the
judgment. This approach is not acceptable. If the Court’s task is to balance
the rights and to place them into some hierarchy, it has to find another
legitimate aim among the basic values and purposes of the Convention.
The Convention protects freedom of religion so that no one can be
persecuted for their religious beliefs. But it does not entitle religious
organisations, even in the name of autonomy, to persecute their members
for exercising their fundamental human rights. If the Convention system is
intended to combat totalitarianism, then there is no reason to tolerate the
sort of totalitarianism that can be seen in the present case.
Indeed, for centuries celibacy has been a well-known and serious
problem for thousands of priests who have suffered for their whole lives
while concealing the truth about their family life from the Catholic Church
and fearing punishment. The adverse consequences of the outdated rule of
celibacy have been portrayed by many writers from Victor Hugo (The
Hunchback of Notre-Dame) to Colleen McCullough (The Thorn Birds), as
well as by numerous media reports, including those on clerical sex-abuse
scandals in many countries.
Obviously, complete deprivation of family life violates the Convention,
and it cannot be justified by any public interest or religious autonomy. Even
the long-standing Catholic Church cannot protect itself behind the
autonomy concept, as the celibacy rule contradicts the idea of fundamental
human rights and freedoms. This, in my view, should be used as a principal
reason for finding a violation of Article 8 of the Convention.
The right to family life is vital for any individual. For the purposes of the
present case it cannot be regarded as just a “form of personal development”
or a “right to establish relationships with other human beings” (paragraph
126 of the judgment). The right to have a family is one of the fundamental
or, to be more precise, natural rights specified in the Convention. Family
life cannot be impaired in favour of an organisation’s membership
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requirements, employment rules, functioning, religious doctrine or
autonomy. This natural right cannot be impaired under any such
circumstances, even if the applicant voluntarily agreed to abide by the
celibacy rule (as he wanted to be a priest and to devote his life to this kind
of service), because family life cannot be subjected to any transaction either.
Therefore, the State cannot abstain from protecting the fundamental right
to family life which prevails over any kind of organisational autonomy.
However, the State has failed, not just to abstain from interference
concerning the applicant, but also to exercise its positive obligation with
respect to at least 6,000 priests of the Catholic Church. If the applicant, after
many years of fear, gathered all his courage to make his family situation
public in order to bring his humiliation to an end and to express his support
for other married priests, he deserves to receive an adequate response from
the Court in compliance with the aims of the Convention system. I believe
that optional celibacy is the best way out of this problem and that it could
also – I hope – serve as a preventive measure against the sexual abuse of
children by members of the clergy in the future.
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In the case of Sindicatul “Păstorul cel Bun” v. Romania,
The European Court of Human Rights, sitting as a Grand Chamber
composed of:
Dean Spielmann, President,
Guido Raimondi,
Mark Villiger,
Isabelle Berro-Lefèvre,
Boštjan M. Zupančič,
Elisabeth Steiner,
Danutė Jočienė,
Dragoljub Popović,
George Nicolaou,
Luis López Guerra,
Ledi Bianku,
Vincent A. de Gaetano,
Angelika Nußberger,
Linos-Alexandre Sicilianos,
Erik Møse,
Helena Jäderblom,
Krzysztof Wojtyczek, judges,
and Michael O’Boyle, Deputy Registrar,
Having deliberated in private on 7 November 2012 and on 5 June 2013,
Delivers the following judgment, which was adopted on the
last-mentioned date:

PROCEDURE
1. The case originated in an application (no. 2330/09) against Romania
lodged with the Court under Article 34 of the Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (“the Convention”) by a trade
union, Păstorul cel Bun (“The Good Shepherd” – “the applicant union”), on
30 December 2008. The President of the Grand Chamber acceded to a
request by the members of the applicant union not to have their identity
disclosed (Rule 47 § 3 of the Rules of Court).
2. The applicant union, which had been granted legal aid, was
represented by Mr R. Chiriţă, a lawyer practising in Cluj Napoca. The
Romanian Government (“the Government”) were represented by their
Agent, Ms C. Brumar, of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
3. The applicant union alleged that the refusal of its application for
registration as a trade union had infringed its members’ right to form a trade
union, as guaranteed by Article 11 of the Convention.
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4. The application was allocated to the Third Section of the Court
(Rule 52 § 1). On 31 January 2012 a Chamber of that Section, composed of
the following judges: Josep Casadevall, Egbert Myjer, Ján Šikuta, Ineta
Ziemele, Nona Tsotsoria, Mihai Poalelungi and Kristina Pardalos, and also
of Santiago Quesada, Section Registrar, delivered a judgment in which it
unanimously declared the application admissible and held, by five votes to
two, that there had been a violation of Article 11 of the Convention.
5. On 9 July 2012, following a request submitted by the Government on
27 April 2012, the panel of the Grand Chamber decided to refer the case to
the Grand Chamber in accordance with Article 43 of the Convention.
6. The composition of the Grand Chamber was determined in
accordance with the provisions of Article 27 §§ 2 and 3 of the Convention
and Rule 24. Corneliu Bîrsan, the judge elected in respect of Romania,
withdrew from sitting in the case (Rule 28). The President of the Grand
Chamber accordingly appointed Angelika Nußberger to sit as an ad hoc
judge in his place (Article 26 § 4 of the Convention and Rule 29 § 1).
7. The applicant union and the Government each filed further written
observations (Rule 59 § 1).
8. Leave to intervene in the written procedure (Article 36 § 2 of the
Convention and Rule 44 § 2) was granted to the non-governmental
organisation European Centre for Law and Justice and the Orthodox
Archdiocese of Craiova, both of which had already intervened as third
parties in the proceedings before the Chamber, and also to the Moscow
Patriarchate, the non-governmental organisations Becket Fund and
International Center for Law and Religion Studies, and the Governments of
the Republic of Moldova, Poland, Georgia and Greece.
9. A hearing took place in public in the Human Rights Building,
Strasbourg, on 7 November 2012 (Rule 59 § 3).
There appeared before the Court:
(a) for the Government
Ms C. BRUMAR,
Ms I. CAMBREA,
Mr D. DUMITRACHE,
Ms A. NEAGU,
(b) for the applicant union
Mr R. CHIRIŢĂ,
Mr I. GRUIA,
Ms O. CHIRIŢĂ,

Agent,
co-Agent,
Advisers;

Counsel,
Adviser.

The Court heard addresses by Mr Chiriţă, Ms Brumar and Ms Neagu.
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THE FACTS
I. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE
10. On 4 April 2008 thirty-two Orthodox priests from parishes of the
Metropolis of Oltenia, most of which were within the jurisdiction of the
Archdiocese of Craiova (a region of south-western Romania), and three lay
employees of the same archdiocese held a general meeting at which they
decided to form the Păstorul cel Bun trade union. The relevant parts of the
union’s constitution, as adopted at the meeting, read as follows:
“The aim of the union of clergy and lay persons working in parishes or other
ecclesiastical bodies within the administrative and territorial jurisdiction of the
Metropolis of Oltenia has been freely defined. It shall consist in representing and
protecting the professional, economic, social and cultural rights and interests of its
members, both clergy and laity, in their dealings with the Church hierarchy and the
Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs.
In order to achieve the above aim, the union shall:
(a) ensure respect for the fundamental rights of its members to work, dignity, social
protection, safety at work, rest, social insurance, unemployment benefits, pension
entitlements and other entitlements laid down in the legislation in force;
(b) ensure that each of its members is able to carry out work corresponding to his
professional training and skills;
(c) ensure compliance with the statutory provisions concerning the duration of leave
and days of rest;
(d) promote initiative, competition and freedom of expression among its members;
(e) ensure the implementation and strict observance of the statutory provisions
concerning protection of employment and the rights deriving therefrom;
(f) ensure the full application of the provisions of Law no. 489/2006 on religious
freedom and the legal status of religious denominations, the Statute of the Romanian
Orthodox Church and the Holy Canons of the Romanian Orthodox Church;
(g) negotiate collective agreements and contracts of employment with the
Archdiocese and the Metropolis expressly setting out all the rights and duties of the
clergy and laity;
(h) afford protection to its president and representatives, both during and after their
terms of office;
(i) ensure that it is represented at all levels and on all decision-making bodies, in
accordance with the statutory provisions in force;
(j) use petitions, demonstrations and strikes as means of defending its members’
interests and protecting their dignity and fundamental rights;
(k) take legal action against any individuals or other entities acting in breach of
employment legislation, trade-union law, the provisions of the collective agreement
signed within the Metropolis or employment contracts, if it has proved impossible to
resolve the disputes in question by means of negotiation;
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(l) ensure the observance and implementation of statutory provisions relating to
remuneration and guarantees of decent living conditions;
(m) strive to secure to the clergy and laity the benefit of all the rights enjoyed by
other sectors of society;
(n) set up mutual-aid funds;
(o) produce and issue publications providing information to its members and
defending their interests;
(p) establish and operate cultural, educational and research organisations in the
trade-union sphere, as well as social and socio-economic institutions, in accordance
with the relevant statutory provisions and in the interests of its members;
(r) raise funds to support its members;
(s) organise and fund religious activities;
(ş) make proposals for elections to local Church bodies and put forward a priest
from among its members to take part in the Holy Synod of the Romanian Orthodox
Church;
(t) ask the Archdiocese to submit a report on its revenues and expenditure to the
Assembly of Priests; and
(ţ) ask the Archdiocesan Council to notify it, on a quarterly or annual basis, of any
decisions relating to appointments, transfers and allocation of budgetary resources.”

11. In accordance with the Trade Unions Act (Law no. 54/2003), the
union’s elected president applied to the Craiova Court of First Instance for
the union to be granted legal personality and entered in the register of trade
unions, submitting that the application for registration was in conformity
with the Trade Unions Act (Law no. 54/2003) and that the formation of a
trade union was not prohibited by the Religious Freedom Act (Law
no. 489/2006).
12. The public prosecutor’s office, representing the State in the
proceedings, supported the application for registration, submitting that the
establishment of a trade union for members of the clergy and lay staff was
not in breach of any provision of the law. It added that since the union’s
members were employees working under contracts of employment, they
were entitled, like any other employees, to join together as part of a trade
union to defend their rights.
13. The Archdiocese of Craiova, intervening in the proceedings as a
third party, confirmed that the union’s members were employed by the
Archdiocese but argued that the establishment of the union, without the
Archbishop’s consent and blessing (“permission”), was prohibited by the
Statute of the Romanian Orthodox Church, as approved by Government
Ordinance no. 53/2008. It added that the Statute barred priests from taking
part in proceedings in the civil courts, even in connection with personal
disputes, without the archbishop’s prior written permission. Pointing out
that priests chaired parish assemblies and governing bodies, the Archdiocese
submitted that they were thus unable to form trade unions since Law
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no. 54/2003 prohibited anyone performing management functions from
doing so. Lastly, it produced written statements from eight members of the
union indicating that they no longer wished to be part of it.
14. Having observed that the application for registration satisfied the
formal requirements of Law no. 54/2003, the court decided that the
application should be examined in the light of sections 2 and 3 of that Law,
Article 39 of the Labour Code, Article 40 of the Constitution, Article 22 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Article 11 of
the European Convention on Human Rights.
15. In a judgment of 22 May 2008 the court allowed the union’s
application and ordered its entry in the register of trade unions, thereby
granting it legal personality.
16. The relevant passages of the judgment read as follows:
“The third party submits that the application to form the trade union infringes both
the special legislation on religious freedom and the legal status of religious
denominations and also, in the absence of any blessing from the Archbishop or of any
prior written permission to take part in court proceedings (a requirement that applies
even to personal disputes), the Statute of the Romanian Orthodox Church.
Having regard to the provisions of the Church’s Statute and of the Religious
Freedom Act (Law no. 489/2006), the court dismisses the third party’s arguments as
unfounded for the reasons set out below.
The court notes that, pursuant to section 5(4) of Law no. 489/2006, religious
communities, associations and groups are required to observe the Constitution and
their activities must not threaten national security, public order, public health and
morals or fundamental rights and freedoms.
The court further observes that the Statute of the Church, as approved by
Government Ordinance no. 53/2008, does not expressly forbid the establishment of a
trade union for clergy and lay staff in accordance with labour legislation. The third
party, which contends that the right to form a trade union is subject to receiving the
archbishop’s blessing, has not disputed that the union’s founding members are
contractual employees.
The third party’s arguments have been analysed in the light of both sections 7 to 10
of the Religious Freedom Act, which acknowledges the important role of the
Romanian Orthodox Church and its organisational and operational autonomy, and
section 1(2) of the same Act, which provides that ‘no one shall be prevented from or
coerced into embracing a religious opinion or faith contrary to his or her beliefs’ and
that ‘no one shall suffer discrimination or persecution or be placed in an inferior
position on account of his or her faith, membership or non-membership of a religious
denomination, group or association, or for exercising freedom of religion in
accordance with the law’.
In so far as members of the clergy and laity are recognised as employees, they have
the statutory right to form a trade union. This right cannot be subject to any
restrictions based on religious affiliation or to prior consent from the hierarchy.
In the court’s opinion, the principle of hierarchical subordination and obedience set
forth in the Statute cannot be used as a basis for restricting the right to form a trade
union; the only permissible restrictions in this sphere must be prescribed by law and
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety,
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the prevention of disorder or crime, the protection of health or morals, or the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
The third party’s argument that the applicants did not obtain the archbishop’s
permission to take part in proceedings in the civil courts must likewise be dismissed,
given that Article 21 of the Constitution provides: ‘Everyone shall be entitled to apply
to the courts for protection of his rights, freedoms or legitimate interests. The exercise
of this right shall not be restricted by any statute.’
The establishment of a trade union does not necessarily indicate the existence of a
dissident strand within the Romanian Orthodox Church with a disregard for hierarchy
and the rules imposed by the Church; on the contrary, it is likely to contribute to
employer-employee dialogue on such matters as negotiation of employment contracts,
observance of working and non-working hours and the rules on remuneration,
protection of health and safety at work, vocational training, medical cover and the
opportunity to elect representatives and stand for election to decision-making bodies,
with due regard for the special characteristics of the Church and its religious, spiritual,
cultural, educational, social and charitable purpose.
Having regard to the foregoing, in accordance with section 15 of Law no. 54/2003,
the court allows the application, dismisses the objection by the third party, grants legal
personality to the union and orders its entry in the register of trade unions.”

17. The Archdiocese challenged that judgment, arguing that the
provisions of domestic and international law on which it was based were not
applicable to the case at hand. Relying on Article 29 of the Constitution,
which guarantees religious freedom and the autonomy of religious
communities, it contended that the principle of religious freedom could not
be overridden by other constitutional principles such as freedom of
association, including the right to organise.
18. It submitted that the emergence within the structure of the Church of
a trade union-type organisation for members of the clergy would seriously
imperil the freedom of religious denominations to organise themselves in
accordance with their own traditions. The first-instance court’s judgment
had added a new institution to the existing Church institutions, namely a
trade union for priests, thereby jeopardising the autonomy of religious
communities as guaranteed by the Constitution.
19. The Archdiocese also criticised the applicant union’s stated aims,
contending that they conflicted with the duties that were set out in the “job
description” and accepted by priests by virtue of their “vow of faith”. It
pointed out that upon ordination, all priests had undertaken to abide by all
the provisions of the Church’s Statute, the rules of procedure of the
Church’s disciplinary and judicial bodies and the decisions of the Holy
Synod of the Romanian Orthodox Church, local church assemblies and the
parish council.
20. In June 2008 the Holy Synod declared that initiatives by priests from
various regions of the country to set up trade unions were in breach of the
law, the canons and the Church’s Statute.
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21. In a final judgment of 11 July 2008 the Dolj County Court allowed
the appeal by the Archdiocese and revoked the registration of the trade
union.
22. The relevant passages of the judgment read as follows:
“The Romanian Orthodox Church is organised and operates in accordance with its
Statute, as approved by Government Ordinance no. 53/2008. The Statute prohibits
priests from setting up associations, foundations or organisations of any kind, and
hence trade unions. This prohibition is designed to safeguard the rights and freedoms
of the Romanian Orthodox Church by allowing it to preserve the Orthodox tradition
and its founding tenets.
By virtue of section 6(2) of Law no. 54/2003, internal regulations may not contain
any provisions that are in breach of the Constitution or the law.
The establishment of a trade union would result in the consultative and deliberative
bodies provided for by the Statute being replaced by or obliged to work together with
a new body (the trade union) not bound by the traditions of the Church and the rules
of canon law governing consultation and decision-making.
The freedom to organise religious communities is recognised by the Constitution
and Law no. 489/2006 on religious freedom and the legal status of religious
denominations. Each denomination draws up its own statutes governing its internal
organisation, its members’ rights and obligations, its decision-making procedures and
the operation of its disciplinary bodies.
Pursuant to Article 14 (w) of [the Statute of the Orthodox Church], the Holy Synod
takes decisions concerning the establishment, operation or dissolution of national
ecclesiastical associations and foundations set up and managed by the Romanian
Orthodox Church; [it] grants or denies permission for the establishment, operation or
dissolution of ecclesiastical associations and foundations which have their own
governing bodies and operate within the territorial subdivisions of the Romanian
Orthodox Patriarchate.
It follows from the above-mentioned provisions, which make no reference to trade
unions, that the associations and foundations must be ecclesiastical and national in
nature.
It also follows from Article 50 (e) of the Statute of the Orthodox Church that priests
may not represent their parishes in court proceedings without the bishop’s prior
written consent. Similarly, in view of the oath of obedience towards the bishop which
they took upon ordination, members of the clergy may not take part in court
proceedings concerning personal matters without the bishop’s prior written
permission.
Law no. 54/2003 provides that persons performing management functions or
functions involving the exercise of public authority, the judiciary, the military, the
police and members of the special forces may not set up trade unions.
In the present case the Statute defines the parish, which is a subdivision of the
Orthodox Church, as a community of Orthodox Christians, both clergy and laity,
established within a specified geographical area, under the ecclesiastical, legal,
administrative and economic authority of the diocese, and led by a priest.
An examination of the list of priests involved in the present case reveals that they
chair their parish assemblies and councils. Since they perform management functions
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and receive stipends on that account in accordance with the above-mentioned
provisions, they may not form trade unions.
Having regard to the foregoing, the court allows the appeal, quashes the judgment
and refuses the application for registration of the trade union.”

23. On 29 September 2008 the attempt to set up the applicant union was
discussed within the Synod of the Metropolis of Oltenia. The Synod decided
that if the union’s members were to lodge an application with the Court,
they should be punished and referred to the disciplinary bodies. As a result,
the members concerned were summoned to the Archdiocese headquarters,
where some of them signed declarations to the effect that they no longer
wished to pursue the application.
24. In a letter of 21 June 2010 the chancery of the Romanian Orthodox
Patriarchate reminded the Archdiocese that priests were forbidden to apply
to domestic and international courts without the consent of their hierarchy
and asked it to obtain written declarations from the priests in question
stating that they no longer wished to pursue the application and, in the event
of their refusal, to refer them to the appropriate disciplinary bodies. Some of
the priests, despite having signed the declarations, informed the Court that
they intended to pursue the application lodged on behalf of the union.
25. On 19 April 2010 three priests who had been members of the
applicant union set up an association called Apostolia together with five
other people. The association received the approval of the Archbishop of
Craiova, who made premises available for use as its headquarters. It was
registered with the Craiova Court of First Instance on 8 June 2010.
26. The association’s aims, as set out in its articles of association, are: to
educate the people in the spirit of Orthodox morality; to promote a sense of
solidarity between the clergy and the faithful; to raise funds for the
publication of documents to defend the faith and traditions; to organise and
support cultural, religious and social activities; to take a stand against
events, initiatives and demonstrations that denigrate Christian morality, the
Orthodox faith, national identity and traditions; and to use all legal means to
publicise its own decisions concerning the protection of pastoral, social and
professional interests.
II. RELEVANT DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL LAW AND
PRACTICE
A. Domestic law and practice
1. The Constitution
27. The relevant provisions of the Constitution read as follows:
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Article 29
“Freedom of thought and opinion and freedom of religion shall not be restricted in
any form. No one shall be compelled to embrace an opinion or religion contrary to his
or her own beliefs.
Freedom of conscience is guaranteed; it must be manifested in a spirit of tolerance
and mutual respect.
Religious denominations shall be free and religious communities shall be organised
in accordance with their own regulations, subject to the conditions laid down by law.
All forms, means, acts and actions of religious enmity shall be prohibited in
relations between religious denominations.
Religious communities shall enjoy autonomy in relation to the State and shall
receive State support, including the provision of facilities offering religious assistance
in the army, hospitals, prisons, asylums and orphanages.”
Article 40
“Citizens may freely associate to form political parties, trade unions, employers’
organisations and other forms of association.”
Article 41
“The right to work shall not be restricted. Everyone is free to choose his or her
profession, trade or occupation and workplace.
Employees are entitled to social protection measures. These concern employees’
health and safety, working conditions for women and young people, the establishment
of a national gross minimum wage, weekly rest, paid annual leave, work performed in
particular or special conditions, vocational training, and other specific situations as
provided for by law.
The normal average working day is a maximum of eight hours.
For equal work, women shall receive equal pay to men.
The right to collective labour bargaining and the binding force of collective
agreements shall be guaranteed.”

2. The Trade Unions Act
28. The Trade Unions Act (Law no. 54/2003), in force at the material
time, has been replaced by the Social Dialogue Act (Law no. 62/2011),
which has incorporated the previous provisions concerning trade-union
freedom. These provisions read as follows:
Section 2
“Anyone discharging duties on the basis of a contract of employment, including
public officials, shall have the right to form and to join trade unions.
The establishment of a trade union shall require a minimum of fifteen members
engaged in activities within the same profession or sector of activity.
No one shall be compelled to join, not to join or to leave a trade union.”
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Section 3
“Persons performing management functions or functions involving the exercise of
public authority, the judiciary, the military, the police and members of the special
forces may not set up trade unions.”
Section 6(2)
“The internal regulations may not contain any provisions that are in breach of the
Constitution or the law.”
Section 14
“In order for the trade union to acquire legal personality, the representative of its
founding members must submit an application for registration to the court of first
instance within whose jurisdiction its registered office is located.
Two copies of the following documents, certified by the trade union’s
representative, must be appended to the application for registration:
(a) the minutes of the founding meeting of the trade union, signed by at least
fifteen founding members;
(b) the constitution of the trade union;
(c) the list of members of the union’s governing bodies ...;
(d) the authority form for the representative ...”
Section 15
“The competent court of first instance shall examine the application for registration
within five days, verifying whether:
(a) the documents referred to in section 14 above have been appended;
(b) the minutes of the trade union’s founding meeting and its constitution are in
conformity with the applicable statutory provisions.
If the court of first instance finds that the statutory conditions for registration have
not been met, the president shall summon the trade union’s representative to a private
meeting and shall ask the representative, in writing, to remedy the situation within
seven days.
If the court finds that the application for registration satisfies the requirements of the
first subsection of this section, it shall proceed, within ten days, to examine the
application for registration in the presence of the union’s representative.
The court of first instance shall allow or refuse the application for registration in a
reasoned judgment.
The judgment shall be transmitted to the union’s representative within five days of
its delivery.”
Section 16
“An appeal on points of law shall lie against the judgment of the court of first
instance.”
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Section 27
“To achieve their aims, trade unions shall be entitled to use specific means of action,
such as negotiation, mediation, arbitration, conciliation, petitions, demonstrations and
strikes, in accordance with their constitution and subject to the conditions laid down
by law.”
Section 28
“Trade unions shall defend their members’ rights under labour law ..., collective
agreements and contracts of employment before the domestic courts and in dealings
with other public authorities ...
In exercising this prerogative, [they] shall be entitled to take any form of action
provided for by law, including applying to the courts on behalf of their members,
without requiring an express instruction from them. ...”
Section 29
“Trade unions may submit proposals to the competent authorities concerning
regulations in fields relating to the right to organise.”
Section 30
“Employers shall invite delegates from representative trade unions to attend board
meetings when issues of professional, economic, social, cultural or sporting interest
are being discussed.
For the purpose of defending and promoting their members’ professional, economic,
social, cultural and sports rights and interests, trade unions shall receive from the
employer the information required for the negotiation of collective agreements or,
where appropriate, the conclusion of branch agreements, as well as information
regarding the establishment and use of funds for the improvement of working
conditions, workplace safety and social protection.
Decisions by the board and other similar bodies concerning matters of professional,
economic, social, cultural or sporting interest shall be communicated to the trade
unions in writing, within forty-eight hours of their adoption.”

3. The Religious Freedom Act
29. The relevant provisions of the Religious Freedom Act (Law
no. 489/2006) read as follows:
Section 1
“The State shall respect and guarantee the right to freedom of thought, conscience
and religion of any person within national territory, in accordance with the
Constitution and international treaties to which Romania is a party.”
Section 5
“Members of religious communities shall be free to choose the form of association
in which they wish to practise their faith – religious community, association or
group – in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Act.
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Religious communities, associations and groups shall be required to observe the
Constitution and the law and not to threaten public safety, public order, health, morals
and fundamental rights and freedoms.”
Section 8
“Recognised religious communities shall have the status of charitable corporations.
Under the provisions of the Constitution and this Act, they shall be organised and
shall operate independently in accordance with their own statutes or canons.”
Section 10
“The State shall contribute, on request, to the remuneration of clergy and lay staff of
recognised religious communities, according to each community’s number of
adherents and actual needs.”
Section 17
“On a proposal by the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs, the Government
shall issue an ordinance granting the status of a State-recognised religious community
to religious associations which, through their activities and number of members, are of
public interest and of proven sustainability and stability.
The State shall recognise statutes and canons to the extent that their content does not
threaten public safety, public order, health, morals or fundamental rights and
freedoms.”
Section 23
“Religious communities shall select, appoint, employ and dismiss staff in
accordance with their own statutes, codes of canon law and regulations.
Religious communities may impose disciplinary sanctions on their employees, in
accordance with their own statutes, codes of canon law and regulations, for breaches
of their doctrine or moral principles.”
Section 24
“Employees of religious communities which are affiliated to the State insurance
scheme shall be subject to the legislation on the State social-security system.”
Section 26
“Matters of internal discipline shall be exclusively subject to the provisions of
internal regulations and canon law.
The fact that a religious community has its own judicial bodies shall not preclude
the application of criminal legislation in respect of its members.”

4. Law on the unitary wage scale for workers paid from public funds
30. Law no. 330/2009, which has since been replaced by Law
no. 284/2010, contained provisions on the remuneration of the clergy and
lay staff. It provided that the State and local authorities were to pay all of
the wages of members of the clergy employed in public institutions, and
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part of the wages of leaders of recognised religious communities and
members of the clergy and laity employed by such communities.
31. Thus, the State pays clergy employed by recognised religious
communities a monthly stipend equivalent to between 65% and 80% of the
salary of a State school teacher. Clergymen holding senior positions receive
a higher stipend.
32. A total of 16,602 posts are funded in this way, divided up among
religious communities according to their number of adherents as established
in the most recent population census. In the latest census (2011), 86% of the
Romanian population identified themselves as Orthodox Christians. The
State budget also covers all social-security contributions payable by
employers in respect of members of the clergy employed by them.
33. Lay staff receive a monthly allowance equivalent to the national
guaranteed minimum wage. This allowance and all social-security
contributions payable by employers in respect of these employees are
covered by local authority budgets. The law provides for 19,291 posts for
lay staff, divided up according to the same population-based criterion as for
clerical staff (see paragraph 32 above).
34. Priests and lay staff of religious communities pay social-security
contributions calculated on the basis of their wages and enjoy all the rights
deriving from them: medical insurance, unemployment insurance and
pension entitlements. In 2010 their wages were reduced by the same
percentage as those of public-sector employees (a reduction of 25%, with a
view to balancing the State budget).
5. Internal organisation and regulations of the Romanian Orthodox
Church
35. The Romanian Orthodox Church became independent in 1885. It has
close relations with Orthodox churches in other countries.
36. Under the communist regime, Law no. 177/1949 guaranteed freedom
of religion, and the Romanian Orthodox Church continued to operate under
the supervision of the Ministry of Religious Affairs, which approved its
Statute in 1949. Staff of the Church were paid from the State budget under
the statutory provisions governing public servants.
37. The current organisation of the Romanian Orthodox Church is
governed by its own Statute, in accordance with the Religious Freedom Act
(Law no. 489/2006). The Church is headed by a Patriarch and has six
metropolises in Romania, which comprise archdioceses, dioceses and
approximately 13,500 parishes, served by some 14,500 priests and deacons.
38. The highest authority is the Holy Synod. It is made up of the
Patriarch and all serving bishops. The central governing bodies also include
the Church National Assembly, which includes three representatives of each
diocese or archdiocese and is the central deliberative body, and the Church
National Council, which is the central executive body.
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39. At local level, the parishes, comprising Orthodox clergy and
congregations, are legal entities registered with the administrative and tax
authorities for the purpose of their non-profit-making and commercial
activities. The priest is responsible for the administration of the parish. He
chairs the parish assembly (the deliberative body comprising all
parishioners) and the parish council (the executive body).
40. The current Statute of the Romanian Orthodox Church was adopted
by the Holy Synod on 28 November 2007 and approved by a Government
ordinance on 16 January 2008.
41. The relevant provisions of the Statute read as follows:
Article 14 w
“The Holy Synod shall take decisions on the establishment, organisation and
dissolution of national ecclesiastical associations and foundations. It shall grant or
refuse permission (approval) for the establishment, organisation and dissolution of
Orthodox associations and foundations that operate in dioceses and have their own
governing bodies.”
Article 43
“The parish is the community of believers, clergy and laity, within a specified
geographical territory and subject to the canonical, legal, administrative and economic
authority of the diocese or archdiocese. It is led by a priest appointed by the bishop.”
Article 50
“In fulfilling their mission ..., priests shall perform the following duties:
(a) celebrating Mass on Sundays, feast days and other days of the week ...;
teaching religion in accordance with diocesan guidelines; and ensuring daily access
to the church ...;
(b) applying all the provisions of the Statute and of regulations issued by the
Church and the central bodies at parish level;
(c) implementing decisions by the hierarchy and the diocesan bodies concerning
parish activities;
(d) drawing up and implementing the annual programme of religious, social,
charitable and administrative activities at parish level and informing the diocese and
parishioners of these activities;
(e) representing the parish in court proceedings and in dealings with the
authorities or third parties, subject to prior written consent from the bishop; by
virtue of the oath of obedience taken at the time of their ordination, members of the
clergy and monks may not take part in court proceedings concerning personal
matters without the bishop’s prior written permission;
(f) convening and chairing the parish assembly, parish council and parish
committee;
(g) implementing decisions of the parish assembly and council;
(h) keeping a register of parishioners;
(i) keeping a register of baptisms, marriages and deaths ...;
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(j) managing the parish assets in accordance with the decisions of the parish
assembly and council and overseeing the management of the assets of cultural and
social institutions and church foundations set up within the parish;
(k) drawing up and keeping an inventory of all parish property ...”
Article 52
“Priests and other church staff have the rights and are bound by the obligations set
forth in the Holy Canons, this Statute, church regulations and the decisions of the
archdiocese.”
Article 88
“The bishop ... shall order the appointment, transfer or dismissal of clergy and lay
staff in the different parishes ... He shall ensure the observance of discipline by
members of the clergy and lay staff in his diocese, either directly or through
ecclesiastical bodies.”
Article 123 §§ 7, 8 and 9
“Members of the clergy shall serve the diocese by virtue of the mission they have
freely assumed and the vows and solemn public undertaking they read out and signed
prior to their ordination. Before assuming their pastoral mission, they shall receive a
decision from the bishop setting out their rights and duties.
Without the bishop’s permission, no priests, deacons or monks may form, be
members of or take part in associations, foundations or other organisations of any
kind.
The status of priest, deacon or monk is incompatible with the pursuit of any other
personal activities of an economic, financial or commercial nature that are contrary to
Orthodox Christian morals or the interests of the Church.”
Article 148
“The following ecclesiastical bodies shall have jurisdiction in matters of doctrine,
morals, canon law and discipline in respect of serving or retired clergymen, priests
and deacons:
(A) [General matters]:
(a) the parish disciplinary consistory;
(b) the diocesan or archdiocesan consistory;
(B) On appeal [by a staff member in the event of dismissal]: the Metropolitan
Consistory, provided that the appeal has been declared admissible by the
Metropolitan Synod or the Holy Synod.”
Article 150
“The parish disciplinary consistory shall act as a disciplinary tribunal ... and as a
mediation body for disputes among church staff, or between the priest and the
congregation.
If the parties are dissatisfied with its decision, the case shall be referred to the
diocesan consistory, whose decision shall be final.”
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Article 156
“By virtue of the autonomy of religious communities under the law, internal
disciplinary matters shall be settled by the Church’s judicial bodies. Their decisions
shall not be subject to appeal in the civil courts.”

42. During 2004 the priests of the Archdiocese of Craiova signed
employment contracts of indefinite duration with the Archdiocese. The
contracts set out the parties’ general rights and duties and specified the
priests’ place of work, position, working hours, annual leave entitlement
and monthly salary. The job description appended to the contract listed the
priests’ duties as follows:
“Offering spiritual guidance to parishioners in accordance with church regulations;
Celebrating Mass every Sunday and feast day; attending to parishioners and setting
up home in the parish;
Managing the assets of the parish and of Church cultural institutions and
foundations;
Drawing up and maintaining an inventory of the parish assets; managing the parish’s
finances and accounts; keeping records of parish revenue and expenditure and making
them available to the archdiocesan inspectorate in the course of financial reviews and
audits;
Obtaining supplies of liturgical items from the archdiocese to be put on sale;
Ensuring prompt payment of all financial contributions owed to the archdiocese;
Refraining from taking part in court proceedings without the consent of the
archdiocese, whether relating to disputes concerning the parish or to personal matters;
Representing the parish in dealings with third parties in the event of a dispute;
Refraining from any act that would be incompatible with the status of priest;
Observing all the provisions of the Statute of the Church, other ecclesiastical
instruments and the oath taken at the time of ordination.
Any breach of the above-mentioned duties shall give rise to proceedings before the
Church disciplinary bodies, which may impose a range of penalties up to and
including dismissal.”

43. On 17 May 2011, in response to an enquiry from the Church, the
Ministry of Labour informed the Patriarch that, following an examination of
the relevant legislation, experts from the Ministry had reached the
conclusion that the Labour Code was not applicable to the employment
relationship between the Romanian Orthodox Church and members of the
clergy and that, as a result, the Church was not obliged to sign individual
employment contracts with them.
44. Accordingly, from November 2011 the employment contracts in
question were replaced, at the bishop’s instigation, with appointment
decisions issued by him. The decisions specified the place of work and the
post occupied. They also stated the following:
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“In discharging his duties, the priest shall be directly subordinate to the bishop. He
must work together with the other priests of the parish and the diocesan
representatives.
The priest shall perform his tasks ... in accordance with the requirements of
Article 50 (a)-(k) of the Statute of the Church.
In fulfilling his mission, he must be familiar with and, in accordance with the oath
taken at the time of his ordination, scrupulously abide by the Holy Canons, the Statute
of the Church, ecclesiastical regulations and the decisions of the Holy Synod and the
diocese. He must submit to hierarchical authority and defend the legitimate interests
of the Romanian Orthodox Church and his congregation.
From the date of his appointment, the priest shall be entered in the register of
positions and salaries. His salary shall be determined in accordance with the statutory
provisions governing remuneration of members of the clergy. He shall be entitled to
annual leave calculated on the basis of seniority.
The priest shall be required to obtain supplies of items for sale (candles, calendars,
liturgical items, books, and so on) from the diocese alone. He shall permanently
supervise the activities of the kiosk (pangarul) where these items are on sale.
In the event of misconduct or breaches of discipline or of the duties set out in this
decision, the priest shall be dismissed by the bishop ... He shall be punished in
accordance with the rules of the Church’s disciplinary bodies.”

6. Domestic practice concerning the establishment of trade unions
within the clergy and the existence of other forms of association
within the Romanian Orthodox Church
45. The law and the 1949 Statute did not provide for any restrictions on
freedom of association for Orthodox believers and Church personnel. Under
the communist regime, trade unions were set up by Church employees.
46. In a final judgment of 4 October 1990 the Medgidia Court of First
Instance, under the Political Parties and Other Forms of Association Act
(Law no. 8 of 31 December 1989), authorised the operation of Solidaritatea,
a trade union of Orthodox clergy and lay staff of the Archdiocese of Tomis
(Constanţa), and granted it legal personality.
47. In its constitution the Solidaritatea trade union stated that its aims
were to strive for “a renewal of spiritual life and a restructuring of
administrative activities ... in line with the new requirements of democratic
life and full freedom of thought and action, and in accordance with the
principles set out in the doctrines and regulations of the Romanian Orthodox
Church”. It was envisaged that the union would be able to apply to the
courts to defend its members’ interests, that it would assist in drawing up
civil and ecclesiastical regulations with a view to protecting its members’
rights and interests, and that its members would be represented by its
president on all the Church’s decision-making bodies.
48. In May 2012 the Archdiocese of Tomis sought a court order for the
dissolution of the Solidaritatea trade union on the grounds that it had failed
to observe its own constitution by not holding any general meetings, not
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appointing any executive bodies and not carrying out its intended activities.
The proceedings are still pending.
49. In a final judgment of 5 June 2007 the Hârlău Court of First
Instance, under the Trade Unions Act (Law no. 54/2003), granted legal
personality to the Sfântul Mare Mucenic Gheorghe trade union of clergy,
monks and lay staff of the Romanian Orthodox Church.
50. In its constitution the Sfântul Mare Mucenic Gheorghe union set out
the following aims:
- to ensure respect for the fundamental rights of its members to work,
dignity, social protection, safety at work, rest, social insurance,
unemployment benefits, pension entitlements and other entitlements laid
down in the legislation in force;
- to provide each of its members with work corresponding to his
professional training and skills;
- to ensure compliance with the statutory provisions concerning the
duration of leave and days of rest;
- to promote initiative, competition and freedom of expression among
its members;
- to ensure the implementation and strict observance of the statutory
provisions concerning protection of employment and the rights deriving
therefrom;
- to protect its president and representatives, both during and after
their terms of office;
- to be present and represented on disciplinary bodies;
- to set up joint ecclesiastical committees;
- to be involved in the drafting or amendment of any Church internal
regulations, in particular the new Statute;
- to be consulted on a mandatory basis in connection with decisions
affecting its members;
- to negotiate employment contracts;
- to hold democratic elections for the nomination of Church
representatives;
- to take legal action against any individuals or other entities,
including the church authorities, responsible for administrative or
regulatory measures adversely affecting its members’ rights and
interests; and
- to use petitions, demonstrations and strikes as means of defending
its members’ interests and protecting their dignity and fundamental
rights.
51. In January 2011 the president of the union requested its dissolution,
noting that there had been a considerable improvement in relations between
its members and the church authorities. The proceedings are still pending.
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52. To date, some 200 church associations and foundations recognised
by the national courts are in existence, having received permission from
bishops in accordance with the Church’s Statute.
7. Case-law of the domestic courts
53. In a judgment of 19 September 2005 the High Court of Cassation
and Justice held that the civil courts had jurisdiction to invalidate a priest’s
dismissal and to supervise the execution of the court decision ordering his
reinstatement and the payment of his salary.
54. In a judgment of 4 February 2010 in a different case, the High Court
upheld a judgment in which the Bucharest Court of Appeal had dismissed
an action by an Orthodox priest against the refusal of the Labour
Inspectorate to review the application of labour law by his employer (the
diocese). It held that only the provisions of the relevant internal regulations
were applicable in the case, that they prevailed over the general rules of the
Labour Code in this context, and that the Labour Inspectorate did not have
jurisdiction to review whether the diocese had complied with these rules.
55. In three decisions delivered on 10 June 2008, 3 July 2008 and
7 April 2011 the Constitutional Court acknowledged that the existence of
internal disciplinary bodies within religious communities and the fact that
their decisions could not be challenged in the civil courts amounted to a
restriction of the right of access to a court, but held that the restriction was
justified by the autonomous nature of religious communities. It noted in this
connection that pursuant to Law no. 489/2006, the only cases which the
ordinary courts had jurisdiction to hear in respect of members of the clergy
were those concerning criminal offences.
B. International law
1. Universal standards
56. The relevant provisions of Convention no. 87 of the International
Labour Organisation (ILO) on Freedom of Association and Protection of the
Right to Organise (adopted in 1948 and ratified by Romania on 28 May
1957) read as follows:
Article 2
“Workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, shall have the right to
establish and, subject only to the rules of the organisation concerned, to join
organisations of their own choosing without previous authorisation.”
Article 3
“1. Workers’ and employers’ organisations shall have the right to draw up their
constitutions and rules, to elect their representatives in full freedom, to organise their
administration and activities and to formulate their programmes.
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2. The public authorities shall refrain from any interference which would restrict
this right or impede the lawful exercise thereof.”
Article 4
“Workers’ and employers’ organisations shall not be liable to be dissolved or
suspended by administrative authority.”
Article 7
“The acquisition of legal personality by workers’ and employers’ organisations,
federations and confederations shall not be made subject to conditions of such a
character as to restrict the application of the provisions of Articles 2, 3 and 4 hereof.”

57. The relevant provisions of Recommendation no. 198 concerning the
employment relationship, adopted by the ILO in 2006, read as follows:
“9. For the purposes of the national policy of protection for workers in an
employment relationship, the determination of the existence of such a relationship
should be guided primarily by the facts relating to the performance of work and the
remuneration of the worker, notwithstanding how the relationship is characterized in
any contrary arrangement, contractual or otherwise, that may have been agreed
between the parties.
...
11. For the purpose of facilitating the determination of the existence of an
employment relationship, Members should, within the framework of the national
policy referred to in this Recommendation, consider the possibility of the following:
(a) allowing a broad range of means for determining the existence of an
employment relationship;
(b) providing for a legal presumption that an employment relationship exists
where one or more relevant indicators is present; and
(c) determining, following prior consultations with the most representative
organizations of employers and workers, that workers with certain characteristics, in
general or in a particular sector, must be deemed to be either employed or selfemployed.
...
13. Members should consider the possibility of defining in their laws and
regulations, or by other means, specific indicators of the existence of an employment
relationship. Those indicators might include:
(a) the fact that the work: is carried out according to the instructions and under the
control of another party; involves the integration of the worker in the organization of
the enterprise; is performed solely or mainly for the benefit of another person; must
be carried out personally by the worker; is carried out within specific working hours
or at a workplace specified or agreed by the party requesting the work; is of a
particular duration and has a certain continuity; requires the worker’s availability; or
involves the provision of tools, materials and machinery by the party requesting the
work;
(b) periodic payment of remuneration to the worker; the fact that such
remuneration constitutes the worker’s sole or principal source of income; provision
of payment in kind, such as food, lodging or transport; recognition of entitlements
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such as weekly rest and annual holidays; payment by the party requesting the work
for travel undertaken by the worker in order to carry out the work; or absence of
financial risk for the worker.”

2. European standards
58. Romania ratified the revised European Social Charter on 7 May
1999. Article 5 of the Charter, concerning the right to organise, is worded as
follows:
“With a view to ensuring or promoting the freedom of workers and employers to
form local, national or international organisations for the protection of their economic
and social interests and to join those organisations, the Contracting Parties undertake
that national law shall not be such as to impair, nor shall it be so applied as to impair,
this freedom. The extent to which the guarantees provided for in this Article shall
apply to the police shall be determined by national laws or regulations. The principle
governing the application to the members of the armed forces of these guarantees and
the extent to which they shall apply to persons in this category shall equally be
determined by national laws or regulations.”

59. Article 12 § 1 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union reads as follows:
“Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of
association at all levels, in particular in political, trade union and civic matters, which
implies the right of everyone to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his
or her interests.”

60. The relevant parts of Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November
2000 establishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment
and occupation read as follows:
“The Council of the European Union,
...
Whereas: ...
(4) The right of all persons to equality before the law and protection against
discrimination constitutes a universal right recognised by the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women, United Nations Covenants on Civil and Political
Rights and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and by the European Convention
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, to which all Member
States are signatories. Convention No. 111 of the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) prohibits discrimination in the field of employment and occupation.
(5) It is important to respect such fundamental rights and freedoms. This Directive
does not prejudice freedom of association, including the right to establish unions with
others and to join unions to defend one’s interests.
...
(24) The European Union in its Declaration No. 11 on the status of churches and
non-confessional organisations, annexed to the Final Act of the Amsterdam Treaty,
has explicitly recognised that it respects and does not prejudice the status under
national law of churches and religious associations or communities in the Member
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States and that it equally respects the status of philosophical and non-confessional
organisations. With this in view, Member States may maintain or lay down specific
provisions on genuine, legitimate and justified occupational requirements which might
be required for carrying out an occupational activity.
...
Has adopted this Directive:
...
Article 4
Occupational requirements
1. ... Member States may provide that a difference of treatment which is based on
[religion or belief] shall not constitute discrimination where, by reason of the nature of
the particular occupational activities concerned or of the context in which they are
carried out, such a characteristic constitutes a genuine and determining occupational
requirement, provided that the objective is legitimate and the requirement is
proportionate.
2. Member States may maintain national legislation in force ... or provide for future
legislation incorporating national practices existing at the date of adoption of this
Directive pursuant to which, in the case of occupational activities within churches and
other public or private organisations the ethos of which is based on religion or belief,
a difference of treatment based on a person’s religion or belief shall not constitute
discrimination where, by reason of the nature of these activities or of the context in
which they are carried out, a person’s religion or belief constitute a genuine,
legitimate and justified occupational requirement, having regard to the organisation’s
ethos. ...
Provided that its provisions are otherwise complied with, this Directive shall thus
not prejudice the right of churches and other public or private organisations, the ethos
of which is based on religion or belief, acting in conformity with national
constitutions and laws, to require individuals working for them to act in good faith
and with loyalty to the organisation’s ethos.”

61. In the practice of European States, relations between churches and
the State are governed by a variety of constitutional models. In the majority
of the Council of Europe’s member States, 1 the law itself does not define
the nature of the legal relationship between a religious community and its
clergy. The religious community may conclude an employment contract
with its ministers, but is not under any obligation to do so, and in most cases
does not. However, even where there is no employment contract, members
of the clergy are often entitled to welfare benefits under the same conditions
as other beneficiaries of the social-security system. In a minority of States, 2
the relationship is governed by the applicable labour law, although members
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Republic of Moldova, Montenegro,
Ireland, “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”, Latvia, Lithuania, Germany,
Greece, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, France and certain Swiss cantons.
2
Finland, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Ukraine, Belgium, Austria, Russia, Turkey, Luxembourg,
Sweden and certain Swiss cantons.
1
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of the clergy are required to observe a heightened duty of loyalty towards
the religious community that employs them. Lastly, in other States 1 the
domestic courts determine on the basis of the individual circumstances
whether or not the employment relationship can be classified as contractual.
With regard to the trade-union rights of members of the clergy, no States
formally ban them from setting up trade unions, and in some States they are
even expressly afforded this right. It should also be noted that, for instance,
in Austria, Bulgaria, Finland, Turkey, France, the United Kingdom, Ireland
and the Netherlands there are trade unions for ministers of religion, or
associations that defend interests closely resembling those defended by
workers’ trade unions.

THE LAW
I. ANONYMOUS NATURE OF THE APPLICATION AND ALLEGED
HINDRANCE OF THE RIGHT OF INDIVIDUAL PETITION
A. The parties’ submissions
62. The applicant union submitted that as soon as steps had been taken
to form a trade union, its members had come under intense pressure from
the Church. This had continued after the application had been lodged with
the Court and, as a result, several members had been forced to withdraw
from the proceedings, while others had requested anonymity in order to be
able to pursue the application.
63. It stated that the pressure had intensified after the delivery of the
Chamber judgment, and in support of that assertion submitted a number of
statements by Church leaders as reported in the press, together with a press
release of February 2012 in which the Romanian Orthodox Patriarchate had
criticised the judgment.
64. In view of the above considerations, it submitted that the State had
failed to comply with its positive obligation to protect applicants to the
Court from pressure, both from the State authorities and from others.
65. Accordingly, it asked the Grand Chamber to find a violation of
Article 34 of the Convention.
66. The Government expressed doubts as to whether the application
reflected a genuine intention on the part of the applicant union’s members to
apply to the Court. They argued that the identities and names of the
individuals who had applied to the Court on the union’s behalf had changed
during the course of the proceedings before the Chamber and asked the
1

Belgium, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom.
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Grand Chamber to establish the precise identity of those who had brought
and pursued the application. Without raising a preliminary objection, they
submitted that this question was important both for the merits of the case
and for the issue of just satisfaction.
67. They maintained that only deliberate measures by the State could be
held to constitute a hindrance of the right of individual application. Since, in
their submission, the authorities could not be accused of any action or
inaction that had intentionally endorsed or tolerated the Church’s allegedly
improper conduct in the present case, the State could not be said to have
infringed the right of individual petition.
B. The Grand Chamber’s assessment
68. The Grand Chamber observes that although the respective positions
of the Government and the applicant union differ, they both relate to the
application of Article 34 of the Convention, taken alone or in conjunction
with Article 35 § 2 (a). These provisions are worded as follows:
Article 34
“The Court may receive applications from any person, non-governmental
organisation or group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation by one of
the High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or the Protocols
thereto. The High Contracting Parties undertake not to hinder in any way the effective
exercise of this right.”
Article 35 § 2
“The Court shall not deal with any application submitted under Article 34 that
(a) is anonymous ...”

1. Alleged anonymity of the application
69. The Grand Chamber observes at the outset that the Government are
estopped from raising this issue, given that they omitted to do so before the
Chamber. In so far as they challenged the admissibility of the application on
the grounds that certain members of the applicant union had wished to
remain anonymous, it reiterates that a Government with doubts as to the
authenticity of an application must inform the Court in good time, and that
the Court alone is competent to determine whether an application satisfies
the requirements of Articles 34 and 35 of the Convention (see Shamayev
and Others v. Georgia and Russia, no. 36378/02, § 293, ECHR 2005-III).
70. It would also point out that the purpose of granting anonymity under
Rule 47 § 3 to persons bringing a case before the Court is to protect
applicants who consider that the disclosure of their identity might be
harmful to them. In the absence of this protection, such applicants might be
deterred from communicating freely with the Court. Furthermore, an
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association that has been dissolved or refused registration is entitled to
lodge an application, through its representatives, complaining about the
dissolution or refusal (see Stankov and the United Macedonian
Organisation Ilinden v. Bulgaria, nos. 29221/95 and 29225/95, § 57, ECHR
2001-IX).
71. In the present case, the Court notes that the applicant union applied
to it through its representatives, who instructed Mr I. Gruia to act on their
behalf. They later retracted the statements sent to the Court by the
Archdiocese of Craiova, in which they had indicated their intention to
withdraw their application. They explained that the Archdiocese had
compelled them to sign the statements. Since they had submitted factual and
legal information enabling the Court to identify them and establish their
links with the facts in issue and the complaint raised, both the President of
the Chamber and, subsequently, the President of the Grand Chamber
granted their request not to have their identity disclosed.
72. That being so, the Court considers that the application is not
anonymous within the meaning of Article 35 § 2 of the Convention and that
the intention of the applicant union’s members to act on the union’s behalf
in the proceedings before it is not in doubt. Accordingly, even assuming that
the Government are not estopped from raising the objection that the
application is anonymous, the Court dismisses the objection.
2. Alleged hindrance of the right of individual petition
73. The Court reiterates that the undertaking not to hinder the effective
exercise of the right of individual application precludes any interference
with the individual’s right to present and pursue a complaint before the
Court effectively. It is of the utmost importance for the effective operation
of the system of individual application instituted under Article 34 that
applicants or potential applicants should be able to communicate freely with
the Court without being subjected to any form of pressure from the
authorities to withdraw or modify their complaints. As the Court has noted
in previous decisions, “pressure” includes not only direct coercion and
flagrant acts of intimidation against actual or potential applicants, members
of their families or their legal representatives, but also other improper
indirect acts or contact designed to dissuade or discourage applicants from
pursuing a Convention remedy (see, among other authorities, Mamatkulov
and Askarov v. Turkey [GC], nos. 46827/99 and 46951/99, § 102, ECHR
2005-I).
74. In the instant case, the Court observes that the applicant union
alleged a violation of Article 34 of the Convention for the first time before
the Grand Chamber. It further notes that the events complained of, including
the request to withdraw the application lodged with the Court, took place
before the delivery of the Chamber judgment (see paragraphs 23 and 24
above).
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75. Having regard to the fact that the applicant union has been
represented by a lawyer since the application was lodged and has not put
forward any particular reasons that might have dispensed it from
complaining to the Chamber of a violation of Article 34 of the Convention,
the Grand Chamber considers that the union is estopped from raising this
complaint before it.
76. In so far as the applicant union complained of events occurring after
the case was referred to the Grand Chamber, in respect of which it would
consequently not be estopped from alleging a violation of Article 34, the
Court reiterates that the acquiescence or connivance of the authorities of a
Contracting State in the acts of private individuals which violate the
Convention rights of other individuals within its jurisdiction may engage
that State’s responsibility under the Convention (see, mutatis mutandis,
Cyprus v. Turkey [GC], no. 25781/94, § 81, ECHR 2001-IV).
77. However, in the instant case it observes that the applicant union has
not substantiated its allegation that the pressure exerted on its members
intensified after the delivery of the Chamber judgment to such an degree
that the State should be held responsible for not taking action to stop such
pressure.
78. In this connection, it notes that in support of its allegations the union
referred solely to statements by the Orthodox Patriarchate and several
members of the Church hierarchy, as reported in the press, criticising the
Chamber judgment. However, these opinions do not appear to have been
followed by any measures aimed at inducing members of the union to
withdraw or amend the application before the Grand Chamber or to hinder
in any other way the exercise of their right of individual petition.
79. In the Court’s opinion, the facts of the case do not support the
conclusion that the national authorities exerted pressure, or allowed pressure
to be exerted, on the applicant union’s members, or that they failed in any
other way to comply with their obligation to secure the effective exercise of
the right of individual application. They cannot be held responsible for the
actions of the press or for statements made by individuals exercising their
freedom of expression and not holding a position of public authority.
80. In these circumstances, the Court considers, firstly, that the applicant
union is estopped from alleging a violation of Article 34 of the Convention
in respect of events that took place before the delivery of the Chamber
judgment and, secondly, that as regards the events occurring after that date,
the respondent State has not breached its obligations under Article 34 of the
Convention.
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II. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 11 OF THE CONVENTION
81. The applicant union submitted that in refusing its application for
registration, the Dolj County Court had infringed its right to organise as
guaranteed by Article 11 of the Convention, which provides:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of
association with others, including the right to form and to join trade unions for the
protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other than such as
are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of
national security or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others. This Article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on the
exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of the police or of the
administration of the state.”

A. The Chamber judgment
82. In its judgment of 31 January 2012 the Chamber found a violation of
Article 11 of the Convention. Observing that priests and lay staff carried out
their duties within the Romanian Orthodox Church under employment
contracts, that they received salaries funded mainly from the State budget
and that they were covered by the general social-insurance scheme, it
considered that a contractual employment relationship could not be
exempted from all rules of civil law. It concluded that members of the
clergy, and a fortiori lay employees of the Church, could not be excluded
from the scope of Article 11.
83. Next, examining the refusal to register the applicant union in relation
to the general principles of trade-union law, it accepted that the measure had
been prescribed by domestic law (namely the Trade Unions Act (Law
no. 54/2003) and the Religious Freedom Act (Law no. 489/2006), as
interpreted by the County Court in the light of the Statute of the Orthodox
Church) and had pursued a legitimate aim (namely preservation of public
order, encompassing the freedom and autonomy of religious communities)
in that it had sought to prevent a disparity between the law and practice
concerning the establishment of trade unions for Church employees.
84. It then observed that the County Court’s decision to refuse the
applicant union’s registration had been mainly based on the need to protect
the Orthodox Christian tradition, its founding tenets and the rules of canon
law concerning decision-making. In that connection it held that the criteria
defining a “pressing social need” had not been met in the instant case, since
the County Court had not established that the applicant union’s programme,
as set out in its constitution, or the positions adopted by its members were
incompatible with a “democratic society”, let alone that they represented a
threat to democracy.
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85. Observing that the reasons given by the County Court to justify the
refusal to register the applicant union had been of a purely religious nature,
the Chamber further considered that that court had not had sufficient regard
either to the interests of employees of the Romanian Orthodox Church – in
particular, the existence of an employment contract between them and the
Church – or to the distinction between members of the clergy and lay
employees of the Church, or to the question whether the ecclesiastical rules
prohibiting union membership were compatible with the domestic and
international regulations enshrining workers’ trade-union rights.
86. Lastly, noting that the right of Orthodox Church employees to join a
trade union had already been recognised by the domestic courts in the case
of other trade unions, the Chamber concluded that a measure as drastic as
the refusal to register the applicant union had been disproportionate to the
aim pursued and consequently unnecessary in a democratic society.
B. The parties’ submissions
1. The applicant union
87. The applicant union submitted that priests and clerical staff of the
Romanian Orthodox Church had a similar status to civil servants. Like civil
servants, they were recruited by competitive examination. They were then
appointed by the bishop by means of a decision setting out their rights and
obligations. They took an oath upon their ordination and their salaries were
set in the law governing the remuneration of all public servants and reduced
by the same proportion in the event of an economic crisis. They paid
contributions to the general social-security scheme and were entitled to the
full range of welfare benefits. Furthermore, similarly to universities, the
Romanian Orthodox Church was allocated funds from the State budget to
pay its employees’ wages. Accordingly, the applicant union submitted that
neither the Romanian Orthodox Church’s practice of not signing
employment contracts with its staff nor the fact that it paid part of their
wages from its own funds could affect the actual nature of the relationship
between the Church and its employees, since the relationship entailed all the
aspects of an employment contract and was similar to that between civil
servants and the institution employing them.
88. The applicant union alleged that, unlike other occupational groups
which were likewise bound by specific duties of loyalty but had trade
unions to defend their interests, employees of the Romanian Orthodox
Church, numbering some 15,000, were deprived of any form of protection
from potential abuses in relation to such matters as salaries or transfers.
89. It added that the interference with its members’ freedom of
association had not been prescribed by domestic law. In that connection it
cited Articles 40, 53 and 73 of the Constitution, by which citizens were
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guaranteed the right to join together freely in forming political parties, trade
unions, employers’ associations or other kinds of association, a right that
could be restricted only by an institutional Act. It submitted that it could be
inferred from these provisions that there was no legislative instrument
barring priests from forming a trade union, the refusal of its registration
having been based solely on Article 123 § 8 of the Church’s Statute; the
mere fact that the Statute had been approved by the Government did not
give it the status of a domestic legislative instrument, let alone that of an
institutional Act capable of restricting a constitutional freedom. Submitting
that Article 123 § 8 of the Statute was at variance with the Constitution, the
applicant union concluded that the decision to prohibit it was in breach of
domestic law. The decision therefore had no legal basis and infringed
Article 11 of the Convention.
90. The applicant union accepted that the measure in issue had pursued a
legitimate aim, namely protection of the Church’s interests, but contended
that the measure had not been necessary in a democratic society to preserve
the Church’s religious autonomy.
91. In its submission, where relations between the State and religious
communities were concerned, a distinction needed to be made between a
community’s religious activities and its civil and commercial activities.
Thus, while any State interference with religious activities should be strictly
forbidden, the Church’s civil and commercial activities were unconnected to
religion or to the Church’s spiritual mission and should therefore be
governed by civil law. In that connection, the applicant union pointed out
that it did not wish to alter either Christian dogma or the organisation of
religious worship but that its sole aim was to fight for the protection of its
members’ statutory rights, including the right to receive the guaranteed legal
wage and the right not to be wrongfully dismissed. It also asserted that its
members had sought – and obtained – oral permission to form a trade union
but that the archbishop had subsequently withdrawn his initial consent
following opposition from the Holy Synod.
92. The applicant union accepted that some of the aims set out in its
constitution might appear to conflict with the duties of priests, but
contended that they had been “copied wholesale from the Trade Unions
Act” and that they were also intended to protect the interests of the Church’s
lay employees, who were not bound by the same obligations as priests. It
further submitted that in any event, any action it might have taken such as
strikes or other similar activities would have been subject to review by the
judicial authorities, which could impose sanctions up to and including
dissolution. It added that even if priests did decide to go on strike or to
organise other activities outside the remit of their ministry, they would
remain subject to the Church’s disciplinary procedure and its Statute, which
likewise provided for sanctions.
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93. Lastly, the applicant union noted that two other trade unions had
already been set up within the Church and that their recognition by the State
had not affected its internal organisation or given rise to parallel rules of
governance. It also submitted that trade unions for Church personnel
operated freely in several other Council of Europe member States.
94. In conclusion, the applicant union contended that its prohibition, as a
preventive measure based purely on assumptions made in the light of its
constitution, had not been proportionate to the aim pursued and had
amounted to a violation of Article 11 of the Convention.
2. The Government
95. The Government did not raise any pleas of inadmissibility and
accepted that the refusal to register the applicant union had constituted
interference with its right to freedom of association. They further pointed
out that there was no legal impediment preventing lay staff of the Romanian
Orthodox Church from forming a trade union.
96. As regards members of the clergy, the Government argued that by
virtue of the Statute of the Romanian Orthodox Church and the Religious
Freedom Act, their relationship with the Church was a “freely accepted
service and mission relationship” falling outside the sphere of labour law,
and hence outside the scope of the Labour Code. They observed that priests
performed their duties in accordance with a decision by the bishop setting
out their rights and obligations, and a vow of faith and obedience which
they took upon their ordination. They added that the employment contracts
signed in 2004 by the Archdiocese of Craiova were the result of an
erroneous interpretation of the law and had never been registered by the
Labour Inspectorate, which had in fact confirmed that labour law was not
applicable to the relationship between the Orthodox Church and its
ecclesiastical staff. That position was shared by the High Court of Cassation
and Justice and the Constitutional Court, which had both held that in
accordance with the autonomy of religious denominations, the ordinary
domestic courts did not have jurisdiction to review decisions by the
ecclesiastical courts in relation to the provisions of the Labour Code.
97. The Government further asserted that the State did not provide
remuneration for priests, its role in this respect being limited to granting
financial assistance calculated on the basis of the Church’s number of
adherents and actual needs. It was entirely the Church’s responsibility to
redistribute the funds received from the State among its staff. Thus, the
State made a total of 12,765 assistance payments to the Orthodox Church,
the amounts of which varied between EUR 163 and EUR 364, while the
Church paid 1,005 priests and 1,408 lay employees entirely from its own
funds. As regards the affiliation of priests and other Church employees to
the State social-insurance scheme, the Government submitted that this was
the choice of the national Parliament, which enjoyed a wide margin of
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appreciation in such matters; however, their affiliation did not affect their
status and did not make them State officials.
98. In the alternative, the Government pointed out that priests were
responsible for the administration of their parishes and, as such, performed
management functions; pursuant to Law no. 54/2003, this barred them from
trade-union activities.
99. Having regard to the above considerations, the Government
expressed concern at the idea that Article 11 could be deemed applicable to
the present case, seeing that the provisions of labour law did not apply to the
applicant union’s members.
100. In any event, they submitted that the interference had been
prescribed by law, had pursued a legitimate aim and was necessary in a
democratic society.
101. In their submission, the legal basis for the measure in issue was
Article 123 § 8 of the Church’s Statute, by which the participation of
members of the clergy in any form of association was subject to the
archbishop’s prior consent. That provision formed part of domestic law
following the approval of the Statute by a Government ordinance, and did
not conflict with the Constitution, which, while guaranteeing freedom of
association, including trade-union freedom, made it subject to the conditions
provided for by law – the applicable law in the present case being the
Statute of the Church. Furthermore, the fact that the Trade Unions Act did
not explicitly ban priests from forming a trade union did not amount to tacit
recognition of that right; instead, exercising its autonomy, the Church had
decided that the activities of its staff should be governed by rules other than
those of labour law.
102. As to the legitimate aim pursued by the interference, the
Government called on the Grand Chamber to depart from the analysis made
by the Chamber, which had found that the measure in question was aimed at
preserving public order by protecting the freedom and autonomy of
religious communities. They asserted that the sole aim of the interference
had been to protect the rights and freedoms of others, namely those of the
Romanian Orthodox Church. That being so, the specific reference to public
order was immaterial to the present case.
103. As to whether the measure had been necessary and proportionate,
the Government pointed out, firstly, that the ban on forming trade unions
without the archbishop’s consent concerned only members of the clergy and
that the Church’s lay staff remained free to join together in accordance with
the conditions and criteria set forth in the Trade Unions Act.
104. The freedom of association of members of the clergy, meanwhile,
was fully respected by the Romanian Orthodox Church, within which there
were several hundred associations and foundations, among them the
Apostolia association in the Archdiocese of Craiova.
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105. In the Government’s submission, the requirement for the
archbishop’s permission to be obtained for any form of association
involving members of the clergy was legitimate and reflected the principle
of the Church’s autonomy. The Government were surprised that in the
present case the applicant union had not sought such permission and added
that the ordinary courts could, in appropriate circumstances, have ruled that
a denial of permission was wrongful.
106. The Government noted that on account of their status, priests
belonging to the applicant union were bound by a heightened degree of
loyalty towards the Orthodox Church. No right to dissent existed:
disaffected priests could leave the Church at any time, but as long as they
chose to remain, they were deemed to have freely consented to abide by its
rules and to waive some of their rights.
107. As regards the possible effects of the establishment of a trade union
on the Church’s operational methods, the Government argued that the
applicant union’s constitution suggested that, should it actually be
established, it would attempt to introduce a parallel set of rules to those of
the Church. This was clearly apparent from a reading of the passages
concerning the recruitment of staff, the promotion of initiative, competition
and freedom of expression, the signing of collective agreements and
employment contracts, observance of civil-law rules on working hours,
representation on decision-making bodies or the right to strike. The
Government therefore submitted that recognition of the applicant union
would necessarily have led to the emergence of a system of joint
management within the Romanian Orthodox Church; this would have been
a source of conflict between the union and the Church hierarchy, requiring
adjudication by the domestic authorities, in breach of the State’s duty of
neutrality and impartiality and the autonomy of religious denominations.
108. They explained that in the present case the State had been anxious
to forestall any attempt at unionisation before the applicant union began to
operate and that this approach had been justified by the fact that the union
would have been able to make use of its rights under the Trade Unions Act
as soon as it was registered, without any form of prior judicial supervision.
109. Lastly, the Government drew attention to the wide variety of rules
governing the status of priests and their right to freedom of association in
the Council of Europe’s member States, and submitted that the lack of a
European consensus in this area indicated that the national authorities
should be left a wide margin of appreciation.
C. The third parties
110. The third-party governments and non-governmental organisations
intervening in the proceedings all shared the respondent Government’s
position.
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1. The Greek Government
111. The Greek Government submitted that in the event of a conflict
between the rights protected by Articles 9 and 11 of the Convention, the
Court should start by determining whether recognition of a right to freedom
of association within a religious community infringed the right to autonomy
of the community in question. In their view, the autonomy of religious
communities should prevail and such communities should enjoy the right to
determine their relations with their staff on the basis of their own internal
regulations, even if these restricted or limited the exercise of certain rights.
112. The Greek Government contended that since priests performed an
essentially religious function, the distinction between religious and nonreligious activities was immaterial. Furthermore, the domestic courts were
better placed than an international court to settle any disputes arising in this
sphere.
2. The Government of the Republic of Moldova
113. The Government of the Republic of Moldova submitted that the
Chamber had not struck a sufficient balance between the freedom of
association claimed by the applicant union and the freedom of religion and
right to autonomy of the Orthodox Church. They contended that Article 11
of the Convention could not be construed as imposing a positive obligation
on the State to recognise a secular association within a religious community
where such recognition would be at variance with the State’s duty of
denominational neutrality.
114. They further submitted that under Article 9 of the Convention, the
members of a religious community should be regarded as having freely
chosen, on joining the community, to give up some of the civil rights to
which they might have laid claim under Article 11.
3. The Polish Government
115. The Polish Government submitted that the Chamber should have
focused more on the special nature of the relationship between the Church
and its clergy. The fact that the rights claimed by a group of clergymen were
of an economic, social or cultural nature did not support the conclusion that
recognition of their trade union would be unlikely to undermine the
autonomous operation of the religious community in question.
116. They argued that it was in the first place for religious communities
themselves to decide which activities were to be treated as part of religious
practice or as having an impact on their internal organisation or mission,
and that to entrust this role to the domestic courts would be a source of
conflict and would require the courts to settle religious matters, in breach of
the autonomy of religious denominations and the State’s duty of neutrality.
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117. Lastly, they submitted that, on account of their training and their
decision to join the clergy, priests had a heightened duty of loyalty towards
the Church and should be aware of the requirements of their mission, which
limited the exercise of certain rights.
4. The Georgian Government
118. The Georgian Government pointed out that Church-State relations
were dealt with differently from one country to another and that there was
no European consensus in this area.
119. Accordingly, they submitted that the Contracting States and their
courts should enjoy a wide margin of appreciation in safeguarding the
autonomy of religious communities from any threats. The State should
refrain from encouraging any form of dissent within such communities.
5. The Archdiocese of Craiova
120. The Archdiocese of Craiova submitted that in the Romanian
Orthodox Church, the canonical figure of the priest was directly linked to
that of the bishop. The relationship between the bishop and his clergy was
founded on mutual trust and the unity of the Church’s mission, and it would
be inconceivable in canon law for there to be any antagonism between the
Church authorities, as represented by the Holy Synod, and bishops and
members of the clergy. The latter played a part in the democratic exercise of
ecclesiastical authority and were able to rely on the Church’s internal rules
to defend themselves against any abuse of authority. In addition, any refusal
by the archbishop to grant permission to form an association could be
referred to the Holy Synod.
121. In conclusion, the Archdiocese submitted that the formation of a
trade union of priests and lay staff would upset the existing relationship
between the Church and the clergy and would pose a threat to public order
and social harmony.
6. The Moscow Patriarchate
122. The Moscow Patriarchate emphasised the special nature of the
hierarchical service relationships within religious communities and the
heightened degree of loyalty entailed by such relationships. The State
should guarantee religious communities, by virtue of their autonomy, the
exclusive competence to determine their own structure and internal
operating rules.
123. The fundamental element of the service relationship for priests was
the performance of religious services, and this relationship could not be
reduced in an abstract, artificial manner to an employment relationship
subject to the rules of civil law. The Moscow Patriarchate argued that it was
impossible in practice to extend the scope of the ordinary legislation to
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religious communities, and such an approach would cause intractable
problems for such communities, including the Russian Orthodox Church.
7. The non-governmental organisation European Centre for Law and
Justice (ECLJ)
124. The ECLJ submitted that priests were bound by a heightened duty
of loyalty towards the Church. This duty had been acknowledged both in
Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 and in the Court’s
case-law.
125. The ECLJ added that priests fell outside the scope of the right to
organise as they were not “employees” but had an exclusively religious
vocation and their relationship with the Church was not based on an
employment contract.
126. Lastly, it submitted that where, as in the present case, the facts in
dispute were of a religious nature, the interference in issue could not be
reviewed by means of a proportionality test weighing up the interests of
religious communities against the interests which individuals could claim
under Articles 8 to 12 of the Convention, since these Articles protected
rights which the individuals concerned had freely chosen not to exercise.
8. The non-governmental organisations Becket Fund and International
Center for Law and Religion Studies
127. These organisations referred to the case-law of the United States
Supreme Court concerning the autonomy of religious institutions. In the
case of National Labor Relations Board v. Catholic Bishop of Chicago (440
U.S. 490 (1979)) the Supreme Court had held that the domestic authorities
could not disregard the bishop’s will by recognising a trade union for
teachers from Catholic schools, observing that such recognition would
interfere with the autonomous operation of religious institutions. In
Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church and School v. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (no. 10-553 (2012)) the Supreme
Court had applied the “ministerial exception” doctrine, holding that the
provisions of labour law were not applicable to employees of religious
institutions, whether members of the clergy or the laity.
128. The two organisations contended that the position of the United
States Supreme Court was consistent with that of the European Court as
regards protection of the autonomy of religious communities in their
relations with the clergy. The Chamber had thus erred in departing from that
position, and this error would have a negative impact on religious autonomy
in that the State might be required, should the Chamber judgment be upheld,
to adjudicate in disputes between religious communities and their members.
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D. The Grand Chamber’s assessment
129. The Government questioned whether Article 11 of the Convention
was applicable to members of the clergy. The Grand Chamber considers that
this question forms part of the examination of the merits of the case and will
therefore examine it below.
1. General principles
(a) The right to form trade unions

130. The Court observes at the outset, having regard to developments in
international labour law, that trade-union freedom is an essential element of
social dialogue between workers and employers, and hence an important
tool in achieving social justice and harmony.
131. It further reiterates that Article 11 of the Convention presents tradeunion freedom as a special aspect of freedom of association and that,
although the essential object of that Article is to protect the individual
against arbitrary interference by public authorities with the exercise of the
rights it protects, there may in addition be positive obligations on the State
to secure the effective enjoyment of such rights (see Demir and Baykara
v. Turkey [GC], no. 34503/97, §§ 109 and 110, ECHR 2008).
132. The boundaries between the State’s positive and negative
obligations under Article 11 of the Convention do not lend themselves to
precise definition. The applicable principles are nonetheless similar.
Whether the case is analysed in terms of a positive duty on the State or in
terms of interference by the public authorities which needs to be justified,
the criteria to be applied do not differ in substance. In both contexts regard
must be had to the fair balance to be struck between the competing interests
of the individual and of the community as a whole.
133. In view of the sensitive character of the social and political issues
involved in achieving a proper balance between the respective interests of
labour and management, and given the high degree of divergence between
the domestic systems in this field, the Contracting States enjoy a wide
margin of appreciation as to how trade-union freedom and protection of the
occupational interests of union members may be secured (see Sørensen and
Rasmussen v. Denmark [GC], nos. 52562/99 and 52620/99, § 58, ECHR
2006-I).
134. Article 11 of the Convention affords members of a trade union the
right for their union to be heard with a view to protecting their interests, but
does not guarantee them any particular treatment by the State. What the
Convention requires is that under national law trade unions should be
enabled, in conditions not at variance with Article 11, to strive for the
protection of their members’ interests (see National Union of Belgian Police
v. Belgium, 27 October 1975, §§ 38 and 39, Series A no. 19, and Swedish
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Engine Drivers’ Union v. Sweden, 6 February 1976, §§ 39-40, Series A
no. 20).
135. Through its case-law, the Court has built up a non-exhaustive list of
the constituent elements of the right to organise, including the right to form
or join a trade union, the prohibition of closed-shop agreements, and the
right for a trade union to seek to persuade the employer to hear what it has
to say on behalf of its members. It recently held, having regard to
developments in labour relations, that the right to bargain collectively with
the employer had in principle, except in very specific cases, become one of
the essential elements of the right to form and join trade unions for the
protection of one’s interests (see Demir and Baykara, cited above, §§ 145
and 154).
(b) Autonomy of religious organisations

136. The Court reiterates that religious communities traditionally and
universally exist in the form of organised structures. Where the organisation
of the religious community is at issue, Article 9 of the Convention must be
interpreted in the light of Article 11, which safeguards associations against
unjustified State interference. Seen from this perspective, the right of
believers to freedom of religion encompasses the expectation that the
community will be allowed to function peacefully, free from arbitrary State
intervention. The autonomous existence of religious communities is
indispensable for pluralism in a democratic society and is an issue at the
very heart of the protection which Article 9 affords. It directly concerns not
only the organisation of these communities as such but also the effective
enjoyment of the right to freedom of religion by all their active members.
Were the organisational life of the community not protected by Article 9, all
other aspects of the individual’s freedom of religion would become
vulnerable (see Hasan and Chaush v. Bulgaria [GC], no. 30985/96, § 62,
ECHR 2000-XI; Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and Others
v. Moldova, no. 45701/99, § 118, ECHR 2001-XII; and Holy Synod of the
Bulgarian Orthodox Church (Metropolitan Inokentiy) and Others
v. Bulgaria, nos. 412/03 and 35677/04, § 103, 22 January 2009).
137. In accordance with the principle of autonomy, the State is
prohibited from obliging a religious community to admit new members or to
exclude existing ones. Similarly, Article 9 of the Convention does not
guarantee any right to dissent within a religious body; in the event of a
disagreement over matters of doctrine or organisation between a religious
community and one of its members, the individual’s freedom of religion is
exercised through his freedom to leave the community (see Miroļubovs and
Others v. Latvia, no. 798/05, § 80, 15 September 2009).
138. Lastly, where questions concerning the relationship between the
State and religions are at stake, on which opinion in a democratic society
may reasonably differ widely, the role of the national decision-making body
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must be given special importance (see Leyla Şahin v. Turkey [GC],
no. 44774/98, § 109, ECHR 2005-XI). This will be the case in particular
where practice in European States is characterised by a wide variety of
constitutional models governing relations between the State and religious
denominations.
2. Application of the above principles in the present case
139. The Court will ascertain whether, in view of their status as
members of the clergy, the applicant union’s members are entitled to rely on
Article 11 of the Convention and, if so, whether the refusal to register the
union impaired the very essence of their freedom of association.
(a) Applicability of Article 11 to the facts of the case

140. The question whether the applicant union’s members were entitled
to form the union raises the issue of whether Article 11 was applicable to
them. On this point, the Grand Chamber does not share the Government’s
view that members of the clergy must be excluded from the protection
afforded by Article 11 of the Convention on the ground that they perform
their duties under the authority of the bishop, and hence outside the scope of
the domestic rules of labour law.
141. It is not the Court’s task to settle the dispute between the union’s
members and the Church hierarchy regarding the precise nature of the duties
they perform. The only question arising here is whether such duties,
notwithstanding any special features they may entail, amount to an
employment relationship rendering applicable the right to form a trade
union within the meaning of Article 11.
142. In addressing this question, the Grand Chamber will apply the
criteria laid down in the relevant international instruments (see, mutatis
mutandis, Demir and Baykara, cited above, § 85). In this connection, it
notes that in Recommendation no. 198 concerning the employment
relationship (see paragraph 57 above), the International Labour
Organisation considers that the determination of the existence of such a
relationship should be guided primarily by the facts relating to the
performance of work and the remuneration of the worker, notwithstanding
how the relationship is characterised in any contrary arrangement,
contractual or otherwise, that may have been agreed between the parties. In
addition, the ILO’s Convention no. 87 (see paragraph 56 above), which is
the principal international legal instrument guaranteeing the right to
organise, provides in Article 2 that “workers and employers, without
distinction whatsoever” have the right to establish organisations of their
own choosing. Lastly, although Council Directive 78/2000/EC (see
paragraph 60 above) accepts the existence of a heightened degree of loyalty
on account of the employer’s ethos, it specifies that this cannot prejudice
freedom of association, in particular the right to establish unions.
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143. Having regard to the above considerations, the Court observes that
the duties performed by the members of the trade union in question entail
many of the characteristic features of an employment relationship. For
example, they discharge their activities on the basis of a decision by the
bishop appointing them and setting out their rights and obligations. Under
the bishop’s leadership and supervision, they carry out the tasks assigned to
them; besides performing liturgical rites and maintaining contact with
parishioners, these include teaching and management of parish assets;
members of the clergy are also responsible for the sale of liturgical items
(see paragraph 44 above). In addition, domestic law provides for a specific
number of posts for members of the clergy and laity which are largely
funded from the State and local authority budgets, the post-holders’ wages
being set with reference to the salaries of Ministry of Education employees
(see paragraphs 30 et seq. above). The Romanian Orthodox Church pays
employer’s contributions on the wages paid to its clergy, and priests pay
income tax, contribute to the national social-security scheme and are
entitled to all the welfare benefits available to ordinary employees, such as
health insurance, a pension on reaching the statutory retirement age, or
unemployment insurance.
144. Admittedly, as the Government pointed out, a particular feature of
the work of members of the clergy is that it also pursues a spiritual purpose
and is carried out within a church enjoying a certain degree of autonomy.
Accordingly, members of the clergy assume obligations of a special nature
in that they are bound by a heightened duty of loyalty, itself based on a
personal, and in principle irrevocable, undertaking by each clergyman. It
may therefore be a delicate task to make a precise distinction between the
strictly religious activities of members of the clergy and their activities of a
more financial nature.
145. However, the question to be determined is rather whether such
special features are sufficient to remove the relationship between members
of the clergy and their church from the ambit of Article 11. In this
connection, the Court reiterates that paragraph 1 of Article 11 presents
trade-union freedom as one form or a special aspect of freedom of
association and that paragraph 2 does not exclude any occupational group
from the scope of that Article. At most the national authorities are entitled to
impose “lawful restrictions” on certain of their employees in accordance
with Article 11 § 2 (see Tüm Haber Sen and Çınar v. Turkey, no. 28602/95,
§§ 28 and 29, ECHR 2006-II). Moreover, other occupational groups, such
as the police or the civil service, are likewise subject to particular
constraints and special duties of loyalty without their members’ right to
organise being called into question (see, for example, National Union of
Belgian Police, cited above, § 40, and Demir and Baykara, cited above,
§ 107).
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146. Furthermore, even assuming that members of the Romanian
Orthodox clergy may waive their rights under Article 11 of the Convention,
the Court observes that there is no indication in the present case that the
members of the applicant union agreed to do so on taking up their duties.
147. The Court further notes that the domestic courts have already
explicitly recognised the right of members of the clergy and lay employees
of the Romanian Orthodox Church to form a trade union (see paragraphs 46
and 49 above).
148. Having regard to all the above factors, the Court considers that,
notwithstanding their special circumstances, members of the clergy fulfil
their mission in the context of an employment relationship falling within the
scope of Article 11 of the Convention. Article 11 is therefore applicable to
the facts of the case.
149. The Grand Chamber agrees with the parties that the refusal to
register the applicant union amounted to interference by the respondent
State with the exercise of the rights enshrined in Article 11 of the
Convention.
150. Such interference will not be compatible with paragraph 2 of
Article 11 unless it was “prescribed by law”, pursued one or more legitimate
aims and was “necessary in a democratic society” to achieve those aims.
(b) Whether the interference was “prescribed by law” and pursued one or
more legitimate aims

151. The parties agreed that the interference in issue had been based on
the provisions of the Statute of the Romanian Orthodox Church. However,
they differed as to whether it had been “prescribed by law”.
152. The applicant union submitted that the interference had had no
legal basis in domestic law since the provisions of the Church’s Statute, not
ranking as an institutional Act, could not override the provisions of the
Constitution guaranteeing trade-union freedom. The Government disputed
that argument, submitting that as the Statute had been approved by a
Government ordinance, it formed part of domestic law.
153. The Court reiterates its settled case-law to the effect that the
expression “prescribed by law” not only requires that the impugned
measures should have some basis in domestic law, but also refers to the
quality of the law in question, which must be sufficiently accessible to the
person concerned and foreseeable as to its effects (see Rotaru v. Romania
[GC], no. 28341/95, § 52, ECHR 2000-V). It further reiterates that the
phrase “prescribed by law” refers in the first place to national law and that it
is not, in principle, for the Court to examine the validity of “secondary
legislation”, that being primarily a matter for the national courts (see
Campbell v. the United Kingdom, 25 March 1992, § 37, Series A no. 233).
154. In the present case, it observes that neither the Constitution nor the
institutional Acts on trade unions and religious freedom, nor indeed the
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Statute of the Church, expressly prohibit members of the clergy or lay staff
of the Church from forming trade unions. The domestic courts have inferred
such a prohibition from the provisions of the Church’s Statute by which the
establishment of Church associations and foundations is the prerogative of
the Holy Synod and the archbishop’s permission is required for members of
the clergy to take part in any form of association whatsoever.
155. The Court notes that the foreseeability and accessibility of the
above-mentioned provisions are not in issue here. It has not been disputed
that the applicant union’s members were aware of the relevant provisions of
the Statute, or that in the absence of permission from the archbishop it was
only to be expected that the Church would oppose their request for
registration of the union. Indeed, they maintained that they had sought the
archbishop’s permission, which had been refused following intervention by
the Holy Synod.
156. As to the applicant union’s main argument, namely that although
the Church’s Statute had been approved by the Government, its provisions
could not override those of the Constitution, the Grand Chamber considers
that this amounts to challenging the validity of domestic legislation on the
grounds that the provisions in issue are unconstitutional and disregard the
hierarchy of norms. However, it is not for the Court to examine this
argument, which concerns the validity of a form of “secondary legislation”.
The interpretation of the Contracting Parties’ domestic law is primarily a
matter for the national courts (see, among other authorities, Rekvényi
v. Hungary [GC], no. 25390/94, § 35, ECHR 1999-III). In this connection, it
must be pointed out that the County Court, sitting as the court of final
instance, confined itself to a general observation that under Law
no. 54/2003, internal regulations could not contain any provisions that were
in breach of the Constitution or other laws. Unlike the Court of First
Instance, it did not examine the specific issue of whether the prohibition on
forming a trade union without the archbishop’s permission was compatible
with the provisions of the Constitution. However, the Court considers that
since the County Court relied on the Church’s Statute in its judgment, it
implicitly took the view that the provisions of the Statute were not
unconstitutional.
157. Accordingly, the Court is prepared to accept, as the national courts
did, that the interference complained of had a legal basis in the relevant
provisions of the Statute of the Romanian Orthodox Church and that these
provisions satisfied the “lawfulness” requirements established in its caselaw (see, mutatis mutandis, Miroļubovs and Others, cited above, § 78).
158. Lastly, the Grand Chamber agrees with the parties that the
interference pursued a legitimate aim under paragraph 2 of Article 11,
namely the protection of the rights of others, and specifically those of the
Romanian Orthodox Church. Unlike the Chamber, it can see no reason to
take into account the additional aim of preventing disorder.
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(c) As to whether the interference was “necessary in a democratic society”

159. In the Court’s opinion, it is the domestic courts’ task to ensure that
both freedom of association and the autonomy of religious communities can
be observed within such communities in accordance with the applicable
law, including the Convention. Where interferences with the right to
freedom of association are concerned, it follows from Article 9 of the
Convention that religious communities are entitled to their own opinion on
any collective activities of their members that might undermine their
autonomy and that this opinion must in principle be respected by the
national authorities. However, a mere allegation by a religious community
that there is an actual or potential threat to its autonomy is not sufficient to
render any interference with its members’ trade-union rights compatible
with the requirements of Article 11 of the Convention. It must also show, in
the light of the circumstances of the individual case, that the risk alleged is
real and substantial and that the impugned interference with freedom of
association does not go beyond what is necessary to eliminate that risk and
does not serve any other purpose unrelated to the exercise of the religious
community’s autonomy. The national courts must ensure that these
conditions are satisfied, by conducting an in-depth examination of the
circumstances of the case and a thorough balancing exercise between the
competing interests at stake (see, mutatis mutandis, Schüth v. Germany,
no. 1620/03, § 67, ECHR 2010, and Siebenhaar v. Germany, no. 18136/02,
§ 45, 3 February 2011).
160. While the State generally enjoys a wide margin of appreciation in
cases such as the present one, where a balance has to be struck between
competing private interests or different Convention rights (see, mutatis
mutandis, Evans v. the United Kingdom [GC], no. 6339/05, § 77, ECHR
2007-I), the outcome of the application should not, in principle, vary
according to whether it was lodged with the Court under Article 11 of the
Convention, by the person whose freedom of association was restricted, or
under Articles 9 and 11, by the religious community claiming that its right
to autonomy was infringed.
161. The central issue in the present case is the non-recognition of the
applicant union. In the proceedings before the courts with jurisdiction to
examine the union’s application for registration, the Archdiocese, which
was opposed to its recognition, maintained that the aims set out in the
union’s constitution were incompatible with the duties accepted by priests
by virtue of their ministry and their undertaking towards the archbishop. It
asserted that the emergence within the structure of the Church of a new
body of this kind would seriously imperil the freedom of religious
denominations to organise themselves in accordance with their own
traditions, and that the establishment of the trade union would therefore be
likely to undermine the Church’s traditional hierarchical structure; for these
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reasons, it argued that it was necessary to limit the trade-union freedom
claimed by the applicant union.
162. Having regard to the various arguments put forward before the
domestic courts by the representatives of the Archdiocese of Craiova, the
Court considers that it was reasonable for the County Court to take the view
that a decision to allow the registration of the applicant union would create a
real risk to the autonomy of the religious community in question.
163. In this connection, the Court observes that in Romania, all religious
denominations are entitled to adopt their own internal regulations and are
thus free to make their own decisions concerning their operations,
recruitment of staff and relations with their clergy (see paragraph 29 above).
The principle of the autonomy of religious communities is the cornerstone
of relations between the Romanian State and the religious communities
recognised within its territory, including the Romanian Orthodox Church.
As the Government indicated, members of the Romanian Orthodox clergy,
and hence the priests belonging to the applicant union, perform their duties
by virtue of their ministry, their undertaking towards the bishop and the
decision issued by the latter; the Romanian Orthodox Church has chosen not
to incorporate into its Statute the labour law provisions which are relevant
in this regard, a choice that has been approved by a Government ordinance
in accordance with the principle of the autonomy of religious communities.
164. Having regard to the aims set forth by the applicant union in its
constitution, in particular those of promoting initiative, competition and
freedom of expression among its members, ensuring that one of its members
took part in the Holy Synod, requesting an annual financial report from the
archbishop and using strikes as a means of defending its members’ interests,
the Court does not consider that the judicial decision refusing to register the
union with a view to respecting the autonomy of religious denominations
was unreasonable, particularly in view of the State’s role in preserving such
autonomy.
165. In this connection, the Court observes that it has frequently
emphasised the State’s role as the neutral and impartial organiser of the
practice of religions, faiths and beliefs, and has stated that this role is
conducive to public order, religious harmony and tolerance in a democratic
society, particularly between opposing groups (see, among other authorities,
Hasan and Chaush, cited above, § 78, and Leyla Şahin, cited above, § 107).
It can only confirm this position in the present case. Respect for the
autonomy of religious communities recognised by the State implies, in
particular, that the State should accept the right of such communities to
react, in accordance with their own rules and interests, to any dissident
movements emerging within them that might pose a threat to their cohesion,
image or unity. It is therefore not the task of the national authorities to act as
the arbiter between religious communities and the various dissident factions
that exist or may emerge within them.
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166. Having regard to all the information in its possession, the Court
shares the respondent Government’s view that in refusing to register the
applicant union, the State was simply declining to become involved in the
organisation and operation of the Romanian Orthodox Church, thereby
observing its duty of neutrality under Article 9 of the Convention. It remains
to be determined whether the examination carried out by the County Court
in refusing the union’s application satisfied the conditions for ensuring that
the refusal of its registration was necessary in a democratic society (see
paragraph 159 above).
167. The majority of the Chamber answered this question in the
negative. They held that the County Court had not taken sufficient account
of all the relevant arguments, having justified its refusal to register the trade
union on purely religious grounds based on the provisions of the Church’s
Statute (see paragraphs 77 et seq. of the Chamber judgment).
168. The Grand Chamber does not agree with that conclusion. It
observes that the County Court refused to register the applicant union after
noting that its application did not satisfy the requirements of the Church’s
Statute because its members had not complied with the special procedure in
place for setting up an association. It considers that by taking this approach,
the County Court was simply applying the principle of the autonomy of
religious communities; its refusal of the applicant union’s registration for
failure to comply with the requirement of obtaining the archbishop’s
permission was a direct consequence of the right of the religious community
concerned to make its own organisational arrangements and to operate in
accordance with the provisions of its Statute.
169. Furthermore, the applicant union did not put forward any reasons to
justify its failure to request permission formally from the archbishop.
Nevertheless, the national courts compensated for this omission by
obtaining the opinion of the Archdiocese of Craiova and examining the
reasons it gave. The County Court concluded, endorsing the reasons put
forward by the Archdiocese of Craiova, that if it were to authorise the
establishment of the trade union, the consultative and deliberative bodies
provided for by the Church’s Statute would be replaced by or obliged to
work together with a new body – the trade union – not bound by the
traditions of the Church and the rules of canon law governing consultation
and decision-making. The review undertaken by the court thus confirmed
that the risk alleged by the Church authorities was plausible and substantial,
that the reasons they put forward did not serve any other purpose unrelated
to the exercise of the autonomy of the religious community in question, and
that the refusal to register the applicant union did not go beyond what was
necessary to eliminate that risk.
170. More generally, the Court observes that the Statute of the
Romanian Orthodox Church does not provide for an absolute ban on
members of its clergy forming trade unions to protect their legitimate rights
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and interests. Accordingly, there is nothing to stop the applicant union’s
members from availing themselves of their right under Article 11 of the
Convention by forming an association of this kind that pursues aims
compatible with the Church’s Statute and does not call into question the
Church’s traditional hierarchical structure and decision-making procedures.
The Court notes that the applicant union’s members are also free to join any
of the associations currently existing within the Romanian Orthodox Church
which have been authorised by the national courts and operate in
accordance with the requirements of the Church’s Statute (see paragraph 52
above).
171. Lastly, the Court takes note of the wide variety of constitutional
models governing relations between States and religious denominations in
Europe. Having regard to the lack of a European consensus on this matter
(see paragraph 61 above), it considers that the State enjoys a wider margin
of appreciation in this sphere, encompassing the right to decide whether or
not to recognise trade unions that operate within religious communities and
pursue aims that might hinder the exercise of such communities’ autonomy.
172. In conclusion, regard being had to the reasons set out in its
judgment, the County Court’s refusal to register the applicant union did not
overstep the margin of appreciation afforded to the national authorities in
this sphere, and accordingly was not disproportionate.
173. There has therefore been no violation of Article 11 of the
Convention.

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT
1. Holds, unanimously, that the Government are estopped from raising the
issue of the anonymity of the application;
2. Holds, unanimously, that the applicant union is estopped from alleging a
violation of Article 34 of the Convention on account of events that took
place before the delivery of the Chamber judgment and that, as regards
events occurring after that date, the respondent State has not breached its
obligations under Article 34 of the Convention;
3. Holds, by eleven votes to six, that there has been no violation of
Article 11 of the Convention.
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Done in English and in French, and delivered at a public hearing in the
Human Rights Building, Strasbourg, on 9 July 2013.

Michael O’Boyle
Deputy Registrar

Dean Spielmann
President

In accordance with Article 45 § 2 of the Convention and Rule 74 § 2 of
the Rules of Court, the following separate opinions are annexed to this
judgment:
(a) concurring opinion of Judge Wojtyczek;
(b) joint partly dissenting opinion of Judges Spielmann, Villiger, López
Guerra, Bianku, Møse and Jäderblom.
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CONCURRING OPINION OF JUDGE WOJTYCZEK
(Translation)
1. I fully agree with the majority’s conclusion that there has been no
violation of the Convention in the present case. However, I do not share all
the opinions expressed in the reasoning of the judgment. My doubts concern
in particular the applicability to members of the clergy of trade-union
freedom as defined in Article 11 of the Convention.
2. In the present case, three important principles relating to the
interpretation of the Convention need to be emphasised.
Firstly, the interpretation of a provision of this international treaty is
based on the principle of its unity. Accordingly, any Article of the
Convention must be interpreted in the light of all the provisions of the
Convention and the Protocols thereto that have been ratified by all member
States of the Council of Europe. While such an approach will not eliminate
all conflicts between rights in concrete situations, it will nevertheless reduce
their number.
Secondly, as the majority rightly note, the models governing religious
denominations vary greatly within the High Contracting Parties. Such
diversity is an important argument in favour of allowing States a wide
margin of appreciation in this sphere. Furthermore, in defining the extent of
this margin, regard should be had to religious diversity in Europe. Religious
pluralism is reflected in particular through the varying definitions of the
duties of a minister of religion in different faiths.
Thirdly, according to the Preamble to the Convention, fundamental
freedoms are best maintained by an “effective political democracy”. In
addition, any restrictions on the various freedoms safeguarded by the
Convention must be “necessary in a democratic society”. The interpretation
of the Convention must therefore have due regard for the democratic ideal.
Among the different characteristics of a democratic State, the principle of
State subsidiarity should not be overlooked. A democratic society will
flourish in a subsidiary State which observes the autonomy of the various
communities of which it is made up. Such legitimate autonomy may be
reflected, for example, in self-regulation by means of extra-legal rules of
conduct produced or accepted by different social groups.
3. Under Article 11 § 1 of the Convention, everyone has the right to
freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of association with others,
including the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his
interests. It is not in doubt that members of the clergy are entitled to
freedom of peaceful assembly and freedom of association in general. The
question arising is that of the personal scope of the right to form or join
trade unions.
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Trade-union freedom is a fundamental freedom safeguarded by the
Convention. Trade unions are associations formed with a view to protecting
the rights and interests of workers and employees in their dealings first and
foremost with their employers and also with the public authorities. While
Article 11 of the Convention does not explicitly exclude any particular
occupational group, it is clear that trade-union freedom, as enshrined in that
Article, applies to all those who carry on a gainful occupation involving a
relationship of subordination vis-à-vis the person they are working for.
4. Article 9 § 1 of the Convention provides that everyone has the right to
freedom of thought, conscience and religion. Freedom of religion has a
collective dimension and, among other things, presupposes the autonomy of
religious denominations. This autonomy includes in particular the freedom
of each religious community to define its internal structure, the duties of
members of the clergy and their status within the community. Any
restriction of the autonomy of religious communities must be justified by
the need to implement the values safeguarded by the Convention. The
Romanian Orthodox Church, like other denominations, enjoys a substantial
degree of autonomy, which is protected by the Convention.
5. Trade-union freedom, as safeguarded by Article 11 of the Convention,
must be interpreted in the light of Article 9 in particular. The mission
pursued by members of the clergy has a spiritual dimension, which is
defined by the doctrine of each different religion. While this definition
varies considerably from one religion to another, it is nevertheless necessary
to take it into account in analysing the legal bond between members of the
clergy and their religious community. As the majority note, this bond results
from a personal undertaking by members of the clergy. It should be added
that the undertaking in question is given freely and, by its nature and depth,
goes beyond any professional undertaking arising from a relationship
governed by labour law. Furthermore, when asking the religious community
to entrust him with the mission of a member of the clergy, the person
concerned freely undertakes to abide by the internal regulations issued by
the community. Thus, the ecclesiastical members of the applicant union
freely undertook, among other things, not to form a trade union without the
blessing of their bishop. Admittedly, as the majority note, the undertaking
given by a member of the clergy is in principle supposed to be irrevocable,
but everyone nevertheless retains freedom of choice and, in practice, may
decide unilaterally to relinquish his duties, even if this means breaching the
rules of religious law.
6. The majority have examined the special nature of the legal bond
between members of the clergy and their church in the light of the various
criteria for establishing the existence of an employment relationship. In so
doing, they have rightly noted that the work done by members of the clergy
has a number of special features.
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It should be noted that an employment relationship is both reciprocal and
economic in nature: the remuneration paid by the employer serves as
consideration for the economic resources generated by the employee.
An analysis of the work done by members of the clergy must take into
account the spiritual dimension of their mission. The value of their work
does not lend itself to economic assessment. Moreover, whereas the main
purpose of engaging in gainful employment is to secure income, the mission
of a member of the clergy is of a different nature. It should be noted in this
connection that while the State funds the salaries of members of the clergy
in Romania and a number of other countries, the same duties are carried out
in other European countries without any remuneration, whether from the
State or the religious community. In many monastic communities, members
take a vow of poverty. The legal relationship between a member of the
clergy and the religious community is not of a reciprocal nature.
In this context it is difficult to treat the very specific mission of a
member of the clergy as an occupation carried on for the benefit and on
behalf of another individual or entity. The fact that religious communities in
some States, for various reasons, apply certain provisions of labour law to
their relations with members of the clergy does not erase this fundamental
distinction.
It should also be noted that social-security systems may extend to
different groups of people who are not engaged in gainful employment. The
fact that a person is covered by a social-security system does not form a
basis for concluding that the person has entered into a legal relationship
governed by labour law.
7. In view of the specific nature of the mission undertaken by members
of the clergy, it is difficult to conclude that the part of Article 11 of the
Convention relating to trade-union freedom is applicable in the present case.
The application of the provisions of labour law to the relationship between a
religious community and its clergy in certain States does not result from an
obligation under the Convention.
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JOINT PARTLY DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGES
SPIELMANN, VILLIGER, LÓPEZ GUERRA, BIANKU,
MØSE AND JÄDERBLOM
1. We are not in disagreement with the Grand Chamber’s findings
acknowledging that members of the Romanian Orthodox clergy fulfil their
mission in the context of an employment relationship within the Church and
that, as a consequence, (1) the Article 11 guarantees concerning the right to
form and to join trade unions for the defence of employees’ interests are
applicable to this case, and (2) the Romanian courts’ refusal to register the
applicant union therefore constitutes an interference in the exercise of that
right (see paragraphs 149 and 150 of the judgment).
2. However, in its judgment the Grand Chamber did not arrive at the
conclusion that should have been drawn in the circumstances of the present
case from the above-mentioned premises: that the Romanian courts’ refusal
to register the applicant union constituted a violation of its right to freedom
of association under Article 11 of the Convention.
3. As an essential element of social dialogue between workers and
employers, freedom to join trade unions is recognised in the Convention as
a special aspect of freedom of association that must be protected against
arbitrary interference from public authorities. According to the Court’s caselaw, the exceptions provided for in Article 11 § 2 must be strictly construed.
Only convincing and compelling reasons can justify restricting freedom of
association (see Demir and Baykara v. Turkey, no. 34503/97, §§ 96 et seq.,
ECHR 2008). This right certainly includes the right to form trade unions. In
this connection it should be noted that Article 7 of ILO Convention No. 87
on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise provides
that the acquisition of legal personality by workers’ organisations cannot be
subject to conditions that would undermine that right.
4. In this case, the Dolj County Court refused the applicant union’s
application for registration in very general and succinct terms. In doing so it
overturned a prior judgment of the Craiova Court of First Instance granting
the union’s application for registration in the register of trade unions, which
had been supported by the public prosecutor (see paragraphs 12 and 15 of
the judgment). The County Court thus endorsed the position of the
appellant, the Archdiocese of Craiova, based on the absence of permission
from the bishop to form the trade union and the freedom of religious
denominations to organise themselves (see paragraph 18).
5. In their observations before the Grand Chamber, the Government
alleged that the County Court’s decision was based on existing law, pursued
a legitimate aim (preserving the autonomy of religious communities) and
was proportionate and necessary in a democratic society. We can accept, as
the majority of the Grand Chamber did, that the County Court’s decision
was based on existing law and pursued a legitimate aim. We do not agree,
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however, with the assertion that its decision was a proportionate or
necessary measure for preserving the autonomy of the Romanian Orthodox
Church. In the circumstances of the case, the County Court, by unreservedly
adopting the Archdiocese’s position, did not take into account the
competing interests and did not perform a balancing exercise to assess the
proportionality of the adopted measure in relation to the applicant union’s
rights. We consider that such an exercise would have concluded that the
autonomy of the Romanian Orthodox Church and its freedom from any
external or internal interference would not have been jeopardised by the
recognition of the applicant union, with respect to either its doctrine
(principles and beliefs) or its organisational operations.
6. Concerning the Church’s autonomy in establishing its own doctrine,
the applicant union’s constitution explicitly specified that it intended to
fully observe and apply ecclesiastical rules, including Church statutes and
canons. Moreover, neither the applicant union’s constitution nor its
members’ statements contain any criticism of the Church or of the Orthodox
faith. The applicant union’s demands were exclusively limited to protecting
its members’ professional, economic, social and cultural rights and interests.
7. Concerning the Church’s autonomy with respect to its internal
operations, the Government and the intervening third parties maintained that
the union’s activities would negatively affect the institutional autonomy of
the Church by creating a parallel authority within the Romanian Orthodox
organisation. However, the union’s programme clearly indicates that its sole
purpose would have been to defend the interests of its members, proposing a
series of measures in that regard and not claiming any decision-making
powers within the Church. The programme sought to represent the union
within certain Church bodies. And the union’s proclaimed objectives were
not to replace Church authorities with union ones, but rather to present and
defend proposals before those authorities on behalf of union members, on
no account assuming Church functions.
8. The Government also claimed that the union’s activities might disrupt
Church operations, citing possible strikes as an example. But this is a
different question from the Romanian authorities’ registration of the union,
since it addresses the union’s possible future conduct. Indeed, this
argument, which did not form part of the national courts’ assessment of the
applicant union’s application for registration, is highly speculative. The
drastic measure of refusing to register a trade union solely on the basis of
part of its programme can only be justified in cases of serious threats or if
the programme’s goals are incompatible with democratic principles or are
manifestly unlawful (see, mutatis mutandis, United Communist Party of
Turkey and Others v. Turkey, 30 January 1998, § 58, Reports of Judgments
and Decisions 1998-I; Refah Partisi (The Welfare Party) and Others
v. Turkey [GC], nos. 41340/98, 41342/98, 91343/98 §§ 107 et seq., and
Gorzelik and Others v. Poland [GC], no. 44158/98, § 103, ECHR 2004-I).
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Furthermore, even after registration, the union’s members would still have
remained within the administrative structure of the Church and subject to its
internal regulations, which imposed special duties on them as members of
the clergy. Nor would the Church or national authorities have been
powerless to deal with any activities of the union contravening those special
duties. Measures compatible with Article 11 § 2 of the Convention could
certainly have been applied. Specifically, to address the perceived dangers
alluded to by the Romanian Government regarding the applicant union’s
potential right to strike – although this is certainly one of the most important
union rights – the Grand Chamber judgment should have taken into account
two aspects of the Court’s case-law: (1) the right to strike is not an absolute
right (see Schmidt and Dahlström v. Sweden, 6 February 1976, § 36, Series
A no. 21, and Dilek and Others v. Turkey, nos. 74611/01, 26876/02 and
27628/02, § 68, 17 July 2007), and (2) limitations on the right to strike may
under certain circumstances be permissible in a democratic society (see
UNISON v. the United Kingdom (dec.) no. 53574/99, ECHR 2002-I;
Federation of Offshore Workers’ Trade Unions and Others v. Norway
(dec.), no. 38190/97, ECHR 2002-VI; and Enerji Yapı-Yol Sen v. Turkey,
no. 68959/01, § 32, 21 April 2009).
9. There are additional reasons for discarding the argument that
registering the applicant union would in any way have compromised the
Church’s activities or threatened its autonomy. First and foremost is the fact
that the Romanian courts had already recognised the right of Church
employees, both lay and clergy, to form trade unions, having granted legal
personality to two unions for members of the Orthodox clergy, Solidaritatea
and Sfântul Mare Mucenic Gheorghe (see paragraphs 46 and 49 of the
judgment). And there is no indication, either in the Government’s
observations or in the information available to the Court, that the existence
of these two unions has in any way undermined the autonomous operations
of the Romanian Orthodox Church.
10. Furthermore, and from a more general point of view, the
unnecessary and disproportionate nature of the refusal to register the
applicant union is reinforced by the fact that although constitutional models
governing relations between the different European States and religious
denominations vary greatly, none of them excludes members of the clergy
from the right to form trade unions. In some countries, they are even
expressly afforded that right (see paragraph 61 of the judgment).
11. In view of the foregoing, the Grand Chamber should have found that
the Dolj County Court’s decision denying the applicant union registration
on account of the lack of permission from the bishop did violate its right to
freedom of association under Article 11 of the Convention.
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In the case of Jehovah's Witnesses of Moscow v. Russia,
The European Court of Human Rights (First Section), sitting as a
Chamber composed of:
Christos Rozakis, President,
Nina Vajić,
Anatoly Kovler,
Khanlar Hajiyev,
Dean Spielmann,
Sverre Erik Jebens,
George Nicolaou, judges,
and Søren Nielsen, Section Registrar,
Having deliberated in private on 20 May 2010,
Delivers the following judgment, which was adopted on that date:

PROCEDURE
1. The case originated in an application (no. 302/02) against the Russian
Federation lodged with the Court under Article 34 of the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (“the Convention”)
by the religious community of Jehovah's Witnesses of Moscow and four
Russian nationals listed below (“the applicants”) on 26 October 2001.
2. The applicants were represented by Mr R. Daniel, barrister of the Bar
of England and Wales, Ms G. Krylova and Mr A. Leontyev, Russian
lawyers practising in Moscow and St Petersburg respectively, and
Mr J. Burns, a member of the Canadian Bar. The Russian Government (“the
Government”) were represented by Mr P. Laptev, former Representative of
the Russian Federation at the European Court of Human Rights.
3. The applicants alleged, in particular, a violation of their rights to
freedom of religion and association, the right to a hearing within a
reasonable time and a breach of the prohibition on discrimination.
4. On 5 June 2003 the Court decided to give notice of the application to
the Government. The parties submitted their observations.
5. On 6 January 2005 the Court put additional questions to the parties. It
also decided to examine the merits of the application at the same time as its
admissibility (Article 29 § 3).
6. The Court decided, after consulting the parties, that no hearing in the
case was required.
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THE FACTS
I. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE

A. The applicants
7. The first applicant is the religious community of Jehovah's Witnesses
of Moscow (“the applicant community”) established in 1992. The other
applicants are members of that community. All of them live in Moscow.
8. The second applicant, Mr Ivan Stepanovich Chaykovskiy, was born in
1955. He has been with the Jehovah's Witnesses since 1977 and is a
community elder.
9. The third applicant, Mr Igor Vasilievich Denisov, was born in 1961.
He has been a member of the applicant community since 1993.
10. The fourth applicant, Mr Stepan Vasilievich Levitskiy, was born in
1925. He was twice convicted in Soviet times – in 1957 and 1980 – for
disseminating Jehovah's Witnesses' religious literature and officially
rehabilitated in 1992 as a victim of religious persecution.
11. The fifth applicant, Mr Oleg Nikolaevich Marchenko, was born in
1965. He is a third-generation Jehovah's Witness whose grandparents were
exiled to Siberia in 1951 under an order deporting Jehovah's Witnesses.
B. Jehovah's Witnesses in Russia
12. Jehovah's Witnesses have been present in Russia since 1891. They
were banned soon after the Russian Revolution in 1917 and persecuted in
the Soviet Union.
13. After the USSR Law on Freedom of Conscience and Religious
Organisations was enacted in 1990, on 27 March 1991 the RSFSR Ministry
of Justice registered the charter of the Administrative Centre of The
Religious Organisation of Jehovah's Witnesses in the USSR.
14. On 11 December 1992 the Ministry of Justice of the Russian
Federation registered the charter of the Administrative Centre of the
Regional Religious Organisation of Jehovah's Witnesses.
15. The applicant community, which is the Moscow branch of the
Jehovah's Witnesses, obtained legal-entity status on 30 December 1993
from the Moscow City Justice Department. According to its charter, the
purpose of the applicant community was “joint profession and
dissemination of [their] faith and carrying on religious activity to proclaim
the name of God the Jehovah”.
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C. Criminal investigations into the Jehovah's Witnesses' activity
16. In 1995 the Committee for the Salvation of Youth from Totalitarian
Cults (“the Salvation Committee”), a non-governmental organisation
aligned with the Russian Orthodox Church, filed a complaint against the
members of the applicant community's management with the Savyolovskiy
district prosecutor's office in Moscow. It alleged in particular that Jehovah's
Witnesses burdened their followers with exorbitant membership dues that
put their families in a financially precarious situation and that they incited
hatred toward “traditional” religions.
17. On 11 August 1995 the prosecutor's office refused to institute a
criminal investigation, finding no breaches of the community's registered
charter, the Constitution or other laws. It was also noted that no complaints
from private persons or legal entities concerning the activity of the applicant
community had been filed.
18. In 1996 the Salvation Committee complained again and the inquiry
into the same allegations was reopened. On 21 April 1997 the prosecutor of
the Northern District of Moscow discontinued the investigation. Having
heard several Jehovah's Witnesses and completed a study of their literature,
the prosecutor found that the applicant community did not cause any harm
to the health of citizens or their rights and did not incite citizens to refuse to
fulfil their civil duties or commit disorderly acts.
19. Following a third complaint by the Salvation Committee, the
prosecutor in charge of supervising compliance with laws on inter-ethnic
relations in the General Prosecutor's Office ordered the case to be reopened.
On 15 September 1997 an investigator with the prosecutor's office of the
Northern District of Moscow again discontinued the investigation. She
scrutinised in detail the Salvation Committee's allegations concerning the
death of a Jehovah's Witness who had refused a blood transfusion and
accusations about alienation of family members resulting from their
involvement in the religious activity of the applicant community. The
investigator established that no harm allegedly caused by the management
of the applicant community to other persons could be proven.
20. Following a fourth complaint lodged by the Salvation Committee,
the investigation was reopened on 28 November 1997. The complaint was
based on the same allegations as the previous ones. On 28 December 1997
the same investigator discontinued the proceedings for the same reasons as
those set out in her earlier decision. In particular, she pointed out that “the
Committee for the Salvation of Youth's statements are based upon their
active hostility towards this particular religious organisation, whose
members they [the Committee] deny the mere possibility of exercising their
constitutional rights because of their religious beliefs”.
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21. The Salvation Committee requested a new investigation for the fifth
time. The Moscow City prosecutor's office reopened the case and assigned
it to another investigator on 20 March 1998.
22. On 13 April 1998 the new investigator, in charge of particularly
important cases in the Northern District of Moscow, terminated the criminal
proceedings. Her findings in respect of substantially the same allegations
were different, however. She found that Jehovah's Witnesses alienated their
followers from their families, intimidated believers and controlled their
mind, as well as inciting them to civil disobedience and religious discord.
The investigator pointed out that the community acted in breach of Russian
and international laws, but that no criminal offence could be established.
Accordingly, she discontinued the criminal case but recommended that the
prosecutor of the Northern District of Moscow lodge a civil action for the
applicant community to be dissolved and its activity banned.
D. First set of civil dissolution proceedings against the applicant
community
23. On 20 April 19981 the prosecutor of the Northern Administrative
District of Moscow filed a civil action for the applicant community to be
dissolved and its activity banned. The prosecutor's charges against the
applicant community were: (i) incitement to religious discord; (ii) coercion
into destroying the family; (iii) encouragement of suicide or refusal on
religious grounds of medical assistance to persons in life- or
health-threatening conditions; (iv) infringement of rights and freedoms of
citizens; and (v) luring teenagers and minors into the religious organisation.
24. On 29 September 1998 hearings before the Golovinskiy District
Court of Moscow began. The presiding judge admitted several new
witnesses for the prosecution and allowed the Salvation Committee to take
part in the proceedings as a third party on the ground that it “defends the
rights of citizens”, overruling an objection by the defence.
25. On 18 November 1998 the hearing was adjourned to February 1999
because the prosecutor was not ready.
26. On 15 January 1999 the prosecutor filed a supplementary action
based on the same allegations and corroborated by references to quotations
from the religious literature of Jehovah's Witnesses.
27. On 9 February 1999 the proceedings resumed. The judge reversed
her previous decision and, on a request by the defence, removed the
Salvation Committee as third party in the case. The court proceeded to hear
witnesses and experts.
28. On 12 March 1999 the court stayed the proceedings. The judge
found that contradictions between the expert opinions submitted by the
1
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parties could not be resolved and ordered a new expert study of the
applicant community's religious beliefs. The court appointed five experts –
two in religious studies, two in linguistics and one in psychology – and
asked them whether the literature or materials of Jehovah's Witnesses
contained indications of incitement to religious discord, coercion into
destroying the family or infringements of the rights and freedoms of others.
The source material for the study included two volumes of evidence in the
civil case, literature and documents of Jehovah's Witnesses, and the Synodal
translation of the Bible.
29. On 4 October 2000 the five-expert composite study was completed.
On 9 February 2001 the proceedings resumed and on 23 February 20011 the
District Court gave judgment.
30. The Golovinskiy District Court heard over forty witnesses and
experts and examined religious literature and documents. It scrutinised the
experts' report and took their oral testimony. A fifteen-page report by four
experts endorsed the prosecutor's allegations, while the fifth expert
dissented in a refutation of 139 pages. The court noted that he was the only
expert who had ever observed “how Jehovah's Witnesses carry out their
preaching work in different countries”, while the four other experts
“confirmed that they did not examine anyone belonging to the indicated
group [Jehovah's Witnesses or potential members of Jehovah's Witnesses]”.
As to the four experts' conclusions, the court also stated:
“However, not one of the experts, including ... [the] psychologist, could explain to
the court on the basis of what objective information or research they came to this
conclusion regarding the influence of the literature of Jehovah's Witnesses on people's
perceptions.
It is simply the experts' appraisal of this particular religious organisation and is not
supported by any actual facts showing incitement to religious discord, infringements
of the personality and rights and freedoms of citizens, etc.”

31. The District Court also referred to the conclusions of an expert
examination of 15 April 1999 performed by the Expert Council for State
Expert Examinations in Religious Studies at the Ministry of Justice. The
examination, which was carried out at the request of the Ministry of Justice
for the purpose of granting re-registration to the Administrative Centre of
the Jehovah's Witnesses in Russia, found, with certain minor reservations
concerning blood transfusion, that Jehovah's Witnesses' teachings inflicted
no harm on citizens. The District Court also had regard to the fact that in
1998-2000 over 350 religious entities of Jehovah's Witnesses had obtained
State registration in other Russian regions.
32. The District Court assessed the allegations advanced by the
prosecutor and found that none of them had been based on any objectively
verifiable facts. The court's examination of testimony by the prosecutor's
1
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witnesses who spoke in support of the allegation of coercion into destroying
the family established that “the testimonies simply show the stand relatives
take when a member of their family becomes a Jehovah's Witness and when
it is unacceptable from the relatives' standpoint”.
33. The District Court determined that the other allegations were
likewise unfounded:
“Facts indicating deliberate incitement to religious discord, discrimination, hostility
or violence, coercion into destroying the family, infringements of the personality and
rights and freedoms of citizens ... were not adduced by the prosecutor or established
by the court...
...[T]he court came to the conclusion that there is no basis for the dissolution and
banning of the activity of the religious community of Jehovah's Witnesses in Moscow,
since it has not been established that this community in Moscow violates the Russian
Constitution or Russian laws, incites religious discord, coerces members into
destroying the family, infringes the personality or rights or freedoms of citizens,
encourages [others] to commit suicide or to refuse medical care for individuals who
are in a life- or health-threatening condition for religious reasons.”

34. On an appeal by the prosecutor, on 30 May 2001 the Moscow City
Court quashed the judgment of 23 February 20011 and remitted the claim
for a fresh examination by a different bench. The City Court held that the
District Court had not properly assessed the circumstances of the case and
that it should have ordered a new expert study in order to elucidate
differences between the existing expert opinions.
E. Attempts to obtain re-registration of the applicant community
35. On 1 October 1997 a new Law on Freedom of Conscience and
Religious Associations (“the Religions Act”) entered into force. It required
all religious associations that had previously been granted legal-entity status
to bring their articles of association into conformity with the Act and obtain
re-registration from the competent Justice Department.
36. On 29 April 1999 the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation
re-registered the Administrative Centre of the Religious Organisation of
Jehovah's Witnesses in Russia as a centralised religious organisation.
37. On 20 October 1999 the first application for re-registration of the
applicant community was lodged with the Moscow Justice Department. On
17 November 1999 the Moscow Justice Department refused to examine the
application on the ground that some documents were missing, without
specifying which documents these were.
38. On 7 December 1999 and 29 May 2000 a second and third
application for re-registration were filed, both of which were rejected by the
Moscow Justice Department on the same ground.
1
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39. On 16 October 2000 the second applicant, Mr Chaykovskiy, sent a
written enquiry to the Moscow Justice Department asking which documents
were missing. On the same day he brought an action against the Moscow
Justice Department before the Presnenskiy District Court of Moscow,
seeking a court order to oblige the Moscow Justice Department to consider
the third application. The court set a hearing date for 22 November 2000
and requested the Moscow Justice Department to provide a response by
23 October 2000.
40. On 23 October 2000 the deputy head of the Moscow Justice
Department informed the applicant community that it had failed to submit
the original charter and registration certificate of 1993. He also informed the
applicants that he was under no legal obligation to specify the missing
documents.
41. On 25 October 2000 the applicants filed a fourth application, which
included the original charter and registration certificate. On 24 November
2000 the Moscow Justice Department issued the first formal refusal of reregistration. It referred to two allegedly incorrect wordings in the submitted
documents: the Moscow community had “adopted”, rather than “approved”
its charter and the organisation had indicated its “legal address” only, but no
“location”.
42. On 12 December 2000 the fifth application was filed, in which the
two required wordings were used. This was the last application because on
31 December 2000 the time-limit for submitting applications for reregistration expired.
43. On 12 January 2001 the Moscow Justice Department issued the
second formal refusal of re-registration, in respect of the fifth application. It
based its decision on the fact that the proceedings to have the applicant
community dissolved and its activity banned were pending before the
Golovinskiy District Court of Moscow.
44. On 11 January 2001 the fifth applicant, Mr Marchenko, as an
individual and founding member of the Moscow community, filed a
complaint with the Kuzminskiy District Court of Moscow against the
Moscow Justice Department's first refusal of 24 November 2000. The court
stayed the proceedings pending a decision of the Presnenskiy District Court.
45. On 11 April 2001 the third applicant, Mr Denisov, filed a complaint
with the Butyrskiy District Court of Moscow against the Moscow Justice
Department's second refusal of 12 January 2001. The court asked for
official information from the Golovinskiy District Court about the
proceedings to dissolve the applicant community.
46. On 14 September 2001 the Kuzminskiy District Court of Moscow
dismissed the fifth applicant's complaints, finding that the refusal of reregistration restricted only the rights of the Moscow community, and not
those of the fifth applicant himself. On 10 December 2001 the Moscow City
Court upheld the judgment on appeal.
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47. On 12 October 2001 the Butyrskiy District Court of Moscow
dismissed the third applicant's claim. The court held that, pursuant to section
27 § 3 of the Religions Act, re-registration could not be granted to
organisations that might be liquidated or banned pursuant to section 14 of
the Religions Act. The court added that the third applicant's religious rights
were not restricted by the refusal, which had only entailed legal
consequences for the Moscow community as a legal entity. On 20 February
2002 the Moscow City Court upheld the judgment on appeal.
48. On 16 August 2002 the Presnenskiy District Court of Moscow
allowed the action in part. The court found that the Moscow Justice
Department had wrongly requested the original documents, copies of which
had been available on file. It held that the Moscow Justice Department's
reference to ongoing proceedings before the Golovinskiy District Court was
inadmissible because it had first invoked this argument before the court and
had never referred to it as a ground for its earlier refusals. The court
declared the Moscow Justice Department's refusals unlawful but did not
order re-registration of the applicant community on the ground that new
application forms for religious organisations had been introduced and that
the applicant community had to submit a fresh application for registration.
49. On an appeal by the applicant community, on 2 December 2002 the
Moscow City Court upheld the decision of 16 August 2002. It decided that
the application for registration could not be processed, not only because of
the newly introduced application forms, but also with regard to the ongoing
proceedings in the Golovinskiy District Court.
F. The second set of dissolution proceedings against the applicant
community
50. On 30 October 2001 a new round of proceedings began in the
Golovinskiy District Court under a new presiding judge. On 9 November
2001 the hearing was adjourned.
51. Following the adjournment, the community of Jehovah's Witnesses
in Moscow collected 10,015 signatures on a petition to protest against the
prosecutor's claim that she was protecting the rights of the community
members. Copies of the petition were sent to the District Court, the
President, and the Prosecutor General of the Russian Federation.
52. On an unspecified date in 2001 the District Court ordered a new
composite psycho-linguistic expert study of the applicant community's
literature and teachings. The proceedings were stayed pending its
completion.
53. On 22 January 2004 the composite study was completed and its
findings made available to the court.
54. Following several oral hearings, on 26 March 2004 the Golovinskiy
District Court of Moscow decided to uphold the prosecution's claim, to
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dissolve the applicant community and to impose a permanent ban on its
activities.
55. The District Court found the applicant community responsible for
luring minors into religious associations against their will and without the
consent of their parents (section 3 § 5 of the Religions Act) and for coercing
persons into destroying the family, infringing the personality, rights and
freedoms of citizens; inflicting harm on the health of citizens; encouraging
suicide or refusing on religious grounds medical assistance to persons in
life- or health-threatening conditions; and inciting citizens to refuse to fulfil
their civil duties (section 14 § 2). However, the court found the applicant
community not liable for extremist activity in the form of inciting religious
discord with calls for violent acts (section 14 § 2). Likewise, it found
unproven the allegation that the applicant community had collected
contributions from its members for its benefit.
56. Regarding the allegation of “coercion into destroying the family,”
the District Court relied on the statements by seven family members of
Jehovah's Witnesses – five of which were members of the Salvation
Committee – who had been unhappy about their relatives' abidance by the
religious norms, their active involvement in the applicant community and
their estrangement from non-religious family members. Thus, one husband
had blamed the applicant community for the collapse of his family life,
claiming that since “his wife [had] joined the Jehovah's Witnesses, she
fulfil[led] all their orders, [he] c[ould] not discuss anything with her, or even
watch TV with her because of her comments on everybody, including the
leadership of the country and the Orthodox Church”. Other witnesses
complained that their adult children or, in one case, the daughter-in-law had
spent less time caring for elderly relatives because they had been constantly
busy within the community. The District Court further relied on the
majority opinion of the expert study of 4 October 2000 which determined
that “the texts of Jehovah's Witnesses do not contain direct coercion into
destroying the family but apply and propose for application direct
psychological pressure which risks causing the destruction of families”.
Assessing the opinion by the dissenting expert and the findings of the new
study of 22 January 2004, which found no coercion into destroying the
family, the District Court considered that these experts had limited the scope
of their inquiry to publicly available literature of Jehovah's Witnesses and
had not analysed the “actual activity of the Moscow community” or
implementation of the religious commandments and recommendations “in
real life” and their influence on family relations. The District Court rejected
statements by the witnesses for the defence who had Jehovah's Witnesses in
their families and the conclusions of a sociological study of 995 community
members, randomly selected, conducted by the Department of Family
Sociology at the Moscow State University on the ground that it had been
based on the lists of respondents supplied by the community itself and failed
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to “report a single instance of an internal family confrontation which
objectively existed”.
57. As to the charge of infringement of the personality, rights and
freedoms of citizens, the District Court firstly found a violation of the right
to privacy in that the applicant community determined the place and nature
of work of its members, recommended that they engage in part-time
employment so as to have time for preaching, prohibited them from
celebrating holidays or birthdays, and required them to preach door to door,
thus also invading other people's privacy. As evidence of attempts to
interfere with other people's private life, the District Court referred to the
criminal conviction of a Mr K. for beating a female community member
who had offered religious literature to his wife at their home. Moreover, in
the District Court's view, the applicant community violated its members'
right to a free choice of occupation as it recommended that they engage in
part-time employment and provided applications for voluntary service at
Bethel, the community centre near St Petersburg, where they only received
a monthly living allowance and no salary.
58. The District Court found a violation of the constitutional guarantee
of equality between parents in relation to the upbringing and education of
children (Article 38 of the Constitution) because some parents involved
their children in the religious activity of the applicant community without
the permission of the other parent, a non-member of the community. It
relied on the fact that there were pending custody disputes between parents
in Moscow courts where religious education had been in issue. It noted that
where a Witness parent had been represented in the custody dispute by a
community-retained lawyer, this amounted to “a manifestation of interest in
the outcome of the cases of the community itself and an interference with
the family and private affairs of its members”. The District Court also relied
on the opinions of three psychiatrist witnesses for the prosecution who
stated that “the literal following of the Bible principles, as practised by
Jehovah's Witnesses, restricted the person's independent thinking ... and
arrested psychological development”. In their view, a child who did not
celebrate holidays would become “a social outcast” and the community's
teachings “hindered the development of patriotic feelings and love for the
Motherland”.
59. The District Court found that the applicant community violated the
right to freedom to choose one's religion by resorting to active proselytising
and “mind control”. According to the prosecution experts, Jehovah's
Witnesses were set apart from traditional religions because of the
“theocratic hierarchy of the community”, “their striving to integrate families
into the life of a totalitarian non-secular collective” and “military-like
discipline in domestic life”. The District Court accepted the opinions of the
prosecution experts and rejected the contrary conclusion in the expert study
that the defence expert psychiatrist had conducted of 113 community
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members on the grounds that “participants had been selected from lists
supplied by the organisations” and that the study “only concerned the
community members whereas their relatives had not been examined”. The
District Court also considered that the petitions signed by the community
members in its support had been “evidence of the pressure that the
community exercised on its members”.
60. Ruling on the charge of “encouragement of suicide or the refusal of
medical assistance on religious grounds”, the District Court found that
under the influence of the applicant community its members had refused
transfusions of blood and/or blood components even in difficult or
life-threatening circumstances. That finding was based on the following
evidence: the prohibition on blood transfusion contained in the literature of
the applicant community, the “No Blood” card distributed within the
community for the benefit of its members, testimonies by community
members who confirmed carrying such cards, the existence of the Hospital
Liaison Committee with the applicant community, and stories of patients
who had refused a blood transfusion on religious grounds and whose refusal
had been noted in their medical records. The District Court also had regard
to a letter from the Moscow Health Protection Department that listed a
number of instances in which patients had refused blood transfusions for
themselves and, in one case, in respect of a newborn child. Even though the
medical outcome of those cases was not specified, the District Court held
that the proven fact of damage to the health of at least one individual was a
sufficient ground for terminating the activities of the Moscow community. It
further noted the opinions of medical experts who clarified that bloodless
surgery was a prospective trend in medicine but that in case of certain
diseases the transfusion of blood or its components was still indispensable.
Finally, in the District Court's view, the “No Blood” card contravened the
patient's right to take medical decisions for himself by delegating that right
– in the eventuality of his being unconscious – to his fellow believers.
61. As to harming the health of citizens, the District Court found that, in
addition to the prohibition on blood transfusion, the activities of the
applicant community had had a “negative influence on the mental state and
mental health of the followers”. This assessment rested on opinions of
non-Witness family members who testified that they had seen “sudden and
negatives changes of personality” in their relatives who had joined the
applicant community and that many participants at religious meetings of
Jehovah's Witnesses had “cried” and had complained thereafter “about
colossal emotional exhaustion”.
62. As to luring minors into the religious association, the District Court
found, on the basis of statements by two non-Witness parents, that where a
Witness parent involved the child in the activities of the applicant
community, there was an encroachment on the child's freedom of
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conscience and the joint right of parents to participate in the child's
upbringing.
63. Finally, the District Court found that the applicant community's
literature incited citizens to “refuse to fulfil their civil duties.” This included
refusal to serve in the army and to perform alternative service and
promotion of “a disrespectful attitude towards State emblems – the flag and
the national anthem”, as well as a prohibition on celebrating State holidays.
64. The District Court held that the interference with the applicant
community's rights was justified, prescribed by law and pursued a legitimate
aim because the applicant community had “violated rights and freedoms of
citizens, and its activity led to the destruction of families, encroachments on
the fundamental rights and freedoms of citizens and calls to refuse to
perform duties to society... Taking into account that the [applicant]
community violated constitutional rights and freedoms of citizens, the
contemplated restriction on its rights and termination of its activity is
justified and proportionate to the constitutionally significant aims”.
65. The applicant community was ordered to bear the costs of the expert
studies of 4 October 2000 and 22 January 2004 and to pay costs of 102,000
Russian roubles to the State.
66. The applicant community appealed, claiming, in particular, that the
interference with its right to freedom of religion was not justified from the
standpoint of Articles 9 and 11 of the Convention. It also invoked Articles
6, 10, 14 and 17 of the Convention.
67. On 16 June 2004 the Moscow City Court dismissed the applicants'
appeal in a summary fashion and upheld the judgment of the Golovinskiy
District Court, endorsing its reasons.
G. “No Blood” card
68. The “No Blood” card referred to in the proceedings is a pre-printed
foldable card that bears the words “No Blood” in capital letters on the front
page and empty fields to be filled out concerning the person(s) to be
contacted in case of emergency and the holder's allergies, diseases and
medicine(s). The text inside the card reads as follows:
“MEDICAL DIRECTIVE / RELEASE FROM LIABILITY
I, [name], have filled out this directive as an official statement of my will. The
instructions contained therein reflect my firm and conscious decision.
I direct that under no circumstances – even if doctors consider it necessary to save
my life or health – shall any blood transfusion be performed on me ... I consent to the
use of blood substitutes, hemodiluting solutions... or bloodless methods of treatment.
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By this legal directive I exercise my right to consent to medical treatment or refuse
it in accordance with my principles and convictions. I am a Jehovah's Witness and
issue this directive in pursuance of the Biblical precepts...
I release doctors, anaesthetists, hospital and medical personnel from liability for any
consequences of my refusal of blood provided that I have been given full alternative
qualified medical assistance.
Should I be unconscious, the person listed on the reverse side of the card
[emergency contacts] may represent me before others, acting in accordance with this
directive.
[Date, signature, address, phone number, and signatures of two witnesses].”

II. RELEVANT LAW AND PRACTICE

A. Constitution of the Russian Federation
69. Article 281 guarantees freedom of religion, including the right to
profess either alone or in community with others any religion or to profess
no religion at all, to freely choose, have and share religious and other beliefs
and manifest them in practice.
70. Article 30 provides that everyone shall have the right to freedom of
association.
71. Article 38 establishes that maternity, childhood and the family shall
be protected by the State. The parents have equal rights and obligations with
regard to providing care for children and their upbringing.
B. The Religions Act
72. On 1 October 1997 the Federal Law on the Freedom of Conscience
and Religious Associations (no. 125-FZ of 26 September 1997 – “the
Religions Act”) entered into force.
73. The Religions Act prohibits the involvement of minors in religious
associations, as well as the religious education of minors against their will
and without the consent of their parents or guardians (section 3 § 5).
74. The founding documents of religious organisations that had been
established before the Religions Act were to be amended to conform to the
Act and submitted for re-registration. Until so amended, the founding
documents remained operative in the part which did not contradict the terms
of the Act (section 27 § 3). Re-registration of religious organisations was to

1
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be completed by 31 December 2000 (section 27 § 4, with subsequent
amendments).
75. The list of documents required for (re-)registration was set out in
section 11 § 5 and read as follows:
“— application for registration;
— list of founders of the religious organisation indicating their nationality, place of
residence and dates of birth;
— charter (articles of association) of the religious organisation;
— minutes of the constituent assembly;
...
— information on the address (location) of the permanent governing body of the
religious organisation at which contact with the religious organisation is to be
maintained...”

76. Section 12 § 1 stated that (re-)registration of a religious organisation
could be refused if:
“— the aims and activities of a religious organisation contradict the Russian
Constitution or Russian laws – with reference to specific legal provisions;
— the organisation has not been recognised as a religious one;
— the articles of association or other submitted materials do not comply with
Russian legislation or contain inaccurate information;
— another religious organisation has already been registered under the same name;
— the founder(s) has (have) no capacity to act.”

77. Section 14 § 2 (as amended on 29 June 2004) provides for the
following grounds for dissolving a religious organisation by judicial
decision and banning its activity:
“— breach of public security and public order;
— actions aimed at engaging in extremist activities;
— coercion into destroying the family unit;
— infringement of the personality, rights and freedoms of citizens;
— infliction of harm, established in accordance with the law, on the morals or health
of citizens, including by means of narcotic or psychoactive substances, hypnosis, or
committing depraved and other disorderly acts in connection with religious
activities;
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— encouragement of suicide or the refusal on religious grounds of medical
assistance to persons in life- or health-threatening conditions;
— hindrance to receiving compulsory education;
— coercion of members and followers of a religious association and other persons
into alienating their property for the benefit of the religious association;
— hindering a citizen from leaving a religious association by threatening harm to
life, health, property, if the threat can actually be carried out, or by application of
force or commission of other disorderly acts;
— inciting citizens to refuse to fulfil their civil duties established by law or to
commit other disorderly acts.”

78. Section 27 § 3 establishes that an application for re-registration must
be refused if there are grounds for dissolving the religious organisation and
banning its activity as set out in section 14 § 2.
79. Under the Religions Act, the following rights may be exercised
solely by registered religious organisations:
 the right to establish and maintain religious buildings and other
places of worship or pilgrimage (section 16 § 1);
 the right to manufacture, acquire, export, import and distribute
religious literature, printed, audio and video material and other
religious articles (section 17 § 1);
 the right to create cross-cultural organisations, educational
institutions and mass media (section 18 § 2);
 the right to establish and maintain international links and contacts
for pilgrimages, conferences and so on, including the right to
invite foreign nationals to the Russian Federation (section 20
§ 1);
 the right to own buildings, plots of land, other property, financial
assets and religious artefacts, including the right to have
municipal and State property transferred to them free of charge
for religious purposes and the immunity of such property from
legal charge (section 21 §§ 1 to 5);
 the right to hire employees (section 24).
80. In addition, the following rights are explicitly reserved to registered
religious organisations, to the exclusion of other non-religious legal entities:
 the right to found companies publishing religious literature or
producing articles for religious services (section 17 § 2);
 the right to establish licensed educational institutions for the
professional training of clergy and auxiliary religious staff
(section 19 § 1); and
 the right to invite into the Russian Federation foreign nationals
planning to engage in professional religious activities, including
preaching (section 20 § 2).
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C. Fundamentals of Russian Legislation on Health Protection of
Citizens (no. 5487-I of 22 July 1993)
81. A citizen or his or her legal representative may refuse medical
assistance or require that it be terminated, save in the circumstances listed in
Article 34. In that case the possible consequences of such refusal should be
presented in an accessible form to the citizen or his or her legal
representative. The refusal must be noted in the medical record and
countersigned by the citizen and a medical specialist (Article 33 §§ 1-2).
82. If the parents or guardians of a child below fifteen years of age
refuse medical assistance which is necessary for saving the child's life, the
medical institution may apply to a court for the protection of the child's
interests (Article 33 § 3).
83. Medical assistance shall be provided without the consent of the
individuals concerned if they suffer from highly contagious diseases, grave
mental disorders or if they have committed a criminal offence and been
ordered to follow medical treatment by a judicial decision (Article 34).
D. Relevant case-law
1. Russia
84. On 14 November 2000 the Supreme Court of the Tatarstan Republic
upheld at final instance a judgment of the lower court by which the
prosecutor's request to liquidate the local organisation of Jehovah's
Witnesses had been refused. One of the grounds advanced by the prosecutor
in support of the liquidation claim was that a Witness mother had refused a
blood transfusion for her child. The Supreme Court noted that the mother
had refused a blood transfusion but had been in favour of blood substitutes
which had been successfully used during surgery. It also pointed out that the
teachings of Jehovah's Witnesses did not require believers to refuse blood
but let everyone make an independent decision on that issue.
2. Other jurisdictions
85. In 1990 the Ontario Supreme Court in Canada upheld a decision of
the lower court to hold a medical doctor liable for administering blood
transfusions to an unconscious patient carrying a card stating that she was a
Jehovah's Witness and, as a matter of religious belief, rejected blood
transfusions under any circumstances (Malette v. Shulman 72 O.R. 417). It
held, in particular, as follows:
“25... The principles of self-determination and individual autonomy compel the
conclusion that the patient may reject blood transfusions even if harmful
consequences may result and even if the decision is generally regarded as foolhardy...
To transfuse a Jehovah's Witness, in the face of her explicit instructions to the
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contrary, would, in my opinion, violate her right to control her own body and show
disrespect for the religious values by which she has chosen to live her life...
34 The state undoubtedly has a strong interest in protecting and preserving the lives
and health of its citizens. There clearly are circumstances where this interest may
override the individual's right to self-determination. For example, the state may, in
certain cases, require that citizens submit to medical procedures in order to eliminate a
health threat to the community...
35 The state's interest in preserving the life or health of a competent patient must
generally give way to the patient's stronger interest in directing the course of her own
life. As indicated earlier, there is no law prohibiting a patient from declining
necessary treatment... Recognition of the right to reject medical treatment cannot, in
my opinion, be said to depreciate the interest of the state in life or in the sanctity of
life. Individual free choice and self-determination are themselves fundamental
constituents of life. To deny individuals freedom of choice, with respect to their health
care, can only lessen and not enhance the value of life...”

86. A 1992 landmark case from the United Kingdom involved an adult
daughter of a Jehovah's Witness who had been prevailed upon by her
mother to refuse blood transfusions for religious reasons (In re T. (Adult:
Refusal of Treatment) 3 Weekly Law Reports 782 (Court of Appeal)). Lord
Donaldson gave the following summary of his opinion:
“1. Prima facie every adult has the right and capacity to decide whether or not he
will accept medical treatment, even if a refusal may risk permanent injury to his
health or even lead to premature death. Furthermore, it matters not whether the
reasons for the refusal were rational or irrational, unknown or even non-existent. This
is so notwithstanding the very strong public interest in preserving the life and health
of all citizens. However, the presumption of capacity to decide, which stems from the
fact that the patient is an adult, is rebuttable...
5. In some cases doctors will not only have to consider the capacity of the patient to
refuse treatment, but also whether the refusal has been vitiated because it resulted not
from the patient's will, but from the will of others. It matters not that those others
sought, however strongly, to persuade the patient to refuse, so long as in the end the
refusal represented the patient's independent decision. If, however, his will was
overborne, the refusal will not have represented a true decision. In this context the
relationship of the persuader to the patient – for example, spouse, parents or religious
adviser – will be important, because some relationships more readily lend themselves
to overbearing the patient's independent will than do others...”

87. In United States law, the doctrine of informed consent required for
any kind of medical treatment has been firmly entrenched since 1914 when
Justice Cardozo, on the Court of Appeals of New York, described this
doctrine as follows: “Every human being of adult years and sound mind has
a right to determine what shall be done with his own body, and a surgeon
who performs an operation without his patient's consent commits an
assault” (Schloendorff v. Society of New York Hospital, 211 N.Y. 125, 105
N.E. 92). The logical corollary of the doctrine of informed consent is that
the patient generally possesses the right not to consent, that is, to refuse
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treatment (Cruzan v. Director, MDH, 497 U.S. 261 (1990)). The following
summary of the relevant case-law can be found in the case of Fosmire
v. Nicoleau (75 N.Y.2d 218, 551 N.E.2d 77, 551 N.Y.S.2d 876 (1990):
“The State has a well-recognized interest in protecting and preserving the lives of its
citizens. ... [A] distinction should be drawn between the State's interest in protecting
the lives of its citizens from injuries by third parties, and injuries resulting from the
individual's own actions (see, e.g., Public Health Trust v. Wons, 541 So.2d 96, 98
[Fla.1989, Ehrlich, Ch. J., concurring]). When the individual's conduct threatens
injury to others, the State's interest is manifest and the State can generally be expected
to intervene. But the State rarely acts to protect individuals from themselves,
indicating that the State's interest is less substantial when there is little or no risk of
direct injury to the public. This is consistent with the primary function of the State to
preserve and promote liberty and the personal autonomy of the individual (Rivers v.
Katz, supra). ... The State will intervene to prevent suicide ... but merely declining
medical care, even essential treatment, is not considered a suicidal act or indication of
incompetence (Matter of Storar, supra, 52 N.Y.2d at 377-378, n. 6, 438 N.Y.S.2d 266,
420 N.E.2d 64).”

88. The right of an individual to refuse blood transfusions on religious
grounds and to be compensated in damages if such transfusion has been
carried out against the patient's wishes has also been upheld by courts in
other jurisdictions (see, for example, Phillips v. Klerk, Case No. 19676/82;
Supreme Court of South Africa [1983]; Bahamondez, Marcelo v. Medida
Cautelar, Corte Suprema de Justicia de la Nación (Argentina, 6 April 1993);
Sentence No. 166/1996 in case of Mr Miguel Angel, Constitutional Court of
Spain, 28 October 1996; Ms A. and her heirs v. Dr B. and Institute of
Medical Science, Case No. 1998 (O) Nos. 1081, 1082, 29 February 2000,
Supreme Court of Japan).
III. RELEVANT COUNCIL OF EUROPE DOCUMENTS
89. The relevant part of the Report by the Committee on the Honouring
of Obligations and Commitments by Member States of the Council of
Europe (Monitoring Committee, doc. 9396, 26 March 2002) on the
honouring of obligations and commitments by the Russian Federation
stated:
“95. The Russian Constitution safeguards freedom of conscience and of religion
(article 28); the equality of religious associations before the law and the separation of
church and state (article 14), and offers protection against discrimination based on
religion (article 19). The law on freedom of religion of December 1990 has led to a
considerable renewal of religious activities in Russia. According to religious
organisations met in Moscow, this law has opened a new era, and led to a
revitalisation of churches. It was replaced on 26 September 1997 by a new federal law
on freedom of conscience and religious associations. This legislation has been
criticised both at home and abroad on the grounds that it disregards the principle of
equality of religions.
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96. ...In February 2001, the Ombudsman on Human Rights, Oleg Mironov, also
acknowledged that many articles of the 1997 law “On Freedom of Conscience and
Religious Associations” do not meet Russia's international obligations on human
rights. According to him, some of its clauses have led to discrimination against
different religious faiths and should therefore be amended. ...
98. According to the regulations by the Ministry of Justice, - responsible for the
implementation of the law on freedom of conscience and religious associations -,
religious organisations established before the law came into force (26 September
1997) had to re-register before 31 December 2000.
99. The registration process was finally completed on 1 January 2001 as the State
Duma decided to extend the deadline twice. About 12 000 religious organisations and
groups have been registered, and only 200 were refused their registration, most of
them because they failed to produce a complete file. Many others have, for a variety
of reasons, failed to register. The Minister of Justice, Mr Chaika strongly rejected
allegations that the Orthodox Church had exerted pressure on the Ministry to prevent
some religious organisations from obtaining their registration. Mr Chaika also
indicated that experts of the Ministry had “closely examined” the status of the
Salvation Army and the Jehovah's Witnesses, and had come to the conclusion that
nothing prevented the latter's' registration at the federal level. ...
101. Indeed, there have been cases where, even if a religious organisation had reregistered nationally, local authorities created obstacles. This has especially been the
case with the Jehovah's Witnesses, whose Moscow congregation has long been the
target of civil and criminal proceedings designed to prevent its activities.
102. The Jehovah's Witnesses were registered at federal level in 1999, and its 360
communities have also been registered throughout Russia. Nevertheless, the
community in Moscow was forced completely underground and prevented from
possessing properties and places of worship. The Moscow civil trial against Jehovah's
Witnesses (since 1995) has been considered by many as an important test case. The
co-rapporteurs thought then that the Moscow case has come to an end with a judgment
issued on 23 February 2001, dismissing the charges against Jehovah's Witnesses.
However, on 30 May 2001, the Moscow City Court set aside this ruling and ordered
the Golovinskiy District Court to hear the case once again. The retrial started on 30
October 2001. Until a definitive ruling is reached, Jehovah's Witnesses in Moscow
will be without registration and unable to profess their faith without hindrance. The
co-rapporteurs regard the length of the judicial examination in this case as an example
of harassment against a religious minority and believe that after six years of criminal
and legal proceedings the trial should finally be halted.”

90. Resolution 1277 (2002) on the honouring of obligations and
commitments by the Russian Federation adopted by the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe on 23 April 2002, noted as follows:
“8. However, the Assembly is concerned about a number of obligations and major
commitments with which progress remains insufficient, and the honouring of which
requires further action by the Russian authorities: ...
xiv. the Assembly regrets the problems of the Salvation Army and Jehovah's
Witnesses in Moscow, but welcomes the decision of the Russian authorities to ensure
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that the problem of local discrimination and harassment of these religious
communities be brought to an end; ...”

THE LAW
I. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLES 9 AND 11 OF THE
CONVENTION ON ACCOUNT OF DISSOLUTION OF THE
APPLICANT COMMUNITY
91. The applicants complained that the Russian courts' judgments
dissolving the applicant community and banning its activities had violated
their rights to freedom of religion, expression and association. Article 9
provides as follows:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in
worship, teaching, practice and observance.
2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

Article 11 provides as follows:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of
association with others, including the right to form and to join trade unions for the
protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other than such as
are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of
national security or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others...”

A. Submissions by the parties
1. The applicants
92. The applicants submitted that there had been no credible or reliable
evidence supporting the adverse findings made by the Russian courts
against the applicant community. All of the findings had been based solely
on an assessment of Jehovah's Witnesses' literature and there had been no
indication that any community members had been forced or prevailed upon
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to act in a specific way. The literature all emanated from the same general
headquarters of Jehovah's Witnesses and was distributed worldwide to over
200 countries – including forty-five Council of Europe member States – in
150 local languages, while maintaining the same content. However, there
had not been any conviction based on that literature in Russia or in any
jurisdiction with similar law. No specific “actions” of the applicant
community had been discussed during the trial; on the other hand, no less
than fourteen complete court days had been devoted exclusively to
discussion of the Holy Scriptures and the court-ordered psycho-linguistic
study contained references to no fewer than 205 scriptural questions, many
of which had been read and discussed while evidence was being heard.
93. The applicants claimed that the dissolution of the applicant
community had not been “prescribed by law” because the relevant
provisions of the Religions Act had been imprecise and unforeseeable in
their application. It had not pursued a legitimate aim or met a pressing social
need, but rather fulfilled the interests of the Russian Orthodox Church and
its Salvation Committee. Furthermore, the total ban and dissolution of a
group of Christians holding and practising their beliefs in Moscow had been
disproportionate to any alleged risk inherent in their literature, unsupported
as it had been by any “actions” or “activities” of the applicants.
94. Finally, the applicants pointed out that the banning of the applicant
community had had numerous adverse consequences for its members. They
had been assaulted and beaten in the course of their Christian ministry
without any redress from the authorities; they had stood in the street in the
rain after being locked out of premises which they had rented to hold a
Christian assembly; and they had resorted to meeting in the forest because
the use of the assembly hall had no longer been possible. Since the Moscow
community had been stripped of its legal-entity status, it had been prevented
from constructing or renting places of worship and from acquiring,
importing or disseminating religious literature, etc.
2. The Government
95. The Government submitted that the Russian courts had reached the
justified conclusion that the applicant community had breached the
fundamental rights and freedoms of Russian citizens, and that its activity
had led to the disintegration of families and had been connected with calls
for refusal to fulfil civic duties, such as military or alternative civilian
service. They had also established that the applicant community had
negatively influenced the mental health of individuals, recommended that
they engage in part-time employment and prohibited them from celebrating
State holidays and birthdays. Minors and teenagers had been involved in
preaching without the consent of the other, non-Jehovah's Witness parent
and without regard for their own views and opinions. The refusal of blood
transfusion on religious grounds had led to grave consequences, such as the
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deterioration of health and the impossibility for doctors to render medical
assistance. Finally, the literature disseminated by the applicant community
had contained views and ideas that undermined respect for other religions.
96. In the Government's submission, what set Jehovah's Witnesses apart
from “traditional religions” was the “salient theocratic hierarchy” of the
community, “mindless submission” of individual members, aspiration to
integrating families into the life of a “totalitarian non-secular collective” and
“paramilitary discipline”. However, the Government maintained that in the
framework of the dissolution proceedings the courts had not assessed the
creed or views of Jehovah's Witnesses but merely examined whether or not
the applicant community as a legal entity had acted in compliance with
Russian laws and with respect for the rights and freedoms of others.
97. The Government claimed that the interference in the form of
dissolution of the applicant community had been justified, prescribed by law
and had also pursued a legitimate aim. They referred to the Court's position
to the effect that the State was “entitled to verify whether a movement or
association carries on, ostensibly in pursuit of religious aims, activities
which are harmful to the population” (Manoussakis and Others v. Greece,
26 September 1996, § 40, Reports 1996-IV) and also “may legitimately
consider it necessary to take measures aimed at repressing certain forms of
conduct... judged incompatible with respect for the freedom of thought,
conscience and religion of others” (Otto-Preminger-Institut v. Austria,
20 September 1994, § 47, Series A no. 295-A).
B. Admissibility
98. The Court notes that this complaint is not manifestly ill-founded
within the meaning of Article 35 § 3 of the Convention. It further notes that
it is not inadmissible on any other grounds. It must therefore be declared
admissible.
C. Merits
1. General principles
99. The Court refers to its settled case-law to the effect that, as enshrined
in Article 9, freedom of thought, conscience and religion is one of the
foundations of a “democratic society” within the meaning of the
Convention. It is, in its religious dimension, one of the most vital elements
that go to make up the identity of believers and their conception of life, but
it is also a precious asset for atheists, agnostics, sceptics and the
unconcerned. The pluralism indissociable from a democratic society, which
has been dearly won over the centuries, depends on it (see Metropolitan
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Church of Bessarabia and Others v. Moldova, no. 45701/99, § 114,
ECHR 2001-XII). While religious freedom is primarily a matter of
individual conscience, it also implies, inter alia, freedom to “manifest
[one's] religion” alone and in private or in community with others, in public
and within the circle of those whose faith one shares. Since religious
communities traditionally exist in the form of organised structures, Article 9
must be interpreted in the light of Article 11 of the Convention, which
safeguards associative life against unjustified State interference. Seen in that
perspective, the right of believers to freedom of religion, which includes the
right to manifest one's religion in community with others, encompasses the
expectation that believers will be allowed to associate freely, without
arbitrary State intervention. Indeed, the autonomous existence of religious
communities is indispensable for pluralism in a democratic society and is
thus an issue at the very heart of the protection which Article 9 affords. The
State's duty of neutrality and impartiality, as defined in the Court's case-law,
is incompatible with any power on the State's part to assess the legitimacy
of religious beliefs (see Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia, cited above,
§§ 118 and 123, and Hasan and Chaush v. Bulgaria [GC], no. 30985/96,
§ 62, ECHR 2000-XI).
100. The Court further reiterates that the right to form an association is
an inherent part of the right set forth in Article 11. That citizens should be
able to form a legal entity in order to act collectively in a field of mutual
interest is one of the most important aspects of the right to freedom of
association, without which that right would be deprived of any meaning.
The way in which national legislation enshrines this freedom and its
practical application by the authorities reveal the state of democracy in the
country concerned. Certainly States have a right to satisfy themselves that
an association's aim and activities are in conformity with the rules laid down
in legislation, but they must do so in a manner compatible with their
obligations under the Convention and subject to review by the Convention
institutions (see Sidiropoulos and Others v. Greece, judgment of 10 July
1998, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1998-IV, § 40). The State's
power to protect its institutions and citizens from associations that might
jeopardise them must be used sparingly, as exceptions to the rule of freedom
of association are to be construed strictly and only convincing and
compelling reasons can justify restrictions on that freedom. Any
interference must correspond to a “pressing social need”; thus, the notion
“necessary” does not have the flexibility of such expressions as “useful” or
“desirable” (see Gorzelik and Others v. Poland [GC], no. 44158/98,
§§ 94 95, 17 February 2004, with further references).
2. Existence of an interference
101. The Court refers to its constant case-law to the effect that a refusal
by the domestic authorities to grant legal-entity status to an association of
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individuals, religious or otherwise, amounts to an interference with the
exercise of the right to freedom of association (see Gorzelik and Others,
cited above, § 52 et passim, ECHR 2004-I, and Sidiropoulos and Others,
cited above, § 31 et passim). The authorities' refusal to register a group or
their decision to dissolve it have been found by the Court to affect directly
both the group itself and also its presidents, founders or individual members
(see Association of Citizens Radko and Paunkovski v. “the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia”, no. 74651/01, § 53, ECHR 2009-... (extracts); The
United Macedonian Organisation Ilinden and Others v. Bulgaria,
no. 59491/00, § 53, 19 January 2006; Partidul Comunistilor (Nepeceristi)
and Ungureanu v. Romania, no. 46626/99, § 27, 3 February 2005; and
APEH Üldözötteinek Szövetsége and Others v. Hungary (dec.),
no. 32367/96, 31 August 1999). Where the organisation of a religious
community was at issue, a refusal to recognise it as a legal entity has also
been found to constitute an interference with the right to freedom of religion
under Article 9 of the Convention, as exercised by both the community
itself and its individual members (see Religionsgemeinschaft der Zeugen
Jehovas and Others, §§ 79-80, and Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and
Others, § 105, both cited above). The same approach was applicable in the
situation where a previously existing association has been dissolved by a
decision of the domestic authorities (see Association of Citizens Radko and
Paunkovski, cited above, and Tüm Haber Sen and Çınar v. Turkey,
no. 28602/95, §§ 30-32, ECHR 2006-II, and Refah Partisi (the Welfare
Party) and Others v. Turkey [GC], nos. 41340/98, 41342/98, 41343/98 and
41344/98, § 50, ECHR 2003-II).
102. The decision by the Russian courts to dissolve the applicant
community and to ban its activities had the effect of stripping it of legal
personality and prohibiting it from exercising the rights associated with
legal-entity status, such as the rights to own or rent property, to maintain
bank accounts, to hire employees, and to ensure judicial protection of the
community, its members and its assets (see paragraph 79 above), which, as
the Court has consistently held, are essential for exercising the right to
manifest one's religion (see Religionsgemeinschaft der Zeugen Jehovas and
Others, § 66 in fine, and Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and Others,
§ 118, both cited above, and also Koretskyy and Others v. Ukraine,
no. 40269/02, § 40, 3 April 2008, and Canea Catholic Church v. Greece,
16 December 1997, §§ 30 and 40-41, Reports 1997-VIII). Moreover, in
addition to the above-mentioned rights normally associated with legal-entity
status, the Russian Religions Act reserved a panoply of rights to registered
religious organisations and explicitly excluded the possibility of such rights
being exercised by either non-registered religious groups or non-religious
legal entities (see paragraphs 79 and 80 above). The exclusive rights of
religious organisations included, in particular, such fundamental aspects of
religious practice as the right to establish places of worship, the right to hold
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religious services in places accessible to the public, the right to produce,
obtain and distribute religious literature, the right to create educational
institutions, and the right to maintain contacts for international exchanges
and conferences.
103. It follows that, as a result of the Russian courts' decisions, the
applicant community ceased to exist as a registered religious organisation
and that the individual applicants, being its members, were divested of the
right to manifest their religion in community with others and to carry on the
activities which are indispensable elements of their religious practice. The
Court finds that this amounted to an interference with the applicants' rights
under Article 9 of the Convention interpreted in the light of Article 11.
3. Justification for the interference
104. Such an interference will constitute a breach of Articles 9 and 11
unless it was “prescribed by law”, pursued one or more of the legitimate
aims set out in paragraph 2 of that provision and was “necessary in a
democratic society” for the achievement of those aims (see Refah Partisi
(the Welfare Party) and Others v. Turkey [GC], nos. 41340/98, 41342/98,
41343/98 and 41344/98, § 51, ECHR 2003-II).
(a) Whether the interference was “prescribed by law”

105. The interference with the applicants' rights, which resulted from the
dissolution of the applicant community and banning of its activities, was
based on the provisions of section 14 of the Religions Act and effected
through judicial decisions given by the Russian courts. Accordingly, the
Court is prepared to accept that it was prescribed by law.
(b) Whether the interference pursued a legitimate aim

106. According to the judgments of the Russian courts, the dissolution
of the applicant community and banning of its activities was necessary to
prevent it from breaching the rights of others, inflicting harm on its
members, damaging their health and impinging on the well-being of
children.
107. The Court reiterates that States are entitled to verify whether a
movement or association carries on, ostensibly in pursuit of religious aims,
activities which are harmful to the population or to public safety (see
Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and Others, cited above, § 113, and
Stankov and the United Macedonian Organisation Ilinden v. Bulgaria,
nos. 29221/95 and 29225/95, § 84, ECHR 2001-IX). Having regard to the
findings of the domestic courts, the Court considers that the interference
pursued the legitimate aim of the protection of health and the rights of
others which is listed in the second paragraph of Articles 9 and 11.
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(c) Whether the interference was “necessary in a democratic society”

108. The Court reiterates that the exceptions to the rights of freedom of
religion and association are to be construed strictly and that only convincing
and compelling reasons can justify restrictions on these rights. When the
Court carries out its scrutiny, its task is not to substitute its own view for
that of the relevant national authorities but rather to review the decisions
they delivered in the exercise of their discretion. This does not mean that it
has to confine itself to ascertaining whether the respondent State exercised
its discretion reasonably, carefully and in good faith; it must look at the
interference complained of in the light of the case as a whole and determine
whether it was “proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued” and whether
the reasons adduced by the national authorities to justify it are “relevant and
sufficient”. In so doing, the Court has to satisfy itself that the national
authorities applied standards which were in conformity with the principles
embodied in the Convention and, moreover, that they based their decisions
on an acceptable assessment of the relevant facts (see United Communist
Party of Turkey and Others v. Turkey, 30 January 1998, § 47, Reports
1998-I, and Partidul Comunistilor (Nepeceristi) and Ungureanu, cited
above, § 49).
(i) On coercion into destroying the family

109. The first ground for banning the applicant community was the
charge that it had forced the families of its members to break up. Witnesses
for the prosecution had attributed to the applicant community a deterioration
of their relationships with their relatives who had become community
members, lived by the tenets of the Witnesses' faith, abstained from
celebrating public and private holidays, and spent much of their free time
within the community and with fellow believers. An extensive study of
almost a thousand Witnesses families prepared by the defence had been
rejected by the District Court on the ground that it had not reported any rifts
in the Witnesses families which, in the District Court's view, must have
“objectively existed”.
110. The Court observes at the outset that the term “coercion” in its
ordinary meaning implies an action directed at making an individual do
something against his or her will by using force or intimidation to achieve
compliance. The domestic courts did not give examples of any forceful or
threatening action on the part of the applicant community calculated to
break the families of its members apart. There was nothing to indicate that
the applicant community had made any demands on its members as a
condition for continuing their family relationship or, vice versa, that it had
imposed any kind of condition or made any demands on non-Witness
members of the families of its followers under threat of breaking up their
family relationship. In fact, the prosecution experts acknowledged that the
texts of Jehovah's Witnesses did not contain “direct coercion into destroying
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the family”. Although they opined that “direct psychological pressure”
applied by the community carried with it the risk of family break-ups, they
were unable to identify any victims of the alleged psychological pressure.
111. It further appears from the testimonies by witnesses that what was
taken by the Russian courts to constitute “coercion into destroying the
family” was the frustration that non-Witness family members experienced
as a consequence of disagreements over the manner in which their Witness
relatives decided to organise their lives in accordance with the religious
precepts, and their increasing isolation resulting from having been left
outside the life of the community to which their Witness relatives adhered.
It is a known fact that a religious way of life requires from its followers both
abidance by religious rules and self-dedication to religious work that can
take up a significant portion of the believer's time and sometimes assume
such extreme forms as monasticism, which is common to many Christian
denominations and, to a lesser extent, also to Buddhism and Hinduism.
Nevertheless, as long as self-dedication to religious matters is the product of
the believer's independent and free decision and however unhappy his or her
family members may be about that decision, the ensuing estrangement
cannot be taken to mean that the religion caused the break-up in the family.
Quite often, the opposite is true: it is the resistance and unwillingness of
non-religious family members to accept and to respect their religious
relative's freedom to manifest and practise his or her religion that is the
source of conflict. It is true that friction often exists in marriages where the
spouses belong to different religious denominations or one of the spouses is
a non-believer. However, this situation is common to all mixed-belief
marriages and Jehovah's Witnesses are no exception.
112. The Court is not satisfied that the findings of the domestic courts
were substantiated. The District Court was able to identify only six
instances of family conflicts in the families of seven witnesses, five of
whom were members of the Salvation Committee, an interested party in the
case. However, given that the Moscow community was some ten thousand
members strong, their personal stories could not furnish a reasonable basis
for the finding that the Witnesses teachings had been the cause of an
increased number of conflicts in Witnesses families. Such a finding could be
reasonably grounded, for example, on a statistical comparison between the
number of broken families of non-religious people, the number of broken
families of traditional – for example, Orthodox Christian – believers, and
the number of broken Jehovah's Witnesses families. Only if the latter was
significantly higher than the former ones would this prove a causal link
between Jehovah's Witnesses' teachings and family break-ups. The domestic
courts did not attempt to carry out such a comparison.
113. Finally, the study prepared by the defence of the family life of
almost a thousand community members was rejected for reasons that do not
appear relevant or sufficient to the Court. Firstly, since the study was
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intended to cover families in which at least one person was a member of the
applicant community, making the selection of respondents from the list of
the community members was the only way to proceed. The risk of bias was
eliminated by means of random selection of study participants. Secondly,
the absence of reported family conflicts could not, in itself, vitiate the
quality of the study or make it unreliable. However, the rejection of the
study on that ground attested to the District Court's preconceived idea that
such conflicts were inevitable in Jehovah's Witnesses families and revealed
a bias in its assessment of the evidence.
114. In the light of the above considerations, the Court finds that the
charge that Jehovah's Witnesses forced family break-ups was not borne out
and that the findings of the domestic courts were not grounded on an
acceptable assessment of relevant facts.
(ii) Infringement of the personality, rights and freedoms of citizens

115. According to the findings of the Russian courts, the applicant
community committed multiple breaches of various rights and freedoms of
Russian citizens, including the constitutional rights to privacy and to choice
of religion, the right of parents to educate their children, children's right to
rest, leisure and participation in recreational activities, the right to choose
one's occupation, etc. The Court will now examine each group of alleged
violations in turn.
(α) Alleged infringement of the right of community members to respect for
their private life and their right to free choice of occupation

116. Firstly, the domestic courts considered that the following aspects of
the applicant community's life violated the constitutional right of its
members to inviolability of their private life and the right to choice of
occupation:
 determination of the place and nature of employment;
 preference for part-time work that allows time to preach;
 unpaid work at the Bethel community centre in St Petersburg;
 regulation of leisure activities;
 ban on celebrating holidays and birthdays;
 mandatory missionary activity and “door-to-door” preaching.
117. The Court reiterates that “private life” is a broad term
encompassing the sphere of personal autonomy within which everyone can
freely pursue the development and fulfilment of his or her personality and to
establish and develop relationships with other persons and the outside
world. It also extends further, comprising activities of a professional or
business nature since it is, after all, in the course of their working lives that
the majority of people have a significant, if not the greatest, opportunity of
developing relationships with the outside world (see Evans v. the United
Kingdom [GC], no. 6339/05, § 71, ECHR 2007-IV; Sidabras and Džiautas
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v. Lithuania, nos. 55480/00 and 59330/00, §§ 42-50, ECHR 2004-VIII; and
Niemietz v. Germany, 16 December 1992, § 29, Series A no. 251-B). In the
light of these principles, the decisions of Jehovah's Witnesses whether to
take full-time or part-time, paid or unpaid employment, whether and how to
celebrate events significant to them, including religious and personal events
such as wedding anniversaries, births, housewarmings, university
admissions, were matters that fell within the sphere of “private life” of
community members.
118. The Court emphasises that it is a common feature of many religions
that they determine doctrinal standards of behaviour by which their
followers must abide in their private lives. Religious precepts that govern
the conduct of adherents in private life include, for instance, regular
attendance at church services, performance of certain rituals such as
communion or confession, observance of religious holidays or abstention
from work on specific days of the week (see Casimiro and Ferreira
v. Luxembourg (dec.), no. 44888/98, 27 April 1999, and Konttinen
v. Finland, no. 24949/94, Commission decision of 3 December 1996),
wearing specific clothes (see Leyla Şahin v. Turkey [GC], no. 44774/98,
§ 78, ECHR 2005-XI, and Phull v. France (dec.), no. 35753/03, 11 January
2005), dietary restrictions (see Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France [GC],
no. 27417/95, § 73, ECHR 2000-VII), and many others. Jehovah's
Witnesses' regulations on allowing sufficient time for religious activities
and abstaining from celebrating non-Witnesses or secular events were in
that sense not fundamentally different from similar limitations that other
religions impose on their followers' private lives. By obeying these precepts
in their daily lives, believers manifested their desire to comply strictly with
the religious beliefs they professed and their liberty to do so was guaranteed
by Article 9 of the Convention in the form of the freedom to manifest
religion, alone and in private.
119. The Court further reiterates that the State's duty of neutrality and
impartiality prohibits it from assessing the legitimacy of religious beliefs or
the ways in which those beliefs are expressed or manifested (see Leyla
Şahin, cited above, § 107, and Hasan and Chaush, cited above, § 78).
Accordingly, the State has a narrow margin of appreciation and must
advance serious and compelling reasons for an interference with the choices
that people may make in pursuance of the religious standard of behaviour
within the sphere of their personal autonomy. An interference may be
justified in the light of paragraph 2 of Article 9 if their choices are
incompatible with the key principles underlying the Convention, such as,
for example, polygamous or underage marriage (see Khan v. the United
Kingdom, no. 11579/85, Commission decision of 7 July 1986) or a flagrant
breach of gender equality (see Leyla Şahin, cited above, § 115), or if they
are imposed on the believers by force or coercion, against their will.
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120. In the present case the domestic judgments did not cite any
evidence showing that members of the applicant community had been
forced or prevailed upon to prefer a specific profession, place of work or
working hours. On the contrary, community members testified in the
proceedings that they followed the doctrines and practices of Jehovah's
Witnesses of their own free will and personally determined for themselves
their place of employment, the balance between work and free time, and the
amount of time devoted to preaching or other religious activities. Jehovah's
Witnesses who carried out religious service at the Bethel community centre
were not employees of the centre but unpaid volunteers. For that reason, the
provisions of labour law relating to standard working hours, paid holidays
and professional orientation were not applicable to them, as they did not
work there for material gain. It is also noteworthy that the Bethel
community centre was located in the vicinity of St Petersburg and managed
by the Administrative Centre of Jehovah's Witnesses, a federal religious
organisation, but the domestic judgments did not give any reasons for the
finding that the applicant community in Moscow should be responsible for
the functioning of a centre outside its territorial and legal control.
121. It follows that what was taken by the Russian courts to constitute an
infringement by the applicant community of the right of its members to
respect for their private life was in fact a manifestation of their beliefs in
their private lives in the sense protected by Article 9. Voluntary work or
part-time employment or missionary activities are not contrary to the
Convention principles and the Court is unable to discern any pressing social
need that could have justified the interference.
(β) Alleged infringement of the right of others to respect for private life

122. The Russian courts also found that the Witnesses' practice of doorto-door preaching had invaded the privacy of others. The only evidence
produced to support this finding was the criminal conviction of Mr K. for
attacking a Jehovah's Witness who had come to talk to his wife in their
home. In the Court's view, this conviction is capable of proving that a
member of the applicant community had been a victim of a violent criminal
offence but not that she had committed any offence herself. As the Court
observed in the Kokkinakis case, “bearing Christian witness... [is] an
essential mission and a responsibility of every Christian and every Church”
which has to be distinguished from improper proselytism that takes the form
of offering material or social advantages with a view to gaining new
members for a church, exerting improper pressure on people in distress or in
need or even using violence or brainwashing (see Kokkinakis, cited above,
§ 48). Furthermore, Russian law does not provide for the offence of
proselytism and no evidence of improper methods of proselytising by
members of the applicant community was produced or examined in the
dissolution proceedings.
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(γ) Alleged infringement of the parental rights of non-Witness parents

123. The Russian courts held the applicant community responsible for
the situation obtaining in some mixed-belief marriages where a Jehovah's
Witness parent involved the child in the activities of the community despite
the objections of the non-Witness parent. In the courts' view, that situation
amounted to an encroachment on the child's freedom of conscience and on
the other parent's right to take part in the child's education.
124. The Court observes that the Russian Religions Act prohibits minors
from being involved in religious associations or being taught religion
against their will or without the consent of their parents or guardians (see
paragraph 73 above). This provision prohibits those who are not parents or
substitute parents from coercing a child into participation in religious
practices or education. In holding the applicant community responsible, the
Russian courts did not point to any evidence showing that the community
itself or any non-parent members of the community had resorted to
improper methods for involving minors in its activities, whether against
their own will or that of their parents. On the contrary, the involvement of
children in the community's religious life appears to have been approved
and encouraged by one of the parents who had been a Jehovah's Witness
himself or herself. Thus, the situation which had been imputed to the
applicant community had not actually been related to the community's
actions, but to the actions of its individual members who were parents of
those children.
125. The Court reiterates that Article 2 of Protocol No. 1 requires the
State to respect the rights of parents to ensure education and teaching in
conformity with their own religious convictions and that Article 5 of
Protocol No. 7 establishes that spouses enjoy equality of rights in their
relations with their children. The Russian Religions Act does not make
religious education of children conditional on the existence of an agreement
between the parents. Both parents, even in a situation where they adhere to
differing doctrines or beliefs, have the same right to raise their children in
accordance with their religious or non-religious convictions and any
disagreements between them in relation to the necessity and extent of the
children's participation in religious practices and education are private
disputes that are to be resolved according to the procedure established in
domestic family law.
126. The Russian courts also held that the applicant community had
interfered with the parental rights of non-Witness parents because Witness
parents had chosen to be represented by attorneys who had represented
other Jehovah's Witnesses. The Court points out that the right to defend
one's interests through legal assistance of one's own choosing implies the
possibility to choose from among qualified lawyers who would be best
prepared to represent the party in a given case. This right acquires particular
importance in a custody dispute where parental rights are at stake. It is
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understandable that Witness parents have often chosen to be represented by
attorneys who have considerable relevant experience in similar cases and
are also knowledgeable about the teachings of Jehovah's Witnesses. There is
no evidence that those representatives have exercised undue influence or
exerted pressure on the courts hearing the custody dispute, on the parties or
on witnesses. Moreover, it was not found that the attorneys at issue were
employees of or counsel for the applicant community. It is therefore unclear
on what legal grounds the applicant community could bear responsibility for
their activity.
127. Finally, the Court observes that the findings of the Golovinskiy
District Court that the rights of Jehovah's Witness children had been
violated on the ground that Biblical texts restrained their independent
thinking, hindered the development of patriotic feelings and made them
social outcasts had been made by reference to testimonies of prosecution
experts and relatives who had been openly hostile to the religion of
Jehovah's Witnesses. It does not appear, however, that the District Court
took care to cross-examine the children themselves, their teachers, social
workers or other relatives. In the absence of any first-hand evidence in
support of these findings, they cannot be said to have been based on an
acceptable assessment of the relevant facts.
(δ) Allegations of proselytising, “mind control” and totalitarian discipline

128. The Russian courts also held that the applicant community
breached the right of citizens to freedom of conscience by subjecting them
to psychological pressure, “mind control” techniques and totalitarian
discipline.
129. Leaving aside the fact that there is no generally accepted and
scientific definition of what constitutes “mind control” and that no
definition of that term was given in the domestic judgments, the Court finds
it remarkable that the courts did not cite the name of a single individual
whose right to freedom of conscience had allegedly been violated by means
of those techniques. Nor is it apparent that the prosecution experts had
interviewed anyone who had been coerced in that way into joining the
community. On the contrary, the individual applicants and other members
of the applicant community testified before the court that they had made a
voluntary and conscious choice of their religion and, having accepted the
faith of Jehovah's Witnesses, followed its doctrines of their own free will.
130. Furthermore, the petition of several thousand Jehovah's Witnesses
to the District Court, the President and the Prosecutor General contained the
request not to deny them their democratic rights and freedoms, including the
freedom of conscience (see paragraph 51 above). The District Court
considered that all the signatories to the petition had signed it as a result of
having been subjected to psychological pressure. However, it was unable to
refer to any evidence of such pressure or give an example of anyone who
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had signed the petition against his or her will. Accordingly, the findings of
the Russian courts on this point were based on conjecture uncorroborated by
fact.
(iii) Encouragement of suicide or the refusal of medical assistance

131. A further ground for banning the applicant community was the
charge that it had encouraged its members to commit suicide and/or to
refuse medical assistance in life-threatening situations.
132. The Court observes at the outset that the Russian courts did not
elaborate on the allegations of encouragement of suicide or give examples
of such incitement in the doctrine or practices of the applicant community or
name any community member who had terminated his or her life or sought
to do so. In so far as the domestic judgments can be understood to consider
that the refusal of a blood transfusion is tantamount to suicide, in the Court's
view, this analogy does not hold, for the situation of a patient seeking a
hastening of death through discontinuation of treatment is different from
that of patients who – like Jehovah's Witnesses – just make a choice of
medical procedures but still wish to get well and do not exclude treatment
altogether. As the charge of encouragement to suicide did not have any
basis in fact, the Court's task will be confined to reviewing the second
allegation, namely, that, at the instigation of the community, its members
declined medical assistance by refusing the transfusion of blood or its
components.
133. It is generally known that Jehovah's Witnesses believe that the
Bible prohibits ingesting blood, which is sacred to God, and that this
prohibition extends to transfusion of any blood or blood components that
are not the patient's own. The religious prohibition permits of no exceptions
and is applicable even in cases where a blood transfusion is deemed to be
necessary in the best clinical judgment to avoid irreparable damage to the
patient's health or even to save his or her life. Some Jehovah's Witnesses,
including members of the applicant community, carry an advance medical
directive – known in Russia as a “No Blood” card (see paragraph 68 above)
– stating that they refuse blood transfusions under any circumstances as a
matter of religious belief. A few members of the applicant community who
had been admitted to hospitals had firmly refused a blood transfusion
against the advice of medical specialists who strongly recommended it.
These elements had been correctly established by the domestic courts and
were not contested by the applicants.
134. The Court recognises that the refusal of potentially life-saving
medical treatment on religious grounds is a problem of considerable legal
complexity, involving as it does a conflict between the State's interest in
protecting the lives and health of its citizens and the individual's right to
personal autonomy in the sphere of physical integrity and religious beliefs
(see, mutatis mutandis, Pretty v. the United Kingdom, no. 2346/02, § 62 et
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seq., ECHR 2002-III). The impugned provision of the Russian Religious
Act was apparently designed to protect individuals from religious influence
which could lead them to make choices that are considered irrational or
unwise as a matter of public policy, such as the decision to refuse medical
treatment that is generally regarded as beneficial. It was based on the
assumption that the State's power to protect people from the harmful
consequences of their chosen lifestyle ought to override the rights of
believers to respect for their private life and to freedom to manifest their
religion in practice and observance. That assumption made it unnecessary
for the Russian courts to carry out a balancing exercise which would have
allowed them to weigh considerations of public health and safety against the
countervailing principle of personal autonomy and religious freedom
(compare Pretty, cited above, § 74). Accordingly, it falls to the Court to
verify whether or not the balance has been upset.
135. The very essence of the Convention is respect for human dignity
and human freedom and the notions of self-determination and personal
autonomy are important principles underlying the interpretation of its
guarantees (see Pretty, cited above, §§ 61 and 65). The ability to conduct
one's life in a manner of one's own choosing includes the opportunity to
pursue activities perceived to be of a physically harmful or dangerous nature
for the individual concerned. In the sphere of medical assistance, even
where the refusal to accept a particular treatment might lead to a fatal
outcome, the imposition of medical treatment without the consent of a
mentally competent adult patient would interfere with his or her right to
physical integrity and impinge on the rights protected under Article 8 of the
Convention (see Pretty, cited above, §§ 62 and 63, and Acmanne and Others
v. Belgium, no. 10435/83, Commission decision of 10 December 1984).
136. The freedom to accept or refuse specific medical treatment, or to
select an alternative form of treatment, is vital to the principles of selfdetermination and personal autonomy. A competent adult patient is free to
decide, for instance, whether or not to undergo surgery or treatment or, by
the same token, to have a blood transfusion. However, for this freedom to be
meaningful, patients must have the right to make choices that accord with
their own views and values, regardless of how irrational, unwise or
imprudent such choices may appear to others. Many established
jurisdictions have examined the cases of Jehovah's Witnesses who had
refused a blood transfusion and found that, although the public interest in
preserving the life or health of a patient was undoubtedly legitimate and
very strong, it had to yield to the patient's stronger interest in directing the
course of his or her own life (see the judgments cited in paragraphs 85 to 88
above). It was emphasised that free choice and self-determination were
themselves fundamental constituents of life and that, absent any indication
of the need to protect third parties – for example, mandatory vaccination
during an epidemic, the State must abstain from interfering with the
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individual freedom of choice in the sphere of health care, for such
interference can only lessen and not enhance the value of life (see the
Malette v. Shulman and Fosmire v. Nicoleau judgments, cited in paragraphs
85 and 87 above).
137. This position is echoed in the Russian law which safeguards the
patients' freedom of choice. The Fundamentals of Russian Legislation on
Health Protection explicitly provide for the patient's right to refuse medical
treatment or to request its discontinuation on condition that they have
received full and accessible information about the possible consequences of
that decision. Patients are not required to give reasons for the refusal. The
refusal may only be overridden in three specific situations: prevention of
spreading of contagious diseases, treatment of grave mental disorders and
mandatory treatment of offenders (see paragraphs 81 and 83 above).
Additionally, the parents' decision to refuse treatment of a child may be
reversed by means of judicial intervention (see paragraph 82 above). It
follows that Russian law protects the individual's freedom of choice in
respect to their health care decisions as long as the patient is a competent
adult and there is no danger to innocent third parties. These provisions had
been repeatedly invoked by the applicants in the first-instance and appeal
proceedings but were not mentioned or analysed in the domestic judgments.
The Court notes, however, that they were prima facie applicable in the
instant case because all the refusals of blood transfusions which had been
described in the domestic judgments had been formulated by adult
Jehovah's Witnesses having capacity to make medical decisions for
themselves. In the only case involving a minor, the hospital did not apply
for judicial authorisation of a blood transfusion, although such a possibility
was explicitly provided for in law (see paragraph 82 above), which indicates
that authorisation was considered unnecessary for medical or other reasons.
138. Furthermore, even though the Jehovah's Witnesses whose
opposition to blood transfusions was cited in evidence were adults having
legal capacity to refuse that form of treatment, the findings of the Russian
courts can be understood to mean that their refusals had not been an
expression of their true will but rather the product of pressure exerted on
them by the applicant community. The Court accepts that, given that health
and possibly life itself are at stake in such situations, the authenticity of the
patient's refusal of medical treatment is a legitimate concern. In the
landmark case In re T. (Adult: Refusal of Treatment), Donaldson L.J., on the
Court of Appeal of England and Wales, indicated that the refusal may have
been vitiated because it resulted not from the patient's will, but from the will
of others. If the patient's will was overborne, the refusal will not have
represented a true decision (see the judgment, § 5, paragraph 86 above).
Staughton L.J. added that “for an apparent refusal or consent to be less than
a true consent or refusal, there must be such a degree of external influence
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as to persuade the patient to depart from her own wishes, to an extent that
the law regards it as undue”.
139. The Court reiterates that, although the arguments based on religious
beliefs may be extremely persuasive and compelling, the right “to try to
convince one's neighbour” is an essential element of religious freedom (see
Kokkinakis, cited above, § 31, and Larissis and Others v. Greece,
24 February 1998, § 45, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1998-I). In the
Larissis case the Court drew a distinction between the position of
servicemen who found it difficult to withdraw from religious conversations
initiated by the applicants, who had been their superiors, and that of
civilians who were not subject to pressures and constraints of the same kind
as military personnel. The former could be viewed as a form of harassment
or the application of improper pressure, whereas the latter would be seen as
an innocuous exchange of ideas (see Larissis, §§ 51, 54, and 59). Turning to
the instant case, the Court finds nothing in the domestic judgments to
suggest that any form of improper pressure or undue influence was applied.
On the contrary, it appears that many Jehovah's Witnesses have made a
deliberate choice to refuse blood transfusions in advance, free from time
constraints of an emergency situation, which is borne out by the fact that
they had prepared for emergencies by filling out “No Blood” cards and
carrying them in their purses. There is no evidence that they wavered in
their refusal of a blood transfusion upon admission to hospital. Accordingly,
there is no factual basis supporting the finding that their will was overborne
or that the refusal of a blood transfer did not represent their true decision.
140. The District Court's finding that the “No Blood” card permitted the
patient's fellow believers to take medical decisions in his or her stead was
also at variance with the actual contents of the card (as reproduced in
paragraph 68 above). Designed as an advance medical directive, the card
merely certified the choice that the patient had already made for himself or
herself, namely, to refuse any transfusion of blood or its components. It did
not delegate the right to make any other medical decision to anyone else, but
designated the patient's legal representative who could ensure, in case of the
patient's unconsciousness or inability to communicate, that his or her choice
of medical treatment be known to, and respected by, the medical personnel.
Representation of the patient in medical matters was provided for in Article
33 of the Fundamentals on Health Protection (see paragraph 81 above). The
identity of the representative was of no legal significance, as the law did not
vest any special rights in the next-of-kin. The patient was free to choose as
his representative another fellow believer or a member of the Hospital
Liaison Committee in the applicant community who would have the added
benefit of detailed knowledge of the Jehovah's Witnesses doctrine on the
issue of blood transfusion and could advise the medical personnel on
compatibility of the contemplated procedure with the patient's religious
beliefs.
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141. Finally, the Court observes that the impugned provision of the
Religions Act, as interpreted by the domestic courts, did not require proof of
actual damage to life or limb. The fact that the applicant community had
preached the doctrinal importance of abstaining from blood transfusions in
its religious literature and distributed blank “No Blood” cards among its
members was in itself sufficient to trigger the banning of its activities. This
finding had the effect of making the part of the Jehovah's Witnesses
teachings concerning the refusal of medical treatment unlawful and
amounted to a declaration that their religious beliefs relating to the sacred
nature of blood were illegitimate. However, the Court reiterates that the
State does not have the right under the Convention to decide what beliefs
may or may not be taught because the right to freedom of religion as
guaranteed under the Convention excludes any discretion on the part of the
State to determine whether religious beliefs or the means used to express
such beliefs are legitimate (see Manoussakis and Others, cited above, § 47).
142. In the light of the above considerations, the Court finds that the
domestic courts did not convincingly show any “pressing social need” or the
existence of “relevant and sufficient reasons” capable of justifying a
restriction on the applicants' right to personal autonomy in the sphere of
religious beliefs and physical integrity.
(iv) Damage to citizens' health

143. The Russian courts decided that participation in the activities of the
applicant community had been damaging for the health of its followers
because they had refused blood transfusions and also experienced strong
emotions and personality changes.
144. The Court observes, on a general note, that the rites and rituals of
many religions may harm believers' well-being, such as, for example, the
practice of fasting, which is particularly long and strict in Orthodox
Christianity, or circumcision practised on Jewish or Muslim male babies. It
does not appear that the teachings of Jehovah's Witnesses include any such
contentious practices. What is more important, by contrast with the
provision that penalised the mere act of encouraging the refusal of medical
assistance, the accusation of causing damage to the health of citizens
required proof of actual harm to health as defined by law. However, the
domestic judgments did not identify any member of the applicant
community whose health had been harmed or cite any forensic study
assessing the extent of the harm and establishing a causal link between that
harm and the activities of the applicant community. The medical outcomes
in the reported cases of refusals of blood transfusions were not specified and
those reports were not accompanied by medical studies capable of
demonstrating that a blood transfusion would have actually benefited the
patient. Furthermore, as the Court has found above, the refusal of blood
transfusion was an expression of the free will of the individual community
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members who exercised their right to personal autonomy in the sphere of
health care protected both under the Convention and in Russian law.
145. The testimony by non-Witness family members about “sudden and
negative changes of personality” of their Witness relatives reflected their
subjective assessment of the situation, strongly coloured by their frustration
and estrangement from relatives. In general, personality changes are part
and parcel of human development and are not in themselves indicative of
any medical problems. Moreover, it is commonly known that religious
experiences are a powerful source of emotions and crying may come from
the joy of being united with the divine. It has not been shown in the
domestic proceedings, to any acceptable standard of proof, that the
emotional exhaustion or tears experienced by members of the applicant
community had any appreciable negative effect on their well-being or
mental state.
146. Accordingly, the Court finds that the charge of causing damage to
the health of citizens lacked a factual basis.
(v) Luring minors into the organisation

147. The applicant community was also accused of luring minors into
the organisation, which was understood by the domestic courts as the
involvement of minors in the religious activities despite the objections of
the parent who was not a Jehovah's Witness.
148. The Court has already examined this claim above in minute detail
and found that it was not substantiated by evidence (see paragraphs 124 et
seq. above). In particular, the Court was unable to find any indication that
minors had been “lured” against their will, by deception, trickery or any
other inappropriate means.
(vi) Incitement of citizens to refuse civic duties

149. The Russian courts found that the literature distributed by the
applicant community incited citizens to refuse military and alternative
civilian service, promoted a “disrespectful attitude” to the State flag and
anthem, and also prohibited them from celebrating State holidays.
150. It is a well-known fact that Jehovah's Witnesses are a religious
group committed to pacifism and that their doctrine prevents individual
members from performing military service, wearing uniform or taking up
weapons (see, for example, Thlimmenos v. Greece [GC], no. 34369/97,
§ 42, ECHR 2000-IV). On the other hand, Jehovah's Witnesses agree to
carry out alternative civilian service on the condition it is not connected
with military organisations (see Faizov v. Russia (dec.), no. 19820/04,
15 January 2009). The Russian Constitution (Article 59 § 3) and the Russian
Religions Act (section 3 § 4) explicitly acknowledge the right of Russian
nationals to conscientious objection to military service, in which case it has
to be substituted with alternative civilian service. The right to alternative
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civilian service has been consistently upheld by the Russian courts,
including in cases where it was exercised by a Jehovah's Witness (see
Faizov, cited above). Thus, the religious admonishment to refuse military
service was in full compliance with Russian laws and no instances of any
applicant community's members unlawfully refusing alternative civilian
service were put forward in the community trial.
151. The courts did not cite any domestic legal provision that would
require Jehovah's Witnesses to pay respect to State symbols. Neither the
State Anthem Act, nor the State Flag Act, nor the State Emblem Act of the
Russian Federation contain regulations on the civil duty of honouring such
symbols. The Russian Criminal Code penalises the act of desecrating the
State flag or the State emblem, which may happen by way of, for example,
ripping or soiling them or making marks on them that distort the meaning of
the State symbols (Article 329). However, not one conviction of the offence
of desecration or specific instance of “disrespectful attitude” on the part of
anyone from the applicant community was cited by the Russian courts in the
dissolution proceedings.
152. Finally, “participation in celebrations during State holidays” is not
a civil duty as defined by law. In fact, there is no law compelling celebration
of any holidays, whether they are secular or religious, and such compulsory
participation in celebrations, had it been elevated to the rank of a legal
obligation, could arguably have raised an issue under Articles 9 and 10 of
the Convention (compare Efstratiou and Valsamis v. Greece, 18 December
1996, § 32, Reports 1996-VI, concerning the participation of Jehovah's
Witness children in a school parade).
153. In the light of the above considerations, the Court finds that it has
not been persuasively shown that the applicant community or its individual
members incited, or were incited, to refuse to carry out any lawfully
established civil duties.
(d) Severity of the sanction

154. Finally, the Court will review the domestic decisions dissolving the
applicant community and banning its activities from the standpoint of the
gravity of the sanction applied by the Russian courts. It reiterates that the
nature and severity of the sanction are factors to be taken into account when
assessing the proportionality of the interference (see Refah Partisi, cited
above, § 133).
155. The Court observes at the outset that a blanket ban on the activities
of a religious community belonging to a known Christian denomination is
an extraordinary occurrence. Since their inception in the late nineteenth
century Jehovah's Witnesses have established an active presence in many
countries world-wide, including all European States which are currently
members of the Council of Europe. In those countries they have been
allowed to practise their religion in community with others, although they
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may have experienced delays and difficulties in obtaining formal
recognition (see, for example, Tsirlis and Kouloumpas v. Greece, 29 May
1997, § 44, Reports 1997-III, and Religionsgemeinschaft der Zeugen
Jehovas and Others, cited above).
156. Following the demise of the USSR and Russia's transition to
democracy, Jehovah's Witnesses were able to practise lawfully their religion
and register religious organisations at federal and regional level (see
paragraph 12 above). Their religious organisation registered at federal level
has been in existence since 1992 and was approved for re-registration by the
Ministry of Justice in 1999, following a detailed expert study. Almost four
hundred regional organisations of Jehovah's Witnesses have been created
and subsequently re-registered in other Russian regions (see paragraph 163
below). Even though some of those organisations have had to defend
themselves against charges similar to those levelled in the proceedings
against the applicant community before the Moscow courts (see, for
example, the judgment of the Tatarstan Supreme Court relating to the
refusal of a blood transfusion, cited in paragraph 84 above, or the failed
criminal charge of “luring minors into the cult”, described in Kuznetsov and
Others v. Russia, no. 184/02, §§ 10-13, 11 January 2007), none of them has
been dissolved or restricted in their religious activities.
157. The Court has already had occasion to examine the particular
situation obtaining in Moscow in the period following the enactment of the
1997 Religions Act where the authorities have consistently denied reregistration to religious organisations which were described as “nontraditional religions”, including The Salvation Army and the Church of
Scientology. The Court found in both cases that “the Moscow authorities
did not act in good faith and neglected their duty of neutrality and
impartiality” (see Church of Scientology Moscow v. Russia, no. 18147/02,
§ 97, 5 April 2007, and Moscow Branch of the Salvation Army v. Russia,
no. 72881/01, § 97, ECHR 2006-XI). This differential treatment, for which
Jehovah's Witnesses also appear to have been singled out, has remained a
matter of concern for the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
(see paragraphs 101-102 of the Report on the honouring of obligations and
commitments by the Russian Federation, cited in paragraph 89 above, and
Resolution 1278 on Russia's law on religion, cited in Church of Scientology
Moscow, § 63).
158. Before the decision dissolving it was made, the applicant
community of Jehovah's Witnesses had existed and legally operated in
Moscow for more than twelve years, from 1992 to 2004. During the entire
period of its lawful existence the applicant community, its elders and
individual members had never been found responsible for any criminal or
administrative offence or a civil wrong; no such evidence was produced in
the domestic dissolution proceedings or before the Court. A number of
criminal investigations into the activities of the applicant community
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undertaken on the basis of complaints by the Salvation Committee did not
produce evidence of any criminal offence either (see paragraphs 16-22
above).
159. Under section 14 of the Religions Act, forced dissolution and a ban
on activities is the only sanction which courts can apply to religious
organisations found to have breached the requirements of the Religions Act.
The Act does not provide for the possibility of issuing a warning or
imposing a fine. Accordingly, the sanction of dissolution is to be applied
indiscriminately without regard to the gravity of the breach in question. The
judgments of the Russian courts put an end to the existence of a religious
community made up of approximately 10,000 believers and imposed an
indefinite ban on its activities unlimited in time or scope. This was
obviously the most severe form of interference, affecting, as it did, the
rights of thousands of Moscow Jehovah's Witnesses who were, as a
consequence, denied the possibility of joining with fellow believers in
prayer and observance. Therefore, even if the Court were to accept that
there were compelling reasons for the interference, it finds that the
permanent dissolution of the applicant community, coupled with a ban on
its activities, constituted a drastic measure disproportionate to the legitimate
aim pursued. Greater flexibility in choosing a more proportionate sanction
could be achieved by introducing into the domestic law less radical
alternative sanctions, such as a warning, a fine or withdrawal of tax benefits
(see Tebieti Mühafize Cemiyyeti and Israfilov v. Azerbaijan, no. 37083/03,
§ 82, ECHR 2009-...).
(e) Overall conclusion

160. The Court finds that the interference with the applicants' right to
freedom of religion and association was not justified. The domestic courts
did not adduce “relevant and sufficient” reasons to show that the applicant
community forced families to break up, that it infringed the rights and
freedoms of its members or third parties, that it incited its followers to
commit suicide or refuse medical care, that it impinged on the rights of nonWitness parents or their children, or that it encouraged members to refuse to
fulfil any duties established by law. The sanction pronounced by the
domestic courts was excessively severe in view of the lack of flexibility in
the domestic law and disproportionate to whatever legitimate aim was
pursued. There has accordingly been a violation of Article 9 of the
Convention, read in the light of Article 11.
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II. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLES 9 AND 11 OF THE
CONVENTION ON ACCOUNT OF REFUSAL TO RE-REGISTER
THE APPLICANT COMMUNITY
161. The applicants complained that the unjustified refusal of Russian
authorities to grant the applicant community re-registration as a religious
organisation violated their rights under Articles 9 and 11 of the Convention.
The Court reiterates that complaints about the refusal of registration fall to
be examined from the standpoint of Article 11 of the Convention read in the
light of Article 9 (see The Moscow Branch of the Salvation Army, cited
above, §§ 74 and 75, with further references). As the religious nature of the
applicant community was not disputed at the national level and it had been
officially recognised as a regional religious organisation, the Court
considers that this approach must be followed in the instant case.
A. Submissions by the parties
1. The applicants
162. The applicants submitted that the denial of re-registration amounted
to an interference with their rights to freedom of religion and association.
As a matter of domestic law, it had the effect of depriving the applicant
community of the right to seek the exemption of clergy from military
service, the right to establish educational institutions, to invite foreign
preachers, to manufacture, purchase, import and distribute religious
literature, and many other rights. Moreover, the denial of re-registration
curtailed the right to amend the applicant community's own articles of
association, including their bank details and the list of authorised
signatories. The entering of the applicant community on the Unified State
Register of Legal Entities had been made in accordance with internal
administrative reforms and did not constitute re-registration for the purposes
of the Religions Act.
163. The applicants claimed that the interference had not been
prescribed by law or necessary in a democratic society. It had been
established by the Presnenskiy District Court on 16 August 2002 that the
Moscow Justice Department had not invoked the dissolution proceedings
before the Golovinskiy District Court as a ground for refusing reregistration. Furthermore, the four criminal investigations between June
1996 and April 1998 had found no criminal activity on the part of the
applicant community. In April 1999, after a detailed expert study, the
Ministry of Justice had granted re-registration to the federal organisation of
Jehovah's Witnesses, of which the applicant community had been a
member. Likewise, 398 communities of Jehovah's Witnesses in other
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Russian regions had been granted registration or re-registration during the
same period.
164. The applicants alleged that the Russian authorities had acted in bad
faith in that they had resorted to repeated denials of re-registration,
persistent delays and technical obstruction, even though there was no
evidence that the applicant community had posed any threat to the State or
public order.
2. The Government
165. The Government considered that there was no interference with the
applicants' right to freedom of association because the applicant community
had not been liquidated and retained the full capacity of a legal entity. On
9 September 2002 it had been entered on the Unified State Register of Legal
Entities and continued its religious activities.
166. The Government further submitted that there was no violation of
the applicants' right to freedom of religion or any restriction on that right.
The penalty imposed on the applicant community “was not harsh and was
not motivated by religious factors, but by a failure to observe the law and a
violation of the administrative procedure”. Members of the applicant
community continued to profess their faith, hold services of worship and
ceremonies, and guide their followers. Thus, from 5 to 7 July 2002 the
applicant community had held a regional congress of Jehovah's Witnesses
which had been attended by up to 24,000 believers.
167. Finally, the Government claimed that the applicant community was
not precluded from lodging a new application for re-registration.
B. Admissibility
168. The Court has already found in a similar case concerning a denial
of re-registration under the Russian Religions Act that, as long as the
applicant community has retained legal capacity to lodge an application
with this Court, individual applicants could not themselves claim to be
victims of a violation resulting from the domestic authorities' refusal of reregistration, which affected only the applicant community as such (see
Church of Scientology Moscow and Others v. Russia (dec.), no. 18147/02,
28 October 2004, and also The Holy Monasteries v. Greece, nos. 13092/87
and 13984/88, Commission decision of 5 June 1990). It follows that, in so
far as this complaint was introduced by the individual applicants, it is
incompatible ratione personae with the provisions of the Convention within
the meaning of Article 35 § 3 and must be rejected in accordance with
Article 35 § 4.
169. The Court further considers that the complaint by the applicant
community is not manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of Article 35
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§ 3 of the Convention. It further notes that it is not inadmissible on any
other grounds. It must therefore be declared admissible.
C. Merits
170. In the light of the general principles outlined above, the ability to
establish a legal entity in order to act collectively in a field of mutual
interest is one of the most important aspects of freedom of association,
without which that right would be deprived of any meaning. The Court has
expressed the view that a refusal by the domestic authorities to grant legalentity status to an association of individuals may amount to an interference
with the applicants' exercise of their right to freedom of association (see
Gorzelik, cited above, § 52 et passim, and Sidiropoulos, cited above, § 31 et
passim). Where the organisation of the religious community is at issue, a
refusal to recognise it also constitutes an interference with the applicants'
right to freedom of religion under Article 9 of the Convention (see
Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia, cited above, § 105). The believers'
right to freedom of religion encompasses the expectation that the
community will be allowed to function peacefully, free from arbitrary State
intervention (see Hasan and Chaush v. Bulgaria, cited above, § 62).
171. The Court observes that the applicant community had lawfully
existed and operated in Russia since 1992. In 1997 the respondent State
enacted a new Religions Act which required all religious organisations that
had been previously granted legal-entity status to amend their founding
documents in conformity with the new Act and to have them “re-registered”
within a specific time-period. Several applications for re-registration filed
by the applicant community before the established time-limit were rejected,
which had the effect of barring the possibility of filing further applications
for re-registration.
172. The Court has already found in two similar cases that, contrary to
the Government's submission, the entering of information concerning the
religious association into the Unified State Register of Legal Entities did not
constitute “re-registration” required under the Religious Act, as it was solely
linked to the establishment of that register and to the transfer of registration
competence from one authority to another following enactment of a new
procedure for registration of legal entities (see The Moscow Branch of The
Salvation Army, § 67, and Church of Scientology Moscow, § 78, both cited
above). Furthermore, the Court found in those same cases that the refusal of
re-registration disclosed an interference with the religious organisation's
right to freedom of association and also with its right to freedom of religion
in so far as the Religions Act restricted the ability of a religious association
without legal-entity status to exercise the full range of religious activities
and also to introduce amendments to its own articles of association (see The
Moscow Branch of The Salvation Army, § 74, and Church of Scientology
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Moscow, § 83, both cited above). These findings are applicable in the
present case as well.
173. Accordingly, the Court considers that there has been an interference
with the applicant community's rights under Article 11 of the Convention
read in the light of Article 9 of the Convention. It must therefore determine
whether the interference satisfied the requirements of paragraph 2 of those
provisions, that is, whether it was “prescribed by law”, pursued one or more
legitimate aims and was “necessary in a democratic society” (see, among
many authorities, Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia, cited above, § 106).
174. The Court observes that the grounds for refusing re-registration of
the applicant community were not consistent throughout the period during
which it attempted to secure re-registration. The first, second and third
applications were not processed for an alleged failure to submit a complete
set of documents (see paragraphs 37, 38 and 40 above), and subsequently
the applicant community was requested to submit the original charter and
registration certificate. However, the Presnenskiy District Court found that
there had been no legal basis for such request (see paragraph 48 above). The
fourth application was rejected because of textual discrepancies between the
charter and the Religions Act (see paragraph 41 above). The fifth and final
application was rejected with reference to the proceedings for dissolution of
the applicant community pending before the Golovinskiy District Court (see
paragraph 43 above). This ground was endorsed by the Buryrskiy District
and Moscow City Courts (see paragraphs 47 and 49 above). Finally, the
Presnenskiy District and Moscow City Courts dismissed the complaint
brought by the second applicant, Mr Chaykovskiy, on the basis of a new
ground, namely, the introduction of new registration forms in 2002 (see
paragraphs 48 and 49 above).
175. As regards the applicant community's alleged failure to submit a
complete set of documents, the Court notes that the Moscow Justice
Department consistently omitted to specify why it deemed the applications
incomplete (see paragraphs 37, 38 and 40 above). Responding to a written
inquiry by the applicant community, the deputy head of the Department
claimed that it was under no legal obligation to list the missing documents
(see paragraph 40 above). The Court has already found, in a similar case
involving the Moscow Justice Department, that not only did such an
approach deprive the applicant of an opportunity to remedy the supposed
defects of the applications and re-submit them, but it also ran counter to the
express requirement of the domestic law that any refusal must be reasoned
(see Church of Scientology Moscow, cited above, § 91). By not stating clear
reasons for rejecting the applications for re-registration submitted by the
applicant community, the Moscow Justice Department acted in an arbitrary
manner. Consequently, the Court considers that that ground for refusal was
not “in accordance with the law”.
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176. The request by the Moscow Justice Department for the original
charter and registration certificate was found – already in the domestic
proceedings – to lack a legal basis (see paragraph 48 above). Moreover, this
Court has already found in a similar case that the requirement to submit the
original documents did not flow from the text of the Religions Act or any
other regulatory documents and that it was also excessively burdensome on
the applicant as it could have the effect of making the resubmission of
rectified applications for re-registration impossible (see Church of
Scientology Moscow, cited above, § 92).
177. The Court does not consider it necessary to examine the alleged
discrepancies between the charter of the applicant community and the text
of the Religions Act because the fifth and final application for reregistration were submitted in corrected form and because these
discrepancies were not endorsed as independent grounds for refusal in the
domestic judicial proceedings.
178. It is likewise unnecessary to consider the issue whether the
reference to on-going dissolution proceedings could have been a valid
ground justifying the refusal of re-registration because, as the Court has
found above, the charges levelled against the applicant community were not
based on a solid evidentiary basis and could not be held to constitute
“relevant and sufficient” reasons for the interference.
179. Finally, as regards the domestic courts' finding that the applicant
community had to resubmit its application for re-registration using new
forms introduced in 2002, the Court notes that the Religions Act did not
make re-registration conditional on the use of specific forms. In any event,
neither the domestic authorities, nor the Government in their observations,
were able to specify by operation of which legal provisions the applicant
community could still resubmit an application for re-registration after such
application had obviously become belated following the expiry of the
extended time-limit on 31 December 2000 (compare Church of Scientology
Moscow, cited above, § 79).
180. It follows that the grounds invoked by the domestic authorities for
refusing re-registration of the applicant community had no lawful basis. A
further consideration relevant for the Court's assessment of the justification
for the interference is that by the time the re-registration requirement was
introduced, the applicant had lawfully existed and operated in Moscow as an
independent religious community for many years. At the relevant time there
existed no judicial or administrative decision by which the applicant
community as a whole or its individual members had been found to have
breached any domestic law or regulation governing associative life and
religious activities. In these circumstances, the Court considers that the
reasons for refusing re-registration should have been particularly weighty
and compelling (see Church of Scientology Moscow, and The Moscow
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Branch of The Salvation Army, both cited above, § 96). In the present case
no such reasons have been put forward by the domestic authorities.
181. In view of the finding above that the reasons invoked by the
Moscow Justice Department and endorsed by the Moscow courts for
refusing re-registration of the applicant community had no legal basis, the
Court concludes, as it has already done in two similar cases, that, in denying
re-registration to the Jehovah's Witnesses of Moscow, the Moscow
authorities did not act in good faith and neglected their duty of neutrality
and impartiality vis-à-vis the applicant community (see Church of
Scientology Moscow, and The Moscow Branch of The Salvation Army, both
cited above, § 97).
182. In the light of the foregoing, the Court considers that the
interference with the applicant community's right to freedom of religion and
association was not justified. There has therefore been a violation of
Article 11 of the Convention read in the light of Article 9 on account of the
refusal of re-registration of the applicant community.
III. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 14 OF THE CONVENTION,
READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH ARTICLES 9, 10 AND 11
183. The applicants further complained under Article 14 of the
Convention, read in conjunction with Articles 9, 10 and 11, that they had
been discriminated against on account of their position as a religious
minority in Russia. Article 14 reads as follows:
“The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in [the] Convention shall be
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a
national minority, property, birth or other status.”

A. Submissions by the parties
1. The applicants
184. The applicants submitted that the prosecution of the applicant
community and the dissolution proceedings had been solely based on a
discriminatory attack on the religious beliefs of Jehovah's Witnesses. The
domestic courts had consistently refused to carry out a comparative analysis
of publications of other religious organisations, in particular, the Russian
Orthodox Church.
2. The Government
185. The Government denied that the refusal or re-registration or the
dissolution of the applicant community and banning of its activities had
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discriminated against the applicant community or the individual applicants.
They pointed out that there was no evidence of any prosecution of
community members.
B. Admissibility
186. The Court considers that this complaint is not manifestly illfounded within the meaning of Article 35 § 3 of the Convention or
inadmissible on any other ground. It must therefore be declared admissible.
C. Merits
187. It is reiterated that Article 14 has no independent existence, but
plays an important role by complementing the other provisions of the
Convention and the Protocols, since it protects individuals placed in similar
situations from any discrimination in the enjoyment of the rights set forth in
those other provisions. Where a substantive Article of the Convention or its
Protocols has been invoked both on its own and together with Article 14 and
a separate breach has been found of the substantive Article, it is not
generally necessary for the Court to consider the case under Article 14 also,
though the position is otherwise if a clear inequality of treatment in the
enjoyment of the right in question is a fundamental aspect of the case (see
Chassagnou and Others v. France [GC], nos. 25088/94, 28331/95 and
28443/95, § 89, ECHR 1999-III, and Dudgeon v. the United Kingdom,
judgment of 22 October 1981, Series A no. 45, § 67).
188. In the circumstances of the present case the Court considers that the
inequality of treatment of which the applicants claimed to be victims has
been sufficiently taken into account in the above assessment leading to the
finding of a violation of substantive Convention provisions. It follows that
there is no cause for a separate examination of the same facts from the
standpoint of Article 14 of the Convention (see Metropolitan Church of
Bessarabia, § 134, and Sidiropoulos, § 52, both cited above).
IV. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 6 OF THE CONVENTION
ON ACCOUNT OF THE ALLEGEDLY EXCESSIVE LENGTH OF
THE DISSOLUTION PROCEEDINGS
189. The applicants complained of a violation of Article 6 § 1 of the
Convention on account of the excessive length of the proceedings
concerning the dissolution of the applicant community. The relevant part of
Article 6 § 1 read as follows:
“In the determination of his civil rights and obligations ... everyone is entitled to a ...
hearing within a reasonable time by [a] ... tribunal ...”
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A. Submissions by the parties
1. The applicants
190. The applicants claimed that the proceedings in the case had been
unreasonably long. They submitted a detailed breakdown of delays
attributable to various actors in the proceedings, from which it appeared that
a major delay of three years and forty-one days had been due to expert
studies, a further delay of two years, one month and twenty-five days had
been caused by the courts, and five months and three days by the
prosecutors. The applicants accepted that they had been responsible for a
two-month delay in the proceedings.
2. The Government
191. The Government submitted that the length of proceedings in the
case was accounted for by its complexity and also by the fact that three
composite forensic studies involving specialists in religious studies,
linguistics and psychology had been ordered. Moreover, the proceedings
had been postponed more than once at the request of the applicant
community.
B. Admissibility
192. The Court observes that only the applicant community, and not the
individual applicants, was party to the civil proceedings. It follows that, in
so far as this complaint was introduced by the individual applicants, it is
incompatible ratione personae with the provisions of the Convention within
the meaning of Article 35 § 3 and must be rejected in accordance with
Article 35 § 4.
193. The Court further reiterates that Article 6, under its civil limb, is
applicable to proceedings concerning the legal existence of an association
(see Religionsgemeinschaft der Zeugen Jehovas, §§ 106-08, and APEH
Üldözötteinek Szövetsége and Others, §§ 30-36, both cited above). As this
complaint is not manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of Article 35 § 3
of the Convention or inadmissible on any other grounds, it must therefore be
declared admissible.
C. Merits
1. The period under consideration
194. The Court observes that the prosecutor introduced an application
for dissolution of the applicant community on 20 April 19981. However, the
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period to be taken into consideration for the purposes of the present case
began only on 5 May 1998, when the Convention entered into force in
respect of Russia. The period in question ended on 16 June 2004 with the
final decision of the City1 Court. It lasted, accordingly, a total of six years
and almost two months at two levels of jurisdiction, of which six years, one
month and thirteen days fall within the Court's jurisdiction.
2. Reasonableness of the length of proceedings
195. The Court reiterates that the reasonableness of the length of
proceedings must be assessed in the light of the circumstances of the case
and with reference to the following criteria: the complexity of the case, the
conduct of the applicant and the relevant authorities and what was at stake
for the applicant in the dispute (see, among many other authorities,
Frydlender v. France [GC], no. 30979/96, § 43, ECHR 2000-VII).
196. The Court observes that the proceedings concerned the dissolution
of a religious community and the banning of its activities. The issues
involved were admittedly complex. However, the complexity of the case
alone cannot explain the overall duration of the proceedings, which was
over six years at two levels of jurisdiction.
197. In so far as the conduct of the applicant community is concerned,
the Court notes that several hearings were adjourned at the applicant
community's request, which caused an aggregate delay of approximately six
months.
198. As to the conduct of the authorities, the Court finds that the overall
period, less the period attributable to the applicant community's conduct,
leaves the authorities accountable for approximately five and a half years.
Certain delays in that period were attributable to the courts, for instance, a
four-month delay between the quashing of the first judgment by the
Moscow City Court on 30 May 2001 and the opening of a new trial on
25 September 2001 or a three-month adjournment of the trial between
13 February and 14 May 2003. However, the majority of the delays were
caused by the proceedings being stayed pending the completion of expert
studies, of which the first study took more than twenty months (from March
1999 to December 2000) to be completed. In total, the experts' delays
amounted to more than three years. The Court is not called upon to
determine the reasons for the delay in preparation of the expert reports
because, as it has found on many occasions, Article 6 § 1 of the Convention
imposes on Contracting States the duty to organise their judicial system in
such a way that their courts can meet the obligation to decide cases within a
reasonable time and because the responsibility for a delay caused by expert
examinations ultimately rests with the State (see Rolgezer and Others
1
1
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v. Russia, no. 9941/03, § 30, 29 April 2008; Salamatina v. Russia,
no. 38015/03, § 28, 1 March 2007; Kesyan v. Russia, no. 36496/02, § 57,
19 October 2006; and Capuano v. Italy, 25 June 1987, § 32, Series A
no. 119). It follows that the authorities were responsible for a significant
part of the delays in the proceedings.
199. Having examined all the material submitted to it, the Court
considers that in the instant case the length of the proceedings was excessive
and failed to meet the “reasonable time” requirement. There has accordingly
been a breach of Article 6 § 1 on that account.
V. OTHER ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF THE CONVENTION
200. Lastly, the applicants complained under Article 4 of Protocol No. 7
that the proceedings for dissolution of the applicant community represented
a retrial for the offences of which they had been finally acquitted following
the criminal investigation in 1998. They also complained, under Article 6
§ 1, that at the appeal hearing on 30 May 2001, one member of the bench
had held a subjective bias against Jehovah's Witnesses, that the appeal court
had acted in excess of its jurisdiction and that the protracted prosecution of
Jehovah's Witnesses amounted to an abuse of prosecutorial discretion.
201. The Court notes that the proceedings for dissolution of the
applicant community were civil in nature. Accordingly, Article 4 of
Protocol No. 7 finds no application and this complaint is incompatible
ratione materiae with the provisions of the Convention and must be rejected
in accordance with Article 35 § 4. Furthermore, following the appeal
judgment of 30 May 2001, the case was examined de novo by courts at two
levels of jurisdiction. The complaint concerning the alleged defects of the
appeal hearing is therefore manifestly ill-founded and must also be rejected.
VI. APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 41 OF THE CONVENTION
202. Article 41 of the Convention provides:
“If the Court finds that there has been a violation of the Convention or the Protocols
thereto, and if the internal law of the High Contracting Party concerned allows only
partial reparation to be made, the Court shall, if necessary, afford just satisfaction to
the injured party.”

A. Damage
203. The applicants submitted that the main pecuniary damage resulting
from the dissolution proceedings had been the legal costs and
disbursements, which they would claim under a separate head below. As to
the non-pecuniary damage, they asked the Court to determine the exact
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amount of compensation. They cited as reference amounts the awards of
20,000 euros (EUR) in the case of Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and
Others (cited above, concerning the refusal of registration of the applicant
church), EUR 75,000 in the case of Sovtransavto Holding v. Ukraine (just
satisfaction, no. 48553/99, 2 October 2003, concerning the anxiety caused
by long litigation) and EUR 200,000 in the case of Dicle for the Democratic
Party (DEP) of Turkey v. Turkey (no. 25141/94, 10 December 2002,
concerning frustration of members of the unjustly dissolved political party).
204. The Government submitted that they had already given examples
showing that Jehovah's Witnesses had been able to exercise their religious
rights and therefore a finding of a violation would constitute sufficient just
satisfaction.
205. The Court considers that the refusal to allow the applicant
community to be re-registered and the protracted domestic proceedings
which culminated in its dissolution and the banning of its activities must
undoubtedly have caused non-pecuniary damage to the applicant
community, as well as feelings of distress, anxiety and injustice to the
individual applicants, and also handicapped their religious life and disrupted
the possibility of practicing the religion of Jehovah's Witnesses in
community with others. Making a global assessment on the non-pecuniary
damage on an equitable basis, the Court awards the applicants jointly EUR
20,000, plus any tax that may be chargeable.
206. It is further reiterated that, where the Court finds a violation, the
respondent State has a legal obligation under Article 46 of the Convention
not just to pay those concerned the sums awarded by way of just satisfaction
under Article 41, but also to select, subject to supervision by the Committee
of Ministers, the general and/or, if appropriate, individual measures to be
adopted in their domestic legal order to put an end to the violation found by
the Court and to redress so far as possible the effects. In general, it is
primarily for the State concerned to choose the means to be used in its
domestic legal order to discharge its legal obligation under Article 46 of the
Convention. In the instant case the Court found a violation of Article 9 read
in the light of Article 11 on account of the dissolution of the applicant
community and the banning of its activities and also a violation of Article
11 read in the light of Article 9 on account of the refusal of re-registration of
the applicant community within the meaning of the 1997 Religions Act. It is
noted that, pursuant to the Russian Constitutional Court's judgment no. 4-P
of 26 February 2010, the Court's judgments are binding on Russia and a
finding of a violation of the Convention or its Protocols by the Court is a
ground for reopening civil proceedings under Article 392 of the Code of
Civil Procedure and review of the domestic judgments in the light of the
Convention principles established by the Court. The Court considers that
such a review would be the most appropriate means of remedying the
violations it has identified in the judgment. However, the respondent State
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remains free, subject to monitoring by the Committee of Ministers, to
choose any other additional means by which it will discharge its legal
obligation under Article 46 of the Convention, provided that such means are
compatible with the conclusions set out in the Court's judgment (see
Scozzari and Giunta v. Italy [GC], nos. 39221/98 and 41963/98, § 249).
B. Costs and expenses
207. The applicants explained that in the domestic dissolution
proceedings they had retained three experienced lawyers to defend the
community of some 10,000 Moscow Jehovah's Witnesses against the claims
of the Ministry of Justice and Russian prosecutors. Mr J. Burns, a member
of the Canadian Bar, had been fully versed in the religious beliefs, practices
and literature of the applicants and had conducted many cases for Jehovah's
Witnesses in various jurisdictions world-wide. Mr A. Leontyev had acted as
general counsel for the Administrative Centre of Jehovah's Witnesses in
Russia. Ms G. Krylova, a senior member of the Moscow Bar, had been a
leading lawyer in Russia in matters of religious freedom. In addition, Mr R.
Daniel, a member of the English Bar, had been retained for the purposes of
preparing the application to the Court.
208. The applicants pointed out that the domestic dissolution
proceedings had lasted for an exceptionally long period of time – 116 court
days – and that their defence had needed to secure the appearance of many
experts and witnesses and be properly represented. The total costs of the
Russian attorney, Mr Leontyev1, at the hourly rate of EUR 40, travel
expenses, printing and copying costs at EUR 0.15 per page, and
transcription expenses at EUR 3.50 per page, amounted to EUR 65,519.75,
according to the following break-down:
 EUR 800 for the defence in the criminal proceedings;
 EUR 19,329.45 for the first round of proceedings before the
Golovinskiy District Court (37 days; 1,952 pages of transcript);
 EUR 1,078.10 for the defence against the prosecutor's appeal to
the Moscow City Court;
 EUR 35,142.20 for the second round of proceedings before the
Golovinskiy District Court (66 days; 3,257 pages of transcript);
 EUR 1,070 for the appeal proceedings before the Moscow City
Court;
 EUR 8,100 for the application to the Court.
209. In addition, counsel's fees and disbursements amounted to EUR
42,400 for Ms Krylova, EUR 219,571 for Mr Burns and EUR 36,258 for
Mr Daniel, that is EUR 298,229 in total. The applicants submitted copies of
legal-services agreements and other supporting documents.
1
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210. The Government submitted that the costs had been manifestly
excessive and unreasonable because they largely exceeded the amounts
which the Court normally paid by way of legal aid to the applicants and
because they “did not correspond to the living conditions in Russia”.
Moreover, excepting Ms Krylova's fees, the applicants had not submitted
proof that counsel's fees had actually been paid. Even assuming that the fees
had been paid, the Government claimed that the amount awarded should not
exceed EUR 3,000.
211. The Court observes that the dissolution proceedings had been
instituted by the Russian authorities for the purpose of banning the activities
of the entire applicant community. The applicants were thus compelled to
deploy substantial resources for defending the interests of the community
and their fellow believers in Moscow. The dissolution proceedings had
undoubtedly been complex and lasted for a formidable 116 court days,
which led the Court to find a separate violation of the reasonable-time
guarantee under Article 6 of the Convention. In these circumstances, the
Court accepts that these proceedings generated a substantial amount of legal
costs and expenses. Nevertheless, it considers that the amount of counsel's
fees excessive. Making a global assessment of costs and expenses, the Court
awards the applicants jointly EUR 50,000, plus any tax that may be
chargeable to them on that amount.
C. Default interest
212. The Court considers it appropriate that the default interest should
be based on the marginal lending rate of the European Central Bank, to
which should be added three percentage points.

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT UNANIMOUSLY
1. Declares admissible the applicants' complaint concerning the dissolution
of the applicant community and the banning of its activity, the complaint
by the applicant community concerning the refusal of its re-registration,
the complaint about discrimination on religious grounds, and the
complaint by the applicant community concerning the excessive length
of the dissolution proceedings, and the remainder of the application
inadmissible;
2. Holds that there has been a violation of Article 9 of the Convention read
in the light of Article 11 on account of the dissolution of the applicant
community and the banning of its activity;
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3. Holds that there has been a violation of Article 11 of the Convention read
in the light of Article 9 on account of the refusal to allow re-registration
of the applicant community;
4. Holds that it is not necessary to examine whether the refusal of reregistration and/or the decision on dissolution of the applicant
community also disclosed a violation of Article 14 of the Convention;
5. Holds that there has been a violation of Article 6 § 1 of the Convention
on account of the excessive length of the dissolution proceedings;
6. Holds
(a) that the respondent State is to pay to the applicants jointly, within
three months from the date on which the judgment becomes final in
accordance with Article 44 § 2 of the Convention, the following
amounts, to be converted into Russian roubles at the rate applicable at
the date of settlement:
(i) EUR 20,000 (twenty thousand euros) in respect of
non-pecuniary damage, plus any tax that may be chargeable; and
(ii) EUR 50,000 (fifty thousand euros) in respect of costs and
expenses, plus any tax that may be chargeable to the applicants;
(b) that from the expiry of the above-mentioned three months until
settlement simple interest shall be payable on the above amounts at a
rate equal to the marginal lending rate of the European Central Bank
during the default period plus three percentage points;
7. Dismisses the remainder of the applicants' claim for just satisfaction.
Done in English, and notified in writing on 10 June 2010, pursuant to
Rule 77 §§ 2 and 3 of the Rules of Court.

Søren Nielsen
Registrar

Christos Rozakis
President
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In the case of Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya v. Ukraine,
The European Court of Human Rights (Fifth Section), sitting as a
Chamber composed of:
Mr P. LORENZEN, President,
Mrs S. BOTOUCHAROVA,
Mr K. JUNGWIERT,
Mr V. BUTKEVYCH,
Mrs M. TSATSA-NIKOLOVSKA,
Mr R. MARUSTE,
Mr M. VILLIGER, judges,
and Mrs C. WESTERDIEK, Section Registrar,
Having deliberated in private on 22 May 2007,
Delivers the following judgment, which was adopted on that date:

PROCEDURE
1. The case originated in an application (no. 77703/01) against Ukraine
lodged with the Court under Article 34 of the Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (“the Convention”) by a
religious association, the Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya (“the applicant
association”), on 4 January 2001.
2. The applicant was represented by Mr K. Buzadzhy, a lawyer
practising in Kyiv. The Ukrainian Government (“the Government”) were
represented by their Agents (Ms V. Lutkovska, Ms Z. Bortnovska and
Mr Y. Zaytsev).
3. On 22 May 2003 the Court decided to communicate the applicant
association's complaints concerning an alleged infringement of Article 9 and
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the respondent Government. Under the
provisions of Article 29 § 3 of the Convention, it decided to examine the
merits of the application at the same time as its admissibility.
4. On 31 August 2004 the Court requested additional information and
comments from the parties on the applicant association's claims under
Article 9, taken alone and in conjunction with Article 11 of the Convention,
and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the Convention.

THE FACTS
5. The applicant association, the Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya (“the
Parish”) of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyiv Patriarchate
“Church of 1,000 years of Baptisms in the Kyivan Rus” in the Darnytsky
District of Kyiv, is a religious group. On 6 October 2000 it had 29 members,
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a figure which had increased to 30 by 2005 according to information
provided by its representative on 9 February 2005. All the members sit on
the Parishioners' Assembly. The head of the applicant association is
Mr Volodymyr Makarchykov.
I. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE

A. The functioning of the Parish prior to the decision to change
denomination
6. On 5 April 1989 a group of 25 people, including the head of the
Parish, decided to form a religious association under the auspices of the
Russian Orthodox Church. On the same date they decided to build a church
and name it the “Svyato-Mykhaylivska Church of 1,000 years of Baptisms
in the Kyivan Rus'”. The group lodged a request to register the association
with the Religious Affairs Council at the Cabinet of Ministers (Рада з
питань релігій при Кабінеті Міністрів) and the State Executive
Committee.
7. On 22 February 1990 the Religious Affairs Council registered the
group as a religious association of the Russian Orthodox Church in the
Darnytsky District of Kyiv (the “religious association”).
8. On 26 February 1990 the Kyiv City Council informed
Mr Makarchykov that the religious association had been granted permission
to build a church for the use of its members.
9. On 4 March 1990 the religious association approved its statute and
elected its governing bodies (the Parishioners' Assembly, Parishioners'
Council and the Supervisory Board). It decided to admit twelve new
members to the Parishioners' Assembly and to elect six of its members to
the Parishioners' Council and the Supervisory Board. Mr Makarchykov was
elected as a member of the Parishioners' Council and became its chairman.
10. On 29 March 1990 the Religious Affairs Council registered changes
to the governing bodies of the religious association. Mr Makarchykov was
registered as its chairman, F.L.E. as deputy chairman and O.L.V. as a
treasurer of the religious association. The Council also registered the
changes to the composition of the Supervisory Board.
11. From the date of its creation in April 1989 to December 1999 the
Parishioners' Assembly membership varied from about 20 to 27 members.
In the course of this period the Parishioners' Assembly was actively
involved in making important decisions as to the management and
administration of the religious association (appointment of Chairman,
treasurer, supervisory board, approval of appointment of a priest, approval
of the statutes of affiliates, missions and brotherhoods of the church,
important financial and logistical matters and issues related to construction
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of a new church, etc.). Throughout this period My Makarchykov acted as a
Chairman of the religious association and frequently as a secretary during
the meetings of the Parishioners' Assembly.
12. On 22 March 1992 the Parishioners' Assembly passed resolutions for
the religious association to change denomination, as it was dissatisfied with
the leadership of Archbishop Filaret, the head of the newly registered
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyiv Patriarchate, and for it to become
independent in its organisational, religious and commercial activities. It was
also decided that it should act under the religious guidance of the
Archbishop of the Finnish Orthodox Church in canonical issues.
13. On 19 November 1992 the Parishioners' Assembly adopted a new
statute seeking its registration as a legal entity. The Assembly requested
Archbishop Volodymyr of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Moscow
Patriarchate) to approve the statute. The name of the association was
changed to “Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya of the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church of the Kyiv Eparchy Church of 1,000 years of Baptisms in the
Kyivan Rus'” (the “Parish”; Свято-Михайлівська парафія Української
православної церкви Київської єпархії «Храму на честь 1000-ліття
хрещення Київської Русі»).
14. On 8 February 1993 the representative of the President of Ukraine in
Kyiv made a formal decision to register the statute of the Parish (статут
релігійної організації). From that date onwards the Parish, as a registered
legal entity, belonged to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Moscow
Patriarchate). The new statute stated:
“(...) 1.1. Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya (a religious group) is a religious
association of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyiv Patriarchate “Church of
1,000-years of Baptisms in the Kyivan Rus” (hereinafter the 'Parish') and is created
for the purposes of mutual affiliation and the spreading of Orthodox religion and faith.
It is composed of secular priests, ministers and laymen and is a part of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of the Kyiv Eparchy (Київської єпархії Української Православної
Церкви).
(...) 2.1. The highest governing body of the Parish is the Parishioners' Assembly,
which is eligible in presence of not less than 2/3 of members of the Parishioners'
Assembly. Resolutions of the Parishioners' Assembly shall be adopted by a simple
majority.
2.2. In its religious activities, the Parish shall be guided by the priest – prior, who
shall be elected by the Parishioners' Assembly. In its administrative-financial
activities, it shall be subordinate to the Parishioners' Assembly.
(...) 2.12. The Parishioners' Assembly shall accept new members from clergymen
and laymen at their request, provided they are at least 18 years of age, attend religious
services and confession, follow the canonical guidance of the prior and have not been
excommunicated by the church or are being judged by the religious court.
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(...) 2.5. All official Parish documents shall be signed by the prior and the chair of
the Parishioners' Council; banking and other financial documents shall be signed by
the chair of the Parishioners' Council and the treasurer.
(...) 6.1. Decisions as to changes and amendments to the statute shall be proposed
by the Parishioners' Council and adopted by the Parishioners' Assembly...
6.2. Changes and amendments to the statute shall be made in the same manner and
within the same time-limits as those applicable to the registration of the statute.”

15. On 9 April 1994 the Parishioners' Assembly, in accordance with a
proposal by the new prior, refused to introduce changes and amendments to
the statute until the construction of the new church building for the use of
religious association was finalised. The proposed statute had to conform to
the standard statutes of religious associations belonging to the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church (Moscow Patriarchate).
16. In 1994 and 1999 Mr Makarchykov signed a number of documents
relating to the construction of the new church in his capacity as chairman of
the Parishioners' Council. These documents, which included contracts and
decisions of the architectural and State bodies, were accepted by him as the
head of the Parishioners' Assembly and countersigned in a number of
instances by various State officials.
17. On 6 October 1999 the Parishioners' Assembly examined complaints
about the management of the church that had been sent to Archbishop
Volodymyr by new lay members. The Assembly also decided not to make
the changes and amendments to the statute of the Parish necessary for its
conformity with the standard statute used by the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church (Moscow Patriarchate)”.
18. On 14 October 1999, the Parishioners' Assembly examined the
construction works at the site of the new church and decided not to make
any changes to the statute until the works had been completed. It also heard
complaints from Assembly members about Mr Makarchykov's alleged
abuse of funds that had been raised for the construction of the church and
against a prior of the Parish, who allegedly had no authority to act.
19. On 4 November 1999 a commission set up by the Moscow
Patriarchate condemned the economic activities of the Parish, as being
badly managed and removed the books of account.
20. On 10 November 1999 the Parishioners' Assembly resolved not to
retain Father Tesliuk as prior and requested Archbishop Volodymyr of the
Moscow Patriarchate to appoint a different prior. They also condemned the
activities of the former prior, Father Nikolay, who had allegedly misused
charitable aid from Italy and acted fraudulently. The Parishioners' Assembly
also decided to proceed with criminal complaints it had lodged with the
police against Father Tesliuk and Father Nikolay.
21. On 1 December 1999 26 members of the Parishioners' Assembly
allowed requests from two members of the Assembly not to participate in its
activities owing to pressure from the Moscow Patriarchate on the Parish and
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the attempts of Father Nikolay to split the Parish. Six members of the
Assembly were elected as honorary members, with a right of “advisory
vote”. One new member was admitted to the Assembly. The Assembly
condemned the report of 4 November 1999 and the decision to remove the
Parish's accounting papers. Mr Makarchykov also informed the Assembly
that Father Nikolay had unlawfully withheld charitable aid given to the
Parish in the amount of 2,880,000 United States dollars (USD). The
Assembly decided not to retain Father Nikolay and Father Tesliuk as their
priors and requested their transfer away from the Parish. The Assembly was
also informed by one of its members that Archbishop Volodymyr refused to
discuss with him the internal conflict in the Parish.
22. According to the applicant association, on 24 December 1999 the
Parishioners' Assembly consisted of 27 individuals: Mr B.S., Ms B.I.,
Mr B.M., Mr G.S., Mr G.V., Mr D.S., Mr Ye.S., Ms Z.N., Mr K.A.,
Ms K.L., Mr K.V., Ms L.V., Mr V.I. Makarchykov (the Chairman of the
Parishioners' Assembly), Ms M.S., Mr M.A., Ms N.M., Ms R.V., Mr R.V.,
Mr S.S., Mr T.L., Mr Ts.L., Ms Ch.V., Ms Ch.I., Mr Sh.Ye., Mr Sh.M.,
Mr Sch.D. and Ms Ya.V.
B. The Parishioner's Assembly resolution of December 1999 to
change denomination
23. On 24 December 1999 the Parishioners' Assembly, with 21 of its 27
members present, decided to withdraw from the jurisdiction and canonical
guidance of the Moscow Patriarchate and to accept that of the Kyiv
Patriarchate. The following 6 members of the Assembly were not present
during the meeting and did not vote for a change of jurisdiction: Mr G.S.,
Mr G.V., Mr D.S., Mr K.V., Mr M.A. and Mr Sh.M. The Assembly gave
authority to two members of the Assembly, Mr Makarchykov and
Mr Sh.Ye., to lodge a request with the Head of the Kyiv City State
Administration for the registration of the changes and amendments to the
Parish's statute. The Assembly requested Archbishop Filaret of the Kyiv
Patriarchate to approve the changes and amendments.
24. On 25 December 1999 and 10 January 2000 Archbishop Filaret
declared the Parish a part of the Kyiv Patriarchate. He also appointed
Mr Pavlo Osnovyanenko as a prior and spiritual counsellor of the Parish.
25. On 27 December 1999 Mr Makarchykov and Mr Ye.Sh. lodged an
application with the Kyiv City State Administration to register the
amendments to its statute as a result of the change of denomination.
26. On 28 December 1999 Mr Makarchykov signed a contract on behalf
of the Parish with a private contractor “Khades” to ensure the security of the
church premises and the partly-constructed new church.
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C. Events in January and February 2000
27. The applicant association alleges that on 1 January 2000 the church
premises were taken over by approximately 150-200 clerics and lay people
supporting the Moscow Patriarchate, who had arrived at the church in the
evening. All the members of the Parishioners' Assembly signed a statement
condemning this intrusion into their internal affairs by the representatives of
another denomination. The construction work on the new church was also
disrupted. According to the private firm responsible for security at the
church officials of the Darnytsky District Department of the Interior had
warned them not to intervene in the conflict.
28. On 2 January 2000 Archbishop Volodymyr of the Moscow
Patriarchate authorised Archpriests Filaret (Lukyanchuk), V. Rusynka,
M. Tereschuk and D. Grygorak and a lawyer of the Kyiv Metropolis,
V.F. Volynets, to hold a meeting of the Parishioners' Assembly in the
Svyato-Mykhaylivska Church.
29. On the same day, 309 supporters of the Moscow Patriarchate, who
the applicant association alleged were from different churches in the city
(although, according to the Government, 295 were active members of the
Parish), held a meeting at which they passed a vote of no confidence in
Mr Makarchykov as chairman of the Parishioners' Assembly and elected
new governing bodies for the church. In particular, they elected a new
Parishioners' Assembly composed of 19 members (the “New Assembly”), a
treasurer and a supervisory board.
The Assembly also adopted the model statute for churches belonging to
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Moscow Patriarchate). It approved a
proposal from Archpriest Filaret (Lukyanchuk) of the Moscow Patriarchate
to elect Father Nikolay (Mykola) as the Chairman of the Parishioners'
Assembly. The minutes of the meeting of the Assembly were approved by
the secretary of the Moscow Patriarchate, Archpriest V. Kosovsky, on
3 January 2000.
30. On 2 January 2000 the members of the original Parishioners'
Assembly requested the Minister of the Interior, the Head of the Kyiv City
State Administration, the General Prosecutor and other law-enforcement
authorities to protect their church and property.
31. On 3 January 2000 the Deputy President of the Darnytsky District
Court of Kyiv informed Mr Makarchykov that he should address his
complaints concerning the confiscation of church property to the courts in
accordance with Articles 137 and 138 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The
Deputy President also advised that any criminal complaints concerning
alleged offences had to be lodged with the police or prosecutor with
territorial jurisdiction.
32. On 4 January 2000 Archbishop Filaret of the Kyiv Patriarchate
publicly protested against the “seizure of the church” by representatives of
the Moscow Patriarchate. In particular, he stated in letters to the Chairman
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of the Kyiv City State Administration, the Minister of the Interior, the
General Prosecutor, the Head of the Kyiv Department of the Interior, the
Human-Rights Ombudsman and the Chairman of the Parliament that the
Parishioners' Assembly that had resolved to withdraw from the jurisdiction
of the Moscow Patriarchate was the legitimate governing body of the
Parish.
33. On 8 January 2000, 21 members of the original Parishioners'
Assembly composed of 27 members held a meeting to discuss the events of
1-3 January 2000. They elected a Parishioners' Council with the following
composition: Mr Makarchykov, Chairman; Mr Burtovy, Treasurer; and Mr
Krasnook, Assistant to the Chairman. Mr Pavlo Osnovyanko was approved
as a prior of the Parish, upon a proposal from the Kyiv Patriarchate. The
Assembly elected the Supervisory Board and asked Archbishop Filaret to
approve their decisions.
34. On the same date Archbishop Volodymyr of the Moscow
Patriarchate informed the Kyiv City State Administration that the
documents that had been submitted for registration of the change of
denomination were forged as the majority of the Parish members and its
prior opposed the change of denomination to the Kyiv Patriarchate.
35. On 10 January 2000 Archbishop Filaret of the Kyiv Patriarchate
issued a decree approving the composition of the original Parish governing
bodies. He also confirmed that Mr Pavlo Osnovyanenko could serve as a
prior of the Parish.
36. On 10 and 14 January 2000 two private individuals, Ms A.M.I. and
Mr Z., sought membership of the original Parishioners' Assembly following
their decision of 24 December 1999 on the change of denomination.
37. On 11 January 2000 the State Tax Inspectorate found a number of
infringements of economic regulations by the former managers of the
Parish.
38. On 12 January 2000 a group of 9 members of the Ukrainian
Parliament (Verkhovna Rada) lodged complaints with the President of
Ukraine seeking his support in resolving the dispute between the Kyiv and
Moscow Patriarchates over the church premises and the decision of its
members to change denomination.
39. On 16 January 2000 the Darnytsky District Police Department in
Kyiv prohibited access to the church or other Parish property until a court
had ruled on the change of denomination. Thereafter, the church premises
and its property were guarded by the police.
40. On 15 January 2000 the Registry of the Moscow Patriarchate
informed the State Religions' Department that the denomination had been
changed as a result of Mr Makarchykov's involvement in financial fraud. It
also stated that the Parishioners' Assembly was illegitimate as it had been
convened in violation of Article 2.1 of the statute. Moreover, membership of
the Parish was not based on observance of the prior's canonical guidance,
contrary to Article 2.12 of the statute, as Mr Makarchykov had influenced
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decisions not to accept new members who were not loyal to him. The
Registry added that the change of denomination was contrary to the current
statute of the Parish and the Moscow Patriarchate's internal regulations,
including the recommended model statutes (типовий статут парафії
Української православної церкви) for religious associations within the
Moscow Patriarchate.
41. Between 17 and 31 January 2000 the Parish members and the
Archbishop of the Kyiv Patriarchate lodged a series of formal complaints
with a member of parliament (V.P. Nechyporuk), the Committee on
Organised Crime, the Minister of the Interior and the Prosecutor of Kyiv
asking them to take action to prevent the police, who, they said, supported
the Moscow Patriarchate, unlawfully interfering in Parish affairs.
42. On 21 January 2000 the Kyiv City State Administration refused to
register the amendments, according to the request of 24 December 1999 (see
paragraph 23 above), on the grounds that they contravened Article 2.5 of the
Parish statute, in that the documents submitted for registration had not been
signed by the prior and the Chairman of the Parishioners' Assembly.
43. On 29 January 2000 the Parishioners' Assembly, composed of
22 members, condemned the actions of the Moscow Patriarchate in relation
to their Parish and its property. They decided to file complaints with the
law-enforcement authorities to ensure protection from its unlawful
interference with their activities.
44. On 31 January 2000 the President of the original Parishioners'
Assembly Mr Makarchykov complained to the Darnytsky District
Prosecutor about the interference in the activities of the Parish. In particular,
he alleged that the Moscow Patriarchate and the police had failed to comply
with the resolution of 16 January 2000 prohibiting access to all the premises
of the Parish until the case had been resolved by a court.
45. On 31 January 2000 the prior of the Parish and the Chairman of the
original Parishioners' Assembly lodged a second request for the registration
of changes and amendments to the statute of the Parish with the Kyiv City
State Administration. The Assembly again informed the Kyiv City State
Administration that on 8 January 2000 it had decided that Mr Pavlo
Osnovyanenko would be its prior and Mr Makarchykov its chairman and
that both had power under the statute to sign documents on behalf of the
Parish. No response was received to this request.
46. On 3 February 2000 the Kyiv City Council established a committee
composed of four of its members (deputies of the Council K.Y.G., D.D.G.,
O.P.K. and V.O.B.) and the Head of the Department of Religious Affairs of
the Kyiv City Council to examine the conflict over the SvyatoMykhaylivska Parish.
47. On 8 February 2000 the Head of the Darnytsky District Police
Department in Kyiv warned Mr Makarchykov that he would be prosecuted
if he continued to incite laymen to occupy the church and to confront the
supporters of the Moscow Patriarchate.
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48. On 9 February 2000 Mr Makarchykov lodged fresh complaints with
the Darnytsky District Police Department asking them to institute criminal
proceedings against unlawful occupiers of the church premises and those
responsible for denying him access to the premises or to his personal
belongings in the church.
49. On 14 February 2000 the Kyiv Patriarchate certified that the Parish
had been within the Patriarchate since 25 December 1999.
D. Court proceedings against the decision refusing registration
50. On 17 February 2000 the applicant association instituted proceedings
in the Kyiv City Court claiming that the Kyiv City State Administration's
refusal of 21 January 2000 to register the amendments to the statute of the
Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya was unlawful.
51. On 21 April 2000 the Kyiv City Court, composed of three judges,
rejected the applicant association's claims, finding that the decision of
21 January 2000 was lawful (see paragraph 42 above). In particular it found
that the Parishioners' Assembly composed of 27 members did not represent
the entire religious community, that the documents submitted for
registration had not been signed by the authorised persons (the prior and the
chairman of the Parishioners' Assembly) and that the members of the
Parishioners' Assembly of 24 December 1999 no longer belonged to the
Moscow Patriarchate, as this minority group had chosen a different
denomination. The court concluded that the applicant association was not
able to prove that the decision of the Kyiv City State Administration was
unlawful.
The Kyiv City Court held in particular:
“...the refusal of the Kyiv City State Administration to register the amendments to
the statute was based on the fact that they had been adopted contrary to the statute and
would infringe believers' rights.
The judicial division holds that the decision [of the Kyiv City State Administration]
corresponds to the actual circumstances of the case, and reflects the rights of both
religious communities, and the statute of the Parish ... and the Law 'on consciousness
and religious organisations'.
... In accordance with Articles 6.1.and 6.2 of the statute ... decisions with regard to
changes and amendments to the statute must be proposed by the Parishioners' Council
and adopted by the Parishioners' Assembly ...
... As can be seen from the minutes of the meeting of the Parishioners' Assembly of
24 December 1999 the religious community of the Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parish
adopted changes and amendments to the statute of the religious community belonging
to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church [Moscow Patriarchate], but was already affiliated
to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyiv Patriarchate.
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... such a method of making changes and amendments to the statute contravenes the
Law and Articles 6.1 and 6.2 of the statute and undoubtedly infringes the rights of the
religious community belonging to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church [Moscow
Patriarchate] which adopted this statute. Changes to the statute could only be adopted
by the Parishioners' Assembly of this community.
It can be seen that the complaint was lodged by Mr Makarchykov on behalf of the
religious group belonging to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church [Moscow Patriarchate].
However this church did not authorise him to act on their behalf, in fact he represents
the interests of the religious community belonging to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
of Kyiv Patriarchate, which was established on 24 December 1999 and has a right to
exist in accordance with the Law “on freedom of consciousness and religious
organisations” ...
Taking into account all of the above, the judicial division considers that the
representative of the religious community of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyiv
Patriarchate, Mr V.I. Makarchykov, failed to prove in court that the refusal of the
Kyiv City Administration of 21 January 2000 ... was unlawful. Therefore the
complaint must be rejected.”

52. On 5 July 2000 a panel of the Supreme Court composed of three
judges upheld the judgment of 21 April 2000. It rejected the applicant
association's cassation appeal because the provisions of the Parish statute
contravened the relevant legislation. It also held that the provisions of the
statute concerning fixed membership were contrary to the legislation
because they did not allow the majority of the religious group to manifest
their religion by participating in the administration of church affairs.
In particular the Supreme Court held:
“... the statute (articles of association) of the religious group has to correspond to the
legislation in force.
As long as the legislation in force does not provide for a mandatory or other form of
fixed membership of the believers with the same religious beliefs, in a legal sense
“parishioners' assembly” and the “general assembly of the religious group” are
identical notions. The judicial division therefore considers that Articles 2.12, 2.13 of
the statute ... do not fully correspond to the legislation. This led to the creation of
factual obstacles for a majority of the religious community in deciding statutory issues
and a violation of their right to manifest their religion...
The judicial division also finds unsubstantiated the submission that there were no
defects in the documents concerning the changes and amendments to the statute of the
parish filed on behalf of the religious community.”

53. On 5 March 2001 fifteen members of the original Parishioners'
Assembly lodged a petition with the General Prosecutor's Office requesting
it to initiate supervisory-review proceedings in the Supreme Court. No
supervisory-review proceedings were initiated, however.
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E. Further proceedings before the domestic authorities
54. On 22 February 2000 the Head of the Darnytsky District Police
Department in Kyiv informed Mr Makarchykov, in response to his
complaints of 9 February 2000, that it had found no evidence of the offences
alleged in his complaints. He was also informed that he was free to collect
his personal belongings from the church to which he had allegedly been
denied access.
55. On 23 February 2000 the prior of the Parish and Chairman of the
Assembly lodged new complaints with the Kyiv City Prosecutor and the
State Religious Affairs Department requesting them to institute criminal
proceedings against those involved in the unlawful seizure of the Parish's
premises and property. They also complained of the refusal of the Kyiv City
State Administration to register the changes to the statute of the Parish on
the basis of the joint decision of its members to change denomination.
56. On 25 February 2000 the Kyiv City State Administration's
Department of Religious Affairs asked Mr Makarchykov to provide it with
the minutes of the Parishioners' Assembly that had elected Mr Pavlo
Osnovyanenko as its prior, confirmation that the Parish's prior belonged to
the Moscow Patriarchate and confirmation that the prior's position had been
vacant from December 1999 to 8 January 2000.
57. On 6 March 2000 Mr T., Archbishop of the Kyiv Patriarchate, wrote
to the head of the district electricity network asking it to cut off the
electricity supply to the church as it had been unlawfully occupied by the
Moscow Patriarchate and the Kyiv Patriarchate was unable to gain access.
58. On 23 March 2000 the Kyiv Prosecutor's Office informed
Mr Makarchykov and Mr Osnovyanenko that it had not found any
wrongdoing on the part of the Moscow Patriarchate in relation to the church
prosecutor's inquiries had revealed no unlawfulness whatsoever as alleged
by the applicant.
59. On 10 April 2000 a Committee of the Kyiv City Council prepared a
draft opinion on the situation surrounding the Parish. The opinion was not
adopted for examination by the Kyiv City Council as it was signed by only
three of the five members of the Committee.
60. On 5 June 2000 the Parishioners' Assembly composed of
30 members, 21 of whom were present, decided that Mr S.G. could not
remain a member as he had joined a new religious group. The Parishioners'
Assembly discussed the judgment in which the Kyiv City Court had found
that the Parishioners' Assembly contained 309 members. However, it
reiterated its view that as from 24 December 1999 it had been composed of
only 27 members. Two of the members of the Assembly (K.V. and T.L.)
reported that their witness statements had been taken incorrectly. The
Assembly also re-elected the Parish's governing bodies (Mr Makarchykov
was re-elected as Chairman).
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61. On 13 June 2000 Mr Makarchykov lodged a complaint with the
Darnytsky District Prosecutor alleging that he had been attacked and injured
on 2 April 2000 by an unknown person who had stolen a briefcase
containing official documents belonging to the Parish. He also stated that he
had already complained about attacks on him to the police, but that they had
failed to act (the police issued two decisions on 8 April and 13 June 2000
refusing to initiate criminal proceedings following allegations by the
applicant association).
62. On 21 June 2000 the Parishioners' Assembly resolved that a car
owned by the Parish should be used for the repayment of the Parish's debts.
63. On 18 August 2000 Mr Makarchykov was arrested by police officers
from the Darnytsky District Department of the Interior and “invited for a
conversation” at the Department. He was informed that an inquiry was
pending in relation to him. In the course of the “conversation” it is alleged
that Mr Makarchykov started to curse and swear at the police officers. He
was warned that he could be reprimanded, but did not stop. On 19 August
2000 the judge of the Darnytsky District Court of Kyiv reprimanded
Mr Makarchykov for his behaviour; however, he did not impose any
administrative or criminal sanctions on him.
64. On 30 August 2000 the Darnytsky District Department of the
Interior discontinued criminal proceedings against the applicant association
that had been instituted on the basis of a complaint lodged by Mr B. Shtym
the newly appointed prior of the Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parish (Moscow
Patriarchate), as it had found no evidence of an offence on
Mr Makarchykov's part.
65. On 8 September 2000 the Darnytsky District Prosecutor refused to
institute criminal proceedings into allegations of abuse of power by the
police.
66. On 29 September 2000 Mr B. Shtym requested the Kyiv City State
Administration to register further amendments to the statute of the Parish. A
request was signed by 10 members of the new Assembly, only one of whom
(G.S.) was a member of the original Parishioners' Assembly.
67. On 6 October 2000 the Parishioners' Assembly, composed of
29 members, of whom 22 were present, condemned the ruling of the
Supreme Court of 21 April 2000 and decided that the Parish would apply to
the European Court of Human Rights for the protection of their rights. The
Assembly gave authority to Mr Makarchykov to represent it in the
proceedings before the European Court. It also discussed pressure that had
been imposed on Ts.O., K.A., Mr Makarchykov and S.S. by the domestic
law-enforcement authorities and private individuals.
68. On 5 December 2000 the Deputy Minister of the Interior and the
Head of the City Department of the Interior reviewed Mr Makarchykov's
complaints and found them unsubstantiated. They further stated that
criminal proceedings against Mr Makarchykov on allegations of theft of
property from the church had been discontinued and that the investigator in
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the case had incurred administrative liability. Similar, complaints were
rejected by the Kyiv Prosecutor's Office on 15 December 2000.
69. On 25 December 2000 the Kyiv City State Administration decided to
register the changes to the statute of the Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parish
pursuant to Mr Shtym's request of 29 September 2000.
70. On 20 May 2001 22 members of the Parishioners' Assembly held a
meeting at which they discussed various pressures that had been exerted on
them by the law-enforcement authorities. They decided to seek protection
and assistance from the Administration of the President of Ukraine and the
General Prosecutor's Office to resolve the dispute surrounding the Parish.
They also accepted a request from Ye.S., who had been a member of the
Parishioners' Assembly since 25 July 1991, to resign her membership owing
to pressure that had been put on her brother, a priest of the Moscow
Patriarchate.
71. On 21 February 2003 the Dniprovsky (the successor to the
Darnytsky) Prosecutor's Office reviewed complaints lodged by
Mr Makarchykov's sister of attacks on her and her son and her allegedly
unlawful dismissal from the Parish. It advised her to take her complaint of
unlawful dismissal to the domestic courts.
72. In 2003-2004 Mr Makarchykov's sister requested asylum in Norway
on the grounds of alleged persecution in Ukraine. She stayed in Norway
while her request for political asylum was being reviewed.
73. The Government informed the Court that on 7 August 2003 and
30 September 2004 the prior of the Parish, B. Shtym, informed them that
Mr Makarchykov had never been given authority to apply to the European
Court on behalf of the Parish, as he had ceased acting as the Chairman of
the Parishioners' Assembly on 2 January 2000. Mr Shtym also informed the
Government that seven of the original members (G.S., G.V., D.S. Ye.O.,
R.V., Ya.V and M.A.) had decided to remain members. Three of these
(Ye.O, R.V. and Ya.V.) had withdrawn their signatures from the
minutes no. 5 of 24 December 1999, by which the Parishioners' Assembly
had resolved to change its denomination to the Kyiv Patriarchate.
74. On 25 February 2004 the Religious Affairs Department of the Kyiv
City State Administration informed the applicant association's
representative that their religious group had separated from the remainder of
the Parish and become a religious group within the Kyiv Patriarchate. It
noted that they had not registered as a group with the Kyiv City State
Administration.
75. On 8 February 2005 the Kyiv Patriarchate informed the Court that
the Parish, consisting of 30 members, was unable to satisfy their religious
needs, as they were unable to use their property or premises. It stated that
this was due to the refusal of the Kyiv City Administration to register the
changes and amendments to the statute of the Parish that had been made in
January 2000.
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76. In a letter of March 2005, K.A., Sh.Ye., N.M., Ch.L., R.V., T.L.,
Z.N., Z.V., A.M., Ch.A., Ch.V., L.V., Ryb.V., K.V., S.S. and B.M., all
confirmed the complaints made by Mr Makarchykov to the European Court
and stated that they were unable to use the church premises or to practise
their religion in the church, which they had previously used for a long
period as a religious association.
F. Court proceedings concerning the recovery of property owned by
the Parish
77. On 31 January 2002 Mr Makarchykov and B.M. (a member of the
applicant association) instituted proceedings against the SvyatoMykhaylivska Parish (Moscow Patriarchate) seeking the return of their
personal property that had allegedly been confiscated by the new Assembly
in January 2000. They also sought compensation for damage.
78. On 25 February 2004 the Dniprovsky District Court of Kyiv rejected
Mr Makarchykov's and B.M's claims as unsubstantiated.
79. It appears from the documents in the case-file that this judgment was
upheld by the Court of Appeal on 18 August 2004 (the parties have not
provided a copy of the ruling). It also appears from the case-file that this
ruling was not appealed against.
80. In November 2002 K.S. instituted proceedings against the Darnytsky
District Department of the Interior for the return of the car that had been
transferred into his ownership for the repayment of Parish's debts before
being unlawfully seized by the police. The outcome of these proceedings is
unknown.
81. The applicant association also provided the Court with a number of
documents confirming that Mr Makarchykov had acted on behalf of the
Parishioners' Assembly from 1991 to 1999 representing its interests in
dealings with third parties.
II. RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW AND PRACTICE

A. Constitution of Ukraine of 26 June 1996
82. The relevant provisions of the Constitution of Ukraine read as
follows:
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Article 35
“Everyone has the right to freedom of personal philosophy and religion. This right
includes the freedom to profess or not to profess any religion, to perform alone or
collectively and without constraint religious rites and ceremonial rituals, and to
conduct religious activities.
The exercise of this right may be restricted by law only in the interests of protecting
public order, the health and morals of the population, or the rights and freedoms of
others.
The Church and religious organisations in Ukraine are separated from the State, and
the school from the Church. No religion shall be recognised by the State as
mandatory.”

B. Freedom of Conscience and Religious Organisations Act of
23 April 1991 (as worded at the material time)1
83. The relevant provisions of the Act read as follows:
Section 7
Religious organisations
“Religious organisations in Ukraine shall be created to meet citizens' religious needs
to manifest and disseminate their faith, and shall operate in accordance with their
hierarchical and institutional structure, electing, appointing and changing their
personnel in accordance with the provisions of their statutory documents...
Religious organisations in Ukraine are religious groups, departments and centres,
monasteries, religious brotherhoods, missionary societies (missions), religious
educational institutions, and also unions composed of such bodies. Religious unions
shall be represented by their centres (departments).
No other organisation established on the basis of religion shall be covered by this
Act.”
Section 8
Religious group
“A religious group (релігійна громада) is a local religious organisation of believers
belonging to a sect, religious manifestation, persuasion, trend or devotion, who
voluntarily unite for the purposes of the common satisfaction of religious needs.
The right of the religious group to belong to any church acting within Ukraine and
outside its territorial religious centres (departments) for canonical or organisational
1. The Act has since been amended six times, the most recent occasion being on
17 December 1996.
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purposes, and voluntarily to change their affiliation to a particular denomination shall
be recognised by the State.
There is no mandatory obligation to inform the State authorities of the creation of a
religious group.”

Under section 12 of the Act, the statutes of a religious organisation
determine its legal capacity. They are adopted at a “general assembly” of
the believers or during religious assemblies or conferences. The statute must
contain information, inter alia, on the type of religious organisation, its
religion, current address, place in the structure of the religious union,
property status, the rights of the organisation to establish enterprises, mass
media sources, other religious organisations or educational institutions, the
procedure for making changes or amendments to the statute, and the
procedure for deciding property and other issues on the termination of the
religious organisation's activities. The statute must not contravene the law.
In accordance with section 13 of the Act a religious organisation
becomes a legal entity from the moment its statute is registered by the
relevant body.
Under section 14, a religious organisation wishing to become a legal
entity must lodge a request for registration on behalf of a minimum of
10 natural persons and the statute of the organisation with the regional, city
or Sevastopol City State Administrations, and in the Republic of Crimea
with the Government of the Crimea. These documents have to be examined
within a month and the relevant body is required to notify the religious
organisation of its decision. Changes and amendments to the statute of a
religious organisation must be registered in accordance with the same
procedure and within the same time-limits. Representatives of the religious
organisation attend the meeting of the board which examines the request for
registration.
In accordance with section 15 of the Act, registration can be refused if
the statute of the organisation or its activities contravene the law. A
reasoned decision refusing registration must be notified to the organisation
within 10 days.
Under section 16 of the Act the activities of the religious organisation
must cease on its reorganisation (division, merger, consolidation) or
liquidation. New organisations are registered in accordance with section 14.
Religious organisations have the right to use property, land, buildings
and premises owned by the State, non-governmental organisations or
citizens (section 17). Under section 18 these organisations have a right to
own, use and dispose of their property. These rights are protected by law
(section 18). Under section 19 religious organisations have the right to
create, in accordance with the provisions of their statutes, publishing,
commercial, agricultural and other enterprises and charitable institutions
have the rights of a legal person.
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Religious organisations also have the right to create and maintain places
for religious services and ceremonies (section 21), to acquire religious
literature and objects (section 22), to conduct charitable and other cultural
activities (section 23) and to maintain international contacts with foreign
religious organisation and believers (section 24).
C. Other applicable normative acts
84. The relevant provisions of the rules regulating the activities of
religious organisations are as follows.
Under section 1 of the Humanitarian Aid Act of 22 October 1999 only
registered religious organisations have the right to receive humanitarian aid.
Sections 12 and 25 of the Publishing Act of 5 June 1997 specify that
religious organisations have no right to publish and disseminate publications
without being registered with the specialised State register of publishing
organisations.
Under Article 55 of the Commercial Code of 16 January 2003 only
registered organisations or legal entities may engage in commercial
activities or have capacity to trade.
Under the provisions of the Land Code of 21 January 1994 and the Water
Resources Code of 6 June 1995 religious organisations have the right to use
land and water resources for their needs.
In accordance with recommendation no. 132 of the Religious Council of
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 15 July 1992 every religious
organisation owns its own property and in the event of a transfer from one
denomination to another, property and financial matters must be resolved on
the basis of the statute of each organisation separately and in accordance
with the applicable law.
D. Rulings of the Constitutional Court of 5 June 2002 (case
no. 2-36/2002)
85. On 5 June 2002 the Constitutional Court refused to institute
constitutional proceedings following a request lodged by 51 Ukrainian
Members of Parliament for an interpretation of the notion of “church”
which is contained in Article 35 of the Constitution of Ukraine. In its ruling,
the Constitutional Court recognised the existence of misinterpretations in
the legislation of Ukraine regarding the definition of the notions of “church”
and “religious organisation”. In some instances, these notions were treated
as having analogous meanings while in others they were given different
meanings.
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III. COUNCIL OF EUROPE INSTRUMENTS AND THE RELEVANT
NGO REPORTS

A. Documents of the Council of Europe
86. The relevant extracts from Opinion No. 190 (1995) on the
application by Ukraine for membership of the Council of Europe read as
follows:
“... 11. Accordingly, in the light of assurances given by the highest authorities of
the state (letter of 27 July 1995 from the President of Ukraine, the President of the
Parliament and the Prime Minister), and on the basis of the following considerations,
the Assembly believes that Ukraine is able and willing, in the sense of Article 4 of the
statute of the Council of Europe, to fulfil the provisions for membership of the
Council of Europe as set forth in Article 3: 'Every member of the Council of Europe
must accept the principles of the rule of law and of the enjoyment by all persons
within its jurisdiction of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and collaborate
sincerely and effectively in the realisation of the aim of the Council...':
... xi. a peaceful solution to the disputes existing among the Orthodox churches will
be facilitated while respecting the Church's independence vis-à-vis the state; a new
non-discriminatory system of church registration and a legal solution for the
restitution of church property will be introduced; ...”

87. The relevant extracts from the Report of the Parliamentary
Assembly's monitoring committee 'Honouring of obligations and
commitments by Ukraine' (doc. 10676, 19 September 2005) read as follows:
“... F. Freedom of conscience and religion
269. Ukraine undertook to introduce a new non-discriminatory system of church
registration and to find a legal solution for the restitution of church property. The
present Law on freedom of conscience and religious organisations dates back to 1991.
Despite the fact that it is regarded as one of the best freedom of religion laws in the
region, some of its provisions lack clarity. The Law limits the forms in which a
religious organisation can be created, limits the minimum number of founders to have
the statute of the organisation registered to ten adults (whereas the same requirement
for other civic associations is three persons), bans creation of local or regional
divisions without legal entity status, provides no possibility for granting legal entity
status to religious associations, discriminates foreigners and stateless persons. There is
a lack of clarity with regard to which organisations are registered by regional state
administrations and which by the State Committee on Religious Affairs. The law also
contains a number of other ambiguous provisions, which leave a wide discretion to the
implementing authorities. Hence, the quite progressive law for the time of its adoption
now requires significant rewording. At the same time, the current principle of
registration of religious organisation statutes in order to obtain the legal entity status
and the absence of a requirement for registration of religious organisations as such
should be maintained in line with the Assembly's Recommendation 1556 (2002).
270. The Ukrainian legislation still lacks effective legal tools for restitution of
church property. So far restitution was carried out occasionally on the basis of the
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parliament's 1991 resolution and several presidential decrees. The legal problem of
restitution mainly stems from the fact that religious associations have no right to
obtain a legal entity status and thus cannot possess property. Most of the
organisations, which owned the property that should be restituted, ceased to exist and
the Orthodox Church is represented by several organisations. This leads to an ad hoc
restitution practice totally depending on the local authorities' preferences and which in
most cases entails not the return of the ownership rights but transfer of property into a
gratis rent. We, therefore, call on the Ukrainian authorities to elaborate clear rules on
the restitution of religious property.”

88. The Report of the monitoring committee of the Council of Europe on
'Honouring of obligations and commitments by Ukraine' (Doc. 8272 of 2
December 1998) read as follows:
“C. Freedom of conscience and of worship
51. One of Ukraine's commitments, listed in paragraph 11, xi. of Opinion No. 190,
is to facilitate 'peaceful solution to the disputes existing among the Orthodox churches
[...] while respecting the Church's independence vis-à-vis the State; a new nondiscriminatory system of church registration and a legal solution for the restitution of
church property should be introduced.'
52. Following accession, the dispute within the three Orthodox churches in
Ukraine, amongst themselves and with the State, has not ended.
53. Complaints are also expressed by the representatives of various confessions
regarding the lack of cooperation by the authorities at local level and the system of
taxation. ... There is no sufficiently good coordination between state and local
authorities in this respect.

89. The relevant extracts from Recommendation no. 1556 (2002)
'Religion and change in central and eastern Europe' read as follows:
“... Legal guarantees and their observance
i. to promote conformity of national legislation with the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, paying special attention
to Article 9, which states that religious freedoms shall be subject only to limitations
prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society, and to the ruling of the
European Court of Human Rights (1983) that restrictions on human rights must be
motivated by a 'pressing social need', and be 'proportionate to the legitimate aim
pursued';
ii. to guarantee all churches, religious associations, centres and communities the
status of legal entities, if their activity does not violate human rights or international
law ...;
vi. to offer to mediate between conflicting parties, in cases where the latter accept
this, for the purpose of settling disputes, while taking care to ensure that government
bodies do not interfere in dogma or other internal religious matters; ...”
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B. NGO Reports
90. The relevant extracts from the 2004 joint report of the Ukrainian
Human Rights Organizations on Ukraine reads as follows:
“... 1.2.

The procedure for registration

Courts often do not recognize obstacles placed by executive bodies before the
registration of religious organizations as being a violation of the right to freedom of
religion and worship.
... In Ukraine the importance of gaining certain legal status is increased since only in
this way can religious formations receive buildings for worship, print and disseminate
literature, invite representatives of foreign organizations, organize public actions and
receive charitable status, as well as carry out charitable activity. All of this is
practically impossible in Ukraine without the registration of a religious formation,
with legal entity status.
... Positive points are the voluntary nature of registration of religious organizations
and the possibility for communities to exist without registering themselves. However
the status of such unregistered communities and their rights are not defined by the
law. Following the positivist logic which prevails in the State Committee on Religious
Affairs and in other executive bodies, such organizations do not have any rights at all,
since they are not set out in law. This applies, for example, to the right of worship in
public places, invitations to foreign priests, the right to alternative military service of
those who belong to such communities, and many others.
According to the law, religious organizations register their charter (regulations),
however they submit far more documents and all of these are checked in accordance
with Articles 12 and 15 of the Law on religious organizations. That is, in effect,
registration is carried out not of the charter, but of the organization itself.
In practice, documents are not checked for their compliance with legislation, but
rather the actual religion is assessed. ...
... The procedure for registering a primary religious organization consists of
submitting registration documents together with an application signed by not less than
10 Ukrainian citizens. This application should be considered within a month, or in
exceptional cases, three months. In practice the application is considered, on average,
within three months, and where a special opinion is needed, and as a precautionary
measure, this is deemed necessary in the majority of cases, registration can drag on for
six months. This violation of the law is established administrative practice which has
no reasonable justification. ...
No clear grounds are set out in legislation for turning down an application to register
a religious organization, and such grounds are substituted by the general phrase: 'the
charter of the organization contravenes legislation' ...
Legislation does not permit the registration of religious organizations with canonical
subordination to a spiritual leader (charismatic organizations), since canonical or
economic subordination are permitted only to a religious centre (an organization
which unites several religious communities), which is already registered. In this way,
it is impossible to create religious organizations which belong to new religions and
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which do not have religious centres. It is similarly impossible to create new churches,
since these are understood to be already hierarchical structural unions.
During registration, the State bodies return the documents submitted with their
comments and their suggestions as far as the charter is concerned, although this is
nowhere allowed for by legislation. The State bodies' comments frequently relate to
aspects of religious practice and limit the rights of the individual.
There is a general suggestion to move the focus of regulation from the process of
registration to monitoring of the activities of religious organizations. ...”

91. The relevant extracts from the 2005 Human Rights Organizations'
Report on Ukraine read as follows:
“... 4.

The procedure for registration of religious organisations

In Ukraine one needs to have a status of a 'legal entity' in order to engage in virtually
any formal religious activities, at least for those involving worship in a building,
holding public services or inviting representatives of foreign religious figures, printing
or otherwise disseminating literature, etc.
Unregistered communities encounter problems with organizing religious events,
inviting religious figures from abroad, arranging alternative (non-military) service,
etc. Clearly such restrictions are a violation of religious freedom since the right to
organize religious services, study and teach religion, publicize ones own beliefs and
other activities have a direct impact on the human right to freedom of religion and
should not be contingent upon the legal status of an organization.
... The law lacks any clear definition of the legal status of the activities of
unregistered religious groups, as a result of which there are sometimes cases of abuse
of this status. For example, we are aware of cases where unregistered religious
communities rent premises for religious activities from state or educational
institutions which in Ukraine is prohibited by law.
Although according to the law religious organizations have to register their charter,
in practice they are required to provide many other documents as well. That means
that essentially it is not the charter which is registered, but the organization itself. It is
important to note that the establishment by the legislators of an exhaustive list of
forms of religious organizations: a religious congregation, departments and centres,
monasteries, religious brotherhoods, missionary societies (missions), seminaries and
associations made up of the said religious organizations are a clear violation of the
right of individuals to determine the form of their own religious association, as well as
of the right to autonomy of the religious group itself, an element of which being able
to decide independently on the structure and its form of management.
As regards the time required for registration – in accordance with Article 14 of the
Law 'On freedom of conscience and religious organizations', this constitutes three
months, including all necessary consultations. However, in practice, the process can
drag on for six months or more. ...
... for multi-religious Ukraine ... this is not a simple issue. Legal entity status for a
religious association or the Church as an institution would, in the first instance, give
property rights to, for example, the churches which are presently in the possession of
individual religious organizations (under the law's classification communities,
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monasteries, etc). Theoretically they belong to one of the faiths, yet the tendency to
change, for various reasons, jurisdiction complicates any clear distribution. Current
legislation guarantees the right of a particular religious entity in the event that
confessional jurisdiction for whatever reason changes to retain the property which that
organization acquired. In other words, for the legislators the parish of the UGCC can
in several months become the parish of the UOC MP together with its church and
property, or vice versa. With the issue remaining unresolved of former property of
religious organizations, expropriated under the Soviet regime which is now in the
possession of another order, is used by several religious organizations, or which
belonged to one organization and has now been transferred to another – the forcing of
the granting of legal entity status to religious associations could heighten old conflict.
At the same time, such a method of regulation violates the structural integrity of a
particular religious association, if not de jure, then de facto, and demands if not
amendments, then review. Ideally, the state should ensure both possibilities – for the
existence of separate religious groups which do not form part of any association, and
the right of a religious association with clear hierarchical and other structure.
On 1 June 2005 the Supreme Court of Ukraine reversed the resolution of the former
Governor of the Zhytomyr region, S. Ryzhuk, on cancelling amendments made to the
charter of the Svyato-Pokrovsk Parish of the town of Malin, according to which the
parish had transferred to the jurisdiction of the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad. The
Supreme Court thus declared as lawful the transfer of the parish from the UOC MP to
the jurisdiction of the ROCA abroad. The parish also retained their church over which
there had been conflict with the other members of the parish who did not wish to
change their confessional affiliation.”

THE LAW
I. SCOPE OF THE CASE
92. The Court observes that further new complaints were submitted after
communication based on an alleged infringement of Article 6 § 1 of the
Convention, read in conjunction with Article 13. These were based on the
applicant association's allegations of a failure by the domestic authorities to
examine the criminal-law complaints lodged by the applicant association
and its leader (see paragraphs 54-55, 58, 65, 68 and 71 above). Article 13
reads as follows:
“Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in [the] Convention are violated
shall have an effective remedy before a national authority notwithstanding that the
violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity.”

93. The Court considers it unnecessary to take up these matters
separately as they do not merely elaborate on the original complaint lodged
with the Court on 4 January 2001 (see Piryanik v. Ukraine, no. 75788/01,
§ 20, 19 April 2005).
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II. ADMISSIBILITY

A. Government's objections
1. Alleged abuse of the right of petition
94. The Government submitted that, in lodging the application with the
Court on behalf of the religious group, Mr Makarchykov had abused the
right of application, within the meaning of Article 35 § 3. In particular, they
submitted that the application had deliberately been based on a description
of the facts in which events of central importance were omitted by
Mr Makarchykov.
95. The applicant association disagreed.
96. The Court, having regard to the submissions of the parties and its
case-law on the subject (see Al-Nashif v. Bulgaria, no. 50963/99, § 89,
20 June 2002; and Varbanov v. Bulgaria, no. 31365/96, § 36,
ECHR 2000-X), does not find that the right of application was abused in the
present case. The Government's objections are wholly unsubstantiated and
must be dismissed.
2. The alleged lack of standing of the applicant association's
representative and the applicant association's victim status
(a) Submissions of the parties

97. The Government observed that the applicant association, the SvyatoMykhaylivska Parish, was a religious community allegedly represented by
Mr Makarchykov. However, they submitted that on 29 March 2001, when
the application was lodged with the Court, Mr Makarchykov was no longer
a member of the applicant association and was not empowered to lodge an
application on its behalf with the Court. They referred in this respect to the
decisions of the domestic courts (see paragraphs 50-52 above). Furthermore,
the applicant association itself had never lodged any applications with the
Court or authorised Mr Makarchykov to act on its behalf (see paragraph 73
above).
98. The Government further maintained that, since the date of his
dismissal on 2 January 2000 as Chairman of the Parishioners' Assembly to
present day, Mr Makarchykov had belonged to the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church of Kyiv Patriarchate to which the Parish had never belonged. They
stressed that Mr Makarchykov and the group he allegedly represented
belonged to a different church and had left the applicant association in
December 1999. The Government requested the Court to strike the
application out of the list of cases, as no complaint had been lodged by the
victim of the alleged violation or its authorised representative.
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99. The applicant association disagreed. They stated that
Mr Makarchykov was acting on behalf of the members of the Parishioners'
Assembly that had decided to change the denomination of their church to
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyiv Patriarchate and to apply to the
European Court of Human Rights for protection of their right to manifest
their religion, as the State authorities had failed to protect the applicant
association. They further noted that in their decisions the domestic courts
had not contested the authority of Mr Makarchykov to represent the Parish,
and had examined the complaints he had lodged on behalf of the applicant
association on their merits.
(b) The Court's assessment

100. As to the Government's first objection regarding Mr Makarchykov's
lack of standing, the Court finds that there is sufficient documentary
evidence to conclude that he is acting on behalf of a religious group which
on 24 December 1999 decided to change its denomination and source of
canonical guidance from the Moscow Patriarchate to the Kyiv Patriarchate.
This group was directly affected by the Kyiv City State Administration's
refusal, which was upheld by the domestic courts, to register changes and
amendments to the statute (see paragraphs 42 and 50-52 above). The same
group also approved a decision to apply to the Court on 6 October 2000 (see
paragraph 67 above). The Court therefore rejects the Government's
preliminary objection as to the group's and Mr Makarchykov's lack of
standing.
101. Additionally, the Court observes that the Parish is a religious group
recognised by the Kyiv Patriarchate (see paragraphs 24, 49 and 75 above),
which as such was entitled to exercise on behalf of its adherents the rights
guaranteed by Article 9 of the Convention (see Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek
v. France [GC], no. 27417/95, § 72, ECHR 2000-VII). Therefore
Mr Makarchykov, as an elected leader of the association of believers
recognised by the Kyiv Patriarchate, had standing to represent this group in
the proceedings before the Court.
102. As to the religious group's victim status, the Court reiterates that
the term “victim” used in Article 34 denotes the person directly affected by
the act or omission which is at issue (see Eckle v. Germany, judgment of
15 July 1982, Series A no. 51, p. 30, § 66). Moreover, the concept of
“victim” in Article 34 of the Convention should be interpreted
autonomously and independently of domestic law concepts (see Zamula and
Others v. Ukraine, no. 10231/02, § 34, 8 November 2005).
103. Taking into account the aforementioned principles and the fact that
the group's current position is no different from that in which it had found
itself after the refusal of the domestic authorities to register the changes to
the statute in January 2000, the Court considers that the applicant
association may claim to be a victim of the violations complained of for the
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purposes of Article 34 of the Convention. In order to ascertain whether it
was in fact a victim, it is necessary to examine the merits of its contentions.
B. Complaints under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
104. The applicant association complained that the refusal of the
domestic authorities to register the changes and amendments to the statute
of the Parish led to the expropriation of their property by the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of Moscow Patriarchate, which effectively managed the
property and assets that had previously belonged to the Parish as a legal
entity. They relied on Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, which provides:
“Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his
possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest
and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of
international law.
The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right of a State
to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in
accordance with the general interest or to secure the payment of taxes or other
contributions or penalties.”

105. The Government contested that argument. They added that the
applicant association had failed to exhaust all the remedies available to it
under Ukrainian law.
106. The applicant association disagreed.
107. As regards the proceedings concerning the refusal of the domestic
authorities to register the changes and amendments to the statute (see
paragraphs 50-53 above), the Court notes at the outset that they did not
directly concern the applicant association's allegations of an infringement of
their property rights, as the competent “national authority” did not deal with
the substance of its complaints under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and was
unable to grant appropriate or adequate relief. The applicant association's
complaint under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 is therefore premature and must
be rejected under Article 35 §§ 1 and 4 of the Convention (see Merit
v. Ukraine, no. 66561/01, § 48, 30 March 2004).
C. Complaints under Article 9 of the Convention
108. The applicant association complained that the refusal to register the
amendments to its statute and the subsequent decisions of the domestic
courts were in breach of Article 9 of the Convention, which provides:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in
worship, teaching, practice and observance.
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2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

They further stated that their right to freedom of assembly had been
infringed as the domestic authorities had refused to register the relevant
changes and amendments to the statute of the association, contrary to
Article 9 of the Convention, read in the light of Article 11 of the
Convention, which provides as follows:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of
association with others, including the right to form and to join trade unions for the
protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other than such as
are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of
national security or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others. ...”

109. Raising substantive objections as to the admissibility of the
complaints, the Government stated that there had been no interference with
the applicant association's rights under Article 9 of the Convention They
submitted that the refusal to register the changes to the statute was lawful.
110. The applicant association disagreed. They stated that there had been
interference with its rights under Article 9 of the Convention, both taken
alone and read in the light of Article 11, and that it could not be justified by
the exceptions mentioned in Article 9 § 2 of the Convention.
111. The Court reiterates, in the light of the parties' submissions, that the
complaint raises serious issues of fact and law under the Convention, the
determination of which requires an examination of the merits. The Court
concludes therefore that this complaint is not manifestly ill-founded within
the meaning of Article 35 § 3 of the Convention. No other ground for
declaring it inadmissible has been established.
III. THE ALLEGED
CONVENTION

VIOLATION

OF

ARTICLE

9

OF

THE

A. General principles enshrined in the Court's case-law
112. The Court recalls that while religious freedom is primarily a matter
of individual conscience, it also implies, inter alia, freedom to “manifest
[one's] religion” alone and in private or in community with others, in public
and within the circle of those whose faith one shares. Since religious
communities traditionally exist in the form of organised structures, Article 9
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must be interpreted in the light of Article 11 of the Convention, which
safeguards associative life against unjustified State interference.
113. Seen from this perspective, the right of believers to freedom of
religion, which includes the right to manifest one's religion in community
with others, encompasses the expectation that believers will be allowed to
associate freely, without arbitrary State intervention. The State's duty of
neutrality and impartiality, as defined in the Court's case-law, is
incompatible with any power on the State's part to assess the legitimacy of
religious beliefs (see Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia, cited above,
§§ 118 and 123; and Hasan and Chaush v. Bulgaria [GC], no. 30985/96,
§ 62, ECHR 2000-XI).
114. The Court reiterates that the list of exceptions to freedom of
religion and assembly, as contained in Articles 9 and 11 of the Convention,
is exhaustive, they must be construed strictly and only convincing and
compelling reasons can justify restrictions. The States have only a limited
margin of appreciation in these matters (see Stankov and the United
Macedonian Organisation Ilinden v. Bulgaria, nos. 29221/95 and 29225/95,
§ 84, ECHR 2001-IX).
115. As has been stated many times in the Court's judgments, by virtue
of the wording of the second paragraph of Article 11, and likewise of
Article 9 of the Convention, an interference can be justified if it is
“prescribed by law” and “in accordance with the law”, as the impugned
measures must not only have some basis in domestic law, but also refer to
the quality of the law in question, which must be sufficiently accessible and
foreseeable as to its effects, that is formulated with sufficient precision to
enable the individual – if need be with appropriate advice – to regulate his
conduct (see Larissis and Others v. Greece, judgment of 24 February 1998,
Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1998-I, p. 378, § 40; and Metropolitan
Church of Bessarabia, cited above, § 109).
116. The Court further notes that the interference must be “necessary in
a democratic society” (see United Communist Party of Turkey and Others
v. Turkey, judgment of 30 January 1998, Reports 1998-I, §§ 43-45; and
Refah Partisi (the Welfare Party) and Others v. Turkey [GC],
nos. 41340/98, 41342/98, 41343/98 and 41344/98, §§ 86-89, ECHR 2003II). Any interference must correspond to a “pressing social need”; thus, the
notion “necessary” does not have the flexibility of such expressions as
“useful” or “desirable” (see Gorzelik, cited above, §§ 94-95, with further
references).
117. In addition, one of the means of exercising the right to manifest
one's religion, especially for a religious community, in its collective
dimension, is the possibility of ensuring judicial protection of the
community, its members and its assets, so that Article 9 must be seen not
only in the light of Article 11, but also in the light of Article 6 (see
Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and Others v. Moldova, no. 45701/99,
§ 118, ECHR 2001-XII).
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118. The Court will, therefore, examine the aforementioned elements in
turn. Additionally, it must satisfy itself whether the State sufficiently
ensured judicial protection of the religious community concerned.
B. Whether there was interference with the applicant association's
rights
1. The parties' submissions
119. The Government stated that they had not interfered with the affairs
of the applicant association, which had acted without any control or
supervision on the part of the State. Moreover, in refusing to register the
changes and amendments to the statute of the Parish the domestic
authorities had been guided by the domestic legislation and the provisions
of the statute, which was adopted by the Parish itself. The State had not
taken any active steps to force the community to join one Patriarchate or the
other. Nor had the actions of the State concerned the religious group's
leader, Mr Makarchykov.
120. The applicant association stated that its right to change religious
orientation, as guaranteed by Article 9 of the Convention, had been
interfered with. There had been interference with its freedom of religion as
the State had refused to register the changes and amendments to its statute
for no legitimate reason as all the conditions for making the changes and
amendments were met. Furthermore, the applicant association had been
prevented from using the church premises it had built for its religious
ceremonies and even from using its chosen name.
2. Court's assessment
121. The Court has consistently stated that a refusal by the domestic
authorities to grant the status of a legal entity to an association of believers
amounts to an interference with the right to freedom of religion under
Article 9 of the Convention (see Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia, cited
above, § 105) and to freedom of association (see Gorzelik, cited above,
§§ 52 et seq., and Sidiropoulos, cited above, §§ 31 et seq.). The believers'
right to freedom of religion encompasses the expectation that the
community will be allowed to function peacefully, free from arbitrary State
intervention (see Hasan and Chaush v. Bulgaria [GC], no. 30985/96, § 62,
ECHR 2000-XI).
122. With regard to the Government's statement that there was no legal
requirement to register the religious group and thus no interference took
place in relation to refusal to register changes to the statute of the religious
association at issue as the applicant association could function without
registration, the Court notes that section 7 of the Act did indeed permit
religious groups to operate without legal registration and thus without legal
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personality. However, the domestic legislation restricted the legal capacity
of unregistered religious groups, who were not authorised to perform a
number of acts, including certain acts directly related to their religious
activities (see paragraphs 83 – 84 and 90 - 91 above).
123. The Court considers that in circumstances where a religious
organisation is in apparent conflict with the leadership of the church to
which it is affiliated (see paragraphs 17 – 21 and 23 above) and is obliged to
amend its statute and register the amendments or risk being excluded from a
legal entity originally created by it, required an extremely sensitive, neutral
approach to the conflict on the part of the domestic authorities. It concludes
that the refusal of the Kyiv City State Administration to register the changes
and amendments the applicant association's statute, as upheld by the Kyiv
City Court and the Supreme Court (see paragraphs 42 and 50–52 above),
constituted an interference with the applicant association's right to freedom
of religion under Article 9 of the Convention, taken alone or read in the
light of Article 11. In particular, the Court notes that by this interference the
domestic authorities restricted the ability of the religious group concerned,
which had no legal entity status, to exercise the full range of religious
activities and activities normally exercised by registered non-governmental
legal entities (see paragraphs 83 – 84 and 90 - 91 above). It also prevented it
from joining the Kyiv Patriarchate as an independent religious group
administering the affairs of a church it had built and been accustomed to
worship in.
124. The Court must now determine whether such interference satisfied
the requirements of paragraph 2 of these provisions, that is whether it was
“prescribed by law”, pursued one or more legitimate aims and was
“necessary in a democratic society” (see, among many other authorities,
Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia, cited above, § 106).
C. Whether the interference was prescribed by law
1. The parties' submissions
125. The Government submitted that the interference was lawful. In
particular, they noted that the Ukrainian legislation contained certain
requirements as to the statutes of religious organisations. These
requirements were of a general nature and formulated in such a way as to
avoid State interference with religious freedom. The Government referred,
in particular, to section 12 of the Freedom of Conscience and Religious
Organisations Act (hereinafter the “Act”), which had particular
requirements concerning the statutes of religious organisations. It was
because of the failure of these documents to comply with the applicant
association's statute that the Kyiv City State Administration had refused to
register the amendments (see paragraph 42 above).
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126. The applicant association disagreed. In particular, it stated that the
documents submitted for registration complied with the requirements of the
statute, including those specified in Articles 6.1 and 6.2 (see paragraph 14
above). It further noted that the refusal to register the changes was unlawful.
2. The Court's assessment
127. The Court reiterates that a “law” must be formulated with sufficient
precision to enable the citizen to foresee, to a degree that is reasonable in
the circumstances, the consequences which a given action may entail (see,
for example, Rekvényi v. Hungary [GC], no. 25390/94, § 34, ECHR 1999III; and Ukrainian Media Group v. Ukraine, no. 72713/01, § 48,
29 March 2005). The degree of precision depends to a considerable degree
on the content of the instrument at issue, the field it is designed to cover,
and the number and status of those to whom it is addressed (see Groppera
Radio AG and Others v. Switzerland, judgment of 28 March 1990, Series A
no. 173, p. 26, § 68).
128. In addition, there must be a measure of legal protection in domestic
law against arbitrary interferences by public authorities with the rights
safeguarded by the Convention. It would be contrary to the rule of law for
the legal discretion granted to the executive in areas affecting fundamental
rights to be expressed in terms of an unfettered power. Consequently, the
law must indicate the scope of any such discretion conferred on the
competent authorities and the manner of its exercise with sufficient clarity,
having regard to the legitimate aim of the measure in question, to give the
individual adequate protection against arbitrary interference (see, among
many other authorities, Amann v. Switzerland [GC], no. 27798/95,
ECHR 2000-II, §§ 55 and 56; Rotaru v. Romania [GC], no. 28341/95,
ECHR 2000-V, §§ 55-63).
129. The Court considers that the interference with the applicant
association's rights was prescribed by law, within the meaning of
Article 9 § 2 of the Convention, as it was based on the provisions of section
15 of the Act. It is also of the opinion that this provision was sufficiently
accessible.
130. As to “foreseeability” of the law, as applied to the present case, the
Court considers that this requirement compelled the respondent State to
enact legal provisions that listed in detail all the possible reasons and
grounds for refusing to register changes and amendments introduced to the
statutes of religious associations (see paragraphs 86 – 89 above). It notes
that section 15 of the Act mentioned only one vague reason for refusal to
register a religious association or changes to it: if “the statute of a religious
organisation or its activity contravenes existing legislation”. Moreover,
section 15 of the Act required the registering body to give reasons for a
refusal to register a religious association or its statute (see paragraph 83
above). However, the Act did not specify how detailed this reasoning should
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be or whether the reasoning should refer only to the textual incompatibility
of the Statute with the provisions of the law or substantive incompatibility
of the aim and activities of the religious association with the requirements of
the law. Thus, the Court finds it doubtful whether the provision at issue was
“foreseeable” and provided sufficient safeguards against arbitrariness, not
able to prevent possible abuse by the State registration body, which had
unfettered discretionary powers in registration matters.
131. However, the Court further considers that the issue of “quality of
the law” should be seen in the context of the circumstances of the present
case, being closely linked with legitimate aim of the interference and its
“necessity in a democratic society”. These elements must therefore be
discussed below and a conclusion reached as to whether there had been a
violation of the aforementioned provisions.
D. Whether the interference pursued legitimate aim and was
necessary in a democratic society
1. Legitimate aim
132. The Court notes that under Articles 9 § 2 and 11 § 2 of the
Convention exceptions to freedom of religion and association must be
narrowly interpreted, such that their enumeration is strictly exhaustive and
their definition is necessarily restrictive (see, mutatis mutandis,
Sidiropoulos and Others v. Greece, judgment of 10 July 1998, Reports of
Judgments and Decisions 1998-IV, , § 38). Legitimate aims exhaustively
listed in this provision include: the interests of public safety, the protection
of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others (see paragraph 114 above).
133. In the Government's view, the refusal to register the changes to the
statute served a legitimate aim, namely the protection of the rights of the
majority of the religious group, who were also laymen and clerics of the
Parish. The Government reiterated that the decision to change the
denomination was taken by a minority of the Parish members – 21 out of a
total of about 300 – who sought to impinge on the religious rights of the
majority of the religious group. Further, once they had decided to join the
Kyiv Patriarchate, the minority group could have established a different
religious group within that Patriarchate and registered its statute under the
auspices of another denomination, eventually becoming a legal entity
affiliated to its chosen church. The applicant association had thus had every
opportunity to freely exercise their right to manifest their religion, even
without registration, and to enjoy their freedom of association, and the State
had in no way interfered with those rights. Also, the members of the
minority group could have stayed with the officially registered Parish and
continue to manage its church affairs.
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134. The applicant association submitted that the interference did not
pursue a legitimate aim, as required by Article 9 § 2 of the Convention. In
particular, a distinction had to be drawn between the members of the Parish
and laymen, who attended religious ceremonies, but never participated in
the management of church affairs or meetings of the Parishioners'
Assembly. The laymen had never asked to become members of the Parish.
In particular, the composition of the applicant association had been virtually
unchanged since 1989, with the governing body – the Parishioners'
Assembly – consistently having between 22 and 30 members. The
Assembly had always complied with Article 2.12 of the statute when
admitting new members.
135. The applicant association further stated that the Government had
tried to substitute the real Parish with its previously non-existent clone
composed of persons who had never belonged to the Parish, but had been
compelled by Moscow Patriarchate representatives to participate in the
“general assembly of the Parish” in January 2000 to force the original
members of the Parish out and to prevent the transfer of the church and the
religious association to the Kyiv Patriarchate. Under the statute (see
paragraph 14 above) new members could only be admitted in accordance
with the conditions specified in it (see Article 2.12 of the statute) and on a
majority vote of the Parishioners' Assembly (Article 2.1). The applicant
association therefore considered that it had been unlawfully expelled from
the church it had previously occupied and managed.
136. Having regard to the circumstances of the case and the reasoning of
the domestic courts, which upheld refusal of the Kyiv City State
Administration to register changes and amendments to the statute, the Court
considers that the interference complained of essentially pursued a
legitimate aim under Article 9 § 2, namely protection of public order and
safety and the rights of others.
2. Whether the interference was “necessary in a democratic society”
137. The Court notes at the outset that it is true that in a democratic
society it may be necessary to place restrictions on freedom of religion to
reconcile the interests of the various religious groups (see Kokkinakis
v. Greece, judgment cited above, pp. 17 and 18, §§ 31 and 33). However,
the list of these restrictions, as contained in Articles 9 and 11 of the
Convention, is exhaustive and they are to be construed strictly, within a
limited margin of appreciation allowed for the State and only convincing
and compelling reasons can justify restrictions on that freedom. Any such
restriction must correspond to a “pressing social need” and must be
“proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued” (see, among others, Wingrove
v. the United Kingdom, judgment of 25 November 1996, Reports of
Judgments and Decisions 1996-V, p. 1956, § 53).
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138. The Court's task is thus to determine whether the refusal to register
changes and amendments to the statute of the applicant association were
justified in principle and were proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued.
In order to do so the Court must look at the interference complained of in
the light of the case as a whole and determine whether it was “proportionate
to the legitimate aim pursued” and whether the reasons adduced by the
national authorities to justify it are “relevant and sufficient”. In so doing, the
Court has to satisfy itself that the national authorities applied standards
which were in conformity with the principles embodied in the Convention
and, moreover, that they based their decisions on an acceptable assessment
of the relevant facts (see United Communist Party of Turkey, cited above,
§ 47, and Partidul Comunistilor (Nepeceristi) and Ungureanu v. Romania,
no. 46626/99, § 49, ECHR 2005-I (extracts)).
139. In this relation the Court observes that the grounds given by the
domestic authorities for refusing registration of the applicant association
were not consistent. Although the Kyiv City State Administration initially
referred to Article 2.5 of the statute (see paragraph 42 above), this alleged
defect in the documents submitted for registration was not the main ground
for refusing the applicant association's re-registration in the subsequent
judicial decisions (see paragraphs 50 - 52 above). In particular, the firstinstance court found that the Parishioners' Assembly held on
24 December 1999 had invalid composition as it did not comprise all the
members of the Parish (see paragraph 51 above) and the Supreme Court
further ruled that the requirements of the statute regarding fixed
membership were incompatible with the Act (see paragraph 52 above).
140. Thus, the Court considers it necessary to examine these three main
reasons for refusing the applicant association's re-registration in turn and to
test them against the criteria mentioned above (see paragraph 138 above).
i. Compliance with Article 2.5 of the statute

141. The Court observes that the applicant association's registration was
originally refused on the basis of Article 2.5 of the statute, which provides
that “all official Parish documents shall be signed by the prior and the chair
of the Parishioners' Council”. No other grounds were given by the Kyiv City
State Administration to the applicant association (see paragraph 42 above).
142. The Court notes that it does not follow from Articles 6.1 and 6.2 of
the statute (see paragraph 14 above) that the changes and amendments
submitted to the State authorities for registration had to be signed by the
prior and the chairman of the Parishioners' Assembly. It was clearly stated
in Articles 6.1 and 6.2 of the statute and section 14 of the Act that changes
and amendments were to be submitted in the same manner as documents
produced on the initial registration of the association.
143. Furthermore, even supposing that the requirements of Article 2.5 of
the statute were not satisfied, the Court notes that at the material time the
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position of prior was vacant as the prior proposed by the Moscow
Patriarchate had not been approved by the Parishioners' Assembly (see
paragraphs 20 – 21 above), in which the power to appoint a prior was vested
by virtue of under Article 2.2 of the statute (see paragraph 14 above).
Moreover, on 31 January 2000 the Parishioners' Assembly informed the
registration body of the appointment of Mr Pavlo Osnovyanenko, who had
been proposed by the Kyiv Patriarchate, as its prior. This information
appears to have been disregarded by the Kyiv City State Administration,
which did not reply to the second request for registration by the applicant
association (see paragraph 45 above).
144. The Court notes that the interpretation given by the domestic
authorities to the wording of Article 2.5 of the statute does not reflect its
provisions or those of Articles 6.1 and 6.2 of the statute. It follows that the
arguments advanced by the Kyiv City State Administration for refusing to
register the changes and amendments to the statute were neither “relevant
nor sufficient”.
ii. The finding that the Parishioners' Assembly held on 24 December 1999 was
illegitimate as it did not comprise all the members of the Parish

145. The Court observes that section 7 of the Freedom of Consciousness
and Religions Act gave no clear definition of a “religious organisation”
(релігійні організації). Section 8 also defined religious groups (релігійні
групи) as local level religious organisations (see paragraph 83 above)
composed of “believers of the same religion or religious cult, who
voluntarily united for the purposes of satisfying their religious needs”.
Contrary to the findings of the domestic courts, Sections 7 and 8 of the Act
did not specify that a religious group had to be composed of all persons or
all believers attending religious services of a particular church. Furthermore,
there is a clear inconsistency in the domestic law as to what constitutes a
“religious organisation” and what constitutes a “religious group”, or
whether they have the same meaning, the only difference between the two
being the local status of a “religious group” and the lack of any requirement
for its official registration under the Act. Moreover, under section 14 of the
Act a “religious group” can become a “registered religious organisation” if a
minimum of 10 citizens of Ukraine who have reached the age of majority
request its registration with the local State administration.
146. Furthermore, section 8 of the Act did not place any restrictions on
or prevent a religious organisation from determining at its own discretion
the manner in which it would decide whether to admit new members, the
criteria for membership and the procedure for electing its governing bodies.
For the purposes of Article 9 of the Convention, read in the light of
Article 11, these were private-law decisions, which should not be
susceptible to interference by State bodies, unless they interfere with the
rights of others or the restrictions specified in Articles 9 § 2 and 11 § 2 of
the Convention. In other words, the State cannot oblige a legitimately
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existing private-law association to admit members or exclude existing
members. Interference of this sort would run counter to the freedom of
religious associations to regulate their conduct and to administer their affairs
freely. The Court must therefore examine the regulations contained in the
statute as to membership of the Parish and the factual circumstances of the
case.
147. It notes at the outset that the applicant association was created in
April 1989 and until January 2000 was continuously composed of some 20
to 30 members (see paragraphs 11 and 22 above). At present it is still
composed of 30 members (see paragraph 5 above). Furthermore, under
Article 1.1 of the statute (see paragraph 14 above), the Parish is a religious
group composed of secular priests, church ministers and laymen. In other
words, this Article refers to those who were generally eligible for
membership of the Parish. However, under Article 2.1 the highest governing
body of the Parish was the Parishioners' Assembly, composed of the
founding members and those admitted after the establishment of the Parish,
on the conditions specified in Article 2.12 from among those generally
eligible for membership of the Parish. The Court considers, therefore, that
the Parish's internal organisation was clearly defined in the statute. The
domestic authorities, including the courts, disregarded this internal structure
of the Parish as a private-law association, stating the religious group
concerned was a mere minority of the “permanent members of the religious
group” composed of some 300 people, who were not invited to attend the
meeting of the Parishioners' Assembly, even though they were part of the
group.
148. However, it is not for the Court to substitute its own view for that
of the relevant national authorities, by deciding how many members
belonged to the Parish or calculating how many of them wished to change
its denomination. The Court's task, as mentioned above, is to review the
decisions the domestic authorities took in the exercise of their discretion and
in accordance with the criteria mentioned above (see paragraph 138 above).
149. The Court notes that both the Kyiv City Court and the Supreme
Court ignored the internal regulations of the Parish, and the history of the
Parish administration from 1989 to 2000 and based their findings on an
unclear reference in section 8 of the Act as to what constituted a “religious
group” and to arguably analogous meanings of the words “parish”, “group”,
“general assembly” and “parishioners' assembly”. It accordingly finds that
the Kyiv City Court's refusal to order the registration of the changes and
amendments that had been made to the statute was based on reasoning that
was not “relevant or sufficient”.
iii. The requirement of “fixed membership”

150. The Court reiterates that religious associations are free to determine
at their own discretion the manner in which new members are admitted and
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existing members excluded. The internal structure of a religious
organisation and the regulations governing its membership must be seen as
a means by which such organisations are able to express their beliefs and
maintain their religious traditions. The Court points out that the right to
freedom of religion excludes any discretion on the part of the State to
determine whether the means used to express religious beliefs are legitimate
(see Hasan and Chaush, cited above, § 78; and Manoussakis and Others
v. Greece, judgment of 26 September 1996, Reports 1996-IV, § 47).
151. The Court considers that the conclusions contained in the Supreme
Court's ruling of 21 April 2000 that the requirement of “fixed membership”
of a religious organisation was not laid down by legislation and that
“parishioners' assembly” and “general assembly of a religious group” had
analogous meanings so that the rights of the majority of the religious group
and their right to exercise their religion were infringed, were neither
“relevant and sufficient”.
5. Overall conclusions
152. In the light of the foregoing and conclusions reached with regard to
different reasons for refusal to register changes to the statute (see
paragraphs 144, 149 and 151 above), the Court considers that the
interference with the applicant association's right to freedom of religion was
not justified. It also considers that the lack of safeguards against arbitrary
decisions by the registering authority were not rectified by the judicial
review conducted by the domestic courts, which were clearly prevented
from reaching a different finding by the lack of coherence and foreseeability
of the legislation. In summary, there has therefore been a violation of
Article 9 of the Convention, read in the light of Articles 6 § 1 and 11 of the
Convention.
IV. ALLEGED VIOLATION
CONVENTION

OF

ARTICLE

6

§

1

OF

THE

153. The applicant association complained that the domestic courts had
erred in the assessment of the facts and the application of the law, when
considering its complaint about the refusal to register the changes and
amendments to the statute of the Parish. It referred to Article 6 § 1 of the
Convention, which provides as follows:
“In the determination of his civil rights and obligations ..., everyone is entitled to a
fair ... hearing ... by [a] ... tribunal...”

154. The Court considers, in the light of the parties' submissions, that the
complaint raises serious issues of fact and law under the Convention and
must be declared admissible. However, having regard to its findings under
Article 9 § 1 of the Convention read in the light of Article 6, the Court finds
that it is not necessary to examine the issues based on the same factual
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circumstances under Article 6 § 1 of the Convention separately (see
Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and Others v. Moldova, no. 45701/99,
§ 118, ECHR 2001-XII).
V. APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 41 OF THE CONVENTION
155. Article 41 of the Convention provides:
“If the Court finds that there has been a violation of the Convention or the Protocols
thereto, and if the internal law of the High Contracting Party concerned allows only
partial reparation to be made, the Court shall, if necessary, afford just satisfaction to
the injured party.”

156. The applicant association submitted its claims for just satisfaction
out of time. These submissions were not included in the case-file for
examination by the Court. Accordingly, the Court considers that there is no
call to award any sum.

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT UNANIMOUSLY
1. Rejects the Government's objections as to the admissibility of the
application;
2. Declares the complaint concerning Articles 6 § 1 and 9 of the
Convention admissible and the remainder of the application
inadmissible;
3. Holds that there has been a violation of Article 9 of the Convention;
4. Holds that there is no need to examine the complaint under Article 6 § 1
of the Convention.
Done in English, and notified in writing on 14 June 2007, pursuant to
Rule 77 §§ 2 and 3 of the Rules of Court.

Claudia WESTERDIEK
Registrar

Peer LORENZEN
President
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Having regard to the above application lodged on 15 November 2000,
Having deliberated, decides as follows:
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THE FACTS
The applicants, Mrs Margarita Šijakova, Mrs Nada Elenova, Mrs
Vladanka Risteska, Mrs Slobodanka Dimeska and Mrs Lila Štosic, are
Macedonian nationals who were born in 1922, 1944, 1951, 1947 and 1947
respectively. The second applicant lives in Kavadarci, whereas the others
live in Skopje, both in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. They
are represented before the Court by Mrs Margarita Šijakova, one of the
applicants, a retired lawyer from Skopje.
A. The circumstances of the case
The facts of the case, as submitted by the applicants, may be summarised
as follows.
The applicants’ children, after attaining 18 years of age, joined the
monastic order of the Macedonian Orthodox Church. The applicants admit
that they themselves are practising Orthodox Christians. They allege that
some of their children left their homes and joined the monastic order
without the applicants’ prior knowledge or consent.
In 1998 the applicants lodged a complaint before the Constitutional
Court (Уставен суд на Република Македонија), requesting it to assess the
constitutionality of the internal rules of the Church (Устав на
Македонската Православна Црква), in particular Rules 133, 171 and 173.
In their submissions the applicants complained, inter alia, that they had
been deprived of their rights as parents to receive proper care from their
children in the event of illness or in old age because the religious canons
allegedly forbade contacts between monks and their parents. Furthermore,
they argued that the Church could not establish monasteries as another form
of “life community” because the only such form recognised and protected
by the Constitution was the “family”. They argued that the Church, in
claiming ownership of monasteries, which were defined as life communities
in its internal rules, was thereby asserting ownership of human beings, so
that their children could be regarded as being held in slavery. They further
alleged that their children had been deprived of many of their fundamental
human rights and freedoms as a result of the monastic canons and the vows
they had taken before entering the monasteries.
On 17 May 2000 the Constitutional Court rejected the applicants’
complaint on the ground of lack of jurisdiction to review the
constitutionality of the Church’s internal rules. In its decision, it referred to
and summarised the most relevant provisions of the Church’s internal rules
and quoted the impugned provisions.
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In particular, Rule 133 reads as follows:
“The monastery is a holy place having a temple and other necessary facilities, i.e. [it
is] a life community of persons belonging to the monastic order who have joined
together in a spiritual community and have taken a holy vow to live in accordance
with the monastic canons.”

Rule 171 provides inter alia:
“All the possessions of the Macedonian Orthodox Church, bishoprics, church
communities and monasteries comprise the property of the Macedonian Orthodox
Church.”

Rule 173 § 1 reads as follows:
“All churches, monasteries, ... - holy waters, cemeteries and places of Orthodox
worship, and their movable and immovable assets which are under the canonical and
spiritual jurisdiction of the Macedonian Orthodox Church are the property of the
Macedonian Orthodox Church.”

The Constitutional Court reiterated the constitutional guarantee of
freedom of religion, and the right of every individual to express his or her
faith and religious beliefs freely and publicly, either alone or in community
with others. It stated that this freedom entailed the freedom to hold or not to
hold religious beliefs and to practise or not to practise a religion. It further
held that the manner in which an individual manifested his or her religious
convictions or beliefs was a matter of private conscience, which ultimately
determined the relationship between religious communities and the State. In
that connection, the Constitutional Court observed that the Macedonian
Orthodox Church and other religious communities and groups were separate
from the State and were equal before the law, and none of them could have
a distinct and privileged position or be controlled by the State.
The Constitutional Court further held that the Church and other religious
communities or groups could not be regarded as institutional and formal
associations of their adherents and that they had not been established
pursuant to the provisions of the Law on Citizens’ Associations and
Foundations. It therefore concluded that their internal rules were not a
matter for constitutional review, as was the case with political parties, other
associations and foundations whose programmes and internal regulations
and their compliance with the Constitution might be assessed by the court.
On an unspecified date, most probably in 1999, the applicants lodged a
criminal complaint (кривична пријава) with the Strumica Public
Prosecutor’s Office (Основно јавно обвинителство Струмица),
requesting it to institute criminal proceedings against the Bishop of
Strumica, who had allegedly held their children in slavery, and had thus
committed the criminal offence defined in Section 418 of the Criminal
Code. Up to the time when the application was lodged the applicants had
received no information about the outcome of the investigations by the
competent authorities.
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B. Relevant domestic law
Article 19 of the Constitution (Устав на Република Македонија)
provides that the freedom of religious confession is guaranteed. The right to
express one’s faith freely and publicly, individually or with others is
guaranteed. The Macedonian Orthodox Church and other religious
communities and groups are separate from the State and equal before the
law. They are free to establish schools and other social and charitable
institutions, by means of a procedure regulated by law.
Article 40 § 3 of the Constitution provides that parents have the right and
duty to provide for the nurture and education of their children. Children are
responsible for the care of their old and infirm parents.
Article 110, which defines the jurisdiction of the Constitutional Court
provides, inter alia, that it safeguards the freedoms and rights of the
individual and citizen relating to freedom of communication, conscience,
thought and public expression of thought, political association and activities
as well as the prohibition of discrimination among citizens on the grounds
of sex, race, religion or national, social and political affiliation.
This provision also specifies that the Constitutional Court decides on the
constitutionality of the programmes and internal regulations of political
parties and associations of citizens.
Rule 51 of the Rules of Procedure of the Constitutional Court (Деловник
на Уставниот суд) provides that a person who considers that any of his
rights or freedoms set forth in Article 110 of the Constitution has been
violated by an individual legal act or decision may seek redress before the
Constitutional Court within 2 months from the day of adoption of the final
individual decision or from the day when he first learns of the action taken,
but no later than 5 years from the day of its occurrence.
Rule 57 stipulates that in its decision on the protection of rights and
freedoms, the Constitutional Court must establish that there has been a
violation and, depending on the circumstances of the case, must set aside the
individual decision or prohibit the action causing the violation.
Section 418 of the Criminal Code (Кривичен законик) provides that
whoever, in violation of international law, places another person in slavery
or in a similar status or keeps him in such a status; buys or sells another
person or hands him over to another person; mediates in the purchase, sale
and handing over of such a person; or induces someone else to sell his
freedom or the freedom of the person he provides for or takes care of shall
be punished by from one to ten years’ imprisonment.
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COMPLAINTS
1. The applicants complain under Article 8 of the Convention that they
are not able to have a normal family life with their children who joined the
monastic order of the Macedonian Orthodox Church. They further allege
that the Church acts in a manner that blatantly disrespects their private and
family life, as it forbids contacts with their children in holy orders and
teaches them to hate their parents and other close family members, and that
their children have no responsibilities towards their parents even if they are
old, sick and unable to take care of themselves.
2. The applicants allege a violation of their rights under Article 9 of the
Convention, asserting that if they express an opposing thought or the
slightest disagreement with their children in holy orders the latter would
consider them heretics and possessed by the devil. The applicants also
maintain that if they were to change their religious convictions and beliefs
that could result in a complete termination of their relations with their
children.
3. Under Article 10 of the Convention the applicants complain that they
have been deprived of their freedom to hold and express opinions, to receive
and impart information and to communicate freely with their children
because the Church forbids relations between monks and their parents who
hold opinions different from the official ones preached by the Church.
4. The applicants complain that they are victims of a violation of
Article 12 of the Convention because they can not found a larger family and
have grandchildren, as their children in holy orders have taken a vow of
celibacy.
5. Invoking Article 14, the applicants claim to be discriminated against
because of their political and other views which differ from the ones
advocated by the Church and because they do not have monastic status like
their children.
6. The applicants rely on Article 4 of the Convention, alleging that the
monastic status of their children amounts to slavery. In that connection, they
maintain that their children are deprived of many of their fundamental
human rights and freedoms as a result of the monastic way of life, that they
are fully dependent on their spiritual superior and are required to work on
the property of the monasteries. They further allege that even if their
children wanted to leave the monasteries and the monastic order, as the
Church maintains they are free to do, they would be cursed and
anathematised for the rest of their lives.
7. Lastly, the applicants allege violations of Articles 3, 5, 6, 7, 13 and 18
of the Convention.
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THE LAW
1. The applicants allege a violation of the right to respect for their family
life guaranteed under Article 8 of the Convention, which reads as follows:
“1. Everyone has the right to respect for his ... family life ...
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right
except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society
in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals,
or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

The Court recalls that the object of Article 8 is “essentially” that of
protecting the individual against arbitrary interference by the public
authorities. The Court notes that in the present case no such interference has
taken place.
However, Article 8 does not merely compel the State to abstain from
such interference: in addition to this primarily negative undertaking, there
may be positive obligations inherent in effective “respect” for family life
(see, mutatis mutandis, Marckx v. Belgium, judgment of 13 June 1979,
Series A no. 31, p. 15, § 31; and Keegan v. Ireland, judgment of
26 May 1994, Series A no. 290, p. 19, § 49). Thus, where the existence of a
family tie has been established, the State must in principle act in a manner
calculated to enable that tie to be developed and take measures that will
enable parent and child to be reunited (see, among other authorities, Olsson
v. Sweden (no. 2), judgment of 27 November 1992, Series A no. 250,
pp. 35-36, § 90; and Keegan cited above, p. 19, §§ 49-50).
As to the present case, the Court observes that the applicants allege that
their right to respect for their family life has been impaired by the fact that
their children left their homes and joined the monastic order of the
Macedonian Orthodox Church. They further maintain that some of their
children have done so without their parents’ prior knowledge or consent.
The Court notes that the applicants’ children left their parents’ homes
after they had attained the age of majority, being over 18 years old at the
material time. At that age, under the national law, they had acquired full
legal capacity to act independently and be held responsible and liable for
any of their acts or omissions. A State must be able to ensure that the
children expressed their free will.
The Court considers that the issue of maintaining contacts and
communication between parents and children who are not minors, and the
respect and affection they extend to each other, is a private matter, which
concerns and depends on the individuals bound in a family relationship, the
lack of which, and the reasons for and origins of such lack, do not call for a
positive undertaking by the State and cannot be imputable to it.
Even assuming that Article 8 of the Convention may be understood to
guarantee the right of the applicants to receive support and care from their
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children as they grow old and in the event of sickness and infirmity, the
applicants’ complaint in this connection is premature.
It follows that this complaint must be rejected under Article 35 §§ 1
and 4 of the Convention for non-exhaustion of domestic remedies.
2. The applicants maintain that their rights to freedom of thought and
religion, and the freedom to hold and express opinions and to receive and
impart information and ideas have been infringed, since they fear that
exercise thereof might result in the complete termination of relations with
their children in holy orders and since the Church allegedly forbids
communication and relations between monks and their parents who hold
different opinions from the ones it preaches. They further claim to be
discriminated against because of their political and other views, which are
opposed to those advocated by the Church. They rely on Articles 9, 10 and
14 of the Convention, which read as follows:
Article 9
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in
worship, teaching, practice and observance.
2. Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”
Article 10
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include
freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without
interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall not
prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema
enterprises.
2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities,
may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are
prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of
national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or
crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or
rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or
for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.”
Article 14
“The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in [the] Convention shall be
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national
minority, property, birth or other status.”
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At the outset the Court observes that, according to Article 35 § 1 of the
Convention, it may only deal with the matter after all domestic remedies
have been exhausted. The purpose of Article 35 is to afford the Contracting
States the opportunity of preventing or putting right the violations alleged
against them before those allegations are submitted to it (see, for example,
Hentrich v. France, judgment of 22 September 1994, Series A no. 296-A,
p. 18, § 33, and Remli v. France, judgment of 23 April 1996, Reports of
Judgments and Decisions 1996-II, p. 571, § 33). Thus the complaint to be
submitted to the Court must first have been made to the appropriate national
courts, at least in substance, in accordance with the formal requirements of
domestic law and within the prescribed time-limits. Nevertheless, the only
remedies that must be exhausted are those that relate to the breaches alleged
and at the same time are available and sufficient. The existence of such
remedies must be sufficiently certain not only in theory but also in practice,
failing which they will lack the requisite accessibility and effectiveness (see,
in particular, Vernillo v. France, judgment of 20 February 1991, Series A
no. 198, pp. 11-12, § 27, and Dalia v. France, judgment of
19 February 1998, Reports 1998-I, pp. 87-88, § 38).
In the present case, the Court observes that the applicants failed to raise,
even in substance, the alleged violations of their rights and freedoms
safeguarded under the above-mentioned articles of the Convention in their
complaint to the Constitutional Court, although under the national law that
court has full jurisdiction to deal with complaints filed by any individual
who claims to be the victim of a violation of the very same rights and
freedoms which the applicants now allege before this Court that they were
deprived of.
It follows that these complaints must be rejected under Article 35 §§ 1
and 4 of the Convention for non-exhaustion of domestic remedies.
3. The applicants complain that they are prevented from founding a
larger family and having grandchildren because their children in holy orders
have taken a vow of celibacy. In that connection, they rely on Article 12 of
the Convention, which provides as follows:
“Men and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and to found a family,
according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right.”

The Court notes that the right to have grandchildren or the right to
procreation is not covered by Article 12 or any other Article of the
Convention.
It follows that this complaint is incompatible ratione materiae with the
provisions of the Convention within the meaning of Article 35 § 3 and must
be rejected in accordance with Article 35 § 4.
4. The applicants allege that the monastic status of their children
amounts to slavery, contrary to Article 4 of the Convention, which as far as
relevant provides as follows:
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“1. No one shall be held in slavery or servitude.
2. No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour...”

The Court first observes that under Article 34 of the Convention it may
receive applications from any person, non-governmental organisation or
group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation by one of the
High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or the
Protocols thereto.
It further notes that the general rule concerning the notion of victim is
that the person bringing the application must be “the person directly
affected by the act or omission which is at issue, the existence of a violation
being conceivable even in the absence of prejudice.” (see, for example,
Eckle v. Germany, judgment of 15 July 1982, Series A no. 51, p. 30, § 66).
This general rule is, however, subject to variation in certain circumstances,
such as a close relationship with an applicant in cases where the applicant
may be said himself to have suffered injury as a result of the contested
actions and where the direct victim is unable to bring a complaint himself
(see, mutatis mutandis, X. v. Belgium, no. 7467/76, Commission decision of
13 December 1976, Decision and Reports 8, pp. 220, 221).
The Court has no information as to whether the applicants’ children have
joined the monastic order after having been manipulated and whether they
are actually detained in conditions of slavery or remain members of their
own free will. Furthermore, it notes that the investigating authorities have
neither completed their investigations yet nor decided that there is no case to
answer. Consequently, it considers that the complaint under Article 4 is
premature.
It follows that this complaint must be rejected under Article 35 §§ 1 et 4
of the Convention for non-exhaustion of domestic remedies.
5. Finally, the applicants allege violations of Articles 3 (prohibition of
torture), 5 (right to liberty and security), 6 (right to a fair trial), 7 (no
punishment without law), 13 (right to an effective remedy) and 18
(limitation on use of restrictions on rights) of the Convention.
The Court notes that these complaints are not at all substantiated. It
follows that they are manifestly ill-founded and must be rejected in
accordance with Article 35 §§ 3 and 4 of the Convention.
For these reasons, the Court unanimously
Declares the application inadmissible.

Vincent BERGER
Registrar

Georg RESS
President
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In the case of Hasan and Chaush v. Bulgaria,
The European Court of Human Rights, sitting as a Grand Chamber
composed of the following judges:
Mr L. WILDHABER, President,
Mr J.-P. COSTA,
Mr A. PASTOR RIDRUEJO,
Mr L. FERRARI BRAVO,
Mr G. BONELLO,
Mr J. MAKARCZYK,
Mr P. KŪRIS,
Mrs F. TULKENS,
Mrs V. STRÁŽNICKÁ,
Mr V. BUTKEVYCH,
Mr J. CASADEVALL,
Mrs H.S. GREVE,
Mr A.B. BAKA,
Mr R. MARUSTE,
Mr E. LEVITS,
Mrs S. BOTOUCHAROVA,
Mr M. UGREKHELIDZE,
and also of Mrs M. DE BOER-BUQUICCHIO, Deputy Registrar.
Having deliberated in private on 29 May and 4 October 2000,
Delivers the following judgment, which was adopted on the
last-mentioned date:

PROCEDURE
1. The case was referred to the Court in accordance with the provisions
applicable prior to the entry into force of Protocol No. 11 to the Convention
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (“the
Convention”) by the European Commission of Human Rights (“the
Commission”) on 30 October 1999 (Article 5 § 4 of Protocol No. 11 and
former Articles 47 and 48 of the Convention).
2. The case originated in an application (no. 30985/96) against the
Republic of Bulgaria lodged with the Commission under former Article 25
of the Convention on 22 January 1996. The application had initially been
brought by four applicants. Following the Commission's decision to disjoin
and strike out the complaints of two of the applicants (see the Commission's
report of 17 September 1998 under former Article 30 § 1 (a) of the
Convention), the present case concerns the complaints of the remaining two
applicants. These are Mr Fikri Sali Hasan and Mr Ismail Ahmed Chaush,
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Bulgarian nationals born in 1963 and 1940 respectively and residing in
Sofia (“the applicants”).
3. The applicants alleged violations of Articles 6, 9, 11 and 13 of the
Convention and of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 in respect of the alleged
forced replacement of the leadership of the Muslim religious community in
Bulgaria and the ensuing administrative and judicial proceedings.
4. The Commission declared the application admissible on 8 September
1997. In its report of 26 October 1999 (former Article 31 of the Convention)
[ Note by the Registry. The report is obtainable from the Registry.], it
expressed the unanimous opinion that there had been violations of Articles 9
and 13 of the Convention, that it was not necessary to examine separately
the applicants' complaints under Article 11 of the Convention and that there
had been no violation of Article 6 of the Convention or Article 1 of Protocol
No. 1.
5. Before the Court the applicants were represented by Mr Y. Grozev, a
lawyer practising in Sofia. The Bulgarian Government (“the Government”)
were represented by Mrs V. Djidjeva, Agent, of the Ministry of Justice.
6. On 6 December 1999 a panel of the Grand Chamber determined that
the case should be decided by the Grand Chamber (Rule 100 § 1 of the
Rules of Court). The composition of the Grand Chamber was determined
according to the provisions of Article 27 §§ 2 and 3 of the Convention and
Rule 24 of the Rules of Court.
7. The applicants and the Government each filed a memorial.
8. A hearing took place in public in the Human Rights Building,
Strasbourg, on 29 May 2000. Mr R. Türmen, who was initially a member of
the Grand Chamber constituted to examine the case, was unable to attend
the hearing. He was replaced by Mr L. Ferrari Bravo, substitute judge, as a
member of the Grand Chamber (Rule 24 § 5 (b)).
There appeared before the Court:
(a) for the Government
Mrs V. DJIDJEVA, Ministry of Justice,
(b) for the applicants
Mr Y. GROZEV, Lawyer,

Agent;
Counsel.

The applicants were also present. The Court heard addresses by
Mr Grozev and Mrs Djidjeva.
Mr M. Fischbach, who was initially a member of the Grand Chamber in
the present case, was unable to take part in its examination after the hearing.
He was replaced by Mr E. Levits, substitute judge.
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THE FACTS
I. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE

A. The applicants
9. Mr Fikri Sali Hasan (“the first applicant”) was Chief Mufti of the
Bulgarian Muslims from 1992 until the events complained of. Mr Ismail
Ahmed Chaush (“the second applicant”) was formerly a teacher at the Islamic
Institute in Sofia.
In his submissions to the Court the second applicant stated that from
February 1995 he had also worked on a part-time basis as secretary to the
Chief Mufti's Office (Главно мюфтийство), the national leadership of the
Muslim religious organisation, and editor of Musulmanin, its newspaper. The
Government disputed these assertions.
B. Background to the case
10. At the end of 1989 a process of democratisation commenced in
Bulgaria. Soon thereafter some Muslim believers and activists of the Muslim
religion in the country sought to replace the leadership of their religious
organisation. They considered that Mr Gendzhev, who was the Chief Mufti at
that time, and the members of the Supreme Holy Council (Висш духовен
съвет) had collaborated with the communist regime. The old leadership, with
Mr Gendzhev as Chief Mufti of the Bulgarian Muslims, also had supporters.
This situation caused divisions and internal conflict within the Muslim
community in Bulgaria.
11. Following general elections held in Bulgaria in October 1991 a new
government, formed by the Union of Democratic Forces (СДС) and the
Movement for Rights and Freedoms (ДПС), took office towards the end of
1991.
On 10 February 1992 the Directorate of Religious Denominations
(Дирекция по вероизповеданията), a governmental agency attached to the
Council of Ministers, declared the election of Mr Gendzhev in 1988 as Chief
Mufti of the Bulgarian Muslims null and void and proclaimed his removal
from that position. On 21 February 1992 the Directorate registered a
three-member Interim Holy Council as a temporary governing body of the
Muslims' religious organisation, pending the election of a new permanent
leadership by a national conference of all Muslims.
12. Following these events Mr Gendzhev, who claimed that he remained
Chief Mufti of the Bulgarian Muslims, challenged the decision of
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10 February 1992 before the Supreme Court. On 28 April 1992 the Supreme
Court rejected his appeal. The court found that the decision of the Directorate
of Religious Denominations was not subject to judicial appeal. The ensuing
petition for review, submitted by Mr Gendzhev against the Supreme Court's
decision, was examined by a five-member Chamber of the Supreme Court.
On 7 April 1993 the Chamber dismissed the petition. While confirming the
rejection of Mr Gendzhev's appeal, the Chamber also discussed the merits of
the appeal. It found, inter alia, that the Directorate's decision to declare
Mr Gendzhev's election null and void had been within its competence. In so
far as the impugned decision had also proclaimed “the removal” of
Mr Gendzhev from his position of Chief Mufti, this had been ultra vires.
However, it was unnecessary to annul this part of the Directorate's decision as
in any event it had no legal consequences.
13. The National Conference of Muslims, organised by the interim
leadership, took place on 19 September 1992. It elected Mr Fikri Sali Hasan
(the first applicant) as Chief Mufti of the Bulgarian Muslims and also
approved a new Statute of the Religious Organisation of Muslims in Bulgaria
(Устав за духовното устройство и управление на мюсюлманите в
България). On 1 October 1992 the Directorate of Religious Denominations
registered the statute and the new leadership in accordance with sections 6
and 16 of the Religious Denominations Act.
C. Events of 1994 and early 1995
14. While the leadership dispute between Mr Gendzhev and Mr Hasan
continued, the official position of the Directorate of Religious
Denominations, throughout 1993 and at least the first half of 1994, remained
that the first applicant was the legitimate Chief Mufti of the Bulgarian
Muslims.
15. On 29 July 1994 the Directorate of Religious Denominations wrote a
letter to Mr Hasan urging him to organise a national conference of all
Muslims to solve certain problems arising from irregularities in the election
of local religious leaders. The irregularities in question apparently concerned
alleged inconsistencies with the internal statute of the Muslim religious
organisation, and not breaches of the law.
16. On 2 November 1994 the supporters of Mr Gendzhev held a national
conference. The conference proclaimed itself the legitimate representative of
Muslim believers, elected an alternative leadership and adopted a statute.
Mr Gendzhev was elected President of the Supreme Holy Council. After the
conference the newly elected leaders applied to the Directorate of Religious
Denominations for registration as the legitimate leadership of the Bulgarian
Muslims.
17. On 3 January 1995 the Supreme Holy Council presided over by the
first applicant decided to convene a national conference on 28 January 1995.
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18. At the end of 1994, parliamentary elections took place in Bulgaria.
The Bulgarian Socialist Party (БСП) obtained a majority in Parliament and
formed a new government, which took office in January 1995.
19. On 16 January 1995 the Directorate of Religious Denominations
wrote a letter to the first applicant in his capacity of Chief Mufti urging him
to postpone the conference. The letter stated, inter alia :
“As the Directorate of Religious Denominations was concerned with [the]
irregularities [as regards the election of local muftis] as early as the middle of 1994, it
repeatedly ... urged the rapid resolution of the problems ... Unfortunately no specific
measures were undertaken ... As a result the conflicts in the religious community
deepened, and discontent among Muslims increased, leading to the holding of an
extraordinary national conference on 2 November 1994. This brought to light a new
problem, related to the shortcomings of the statute of the Muslim religious
community... [The statute] does not clarify the procedure for convening a national
conference ... Issues concerning the participants, and the manner in which they are
chosen ..., are not regulated.
Therefore, for the executive branch of the State it becomes legally impossible to
decide whether the national conference is in conformity with the statute [of the
Muslim religion] and, accordingly, whether its decisions are valid. These decisions,
quite understandably, could be challenged by some of the Muslims in Bulgaria. Any
other national conference, except one organised by a joint committee [of the rival
leaderships], would raise the same problem. Moreover, the decision of 3 January 1995
of the Supreme Holy Council to hold an extraordinary national conference on
28 January 1995 is signed only by six legitimate members of the Holy Council... [and]
... cannot be regarded as being in conformity with the statute.
The Directorate of Religious Denominations cannot disregard the findings of the
[Chamber of the] Supreme Court in its decision of 7 [April] 1993. It is mentioned
therein that the Directorate had acted ultra vires when removing Mr Gendzhev from
his position of Chief Mufti and that the decision of the Directorate of 10 February
1992 could not have legal consequences.
Extremely worried as regards the current situation and deeply concerned over the
well-being of the Muslims in Bulgaria, the Directorate of Religious Denominations
supports the opinion of the Chief Mufti [the first applicant] that it is not advisable to
rush ahead with the holding of an extraordinary conference before overcoming the
conflicts in the religious community ...
Firmly convinced that the disputed questions in the religious community should not
be decided by administrative means by the executive branch of the State ... the
Directorate appeals to you to show good will and reach a consensus for the holding of
a united conference ...”

20. On 27 January 1995 the Supreme Holy Council presided over by
Mr Hasan announced that it had postponed the national conference until
6 March 1995.
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D. Removal of the first applicant from his position of Chief Mufti
21. On 22 February 1995 Mr Shivarov, Deputy Prime Minister of
Bulgaria, issued Decree R-12, which reads as follows:
“In accordance with Decree KV-15 of 6 February 1995 of the Council of Ministers
read in conjunction with section 6 of the Religious Denominations Act, I approve the
statute of the Muslim religion in Bulgaria, based in Sofia.”

22. The statute of the Muslim religion in Bulgaria mentioned in the decree
was apparently the one adopted at the rival national conference, organised by
Mr Gendzhev and held on 2 November 1994. Decree KV-15, referred to in
Decree R-12, determined that Deputy Prime Minister Shivarov should be in
charge of supervising the activity of the Directorate of Religious
Denominations.
23. On 23 February 1995 the Directorate of Religious Denominations of
the Council of Ministers issued a decision which stated that, in accordance
with sections 6, 9 and 16 of the Religious Denominations Act and
Decree R-12 of the Deputy Prime Minister, it had registered a new leadership
of the Bulgarian Muslim community. The leadership thus registered included
Mr Gendzhev as President of the Supreme Holy Council and, apparently,
those elected at the conference of 2 November 1994.
24. Neither Decree R-12 nor the decision of the Directorate of Religious
Denominations gave any reasons or any explanation regarding the procedure
followed. The decisions were not formally served on Mr Hasan, who learned
about them from the press.
25. On 27 February 1995 the newly registered leadership of the Muslim
community accompanied by private security guards entered the premises of
the Chief Mufti's Office in Sofia, forcibly evicted the staff working there, and
occupied the building. The applicants submit that the police, who arrived after
the surprise action, immediately stepped in to protect the new occupants of
the building. Following the action of 27 February 1995 the new leadership
took over all documents and assets belonging to the religious organisation of
Bulgarian Muslims in Sofia and, in the months which followed, in various
other towns in the country. The Directorate of Religious Denominations
allegedly sent letters to the banks where the Muslim religious organisation
had its accounts, informing them of the change of leadership. In the following
weeks several municipalities, allegedly upon the instructions of the
Directorate, registered new regional muftis. Also, the staff of the Chief
Mufti's Office and ten Islamic teachers, the second applicant among them,
were allegedly dismissed de facto as they were prevented from continuing
their work.
26. On 27 February 1995, immediately after the take-over, the first
applicant submitted to the Chief Public Prosecutor's Office (Главна
прокуратура) a request for assistance, stating that there had been an unlawful
mob action and that the persons who had occupied the building of the Chief
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Mufti's Office were squatters who had to be evicted. By decisions of 8 and
28 March 1995 the prosecuting authorities refused to take action. They found,
inter alia, that the new occupants of the building had legal grounds to stay
there as they were duly registered by the Directorate of Religious
Denominations and represented the religious leadership of the Muslim
community in the country.
E. The appeal to the Supreme Court against Decree R-12
27. On 23 March 1995, apparently in reply to a request from the first
applicant, the Directorate of Religious Denominations sent him, in his
capacity as a private person, a letter which stated, inter alia:
“The Muslim religious community in Bulgaria ... has, in 1888, 1891, 1919, 1949,
1986, 1992 and 1995, repeatedly changed its statute as concerns its organisational
structure ..., but never as regards its religious foundation. Decree R-12 of 22 February
1995 ... sanctions an [organisational] change, which the religious community itself
wished to undertake ...”

This letter was apparently the first document originating from the
competent State bodies which implied clearly that the statute of the Muslim
religious community approved by Decree R-12 had replaced the previous
statute and that the new registered leadership had replaced the first applicant.
28. On 18 April 1995 the first applicant, acting on behalf of the Chief
Mufti's Office which he headed, lodged an appeal against Decree R-12 with
the Supreme Court. He stated that, on the face of it, Decree R-12 stipulated
nothing more than the registration of a new religious organisation. However,
from the decisions and the letter of the Directorate of Religious
Denominations which had followed, it had become clear that what had taken
place was the replacement of the statute and the leadership of an existing
religious denomination. Furthermore, it transpired that the motivation behind
this act had been the understanding that the Muslim religion in Bulgaria could
have only one leadership and one statute. The State did not have the right to
impose such a view on Muslims, multiple religious organisations of one and
the same religion being normal in other countries, as in Bulgaria. Therefore
the Council of Ministers had acted beyond its powers. The resulting
interference in the internal disputes of the Muslim religious community was
unlawful. At the oral hearing held by the Supreme Court the first applicant
also stated that there had been an unlawful interference with Muslims'
religious liberties, as enshrined in the Constitution.
29. The first applicant also submitted that the conference of
2 November 1994 had been organised by people outside the Muslim religious
organisation over which he presided. Accordingly, they could register their
own religious organisation but could not claim to replace the leadership of
another. The second applicant asked the Supreme Court either to declare
Decree R-12 null and void as being against the law, or to declare that it
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constituted the registration of a new religious community, the existing
Muslim organisation being unaffected.
30. On 27 July 1995 the Supreme Court dismissed the appeal. The court
stated that under the Religious Denominations Act the Council of Ministers
enjoyed full discretion in its decision as to whether or not to register the
statute of a given religion. The Supreme Court's jurisdiction was therefore
limited to an examination of whether the impugned decision had been issued
by the competent administrative organ and whether the procedural
requirements had been complied with. In that respect Decree R-12 was
lawful. As regards the request for interpretation of Decree R-12, it was not
open to the Supreme Court, in the framework of those particular proceedings,
to state its opinion as to whether it had the effect of creating a new legal
person, or introducing changes, and whether after this decision there existed
two parallel Muslim religious organisations.
F. The national conference of 6 March 1995 and the appeal to the
Supreme Court against the Council of Ministers' refusal to
register its decisions
31. The national conference of Muslims in Bulgaria organised by
Mr Hasan took place as planned on 6 March 1995. The minutes of the
conference establish that it was attended by 1,553 persons, of whom 1,188
were official delegates with voting rights. These were representatives of
eleven local chapters and of the central leadership. The conference adopted
some amendments of the statute of the Muslim community and elected its
leadership. The first applicant was re-elected Chief Mufti.
32. On 5 June 1995 the first applicant, acting as Chief Mufti, submitted a
petition to the Council of Ministers requesting the registration of the new
statute and leadership of Muslims in Bulgaria, as adopted by the conference
of 6 March 1995. On 6 October 1995 he repeated the request. However, there
was no response from the Council of Ministers.
33. On an unspecified date the first applicant appealed to the Supreme
Court against the tacit refusal of the Council of Ministers to register the
decisions of the March 1995 conference.
34. On 14 October 1996 the Supreme Court delivered its judgment. It
noted that in 1992 the Chief Mufti's Office as represented by Mr Hasan had
been duly registered as a religious denomination under section 6 of the
Religious Denominations Act and had thus obtained legal personality of
which it had not been subsequently deprived. Therefore the Council of
Ministers was under an obligation, pursuant to sections 6 and 16 of the Act, to
examine a request for registration of a new statute or of changes in the
leadership in the existing religious denomination. Accordingly, the Supreme
Court ruled that the tacit refusal of the Council of Ministers had been
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unlawful and ordered the transmission of the file to the Council of Ministers,
which was required to examine it.
35. On 19 November 1996 Deputy Prime Minister Shivarov refused to
register the 1995 statute and leadership of the Chief Mufti's Office as
represented by Mr Hasan. He sent him a letter stating, inter alia, that the
Council of Ministers had already registered a leadership of the Muslim
community in Bulgaria, which was that elected by the November 1994
conference with Mr Gendzhev as President of the Supreme Holy Council.
The Deputy Prime Minister concluded that the first applicant's request
“[could not] be granted as it [was] clearly contrary to the provisions of the
Religious Denominations Act”.
36. On 5 December 1996 the first applicant, acting as Chief Mufti,
appealed to the Supreme Court against the refusal of the Deputy Prime
Minister.
37. On 13 March 1997 the Supreme Court quashed that refusal on the
ground that it was unlawful and contrary to Article 13 of the Constitution.
The refusal constituted “an unlawful administrative intervention into the
internal organisation of [a] religious community”. The Supreme Court again
ordered the transmission of the file to the Council of Ministers for
registration.
38. Despite these Supreme Court judgments the Council of Ministers did
not grant registration to the religious leadership headed by Mr Hasan.
G. The 1997 unification conference and subsequent events
39. In February 1997 the government of the Bulgarian Socialist Party
stepped down and an interim cabinet was appointed. At the general elections
which followed in April 1997 the Union of Democratic Forces obtained a
majority in Parliament and formed a new government.
40. On 24 March 1997 the first applicant again requested the Council of
Ministers to register the 1995 statute and leadership. There followed informal
contacts between the Muslim leadership of Mr Hasan and representatives of
the government. The applicants were allegedly told that the government
would only agree to register a new leadership of the Muslims if it was elected
at a unification conference.
41. The Directorate of Religious Denominations urged the two rival
leaderships of Mr Hasan and of Mr Gendzhev to negotiate a solution. On
12 September 1997 the leadership headed by Mr Hasan decided to accept the
holding of a unification conference under certain conditions. A five-member
contact group was appointed to hold negotiations. On 30 September 1997
representatives of the two rival leaderships signed an agreement to convene a
national conference of all Muslim believers on 23 October 1997. The
agreement, which was also signed by Deputy Prime Minister Metodiev and
the Director of Religious Denominations, provided, inter alia, that the parties
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would not obstruct the unification process, failing which the Directorate
would take appropriate administrative measures. In addition, the leadership of
Mr Gendzhev undertook not to dispose of any Muslim property or assets
before the conference.
42. The Directorate of Religious Denominations took an active part in
organising the national conference. The mayors in many localities distributed
to the local chapters forms bearing the seal of the Directorate. These forms
were filled out at the meetings of the local chapters which elected delegates to
the national conference and were certified by the mayors' signatures.
43. On 23 October 1997, 1,384 delegates attended the conference. Only
delegates whose election had been certified by the mayors were allowed to
participate. The conference adopted a new statute of the Muslim
denomination in Bulgaria and elected a new leadership comprising members
of the leadership of Mr Hasan and others. Mr Hasan apparently attended the
conference and approved of the new leadership. Six leaders of the group led
by him were elected to the new Supreme Holy Council. Mr Hasan was not
among them. On 28 October 1997 the government registered the newly
elected leadership.
44. Although the religious community which accepted Mr Gendzhev's
authority was involved in the unification process, Mr Gendzhev himself and
some of his supporters did not sign the agreement of 30 September 1997 and
did not attend the conference, considering that it was manipulated by the
State. The conference voted a resolution authorising the new leadership to
conduct an audit and seek the prosecution of Mr Gendzhev for alleged
unlawful transactions.
45. Mr Gendzhev, who claimed that he remained the Chief Mufti,
appealed to the Supreme Administrative Court (Върховен административен
съд) against the government's decision to register the new leadership. By a
judgment of 16 July 1998 the Supreme Administrative Court rejected the
appeal as being inadmissible. It found that the Chief Mufti's Office of
Mr Gendzhev had no locus standi to lodge an appeal as it had never been
validly registered. Decree R-12 of 22 February 1995 had been signed by
Deputy Prime Minister Shivarov, who had not been duly authorised by the
Council of Ministers. Decree KV-15 did not contain an express authorisation
for the Deputy Prime Minister to approve the statutes of religious
denominations. As a result the Chief Mufti's Office of Mr Gendzhev had
never legally existed and all its acts between 1995 and 1997 were null and
void.
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II. RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW AND PRACTICE
46. The relevant provisions of the 1991 Constitution read as follows:
Article 13
“(1) Religions shall be free.
(2) Religious institutions shall be separate from the State.
(3) Eastern Orthodox Christianity shall be considered the traditional religion in the
Republic of Bulgaria.
(4) Religious institutions and communities, and religious beliefs shall not be used
for political ends.”
Article 37
“(1) The freedom of conscience, the freedom of thought and the choice of religion
or of religious or atheistic views shall be inviolable. The State shall assist in the
maintenance of tolerance and respect between the adherents of different
denominations, and between believers and non-believers.
(2) The freedom of conscience and religion shall not be exercised to the detriment
of national security, public order, public health and morals, or of the rights and
freedoms of others.”

47. The Constitutional Court's judgment no. 5 of 11 June 1992 provides
a legally binding interpretation of the above provisions. It states, inter alia,
that the State must not interfere with the internal organisation of religious
communities and institutions, which must be regulated by their own statutes
and rules. The State may interfere with the activity of a religious community
or institution only in the cases contemplated in Articles 13 § 4 and 37 § 2 of
the Constitution. An assessment as to whether there is such a case may also
be undertaken at the time of registration of a religious community or
institution.
48. The Religious Denominations Act came into force in 1949 and has
been amended several times since then. The relevant provisions of the Act,
as in force at the time of the events at issue, read as follows.
Section 6
“(1) A religious denomination shall be considered recognised and shall become a
legal person upon the approval of its statute by the Council of Ministers, or by a
Deputy Prime Minister authorised for this purpose.
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(2) The Council of Ministers, or a Deputy Prime Minister authorised for this
purpose, shall revoke the recognition, by a reasoned decision, if the activities of the
religious denomination breach the law, public order or morals.”
Section 9
“(1) Every religious denomination shall have a leadership accountable to the State.
(2) The statute of the religious denomination shall establish its governing and
representative bodies and the procedure for their election and appointment ...”
Section 16
“(1) The national governing bodies of the religious denominations shall register
with the Directorate of Religious Denominations of the Council of Ministers, and local
governing bodies with the local municipalities, and they shall submit a list of the
names of all members of these governing bodies.”

49. The Act also lays down rules regarding the activities of a religious
denomination, imposes requirements as regards its clergy and gives the
Directorate of Religious Denominations certain supervisory functions. In its
judgment no. 5 of 11 June 1992 the Constitutional Court, while agreeing
that certain provisions of the Religious Denominations Act were clearly
unconstitutional, found that it was not its task to repeal legal provisions
adopted prior to the entry into force of the 1991 Constitution, the ordinary
courts being competent to declare them inapplicable.
50. The applicants contended that as a consequence of the provisions of
section 6 of the Act, and since there is no public register for recognised
religious denominations, in practice a religious community can establish its
existence as a legal entity only by producing a copy of a letter or a decision
to that effect issued by the Directorate of Religious Denominations. The
same applies to the leader of a religious denomination when he needs to
provide accreditation.
51. Under Decree no. 125 of the Council of Ministers of
6 December 1990, as amended, the competence of the Directorate of
Religious Denominations includes “contacts between the State and religions
denominations”, assistance to central and local administrative authorities in
solving problems which involve religious matters and assistance to religious
organisations as regards education and publications.
52. There are no procedural provisions under Bulgarian law specifically
applicable to the examination by the Council of Ministers, or by a deputy
prime minister, of a petition for authorisation of a religious denomination.
Section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act (Закон за
административното производство), which contains a general legal regime
on the procedure for the issuing of and appeal against administrative
decisions, provides that the Act is not applicable as regards decisions of the
Council of Ministers.
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THE LAW
I. THE GOVERNMENT'S PRELIMINARY OBJECTION
53. Before the Court the Government maintained that the application
should be rejected for failure to exhaust domestic remedies, regard being
had to the fact that the domestic judicial appeals had been submitted by the
first applicant on behalf of the Chief Mufti's Office, and not in his
individual capacity.
The applicants stated that they had no standing to institute proceedings in
their individual capacity. The only possibility was an appeal on behalf of the
community. Furthermore, the appeals on behalf of the Chief Mufti's Office
had proved to be ineffective. The applicants referred to their complaint
under Article 13 of the Convention.
54. The Court reiterates that objections of the kind now made by the
Government should be raised before the admissibility of the application is
considered (see, among other authorities, the Campbell and Fell v. the
United Kingdom judgment of 28 June 1984, Series A no. 80, p. 31, § 57; the
Artico v. Italy judgment of 13 May 1980, Series A no. 37, pp. 13-14, § 27;
and Brumărescu v. Romania [GC], no. 28342/95, §§ 52-53, ECHR 1999VII). However, the Government's objection was first raised on 25 August
1998, after the Commission's decision declaring the application admissible
(see paragraph 12 of the Commission's report of 26 October 1999). There is,
therefore, estoppel.
II. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 9 OF THE CONVENTION
55. The applicants complained that the alleged forced replacement of the
leadership of the Muslim religious community in Bulgaria in 1995 and the
ensuing events up to October 1997 had given rise to a violation of their
rights under Article 9 of the Convention. Article 9 reads as follows:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in
worship, teaching, practice and observance.
2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”
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A. Applicability of Article 9
1. Arguments before the Court
(a) The applicants

56. The applicants maintained that the right to manifest one's religion in
community with others meant that the community should be allowed to
organise itself according to its own rules. In their view any interference in
the internal life of the organisation was a matter of concern not only to the
organisation but also to every person who belonged to the religious
community and, in particular, to those directly involved in the religious or
organisational leadership.
The applicants stated that for a religious community the organisational
structure was not simply a form of their existence, but had a substantive
meaning. The identity of the leaders of the community was crucial, history
abounding with examples of religious leaders converting believers or
founding new religions. No less important for the individual believer was
the way in which the organisation managed its places of worship and its
property.
The applicants were thus of the opinion that the alleged forced removal
of the leadership of their religious community concerned their individual
rights protected by Article 9 of the Convention, the more so given the first
applicant's position of Chief Mufti and the second applicant's involvement
in the life of the community.
(b) The Government

57. The Government maintained that in the Convention organs' practice
an application submitted in terms of Article 9 together with other provisions
of the Convention would normally be examined under the other provisions
relied on. They therefore concentrated in their memorial on Article 11 of the
Convention. In their view not every act motivated by religious belief could
constitute a manifestation of religion, within the meaning of Article 9.
58. The Government further submitted that in Bulgaria freedom of
religion was guaranteed by the Constitution. Religious institutions being
independent, the State had a duty to maintain a climate of tolerance and
mutual respect between them without interfering in their internal
organisational life. Thus, the Muslim religion was officially registered under
the Religious Denominations Act. Muslim believers attended more than
1,000 mosques in the country. They had several religious schools and a
newspaper, and maintained international contacts freely.
Against that background the Government asserted that the facts relied on
by the applicants had no bearing on their right to practise their religion,
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individually or collectively, in private or in public, to observe religious
holidays, or to teach in schools.
(c) The Commission

59. The Commission considered that the organisation of a religious
community was an important part of religious life and that participation
therein is a manifestation of one's religion. The applicants' complaints
therefore fell within the ambit of Article 9 of the Convention.
2. The Court's assessment
60. The Court recalls that freedom of thought, conscience and religion is
one of the foundations of a democratic society within the meaning of the
Convention. The pluralism indissociable from a democratic society, which
has been dearly won over the centuries, depends on it (see Serif v. Greece,
no. 38178/97, § 49, ECHR 1999-IX, and the Kokkinakis v. Greece
judgment of 25 May 1993, Series A no. 260-A, pp. 17-18, §§ 31 and 33).
While religious freedom is primarily a matter of individual conscience, it
also implies, inter alia, freedom to manifest one's religion, alone and in
private, or in community with others, in public and within the circle of those
whose faith one shares. Article 9 lists a number of forms which
manifestation of one's religion or belief may take, namely worship,
teaching, practice and observance. Nevertheless, Article 9 does not protect
every act motivated or inspired by a religion or belief (see the Kalaç v.
Turkey judgment of 1 July 1997, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1997IV, p. 1209, § 27).
61. In the present case the parties differ on the question whether or not
the events under consideration, which all relate to the organisation and
leadership of the Muslim community in Bulgaria, concern the right of the
individual applicants to freedom to manifest their religion and,
consequently, whether or not Article 9 of the Convention applies. The
applicants maintained that their religious liberties were at stake, whereas the
Government analysed the complaints mainly from the angle of Article 11 of
the Convention.
62. The Court recalls that religious communities traditionally and
universally exist in the form of organised structures. They abide by rules
which are often seen by followers as being of a divine origin. Religious
ceremonies have their meaning and sacred value for the believers if they
have been conducted by ministers empowered for that purpose in
compliance with these rules. The personality of the religious ministers is
undoubtedly of importance to every member of the community.
Participation in the life of the community is thus a manifestation of one's
religion, protected by Article 9 of the Convention.
Where the organisation of the religious community is at issue, Article 9
of the Convention must be interpreted in the light of Article 11, which
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safeguards associative life against unjustified State interference. Seen in this
perspective, the believers' right to freedom of religion encompasses the
expectation that the community will be allowed to function peacefully, free
from arbitrary State intervention. Indeed, the autonomous existence of
religious communities is indispensable for pluralism in a democratic society
and is thus an issue at the very heart of the protection which Article 9
affords. It directly concerns not only the organisation of the community as
such but also the effective enjoyment of the right to freedom of religion by
all its active members. Were the organisational life of the community not
protected by Article 9 of the Convention, all other aspects of the individual's
freedom of religion would become vulnerable.
63. There is no doubt, in the present case, that the applicants are active
members of the religious community. The first applicant was an elected
Chief Mufti of the Bulgarian Muslims. The Court need not establish
whether the second applicant, who used to work as an Islamic teacher, was
also employed as a secretary to the Chief Mufti's Office, it being undisputed
that Mr Chaush is a Muslim believer who actively participated in religious
life at the relevant time.
64. It follows that the events complained of concerned both applicants'
right to freedom of religion, as enshrined in Article 9 of the Convention.
That provision is therefore applicable.
65. Further, the Court does not consider that the case is better dealt with
solely under Article 11 of the Convention, as suggested by the Government.
Such an approach would take the applicants' complaints out of their context
and disregard their substance.
The Court finds, therefore, that the applicants' complaints fall to be
examined under Article 9 of the Convention. In so far as they touch upon
the organisation of the religious community, the Court reiterates that
Article 9 must be interpreted in the light of the protection afforded by
Article 11 of the Convention.
B. Compliance with Article 9
1. Arguments before the Court
(a) The applicants

66. The applicants contended that the State authorities had interfered
twice with the organisational life of the Muslim community. Firstly, in
February 1995, they had replaced the legitimate leadership of the
community led by the first applicant and then, in the following years, they
had refused recognition of the re-elected leadership of the first applicant.
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In the applicants' view the measures undertaken by the State had
profound consequences and amounted to replacement of the whole
organisational structure of the Muslim community and a complete
destruction of normal community life. All income was frozen, offices were
seized by force, control over mosques was transferred, and any use of the
communities' documents and property by the leadership of the first
applicant was made impossible. Mr Hasan was thus compelled to continue
his activities as head of the second largest religious community in Bulgaria
“from the street, with zero financial resources”. Moreover, following the
registration in February 1995 by the Directorate of Religious
Denominations of Mr Gendzhev's leadership, no court, government body or
indeed no person would recognise Mr Hasan as a legitimate representative
of the Muslim believers.
67. The applicants further maintained that State interference with the
internal affairs of the religious community had not been based on clear legal
rules. They considered that the law in Bulgaria, in matters concerning
religious communities, did not provide clarity and guarantees against abuse
of administrative discretion. In their view the relations between the State
and religious communities in Bulgaria were governed not by law, but by
politics. Indeed, the replacement of the leadership of the Muslim religious
community had curiously coincided with the change of government in
Bulgaria.
The relevant law, which had remained unchanged since the events
complained of, provided for a discretionary power of the government to
change religious leaderships at will. In the absence of a clear procedure in
this respect or a public register of the by-laws and the representation of
religious denominations, the system of ad hoc letters, issued by the
Directorate of Religious Denominations to confirm the representation of the
community to interested third parties and even to courts, created vast
opportunities for arbitrary exercise of powers. In the applicant's view the
authorities had failed in their duty to enact an adequate legal framework in
this respect.
68. The applicants further claimed that Decree R-12 was in breach of the
relevant law as it sanctioned a leadership which had not been elected in
accordance with the statute and the by-laws of the Muslim community.
These rules provided for a procedure for the election of leaders at a national
conference convened by decision of the Supreme Holy Council, the Chief
Mufti, and the Control Commission. Having recognised these rules in 1992,
the authorities should not have registered leaders elected in breach thereof.
Furthermore, in the applicants' view the replacement of the leadership
had been achieved through arbitrary decrees which gave no reasons and had
been issued without the parties concerned even being informed. The refusal
of the Council of Ministers to comply with two judgments of the Supreme
Court had been another arbitrary interference with the internal life of the
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community. The prosecuting authorities' refusal to intervene and remedy
what the applicants saw as a blatant criminal act, namely the forcible
eviction of the first applicant and the staff from the building of the Chief
Mufti's Office on 27 February 1995 had also been a clear breach of
domestic law.
69. The applicants further asserted that the interference with their rights
under Article 9 of the Convention had no legitimate aim. It could not be
argued seriously that the government's purpose was to ensure clarity as to
the representation of the Muslim religious community. Its actions at the
material time had replaced one leadership of the community with another.
(b) The Government

70. The Government submitted that there had not been any interference
with the applicants' rights under Article 9 of the Convention. The acts of the
Directorate of Religious Denominations were of a declarative nature. They
did not give rise to rights and obligations and consequently were not
capable of affecting the legal rights of others. According to the Court's caselaw a registration requirement in religious matters was not as such
incompatible with the Convention.
71. In the Government's view nothing prevented the applicants from
freely participating in the organisation of the Muslim community during the
period of time under consideration. There was no evidence that the
applicants could not hold meetings or could not be elected to the leadership
of the Muslim community. Indeed, on 6 March 1995 they had freely
organised a new national conference at which the first applicant had been
re-elected Chief Mufti. The fact that there was another national conference,
that of 2 November 1994, which elected other leaders, could not be imputed
to the State. It had been an expression of the free exercise of the right to
freedom of association.
Therefore, in the Government's view, it was not the State that had
replaced the first applicant as Chief Mufti, but the independent will of the
Muslim believers. In fact, Mr Hasan did not meet the age and qualification
requirements for the position of Chief Mufti, as provided for in the statute
of the Muslim religion in Bulgaria.
72. The Government also submitted that the State had continued to pay
subsidies to the Muslim community. The question of who managed these
funds had been decided freely by the community. The Government further
rejected as unsubstantiated and ill-founded the first applicant's allegation
that he could not address the faithful through the media on the occasion of
religious holidays, the media being free and independent from the State. In
the Government's view all complaints concerning the alleged indirect effects
of the registration of another leadership were ill-founded.
73. In the Government's opinion the applicants were pursuing their own
personal career by falsely presenting before the Court the events complained
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of as involving human rights issues. If their logic was followed, every
leader of a religious community who had lost the confidence of the believers
could lodge an application. That would create a dangerous precedent. The
Government urged the Court to distance itself from such essentially political
disputes. They reiterated that the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe had noted the progress made in Bulgaria in respect of religious
freedoms and informed the Court that a new law on religious denominations
was being drafted.
(c) The Commission
74. The Commission found unanimously that there had been an unlawful
State interference with the internal organisation of the Muslim community
and the applicants' right to freedom of religion.
2. The Court's assessment
(a) Whether there has been an interference

75. The Court must examine whether there has been State interference
with the internal organisation of the Muslim community and, consequently,
with the applicants' right to freedom of religion.
76. The Government's position was entirely based on the assertion that
the impugned acts of the Directorate of Religious Denominations could not
be regarded as an interference with the internal organisation of the
community as they had been of a purely declaratory nature and had
constituted nothing more than an administrative registration. The applicants
alleged that these acts had had serious legal and practical consequences and
had been aimed directly at removing the legitimate leadership of the Muslim
community and replacing it by leaders politically associated with the
government of the day.
77. The Court does not deem it necessary to decide in abstracto whether
acts of formal registration of religious communities and changes in their
leadership constitute an interference with the rights protected by Article 9 of
the Convention.
78. Nevertheless, the Court considers, like the Commission, that facts
demonstrating a failure by the authorities to remain neutral in the exercise of
their powers in this domain must lead to the conclusion that the State
interfered with the believers' freedom to manifest their religion within the
meaning of Article 9 of the Convention. It recalls that, but for very
exceptional cases, the right to freedom of religion as guaranteed under the
Convention excludes any discretion on the part of the State to determine
whether religious beliefs or the means used to express such beliefs are
legitimate. State action favouring one leader of a divided religious
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community or undertaken with the purpose of forcing the community to
come together under a single leadership against its own wishes would
likewise constitute an interference with freedom of religion. In democratic
societies the State does not need to take measures to ensure that religious
communities are brought under a unified leadership (see Serif, cited above,
§ 52).
79. In the present case the Court notes that by virtue of Decree R-12 and
the decision of the Directorate of Religious Denominations of 23 February
1995 the executive branch of government in Bulgaria proclaimed changes in
the leadership and statute of the Muslim religious community. No reasons
were given for this decision. There was no explanation why preference was
to be given to the leaders elected at the national conference of 2 November
1994, which was organised by Mr Gendzhev's followers, and not to the first
applicant, who had the support of another part of the community, as
evidenced by the results of the national conference held on 6 March 1995.
The Court further observes that in Bulgaria the legitimacy and
representation powers of the leadership of a religious denomination are
certified by the Directorate of Religious Denominations. The first applicant
was thus deprived of his representation powers in law and in practice by
virtue of the impugned decisions of February 1995. He was refused
assistance by the prosecuting authorities against the forced eviction from the
offices of the Chief Mufti precisely on the ground that Decree R-12
proclaimed another person as the Chief Mufti. He was apparently not able to
retain control over at least part of the property belonging to the community,
although Mr Hasan undoubtedly had the support of a significant proportion
of its members. The impugned decisions thus clearly had the effect of
putting an end to the first applicant's functions as Chief Mufti, removing the
hitherto recognised leadership of the religious community and disallowing
its statute and by-laws.
The resulting situation remained unchanged throughout 1996 and until
October 1997 as the authorities repeatedly refused to give effect to the
decisions of the national conference organised by the first applicant on
6 March 1995.
80. It is true that in its judgments of 14 October 1996 and
13 March 1997 the Supreme Court implicitly refused to accept that the
registration of a new leadership of the divided religious community had the
effect of removing the previously recognised leadership of the rival faction.
It therefore found that the Council of Ministers was under an obligation to
examine the first applicant's request for registration of a new statute.
However, those judgments did not have any practical effect, the Council of
Ministers having refused to comply with them.
81. The Government's argument that nothing prevented the first
applicant and those supporting him from organising meetings is not an
answer to the applicants' grievances. It cannot be seriously maintained that
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any State action short of restricting the freedom of assembly could not
amount to an interference with the rights protected by Article 9 of the
Convention even though it adversely affected the internal life of the
religious community.
82. The Court therefore finds, like the Commission, that Decree R-12,
the decision of the Directorate of Religious Denominations of 23 February
1995, and the subsequent refusal of the Council of Ministers to recognise
the existence of the organisation led by Mr Hasan were more than acts of
routine registration or of correcting past irregularities. Their effect was to
favour one faction of the Muslim community, granting it the status of the
single official leadership, to the complete exclusion of the hitherto
recognised leadership. The acts of the authorities operated, in law and in
practice, to deprive the excluded leadership of any possibility of continuing
to represent at least part of the Muslim community and of managing its
affairs according to the will of that part of the community.
There was therefore an interference with the internal organisation of the
Muslim religious community and with the applicants' right to freedom of
religion as protected by Article 9 of the Convention.
83. Such an interference entails a violation of that provision unless it is
prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society in pursuance of a
legitimate aim (see Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France [GC],
no. 27417/95, §§ 75 and 84, ECHR 2000-VII).
(b) Whether the interference was justified

84. The Court reiterates its settled case-law according to which the
expressions “prescribed by law” and “in accordance with the law” in
Articles 8 to 11 of the Convention not only require that the impugned
measure should have some basis in domestic law, but also refer to the
quality of the law in question. The law should be both adequately accessible
and foreseeable, that is, formulated with sufficient precision to enable the
individual – if need be with appropriate advice – to regulate his conduct (see
the Sunday Times v. the United Kingdom (no. 1) judgment of 26 April
1979, Series A no. 30, p. 31, § 49; the Larissis and Others v. Greece
judgment of 24 February 1998, Reports 1998-I, p. 378, § 40; Hashman and
Harrup v. the United Kingdom [GC], no. 25594/94, § 31, ECHR 1999-VIII;
and Rotaru v. Romania [GC], no. 28341/95, § 52, ECHR 2000-V).
For domestic law to meet these requirements it must afford a measure of
legal protection against arbitrary interferences by public authorities with the
rights safeguarded by the Convention. In matters affecting fundamental
rights it would be contrary to the rule of law, one of the basic principles of a
democratic society enshrined in the Convention, for a legal discretion
granted to the executive to be expressed in terms of an unfettered power.
Consequently, the law must indicate with sufficient clarity the scope of any
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such discretion conferred on the competent authorities and the manner of its
exercise (see Rotaru, cited above, § 55).
The level of precision required of domestic legislation – which cannot in
any case provide for every eventuality – depends to a considerable degree
on the content of the instrument in question, the field it is designed to cover
and the number and status of those to whom it is addressed (see Hashman
and Harrup, cited above, § 31, and the Groppera Radio AG and Others v.
Switzerland judgment of 28 March 1990, Series A no. 173, p. 26, § 68).
85. The Court notes that in the present case the relevant law does not
provide for any substantive criteria on the basis of which the Council of
Ministers and the Directorate of Religious Denominations register religious
denominations and changes of their leadership in a situation of internal
divisions and conflicting claims for legitimacy. Moreover, there are no
procedural safeguards, such as adversarial proceedings before an
independent body, against arbitrary exercise of the discretion left to the
executive.
Furthermore, Decree R-12 and the decision of the Directorate were never
notified to those directly affected. These acts were not reasoned and were
unclear to the extent that they did not even mention the first applicant,
although they were intended to, and indeed did, remove him from his
position as Chief Mufti.
The Court has already found that these acts and the subsequent refusal of
the Council of Ministers to recognise the leadership of Mr Hasan had the
effect of arbitrarily favouring one faction of the divided religious
community. It is noteworthy in this context that the replacement of the
community's leadership in 1995, as well as in 1992 and 1997, occurred
shortly after a change of government.
86. The Court finds, therefore, that the interference with the internal
organisation of the Muslim community and the applicants' freedom of
religion was not “prescribed by law” in that it was arbitrary and was based
on legal provisions which allowed an unfettered discretion to the executive
and did not meet the required standards of clarity and foreseeability.
87. The Court further agrees with the Commission that the repeated
refusal of the Council of Ministers to comply with the judgments of the
Supreme Court of 1996 and 1997 was a clearly unlawful act of particular
gravity. The rule of law, one of the fundamental principles of a democratic
society, is inherent in all Articles of the Convention and entails a duty on
the part of the State and any public authority to comply with judicial orders
or decisions against it (see the Hornsby v. Greece judgment of
19 March 1997, Reports 1997-II, pp. 510-11, §§ 40-41, and Iatridis
v. Greece [GC], no. 31107/96, § 58, ECHR 1999-II).
88. In view of these findings the Court deems it unnecessary to continue
the examination of the applicants' complaints in respect of the “legitimate
aim” and “necessary in a democratic society” requirements. Such an
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examination can only be undertaken if the aim of the interference is clearly
defined in domestic law.
89. There has, therefore, been a violation of Article 9 of the Convention.
III. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 11 OF THE CONVENTION
90. The applicants complained that the State interference with the
internal organisation of the Muslim religious community also violated their
rights under Article 11 of the Convention. The Government denied that the
Muslim community was an “association” and maintained that in any event
there had not been any State interference with rights protected by that
Article. The Commission considered that it was not necessary to examine
the applicants' complaints under Article 11 of the Convention separately.
91. The Court, like the Commission, considers that no separate issue
arises under Article 11 of the Convention. It has already dealt with the
complaint concerning State interference with the internal organisation of the
Muslim religious community under Article 9 of the Convention, interpreted
in the light of Article 11 (see paragraphs 62 and 65 above).
IV. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 13 OF THE CONVENTION
92. The applicants complained that they did not have an effective
remedy against the interference with their right to freedom of religion. They
relied on Article 13 of the Convention, which reads as follows:
“Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in [the] Convention are violated
shall have an effective remedy before a national authority notwithstanding that the
violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity.”

1. Arguments before the Court
93. The applicants submitted, inter alia, that the procedure before the
Supreme Court, which ended with a judgment of 27 July 1995, was not an
effective remedy. Although the Supreme Court could have granted
appropriate relief by quashing Decree R-12, it had chosen not to deal with
the applicants' arguments on the merits. This had been the consequence of
what the applicants described as “the doctrine of full discretion”. In the
applicants' submission the Bulgarian Supreme Court had repeatedly adhered
to the position that in numerous areas the executive enjoyed full discretion
which was not subject to judicial review.
94. The Government replied that the applicants had not instituted any
proceedings in their capacity as individuals. In these circumstances they
could not claim in abstracto that the law did not guarantee effective
remedies.
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In the Government's view the applicants could have requested the
institution of criminal proceedings under Articles 164 and 165 of the
Criminal Code, which concern hate speech and impeding the free
manifestation of religion through force or duress.
95. The Commission considered that the applicants did not have an
effective remedy and that there had been a violation of Article 13 of the
Convention.
2. The Court's assessment
96. The Court recalls that Article 13 guarantees the availability at
national level of a remedy in respect of grievances which can be regarded as
“arguable” in terms of the Convention. Such a remedy must allow the
competent domestic authority both to deal with the substance of the relevant
Convention complaint and to grant appropriate relief, although Contracting
States are afforded some discretion as to the manner in which they discharge
their obligations under Article 13. The remedy required by Article 13 must
be “effective” in practice as well as in law, in particular in the sense that its
exercise must not be unjustifiably hindered by the acts or omissions of the
authorities of the respondent State (see Çakıcı v. Turkey [GC],
no. 23657/94, § 112, ECHR 1999-IV).
97. In the present case the Court has found that the applicants' rights
under Article 9 of the Convention were infringed. They therefore had an
arguable claim within the meaning of the Court's case-law.
98. The Court further considers that the scope of the obligation under
Article 13 varies depending on the nature of the Convention right relied on.
Like the Commission, it takes the view that in the context of the present
case Article 13 cannot be seen as requiring a possibility for every believer,
such as the second applicant, to institute in his individual capacity formal
proceedings challenging a decision concerning the registration of his
religious community's leadership. Individual believers' interests in this
respect can be safeguarded by their turning to their leaders and supporting
any legal action which the latter may initiate.
99. The Court thus finds that in such a case the State's obligation under
Article 13 may well be discharged by the provision of remedies which are
only accessible to representatives of the religious community aggrieved by a
State interference with its internal organisation. In the present case the first
applicant, Mr Hasan, was the leader of the faction of the Muslim
organisation which was replaced through the State decisions complained of.
The Court will therefore examine whether effective remedies existed for the
first applicant in his capacity as religious leader.
100. The Court observes that Mr Hasan, acting as Chief Mufti,
attempted to obtain a remedy against the interference with the internal
organisation of the religious community by challenging Decree R-12 before
the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court did not question Mr Hasan's locus
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standi and accepted the case for examination. A representative of the
religious community was thus provided access to a judicial remedy.
However, the Supreme Court refused to study the substantive issues,
considering that the Council of Ministers enjoyed full discretion whether or
not to register the statute and leadership of a religious denomination, and
only ruled on the formal question whether Decree R-12 was issued by the
competent body.
The appeal to the Supreme Court against Decree R-12 was not, therefore,
an effective remedy.
101. The other two appeals to the Supreme Court, which were submitted
by the first applicant against the refusal of the Council of Ministers to
register the results of the national conference of 6 March 1995, were not
effective remedies either. Although the Supreme Court upheld these
appeals, the Council of Ministers refused to comply with its judgments.
102. The Government suggested that the applicants could have requested
the institution of criminal proceedings against persons who might have
impeded the exercise of their freedom of religion.
The Court observes, however, that the first applicant did in fact turn to
the prosecuting authorities for assistance, but to no avail (see paragraph 26
above).
Furthermore, the Government have not indicated how criminal
proceedings, if instituted, could have led to an examination of the substance
of the applicants' complaints, which concern decisions issued by a Deputy
Prime Minister and the Directorate of Religious Denominations and found
by the Supreme Court, in its judgment of 27 July 1995, to have been
formally lawful. It is unclear how such proceedings could have remedied the
situation complained of.
103. The Government have not indicated any other remedy which could
be used by the applicants or other representatives of the religious
community.
104. The Court finds, therefore, that the leadership of the faction led by
Mr Hasan were unable to mount an effective challenge to the unlawful State
interference in the internal affairs of the religious community and to assert
their right to organisational autonomy, as protected by Article 9 of the
Convention.
It follows that neither applicant had an effective remedy in respect of the
violation of Article 9. There has, therefore, been a violation of Article 13 of
the Convention.
V. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 6 OF THE CONVENTION
105. The applicants complained that they did not have access to a court
for the determination of certain civil rights. In their view Decree R-12 was
decisive for some of their civil rights. These were the first applicant's right,
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in his capacity of Chief Mufti, to manage the religious affairs of the
community, to administer its funds and property, and his right to
remuneration for his services as Chief Mufti, and the second applicant's
right to continue his job of an Islamic teacher, from which he was allegedly
de facto dismissed. The applicants asserted that the determination of their
civil rights without them having been parties to any proceedings, and
without the Supreme Court having examined in substance the challenge
against Decree R-12, was contrary to Article 6 of the Convention.
106. The Government submitted that the misfortunes in the applicants'
careers were not the consequence of the impugned decisions. The applicants
had not been parties to the proceedings before the Supreme Court against
Decree R-12. Furthermore, if the second applicant had had an employment
contract, he could have challenged its termination before the courts.
107. The Commission considered that the applicants' complaints under
Article 6 were unsubstantiated.
108. The Court notes that the applicants have not substantiated the legal
basis and the content of their alleged civil rights. Furthermore, they have not
shown that there existed any obstacles preventing them from bringing civil
actions before the courts in respect of their alleged right to remuneration.
The Court therefore finds that there has been no violation of Article 6 of
the Convention.
VI. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 1 OF PROTOCOL No. 1
109. The Court notes that the applicants did not reiterate their
complaints made before the Commission under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
In those circumstances the Court sees no reason to deal with them of its
own motion.
VII. APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 41 OF THE CONVENTION
110. Article 41 of the Convention provides:
“If the Court finds that there has been a violation of the Convention or the Protocols
thereto, and if the internal law of the High Contracting Party concerned allows only
partial reparation to be made, the Court shall, if necessary, afford just satisfaction to
the injured party.”

A. Damage
1. Pecuniary damage
111. The first applicant claimed 9,240 new levs (BGN) in respect of lost
salary for the period between his removal from the position of Chief Mufti
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in February 1995 and November 1997, when a Chief Mufti elected at a
unification conference took office.
He also claimed costs for maintaining his activities as Chief Mufti
between February 1995 and November 1997 (rent for an office and
publication of the Musulmanin newspaper) in the amount of 5,500 United
States dollars (USD).
The second applicant claimed BGN 6,060 in lost salary as secretary to
the Chief Mufti's Office and editor of the Musulmanin newspaper for the
period between February 1995 and November 1997.
112. The applicants supported their claims by copies of contracts for the
rent of two flats, receipts concerning expenses for the publication of the
Musulmanin newspaper and for the holding of local meetings of the
religious community, and a declaration from a Mr Velev who certified that
he knew the applicants, that the second applicant used to perform
“secretarial functions” at the Chief Mufti's Office and used to be the editor
of the Musulmanin newspaper, and that as far as he remembered the
applicants' monthly salaries were the equivalent of BGN 280 for the first
applicant and BGN 200 for the second applicant.
The applicants stated that they were unable to present other documentary
proof as all documents concerning their income had remained in the
building of the Chief Mufti's Office from where they had been evicted by
force on 27 February 1995.
113. The Government submitted that all claims were unsubstantiated and
not supported by sufficient evidence. In particular, the claims in respect of
lost salary were without any basis, the applicants not having presented a
single payment slip. Furthermore, a number of documents submitted by the
applicants were unclear and contained numerous contradictions. The
contracts for the rent of two flats mentioned that the flats were to be used by
the tenant not only as offices but also as residences. There was no proof that
the tenants had actually moved in or had paid the rent. In one contract the
figure “1995” had clearly been overwritten to read “1996”.
The Government further pointed out that the applicants had used
arbitrary methods of calculation. In particular, the first applicant claimed
that as of February 1995 his salary was 10,000 “old” levs (BGL) and that
this amount was the equivalent of BGN 280. However, this calculation had
apparently been made on the basis of the exchange rate of the lev with
another currency. In fact, in July 1999 BGL 1,000 (“old” levs) became
BGN 1 (“new” lev). Thus, BGL 10,000 would be the equivalent of BGN 10.
114. As regards the expenses for the publication of the Musulmanin
newspaper, the Government contended that there were contradictions
between the initial submissions of the applicants where they had claimed
expenses in respect of three issues of the newspaper, and their later
submissions, where they mentioned two issues and then four issues.
Furthermore, the trade name of the newspaper had been registered by a third
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person and nothing demonstrated that the applicants could claim expenses
in respect of the publication of this newspaper.
115. In respect of the second applicant the Government submitted a copy
of a letter dated 8 May 2000 from the Chief Mufti's Office which certified
that Mr Chaush had not worked at the Chief Mufti's Office as claimed by
him. He had occasionally taught at the Islamic Institute in Sofia.
Furthermore, the Government drew attention to a contradiction between the
claims of the second applicant and his declaration of means made on
31 January 2000 and submitted for the purposes of his legal aid request. In
the latter document the second applicant had stated that he had variable
income, during the school year only, at the average level of BGN 40 to 80
per month.
116. The Government finally asserted that in February 1995 the first
applicant had ceased to be Chief Mufti and could not therefore claim sums
in respect of expenses allegedly incurred in his activities as Chief Mufti.
117. The Court considers that Mr Chaush, the second applicant, has not
established a direct causal link between the violation found in the present
case and the loss of income or other pecuniary damage allegedly suffered by
him. The present case did not concern the circumstances of the second
applicant's alleged dismissal from his position of an Islamic teacher, but the
interference with his right to freedom of religion resulting from the forced
removal of the leadership of the religious community to which he adhered
as an active member. His claim for pecuniary damage is therefore
dismissed.
118. In respect of the first applicant, it appears that some of the amounts
claimed by him, such as sums for rent of offices and publication of a
newspaper, concern the Chief Mufti's Office, which initially submitted an
application to the Commission but then withdrew from the proceedings (see
paragraph 2 above). Such amounts notwithstanding, the Court considers that
the first applicant personally must have suffered some pecuniary damage as
a result of his unlawful removal from the position of Chief Mufti and the
forced eviction from the building of the Chief Mufti's Office. His claim in
this respect, however, is not supported by reliable documentary evidence.
As regards the alleged loss of income he has only submitted a declaration by
a person who allegedly knew the amount of his salary. The Court finds
therefore that the claim for pecuniary damage cannot be granted (see
Freedom and Democracy Party (ÖZDEP) v. Turkey [GC], no. 23885/94,
§ 54, ECHR 1999-VIII).
Nevertheless, the Court accepts that the first applicant's inability to
furnish documentary proof may to a certain extent be due to the fact that he
was evicted by force from his office in February 1995 and denied access to
his documentation. It will therefore take these circumstances into account
when deciding on the first applicant's claim for non-pecuniary damage.
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2. Non-pecuniary damage
119. The first applicant claimed USD 50,000 and the second applicant
USD 30,000 under this head.
The applicants submitted that they had suffered considerable distress
over a long period of time. The first applicant had been the head of the
second largest religious community in the country. His duty and
responsibility vis-à-vis the thousands of believers who had placed their trust
in him as their representative had been to ensure the functioning of the
legitimate leadership of the religious community. The fact that he could not
succeed in this task on account of the unlawful interference of the State with
the internal organisation of the Muslim religion caused him acute emotional
suffering. This situation was aggravated by the complete disrespect of the
authorities for the rule of law between February 1995 and October 1997
when the applicants made numerous attempts to obtain justice, but were
simply ignored. Throughout this period of time they continued to work
facing enormous difficulties.
120. The Government invited the Court to reject the applicants' claims
and to accept that the finding of a violation would be sufficient just
satisfaction.
The Government stated that the applicants had not shown damage to their
reputation or their health and could not therefore claim non-pecuniary
damage. Their personal emotional reactions to the events complained of
were of a purely subjective nature and could not serve as grounds for a
quantified claim.
In the Government's submission the amounts claimed were in any event
excessive and did not find support in the Court's case-law or the practice of
the Committee of Ministers. Furthermore, the applicants' claims were
exorbitant in view of the standard of living in Bulgaria, where, for the
period 1992-98, on average, the minimum monthly salary was the
equivalent of about USD 30 and the monthly salary of a judge at regional
level about USD 140.
121. The Court considers that the unlawful State interference with the
organisation of the Muslim community has undoubtedly caused distress to
the first applicant, who was removed from his position as head of the
second largest religious community in Bulgaria. This situation was
aggravated by the continuous disrespect for his rights, the lack of any clear
legal foundation for the acts of the authorities and their failure to provide an
effective remedy.
The Court considers, however, that the claims are excessive, regard being
had to its case-law (see Thlimmenos v. Greece [GC], no. 34369/97, § 70,
ECHR 2000-IV; Ceylan v. Turkey [GC], no. 23556/94, § 50, ECHR 1999IV; and the following judgments cited above: Kokkinakis, p. 23, § 59; Serif,
§ 61; and Larissis and Others, p. 384, § 74).
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Making its assessment on an equitable basis, the Court awards
BGN 10,000 to the first applicant.
As regards the second applicant the Court holds that the finding of
violations of the Convention constitutes sufficient just satisfaction.
B. Costs and expenses
122. The applicants claimed USD 3,150 for 105 hours of work (at the
rate of USD 30 per hour) by their lawyer on the proceedings before the
Commission and the Court, an additional USD 640 for 16 hours of legal
work on the hearing before the Court and USD 2,685 for expenses related to
the hearing in Strasbourg on 29 May 2000. The latter amount included
USD 1,560 in air fares for the two applicants and their lawyer, USD 1,080
in subsistence expenses for three days (on the basis of USD 120 per day per
person) and USD 55 paid for French visas.
The amount claimed by the applicants is equivalent to about
BGN 13,500.
123. The Government pointed out that part of the legal work concerned
the initial complaints of the Chief Mufti's Office before the Commission.
However, the Chief Mufti's Office withdrew its complaints. The
Government further objected to the hourly rate applied by the applicant's
lawyer, which was many times superior to the normal rate charged by
lawyers in Bulgaria, and submitted that the “time sheet” presented by the
lawyer was unreliable. Finally, the amounts claimed in respect of air fares
and subsistence expenses were not supported by invoices.
124. The Court agrees with the Government that a certain reduction
should be applied in view of the fact that part of the costs were incurred in
relation to the complaints which were disjoined and struck out by the
Commission on 17 September 1998 (see paragraph 2 above). The remainder
of the claim does not appear excessive in the light of the Court's case-law
(see the Lukanov v. Bulgaria judgment of 20 March 1997, Reports 1997-II,
p. 546, § 56; the Assenov and Others v. Bulgaria judgment of 28 October
1998, Reports 1998-VIII, p. 3305, §§ 176-78; Nikolova v. Bulgaria [GC],
no. 31195/96, § 79, ECHR 1999-II; and Velikova v. Bulgaria, no. 41488/98,
§ 104, ECHR 2000-VI).
The Court accordingly awards the sum of BGN 10,000 in respect of costs
and expenses, together with any value-added tax that may be chargeable,
less 18,655.87 French francs received by the applicants by way of legal aid,
to be converted into levs at the rate applicable on the date of settlement.
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C. Default interest
125. According to the information available to the Court, the statutory
rate of interest applicable in Bulgaria at the date of adoption of the present
judgment is 13.85% per annum.

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT
1. Dismisses unanimously the Government's preliminary objection;
2. Holds unanimously that there has been a violation of Article 9 of the
Convention;
3. Holds unanimously that no separate issue arises under Article 11 of the
Convention;
4. Holds unanimously that there has been a violation of Article 13 of the
Convention;
5. Holds unanimously that there has been no violation of Article 6 of the
Convention;
6. Holds unanimously that it is not necessary to examine the complaints
under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1;
7. Holds unanimously that the respondent State is to pay within three
months to the first applicant, for non-pecuniary damage, BGN 10,000
(ten thousand levs);
8. Holds by eleven votes to six that the finding of violations of the
Convention constitutes sufficient just satisfaction in respect of the
second applicant;
9. Holds unanimously that the respondent State is to pay within three
months to both applicants, for costs and expenses, the global sum of
BGN 10,000 (ten thousand levs) plus any value-added tax that may be
chargeable, less FRF 18,655.87 (eighteen thousand six hundred and
fifty-five French francs eighty-seven centimes) received by them by way
of legal aid, to be converted into levs at the rate applicable on the date of
settlement;
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10. Holds unanimously that simple interest at an annual rate of 13,85%
shall be payable from the expiry of the above-mentioned three months
until settlement.
11. Dismisses unanimously the remainder of the applicants' claims for just
satisfaction.
Done in English and in French, and delivered at a public hearing in the
Human Rights Building, Strasbourg, on 26 October 2000.

Luzius WILDHABER
President
Maud DE BOER-BUQUICCHIO
Deputy Registrar
In accordance with Article 45 § 2 of the Convention and Rule 74 § 2 of
the Rules of Court, the joint partly dissenting opinion of Mrs Tulkens and
Mr Casadevall joined by Mr Bonello, Mrs Strážnická, Mrs Greve and
Mr Maruste is annexed to this judgment.

L.W.
M.B.
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JOINT PARTLY DISSENTING OPINION OF
JUDGES TULKENS AND CASADEVALL JOINED BY
JUDGES BONELLO, STRÁŽNICKÁ, GREVE
AND MARUSTE
1. We do not agree with the majority regarding point 8 of the operative
provisions on just satisfaction for the second applicant in respect of nonpecuniary damage.
2. Since the freedom of thought, conscience and religion protected by
Article 9 of the Convention is one of the foundations of a democratic
society, as the judgment quite rightly points out, we consider that the mere
finding of a violation of that provision does not in itself constitute sufficient
just satisfaction.
3. In the present case there is no doubt that both the first and the second
applicants were victims of the violations alleged and that they were both
“active members of the religious community ...”. Moreover, it is undisputed
that the second applicant, Mr Chaush, who used to work as a Muslim
teacher, “is a ... believer who actively participated in religious life at the
relevant time” (see paragraph 63 of the judgment), and he “continued to
work facing enormous difficulties” for nearly three years (see paragraph 119
in fine).
4. That being so, we think that the second applicant also suffered distress
and sustained non-pecuniary damage, certainly less serious damage than the
first applicant, but damage which nevertheless warranted an award of just
satisfaction to Mr Chaush under Article 41 of the Convention.
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In the case of Chassagnou and Others v. France,
The European Court of Human Rights, sitting, in accordance with
Article 27 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (“the Convention”), as amended by Protocol No. 111,
and the relevant provisions of the Rules of Court2, as a Grand Chamber
composed of the following judges:
Mr L. WILDHABER, President,
Mrs E. PALM,
Mr L. CAFLISCH,
Mr J. MAKARCZYK,
Mr P. KŪRIS,
Mr J.-P. COSTA,
Mr W. FUHRMANN,
Mr K. JUNGWIERT,
Mr M. FISCHBACH,
Mr B. ZUPANČIČ,
Mrs N. VAJIĆ,
Mrs W. THOMASSEN,
Mrs M. TSATSA-NIKOLOVSKA,
Mr T. PANŢÎRU,
Mr A.B. BAKA,
Mr E. LEVITS,
Mr K. TRAJA,
and also of Mrs M. DE BOER-BUQUICCHIO, Deputy Registrar,
Having deliberated in private on 16 December 1998, 6 January and
17 March 1999,
Delivers the following judgment, which was adopted on the lastmentioned date:

PROCEDURE
1. The cases of Chassagnou and Others v. France, Dumont and Others v.
France and Montion v. France were referred to the Court, as established
under former Article 19 of the Convention3, by the European Commission
of Human Rights (“the Commission”) on 15 December 1997 (Chassagnou
and Others case) and 16 March 1998 (cases of Dumont and Others and
Montion), within the three-month period laid down by former Articles 32
§ 1 and 47 of the Convention. They originated in three applications
Notes by the Registry
1-2. Protocol No. 11 and the Rules of Court came into force on 1 November 1998.
3. Since the entry into force of Protocol No. 11, which amended Article 19, the Court has
functioned on a permanent basis.
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(nos. 25088/94, 28331/95 and 28443/95) against the French Republic
lodged with the Commission under former Article 25 by ten French
nationals. The first of these applications was lodged by Mrs Marie-Jeanne
Chassagnou, Mr René Petit and Mrs Simone Lasgrezas on 20 April 1994,
the second by Mr Léon Dumont, Mr Pierre Galland, Mr André Galland,
Mr Edouard Petit (now deceased), Mr Michel Petit and Mr Michel Pinon on
29 April 1995 and the third by Mrs Joséphine Montion on 30 June 1995.
The Commission’s requests referred to former Articles 44 and 48 and to
the declaration whereby France recognised the compulsory jurisdiction of
the Court (former Article 46). The object of the requests was to obtain a
decision as to whether the facts of the case disclosed a breach by the
respondent State of its obligations under Articles 9, 11 and 14 of the
Convention and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
2. In response to the enquiry made in accordance with Rule 33 § 3 (d) of
former Rules of Court A1, the applicants stated that they wished to take part
in the proceedings and designated the same counsel to represent them
(former Rule 30).
3. On 27 March 1998 Mr R. Bernhardt, the President of the Court at the
time, decided to allocate the cases of Dumont and Others v. France and
Montion v. France to the Chamber already constituted to hear the case of
Chassagnou and Others v. France.
4. On 26 June 1998 the Chamber decided to join the three cases (former
Rule 37 § 3).
5. As President of the Chamber which had originally been constituted
(former Article 43 of the Convention and former Rule 21) in order to deal,
in particular, with procedural matters that might arise before the entry into
force of Protocol No. 11, Mr Bernhardt, acting through the Registrar,
consulted the Agent of the French Government (“the Government”), the
applicants’ counsel and the Delegate of the Commission on the organisation
of the written procedure. Pursuant to the order made in consequence, the
Registrar received the applicants’ memorial on 21 July 1998 and the
Government’s memorial on 30 September 1998.
6. After the entry into force of Protocol No. 11 on 1 November 1998 and
in accordance with the provisions of Article 5 § 5 thereof, the case was
referred to the Grand Chamber of the Court. The Grand Chamber included
ex officio Mr J.-P. Costa, the judge elected in respect of France (Article 27
§ 2 of the Convention and Rule 24 § 4 of the Rules of Court),
Mr L. Wildhaber, the President of the Court, Mrs E. Palm, Vice-President of
the Court, and Mr M. Fischbach, Vice-President of Section (Article 27 § 3
of the Convention and Rule 24 §§ 3 and 5 (a)). The other members
appointed to complete the Grand Chamber were Mr L. Ferrari Bravo,
1. Note by the Registry. Rules of Court A applied to all cases referred to the Court before
the entry into force of Protocol No. 9 (1 October 1994) and from then until 31 October
1998 only to cases concerning States not bound by that Protocol.
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Mr L. Caflisch, Mr J. Makarczyk, Mr W. Fuhrmann, Mr K. Jungwiert,
Mr B. Zupančič, Mrs N. Vajić, Mr J. Hedigan, Mrs W. Thomassen,
Mrs M. Tsatsa-Nikolovska, Mr T. Panţîru, Mr E. Levits and Mr K. Traja
(Rule 24 § 3 and Rule 100 § 4). Subsequently Mr Ferrari Bravo and
Mr Hedigan, who were unable to take part in the further consideration of the
case, were replaced by Mr A.B. Baka and Mr P. Kūris (Rule 24 § 5 (b)).
7. On 10 November 1998 Mr Wildhaber decided to add to the case file
written observations and documents filed by the applicants’ counsel on
22 October 1998 (Rule 38 § 1).
8. At the Court’s invitation (Rule 99), the Commission delegated one of
its members, Mr J.-C. Geus, to take part in the proceedings before the Grand
Chamber.
9. In accordance with the President’s decision, a hearing took place in
public in the Human Rights Building, Strasbourg, on 16 December 1998.
There appeared before the Court:
(a) for the Government
Mr J.-F. DOBELLE, Deputy Director of Legal Affairs,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Mr B. NEDELEC, magistrat, on secondment to the
Human Rights Section,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Mr G. BITTI, Special Adviser, Human Rights Office,
European and International Affairs Service,
Ministry of Justice,

Agent,

Counsel;

(b) for the applicants
Mr G. CHAROLLOIS, Administrator of the Association for the
Protection of Wildlife (ASPAS) and the National
Society for the Protection of Nature (SNPN),
Counsel;
(c) for the Commission
Mr J.-C. GEUS,
Ms M.-T. SCHOEPFER,

Delegate,
Secretary to the Commission.

The Court heard addresses by Mr Geus, Mr Charollois and Mr Dobelle.
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THE FACTS
I. INTRODUCTION
10. Given the importance of the historical context of the case, it seems
appropriate – exceptionally – to preface the section of the judgment entitled
“The circumstances of the case” with a brief introduction, based on the
information supplied by the Government.
11. Until the French Revolution of 1789 the right to hunt was a privilege
of the nobility. Only nobles could take game, which was regarded as the
lord’s property.
During the Revolution there were two schools of thought on the question.
The first approach, supported by Mirabeau, was to make the right to hunt
the prerogative of the landowner alone; the second, which was advocated by
Robespierre, was to give all citizens unconditional freedom to hunt
everywhere. The first approach carried the day, as in the night of 4 August
1789 the privilege of hunting was abolished “subject to the sole reservation
that landowners alone may hunt” and a decree of 11 August 1789 laid down
the principle that “Every landowner has the right to destroy or cause to be
destroyed, on his property only, any species of game”.
Subsequently the Law of 3 May 1844, a large part of which is still in
force, regulated the right to hunt by introducing hunting licences and laying
down fixed hunting seasons. Section 1 of that Law, which was later codified
as Article 365 of the Countryside Code and then Article L. 222-1, provided:
“No one shall have the right to hunt on land belonging to another without
the consent of the owner or any person entitled through or under the owner.”
However, it was made clear by case-law that this consent could be tacit
and that it was possible to hunt on another’s land provided that the owner of
the hunting rights had not expressly manifested his opposition by means of
measures such as signing a lease, swearing in a gamekeeper or putting up
“private hunting” notices.
12. Although, in an attempt to organise hunting, associations of hunters
were set up spontaneously in the regions north of the Loire where large
estates of agricultural land or woodland predominated, the theory of tacit
consent derived from case-law led throughout the south of France, where
sub-division of landholdings has created a pattern of much smaller
properties, to an almost unlimited freedom to hunt, known as “chasse
banale” (public hunting). With the exception of a few private hunting
grounds, hunters could thus hunt wherever they pleased and no one was
responsible for the proper management of game stocks; as a result game
species in certain regions were decimated.
13. It was in those circumstances that Law no. 64-696 of 10 July 1964,
known as the “Loi Verdeille”, was enacted (see paragraphs 41 et seq.
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below). This provided for the creation of approved municipal hunters’
associations (Associations communales de chasse agréées – “ACCAs”) and
approved inter-municipality hunters’ associations (Associations intercommunales de chasse agréées – “AICAs”). Section 1 (which subsequently
became Article L. 222-2 of the Countryside Code, see paragraph 41 below)
states that their object is “to encourage, on their hunting grounds, an
increase in game stocks, the destruction of vermin and the prevention of
poaching, to instruct their members in how to hunt without interfering with
property rights or crops and in general to improve the technical organisation
of hunting so that the sport can be practised in a more satisfactory manner”.
To that end, the law requires the owners of landholdings smaller in area than
a certain threshold, which varies from one département to another, to
become members of any ACCA set up in their municipality and to transfer
to it the hunting rights over their land in order to create municipal hunting
grounds.
14. The Loi Verdeille applies in départements of metropolitan France
other than Bas-Rhin, Haut-Rhin and Moselle, where there is a special
regime inherited from German law (see paragraph 40 below). The creation
of an ACCA is compulsory in départements on a list drawn up by the
Minister responsible for hunting, which designates 29 of the 93
metropolitan départements concerned, including Creuse, where Mr Dumont,
Mr A. Galland, Mr P. Galland, Mr E. Petit, Mr M. Petit and Mr Pinon live
(see paragraph 23 below) and Gironde, where Mrs Montion lives (see
paragraph 28 below). In the municipalities of the remainder of these 93
départements ACCAs may be set up by the prefect on an application by
anyone who can furnish evidence that at least 60% of landowners holding at
least 60% of the land in the municipality agree. On 28 February 1996
ACCAs were thus set up in 851 municipalities in 39 different départements,
including 53 of the 555 municipalities in Dordogne, where Mrs
Chassagnou, Mr R. Petit and Mrs Lasgrezas live (see paragraph 16 below).
15. The right to hunt belongs to the owner on his land (see paragraph 36
below), but the creation of an ACCA results in the pooling of hunting
grounds within the municipality, so that the members of the association can
hunt throughout the area thus formed (see paragraphs 41 and 50 below).
Under certain conditions the owners of landholdings attaining in a single
block a specified minimum area (60 hectares in Creuse and 20 hectares in
Gironde and Dordogne) may object to inclusion of their land in the ACCA’s
hunting grounds or request its removal from them (see paragraphs 47-49
below).
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II. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE

A. Mrs Chassagnou, Mr R. Petit and Mrs Lasgrezas
16. Mrs Chassagnou, Mr R. Petit and Mrs Lasgrezas were born in 1924,
1936 and 1927 respectively. All three are farmers and live in the
département of Dordogne, Mrs Chassagnou at Tourtoirac and the other two
at Sainte-Eulalie-d’Ans.
They own landholdings there smaller than 20 hectares in a single block
which are included in the hunting grounds of the ACCAs of Tourtoirac and
Chourgnac-d’Ans.
17. In 1985, as members of the Anti-Hunting Movement (“the ROC”),
and later of the Association for the Protection of Wildlife (“the ASPAS”),
an approved association of recognised public usefulness with regard to the
protection of nature, the applicants placed notices at the boundaries of their
property bearing the words “Hunting prohibited” and “Sanctuary”. The
ACCAs of Tourtoirac and Chourgnac-d’Ans then applied for an injunction
requiring the removal of these notices. The judge competent to hear urgent
applications granted the injunction sought by a decision of 26 September
1985, which was upheld on 18 June 1987 by the Bordeaux Court of Appeal.
18. On 20 August 1987 the prefect of Dordogne rejected an application
from Mr R. Petit, Mrs Chassagnou and Mrs Lasgrezas for the removal of
their land from the hunting grounds of the Tourtoirac and Chourgnac-d’Ans
ACCAs.
They then applied for judicial review of that decision to the Bordeaux
Administrative Court, which found against them in a judgment of 26 May
1988.
1. The proceedings in the Périgueux tribunal de grande instance
19. On 30 July 1987 the applicants had brought civil proceedings against
the ACCAs of Tourtoirac and Chourgnac-d’Ans in the Périgueux tribunal
de grande instance.
Essentially, they argued that sections 3 and 4 of the Loi Verdeille were
incompatible with Articles 9, 11 and 14 of the Convention and Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1, firstly in that they provided that all unenclosed plots of land
smaller than 20 hectares in area and situated more than 150 metres from any
dwelling were to be included in an ACCA’s hunting grounds by means of
the transfer of hunting rights to the association from the landowners or
holders of the rights, such transfer being deemed to have been effected
automatically and without valuable consideration even without the latter’s
consent, and secondly in that a non-hunting landowner automatically
became a member of the association. They asked the court to rule on that
account that they were third parties in relation to the ACCAs concerned,
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that their land could no longer be included in the ACCAs’ hunting grounds
and that the ACCAs could not rely on the transfer of their hunting rights.
Lastly, they asked the court to declare that they had the right to put up on
their property notices enjoining respect for their rights.
20. On 13 December 1988 the Périgueux tribunal de grande instance
gave judgment in the following terms:
“[As regards the argument concerning Article 1 of Protocol No. 1:]
Admittedly, the Law entails enforced deprivation of the right to hunt, which is one
of the elements of the right of property, and obliges the owners of land subject to the
ACCAs’ control to accept the presence on the land of third parties, namely hunters.
Moreover, the Loi Verdeille appears to lay down special rules derogating from the
principle laid down in Article 365 of the Countryside Code that ‘No one shall have the
right to hunt on land belonging to another without the owner’s consent ...’.
...
[Protocol No. 1] does not exclude restrictions on the right of property ... since
Article 1, after stating the principle ‘No one shall be deprived of his possessions
except in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by
the general principles of international law’, goes on to say: ‘The preceding provisions
shall not, however, in any way impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as it
deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest
or to secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.’
Most of the terms employed reflect the very broad nature of the restrictions which
may be imposed on the right of property by signatory States in their domestic
legislation.
The Loi Verdeille, whose stated aim ... is to encourage, inter alia, an increase in
game stocks, the destruction of vermin and the prevention of poaching, satisfies the
‘general interest’ criterion laid down in Article 1 of [Protocol No. 1]. Similarly, in
attempting to ‘improve the technical organisation of hunting’ Parliament intended to
permit democratic participation in hunting and to prevent landowners from reserving
exclusive hunting rights over their land, thus restricting the right to use property,
meaning in this case the right to hunt, in accordance with the ‘general interest’
referred to in [Protocol No. 1].
Consequently, with regard to the right of property, the provisions of sections 3 and 4
of the [Loi Verdeille] do not appear to be contrary to the Convention ...
[As regards the arguments concerning Articles 11, 14, 9 and 10 of the Convention:]
By providing that owners of landholdings of less than 20 hectares in area shall ipso
facto be members of an ACCA, section 4 of the Loi Verdeille imposes what amounts
to compulsory membership of an association whose aims, as in the present case, are
not, for reasons of personal ethics, shared by the members, and indeed are vehemently
opposed by them.
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Freedom of association must necessarily be interpreted as the ‘positive freedom’ for
each individual to join an association of his or her choice, but it also means the
negative right not to be compelled to join an association or trade union. To accept that
Article 11 of [the Convention] guarantees only the ‘positive’ freedom of association
would mean denying the very principle of that freedom, which is based on the free,
voluntary choice of any person who wishes to join a group.
Accordingly, by compelling certain landowners to join an ACCA, sections 3 and 4
of the Loi Verdeille violate the very substance of freedom of association, which must
be regarded as one aspect of the freedom of conscience, opinion and expression which
is likewise guaranteed by [the Convention], and lead not to a restriction of the freedom
of association but to the negation of it.
This infringement of the freedom of association appears all the more shocking
because the right to object to the transfer of hunting rights is reserved by section 3 of
the [Loi Verdeille] exclusively to the owners of properties exceeding 20 hectares in
area in a single block.
Thus the Loi Verdeille establishes discrimination between landowners on the basis
of the amount of land they own, which is wholly incompatible with Article 14 of [the
Convention], whereas the right not to join an ACCA should be uniformly granted to
all landowners, whatever the size of their holdings.
Nevertheless, it must be determined whether the interference with exercise of the
freedom of association resulting from sections 3 and 4 of the Loi Verdeille can be
justified under paragraph 2 of Article 11 of [the Convention].
As it is necessarily out of the question to regard the Loi Verdeille as ‘necessary in a
democratic society’ in the interests of national security or public safety, for the
prevention of disorder or crime, or for the protection of health or morals, it can be
considered compatible with [the Convention] only if it is accepted that the interference
with exercise of the freedom of association is justified ‘for the protection of the rights
and freedoms of others’, the only restriction in the present case provided for by the
above-mentioned Article 11.
It must therefore be determined whether the Loi Verdeille governing the
organisation of ACCAs, whose object is ‘in general’ – or mainly, in the plaintiffs’
submission – ‘to improve the technical organisation of hunting so that the sport can be
practised in a more satisfactory manner’, can prevail over the right not to join a
hunters’ association.
It must be noted in the first place that the Loi Verdeille does not appear to be
absolutely necessary, given that it is applied in full in only twenty-eight French
départements out of seventy-one, that it affects only nine thousand municipalities in
France, including seventy-seven in Dordogne and that it is not the only legislation
concerning the protection of game and compensation for damage caused by it.
Secondly, the right to hunt is not considered one of the rights protected by [the
Convention] (see, to that effect, Cass. Ch. Crim. 15.12.1987 – GP 1988, page 8).
Consequently, mere protection of the exercise of a sport cannot prevail over the
fundamental freedom to join or not to join an association. By compelling landowners
to become members of ACCAs despite the ethical stance and personal conscience of
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those members, as in the present case, the Loi Verdeille inflicts on the persons
concerned wrongs that are disproportionate to the aim pursued, namely the selfseeking pursuit of a leisure activity and the organisation of that activity.
This Court therefore finds that sections 3 and 4 of the [Loi Verdeille] do not comply
with the binding provisions of Articles 11, 9, 10 and 14 of [the Convention].
Consequently, the plaintiffs are now entitled to resign their membership of the
ACCAs concerned and put up notices on their property bearing the text of their
choice, in so far as this is consistent with public-order considerations and accepted
moral standards.”

2. The proceedings in the Bordeaux Court of Appeal
21. On 23 December 1988 the Tourtoirac and Chourgnac-d’Ans ACCAs
appealed to the Bordeaux Court of Appeal.
On 18 April 1991 that court set aside all the provisions of the judgment
of 13 December 1988, giving the following reasons:
“It is certain that in seeking to promote the rational exercise of the right to hunt
through the pooling of individual rights over properties smaller than the minimum
areas laid down in regulations the [Loi Verdeille] derogates to a considerable extent
from the principle laid down by the provisions of Article 365 of the Countryside Code
that ‘No one shall have the right to hunt on land belonging to another without the
consent of the owner or any person entitled through or under the owner’. By that
means, however, the right to hunt, which is one element of the right of property, has
been detached therefrom in order to ensure that it is exercised in accordance with the
general interest, as defined in section 1, which provides that the object of [ACCAs],
thus vested with public-authority prerogatives, shall be ‘to encourage, on their hunting
grounds, an increase in game stocks, the destruction of vermin and the prevention of
poaching, to instruct their members in how to hunt without interfering with property
rights or crops and in general to improve the technical organisation of hunting so that
the sport can be practised in a more satisfactory manner’.
In asserting that Parliament only took into consideration ‘the self-seeking pursuit of
a leisure activity’, and that this did not justify depriving some people of their
fundamental rights, the court below evidently disregarded the object of the provisions
referred to above, which concern both protection of the environment and wildlife
against unregulated hunting, damage of all kinds or anarchic management and the
organisation and regulation of the sport itself. Hunting, on account of the very large
number of people who take part in it and its corresponding economic importance, must
be subject, like any other popular leisure activity, to the constraints inherent in the
normal operation of a public service which has in addition been recognised as such by
the Constitutional Council and the Conseil d’Etat (CE 7/7/1978 – CE 5/7/1985). As
such public-interest restrictions on exercise of the right of property are expressly
provided for by [the Convention] in Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, the respondents
Chassagnou, Petit and Lasgrezas may not validly plead a breach of that provision.
Similarly, the pooling of small properties to form hunting grounds of sufficient size,
which are accordingly capable of affording as many people as possible access to
leisure activities which would otherwise inevitably remain the prerogative of
landowners fortunate enough to possess a large estate, deprives of all foundation the
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complaint that the [Loi Verdeille] discriminates on the ground of property, in breach
of Article 14 of [the Convention].
Lastly, while transfer of rights over their land to an ACCA gives the landowners
concerned the status of automatic members, who are thus empowered to participate in
the management of the municipal hunting grounds and to defend their interests, these
are the only effects of the provisions in issue. Unlike persons whose membership is
conditional, inter alia, on the payment of subscriptions, automatic members are under
no obligation. Still less is there any provision for coercive measures or penalties
against them; they are free to hunt or not to hunt, to scrutinise the way the ACCA
conducts its business and participate in its work or refrain from any involvement in it.
Whereas, moreover, the creation of ACCAs, and their scope, modus operandi and
constitution are not only governed by legislation but also subject to prefectoral
approval, and whereas on that account, and notwithstanding the associative form of
these bodies, their public-interest role excludes any contractual relationship between
their members, the automatic admission, free of charge, of landowners required to
transfer their rights is only consideration for the partial alienation that they suffer, and
constitutes in addition an undoubted attenuation of the measures restricting the right of
property.
It would appear that the members of the ROC, who are well aware that the general
interest imposes certain restrictions on exercise of the right of property and that the
[Loi Verdeille] does not in any way erect obstacles to freedom of association, are in
fact claiming a right not to hunt, which is neither secured by domestic law nor
guaranteed, any more than the right to hunt itself, by international treaties.
...”

3. The proceedings in the Court of Cassation
22. By a judgment of 16 March 1994 the Third Civil Division of the
Court of Cassation dismissed an appeal on points of law by the applicants,
giving the following reasons:
“The provisions of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 ... recognise the right of a State to
enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance
with the general interest, and the Court of Appeal held, firstly, that the provisions of
the [Loi Verdeille] had to do with protection of the environment and wildlife from
unregulated hunting and damage of all kinds or anarchic management as much as with
the organisation and regulation of hunting itself, and secondly that the pooling of
small landholdings into hunting grounds of sufficient size, which would accordingly
be able to afford as many people as possible access to leisure activities that would
otherwise be bound to remain the prerogative of large landowners, deprived of all
foundation the complaint of discrimination based on property. The argument on that
point is therefore unfounded.
...
Having noted that landowners who had transferred their rights to the association,
who were automatic members, were under no obligation, that there was no provision
for coercive measures or penalties against them, that these members could participate
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in the work of the association or refrain from doing so and that, as the public-service
role of the association excluded any contractual relationship between its members, the
automatic admission, free of charge, of landowners required by law to transfer their
rights was only consideration for that transfer, the Court of Appeal, through those
reasons alone provided the reasoning required by law for its decision on that subject.”

B. Mr Dumont, Mr A. Galland, Mr P. Galland, Mr E. Petit,
Mr M. Petit and Mr Pinon
23. Mr Dumont, Mr A. Galland, Mr P. Galland and Mr E. Petit (who
died in June 1995) were born in 1924, 1926, 1936 and 1910 respectively;
Mr M. Petit and Mr Pinon were born in 1947. They are all farmers living at
Genouillac in the département of Creuse. They own landholdings there
smaller than 60 hectares in a single block which are included in the hunting
grounds of the ACCAs of La Cellette and Genouillac and describe
themselves as opposed to hunting on ethical grounds. They too are members
of the ASPAS.
1. The proceedings in the Limoges Administrative Court
24. In August and September 1987 each of the applicants requested the
prefect of Creuse to remove their land from the hunting grounds of the
ACCAs in question. They then applied to the Limoges Administrative Court
for judicial review of the implicit refusals constituted by the prefect’s failure
to reply, relying on the provisions of the Convention and those of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the ILO
Convention of 1948 on freedom of association.
25. On 28 June 1990 the Limoges Administrative Court dismissed the
appeals in six identical judgments, giving the following reasons:
“As regards the complaint of an interference with the freedom of conscience
...
No provision of the Law of 10 July 1994 ... infringes the right of persons opposed to
hunting to express that belief or to manifest it, even in public. The mere fact that an
ACCA has been set up does not impose on them in that respect any constraint,
obligation or prohibition ... The freedom of opinion and expression of persons
opposed to hunting is necessarily limited by protection of the rights and freedoms of
hunters and those who share their convictions.
As regards the complaint of an interference with the freedom of association
...
Under such provisions citizens cannot be obliged to join an association against their
will. However, since, under the very terms of the provisions relied on, freedom of
association may be subject to restrictions which are deemed necessary on generalinterest grounds, a citizen may be legally required to join an association whose object
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is to serve the general interest. Rational exercise of the right to hunt, as organised by
the Law of 10 July 1964 is a general-interest ground, notwithstanding the fact that,
regard being had to the manner of its implementation, the Law is not in practice
applied to the whole of the national territory. The interference thus imposed on
individual freedom of association is not excessive in the light of this general interest.
As regards the complaint of a breach of equality before the law
...
In any event, the provisions of the Law ... do not introduce discrimination on the
ground of property. Although it lays down a minimum qualifying area for objections
and withdrawals, the Law’s wording and its drafting history show that these limits
were laid down in order to ensure the rational organisation of hunting. Such a general
interest justifies a difference in treatment between landowners depending on the area
of land they possess without this different treatment constituting a breach of equality
before the law.
As regards the complaint of an infringement of the right of property and the right of
use
...
Although the provisions cited above protect the right of property and the right to use
one’s possessions, they do not prevent restrictions being imposed thereon in the
general interest. As this Court has already remarked, the organisation of hunting
serves a general interest which justifies such restrictions. The landowners whose land
is included in the ACCA’s hunting grounds receive consideration for the loss of their
exclusive right of use in the form of their membership of the ACCA and the services it
provides. The fact that [the applicants] stated that they were not interested by such
forms of consideration is not capable of rendering them insufficient. Lastly, although
[the applicants] maintained that the Law of 10 July 1964 did not ensure fair and prior
compensation, contrary to provisions having the status of constitutional law, it is not
for the administrative courts to rule on the constitutionality of legislation. Accordingly
such a complaint may not be validly raised before the Administrative Court.”

2. The proceedings in the Conseil d’Etat
26. Relying on Articles 9, 11 and 14 of the Convention and Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1, the applicants appealed to the Conseil d’Etat.
27. By six identical judgments of 10 March 1985 the Conseil d’Etat
dismissed their appeals on the following grounds:
“...
No provision of the [Loi Verdeille] obliges a non-hunter to take part in or approve
of hunting. Consequently, and in any case, the appellant is not entitled to maintain that
the Limoges Administrative Court wrongly held that the provisions of the [Loi
Verdeille] were not contrary to the provisions of Article 9 of [the Convention].
...
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The [Loi Verdeille] introduced municipal hunters’ associations approved by prefects
with the aim of improving the technical organisation of hunting. With a view to
enabling these bodies to perform the public-service role entrusted to them, various
public-authority prerogatives were conferred on them. Consequently, and in any case,
the provisions mentioned cannot be validly relied on to contest the lawfulness of the
impugned decision taken by the prefect of Creuse.
...
The fact that land belonging to the appellant was included in the hunting grounds of
the [ACCA] and that owners of the hunting rights may come to hunt there has not
deprived the appellant of his property but merely restricted his right to use it, in
accordance with the rules laid down by the [Loi Verdeille], which are not
disproportionate in relation to the general-interest objective pursued. The argument
analysed above cannot therefore be upheld.
...
The fact that the [Loi Verdeille] lays down different rules, depending on whether the
landholdings concerned are less than or greater than 20 hectares in area, is due to the
fact that the situations are different, regard being had to the objectives pursued by that
Law, in particular the management of game stocks. These rules do not impose any of
the forms of discrimination proscribed ... by Article 14 of [the Convention]”

C. Mrs Montion
28. Mrs Montion was born in 1940 and works as a secretary. She lives at
Sallebœuf in the département of Gironde.
29. The applicant and her husband, who died in February 1994, were the
owners of a landholding of 16 hectares which formed part of the hunting
grounds of the Sallebœuf ACCA.
As a member of the National Society for the Protection of Nature (“the
SNPN”) and the ROC, Mr Montion unsuccessfully requested during the
procedure to set up the ACCA that his land be designated an ACCA reserve.
He then, with no more success, contested in the administrative courts the
prefectoral decree of 7 December 1979 approving the association.
30. Determined thenceforth to include his property in the SNPN’s
network of voluntary nature reserves, he requested the prefect of Gironde, in
a letter of 15 June 1987, firstly to order the Sallebœuf ACCA to remove him
from the list of its members, and secondly to remove his land from the list
of properties forming the association’s hunting grounds. On 29 June 1987
he wrote to the chairman of the ACCA making the same request.
The prefect and the chairman of the ACCA refused in letters dated
25 June and 10 July 1987 respectively.
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1. The proceedings in the Bordeaux Administrative Court
31. On 13 August 1987 Mr Montion and the SNPN asked the Bordeaux
Administrative Court to set aside the decisions of 25 June and 10 July 1987
as being ultra vires. They essentially pleaded violation of Articles 9, 11 and
14 of the Convention and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
32. By a judgment of 16 November 1989 the Bordeaux Administrative
Court rejected these applications on the following grounds:
“As to the decision of 10 July 1987 by the chairman of [the ACCA]:
... [Mr Montion’s application to the chairman of the Sallebœuf ACCA] must be
regarded as a challenge to membership of an association constituted in accordance
with the 1901 Act. Although, in order to achieve the objectives laid down by the [Loi
Verdeille], [ACCAs] are vested with public-authority prerogatives, they nevertheless
remain private-law bodies. The decisions they take outside the context of the exercise
of those prerogatives, particularly with regard to granting or withdrawing membership,
are private-law acts which are not subject to review by the administrative courts.
Consequently, the submissions in the application ... directed against the refusal to
remove Mr Montion from the list of members of the Sallebœuf ACCA have been
brought before a court which has no jurisdiction to take cognisance of them and must
be rejected.
As to the decision of 25 June 1987 by the prefect of Gironde ...:
...
Under the terms of Article 14 of [the Convention]
The right to hunt or not to hunt is not one of the rights and freedoms whose
enjoyment is protected by [the Convention]. Consequently, Mr Montion and [the
SNPN] may not rely on the Convention in complaining of a breach of equality before
the law. However, equality before the law is a general principle of law which the
applicants may rely on.
Section 3 of the [Loi Verdeille] reserves to the owners of land attaining an area of at
least 20 hectares in a single block the right to object to the inclusion of the land in
question in the hunting grounds of an ACCA. That limit, which has not been shown to
constitute discrimination on the ground of property, was laid down in order to ensure
the rational organisation of hunting through the pooling of hunting grounds of
sufficient size and in order thus to guarantee that as many people as possible might
exercise the right to hunt. That being so, it cannot be considered to impair equality
before the law.
While [the Convention] protects the right of property, it does not stand in the way of
interferences with that right in accordance with the general interest. The organisation
of hunting, on account of the very nature of that activity, the number of hunters and
the social phenomenon it constitutes, is a matter of general interest which justifies an
interference with the right of property. A landowner whose property is included in the
ACCA’s hunting grounds receives consideration for the loss of his right to private use
in the form of a right to use the land of the other landowners, not to mention the other
services provided by the association, of which he automatically becomes a member.
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Furthermore, Mr Montion is not entitled to rely on his own refusal to accept this
consideration in support of his assertion that he has not been fairly compensated for
the loss of his right of use.
...
According to Article 9 of [the Convention]
The aim of these provisions is to protect rights and fundamental freedoms to which
the right ‘not to hunt’ does not belong. In addition, they provide that the principles
they set forth may be subject to restrictions inherent in the concurrent exercise of
individual rights and freedoms. Indeed, the restrictions on these rights and freedoms
are thus justified, in their principle and manner of application, in the light of the
competing interests at issue. The organisation of hunting is made necessary, as pointed
out above, by the need to protect public order, public safety and the right of everyone
to hunt.
...
Under the terms of Article 11 of [the Convention]
Participation in [the ACCA], for a landowner whose property is included in its
hunting grounds, is a right granted in consideration for the loss of the exclusive right
to use his land and is intended to enable him to defend his interests within the
association. In addition, he has the right to resign subject to the conditions laid down
in section 8 of the [Loi Verdeille] and does not have to pay a subscription, transfer of
his rights not being capable of being construed as a form of subscription, since
advantages are provided to set this off. Consequently, the refusal to allow Mr Montion
to resign from the Sallebœuf ACCA did not infringe the freedom of association.
...”

2. The proceedings in the Conseil d’Etat
33. Relying on Articles 9, 11 and 14 of the Convention and Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1, Mr Montion and the SNPN appealed to the Conseil d’Etat
on 3 and 11 January 1990 respectively.
34. On 10 May 1995 the Conseil d’Etat dismissed the appeals by a
judgment giving the same reasons as those it had given on 10 March of the
same year in the cases of Mr Dumont, Mr A. Galland, Mr P. Galland,
Mr E. Petit, Mr M. Petit and Mr Pinon (see paragraph 27 above).
III. RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW
35. Article L. 220-1 of the Countryside Code provides:
“The Government shall be responsible for supervising and regulating hunting in
accordance with the general interest.”
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A. The right to hunt and the right of property
36. Article L. 222-1 (former Article 365) of the Countryside Code
provides:
“No one shall have the right to hunt on land belonging to another without the
consent of the owner or any person entitled through or under the owner.”

The “right to hunt” therefore belongs to the landowner. It is an exclusive
right, although the law gives the lessee of an agricultural tenancy the right to
hunt on the property (Article L. 415-7 of the Countryside Code).
The landowner may “let” his hunting rights but cannot sell them
separately from the property concerned.
37. Article R. 228-1 of the Countryside Code provides:
“Anyone who hunts on land belonging to another without the consent of the owner
of the land or the hunting rights shall be liable to the penalties laid down for Class 5
offences.”

38. Under Article R. 227-5 of the Countryside Code, the Minister
responsible for hunting must draw up a list of the species of animals which
may be designated vermin pursuant to Article L. 227-8. The list is drawn up
after the National Hunting and Wildlife Council has been consulted on the
basis of the potential harmful effect of the animals on human activities or
biological equilibrium.
Article R. 227-6 provides that in each département the prefect must
decide which species from those on the list provided for in Article 227-5
constitute vermin in that département, having regard to the local situation
and on one of the following grounds: to protect public health and safety, to
prevent significant damage to agriculture, forestry or aquaculture or to
protect flora and fauna.
The prefect takes the relevant decision each year after consulting the
Hunting and Wildlife Council for the département and the Hunters’
Federation. It is published before 1 December and comes into force on
1 January of the following year.
Under Article R. 227-7 of the Countryside Code, the landowner, person
in possession or tenant farmer must either take steps to destroy vermin
personally, or have such steps taken in his presence or delegate in writing
the right to do so. No one delegating this right may receive payment for
delegating it.
It has been established by case-law that the destruction of vermin is not
hunting but an inherent part of the right of ownership or enjoyment of land
(Paris Court of Appeal, 9 July 1970, D. 1971.16, note by M. B.)
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B. Statutory pooling of hunting grounds
39. In certain cases the law makes the “pooling” of hunting grounds
compulsory.
1. The rules applicable in the départements of Bas-Rhin, Haut-Rhin
and Moselle
40. In the départements of Bas-Rhin, Haut-Rhin and Moselle exercise of
the right to hunt is governed by a local law of 7 February 1881. It is
supervised by the municipality on behalf of landowners. The municipality
lets hunting grounds for periods of nine years by public tender. The areas of
land concerned may not be smaller than 200 hectares. The rent is either
distributed among the various landowners in proportion to the cadastral area
of their property or, where at least two-thirds of the owners, possessing at
least two-thirds of the rented area, so decide, assigned to the municipality.
The owner of a piece of land larger than 25 hectares in a single block
(5 hectares for lakes and ponds) may reserve his hunting rights, but where a
qualified majority of the landowners have decided to assign the rent for
hunting grounds to the municipality he must pay the municipality a
contribution proportional to the size of the holding concerned. Several
landowners may not pool their land to make up the statutory minimum
areas. The law does not apply to plots of land enclosed by a fence
preventing any communication with neighbouring land.
2. The rules applicable in the other metropolitan départements
41. In the other départements the applicable rules are laid down by
Law no. 64-696 of 10 July 1964, known as the “Loi Verdeille”, which
provides for the creation of approved municipal and inter-municipality
hunters’ associations (“ACCAs” and “AICAs”).
ACCAs, which are subject to the ordinary law on associations (the Law
of 1 July 1901) and the special provisions of the Loi Verdeille (codified as
Articles L. 222-2 et seq. of the Countryside Code) and the regulatory
provisions codified as Articles R. 222-1 et seq. of the Countryside Code,
pool the hunting grounds within their municipalities. Their statutory object
is to “encourage, on their hunting grounds, an increase in game stocks, the
destruction of vermin and the prevention of poaching, to instruct their
members in how to hunt without interfering with property rights or crops
and in general to improve the technical organisation of hunting so that the
sport can be practised in a more satisfactory manner” (Article L. 222.2 of
the Countryside Code).
42. There may not be more than one ACCA in a municipality, but two or
more ACCAs in the same département may set up an AICA
(Articles L. 222-22 and R. 222-70 et seq. of the Countryside Code).
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(a) Setting up approved municipal hunters’ associations

43. The creation of an ACCA is mandatory only in certain départements
named on a list drawn up by the Minister responsible for hunting, on a
proposal by the prefect of the relevant département, supported by the
département council, and after prior consultation of the Chamber of
Agriculture and the Hunters’ Federation in that département
(Article L. 222-6 of the Countryside Code). Twenty-nine of the 93
metropolitan départements other than Bas-Rhin, Haut-Rhin and Moselle are
concerned, including Creuse and Gironde.
In the remainder of these 93 départements the prefect draws up a list of
municipalities where an ACCA is to be set up. His decision is taken on an
application by anyone who can furnish evidence that at least 60% of
landowners holding at least 60% of the land in the municipality agree to set
up an association for a period of six years (Article L. 222-7 of the
Countryside Code). On 28 February 1996 ACCAs were thus set up in 851
municipalities in 39 different départements, including 53 of the 555
municipalities in Dordogne.
44. Altogether, ACCAs have been set up in approximately 10,000
municipalities out of some 36,000 in metropolitan France.
45. In the municipalities concerned the prefect must organise a public
inquiry to determine “the properties in respect of which hunting rights are to
be transferred to the municipal hunters’ association by the owners of such
properties or such rights” (Articles L. 222-8, L. 222-9 and R. 222-17 et seq.
of the Countryside Code).
Article L. 222-9 of the Countryside Code provides:
“Such transfers shall be automatically deemed to have been made for a renewable
period of six years upon a request from the municipal association provided that, within
three months from the date on which the notice of formation of the association is
posted at the town hall and sent to each landowner or owner of hunting rights fulfilling
the conditions laid down in Article L. 222-13 by recorded delivery letter with a
prepaid acknowledgement of receipt form, the landowner or owner of hunting rights
does not inform the mayor by recorded delivery letter with a prepaid
acknowledgement of receipt form that he objects to such a transfer, and on what
grounds.”
(b) The area of land concerned
(i) Land in respect of which rights are to be transferred to an ACCA

46. Article L. 222-10 of the Countryside Code provides:
“A municipal hunters’ association may hunt on lands other than those:
1. within a radius of 150 metres of any dwelling;
2. enclosed by a fence as defined in Article L. 224-3 of the Countryside Code
[‘continuous and unbroken, forming an obstacle to any communication with
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neighbouring properties and incapable of being breached by game animals or by
human beings’];
3. forming an uninterrupted area greater than the minimum area referred to in
Article L. 222-13 and in relation to which the owners of the land or of the hunting
rights have filed objections; or
4. constituting public property belonging to the State, a département or a
municipality or forming part of a public forest or belonging to the French National
Railway Company.”
(ii) Land in respect of which transfer of rights may be opposed or revoked

47. The owners of land or hunting rights – or groups of owners – may
object, where certain conditions are satisfied, to the inclusion of their
hunting grounds in those of the ACCA. Article L. 222-13 of the
Countryside Code provides:
“In order to be admissible, an objection ... by owners of land or hunting rights must
relate to at least 20 hectares of land in a single block.
That minimum shall be lowered in respect of waterfowl shooting
1. to 3 hectares for undrained marshland;
2. to 1 hectare for isolated ponds;
3. to 50 ares for ponds where, on 1 September 1963, there were fixed installations,
shelters or hides.
The minimum shall be lowered in respect of hunting for birds of the family
Colombidae to 1 hectare for land where, on 1 September 1963, there were fixed
structures used for that purpose.
The minimum shall be raised to 100 hectares for land in mountain areas above the
tree-line.
Orders made for each département under the conditions laid down in
Article L. 222-6 may increase the minimum areas thus defined. These increases may
not bring the new figure to more than twice the minimum laid down above.”

In départements where creation of an ACCA is mandatory the minimum
areas may be tripled by a ministerial order (Conseil d’Etat, 15 October
1990, de Viry and Others, RFDA 6 (6), November-December 1990,
p. 1100).
48. Article L. 222-14 of the Countryside Code adds:
“Any owner of land or hunting rights who has filed an objection shall pay all taxes
and levies which may be due in relation to private hunting grounds, see to the keeping
of the land, take steps to destroy vermin there and put up signs on the boundaries of
the land indicating its status. If a landowner so requests, a hunters’ federation must act
as warden in relation to the land.”
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49. Where the owner of land or of hunting rights over land of an area
greater than the minimum referred to in Article L. 222-13 of the
Countryside Code wishes to leave an ACCA, he may do so only on expiry
of one of the six-year periods and on two years’ notice. The ACCA is then
entitled to ask him to pay a sum of compensation to be determined by the
relevant court and corresponding to the value of any improvements the
ACCA has made (Article L. 222-17 of the Countryside Code).
Where the owner of land smaller than the minimum area mentioned
above subsequently acquires further pieces of contiguous land forming with
the first piece of land a single block larger than the minimum, he is entitled
to ask for the property thus formed to be removed from the ACCA’s hunting
grounds (Article R. 222-54 of the Countryside Code). Owners of land
and/or hunting rights may not combine with each other to obtain the right to
withdraw from an ACCA (Conseil d’Etat, 7 July 1978, Sieur de Vauxmoret,
Recueil Lebon, p. 295).
(c) Effects of the transfer of hunting rights to an ACCA

50. Articles L. 222-15 and L. 222-16 of the Countryside Code provide
respectively:
“The transfer of hunting rights by a landowner or owner of hunting rights shall
extinguish any other hunting rights unless the parties have agreed otherwise.”
“Transfer entitles the landowner to be compensated by the association if he suffers
any loss of profits caused by deprivation of a previous source of income.
The amount of compensation shall be fixed by the competent court, as shall the sum
owed by the association to an owner of hunting rights who has made improvements to
the land over which he possesses the right to hunt.”
(d) Members of an ACCA

51. Article L. 222-19 provides:
“The constitution of each association shall provide that any person holding a valid
hunting licence may join provided that he:
1. is domiciled in the municipality or has a residence there in respect of which, for
the fourth year in succession at the time of his admission, without interruption, he
appears on the list of persons liable to pay one of the four forms of direct taxation; or
2. owns land or hunting rights and has transferred his hunting rights; in this case,
the spouse, ascendants and descendants of such person may also join; or
3. holds land under an agricultural tenancy where the owner of the land has
transferred his hunting rights.
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The constitution shall also lay down the minimum number of members required for
the association to exist and the minimum percentage of such members who may be
hunters not falling within any of the above categories.
A landowner who does not hunt shall be a member of the association automatically
and free of charge and shall not be liable to contribute to making up any deficit which
the association may have.”

52. Members of an ACCA are entitled to hunt throughout the
association’s hunting grounds, in accordance with its internal rules
(Article L. 222-20 of the Countryside Code).
(e) Prefectoral supervision

53. An association is approved by order of the prefect after he has
verified that it has complied with the procedural requirements and that its
constitution and internal rules are compatible with the statutory rules
(Articles L. 222-3 and R. 222-39 of the Countryside Code).
The prefect acts as a supervisory authority for the ACCAs. Any changes
to the constitution, the internal rules or the hunting regulations must be
submitted to him for his approval (Article R. 222-2 of the Countryside
Code). Article R. 222-3 further provides that the prefect may issue an order
for temporary measures, or even dissolve and replace the executive
committee of an ACCA if it has breached any of its obligations under
Articles R. 222-1 to R. 222-81.
C. Game reserves
1. Reserves under former Article 373-1 of the Countryside Code and
the mandatory reserves of the ACCAs and AICAs
54. Law no. 56-236 of 5 March 1956, codified first as Article 373-1 and
then as Article L. 222-25 of the Countryside Code, introduced the
mandatory creation of game reserves. The Minister responsible for hunting
had power to draw up, on a proposal by the hunters’ federation of each
département, the list of départements where municipal game reserves could
be created.
On a proposal by the hunters’ federation of each département, and after
prior consultation of the municipal council, the council of the département
and the Chamber of Agriculture, a ministerial order could establish, for each
of these départements, a list of the municipalities in which creation of a
game reserve was compulsory, with an indication of the minimum areas of
such reserves. Subject to the exceptions set out in the fifth sub-paragraph of
Article 373-1 of the Countryside Code, hunting is prohibited inside these
reserves.
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55. The Loi Verdeille requires ACCAs and AICAs to create one or more
municipal or inter-municipality game reserves. The area of these reserves
must be at least one-tenth of the total area of the association’s hunting
grounds. The list of the pieces of land forming the reserve, as identified in
Land Registry records, must be approved by the prefect. They must be set
up “in parts of the hunting grounds suited to the species of game to be
protected and established in such a manner as to ensure respect for property,
crops and various kinds of cultivated plants” (Articles L. 222-21, R. 222-66
and R. 222-67 of the Countryside Code).
2. Unification of the rules governing game reserves: game and wildlife
reserves
(a) Unification of the rules governing game reserves

56. In the new version, as amended by Law no. 90-85 of 23 January
1990, Article L. 222-25 provides:
“The conditions for setting up and operating game reserves shall be laid down by a
decree of the Conseil d’Etat. This shall determine in particular the conditions for
deciding what measures should be adopted to prevent prejudice to human activities,
encourage the protection of game and its habitats and maintain biological
equilibrium.”

57. Decree no. 91-971 of 23 September 1991 (Official Gazette of
24 September 1991) introduced “game and wildlife reserves” and amended
Articles R. 222-82 to R. 222-92 and R. 222-65 of the Countryside Code.
The new Article R. 222-65 states that ACCA reserves are subject to the
provisions of Articles R. 222-82 to R. 222-92 of the Countryside Code.
Article 4 of the decree further states that game reserves approved by the
State before its entry into force are now governed by Articles R. 222-85 to
R. 222-92 of the Countryside Code.
(b) Game and wildlife reserves (Articles R. 222-82 to R. 222-92 of the
Countryside Code)

58. Game and wildlife reserves are set up by the prefect
(Article R. 222-82 of the Countryside Code) either of his own motion,
“where it appears necessary to lend support to large-scale game protection
and management projects carried out in the general interest”
(Article R. 222-84 of the Countryside Code), or on an application by the
owner of the hunting rights (Article R. 222-83 of the Countryside Code); if
the prefect refuses, he must give reasons for his decision (ibid.).
A prefect may close down a game and wildlife reserve at any time, on
general-interest grounds or on an application by the owner of the hunting
rights, particularly at the end of each six-year period after the reserve’s
creation. If he refuses such an application, he must give reasons for his
decision (Article R. 222-85 of the Countryside Code).
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59. All hunting is prohibited in a game and wildlife reserve. The order
setting up the reserve may however provide for the possibility of
implementing a hunting plan where that is necessary in order to maintain
biological equilibrium and a balance between hunting, agriculture and
forestry. In that case, implementation of the plan must then be authorised
each year by the order assigning the quotas (Article R. 222-86 of the
Countryside Code). Moreover, the capture of game species for scientific
purposes or for the purpose of restocking may be authorised under the
conditions laid down by ordinary law (Article 222-87 of the Countryside
Code). Other activities likely to disturb game or threaten its habitat may be
regulated or prohibited (Articles R. 222-89 to R. 222-91).
D. Nature reserves
1. Nature reserves established by decree
60. Article L. 242-1 of the Countryside Code provides:
“Parts of the territory of one or more municipalities may be designated as a nature
reserve where conservation of flora and fauna, the soil, water, deposits of minerals or
fossils and the natural environment in general is particularly important or where it is
necessary to protect them from any form of artificial intervention which might damage
them. Designation may affect maritime public property and French territorial waters.”

The most important factors to be taken into consideration for this purpose
are: preservation of animal or plant species or habitats threatened with
extinction in all or part of the national territory or possessing unusual
features; re-establishment of animal or plant populations or their habitats;
conservation of botanical gardens and arboreta which form reserves for rare
and unusual plants or species threatened with extinction; preservation of
biotopes and unusual geological, geomorphological or speleological
formations; and preservation or establishment of intermediate destinations
on the major migration routes of wild fauna.
61. A designation decision is made by decree, after all the local
authorities concerned have been consulted. Where the landowner’s consent
is withheld, the reserve is designated by a decree of the Conseil d’Etat
(Article L. 242-2 of the Countryside Code). The designation procedure,
which is set in motion by the Minister responsible for the protection of
nature, is laid down in Articles R. 242-1 to R. 242-18 of the Countryside
Code.
By 23 September 1998, 144 nature reserves had been set up under this
procedure.
2. Voluntary nature reserves
62. Article L. 242-11 of the Countryside Code provides:
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“In order to protect species of wild flora and fauna of scientific and ecological
interest occurring on private property, landowners may apply for any such property to
be approved as a voluntary nature reserve by the administrative authorities, in
consultation with the local authorities concerned.”

63. An application for approval must be sent to the prefect by the
landowner, accompanied by a file containing, inter alia, the following
documents (Article R. 242-26 of the Countryside Code): a letter setting out
the aim and scope of the project, and the reasons for it; a report by a
qualified person demonstrating a particular scientific and ecological interest
which would be served by implementing the project; a list of acts or
activities considered to endanger the preservation of the species of scientific
and ecological interest and a list of the conservation measures, whether
permanent or temporary, which the applicant wishes to have taken; and
details of the arrangements the landowner intends to make for surveillance
of the reserve and of the facilities and improvements required to protect it.
The prefect submits the file for opinion to the municipal council or
councils concerned, to the approved municipal hunters’ association – or,
where there is none, the Hunters’ Federation of the relevant département –
if there has been a request for the prohibition or regulation of hunting inside
the reserve, and to the Countryside Commission of the département, sitting
as a nature-protection authority (Article 242-27 of the Countryside Code).
64. The decision is taken by the prefect. Where necessary, the decision
signifying his approval specifies the boundaries of the reserve, the nature of
the conservation measures to be implemented there and the landowner’s
obligations as regards its surveillance and protection (Article R. 242-28 of
the Countryside Code).
65. Approval is given for a period of six years, is renewable by tacit
consent and may be revoked at the end of each six-year period if the
landowner submits a request to that effect beforehand (Article R. 242-31 of
the Countryside Code).
By 7 September 1988, 129 nature reserves had been set up under this
procedure.

PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COMMISSION
66. Mrs Chassagnou, Mr R. Petit and Mrs Lasgrezas applied to the
Commission on 20 April 1994, Mr Dumont, Mr P. Galland, Mr A. Galland,
Mr E. Petit, Mr M. Petit and Mr Pinon on 29 April 1995 and Mrs Montion
on 30 June 1995.
They maintained that, pursuant to Law no. 64-696 of 10 July 1964 on the
organisation of approved municipal hunters’ associations, known as the
“Loi Verdeille”, they had been obliged, notwithstanding their opposition to
hunting on ethical grounds, to transfer hunting rights over their land to
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approved municipal hunters’ associations, had been made automatic
members of those associations and could not prevent hunting on their
properties, arguing that this infringed their rights to freedom of conscience
and association and to peaceful enjoyment of their possessions, guaranteed
respectively by Articles 9 and 11 of the Convention and Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1. They further alleged that they were the victims of
discrimination based on property, contrary to Article 14 of the Convention
taken in conjunction with the above three provisions, in that only the owners
of landholdings exceeding a certain minimum area could escape the
compulsory transfer of hunting rights over their land to an approved
municipal hunters’ association, thus preventing hunting there and avoiding
becoming members of such an association.
67. The Commission declared the three applications (nos. 25088/94,
28331/95 and 28443/95) admissible on 1 July 1996. In its report (former
Article 31 of the Convention) on application no. 25088/94, of 30 October
1997, it expressed the opinion that there had been violations of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 taken separately (twenty-seven votes to five) and in
conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention (twenty-five votes to seven)
and of Article 11 of the Convention taken separately (twenty-four votes to
eight) and in conjunction with Article 14 (twenty-two votes to ten), but that
it was not necessary to examine the case from the standpoint of Article 9 of
the Convention (twenty-six votes to six). In its reports on applications
nos. 28331/95 and 28443/95, both of 4 December 1997, it reached the same
conclusion by twenty-six votes to five (Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 taken
separately), twenty-four votes to seven (Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 taken in
conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention), twenty-four votes to seven
(Article 11), twenty-two votes to nine (Article 11 in conjunction with
Article 14) and twenty-four votes to seven (no need to examine the case
from the standpoint of Article 9). The full text of the Commission’s opinion
relating to application no. 25088/94 and of the separate opinion contained in
the report is reproduced as an annex to this judgment1.

FINAL SUBMISSIONS TO THE COURT
68. In their memorial the Government asked the Court to reject the
applicants’ complaints relating to Articles 9 and 11 of the Convention,
firstly because they were incompatible with the Convention ratione
materiae and in the alternative because there had been no violation of the
provisions concerned. They asked the Court to dismiss the complaint under
1. Note by the Registry. For practical reasons this annex will appear only with the final
printed version of the judgment (in the official reports of selected judgments and decisions
of the Court), but copies of the Commission’s reports are obtainable from the Registry.
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Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 on the ground that there had been no violation
thereof. Lastly, with regard to the complaint under Article 14 of the
Convention taken in conjunction with Articles 9 and 11 and Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1, the Government likewise asked the Court to dismiss it on
the ground that there had been no violation of Article 14.
69. The applicants asked the Court to hold that application of the Loi
Verdeille had breached Articles 9 and 11 of the Convention, Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 and Article 14 of the Convention taken in conjunction with
the other provisions relied on, and to award them just satisfaction.

THE LAW
I. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 1 OF PROTOCOL No. 1
TAKEN SEPARATELY
70. The applicants complained that the compulsory transfer of the
hunting rights over their land to an ACCA, pursuant to the provisions of the
Loi Verdeille, constituted an interference with their right to the peaceful
enjoyment of their possessions, as secured by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1,
which provides:
“Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his
possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest
and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of
international law.
The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right of a State
to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance
with the general interest or to secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or
penalties.”

A. Applicability of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
71. Those appearing before the Court agreed that the compulsory
transfer of hunting rights over land to an ACCA pursuant to the Loi
Verdeille was to be analysed in the light of the second paragraph of
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, which reserved to States the right to enact such
laws as they deemed necessary to control the use of property in accordance
with the general interest. They disagreed on the other hand as to whether
there had actually been an “interference” with the applicants’ right to use
their property.
72. The applicants submitted that the obligation for them to transfer
hunting rights over their land to an ACCA, against their will and without
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compensation or consideration, constituted an abnormal deprivation of their
right to use their property, firstly in that they were obliged to tolerate the
presence of hunters on their land, whereas they were opposed to hunting for
ethical reasons, and secondly in that they could not use the land they owned
for the creation of nature reserves where hunting was prohibited.
73. The Government, on the other hand, submitted that the interference
with the applicants’ right of property was minor since they had not really
been deprived of their right to use their property. The Loi Verdeille had not
abolished the right to hunt, which was one attribute of the right of property,
but was only intended to attenuate the exclusive exercise of that right by
landowners. The only thing the applicants had lost was their right to prevent
other people from hunting on their land. But hunting was only practised for
six months of the year and Article L. 222-10 of the Countryside Code
expressly provided that land within a 150-metre radius of any dwelling (a
total area of 7 hectares) was not to be hunted over by ACCA members.
74. The Court notes that, although the applicants have not been deprived
of their right to use their property, to lease it or to sell it, the compulsory
transfer of the hunting rights over their land to an ACCA prevents them
from making use of the right to hunt, which is directly linked to the right of
property, as they see fit. In the present case the applicants do not wish to
hunt on their land and object to the fact that others may come onto their land
to hunt. However, although opposed to hunting on ethical grounds, they are
obliged to tolerate the presence of armed men and gun dogs on their land
every year. This restriction on the free exercise of the right of use
undoubtedly constitutes an interference with the applicants’ enjoyment of
their rights as the owners of property. Accordingly, the second paragraph of
Article 1 is applicable in the case.
B. Compliance with the conditions laid down in the second
paragraph
75. It is well-established case-law that the second paragraph of Article 1
of Protocol No. 1 must be construed in the light of the principle laid down
in the first sentence of the Article. Consequently, an interference must
achieve a “fair balance” between the demands of the general interest of the
community and the requirements of the protection of the individual’s
fundamental rights. The search for this balance is reflected in the structure
of Article 1 as a whole, and therefore also in the second paragraph thereof:
there must be a reasonable relationship of proportionality between the
means employed and the aim pursued. In determining whether this
requirement is met, the Court recognises that the State enjoys a wide margin
of appreciation with regard both to choosing the means of enforcement and
to ascertaining whether the consequences of enforcement are justified in the
general interest for the purpose of achieving the object of the law in
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question (see the Fredin v. Sweden (no. 1) judgment of 18 February 1991,
Series A no. 192, p. 17, § 51).
1. Aim of the interference
76. The applicants disputed the legitimacy of the aim of the Loi
Verdeille. They submitted that it had not been enacted in the general interest
but only for the benefit of a specific category of people, namely hunters,
since the Law itself stated that the aim of the ACCAs was “to improve the
technical organisation of hunting so that the sport [could] be practised in a
more satisfactory manner”.
The Law contemplated wild fauna only in the form of “game”, in other
words those species which were traditionally hunted. As for the destruction
of vermin, which the creation of the ACCAs was also supposed to promote,
the applicants submitted that, even where an ACCA had been set up, the
right to destroy vermin was the exclusive prerogative of landowners,
persons in possession or tenant farmers (Article L. 227-8 of the Countryside
Code) and could only be delegated, if necessary, to an ACCA.
77. The applicants further submitted that the detailed rules for
implementation of the Loi Verdeille revealed the lack of any justificatory
general interest. The compulsory transfer of hunting rights over land to
ACCAs was an exception in French law from the principle that no one had
the right to hunt on another’s land without his consent, a right which also
implied, in the applicants’ submission, the right not to hunt. But the Loi
Verdeille flouted individual beliefs since it did not even contemplate the
possibility that there could be landowners who did not wish to hunt. Lastly,
for the efficient exploitation of game stocks, there was no need whatsoever
for a pre-emption mechanism like the one introduced by the Loi Verdeille.
They asserted that, more than thirty years after its enactment, out of
36,200 municipalities in metropolitan France only about 9,200 had ACCAs,
roughly 8,700 of which had come into being through application of the
compulsory scheme, as against only about 500 formed voluntarily with the
agreement of a majority of landowners. The Loi Verdeille was not
applicable in the three départements of Bas-Rhin, Haut-Rhin and Moselle or
on public property belonging to the State or the local and regional
authorities. According to the applicants, the fact that the scheme was not
generally applicable proved that there was no general interest, the ACCAs
existing merely to manage hunting as a leisure activity.
They submitted that in France the hunters’ lobby, even though it
represented only 3% of the population, imposed its policies and forced
through rules in breach of European Community law and international law,
which afforded better protection to nature. They cited, as evidence of this,
the fact that France was the only European country which permitted the
shooting of migratory birds during the month of February, in spite of a
judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Communities, a judgment
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of the Conseil d’Etat of 10 March 1995 and more than a hundred judgments
from all the administrative courts in the country applying an EEC directive.
78. The Government argued that it would be simplistic to assess the
general-interest aspect of the Loi Verdeille only by the yardstick of
improvements to hunting for the sole benefit of hunters. Stocks of wild
fauna and respect for property and crops all benefited from the proper
organisation of hunting.
The Government pointed out that hunting was an activity with very firm
roots in French rural tradition. However, the rule that no one had the right to
hunt on land he did not own had been disregarded for many years in an area
covering well over half of France. One of the main objectives of the Loi
Verdeille, therefore, had been the establishment of a unit of management,
without which any rational organisation of hunting, consistent with respect
for the environment, had become impossible. In addition, the ACCAs
played an educational role, thanks to hunters’ participation in the running of
the association and the formulation of hunting policy and to the selfpolicing discipline imposed on all members, whether hunters or not, by the
rules of the association and the hunting regulations, with penalties to back
them up.
The Government likewise rejected the applicants’ argument that because
the Loi Verdeille was not applied throughout French territory it did not
serve any general interest. They maintained that it could be generally
applied throughout the country under democratic conditions, namely the
compulsory creation of an ACCA only after consultation of the département
council, the Chamber of Agriculture and the Hunters’ Federation in the
département concerned, and voluntary creation in other cases.
Lastly, the Law could not be applied in every part of France because the
need to pool hunting grounds depended on the geography of individual
départements. For example, there could be no question of setting up ACCAs
in mountainous or very built-up regions or in départements where hunting
was already organised.
79. The Court considers that in view of the aims which the Loi Verdeille
assigns to the ACCAs, as listed in section 1 thereof, and the explanations
provided on this subject, it is undoubtedly in the general interest to avoid
unregulated hunting and encourage the rational management of game
stocks.
2. Proportionality of the interference
80. The applicants asserted that the compulsory transfer of hunting
rights over their land to an ACCA was a disproportionate interference with
the right to the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions. They submitted that
they had no means of avoiding this transfer, in spite of the applications they
had made to the ACCAs or the prefects to obtain the removal of their
properties from the hunting grounds of the ACCAs concerned. They
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maintained that there was no need to pre-empt small landholdings for the
benefit of hunters’ associations in order to rationalise game stocks. In those
départements or municipalities where there were no ACCAs the fact that
some landowners did not wish to hunt themselves and prohibited hunting on
their land did not cause any problems, either with regard to the proliferation
of certain species or with regard to species designated as vermin, which
only the owners of the land had the right to destroy.
81. The Government rejected this argument. They submitted that the Loi
Verdeille provided a broad range of means whereby landowners who
wished to avoid its application could do so. They referred in that connection
to the fact that it was open to the applicants to enclose their properties
(Articles L. 222-10 and L. 224-3 of the Countryside Code, see paragraph 46
above), to acquire, in accordance with Article R. 222-54 of the Countryside
Code, additional land contiguous with their own forming a single block
exceeding the minimum area laid down in Article L. 222-13 of the
Countryside Code (see paragraphs 47 and 49 above) or to ask the ACCAs to
include their land in the game reserve that each ACCA was required to set
up pursuant to Article L. 222-21 of the Countryside Code (see paragraph 55
above).
In addition, the applicants could have asked the Minister or the prefect to
include their land in a game reserve or a game and wildlife reserve
(Articles L. 222-25 and R. 222-83 of the Code, see paragraphs 56 and 58
above). Similarly, they could have asked for their land to be decreed a
nature reserve or applied for it to be designated as a voluntary nature reserve
(Articles L. 242-1 and L. 242-11 of the Countryside Code, see paragraphs
60-63 above).
The Government further emphasised that owners were not compelled to
transfer their hunting rights to an ACCA without receiving any
consideration; they admittedly lost their exclusive right to hunt but this loss
was made good by the fact that for their part they could hunt throughout the
ACCA’s hunting grounds.
Moreover, compulsory transfer entitled landowners to compensation
where on that account they had lost profits through deprivation of a
previous source of income (Article L. 222-16 of the Countryside Code, see
paragraph 50 above).
82. The Court considers that none of the options mentioned by the
Government would in practice have been capable of absolving the
applicants from the statutory obligation to transfer hunting rights over their
land to ACCAs. It notes in particular that the fence referred to in
Article L. 224-3 must be continuous, unbroken and incapable of being
breached by game animals or human beings, which presupposes that it must
be of a certain height and strength. The applicants could not be required to
incur considerable expense in order to avoid the obligation to transfer the
hunting rights over their land to the ACCAs. Such a requirement seems all
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the more unreasonable because the financial viability of using the land in
question, apart from Mrs Montion’s property, for agricultural purposes
would to a large extent be jeopardised by the erection of such a fence.
As to the assertion that it was open to the applicants to ask for their land
to be included in a game reserve or nature reserve, the Court notes that
neither the ACCAs, nor the Minister nor the prefect are required to grant
such requests from private individuals, as shown by the refusals of the
applicants’ requests in the present case (see paragraphs 18, 24 and 29-30
above). Lastly, it can be seen from the provisions relating to nature reserves
(see paragraphs 60 and 62 above) that the applicants could not claim to
satisfy the specific conditions for designation.
With regard to the various forms of statutory consideration mentioned by
the Government, the Court takes the view that these cannot be considered to
represent fair compensation for loss of the right of use. It is clear that it was
intended in the Loi Verdeille of 1964 for each landowner subject to
compulsory transfer to be compensated for deprivation of the exclusive right
to hunt on his land by the concomitant right to hunt throughout those parts
of the municipality’s territory under ACCA control. However, that
compensation is valuable only in so far as all the landowners concerned are
hunters or accept hunting. But the 1964 Act does not contemplate any
measure of compensation for landowners opposed to hunting, who, by
definition, do not wish to derive any advantage or profit from a right to hunt
which they refuse to exercise. Similarly, compensation for the loss of profits
caused by deprivation of a previous source of income concerns only
landowners who, before the creation of an ACCA in their municipality,
derived income from exercise of their hunting rights, by renting them out
for example; this did not apply to the applicants in the present case.
As they are all owners of properties smaller than the minimum areas
required for a valid objection (see paragraph 47 above), the applicants could
not therefore avoid the compulsory transfer of the hunting rights over their
land to the ACCAs of their municipalities.
83. However, such compulsory transfer is an exception to the general
principle laid down by Article 544 of the Civil Code, which provides that
ownership means the right to enjoy and dispose of things in the most
absolute manner, provided that one does not use them in a way prohibited
by law. The compulsory transfer of the right to hunt, which in French law is
one of the attributes of the right of property, also derogates from the
principle laid down by Article L. 222-1 of the Countryside Code, according
to which no one may hunt on land belonging to another without the owner’s
consent. The Court further notes that under Article R. 228-1 breaches of that
rule are punishable by the penalties laid down for Class 5 offences. Lastly, it
should be noted that in French law (Article R. 227-7) landowners bear
personal responsibility for the destruction of vermin, and that this
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responsibility, if necessary, may only be delegated in writing to an ACCA,
or to any other person of the owner’s choice.
84. The Court further observes that, following the adoption in 1964 of
the Loi Verdeille, which excluded from the outset the départements of BasRhin, Haut-Rhin and Moselle, only 29 of the 93 départements concerned in
metropolitan France have been made subject to the regime of compulsory
creation of ACCAs, that ACCAs have been voluntarily set up in only
851 municipalities and that the Law applies only to landholdings less than
20 hectares in area, to the exclusion of both large private estates and State
land (see paragraph 46 above).
85. In conclusion, notwithstanding the legitimate aims of the Loi
Verdeille when it was adopted, the Court considers that the result of the
compulsory-transfer system which it lays down has been to place the
applicants in a situation which upsets the fair balance to be struck between
protection of the right of property and the requirements of the general
interest. Compelling small landowners to transfer hunting rights over their
land so that others can make use of them in a way which is totally
incompatible with their beliefs imposes a disproportionate burden which is
not justified under the second paragraph of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
There has therefore been a violation of that provision.
II. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 1 OF PROTOCOL No. 1,
TAKEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH ARTICLE 14 OF THE
CONVENTION
86. The applicants submitted that the provisions of the Loi Verdeille
discriminated against them in two ways, one grounded on property and the
other on their opinions and lifestyle. They relied on Article 14 of the
Convention, which provides:
“The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in [the] Convention shall be
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national
minority, property, birth or other status.”

87. They considered themselves victims of one form of discrimination
arising, in the system instituted by the Loi Verdeille, from the fact that only
the owners of landholdings of 20 hectares or more in area or those having
sufficient means to erect a costly, impenetrable fence were exempted from
the obligation to transfer their rights to the ACCAs.
They submitted that there was a second discrimination in that hunters had
been accorded favourable treatment, since in consideration for their private
right to hunt they had been given the right to hunt over a wider area,
whereas non-hunters had lost, without any compensation or consideration,
not only their right of use but also their freedom of thought and the freedom
to manifest their beliefs by putting their ethics into practice on their own
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property. In addition, hunters’ groups received free of charge, by
compulsory transfer, rights over private land, whereas nature conservation
associations could no longer receive, by voluntary transfer, rights over the
land of their own members.
88. The Government argued that the principle of non-discrimination laid
down by Article 14 did not forbid the application of different rules to
persons in different situations. In the present case, only properties of some
size could be the object of rational management of game stocks, smaller
properties having for that reason to be pooled. Accordingly, the different
categories of landowner did not form a single category of persons and the
distinction between them was objective, so that the existence of different
thresholds for the right to object was justified. In that connection, the
Government added that although the criterion of an area of 20 hectares was
rather approximate it was not arbitrary, and in this sphere the case-law of
the Convention institutions left a wide margin of appreciation to States.
Lastly, the Government submitted that the complaint of discrimination
based on property, on the ground that the largest landowners could escape
the obligations of the Law of 1964, was not serious. In any event, the
allegation was false because certain landholdings less than 20 hectares in
area might have a much higher economic and pecuniary value than holdings
more than 20 hectares in area consisting of heathland or fallow land.
89. The Court reiterates that Article 14 has no independent existence,
but plays an important role by complementing the other provisions of the
Convention and the Protocols, since it protects individuals, placed in similar
situations, from any discrimination in the enjoyment of the rights set forth in
those other provisions. Where a substantive Article of the Convention has
been invoked both on its own and together with Article 14 and a separate
breach has been found of the substantive Article, it is not generally
necessary for the Court to consider the case under Article 14 also, though
the position is otherwise if a clear inequality of treatment in the enjoyment
of the right in question is a fundamental aspect of the case (see the Dudgeon
v. the United Kingdom judgment of 22 October 1981, Series A no. 45,
p. 26, § 67).
90. In the present case the Court must consider the consequences of the
Loi Verdeille on the creation of ACCAs for enjoyment of the rights secured
to the applicants as landowners by Protocol No. 1. The discriminatory
treatment alleged by the applicants lies in the distinction drawn between the
owners of 20 hectares or more of land in Dordogne and Gironde, or
60 hectares in Creuse, who may object to the compulsory transfer of their
hunting rights to an ACCA, in accordance with Article L. 222-13 of the
Countryside Code (see paragraph 47 above), and those like the applicants
owning land smaller in area, who may not. The properties of the various
applicants in the present case provide a very good illustration of the various
situations that can arise; those of Mrs Chassagnou, Mr R. Petit and
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Mrs Lasgrezas are situated in Dordogne, a département where the setting-up
of an ACCA is voluntary and the threshold for objections is 20 hectares,
whereas those of Mr Dumont, Mr P. Galland, Mr A. Galland, Mr M. Petit
and Mr Pinon are in Creuse and Mrs Montion’s is in Gironde, and in these
départements the setting-up of an ACCA is compulsory, but the threshold
for objections is 60 hectares in Creuse and 20 hectares in Gironde.
91. The Court reiterates that a difference in treatment is discriminatory if
it “has no objective and reasonable justification”, that is if it does not pursue
a “legitimate aim” or if there is not a “reasonable relationship of
proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought to be
realised”. Moreover, the Contracting States enjoy a certain margin of
appreciation in assessing whether and to what extent differences between
otherwise similar situations justify a different treatment (see, most recently,
Larkos v. Cyprus [GC], no. 29515/95, § 29, ECHR 1999-I).
92. The Court observes that the respondent State sought to justify the
difference in treatment between small and large landowners by pleading the
need to pool small plots of land in order to promote the rational
management of game stocks. While accepting that a measure which leads to
a difference in treatment between persons placed in comparable situations
may be justified in the public interest, the Court considers that in the present
case the Government have not put forward any convincing explanation as to
how the general interest could be served by the obligation for small
landowners only to transfer their hunting rights. At first sight, the rational
exploitation of game stocks in a particular municipality is just as
indispensable on large properties as on small ones and the Government have
not shown the existence of any preponderant interest which could justify use
of the criterion of the area of the land as the sole means of differentiation.
The Court fails to see what could explain the fact that, in one and the same
municipality, large landowners may keep for themselves exclusive hunting
rights over their land, particularly with a view to deriving income from
them, and are exempted from the obligation to transfer these rights to the
community or, not hunting there themselves, may prohibit hunting by others
on their land, whereas small landowners, on the contrary, are obliged to
transfer the rights over their land to an ACCA.
93. Moreover, while it may appear to be in the interest of hunters who
own small plots of land to band together in order to obtain larger hunting
grounds, there is no objective and reasonable justification for compelling
people who have no wish to band together to do so, by means of a
compulsory transfer, on the sole criterion of the area of the land, which, as
the Government moreover admitted, is a rather approximate yardstick.
94. Furthermore, in those départements where the formation of an
ACCA is voluntary, as in Dordogne, where out of 555 municipalities only
53 have ACCAs, application of the Loi Verdeille leads to situations in
which some small landowners are obliged to transfer hunting rights over
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their land to an ACCA whereas, in a neighbouring municipality with the
same type of terrain and the same wildlife species but not affected by the
Loi Verdeille, all landowners, whether their holdings are large or small, are
free to use their property as they wish.
95. In conclusion, since the result of the difference in treatment between
large and small landowners is to give only the former the right to use their
land in accordance with their conscience, it constitutes discrimination on the
ground of property, within the meaning of Article 14 of the Convention.
There has therefore been a violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 taken in
conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention.
III. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 11 OF THE CONVENTION
TAKEN SEPARATELY
96. The applicants submitted that they had suffered an infringement of
their freedom of association on account of the fact that pursuant to the
relevant provisions of the Loi Verdeille they had against their will been
made automatic members of an approved municipal hunters’ association,
which the Law did not permit them to leave. They relied on Article 11 of the
Convention, which provides:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of
association with others, including the right to form and to join trade unions for the
protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other than such as
are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of
national security or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others. This Article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on the
exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of the police or of the
administration of the State.”

A. Applicability of Article 11
97. The applicants maintained that ACCAs indubitably came within the
scope of Article 11. They argued that a hunters’ association, even though
approved by the authorities, remained a purely private-law body, as the Loi
Verdeille itself expressly referred to the Law of 1 July 1901 on associations.
An ACCA was presided over by a hunter who was elected by hunters. They
were not vested with any public-authority prerogative outside the scope of
the ordinary law, since the technique of official approval was not sufficient
to transform a private-law association into a public administrative body.
98. The Government on the other hand, argued that ACCAs were
public-law associations, vested by Parliament with public-authority
prerogatives, and accordingly outside the scope of Article 11. An ACCA
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could only be set up, for example, with the prefect’s approval and did not
have a free hand as regards the adoption of either its constitution or its
internal rules, the essential parts of which were laid down by
Articles R. 222-62 et seq. of the Countryside Code. In addition, the prefect
had the power to supervise and impose sanctions on an ACCA, the power of
prior approval of any amendment to the rules, and disciplinary powers.
The Government therefore maintained that ACCAs, even though set up
in accordance with the Law of 1 July 1901, were public-law
para-administrative institutions whose internal governing bodies admittedly
resembled those of associations, but whose constitution clearly
distinguished them from ordinary associations, since they were subject to a
mixed legal regime containing elements of both private and public law. The
complaint of a violation of Article 11 was accordingly incompatible ratione
materiae with the provisions of the Convention.
99. The Court notes that the question whether ACCAs are governed by
private or public law is far from a settled issue in French law. The Bordeaux
Administrative Court observed, for instance, in its judgment of
16 November 1989 (see paragraph 32 above): “Although, in order to
achieve the objectives laid down by the [Loi Verdeille], [ACCAs] are vested
with public-authority prerogatives, they nevertheless remain private-law
bodies”, and went on to say: “The decisions they take ..., particularly with
regard to granting or withdrawing membership, are private-law acts which
are not subject to review by the administrative courts”.
This was also the approach taken by the civil courts dealing with the case
of Mrs Chassagnou and Others (see paragraphs 21 and 22 above). On the
other hand, in finding against those applicants (Mr Dumont and Others and
Mrs Montion) who appealed to the administrative courts against a refusal by
the prefect to remove their land from an ACCA’s hunting grounds, the
courts concerned invoked the public-authority prerogatives supposedly
conferred on ACCAs (see paragraphs 27 and 32 above).
100. However, the question is not so much whether in French law
ACCAs are private associations, public or para-public associations, or
mixed associations, but whether they are associations for the purposes of
Article 11 of the Convention.
If Contracting States were able, at their discretion, by classifying an
association as “public” or “para-administrative”, to remove it from the
scope of Article 11, that would give them such latitude that it might lead to
results incompatible with the object and purpose of the Convention, which
is to protect rights that are not theoretical or illusory but practical and
effective (see the Artico v. Italy judgment of 13 May 1980, Series A no. 37,
pp. 15-16, § 33, and, more recently, the United Communist Party of Turkey
and Others v. Turkey judgment of 30 January 1998, Reports of Judgments
and Decisions 1998-I, pp. 18-19, § 33).
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Freedom of thought and opinion and freedom of expression, guaranteed
by Articles 9 and 10 of the Convention respectively, would thus be of very
limited scope if they were not accompanied by a guarantee of being able to
share one’s beliefs or ideas in community with others, particularly through
associations of individuals having the same beliefs, ideas or interests.
The term “association” therefore possesses an autonomous meaning; the
classification in national law has only relative value and constitutes no more
than a starting-point.
101. It is true that the ACCAs owe their existence to the will of
Parliament, but the Court notes that they are nevertheless associations set up
in accordance with the Law of 1 July 1901, and are composed of hunters or
the owners of land or hunting rights, and therefore of private individuals, all
of whom, a priori, wish to pool their land for the purpose of hunting.
Similarly, the fact that the prefect supervises the way these associations
operate is not sufficient to support the contention that they remain integrated
within the structures of the State (see, mutatis mutandis, the Le Compte,
Van Leuven and De Meyere v. Belgium judgment of 23 June 1981, Series A
no. 43, pp. 26-27, § 64). Furthermore, it cannot be maintained that under the
Loi Verdeille ACCAs enjoy prerogatives outside the orbit of the ordinary
law, whether administrative, rule-making or disciplinary, or that they
employ processes of a public authority, like professional associations.
102. The Court accordingly considers, like the Commission, that
ACCAs are indeed “associations” for the purposes of Article 11.
B. Compliance with Article 11
1. The existence of an interference
103. It was not contested by those who appeared before the Court that
the obligation to join an ACCA imposed on the applicants by the Loi
Verdeille was an interference with the “negative” freedom of association.
The Court shares that opinion and will accordingly consider the complaint
under Article 11 in the light of Article 9, since protection of personal
opinions is one of the purposes of the freedom of association, which implies
a negative freedom of association (see the Sigurður A. Sigurjónsson
v. Iceland judgment of 30 June 1993, Series A no. 264, p. 17, § 37).
2. Justification for the interference
104. Such interference breaches Article 11 unless it is “prescribed by
law”, is directed towards one or more of the legitimate aims set out in
paragraph 2 and is “necessary in a democratic society” for the achievement
of that aim or aims.
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(a) “Prescribed by law”

105. Those appearing before the Court agreed that the interference was
prescribed by law, since the obligation for the applicants to join the ACCA
of their municipality was imposed by the Loi Verdeille of 1964, and in
particular by Articles L. 222-9 and L. 222-19 § 3 of the Countryside Code
(see paragraphs 45 and 51 above).
(b) Legitimate aim

106. The Government submitted that the interference complained of had
the legitimate aim of protecting the rights and freedoms of others. By
providing for the pooling of small plots of land and requiring their owners
to join an ACCA the Loi Verdeille sought to ensure democratic
participation in hunting in order to give as many people as possible access
to a leisure activity which would otherwise have been bound to remain the
exclusive prerogative of the owners of large estates.
107. The applicants submitted, on the contrary, that hunting was nothing
more than a leisure activity for those who took part in it. Although the
applicants did not contest the right of hunters to enjoy and take part in
hunting, they considered that it was not for Parliament to impose on those
who were opposed to it the obligation to join hunters’ associations of whose
aims and policies they viscerally disapproved.
108. The Commission considered that, while hunting was an ancient
activity that had been engaged in for thousands of years, it was nevertheless
true that with the development of agriculture, urbanisation and the evolution
of new lifestyles its main purpose in the present day was to provide pleasure
and relaxation to those who took part in it while respecting its traditions.
However, the organisation and regulation of a leisure activity might also be
a matter for which the State bore responsibility, particularly as regards its
duty to ensure, on behalf of the community, the safety of people and
property. The Court accordingly considers, like the Commission, that the
legislation in issue pursued a legitimate aim for the purposes of paragraph 2
of Article 11 of the Convention.
(c) “Necessary in a democratic society”

109. The applicants submitted that it was not necessary in a democratic
society to oblige people opposed on conscientious grounds to hunting as a
leisure activity to become members of associations of hunters. Moreover,
the fact that they had to join an ACCA prevented them from giving effective
meaning to their membership of associations for the protection of nature,
opposed to hunting for ethical reasons, since they could not transfer rights
over their land to those associations in order to create nature reserves there.
110. The Government submitted that, as ACCAs were associations
governed by the 1901 Act, the principles of the ordinary law on associations
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were applicable to them. Thus the members could freely decide how their
association should be run and there was nothing to prevent non-hunting
landowners, who like all other members were entitled to vote at the general
meeting, from taking an active part in the life of the association. If they did
not wish to do so, the obligation to join the ACCA did not have any
coercive consequences, since under Article L. 222-19 of the Countryside
Code non-hunters, while admittedly automatic members of the ACCA, were
not required to pay a subscription or contribute to making up any deficit
which the association might have.
In that respect, the situation of non-hunters was the opposite of the one
which had given rise to the Court’s decision in the previously cited
Sigurður A. Sigurjónsson case, since automatic membership of an ACCA
was only the consequence of the transfer of rights over the land, not its
precondition, whereas membership of the association in the Icelandic case
had been the indispensable condition for carrying on an occupation.
111. The Court considers that the distinction the Government sought to
draw between a landowner’s obligation to transfer rights over his land and
his obligation, as a natural person, to join an association against his will
seems artificial. It should be pointed out that the French parliament chose to
provide for the compulsory transfer of hunting rights over land by means of
compulsory membership of an association responsible for the management
of the properties thus pooled. It is precisely recourse to the legal technique
of the association which raises an issue in this case with regard to the right
to freedom of association set forth in Article 11 of the Convention, as the
question of the compulsory transfer of hunting rights over land is a matter
which falls within the scope of the right to peaceful enjoyment of
possessions, guaranteed by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
112. The Court reiterates that in assessing the necessity of a given
measure a number of principles must be observed. The term “necessary”
does not have the flexibility of such expressions as “useful” or “desirable”.
In addition, pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness are hallmarks of a
“democratic society”. Although individual interests must on occasion be
subordinated to those of a group, democracy does not simply mean that the
views of a majority must always prevail: a balance must be achieved which
ensures the fair and proper treatment of minorities and avoids any abuse of a
dominant position. Lastly, any restriction imposed on a Convention right
must be proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued (see the Young, James
and Webster v. the United Kingdom judgment of 13 August 1981, Series A
no. 44, p. 25, § 63).
113. In the present case the only aim invoked by the Government to
justify the interference complained of was “protection of the rights and
freedoms of others”. Where these “rights and freedoms” are themselves
among those guaranteed by the Convention or its Protocols, it must be
accepted that the need to protect them may lead States to restrict other rights
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or freedoms likewise set forth in the Convention. It is precisely this constant
search for a balance between the fundamental rights of each individual
which constitutes the foundation of a “democratic society”. The balancing
of individual interests that may well be contradictory is a difficult matter,
and Contracting States must have a broad margin of appreciation in this
respect, since the national authorities are in principle better placed than the
European Court to assess whether or not there is a “pressing social need”
capable of justifying interference with one of the rights guaranteed by the
Convention.
It is a different matter where restrictions are imposed on a right or
freedom guaranteed by the Convention in order to protect “rights and
freedoms” not, as such, enunciated therein. In such a case only indisputable
imperatives can justify interference with enjoyment of a Convention right.
In the present case the Government pleaded the need to protect or
encourage democratic participation in hunting. Even supposing that French
law enshrines a “right” or “freedom” to hunt, the Court notes, like the
Bordeaux Administrative Court (see paragraph 32 above), that such a right
or freedom is not one of those set forth in the Convention, which does,
however, expressly guarantee the freedom of association.
114. In order to determine whether it can be justified to require
landowners opposed to hunting to join a hunters’ association, the Court has
had regard to the following considerations.
The applicants are opposed to hunting on ethical grounds and the Court
considers that their “convictions” in this respect attain a certain level of
cogency, cohesion and importance and are therefore worthy of respect in a
democratic society (see the Campbell and Cosans v. the United Kingdom
judgment of 25 February 1982, Series A no. 48, pp. 16-17, § 36).
Accordingly, the Court considers that the obligation for persons opposed to
hunting to join a hunters’ association may appear, prima facie, to be
incompatible with Article 11.
Moreover, an individual does not enjoy the right to freedom of
association if in reality the freedom of action or choice which remains
available to him is either non-existent or so reduced as to be of no practical
value (see the previously cited Young, James and Webster judgment, p. 23,
§ 56).
115. Contrary to the Government’s assertion, the Court notes that in the
present case the applicants do not have any reasonable chance of being able
to resign their membership. The fact that their properties are included in the
hunting grounds of an ACCA and that they do not own a large enough area
of land to lodge an objection is sufficient to make their membership
compulsory.
It was further submitted that landowners opposed to hunting were not
obliged to take an active part in an ACCA’s activities. Although they did,
admittedly, become automatic members, they were not obliged to pay a
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subscription or contribute to making good any deficit which the association
might have. There had therefore not been the degree of compulsion
necessary to justify the conclusion that there had been a violation of
Article 11.
The Court considers that the fact that the applicants were only admitted
to the ACCAs for form’s sake, as it were, solely on account of their status as
landowners, takes nothing away from the compulsory nature of their
membership.
116. The Court further observes that by Article L. 222-10 of the
Countryside Code all public property belonging to the State, a département
or a municipality, public forests and land belonging to the French National
Railway Company are expressly excluded from the ambit of the Loi
Verdeille (see paragraph 46 above). In other words, the need to pool land
for hunting applies only to a limited number of private landowners, whose
opinions are not taken into consideration in any way whatsoever. What is
more, the establishment of ACCAs is compulsory in only 29 of the 93
départements in metropolitan France where the Law applies, and out of
some 36,200 municipalities in France only 851 have chosen to set up
associations on a voluntary basis, including, in the present case, the
municipalities of Tourtoirac and Chourgnac-d’Ans in Dordogne, where
ACCAs were set up in 1977. Lastly, the Court notes that any landowner
possessing more than 20 hectares (60 in Creuse) or an entirely enclosed
property may object to membership of an ACCA.
117. In the light of the foregoing considerations, the arguments put
forward by the Government are not sufficient to establish that it was
necessary to compel the applicants to become members of the ACCAs in
their municipalities despite their personal convictions. With respect to the
need to protect the rights and freedoms of others to ensure democratic
participation in hunting, an obligation to join an ACCA which is imposed
on landowners in only one municipality in four in France cannot be
regarded as proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. Nor can the Court
see why it might be necessary to pool only small properties while large
estates, both public and private, are protected from democratic participation
in hunting.
To compel a person by law to join an association such that it is
fundamentally contrary to his own convictions to be a member of it, and to
oblige him, on account of his membership of that association, to transfer his
rights over the land he owns so that the association in question can attain
objectives of which he disapproves, goes beyond what is necessary to
ensure that a fair balance is struck between conflicting interests and cannot
be considered proportionate to the aim pursued.
There has therefore been a violation of Article 11.
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IV. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 11 OF THE CONVENTION
TAKEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH ARTICLE 14
118. The applicants submitted, for the reasons already put forward in
connection with the alleged violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 taken in
conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention, that they were victims of
discrimination, firstly on the ground of property, in that large landowners
could avoid any restriction of their right to freedom of association, and
secondly as non-hunters, in that the interference with their freedom of
association effected by the Loi Verdeille was to the exclusive benefit of
hunters.
119. The Government rejected this argument, whereas the Commission
accepted it.
120. The Court considers that examination of the complaint under
Article 11 read in conjunction with Article 14 is in substance analogous to
the examination conducted above with regard to Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
and it sees no reason to depart from its previous conclusion. It will confine
itself to the observation that Article L. 222-13 of the Countryside Code does
indeed create a difference in treatment between persons in comparable
situations, namely the owners of land or hunting rights, since those who
own 20 hectares or more of land in a single block may object to the
inclusion of their land in the ACCA’s hunting grounds, thus avoiding
compulsory membership of the association, whereas those who, like the
applicants, possess less than 20 or 60 hectares of land may not.
121. The Court considers that the Government have not put forward any
objective and reasonable justification for this difference in treatment, which
obliges small landowners to become members of ACCAs but enables large
landowners to evade compulsory membership, whether they exercise their
exclusive right to hunt on their property or prefer, on account of their
convictions, to use the land to establish a sanctuary or nature reserve. The
Court notes that in the first case there is no explanation why properties of
more than 20 hectares are not liable to be included in the ACCAs’ hunting
grounds if, as the Government argued, the purpose of the ACCAs is to
ensure democratic access to hunting.
In the second case, the Court considers that the distinction drawn
between small and large landowners as regards the freedom to use their
property for a purpose other than hunting has no pertinent justification.
In conclusion, there has been a violation of Article 11 of the Convention
taken in conjunction with Article 14.
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V. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 9 OF THE CONVENTION
122. The applicants complained of an infringement of their freedom of
thought and conscience and relied on Article 9 of the Convention, which
provides:
“1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in
worship, teaching, practice and observance.
2. Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

123. The applicants submitted that the right guaranteed by Article 9
could not be reduced to the right to shut oneself away inside one’s own
house or on one’s own property without being able to express and give an
outward material form to one’s moral stance. The fact, therefore, that they
were obliged to tolerate hunting on their land, although they themselves
were opposed to hunting, constituted in their opinion an infringement of
their freedom of thought.
124. The Government argued, as their principal submission, that this
complaint was incompatible ratione materiae with the provisions of the
Convention because the applicants’ anti-hunting and ecological convictions
did not come within the scope of Article 9. In the alternative, they submitted
that there had been no violation.
125. Like the Commission, the Court considers that in the light of the
conclusions it has reached with regard to Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and
Article 11 of the Convention, taken both separately and in conjunction with
Article 14, it is not necessary to conduct a separate examination of the case
from the standpoint of Article 9.
VI. APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 41 OF THE CONVENTION
126. Under Article 41 of the Convention,
“If the Court finds that there has been a violation of the Convention or the Protocols
thereto, and if the internal law of the High Contracting Party concerned allows only
partial reparation to be made, the Court shall, if necessary, afford just satisfaction to
the injured party.”

A. Damage
127. The applicants each claimed compensation in the sum of
100,000 French francs (FRF), to cover all heads of damage. They did not
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claim reimbursement of costs and expenses, having been represented free of
charge by Mr Charollois during the proceedings before the Convention
institutions.
128. At the hearing before the Court the Government submitted that as
no documentary evidence of the pecuniary damage allegedly sustained had
been supplied, any claim under that head could only be rejected. As to the
alleged non-pecuniary damage, any finding by the Court that there had been
breaches of the Convention would in itself constitute sufficient just
satisfaction.
129. The Delegate of the Commission made no observations on this
question.
130. The Court notes that the applicants have not supplied any evidence
capable of supporting their claims for pecuniary damage, so it is not
appropriate to award any compensation under that head. With regard to nonpecuniary damage, the Court considers that on account of the violations
found each of the applicants has undeniably sustained non-pecuniary
damage, which it assesses, on an equitable basis, at FRF 30,000.
B. Default interest
131. According to the information available to the Court, the statutory
rate of interest applicable in France at the date of adoption of the present
judgment is 3.47% per annum.

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT
1. Holds by twelve votes to five that there has been a breach of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 taken separately;
2. Holds by fourteen votes to three that there has been a breach of Article 1
of Protocol No. 1 taken in conjunction with Article 14 of the
Convention;
3. Holds by twelve votes to five that there has been a breach of Article 11
of the Convention taken separately;
4. Holds by sixteen votes to one that there has been a breach of Article 11
of the Convention taken in conjunction with Article 14;
5. Holds by sixteen votes to one that it is not necessary to examine
separately the complaint under Article 9 of the Convention;
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6. Holds unanimously that the respondent State is to pay each of the nine
applicants, within three months, 30,000 (thirty thousand) French francs
for non-pecuniary damage, on which sum simple interest at an annual
rate of 3.47% shall be payable from the expiry of the above-mentioned
three months until settlement;
7. Dismisses unanimously the remainder of the claim for just satisfaction.
Done in English and in French, and delivered at a public hearing in the
Human Rights Building, Strasbourg, on 29 April 1999.

Luzius WILDHABER
President
Maud DE BOER-BUQUICCHIO
Deputy Registrar

In accordance with Article 45 § 2 of the Convention and Rule 74 § 2 of
the Rules of Court, the following separate opinions are annexed to this
judgment:
(a) separate opinion of Mr Fischbach concerning Article 9;
(b) partly concurring and partly dissenting opinion of Mr Caflisch joined
by Mr Panţîru;
(c) partly concurring and partly dissenting opinion of Mr Zupančič;
(d) partly concurring and partly dissenting opinion of Mr Traja;
(e) dissenting opinion of Mr Costa.
L.W.
M.B.
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SEPARATE OPINION OF JUDGE FISCHBACH
CONCERNING ARTICLE 9
(Translation)
I disagree with the majority’s opinion that it is not necessary to conduct a
separate examination of the case from the standpoint of Article 9.
I consider that the question of respect for freedom of thought and
conscience goes to the very heart of the case.
I take the view that “environmentalist” or “ecological” beliefs come
within the scope of Article 9 in so far as they are informed by what is a truly
societal stance. They are closely bound up with the personality of each
individual and determine the decisions he takes about the type of life he
wishes to lead.
Moreover, it is undeniable that the question of preservation of our
environment, and of wild animals in particular, is now a much-debated one
in our societies.
Having said that, I approach Article 9 from the point of view of two quite
distinct rules. The first of these, set out in the first phrase of the first
paragraph, guarantees the freedom of thought, conscience and religion in
absolute terms: in principle, any interference by a Contracting State
breaches the Convention. The second is set out in the second phrase of the
first paragraph and enshrines the freedom to change religions or beliefs and
freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs: only the freedom to
“manifest” is subject to the limitations provided for in the second paragraph.
I consider that the first of these rules applies to the present case, which –
essentially – raises the following question: To what extent is it legitimate
under Article 9 of the Convention to oblige individuals to take part in an
activity incompatible with their beliefs?
I consider that two situations must be distinguished. If the activity
imposed is one which unambiguously serves the general interest, it can be
accepted that, in certain circumstances, a member State may oblige
individuals to take part in it notwithstanding their beliefs. For example, an
individual cannot validly rely on his anti-militarist convictions to refuse to
pay tax on the ground that part of the revenue it produces is used for the
defence budget.
On the other hand, to oblige an individual to take part in an activity
which serves essentially private interests manifestly breaches Article 9. But
that is exactly what was done in the present case. The applicants are
required to assist the practice of a “sport” – the precise term used in the Loi
Verdeille – in which only a small proportion of the population takes part
and to do so in total contradiction with their most deeply held beliefs.
I therefore conclude that there has been a violation of Article 9.
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PARTLY CONCURRING AND PARTLY DISSENTING
OPINION OF JUDGE CAFLISCH JOINED BY
JUDGE PANŢÎRU
(Translation)
Like the majority of the Court, I consider that there have been violations
of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, taken together with Article 14 of the
Convention, and of Article 11, likewise read in conjunction with Article 14.
On the other hand, I have difficulty finding a violation of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 or Article 11 of the Convention taken separately.
Under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, an interference with the use of
property, which is in principle incompatible with the Convention, may
nevertheless be justified if it is “necessary to control the use of property in
accordance with the general interest”. There must also be a reasonable
relationship of proportionality between the measure concerned and the
objective pursued.
In the present case the legislation complained of has three objectives,
namely, to regulate a leisure activity which, if left unregulated, would
present a real danger, to democratise hunting and to set up a system for the
rational and effective management of game stocks, thus also ensuring the
protection of the environment.
The questions which arise next are whether the interference with
property resulting from the Loi Verdeille is necessary to regulate hunting in
accordance with the general interest and whether that interference is
reasonably proportionate to the objectives listed above. Considering those
questions is not necessarily a matter of determining whether the respondent
State could have achieved its aim by different measures, by giving the
authorities the exclusive power to issue hunting licences, for example, since
the State enjoys a certain margin of appreciation.
In the case of Mellacher and Others v. Austria the Court held: “[T]he
legislature must have a wide margin of appreciation both with regard to the
existence of a problem of public concern warranting measures of control
and as to the choice of the detailed rules for the implementation of such
measures” (see the judgment of 19 December 1989, Series A no. 169,
pp. 25-27, §§ 45-47). The Court therefore respects the judgment of the
national legislature “unless that judgment be manifestly without reasonable
foundation”, that is where there is no “fair balance” between the general
interest and the need to protect individual rights, i.e. where no reasonable
relationship of proportionality exists between the means employed and the
aim pursued (ibid., p. 27, § 48). It is true that the Mellacher judgment,
which also bore on the interpretation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, dealt
with a subject which was somewhat different from the one considered in the
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present case, namely a reduction in rent effected by law to the detriment of
landlords. However, the principles set out in Mellacher are formulated very
broadly and therefore seem to be generally applicable.
Quite obviously the criteria used by the Court to determine whether, in a
given case, a State has infringed the freedom guaranteed by Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 – through a “manifestly unreasonable” judgment on the part
of the legislature and the lack of a “fair balance” and a “reasonable
relationship of proportionality” – involve a considerable degree of
subjectivity; it could hardly be otherwise. Thus one may take the view,
unlike the majority of the Court, that there has been no breach of the Article
in question, taken separately, because of the importance of the objective
pursued by the Loi Verdeille, which goes beyond the mere regulation of a
leisure activity, having economic and ecological aspects, because of the
margin of appreciation left to the Government in the choice of means to
attain that objective and because of the absence of any obvious
disproportion between the objective concerned and the means adopted to
attain it.
It remains to be seen whether there has been a violation of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 taken together with Article 14 of the Convention, which
prohibits discrimination. The Loi Verdeille distinguishes between large and
small landowners. Large landowners are not obliged to surrender their rights
to an approved municipal hunters’ association (“ACCA”) and are entitled to
control hunting on their property individually, whereas small landowners
lose their exclusive right to hunt on their own land. In addition, for months
at a time they have to tolerate other members of their ACCA hunting there,
which considerably impairs their right of property and creates an undoubted
danger.
According to the Court’s case-law (see the Darby v. Sweden judgment of
23 October 1990, Series A no. 187, p. 12, § 31, and the case-law cited
therein; see also the Van Raalte v. the Netherlands judgment of 21 February
1997, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1997-I, p. 186, § 39, and the
case-law cited therein), treatment is discriminatory only where it does not
pursue a “legitimate aim” and where there is no “reasonable relationship of
proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought to be
realised”, especially in situations where it is uncertain whether the
discrimination is even useful. This seems to be the case here. The
Government have not shown that the discrimination imposed is even useful
for the purpose of achieving the aim pursued. On the contrary. The French
parliament requires small landowners to make considerable sacrifices,
which they can avoid only with great difficulty. On the other hand, it leaves
it up to large landowners to preserve game stocks on their own land without
restricting their property rights in any way (Article L. 222-14 of the
Countryside Code); the duties it imposes on them are both undemanding
and vague, a fact which, moreover, casts doubt on the effectiveness of the
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Law as a whole. What is more, it is hard to see how and why landholdings
larger than 20 hectares in area could be effectively managed by their owners
whereas the opposite is true of smaller areas. It is therefore difficult to argue
that there is a reasonable relationship of proportionality in a situation where
considerable sacrifices are imposed on some landowners but not on others,
especially when the discriminatory system thus established is not, in the
final analysis, as effective as desired. The system would perhaps work better
if it were applicable to all owners, large and small, and if its geographical
scope were more extensive. In the absence of a reasonable relationship of
proportionality between the aim pursued and the discriminatory mechanism
instituted by the Loi Verdeille, one should conclude, as the Court has done,
that there has been a violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 taken together
with Article 14 of the Convention.
The issue of the violation of Article 11 of the Convention presents itself
in a similar way. Restrictions on the right set forth in that provision, which
also protects the negative freedom of association (see the Sigurður A.
Sigurjónsson v. Iceland judgment of 30 June 1993, Series A no. 264,
pp. 15-17, §§ 35-37), are allowed by its second paragraph. The Government
argued that although the obligation for some landowners to join ACCAs did
indeed amount to an interference by the State with the freedom of
association, the aim of this interference was the “protection of the rights and
freedoms of others” (Article 11 § 2 of the Convention) and that it
accordingly constituted a legitimate restriction.
The objectives of the system set up by the Loi Verdeille, which obliges
small landowners to join ACCAs, are to democratise hunting, to regulate
this activity and to improve the conservation of game stocks, and can be
deemed to fall within the scope of the “protection of the rights and freedoms
of others” mentioned in Article 11 § 2. Here again, it seems possible to
describe the State’s interference as reasonably proportionate to the aim
pursued, which amounts to a finding that there has been no violation of
Article 11 taken separately.
Having reached that conclusion, however, it becomes necessary to point
to the discriminatory nature of the Loi Verdeille, firstly in that it does not
apply uniformly to all landholdings suitable for hunting, and secondly and
mainly, in that it is not applicable to all landowners, since large owners
remain exempt. The measures instituted by this Law might be justified, even
from the angle of the requirement of non-discrimination, if the aim pursued
by the Loi Verdeille were reasonably proportionate to its effect. But, as I
tried to show in connection with Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, that effect is
highly uncertain, precisely because of the discriminatory nature of the
measures provided for by that Law.
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I have thus reached the conclusion that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and
Article 11 of the Convention have been breached, but only when read in
conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention.
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PARTLY CONCURRING AND PARTLY DISSENTING
OPINION OF JUDGE ZUPANČIČ
I.
In my opinion the case has been erroneously circumscribed from the
beginning and the central question, which ought to have been the main
focus of the inquiry, has thus been diffused into a series of separate issues.
Were the issue here defined as one of discrimination lato sensu, the question
would then have been: “Has the Loi Verdeille discriminated against
landowners who oppose hunting by giving certain, allegedly excessive,
rights to hunters?”
In order to see the issue in a proper perspective it has to be understood,
of course, that the purpose of practically every legal norm – whether it is
command, proscription or authorisation – is to distinguish between different
categories (classes) of legal subjects. Even criminal laws “discriminate” in
this sense between those who continue to be presumed innocent and those
who have been found guilty. Every legal system operates through
conceptual distinctions entailing legal consequences – in constitutional,
civil, criminal, administrative, international, etc. branches of the law. The
meaning of the Latin verb “discriminare” is simply to distinguish, to
perceive relevant differences, etc.
Even in ordinary language, however, the word “discrimination” acquires
its pejorative connotation unless there is reasonable justification for the
differential treatment of an individual (or a whole class of individuals)1.
Where such differential treatment, due to prejudice or simply the lack of
rational consideration, is coupled with the use of power, we speak of
arbitrariness, capriciousness, inconstancy, irregularity, unpredictability ...
We intuitively understand that these attributes are wholly irreconcilable
with the ideal of the rule of law, état de droit, Rechtsstaat, etc.
The ideal of the rule of law, on the other hand, presupposes the generality
of the laws, i.e., their plain and even applicability (in abstracto) and their
uniform application (in concreto). The reason why laws must be
promulgated in advance and why they must be abstract, as opposed to, for
example, leges in privos datae, lies therein.
The high level of conceptual differentiation, i.e., the constant creation of
new normative distinctions is what distinguishes a developed legal system
from a primitive one. Thus the developed legal systems are facing one basic

1. Of course, such differential treatment may be either discriminatory (stricto sensu) or
preferential. In the latter case we speak of privileges. These privileges for one class of legal
subjects, however, often (in all zero sum situations) run counter to the interests of another
class of legal subjects. What is a privilege for one may be a loss or a nuisance for another.
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dilemma: “How to maintain equality before the law, equal protection of the
laws, etc. – while incessantly producing new legal distinctions
(“discriminations”), new legal categories, new classes of legal subjects to
be treated differently ...?” Thus the central contradiction of everything legal
is the constant oscillation between the imperative of equality on the one
hand and the constant need for further discrimination on the other hand.
Since this dialectic is at the bottom of everything legal – the creation of
new laws, the uniformity of case-law, the stare decisis principle, the nonarbitrary use of executive power – the iron repertory of legal concepts can in
the final analysis no longer furnish us with definite and reliable criteria for
judgment. Legal systems with their different modes of interpretation of legal
norms supply the ready-made criteria for judgments according to law. But
when the question is being asked, for example before a constitutional court,
as to whether a particular law as such may or may not be discriminatory,
such criteria are of little use.
Modern constitutional courts and supreme courts (with the power of
judicial review) faced with questions of discrimination in one case after
another, must resort to the meta-juridical criterion of reasonableness when
determining whether a particular law, a particular judicial or administrative
decision is arbitrary and capricious, unjustifiably discriminatory, etc.
Needless to say, this criterion of reasonableness may degenerate into a
non-legal policy consideration. Excessive consideration of the validity of
the legislature’s intentions will tend to make the court applying it transgress
the limits of judicial restraint. Yet the issue is not judicial restraint. The
issue is preservation of the autonomy of legal reasoning.
At the other extreme we have the timid and defensive regression to
positivistic-formalistic legal formulae characteristic of the new
constitutional courts which have not yet established themselves vis-à-vis the
legislative and the executive branches of power. But as we pointed out
above, before the courts of last appeal there can be no simple praecepta;
these courts must go beyond the mere interpretation of particular laws with
which the ordinary courts are charged.
It would seem that we are caught somewhere between these two
extremes when interpreting the Convention and its Article 14.
II.
Fortunately, however, it is much easier to say what is not reasonable than
what is reasonable. The particular case before us, if it were defined in terms
of discrimination, would raise the single issue of the justification for the
differential treatment of landowners opposed to hunting vis-à-vis hunters.
The case has been sufficiently politicised by the applicants themselves to
bring this question of principle into the focus of this controversy.
Landowners opposed to hunting in fact allege that the “hunters’ lobby” in
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France is a politically privileged interest group. The applicants further
maintain, almost ideologically, that they are, as a matter of principle,
“viscerally” opposed to the killing of animals as well as to their own pro
forma membership of the local ACCAs.
What somewhat obscures the obvious question here is the fact that the
landowners concerned derive their standing (legitimatio activa) from their
property right, i.e., their ownership of the land on which hunting takes
place. Imagine, however, that they owned no land but were opposed on
principle to the killing of game, because they were advocates of animals’
rights, say. They would maintain that the law permitting hunting at all,
because of suspect legislative motivation, discriminated against them; they
would have to maintain that such a law gave the right to kill animals to
hunters, whereas the legislature had unjustifiably ignored their own
principled opposition to such a “barbaric practice”.
To put this in the context outlined above we would have to say that the
legislature here created the select class of “hunters” together with their
allegedly unreasonable privileges. On account of these unreasonable
privileges of the hunters, those opposed to hunting would maintain they
were placed at a disadvantage, i.e. discriminated against. They would
further maintain that there was really no rational basis for the hunters’
privileges since hunting served no identifiable social purpose but was
simply an anachronistic continuation of aristocratic prerogatives, the pursuit
of pleasure, etc. They would maintain that the granting of hunting rights –
irrespective of the property link – was arbitrary because there was no
reasonable justification for it whatsoever.
In the case before us one would have to agree, a fortiori, that legal
privileges granted with no rational basis cause arbitrarily imposed nuisances
(immissiones in Roman law) to those who are, by the force of law,
compelled to tolerate the legal exercise of these privileges on their own
land. To say that they have the possibility of escaping this predicament by
fencing their 20 hectares of property would seem to add insult to injury.
Clearly, therefore, we are dealing here with the issue of discrimination
per se.
III.
Yet it is not obvious to me that hunting as such has no identifiable social
purpose or utility. If it were so there would be countries in which hunting
would be categorically outlawed. I know of no such country. I could agree,
arguendo, that the class of those opposed to hunting may feel discriminated
against, especially if they believe that hunting is an abominable practice
which involves killing innocent animals.
But it is also clear that the issue then comes down to the question of
reasonableness, vel non, of hunting as a social practice. Since it is further
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clear that it is impossible to say, except in a purely ideological perspective,
that hunting is unreasonable, the Court is then in a position where it must
balance the reasonableness of hunting on the one hand and the necessary
immissiones to be suffered by those opposed to hunting on their land on the
other hand. In equal-protection terms the test is then whether the alleged
discrimination is rationally related to a legitimate legislative interest.
In this respect the Loi Verdeille is admittedly clumsy, i.e., it could be
said that at least in some aspects it is not rationally related to the legitimate
societal interest. Yet there are positive aspects to the Loi Verdeille, as
persuasively explained in the dissenting opinion of Judge Costa. One must
keep in mind that most of the problems derive from the Loi Verdeille’s
attempt to strike a fair compromise between the right to hunt and the rights
of private landowners. If the two aspects were separated, as they are in
many countries where the landowners have neither automatic membership
of the hunting organisation nor the right or possibility to prevent hunting on
their land, the Loi Verdeille’s somewhat awkward solutions would not even
be necessary. It is thus somewhat inappropriate to penalise the French
legislature because it tried to strike a fair balance between hunters’ rights
and the rights of landowners – and thereby laid itself open to the reproach of
discrimination. It is for this reason, too, that I cannot bring myself to
maintain that the Loi Verdeille fails the rational relationship test.
It should also be understood, however, that the mild rational relationship
discrimination test applies to social and economic issues, hunting versus
environmental protection being one of them. If this was a suspect
classification in terms of race, alienage or national origin, etc., the strict
scrutiny test would apply, i.e. the Convention would be deemed to be
violated unless there were a compelling State interest and the law in
question would be suitably tailored to serve it. If gender or illegitimacy, etc.,
were the issue the heightened scrutiny test would be applicable, i.e. the law
would be in violation unless it was substantially related to a sufficiently
important State interest.
Admittedly, these are tests of equal protection typically applicable in
constitutional litigation before constitutional courts. But the only relevant
difference here is that we decide in concreto and inter partes, the abstract
erga omnes impact of our decision being implicit in deciding the individual
claim. Substantially the problem of discrimination is the same.
Apart from that, I concede to the majority that the intended privilege of
automatic membership of an ACCA may for certain landowners be a
privilegium odiosum, i.e. in violation of their freedom of association – for
purely subjective, moral and even ideological reasons.
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PARTLY CONCURRING AND PARTLY DISSENTING
OPINION OF JUDGE TRAJA
I agree with Judge Costa, for the reasons given in his opinion, that there
has been no violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, whether taken
separately or in conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention, but also
agree with the opinion of Judge Caflisch, in so far as he finds a violation of
Article 11 of the Convention taken in conjunction with Article 14.
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DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGE COSTA
(Translation)
1. The majority held that there had been violations of several Articles of
the Convention and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. I cannot agree on any of
these points.
2. Apart from the applicants’ individual situation, which must of course
be examined in concreto, there is the more general problem of the
compatibility of French legislation on hunting, in particular the Law of
10 July 1964, known as the “Loi Verdeille”, with the Convention and its
Protocols, since no one has contested the fact that the administrative and
ordinary courts which found against the applicants correctly applied the law.
3. Above all, it must be pointed out that the object and result of the Loi
Verdeille, which has been applied for some thirty-five years, has been to
regulate hunting in France, especially in the south of France where, on
account of the subdivision of rural landholdings and a very great freedom to
hunt, hunting (known as “public hunting”) had become almost a free-for-all.
This had a bad effect on game, crops and, in the final analysis, the whole
ecosystem. Far from being confined to securing the selfish interests of
hunters, the Loi Verdeille pursues a real general-interest objective, namely
mitigating the effects of the subdivision of landholdings and preventing
poaching, while encouraging the destruction of vermin and making possible
the establishment of game reserves.
4. The main plank of this general-interest policy is the establishment of
approved municipal hunters’ associations (“ACCAs”); these must be created
in certain départements and may be created in others. The départements
where creation of ACCAs is compulsory are those where the prefect makes
a proposal to that effect, but he also needs the approval of the council of the
département concerned, which is formed of representatives of the people
elected by direct universal suffrage; in départements where creation of
ACCAs is voluntary they may not be set up except in municipalities where a
qualified majority of landowners (representing a qualified majority of the
area of the municipal territory) agree. The legislature, to my mind, cannot
be faulted for this double concern for democracy, at département and
municipality level, so that the fact that not quite a third of French
municipalities have ACCAs does not in any way mean that the Loi
Verdeille does not serve the general interest. Moreover, the areas where
hunting is practised are not coterminous with the national territory as a
whole, far from it. In an industrial and post-industrial country municipalities
where hunting is conceivable, or where it would have any point, do not
include anything like all towns or even all villages.
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5. Furthermore, the main object of these ACCAs, and this is in fact the
heart of the problem, is to manage hunting grounds which are sufficiently
large, created by pooling the holdings of the municipality’s landowners (for
hunting purposes alone, of course).
6. It is necessary to emphasise the need to organise hunting in the public
interest both because it seems to have been somewhat underestimated in the
present case and because the Court’s case-law legitimately attaches great
importance to the public interest, particularly for the purpose of applying the
Articles relied on by the applicants. In fact, the two main problems raised by
this case were interference with the right of property and infringement of the
negative right to freedom of association, in both instances to take account of
the need to regulate hunting in the general interest.
7. With regard to the right of property, the Court, following the letter
and spirit of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, and particularly its second
paragraph, has always accepted that States have the right “to enforce such
laws as they deem necessary to control the use of property in accordance
with the general interest”.
In my opinion, that is exactly what France did. The Loi Verdeille implies
that the landowners belonging to ACCAs, even those who do not hunt
themselves and even those who are opposed to hunting, agree, nolentes
volentes, to permit hunters to come onto their land to hunt, not, I repeat,
merely to take part in a sport, but in order to participate in a true generalinterest task (even though the conduct of certain individual hunters may
unfortunately make us lose sight of this).
8. Admittedly, the Court has consistently required interference with the
free use of property to be reasonably proportionate and a reasonable balance
to be maintained between the general interest and fundamental rights.
9. But my point is, precisely, that this balance does not seem to have
been upset in the present case. Of the three attributes of the right of property
only one – usus – has suffered any interference; abusus has not, nor has
fructus – which is probably of no concern to the applicants, who are
viscerally hostile to any form of hunting – since the Loi Verdeille makes
provision for compensation to be paid to landowners for the loss of profits
caused by deprivation of a source of income they enjoyed before the
establishment of an ACCA. Even the interference with usus is neither
general nor absolute. It is limited to the annual hunting seasons (even then
hunters, engaged in what for them is a hobby, can hardly hunt every day)
and hunting is prohibited within a radius of 150 metres of any dwelling
(which represents an area of 7 hectares, to be compared, as we shall see,
with a threshold of 20 hectares normally). There are other ways for those
opposed to hunting to “protect” their land (surrounding it with a continuous,
unbroken fence, lodging an objection if its area exceeds the threshold,
ensuring through collective democratic action that the creation of an ACCA
is not supported by a majority of the département council or a qualified
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majority within the municipality, etc.). I admit that these possibilities are
often more formal than real, because a fence is expensive, for example, but
it would be wrong not to mention them. In any event, they reflect an
undeniable concern on Parliament’s part.
10. While a balance has to be struck between the general interest and
this limited interference with the use of property, I do not find the second
pan of the scales to be any heavier than the first, unless one gives way to the
temptation to make a god of the right of property, which to my mind would
be wrong. We should not render any town planning, regional development,
public works, consolidation of landholdings and the like impossible. One
can be wholly in favour of freedom and the rule of law – as the framers of
the Convention were – without necessarily making individual freedom an
absolute or excluding the general interest from the rule of law – which was
manifestly not the intention of those who drafted the Convention. With
regard to hunting, an area where each State should have a wide margin of
appreciation, and where many European States have laws which restrict the
right of private property in order to implement a hunting policy, it seems to
me that the Court’s judgment goes in a very individualist direction, which
will make this type of policy very difficult to conduct. In any event, I have
great difficulty in finding in the present case a violation of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1.
11. The second problem concerns freedom of association, and more
particularly what is called the negative right to freedom of association.
Unlike the Universal Declaration (Article 20), the European Convention on
Human Rights does not explicitly lay down the rule that “no one may be
compelled to belong to an association” but, very legitimately, the Court
inferred it, in a peremptory manner, though not without qualifications (see
the Young, James and Webster v. the United Kingdom judgment of
13 August 1981, Series A no. 44).
12. However, if one accepts that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 was not
breached by application of the Loi Verdeille to the applicants, it is not
difficult to accept that there was likewise no breach of Article 11 of the
Convention.
13. Admittedly, people in the applicants’ situation find themselves de
plano members of associations of whose purpose and even existence they
disapprove as a matter of principle. But these associations are of a very
special type, and that puts the importance of the issue very much into
perspective.
14. In the first place, these associations, classified as such by Parliament,
which provided that they were to be governed by the Law of 1 July 1901,
very much resemble public-law legal persons. Their object is laid down by
the Loi Verdeille. They must be approved by the administrative authorities.
There can be only one in any given municipality. They may not be freely set
up. Their constitutions contain mandatory provisions. They are required to
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set up game reserves of a minimum area laid down by law. Prefects
supervise them and have the power to approve their constitutions and rules
of procedure, and the hunting regulations. They may also dissolve the
executive committee and replace it by an appointed management committee.
In short, for Convention purposes, the Court could have taken the view that
these were not associations within the meaning of Article 11 but public-law
institutions pursuing a general-interest objective, notwithstanding their
classification in domestic law; this would have entailed holding Article 11
to be inapplicable. And there are precedents for such an approach; but that is
of little consequence, the answer to this question being such a subjective
matter. So the majority (not without some persuasive arguments) attached
decisive importance to the classification Parliament gave to the ACCAs and
accordingly accepted that Article 11 was applicable to them.
15. Secondly, however, although people like the applicants may find
themselves members of ACCAs against their will, they have rights as
members, particularly the right to influence the ACCAs’ decisions, without
being subject in return to the normal obligations in such a case; as automatic
members they do not have to pay subscriptions and are not required to
contribute to making good any deficit the association may have. If it is
accepted that, in accordance with Article 11 § 2, restrictions may be placed
on the right to freedom of association – even the negative right –
particularly in order to protect the rights and freedoms of others, the
interference effected by the Loi Verdeille with the negative right to freedom
of association of landowners who do not hunt or are opposed to hunting
may be considered not to be disproportionate, especially in view of the
margin of appreciation which States should be left.
16. In fact, and thirdly, the true interference effected by the Loi
Verdeille with rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention concerns
the right of property. Associations are merely a legal mechanism, of
secondary importance in the final analysis, for the inclusion of pieces of
land in municipal or inter-municipality hunting grounds. What disturbs the
applicants is not the fact of being members of ACCAs but seeing hunters
and their dogs on their land. The Court was right, moreover, to consider
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 first. Considering as I do that there was no
violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, I cannot for my part find a violation
of Article 11 of the Convention.
17. However, even if the rights guaranteed by Article 11 of the
Convention and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, taken separately, have not been
infringed, it does not necessarily follow that there has been no violation of
those provisions read in conjunction with Article 14. In other words, there
may be a third problem, concerning discrimination. Some judges, moreover,
were more sensitive to this aspect of the case (see in particular the partly
concurring and partly dissenting opinion of Judge Caflisch).
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18. I do not share that view either. As regards the right of property, the
question is whether the distinction between small landholdings (normally
less than 20 hectares, in some départements less than 40 or 60) and large
landholdings is reasonably justified. I believe that it is. Parliament had no
intention of penalising “small” landowners and favouring “large”
landowners, which would not in any case have been a wise policy from the
electoral point of view (whereas the Loi Verdeille has now survived nine
successive parliaments!). Its concern was how to ensure – in the general
interest – the creation of hunting grounds sufficiently large to be viable
(game is no respecter of property boundaries). It was therefore necessary to
fix a reasonable threshold. Like all thresholds, the one in issue has an
arbitrary aspect, but what matters is that the distinction between those who
are obliged to leave their land “open” (unless they enclose them) and those
who may refuse access to it should be compatible with the Convention. For
that to be so, it must not be based on property, for example (Article 14); but
that is not the case, either according to Parliament’s intention or in fact,
since there is no correlation whatsoever between the minimum area and the
value of the land (see, for example the James and Others v. the United
Kingdom judgment of 21 February 1986, Series A no. 98). There must also
be a reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means employed
and the aim sought to be achieved (see the Darby v. Sweden judgment of
23 October 1990, Series A no. 187). But the means employed (the
threshold) is proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued, as shown by the
example of numerous European States which have the same threshold, for
the same purpose. As to the discrimination allegedly residing in the fact that
small landowners are treated differently from one municipality to another,
depending on whether there is an ACCA or not, this is inherent in the nature
of a law which, out of a concern to apply democratic principles, was
designed not to impose from on high but to organise from below. That
precaution, which is perfectly legitimate in a sphere such as hunting, whose
emotive and even passionate character is illustrated by the present case,
cannot without paradox be used as a weapon against those who took it.
19. Having said that, I can be very brief on the right to freedom of
association. Since I consider membership of the ACCAs a secondary issue
vis-à-vis the question of the use of property, I would find it even harder to
discern a violation of Articles 14 and 11 taken together than of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 read in conjunction with Article 14.
20. I will restrict my final remarks to the observation that the Court’s
judgment should oblige the Government and Parliament to rethink the
legislation passed in 1964. After all, it is perhaps a good thing, as legislation
in such a field depends so much on contemporary social attitudes and it is
obvious that society has changed and that social balances in 1999 – between
ecologists and hunters, for example – are no longer what they were thirtyfive years ago. But one may well wonder what type of legislation will have
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to be enacted to comply with the Court’s requirements. To paraphrase the
Mellacher and Others v. Austria judgment of 19 December 1989 (Series A
no. 169, particularly paragraphs 45 and 48, at pages 25 and 26), which is a
judgment of the plenary Court, the legislature will have to found its
judgment as to what is in the general interest on a reasonable basis and
employ means which are reasonably proportionate to the aims pursued. It
will not be easy, but it is surely possible ...
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AS TO THE ADMISSIBILITY OF
Application No. 12356/86
by Jan Åke KARLSSON
against Sweden
The European Commission of Human Rights sitting in private
on 8 September 1988, the following members being present:
MM. C. A. NØRGAARD, President
G. SPERDUTI
E. BUSUTTIL
G. JÖRUNDSSON
A. S. GÖZÜBÜYÜK
A. WEITZEL
J. C. SOYER
G. BATLINER
H. VANDENBERGHE
Mrs. G. H. THUNE
Sir Basil HALL
MM. F. MARTINEZ
C. L. ROZAKIS
Mrs. J. LIDDY
Mr.

J. RAYMOND, Deputy Secretary to the Commission

Having regard to Article 25 of the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms;
Having regard to the application introduced on 24 March 1986
by Jan Åke KARLSSON against Sweden and registered on 25 August 1986
under file No. 12356/86;
Having regard to the report provided for in Rule 40 of the
Rules of Procedure of the Commission;
Having deliberated;
Decides as follows:
THE FACTS
The facts of the case, as submitted by the applicant, may be
summarised as follows.
The applicant is a Swedish citizen, born in 1953 and residing
at Östra Hoby, Sweden. He is a priest in the Swedish State Church.
Before the Commission he is represented by Mr. Göran Ravnsborg, Lund,
Sweden.
The applicant graduated from the University of Lund in 1977
and has since held various posts in the State Church. In 1984 the post
of vicar in the parish of Örkened in the Diocese of Lund was
advertised. According to the Act on the Election of Priests (lagen om
prästval), the diocesan chapter (domkapitlet) lists a number of
qualified candidates, one of whom is chosen by the parishoners. The
applicant put himself forward as a candidate together with three
others.
The applicant is a supporter of certain religious views, socalled "gammal kyrklighet", for which reason he is opposed to the
ordination of women. For this reason, and bearing in mind that the
parish of Örkened has two priests of which the vicar is the superior,

the Diocesan Chapter of Lund, before deciding whether the candidates
could be considered qualified, asked the applicant whether he would be
willing to co-operate with a woman clergyman as assistant priest.
In reply the applicant questioned the Diocesan Chapter's right
to request answers to such hypothetical questions and submitted that
he would carry out his task to the best of his ability.
On 22 May 1985 the Diocesan Chapter decided in a majority vote
to declare the applicant unqualified as a candidate to the post of
vicar. In its decision it stated the following:
"In summary, the Diocesan Chapter finds that, since (the
applicant) has clearly shown through his actions up to now
that he cannot be expected to co-operate with female
colleagues, he does not possess the ability and the qualities
deemed necessary for satisfactory work in a supervisory
position in a parish with more than one priest; hence it finds
(the applicant) unqualified for the office in question in
accordance with Section 6 of the Act (1957:577) of the
Election of Priests."
On 10 June 1985 the applicant appealed against this decision
to the Swedish Government claiming that it be annulled, that he be
declared qualified as a candidate for the post of vicar and that he be
put on the list of qualified candidates.
On 23 January the Government rejected the appeal. They pointed
out, however, that the applicant's views on women priests could not
disqualify him for the post but found, as did the Diocesan Chapter,
that the applicant would not co-operate with women priests in such a
way that he could fulfil his duties as vicar.
COMPLAINTS
The applicant complains of the decision taken by the Diocesan
Chapter of Lund and upheld by the Government that he was unqualified
to obtain a post as vicar. This, in his opinion, amounts to a
violation of his right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion
and his right to freedom of expression as secured by Articles 9 and 10
of the Convention, read separately as well as in conjunction with
Article 14 of the Convention.
The applicant also maintains that the refusal to allow him to
apply for election to the office of vicar exclusively by means of a
bureaucratic decision by the Government discloses a violation of
Articles 11, 13 and 18 of the Convention.
Finally the applicant alleges that the decision to disqualify
him is founded on an arbitrary and hypothetical reasoning which
cannot be reconciled with the principles of Article 6 para. 2 of the
Convention.
THE LAW
1.
The applicant complains that the refusal to accept him as
candidate for a post as vicar constitutes a violation of his right to
freedom of thought, conscience and freedom as secured by Article 9
(Art. 9) of the Convention. The Commission notes that this complaint
concerns the decision of a State Church, confirmed on the applicant's
appeal by the Swedish Government.
Insofar as the applicant's complaint relates to the fact that
he was not accepted as being qualified for a post as vicar, the
Commission recalls the cases of Glasenapp and Kosiek (Eur. Court H.R.,
Glasenapp and Kosiek judgments of 28 August 1986, Series A, Nos. 104

and 105) where the Court expressed in distinct terms that access to
the civil service is not a right guaranteed by the Convention. The
Court futhermore stated that no interference of a right of the
Convention was at hand when the heart of the complaint raised before
the Convention organs was measures taken by the authority in order to
satisfy itself that a person applying for a post possessed the
necessary personal qualifiation for the post in question.
Nevertheless the Commission has considered the applicant's
complaint under Article 9 (Art. 9) of the Convention as submitted by him.
Article 9 (Art. 9) provides:
"1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion; this right includes freedom
to change his religion or belief and freedom, either
alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief, in
worship, teaching, practice and observance.
2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall
be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed
by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of public safety, for the protection of
public order, health or morals, or for the protection of
the rights and freedoms of others."
The Commission recalls in this respect its constant case-law
according to which Article 9 (Art. 9) does not oblige the High
Contracting Parties to ensure that churches within their jurisdiction
grant religious freedom to their members and servants (cf. for example
No. 7374/76, Dec. 8.3.76, D.R. 5 p. 157). The freedom of religion
thus does not include the right of a clergyman, within the framework
of a church in which he is working or to which he applies for a post
to practise a special religious conception. If the applicant's views
on women priests and thus his intentions regarding co-operation with
female colleagues is found to be incompatible with the view generally
held by the church in question the latter is not obliged to accept the
applicant as its servant.
On the other hand if the requirements imposed upon a person by
the church should be in conflict with his convictions he should be
free to leave his office, and the Commission regards this as an
ultimate guarantee of his right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion.
In the present case the Commission recalls that the applicant
holds a post in the Swedish State Church and there is nothing to show
that the applicant should fear a dismissal from his present post.
Furthermore, the applicant has not shown that he has been under any
pressure to change his views or that the has been prevented from
manifesting his religion or belief. On the contrary it appears clearly
from the decision of the Government that the applicant's views on
women priests were not held to disqualify him but that he did not
possess the necessary qualifications for the post which, however, as
set out above, is a question which falls outside the scope of Article 9
(Art. 9).
Consequently the Commission finds that the decisions
complained of did not in any way interfere with the exercise of the
applicant's rights under Article 9 (Art. 9) of the Convention and this
part of the application is therefore manifestly ill-founded within the
meaning of Article 27 para. 2 (Art. 27-2) of the Convention.
2.
As regards the applicant's complaint that there has been a
breach of his right to freedom of expression as guaranteed by Article

10 (Art. 10) of the Convention, the Commission considers that the same
reasoning applies mutatis mutandis to the applicant's complaint under
this Article as to the complaint under Article 9 (Art. 9). It follows
that there has been no interference with the applicant's right as
guaranteed by Article 10 (Art. 10) and this aspect of the application
is therefore also manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of Article
27 para. 2 (Art. 27-2) of the Convention.
3.
The applicant has also complained that his case discloses a
violation of Article 13 (Art. 13) of the Convention in that he did not
have at his disposal an effective remedy which could rectify the
alleged violations of the Convention.
The Commission does not find it necessary in the present case
to consider whether in the light of its above conclusions the
applicant had an arguable claim necessitating a remedy under Article
13 (Art. 13) of the Convention but recalls that the applicant could
and did bring his complaints before the Government for consideration.
The Commission finds that this remedy for the purposes of the present
case was sufficient to fulfil the requirements of Article 13 (Art. 13)
of the Convention. The applicant's complaint under this provision is
thus in any event manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of Article
27 para. 2 (Art. 27-2) of the Convention.
4.
The applicant has furthermore alleged that the refusal to
accept him as a candidate for the post in question was based on a
reasoning which cannot be reconciled with the principles of Article 6
para. 2 (Art. 6-2) of the Convention.
The Commission recalls that the presumption of innocence laid
down in Article 6 para. 2 (Art. 6-2) only applies in cases where an
applicant has been charged with a criminal offence. This is not the
case here. Consequently this part of the application must be rejected
as being incompatible ratione materiae under Article 27 para. 2 (Art.
27-2) of the Convention.
5.
The Commission has finally considered the remainder of the
applicant's complaints as submitted by him. However, the documents and
the information submitted by him do not disclose any substantiated
facts which could justify a further examination of these complaints.
It follows that the remainder of the applicant's complaints is
manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of Article 27 para. 2 (Art.
27-2) of the Convention.
For these reasons, the Commission
DECLARES THE APPLICATION INADMISSIBLE
Deputy Secretary to the Commission

(J. RAYMOND)

President of the Commission

(C. A. NØRGAARD)
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APPLICATION/REQUÉTE N° 7374/7 6
X .v ./DENMARK
X .c/DANEMAR K
DECISION of 8 March 1976 on the admissibility of the application
DÉCISION du 8 mars 1976 sur la recevabilité de la requête

Article 6, paragraph I of the Convention : Civil rights and obligations- This provision does not apply to disputes on issues of faith or religious practice . It also does
not apply to litigation concerning recruitment to or dismissal from the civil service .
Articte 9 of the Convention :
a) The church is not obliged to provide religious freedom to all its ministers and
members .
b) In a state church system ministers enjoy the right of freedom of religion at the
moment they accept or refuse employment as clergyman and by their right to leave
the church .

Article 6 paragraphe 1, de la Convention : Droits et obligations de caractère civil
- Cette disposition ne s'applique pas aux contestations sur des questions de foi ou de
pratiques religieuses . Elle ne s épplique pas non plus aux contestations sur YaccA-s à le
fonction publique ou le licenciement de fonctionnaires .

Articte 9 de te Convention :
a) Les églises ne sont pas tenues d'assurer la liberté de religion de leurs prêtres et de
leurs fidéles .
b) S'agissant d'une église d'Etat, la liberté de religion personnelle des ecclésiastiques
s'exerce au moment d'accepter ou de refuser leur fonction et par la faculté de
quitter l'église .
( français : voirp . 159 )

Summary of the relevant facts

The applicant is a clergyman in the State church of Denmark (Folkekirchen) and
the incumbent of a particular parish . He made it a condition for christening children
that the parents attended five religious /essons .
The Church Ministry, being of the opinion that the applicant had no right to
make such conditions, advised him to abandon this practice or to hand in his resignation . When the applicant refused, the Ministry, set up a consistory court of an
advisory character. The applicant unsuccessfulty requested that the proceedings should
take place in public before a consistory court with judicial authority . The public
prosecutor's office, however, held the opinion that the case was of a mere disciplinary
character and had no criminal law implications .

- 157 -

The conststo ry court postponed the examination of the examination of the case
pending the decision of the Commission on the admissibility of the present case .
The applicant complains in particular of a violation of his freedom of conscience
and claims that he is being denied a right to a)air trial as the decision is left to the
Church Ministry's discretion .

THE LAW IExtract l
1 . The applicant first complains that, as a clergyman in the State Church ot
Denmark, he has been requested by the Church Ministry under threat of sanctions to
abandon a certain practice of christening . He alleges in this respect a violation of
Article 9 of the Convention .
An . 9 grants to everyone the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion including the freedom to manifest his relifion or belief in worship, teaching,
practice and observance . The Commission considers it conceivable that a dismissal of
a State official for disobedience could in given circumstances raise an issue under this
Article . However, for the following reasons in the circumstances of the present case
no such issue arises .
A church is an organised religious community based on identical or at least
substantially similar views . Through the rights granted to its members under Art . 9, the
church itself is protected in its right to manifest its religion, to organise and carry out
worship, teaching practice and observance, and it is free to act out and enforce
uniformity in these matters . Further, in a State church system its servants are employed
for the purpose of applying and teaching a specific religion . Their individual freedom of
thought, conscience or religion is exercised at the moment they accept or refuse
employment as clergymen, and their right to leave the church guarantees their freedom
of religion in case they oppose its teachings .

In other words, the church is not obliged to provide religious freedom to its
servants and members, as is the State as such for everyone within its jurisdiction .
The Commission theretore holds that freedom of religion within the meaning o f
Art . 9 111 of the Convention does not include the right of a clergyman, in his capacity
of a civil servant in a State church system, to set up conditions for baptising, which
are contrary to the directives of the highest administrative authority within that church,
i .e . the Church Minister .
It follows that the applicant's above complaint does not fall within the scope of
Article 9 ot the Convention .
2 The applicant further complains that he is being denied access to a court of law
or alternatively a consistory court with judicial authority in order to challenge the
decision of the Church Ministry to dismiss him if he did not abandon the practice
referred to above . He does not accept that the disciplinary proceedings take place
before the consistory court which has been constituted in his case, since this court has
a fact-finding function only and the determination of the charge will be left to the
Church Minister's discretion . In consequence the applicant would allegedly have lesser
chances of avoiding dismissal . He also suggests that the purpose behind the choice
between these different forms of proceedings is found in the Church Ministry's alleged
aims at establishing what it considers to be the correct practice in relation to the
christening ritual, rather than simply disciplining him or charging him with a criminal
offence .
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The applicant refers in this respect to Article 6, para . 1, of the Convention which
secures to everyone that in the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of
any criminal charge against him he is entitled to a fair and public hearing before an
impartial tribunal .
As far as the applicant would like to have issues of faith or religious practice
decided by a tribunal, within the meaning of Article 6, para . 1, of the Convention, the
Commission is of the opinion that disputes on such issues do not involve the determination of civil rights and obligations of a criminal charge, within the meaning of the
said provision
. As far as the applicant claims the right not to be dismissed from his function as a
civil servant, the Commission refers to its previous case-law according to which
litigation concerning access to or dismissal from civil service falls outside the scope of
Article 6, para . 1, of the Convention Isee, for example, No . 3937/69, Collection of
Decisions 32, p . 61) .
It follows that Art . 6, para . 1, of 1he Convention does not apply to this part of the
application .
Résumé des faits pertinent s
Le requérant est pasteur de l'Eglise nationale danoise (Folkekirchen), et est
chargé d'une paroisse. ll subordonne le baptéme des enfants à la condition que leurs
parents suivent cinq leçons d'enseignement religieux .
Le Ministre des cultes, estimant que le requérant n'était pas en droit d'imposer
une telle condition, lui e enjoint d'y mettre fin ou de donner sa démission . Devant le
refus du requérant, le Ministre fit constituer un tribunal ecclésiestique de caractére
consultatif. Le requérant demanda, mais sens succés, que la procédure eGt lieu
publiquement devant un tribunal ecclésiastique ayant juridiction . Le parquet, de son
ctité, e estimé que l'affaire était purement disciplinaire et n'avait aucun caractére
pénal.

Le tribunal ecclésiastique a ajourné l'examen de lâ/faire dans l'attente de la
décision de la Commission sur la recevabilité de la présente requEte .
Le requérant se plaint notamment d'une atteinte é sa liberté de conscience et
estime qu'il n'a pas droit à un procés équitable, la décision demeurant à la discrétion
du Ministre .
I TRADUCTIONI
EN DROIT (Extrait )
1 . Le requérant se plaint en premier lieu qu'en sa qualité de pasteur de l'Eglise
nationale danoise, il a été invité par le Ministre des cultes, sous la menace de
sanctions, à abandonner une ce rtaine pratique en matière de baptême . Il allégue à cet
é gard une violation de l'a rt icle 9 de la Convention .
L'a rticle 9 reconnait à toute personne le droit à la libe rté de pensée, de conscience
et de religion, y compris la liberté de manifester sa religion ou sa conviction par le
culte, l'enseignement, les pratiques et l'accomplissement des rites .
La Commission conçoit que, dans des circonstances pa rticuliéres, le licenciement
d'un fonctionnaire pour désobéissance puisse faire naitre un probléme sous l'angle de
cet a rt icle . Tel n'est toutefois pas le cas en l'espèce, pour les motifs exposés ci-aprés .
_1 5y_

Une église est une communauté religieuse organisée, fondée sur une identité ou
sur une substantielle similitude de convictions . Grâce aux droits reconnus à ses
adhérents par l'article 9, l'église elle-méme bénéficie d'une protection dans sa liberté de
manifester sa religion, d'organiser et de célébrer son culte, d'enseigner les pratiques et
les rites, et elle peut assurer et imposer l'uniformité en ces matiéres . Dans le système
des églises d'Etat, les ecclésiastiques ont pour fonction de mettre en pratique et
d'enseigner une religion déterminée . Leur liberté personnelle de pensée, de conscience
et de religion s'exerce au moment d'accepter ou de refuser une fonction ecclésiastique
et, au cas où ils viendraient à être en désaccord avec les enseignements de l'église,
leur droit de quitter celle-ci sauvegarde leur liberté de religion .

En d'autres termes, contrairement à l'Etat lui-méme envers quiconque relève de
sa juridiction, les églises ne sont pas tenues d'assurer la liberté de religion de leurs
prètres et de leurs fidèles .
La Commission en conclut que la liberté de religion, au sens de l'article 9, § 1, de
la Convention ne confére pas à un ecclésiastique, en sa qualité de fonctionnaire d'une
église d'Etat, le droit de soumettre le baptême à des conditions contraires aux directives de la plus haute autorité administrative de cette église, c'est-à-dire du Ministre
des cultes .
Il s'ensuit que le grief du requérant se situe en dehors du champ d'application de
l'article 9 de la Convention .
2 . Le requérant se plaint en second lieu qu'il s'est vu dénier l'accès à un tribunal
ordinaire ou à un tribunal ecclésiastique ayant juridiction, pour contester la décision du
Ministre des cultes de le relever de ses fonctions s'il ne renonçait pas à la pratique
décrite ciavant . Il s'élève contre le fait que la procédure disciplinaire se déroule devant
le tribunal ecclésiastique constitué pour les besoins de son cas, puisque ce tribunal n'a
qu'une fonction d'investigation et que la décision au fond est laissée à la discrétion du
Ministre des cultes . Il prétend que ses chances sont ainsi moins grandes d'éviter le
licenciement . II avance également que le motif sous-jacent au choix qui a été fait parmi
les procédures possible réside dans l'intention du Ministre de faire établir ce que celuici considère comme la pratique orthodoxe pour ce qui a trait au rite du baptême,
plutôt que dans la simple intention de le faire censurer disciplinairement ou accuser
pénalement .

Le requérant invoque à ce sujet l'article 6, § 1, de la Convention qui garantit à
toute personne que sa cause sera entendue équitablement et publiquement par un
tribunal impartial qui décidera des contestations sur ses droits et obligations de caractére civil ou du bien-fondé de toute accusation en matiére pénale dirigée contre elle .
Dans la mesure où le requérant désire qu'un tribunal, au sens de l'article 6, § 1,
statue sur des questions touchant à la foi et aux pratiques religieuses, la Commission
est d'avis que les contestations portant sur ces matiéres n'impliquent pas de décision
sur des droits et obligations de caractére civil ni sur le bien-fondé d'une accusation
pénale, au sens de cette disposition .
Dans la mesure où il revendique le droit de ne pas être relevé de sa fonction
publique, la Commission se référe à sa jurisprudence antérieure, selon laquelle les
contestations concernant l'accès à la fonction publique et le licenciement de fonctionnaires se situent en-dehors du champ d'application de l'article 6, § 1, de la Convention
Icf . par exemple N° 3937/69, Recueil de décisions 32, p . 611 .

II s'ensuit que l'anicle 6 . § 1, de la Convention est inapplicable à cetle partie de la
requête .
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Translated from Dutch
Ministry of Justice and Security
To the president of the House of Representatives
P.O. Box 20018
2500 EA THE HAGUE
Date: December 9, 2021
Subject answers to parliamentary questions on Jehovah’s Witnesses
In reply to your letter of November 2, 2021, I hereby inform you that the questions posed by the member of
Parliament Mr. van Nispen to the Minister for Legal Protection regarding the practice of exclusion of apostate
members by Jehovah's Witnesses will be answered, also on behalf of the Minister of Justice and Security, as
indicated in the attachment to this letter.
The Minister for Legal Protection
Sander Dekker

Answers of the Minister of Legal Protection on written questions by the member Van Nispen (SP) on the
practice of exclusion of apostate members by Jehovah's Witnesses.
(Submitted 2 November 2021, 2021Z19205)
Question 1
Are you aware of the practice of excommunication (also known as "shunning") used by the community of
Jehovah's Witnesses against former members of the community? Do you also recognise that this practice
can be extremely damaging to those who suffer it?
Answer to question 1
Yes, I am aware of this practice, which can be harmful to those who are affected by it.
Question 2
Can you explain in what way people affected by shunning are offered help from the government, both
mentally and practically?
Question 3
Can you clarify what the government is currently doing to stop shunning?
Answer to questions 2 and 3
I can imagine that those who are affected by this experience psychological damage. In response to previous
parliamentary questions from Members of Parliament Nispen (SP) and Ellian (VVD), I have indicated that the
police and the agencies involved are quite capable of dealing adequately with crimes and misdemeanors.
Organizations such as Victim Support can offer support in dealing with criminal behavior. If required, mental
health institutions can provide mental health care. However, the exclusion of former members by the community
of Jehovah's Witnesses is not in itself a punishable offence. Victims of shunning are therefore not eligible for the
help for victims of criminal offences offered by Victim Support Netherlands (Slachtofferhulp Nederland). For
the psychological effects of these practices, the way to regular care is open to victims for whom these are indicated.
Question 4.
In your opinion, does the law currently offer sufficient possibilities to counter shunning practices? If so,
what is the evidence for this? If not, are you prepared to consider how the law should be amended in order
to take adequate action against shunning?
Answer to question 4
See the answer to question 3. Shunning may be hurtful and damaging to the victim, but the phenomenon itself
has not been criminalized. That is the case when other offences, such as threats, are involved. So far, I have not

received any signals that a form of criminalization of this phenomenon would be appropriate or would provide
added value.
Question 5.
What progress have you made in setting up the contact point for victims of cults and their relatives, as
requested by Parliament in a motion?
Answer to question 5
In response to previous written parliamentary questions from Members Van Nispen (SP) and Elian (VVD) about
the establishment of a contact point for cult signals, I have informed the House that I will implement the motion
submitted (parliamentary paper 25570-VI, no. 54) with due care and in accordance with the intention.4 I will also
take into account the results of the work of the Hendriks Committee, which is expected in the spring of 2022.
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From the Italian newspaper La Nuova Periferia, October 18, 2006, page 28.
Dear Editor:
My name is Nadia. I am 26 years old and I have been one of Jehovah's Witnesses until four years ago. I
was part of the community in Chivasso, of which I know personally or by sight all members, even those
simply "passing through."
I have been rightly disfellowshipped because I was inconsistent with what I believed and preached.
I live my situation with the discomfort of feeling expelled because inadequate, but I understand and
appreciate the reasons. It is a form of discipline toward those who, like me, at one point promised with
full mental faculties to remain faithful to clear principles, and instead did not remain faithful to them.
The other reason is the coherence (quite rare today) of a religious group in doing what it preaches, in
demanding that those who voluntarily choose to belong to the group also respect the group's rules.
Lately, religious confrontation has been focusing, for obvious reasons, on the socio-political aspects of the
Islamic question. Few are interested in the search for the Truth. The approach silently shared by the
majority is that knowing the Truth about God, assuming this is possible, would not add much to one's
existence and could entail uncomfortable implications and interference with one's private sphere, with
daily behavioral choices, and with one's ethics and morals.
The word "religion" risks becoming synonymous with bigotry and fanaticism. It has been replaced by
"spirituality," which has a more agreeable meaning and smells less of duty, being able to satisfy one’s
spiritual need with answers chosen at will.
Christian congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses are small islands of authentic religiosity that still function
as Christian communities striving to live by the rights and duties inspired by original Christianity, and the
idea that God cannot change and neither can His fundamental principles.
In soccer people play in teams of eleven, they don't use their hands to kick the ball, and the players have
to maintain proper physical form that requires a considerable daily commitment and sacrifices. They are
rewarded with the joy of the game. If a soccer player gets tired of following these rules and decides, for
example, to play with his hands, he receives a warning. If he brazenly continues, he is expelled out of
respect for the game and for the other players and in the hope that he will mend his ways and resume
playing correctly.
In Christianity there are as many absolute principles and rules that are not always intuitive. Those who
embrace this faith must fully understand their importance and respect them, sometimes with some
sacrifices. But they are rewarded with the joy of being a Christian, the same joy that illuminated the faces
of St. Paul and Peter, who understood that they were going against the current.
If a Christian stops abiding by the principles and rules of Christianity, he or she must be corrected and
eventually expelled, in the hope that he will return. Jehovah's Witnesses do not simply “cover up”
inconvenient cases and transfer them to another city.
The community rejects the expelled and waits for them to "repent." This includes the interruption of social
relationships with them. Jehovah’s Witnesses don't go on vacation with the expelled or go out to dinner
with them; they avoid them (a Biblically inspired rule). It is clear that family members in this case must

take into account the blood bond and the responsibility that a relative has toward his family. However, it
is also normal to find some fanatics and bigots among those who identify themselves in any group
(religious, philosophical, political, etc.).
My parents are not fanatics. They don't approve of my situation of an "expelled" person, but they have
never denied me the affection and help I needed. Perhaps also because my attitude toward Jehovah's
Witnesses has never been one of denial or hatred, but of respect for those who strive to live by original
Christianity, and out of affection toward a group of people to whom I am humanly and spiritually attached.
This article is my own private initiative and is not an official message from the Congregation of Jehovah's
Witnesses.
Signed letter

